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CENTURY XII.

CHAPTER I.
A GENERAL VIEW OF THE LIFE OF BERNARD.

A GREAT luminary strikes our attention
at the entrance of this century—the fa-
mous Bernard, abbot of Clflirval. As the
general scene of our history still con-
tinues dark and gfloomy, let us stick close
to the splendid object. At least 1 would
wish to exhibit a just estimate of the life,
character, and writings of this renowned
saint. For the subject may not only
throw a considerable light on the reli-
gion and manners of this century, but
will also illustrate that connexion be-
tween Christian doctrine and practice,
which it is the principal design of this
work to explore from age to age.

There was a time when Bernard was
idolized throughout Europe; while he
lived, his word was a law; and, for ages
after his death, he was scarcely thought
to have been capable either of fault or
mistake. But the public taste has long
since deviated into the other extreme, and
it will behove me to say a few words,
with a view to combat that power of pre-
judice, by which most minds are apt to
be carried down the torrent of fashion.

Bernard was doubtless a ver}T ardent
champion of the popes of Rome; I mean,
of their office, not of their personal cha-
racters. He inveighed against the vices
of the men, and the various evils of their
ecclesiastical administration. But he sup-
ported their pretensions to the chair of
St. Peter, and opposed with vehemence
all who withstood those pretensions.
FORGIVE HIM THIS WRONG : it was com-
mon to him with the Christian world;
and the great Saxon Reformer, who, four
hundred years after, could see at length,
though by slow degrees, the wickedness
and folly of the whole- established sys-
tem under which he had been strictly
educated, has ever been looked on as a
prodigy. In superstition also Bernard
was unhappily involved all his days; it

VOL. II.

was the evil of the times. His austeri-
ties have, with nauseous punctuality,
been recited by his panegyrists*. They
might have spared their accounts, as
they themselves confess that he after-
wards owned he was in error, both in in-
juring his own health, and in exacting
too much of labour and sufferings from
his disciples. Nor is the sincerity of
Bernard to be doubted, either in his ju-
venile zeal, or in his candid and frank
confession of his faultsf. He even ac-
cused himself of sacrilege, because by
his indiscreet excesses he had rendered
himself almost unfit to serve God and the
Church. And though the weakness of
his frame continued till death, as the con-
sequence of the injuries which his body
had received by his austerities, he seems
to have taken some care of health in the
latter part of .his life.

But the strongest prejudices wjiich we
are inclined to admit against him in our
times, are derived from his supposed
miracles, and from his real attachment to
the cause of the Crusades.

In truth, I was disgusted with the te-
dious perusal of his miracles, with not
one of which do I mean to trouble the
reader. But Bernard was canonized ; it
was therefore necessary, by the etiquette
of the Roman See, that a Saint should
work miracles; and no wonder, when
the interests of all parties concerned
were favourable to fraud, and when cre-
dulity was a general evil, that miracles
should be feigned, be circumstantially
related, and be implicitly believed. Thus
Ignatius, the father of the Jesuits, was
said, sixty years after his death, to have
wrought miracles; though in his life,
published fifteen years after that event,
no mention is made of any. Our king

* These are several; the lives of Bernard,
which they wrote, are at the close of the 2d
Vol. of his Works; which are in two folios.
I use the Parisian edition of Mabillon.

f Vol. II. p. 1094.
1



HISTORY OF THE CHURCH: CHAP. I.

Henry III. was reported to have wrought
a miracle after his death, at his tomb.
He, also, might have been added to the
Roman Calendar, if the imposture had
not been detected and exposed by the
vigour and sagacity of his son Edward
I.* Let Bernard, then, be acquitted of
wilful blame on this head, though his
panegyrists, it must be owned, have writ-
ten as absurdly concerning him as if they
had intended to disgrace his character.

Of the policy of the Crusades my judg-
ment is not the same as concerning their
justice. In the beginning of this century
prodigious armies marched out of Eu-
rope, to take possession of the Holy
Land ; and, notwithstanding the repeated
calamities which attended their progress,
the princes of the West still persevered
in the attempt. That they should single
out Palestine as the scene of their mili-
tary exploits was fanatical and supersti-
tious. The great inconveniences to whicl
they were inevitably exposed, on ac-
count of the immense distances from
their respective countries, and the wan
of all political and prudential wisdom in
their plans, are evident; and, in the
event, Europe suffered the punishment
of their temerity and folly. Add to this,
that the improvident waste of so much
human blood, on so fantastic an object,
and the mixture of profane wickedness
with absurd superstition in the Crusâ
ders, rendered their characters, on th
whole, as reprehensible as they were ri-
diculous. But when the precise question
is asked, Whether they had a just cause
against the Mahometans, I cannot decide,
with the generality of modern historians
against them. Perhaps we have too has
tily admitted the truth of the account
which infidel writers, of no very accurat<
information, have given of the virtues o
the Arabians. It is very evident, that ii
the wars between them and the Chris
tians, the rules of justice and humanity
were more frequently and more atro
eiously violated by the former than b]
the latter. Even the very degenerati
Christianity, which had then for agei
obtained, produced a degree of socia
virtue unknown to the followers of Ma
hornet. A savage pride, a sanguinary
malice, and a shameless perfidy marker
with very few exceptions, the genera
conduct of men, whom Voltaire, with in
siduous candour, prefers to their Chri
tian adversaries. It should be remerr.

* Fox's Book of Mortyrs, Vol. I. 399.

red, that the Mahometans, from the
rst publication of the Koran, asserted a
ivine claim to universal empire; and in
eir creed unbelieving nations are con-
nually threatened with the loss of their
jligion, their lives, or at least their lib-
'ties. In the eleventh century, the
'urks, the successors of the Arabians,
oth in regard to their empire and their
eligion, had, in less than thirty years,
ubdued Asia, as far as the Hellespont.*
^ the same author who gives us this
nformation says the charge alleged
igainst the Mahometans, of looking on
t as a duty to extirpate all religions by
he sword, is confuted by the Koran, by
he history of the Mussulman conquer-
rs, and by the toleration of Christian
worship. This observation seems scarce-
y consistent with the former. To live
n slavery, under the Mahometan yoke,
tvas all the indulgence granted to the
Christians who sunk beneath their arms ;
and as they realized this doctrine at one
time, even to the Straits of Gibraltar, as
;he pilgrims to the Holy Land were ex-
)osed to many insults, robberies, and
txtortions, as both Saracens and Turks
icted, from age to age, on the maxims of
mginal Mahometanism, and as, at length,
or want of a proper union of the Euro-
pean princes in stemming the torrent,
they desolated a great part of Europe it-
self, it seems agreeable to the law of na-
tions to conclude, that the Christian
powers had a right to resist their ambi-
tious pretensions. If this state of the
case be just, it is sufficient to vindicate
Bernard from the charge of iniquity in
encouraging and promoting the Crusades.
This is enough for my purpose ; he might,
and he doubtless did, mean well in his
exhortations on this head ; and it is only
to be wished that the enterprise of the
Christian princes had been conducted on
the plan of defensive prudence, rather
than of offensive military enthusiasm. I
am not however called on to vindicate
Bernard as a politician, but to illustrate
his Christian principles.

Bernard was born at Fontaine, a vil-
lage of Burgundy, in the year 1091, and
was the son of Tecelinusf, a military
nobleman, renowned for piety, g ^ o f
at least according to the ideas Bernard,
of religion prevalent at that A. D. 1091.
time. The same character is given of
his mother Aleth. She had seven chii-

* Gibbon's Decline, C. 58, V. 6.
I Life of Bernard, by Gulielrnus, 1077.



CENT. XII.] LIFE OF BERNARD.

dren, of whom Bernard was the third.
From his infancy he was devoted to re-
ligion and study, and made a rapid pro-
ficiency in the learning of the times. He
took an early resolution to retire from the
world, and engaged all his brothers and
several of his friends in the same monas-
tic views with himself. The most rigid
rules were agreeable to his inclination:
and hence he became a Cistertian, the
strictest of the orders in France. The
Cistertians were at that time but few in
number; men were discouraged from
uniting with them on account of their
excessive austerities. Bernard, however,
by his superior genius, his eminent piety,
and his ardent zeal, gave to this order
a lustre and a celebrity which their in-
stitution by no means deserved. At the
age of twenty-three, with more than thirty
companicuS, he entered into the monas-
tery. Other houses of the same order
arose soon after, and he himself was ap-
pointed abbot of Clairval.* To those
novitiates who desired admission, he used
to say, "If ye hasten to those things
which are within, dismiss your bodies,
which ye brought from the world; let
the spirits alone enter: the flesh prolit-
eth nothing." Strange advice this may
seem, and very different from the meek-
ness and facility which our Saviour ex-
hibited towards young disciples.-)- Nor
would it be worth while to have men-
tioned it at all, but that it evinces the
extreme disadvantages which then at-
tended the pursuit of religious know-
ledge, and the cultivation of piety. Yet,
amidst all these disagreeable austerities,
the soul of Bernard was inwardly taught
of God; and as he grew in the divine
life he gradually learned to correct the
harshness and asperity of his sentiments.
Finding the novitiates to be terrified at
his severe declarations, he used to preach
to them the mortification of carnal concu-
piscence, and lead them on with a mild-
ness and clemency, which, however, he
did not exercise toward himself. He in-
jured his health exceedingly by austeri-
ties,and as he afterwards confessed, threw
a stumbling-block in the way of the weak,
by exacting of them a degree of perfection
which he himself had not attained. He
had induced all his brethren to follow
his example of retirement. They were
five in number: and his only sister still
remained in the world, who, coming to

* Life of Bernard, 1085.
f Matthew ix. 14.

visit the brethren in the monastery, in the
dress and with the attendance of a lady
of quality, found herself treated with such
neglect, that bursting into tears, she said,
" though I am a sinner, nevertheless for
such Christ died." Bernard, moved with
an expression so truly evangelical, remit-
ted his severity, gave her directions suit-
ed to the taste of the age, and, probably,
still better advice. But of that the mis-
erable writer, whom I follow, says no-
thing. External austerities are, as it
were, the whole of his theology, and
having told us, that Bernard's sister be-
came a nun, and resembled her brothers
in piety, he dismisses her from his nar-
rative. *

Bernard, however, having reduced
himself to the greatest weakness by his
absurd excesses, and being obliged to
take more care of his health, was hum-
bled under a sense of his folly, and frank-
ly confessed it in the strongest terms.f
He recovered his strength, and began to
exert himself by preaching, and travel-
ling from place to place, for the real good
of mankind. It is wonderful to observe,
with what authority Jie reigned in the
hearts of men of ail ranks, and how his
word became a law to princes and nobles.
His eloquence, indeed, was very great;
but that alone could never have given
him so extensive a dominion. His sin-
cerity and humility were eminent, and
his constant refusal of the highest eccle-
siastical dignities, for which he was,
doubtless, as well qualified as any person
of his time, gave, in his circumstances,
an unequivocal testimony to the up-
rightness of his character: 1 say,—in his
circumstances,—for I would by no means
insinuate, that the acceptance of the high-
est ecclesiastical dignities manifests, ia
all cases, a spirit of avarice or ambition.
The bishoprics of Genoa, Milan, and
Rheims, were among those which he re-
fused to accept.

During a schism, which happened in
the Church of Rome, the authority of
Bernard determined both Lewis VI. king
of France, and Henry I. king of England,
to support the claims of Innocent II.
This is one instance, among many, of his
influence, which was employed in various
negotiations, for the good of the Church,
as he thought; but of which the detail
is very foreign to the views of this his-
tory.

That which eminently marked thecha-

* Life of Bernard, 1090. t Id. 1U94.
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racter of Bernard, amidst the profusion
of honours heaped on his character
throughout Europe, was his undissem-
bled humility. Though no potentate,
whether civil or ecclesiastical, possessed
such real power as he did in the Chris-
tian world, and though he was the high-
est in the judgment of all men, he was
nevertheless, in his own estimation, the
lowest. He said, and he felt what he
said; namely, that he had neither the
will nor the power to perform the ser-
vices for which he was so much extolled,
but was wholly indebted to the influence
of divine grace. At intervals, from the
employments of ecclesiastical affairs, he
meditated on the subject of the Book of
Canticles. The love of Christ towards
his Church, his great condescension to-
wards it, though sullied and dishonoured
by sin, the reciprocal affection also of
the Church towards the divine Saviour,
the prelibations of his love afforded to-
ward her, varied however with anxieties
and interruptions, these subjects engaged
his attention, and he wrote on them in
that manner which experience only can
dictate.*

Another writer of Bernard's life tells
u»,j< of the excellent dignitaries of the
Church, who had received their educa-
tion in the monastery of Clairval. But
as I know nothing of any of them, ex-
cept one, it must suffice to mention him,
pope Eugenius III. From a monk he
rose to that height of ecclesiastical dig-
nity ; and he still practised the austeri-
ties of the convent so far as his exalted
station admitted ; and we have yet ex-
tant five books, addressed to him by Ber-
nard, written with that air of genuine
piety and sincerity, which showed that
the abbot was no respecter of persons.
The pope himself was irreproachable in
his manners, continued to reverence the
abbot, was zealous toward God, and ap-
pears to have far excelled the generality
of popes. For the worst thing that can
be said of Eugenius was, that he seems
to have had no scruples in accepting the
popedom. But it is not for man to say
how great a quantity of ignorance and
superstition is compatible with the exist-

ence of genuine piety. Eu-
genius was raised to the pon-
tificate in the year 1145, and
governed nine years in a state
of splendid misery. Feuds

Eujjenius
ILL becomes
pope,
A. D. 1145.

and factions convulsed his government,
and he was obliged to fly from Rome
into France, to avoid the fury of his ene-
mies. It was probably a blessing in the
disguise of afflictions that he was never
allowed to taste the sweets of power and
grandeur.

Theobald, count of Blois, elder brother
to Stephen king of England, was also
much guided by the counsels of Bernard,
and he was surely a very extraordinary
character. Though a powerful prince,
he lived in abstemiousness, simplicity,
and plainness. Nothing indecent was
permitted to be said* or done in his pre-
sence. His care and munificence in re-
lieving the afflicted was wonderful: in a
famine he opened his store-houses to the
poor: his life, in short, was devoted to
the service of mankind : and I hope, that
agreeably to Emaid's observation, he laid
up treasures above. We must, however,
be content with details of external things
from a writer, who gives no account of
the inward vital godliness of his heroes.
Theobald also had his share of afflictions,
though the account of their nature, and
of his relief from them at last, is beyond
measure obscure.

The talents of Bernard in preaching,
were, doubtless, of the first order. He
possessed that variety of gifts which fit-
ted him either to address the great or the
vulgar. Hejtpew how to improve con-
versation to saTuTary purposes, and to
overrule the frivolous trifling- of a com-
pany by introducing something serious,
which yet was of an inviting and an
agreeable nature. At the command of
the pope, and at the request of other
bishops, he was wont to preach in va-
rious places; and the impressions left
on the congregations, who crowded from
all parts to hear him, demonstrated the
powers of his eloquence.f

The crusade of Lewis VII. called the
younger, was supported by the eloquent
voice of Bernard, who unhappily pre-
vailed to draw numbers to join that mo-
narch in his absurd expedition, which
was in its consequences pregnant with
misery and ruin.:): If we had no other
apologies for Bernard than those very
absurd ones suggested by Caufrid, it
must be confessed he would be totally
inexcusable. But in the review of his
works we shall have occasion to hear the
.abbot speak for himself.

* Life of Bernard, 1123.
f 1127. Life of Bernard, by Ernald.

Life of Bernard, by Ernald, 1129.
Life of Bernard, by Gaufrid. X Id. 1137.



CENT. XIL] BERNARD AND ABELARD.

C H A P T E R I I .

BERNARD'S DEFENCE OF EVANGELICAL
TRUTH AGAINST ABELARD.

THE merits of the controversy between
these two great men, can scarcely be ap-
preciated, without some previous review

of the life and transactions
Peter Abe- of the latter. Peter Abelard
A.rdDar079. w a s b o r n i n Brittany, in the

year 1079.* He was, doubt-
less, a man of genius, industry, and
learning. In early life he was put under
the tuition of Roscelin, an acute logician,
already mentioned, who incorporating
his philosophical subtilties with Chris-
tian ideas, departed from the simplicity
of the faith, and, toward the close of the
foregoing century, was condemned for
tritheism.

Abelard needed not the instructions of
such a master, in order to learn the arts
of self-sufficiency. Confident and pre-
sumptuous by nature, elated with ap-
plause, and far too haughty to submit
to the simple truth, as it is revealed in
Scripture, he was, from the moment that
he applied himself to the study of the
sacred writings, ardently disposed to em-
brace heretical singularities. After he
had appeared in a very splendid light in
the schools of philosophy, and had been
equally distinguished by his acuteness
and by his contentious spirit, he attend-
ed the lectures of Anselmf in divinity.
What sort of lectures they were we are
not told, but I have not the worse opi-
nion of them from the supercilious con-
tempt with wrhich Abelard spake of them.
He himself had given very little atten-
tion to the sacred books, and yet very
speedily decided against his teacher,
pronounced him void of reason and com-
mon sense, and declared, that, with the
assistance of an easy expositor, the Scrip-
tures were perfectly intelligible to any one
who had the smallest pretensions to lite-
rature. " Are you equal to the work of
expounding \he Scriptures'?" said his

* I have been obliged to Mr. Bcrington's
history of this man, for the arrangement of
certain facts and circumstances. I scarcely
need to say, that I am constrained to differ,
toto cffilo, from him in sentiments. Nor is it
possible that it should be otherwise, where
two persons have scarcely one common prin-
ciple of theology in which they agree.

f This person must not be confounded
with the famous archbishop of Canterbury of
that name.

companions. " I am ready," said he;
"choose any book which you please,
from the Old or New Testament, and
allow me a single commentator." They
instantly fixed on the most difficult of all
the prophets, Ezekiel. He studied that
night, and next morning declared that he
was prepared to expound the prophet :
" for it is not by leisure," said he, " but
by energy of genius, that I undertake to
master the sciences." He exhibited him-
self in public, lectured repeatedly on
Ezekiel, and was admired by his igno-
rant auditories.

Hitherto everything seems to be a
modern scene. The same juvenile con-
fidence, supported by the same ignorance
of themselves, and the same depraved
nature, has formed many Socinian and
Pelagian preachers and writers in our
times, who, between the age of twenty
and thirty, have despised the wisdom of
antiquity, and the authority of men most
justly renowned for good sense, learning,
and holiness, and have committed them-
selves to the direction of plausible and
presumptuous innovators, who are often
sufficiently artful in beguiling the un-
wary. One of their most successful de-
vices is, they pretend to teach young
students of divinity how to think for
themselves. It is remarkable, however,
that wTe very seldom find any of those
who have gone to visit the sick lion, re*
turn from his den. A self-confident spi^
rit naturally leads the mind into opinions
the most daringly subversive of the Gos-
pel, as well as into a course of life the
most opposite to its precepts. And when
a man has begun to despise the influence
of the Holy Spirit, he is awfully left at
large to his own dark designs, and to the
crafts of the prince of darkness. The
connexion between doctrines and prac^
tice is close and exact. He, who thought
highly of himself was easily disposed to
think meanly of divine grace; and the
best uses of the story of this miserable
man are these, to teach youth to be mo-
dest, and to inform mankind, whether
young or old, that the Scriptures should
ever be studied with reverence, humility,
and prayer.

Abelard had the baseness to seduce a
young woman, named Eloisa, who was
brought up in Paris by her uncle. The
names of both these persons are familiar
to those who have read our poet Pope,
and it would be far remote from the plan
of this history to enlarge on scenes of so
flagitious a nature. Only the real prin*
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ciples of grace, I constantly find, are
productive of holy practice. He, who
has not seen the evil of sin in his own
nature, and the preciousness of the grace
of Christ, even while he boasts of his
regard to moral virtue, will sport with
iniquity, and call evil good, and good
evil. The unhappy woman herself
learned to glory in her shame, and pro-
fessed that she thought it an honour to
become the harlot of so renowned a per-
son as Abelard. Sin deceives and har-
dens the heart incredibly; even holy
David, for a season, felt its fascinating
power; and nothing less than the in-
fluence of divine grace can subdue it.
Blinded by lust, Abelard and Eloisa felt
no remorse for their monstrous treatment
of her uncle, whose confidence they
abused, and whose kindness they repaid
by the most vile and wicked ingratitude.
In the mean time, Abelard studied and
expounded the prophets, and continued
to preach, not the Lord, but himself, as
he had ever done. Happy had it been
for the Christian world if there had been
no more such theologians. But thus it
is with men who speculate on religion at
their ease, and make it a vehicle for their
own advancement, honour, and wealth.
With shameless versatility, they can at
one time undertake to explain the Scrip-
tures, at another gratify the lusts of the
flesh. With men truly serious for their
own souls it is not so : they may be slow
in their advances in Christian science;
but their steps are safe ; and, while reli-
gion is by them brought to the test of
experience, their conduct is preserved in
uprightness.

I throw a veil over the particulars of
the shameful story. Suffice it to say,
that in the issue, Abelard's projects of
ecclesiastical ambition were disappoint-
ed, and that both he and the unhappy
woman retired into monastic obscurity.

Ambition and the force of an active
genius soon engaged Abelard again in
theological inquiries. Of all the ancient
fathers, Origen most suited his taste ;
and, mindful of the instructions of Ros-
celin, he began to philosophize in public
on the doctrines of the Gospel, and com-
posed, in three books, his Introduction to
Theology; in which he attempted to
render the mysteries of Christianity
more agreeable to reason than they had
been represented by the ancient fathers.
The Trinity, in particular, he describes
as a doctrine known to the ancient
schools of philosophers, and revealed to

them in recompense of their virtues.
This is certainly a language very differ-
ent from that of the Scriptures, which
never mention philosophers, except with
a view to guard against their seductions,
and always represent their views as ex-
tremely abhorrent from the doctrines of
the Gospel. The modern historian of
Abelard is large and diffuse in describ-
ing the treatment which his hero met
with, but desultory and indistinct in the
account which he gives of his real senti-
ments. He asserts, however, that Abe-
lard was persecuted without cause ; that
his book really contained nothing that
was expressly heterodox; and while he
positively and decidedly condemns the
conduct of his adversaries, he gives his
readers no sufficient data by which they
may judge for themselves. But thus it
is that heresy has ever been defended.
While its WORDS DO EAT AS A CANKER,
and gradually pervert the minds of the
unwary, every charitable attempt to
counteract the poison is treated as bigot-
ry, illiberality, arid fanaticism. The
praise of good sense and sound argument
is considered as appropriate to the here-
tic. He, at least, is allowed and encou-
raged to spread his doctrines with free-
dom, and to asperse the orthodox with
the keenest invective; while all who
undertake to defend the plain sense of
Scripture are stigmatized as persecutors.
Scenes of this sort have, to the disgrace
of human nature, been renewed from age
to age: and so low and mean are the
ideas of charity inculcated by those who
call themselves liberal, that the real spi-
ritual benefit of thousands seems to them
scarcely an object of any magnitude,
compared with the personal reputation of
the applauded heretic.

Let us then endeavour to give, from the
best evidences, a distinct view of the
eading sentiments of Abelard, that we

may be enabled to form a just idea of the
ontroversy which at present engages our

attention. I have drawn them from the
history of Alexander Natalis ;* and the
testimonies both of Abelard himself, and
of Bernard his opponent, are introduced
nto this account.

1. Abelard distinguished the persons
of the Trinity in this manner. He de-
scribed God the Father to be FULL POWER,
he Son to be a CERTAIN POWER, the Holy

Spirit to be NO POWER. He said, "the
Son was to the Father as a CERTAIN

* Alexand. Nat. 12th Cent.
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POWER to power, as species to genus, as
materiatum to materia, as man to an ani-
mal, as a brazen seal to brass."

I suppose, were I to translate the Latin
words of this passage, for the sake of the
less learned reader, I should make no
addition to his stock of knowledge.

2. He represented the Holy Spirit to
have proceeded from the Father and the
Son, but not from the substance of the
Father and the Son. Let this article
pass as an unintelligible subtilty, if the
reader please. The next speaks plainly
a sentiment which strikes at the root of
Christianity.

3. He denied that the devil ever had
any commanding effective influence over
man, and therefore he denied that the
Son assumed flesh for the sake of freeing
man from the devil. God appeared, said
he, in flesh, for no other end than for our
instruction by word and example, nor did
he suffer and die for any other reason,
than to show and recommend his love
toward us. I scarcely need to say, that
this is the very essence of Socinianism.

That I have not mistaken the meaning
of Abelard will further appear from a
view of his reasonings against the doc-
trine of atonement. " How is it possible
that God should be reconciled to us by
the death of his Son, since, in all reason,
he ought to have been more incensed
against men for the murder of his Son
than for the violation of his precept by
the eating of a single apple ? If Adam's
sin could not be expiated but by the
death of Christ, what expiation could be
made for the horrid crime of murdering
Christ himself1? Could the death of an
innocent Son be so pleasing to God, that
he would be reconciled to us men on the
commission of it?—Who does not see,
that it is cruel and unjust, that any one
should require the blood of the innocent?
How much less could God be so pleased
with such an action, as to be reconciled
on account of it to the whole world ?r

Thus far Abelard.* Socinians have never
said anything more specious. To those,
who know how to reverence divine wis-
dom, and to submit to the express word
of God, such reasonings will appear un-
worthy of an answer. What I am con-
cerned for at present is, to state the fact,
that Abelard was a heretic, that Bernard
did not accuse him either unjustly or pre-
cipitately; and that the assertion of the

* Bern. Vol. I. 647.

historian of Abelard,* namely, that his
hero " was not guilty of a single error,"
is altogether unfounded.

It may be proper to add, that Abelard,
having set aside the Scripture doctrine of
an atonement, gives it as his opinion, that
the real cause and design of Christ's in-
carnation was, that he might illuminate
the world with the light of his wisdom,
and inflame it to the love of God.

4. He affirmed that the Holy Spirit
was the soul of the world. A phrase
much used by the philosophers.

5. He asserted, that Christ, God and
man, is not a third person in the Trinity,
and that God is not properly to be called
man.

6. That by free-will, without the help
of grace, we can both will and perform
that which is good, in direct contradiction
to the seventh Chapter to the Romans.

7. That in the sacrifice of the altar,
there remains, in the air, the form of the
former substance.

8. That not the fault but the penalty
of original sin is derived from Adam.

9. That there is no sin, except in the
full consent of the man, and that consent
attended with or implying a contempt of
God.

10. That no sin is committed by con-
cupiscence, inward' delight in evil, or
ignorance. However obscurely he ex-
presses himself, he evidently lessens the
demerit of sinful thoughts.

11. That diabolical suggestions are
made, in a natural way on men, by the
contact of stones and herbs, as the saga-
cious malice of evil spirits knows how
to suit the various efficacy of these thing3
to the production of various vices.

12. Faith he called an estimation or
opinion of things not seen. " As if,"
says i Bernard, " a man might think and
speak, in matters of faith, what he
pleases, or, as if the Sacraments of our
faith were not sure and certain in their
nature. The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our spirits that we are children of
God. The whole object of faith is di-
vinely confirmed by prophecies and mira-
cles, established and consecrated by the
incarnation, bloody death, and glorious
resurrection of the Redeemer. How can
any man give to so divine a principle as

* History of Abelard and Eloisa, p. 278.
f I anticipate the sentiments of Bernard in

this place; more of his arguments against
Abelard will be given, when we come to the
account of his opposition to the heretic.
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the faith of the Gospel, so low and mean
a title as opinion, except one who hath
not received the Holy Spirit, or who is
ignorant of the Gospel, or who looks on
it as a fable1?" The difference between

. divine and human faith in the Christian
religion is here not improperly stated by
Bernard.

13, In commenting on the epistle to
the Romans, Abelard thus expresses
himself: " Since the divine compassion,
by bare intuition, could have freed man
from the devil, what necessity, what rea-
son, or what need was there, that, for our
redemption, the Son of God should as-
sume our nature, should sustain so many
and so great miseries, and the painful
and ignominious death of the Cross 1
To us the reason seems to be as follows,
—that our justification by his blood, and
our reconciliation to God, consisted in
this singular grace exhibited to us, name-
ly, in his taking upon him our nature,
and in his persevering by word and ex-
ample even to death, in instructing us."#

"Thus he drew his true disciples the
more closely to himself by love. Our
redemption, therefore, consists in that
great love excited in us by the passion
of Christ, which not only frees us from
the servitude of sin, but gives us the
liberty of the sons of God."

In another place, he says, "Though
our doctors, since the days of the Apos-
tles, are of different sentiments, I think
the devil had no effective power over
man, except a permissive power from
God, as a gaoler,f nor did the Son of
God assume flesh that he might free men
from slavery."

14. He asserts, that fresh continued
influences of divine grace are not neces-
sary to the production of every single
good action, contrary to the plain sense
of the parable of the vine and its branches

* Observe how the idea of atonement is
excluded, to make way for that of instruc-
tion, while evangelical terms are still used.
Some of the other articles are nugatory or
obscure ; this is palpably plain, and of essen-
tial importance in the controversy. In the
same light the opposition which he makes, in
a great degree, to the work of the Holy
Spirit, is to be considered.

f He plainly misrepresents the ancient
doctors; none of whom assign any other sort
of power to Satan; but by this misrepresen-
tation he speciously introduces his opposition
to the doctrine of the atonement.

and our Lord's own explication of it in
John xv.

1 might add also another sentiment of
Abelard, namely, "that God does no
more for him, who is saved, than for him
who is not saved." He argues, that, "if
man be naturally more prone to evil than,
to good, his sins merit no blame; nay,
that* God himself seems blameable for
making him so weak and frail." Hum-
ble and intelligent Christians know how
to answer; "Nay, but O man, who art
thou that repliest against God]" And,
moreover, they will, with great truth,
contend that such men as Abelard ought
not to complain that the character of
humble and sincere Christians is denied
to them, and that their invectives against
their opponents are not only unfounded,
but also prove themselves to be void of
integrity and candour, because they en-
deavour to impose on mankind by pre-
tending to be what they are not.

On the whole, it seems impossible,
that a man who had known any thing of
the power of native depravity, should
have advanced such sentiments as Abe-
lard published to the world. Still, if he
had kept his thoughts to himself, or had
even been a modest inquirer, and proposed
his doubts for the sake of information
from persons better versed than himself
in theological inquiries, his sentiments
would have been no proper object of an
ecclesiastical council. But Abelard had
proceeded to assume the character of a
teacher; and what fundamental doctrine
of Christianity had he not opposed 1 The
views of the Trinity had been either per-
verted under his hands, or confounded
with the speculations of philosophers.
The atonement of Christ, on which alone
the hope and comfort of real Christians,
in all ages, depends, had, in effect, been
denied : the efficacious influence of divine
grace had been asserted to be, in many
cases at least, unnecessary; and the fall-
n state of man by nature had been ex-

cluded from his creed. If he had re-
nounced the Christian name, at the same
time that he renounced the fundamental
doctrines of the Gospel, he would have
merited the character of an honest man;
and, by separating himself from Christian
society, would have prevented the weak
and the unwary from being imposed on
by his notions. But such candour and
frankness seldom belong to the character
of heretics: strict truth and plain dealing

Bern. 647. Vol. I.
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in religious matters are scarcely to be
expected from any but those who are
humble before God, and sanctified by his
truth. Why Abelard chose still to caF
himself a Christian is obvious; his
schools would have been deserted if he
had acted openly and honestly. Unless
then it can be proved that there are n
fundamental truths of Scripture, or, that
all sentiments are equally insignificant,
it behoved the rulers of the Church,
from every principle of piety and charity,
to take cognizance of the growing heresy.

A council was held at Soissons, and
Abelard was summoned to appear. He
was charged with tritheism, and with

having asserted that God the

Stool!.?' £ a t h e r was, a'°™ Almighty.
He was ordered to burn his

volumes, and to recite the symbol of
Ai!f*lH2Siil5±-- Hfi-obe^e^jMoth^the. man-
dates, and, after a short confinement, wai
set at liberty. I am not disposed to ap-
prove of all the steps taken by this coun-
cil. I only maintain, that the principle
of their proceedings was just and equit-
able. Every person who is a member of
any society, religious or civil, would own,
if a similar occasion presented itself, that
he had a right to require the treacherous
member who had laboured to subvert that
society, either publicly to retract his sen-
timents, or to submit to a decree of ex-
pulsion.

But Abelard, in his own account of
the transaction, largely descants on the
iniquity and imperiousness of the Synod.
The acrimonious invective, the airs of
triumph on occasion of little advantages
gained by.himself in the course of the
debate, the shrewdness of his cavils, and
above all, the dexterous evasion of the
main points on which the controversy
rests, these things appear on the face of
his narrative, and are so exactly similar
to the conduct of modern heretics, much
better known to the world, that I may
well be spared the recital of them. More-
over, want of sincerity, as well as of
temper, is so evident in the narrative of
Abelard, that we can lay no decisive
stress on his testimony in things with
which his own character is concerned.
Indeed the want of honesty and veracity
appears to have been most striking fea-
tures in this ingenious and learned dis-
putant.

A commentary on the Epistle to the
Romans was also published by Abelard,
to which, in an introductory preface, he
has prefixed an observation on the com-

parative value of the Gospels and the
Epistles. "The former, he thinks, are
designed to teach those things which
every Christian ought to know ; the lat-
ter to inculcate a strict attention and obe-
dience to them. These last," says he,
"contain some wholesome documents
and advice, which, though they appertain
not to the essence of belief, may serve to
embellish the Christian establishment,
and to develope its tenets." This is the
method of speaking usual with Socinians,
namely, to undervalue the authority of
some parts of Scripture, compared with
others, as if holy men of God did not
speak as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost with equal authority through the
whole of the sacred volume. It is not
necessary to give any other account of
the commentary than that which th@
reader may conjecture for himself frora
The view already stated of the leading
sentiments of the author.

Bernard, paying a visit to the nun**
nery of the Paraclete, over which Eloisa
presided, was heard from the pulpit by
the abbess and her nuns with admira-
tion. He read and approved of their
laws and institutes, which had been
drawn up by Abelard. He objected only
to one phrase in their repetition of the
Lord's Prayer. For- the common ex-
pression DAILY, in the petition, " Give
us this day our daily bread," _they
had been taught to say super-substantial
bread. Abelard, it seems, had literally
followed the etymology of the Greek
word ;* seduced, I suppose, by the Aris-
totelian chimeras, which relate to sub-
stance. The plain mind of Bernard, at-
tending to sense and utility, rather than
to sound and glitter, revolted against the
innovation; and, while he spake with a
respectful deference of the man, and com-
mended every thing else relating to the
nunnery, he expressed his disapproba-
tion of the unusual term. When Abe-
lard heard of it, his pride took fire; he
wrote to Bernard a warm expostulation,
and, by undertaking to show the superior
authority of St. Matthew to St. Luke, he
ndeavoured to support the propriety of

the term super-substantial. Here again
appeared the Socinian mode of under-
valuing one part of Scripture, in compa-
rison of another. This is the first in-
stance recorded of an open altercation be-
tween Bernard and Abelard. For I find,
at least, no decisive proof of any opposi-
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tion made, as yet, by the former, to the'
publications of the latter. On the con-
trary, Bernard was hitherto far from be-
ing clear in his own judgment concern-
Ing the real theological character of Abe-
lard ; and of his caution and charity we
shall presently see abundant proofs. The
little story which has been told is trifling
in its own nature, if anything can be
called trifling which illustrates the hu-
man character, and displays the con-
nexion between doctrine and disposition,
which was never more apparently exhi-
bited than in the transactions of Abelard.

The council of Soissons had been held
in the year 1121. It was a long time
after this that Bernard took any particu-

lar notice of Abelard. Either
The Council he had heard little of the con-
wâ hcld!18 troversy, or had not thought
A. D. 1121. himself called on to deliver his

sentiments. Abelard, how-
ever, notwithstanding his retractions,
persevered in teaching his heresies;
and it became, at length, impossible for
his errors to escape the observation of
the abbot of Clairval.

About the year 1139,* William, abbot
€f St. Thierry, alarmed at the growing
progress of Abelard's doctrine, wrote to

Geo/ry, bishop of Chartres,
Abelard ae- ard to Bernard, entreating
Abbottsf t h e m t 0 u n d e r t a k e t h e defence
l^hieuy. *~ ' of divine truth. " God knows
A. D. 1139. I am confounded/' said he,

44 when I, who am 4 no man,'f
am compelled to address, on a subject
of urgent importance, you and others,
whose duty it was to speak, though
hitherto ye have been silent.ij: For when
I see the faith of our common hope griev-
ously and dangerously corrupted, with-
out resistance, and without contradiction,
that faith, which Christ hath consecrated
for us with his blood, for which Apostles
and martyrs contended even to death,
which holy teachers defended with much
labour and fatigue, and transmitted entire
and (incorrupt to these dregs of time, J.
feel a distress which constrains me to
speak. I could wish, if it were neces-
sary, even to lay down my life for it.
They are no small objects which I lay

* Bern. Opera. Vol. I. p. 303.
f Psalm, xxii.
t Hence it is evident that Bernard had not

yet distinguished himself in this controversy,
though it must have been of above eighteen
years' standing. A plain proof of his cau-
tion and modesty.

before you : the faith of the Holy Trini-
ty, the person of the Mediator, the Holy
Spirit, the grace of God, the sacrament
of our common redemption, are the sub-
jects which engage my attention* For
Peter Abelard again teaches and writes
novelties: his books cross the seas, and
pass over the Alps: and his new senti-
ments concerning the faith are carried
into provinces and kingdoms, are preach-
ed to crowded audiences, and are openly
defended ; they are even said to have
made their way into the court of Rome.
I say to you both, your silence is dan-
gerous, both to yourselves and to the
Church of God—I tell you, this monster
is as yet in labour; but if he be not pre-
vented, he will produce a poisonous ser-
pent, for which no charmer can be found.

441 lately met with, 4 The Theology of
Peter Abelard.' I confess this title mada
me curious to read. I have sent you the
books, with my remarks ; whether there
is a just cause for my apprehensions,
judge ye. As new terms and new ideas
disturbed my spirit, and I had no one be-
fore whom I could freely unbosom my
thoughts, I have applied myself to you,
and implore you to defend the cause of
God and the whole Latin Church. The
man fears you, and dreads your authori-
ty. For, indeed, almost all the cham-
pions of divine truth being deceased, a
domestic enemy hath invaded the de-
fenceless state of the Church, and hath
betaken himself to a singular method of
teaching; dealing with Scripture, as he
used to do with logic, by introducing his
own inventions and novelties; a censor,
not a disciple of the faith, a corrector,
not a follower."

He then mentions the heads of the
heresy, which he had discovered, and
which were much the same as those
which have already been described, and
he promises to enlarge in writing on the
same argument, " with the help of Him,
in whose hand are both we and our
words." " Nor," says he, 44do I value
your being offended at my language,
provided I please you in the doctrine. If
I can convince you that I am justly
noved, I trust you also will be moved,
and, in an important cause like this, will
not fear to part with him, though he be
a foot, a hand, or even an eye. I myself
have loved him, and wish to do so still,
God is my witness: but in this cause I
see neither relation nor friend."

Bernard read the book which William
sent, and returned this answer: " I
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think your zeal both just and necessary:
that it was not idle, the book, which you
have sent me, demonstrates. In this
book you effectually stop the mouths of
gainsayers: not that I have given it that
accurate survey, which you desire; but
I own I am pleased with it, even from a
cursory reading, and I think the argu-
ments solid and convincing. But as I
have not been accustomed to trust to my
own judgment, especially in things of so
great importance, I believe the best way
would be for you and me to meet, and
talk over the subject. Yet even this, I
think, cannot be done till after Easter,
lest the devotions of the holy season be
distracted. But I must beseech you to
have patience with me, and to pardon
my silence on the subject, since I was
hitherto ignorant of most if not all the
particulars. As to that wThich you ex-
hort me to, God is able to inspire me
with his good Spirit through your pray-
ers."

Bernard, having at length made him-
self master of the subject, and being im-
pressed with its magnitude, resolved to
exert himself on the occasion. He first
held a private conference with Abelard,
and admonished him, in a friendly man-
ner, to correct his errors. But this first
attempt being fruitless, he took two or
three persons with him, according to the
precept of the Gospel; and, in their pre-
sence, expostulated with the innovator.*
Finding his endeavours to be unsuccess-
ful, and observing, on accurate inquiry,
how much the evil spread, it now be-
came a question with Bernard, whether
he ought to sacrifice the honour of God
and the good of souls to the humour of
an artful and obstinate heretic. As a
conscientious spirit, like his, was obliged
to decide this question in the negative,
and as he had sufficiently exculpated
himself from the charge of personal ma-
lice, or blind precipitation, he began to
warn the disciples of Abelard against
the errors of their master, and, as far as
in him lay, to guard the Christian world
against the growing heresy.

He wrote to pope Innocent in these
terms: " Another foundation is laid than
that which has been laid for us. A new
creed is coined in France: virtues and
vices are discussed, not according to
rules or morality: the Sacraments are
treated unfaithfully; and the mystery of
the Holy Trinity is investigated, not in

simplicity and sobriety, but in a manner
contrary to that which we have received.
Our theologian, with Arius, disposes of
the Trinity by degrees and measures :
with Pelagius, prefers free-will to grace ;
with Nestorius, divides Christ, and ex-
cludes the man Christ Jesus from all
connexion with the Trinity."*

To another bishop he wrote thus:
"The dragon had been silent many days;
but, when he was silent in Britain, f he
onceived iniquity in France. The man

boasts, that he hath infected the court of
Rome with the poison of his novelty:
that he hath dispersed his books among
the Romans: and he assumes those as
the patrons of his error, by whom he
ought to be condemned. May God de-
fend that Church for which he died, that
he may present it to himself, not having*
spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing.":}:

Let this suffice for a specimen of the
glowing language of Bernard; too vehe-
ment, perhaps, but surely kindled by the
fire of charity. Those, however, alone
can judge of the spirit of the man with
candour and equity, who feel the im-
portance of divine truth. Humanly speak-
ing, the errors of Abelard, aided by the
propensities of our depraved nature,
might in a silent and gradual manner
have pervaded all Europe, and the pro-
pagation of Socinianism might have been
matured six centuries ago, if the mis-
chief had not been thus vigorously op-
posed.

Li the archiepiscopal city of Sens,
a superstitious ceremony, namely, the
translation of a saint's body into the ca-
thedral Church, was to bo
performed in the year 1140. Abelard
Abelard, incensed at the open ^Snard*38

and repeated opposition of A^D!II40.
Bernard, challenged him to
make good his charges of heresy at this
solemn assembly. Undoubtedly, he pro-
ceeded regularly in the formality of the
challenge. For he implored the arch-
bishop of Sens to cite his accuser before
the assembly, and promised to meet him.
The archbishop wrote to Bernard ac-
cordingly, and named the day on which
he should expect to see him. Bernard
seems to have been considerably embar-
rassed at this step. His good sense en-
abled him to see the difference between

* Bern. Opera. Vol. I. p. 310.

* Bern. Opera. Vol. I. p. 306.
f He alludes to the Pelagian heresy,

which had flourished in Britain.
X Bern. Opera. Vol. I. p. 307.
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popular preaching, and close scholastical
argumentation. He had been habituated
to the former: with the latter he was
unacquainted: and, he knew that Abe-
lard excelled all men in the arts of con-
troversy, in which also age and experi-
ence would give him a great advantage
over a young antagonist. Bernard, there-
fore, at first refused to appear. " 1 was
but a youth," says he, in his own ac-
count of this matter, "and he a man of
war from his youth.# Besides, I judged
it improper to commit the measures of
divine faith, which rested on the founda-
tions of eternal truth, to the petty rea-
sonings of the schools. I said, that his
own writings were sufficient to accuse
him, and that it was not my concern, but
that of the bishops, to decide concerning
his tenets."

Elated at the apparent pusillanimity of
Bernard, Abelard collected his friends,
spake in a strong tone of victory, and ap-
pealed to many concerning the justice of
his cause. " What things he wrote of
me to his scholars," says Bernard, " I
love not to relate. He took care to
spread the news every where, that he
would answer me at Sens on the day ap-
pointed. I yielded, however, though
with tears and much reluctance, to the
advice of my friends. They saw that all
men were going, as it were, to the spec-
tacle, to behold the combatants. What
would they say, if one of them did not
appear 1 The people would stumble,
the adversary would triumph, and error
would grow stronger, if none should ap-
pear to answer and to confute. Moved
by these reasons, I determined at length
to meet Abelard at the time and place,
with no other preparation than that Scrip-
ture promise, do not premeditate how
you may answer; for it shall be given
you in that same hour what ye shall
say; and that other, the Lord is my
helper, I will not fear what man can do
unto me."f

The assembly was splendid. Lewis
VII. was there with his nobles; the
archbishop with the bishops of his dio-
cese, many abbots, professors, and in ge-
neral all the learned of France were pre-
sent.

The superstitious ceremony being per-
formed on the first day, on the second the
two abbots appeared, and every eye was
fixed on them. The whole assembly was

suspended in expectation of the contest.
Bernard arose, and in a modest and dif-
fident manner declared; " I accuse not
this man; let his own words speak
against him. Here they are, and these
are the propositions extracted from them.
Let him say, I wrote them not, or let him
condemn them, if they be erroneous, or
let him defend them against my objec-
tions." He then delivered the charges
to the promoter, who began distinctly to
read them. He had not read far, when
Abelard arose. " I appeal," said he, "to
the pope," and refusing to hear any more,
began to leave the assembly. The as-
sembly was astonished at the unexpected
step. " Do you fear," said Bernard, " for
your person] you are perfectly secure;
you know that nothing is intended against
you: you may answer freely, assured of
a patient hearing."* " I have appealed
to the court of Rome," cried the appalled
heretic, and withdrew.

Bernard, in writing the account of
these transactions to the pope, gives it as
his opinion, that the procedure of Abe-
lard was unjustifiable, to appeal from
judges, of whom he had himself made
choice.]"

If the issue of the conference between
these two renowned antagonists had been
such as to disappoint the reader's ex-
pectations, something, however, divinely
instructive, may be learned from the nar-
rative. I know nothing in Bernard's his-
tory more decisively descriptive of his
character, than his conduct in this whole
transaction. By nature, sanguine and
vehement; by grace and self-knowledge,
modest and diffident; he seems, on this
occasion, to have united boldness with
timidity, and caution with fortitude. It
was evidently in the spirit of the purest
faith in God, as well as in the most cha-
ritable zeal for divine truth, that he came
to the contest; while Abelard, who, pre-
sumptuous through a long course of scho-
lastic honours, came elated and self-con-
fident, drooped in the very crisis which
called for his eloquence and resources.
His courage seems to have failed him;
or, perhaps the consciousness of real he-
resy made him incapable of standing be-
fore a distinct and orderly examination.
At any rate, the humble was exalted, and
the proud was disgraced, according to
the maxims of the Gospel; and the con-
duct of the men was a precise counter-

* Bern. Opera. Vol. I. p. 183.
t Ibid.

* Vita Bern. Vol. IT. p. 1138.
f Id. 183.
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part of the doctrines which they severally
espoused.

The bishops of France wrote to the
pope an account of the procedure; and,
in their words, I shall recite the little that
remains to be mentioned of the acts of
the assembly.

Having given an account of the con-
duct of Bernard, perfectly agreeable to
that which we have heard from the ab-
bot himself, they observe, that " he cer-
tainly appeared at Sens, inflamed with
pious fervour, nay, unquestionably with
the fire of the Holy Spirit."* And they
proceed as follows:

." As Abelard's sentiments were read
over and over in public audience, and as
the arguments of Bernard, partly built on
the most solid reasons, partly on the au-
thorities of Augustine and other holy fa-
thers, convinced the synod, that the
tenets, which he opposed, were not otily
false but also heretical, we, sparing the
man out of deference to the apostolic
See, condemned the opinions. We en-
treat you to confirm our decrees, and to
impose silence on the author of the books,
in order to prevent the pernicious conse-
quences with which his errors may be
attended."

In what manner Bernard disproved the
tenets of Abelard before the council,
may be judged from the following brief
review of his long epistle to the pope.f

" The new theologtst of France is one,
who scorns to be ignorant of anything
in heaven above, or in earth beneath; to
one point only, himself and his own ig-
norance, he is perfectly blind. While he
is prepared to give a reason for every
thing, he presumes things above reason,
and contrary both to reason and to faith.
We ought to consider that Mary is com-
mended, because she prevented reasoning
by faith,jj: and that Zachariah was pun-
ished, because he tempted a faithful God
by reasonings. Abraham also is extolled,
who believed in hope against hope.

" But our theologist says, • What does
it profit, if what we teach cannot be ren-
dered intelligible?' Thus promising,
perfectly to explain mysterious things,
he places degrees in the Trinity, mea-
sures in the Divine Majesty, and num-
bers in eternity. In the very entrance on
his work, he defines faith to be f an esti-

* Vita Bern. Vol. II. p. 1131.
t Bern. Vol. I. p. 650.
X Luke i. 38.
VOL. II, " 2

mation or an opinion.' But Christian
faith has no such limits. Let estimation
and opinion belong to the academies,
whose character it is to doubt of all
things ; to know nothing. I shall follow
the sentiments of the Apostle of the
Gentiles, and know that I shall not be
confounded. His definition of faith, I
own, is agreeable to me: Faith is the
substance of things hoped for; the evi-
dence of things not seen. Substance of
things hoped for; not a fancy of empty
conjectures. The idea of substance is
connected wTith something certain and
fixed. Faith is not opinion, but certainty.
I shall not dwell upon a number of nu-
gatory speculations, in which, while he
labours to make Plato a Christian, he
makes himself a pagan. I come to more
weighty matters. I have read in a cer-
tain book of his sentences, and in his
exposition of the Epistle to the Romans,
that he holds an original sentiment con-
cerning the mystery of our redemption :
namely, that the ancient doctors were
unanimous in their mode of interpreta-
tion concerning the subject, that they all
held in such a manner; but, that he
holds in a different manner. And art
thou he, who constructest for us a new
Gospel ? Thou hast discovered, it seems,
that the Son of God did not assume
flesh, that he might free man from the
devil. Let them give thanks, says the
Psalmist, whom the Lord hath redeemed
from the hand of the enemy.* This
thou wouldst not deny, if thou wert not
under the power of the enemy. Thou
canst not give thanks with the redeemed,
who art not thyself redeemed. That
man seeks not for redemption, who knows
not himself to be a captive. But those,
who do know, cry to the Lord; and the
Lord hears them, and redeems them from
the hand of the enemy. Hear an apostle :
"If God, peradventure, may give them
repentance to the acknowledging of the
truth, and that they may recover them-
selves out of the snare of the devil, who
are taken captive by him at his will."y
Hearest thou these words, AT HIS WILL,
and dost thou deny the power of the
devil V—Hear the Lord himself. He is
called by him, the prince of this world,%
and the STRONG MAN ARMED, AND THE
POSSESSOR OF GOODS ;§ and dost thou say,
that he has no power over men 1—This

* Ps. cvi. 6.
t John xiv. 30.

f 2 Tim. ii. 25.
§ Luke xi. 21.
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power of Satan was known to the Apos-
tle, when he said, "who delivered us
from the powers of darkness, and trans-
lated us into the kingdom of his dear
Son."*—Let him learn, therefore, that
the devil has not only power, but a just
power over men. Though the devil him-
self, who invaded us, is not just; but
God who exposed us to him, is just.

" Man was then justly enslaved, but
mercifully delivered : with such mercy
however, that justice appeared even in
his deliverance* For what could man do
of himself, to recover lost righteousness,
being now a bondslave of the devil]
Another's righteousness is therefore as-
signed to him after he had lost his own.
The prince of this world came, and found
nothing in Christ ; | and, when he still
would lay violent hands on the innocent,
most justly he lost the captives, whom
he possessed; and that Being upon whom
death had no just claim, having unjustly
suffered the pains of death, by this vo-
luntary submission justly freed from the
debt of death, and from the dominion of
the devil, him whb was legally obnoxious
to both. Man was the debtor: man also
paid the debt. For, if one died for all,
then were all dead,^ that the satisfac-
tion of one might be imputed to all, as
he alone bore the sins of all; and now
he, who offended, and he who satisfied
divine justice, are found the same; be-
cause the head and the body is one
Christ. The head then satisfied for the
members, Christ for his own bowels,
since, according to St. Paul's Gospel,
which fully confutes the error of Abe-
lard, God hath quickened us together
with him, who died for us, having for-
given all trespasses, blotting out the
hand-writing of ordinances, nailing it to
his cross, and spoiling principalities and
powers. § May 1 be found among those
spoils of which adverse powers are de-
prived ! If I be told, your fathers en-
slaved you, I answer, my brother hath
redeemed me. Why may not I have
another's righteousness imputed, since 1
have another's sin imputed to me ? Is
there sin in the seed of the sinner, and
not righteousness in the blood of Christ ?
—As in Adam all die, so in Christ shall
all be made alive. The fault has truly
laid hold of me, but grace has also visit-
ed me. If the judgment was by one to

condemnation, the free-gift was of many
offences to justification.* Nor do I fear,
being thus freed from the powers of dark-
ness, to be rejected by the Father of lights,
since I am justified freely by the blood
of his Son. He who pitied the sinner,
will not condemn the just. I call myself
just, but it is through His righteousness.
For Christ is the end of the law for
righteousness|, and he is made of God
for us righteousness.^: Thus is man
made righteous by the blood of the Re-
deemer; though Abelard, this man of
perdition, thinks the only use of his
coming was, to deliver to us good rules
of life, and to give us an example of pa-
tience and charit}'. Is this the whole
then of the great mystery of godliness,
this which any uncircumcised and unclean
person may easily penetrate ? What is
there in this beyond the common light of
nature? But it is not so: for the natu-
ral man receiveth not the things of the
Spirit of God:§ Thou hast hid these
things from the wise and prudent ;|| and,
if our Gospel be hid, it is hid to them
that are lost.«|f—He asks, had the devil
dominion over Abraham and the other
sleet? No; but he would have had, if

they had not been freed by faiih in him
that was to come. As it is written,
Abraham believed God, and it was im-
puted to him for righteousness; and
Abraham rejoiced to see my day ; he saw
it and was glad. It was the blood of
Christ, which like dew distilled on La-
zarus, and preserved him from the flames
of hell through faith in him who was to
suffer. We must believe of all the elect
of that time, that they were born as we
are, under the powers of darkness, but
were thence delivered before they died ;
and that only by the blood of Christ.

"Abelard asks, why so tedious and
painful a mode of deliverance, since
"hrist could have effected it by a mere
volition ? Who affirms that the Almighty
was limited to this mode? But the effi-
cacy of this method, which he preferred
to all other possible ones, is surely de-
monstrable from that very preference:
and, perhaps, in this its excellence may
appear, that the grievous sufferings of
our Redeemer afford us an admonition of
the strongest and most impressive nature,
concerning our own fallen and miserable

* Coloss. i. 13.
t 2 Cor. v. 15.

t John xiv. 30.
§ Coloss. ii. 15.

* Rom. v. 16.
t 1 Cor. i. 30.
1! Mat. xi. 25.

t Rom. x. 4.
§ 2 Cor. ii. 14.
IT 2 Cor. iv. 3.
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condition. But no man knows, nor can
know to the full, what precious benefits,
what wisdom, what propriety, what glory
the unsearchable depth of this mystery
contains in itself.—Bijf, though we may
not search out the mystery of the divine
will, we may feel the effect of its execu-
tion, and reap the fruit of its goodness:
and what we may know, we ought not to
conceal.—When we were yet sinners, we
were reconciled to God by the death of
his Son. Where reconciliation is, there
is remission of sins. In what then lies
remission of sins 1 This cup is the New
Testament in my blood, which is shed
for you, for the remission of sins.*—
Why my blood, say you, what he might
have done by a bare word ] Ask God
himself.—I may know that it is so : why
it is so, I may not. Shall the Potter say
to him that formed him, why hast thou
made me thus 1
' " Strange, says he, that God should be
reconciled to men by the death of his
Son, which ought to have incensed him
the more against them. As if in one and
the same transaction the iniquity of
wicked men might not displease, and the
piety of the suiTerer please God. What,
says he, can expiate the guilt of the mur-
der of Christ, if nothing less than that
murder could expiate the sin of Adam1?
we answer briefly, that very blood which
they shed, and the intercession of him,
whom they slew.—Not simply the death
but the voluntary obedience unto death,
pf the Redeemer, was well pleasing to
God; of the Redeemer I say, who by
that death destroyed death, wrought sal-
vation, retrieved innocence, triumphed
over principalities and powers, reconciled
all things in heaven and in earth, and re-
stored all things. And because this pre-
cious death, which was to be spontane-
ously undergone, could not take place
but through the sin of men, he, not de-
lighted indeed with their wickedness,
but taking occasion from it to execute the
purposes of his own benevolence, by
death condemned death. This blood was
able to expiate the guilt which shed it,
and therefore left no doubt of its expiating
the first original sin. In answer to his
tragical complaints of the cruelty of this
dispensation, we say, God did not thirst
for blood, but for salvation, which was to
be effected by blood. Salvation we say,
and not, as he writes, the mere display

of love, and the exhibition of useful in-
struction and a powerful example. For
what avails instruction without recovery 1
How useless the finest lessons, unless
the body of sin be destroyed in us ! At
this rate the whole harm of Adam's sin
lies in the exhibition of an evil example,
since the medicine must be adapted to
the quality of the wound. For, if we be
Christians and not Pelagians, we must
confess the sin of Adam to be derived to
us, and by sin death ; and that righteous-
ness is restored to us by Christ, not by
instruction, but by regeneration ; and by
righteousness life; that, as by thaoffence
of one, judgment came upon all men to
condemnation, even so by the righteous-
ness of one, righteousness came upon all
men to justification of life.* If, as he
says, the design 6f the incarnation was
illumination, and a powerful incentive to
love, we may own these things came
from Christ; but, from whom came re-
demption and deliverance ?

" As far as in him lies, he, who attri-
butes the glory of redemption not to the
cross of Christ, but to our proficiency in
holy conversation, renders void and of
none effect the mystery of the divine dis-
pensation. But God forbid that I should
glory save in the cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ, in whom is our salvation, life,
and .resurrection.

" I see, indeed, three capital objects
in this- work ef our salvation, the form of
humility by which the Son of God made
himself of no reputation, the measure of
love, which he extended even to the
death of the cross, and the mystery of
redemption, in which he suffered death.
The two former, exclusive of the latter,
are as if you painted on a vacuum. Great
and necessary indeed was the example
of humility; great, aisd worthy of all ac-
ceptation, was the example of his chari-
ty ; but remove redemption, and these
have no ground to stand upon. I would
follow the humble Jesus, I desire to em-
brace with the arms of love him who
loved me, and gave himself for me ; but
—I must EAT the Paschal Lamb. Un-
less I eat his flesh and drink his blood, I
have no life in me. It is one thing to
follow Jesus, another to embrace, another
to feed upon him. To follow, is whole-
some counsel; to embrace, is solemn
joy; to feed upon him, is a happy life.
For his flesh is meat indeed, and his

Luke xxii. 20, * Rom. v. 18.
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blood is drink indeed. The bread o
God is he that corneth down from heaven,
and giveth life to the world.* Wha
room is there for counsel or for joy, with
out life 1 they are mere pictures and sha-
dows, without a solid ground and sub
stance. Therefore, neither examples o:
humility, nor displays of charity, are any
thing without redemption."

If the reader has attentively considered
the arguments of Abelard, and the an
swer of Bernard, he has seen wha
weight ought to be laid on a fashionable
sentiment of this day, namely, that in
consequence of the improvements in rea-
soning and philosophy, a person is now
capable of expounding the Scriptures
much better than the ancients could do.
If the observation be supposed to be ap-
plicable to the essential doctrines of sal-
vation, I ask, How does this appear to
be the case? Jn subjects of human art
and science, indeed, new discoveries may
be expected, but with what pertinency
can the remark be applied to divinity ]
The whole system of divine truth is not
more perfectly revealed now than it wa
seventeen hundred years ago. The
Scriptures are the same ; common sense
is the same; the influence of the Holy
Spirit is the same; and human wants
are the same: and if men search and
pray in humility and seriousness; if
they cry after knowledge, and lift up
their vcice for understanding; if they
seek her as silver, and search for her as
for hid treasures, what is there to hinder
them from understanding the fear of the
Lord, and finding the knowledge of God,
in one age as well as in another 1 j- Is not
God said to be willing to show, in the
ages to come, the exceeding riches of his
grace, in his kindness toward us through
Christ Jesus 1% And will any man say,
that, in some particular periods, he is
not willing to unfold these inestimable
riches ? It is not to be denied, but that
by skill in learned languages, by study,
and by general cultivation of the human
mind, much light may be thrown on se-
veral doubtful passages of holy writ:
their connexion and meaning may be
rendered clearer, and so far improvements
may be made in the interpretation of
Scripture ; but when this is admitted, we
must still maintain that no new discove-
ries are to be expected in regard to the
essential and fundamental truths of di-

vine wisdom and holiness, and to these
truths this whole remark is exclusively
confined. These, wherever the Bible
can be had in an intelligible language,
seem to lie open to the view of all hum-
ble and serious inquirers in every age.
What can modern Socinianism say more
than Abelard said 1 And does not Ber-
nard answer it in the same manner as
evangelical divines do now] Even in
the darkness of the twelfth century we
have seen the light as clear and full in
the main, as it can be at this day. Old
errors may be revived and dressed up
anew, but they are the same errors still.
Even the praise of original genius will
be denied to the modern heretic, by him,
who carefully investigates antiquity.
The whole circle pf human sciences, how-
ever they be cultivated and improved in
our days, can add nothing to the stock of
spiritual understanding. In every age
God has not been wanting to his Church ;
and divine truth has ever appeared the
same, and has brought forth the same
holy fruits in those, who fear God, and
believe the Gospel of his Son.

I shall not now need to give an ab-
stract of the other letters, which Bernard
wrote on this occasion. In them all he
sees the true ground of Abelard's errors.
While this heretic undertook to compre-
hend all that God is, by mere human rea-
son, while nothing seemed to escape his
penetration either in heaven above or in
the depth beneath, he was totally igno-
rant of himself.* He was ignorant of
nothing, but of himself.)" Such is the
language of Bernard, concerning him,
while he cautions the pope and other
dignitaries of the Roman Church against
the seductions of heresy, and informs
them how much Abelard presumed on
the expectation of finding patrons at
Rome, where his books had been dis-
persed.^;

The influence of Bernard's labours in
this cause on the minds of the Christian
world was very great, and decisively de-
feated the designs of the enemy. Gau-
fredus, one of the writers of Bernard's
ife, observes, " Blessed be God, who
rave to us a better master, by whom he
onfuted the ignorance of the former, and

quashed his arrogance, by whom Christ
exhibited to us three special objects in
his sufferings,—an example of virtue, an

John vi. t Prov. ii. X Eph. ii. 7.
* Vol. I. p. 184, 185.
X 312.

t 186.
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incentive of love, and a sacrifice of re-
demption.*

Roused by the exhortations of Bernard
the pope pronounced a definitive sentence
Ab d against Abelard, ordered hi
demned by"a works to be burned, and thi
definitive heretic to be confined in som
the TOTO.°f monastery, at the discretio

of the leaders of the counci
which had condemned his doctrine. W<
have, however, better authority than tha
of the pope for pronouncing his senti
ments heretical. And though the deci
sions of the pope deserve no attentio
from Christians, it was matter of sincer<
pleasure to all, who loved the souls o
men, that Abelard was stripped of th<
power of doing mischief. As for thi
rest, he was treated with as great lenity
as the nature of ecclesiastical governmeni
at that time, which was certainly absun
and arbitrary in many respects, wouli
admit. He was permitted to end hi
days in the monastery of Cluni, ove
which Peter the venerable presided, who
treated him with much compassion and
friendship. An interview was also pro-
moted by the good-natured offices of Pe-
ter, and of another abbot, between the
two champions, the particulars of which
are not known. Only it appears, that
Bernard declared himself satisfied with
Abelard's orthodoxy. I suppose the lat-
ter would, in conversation, retract, or
soften, or explain his thoughts in the
same manner as he did in an apology,
which he published at this time. But
the reader remembers, that this was not
the first time of his submitting himself
to the judgment of the Church.°Whether
he was sincere or not, it belongs not to
man to determine. The charity of Ber-
nard, however, is incontestable, because
he dropped the accusation, as soon as
Abelard had ceased to vent heretical
sentiments. Not personal malice, but
Christian zeal seems to have influenced
the abbot of Clairval in this whole trans-
action.

If it be asked, what benefit resulted
from the scene, which we have reviewed 1
it is answered, either Abelard's retracta-
tion was sincere or not. If the former,
the advantage was great to the heretic
himself; if the latter, he doubtless add-
ed hypocrisy to his other crimes, though
he was prevented from making himself
accessory to the ruin of others. But the

Death of
Abelard,
A. D. 1142,
or] 143.

guilt of hypocrisy was properly and sole-
ly his own. If his opponents contracted
any guilt on the account, it would be un-
lawful to oppose error at all, for fear of
possible consequences. To this I add,
that the benefit resulting to the whole
Church for ages, is unquestionably evi-
dent ; a consideration worthy the atten-
tion of those, who, in their charity for
single heretics, seem to forget the mercy
and chanty due to the souls of thousands.
Abelard, however, continued
after these events in quiet
obscurity, till his death,
which took place in 1142, or
1143.

Eloisa survived this extraordinary man
many years. Their correspondence still
remains, and I have examined it with a
view to discover, whether there be any
evidences of genuine conversion in the
unhappy couple. That they were sorry
for their past follies is certain ; that the
latter part of their lives was outwardly
decent and regular is no less evident;
but of real repentance, genuine faith in
Christ, and the true love of God, I can-
not discern any satisfactory proofs.

I have now enabled the reader, by an
rderly statement of facts, to decide for
imself what candour and justice there is
n the declaration of a learned
listorian, that« Bernard mis- M o S . °f

nderstood some of the opi-
ions of Abelard, and wilfully pervert-
d others. For," continues he, "the
;eal of this good abbot too rarely per-
nitted him to consult, in his decisions,
he dictates of impartial equity; and
lence it was, that he almost always ap-
plauded beyond measure, and censured
without mercy."# Wilful perversions,
nd by a good man too ! what ineonsis-

;ency of language! Or is Bernard called
good man ironically 1 Or did this wri-
r feel a sympathy with one of these
reat men, and an antipathy to the other I

Certainly, whoever, like Bernard, de-
ends the real truth as it is in Jesus, with
he simplicity of a Christian, even though
le preserve modesty, caution, and chari-
y, must expect no mercy from the criti-
isms of men more zealous for the ho-
our of what they improperly call ra-
onal religion, than for that of Jesus
hrist. The world will LOVE ITS OWN :
the carnal mind is enmity against
od;" and he, who in charity supports

* Vol. II. 1074.
2*

* Mosheim, p. 601. Vol. I. Quarto,
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evangelical truth, and, under God, is
made wise to win souls to real humility
and holiness, should commit himself to
him that judgeth righteously and patient-
ly wait his decision.

If Mosheim do not altogether deserve
the censure implied in these observations,
undoubtedly he is not to be acquitted of
uncharitableness, temerity, and self-suf-
ficiency.

CHAPTER III.

CONTROVERSIES OF BERNARD WITH SEVERAL
OTHER, REAL OR SUPPOSED HERETICS. SOME
ACCOUNT OF THE CATHARI.

So great was the esteem of Bernard
throughout the Western Churches, that
no characters of eminence in the religious
world arose, but he was looked up to as
a judge to decide concerning their merits.
It happened that he had not always the
same means of accurate information, as
in the case of Abelard; and hence there
is reason to believe, that he treats as
heretics some persons, who were " the
excellent of the earth." I shall throw
together into this chapter the best infor-
mation, which I can collect, concerning
these matters. At any rate we shall find
some light concerning the real Church of
Christ.

Gillebert de la Porree, bishop of Poi-
tiers, possessed of a subtle genius, and
indulging a taste like that of Abelard,
undertook to explain the mystery of the
Trinity, by some curious distinctions and
refinements. Offence was, however, giv-
en by his publications, and the zeal and
eloquence of Bernard were employed in
confuting him by public disputation. I
shall not attempt to explain this contro-
versy. It seems to have originated from
the metaphysical spirit of Gillebert,
whose chief fault appears to have been,
that he was not content with plain truth,
and with stopping there in his inquiries,
where the Scripture does. The Trinity
in unity, received in the simplicity of
Scripture, is one of the clearest, as well
as one of the most decisively scriptural
doctrines in the world ; and so it has al-
ways appeared to those who believe
what is revealed, and who are content to
be ignorant of the MANNER how the Fa-
ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost are
three in one. But, though there seems
no positive evidence of the heresy of

Gillebert, the council of Rheims con-
demned some of his propositions, which
were of a dangerous nature. Gillebert
recanted them : Bernard candidly ex-
pressed his belief of the sincerity of the
recantation; and the bishop of Poitiers
was allowed to return to his bishopric*

I have examined the sentiments of
Gillebert, and cannot, I own, form any
determinate conception of their nature.
He wandered in the misty regions of ab-
struse metaphysics, and seems both to
have lost himself, and to have been unin-
telligible to his readers. Bernard en-
deavoured to stop the mystic inquirer in
his career; and this was no unprofitable
employment; but again Mosheim is dis-
pleased with the conduct of the abbot,
and seems to intimate, that he himself
understood the opinions of Gillebert, and
that Bernard did not, when he says
"these refined notions were far above
the comprehension of good St. Bernard,
who was by no means accustomed to
such profound disquisitions, to such in-
tricate researches."! Does Mosheim
really mean what he says, or is the
epithet good, synonymous with weak
and ignorant? Bernard was, however,
with the critic's leave, a man of sound
understanding and of true wisdom; and
if it were worth while, I could easily
furnish the reader with such specimens
of Gillebert's subtilties, as would fully
justify the account given of him at the
beginning of this chapter.

If to oppose the popedom with vigour
and fortitude be in itself a certain crite-
rion of a real Christian, Arnold of Bres-
cia may justly be ranked among the most
eminent saints. But the spirit and views
of an innovater should be known, that
we may determine, whether he deserve
the character of a reformer. In Arnold,
the spirit of an old Roman republican
was united with the theological senti-
ments of a Socinian. He was the disci-
ple of Abelard, and was in action as dar-
ing as that heretic had been in specula-
tion. Bernard vehemently opposed his
designs; and while he allowed his mo-

*Bern. Vol. II. p. 1138.—Du Pin's 12th
Cent. Chap. VIII.

t Quarto, Vol. II. p. 602. As Mosheim's
work, translated by Maclaine, is far better
known than the original in England, I al-
ways quote the former, and would be under-
stood, both here and elsewhere, to refer to
that rather than to the latter.
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rals to be decent and regular, he guarded
the Christian world against his ambition
and secular artifices. The conduct o:
Arnold demonstrated, that Bernard pene-
trated into his real character. For this
disciple of Abelard, having gained over
at Rome a large party to his views, by
his address and dexterity stirred up a se-
dition against the pontiff; during the
violence of which, private houses were
burned; the property of the clergy and
nobles was plundered; the pope was
driven from Rome; and, in general,
the civil government was disordered and
convulsed. Flushed with success, Ar-
nold planned a scheme for the restoration
of the forms of the old republic : but
Providence favoured not his designs. In
the end he was seized and burned, and
his ashes were thrown into the Tiber.
His case demonstrates, that to oppose
what is established, however great be
the abuses or faults of an establishment,
is an uncertain criterion of character.
What is it, which men really mean to

1 substitute in the room of that government
which is established] This is a question to
which every man, who fears God, should
seriously attend, before he suffer himself,
by countenancing innovations, to intro-
duce anarchy and confusion. Here Ar-
nold of Brescia failed entirely.*

Tanchelin in Flanders, and Peter de
Bruys, with his disciple Henry, in
France, were also famous innovators in
this century. The first appears to have
been altogether so worthless and extrava-
gant a person, that I shall not detain the
reader a moment concerning his charac-
ter or his actions. Nor can I give such
an account of the others as is very satis-
factory to my own mind. They were
both treated as heretics : they both made
many converts to their sentiments ; and
were condemned by the then reigning
powers. Peter was burnt to ashes, and
Henry was put under a confinement, in
which he seems to have ended his days.
Peter of Cluni, from whose writings we
have the most copious account of de
Bruys, and doubtless a man of a mild
&nd moderate temper, charges him with
atrocious excesses, and represents him
as supporting his tenets by violence and
sedition.f The testimony against the
moral character of Henry is still more

* Bern. p. 187, &c. Vol. I. Berington's
Abelard, p. 301, &c.

t Du Pin's Heretics, 12lh Cent. Bering-
ton's Abelard. i

peremptory. For Bernard charges him
with scandalous impurities of practice,
and refers to such proofs and circum-
stances, as might have led to a detection
of the charges, if he had indeed been in-
nocent. And it was very much by the
authority of Bernard, that the credit and
party of Henry were sunk in the Chris-
tian world.*

These men, however, bore a striking
testimony against the predominant cor-
ruptions of the Church. The supersti-
tious rites with which the primitive cus-
tom of infant-baptism was now disgraced,
naturally gave a strong plausibility to
their arguments in favour of adult-baptism
exclusively. They protested also against
the extravagant sumptuousness of church-
es, the adoration of relics and images,
and against masses, prayers for the
dead, and transubstantiation. It is not
worth while to discriminate with minute
accuracy, what were the tenets of Peter,
and what were those of Henry. With
no great difference from one another,
they descanted on the topics just men-
tioned ; they loudly inveighed against
the papal and clerical abominations, un-
der which Europe groaned at that time,
and provoked a storm of vengeance,
which proved their ruin. If we may
judge from the accounts of their lives,—
and they are very scanty and confused,—
these men seem to have been rather bad
citizens than heretics. The darkest cir-
cumstance relating to their character is,\
that they seem not to have been so clear
and explicit in describing what they ap-
proved, as what they condemned. Satire
and invective are plants of rapid and easy
growth in the malignant soil of human
nature. Men of the greatest licentious-
ness, both in sentiments and practice,
can discover and display, with sufficient
ability, the evils of popery. It belongs
only to souls truly humbled, and well-
informed in scriptural principles, to erect
in its room the edifice of real evangelical
truth and holiness ; and I wish I could
show the reader that Peter and Henry
performed this in any degree.

But though, among the supposed here-
tics of this century, we have failed in
attempting to discover any particular
leaders, who carry the unquestionable
marks of real Christians, yet that there
must have been some who were really
such, is evident, from the consideration,

* Vol. I. p. 238. Vol. II. 1139.
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that there certainly were opposers of the
Church of Rome at this time, who de-
serve the name of PROTESTANTS.* The
writer, to whom I have already been in-
debted for some evidence of this nature,
particularly in the accountof Claudius of
Turin, has, with singular learning and
industry, illustrated this part of ecclesi-
astical history, and seems to have con-
sulted the very best monuments and re-
cords. It would be tedious to follow
him through the mazes of a scene beyond
expression obscure and perplexed. Nor
can I depend on the attempts which he
has made to class and distinguish his
Protestant sects. The accusation of Ma-
nicheism was commonly brought against
them all; nor will I venture to say, that
every Christian sentiment or practice
which he describes belongs to any one
particular body of people. Those, who
have conversed with different denomina-
tions of Christian professors, know how
difficult it is to explain the various rami-
fications of parties, which, nevertheless,
all seem to spring from one root: they
are aware, also, how frequently it hap-
pens, that those, who are only superfi-
cially acquainted with the sectaries, and,
have noticed some external agreement,
will hastily suppose persons to belong to
the same class, when, in reality, they are
quite opposite in spirit; and lastly, they
have observed, that a disagreement in
externals by no means, in all cases, im-
plies an opposition^sentiments. Chris-
tian professors may differ in these smaller
matters, and may even suspect the sound-
ness of one another's principles, merely
for want of mutual intercourse, when, in
substance and in all essentials, they are
the same people. Elaborate attempts to
explain the several peculiarities and dis-
criminations, for want of proper evidence,
have often darkened this subject, instead
of elucidating it. The worst consequence
of such attempts is, that by the mixture
of good and evil, which runs through
such accounts, where the leading vestiges
of Christianity are all along kept out of
view, the reader can scarcely discern any
true Church of Christ to have existed at
all. How shall we conduct ourselves
through this labyrinth 1 by laying down
from the best authorities, the real marks
of godliness, which existed among the
various sects of professing Christians.

If this can be done, the reader will find
that the presence of God has been among
them, however difficult it be to define the
limits of the Church of Christ by human
artificial distinctions. This I shall at-
tempt to do in the case before us, omit-
ting those things which are foreign to the
design of this history.

Evervinus of Steinfield, in the diocese
of Cologne, wrote to Bernard, a little be-
fore the year 1140, a letter, preserved by
Mabillon, concerning cer-
tain heretics in his neigh- A report of cer-
i i j ,«. TT t a i n heretics by

bourhood.* He Was per- Evervinus,
plexed in his mind con- A. D. 1140.
cerning them, and wrote
for a resolution of his doubts to the re-
nowned abbot, whose word was law at
that time in Christendom. Some ex-
tracts of this letter are as follows: " There
have been lately some heretics discover-
ed among us near Cologne, though seve-
ral of them have, with satisfaction, re-
turned again to the Church. One of their
bishops and his companions openly op-
posed us in the assembly of the clergy
and laity, in the presence of the arch-
bishop of Cologne, and of many of the
nobility, defending their heresies by the
words of Christ and the Apostles. Find-
ing that they made no impression, they
desired that a day might be appointed
for them, on which they might bring their
teachers to a conference, promising to
return to the Church, provided they found
their masters unable to answer the argu-
ments of their opponents, but that other-
wise they would rather die, than depart
from their judgment. Upon this declara-
tion, having been admonished to repent
for three days, they were seized by the
people in the excess of zeal, and burnt to
death; and what is very amazing, they
came to the stake, and bare the pain, not
only with patience, but even with joy.
Were I with you, Father, I should be
glad to ask you, how these members of
Satan could persist in their heresy with
such courage and constancy, as is scarce-
ly to be found in the most religious be-
lievers of Christianity V9

It cannot be denied that the reigning
corruptions both of faith and practice,
from the times of Gregory the second
and third, distinguished by real idolatry,
had rendered the pretence of uniformity,
considered as a mark of the Church, en-
tirely unsound. In these circumstances,* Allix on the ancient Churches of Pied-

mont, p. 139—183. Allix, Churches of Piedmont, p. 140.
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then, the appeal to a fair and open course
of Scriptural argument, was not unrea
sonable : the refusal of this appeal, an
the requisition of an unqualified submii
sion made to the supposed heretics, we
unchristian : and, if neither in the gen<
ral course of their lives, nor in their b<
haviour on this occasion, there was any
thing arrogant, deceitful, or turbulent;—
and E vervinus charges them with nothing
of the kind;—the patience and joy o
their martyrdom may seem to have arisei
from the consideration, that God wai
with them. But Evervinus goes on
" their heresy is this : they say, that thi
Church is only among themselves, be
cause they alone of all men follow th
steps of Christ, and imitate the Apostles
not seeking secular gains, possessing ni
property, following the pattern of Christ
who was himself perfectly poor, and die
not allow his disciples to possess anj;
thing." Doubtless they carried this
point too far:* for, rich Christians are
charged to be rich in good works, willing
to distribute, apt to communicate."}" these
are precepts, which suppose that the pos-
session of opulent property is not incom
patible with the character of a true Chris
tian. The error is, perhaps, natura!
enough to those real good men whose
habits and prejudices are chiefly of the
vulgar sort; and I "would hence infer,
that these supposed heretics were mostly
of the lower class of people. God seems
to have had a people among them, who
detested the Romish abominations, and
who served him in the Gospel of his Son.
They appear, however, to have had no
learned persons among them capable of
doing justice to their characters. We
must take these from the accounts of
enemies. E vervinus proceeds : •« Ye, say
they to us, join house to house, and field
to field, seeking the things of this world;
so that even those, who are looked on as
most perfect among you, namely, those
of the monastic orders, though they have
no private property, but have a commu-
nity of possessions, do yet possess these
things. Their own condition in the
world they represent in such terms as
these; we the poor of Christ, who have
no certain abode, fleeing from one city to
another, like sheep in the midst of wolves,
do endure persecution with the Apostles

and Martyrs; though our lives are strict,
abstemious, laborious, devout, and holy,
and though we seek only what is neces-
sary for the support of the body, and live
as men who are not of the world. But
ye, lovers of the world, have peace with
the world, because ye are of it. False
apostles, who adulterate the word of
Christ, seeking their own,* have misled
you and your ancestors; whereas, we
and our fathers, being born and bred up
in the apostolical religion, have continued
in the grace of Christ, and shall continue
so to the end of the world. By their
fruits ye shall know them, saith Christ;
and our fruits are the footsteps of Christ.
The Apostolical dignity, say they, is cor-
rupted, by engaging itself in secular
affairs, while it sits in the chair of Peter*
They do not believe infant-baptism to be
a duty, alleging that passage of the Gos-
el, whosoever shall believe and be bap-

tized, shall be saved.f—They put no
confidence in the intercession of Saints;
and all things observed in the Church,
which have not been established by
Christ himself or his Apostles, they call
superstitions. They do not admit of any
mrgatory after death ; but affirm, that as
joon as the souls depart out of the bodies,
hey enter into rest or punishment, prov-
ng their assertion from that passage of
Solomon, which way soever the tree falls,
whether to the south or to the north, there
t lies; whence they make void all the
rayers and oblations of believers for the

leceased.—Those of them who have re-
urned to our Church, told us, that great
lumbers of their persuasion were scat-
ered almost every where, and that among
them were many of our clergy and
monks."

All this seems to be at least as fair an
iccount of true Christians, as might be

expected from the mouths of enemies.
Evervinus can be considered in no other
ight than that of an enemy, for he calls
hese men by the harsh names of mon-

*• It is probable, however, that Evervinus
misrepresented them, as will appear after-
waids. t l Tim. vi. 17,18.

* Philipp. ii. 21.
f The propriety of infant-baptism has been

>nce for all vindicated, in Vol. I. of this his-
ry. I shall only add here, that these sec-
ries are charged with Manicheism, and of
urse with the total rejection of water-bap-

sm. It was no unusual thing to stigmatize
w sects with the odious name of Mani-
ees, though I know no evidence that there
ere any real remains of that ancient sect in

twelfth century.
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sters;—and it deserves to be noticed,
that from his confession it plainly ap-
pears, there were societies of Christians,
in the twelfth century, who disowned the
pope and all the fashionable superstitions.
These societies were poor and illiterate
indeed, hardly distinguishable from a
number of fantastics and seditious sects,
headed by the very exceptionable char-
acters we have reviewed ; and they were
not denominated from any one leader of
eminence. They do not seem to have
understood the necessity of the existence
of property, and therefore, with vulgar
ignorance, they held, as it was reported,
a tenet inconsistent with the good order
of society;* yet, with all these defects,
they probably possessed the spirit of real
godliness; and though imperfect in light,
and in some points of practice, upheld
the real truth of God, during the general
profligacy and corruption.

If Bernard had been habitually conver-
sant among- them, I can conceive that
much good might have arisen to both
parties. From him they might have
learned a more copious and perspicuous
view of the doctrines of divine grace, and
improved in the knowledge of the funda-
mental truths of the Scripture. His
pious zeal and chanty and humility
might have instructed their minds, and
disposed them to give up their absurd
ideas concerning property and social
rights: and he, from an intercourse with
them, might have learned that the pope
was indeed the Antichrist of Scripture,
and so have been emancipated from a
variety of superstitions, in which he was
involved all his days. But mutual igno-
rance and prejudice prevented both him
and them from even intimately knowing
each other. In his 65th and 66th ser-
mons on the Canticles,-)* he attacks these
sectaries ; he condemns their scrupulous
refusal toij: swear at all, which, accord-
ing to him, was also one of their pecu-
liarities. He upbraids them with the
observance of secrecy in their religious
rites, not considering the necessity
which persecution laid upon them. He
finds fault with a practice among them,
of dwelling with women in the same
house, without being married to them;

*We shall afterwards see abundant occa-
sion to doubt the truth even of this charge.

t P. 1493, Vol. I.
t The truth of this charge also, as will ap-

psar afterwards, is much to be doubted.

though it must be owned, he expresses
himself as one who knew very little of
the manners of the sect. From the
strength of prejudice, and from the num-
berless rumours propagated against them,
he suspects them of hypocrisy; yet his
testimony in favour of their general con-
duct seems to overbalance all his invec-
tives. " If," says he, " you ask them of
their faith, nothing can be more Chris-
tian : if you observe their conversation,
nothing can be more blameless; and
what they speak they prove by deeds.
You may see a man, for the testimony of
his faith, frequent the Church, honour
the elders, offer his gift, make his con-
fession, receive the sacrament. What
more like a Christian? As to life and
manners, he circumvents no man, over-
reaches no man, and does violence to no
man. He fasts much, he eats not the
bread of idleness, he works with his
hands for his support.—The whole body,
indeed, are rustic and illiterate; and all
whom I have known of this sect are very
ignorant.

He who confesses a set of men to have
been so apparently sound and upright in
faith and practice, should not have treat-
ed them with contempt, because they
were poor and vulgar. Their ignorance
and rustic habits should rather serve aa
some apology for their errors concerning
the nature of baptism and of human so-
ciety. And the proofs of their hypocrisy
ought to be very strong indeed, which
can overturn such evidences of piety and
integrity as Bernard himself has admitted
concerning them. It seems also from hia
account, that they were not Separatists,
in the modern sense of the word. Though
no doubt they had private religious as-
semblies, they attended the worship of
the general Church, and joined with other
Christians in everything which they
deemed to be laudable. It would be te-
dious to examine minutely the charges and
arguments of Bernard. He attacks some
Manichean errors with great justice, sup-
posing the men, against whom he writes,
to be Manichees. He argues in defence
of infant baptism, and,—lamentable blind-
ness in so holy a person !—he vindicates
the doctrine of purgatory, andother Roman
superstitions. He owns, that these men
died with courage in defence of their doc.
trine, and blames those who, in an ille-
gal and irregular manner, had destroyed
some of them. Some notions, concern-
ing marriage, which they were supposed
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to hold, he justly rebukes, though, from
the excessive prejudice of their adver-
saries, it is very difficult to know how
to affix charges of real guilt upon them.

Let not the lover of real Christianity
be distressed at these things. The power
of prejudice is great; and it is hard to
say how many wrong notions both Ber-
nard and these supposed heretics might
maintain, through the circumstances of
the times, and yet both serve the same
God in the Gospel of his Son. That HE
did so is abundantly evident; that many
of THEM did so, their lives and their suf-
ferings evince. It will be one of the fe-
licities of heaven, that Saints shall no
longer misunderstand one another. But
there want not additional evidences that
this people of Cologne were true PRO-
TESTANTS. Egbert, a monk, and after-
wards abbot of Schonauge, tells us,*
that he had often disputed with these
heretics, and says, "These are they who
are commonly called Cathari." From
his authority I shall venture to distin-
guish them by this name. The term
corresponds to the more modern appella-
tion of PURITANS, and most probably was
affixed to them by their contemporaries,
in derision and contempt. Egbert adds,
that they were divided into several sects,
and maintained their sentiments by the
authority of Scripture. See by the con-
fession of an enemy their veneration for
"the divine word, and their constant use
of it, in an age when the authority of
Scripture was weakened, and its light
exceedingly obscured, by a variety of
traditions and superstitions. " They are
armed," says the same Egbert, " with all
those passages of Holy Scripture, which
in any degree seem to favour their views ;
with these they know how to defend
themselves, and to oppose the Catholic
truth, though they mistake entirely the
true sense of Scripture, which cannot be
discovered without great judgment."—
" They are increased to great multitudes
throughout all countries—their words
eat like a canker. In Germany wTe call
them Cathari ; in Flanders they call them
Piphles; in French Tisserands, because
many of them are of that occupation."f
Bernard himself also, a Frenchman,
speaks of both sexes of them as weavers;
and it became not a man of his piety to

* Allix, p. 149.
f That is, weavers; see Du Pin, Cent.

XII. p. 88.

speak degradingly of the humble labours
of peaceful industry. But such were the
times! monastic sloth appeared then
more holy than useful mechanical occu-
pations. We seem, however, by com-
paring together several fragments of in-
formation, to have acquired some dis-
tinct ideas of these Cathari: they were
a plain, unassuming, harmless, and in-
dustrious race of Christians, condemning,
by their doctrine and manners, the whole
apparatus of the reigning idolatry and
superstition, placing true religion in the
faith and love of Christ, and retaining a
supreme regard for the divine word.
Neither in that, nor in any other age,
since the propagation of the Gospel of
Christ, have the fanciful theories of phi-
losophers contributed to enlighten or im-
prove mankind in religious matters. It is
a strict attention to the revealed word,
which, under the influence of the Divine
Spirit, has alone secured the existence of
a holy seed in the earth, who should
serve God in righteousness; though
they might frequently be destitute of
learning and every secular advantage;
as seems to have been the case with the
Cathari. " Even so, Father, for so it
seemed good in thy sight."

It appears also that their numbers were
very considerable in this century; and
that Cologne, Flanders, the south of
France, Savoy, Milan, were their princi-
pal places of residence.

"They declare," says Egbert, " that
the true faith and worship of Christ is
no where to be found but in their meet-
ings, which they hold in cellars and
weaving rooms. If ever they do accom-
pany the people, with whom they dwell,
to hear mass, or to receive the sacrament,
they do it in dissimulation, that they may
be thought to believe what they do not;
for they maintain, that the priestly order
has perished in the Roman Church, and
is preserved only in their sect." He
gives, however, and at too great a length
to be here inserted, some noble testimo-
nies of the soundness of their doctrine,
in the rejection of purgatory, prayers for
the dead, and the like.

I am obliged to collect, from thinly-
scattered materials, the evidences of the
true character of these Ca-
thari ; and much has, I think, Testimonies
already appeared in their fa- {g/cXri?
vour, from the mouths of ene-
mies. Egbert, we see, allows, in per-
fect agreement with Bernard, that they
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were not Separatists, in the modern sense
o( the word, and that they attended the
public service and sacraments of the
general Church. I suppose they knew
how to make a practical distinction be-
tween what still remained divinely ex-
cellent in the Church, and what was
idolatrous and corrupt. They seem to
have conformed to the public worship
much in the same manner as the Apos-
tles themselves did to the Jewish
Church, while it existed, still preserving
an union among themselves in worship,
and in hearing sermons, so far as the ini-
quity of the times would permit. That
which Egbert charges to their hypocrisy,
I should think admits of a more liberal
construction. It may appear to deserve
the name of candour and even of charity.
He, who agrees with you in practice, so
far as you are right, ought to be respect-
ed for his conformity, notwithstanding
that in things, which he deems wrong,
he explicitly opposes you.-—It were to
be wished, that all serious Christians
had acted in that manner, and had not
been so hasty, as some of them have
been, in forming a total separation from
the general Church, then the happy in-
fluence of their views in religion might
have spread more powerfully; nor is
there any particular danger that they
themselves would have received infec-
tion from the world, while they were es-
tranged from it in practice and in man-
ners. After all, circumstances may arise,
when an entire separation from the whole
body of nominal Christians may become
necessary to the people of God. But
this should never be attempted with pre-
cipitation. And the meekness and cha-
rity, which the Cathari exhibited on this
point, seem highly laudable. He also,
who has observed so much of the world,
as to perceive that a deliberate system of
hypocrisy usually prevails among a col-
lection of idle vagrants, but seldom or
never among- men who subsist by patient
industry, will be little moved by Egbert's
charge of dissimulation.

The same Egbert confesses also, that
they had many things mingled with their
Master's doctrine, which are not to be
found among the ancient Manichees.
"They are also," says he, "divided
among themselves : what some of them
gay is denied by others." If the Cathari
held some doctrines quite distinct from
Manicheism, it should seem, that the
whole charge of that ancient odious here-

sy, might be nothing more than a conve-
nient term of reproach. Even Bernard,
who appears to have been extremely ill
informed concerning this people, remarks,
that they had no particular father of their
heresy ;—an observation, which may im-
ply more than he was willing to allow,
namely, that they were not heretics, but
Christians. As to the diversity of senti-
ments among themselves, what denomi-
nation of Christians ever existed, who,
in some smaller matters, did not main-
tain several diversities'?

The people continued in a state of ex-
treme persecution, throughout this cen-
tury. Galdinus, bishop of Milan, who had
inveighed against
them during the The Cathari persecuted
eight or nineVars ^ l ^ Z T ^
of his episcopacy,^ inveighed against them
died m the year ^ ?h

or
A

9 ^ j ^ 1 1 h i s
, , _,„ , .,>J death, A. D. 1173.
1173, by an illness
contracted through the excess of his ve-
hemence in preaching against them.

There is a piece, entitled " The Noble
Lesson," written undoubtedly by one of
the Cathari, which in the body of it says,
eleven hundred years are already passed,
since it was written thus; " for we are
in the last time."f The writer, sup-
posing that the world was drawing near
to an end, exhorts his brethren to prayer,
watching, and the renunciation of world-
ly goods. He speaks with energy of
death and judgment; of the different
issues-of godliness and of wickedness;
and, from a review of the Scripture his-
tory, connected with the experience of
the times in which he lived, concludes,
that there are but few that shall be saved.

The first principle of those, says he,
who desire to serve God, is to honour

* Alhx, p. 153.
f The manuscript of this composition was

given to the public Library of the University
of Cambridge, by Sir Samuel Moriand in
the year 1658. The people of whom the
author speaks, are called Wallenses or
Vaudes, from the valleys of Piedmont. They
afterwards were called Waldenses, from
Peter Waldo, of whom hereafter; and by that
name they are known to this day. But by
the date 1100 they were evidently a distinct
people before his time, and, most likely, had
existed, as such, for some generations. The
seeds of the Cathari had, in all probability,
been sown by Claudius of Turin, in the ninth
century. The whole of the "Noble Lesson"
is given us by Sir Samuel Moriand, in his
History of the Churches of Piedmont. Allix,
160. MorlandN Hist.
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God the Father, to implore the grace of
his glorious Son, and the Holy Ghost,
who enlightens us in the way of truth.
This is the Trinity, full of all power,
wisdom and goodness, to whom we ought
to pray for strength to overcome the devil,
the world, and the flesh, that we may
preserve soul and body in love. To the
love of God, he observes, the love of our
neighbour should be joined, which com-
prehends the love even of our enemies.
He speaks of the believer's hope of being
received into glory. He explains the
origin of all that evil which reigns in the
world; and traces it up to the sin of
Adam, which brought forth death;
whence, says he, Christ hath redeemed
us by his own death. He asserts the
necessity of holiness in order to salvation.
He explains the spirituality of the law of
God, and describes the punishment of
transgressors as the effect of divine jus-
tice and goodness. He illustrates the
holiness of the divine character, in the
economy of the Old Testament, and in
the history of the Israelites, and deline-
ates the purity and perfection of the Gos-
pel-precepts. He relates the great his-
torical facts of Christianity, and makes
some just observations on the spirit of
persecution. Very remarkable is the
character which he gives of the Vaudes
in his own time, contrasted with that of
their enemies. Let the reader consider,
whether we have not here the flock of
Christ among wolves. " If a man," says
he, " love those who desire to love God
and Jesus Christ; if he will neither curse,
nor swear, nor act deceitfully, nor live in
lewdness and injustice, nor avenge him-
self of his enemies, they presently say,
the man is a Vaudes; he deserves to be
punished : and iniquitous methods are
then used to rob him of the fruits of his
lawful industry. Such a one, however,
consoles himself with the hope of eternal
salvation." He represents their enemies
as supposing themselves to be good men
and true Christians; and exposes their
folly in placing hopes on a death-bed
repentance, the priestly absolution and
masses.

He roundly condemns the whole sys-
tem of Antichrist, which prevailed in his
time, particularly the fatal doctrine of
priestly absolution. He describes the
true practical principles of Christian god-
liness, and declares that no other divine
revelation is to be expected. He speaks
with equal simplicity and strength of the
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last judgment, and of the everlasting
punishments of the wicked; " from
which," says he, u may God deliver us,
if it be his blessed will, and give us to
hear what he shall say to his elect, Come
hither, ye blessed of my Father, inherit
the kingdom prepared for you from the
beginning of the world, where ye shall
have true pleasure, riches, and honour.
May it please the Lord, who formed the
world, that we may be of the number of
his elect, to dwell in his'court forever.
Praised be God. Amen."

Such was the provision of divine Grace,
to take out of a corrupt and idolatrous -
world of nominal Christians, a people
formed for himself, who should show
forth his praise, and who should provoke
the rest of mankind by the light of true
humility, and holiness: a people, singu-
larly separate from their neighbours in
spirit, manners, and discipline; rude in-
deed, and illiterate, and not only discoun-
tenanced, but even condemned by the few
real good men, who adhered altogether
to the Romish Church, condemned,
because continually misrepresented, I
know not a more striking proof of that
great truth of the divine Word, that, in
the worst of times, the Church shall
exist, and the gates of hell shall not pre-
vail against it.

C H A P T E R I V .

THE WRITINGS OF BERNARD REVIEWED.

IN this chapter I shall take notice of
some of those parts of Bernard's writings
which bear no relation to the controver-
sies that have already engaged our atten-
tion.

His epistles come first under our con-
sideration; and, among these, the epistle
directed to Bruno, elected archbishop of
Cologne, deserves the atten-
tion of pastors, and of every
person who aspires to the

Bernard's
epistles.

most important of all functions.
" You* ask of me, illustrious Bruno,

whether you ought to acquiesce in the
desires of those, who would promote you
to the ofh*ce of a bishop. What mortal
can presume to decide this? Perhaps
God calls you; who may dare to dis-
suade ? Perhaps he does not; who may
advise you to accept? Whether the

* Ep. 8. Vol. I.
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calling be of God, or not, who can know,
except the Spirit, who SEARCHES THE
DEEP THINGS OF GOD, or he, to whom the
Spirit may reveal it] Your humble, but
awful confession, in your letter, renders
it still more difficult to give advice; so
grievously, and, as I believe, with truth,
do you condemn the course of your past
life. For, it cannot be denied, that such
a life is unworthy of so sacred an office.
But you fear on the other side, and I also
have the same apprehensions, that it may
be wrong not to improve the talent of
knowledge committed to you, though
your conscience do thus accuse you;
only it may be observed, that you may
faithfully employ that talent in some
other method, less extensive indeed, but
less hazardous. I own, I am struck with
a serious dread: 1 speak freely to you,
as to my own soul, what I really think,
when I consider from what, and to what
you are called ; especially, as no time for
repentance will intervene, through which
the passage, however dangerous, might
be made. And truly, the right order of
things requires that a man should take
care of his own soul, before he undertake
the care of the souls of others. But
what if God hasten his grace, and multi-
ply his mercy toward you 1 blessed in-
deed is the man to whom the Lord will
not impute sin. For who shall lay any-
thing to the charge of God's elect? If
God justify, who is he that condemns?
The thief obtained salvation in this com-
pendious method. One and the same day
he confessed his sins, and was introduced
into glory. The cross was to him a short
passage from a region of death into the
land of the living, and from the mire of
corruption into the paradise of pleasure.
This sudden remedy of godliness the
happy sinful woman found, when on a
sudden, where sin had abounded, grace
began also to abound. Without a long
course of penitential labour her many
sins were forgiven.—It is one thing,
however, to obtain a speedy remission;
another, from a life of transgression, to
be promoted to a bishopric. I can give
no decisive opinion. But there is a duty,
which we may perform for a friend with-
out danger, and not without fruit; we
may give him the suffrage of our prayers
to God on his behalf. Leaving to God
the secret of his own counsel, we may
earnestly implore him to work in you and
concerning you, what is becoming in his
sight, and what is for your real good."

Bruno having accepted the archbishop-

ric, Bernard wrote thus to him.* "If
all, who are called to the ministry, are of
necessity called also to the heavenly
kingdom, the archbishop of Cologne is
safe indeed. But if Saul and Judas were
elected, the one to a crown, the other to
the priesthood oy God himself; and the
Scripture, which asserts this, cannot be
broken, the archbishop of Cologne has
reason to fear. If that sentence also be
now as true as ever, namely, that God
hath not chosen many noble, mighty, and
wise, has not the archbishop of Cologne
a threefold reason for solicitude ? He that
is greatest among you, let him be as the
younger,f is the voice of Wisdom itself.
May I always deal with my friends in
the language of salutary fear, not of fal-
lacious adulation! To that he directs
me, who says, Blessed is the man that
feareth alway.^: From this he dissuades
me, who says, 0 my people, those who
lead thee cause thee to err."§

In so serious a light appeared to Ber-
nard the nature of the pastoral office. Do
men in our times seek for eminent eccle-
siastical situations with such impres-
sions'? Or, do secular gains frequently
make a predominant part of their views 1
Perhaps there is not any one point of all
practical religion, in which the ancients
may more advantageously be compared
with the moderns, than in the subject of
the pastoral office, with regard to the
ideas of its importance, and the qualifica-
jons which it requires !

In[| another epistle to Guigo and his
brethren, Carthusian monks, he describes
the nature of true charity. " There
is one who confesses to the Lord, be-
cause he is mighty; there is another,
who confesses to him, because he is
good to the confessor; and a third, who
confesses to him, because he is sim-
ply good. The first is a slave, and fears
for himself; the second is mercenary,
clnd desires his own interest merely ; the
third is a Son, and behaves dutifully to a
Father. He, who lives under the pre-
dominance of fear, or of desire of his
own interest, is selfish ; but charity seek-
eth not her own. When a man prefers
his own will to the eternal law of God,
he perversely attempts to imitate the
Creator, who is a law to himself. Alas !
In us such a spirit binds us downward
to death and hell. He, who will not be

* Ep. 9.
X Prov. xxviii. 14.
|| Ep. 11. p. 28.

f Luke xxii. 26.
§ Isaiah iii. 12.
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sweetly ruled by the divine Will, is pe-
nally governed by himself, and he, who
casts off the easy yoke and light burden
of love, must suffer the intolerable load
of self-will. My Lord God, may I breathe
under the light burden of love, nor be re-
strained by slavish fear, nor allured by
mercenary desire; but may I be led by
thy free Spirit, which may witness with
my spirit that I am thy child ! Love, in-
deed, is not without fear and desire ; but
it sanctifies and regulates them both.
But, because we are carnal, our love is
carnal at first, which, if it be directed in
right order, improving in its steps under
the conduct of grace, will be consummated
by the Spirit. In the first place, a man
loves himself on his own account; and,
when he finds that he is not sufficient for
his own happiness, he begins, by faith,
to seek after God as necessary for him.
He then loves God in the second degree,
but for himself, not for the sake of God.
But when, through the urgency of his
wants, he has been brought to cultivate
acquaintance with God, by degrees God
himself begins to be known as he is,
and of cqurse to be loved : having tasted
that the Lord is gracious, he passes to
the third degree, to love God for what he
is in himself. In this degree he stops,
and I do not know that any man in this
life attains a fourth, namely, that a man
should love himself only on account of
God. Let them assert this, who have
found it: to me, I own, it seems impos-
sible. But, it will take place, when the
good and faithful servant shall be intro-
duced into the joy of his Lord."

Let this suffice for a small specimen of
the metaphysical doctrine of chanty, on
which there has been so much controver-
sy in different ages. The gradual pro-
gress of spirituality in religion seems to
be justly described by Bernard; and the
plain dictates of common sense do evi-
dently restrain the flights of his fancy.
For, in truth, what is the amount of all
the metaphysics, which good men have
written, concerning the disinterested love
of God, but this, that it ought to be sin-
cere, not selfish; and does not the com-
mon meaning of the word love teach us
this 1 If I may be said to love a friend
for the sake of my own interest, it is, at
least, a very improper mode of speech ;
for, in strict propriety I love not him,
but my own interest, or some gain which
I conceive attainable through him. On
the other hand, the talk of loving God,

and relinquishing self-love, is unnatural
and idle romance. On this subject then,
which has tortured the minds of pious
souls, it would be wise to stick to com-
mon sense, which knows no repugnance
between the love of God and self-love,
though the latter ought in all cases to be
subordinate to the former : and this is the
point, which Bernard seems to have un-
derstood and maintained. The greatest
defect in the? letter seems to be that,
which was common to the age, namely,
tfoe want of a distinct and orderly de-
scription of the FAITH of the Gospel,
which alone can work the love which he
describes.

In another epistle,* he comments very
justly on the judicial ignorance, which
St. Paul describes as the punishment
from God on those who knew God, and
yet glorified him not as God.f "But,"
says he, " God, who calleth things that
be not, as though they were, in compas-
sion to those, who are reduced, ds it
were, to nothing, hath, in the mean time,
given us to relish by faith, and to seek
by desire, that hidden manna, of which
the Apostle says, Your life is hid with
Christ in God.;j: I say in the mean time,
because we cannot yet contemplate it ac-
cording to its nature, nor fully embrace
it by love. Hence we begin to be some-
thing of that new creature, which will at
length become a perfect man, and attain
the measure of the stature of the fulness
of Christ; and this wTill take place be-
yond doubt, when righteousness shall
turn again to judgment, and the desire of
the traveller shall be changed into the
fulness of love. For, if faith and desire
initiate us here when absent, understand-
ing and love will consummate us when
present. And, as faith leads to full
knowledge, so desire leads to perfect love.
—By these two arms of the soul, under-
standing and love, it comprehends the
length and depth, and breadth and height;
and Christ is all these things." He goes
on to expose the folly of seeking the
praise of men, and the inconsistency of
this spirit with the humility which be-
comes creatures so empty and vain.

Bernard, having been addressed in
terms of great respect by Rainald, an ab-
bot^ with his usual humility shows how
averse he was to hear himself commend-
ed. " Indeed," says he, "by extolling

* 18 p. 35.
f Coloss, iii. 3.

f Rom. ii.
§ Ep. 72. p. 73.
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you depress me. But, that I may not
sink under the pressure, I am consoled
by the testimonies of divine truth: it is
good for me that I have been in trouble,
that I may learn thy statutes. Such u
the marvellous efficacy of the Word o\
God, that while it humbles, it exalts us,
This is indeed the kind and povverfu
operation of the Word, by whom al
things were made; and thus, indeed
Christ's yoke becomes easy, and his bur-
den light. Light, indeed, is his burden,
For what can be lighter than a load, which
even carries every person, who bears it.
A burden which unburdens the soul. In
all nature I seek to find some resemblance
to this, and I seem to discover a shadow
of it in the wings of the bird, which are
borne by the creature, and ypt sustain
and support its flights through the oper
Armament of heaven."

To undertake pilgrimages to Jerusa-
lem was the folly of the times. An ab-
bot, John Carnotcnsis, was seized with
this infatuation. Bernard, however, re-
buked* his zeal, and endeavoured to con-
vince him, that he ought not to abdicate
the pastoral care which had been com-
mitted to him. The chief argument
which supported John in this scheme,
was drawn from the strength and vehe-
mence of his desires. It is the usual
plea of all, who really deserve the impu-
tation of enthusiasm in religion ; and it
is sufficiently answered by Bernard.
"You say, whence should I have so
strong a desire, if it be not from God 1
"With your good leave I will speak my
sentiments. Stolen waters are sweet:
and whoever is not ignorant of Satan's
devices, will not hesitate to say, that this
poisonous sweetness is infused into your
thirsting heart by a minister of Satan,
transformed into the appearance of an an-
gel of light."

Bernard de Portis was a young man of
the Carthusian order, and had been eject-
ed bishop of a church among the Lom-
bards.- Bernard, however, thinking him
unfit for the situation, wrote to pope In-
nocent his sentiments; which had so
great authority, as to prevent the young
man's consecration. " It is, indeed,
worthy of your dignity, to place xa hid-
den light in a conspicuous situation.
Let it be placed, if you please, on a can-
dlestick, that it may be a burning and
shining light, but only in a place where

* Ep. 82. p. 85.

the violence of the wind may not prevail
to extinguish it. Who knows not the
restless and insolent spirit of the Lom-
bards? What can a young man of a
weak body, and accustomed to solitude,
do amidst a barbarous, turbulent, and
stormy people'? His sanctity and their
perverseness, his simplicity and their
deoeitfulness, will not agree together.
Let him be reserved, if you please, for a
more suitable situation, and for a people,
whom he may so govern as to profit;
and let us not lose, by a precipitate pre-
ferment, the fruit which may be reaped in
due time."*

To Baldwin,| whom he had dismissed
from his own monastery, and appointed
abbot of the monastery of Reate, he
writes with that vehemence of zeal and
affection, which characterize his writings.
"Doctrine, example, and prayer," lie re-
commends as the three things which con-
stitute a pastor. The last of the three he
particularly recommends, as " that, which
gives grace and efficacy to the labours of
the preacher, whether these labours be of
word or of deed."

See how the views of eternity mingle
with the charitable affections of Bernard,
and how familiar, and, at the same lime,
IOW animating were his prospects of the
ast day! tl 1 long for your presence,"

says he to a friend,:): " but when'? At
least in the city of our God ; if in truth
we have here no continuing city, but seek
one to come. There, there shall we see,
and our heart shall rejoice. In the mean
time, I shall be delighted with what I
hear of you, hoping and expecting to see
ou face to face in the day of the Lord,
hat my joy may be full. In addition to
he many good things which I constantly
lear of you, let me beg your earnest
>rayers for us."

To§ Eugenius his disciple, newly ad-
vanced to the pontificate, of whom we
lave already given some account, he
writes with an ardour of
incere piety, which micrht Bernard's letter
nduce one to forget, if a°ny ^*ove Eu-
hing could, the vices of
he popedom itself, as well as the pitia-
le superstitions, with which early habits
ad clouded the honest devotion of Ber-
ard. " I waited," says he, " for some
ime, if perhaps, one of my sons might
eturn, and assuage a father's grief, by

* Ep. 155. p. 157;
X Ep. 204. p. 195.

fEp.201. p. 139.
§ Ep. 23,8. p. 234
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saying-, Joseph thy son liveth, and he is thunder! Jet all who wish ill to Zion be
governor over all the land of Egypt. No
account arriving, I write, indeed, not
from inclination, but from necessity, in
compliance with the requests of friends,
to whom I could not deny the little ser-
vices, which the few days I yet may have
to live may allow. I envy not your dig-
nity, because what was wanting to me, I
trust I have in him, who not only comes
after me, but also by me. For, dignified
as you are, I have begotten you through
the Gospel. What then is our hope, our
joy, and crown of rejoicing'? Are not
you—in the presence of God 1—It re-
mains, that this change being made in
your circumstances, the state of the
Church may be changed also for the bet-
ter. Claim nothing from her for your-
self, except that you ought to lay down
your life for her sake, if it be necessary.
If Christ has sent you, you will reckon
that you came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister. A genuine successor of
Paul will say with him, ' Not that we
have dominion over your faith, but are
helpers of your joy.'* Peter's-succes-
sor will hear Peter's voice, * not as lords
over God's heritage, but as ensamples
to the flock.'!—All the Church of the
Saints rejoices in the Lord, expecting
from you, what it seemed to have had in
none of your predecessors for many ages
past. And should not I rejoice 1—I own
I do so, but with trembling. For, though
I have laid aside the name of a father,
I still have towards you a father's fear,
anxiety, affection, and bowels. I con-
sider your elevation, and I dread a fall:
1 consider the height of dignity, and I
startle at the appearance of the abyss,
which lieth beneath. You have attained
a higher lot, but not a safer; a sublimer
station, but not a securer. Remember,
you are the successor of him, who said,
* silver and gold have I none!'3':}: He
then explains the particular business, on
occasion of which he wrote at this time ;
and he desires him to act in such a man-
ner, " that men may know that there is a
prophet in Israel." " 0 that I might see
before I die the Church of God, as in an-
cient times, when the Apostles let down
their nets for a draught, not for silver ajid
gold, but of souls ! How do I wish you
to inherit the voice of him, who said, thy
money perish with thee !§ O voice of

* 2 Cor. i. 13.
t Acts iii. 6.

11 Pet. v. 3.
§ Acts viii. 30.
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confounded at its sound ! Many now say
in pleasing expectation, the axe is laid to
the root of the trees. Many say in their
hearts, the flowers appear in our land.
Take courage then, and be strong. But,
in all your works, remember that you are
a man, and let the fear of him, who re-
straineth the spirit of princes, be ever
before your eyes. What a number of
pontiffs before you have in a short timft
been removed ! By constant meditation,
amidst the blandishments of this fading
glory, remember your latter end. Those,
in whose seat you now sit, you will
doubtless follow to the grave."

It cannot be denieq1, that the zeal, the
sincerity, the purity of Christian doc-
trine, in all the essentials, at least, the
charity, and the blameless manners of a
reformer, appeared in Bernard. How
happened it then, that numbers of illite-
rate weavers, as we have seen, detected
the spirit of Antichrist in the popedom,
and avoided its superstitions, while this
abbot was imposed on by its false glare
of sanctity! I suppose, BECAUSE he was
an abbot. The delusive splendour of fic-
titious holiness, so intimately connect-
ed with Antichrist, deceived one of the
most upright of human kind. It was not
given him to observe the unreasonable-
ness of expecting the completion of his
pious wishes in the Church, under the
auspices of the See of corruption ! If he
had lived at large in the world, with no
predilection for the court of Rome, and
had been favoured with the same divine
rrace, and even with no higher degree of
Christian virtue, than that which he then
possessed, he might have been the head
of the Cathari, whom he ignorantly cen-
sured ! So much do circumstances con-
tribute to the formation of characters in
life, and so much reason have many,
whose piety is far inferior to that of Ber-
nard, to be thankful, that the lot is fallen
to them in pleasant places.

From the Epistles let us pass on to
other treatises. The five books concern-
ing Consideration,* addressed to pope
Eugenius, first offer them-
selves to our inspection. As frg

r
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this pontiff was serious in his
religious views, he had desired Bernard
to send him some salutary admonitions.
The honest plainness of the abbot was
at least equal to the unaffected humility

* Vol. I, p. 414,
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of the pontiff. The first book is taken
up with salutary cautions against that
hardness of heart which an immensity
of business is ever apt to produce. Ber-
nard, who knew the toilsome life of a
pope, and the snares with which he was
daily encompassed, informs Eugenius
that he was seriously afraid, lest, through
a despair of managing a prodigious and
immeasurable course of business with a
good conscience, he should be tempted
to harden his heart, and deprive himself
of all conscientious sensibility. " Begin
not," says he, " to ask what is meant by
hardness of heart. If you fear it not,
you are already under its power. Thai
is a hard heart which dreads not itself;
for it is destitute of feeling. Why do
you ask me what it is ? ask Pharaoh.
No man was ever saved from this curse
but through that divine compassion,
which, according to the prophet,* takes
away the stone, and gives a heart of
flesh." After a graphical description of
the properties of a hard heart, he sums
up the view with this sentence, u I t nei-
ther fears God, nor regards man. See
to what an end these accursed occupa-
tions will lead you, if you give yourself
wholly to them, leaving nothing1 of your-
self to yourself." He complains of the
usual mode of the pontifical life, inces-
santly taken up with hearing and decid-
ing causes; whence no room is left for
prayer, teaching and instructing the
Church, and meditation on the Scrip-
tures. "The voice of law, indeed, is
perpetually sounding in the court, but it
is the law of Justinian, not of the Lord."
He advises him to pity himself, and not
to throw his own soul out of the list of
his objects of charity, lest, in serving
others perpetually, he neglect his own
spiritual condition. He directs him to
suppress and cut short the endless frauds
and cavils of law with which the courts
abounded; to decide in a summary man-
ner on cases evidently plain; to prefer
substantial justice to the tedious parade
of artificial formalities, and to animad-
vert with severity on the frauds of advo-
cates and proctors, who made a traffic of
iniquity. By this means he would fulfil
the duties of his station with upright-
ness, and redeem time for privacy, con-
templation and prayer.

In all this, Isee the honest and pious
soul of Bernard struggling against the

* Ezek. xxxvi. 26.

corruption of the times. But the zeal
was ineffectual. If Gregory I. lamented
the load of his secular avocations, much
more might Eugenius, who lived in an
age still more corrupt, and upheld a pon-
tificate still more secularized, and conta-
minated beyond all bounds by a system
of iniquity. Even others, less exalted,
and less incommoded with the shackles
of the world than the pope of Rome,
have found, both in civil and ecclesiasti-
cal life, the pressure of business too
heavy for their minds. If they were
conscientious, they were ready to sink
under the difficulties; if careless and in-
different, they grew hardened in iniquity,
and lost all regard to piety and virtue.
An inferior clerical station is infinitely
more desirable in the eyes of a pastor,
who means to serve God; and dignita-
ries in the Church may attend with profit
to the lectures addressed to a pope.

In the beginning of the second book
he makes a digression on the ill success
of the expedition to the Holy Land,
which had been undertaken through the
exhortations of himself and of pope Eu-
genius. Here the eloquence of Bernard
seems to be at a stand. He owns, how-
ever, with reverence, the unsearchable
judgments of God; desires to take shame
ta himself, rather than that the glory of
God should be sullied ; and pronounces
that man happy, who is not offended at
an. event so disastrous and unexpected.
If the casuistry of Bernard, in this sub-
ect appear feeble, and expose him to the

derision of the profane, his humility,
however, and his piety, seem unexcep-
tionable. Recovered, as it were, from
the sadness of his reflections on this hu-
miliating occasion, he resumes the dis-
course on Contemplation, presses on the
pontiff the duty of examining himself,
and, toward the end, lays down rules of
holy and charitable conversation, deserv-
ing the attention of every pastor.

In# the remaining part of this treatise,
as well as in that which follows on the
•ffice of bishops, the zealous abbot de-

scribes and enforces the episcopal duties

* It may be proper to mention here a re-
narkable testimony which Bernard gives to
;he upright and disinterested conduct of
Eugenius, in his third Book de Consid. Two
archbishops of Germany coming to this pope
to plead a cause, offered him large presents,
which he refused to receive, and obliged
them to send back.
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with his usual vehemence. He is part
cularly severe on the ambition of eccle
siastics in his time. He describes them
as "heaping- up benefices on benefices
and restless till they can attain a bishop
ric, and then an archbishopric. Nor
says he, does the aspirant stop there ; he
posts to Rome, and by supporting ex-
pensive friendships and lucrative con
nexions, he looks upward still to th<
summit of power."* How much raon
usefully might the spirit of Bernard have
been employed in the instruction and re
gulation of the Church, could he hav
seen that the idolatrous system, to which
his early monastic habits had attache
him, admitted no cure; and that a dis
tinct separation, to which men reall
wise and good are never hasty to advert
was yet, in present circumstances, justi-
fiable and necessary.

The zeal of Bernard appears also verj
fervent in a small tract concerning Con
version, which contained the substance
of a sermon preached at Paris before th(
clergy."]" He insists largely and dis
tinctly on the necessity of divine illumi-
nation, in order to genuine conversion
He exhorts his audience to self-examina-
tion; and, while he presses them to in-
vestigate their own breasts, he points
out the salutary effects of a just convic-
tion of sin ! " Blessed are the poor in
spirit; for theirs is the kingdom of hea-
ven, ij: Who is poorer in spirit than he
who finds in himself no rest, no place
where to lay his head 1 This is the di
vine economy, that he who feels the evil
of sin, may learn to please God in new-
ness of life; and he who hates his own
habitation, a house of pollution and mi-
sery, may be invited to a house of glory,
a house not made with hands, eternal in
the heavens. No wonder that he finds it
hard to believe! Does misery make a
man happy? But whoever thou art, in
these circumstances, doubt not: not mi-
sery, but mercy gives bliss: but then
the proper seat of mercy is misery.
Thus distress of mind produces humility
Wholesome is that weakness which
needs the hand of the physician, and
blessed is that self-despair, through
whiph God himself will raise and esta-
blish the heart. Even here the convert-
ed soul shall find the pleasures to which
he is called a hundred-fold greater than
those which he has relinquished, as well

as, in the world to come, eternal life.
Expect not from us a description of their
nature. The Spirit alone reveals them :
they are to be known only by experience.
Not erudition, but unction teaches here;
not knowledge, but inward consciousness
comprehends them. That the memory
of past sins should remain,*and the stain
of them be taken away, what power can
effect this? The word alone, quick and
powerful, and sharper than a two-edged
sword. 4Thy sins are forgiven.' Let
the Pharisee murmur, 4 Who can forgive
sins, but God alone1?' He, who speaks
thus to me, is God. His favour blots
out guilt, so that sin shall remain on the
memory, but no longer, as before, disco-
lour it. Remove damnation, fear, confu-
sion, as they are removed by full remis-
sion ; and our past sins will not only
cease to hurt us, but will also work to-
gether for good, that we may devoutly
thank Him who has forgiven them."
With such energy of evangelical piety
does Bernard preach the doctrines of
grace and conversion to the clergy; an
nergy sullied, indeed, and obscured with

that mysticism, which the solitude of
mojiks always encouraged, yet substan-
ially sound in its nature, and founded

on the fundamental truths of the Gospel.
Toward the close, he rebukes and exhorts
the clergy as such, and bewails that in-
temperate ambition, which moved, and,
may I not say, still moves, so many to
precipitate themselves into divine func-
ions from secular views 1 Let a sen-
;ence or two on this subject close our re-
view of this sermon, and let those apply
he rebuke to themselves whose practice

seems to speak this language, namely,
hat the ministry is the only office in the

world, in which presumption is a virtue,
,nd modesty a vice. " Men run every

where into sacred orders, and catch at
an office revered by spirits above, with-
ut reverence, without consideration ; in

whom, perhaps, would appear the foulest
abominations, if we were, according to
Ezekiel's prophecy, to dig into the walls,
nd contemplate the horrible things

which take place in the house of God.3'*
The sermons of our author on Solo-

mon's Song, demonstrates that he was
well acquainted with vital godliness. In
the 36th he shows the various
ways by which knowledge ^
uffeth up.f «* Some," says

* P. 478. t P. 489. t Matt. v. 3. * Ezek. viii. 8,9, 10. t P. 1404.
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he, " wish to know, merely for the sake
of knowing; a mean curiosity. Some
wish to know, that they themselves may
be known; a mean vanity. Some seek
for knowledge from lucrative motives; an
avaricious baseness. Some desire to
know, that they may edify their neigh-
bour; this is charity. Others, that they
may be edified; this is wisdom." On
the whole, he owns that the cultivation
of knowledge is good for instruction, but
that the knowledge of onr own weakness
is more useful for salvation.

In the 74th sermon on the same divine
book,* Bernard lays open something of
his own experience on the operations of
the Holy Spirit, and illustrates our Sa-
viour's comparison of them to the wind;
"thou knowest not whence it cometh,
and whither it goeth."f After a pream-
ble, full of cautious modesty, and the
most unaffected reverence, he says, " I
was sensible, that he was present with
me ; I remembered it after Jiis visits were
over; sometimes I had a presentiment of
his entrance, but I never could feel his
entrance or his exit. Whence he came,
and whither he departed ; by what way
he entered, or left me, I confess that I
am even now ignorant: and no wonder,
for his footsteps are not known.^ You
ask then, since all his ways are unsearch-
able, whence could I know that he was
present? His presence was living and
powerful: it awakened my slumbering
sonl: it moved, softened, and wounded
my heart, which had been hard, stony
and distempered. It watered the dry
places, illuminated the dark, opened
those which were shut, inflamed the
cold, made the crooked straight, and the
rough ways plain ; so that my soul bless-
ed the Lord, and all that was within me
praised his holy name. I had no evi-
dence of the Lord's presence with me by
any of the senses; only from the motion
of my heart, I understood that he was
with me; and, from the expulsion o
vices, and the suppression of carnal affec-
tions, I perceived the strength of his
power: from the discernment and con
viction of the very intents of my heart,"
admired the depth of his wisdom: from
some little improvement of my temper
and conduct, I experienced the goodness
of his grace: from the renovation of my
inward man, I perceived the comeliness

* P. 1529.
X Ps. lxxvii. 19.

t John, iii. 8,

if his beauty; and from the joint contem-
ilation of all these things, I trembled at
is majestic greatness. But because all
hese things on his departure became tor-
)id and cold, just as if you withdrew fire
rom a boiling pot, I had a signal of his
eparture. My soul must be sad till he

•eturn, and my heart is again inflamed
A'ith his love;" and let that be the evi-
lence of his return. With such expe-
•ience of the divine Word, if I use the
anguage of the spouse, in recalling him,
when he shall absent himself; while I
live, her word, 'return,'* shall be fami-
iar to me. As often as he leaves me, so
ften shall he be recalled, that he may
estore me to the joy of his salvation;
hat is, that he may restore to me him-
self. Nothing else is pleasing, while he
s absent, who alone is pleasure: and I
ray that he may not come empty, but

*ull of grace and truth, as he was wont
to do."- Then he goes on to explain the
well-tempered mixture of gravity and de-
light, of fear and joy, of which all true
converts are the subjects; and he sup-
ports his description by that apposite
quotation, "Serve the Lord with fear,
and rejoice unto him with trembling."f

It appeared not impertinent to the de-
sign of a history like this, to lay before
the reader the inmost soul of a Saint of
the twelfth century, confessing and de-
scribing the vicissitudes of spiritual con-
solations and declensions, which, with
more or less varieties, in all ages of the
Church, are known to real Christians.
I know that much caution is necessary
in sneaking of them ; but if we speak ac-
cording to the divine oracles, as Bernard
seems to do, it should be a "small thing
with us to be judged of man's judg-
ment." The doctrine of regeneration
tself, with all the mixed effects of spiri-

tual health and sickness, in a fallen
creature, is foolishness to the natural
man4 If any man, however, have not
the spirit of Christ, he is none of his.§
It will be the wisdom of mere nominal
Christians not to deride, but to seek for
the Holy Spirit; and while godly souls
estimate his presence or his absence, by
such marks and effects as Bernard de-
scribes, they will not only be free from
enthusiasm, but will also make it their
constant aim, not to grieve the Spirit of

* Canticles vi. 13,
I 1 Cor, ii. 14,

f Ps. ii. 11.
§ Rom. viii, 9.
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God, by which they are sealed to the da}
of redemption.

In* the 78th sermon on the Canticles
he describes the Church as predestinatec
before all time, that it should be the
spouse of Christ, and supports his obser-
vation from the words of St. Paul.j- H
speaks of the influence of the Holy
Spirit, and of the conversion of sinner
as the effect of this predestination. " Ye
Emanuel," says he, "is the Personage,
who was of us, and for us was clothed
with our curse, and had the appearance,
not the reality of our sin."

In a sermon on the beginning- of th
91st Psalm, he answers a question whicl
obviously arises to the mind of a serious
person exercised in experimental godli
ness. Both the question and the answe
deserve to be given in the author's own
words. " What is the reason, that thougl
we pray and supplicate incessantly, we
cannot attain that abundance of grace
which we desire? Think you that God
is become avaricious, or indigent, impo-
tent, or inexorable ? Far, far from us be
the thought: but he knows our frame.
We must not, therefore, cease from peti-
tioning, because, though he gives not to
satiety, he gives what is needful for sup-
port; though he guards us against exces-
sive heat, he cherishes us as a mother,
with his warmth. As the mother sees
the hawk approaching, and expands her
wings that her young ones may enter and
find a safe refuge, so his bosom being
prepared, and, as it were, dilated for us,
the ineffable kindness of our God is ex-
tended over us. This is a dispensation
adapted to the infirmity of our condition;
even grace itself must be moderated, lest
we fall into an undue elevation of mind,
or a precipitate indiscretion."^:

"Do you trust that you are inwardly
moved by the Holy Ghost?" is the serious
question, which the Church of England
asks of all her candidates for the minis-
try. Let him who would answer it con-
scientiously, ask his own heart, what he
feels of Bernard's description, which, if
not an accurate answer to the question,
may, however, furnish the attentive read-
er with some salutary contemplations.
"He who is called to instruct souls, is
called of God, and not by his own ambi-

* P. 1544. f Eph. i. former part.
X B. 2. C. 15. Florum Bernardi. A small

treatise, from which are extracted some of
the most beautiful passages of this author.

tion; and wThat is this call, but an inward
incentive of love, soliciting us to be
zealous for the salvation of our brethren?
So often as he, who is engaged in preach-
ing the Word, shall feel his inward man
to be excited with divine affections, so
often let him assure himself that God is
there, and that he is invited by him to
seek the good of souls. Truly, I love
to hear that preacher, who does not move
me to applaud his eloquence, but to groan
for my sins. Efficacy will be given to
your voice, if you appear to be yourself
persuaded of that, to which you advise
me. That common rebuke will then at
least belong not to you;—;thou who
teachest another, teachest thou not thy-
self?' "*

See how divinely he describes the grace
of God in the Gospel. " Happy is he alone,
to whom the Lord imputeth not sin. To
have him propitious to me, against whom
alone I have sinned, suffices for all my
righteousness. Not to impute my sins,
is, as it were, to blot out their existence.
If my iniquity is great, thy grace is much
greater. When my soul is troubled at
the view of her sin fulness, I look at thy
mercy, and arn refreshed. It lies in
common ; it is offered to all, and he only
who rejects it, is deprived of its benefit.
Let him rejoice, who feels himself a
wretch deserving of perpetual damnation.
For the grace of Jesus still exceeds the
quantity or number of all crimes. My
punishment, says Cain, is too great for
me to expect pardon. Far be the thought.
The grace of God is greater than any ini-
quity whatever. He is really kind and
merciful, plenteous in goocjness, ready
to forgive. His very nature is goodness ;
his property is to have mercy. Indeed
he hath mercy on whom he will have
mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth.
But mercy he draws from his own na-
ture; condemnation is a work to which
we in a measure compel him. He is,
therefore, not called the Father of ven-
geance, but the FATHER OF MERCIES."f

The . following thought, concerning
mptations, is striking. " In creation,

in redemption, and other common bene-
fits, God is common to all; in tempta-
tions, the elect have him to themselves,
WTith such sppciai care does he support
and deliver, that he may seem, as it were,

* In Cantic. Serm. 58. p. 156. Florum,
f From various Serm. Flor, 229,
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neglecting all others, to confine h;s care
to the tempted soul."*

We have already given a small speci-
men of his own experience, in regard to
the various operations of the Holy Spi-
rit. From different sermons we may now
see the practical use which he makes of
the doctrine. " It is a dangerous thing,"
says he, " to be insensible of the pre-
sence or absence of the Holy Spirit. For
how shall his presence be sought, whose
absence is not known 1 And how shall
he, who returns to console us, be worthi-
ly received, if his presence be not felt1*
May the unction, therefore, be never re-
moved from us, the unctionf which
teaches us of all things, that when the
Holy Spirit comes he may find us ready.
He who walks in the Spirit never re-
mains in one state. His way is not in
himself; but as the Spirit dispenses to
him, according to his good pleasure, now
more faintly, now more eagerly, he for-
gets the things which are behind, and
reaches forth to the things wrhich are be-
fore. Distrust not, when thou findest
weariness and torpor; seek the hand of
thy Guide, beseeching him to draw thee,
till thou be enabled to run the way of
Ood's commandments. And, on the
other hand, beware of presumptuous
confidence, when thou walkest in the
light of divine consolation, lest, when he
withdraws his hand, thou be more de-
jected than it becomes a Christian to
beJ'X

The divine life was then, it seems
understood, in the twelfth century, tha1

same life which is felt in all ages by
holy men, which has its foundations in
the genuine doctrines of grace, which
alone produces true virtue upont earth,
which is the comfort of real Christians,
and the ridicule of mere philosophers,
whether nominally Christians or not, and
which will issue in heavenly glory.
That after the greatest attainments and
the most earnest efforts, a Christian
should still feel himself infected with
sin, has often been matter of great vexa-
tion and surprise to the most pious and
the most intelligent persons. Great mis-
takes have been committed on this sub-
ject; some have, at length, induced
themselves to believe, that in-dwelling
sin has been totally expelled from their
breasts; others have given themselves

up to unprofitable solicitude and dejec-
ion. A great part of the mystery of

practical godliness lies, no doubt, in the
due conception of the case, and in the
practical regulation of the heart, con-
cerning it. Let us hear Bernard on this
point; he speaks in unison with the
soundest Christians in all ages ; and,
what is more, with St. Paul, in Rom.
vii. " Let no man say in his heart,
these are small evils; I care not for
them; it is no great matter, if I remain
in these venial sins. This is blasphemy
against the Holy Ghost, and confirmed
impenitence. On the other hand, evil
annot altogether be eradicated or extir-

pated from our hearts, while we are in
the world. However great thy profi-
ciency, thou art mistaken, if thou think
sin to be dead. Whether thou wilt or
not, the Jebusite will dwell within thy
borders. He may be subdued, not ex-
terminated. Sin, the disease of the soul,
cannot be taken away, till we are freed
from the body. By the grace of God it
may be repressed, so that it shall not
REIGN in us, but it is ejected only at
death.—In many things we offend all:*
let no man despise or neglect these evils;
nor yet should the Christian be too soli-
citous concerning them ; He will forgive
us even with pleasure, provided we con-
fess our guilt. In these evils of daily
incursion, negligence is culpable, and so
is immoderate fear; for there is no con-
demnation to those who are in Christ Je-
sus,"]" and who consent not to the motions
of concupiscence. That we may be hum-
ble, the Lord suffers concupiscence itself
still to live in us, and grievously to af-
flict us, that we may feel what grace can
do for us, and may always have recourse
to his aid.";}: Such were the humble
sentiments of this holy personage con-
cerning this subject, and so equally re-
mote was he from the delusive pride of
the Perfectionist, and the flagitious ne-
gligence of the Antinomian.

I shall conclude this review of Ber-
nard's works, with a short extract,§
which expresses the foundation of his
Christian hopes ; and it is that, in which
all real Christians, in all ages, will cor-
dially concur with him. " I consider
three things, in which all my hope con-
sists, the love of adoption, the truth of
the promise, and the power of perform-

* Flor. 257.
t 1 John ii. 44, &c.

11 John ii. 27. * James iii. 2.
X Flor. 373.

t Rom. viii. 1.
§ De Evang. Serm. 5.
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ance. Let my foolish heart murmur as
much as it please, and say, Who art
thou, and how great is that glory, or by
what merits dost thou expect to obtain
ill I will confidently answer, I know
whom 1 have believed, and I am certain,
that he hath adopted me in love ; that he
is true in promise; that he is powerful
to fulfil it; for he can do what he pleas-
eth. This is the threefold cord, which
is not easily broken, whioh being let
down to us from our heavenly country to
earth, I pray that we may firmly hold,
and may he himself lift us up, and draw
us completely to the glory of God, who
is blessed for ever."

CHAPTER y.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF BERNARD.

No one of the ancient fathers seems to
have had so little justice done to his me-
mory as Bernard. He lived in an age
so ignorant and superstitious, that Pro-
testants are ready to ask, Can any
good thing come out of* the twelfth cen-
tury 1 It is difficult, indeed, to say, whe-
ther he has been more injured by the ex-
travagant encomiums of some, or by the
illiberal censures of others. Even the
fictitious miracles, of which the wretch-
ed accounts of his biographers are full
indirectly asperse his character, and by
no uncommon association of ideas, seem
to detract all credibility from the best at-
tested narratives of his piety and virtue
While then Papists represent him as an
angel, and Protestants as a narrow bigot
or a furious zealot, those who know no-
thing more of him than what they have
learned from the prejudice of oppositi
extremes, are tempted to think him an
object worthy of contempt, if not of de-
testation.

The great Roman historian, in a beau-
tiful fragment preserved to us concern
ing the death of Cicero, observes, thai
to celebrate his character, as it deserves
a Cicero himself should be found as pane-
gyrist.* A somewhat similar observa-
tion may be made concerning Bernard
and happily his voluminous writings
which have escaped the ravages of time,
vindicate his reputation, and exhibit him

* Cicerone quidem laudatore opus esset,
Liv. fragm.

:o us with faithfulness and accuracy. It
was necessary to be brief in my extracts ;
else much more numerous proofs of his
genuine piety, humility, and charity,
than those which the reader hath already
seen, might have been adduced. Nor
have I concealed his superstitious turn
f̂ mind, and the unhappy prejudices,

which induced him to censure some of
hose, of whom " the world was not

worthy," and with whose true character
he was unacquainted. He was deeply
tinged with a predilection for the Roman
hierarchy; he had imbibed most of those
errors of his time, which were not direct-
y subversive of the Gospel; and the mo-
nastic character, which, according to the
spirit of the age appeared to be the great-
est glory, seems to have much eclipsed
his real virtues, and prevented his pro-
gress in true evangelical wisdom.

But if we strip him of the ascetic vest,
and consider the interior endowments,
he will appear to have been no mean or
ordinary character. His learning was
moderate; but his understanding was
solid, and his judgment seldom erred in
subjects or cases, where the prejudices
of the age did not warp the imagination.
His genius was truly sublime, his tem-
per sanguine, his mind active and vi-
gorous. The love of God appears to
have taken deep root in his soul, and
seems to have been always steady,
though always ardent. His charity was
equal to his zeal; and his tenderness
and compassion to Christian brethren
went hand in band with his severity
against the heretical, the profane, and
the vicious. In humility he was truly
admirable; he scarcely seems to have felt
a glimpse of pleasure on account of the
extravagant praises every where bestow-
ed upon him. His heartfelt dependence
on Christ, and his heavenly affections
were incontestibly strong. He united
much true Christian knowledge with
much superstition; and this can hardly
be accounted for on any other supposi-
tion, than that he was directed by an in-
fluence truly divine. For there is not an
essential doctrine of the Gospel, which
he did not embrace with zeal, defend by
argument, and adorn by life. Socinian-
ism in particular, under God, was by his
means nipped in the bud, and prevented
from thriving in the Christian world.
Such was Bernard, who is generally
called the last of the fathers.

The accounts of his death, considered
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as compositions, are no less disgusting
to a taste of tolerable correctness, than

those* of his life. While his
Death of friends admired him as an

? Daiik a n£e 1 ' h e f e l t h imsel f< by na"
ture, a sinful fallen creature.

He was about sixty-three years old when
be died of a disease in the stomach. A
letter which he dictated to a friend, a
very few days before his decease, is
Worthy of our attention, as a genuine
monument of that simplicity, modesty,
and piety, which had adorned his conver-
sation. " I received your love, with af-
fection, I cannot say with pleasure; for
what pleasure can there be to a person
in circumstances replete with bitterness'?
To eat nothing solid, is the only way to
preserve myself tolerably easy. My
sensitive powers admit of no further plea-
sure. I am not able to close my eyes:
sleep hath departed from me: and no
longer procures for me the least inter-
mission of my pain. Stomachic weak-
ness is, as it were, the sum total of my
afflictions. By day and night I receive
a small portion of liquids. Every-
thing solid the stomach rejects. The
very scanty supply, wjiich I now and
then receive is painful; but perfect emp-
tiness would be still more so. If now
and then I take in a larger quantity, the
effect is most distressing. My legs and
feet are swoln, as in a dropsy. In the
midst of these afflictions, that 1 may hide
nothing from an anxious friend, in my
inner man—I speak as a vulgar person—
the spirit is ready, though the flesh be
weak. Pray ye to the Saviour, who
willeth not the death of a sinner, that he
would not delay my timely exit, but that
still he would guard it. Fortify with
your prayers a poor unworthy creature,
that the enemy who lies in wait may
find no place where he may fix his tooth,
and inflict a wound. These words I
have dictated, but in such a manner, that
ye may know my affection by a hand
well known to you."* Such were the
dying circumstances of this excellent
Saint. So peculiarly were they dis-
posed, that they seemed to rebuke the
ignorant admiration of his friends; and
thus, through faith and patience, did he
at length inherit the promises.j"

CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL STATE OF THE CHURCH IN THIS
CENTURY.

THIS may, in a great measure, be col-
lected, so far as the Latin Church is con-
cerned, from the copious account which
has been given of Bernard. Of the Greek
Church hardly anything occurs which
properly falls within the design of this
history. Superstition, idolatry, frivolous
contentions, and metaphysical niceties,
attended with a lamentable want of true
piety and virtue, fprm almost the whole
of the religious phenomena in the east.

In this chaos of the Church, I can only
mention a few facts and circumstances,
which may throw some lights on its ge-
neral state; and they shall be such as
have not been considered in the history
of Bernard, nor directly relate to the
Waldenses, whose affairs commenced in
the latter part of this century, but will
deserve a strict narration.

Just at the close of the foregoing cen-
tury, pope Urban* held a synod of one
hundred and fifty bishops, in order to
promote the Crusades, and
exhorted the Christian world Death of
to concur in supporting the the taking
same cause. He died in the of Jerusa-
year 1099 and Jerusalem J 5 ™ ^ *
was taken by the crusaders A. D. 1099.
in the same year.")" The pale
of the visible Church was extended by
the conquests of the western warriors,
and several episcopal Sees, were again
formed in regions, whence the light of
the Gospel had first arisen to bless man-
kind. .But these were of short duration;
and; what is much more material to be
observed, while they continued, they
gave no evidence, that I can find, of the
spirit of true religion. This is a circum-
stance, which throws a very unpleasing
shade on the whola character of the fana-
tical war which at that time agitated
both Europe and Asia. 1 have excul-
pated the western Christians from the
charge of positive injustice in undertak-
ing it; in every other li^ht it deserves
much of the asperity of the censure, with
which modern authors in general agree
to treat it. Among a thousand evils
which it produced, or at least encouraged,

* Vol. II. p. 1170.
f Many miracles are ascribed to Bernard

by the Romish Church. He is looked on as
the last of the holy Fathers; and is s.aid to
have founded 160 monasteries.

* This pope, viz. Urban II. held the fa-
mous council here mentioned, at Clermont in
Auvergne, A. D. 1095, for the recovery of
the Holy Land.

f Baronius, Cent. XII.
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this was one, namely, that indulgences
were now diffused by the popes through
Europe, for the purpose of promoting
what they called the holy war. These
had indeed been sold before by the infe-
rior dignitaries of the Church, who, for
money, remitted the penalties imposed
on transgressors: they had not, how-
ever, pretended to abolish the punish-
ments, which await the wicked in a fu-
ture state. This impiety was reserved
to the pope himself, who dared to usurp
the authority which belongs to God
alone. The corruption having once taken
place, remained and even increased from
age to age, till the time of the Reforma-
tion. It is needless to say, how subver-
sive of all piety and virtue this practice
must have been. That the Romanists
did really promote this impious traffic is
but too evident from their own writers.*
Hence the strict propriety of St. Paul's
representation of the man of sin, AS
SHOWING HIMSELF THAT HE IS GOD]", IS
evinced; hence, the characters of those,
who opposed the power and doctrine of
popery in those times, receive the most
ample vindication, and hence the merit
of the Reformation itself may, in a great
measure, be appreciated. 1 only add,
that the whole discipline of the Church
was now dissolved, and men, who had
means to purchase a license to sin, were
emboldened to let loose the reins of vice,
and follow, at large, their own desires
and imaginations.

Nor were these evils compensated by
some other circumstances, which tended
to promote the revival of learning in this

age. Gratian, a native of
Gratian's Tuscany, and a monk of Bo-
SaDOnn5TS' logna> m a d e a famous collec-
Justinian's t i o n o f c a n o n ! a w s ' a n d Pllb"
Pandects lished them in 1151. His
diŝ vered, Work w a s much facilitated

' b y the discovery of the pan-
dects of the emperor Justinian, which
took place in 1137.̂ : Ecclesiastical
causes were henceforward tried by the
canon law. To encourage the study of
this science, the degrees of bachelor, li-

* See Mosheim, Cent. XII. p. 595. Qu.
Edit. Morinus, Simon, and Mabillon, are
the popish authors, who are not ashamed to
vindicate this system of iniquity.

f 2 Thess. ii.
X Mosheim, Cent. XII. p. 567. Bower's

Lives of Pope's, Vol. VI. p. 69. Du Pin,
Cent. XII. Chap. XVII.

VOL* II. 4

centiate, and doctor, degrees mentioned
by no writer before the time of Gratian,
were instituted by pope Eugenius III.
the disciple of Bernard. But they were
soon after introduced at Paris by Peter
Lombard, who was called the master of
the sentences, and were bestowed on
students of divinity as well as of law.
For Lombard was supposed to have per-
formed the same service to divinity,
which Gratian, his contemporary, had
done to law. Paris and Bologna, the
former in divinity, and the latter in law,
were now looked on as the greatest se-
minaries in Europe, In this revival of
learning our own island also bore a part.
The university of Oxford, which had
been founded in the time of Alfred, and
had suffered much from the ravages of
the Danes, came to a considerable de-
gree of eminence in this century. The
learning, as well as the impiety of the
Continent, passed into England, and we
shall shortly see a dreadful instance of
the effects of both appearing in the uni-
versity last mentioned. For while the
real word of God was generally neglect-
ed, and the salutary doctrine of the Gos-
pel was buried in darkness, the literary
improvements of the times might sharpen
the intellectual faculties, but could pro-
duce no benign effects on the manners
of mankind. To finish this brief detail
of the progress of learning, I shall add,
that Cambridge had begun to
be a seminary of learning Learning
some little time after Oxford, cambddgl,
but in that view had been A. D. no9.'
quite oppressed by the incur-
sions of the Danes. It revived, how-
ever, in some degree, about the year
1109, when Gislebert, with three other
monks, was sent by the abbot of Croy-
land to his manor of Cottenham, near
Cambridge. These monks went every
day to Cambridge, where they hired a
barn as a convenient place for public lec-
tures. One read grammar in the morn-
ing, a second read logic at one o'clock,
and a third, at three" in the afternoon,
gave lectures on rhetoric from Tully and
Quintilian. Gislebert himself preached
on Sundays, and other holidays. The
barn was soon found insufficient to con-
tain the auditors; and, therefore, accom-
modations were provided for the labours
of these men in different parts of the
town. Such is the account which Peter
of Blois gives of the infant state of learn-
ing in the university of Cambridge.
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The laudable passion for intellectua
improvement was strong- in this century
In the room of the Fathers succeeded th<
Schoolmen, whose theology was founded
by Peter Lombard. A metaphysical sub-
tilty pervaded their investigations, an
they were idolized by the ignorant,
among whom should be ranked the no-
bility of that age, almost as much as th
plebeians. The human mind, however,
by exercise, recovered a new tone'and
vigour; but learning could not commu
nicate grace, nor even enable men to see
the folly of enslaving themselves to the
popedom. The influence of the bishop
of Rome grew prodigious : the emperon
of Germany trembled under the rod ; and
some of the bravest and wisest of the
English princes were found unequal to a
contest with the hierarchy. But to dwell
on these scenes would be to forsake the
path of Church-history.

Where THEN was the Church of Christ,
and what was its condition 1 In the ge-
neral appearance of national religion she
was not to be discovered. God had,
however, his SECRET ONES. There might
be, and probably there were, in vulgar
life, various persons too poor and too in-
significant to be regarded in history, who
feared God and served him in the Gospel
of his son, but whom an humble station
in society secured from persecution.
There were also here and there some of
the recluse, who practised something bet-
ter than superstition. The story of Ber-
nard has given us an illustrious instance.
In the west, we have seen also the Ca-
thari, who formed religious societies
among themselves. These increased ex-
ceedingly, and assuming a new name,
much better known in the latter part of
the century,* were exposed to the un-
righteous indignation of the then reign-
ing powers, both in church and state.
The account of this persecution will de-
mand our particular attention, when we
come to the next century. Thus the
Church of Christ had a real existence in
the west, and shone as a light in a dark
place. In the east it is extremely diffi-
cult to discover the least vestiges of ge-
nuine piety. It is probable, however,
that the Church existed among the re-
mains of the Paulicians. For in the year
1118, Alexius Comnenus, who had zea-
lously persecuted this people in the latter

* WaJdcnses.

end of the foregoing century,
burned a supposed Manichee, a supposed
who was charged with main- Manichee;
taining all the absurdities of A> D* m 8 #

Manes. We have the account from the
female historian, his own daughter, Anna
Comnena, who every where idolizes the
character of her father.* The supposed
heretic, however, it ought to be known,
rejected the worship of images as idola-
try ;j" a circumstance, which at least af-
fords a strong presumption in favour of
his Christian character. The reader will
hence be led to believe it not improbable,
that there were even then some relics of
a church of God in the east. If he com-
plain that the evidence is scanty, I can
only lament that history affords no more.
And if he recollect the account given of
the Cathari in the memoirs of Bernard,
and consider them as properly belonging
to this place, he will see, that the pro-
phecy of Christ concerning his church,
" thrt the gates of hell should never pre-
vail against it," had its real completion
even in the dark times which we are re-
viewing.

It is no small consolation to the mind
of a true believer, that the most disas-
trous, as well as the most glorious scenea
of the Church, are predicted in Scripture.
The evidence of prophecy constantly ac-
companies the light of history, and " be-
hold I have told you before," is the voice
of our Saviour, which we hear in every
age. In a council held at Decrpe of a
London in 1108, in the rejgn council in
of our Henry I. a decree was
issued against clerks who
should cohabit with women.:(:
This council did not mean to A' D< 1108'
give an attestation to the truth of the
prophecy of St. Paul, concerning the
apostacy of the latter days, one circum-
stance of which was the prohibition of
marriage,§ but they fulfilled the prophecy
n the clearest manner. The voices of

natural conscience and of common sense
were, however, by no means altogether
silenced during this gloomy season.
Fluentius, bishop of Flo- P o p epa s c b a I
rence,|| taught publicly, that II. silences
Antichrist was born, and the Bishop of

, ,', Florence,
come into the world; on A D 1105

nfarnageof
clerks,
A D

* Anna Comnena, B. XV.
t Baron. Cent. XII.
J Ibid. § 1 Tim. iv.
H See Bp. Newton on the Prophecies, Vol.

II. p. 167.
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which account pope Paschal II. held
a council there in the year 1105, repri-
manded the bishop, and enjoined him
silence on that subject. Even Bernard
himself inveighed so strongly against
the popes and the clergy, that nothing
but the obstinate prejudices of education
prevented him from seeing the whole
truth in this matter. It was natural for
men, who reverenced the Scriptures, and
who compared what they read of Anti-
christ with what they saw in the Church
of Rome, to express some suspicions,
that the prophecy was then fulfilling,
though the glare of fictitious holiness,
which covered the popedom, prevented
them from beholding their object with
perspicuity.

Our own island was rapidly advancing
all this century into a state of deplorable
«, t ft-u subjection to the Roman See.
estate or me -»» i? T J I J. J*

Church in Men of solid understanding,
England. \[\iG o u r Henry II. lamented,
struggled, and resisted, but with little ef-
fect. They felt the temporal oppression
of ecclesiastical tyranny, while they were
perfectly regardless of their own spiritual
misery, and even aided the court of
Rome in the persecution of real Chris-
tians. That same Henry II. who made
so firm a stand against papal encroach-
ments in civil matters, in the twenty-
fourth year of his reign, joined with the
French King in persecuting the Cathari
of Toulouse, who were injuriously deno-
minated Arians;* and, while he abused
and perverted one of the finest under-
standings by a life of ambition and lewd-
ness, and by supporting idolatrous reli-
gion, he himself was exposed to the
severest sufferings from the papal usur-
pations. One instance of his barbarity
deserves to be distinctly related.

Thirty men and women, who were
Germans, appeared in England in the
year 1159, and were afterwards brought

before a council of the clergy
fionsby at Oxford. Gerard, their
Henry II. teacher, a man of learning,
A. D. 1159. said, that they were Chris-
tians, and believed the doctrine of the
Apostles. They expressed an abhorrence
of the doctrine of purgatory, of prayers
for the dead, and of the invocation of
Saints. Henry, in conjunction with the
council, ordered them to be branded with
a hot iron on the forehead, to be whipped
through Oxford, to have their clothes cut

short by their girdles, and to be turned
into the open fields ; and he likewise for-
bad any persons, under severe penalties,
to shelter or relieve them. As it was the
depth of winter, they all lost their lives
through cold and hunger.* They had
made one female convert in England,
who, through fear of similar punishment,
recanted. The whole number of the
Germans remained, however, patient, se-
rene, and composed, repeating, " Blessed
are those who are persecuted for right-
eousness sake; for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven." Their teacher Gerard^ that
he might be distinguished from the rest,
had an additional stigma on his chin.

What a darkness must at that time
have filled this island ! A wise and sa-
gacious king, a renowned university, the
whole body of the clergy and laity, all
united in expelling Christ from their
coasts! Brief as is the account of the
martyrs, it is sufficiently evident that
they were the martyrs of Christ. Driven
most probably from home by the rage of
persecution, they had brought the light
and power of the Gospel with them into
Eno-land; and so totally senseless and
corrupt was our nation, that none received
it. It deserves to be noticed, that Eng-
land was afterwards for a long time dis-
posed to suffer more severely than most
other nations, from the exactions of the
popedom.

Mr. Berington observes, on occasion
of this story, that none but a hero or a
madman was at that time qualified to be
a reformer. But a true reformer needs
not to be either the one or the other. A
man of understanding, who fears God,
and speaks the words of soberness, if in-
fluenced by the Spirit of God, is fitted to
reform mankind.

The contention between King Henry
and Becket is well known. I have no-
thing to say of it, except that the whole
affair is foreign to my purpose. There
is no evidence that a spirit of true reli-
gion influenced either the king or the
archbishop.

The pope, indeed, reigned calm and
victorious throughout Europe. Never-
theless, even in Italy itself, some suspi-
cions that he was Antichrist appeared.
Joachim, abbot of Calabria, was a man
renowned for learning and piety, and
perhaps very deservedly. This man as-

* Hoveden, p. 327.
* Neubrinf. Brompt. Collect. See Henry's

Hist. ofEng. Vol. III. p. 240.
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serted that Antichrist was born in the
Roman state, and would be exalted to
the Apostolic See.* Our king Richard
I. being at Messina in Sicily, going upon
his expedition to the Holy Land, sent
for this Joachim, and with much satis-
faction heard him explain the Book of
the Revelation, and discourse of Anti-
christ. Mr. Berington gives a ludicrous
account of this interview between the
king and the abbot; and observes, that
the "bishops who were present, and
Richard, and Joachim, were equally in-
telligent in the mysteries of the Evange-
list with any other interpreters of that
day."f This gentleman is a lively,
agreeable writer, and has exerted a ca-
pacity, learning, and industry, to which
I have been obliged on several occasions.
But the rude treatment of any part of the
word of God deserves to be rebuked,
whether he who is guilty of it, be a Ro-
man Catholic or a Protestant, or a scep-
tic in religion. I doubt not but some of
his readers, who never examined the sub-
ject with the least attention, will be gra-
tified with the pleasantry of his remark.
But let them be told that part of the
Apocalypse is very intelligible, even at
present: and that all of it will probably
be so before the end of time. And is not
all Scripture said to be profitable?^: It
behoved not a man professing Christiani-
ty, to throw out innuendos which might
have been expected only from an avowed
infidel. Has the author ever examined
with care the writings of expositors on the
Apocalypse 1 Did he ever attend to Mr.
Mede's elaborate and learned works on
the subject1? Did Sir Isaac Newton's
observations on the Apocalypse ever fall
into his hands 1 Or, to come to later
times, has he ever studied the works of
bishop Newton, bishop Hurd, or thelate
bishop Hallifax 1 Let him attend to any
one of these, and having digested his
scheme, let him then say, if he can, that
our ignorant king Richard I. was as in-
telligent an expositor as he.

If this same Richard had been as earn-
est in studying the Scriptures, as he was
in conducting his romantic expedition into
the Holy Land, by comparing the Apo-
calyptic prophecies with the treatment
which he himself received from the pope,

* Hoveden, p. 681. Collier's Ecc. Hist. B.
VI. p. 401.

I Hist, of Henry IIf &c. p. 375.
X 2 Tim. iii. 16.

he might have understood
that the bishop of Rome was Bull of Pope
Antichrist. For, in a bull J ^ T D .
dated 1197, Innocent III. de- 1197.
clared, that it was not fit that
any man should be invested with authori-
ty who did not revere and
obey the Holy See. In an- other Bulls
other bull, addressed to Ri- $£nm*
chard, he told him, that if he
opposed the execution of the decrees of
the Apostolic See, he would soon con-
vince him how hard it was to kick
against the pricks. In another bull, he
declared that he would not endure the
least contempt of himself, or of God,
whose place he held on earth, but would
punish every disobedience without delay,
and without respect of persons; and
would convince the whole world that he
was determined to act like a sovereign.*
The " lion-hearted" Richard obeyed his
decrees, and gave up his opposition in
the cause which he had contested. In-
nocent, indeed, reigned in England with
a power little less than despotic. This
was the pope, who confirmed the doc-
trine of transubstaiitiation in the grossest
sense, who reduced the two succeeding
princes John and Henry III. into a state
of the lowest vassalage to himself, and
who enriched his creatures with the trea-
sures of England, almost entirely at his
pleasure.

CHAPTER VII.

THE PROPAGATION OP THE GOSPEL.

THE pale of the visible Church was
still farther extended in this century
among the idolatrous nations ; and,
though the methods of propagating di-
vine truth were too often unchristian,
some missionaries seem to have been ac-
tuated by an apostolical spirit. The ar-
ticles under this head are only few, but
well deserve the reader's attention.

Boleslaus, duke of Poland, having ta-
ken Stettin, the capital of Pomerania, by
storm, and laid waste the country with fire
and sword, compelled the remaining in-
habitants to submit at discretion. What
right he had to make war on the Pome-
ranians at all, and if he had a right, how
far he confined himself within the bounds

* Gervas Chronicle. See Henry's 3d Vol.
of Hist, of Eng".
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of justice and humanity, are inquiries no
easy to be answered, on account of the
scantiness of our information. From such
inauspicious beginnings, however, Pome-
rania was introduced to an acquaintance
with Christianity. The conqueror en-
deavoured, for three years, to procure
pastors and teacjbers from his own domi-
nions, to instruct his new subjects, but

could find none. He then
Otho's mis- engaged Otho, bishop of Bam-
meralSa,0' berg, in the work. The duke
A. D. 1124. of Poinerania met the bishop

on his approach, and received
him with much respect. The savage in-
habitants, however, were with difficulty
prevented from murdering him. Otho
was firm, and by Christian zeal, patience,
and meekness, laboured to efface the dis-
advantageous impressions which the mi-
litary executions of Boleslaus could not
fail to make on their minds. The duchess
of Pomerania, with her female attendants,
received the Gospel. So did the duke,
with his companions, and he gave this
evidence of sincerity, that he was pre-
vailed on by the instructions of Otho to
dismiss his concubines, who were twen-
ty-four in number. This missionary was
afterwards fiercely assaulted by some of
the inhabitants, and escaped with great
difficulty. But he bore the injury so
meekly, and still persevered in his la-
bours with such evident marks of probity
and charity, that he at length established
the form of Christianity among them.
He* had entered on his mission in the

year 1124, and from his suc-
othore- cess, was styled the apostle
flockVtBam- of the Pomeranians.f After
berg, and he had carried the Gospel
dASb 1139 *nto Noim and other remote

districts, he returned to the
care of his own flock at Bamberg, where
he died in 1139.̂ : That the work, how-
ever, was very slight among this people,
appeared too plainly by the event. The
Pomeranians soon after ejected the Chris-
tian pastors, and re-established the idola-
try of their ancestors.

The inhabitants of Rugen, an island
which lies in the neighbourhood of Po-
merania, were remarkable for their obsti-
nate opposition to Christianity. Eric,
king of Denmark, subdued them, and
among other conditions of peace, imposed!

on them the necessity of receiving his
religion. But they soon relapsed into
the idolatry of their ancestors. At length
Waldemar, king of Denmark, having
subjected them again by his arms to the
Danish crown, obliged them to deliver
up to him their idol, called Swanterwith,
an account of which we have seen in the
history of the tenth century. Waldemar
ordered it to be hewn in pieces and
burned. He compelled the vanquished
also to deliver to him all their sacred mo-
ney : he released the Christian captives
whom they held in slavery, and convert-
ed the lands which had been assigned to
the pagan, priests, to the support of a
Christian ministry. He did also some-
thing which was of a more salutary na-
ture and tendency, whatever were his
own motives of conduct. He furnished
the ignorant savages with pastors and
teachers. Among these shone Absalom,
archbishop of Lunden, by whose pious
labours, at length, the Gospel received
an establishment in this island, which
had so long baffled every attempt to
evangelize it. Absalom* ought to be
classed among those genuine benefactors
of mankind, who were willing to spend
and be spent for the good of souls. Even
Jaremar, the prince of Rugen, received
the Gospel with great alacrity, and not
only taught his wayward subjects by his
life and example, but also by his useful
instructions and admonitions. Some*
times he employed menaces, but to what
degree, and with what circumstances, I
know not. Certain it is, that
the people of Rugen from Ru«renin
that time were in some sense, some mea-
at least, evangelized. No nzed,evanS>>

people had ever shown more A D. nob
obstinate aversion to the doc-
rines of Christianity. Nor were the

military proceedings of Eric and Walde-
mar calculated to soften their animosity.
In this article, however, as in the last,
the characters of the missionaries ought
to be distinguished from those of the
princes; for, in the accounts of both the
missionaries there appears very good evi-
dence of a genuine propagation of godli-
ness. These events in Rugen took place
about the year 1168.f When I distin-
guish the characters of the princes from
that of the missionaries, 1 am by no

* Cent. Mag-d. Cent. XII. p. 16.
t Baronius, Cent. XII, See Magd. Cent.
t Butler, Vol. VII.

4*

* Mosheim, Cent. XII. 351. Cent, Magd
Cent. XII. 13.

t Butler, Vol. X,

L
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means certain that the conduct of the
former was unjustifiable. The people of
Rugen were a band of pirates and rob-
bers ; and it is not improbable, but that
the right of self-preservation might au-
thorize the Danish expeditions.

The Finlanders were of the same cha-
racter with the people of Rugen, and in-
fested Sweden with their incursions.
Eric, king of this country, vanquished
them in war, and is said to have wept,
because his enemies died unbaptized.
As soon as he was master of Finland, he
sent Henry, bishop of Upsal, to evan-
gelize the barbarians. The success of
the missionary was great, and he is call-
ed the apostle of the Finlanders, though
he was murdered at length by some of
the refractory people. How far the cen-
sure of Mosheim, on his severity to them,
may be well founded, I cannot decide.
The missionary seems, however, to have
been pious, and to have had good in-
tentions. The laudable conduct of his
sovereign also deserves to be celebra-
ted. Eric was excellent both as a
Christian and a king. His piety pro-
voked the derision of some impious mal-
contents, by whom he was attacked,
while employed in public worship. The
remainder of the festival, said he, I shall
observe elsewhere. It was the feast of
the Ascension, which he was celebrating,
He went out alone to meet the murder-
ers, that he might prevent the effusion o

blood, and he died recom-
Murder of mending his soul to God,

He wTas slain in 1151; and
his tomb still remains at Up-

sal, undefaced.* It may be proper to
add, that Henry was an Englishman
who had taken considerable pains amonc,
the barbarous nations, before the period

of his labours in Finland
Henry, bishop of and that he was stoned tc
ff£iS£$£2 death at the instigation of

a murderer, whom he had
endeavoured to reclaim by his censures.
His death happened in the same year as
that of his royal master.f This person
is highly extolled by John Olaus, in hi:
work, Be rebus Gothicis.^:

The Scjavonians were remarkably
averse to the Gospel of Christ, an
much exercised the patience and charity

Eric,
A. D. 1151.

)f Vicelinus, who preached thirty years
n Holsatia and the neighbouring parts.
He was at length appointed bishop of
Oldenburg, which See vicelinus, a very
was afterwards transfer- shining charac-
;ed to Lubec: and the ^ ^ a T
ruits of his ministry were among the Scia-
solid and glorious.* He vonians. He died,
ied in 1154. All the A-D1154-

accounts of antiquity are
ull of the praises of Vicelinus ; and his
jharacter is briefly, but very strongly
elebrated by Mosheim, with such un-
[ualified commendations, that 1 cannot
jut wish that very learned historian had
•avoured us with an abridgement of his
life and actions, taken from the sources
of information which he quotes, but
which seem to us inaccessible. I have
consulted the Centuriators, and find mat-
ter there sufficient to excite, but not to
satisfy our curiosity. The little to be
collected from them shall be mentioned
n the next chapter. And here is an in-

stance of that which I have had but too
frequent occasion to remark, namely, an
extreme scantiness of information on sub-
jects most worthy of our researches.
How willingly would the evangelical
reader have excused the omission of
many pages in Mosheim, if he had grati-
fied us with an orderly account of one of
the best and wisest Christian missiona-
ries of the age.|

The propagation of religion in Livonia
will not deserve any detail. It took
place in the latter part of this century:
violent and secular methods were prin-
cipally used, and the wretched inhabi-
tants were compelled to receive baptism;:}:
but I know no fruits that appeared in this
century worthy the Christian name.

CHAPTER VIII.

WRITERS AND EMINENT PERSONS IN THIS CEN-
TURY.

BERNARD far outshines all the other
Christian characters of the age. A very
brief survey, however, of some who had

* Mosheim, Cent. XII. 552. Butler, Voi
V.

fHis life was written by Benzelius Mo
num. Suec. p. 33. Butler, Vol. II.

I B. 19. C. 3. See Baron. Cent. XII.

* Baron. Cent. XII.
tSee Cent. Magd. 16. Mosheim, Cent.

XII. 554. The authors quoted by Mosheim
are the Cimbria literata of Mollerus, and the
Res Hamburg, of Lambecius.

X Cent. Magd.
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the greatest reputation for piety, may not
be improper.

Meginher, archbishop of Treves, is a
character, of whom it were to be wished
we had a more distinct account. He in-
veighed against the luxury and sensu-
ality of his clergy, and so provoked their
resentment, that he was obliged to under-
take a journey to Rome in his own de-
fence. By the treachery of his own
clergy he was intercepted on the road,

and died in prison at Parma
Meginher in the year 1130.* If we had
^A.Tmo.' t h e particulars of these trans-

actions, it is probable that he
would appear to have resembled Chrysos-
tom in his integrity, as well as in his
sufferings. Meginher deserves, however,
to be mentioned, because his case evin-
ces how unsafe it was in those days to de-
fend Christian piety, even in the midst
of the visible Church of Christ.

About the same time a presbyter,
named Arnulph, came to Rome, and
faithfully preached against the vices of
the clergy. He was himself a man of
unblameable life and conversation, and
zealously laboured to induce the pastors
of the Chureh to imitate the simplicity
and disinterestedness of the primitive
Christians. He seems to have foreseen
that he should suffer for righteousness
sake. " I know," said he publicly,
"that ye seek my life. Ye despise me
and your Creator, who redeemed you by
his only begotten Son. Nor is it to be
wondered at, that ye should kill me
sinful man, who speaks to you the truth,
since, if St. Peter himself were to rise
from the dead, and rebuke your multi-
plied enormities, ye would not spare
him." Arnulph was secretly murdered
and appears to have been a faithful mar-
tyr.f

The orthodox sentiments of the God
head and manhood of Jesus Christ, and
the influence of both natures in the re
demption, were clearly and soundly vin
dicated by Ricardus, in a treatise con-
cerning the Incarnation.^:

Rupert, in this century, writing on the
Gospel of St. John, observes, on occasion
of our Lord's declaring in the xivth chap-
ter of St. John, that the world neither see
nor know the Holy Spirit; "that they
see him not, arises from their unbelief
that they know him not, proceeds from

heir pride. Infidelity regards nothing
ut what is present; and pride approves

not of such a comforter, nay, reckons the
life of those who seek his consolations to
»e madness, and their end to be without
lonour."

Peter Alphonsus, a Jew, was convert-
d in the year 1106, in the forty-fourth,

year of his age. Being severely cen-
sured by his countrymen, he
published a dialogue against pi^sus, a
he Jews, which seems to Jew, con-

have been no contemptible de- Yrf̂ djio6
fence of Christianity against
his countrymen.* This man was emi-
nent for sacred and profane literature,
and it is hoped, became a real ornament
to Christianity.j-

Whoever in this degenerate age acted
faithfully in the ministry, exposed him-
self to imminent danger. This was the
ase of Heinricus, bishop of Mentz. He

was a rare pattern of meekness, integri-
ty, and charity. But, through the unjust
accusation of his clergy, he was deprived
of his bishopric by the authority of two
cardinals at Worms. " I know," said
he, " if I were to appeal to
the pope, it would be in vain. Heinricus
I appeal, therefore, to Jesus Jf̂ nifis
Christ, the just Judge of quick bishopric at
and dead, who neither accepts JJ6^moiias-
persons, nor receives bribes tery,
as you do." After his expul- A. D. 1153.
sion from his See, which he
had held near nine years, he retired to a
monastery in Saxony, and lived in pri-
vacy and retirement, but without taking
upon him the monastic habit, and died
in II534

Vicelinus, before mentioned, wras born
at an obscure town on the banks of the
Weser, in the diocese of Minden. Hav-
ing met with a sarcastic reproof from a
priest, in his youth, on account of his in-
dolence and ignorance, he was roused to
pay the greatest attention to the cultiva-
tion of his understanding. Many in that
age were equally studious; but Vicelinus
was singularly eminent in directing his
studies to practical purposes, and to the
cultivation of genuine piety, and in-avoid-
ing the miserable strife of metaphysical
subtilties, to which men of learning were
then generally addicted. The scene of
his evangelical labours was Holstein, in
the kingdom of Denmark: there he

* Cent Magd. Cent. XII. 23.
t Cent. Magd. 23. t Id. 98.

* Du Pin, 170.
X Id. 710.

f Cent. Magd. 704.
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of Olden-
burph,
A. D. 1123.

Dies,
A. D. 1154.

taught men to turn from idols to the
living God; for the Holsatians had
known nothing of Christianity, but the
name: they worshipped groves, foun-
tains, and various vanities. The success

of Vicelinus seems to have
madeTshop b e e n s o I i d a n d lasting: many

pagans all around, and parti-
cularly the Vandals, were
induced to receive Christi-

anity. After he had laboured thirty years
in Holstein and the neighbouring parts,
he was appointed bishop of Oldenburgh
in the year 1128. He still continued
near six years in the same course of

evangelical labour, in which
he had persevered so long be-
fore, but was at length con-

fined to his bed by a palsy for upwards
of two years, and died in the >ear 1154.*

Anselm of Havelburg was a bishop of
some literary reputation, and flourished
in the middle of this century. The only
thing, which I find remarkable concern-
ing him, and it gives a strong presump-
tion in favour of his piety or understand-
ing, or both, is this, that he saw and cen-
sured the pharisaism of the monkish
institutions. He declared, that there
were many in his time, successively
rising up, who disapproved of the vanity
and noveltyf of monastic orders.

It may be proper just to mention Peter,
abbot of Cluny, surnamed the venerable.
That so ignorant and so trifling a writer
should have been honoured with a title
so magnificent, is one of the strongest
marks of the low state of religious know-
ledge in general at that time. He takes
large pains to vindicate the manners and
customs of his monastery against objec-
tions; and in doing this he is so verbose
and circumstantial,^: that he may seem

* Cent. Mag-d. 748.
f Id. Cent. XII. 761.
t Du Pin, Cent. XII. p. 79.

to have placed the essence of Christian-
ity in frivolous punctilios and insignifi-
cant ceremonies. This is he who re-
ceived Peter Abelard in his afflictions
with great humanity, and who consoled
Eloisa after the death of that ingenious
heretic, by sending to her, at her request,
the form of Abelard's absolution,* which
that unhappy woman inscribed on his
sepulchre. I can only say, in the praise
of Peter, that his manners were gentle,
his temper very mild and humane, and
that he had what in common language is
concisely called A GOOD HEART.

I add Peter Lombard to the list of
eminent persons of this century, though
I know nothing interesting to relate of
him, further than what has already been
mentioned. Subtilty of argumentation
was his forte; I find no evidence of his
genuine humility and piety.

Isidore of Madrid, a poor labourer of
this century, was canonized by papal
authority. The account of him is too
scanty, to enable us to form aj>roper esti-
mate of his real worth and qualifications.
There must, however, have been some-
thing singularly striking in his character;
as here we have one canonization at least,
which could not be the result of interest-
ed adulation. His master, John de Var-
gas, allowed him daily to attend the pub-
lic offices of the Church ; and he, by early
rising, took care that the master lost
nothing of his due services ; he relieved
the poor by the produce of
his labours : he was humble, Isidore died
aborious, and just; and died *f JJ}f age

near sixty years old, in the
exercise of benevolence. What a Saint!
if, as may be hoped, he was principled
by the faith of Jesus, and, from the
heart, renounced his own righteousness
as filthy rags!

* Baron. Cent. XII.



CENTURY XIII.

CHAPTER I.

PETER WALDO.

THE reader will recollect the account,
which has been given of the Cathari,*
who were evidently a people of God, in
the former part of the last century. In
the latter part of the same century, they
received a great accession of members
from the learned labours and godly zeal
of Peter Waldo. In the century before
us, they were gloriously distinguished
by a dreadful series of persecutions, and
exhibited a spectacle to the world, both
of the power of divine grace, and of the
malice and enmity of the world against
the real Gospel of Jesus Christ. 1 pur-
pose to represent, in one connected view,
the history of this people to the time of
the Reformation, and a little after. The
spirit, doctrine, and progress of the Wal-
denses, will be more clearly understood
by this method, than by broken and in-
terrupted details; and the thirteenth cen-
tury seems the most proper place in
which their story should be introduced.

The Cathari, whom Bernard so unhap-
pily misrepresented, were peculiarly nu-
merous in the valleys of Piedmont.
Hence the name Vaudois or Vallenses
was given to them, particularly to those
who inhabited the valleys of Lucerne

/and Angrogne./ A mistake arose from
/ similarity of names, that Peter Valdo or
I Waldo, was the first founder of these
^Churches. For the name Vallenses

being easily changed into Waldenses,
the Romanists improved this very easy
and natural mistake into an argument
against the antiquity of these Churches,
and denied that they had any existence
till the appearance of Waldo. During

*' the altercations of the Papists and Pro-
• testants, it was of some consequence that

this matter should be rightly stated; be-

* See pp. 42, &c.

cause the former denied that the doc-*
trines of the latter had any existence til!
the days of Luther. But from a just ac-
count of the subject, it appeared that the
real Protestant doctrines existed during-
the dark ages of the Church, even long'
before Waldo's time; the proper founder
of them being Claudius of Turin, the
Christian hero of the ninth century.* •*

About the year 11 GO, the doctrine of
transubstantiation, which, some time af-
terwards, Innocent [II. confirmed in a
very solemn manner, was re- T h e C o u r t

quired by the court of Rome of Rome
to be acknowledged by all qred
men. A very pernicious prac-
tice of idolatry was connected stantiation
with the reception of this doc-
trine. Men fell down before
the consecrated host, and wor- A- D-
shipped it as God : and the novelty, ab-
surdity, and impiety of this abomination
very much struck the minds of all men,
who were not dead to a sense of true re-
ligion. At this time Peter Waldo, a ci-
tizen of Lyons, appeared very courageous
in opposing the innovation; though it is

required the
doctrine of
Tb

ny ac-
knowiedged,

* Dr. Allix, in his history of the ancient
burch of Piedmont, has done justice to this

subject. I have already made use of his
learned labours, and shall again avail myself
of them; though my chief source of informa-
tion concerning- this people will be their his-
tory, written by John Paul Perrin of Lyons,
tTho wrote in 1618. I could have wished,

that his accounts of internal religion had
been more full, even though those of the per-
secutions had been more scanty. But there
arose no writers of eminence among the
Waldenses; and Perrin's history is in a great
measure collected from the records of the
process and proceeding's against the Walden-
sian Churches, which were in the offices of
the archbishops of Ambrun, and which were
very providentially preserved. I shall not
quote him in any particular passage, because
I make such large use of his history in gene-
ral.
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evident from the very imperfect account
which we have of him, that it was not
one single circumstance alone which in-
fluenced him in his views of reformation.
It was the fear of God, in general, as a
ruling principle in his own soul, and an
alarming sense of the wickedness of the
times, which, under the divine influence,
moved him to oppose with courage the
dangerous corruptions of the hierarchy.

A providential event had given the first
occasion to this reformer's concern for re-
ligion. Being assembled with some of
his friends, and after supper conversing
and refreshing himself among them, one
of the company fell down dead on the
ground, to the amazement of all that
were present. From that moment it
pleased God that Waldo should com-
mence a serious inquirer after divine
truth. This person was an opulent mer-
chant of Lyons, and as his concern of
mind increased, and a door of usefulness
to the souls of men was more and more
set open before him, he abandoned his
mercantile occupation, distributed his
wealth to the poor, and exhorted his
neighbours to seek the bread of life.
The poor, who flocked to him, that they
might partake of his alms, received from
him the best instructions, which he was
capable of communicating; and they re-
vereneed the man, to whose liberality

fore this time, and seems not to have left
any monastic brother behind him at all
to be compared with himself. Divine
Providence reserved better things for
Waldo : darkened and distressed in mind
and conscience, he knew that the Scrip-
tures were given as infallible guides, and
he thirsted for those sources of instruc-
tion, which at that time were in a great
measure a sealed book in the Christian
world. To men who understood the
Latin tongue, they were accessible. But
how few were these, compared with the
bulk of mankind ! The Latin vulgate
Bible was the only edition of the sacred
book at that time in Europe; and the
languages then in common use, the
French and others, however mixed with
the Latin, were, properly speaking, by
this time separate and distinct from it.
It is a certain mark of the general negli-
gence of the clergy in those ages, that
no provision was made for the ignorant
in this respect, though I do not find that
there existed any penal law to forbid the
reading of the Scriptures in the vulgar
tongue. It is certain that Waldo found
means to diffuse the precious gift of the
Scriptures among the people. But dif-
ferent accounts are given us of his man-
ner of doing it.* His enemies assert,
that some books of Scripture, having
been translated from Latin into French,

they were so much obliged, while the he assumed the office of an apostle to
great and the rich
spised him.

both hated and de-

Waldo himself, however, that he might

himself. In particular, Reinerius says,
" Being somewhat learned, he taught the
people the text of the New Testament."

teach others effectually, needed himself |This looks so like a reluctant confession
to be taught; and where was instruction I of his learning and knowledge, that I am
to be found? Men at that day might tempted to believe the wTords of Matthias

Illyricus, who observes : *' His kindness
to the poor being diffused, his love of
teaching, and their love of learning grow-
ing stronger and stronger, greater crowds
came to him, and he explained the Scrip-
tures. He was himself a man of learn-

run here and there for meat, and not be
satisfied. In some convents, among
the many who substituted, formality for
power, there were particular persons,
who, "held the HEAD," and drew holy
nourishment from him. But a secular
man, like Waldo, would not easily find ling, so I understand from some old parch-
them out, and were he to have met with ments, nor was he obliged to employ
some of them, their prejudiced attach-
ments to the See of Rome would either
have prevented them from imparting to
him the food which was necessary for
his soul, or have led him into a course
of life, by which he would, after their
example, have buried his talent in a nap-
kin. The conduct of Bernard, one of the
most eminent and best of them, too
plainly shows that one of these two
jthings would have been the case. But
Bernard was gone to his rest not long be-

others to translate for him, as his ene-
mies affirm." Another anonymous author
tells us, likewise, that Waldo made a
collection in the vulgar tongue of the
passages of the ancient fathers, that he
might satisfy his disciples by the testi-
mony of the doctors against their adver-
saries.

But whether Waldo himself entirely
performed the work, or encouraged others

* Usher de Christ. Eccl. success. & statu.
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to do it, or what is most probable, exe-
cuted it himself with the assistance of
others, it is certain, that the Christian
world in the West was indebted to him
for the first translation of the Bible into
a modern tongue, since the time that the
Latin had ceased to be a living language.
A most valuable gift! True reformers
have ever been remarkable for a desire
and endeavour to communicate know-
ledge among the ignorant: and it is a
standing reproach to the whole popish
system, that however pious and scrip-
turally judicious some individuals of that
Church have been, no pains at all were
taken by it to diffuse Biblical knowledge
among the vulgar. The praise of this
work, if we except the single instance
of the Sclavonian version of the Scrip-
tures, which, however, was executed by
two Greek monks, and not by Papists, is
purely and exclusively of protestant ori-
gin in Europe, during all the ages pre-
ceding the Reformation.

As Waldo grew more acquainted with
the Scriptures, he discovered, that the ge-
neral practice of nominal Christians was
totally abhorrent from the doctrines of
the New Testament: and in particular,
that a number of customs, which all the
world regarded with reverence, had not
only no foundation in the divine oracles,
but were even condemned by them. In-
flamed with equal zeal and charity, he
boldly condemned the reigning vices, and
the arrogance of the pope. He did more :
as he himself grew in the knowledge of
the true faith and love of Christ, he
taught his neighbours the principles of
practical godliness, and encouraged them
to seek salvation by Jesus Christ.

John De Beles Mayons, the archbishop
of Lyons, could not but be sensible of
the tendency of these proceedings, and
being jealous of the honour of the cor-
rupt system, of which he was a distin-
guished member, he forbad the new re-
former to teach any more, on pain of ex-
communication, and of being proceeded
against as an heretic. Waldo replied,
that though he was a layman, yet he
could not be silent in a matter which
concerned the salvation of men. On this
reply, the archbishop endeavoured to ap-
prehend him. But the great affection of
Waldo's friends, the influence cf his re-
lations, who were men of rank, the uni-
versal regard paid to his probity and
piety, and the conviction which, no
doubt, many felt, that the extraordinary

circumstances of the times justified his
assumption of the pastoral character,*
all these things operated so strongly in
his favour, that he lived concealed at
Lyons for the space of three years.

Among other scriptural discoveries,
the evils of the popedom struck the mind
of Waldo; and Pope Alexander III.
having heard of his proceedings, anathe-
matized the reformer and his adherents,
and commanded the archbishop to pro-
ceed against them with the utmost ri-
gour.

Waldo could no longer remain in Ly-
ons. He escaped; his disciples follow-
ed him; and hence a dispersion took
place, similar to that which arose in the
primitive Church on occasion of the per-
secution of Stephen. The effects were
also similar: the doctrine of W âldo was
hence more widely disseminated through
Europe. He himself retired into Dau-
phiny, where his tenets took a deep and
lasting root. Some of his people did
probably join themselves to the Vaudois
of Piedmont, and the new translation of
the Bible was, doubtless, a rich acces-
sion to the spiritual treasures of that peo-
ple. Waldo, himself, however, seems
never to have been among them. Per-
secuted from place to place, he retired
into Picardy. Success still attended his
labours; and the doctrines which he
preached appear to have so harmonized
with those of the Vaudois, that with rea-
son they and his people were hencefor-
ward considered as the same.

To support and encourage the Church
of Christ formed no part of the glory of
the greatest and wisest princes of that
age. The barbarous conduct of our
Henry II. has been already noticed ; and
Philip Augustus, one of the most pru-

* Waldo's friends reasoned aright in this,
as I am inclined to think they did, arguing
from the necessity of the case, and the
strength of that divine aphorism, "I will
have mercy, and not sacrifice," let not, how-
ever, such extraordinary cases give a sanc-
tion to many self-created teachers, who dis-
urb rather than strengthen the hands of
.dithful pastors by their irregular proceed-
ngs. See Butler's Analogy, p. 232. Oct.
Edit or p. 158. 4to Edit. Our Lord him-
self has taken occasion to make the compa-
rison between positive institutions and moral
precepts; by delivering his authoritative de-
ermination in a proverbial manner of ex-
ression, has made it general; " I will hare

mercy and not sacrifice."
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dent and sagacious princes whom France
ever saw, was no less enslaved by the

s *« god of this world."* He took up arm:
.against the Waldenses of Picardy, pull-
ed down three hundred houses of the
gentlemen who supported their party,
destroyed some walled towns, and drove
the inhabitants into Flanders. Not con-
tent with this, he pursued them thither,
and caused many of them to be burned.

From the account of a very authentic
French historian,^ it appears, that Waldo
fled into Germany, and at last settled in

Bohemia. There he ended
Waldo dies his days in the year 1179, or
A.D!hii7§.a' before that time.^: It is evi-

dent, from good records, that
the churches of Dauphiny corresponded
with those of Bohemia, and that these
last were, on some occasions at least,
supplied with pastors from Piedmont.
These things show the mutual connex-
ion of the Waldensian Churches, and
prove the superior antiquity of those of
the Valleys, the severity of the persecu-
tion, and the important services of Peter
Waldo. A very extraordinary person-
age ! resembling in many respects the
immediate successors of the Apostles
themselves! But his piety, endowments,
and labours, have met with no historian
capable of doing them justice; and, as in
every light he had no reward upon earth,

* 2 Cor. iv. 4.
t Thuan. Hist, sui temp. 457.
t The account which Mosheim has given

us of the Waldenses, is so very different from
mine, that it may seem proper that I should
assign the reasons, why I presume to differ
from so learned an historian in matters of
fact. 1st. I have adduced ample testimonies,
and the reader, who will consult Dr. Allix,
may see more, to prove, that these persons
existed before the time of Peter Waldo, and
consequently, that he was no;,, as Mosheim
asserts, the proper parent and founder of the
sect. 2d. That his account of their insisting
on the necessity of the poverty and manual
labours of their pastors is a mistake, will ap-
pear from their own declarations in the next
chapter. 3d. So far was Waldo from being
the founder of the Churches of the Valleys,
that it does not appear that he ever was in
Piedmont at all. 4th. Mosheim asserts, that
he assumed the pastoral function in 1180,
but it is evident from Thuan us, that he died
before that sera. On the whole, the informa-
tion of Moshiem concerning this people
seems very scanty, confused and erroneous.
See Mosheim, Vol. I. p. 615.

he appears to have been eminently one
of those of whom the world was not
worthy; but he turned many to right-
eousness, and shall shine as the stars for
ever and ever.* The word of God grew
and multiplied in the places where he
had planted, and even in still more dis-
tant regions. In Alsace and along the
Rhine the Gospel was preached with a
powerful effusion of the Holy Spirit;
persecutions ensued, and thirty-five citi-
zens of Mentz were burned at one fire in
the city of Bingen, and at Mentz eighteen.
The bishop of Mentz was very active in
these persecutions, and the bishop of
Strasburg was not inferior to him in vin-
dictive zeal; for, through his means,
eighty persons were burned at Strasburg.
Everything relating to the Waldenses
resembled the scenes of the primitive
Church. Numbers died praising God,
and in confident assurance of a blessed
resurrection; whence the blood of the
martyrs again became the seed of the
Church; and in Bulgaria, Croatia, Dal-
matia, and Hungary, churches were
planted, which flourished in the thir-
teenth century, governed by Bartholo-
mew, a native of Carcassone, a city not
far distant from Toulouse, which might
be called in those days the metropolis of
the Waldenses, on account of the num-
bers who there professed evangelical
truth."]" In Bohemia and in the country
of Passaw, it has been computed that
there wrere eighty thousand in the former
part of the fourteenth century. Almost
throughout Europe Waldenses were to
be found ; and yet they were treated as
the off-scouring of the earth, and as peo-
ple against whom all the power and wis-
dom of the world were united. But " the
witnesses continued to prophesy in sack-
cloth,"^: and souls were built up in the
faith, the hope, and the charity of the
Gospel; and here was the faith and pa-
tience of the Saints.

CHAPTER I I .
THE REAL CHARACTER OF THE WALDENSES.

BUT we are justly called on, in this
place, to vindicate the claim which this
people made to the honourable character

* Daniel xii. 3.
t Matthew Paris, in his Hist, of Hen. I I I .

Ann. 1223.
t Revelat. xi. 3.
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of the Church of God. In times of very
great decline, whoever is led by the Spi-
rit of God to revive true religion, neces-
sarily exposes himself to the invidious
charges of arrogance, uncharitableness.
and self-conceit. By condemning all
others, he provokes the rest of the world
to observe and investigate his faults.
These disadvantages the Waldenses had
in common with other reformers: they
had also disadvantages peculiarly their
own. Power, knowledge, and learning,
were almost entirely in the hands of
their adversaries: in them very particu-
larly! God Almighty chose the weak
and foolish things of the world to con-
found the wise. As they were, for the
most part, a plain and illiterate people,
they furnished no learned divines, no
profound reasoners, nor able historians.
The vindication of their claims to the
character of a true Church must therefore
be drawn principally from the holiness
of their lives and the patience of their
sufferings. There are, however, besides
these, certain documents respecting their
principles, which will enable the candid
and attentive reader to form a just esti-
mate of these men.

Nothing can exceed the calumnies of
their adversaries: in this respect they
had the honour to bear the cross of the
first Christians. Poor men of Lyons,'
and Dogs, were the usual terms of deri-
sion. In Provence, they were called
cut-purses: in Italy, because they ob-
served not the appointed festivals, and
rested from their ordinary occupations
only on Sundays, they were called Insa-
bathas; that is, regardless of Sabbaths.
In Germany, they were called Gazares,
a term expressive of everything flagiti-
ously wicked. In Flanders, they were
denominated Turlupins, thajt is, inhabit-
ants wTith wolves, because they were
oflen obliged to dwell in woods and de-
serts. And because they denied the
consecrated Host to be God, they were
accused of Arianism, as if they had de-
nied the divinity of Jesus Christ. Our
old historian, Hoveden, calls them Ari-
ans.* It was not possible for these poor
sufferers to speak a word in defence or
explanation of their doctrines, but ma-
lice, which discolours everything, was
sure to misrepresent it. If they main-
tained the independency of the temporal
powers on the ecclesiastical, a doctrine

now believed almost universally in Eu-
rope, they were called Manichees, as if
they favoured the notion of two princi-
ples. So I find Baronius calls them,
observing that they were rather Mani-
chees than Arians.* The old odious
name of Gnostic also was received, with
Hvery other term of ancient or modern
opprobrium, which might infix a stigma
on the character of the sufferers, and
seem to justify the barbarity with which
they were treated.

Matthew Paris himself, one of the
most valuable of the monkish historians,
nails them Ribalds, or dissolute men.
They were termed, and as numbers be-
lieved not without justice, sorcerers, and
even sodomites. It is surprising how
the old calumnies, with which the pa-
gans blackened the primitive Christians,
were renewed, namely, that they met in
the night, were guilty of incest, and the
like. Reinerius, their adversary, as men-
tioned above, was not ashamed to repeat
this absurd accusation. To which he
adds, that they allowed divorces at plea-
sure, in order that the sectarians might
live, together'entirely, and exclude all
others from their society; that they wor-
shipped their pastors; and that they
maintained as a principle, that no magis-
trate ought to condemn any person to
death. But it wrere endless to recite ca-
lumnies of this kind : let us see how
they cleared themselves by their own
writings. An apology was still extant
in the time of Perrin, which the Wal-
denses of Bohemia sent to Ladislaus,
king of Hungary and Bohemia, by whom
they were grievously persecuted. From
this and some other of their writings,
their conduct is defended.

In answer to the charge of lewdness,
they strongly deny it, and gravely ex-
press their abhorrence of the sin. " This
vice," say they, "consumes the estates
of many, as it is said of the prodigal
son, who wasted his substance in riotous
living. Balaam made choice of this vice,
to provoke the children of Israel to offend
their God. Hence Samson lost his sight.
Hence Solomon was perveted, and many
have perished. The remedies for this
sin, are fasting, prayer, and the keeping
at a distance from temptation. Other
vices may be subdued by fighting; in
this we conquer by flight." Let men of
this refined age, who are enslaved by un-

* Hoveden, p. 327. * Baron. Cent. XII. Ann. 1176.
VOL. II,
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cleanness, team some good rules from
the Waldenses, whose simplicity was
mixed with true wisdom. The charge
of admitting divorces at pleasure they
abhor, and quote the Scripture* against
the practice : " Let not the wife depart
from her husband, nor the husband put
away his wife." They published also a
book, describing the causes of their sepa-
ration from the Roman Church. The
separation was at length indeed, through
the violence of their persecutors, made
complete; but as I have elsewhere ob-
served, the desire of separating from the
Latin Church did not commence with
them. This people were injuriously re-
presented also as holding the community
of goods, and denying the right of all
private property. Their answer to the
charge was very satisfactory. " Every
one of us hath" possessed his own at all
times and in all places. In Dauphiny
and other parts, when we were dispos-
sessed of our substance, the suits for the
recovery of each estate were conducted
by the particular proprietor.f The Wal-
denses of Provence do at this present
time demand of the pope the restoration
of the lands and estates annexed to his
domain by confiscation ; every particular
person making oath of his parcel of goods
and lands, which descended to him from
time immemorial; for we never have had
community of property in the sense
jected to us by our adversaries."

Nothing is more common than to slan-
der true Christians with aspersions which
tend to deprive them of all respectability
in society, and to represent them as quite
unfit for the ordinary purposes of human
life. We have just seen a foul attempt
of this nature formed against the Wal-
denses. To the same purport they were
charged with denying the lawfulness of
oaths in all cases without exception.
This point of their history has its diffi-
culties: what they really held on the
doctrine of oaths is not very apparent
from the account which Usher gives us.if:
Most probably they condemn the multi-
plicity of oaths, with which the courts of
law abounded. That they did not, how-

*1 Cor. vii. 10. 11.
t This appears by the legal process, exist-

ing in Perrin's time, which shows that Lewis
XII. condemned the usurpers of the goods of
the Waldenses to a restitution. This hap-
pened about the beginning of the sixteenth
century.

I Usher de Christ. Ecc. success. & statu.

r, maintain the absolute unlawfulness
of oaths is certain, from the exposition
of the third commandment in their

spiritual almanack;" in which are
these words; "There are some oaths
lawful, tending to the honour of God,
and the edification of our neighbour, as
appears from Heb. vi. 16. Men swear
by a greater, and an oath for confirma-
tion is to them an end of all strife."
Other scriptures are alleged by them to
the same purport. Men who held these
things should be acquitted of the charge
of universally denying the lawfulness of
oaths. But it seems to have been one of
the common artifices of the prince of
darkness to calumniate the people of
God in this manner. He knows, that if
religious men be thought wholly unfitted
for this world, because of certain absurd
or ridiculous customs, the generality of
mankind will pay no great regard to their
instructions concerning the right way to
the next. It is, therefore, of some con-
sequence to clear up the character of true
Christians in this respect.

Another charge against them was, that
they denied baptism to infants. In an-
swer to this, in their spiritual almanck,
they say, " neither the time nor the place
is appointed for those who must be bap-
tized. But we do bring our children to
be baptized ; which they ought to do, to
whom they are nearest related; their
parents, or those whom God hath inspired
with such charity." If thisbe the case,—
and the evidence of their own books ap-
pears to be unanswerable,—it seems im-
proper to look on the Waldenses as
averse to infant-baptism. Yet, that some
of them were regarded as professea1 ene-
mies to the baptism of infants, is affirmed
on respectable authority,* and it possibly
might be the case with a few of them.
The greater part of them are, however,
vindicated in this respect by an authority
from which lies no appeal, their own
authentic writings. However, having
been for some hundreds of years con-
strained to suffer their children to be
baptized by the Romish priests, they
were under frequent temptations to defer
it, on account of the superstitious inven-
tions annexed to that holy ordinance in
those times : and very frequently on ac-
count of the absence of their own pators,
whom they called Barbs, who were tra-
velling abroad for the service of the

* Cent. Magd. XII. 833.
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Churches, they could not have baptism
administered to their children by their
ministry. The delay occasioned by these
things exposed them to the reproach of
their adversaries. And though many,
who approved of them in all other re-
spects, gave credit to the accusation, I
cannot find any satisfactory proof, that
they were, in judgment, antipaedo-bap-
tists strictly. And it is very probable
that some of the supposed heretics, who
have been mentioned above,* delayed
the baptism of their children on the same
account; because similar circumstances
would naturally be attended with similar
effects. On the whole, a few instances
excepted, the existence of antipaedo-bap-
tism seems scarcely to have taken place
in the Church of Christ, till a little after
the beginning of the Reformation, when
a sect arose, whom historians commonly
call the anabaptists. I lay no great
stress^pn this subject; for the Waldenses
might" have been a faithful, humble, and
spiritual people, as I believe they were, if
they had differed from the general body of
Christians on this article. But when I find
persons accused as enemies to infant-
baptism who were not so, it seems to be
a part of historical veracity to represent
things as they really were.

The charge of worshipping their Barbs
is sufficiently confuted by their exposi-
tion of the first commandment in the
book of their doctrine. Indeed Albert
de Capitaneis, their grand enemy in the
diocese of Turin, violently tortured them,
in order to extort from them a confession
of this idolatry, but to no purpose.

It was a gross calumny to censure
them as inimical to the penal power of
the magistrate, because they complained
of the abuse of his power in condemning
true Christians to death without a fair
examination ; when, at the same time, in
their own books, they asserted,, that " a
malefactor ought not to be suffered to
live!"f

No less unjust were the charges against
them of seditiousness and undutifulness
to the supreme power. For in the book
of the causes of their separation from
the .Church of Rome, they said, that
every one ought to be subject to those
who are in authority, to obey and love
them, to honour them with double honour,

* See p. 21 of this Vol.
f In a book of the Waldenses, called " The

Light of the Treasure of Faith."

with subjection, allegiance, and prompti-
tude, and the paying of tribute to whom
tribute is due. The charges of sodomy,
sorcery, and the like abominations, are
sufficiently confuted by the authentic
writings, holy lives, and patient suffer-
ings of this people.

One charge more against them is, that
they compelled their pastors to follow
some trade. How satisfactory their an-
swer! "We do not think it necessary
that our pastors-should work for bread.
They might be better qualified to instruct
us, if we could maintain them without
their own labour; but our poverty has
no remedy." So they speak in letters
published in 1508.*

We have hitherto rather rescued their
character from infamy, than delineated
its real nature. They appear, on the
whole, to have been most unjustly as-
persed ; and the reader will be enabled
to form some idea of their piety and
probity, from the following testimonies
of their enemies:

A pontifical inquisitorf says, " here-
tics are known by their manners. In
behaviour they are composed and modest,
and no pride appears in their apparel."
Seysillius says, it much strengthens the
Waldenses, that, their heresy excepted,
they generally liye. a purer life than* other
Christians. They never swear but by
compulsion, and seldom take the name
of God in vain : they fulfil their promises
with good faith ; and, living for the most
part in poverty, they profess that they at
once preserve the apostolical life and
doctrine. Lielenstenius, a Dominican,
speaking of the WTaldenses of Bohemia,
says, " 1 say that in morals and life they
are good; true in words, and unanimous in
brothely love; but their faith is incorrigi-
ble and vile, as I have shown in my
treatise."

These testimonies, for which I am
obliged to the researches of archbishop
Usher, seem to me to be important. The
first, as far as it goes, is favourable; and
the second and third are exceedingly de-
cisive. Causes and effects are necessa-
rily connected. How could the Romanist
last quoted suppose, that the faith of
men could be bad whose fruits were so
excellent 1 Could he show such fruits in
the Roman Church in general at that time?

We have now seen the fullest testi-

* Usher de Christ. Eccl. succ. & statu,
t Ibid.
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mony to the holiness of the Waldenses;
and we shall see shortly that the doc-
trines which they held were no other
than those, which, under the Divine in-
fluence, we have all along observed to
be the constant root of virtue in the
world.

Reinerius, the cruel persecutor, owns
that the Waldenses frequently read the
Holy Scriptures, and in their preaching
cited the words of Christ and his apos-
tles concerning love, humilit}T, and other
virtues ; insomuch that the women, who
heard them, were enraptured with th(
sound. He further says, that they taugh

author informs us further, that Lewis
XII. importuned by the calumnies of in-
formers, sent two respectable persons
into Provence to make inquiries. They
reported, that in visiting all their parishes
and temples, they found no images of
Roman ceremonies, but that they could
not discover any marks of the crimes
with which they were charged ; that the
sabbath was strictly observed ; that chil-
dren were baptized according to the rules
of the primitive Church, and instructed
in the articles of the Christian faith, and
the commandments of God. Lewis hav-
ing heard the report, declared with an

men to live by the words of the Gospel joaih, u they are better men than myself
and the Apostles; that they led religious . .. ~
lives ; that their manners were seasoned
with grace, and their words prudent;
that they freely discoursed of divine

or my people." One of the confessors
of the same king having, by his orders,
visited the valley of Fraissiniere in Dau-
phiny, was so struck w7ith the holy lives

things, that they might be esteemed good I of the people there, that he declared in
men. He observes, likewise, that they
taught their children and families the
Epistles and Gospels. Claude, bishop
of Turin, wrote a treatise against their
doctrines, in which he candidly owns

the hearing of several competent wit-
nesses, that, he wished he himself were
as good a Christian as the worst inhabi-
tant in that valley.

We must add here the testimony of
that they themselves were blameless,(that great historian Thuanus, an enemy
without reproach among men, and that'indeed to the Waldenses, 'though a fair
they observed the divine commands with -and candid one.* He is describing one
all their might.

Jacob de Ribeiia says, that he had
seen peasants among- them who could
recite the book of Job by heart; and
several others, who could perfectly re-
peat the whole New Testament.

The bishop of Cavaillon once obliged
a preaching monk to enter into confer-
ence with them, that they might be con-
vinced of their errors, and the effusion

of blood be prevented. This
Great perse-
cution,

A. D. 1540.

happened during a great [
secution in 1540, in Merin-
dol and Provence. But the

monk returned in confusion, owning that1
he had never known in his whole life so
much of the Scriptures, as he had learn-
ed during those few days in which he had
held conferences with the heretics. The
bishop, however, sent among them a
number of doctors, young men who had
lately come from the Sorbonne, which
was at that time the very centre of theo-
logical subtilty at Paris. One of them
openly owned, that he had understood
more of the doctrine of salvation from
the answers of the little children in their
catechism, than by all the disputations
which he had ever heard. This is the
testimony of Vespmbecius in his oration'
concerning the Waldenses. The same

of the valleys inhabited by this people in
Dauphiny, which is called the stony val-
ley. "Their clothing," he says, "is of
the skins of sheep ;—they have no linen.
They inhabitseven villages: their houses
are constructed of flint stone, with a
flat roof covered with mud, which being
spoiled or loosened by rain, they smooth
again with a roller. In these they live
with their cattle, separated from them,
however, by a fence; they have besides
two caves set apart for particular pur-
poses, in one of which they conceal their
cattle, in the other themselves, when
hunted by their enemies. They live on
milk and venison, being by constant prac-
tice excellent marksmen. Poor as they
are, they are content, and live separate
from the rest of mankind. One thing is
astonishing, that persons externally so
savage and rude, should have so much
moral cultivation. They can all read
and write. They understand French, so
far as is needful for the understanding of
the Bible and the singing of Psalms.
You can scarcely find a boy among them
who cannot give you an intelligible ac-
count of the faith which they profess;
in this, indeed, they resemble their

* Thuar. Hist. B. 27. p. 16.
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brethren of the other valleys: they pay
tribute with a good conscience, and th
obligation of this duty is peculiarly noted
in the confession of their faith. If,
by reason of civil wars, they are pre-
vented from doing this, they carefully
set apart the sum, and at the first oppor-
tunity pay it to the king's tax-gatherers.'

Francis I. the successor of Lewis XII
received, on inquiry, the following infor-
mation concerning the Waldenses o
Merindol, and other neighboring places
that they were a laborious people, who
came from Piedmont to dwell in Pro-
vence, about two hundred years ago;
that they had much improved the coun-
try by their industry; that their manners
were most excellent; and that they were
honest, liberal, hospitable, and humane;
that they were distinct from others in
this, that they could not bear the sound
of blasphemy, or the naming of the devil,
or any others, except on solemn occa-
sions ; and, that if ever they fell into
company where blasphemy or lewdness
formed the substance of the discourse,
they instantly withdrew themselves.

Such are the testimonies to the charac-
ter of this peeple from enemies !

That they are well spoken of by Pro-
testants since the Reformation, might be
expected ; and I need not dwell largely
upon evidences drawn from this source.
Beza, Bullinger, and Luther, testify the
excellence of the Waldenses. The last-
mentioned Reformer deserves the more
to be regarded, because he owns that he
was once prejudiced against them. He
understood by their confessions and wri-
tings that they had been, for ages, sin-
gularly serious and expert in the u ^ of
the Scriptures.—He rejoiced, and gave
thanks to God, that he had enabled the
reformed and the Waldenses to see and
own each other as brethren,*

CBcolampadius and Martin Bucer also,
in the year 1530, wrote an affectionate
letter to the Waldenses of Provence.

After so many testimonies to,the cha-
racter of this people, the evidence of
Vignaux, a Waldensian pastor in the
valleys of Piedmont, who wrote a trea-
tise on trfeir life and manners, may de-
serve our attention. " We never mix
ourselves," says he, "with the Church
of Rome in marriage. Yet Roman-
catholic lords and others prefer our peo-
ple as servants, to those of their own

* Vesembecius,

religion, and come from far to seek nurses
among us for their children."

It is remarkable that Thomas Walden,,
who wrote against Wickliff, says, that
the doctrine of Waldo was conveyed
from France into England. It may notf
perhaps, be thought improbable, that the
English, being masters of Guienne for a
long time, should have received some
beams of divine truth from the followers
of Waldo. By the general confession of
the Romanists, indeed, the Protestants
and the Waldenses were looked on as
holding the same principles.

The churches of Piedmont, nowever,
on account of their superior antiquity,
were regarded as guides of the rest; in-
somuch, that when two pastors, who had
been sent by them into Bohemia, acted
with perfidy, and occasioned a grievous
persecution, still the Bohemians ceased
not to desire pastors from Piedmont;
only they requested, that none but per-
sons of tried characters might be sent, to
them for the future.

I can only give the general outlines;
if the finer and more numerous lines of
this scene could be circumstantially
drawn, a spectacle more glorious could
scarcely be exhibited to the reader.
From the borders of Spain, throughout
the south of France, for the most part,'
among and below the Alps, along the
Rhine, on both sides of its course, and
ven to Bohemia, thousands of godly

souls were seen patiently to bear perse-
cution for the sake of Christ, against
whom malice could say no evil, but what
admits the most satisfactory refutation:
men distinguished for every virtue, and
only hated because of godliness itself.
Persecutors with a sigh owned, that, be-
cause of their virtue, they were the most
dangerous enemies of the Church. But
of what Church 1 Of that, which in the
hirteenth c«ntury and long before had
evidenced itself to be AnticrMstian. Here
were not an individual or two, like Ber-
nard, but very many real Christians, who
held the real doctrines of Scripture, and
arefuily abstained from all the idolatry

of the times. How obdurate is the
heart of man by nature! men could see
and own the superior excellence of these
persons, and yet could barbarously per-
secute them! What a blessed light is
that of Scripture! By that the Walden-
ses saw the road to heaven, of which the
wisest of their contemporaries were ig-
norant, who, though called Christians,
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made no use of the oracles of God!
How marvellous are the ways of God!
How faithful his promise in supporting"
and maintaining* a Church, even in the
darkest times I But her livery is often
sackcloth, and her external bread is that
of affliction, while she sojourns on earth
But let no factious partisan encourage
himself in sedition by looking at the
Waldenses. We have seen how obe-
dient they were to establish governments;
and that separation from a Church, so
corrupt as that of Rome, was with them
only matter of necessity. The best and
wisest in all ages have acted in the same
manner, and have dreaded the evils of
schism more than those of a defect in
discipline. We shall now see what the
Waldenses were in point of doctrine and
discipline. For their virtues had an
evangelical principle, and it is only to be
regretted that the accounts are so very
scanty on a subject worthy the attention
of all who desire to understand the loving-
kindness of the Lord.

C H A P T E R I I I .

THE DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE OP THE WAL-
DENSES.

THE leading principle of this Church
which God raised up in the dark ages to
bear witness to his Gospel, is that in
which all the Protestant Churches agreed,
namely, " that we ought to believe that
the Holy Scriptures alone contain all
things necessary to our salvation, and
that nothing ought to be received as an
article of faith but what God hath re-
vealed to us."* Wherever this princi-
ple is not only assented to in form, but
also received with the heart, it expels su-
perstition and idolatry. Thaworship of
one God, through the one Mediator, and
by the influence of one Holy Spirit, is
practised sincerely. For the drearrfs of
purgatory, the intercession of saints, the
adoration of images, dependence on relics
and austerities, cannot stand before the
doctrine of Scripture. Salvation by
grace, through faith in Christ alone, as it
is the peculiar truth and glory of the
Scriptures, so it is the boast and joy of

* Vignaux in his memorials of the Wal-
denses. See this principle expressed in a
similar manner in the sixth Article of the
Church of England.

the Christian, who knows himself to be
that guilty, polluted creature which the
same Scriptures describe. How abomi-
nable to such a one is the doctrine of in-
dulgences, and of commutation for of-
fences, and the whole structure of the
papal domination! The true love of
God and of our neighbour, even the true
holiness, which is the great end and
aim of Christ's redemption, must be sub-
verted by these human inventions. The
Waldenses were faithful to the great
fundamental principle of Protestantism.
Enough appears on record to prove, that
they were formed by the grace of God to
show forth his praise in the world; and
great as the resemblance appears between
them and the reformed, if we had as many
writings of the former, as we have of the
latter,- the resemblance in all probability
would appear still more striking.

"They* affirm, that there is only one
Mediator, and therefore that we must not
invocate the Saints."

" That there is no purgatory; but that
all those who are justified by Christ go
into life eternal."

" They receive two Sacraments,
tism and the Lord?s Supper. They ;
firm, that all masses are damnable, espeJ

cially those which are repeated for the
dead, and that therefore they ought to be
abolished; to which they add the rejec-
tion of numberless ceremonies. They
deny the supremacy of the pope, especi-
ally the p£>wer which he hath usurped
over the civil government; and they ad-
mit no other degrees, except those of
bishops, priests, and deacons. They
condemn the popedom as the true Baby-
lon, allow the marriage jof the clergy,
and define the true Church*to be those
who hear and understand the word of
God."

Vignaux mentions old manuscripts ex-
tant among the Waldenses, containing
catechisms and sermons, which demon-
strate with what superior light they
were favoured, in a time of immense
darkness. A number of their old trea-
ises evince, that for some hundreds of

years the principles of the Gospel, which
alone can produce such holiness of life
as the Waldenses exhibited in their con-
duct, were professed, understood, and
embraced by this chosen people, while
Antichrist was in the very height of his
power.

s, Bap-\
'hey af-1
e. esne-

Vignaux.
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They appear to have had all the essen-
tials of Church-discipline among them :
and their circumstances of distress, of
poverty, and of persecution, however
disagreeable to flesh and blood, favoured
that spirit of submission and subordina-
tion, which ever promotes a salutary ex-
ercise of discipline; tbjraugh the. want of
which, anjong ourselw^^Chirrch^Tules
are too corn,m^Jj^T?e^ed as insTjrnWcjyit.
instate of refinement, of wealth, of luxu-
ry, and of political speculation, was un-
known to the Waldenses: how subver-
sive such a state is of the most whole-
some ecclesiastical authority, the expe-
rience of our own age demonstrates.

In a book concerning their pastors we
have this account of their vocation :

44 All, who are to. be ordained as pas-
tors among us, while they are yet at
home, entreat us to receive them into the
ministry, and desire that we would pray
to God, that they may be rendered ca-
pable of so great a charge. They are to
learn by heart all the chapters of St.
Matthew and St. John, all the canonical
epistles, and a good part of the writings
of Solomon, David, and the prophets.
Afterwards, having'exhibited proper tes-

f timonials of their learning and conversa-
' tion, they are admitted as pastors by the

impositioni of hands. The junior pastors
rjTusTdo^otBing without the license of
their seniors; nor are the seniors to un-
dertake anything without the approba-
tion of their colleagues, that everything
may be done among us in order. We
pastors meet together once every year, to
settle our affairs in a general synod.
Those wjiom we teaeh afford us food and
raiment with good-wiTTT* Q£$ withopt
&JTrTpulsion. Th3~ money given Ts by
tHif pelSpTtTis carried to the said general
synod, is there received by the elders,
and applied partly to the supply of tra-
vellers, and partly to the relief of the in-
digent. If a pastor among us shall fall
into a gross sin, he is ejected from the
community, and debarred from the func-
tion of preaching."

Such was the manner of choosing the
Barbs, and such was the plan of Churcfi-
government.
MFo transcribe their confessions of faith

would be tedious; let it suffice to men-
tion the most interesting points. They
unquestionably received the Apostles'
Creed, and that commonly ascribed to
Athanasius. They acknowledged the
same canon of Scripture, which the

Church of England does in her sixth Ar-
ticle ; and, what is very remarkable, they
give the same account of the Apocryphal
books, accompanied with the same re-
mark of Jerom, which the reader will
find in the same sixth article. They
say, 44 these books teach us, that there is
one God, Almighty, wise and good, wjio,
lJ} °i£ good ness made all things. ljjê
created Adarn after his own image. But
through the malice of the; devil, ajkd the
disô *ecfien£e o? Adam, sin entered into .
the world,land we became*sinners in and/
by Adam. That Christ is our life and *
frutnT"ahd peace and righteousness, our
shepherd and advocate, our sacrifice and
priest, who died for the salvation of all
who should believe, and also rose again
for our justification."

The confession of the Bohemian Wal-
denses* published in the former part of
the sixteenth century, is very explicit on
these articles. \They say, that men\
ougbt to acknowledge themselves born
in sin, and to be burdened with the
weight of sin; that they ought to ac-
knowledge, that for this depravity, and
for the sins springing up from this root
of bitterness, utter perdition deservedly
hangs over their heads, and that all
should own that they can no way justify
themselves by any works or endeavours,
nor have anything to trust to but Christ
alone. They hold, that by faith in /
Christ, men are, through mercy, freelyN
justified, and attain salvation by Christ, N<

without human help or merit. They
hold, that all confidence is to be fixed in
him alone, and all our care to be cast
upon him ; and, that for his sake only
God is pacified, and adopts us to be his
children. They teach also, that no man
can have this faith by his own power,
will, or pleasure; that it is the gift of
God, who, where it pleaseth him, work- J
eth it in man by his Spirit.* They'
teach also the doctrine of good works as
'fruits and evidences of a lively faith,
much in the same manner as* the Church
of England does in her twelfth Article, *
and more largely in her homilies.-f

The Waldenses in general express / j >
their firm belief, that there is no other ;*-V$
Mediator than Jesus Christ: they speak
with great respect of the Virgin Mary,
as holy, humble, and full of grace; at
the same time that they totally discoun-
tenance that senseless and extravagant

* Morland, p. 48. I Id. 49.
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miration, in which she )iad been held
,^/for ages. They assert, that all, who have

been and shall be saved, have been elecj,-
God before the foundation or the
Imd that whosoeveTup holds free-

wiTTTabsolutely denies predestination and
the grace of God.* I use their own

the sixteenth century. *The conclusion*^
from this fact is, that though Waldo was \
a most considerable benefactor to the 1
Waldensian Churches by his translation 1
of the Scriptures, his other writings, his I
preaching, and his sufferings, he was not /
properly their founder. I Their plan of

itabliterm free-will, not that I think it strictly j doctrine and Church establishment, par-
~ * ticularly in Piedmont, was ofprior^ate,

nor can any other account oftrTe^exist-
proper. But what they meant by an up- ticularly in Piedmont, was of
holder of free-will, is not hard to be un
derstood, namely, one who maintains

y
ence and light of a Church so pure andU v l O b W U ) 1IUILIV1 Jf ) v u u *T I* w 11J u i i i V U J U O r i l l ^ ^ Cl HVJ n u l l l \J L Ci V/ U U l V l l *J\J U U I V t i l l VI

that there are resources in the nature of sound, in ages so remarkably corrupt, be
man sufficient to enable him to live to'given than this, that the labours of Clau-
God as he ought, without any need ofjdius of Turin in the ninth century had,
the renewal

\grace
of his nature by divine

1 We honour," say they, " the secu-
lar powers with subjection, obedience,
promptitude, and payment of tribute."
On this subject they are repeatedly ex-
plicit, and mention the example of our

not taking upon himself any jurisdiction
of temporal power."

They give a practical view of the doc-
trine of the Holy Trinity, perfectly agree-

under God, produced these effects. Men,
who spend, and are spent for the glory of
God, and for the profit of souls, have no
conception of the importance of their ef-
forts. While the schemes and toils of
an ambitious conqueror, or an intriguing-
politician, which, at the time, fill the

Lord, "who refused not to pay tribute, world with admiration, often vanish like
smoke, the humble and patient labours of
a minister of Christ, though, during his
own life, derided and despised by the
great ones of the earth, remain in durable
ff di i dable to the faith of the orthodox in all j effects to succeeding generations, and

ages. Let it suffice to mention what emancipate thousands from the dominion
they say of the Holy Ghost. " We be-
lieve, that he is our Comforter, proceed-
ing from the Father and from the Son ;

p
0£ g j n ancj Satan. God will work, AND
WHO SHALL LET ni In one article, in-
deed, these professors of pure religionby whose INSPIRATION we pray, being seem to have carried their zeal beyond

V
RENEWED by him WHO FORMETH all good j the bounds of Christian discretion. "We
works within us, and by him we have|have," say they, "always accounted as
knowledge of all truth." Of the nature!unspeakable abominations before God,
and use of the sacraments, they speak all those inventions of men, namely, the
the common language of the Protestant j feasts and the vigils of the Saints." To
Churches. The difference, indeed, be- j these they add the idolatrous corruptions
tween real good men in all ages, even in]of the popedom. They either did not
point of sentiment, on fundamental ques-jknow, or did not consider, that the anni-
tions, is much smaller than what many |versaries of the martyrdoms of primitive
believe. Trifling differences have been j Saints were of very high antiquity, and
exceedingly magnified, partly through j were observed in the purest times, even
ignorance, and partly through rnalevo-j in the second century. As they were at
lence. Through the course of this his-!that time observed, they seem not to

i i^tory the uniformity of faith, of inward have had any superstitious alloy, and
"^experiejnce, and of external practice, has'might be productive of the best conse-

appeared in the different ages of the jquenees, much less do they deserve the
Church. For it is the SAME GOD WHO title of " unspeakable abominations."
WORKETH ALL IN ALL in his real Saints.

It is remarkable that an ancient con-
fession of faith, copied out of certain
manuscripts bearing date 1120, that is,
forty years before Peter Waldo, contains
the same articles in substance, and in
many particulars in the same words, as
those, an abridgment of whinh has been
given, and which were approved of in

But
• unspeakable

the adoration and canonization of

Morland, p. 40,

Saints, with other practices, which de- ,-- ^
serve the name of abominations, being
incorporated with these festivals, in the >
twelfth and some preceding centuries, %
naturally account for the zealous and un- ' *£•
reasonable indignation of these reform- / -*̂
era.

The ancient catechism for the instruc-
tion of their youth, contains the same
vital truths in substance, which form the
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catechisms of Protestant Churches. I
shall mention two or three particulars,
which are most strikingly peculiar.

" Q. Wherein consists your salva-
tion 1

Ans. In three substantial virtues, which
do necessarily belong to salvation.

Q. How can you prove that 1
Ans. The Apostle writes, 1 Cor. xiii.

now abideth faith, hope, charity, these
three.

Q. What is faith ?
Ans. According to the Apostle, Heb.

xi. 1, it is the substance of things hoped
for, the evidence of things not seen.

Q. How many sorts of faith are there 1
Ans. There are two sorts, a living and

a dead faith.
Q. What is a living faith 1
Ans, It is that which works by love.
Q. What is a dead faith ]
Ans. According to St. James, that

faith which is without works, is dead.
Again, faith is nothing without works.
Or, a dead faith is to believe that there
is a God, and to believe those things
which relate to God, and not believe IN
him."

This last clause seems happily descrip-
tive of the point. To believe in Christ
is by himself, in John vi. illustrated by
coming to him or trusting in him, being
an exercise of heart toward Christ,
which always works by love. Whereas
a bare unoperative assent to certain doc-
trinal truths, implies no reception of
Christ in the heart, though it is all that
thousands look on as necessary to con-
stitute a genuine believer. That the
composers of this catechism had in view
this important distinction between specu-
latively believing a person to exist, and
cordially believing IN that person, ap-
pears from another question and answer.

" Q. Dost thou believe in the Holy
Catholic Church?

Ans. No; for it is a creature; but I
believe that there is one."

They their "proceed to show that the
"real Churpi consists "of the elect of
God from the beginning to the end of the
world, by the grace of God, through the
merit of Christ, gathered together by the
Holy Spirit, and foreordained to eternal
life." /

The Waldensian Churches had also
an exposition? of the Apostles' Creed, the
Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer,
and the Sacraments. So remarkably has
the Spirit of God, in all ages, led the

real Church, in a similar manner, to pro«
vide for the instruction of her children,
by comments on the most necessary fun-
damentals! The Protestant Churches,
in their original construction, all followed
the same plan. An excess of ceremonies,
and a burdensome round of superstitions,
filled all the dominions of the papacy,
while here and there an inventive genius,
like Peter Abelard, endeavoured to swell
the minds of men by philosophical re-
finements. In the mean time the genuine
Christians were feeding on the bread of ,
life, which was supplied by the Divine
Word, and was communicated through
the medium of catechetical and exposito-
ry tracts, adapted to the plainest under-
standings. At this day true Christians
are employed in the same manner; and
a diligent observer may distinguish them
from those of the superstitious or the
self-sufficient cast. In our times, indeed,
there does appear one remarkable dif-
ference of circumstances from the state
of religion in the thirteenth century,
namely, that the self-sufficient sceptical
spirit predominates extremely above the
superstitious.

I have examined the Waldensian ex-
positions, which, together with the Scrip-
ture-proqfs annexed to them, must at that
day haw* formed a very salutary body of
instruction. But the numerous modern
treatises which are extant on the same
subjects, render it superfluous for me to
give them in detail. A few of the most
striking thoughts shall be mentioned, v

It deserves to be noticed, that in their\
exposition of the Apostles Creed, the *
Waldensian reformers give us the well-
known text in 1 John, v. 7, as a proof of
the doctrine of the Trinity. They were,
it seems, perfectly satisfied of its authen-
ticity, and most probably at that time
had never heard of any suggestions toj
the contrary. «

"The Son of God, by the command-N
ment of God the Father, and by his own »
free-will, was lifted up upon the altar of
the cross, and was crucified, and hath
redeemed mankind with his own blood;
which work being accomplished, he
arose from the dead the third day, having
diffused through the world a light ever-
lasting, like a new sun; that is, the
glory of the resurrection, and of a hea-
venly inheritance, which the Son of God
hath promised to give to all those who /
serve him in faith."

Hear, in a few instances, how, in

f
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common with all evangelical expositors,
they understand the spiritual meaning of
the commandments. For " the first de-

3 to salvation is the knowledge of
sin; and therefore, acknowledging our
fault, we approach with confidence to the
throne of grace, and confess our sins."
' "All that love the creature more than

/the Creator, observe not the first com-
r mandment. If a man shall say, I cannot

tell whether I have a greater love to
God, or to that which he forbids me to
love, let him know,* that what a man
loves least, in a ca'se of necessity, is that
which he is most willing to lose, and
that which he loves the most, he pre-
serves. Men cast their merchandise into
the sea, to preserve their lives; which
shows that they love life more than pro-
perty. By such rules thou mayest try,
whether thou lovest God more than all
.persons and things beside, or, whether
thou art an idolater."

On the second commandment they are
Roundly argumentative and judiciously

'Jexact, because of the abominations with
) which they were surrounded, and with
I which all Europe was infected, except
^themselves,

" In the third commandment we are
forbidden to swear falsely, vainly, or by
custom. An oath acknowledged that
God knows the truth, and it confirmeth
a thing that is doubtful: it is an act of
divine service, and therefore they, who
swear by the elements, do sin."

r "Those who will observe the sabbath
t I of Christians, that is, who will sanctify
jj / the day of the Lord, must be careful of
/ four things: 1st. to cease from earthly

,/ and worldly labours; 2d. to abstain from
| sins 3d. not to be slothful ijn regard of

good works; and 4th. to do those things
which are for the good of the soul."
They support their assertion by the case
of the sabbath-breaker in the book of
Numbers, who was stoned to death.

In the rest of the commandments, the}7

^extend theTneanfng to tri^esires of the
I heart, and vindicate their interpretation

, | by the well-known passages in our Lord's
f Sermon on the Mount. How could se-

rious persons, who thus see the spiritual-
ity of the jaw, ever find rest to their
consciences but in the blood of Christ?
How common is it for self-righteous per-
sons on the other hand to curtail the de-

\ mands of the law, and make light of sin,
*that they may justify themselves!

On the Lord's Prayer, in a very sensi-

ble introduction, they observe, that" God, *
who seeth the secrets of our hearts, is
more moved by a deep groan or sigh, *
with complaints and tears, that come
from the heart, than by a thousand
words." In opposition to the formal
rounds of repetition at that time so fa-
shionable, they say, "there is no man,
who can keep his mind attentive to
prayer a whole day or a whole night to-
gether, except God give the special as-
sistance of his grace. God hath there-
fore appointed to his servants other exer-
cises, sometimes in one way, sometimes
in another, which are to be performed for
the good of themselves or of their neigh-
b< UTS, with their hearts lifted up to God.".
" To pray much is to be fervent in
prayer." "No prayer can be pleasing
to God, which refers not some way or
other to the Lord's prayer. Every Chris-
tian ought to apply himself to understand
and learn it."

There is among the records of this\
people a very ancient confession of sin, \
which wa*s commonly used, and which '
shows that they taught every person to
apply to himself that hideous picture of
hunpn dejirjyytv which St. Paul deline-
ates,* "that every mouth maybe stop-
ped, and all the world become guilty be-
fore God." If no more could be said for *•
this people, than that they hated the
gross abominations of popery, and con-5,
demned "the vices of the generality of
mankind, they might have been ostenta-
tious Pharisees, or self-sufficient Socini-
ans. But though, no doubt,-there were
unsound professors amon'g them, as
among all other bodies of Christians,
yet, in their community, there were a
number of real Christians, who kne^r
how to direct the edge of their severity
against the "sins that dwelled in them,"
and who, being truly humbled under a
piercing sight of native depravity, betook
themselves wholIy" "to" tne gfcjce of God
in Christ for salvation. Hear how they
speak: "Excuse myself I cannot; for
thou, O Lord, hast showed me both
what is good and evil. I hâ re under-
stood thy power; I have not been igno-*v
rant of thy wisdom ; 1 have known thy
justice; and have tasted of thy goodness.x^
Yet all the evil which I do proceeds *•
from my own de[)rayity. I have com-
mitted many evils irom the beginning of
my life; covetousness is rooted in my
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ljeart; I -Jove riches, I seek after ap-
plause, and bear little love to those who

f have obliged me by their kindness€ If
f thou do not pardon me, my soul must go
;' down to perdition. Anger likewise reigns

in my heart, and envy gnaws me; for I
\ am naturally without charity. I am
! slow to do good, but industrious to do
? evil. I have blinded myself, and have

had many evil thoughts against thee.
I have cast mine eyes on vain delights,
and have seldom lifted them up to thy
face. I have leant an ear to empty
sounds, and to many evil speakings;

[ but to hear and understand thy laws hath
| been grievous and irksome to me. I
1 have taken more pleasure in the noisome
I sink of siflf, than in divine sweetness; I
\ have even worshipped sin; I have en-
\ deavoured to conceal my own guilt, and
} to lay it upon another. My mind and
1 body are wounded; my heart hath been
I delighted with evil things; with many

foolish and unprofitable objects. 1 have
" turned aside into by-paths, and, by my

levity, have given an ill example to
others. I have slandered my neighbour,
and have loved him only because of my
temporal interest."

, ^ There is not, in any age, a truly hum-
\ ble and serious Christian, who will not
l acknowledge himself guilty in all these

•trespects before God, even though his
I Iconduct has, comparatively speaking,
i %em blameless before men. It is the
\want of self-knowledge which keeps

men ignorant of their ill desert before
God; and, in truth, nothing is so much

^ unknown to men in general as the pro-
* pensity of their own hearts. This know-

ledge, however,, was found among the
Waldenses; and hence they were a
humble people, prepared to receive the
Gospel of Christ from the heart, to walk
in his steps, to carry his cross, and to

. fear sin ajxoye j$l other evils.
Some ancient Inquisitorial memoirs de-

r scribing the manners and customs of this
; people, speak to this effect: "kneeling

on their knees, they continue in prayers
,•> with silence, so long as a man may say

thirty or forty Paternosters. This they
- do daily with great reverence, when they
- have no strangers with therri, both before

dinner and after; likewise before supper
and after, and wb$Q.«4J|j|y retire to rest,
and in the morning. Before they go to
meat, the elder among them says, God,
who blessed the five barley loaves and
two fishes befaje^is disciples in the wil-

derness, bless this table and that
is set upon it, in the name of the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost. And after
meat he says, The God which has given
us bodily food, grant us his spiritual life,
and may God be with us, and we always
with him. After their meals they teach
and exhort one another."

Reinefius, their adversary, declaresA .
" that a certain Waldensian heretic, with V
a view of turning a person from the Ca- \
tholic faith, swam over a river in the |
night and in the winter, to come to him I
and teach him the novel doctrines."

Hear what a character an ancient in-
quisitor gives of this people : " The he-
retics are known by their manners and
words; for they are orderly and modest
in their manners and behaviour. They
avoid all appearance of pride in their
dress, they neither wear rich clothes, nor
are they too mean and ragged in their at-
tire. They avoid commerce, that they
may be free from falsehood and deceit:
they live by manual industry, as day-la- <,
bourers or mechanics; and their preach-
ers are weavers and taylors. They seek
not to amass wealth, but are content J
with the necessaries of life. They are
chaste, temperate, and sober; they ab-
stain from anger. They hypocritically
go to the Church, confess, communicate,
and hear sermons, to catch the preacher
in his words. Their women are modest,
avoid slander, foolish jesting, and levi- y
ty of words, especially falsehood and-/
oaths."* _

Their directions to pastors in visiting^
the sick are full of evangelical eimplici-
ty, The afflicted person is exhorted to
look to Christ as the great pattern of pa-
tient sufferers, "who is the true Son of
God, and yet hath been more afflicted
than we all, and more tormented than any
other.—Let the sick man consider with
himself, that he is grievously afflicted as
his Saviour was, when he suffered for
us ; for which thanks should be returned
to God, because it hath pleased him to
give this good Saviour to death for us,
and at the same time mercy should be
implored at his hands in the name of Je-
sus. And we Christians ought to have
a perfect confidence and assurance, that
our Father will forgive us for his good'
ness sake. Let the sick person commit
himself wholly to the Lord. Let him

> Allix, p. 235.
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j do to his neighbour, as he would have
• his neighbour do to him, making such
1 arrangements among his relations, that
jhe may leave them in peace, and that
there may be no suits or contentions after

I his death. Let him hope for salvation
in Jesus Christ, and not in any other, or
by any other thing", acknowledging him-
self a miserable sinner, that he may ask

s mercy of God, finding himself in such a
manner culpable, that of himself he de-
serveth eternal death. If the pastor find
the sick person alarmed and terrified
with a sense of the divine displeasure

\ against sinners, let him remind the dis-
tressed soul of those comfortable pro-
mises which our Saviour hath made to
all those who come to him, and who

' from the bottom of their heart call upon
; him ; and how God the Father hath pro-
mised forgiveness, whensoever we shall

* ask it in the name of his Son. These
are the things in which the true preacher
of the Word ought faithfully to employ
himself, that he may conduct the party

J' visited to his Saviour."
" And whereas, in former times, it

# hath been the custom to cause the dis-
consolate widow to spend much money
on singers and ringers, and on persons
who eat and drink, while she weeps and
fasts, wronging her fatherless children;
it is our duty, from motives of compas-
sion, to the end that one loss be not add-
ed to another, to aid them with our coun-
sel and our goods, according to the abili-
ty which God hath bestowed on us, tak-
ing care that the children be well in-
structed, that they may labour to main-

\tain themselves, as God hath ordained,
and live like Christians."

The 9 r̂̂ ctJ£ns which they gave to new:
converts, were, to "study the epistolary
insftrticffons of St. Paul, that they might
know how to walk in such a manner as
not to give occasion of falling to their
neighbours, and that they might not
make the house of the Lord a den of
thieves.

They were zealous in directing the
education of children. "Despair not,"
say they, "of thy child, when he is un-
willing to receive correction, or if he
prove not speedily good ; for the labourer
gathereth not the fruits of the earth, as
soon as the seed is sown, but he waits
till the due season. A man ought to
have a careful eye over his daughters.
Keep them within, and see they wander
not. For Dinah, the daughter of Jacob,

was corrupted by being seen of stran-
gers."

jn.ecclesiastical corrgjyj^n, they wereX
directecTFy"our LonPsrule, in first re-
proving a brother in private; secondly,
in the presence of two or three brethren ;
and last of all, and not till other methods
failed, in proceeding to excommunication.
Private correction, they observe, is suf-
ficient for faults not made known to
many ; but in the case of open sins, they
followed the apostolical rule, #Them
that sin, rebuke before all, that others
may fear.} " Marriages are to be madeJ
according to the dSrees 6T kTncfred per-,
mitted Jyy GocT The "pope's "?Ispensa-\
ttons are of*fTo value, nor deserve the \
least regard. The band of holy matri- \
mony must not be made without the con- j
sent of the parents of both parties ; for J
children belong to their parents." ^

Against the disorders of taverns, and
the mischiefs of dancing, they are ex-
ceedingly severe. Remark one sentence;
" They who deck and adorn their daugh*
ters, are like those who put dry wood to
the fire, to the end that it may burn the
better. A tavern is the fountain of sin,
and the school of Satan." For convers-
ing with those, that are without, they
give rules full of Christian simplicity;
and they direct their people also in
Christian morals after a style and man-
ner much superior to the spirit and taste
of the thirteenth century, f

It may be proper to observe here, that
Sir Samuel Morland, in his history of the
evangelical Churches of the valleys of
Piedmont, bears the strongest testimony
to the truth of Perrin's narrative. He
gives us the attestation of Tronchin, the
chief minister of Geneva, which attesta-
tion, he tells us, is, together with other
original papers, in the public library of
the University of Cambridge. The sub-
stance of the attestation itself is, that
Tronchin declares that Perrin, coming to
Geneva to print his history, communicat-
ed to him his work, and divers original
manuscripts, from which he (Perrin) had
extracted the ancient doctrine and disci-
pline of the ancient Waldenses, which
manuscripts Tronchin then saw and pe-
rused. Tronchin's testimony is dated in
1656. We have here the united testi-
mony pf Perrin, Tronchin, and Morland,
to the authenticity of the history before

1 Tim, v, 20, t Morland, p. 86.
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j> / us. And it appears that the same Tron-
? . chin, at the distance of thirty-eight
*"; years, corresponded both with Perrin
;• / and Morland. There is also a boot con-
I cerning Antichrist in an old manuscript,

i I which contains many sermons of the pas-
tors ; it is dated 1120, and therefore was
written before the time of Waldo. The
existence, therefore, of these Churches is
still further proved to have taken place
before the days of that reformer. The
treatise concerning- Antichrist was pre-
served by the Waldenses of the Alps;
and a brief summary of it is as follows :
" He is called Antichrist, because, being
covered and adorned under ths colour of
Christ and his Church, he opposes the
salvation purchased by Christ, of which
the faithful are partakers by faith, hope,
and charity. He contradicts the truth
by the wisdom of the world, and by
counterfeit holiness. To make up a
complete system of religious hypocrisy,
all these things must concur; there must
be worldly-wise men, there must be re-
ligious orders, pharisees, ministers, doc-
tors, the secular power, and lovers of this
world. Antichrist, indeed, was conceived
in the Apostles' times, but he was in his
infancy, unformed and imperfect. He
was therefore the more easily known and
ejected, being rude, raw, and wanting
utterance. He had then no skill in mak-
ing decretals, he wanted hypocritical
ministers, and the show of religious or-
ders. He had none of those riches, by
which he might allure ministers to his
service, and multiply his adherents : he
Wanted also the secular power, and could
not compel men to serve him. But he
grew to a full age, when the lovers of
the world, both in Church and State, did
multiply and get all the power into thei
hands : Christ had never any enemy like
to this, so able to pervert the way of
truth into falsehood, insomuch that the
Church with her true children is trodden
under foot. He robs Christ of his me-
rits, of justification, regeneration, sancti-
fication, and spiritual nourishment, and
ascribes the same to his own authority,
to a form of words, to his own works, to
saints, and to the fire of purgatory. Yet
he has some decent qualities, which
throw a veil over his enormities ; such
as an external profession of Christianity,

verbal preaching against vices, and the
virtuous lives of some who really live ta
God in Babylon, whom, however, Anti-
christ, so far as in him lies, prevents
from placing all their hope in Christ
alone. These things are a cloak, with
which Antichrist hides his wickedness,
that he may not be rejected as a pagan.
Knowing these things we depart from
Antichrist, according to express Scriptu-
ral directions. We unite ourselves to
the truth of Christ and his spouse, how
small soever she appear. We describe
the causes of our separation* from Anti-
christ, that if the Lord be pleased to im-
part the knowledge of the same truth to
others, those who receive it, together
with us, may love it. But if they be not
sufficiently enlightened, they may receive
help by our ministry, and be washed by
the Spirit. If any one have received
more abundantly than we ourselves, we
desire the more humbly to be taught,
and to amend our defects. A various
and endless idolatry marks the genius of
Antichrist, and he teaches men by that
to seek for grace, which is essentially in
God alone, exists meritoriously in Christ,

* Hence it appears, that, in 1120, there
were a body of the Waldenses, who had per-
fectly separated from the Roman Church.
Yet, it is evident from Bernard's account,
that those of whom he had some knowledge, «* •
were not Separatists. This may be one in-
stance of their differences among1 themselves,
of which Evervinus speaks. And it is very
conceivable, that men equally sincere, might
not be, for a time, unanimous in this point.
The dread of schism on the one hand, and
of idolatrous contagion on the other, would
ffd ibl b

tradition, and catalogues of episcopal
succession, lying wonders, external sanc-
tity, and certain sayings of Christ him-
self, the administration of the sacraments,
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argument on bot
Albî ens£g, how-

afford no contemptible
sides of the question. T
ever, a branch qfc. the t^mfllfmmmk,
year li^Of^cre so exceccfTngTy~numerous.^/
that they then formed a distinct Church, and
were openly separated from the whole Rom-
ish system. In truth, though it seems to
have been the fault of some Protestant histo-
rians to give too early a date to the reign of
Antichrist, and, on that account, to condemn
unjustly several Romish pastors, whom I
have attempted to vindicate, yet the man of
sin doubtless did appear, at length, in all
that enormity which the most vehement
of the Protestant writers have described.
Therefore it became absolutely necessary for
real Christians to depart from Babylon. The
several bodies of the Waldenses did so,
though, I think, successively and gradually.
C-They are properly the first of the Pro-?
testant Churches.

JL
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and is communicated by faith alone
through the Holy Spirit." They then
proceed to confute distinctly the various
abominations of popery, on which points
it is, at this day, unnecessary to enlarge.
Suffice it to say, that to see and argue as
they did in that dark age, required a
wonderful light, and strength of judg-

r- ment. I It is more to my purpose to men-
I tion some testimonies of the offices of
I Christ, which are interwoven in their ar-

guments. tk He is our advocate: he
\ forgives sins. He presents himself in

some measure to us, before wTe bestir
\ ourselves. He knocks, that we may

open to him: and, to obstruct all occa-
sions of idolatry, he sits at the right hand
of the Father in Heaven, and desires that
every faithful soul should have recourse
to his Redeemer alone. For all the care
of the faithful should be directed toward
Christ, imitating him that is above. He
is the gate : whosoever entereth by him
shall be saved. He alone hath the pre-
rogative to obtain whatever he requests
in behalf of mankind, whom he hath re-

\ conciled by his death. To what purpose
| should we address ourselves to any other
\ Saint as mediator, seeing he himself is
* far more charitable and far more ready
\ to succour us than any of them?"

^ There is also a short treatise on tribu-
lation, a subject highly needful to be
studied by all Christians, by those more
particularly, who, like the Waldenses,
live in the flames of persecution.

The Noble Lesson, written in the year
1100, has already, in part, been given to
the reader,* and it closes the account of
Waldensian monuments, collected by
Perry of Lyons.

Some of the thoughts, which I have
transcribed from this author, on account
of their extreme simplicity, may appear
almost childish, to persons whose taste
has been formed purely by modern mo-
dels and maxims; and it must be con-
fessed that we discover no person of su-
perior capacity or uncommon genius
among this people. Their means of
knowledge were ordinary, their situation
confined, and their circumstances perhaps
universally poor. Even so FATHER, FOR
SO IT SEEMED GOOD IN THY SIGHT.\ T h e
excellency of the power was therefore of
God and not of man. How happened it,
that they should possess so sound a por-
tion of evangelical truth, so ably and

* See page 24 of this Vol. f Luke x. 21.

judiciously confute established errors, so]
boldly maintain the truth as it is in Jesus,!
so patiently suffer for it, live so singu-1
larly distinct from the world, and so no-
bly superior to all around them; while
princes, dignitaries, universities, and all
that was looked on as great, splendid, and
wise amony men, wandered in miserable
darkness ] It was of the Lord, who is
wonderful in council and excellent in
work ; and his preservation of a goodly
seed in the earth, in such circumstances,
is a pledge that he never will forsake his
Church, and that the gates of hell shall
never prevail against it.

We have seen the most satisfactory
proofs of the genuine apostolical doc-
trine, connected with holy practice by
the influence of the Holy Spirit, as sub-
sisting among this people. At the Re-
formation, some fundamental doctrines,
particularly that of original sin, and of
justification by faith in Christ, were in-
deed more distinctly and explicitly un-
folded. But every candid and intelligent
reader has seen that these, with all other
fundamental truths, were understood and
confessed by the Waldenses. The prin-
cipal defect of these records is, that in-
vectives against Antichrist and its abomi-
nations make up too great a proportion
of their catechetical instructions; and
the general vital truths of the Gospel are
not so much enlarged on as the reader,
who seeks edification, would wish. How
far this defect might be less obvious, or
even disappear, could we see the many
sermons of their pastors, I know not.
But these Churches were in perpetual
trouble and danger; and their distressed
circumstances form, in some measure, an
apology for the imperfection of their wri-
tings.

CHAPTER IV.

THE PERSECUTIONS OF THE WALDENSES.

THIS is the only subject relating to the
Waldenses, which has not passed under
our review. Their external history is, k
indeed, little else than a series of perse-
cution. And I regret, that while we have
some large and distinct details of the
cruelties of their persecutors, we have
very scanty accounts of the spirit with
which they suffered ; and still less of
the internal exercises of holiness, which
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are known only to the people of God.
But this is not the first occasion which
we have had to lament, concerning the
manner in which Church-history has
been transmitted to us.

In 1162, two years after Waldo had
begun to preach the Gospel in Lyons,
Lewis VII. of France, and Henry II. of

England, on foot, holding
Remarkable hu- the bridle of the horse of
miliation of our T-» AI J TTTT U

Henry ii. and of P o P e Alexander Vll.walk-
Lewis vil. of ing one on one side of him,
Fr^Uj)\iQ2' *ne o t n e r o n the other,

conducted him to his habi-
tation ; exhibiting, says Baronius,* a
spectacle most grateful to God, to angels,
and to men ! The princes of the earth,
as well as the meanest persons, were

. now enslaved to the popedom, and were
easily led to persecute the children of
God with the most savage barbarity.
We are astonished in reading the details
of persecution. That which raged against
the Waldenses in the former part of the
thirteenth century, was indeed an assem-
blage of everything cruel, perfidious,
indecent, and detestable. But we are not
to imagine, that contemporaries beheld
such scenes with the same horror with
•which we do : the "god of this world,"
with consummate dexterity, infatuates
his slaves by a successive variety of
wickedness adapted to circumstances.
The scenes of villany, meanness, inde-
cency, hypocrisy, and barbarity, which,
for several years, have been carrying on
in France, under the mask of philosophy,
liberty, and rationality, have found, in
our own country, many defenders, or at
least apologists. The reason is, that
irreligious scepticism or atheistic pro-
faneness is the darling of these times, as
superstition was that of the thirteenth
century. And if men will not learn the
all-important lesson, to obey the divine
oracles, there seems no end of the de-
ceits by which the prince of darkness
will impose on mankind.

In 1176 some of the Waldenses, called
heretics, being examined by the bishops,
were convicted of heresy. They were

said to receive only the New
Waldensians Testament, and to reject the
heresv, Old, except in the testimo-

A. D. 1776. nies quoted by our Lord and
the Apostles.f This charge

is confuted by the whole tenor of their

authentic writings, in which they quote
the Old Testament authority as divine,
without reserve or hesitation. Being
nterrogated concerning their faith, we

are told that they said, "we are not
bound to answer." Other accusations
against them were as follow, namely,
that they asserted the truth of the Ma-
nichean doctrine of two independent prin-
ciples, that they denied the utility of in-
fant baptism, that the Lord's body was
made by the consecration of an unworthy
priest, that unfaithful ministers had any
right to the exercise of ecclesiastical
power, or to titles and first-fruits, or that
the faithful ought to attend their pastoral
services, or that auricular confession was
necessary, or that oaths were in any case
lawful. The reader who has attentively
considered the foregoing accounts of the
Waldenses, will know how to separate
the falsehood from the truth contained
in these charges. "All these things,"
says Baronius, " the wretched men as-
serted that they learned from the Gos-
pels and Epistles, and that they would
receive nothing, except what they found
expressly contained there ; thus reject-
ing the interpretation of the doctors,
though they themselves were perfectly
illiterate. "They were confuted," he
adds, "at a conference before the bishop
of Albi,from the New Testament, which
alone they admitted ; and they professed
the Catholic faith, but would not swear,
and were therefore condemned."

From this account, however imperfect,
and in several instances palpably injuri-
ous, some further light may be collected
of the state of the Waldenses at that
time.

In 1178, the same Lewis and Henry,
who had sixteen years before, in so un-
kingly a manner, given their "power
and strength to the
beast,"* hearing Henry II. and Lewis VII.
that the Albion- endeavour to bring back

n the Albigenses to the Papal
ses grew in nurn- Church, A. D. 1178.
bers, determined
to attack them by the sword, but after-
wards thought it more prudent to employ
preachers, j They sent to them several

* Baronius Annals, Cent. XII.
t Baron. Cent. XII.

* Rev. xvii. 13.
t Baron. Cent. XII.
It is evident, that the term Albigenses, or

rather Albienses, employed by our author,
was taken from the town of Albi, where the
Waldenses flourished. And, indeed, through
the dominions of Raymond, earl of Toulouse,
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bishops and ecclesiastics; and they em-
ployed Raymond of Toulouse and other
noblemen to expel the refractory. The
Commissioners arriving at Toulouse, ex-
acted, by an oath, of the Catholics
there, that they should give information
of the heretics"whom they knew. Great
numbers were hence discovered. Among
these was a rich old man called Peter
Moranus, who had pretended to be John
the Evangelist.* This person, denying
the bread to be the body of Christ, was
condemned : his goods were confiscated :
his castles, the conventicles of heretics,
were thrown down. Peter abjured his
heresy, and was brought naked and bare-
foot into the Church before all the peo-
ple; the bishop of Toulouse and a cer-
tain abbot beating him on each side from
the entrance of the building to the steps
of the altar, where the cardinal legate
celebrated mass. Theiv, being recon-
ciled to the Church, he again abjured his
heresy, anathematized heretics, and sub-
mitted to another penance, which was
this, namely, after forty days to leave
his country, to serve the poor at Jerusa-
lem three years; and, during the forty
days, each Sunday to go round the
Churches of Toulouse naked and bare-
foot, disciplined by rods, and to make
various restitutions. It was ordered,
however, that if he should return after
three years from Jerusalem, then the rest
of his property, till that time held in se-
questration, should be restored to him.
Many others abjured their heresies; but
some refusing to take the oaths of sub-
jection were excommunicated, with can-
dles publicly lighted ; and princes were!
ordered to expel them from their domi-
nions. Roger, prince of the Albiensian
diocese, was excommunicated.

The account of our English historian
Hovedenf is similar to this of Baronius.
It is remarkable, that the former calls the
doctrine of the Albigenses the Arian he-
resy. But Arian or Manichee, or any
other term of reproach, sufficiently an-

and through the south of France, including
the territories of Avignon, their doctrines, at
that time, spread with great rapidity. All
these were called, in general, Albigenses,
and, in doctrine and manners, were not at
all distinct from the Waldenses.

* It should be recollected, that this is the
account given by Baronius, a very deter-
mined enemy of the Waldenses.

f P. 327.

swers the design of determined persecu-
tors. It seems proper to give the ac-
count of the barbarous treatment of the
rich old gentleman of Toulouse, who,
though he recanted, was punished, be-
cause it confirms the truth of Perrin's
narrative of the like persecutions, and
demonstrates, from the testimony even
of Roman writers, that the horrors of pa-
pal tyranny have not been misrepresented
in general by protestant authors. And,
on this occasion, I cannot but disapprove
of the rashness or the prejudices of an
able historian, who has already fallen
under our notice.* He says, that the
Albip-enses, being examined, denied the
Manichean doctrine of the two princi-
ples, though charged on that account
with falsehood by their enemies: and
this author believes these same enemies,
who gave no proof of sincerity, that we
know of, and accuses the Albigenses of
dissimulation, though such numbers of
them were suffering continually for their
principles. The man, who undertakes
to be an historian, ought to be acquaint-
ed with the writings and evidences
which are produced on both sides of a
controverted subject, so far as materials
can be procured. If the author before
us had read with the least attention the
Waldensian records, he would never
have asserted, that the Waldenses were
legitimate descendants of the sect of
Manes.

The subjects of Raymond, earl of Tou-
louse, and of some other great person-
ages in his neighbourhood, so generally
professed the Waldensian doctrines, that
they became the peculiar object of papal
vengeance. The inhabitants of Toulouse,
Carcassone, Beziers, Narbonne, Avig-
non, and many other cities, who were
commonly called the Albigenses, were
exposed to a persecution as cruel and
atrocious as any recorded* in history.
Reinerius, indeed, owns that the WTal-
dense? were the most formidable enemies
of the Church of Rome, "because," saith
he, " they have a great appearance of
godliness; because they live righteously
before men, believe rightly of God in all
things, and hold all the Articles of the
Creed; yet, they hate and revile the
Church of Rome; and, in their accusa-
tions, they are easily believed by the
people."

It was reserved to Innocent the third,
than whom no pope ever possessed more

Eerington's Hist, of Henry II. p. 305.
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ambition, to institute the Inquisition;*
and the Waldenses were the

The Inqui- first objects of its cruelty,
tuted byStl H e authorized certain monks
pope inno- to frame the process of that
/TlM206 court> an(l t 0 deliver the sup-

posed heretics to the secular
power. The beginning of the thirteenth
century saw thousands of persons hanged
or burned by these diabolical devices,
whose sole crime was, that they trusted
only in Jesus Christ for salvation, and
renounced all the vain hopes of self-
righteous idolatry and superstition. Who-
ever has attended closely to the subjects
of the two Epistles to the Colossians
and the Galatians, and has penetrated
the meaning of the Apostle, sees the
great duty of HOLDING THE HEAD, and of
resting for justification by faith on Jesus
Christ alone, inculcated throughout them
as the predominant precept of Christian-
ity, in opposition to the rudiments of
the world, to philosophy and vain de-
ceit, to will-worship, to all dependence
for our happiness on human works and
devices of whatever kind. Such a per-
son sees what is genuine protestantism,
as contrasted to genuine popery; and, of
course, he is convinced, that the differ-
ence is not merely verbal or frivolous,
but that there is a perfect opposition in
the two plans; and such as admits of
no coalition or union ; and that therefore
the true way of withstanding the devices
of Satan, is to be faithful to the great
doctrine of justification, "only for the
merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, by faith; and not by our own
works or deservings." j* Hence the very
foundation of false religion is over-
thrown ; hence troubled consciences ob-
tain solid peace: and faith, working by
love, leads men into the very spirit of
Christianity, while it comforts their
hearts, and establishes them in every
good work.

Schemes of religion so extremely op-
posite, being ardently pursued by both
parties, could not fail to produce a vio-
lent rupture. In fact, the Church of
Christ and the world were seen engaged
in contest. Innocent, however, first tried
the methods of argument and persuasion.
He sent bishops and monks, who preach-
ed in those places where the Waldensian

* Some chronologists place the commence-
ment of the Inquisition in 1204.

t Eleventh Article of Religion.
6*

doctrine flourished. But their success
was very inconsiderable. In the neigh-
bourhood of Narbonne two monks were
employed, Peter de Chateau-
neuf, and Dominic* The Murder of
former of these was certainly chateau-
murdered ; and, it seems pro- neuf.
bable, by Raymond, count of
Toulouse, because he had refused to re-
move the excommunication which he had
denounced against that prince. Ray-
mond himself strongly protected his
Waldensian subjects, though there seems
no evidence that he either understood or
felt the vital influence of the protestant
doctrines. But he was provoked at the
imperious and turbulent measures of the
monk, and saw the extreme injustice of
the papal domination. He was also a
witness of the purity of life and manners
of his own subjects, and heard with in-
dignation the calumnies with which they
were aspersed by their adversaries, who
proclaimed to all the world their own hy-
pocrisy, avarice and ambition. Incensed
at these proceedings, Raymond seems to
have taken a very unjustifiable method of
extricating himself from the distresses to
which the papal tyranny exposed him.
But the event was disastrous ; Innocent
obtained what he wished, namely, a decent
pretence for his horrible and most ini-
quitous persecution; and thousands of
godly souls were unrighteously calum-
niated as accessory to the crime.

I need not dwell on the insidious cus-
toms of the Inquisition ; they are but too
well known. From the year 1206, when
it was first established, to the year 1228,
the havoc made among helpless Christians
was so great, that certain French bishops,
in the last-mentioned year, desired the
monks of the Inquisition to defer a little
their work of imprisonment, till the pope
was advertised of the great numbers ap-
prehended ; numbers so great, that it was
impossible to defray the charge of their
subsistence, and even to provide stone
and mortar to build prisons
for them. Yet so true is it, There were
that the blood of the martyrs gooooo
is the seed of the Church, Waidensea
that in the year 1530 there ™ Europe,
were in Europe above eight

* This is the famous founder of the DomL
nicans, of whom I shall speak more distinctly
in a separate article, and show how far the
censures of Perrin concerning him, as au*
thor of the Inquisition, are founded in fact.
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hundred thousand who professed the re-
ligion of the Waldenses.

When the Albigenses saw that the de-
sign of the pope was to gain the reputa-
tion of having used gentle and reasona-
ble methods of persuasion, they agreed
among themselves, to undertake the
open defence of their principles. They
therefore gave the bishops to under-
stand, that their pastors, or some of
them in the name of the rest, were ready
to prove their religion to be truly scrip-
tural, in an open conference, provided the
conference might be conducted with pro-
priety. They explained their ideas of
propriety, by desiring that there might
be moderators on both sides, who should
be vested with full authority to prevent
all tumult and violence ; that the confer-
ence should be held in some place to
which all parties concerned might have
free and safe access ; and, moreover, that
some one subject should be chosen, with
the common consent of the disputants,
which should be steadily prosecuted, till
it was fully discussed and determined ;
and that he, who could not maintain it
by the word of God, the only decisive
rule of Christians, should own himself
to be confuted.

All this was something more than spe-
cious : it was perfectly equitable and un-
exceptionably judicious: so much $

that the bishops and monks
could not with decency re-
fuse to accept the terms.f The
place of conference agreed
upon was Montreal near Car-
cassone, in the year 1206.
The umpires on the one side

were the bishops of Villeneuse and Aux-
erre; on the other, R. de Bot, and An-
thony Riviere.

Several pastors were deputed to ma-
nage the debate for the Albigenses, of
whom Arnold Hot was the principal. He
arrived first at the time and place ap-
pointed. A bishop named Eusus, came
afterwards on the side of the papacy, ac-
companied by the monk Dominic, two of
the pope's legates, and several other
priests and monks. The points under-
taken to be proved by Arnold, Were, that
the mass and transubstantiation were
idolatrous and unscriptural; that the
church of Rome was not the spouse of
Christ, and that its polity was bad and
unholy. Arnold sent these propositions
to the bishop, who required fifteen days
to answer him, which was granted. At

A confer-
ence be-
tween the
Papists and
the Albigen
ses at Mon-
treal,
A. D. 1206.

the day appointed, the bishop appeared,
bringing with hfrn a large manuscript,
which was read in the conference. Ar-
nold desired that he might be allowed to
reply by word of mouth, only entreating
their patience, if he took a considerable
time in answering so prolix a writing.
Fair promises of a patient hearing were
granted him. He discoursed for the
space of four days with great fluency and
readiness, and with such order, perspicui-
ty, and strength of argument, that a
powerful impression was made on the
audience.

At length, Arnold desired that the
bishops and monks would undertake to
vindicate the mass and transubstantiation
by the word of God. What they said
on the occasion we are not told : but the
cause of the abrupt conclusion of the
onference, a matter of fact allowed on

all sides, showed which party had the
advantage in argument. While the two
legates were disputing with Arnold at
Montreal, and at the same time several
other conferences were held in different
places, the bishop of Villeneuse, the um-
pire of the papal party, declared, that
nothing could be determined, because of
the coming" of the crusaders. What he
asserted was too true; the papal armies
advanced, and, by fire and fagot, soon de-
cided all controversies. If the confer-
ences had been continued, an historian of
the real Church might have had much to
relate. As the matter stands, he must
withdraw: it is the business of the secu-
lar historian to relate the military achieve-
ments : some circumstances, however,
which tend to illustrate the merit and
conduct of the Church of Christ, must
be the objects of our attention.

Arnold and his assistants were, doubt-
less, of the number of those, who "did
truth, and therefore came to the light,
that their deeds might be made manifest,
that they were wrought in God." And
their adversaries were of those who
" hated the light, and would not come to
the light, lest their deeds should be re-
proved :"* Amidst the darkness and un-
certainty in which, independently of
revelation, every fundamental truth of
salvation must be involved in a world
like this, and among creatures so depraved
as mankind, a readiness to abide by the
decisions of the divine oracles, or an un-

* John iii.
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willingness to stand the test of Scripture,
demonstrates who are right and who are
wrong. In all ages this has appeared to
be the case : but we seldom meet with so
striking an instance as this which we
have reviewed. "In the sacrifice of the
mass, it was commonly said, that the
priest did offer Christ for the quick and
the dead, to have remission of pain or
guilt." This the Church of England*
calls " a blasphemous fable and a dan-
gerous deceit," asserting that " there is
none other satisfaction for sin, but the of-
fering of Christ once made for all the
sins of the whole world." This was
one question in the controversy between
the two parties, for the decision of Which
the Scriptures were surely very compe-
tent. The recourse, which the popish
party had to arms, in the room of sober
argumentation, what was it but to pour
contempt on the word of God itself, and
to confess that its light was intolerably
offensive to them ? The approach of the
crusaders, who, in the manner related,
put an end to the conference, was not ac-
cidental; for Innocent, who never in-
tended to decide the controversy by ar-
gument, on occasion of the unhappy mur-
der of the monk before mentioned, had
despatched preachers throughout Europe,
to collect all who were willing to revenge
the innocent blood of Peter of Chateau-
neuf; promising Paradise to those who
should bear arms for forty days, and be-
stowing on them the same indulgences as
he did on those who undertook to con-
quer the Holy Land. " We moreover
promise," says he, in his bull, "to all
those who shall take up arms to revenge
the said murder, the pardon and remis-
sion of their sins. And since we are not
to keep faith with those, who do not keep
it with God, we would have all to under-
stand, that every person, wrho is bound to
the said earl Raymond by oath of allegi-
ance, or by any other way, is absolved
by apostolical authority from such obli-
gations; and it is lawful for any Roman
Catholic to persecute the said earl, and
to seize upon his country," &c.

Who is this, that forgiveth sins except
God only? and, who is this, that also
dispenses with the most solemn moral
obligations? Is be not Antichrist, show-
ing himself that he is God ? On this
and some other occasions I choose to give
the very expressions of the papal bulls,

* Article XXXI.

as a sufficient confutation of the sophisms
by which some modern writers have en-
deavoured to palliate or do away the
crimes of the popedom. The language,
indeed, of our early protestant writers
against popery is severe beyond measure;
but it hardly could be equal to the desert
of those whom they opposed. The most
material error of the modern Protestants,
as I have before observed, on these sub-
jects, seems to be, that they have been
too hasty in fixing the date of the MAN
OF SIN. But after he really appeared in
the horrors of his maturity, he was all
which the most impassioned declaimer
can say against him.

The tyrant proceeds in his bull: "we
exhort you, that you would endeavour to
destroy the wicked heresy of the Albi-
genses, and do this with more rigour than
you would use towards the _ „ __
u i T Bull of In-
Saracens themselves: perse- r,0Cent ill.
cute them with a strong hand: against the
deprive them of their lands Alb.genses.
and possessions: banish them, and put
Roman Catholics in their room." Such
was the pope's method of punishing a
whole people, for a single murder com-
mitted hy Raymond. Philip Augustus^
king of France, was at that time too
much engaged in wars with Otho the
emperor, and John, king of England, to
enter upon the crusades. But the French
barons, incited by the motives of avarice,
which Innocent suggested, undertook the
work with vigour.

Raymond of Toulouse was now struck
with terror. Political motives had fixed
him with the Protestant party, because
his subjects and neighbours were very
commonly on that side. But he himself
seems to have wanted a divine principle
of faith to animate his mind in the de-
fence of the righteous cause. The other
princes, his neighbours, seem equally
destitute of the spirit of genuine religion.
They might have resisted their enemies
very vigorously by the aid of their sub-
jects, whose loyalty was unalterably
firm, and who knew it was a religious
duty to be faithful to their temporal sove-
reigns. In those feudal times, Raymond,
rather than Philip, was sovereign of the
people of Toulouse: the spirit of the
Protestants was strong* and powerful;
and even the Romanists, who were mixed
fwith them, were perfectly disposed to
unite in the common defence. But I find
not in all the account of the war a single
instance of a prince or leader, who was
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faithful to the cause of God, as such.
No wonder then that the chiefs sunk un-
der the load of oppression, and suffered
themselves, repeatedly, to be the dupes
of Roman perfidy. The Christians had
then no other part to act, after having
discharged the duty of faithful subjects
and soldiers, but to suffer'with patience
the oppressions of Antichrist.

Three hundred thousand pilgrims, in-
duced by the united motives of avarice
and superstition, filled the country of the

Albigenses with carnage and
Barbarities confusion for a number of
ofUie Papal y e a r g > T f a e r e a d e r w h o .g

not versed in history of this
kind, can scarcely conceive the scenes of
baseness, perfidy, barbarity, indecency
and hypocrisy, over which Innocent pre-
sided; and which were conducted partly

by his legates, and partly by
Particularly the infamous earl Simon of
MoilSor". Montfort. But let it suffice

to have said this in general:
it is more to our purpose to observe the
spirit of the people of God in these

grievous tribulations. The
Simon takes castle of Menerbe on the fron-
Menerbe t i e r s of Spain, for want of

water, was reduced to the
necessity of surrendering to the pope's
legate. A certain abbot undertook to
preach to those who were found in the
castle, and to exhort them to acknow-
ledge the pope. But they interrupted
„. .. his discourse, declaring that
His cruelty. , . , , ' °

his labour was to no purpose.
Earl Simon and the legate then caused
a great fire to be kindled ; and they burn-
ed a hundred and forty persons of both
sexes. These martyrs died in triumph,
praising God that he had counted them
worthy to suffer for the sake of Christ.
They opposed the legate to his face, and
told Simon, that on the last day, when
the books should be opened, he would
meet with the just judgment of God for
all his cruelties. Several monks entreat-
ed them to have pity on themselves, and
promised them their lives if they would
submit to the popedom. But the Chris-
tians "loved not their lives to the
death : "* only three women of the com-
pany recanted.

Another castle, named Termes, not far
from Menerbe, in the territory of Nar-
bonne, was taken by Simon in the year
1210. "This place," said Simon, " i s

of all others the most execra-
ble, because no mass has Simon takes
been sung in it for thirty ZZT°(

years." A remark which A. D. 1210.
gives us some idea both of
the stability and numbers of the Walden-
ses : the very worship of popery, it
seems, was expelled from this place.
The inhabitants made their escape by
night, and avoided the merciless hands
of Simon.

A single act of humanity, exercised by
this general on the principles of chivalry,
toward several women, whose persons he
preserved from military insult and out-
rage, is the only one of the kind recorded
of him.

But the triumphing of the wicked is
short: after he had been declared sove-
reign of Toulouse, which he had con-
quered, General of the armies of the
Church, its Son and its darling, after he
had oppressed and tyrannized over the
Albigenses by innumerable
confiscations and exactions, fT^lo* 1 1 '
he was slain in battle in the
year 1218.

Earl Raymond, whose life had been a
scene of great calamity, died of sickness
in the year 1222, in a state of peace and
prosperity, after his victory
over Simon. We are told, Earl Ray-
that, though political and ^ S
humane motives at first alone
influenced his conduct, he at length saw
the falsity of the popish doctrine. No
man, surely, was ever treated with more
injustice by the popedom,—not to men-
tion that his memory is clouded with the
suspicion of the murder before mention-
ed.* But I know no evidence of his re-
ligious knowledge and piety.
His persecutor,Innocent, died innocent
in 1216; and the famous A ^ i a k
Dominic, who, according to
the assertion of our author Perrin, was
active in the Inquisition, and
was accustomed to the de- Dominic
truction which Simon had j ^

begun by arms, died in the
year 1220.

Amalric of Montfort,
the son of Simon, wearied Amalric, the son
out with the war, resign- & t ™ ^ r
ed to Lewis VIII. the son Albigensian pos-
and successor of Philip, pr

s
e

s
n^s t 0 t h e

all his possessions and A. D. 1224.
pretensions in the coun-

' 1220

* Rev. xii. 7. • See page 65 of this Vol.
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try of the Albigenses; in recompense o
which, the French king made him con
stable of France, in the year 1224. This
was the step which proved the ruin of th<
Albigenses. The French monarchy wa
now interested in their destruction; am
though Lewis VIII. died soon after, am
Lewis IX* his son and successor, was a
minor, yet the capacity of the regent, th
queen mother, was found equal to th<
work of aggrandizing the crown at the
expense of the Albigenses. Raymond
the heir of his father's miseries, was
treated with the most merciless barbarity
and, after a series of sufferings, died of a
fever at Milan.

Alphonsus, brother of Lewis IX. was
put into possession of the earldom o
Toulouse. Joan, the only daughter o
the late earl Raymond, had been deliver-
ed, when only nine years old, to the
French court, that she might, when of
age, be married to Alphonsus. Thus

secular and ecclesiastical am-
Iteinerius bition united to oppress the
was mquisi- churches of Christ. The
A. b. 1250. monk Reinerius, whom we

have had occasion repeatedly
to quote, acted as inquisitor in the year
1250. There is evidence of the extreme
violence of persecution continued against
the Albigenses, now altogether defence-
less, to the year 1281. Long before this,

in the year 1229, a council
This perse- was held at Toulouse, one of
SEES So"-" ^ e canons of which w>
lent tin that the laity were not al-
A^rTiasi lowed ' to have the Old or

New Testament in the vul-
gar tongue, except a psalter or the like;
and it forbad men even to translate the
Scriptures.

This is the first instance in the pope-
dom which 1 meet with, of a direct pro-
hibition of the bo<t)ks of Scripture to the

. laity. Indirectly the same
stance^fa"" thing had long been practised,
directprohi- What an honour was this

Scn°"ure l t e c a n o n ^° t n e c a u s e °f t n e Al-
th"Laity ° bigenses! What a confes-
tookplace, sion of guilt on the side of
A. D. 1229. t h e R o m a n j s t s t The people
of God were thus, at length, for the most
part, exterminated in Toulouse, and found
no other resource but, by patient continu-
ance in well-doing, to commit themselves
to their God and Saviour. Antichrist,
for the present, was visibly triumphant in
the south-west parts of France, and the
witnesses, "clothed in sackcloth," there

consoled themselves with the hope of
heavenly rest, being deprived of all pros-
pect of earthly enjoyments.

It may not be improper to mention
here, that our famous monkish historian,
Matthew Paris, relates that the Albigen-
ses set up a person named Bartholomew
for pope, who resided in the neighbour-
hood of Toulouse, consecrated bishops,
and governed their churches; and that in
one battle the Albigenses lost a hundred
thousand men, with all their bishops.

These stories easily confute them-
selves ; nor is it necessary to observe,
that the ignorance of M. Paris, in French
history, is palpably glaring. The only
use which I would make of this fiction
is to show, how unsafe it is to rely on
rumours, concerning subjects wThich affect
the passions of mankind, published by
persons who live in places very distant
from the scene of action ; and to guard
the minds of those among ourselves, who
hear stories concerning professors of god-
liness, propagated by men, who are un-
acquainted with the grounds of religious
controversy.

Dauphiny is a province of France,
which was very full of the Waldenses,
who inhabited valleys on both side®
of the Alps. On the Italian
-ide, the valley of Pragela in Thevaiieyof
particular had, in our author's slxch\uchps,
time, in 1618, six churches, A. D. 1618.'
sach having ils pastor, and
?very pastor having the care of several
villages, which appertained to his church.
The oldest people among them, Perrin
observes, never remembered to have heard
Tnass sung in their country. The valley
tself was one of the most secure retreats
if the Waldenses, being environed on all
ides with mountains, into whose caverns
he people were accustomed to retreat in
ime of persecution. Vignaux, one of
heir preachers, used to admire the inte-
grity of the people, whom no dangers
whatever could seduce from the faith of
:heir ancestors. Their children were cate-
hised with the minutest care; and their
>astors not only exhorted them on the
sabbaths, but also, on the week days,
went to their hamlets to instruct them.
With much inconvenience to themselves,
hese teachers climbed the steepest moun-
ains to visit their flocks. The word of
od was heard with reverence : the voice

•f prayer was common in private houses,
is well as in the churches : Christian
implicity and zeal abounded ; and plain
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useful learning was diligently cultivated
in the schools.

A monk inquisitor, named Francis
Borelli, in the year 1380, armed with a
bull of Clement VII. undertook to perse-

cute the godly Waldenses.
Cruelties of Jn the space of thirteen
Boreil?,U1SltOr y e a r s he delivered a hun-

A. D*. 1380. dred and fifty persons to the
secular power, to be burned

at Grenoble. In the valley of Fraissi-
niere and the neighbourhood, he appre-
hended eighty persons, who also were
burned. The monkish inquisitors ad-
judged one moiety of the goods of the
persons condemned to themselves, the
rest to the temporal lords. What efforts
may not be expected, when avarice, ma-
lice, and superstition unite in the same
cause ?

About the year 1400, the persecutors
attacked the W^aldenses of the valley of
Pragela. The poor people seeing their

caves possessed by their ene-
Ferfeecutions mies, who assaulted them
in the valley . • ., . - ..
of Pragela, during the severity ot the

A. D. 1400. winter, retreated to one of
the highest mountainsof the

Alps, the mothers carrying cradles, and
leading by the hand those little children
who were able to walk. Many of them
were murdered, others were starved to
death : a hundred and eighty children
were found dead in their cradles, and the
greatest part of their mothers died soon
after them. But why should I relate all
the particulars of such a scene of infer-
nal barbarity 1

In 1460, those of the valley of Frais>
siniere were persecuted by a monk of the
order of Friar Minors, or Franciscans
Also in the a,rmed wHh the authority o
valley of the archbishop of Ambrun
Fraissiniere, And it appears from docu

ments preserved till the tim<
of Perrin, that every method which
fraud and calumny could invent, was
practised against them.

In the valley of Loyse, four hundred
little children were found suffocated in
their cradles, or in the arms of their de-
ceased mothers, in consequence of a

great quantity of wood being
And in the placed at the entrance of th
Loyse.° caves and set on fire. O

the whole, above three thou-
sand persons" belonging to the vallej
were destroyed, and this righteous peopl
were in that place exterminated. Th
Waldenses of Praqela and Fraissiniere,

larmed by these sanguinary proceedings,
made provision for their own safety, and
xpected the enemy at the passage and
mrrow straits of their valleys, and were
n fact so well prepared to receive them,
hat the invaders were obliged to retreat.
Some attempts were made afterwards by
he Waldensians in Fraissiniere to regain
heir property, which had been unjustly
seized by their persecutors. The favour
)f Lewis XII. of France, was exerted
;oward them ; yet they could never ob-
;ain any remedy.

In Piedmont the archbishops of Turin
ssiduously laboured to molest the Wal-

denses, having been informed by the
riests in those valleys, that the people

made no offerings for the dead, valued
not masses and absolutions, and took no
care to redeem their relations from the
pains of purgatory. The love of lucre,
no doubt, had a principal share in pro-
moting the persecutions; for the sums
collected by the means of these and simi-
ar vanities, were immense. The princes

of Piedmont, however, who were the
dukes of Savoy, were very unwilling' to
disturb their subjects, of whose loyalty,
peaccableness, industry and probity, they
received such uniform testimony. A fact,
which seems peculiarly to demonstrate
their general innocence, must be noticed;
heir neighbours particularly prized a

Piedmontese servant, and preferred the
women of the valleys above all others,
to nurse their children. Calumny, how-
ver, prevailed at length; and such a

number of accusations against them ap-
peared, charging them with crimes of the
most monstrous ciature, that the civil
power permitted the papal to indulge its
thirst for blood. Dreadful cruelties were
inflicted on the people of God ; and these,
by their constancy, revived the memory
of the primitive martyrs. Among them
Catelin Girard was distinguished, who,
standing on the block, on which he was
to be burned, at Revel in the marquisate
of Saluces, requested his executioners to
£ him two stones: which request
being with difficulty obtained, the martyr,
holding them in his hands, said, When I
have eaten these stones, then you shall
see an end of that religion for which ye
put me to death. And then he cast the
stones on the ground.

The fires continued to be kindled till
the year 1488, when the method of
military violence was adopted by the
persecutors. Albert de Capitaneis, arch-
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Military violence deacon of Cremona, was
M S X " * deputed by pope Innocent

A. D. 1488. VIII. to assaultthe suffer-
ers with the sword. Eighteen thousand
soldiers were raised for the service,besides
many of the Piedmontese papists, who ran
to the plunder from all parts. ButtheWal-
denses, armed with wooden targets and
crossbows, and availing themselves of
the natural advantages of their situation,
repulsed their enemies ; the women and
children on their knees entreating the
Lord to protect his people, during the
engagement.

Philip, duke of Savoy, had the can-
dour to distinguish the spirit of resistance
made by his subjects in this transaction,
from a spirit of sedition and turbulence,
being convinced that they had ever been
a loyal and obedient people. He accept-
ed, therefore, their apology, and forgave
them what was past. But having been
informed, that their young children were
born with black throats; that they were
hairy, and had four rows of teeth, he
ordered some of them to be brought be-
fore him to Pignerol; where, having
convinced himself by ocular demonstra-
tion, that the Waldenses were not mon-
sters, he determined to protect them from
the persecution. But he seems not to have
had sufficient power to execute his good

intentions. The papal in-
Thepersecution quisitors daily endeavour-
continued till ^ ^ a p p r e h / n d t h e s e s i n .

A. D. 3532. cere followers of Christ,
and the persecution lasted

till the year 1532. Then it was that the
Piedmontese began openly to perform
divine worship in their churches. Tins
provoked the civil power, at length,
against them to such a degree, that it
concurred more vigorously with the papal
measures of military violence.

The Waldenses, however, defended
themselves with courage and success:
the priests left the country : the mass was
expelled from Piedmont; and, whereas

the people had hitherto only
the New Testament and some
books of the Old translated
j t t h . Waldensian tono-ne,
they now sent the whole Ki-

i and }jie to the press; for, till 1535,
^ f they had only manuscripts,

and those few in number.
theBibe T h e y P r 0 C U T e d a t N e i l f C h a "
A^D.Wk tel in Switzerland, a printed

Bible from one, who publish-
ed the first impression of the Word of

denshins
defend
themselves
manfully
against both
the i d

y ^
the Mass,

God which was seen in France. They
endeavoured to provide themselves also
with religious books from Geneva, but
their messenger was apprehended and
put to death.

The persecutions were continued
against this people by Francis I. king of
France, with savage barbarity; and, in
particular, Jeffery, who was burned in the
castle-yard at Turin, made a strong im-
pression on the minds of many, by his
piety, meekness, and constancy.

It would be uninteresting to pursue
circumstantially the story of the perse-
cutions, which continued with more of
less violence till the end of the sixteenth
century, when Bartholomew
Copin of the valley of Lu- £ ™ h "
cerne, being at Ast in Pied- of Barthoio-
mont with merchandise for mewCopm.
the fair, was apprehended for uttering'
some words against the papacy. He bore
his sufferings with much firmness and
constancy, and resisted various attempts
of the monks to overcome his spirit. He
wrote to his wife, professing his entire
dependence on the grace of Jesus Christ
for his salvation. But he died in prison,
not without suspicion of having been
strangled. After his death his body was
consumed by fire.

The Christian rules of submission to
governments, and the practice of the
Waldenses in general, were at no great
variance. Yet, it is certain, that the
primitive Christians would have con-
scientiously refused to bear arms at all
against their own sovereigns, however ty-
rannical and oppressive they might be.
Whether, in some instances, these perse-
cuted Christians of the valleys did not
violate the apostolical precepts on this
subject,* is not very easy to be decided,
because it requires a minute acquaintance
with their particular circumstances, to
determine who was their sovereign.
Sometimes they were under the king of
France; at other times- under the duke
of Savoy; and, it is not to be doubted,
but that, at all times, they had a right to
resist the pope as a foreign eneqiy, awd
an enemy of uncommon ambition, injus-
tice, and cruelty.

At the end of the sixteenth century, in
consequence of some exchange made by
virtue of a treaty between Henry IV. of
France and the duke of Savoy, the Wal-
denses of the marquisate of SaUices lost

* Rom. xiii. 1 Pet. ii.
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the privileges which they had enjoyed
under the French government: and, by
the oppression of their new sovereign of
Savoy, through the importunity of th<
pope, were obliged to fly into France fo
security. Some of them, from the lov<
of the world, renounced the faith; bu
the greatest part preferred exile with a
good conscience, to an enjoyment of thci
native country. On this occasion, they
declared, in a well written manifesto
their spirit of loyalty and peaceableness,
the hardships of their case, and their per
feet agreement in principle with all the
reformed Churches. So certain is it, tha1

the Waldenses were, in every substantia
article, genuine protestants and witnesses
of evangelical truth,

A number of Waldenses, who resided
in the Alps, possessed several villages,
and in particular, the city of Bareelo-

nette. These, being perse-
denses ^ t c u t e d bY t h e P r i n c e o f P i d

persecuted, mont in the year 1570, in con-
A.D.1570. junction with some others,
implored the protestant princes to inter-
cede with their sovereign on their behalf.
The prince palatine of the Rhine exerted
himself with much zeal on the occasion.
But the people of Bareelonette being
obliged to leave their settlements, amidst
a choice of difficulties, were reduced to
the extremity of attempting, in the midst
of winter, to pass over a high mountain.
The greatest part of them perished;
the rest retired into the valley of Frais-
siniere.

About the year 1370 some of the Wal-
densian youths of Danphiny sought in
Calabria a new settlement, because their

native country was too small
There had for the number of the inhabit-
Wakfensian a n t s - Finding, the soil fer-
settiement tile, and the region thinly
A Slli3?oa' Peol}led» t n 6 V applied to the

proprietors of the lands, and
treated with them concerning the condi-
tions of dwelling there. The lords of
the country gave them the most kind re-
ception, agreed with them on fair and
equitable terms, and assigned them par-
cels of lands. The new colonists soon
enriched and fertilized their respective
districts by superior industry: and, by
probity, peaceable manners, and punctual
payment of their rents, they gained the
affections of their landlords, and of all
their neighbours. The priests alone, who
found that they did not act like others in
religion, and that they contributed no-

thing to the support of the hierarchy by
masses for the dead, or by other Romish
formalities, were highly offended. They
were particularly vexed to find, that cer-
tain foreign schoolmasters, who taught
the children of these strangers, were
held in high respect, and that they them-
selves received nothing from them ex-
cept tithes, which were paid according
to the compact with their lords. From
these circumstances, the priests conclud-
ing that the strangers must be heretics,
were tempted to complain of them to the
pope. The lords, however, withheld
them from complaining of the people.
"They are just and honest," say they,
"and have enriched all the country.
Even ye priests have received substantial
emolument from their labours. The
tithes alone, which ye now receive, are
so much superior to those which were
formerly produced from.these countries,
that you may well bear with some losses
on other accounts. Perhaps the country
whence they came is not so much addict-
ed to the ceremonies of the Roman
Church. But as they fear God, are libe-
ral to the needy, just and beneficent to
all men, it is ungenerous anxiously to
scrutinize their consciences. For are
they not a temperate, sober,
prudent people, and in their The i°rds
words peculiarly decent] ^ r o t ' e S
And does any person ever the settie-

them utter a blasphe- ™e£l J^Q
mous expression]" The lords
admiring their tenants, who were distin-
guished from the inhabitants all around
by probity and virtue, maintained and
protected them against their enemies till
he year 1560.

In all this the fruits of godliness
among the Waldenses were apparent,
ven to those who knew not the nature
f godliness itself. The lords, moved

by temporal interest, behaved with can-
dour, while the priests, who felt, or
hought they felt, their interest under-
mined by these strangers, murmured and
expressed their indignation. It is not to
)e wondered at, that the priests of idola-
ry should every where be the greatest

enemies of true religion. It is nothing
more than the natural effect of human
depravity. Their passions, through the
medium of interest, are more sensibly
truck at than those of others; and the

;rue use to be made of such events, is,
'or all men, laity, as well as priests, to
earn the true doctrine of the fall of
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man, and its consequences. The Cala-
brian Waldenses sent to Ge-

In that year n e v a [n the year 1560, to re-
iSfwaldenV q«est a suPP]y o f pastors
sessentfora Two, namely, Stephen Ne-
suppiyof grrin and Lewis Paschal, were
raSLOlS IO O .

Geneva. sent into Calabria; who en-
deavoured to establish the

public exercise of protestantism. Pope
Pius IV. having notice of this, deter-
mined to extirpate a people who had pre-
sumed to plant Lutheranism,—so he
called their religion,—so near to his seat.
What follows of the history of this peo-
ple, is a distressful scene of persecution
Numbers of them being murdered, by
two companies of soldiers, headed by
the pope's agents, the rest craved mercy
for themselves, their wives and children,
declaring, that if they were permitted to
leave the country with a few convê

niences, they would not re-
J S S o n *»™ t0 it. any more. But
ensued by their enemies knew not how
Pope Pms t 0 show mercy ; and the per-

secuted Christians at length
defended themselves from their invaders,
and put them to flight. The viceroy of
Naples, hearing of these things, appear-
ed in person to prosecute the diabolical
business of the pope; and, in a little
time, the Calabrian Waldenses were en*
tirely exterminated. The most barba-
rous Gruelties were inflicted on many:
some were tortured, in order to oblige
them to own that their friends had com-
mitted the most flagitious incests; and
the whole apparatus of pagan persecution
was seen to be revived in the south of
Italy.

A certain youth, named Samson, de-
fended himself a long time against those

who came to apprehend him.
The story of But being wounded, he was
Samson
the top of a tower. Confess yourself to
a priest here present, said the persecu-
tors, before you be thrown down. I
have already, said Samson, confessed
myself to God. Throw him down from
the tower, said the inquisitor. The next
day the viceroy passing below near the
said tower, saw the poor man yet alive,
with all his bones broken. He kicke-d
him with his foot on. the head, saying,
Is the dog yet alive? Give him to the
hogs to eat.

But I turn from a scene, where there
is nothing but a repetition of enormities,
which have often been exposed in the
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course of this history, and which equally
show the influence of the prince of dark-
ness, and the enmity of the carnal mind
against God : let it suffice to add, that
Stephen Negrin was starved to death in
prison, and that Lewis Paschal was con-
veyed to Rome, where he was burned
alive in the presence of Pius IV. That
tyrant feasted his eyes with the sight of
the man in the flames, who had dared to
call him Antichrist. Paschal, however,
was enabled to testify, in his last scenes,
from the word of God, many things
which much displeased the pope; and,
by the zeal, constancy, and piety, which
he displayed in his death, he failed not
to excite the pity and admiration of the
spectators.

The Waldenses of Provence fertilized
a barren soil by their industry, but, like
their brethren elsewhere, were exposed
to persecution. An attempt
was made to prejudice the Calumnies
mind of Lewis XII. against $|lS*JJJ
them, about the year 1506, ofProvence,
by such calumnies as those A< D-150S*
with which the primitive Christians
were aspersed. The king, struck with
horror, directed the parliament of Pro-
vence to investigate the charges, and to
punish those who were found guilty.
But afterwards, understanding that some
innocent men were put to death, he sent
two persons to inquire into the conduct
of this people, by whose distinct informa-
tion he was so thoroughly convinced of
their innocence, that he swore they were
better men than himself and his Catholic
subjects ; and he protected them during
the rest of his reign. Thus the candour,
humanity, and generosity of that mo-
narch, who was deservedly looked on as
the father of his people, wras providen-
tially instrumental in the defence of the
Waldenses.

Some time after, these Provencal pro-
testants wrote a letter to the reformer
Ecolampadius of Basle, which, as a mo-
nument of Christian humility and sim-
plicity, well deserves to be transcribed.
4 Health to Mr. Ecolampadius* Where-

as several persons have given us to un-
derstand, that He, who is able to do all
things, hath replenished you with his
Holy Spirit, as it conspicuously appears
by the fruits; we, therefore, have re-
course to you from a far country, with a
steadfast hope, that the Holy Ghost will
enlighten our understanding by your
tneans, and give us the knowledge of
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several things in which we are now
doubtful, and which are hidden from us,
because of our slothful ignorance and re-
missness, to the great damage, as we
fear, both of ourselves and of the people
of whom we are the unworthy teachers.
That you may know at once how mat-
ters stand with us, we, such as we are,
poor instructors of this small people,
have undergone, for above four hundred
years, most cruel persecutions, not with-
out signal marks of the favour of Christ;
for he hath interposed to deliver us,
when under the harrow of severe tribu-
lations. In this our state of weakness
we come to you for advice and consola-
tion."

They wrote in the same strain to other
reformers, and were, it seems, so zealous
to profit by their superior light and
knowledge, that they willingly exposed
themselves, by this means, to a share of
the same persecutions which at that time
oppressed the Lutherans,—so the re-
formed were then generally called,—both
in France and through all Europe.

Ecolampadius, in the year 1530, wrote
to the Waldenses of Provence, to protest

against the crime of attend-
Ecolampa- ing. the mass and bowing be-
nishesthe" fore idols, with which some
Waldenses of them were infected. lie
of£rnvein£K showed that such pretended

satisfactions for the sins of
the living and the dead, implied that Je-
sus Christ had not made sufficient expia-
tion, that he is no Saviour, and died for
us in vain ; and that, if it be lawful for
us to conceal our faith under the tyranny
of Antichrist, it would have been lawful
to worship Jupiter or Venus. These ad-
monitions were well adapted to the cir-
cumstances of the Waldenses ; for they
soon after had large occasion to practise
them. Even one of the messengers,
who brought the letters, was seized in
his journey at Dijon, and condemned to
death as a Lutheran. In the parliament
of Aix, in the year 1540, one of the most
inhuman edicts recorded in history was

pronounced against the Pro-
Inhuman vengal Christians. It was
Tga'nstthem ordered that the country of
by the Par- Merindol should be laid
iiament of w a s t e , and the woods cut
^ A.' D. 1540. down, to the compass of two

hundred paces around. The
name and authority of king Francis I.
was obtained by surprise, and the revo-
cation of the edict, which he afterwards

sent to the parliament on better informa-
tion, was suppressed by the persecutors.
The murders, rapes, and desolations,
were horrible beyond all description. In
particular, a number of women were shut
up in a barn full of straw, which was set
on fire; and a soldier, moved with com-
passion, having opened a place for them,
that they might escape, these helpless
victims of papal rage were driven back
into the flames by pikes and halberts.
Other cruelties were practised on this
occasion, so horrid, that they might seem
to exceed belief, were not the authentici-
ty of the accounts unquestionable; and
he who knows what human nature is
when left to itself and to Satan, knows
that there is no evil of which it is not
capable.

In justice, however, to Francis I., a
prince in his temper by no means cruel
and oppressive, it is proper to add, that
being informed of the execution of this
barbarous edict, to which he had with
great precipitation given his name, he
was filled with bitter remorse, being now
at the point of death, and he charged his
son Henry to punish the murderers.
The advocate Guerin, however, was the
only person who was punished on the
occasion. He was, in truth, the most
guilty, because it was he who had sup-
pressed the king's revocation of the
bloody edict.

Those who had escaped, afterwards by
degrees recovered their possessions, and
taking advantage of the edict of Nantes,
enjoyed the protection of government, in
common with the rest of the Protestants
in France.

If we look into Bohemia, the country
in which Waldo ended his days, we find
that the Waldensian Churches existed
there in the fourteenth century, but that
they had been broken up as a professing
people, when the Hussites,—of whom
hereafter,—began to flourish. The Hus-
sites were later than they by two hun-
dred and forty years, and are allowed by
their own writers to have agreed in prin-
ciple with the Waldenses; none of
whose writings, however, were extant
in Bohemia at the time when the doc-
trine of Huss was received in that coun-
try. So completely had papal tyranny
prevailed! But Providence raised up
other witnesses.

In Austria, the number of Walden-
ses was exceedingly great. About the
year 1467, the Hussites entered into
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a Christian correspondence
The Huss- with them ; in the course of
ipondTth which they gently rebuked
the Waiden- them on account of the ldola-
SGA D 1467 t r o u s compliances too visible

in their churches. The Huss-
ites also found fault with them, because
they were too solicitous in amassing
wealth. " Every day," say they, " has
its cares and afflictions ; but as Chris-
tians ought to look only for heavenly
riches, we cannot but condemn your ex-
cessive attention to the world, by which
you may gradually be induced to set
your whole heart on the things of time
and sense." This looks like the lan-
guage of younger converts, who, having
not yet forsaken their " first love,"* are
apt to see the evils of a worldly spirit,
in a stronger light even than older and
more experienced Christians, who may
have sunk into lukewarmness. It should
be remembered that the Hussites were,
at this time, beginners in religion, com-
pared to the Waldenses. These latter
were, however, exposed soon after this
to terrible persecutions; and those of
them who escaped fled into Bohemia,
and united themselves to the Hussites.

In Germany, in the year 1230,* the pa-
pal inquisition oppressed the Waldenses
_, _ ___ , with peculiar severi-
The German Wai- rp. .
densesgrievouslyper- ty« * n e y were, not-
secutea by the papal withstanding, stead-
inquisition f a s t i n t h e i r p r o f e s .

sion; and their pas-
tors publicly announced the pope to be
Antichrist, affirming, that if God had not
sent them into Germany to preach the
Gospel, the very stones would have been
raised up to instruct mankind. " We
give not," say they, " a fictitious remis-
sion, but we preach the remission of sins

appointed by Gft>d himself in
Very re- his Word." About the year
SmyofEch- 1330> Echard, a Dominican
ard,a Domi- monk,an inquisitor, grievous-
nAaDmi33o' ty oppressed them. Atlength,

after many cruelties, he urged
the Waldenses to inform him of the real
cause of their separation from the Church
of Rome, being convinced in his con-
science of the justice of several of their
charges. This was an opportunity not
often vouchsafed to this people by their
enemies, of using- the weapons of Chris-
tian warfare. The event was salutary :
Echard was enlightened, confessed the

* Rev. ii.

faith of Christ, united himself to his peo-
ple; like Paul he preached the faith
which once he destroyed ; and, in the
issue, was burned at Heidelberg; and
the Christians glorified God in him.

Raynard Lollard was another convert
of the same kind, at first a Franciscan
and an enemy to the Waldenses. He
was taken by the inquisitors after he had
diligently taught the Gospel, and was
burned at Cologne. From him the
Wickliffites in England were called
Lollards; and he it was who instructed
the English who resided in Guienne in
the Waldensian doctrine. The connexion
between France and England, during the
whole reign of Edward III. was so great,
that it is by no means improbable, that
Wickliffe himself derived his first im-
pressions of religion from Lollard,
Princes and states may carry on wars
and negotiations with one another: while
HE, who rules all things, makes every
event subservient to the great design of
spreading the kingdom of his Son.

Flanders was also a violent scene of
Waldensian persecution, though our
author seems to know little of the parti-
culars. From another writer* it appears,
that in 1163 some of the Wai- _y., * ,. -n, j Violent per-
denses retired from Flanders srcutionsm
to Cologne. Here they were Flanders,
discovered and confined in a A- D- u63*
barn. Egbert, an abbot, disputed with
them: three were burned; and a young
woman whom the people would have
spared, threw herself into the
flames. In 1183, great nura- Also in the
bers were burnt alive. A A^D. l m
person named Robert, first a
Waldensian, afterwards a Robert, a
Dominican, was appointed { ĴJ""̂ 11*
inquisitor-general bythe pope, buried alive
This man, knowing the usual "|O1'e than
places of concealment, burn- A D ^ S ? 8 '
ed or buried alive about fifty
persons in the year 1236. But he met
with that punishment in this life, which
was calculated to convince him of his
enormous sin. The pope suspended him
for the abuse of his power, and condemn-
ed him to perpetual imprisonment.

Persecutors' in Flanders tormented the
Christians by means of hornets,xwasps,
and hives of bees. The people of God,
however, were strong in faith and love.
They turned the Scripture into Low

* Brandt's Hist, of the Reform, in tha
Netherlands.
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persons
burnt alive
at Pans,
A. D. 1301.

Dutch rhimes, for the edification of the
brethren; and they gave this reason for
the practice : " In Scripture there are no
jests, fables, trifles, or deceits; but
words of solid truth. Here and there,
indeed, is a hard crust; but the marrow
and sweetness of what is good and holy
may easily be discovered in it." A pe-
culiar regard for Holy Writ amidst ages
of darkness, forms the glory of the Wal-
densian Churches.

England, because of its insular situa-
tion, knew less of all these scenes than
the Continent. But the striking narra-
tive of the sufferers, in the time of Henry
IL which has been recorded, ought to be
^ added to the list of Walden-

sian persecutions. No part
of Europe, in short, was ex-
empt from the sufferings of
these Christian heroes. Paris
itself, the metropolis of

France, saw, in 1304, a hundred and
fourteen persons buried alive, who bore
the flames with admirable constancy.

Thus largely did the "King of Saints"*
provide for the instruction of his Church,
in the darkness of the middle ages. The
Waldenses are the middle link, which
connects the primitive Christians and
Fathers with the reformed ; and, by their
means, the proof is completely establish-
ed, that salvation, by the grace of Christ,
felt in the heart, and expressed in the
life, by the power of the Holy Ghost, has
ever existed from the time of the Apos-
tles till this day; and that it is a doctrine
marked by the Cross, and distinct from
all that religion of mere form or conve-
nience, or of human invention, which
calls itself Christian, but wants the spirit
of Christ.

CHAPTER V.
THE GENERAL STATE OF TIlE CHURCH IN THIS

CENTURY.

IT was judged proper ta give one un-
broken Narrative of Waldensian trans-
actions in Ecclesiastical matters, till the
time of the Reformation.

That Narrative is contained in the four
preceding Chapters; and though it does
not belong to the thirteenth century ex-
clusively, it is, however, as was before
observed, ascribed to it, because in the
— - • • • ;

* Rev. xv. 3.

course of the thirteenth century, most
extraordinary persecutions and conflicts
took place among the Waldenses, and
particularly excited the attention of
Europe. Our immediate business must
now be the continuation of that Century.

FROM the animosity of the Walden-
sian persecutions, and from the unanim-
ity with which the powers of the earth,
both secular and ecclesiastical, supported
these persecutions, the Reader is pre-
pared already to conclude, that, abstract-
ed from the Churches of the valleys, and
their connexions, there was scarcely in
Europe, at that time, a visible Church of
Christ to be found. But there were, as
the Waldenses confessed, some "indi-
vidual souls in Babylon," who loved the
Lord, and served him with their spirit
under all these disadvantages. J shall
reserve to the two next Chapters the dis-
tinct account of these individuals.

In this Chapter I propose to give a
view of the general state of Christendom,
which, though it is an indirect method of
illustrating the circumstances of the real
Church of Christ, is yet the only one
which the depravity of the times can
afford us.

The gloom of ignorance was immense-
ly great, nor was it abated,'but, in some
respects, rather increased, by the grow-
ing celebrity of the Aristote-
lian philosophy. For by it Ceiebiityof
th understandings of men phy ofA°r£
were furnished with polemi- totie.
cal weapons, but by no means
enlightened with useful truths. Endless
questions were started ; and as every dis-
putant, by the very nature of the learn-
ing then in vogue, was much more en-
gaged in confounding his adversary, than
in explaining any one object of science,
hence, every serious enquirer after truth
must have been embarrassed beyond
measure. The controversial combatants,
while they raised and agitated the dust
of contentions, suffocated each other, and
gave no real light, either to themselves,
or to the world in general. The unlet-
tered part of mankind admired their

seraphic"* skill and ingenuity, little
suspecting that these disputatious doc-
tors were not, in their knowledge, many
degrees removed above the most igno-

* Bonaventura was called, the seraphic
doctor; Francis, the seraphic father.
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rant and vulgar. Some few there wen
of superior genius and penetration, wh<
saw through the sophistry of the fashion
able learning, and cultivated a more rea-
sonable mode of intellectual improve-
ment.

Roger Bacon, the Franciscan Friar,
stands distinguished among these. Hi
knowledge of astronomy, optics, an<

mathematics, as well as oi
rh°e?Frî C°n' G r e e k and Oriental learning,

was wonderful for those times.
But he and a very few others shone in
vain, except to themselves, in the firma
ment of knowledge. All feared, scarcely
any aided, and very few understood them.
Bacon himself, the glory of the British
nation, was many years confined in a
loathsome prison, and was strongly sus-
pected of dealing in magic. I know no
evidence of his piety and love of evan-
gelical truth; and therefore it is not per-
tinent to the design of this History to
enlarge on his character. But a few
words expressive of his contempt of the
learning of his contemporaries deserve to
be quoted.* "Never," says he, "was
there so great an appearance of wisdom,
nor so much exercise of study, in so
many faculties and in so many countries,
as within these last forty years. For
doctors are every where dispersed, in
every city and borough, especially by
the two studious orders, when at the
same time there never was so great igno-
rance. The herd of students fatigue
themselves, and play the fool, about the
miserable translations of Aristotle, and
lose their time, their labour, and their
expense. Appearances alone engage
them; and they have no care to acquire
real knowledge, but only to seem know-
ing in the eyes of the senseless multi-
tude."

Bacon, by the two studious orders,
means the Dominicans and Franciscans,
who were almost the only orders which
devoted themselves to study. These
men had AMPLE buildings and princely
houses.| They attended the death-beds
of the rich and great, and urged them to
bequeath immense legacies to their own
orders. The subtle jargon of the schools
infected their whole semblance of learn-
ing. However, as they appeared more

* Moshcim, Vol. I. p. 637. note (d).
t History of the Abbey of St. Alban's,by

Newcombe,

knowing, and were certainly more stu-
dious than the other orders, they gained
much ground in this century; and in-
deed till the time of the institution of the
Jesuits, they were the pillars of the pa-
pacy. Persecution of heretics, so called,
formed a great part of their employment.
The Dominicans* in particu-
lar were the founders of the The Domi-
Inquisition, These last came J^ES!?.1118

into England about the year land about
1221, and first appeared at A. D. 1221.
Oxford. The Franciscans The Francis-
were first settled at Canter- A™. lisi1

bury in 1234. They both cul-
tivated the Aristotelian philosophy, and
being the confidential agents of the pope,
they, under various pretences, exacted
large sums of money through the king-
dom, and fleeced even the abbots of the
monasteries. The bishops and secular
clergy saw themselves excluded by these
means from the confidence of the laity.
For, in auricular confessions, and other
superstitions of the times, the friars had,
by the pope's authority, very much arro-
gated to themselves the power, which
had formerly been possessed by the
clergy.f

The Franciscans particularly under-
mined the influence of the secular ec-
clesiastics by popular practices: they
preached both in towns and in the coun-
ry: they pretended to no property : they
ived on contributions of their audiences,

and walked barefoot and in mean habits.
On Sundays and holydays crowds were
collected to hear them; and they were
received as confessors in preference to
the bishops and clergy: and thus, when
Lhe credit of the other monastic orders
tvas well nigh exhausted, and the secu-t
ar clergy, through immoralities, had
een reduced to contempt, two new or-

ders, having the semblance of worth, not
the substance, revived the authority of
he Romish church, supported the pa-
)acy, strengthened every reigning super-
stition, and, by deep-laid plans of hypoc-
isy, induced numbers to enrich both the
apacy and the monastic foundations.
A remarkable instance of papal tyran-

y, exercised through their means in
his century, will show the abject sla-
ery and superstition under which this

* These were also called Jacobins, from
heir settlement in St. James's street, in
Paris,

t Hist. Abbey of St, Alban's,
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Remarkable Island groaned. In 1247
papaiT/-°f I n n o c e n t *v- ga™ a commis-
ranny, sion to John the Franciscan,
A. D. 1247. a s f0uOWs : " We charge
you, that if the major part of the English
prelates should make answer, that they
are exempt from foreign jurisdiction, you
demand a greater sum, and compel them,
by ecclesiastical censures, to withdraw
theiFappeals, any privilege or indulgence
notwithstanding."

This was the famous "non obstante
clause," by which the pope, in the pleni-
tude of his dominion, assumed to him-

self the same dispensing pow-
The"non er in the church which King
£ e

n ! f James II. did long after in
the state. But the punish-

ment of the former for his temerity and
arrogance followed not so soon as in the
case of the latter. For God had put
into the hearts of princes and statesmen
to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give
their kingdom to the beast, until the
words of God should be fulfilled.* And
thus the wickedness of men in neglect-
ing his gospel was justly punished.

So shameless were the popes at this
time in their exactions, and so secure
was their hold on the abject superstition
of mankind, that they grossly defrauded
even the Franciscans themselves, and
were not afraid of the consequences.
Men, who received not the testimony of
Jesus Christ, and refused submission to
his easy yoke, were induced to kiss the
iron rod of an Italian tyrant.

Two observations of Matthew Paris,
taken from different parts of his history,
and compared together, seem to me to il-
lustrate in a good degree the nature of
the subjection in which the spirits of
men were held in those times. Speak-
ing of the innumerable oppressions and
corruptions of the popedom, which parti-
cularly prevailed during the long reign
of King Henry III. the pusillanimous
successor of King John, he breaks out in
an animated apostrophe to the pope:—
" Holy father, why do you permit such
disorders'? you deserve the hardships
you undergo: you deserve to wander
like Cain through the earth.—I would
know what preferment an Englishman
ever obtains in Italy] What just rea-
son can possibly be assigned, why fo-
reigners should prey on the revenues of
our church 1—Our sins have brought

these calamities upon us."* The histo-
rian alludes to the residence of Innocent
IV. at Lyons, where he was obliged to
hide himself from the factions which
had expelled him from Italy at that time.
I observe also, that this is that same
pope, who gave the imperious commis-
sion to John the Franciscan, mentioned
above, which commission also was dated
from Lyons. If the reader lay all these
circumstances together, the unexampled
tyranny, of the papal measures, the
shameless violation of every principle of
equity and decorum in the conduct of
the Italian legates and agents, the
strong indignation expressed againsfc
these things by such learned men as
Matthew Paris, and even the open oppo-
sition made to the pope in those times,
he may be disposed to wonder why the
Roman hierarchy was not destroyed by
a combination of princes and states. If
this be a difficulty, the consideration of
another passage of Matthew Paris will
sufficiently explain it. Though he him-
self has given us the plainest accounts of
the enormities of King John, who was
beyond question, in every light, one of
the worst of princes, and one of the
worst of men, yet he observes, " We
ought to hope, and most assuredly to
trust, that some good works, which he
did in this life, will plead for him before
the tribunal of Jesus Christ. For he
built one abbey, and dying bequeathed a
sum of money to another." So grossly
ignorant was this ingenious and valuable
historian of the all-important article of
justification by the merit of Jesus Christ
alone, through faith ! It was the revival
of this article, which subverted the foun-
dation of the Roman religion at the time
of the Reformation. For white men al-
low themselves to doubt of the suffici-
ciency of Christ as a Saviour, so long as
the conscience is harassed with doubts
or perplexities, it will naturally betake
itself to any superstitions which happen
to prevail, in order to pacify the mind.
And the popedom held out, by monastic
institutions and a variety of other means,
such a quantity of false reliefs to a guilty
conscience, that even the shameless King
John might seem to merit the kingdom
of heaven by certain good works. M.
Paris himself was entangled in the same
nets of Pharisaical religion. So were
the greater part of mankind throughout

* Rev. xvii. 17. * Collier's Ecc. Vol. I.
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Europe at that t ime. We have seen,
however, that the Waldenses could find
peace and relief of conscience, and the
expectation of heaven through Jesus
Christ alone, by faith; and hence, were
enabled to despise the whole popedom,
with all its appendages; while others,
who trembled in conscience, for their
sins, and knew not the holy wisdom of
resting on Christ alone for salvation,
might swell with indignation at the
wickedness of the court of Rome, yet not
dare to emancipate themselves from its
bonds. I t has been said by those who
are willing to palliate the Romish abomi-
nations, that such a power as that of the
pope was necessary at that time, to tame
the ferocious spirits of men ; and that
the power of the pope preserved some
order in society. I t may be allowed that
it was a cement, but it was a cement of
iniquity. Men were held by it in the
bonds of superstition, and were even en-
couraged to live in wickedness, by false
hopes of heaven. Such hopes did not
sanctify but corrupt their minds : where-
as the faith of Christ at once gives peace
to the conscience, and leads us to true
holiness.

To do justice to the real protestant

the goodness of God is not withdrawn
from them. H i s * providence is still
actively engaged to promote the happi-
ness of mankind : his remedies suit their
temper; his prescriptions are propor-
tioned to the disease.—The service to
which they are now invited is an EFFEC-
TUAL ATONEMENT for the miscarriages of

a negligent l i fe: the discipline of a re-
gular penance would have discouraged
many offenders so much, that they would
have had no heart to venture upon i t :
but the HOLY W A R is a compendious
method of discharging men from guilt,
and restoring them to the Divine favour.
Even if they die on their march, the in-
tention will be taken for the deed, and
many in this way may be crowned with-
out fighting."

As I have ventured to contradict some
positions of Mosheim and other protest-
ant writers, who seemed to
me to date the gross corrup- Corruptions
tions of popedom too early, %r^ pope"
so the same regard for veraci-
ty, which is the capital quality of a rea-
historian, requires me to bear witness to
the strict truth of their representations of
Romish evils, in the times in which they
really did prevail. In opposition, there-

pope"

character, which began with Claudius of i fore, to the glosses of those, who seem
Turin,* and at length produced the Re-
formation, it ought to be known, that the

to maintain, that papal indulgences had
no connexion with men's eternal state,

idolatry, the encouragement of sin, and | but related only to their ecclesiastical
the self-righteous superstitions, subver- privileges in this life, let it be submitted
sive of the real merit of Christ, and the
grace of the Gospel, were no less flagrant
in the popedom than they have been re-
presented, and were understood to be by
our fathers. " Therefore, against some
modern attempts to give a specious co-
lour to the Roman abominations, it may

to the reader, whether every person who
reads the bull of Gregory IX . must not
have understood, that he pre-
tended in the name of God
to absolve crusaders from real
guilt, and to ensure to them gmit.
the kingdom of heaven : whe-

Gregory's
bull absolv-
ed men from

be proper, in addition to what has al-jther he did not in effect oppose the doc-
ready been stated, to give two authentic trine of the atonement of Christ, and
facts, which will not need much com- teach men to ground their justification

from God, in contempt of that atonement,
on the merit of the performance of the
military service, which he enjoined. It
is easy to multiply futile distinctions;
but to what purpose are they introduced
at all, when the obvious practical sense
of the bull could only be that which I
have mentioned, when it was so under-

ment.
In the year 1234, Pope Gregory IX.

"willing to revive the cause of the eastern
crusades, which, through a
series of disastrous events,

to the Cm- was now much on the de-
c^n e» an(* feeling the con-
nexion between this cause

Grfegory IX.
invites men

b 1234

and the credit of the popedorn, by a'stood, and when it induced men to act
bull directed to all Christendom invited with such hopes and views as have been
men to assume the cross, and proceed to stated 1
the Holy Land. "Notwithstanding," Indeed while severe penances had been
says he, " the ingratitude of Christians, in repute, and men were in the habit of

* See Vol. II. Cent. IX. Chap, 3, * Collier's Ecc. Vol I.
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submitting to undergo them, the atone-
ment of Christ had long been rendered
in effect insignificant; and self-righteous
prospects of the Divine favour had been
encouraged throughout the Christian
world. But the evil was now multiplied

exceedingly. The addition-
<rf Penance!? a^ doctrine of commutation

for penances, while it remov-
ed the mind still farther from the faith of
Christ, and fixed its dependence more
strongly on the popedom, opened the
floodgates of wickedness and vice, taught
men to gratify every disposition of cor-
rupt nature, and to believe such gratifi-
cations consistent with the prospect of
gaining Divine favour. It is then to no
purpose for men to declaim with Matt.
Paris against the corruptions of this or
that pope, while with him they maintain
the self-righteous principle of popery it-
self. Evils of the worst kind must pre-
vail, while we think ourselves capable of
making atonement for our sins by any
kind of works whatever. Let us learn
the true humility and the genuine faith
of the Gospel, which works by the love
of God and man; and then the practical
evils will vanish for want of a founda-
tion. Protestants will always have a
strong temptation to embrace some self-
righteous notions, as those of Popery or
Socinianism, or perhaps they may ulti-
mately have recourse to Atheism itself,
when they neglect the real peculiarity of
Christianity. These considerations me-
rit a very serious attention: they evince
the importance of the REFORMATION, and
illustrate the nature of its fundamental
principles.

The other fact, which demonstrates
the genuine character of the religion
which predominated in Europe, I have
extracted from a work lately published.*
John Maryns was abbot of St. Alban's
about the end of the thirteenth century,
whose, dying words are recorded to have
been to this effect: " 0 holy Alban,
whom I have loved and addressed as my
best aid ! as I have existed and lived by
thy help, so, 0 glorious Saint! defend
me from the pains of hell." Who this
same Alban was, or whether he ever ex-
isted at all, are questions not easily an-
swered, nor is it material to our purpose
to inquire whether he was a real or a fic-
titious saint; but it is evident that John

Maryns, by a solemn act of worship,
placed the same confidence in him, which
Stephen did in Jesus Christ, when he
committed his departing spirit into his
hands. The distinctions, it seems, in-
sisted on by the Papists, between the
higher and inferior kinds of worship, are
futile evasions. Serious worshippers of
their communion practically opposed the
fundamental maxim of Christianity.
" There is one God, and one Mediator be-
tween God and man."* The devotions of
Maryns were perfectly analogous to those
then in fashion. The idolatry of the
Romish communion is evident; and,
when the reader recollects what has been
said of the doctrines of the Waldenses,
he will see how far their representations
of Antichrist are founded in fact.

That the ecclesiastical powers in these
miserable times were not at all inclined
to promote piety and virtue among their
subjects, but that they studied chiefly
their secular emoluments, appears from
numberless evidences in this century.
Let it suffice in this place to mention
two. First, the Franciscans and Domi-
nicans were employed in enlisting men
into the service of the crusades by Gre-
gory IX, the author of the impious bull
mentioned above. They engaged in the
business with much ardour: and as it
often happened that persons, who in the
warmth of zeal had taken the Cross, re-
pented afterwards, when they began to
think seriously of the difficulties of the
enterprize, these friars \ftere employed to
release such devotees from their vows,
on the payment of a fine. It may easily
be conceived, that much wealth would
be amassed by this dispensing power, j
Secondly, In 1242, Innocent
IV. sent a provisional bull Provisional
to king Henry III. of Eng- ^{i^1"110"
land, which informed him, CGA. D.1242,
that if he should happen to
lay violent hands on an ecclesiastic, and
to fall under the censure of the canons,
he might be absolved on submitting to
the customary penance !£

At this time, during the prevalence of
the Aristotelian philosophy,
the doctrine of " grace of con- congruity.
gruity" was in high repute:
in other words, justification by men's
own works, was insisted on : and while
some decent show of respect was paid in

* History of the Abbey of Saint Alban's,
by Newcombe, page 203,

* 1 Tim. ii. 5.
X Collier, Vol. I.

t Collier, Vol. I.
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WORDS to the merits of Christ, the rea
meritorious objects, on which men wen
taught to plajje their hope, were som
performances, by which they might, in
lower sense, DESERVE grace, and pur-
chase the application of it to them
selves. * Thus, a religion prevailed
which accommodated all sorts of sinners
Those of a more decent cast were taugh
to expect the Divine favour by their ow
works, which deserved grace ofcongrui
ty ; and the most scandalous transgres
sors, by the doctrine of commutation fo:
offences, might still obtain forgiveness
the exercise of munificence towards th
hierarchy was sure to cover all crimes
but the humble and the contrite alone,
who felt what sin is, and sighed for 2
remedy, found no relief to consciences,
which could not admit the delusive re-
freshments provided by the papacy.
These, either mourned in secret, and
poured out their souls to that God, wh<
says to his creatures, " seek and ye shal
find," or if they united themselves in a
body of faithful people, maintained th
character of those, " of whom the world
was not worthy," and suffered the ex-
tremities of persecution, under the name
of Waldenses.

The Scripture in all this time was ne-
glected : the knowledge of the Hebrew
tongue was in a great measure lost; and,
as if the prince of darkness, through the
medium of ignorance and superstition,
had not sufficiently blinded the minds of
men in religious concerns, even the
learning itself, which was reviving, be-
came a powerful instrument of augment-
ing the general obscurity. For the
schoolmen, admitting no first principles,
reasoned on every subject, and thus in-
volved every religious notion in sceptical
intricacy. The word of God was not
appealed to, but Aristotle and the fathers
were considered as decisive, j

That sophistical kind of learning,
which Roger Bacon censured, was thriv-
ing throughout all this period. And in
Institution of 1 2 5 2 t h e college of the di-
theSarbonneat vines at Pans, called Sor-
PiA1Sb 1̂52 D o n ne, was erected by Ro-

bert De Sorbonne, a par-
ticular friend of Lewis IX.:j~

With what difficulties men, who truly

* Thirteenth Article of the Church of
England.

f Preface to 13 Cent. Magdeburg-h.
X Mosheim, 13 Cent. Pars. ii. cap. i. sect. 3.

Othman proclaim-
ed Sultan.

A. D. 1299.

feared God, in Europe at that day, had
to grapple in working out their salvation,
is abundantly evident from this review.
Not even nobility of rank could secure
such persons from the horrors of perse-
cution. Some noblemen in Alsace had *
dared to reprehend the conduct of Inno-
cent III. particularly his imposition of
celibacy on the clergy. The bishops of
that country had influence enough to op-
press these innovators;, and, in one day,
they burnt in the flames a hundred of
them or their associates. Individuals,
however, there doubtless were, who, hav-
ing no opportunity of Christian fellow-
ship, worshipped God in secret, and
found that UNCTION FROM THE HOLY ONE
WHICH TEACHETH ALL THINGS.*

Of the Eastern Churches scarcely any-
thing worthy of relation occurs: yet it
may be proper to mention, that in the
year 1299, Othman, in the East, was
proclaimed sultan, and
founded a new empire.
The people afterwards
as well as the emperor,
were called after his name. The mixed
multitude, of which this people was
composed, were the remains of four sul-
tanies which had for some time subsisted
n the neighbourhood of the river Eu-

phrates. Thus, the four angels, which
were bound in Euphrates, were loosed,
and under the name of TURKS succeeded
the Saracens both in the propagation of
Mahometanism, and in diffusing the hor-
rors of war.f Providence had destined
hem to scourge the people of Europe for
heir idolatry and flagitiousness; and
Europe still repented not. But the Di-
vine prophecies were fulfilled—and " he
nay run that readeth."

CHAPTER VI.

.UTHORS AND EMINENT PERSONS IN THIS CEN-
TURY.

ON the subject of the propagation of
he Gospel, scarce anything occurs in
his age. The godly spirit of missiona-
ies, which bad been the glory of the de-
clining Church, was by this time exhaust-

*1 John ii. 27.
f Rev. ix.—Newton, 3d Vol. Prophecies,

age 116.
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ed ; so extensively had the papal corrup-
tions prevailed. The only accession to
the Christian name in Europe seems to
have been the conversion, as it is called,
of the Prussians, Lithuanians, and some
adjoining provinces.

Prussia was one of the last regions of
the North, which bowed under the yoke
of the popedom. The ignorance, bru-
tality, and ferocity of the inhabitants,
were uncommonly great. The Teutonic-
knights, after they had lost their posses-
sions in Palestine, took the cross against
the Prussians, and, after a long and
bloody war, forced them to receive the
name of Christ; butl know no evidences
of piety, either in the missionaries or in
the proselytes. The destruction, how-
ever, of the old idolatry, and the intro-
duction of something of Christianity,
would eventually, at least, prove a bless-
ing to this people.

Arsenius, bishop of Constantinople,
will deserve a place in these memoirs.
After that Constantinople was taken by

the French and Venetians,
A genius, bishop the seat of the Greek em-
ofConstantino- p i r e h a d ^ t r a n s f e r r e d

to Nice in Bithynia o
which metropolis,undcz the reign ofThe-
odorus Lascaris, Arsenius was appointed
bishop. He was renowned for piety and
simplicity, and had lived a monastic life
near Apollonia- Theodorus, a little be-
fore his death, constituted him one of the
guardians of his son John, an infant in
the sixth year of his age. But the in
tegrity and virtue of the bishop were n<
security against the ambition and perfid)
of the times. Michael Palaeologus usurp
ed the sovereignty; and Arsenius a
length, with reluctance, overpowered b)
the influence of the nobility, consented
to place the diadem on his head, with
this express condition, that he should
resign the empire to the royal infant when
he should come to maturity.

Arsenius, after he had made this con
cession, had the mortification to find his
pupil treated with perfect disregard ; and
probably, repenting of what he had done,
he retired from his See to a monastery
Some time after, by a sudden revolu
tion, Palaeologus recovered Constanti
nople from the Latins; but amidst al
his successes, he found it necessary t(
his reputation torecal the bishop, and h<
fixed him in the metropolitan See. S<
great was the ascendency of the charac
ter of a virtuous prelate over the politic

f an unprincipled usurper, though cover-
d with secular glory! Palaeologus,

however, still dreaded tho^youth, whom
he had so deeply injured, and to prevent
him from recovering the throne, he had
recourse to the barbarous policy of put-
ting out his eyes, Arsenius hearing this,
excommunicated the emperor, who then
made some pretences of repentance. But
the bishop refused to admit him into the
Church; and Palaeologus had the base-
ness to accuse him of certain crimes be-
fore an assembly of priests. Arsenius
was convened before the venal assembly,
condemned, and banished to a small
island of the Propontis, But, conscious
of his integrity, he bore his sufferings
with serenity and composure; and, re-
questing that an account might be taken
of the treasures of the Church, he showed
that three pieces of gold, which he had
earned by transcribing Psalms, were the
whole of his property. This same em-
peror, who had the meanness, by false
accusation, to expel Arsenius from his
See, still confessed, how much wicked-
ness stands in awe of virtue, by soliciting
him to repeal his ecclesiastical censures.
The deprived prelate, however, who never
had been fond of sacredotal dignity, re-
mained content with his obscurity, and,
to his last breath, refused the request of
the usurper, who still retained the wages
of his iniquity.*

Gibbon relates this story with no ma-
terial variation from the account, which
I have given. But, in his usual manner,
he ridicules and scoffs at
the virtuous patriarch, and Prejudice of

. , T • J
 r r Gibbon.

ascribes his professions of
disinterestedness to sullenness and vain-
glory. How must an ecclesiastic con-
duct himself, in order to procure the
approbation of this historian 1 If the
Christian hero before us (for so he seems
to have truly feared God) had flattered
and gratified the usurper in all his desires
and demands, we should then have heard
of his hypocrisy and ambition. Now
that he voluntarily descends from a state
of grandeur, to poverty, disgrace, and
exile, for the sake of a good conscience,
he must be suspected of sullenness and
pride. But by their fruits men are to be
known; and, by them, so far as they
appear in this case, we may form a judg-
ment of Arsenius, of Palaeologus, and of
Gibbon.

Cent. Magd. 461. Nicephones.
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We have given an instance of a bishop
in the East, who feared God. Let us
now behold a similar instance of upright-

ness in a bishop of the
Death of John West. John Scot, bishop
BSopI1Upng °f Dunk^ld, died in the

A. D. 1202. year 1202. He was an
Englishman, who had been

archdeacon of St. Andrew's, and thence
was preferred to the See.* He was con-
spicuous in that corrupt age for pastoral
vigilance and a conscientious conduct.
The county of Argyle was part of his
diocese, and, in that county, the people
understood only the Irish tongue. Scot,
unwilling to receive emoluments from a
people, whose souls he could not edify,
wrote to pope Clemeut III. desiring him
to constitute Argyle a separate See, and
to confer the bishopric on Evaldus his
chaplain, who was well qualified for the
purpose, and could speak Irish. " How,"
says he, "can I give a comfortable ac-
count to the Judge of the world at the
last day, if I pretend to teach those,
who cannot understand me 1 The reve-
nues suffice for two bishops, if we are
content with a competency, and are not
prodigal of the patrimony of Christ. It
is better to lessen the charge, and in-
crease the number of labourers in the
Lord's vineyard." His whole request

was granted ; but the elec-
Death of tion appears not to have been

Clement the Third died in 1191. Senti-
ments such as these would have done
honour to the purest ages. It seemed
worth while to give some illustration to
the opinion of the WTaldenses, " who
professed that there were pious men, who
lived in Babylon ;" and John Scot de
series to be regarded as a practica
teacher of bishops and pastors in al

Great Britain furnishes us with a simi
lar instance. Seval, archbishop of York,
wrote to pope Alexander IV. against his
violent and oppressive conduct, and ex-
horted him to follow Peter,—to feed, noi
to devour, the sheep of Christ. The par-
ticular occasion of this letter was, tha
the pope had intruded a person namec
Jordan into the deanery of York.f Th(
courage and integrity of Seval enraget
the pope, who, on some pretence, excom

municated him : he still how-
ever persisted, and withstood ge

e^^f
rch.

the intrusion of unworthy bishop of
clergymen. The Romanists J°^'1O58
harassed him with their ut-
most malevolence ; but he was honoured
by the people. He died in 1258, in the
fourth year of his archbishopric, of which
he seems to have kept possession till his
decease.

Henry of Gaunt, archdeacon of Tour-
nay, called " the famous Teacher," wrote
gainst ecclesiastical abuses: he main-
ained, that a prelate was subject to law,
was no lord, and that evil became not
good because the pope commanded or
permitted it.*

William de St. Amour, doctor of the
Sorbonne, and professor of divinity in the
university of Paris, was one of the great-
est ornaments of Christianity,
which appeared in the Roman KnYp?ety
communion in this century, of William
He had his name from St. ^ ' D 1255*'
Amour in Tranche Compte,
the place of his nativity. The men-
dicant orders seldom met with a more
vigorous and able adversary. The Do-
minicans in particular seemed desirous
to engross all the power and influence of
the university to themselves, while the
doctors, resisting their unjust encroach-
ments, excluded them from their society.
In the year 1255 the debate was brought
before pope Alexander IV. who, with in-
tolerable arrogance, ordered the universi-
ty not only to restore the Dominicans to
their former station, but also to grant
them as many professorships as they
should require.f Thus the friars not
only intruded themselves into the dio-
ceses and churches of the bishops and
clergy, and, by the sale of indulgences,
and a variety of scandalous exactions,
perverted whatever of good order and
discipline remained in the Church, but
also began to domineer over the semina-
ries of learning. And, in all this, as the
pope was the principal leader, a despo-
tism of the very worst nature was grow-
ing stronger and stronger in Christen-
dom. The doctors of the university of
Paris now loudly joined in the cry of the

• * Collier, Vol. I. page 411.
t Cent. Magd. XIII. page 550.

* Collier.
t In this brief account of St. Amour, I

have endeavoured to give the substance of
the information contained in the Centuria-
tors, in Du Pin, Mosheim, and Fox the Mar-
tyrologist.
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mendicant
orders.

secular clergy against the invasions of
the mendicants; and indeed the papal
power at this time ruled with absolute
dominion. No pastor of a Church could
maintain any due authority over the laity,
if a Franciscan or Dominican appeared
in his parish to sell indulgences, and to
receive confessions ; and the most learn-
ed body of men at that time in Europe,
were now subject to the government of
those agents of popedom. The magis-
trates of Paris, at first, were disposed to
protect the university ; but the terror of
the papal edicts reduced them at length
to silence; and not only the Dominicans,
but also the Franciscans, assumed what-
ever power they pleased in that famous
seminary, and knew no other restrictions,
except what the Roman tyrant imposed
upon them.

The genius and spirit of St. Amour were
remarkably distinguished in this contro-
versy. He wrote several treatises against

the mendicant orders, and
writes10"' particularly a book published
agamst the in the year 1255, concerning

the perils of the latter days.
Persuaded as he was that St.

Paul's prophecy of the latter times* was
fulfilling in the abominations of the friars,
he laid down thirty-nine marks of false
teachers. He might have reduced them
to a much smaller number; for, una-
voidably, many of his marks will involve
and imply one another. He exposes,
however, with much discernment and"
perspicuity, the selfishness, hypocrisy,
flattery, and sordid artifices of the friars :
he particularly inveighs against their in-
trusion into the folds of other pastors,
and their attempts to alienate the affec-
tions of the flock from their lawful teach-
ers. An unworthy practice too common
even in the best times of the church !—
and which, from the love of novelty and
the instability so natural to mankind,
has ever found but too much encourage-
ment ! St. Amour takes notice of this
sort of opposition which St. Paul met
with at Corinth, and shows that it is the
mark of a true pastor, not to be fond of
building on another man's foundation,
and not to boast in another man's" line of
things made ready to our hand.f This
was to strike directly at the particular
practices of the mendicants; who were
also remarkably active in engaging the
laity to enrich their orders, and omitted

* 2 Tim. iii. I. t 2 Cor. x. 16.

no methods to amplify their possessions.
St. Amour, with a discernment remarka-
bly keen for these times, explains our
Saviour's precepts concerning the selling
of what a man has, and the giving of it
to the poor, showing that the inward af-
fection and practical preference in all
cases of competition, are the thing's
which Christ meant to inculcate, not the
literally parting with all our property,
of which generosity hypocrites boasted
much.

A few years before the unrighteous de-
cision of the pope in favour of the friars,
a fanatical book, under the title of "In-
troduction to the Everlasting Gospel,"
was published by a Franciscan, which,
by exalting Francis above Jesus Christ,
and arrogating to his order the glory of
reforming mankind by a new Gospel sub-
stituted in the room of that of Christ,
attempted to exalt that mendicant tribe
to the height of divine estimation in the
eyes of mankind. The universal ferment
excited by this impious book, obliged
Alexander IV. to suppress it in the year
1255, and he ordered it to be burnt in
secret, willing to spare the reputation of
the mendicants. But the university of
Paris, which in the same year, received
that grievous injury from the pontiff,
which has been mentioned, insisted upon
a public condemnation of the book, and
Alexander, mighty as he was in power,
was constrained, for once, to give way to
the feelings of mankind ; and he publicly
committed the Franciscan's performances
to the flames. The next year, however,
he revenged himself on St. Amour, by
ordering his book on the perils of the
latter days to be also committed to the
flames, and by banishing him out of
France. The persecuted champion re-
tired into Franche Compte, the place of
his birth; but, under the pontificate of
Clement IV. he returned to the metropo-
lis, wTrote against the abuses of popery
with persevering ardour, and died es-
teemed and regretted by all in the Ro-
man church, who retained any regard for
Christian truth and piety. This seems
the substance of all that is known con-
:erning this extraordinary personage,
who only wanted a more favourable soil,
in which he might bring to maturity the
fruits of those protestant principles, the
seeds of which he nourished in his breast.

John* de Poliaco, a disciple of St.

* Magd. Cent. 13.
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Amour, trode in the steps of his master,
and insisted on the rights of the parochial

clergy to hear the confessions
Condemna- of the laity, and condemned
deloLlT t l i e general, license of dis-
A. D. 1277. .charging; that function, which

the pope gave to the mendi-
cant orders. Both parties seemed in-
volved in the superstition of auricular
confession ; but the mendicants evidently
transgressed the bounds of justice. It
may, perhaps, be doubted, what was the
real character of John : this, however",
is certain,—He was condemned by papal
authority in the year 1277.

Francis of Assisiuin, founder of the
Minor Friars, was doubtless an extraor-
dinary character. He was born at As-

sisium, in the ecclesiastical
The Minor state, and was disinherited by
founded *"s fatner> who was disgust-
A. D. 1209. ed at his enthusiasm. In

1209* he founded his order,
which was but too successful in the
world. His practices of devotion were
monstrous, and he seems ever to have
been the prey of a whimsical imagina-
tion. Pride and deceit are not uncom-
monly connected with a temper like his,
and he gave a memorable instance of
both. It is certain that he was impressed
with five wounds on his body, resembling
the wounds of Christ crucified. It is
certain also, that he pretended to have
received the impression as a miraculous
favour from heaven. To describe the
particulars of such a story, would be to
descend beneath the dignity of history.
Let it suffice to have mentioned in gene-
ral what is authentic, whence the reader
may form some notion of the truth of
St. Paul's prediction concerning the man
whose coming was to be after the work-
ing of Satan with lying wonders. | The
papacy indeed was full of such figments
at this time. Francis sought for glory
among men by his follies and absurdi-

ties, and he found the genius
Their of the age so adapted to his

died11 eF own, that lie gained immense
A. D. 1226. admiration and applause. He

died in 1226, in the forty-fifth
year of his age.^: Posterity saw his or-
der splendid in secular greatness, though
under the mask of poverty; and we have

already recounted the dreams of one of
his disciples, who was no mean imitator
of his master.* The serious and intelli-
gent follower of Jesus will not be stag-
gered at such disgusting counterfeits of
Christian virtue. He will recognize in
them the hand of Satan, deluding with
fictitious holiness men, who had despised
that holiness which was genuine. And
thus they, who believe not the truth, but
had pleasure in unrighteousness, were
justly given over to diabolical infatua-
tions.f Nothing has happened but ac-
cording to scriptural revelation; and the
duty of humbly and seriously attending
to the divine oracles, as our true wisdom
and felicity, is made evident.

Let us dwell a moment on his contem-
porary, Dominic, the, founder of the Do-
minicans. He was a Spaniard, born in
the year 1170. In fictitious
miracles and monstrous aus- Dominicans
terities he resembled Fran- ^"n^i-n
cis.;(: We have seen how he
laboured among the Waldenses. Butler
observes, that he had no hand in the cru-
elties of the crusades, and asserts, that
he was not connected with the inquisi-
tion; though he owns that the project of
this court was first formed in a council
of Toulouse in 1229, and that
in 1233 two Dominican friars The first
were the first inquisitors. ^etlT
Let us exercise as much can- Dominican
dour as possible on a subject ^ia^s'1233
very much controverted, and
admit with a learned bistorian,§ that
Dominic was an inquisitor, but not in
the most offensive sense of the word:
Let it be remembered, however, that
candour is due also to the Waldenses,
whom the learned Roman Catholic, to
whose industry I am repeatedly obliged,
describes, from Le Gendre's history of
France, as a combination of shocking
banditti, and whom he accuses of hold-
ng the unlawfulness of oaths, and of

putting men to death. These charges
have been sufficiently confuted by what
we have seen from their own memoirs.
The biographer, who found it so very
easy to acquit Dominic, should not have
condemned the Waldenses on such erro-
neous information.

* Alban Butler.
12 Thess. ii. 9.
X Alban Butler, Vol. X.—Cave, Vol. I. page

704.
VOL. II. 8

* Viz. The author of "Introduction to the
Everlasting Gospel." See p. 171.

t 2 Thess. ii.
X Butler, Vol. VIII.
§ Mosheim, Vol. I. p. 698.
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Butler also commends the piety of
Simon Montfort, the persecutor of the
Albigenses, and the father of the famous
malcontent earl of Leicester, who flour-
ished in the reign of king Henry III.—
And though he condemns the barbarities
of the crusades, he represents the Wal-
denses as the enemies of public peace,

the scheme of MECHANICAL devotion be-
longs. He directed men to recite fifteen
decads of Hail Mary, &c. and one Pater-
noster before each decad. Thus men
were taught to repeat a hundred and fifty
times the angel's salutation of the Vir-
gin, interlarded with a number of Pater-
nosters, and to believe that this practice

and the laws of civil society. In this j would be as acceptable as the recital of
the learned author speaks against the
concurrent testimony of the princes under
whom they lived, and who owned them

the hundred and fifty Psalms. I sup-
pose very zealous devotees would go
through all this work at one time: per-
haps others, less laborious, might perform
it at successive intervals.—But is this

to be the best of subjects.
To return to Dominic. He seems to

have shown no one evidence of genuine j the spirit of GRACE AND SUPPLICATION*
humility, or of evangelical piety. Inipromised to the Christian Church] Is
religious pride he lived; and, it is much j this the spirit of adoption, whereby men
to be feared, he died in the same temper cry Abba, Father? What is it but the
and in the greatest ignorance. For in spirit of bondage and miserable super-
his last hours he promised his brethren, jstition, the religion of the lips, a self-
that he would never forget them, when | righteous drudgery of so much devotional
he was gone to God. If persons, who! work, with a view to purchase the remis-
inquire into the nature of true religion, sion of sins, and to ease the consciences
examined with more precision the true'of men, who lived without either under-
marks of pride on the one hand, and of. standing the doctrines, or practising the
humility on the other, they would not be precepts of Scripture?—Observe hence,
so easily imposed on by false preten-
sions.

This same Dominic constituted the

with how much propriety the Waldenses,
as we have seen, taught men the true
nature of prayer; and, what a dreadful

Rosary, or the Psalter of the Virgin vacuum of all true piety was now the
Mary. To illustrate this subject, which, {portion of nominal Christians, who had
though egregiously trifling in its own
nature, deserves a few moments consider-
ation, as tending to give a just view of j operation of the Divine Spirit, that it can
the religious taste then in fashion, it is | purify a humble soul by faith in Christ,
to be observed, that the old Anchorets j and exhibit a brief assemblage of Chris-
counted the number of their prayers by tian virtues, even in the gulf of supersti-

departed from the grace of Christ Jesus!
So powerful, however, is the genuine

p y y
grains, or such like marks.* Those who
could not read, nor recite the Psalter by
heart, supplied that deficiency by repeat-
ing the Lord's prayer. And thus, illite-
rate persons, at canonical hours, per-
formed devotions corresponding to those
of the Psalter recited by the clergy and
others ; and they were taught, no doubt,
that their simple performances would be
equally meritorious with the religious
exercises of the more learned. On these
principles Pater-nosters were counted by
the studs of the belts ; and Peter the Her-
mit, famous for promoting the first cru-
sades, instructed the illiterate laity to say
a number of Pater-nosters and Ave
Mary's in lieu of each canonical hour of
the church-offices. And thus, I imagine,
he attempted to qualify his enthusiastic
crusaders for the kingdom of heaven.
But to Dominic the glory of completing j

* Sutler, Vol. X.

g p
tion. This seems to have been the case
with a great personage of this century,
whose character deserves par-
ticular illustration. This was Character of
Louis IX. commonly called 1?™™.°'
St. Lewis, the son of Lewis
VIII. who invaded England in the reign
of king John. His mother Blanche
brought him up with much religions
care.f " I love you, my son, said she,
with all the tenderness of which a mother
is capable; but I would infinitely rather
see you fall dead at my feet, than that
you should commit a mortal sin." Lewis
felt a daily impression of this thought on
his mind. In his minority, Blanche com-
pleted the reduction of the Albigenses, a
dreadful work, which has already en-
gaged our painful attention. How far
Blanche herself might be imposed on by

*Zech. xii. 10.
f Alban Butler, Vol. VIII.
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the slanders so copiously poured on- the
supposed heretics, it is not easy to say.
As to Lewis, however, a minor, it may
fairly be presumed, that he understood
not the merits cf the cause. As he grew
up, his devotional spirit appeared con-
sistently strong and equally fervent. He
often invited men of a religious character
to his table; and, when some objected to
him, that he spent too much time at his
devotions, he answered, "If that time
were spent in hunting and gaming, I
should not be so rigorously called to ac-
count for the employment of my vacant
hours." He lived a life of self-denial:
he banished from the court all diversions
prejudicial to morals. No man, who
broke the rules of decorum in conversa-
tion, could find admission into his pre-
sence. He frequently retired for the
purpose of secret prayer. So compre-
hensive were the powers of his under-
standing, and so well qualified was he to
excel in a variety of employments, that
he, personally, administered justice to
his subjects, with the greatest attention
and impartiality. The effect was long
remembered after his decease; and, those
who were dissatisfied with the judicial
processes of their own times, with a sigh
expressed their wish, that justice might
be administered as in the days of St.
Lewis, Those, who were guilty of blas-
phemy, were, by his own order, marked
on the lips, some say on the forehead,
with a hot iron. A rich citizen of Paris
was punished in this manner; and Lewis
silenced the complaints of those, who
murmured at his severity, by observing,
that he would rather suffer punishment
himself, than omit to inflict it on trans-
gressors.

Uprightness and integrity have seldom
more strongly marked the character of
any prince, than they did that of Lewis.
He suffered not the nobles to oppress
their vassals ; and the exercise of sove-
reign power was in his hands a blessing
to mankind. A nobleman had hanged
three children, for hunting rabbits :
Lewis having investigated the fact, con-
demned him to capital punishment: a
rare instance of the love of justice break-
ing through the forms of aristocratical
oppression, which at that time domi-
neered through Europe! It was not to
be supposed, that the feudal lords would,
without emotion, hear of a sentence so
seldom pronounced on an offender of
such rank. They earnestly interceded

far the nobleman's life; and Lewis was
so! far prevailed on by the maxims of the
times, as to mitigate the penalty. He,
however, deprived the cruel oppressor of
the greatest part of his estate.

Truth and sincerity seem to have per-
vaded the soul of Lewis. In all treaties
and negotiations he was conscientiously
exact; and foreign states frequently re-
ferred matters of dispute to his arbitra-
tion. In him it appeared, that wisdom
and truth, sound policy and Christian
sincerity, are not at variance in the na-
ture of things. And whatever disadvan-
tages he might seem to undergo by a
generous and disinterested conduct, he
found them to be amply compensated by
the respect and veneration attached to
his character, and the confidence reposed
in his justice by all mankind.

With great pleasure I dwell a little on
a character, so singularly excellent. An
elegant historian* observes, that " he
united to the mean and abject supersti-
tion of a monk, the magnanimity of the
hero, the integrity of the patriot, and the
humanity of the philosopher."—So cau-
tiously does he abstain from praising
Christianity, even while he gives a warm
encomium to a most upright Christian !
All the notice which he deigns to give
of his religious principles, is an insinua-
tion, that they were mere raonasticism.
I confess, the superstition of the times
had deeply tinctured Lewis ; and it is to
be regretted, that his eminent station
gave him not that access to the protest-
ants of his own dominions, who in those
days adorned the real Gospel of Christ,
which might, under God, have emanci-
pated his soul from papal bondage, and
enabled him to shine with a salutary
light among the very best of Christian
princes. Disadvantageously situated as
he was, he could only acquire and main-
tain the spirit of a Christian for himself:
the whole tenor of his life demonstrated
the sincerity of his Christian faith and
love : but, enslaved by papal domination,
he could not emancipate his subjects.
It is certain, however, that mere super-
stition could never have inspired so
steady and consistent a piety as that
of Lewis ; and it seems no less certain,
that mere philosophy, in whatever sense
we may suppose the historian to have
used that vague and ill-defined term, was
equally incompetent to produce such a

* Hume, Vol. II. p. 190,
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character as that of this prince, the
Christian, the man of faith, humility
and prayer. Let us attend a little to the
FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT, which sprang
from Christian principles in this mo-
narch ; for the course of our history
gives us very seldom an opportunity of
illustrating the power of the Gospel in
national and political transactions.

The weak and distracted government
of our king Henry III. gave to Lewis
frequent occasions of exercising that
secular chicane, and that spirit of art-
ful intrigue, in which mere statesmen
abound. The English were divided
among themselves, and Henry held the
balance of power among; them with a
tremulous hand. But Lewis took no
advantage of their divisions, nor attempt-
ed to expel them from their provinces,
which they still held in France. John,
the father of Henry, by a sentencej)f at-

• th«tainder, seconded by the arms of Philip
Augustus, the grandfather of Lewis, had
been deprived of Normandy, and some
other provinces in France. Lewis had
scruples of conscience, that affected his
mind, in regard to the detention of those
provinces, which had fallen to him by
way of inheritance. He even expressed
some intention of restoring them, and
was only prevented by reflecting on the
justice of punishing John, as a felon and
a murderer, who had barbarously slain
his nephew prince Arthur.—He never
interposed in English affairs, but with
an intention to compose the differences
between the king and his nobility ; he
recommended every healing measure to
both parties; and exerted himself with
all his might, to bring to a sense of duty
the earl of Leicester, that same enterpriz-
ing Tebel, who, after a series of splendid
crimes, was at last defeated and slain by
Edward, Prince of Wales, the son of
king Henry. He made a treaty with
England, at a time when the affairs of
the kingdom wTere at the lowest ebb : but
took no advantage of his own superior
situation in the terms of the treaty. He
made some liberal concessions: he en-
sured to Henry the peaceable possession
of Guienne ; and only required him to
cede Normandy, and his other provinces,
which he had no prospect of ever regain-
ing. Afterwards, when by a rare instance
of confidence, the king of England and his
barons agreed to refer the settlement o
their differences to Lewis, that equitable
monarch decided in a manner, which

showed his equal regard to the preroga-
tives of the crown and the rights of the
people.

In his days, Gingis Kan, the Tartar,
threatened to deluge Europe by his vic-
torious arms. The consternation wras
genera] : but, Lewis said to his mother,
" What have we to fear 1 we shall either
live conquerors, or die martyrs."

The spirit of the crusades was adapted
to the superstitious habits of Lewis, and
he fell into the snare. From this quarter
alone he, who in other respects was the
father and friend of his people, was un-
happily led into a conduct
prejudicial to society. Hav- Lewis IX.
inyr been brought to the brink g^Land,
of the grave by an illness in A D.1244.
1244, when he was beginning
to recover he took the vow of the Cross ;
and as soon as he was able, raised an
army and made an expedition into the
Holy Land. Before his departure he
took care to make large restitution for in-
juries inadvertently committed through-
out the kingdom ; he took the most ex-
act care of the morals of his soldiers, so
far as he had opportunity and ability;
and, in the whole course of his military
measures, avoided the unnecessary effu-
sion of blood, by saving the life of every
infidel, whom he could take prisoner.
It is a deplorable instance of the power
of the " god of this world"* over our
fallen race, that a monarch of so much
good sense, and of so great virtue and
piety, could yet be engaged in a cause
so imprudent and chimerical. Good
men, however, will act a consistent part
even where they are evidently mistaken
in their object. Lewis was still the
same man ; and the fear of God was his
predominant principle of action. Let
civil history relate his military prowess,
the efforts of his prodigious valour, and
the series of his calamities. When he

,f was taken prisoner by the Saracens, and
was menaced with death, he behaved
with his usual fortitude, and concern for
his soldiers. At length, being ransomed,
he visited Palestine. Hearing of the
death of his mother Blanche, he disco-
vered much filial tenderness on the occa-
sion. As he returned to Europe after a
disastrous expedition, three sermons
were preached every week on board his
ship; and the sailors and soldiers were

,f catechised and instructed, Lewis bearing

* 2 Cor. iv. 4.
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a part in all the religious offices. He
returned to Paris after an absence of al-
most six years. Here he was visited by
our Henry III. to whom he said, " I
think myself more happy that God hath
given me patience in suffering', than if I
had conquered the world." We are told,
that many Saracens, induced by his pie-
ty, received Christian baptism 5 and that
he sent two monks to preach to the Tar-
tars :—but the vices of Christians were
so flagrant, as to defeat all these good
intentions.

Devoted as Lewis was to the pope-
dom, he could not but see the enormous
ecclesiastical abuses, which at that time
prevailed. He, therefore, made laws
against papal encroachments, and against
simony; and prohibited the rapines of
the Romish pontiff by an edict, in which
he -expresses himself to this effect; " the
exactions and heavy impositions of mo-
ney, imposed on our kingdom by the
court of Rome, through which our terri-
tories are miserably impoverished, we
will not suffer to be collected."* Words
were no empty sounds with a prince of
his steadiness and fortitude; and by the
vigour and wisdom of his administration,
France seems to have been much ex-
empted from that intolerable oppression
of the Roman tyrant, under which Eng-
land at that time groaned. But Lewis
undertook a second crusade, laid siege
to Tunis on the coast of Africa, and died
before that city. On the approach of
death, he gave very salutary advice to
Philip his eldest son. " Avoid wars,"
says he, " with Christians, and spare the
innocent subjects of your enemy. Dis-
countenance blasphemy, games of chance,
drunkenness, and impurity. Lay no
heavy burdens on your subjects. I pray
our Lord Jesus Christ to strengthen you
in his service, and always to increase his
grace in you ; and I beg that we may to-
gether see, praise, and honour him to
eternity. Suffer patiently; being per-
suaded that you deserve much more pu-
nishment for your sins; and then tribu-
lation will be your gain. Love and con-
verse with the godly : banish the vi-
cious from your company: delight to
hear profitable sermons: wherever you
are, permit none, in your presence, to
deal in slanderous or indecent conversa-
tion. Hear the poor with patience : and
where your own interest is concerned,

stand for your adversary against your-
self, till the truth appear." As Lewis
grew more feeble, he desired no mention
whatever to be made to him of temporal
things; and scarcely spake at all, ex
cept to his confessor. He prayed with
tears for the conversion of infidels and
sinners; and besought God, that his
army might have a safe retreat, lest
through weakness of the flesh, they
should deny Christ. He repeated aloud,
"Lord, I will enter into thine house; I
will worship in thy holy temple, and
give glory to thy name. Into thy hands I
commend my spirit." These
were his last words ; and he His death,̂
breathed out his soul in the A> D" r~'0'
year 1270, aged fifty-five years. In bet-
ter times, and with clearer evangelical
light, what might not have been expected
from such a character ? We have seen
the most abject superstition combined
with the most dignified uprightness. We
have seen Christianity, degenerated in-
deed and disgraced with superstition,
but still amiable and fruitful in good
works; and in such good works, as no
man of mere secular wisdom could ever
pretend to. The character and funda-
mental truths of Jesus, exhibited to a
mind like that of Lewis, humble and
contrite through divine influence, a rare
and an attractive assemblage of virtues.
However he by no means rested in a
bare approbation of holy doctrine and
holy practice. One may challenge the
most bigoted admirer of modern French
philosophy and French republicanism, to
produce a single person, who has taken
an active part in the late revolutions of
that infatuated nation, that can at all be
compared to this prince, in sincerity,
philanthropy, and modesty.

This century saw also a pope, who de-
serves to be commemorated in the annals
of the Church of Christ. Peter Celes-
tine was* born in Apulia,
about the year 1215, and Peter o,ies-
lived as a hermit in a little llA.D™215.
cell. He was admitted into
holy orders ; but after that, he lived five
years in a cave on Mount Morroni, near
Sulmona. He was molested with inter-
nal temptations, which his confessor told
him were a stratagem of the enemy, that
would not hurt him, if he despised it.
He founded a monastery at Mount Mor-
roni, in 1274. The See of Rome having

* Cent. Magd. XIII. 329. ; Butler, Vol. V.
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his love of obscurity, and desired nothing
more than that he might spend the rest
of his days in private devotion, yet Boni-
face, who measured other men by him-
self, apprehended and imprisoned him,
est he should revoke his resignation.
3eter gave such proofs of sincerity, as
onvinced all persons, except Boniface
limself, that nothing was to be dreaded
rom his ambition. The tyrant sent him
nto the castle of Fumone, under a guard
f soldiers : the old hermit was shut up
n a hideous dungeon ; and his rest was
nterrupted by the jailors, who nightly

disturbed his sleep. These insults and
hardships he seems to have borne with
Christian patience and meekness. He
ent this message to Boniface, " I am
:ontent; I desired a cell, and a cell you

have given me." But AMBITION IS MADE
OF STERNER STUFF, than to yield to the
suggestions of conscience or humanity.
In the year 1296, after an imprisonment
often months, Celestine died
of a fever, most probably c

A
lfe^i jl^g68'

:ontracted by the unworthy
treatment which he received.

I have now mentioned the principal
facts recorded concerning Celestine.
There are no memorials of the internal
exercises of his mind, but the discerning
reader will be apt to rank him with those
of whom "the world was not worthy."*
After his decease the hypocritical Boni-
face, and all the Cardinals, attended his
obsequies at St. Peter's. This is that
Boniface, whose crimes disgraced the
end of this century, and the beginning of
the next: of whom it is said, that he
entered the pontificate as a fox, lived as
a lion, and died as a dog: and who,
having tormented the Christian world for
eight years, met at length with a punish-
ment worthy of his crimes, dying in
prison under the greatest agonies. This
same man also published a decretal,
"that the Roman pontiff ought to be
judged by none, though, by his conduct,
he drew innumerable souls with himself
to hell!"

Thomas Aquinas, called, " the angeli-
cal doctor," filled the Christian world in
this century, with the renown of his

encouraged his resignation, contrived to name. He was a Domi-
be elected his successor, and took thejnican, who, by his com- ^TDonSni*
name of Boniface VIII. Though Peter ments on four books of Ĵf'fff Naples1,"
had given the most undoubted proofs of Peter Lombard, master of A. D. 1243.

been vacant two years and three months,
Celestine was unanimously chosen pope
on account of the fame of his sanctity.
The Archbishop of Lyons,* presenting
him with the instrument of his election,
conjured him to submit to the vocation.
Peter, in astonishment, prostrated him-
self on the ground ; and, after he had
continued in prayer a considerable time,
he rose up, and fearing to oppose the will
of God, he consented to his election, and
took the name of Celestine V.

Since the days of the first Gregory, no
pope had ever assumed the pontificial
dignity with more purity of intention.
But he had not Gregory's talents for
business and government; and the Ro-
man See was immensely more corrupt
in the thirteenth than it was in the sixth
century.—Celestine soon became sensi-
ble of his incapacity: he was lost, as in
a wilderness. He attempted to reform
abuses, to retrench the luxury of the
clergy ; to do, in short, what he found
totally impracticable. He committed
mistakes and exposed himself to the
ridicule of the scornful. His conscience
was kept on the rack through a variety
of scruples, from which he could not ex-
tricate himself; and, from his ignorance
of the world, and of canon-law, he began
to think he had done wrrong in accepting
the office. He spent much of his time in
retirement: nor was he easy there, be-
cause his conscience told him, that he
ought to be discharging the pastora
office. Overcome with anxiety, he asked
Cardinal Cajetan, whether he might not
abdicate1? It was answejed, yes. Ce-
lestine gladly embraced the opportunity
of assuming again
brother Peter, after

the character o:
he had been dis-

Abdication of
Celestine,

A. D. 3294.

tressed with the phantom
of dignity for four or five
months. He abdicated in
1294. The last act of his

pontificate was worthy of the sincerity of
his character. He made a constitution
that the pontiff might be allowed to
abdicate, if he pleased.f It is remark-
able, that no pope, since that time, has
taken the benefit of this constitution.

That same Cajetan, who had, in effect

* Vertot's Knights of Malta, Vol. II.
t Platina.

the sentences,and, particu-

*Heb.xi. 38.
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larly, by his expositions of Aristotle,
made himself more famous than most
men of that time, on account of his skill
in scholastic divinity. His penetration
and genius were of the first order; but
he excelled in that subtile and abstruse
kind of learning only, which was better
calculated to strike the imagination, than
to improve the understanding. He main-
tained what is commonly called the doc-1

trine of free-will, though he largely quo-
ted Augustine, and retailed many of his
pious and devotional sentiments. His
Aristotelian subtleties enabled him to
give a specious colour to the absurd doc-
trine of transubstantiation, which in him
found a vehement defender. The new
festival of the body of Christ wasr by
this divine, adorned with an idolatrous
ritual, which strengthened the fashion-
able superstitions.* He was the great
supporter of the doctrine of supereroga-
tion, which, at the same time that it
established the most pernicious views of
self-righteousness, by leaving the dis-
posal of the superfluous treasure of the
merits of saints to the discretion of the
papal see, added one strong link to the
chain, which dragged the nations into
ecclesiastical slavery. Nor were his
voluminous writings much calculated to
instruct mankind. For he supposed,
that whatever sense any passage of
Scripture could, possibly, admit in gram-
matical construction, it was the real
sense intended by the Holy Spirit:
whence the imaginations of every spor-
tive genius were regarded as of divine
authority. And thus the Scriptures were
perverted and exposed to the ridicule of
profane minds. Nor were they rescued
from this miserable abuse, till the aera
of the Reformation. His sentiments
on the all-important doctrine of justifi-
cation, were deplorably corrupt; and
that f" good works deserve grace of

* I have consulted the Centuriators, Mo-
sheim, Du Pin, and Butler, concerning- the
tenets and writings of this doctor, and, on the
whole, can find but little matter, which may
properly belong to this history.—A similar
observation may be made concerning Bona-
ventura.

f See Article xin. of the Church of Eng-
land. The peculiar care with which the
Church of England protects the greut doc-
trine of justification, merits the attention of
every sincere member of our Establishment.
—The dangerous notion of meriting grace
of congruity, implies a world of mischief.

congruity," was one of his favourite
axioms. Kis notions of the nature of re-
pentance were egregiously trifling. On
the other hand, there are in his writ-
ings-, and particularly in the account of
his discourses during his last sickness,
traces of great devotion, and a strain of
piety very similar to that of Augustine.
But I confess, that interlarded as they
are with Romish idolatry, and an un-
bounded attachment to the pope as the
infallible guide of the Church, I feel no
inclination to transcribe them; because
I am thoroughly convinced of the frauds
by which the Dominicans supported the
popedom ; and because some glare of
solemn devotion seemed necessary to be
employed by the agents of that See, in
order to maintain the reputation of a sys-
tem intolerably corrupt.—The works of
Aquinas were printed at Rome in seven-
teen volumes folio, A. D. 1570.

Bonaventura, a Franciscan doctor, may
be briefly dismissed'with similar obser-
vations. He also held the same corrupt
sentiments concerning jnsti- Donaventura
ncation, with Thomas Aqui- became a
nas. Nor does there appear Franciscan,
in the whole Roman Church, i m

in this century, a single divine, who
could give to a serious inquirer the scrip-
tural answer to the question, " What
shall I do to be saved ?"* Hence all,
who felt trouble of conscience, were led
to betake themselves to salvos with
which the blind leaders of the blind sup-
plied them.—Among these the delusive
invention of purgatory was the most re-
markable; and in the Romish Church it
upholds its credit to this day. Before
the true Scripture doctrine of justification
it cannot stand for a moment; and who-
ever applies this doctrine with unfeigned
faith to a guilty conscience, such a one
will find relief, and will be led into the
paths of true peace and genuine holiness.
He may, indeed, and ought to pity those
who are deluded by so unscriptural and
superstitious a notion as that of purga-
tory, but he himself will never be led
captive by it. It may be worth while to
state the reasons on which the advocates
of the papacy support the doctrine of pur-
gatory, in their own words.f "Some
part of the debt which the penitent owes
to the divine justice, may remain uncan-

* Acts, xvi. 30, 31.
t Butler, Vol. XI. page 27.
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celled. Certainly some sins are venial,
which deserve not eternal death; yet, if
not effaced by condign penance in this
world, they must be punished in the next.
The smallest sin excludes a soul from
heaven, so long as it is not blotted out.
But no man will say, that a venial sin,
which destroys not sanctifying grace,
will be punished with eternal torments.
Hence there must be a relaxation of pun-
ishment in the world to come. Venial
sins of surprise are readily effaced by
penance, as we hope, through the divine
mercy. Venial sins of malice, or those
committed with full deliberation, are of
a different nature, far more grievous and
fatal. They are usually sins of habit,
and lead even to mortal sin."

Thus, by the help of certain distinc-
tions of sins, conclusions no wrhere war-
ranted in Scripture were drawn, and man-
kind were led to look on purgatory as a
relief to troubled consciences. If they
had not effaced their guilt by penance in
this life, it was hoped that purgatory, as-
sisted by the prayers and donations made
in behalf of the deceased, would release
them afterwards from damnation. How
strongly men were hence encouraged to
live in sin all their days, is but too plain.
And it seems wonderful, that so learned
and sensible an author as A. Butler
should bu,ild a doctrine of such practical
importance on mere conjectures, without
the least scriptural ground. But on the
other hand, whoever sees the real guilt
and defilement of sin, of all sorts of sin,
and rests wholly and entirely for accept-
ance with God on the righteousness,
atonement, and intercession of Jesus
Christ, finds at once the power of super-
stition and of licentiousness subdued;
and he knows how to possess his soul IN
PERFECT PEACE ; and to serve his heaven-
ly Father "without fear, in holiness and
righteousness before him all the days of
his life."# The instruction, which lays
open this secret, is given by every real
protestant teacher of divinity; instruc-
tion,—which, we see, the two great ad-
mired doctors and supposed luminaries
of the thirteenth century were unable to
give.

It is much to be wished that we could
know more of Hugo the Burgundian, a
Roman cardinal, who wrote comments on
the whole Scriptures, and honestly ex-

* Luke i. 74,

posed the impiety and wick-
edness of the ecclesiastics of Hugo the
his time. He is said to have Burgun-
been the inventor of concord- A. D. 1262.
ances. He died at Rome, in
the year 1262.*

Guilhelmus,f bishop of Paris, flourish-
ed about the year 1230. On Christian
justification, and other fundamentals, he
thought more justly than many of his
contemporaries. He wrote on various
religious subjects, and particularly on the
collation of benefices; on which point he
held, that no man could be a pluralist,
without the loss of his soul, unless the
value of his preferment was exceedingly
small. He was a man of learning and piety.

On this question the care of the Church
had been remarkable. In the fourth
general council of Chalcedon, by the
tenth canon, pluralities were
condemned: also at the second ancient**16

council of Nice, in the eighth Church
century. In the sixth coun- T^S^f
cil of Pans, held in the year
829, the same practice was pronounced
unlawful. And so strongly did the voice
of natural conscience, and the common
sense of propriety and decorum prevail
against the torrent of fashionable corrup-
tions, in speculation at least, that even
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
the possession of scandalous pluralities
was condemned in a papal council,
namely, the fourth council of the Lateran.^:

Christianus, bishop of Mentz, was ac-
cused before the pope, as a person inca-
pable of governing the Church. For he

* Ladvocat.—Cent. Magd. X. 1020.
f Cent. Magd. X. 1033.
X See Burnet's Pastoral Care, Chap. V. and

Labb. Concil. Lat. IV.
N. B. Our historian, in the concise notice

which he takes of this council, does not men-
tion the dispensing power given to the pope
by the twenty-ninth canon. But this can
scarcely be deemed a blameable omission by
any one who observes, that the dispensing
power of the pope under the arrogant form
of NON OBSTANTE, is strongly reprobated in
three distinct places of this Vol., and these at
no great distance from this very page, Viz.
pp. 158. 194. &, 196.

The twenty-ninth canon concludes in these
words, " Circa SUBLIMES tamen & LITERATAS
personas,qu8B majoribus sunt beneficiis hono-
randae, cum ratio postulaverit, per sedem
apostolicum posterit dispensari."—The words
sublimes & literatas were soon understood
to include all persons in any way dependent
on great men, and all graduates in any uni-
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had refused to be concerned in military
and secular employments, and had given
himself up to the pastoral care. In these
times such a conduct was deemed con-

temptible at least, if not crim-
inal ; after two years resi-

dence at Mentz, he resigned; and, not
long after, he died, in tho year 1251.*

CHAPTER VII.
GROSSETESTE, BISHOP OF LINCOLN.

ROBERT "GROSSETESTE j- was born pro-
bably about the year 1175 ; he seems to
have been a person of obscure parentage,
at Stradbrook in Suffolk. He studied at
Oxford, where learning1 was very zeal-
ously cultivated; and there he laid the
foundation of his skill in the Greek
tongue, the knowledge of which had
been introduced from France and Italy.
Hence he made himself master of Aris-
totle, whose works, though idolized, had
hitherto been only read through the me-
dium of translation; and at Oxford also
he studied the sacred language of the Old
Testament. He afterwards went to Paris,
the most renowned seminary tSten in
Europe, where he still prosecuted the
study of the Hebrew and the Greek, and
became a perfect master of the French
language. Here also he became, accord-
ing to the ideas of the age, a consummate
theologian and philosopher. Knowledge
was then very rude and inaccurate: but
Grosseteste, doubtless, possessed all-
which Europe could furnish. It is not,
therefore, to be wondered at, that he
should have been looked on as a magi-
cian; the same thing happened to the
famous Roger Bacon, who flourished
something later.

Grosseteste was a divine of principal
note in the University of Oxford. He
associated with BOTH the mendicant or-
ders, and was the first lecturer in the
Franciscan school of that seminary. He
seems to have been always serious in re-

versity, provided they could afford to go to
Rome and pay for their dispensations.—Labb.
XI. pag-e 181.

*Cent. Magd.X. 1052.
+ I am obliged principally to Mr. Pegg-e's

late valuable publication of the life of this
distinguished prelate, for the following" ac-
count: but I have also consulted Fox, the
martvrologist, Fascic. rer. expetend: and
other authors. ^

ligion, according to the degree of light
which he had : and, as his views were
very indistinct, it is not surprising that
he was, for a time at least, captivated by
the appearance of sanctity in those de-
ceivers of mankind.

In the year 1235, he was elected, by
the dean and chapter, bishop of Lincoln;
and King Heirry III. confirmed their
choice. That see was then
much more extensive than it ^eSt G S t e

is at this day: and the new bishop
bishop, who was of an ar- °f U"^1"'
dent and active spirit, imme-
diately undertook to reform abuses. For
this end he usually went through the
several archdeaconries-and deaneries, re-
quiring the attendance of the clergy, and
admonishing the people likewise to at-
tend, that their children might be con-
firmed, that they might make their con-
fession, and hear the word of God. Ro-
bert himself usually preached to the
clergy ; and some Friar of the Domini-
can or Franciscan order lectured the peo-
ple. The friars of these orders were now
his particular favourites; and he encou-
raged them to hear the confessions of the
laity, and to enjoin them penance. The
secular clergy were naturally enough of-
fended at this predilection of the bishop:
they thought that their own rights were
invaded. In the mean time the friars
themselves gradually brought the new
rders into disrepute, by exercising an

unlimited dominion over the consciences
of the laity, and by enriching themselves
at their expense. But Robert, who mea-
sured the minds of others by his own
honesty and simplicity, and who was
pleased with the superior learning, zeal
and activity of these new instruments of
the papacy, saw not as yet the evil ten-
dency of their measures, and therefore,
he encouraged their labours. The days
were evil: the zealous bishop could not
think of giving countenance to the secu-
lar clergy, who were ignorant and vicious,
in preferance to ^he friars; and, in his
zeal for promoting godliness, of which
h's notions were confused and indigested,
he was glad of those assistants, who
seemed most cheerfully to co-operate
with his own benevolent intentions.

But though he was far more disposed
to favour the two new orders than they
deserved, he was severe in his censures
of the other more ancient orders, and
was very strict in his visitations of them.
In both parts of his conduct he was in-
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fiuenced by the same upright principle :'
the hypocrisy indeed of the Dominicans!
and Franciscans escaped his penetration ;
but he could not be deceived by the gross
ignorance and dissolute manners of the
more ancient orders. Such were the
methods by which the prince of darkness
seems to have prolonged the reign of
Antichrist. The orders of the ancient
times, having filled up their season in
supporting the MAN OF SIN by a specious
appearance of holiness, when this was
gone, other orders arose, who undertook
the same task, and defended the system
of iniquity by a severer course of life
and manners. Even such men as the
bishop of Lincoln, rigidly conscientious
and upright, were seduced, undesignedly,
to lend their aid in imposing on mankind.
In the mean time, the true cure of these'
evils, namely, the light of Scripture and
of its genuine doctrines, was generally;
unknown in Christendom. j

One of the most salutary offices of the
art of criticism is to distinguish the ge-f
nuine works of the ancients from the |
spurious. This was unknown in Grosse-:
teste's time: and hence the laborious;
bishop was induced to employ his learn-
ing in translating " the Testaments of
the twelve Patriarchs" out of Greek into
Latin. He thought that he had, by this
means, enriched Europe with a valuable
monument of sacred antiquity. It is
amazing that the bishop should place so
contemptible a performance on an equal
footing with the Holy Scriptures, It
scarcely seemed worth while to mention
such a circumstance, except as a demon-
stration that the ignorance of the times
was exceedingly great, and that the diffi-
culties of acquiring divine knowledge
were then immense beyond our concep-
tion.

Let it suffice to mention in general,
that the bishop of Lincoln was, partly
through his love of justice, and partly
through the excessive warmth of his
temper, frequently engaged in quarrels
with convents, and with other agents of
the pope. At one time he was even ex-
communicated by the convent of Canter-
bury: but this ecclesiastical sentence
was so frequently prostituted to the
basest purposes, and was so often pro-
nounced on frivolous occasions, that it
had, in a great measure, lost its influence
on the minds of men. Grosseteste
treated it, in his own case, with scorn
and contempt, and continued to labour in

the promotion of piety, and in the redress
of abuses, with unwearied vigour and ac-
tivity, but at the same time, under all
the disadvantages, which the darkness of
the times and an eager and vehement
temper may be supposed to occasion. So
long a course of consistent steadiness,
integrity, and so much fear of God, at-
tended with so small a degree of spiritual
light, as in the case of this bishop, is
not a common phenomenon in the Church
of God. But the work of the Holy
Spirit in religion is diversified with an
endless variety of operations. The in-
stance before us deserves attention. The
holy soul of Robert Grosseteste, which
was favoured with so much discernment,
as just to understand and receive the es-
sentials of godliness, and no more, could
not endure with patience the manifold
corruptions of the times. He took pains
in his diocese to reform various gross
abuses, among which was the practice of
clergymen acting plays, and maintaining
connexion with Jews. The friars were
still his favourites: and he rebuked the
rectors and vicars of his diocese, because
they neglected to hear them preach, and
because they discouraged the people from
attending and confessing to them. His
devoted attachment to the popedom ap-
pears hence in a striking light, and still
more so in some other transactions, which
it is not necessary to particularize. He
continued to patronize the friars. These
were his most intimate companions:
with these he used to hold conferences on
the Scriptures; and at one time he had
thoughts of entering into the Franciscan
order himself. But however defective he
was in doctrine, he was exceedingly strict
in his views of morality: and, like all
reformers of the merely active class, who
labour to promote external good conduct,
with low and inadequate ideas of Chris-
tian principle, he excited great offence
and disgust, and produced very little solid
benefit to mankind.

Events, however, occurred, which in
some measure unfolded to the eyes of
the bishop the real character of the friars.
In 1247, two English Fran*-
ciscans were sent into Eng- Grosseteste
land with credentials to ex- resists the
tort money for the pope, temptŝ o
They applied to the prelates extort mo-
and abbots, but seem, at this J^J^^gj,
time at least, to have met in g l

with little success. Grosse- A-D-l247-
teste was amazed at the in-
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solence and pompous appearance of the
friars, who assured him that they had the
pope's bull, and who earnestly demanded
six thousand marks for the contribution
of the diocese of Lincoln : " Friars, an-
swered he', with all reverence to his ho-
liness be it spoken, the demand is as dis
honourable, as it is impracticable. The
whole body of the clergy and the people
are concerned in it equally with-me. For
me then to give a definite answer in an
instant to such a demand, before the sense
of the kingdom is taken upon it, would
be rash and absurd." The native good
sense of the bishop suggested this an-

» swer: but the true Antichristian charac-
ter of the pope was as yet unknown to
Grosseteste.—The blood of our Saviour
was about the same time pretended to be
brought into England, and he had the
weakness to vindicate the delusion.

The bishop continued still to exert
himself with the most upright intentions

/ for the good of the Church. But, it was
his usual infelicity to "labour in the fire
for very vanity,"* because he had no
distinct perception of the fundamental
truths of Christianity. The value of
solid and perspicuous views of Evange-
lical truth was never more forcibly exhi-
bited than in this case. Most bishops or
pastors, who have been possessed of this
advantage though inferior to Grosseteste
In magnanimity, industry, and activity,
have yet, if truly pious, far exceeded
him in promoting the real good of the
Church. He translated the works of
John Damascenus, and of the spurious
Dionysius the Areopagite, and illustrated
thqm with commentaries: the former au-
thor was learned indeed, but was the
great patron of image worship; and the
latter was a contemptible visionary.

It was in the case of practical evils,
not of doctrinal errors, that thex bishop of
Lincoln showed the strength of his dis-

cernment: In regard to
In these he never failed to act

he tempts'to with sincerity and vigour,
reform the reii- In 1248, he obtained, at a
gious orders. great expense, from Inno-
cent IV. letters to empower him to re-
form the religious orders. If he had
understood at that time the real character
of Antichrist, he would have foreseen the
vanity of all attempts to reform the
Church, which were grounded on papal
authority. The rectitude however of his

* Habak. ii. 13.

own mind was strikingly apparent in
the transaction. He saw with grief the
waste of large revenues made by the
monastic orders; and being supported by
the pope, as he thought, he determined
to take into his own hand the rents of the
religious houses, most probably with a
design to institute and ordain vicarages
in his diocese, and to provide for the
more general instruction of the people.
But the monks appealed to the pope;
and Grosseteste, in his old age, was
obliged to travel to Lyons, where Inno-
cent resided. Roman venality was now
at its height, and the pope determined
the cause against the bishop. Grieved
and astonished at so unexpected a deci-
sion, Grosseteste said to Innocent, " 1
relied on your letters and promises, but
am entirely disappointed." " What is
that to you," answered the pope, "you
have done your part, and we are disposed
to favour them: is YOUR EYE EVIL, BECAUSE
I AM GOOD ] " With such shameless effron-
tery can wicked men trifle with scriptu-
ral passages. The bishop, in a low tone,
but so as to be heard, said with indigna-
tion, " O money, how great is thy power,
especially at the court of Rome !" The
remark was bold and indignant, but per-
fectly just. It behoved Innocent to give
some answer; and he used the common
method of wicked men in such cases,
namely, to retort the accusation. " You
English," said he, " are always grinding
and impoverishing one another. How
many religious men, persons of prayer
and hospitality, are you striving to de-
press, that you may sacrifice to your own
tyranny and avarice!"—So spake the
most unprincipled of robbers to a bishop,
whose unspotted integrity was allowed
by all the world.

All that the bishop could do was to
leave his testimony at the court of Rome;
and he delivered three copies of a long
sermon, one copy to the pope, the other
two copies to two of the cardinals. In
this discourse he sharply inveighed
against the flagitious practices of the
court of Rome, particularly the appro-
priation of churches to religious houses,
the appeals of the religious to the pope,
and the scandalous clause* in the bulls
of NON OBSTANTE, which was • the great
engine of the pope's dispensing power.

* See an account of the effect of this
clause, in page 196. See also the note in p.
188.
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He observes, that the Son of God sub
mitted to a most ignominious death fo
the redemption of human souls, which
without mercy, were delivered to wolves
and bears. His uprightness and mag
nanimity were evidenced by this step
but no good effect appeared. To explai
and enforce the doctrines of the Gcspe
and to prove the whole structure of th
papacy perfectly inconsistent with thosi
doctrines, would have been a far mon
likely method of promoting the edifies
tion of the Church; but to this task th
light and knowledge of the bishop wer
unequal. He was for some time so de-
jected with the disappointment which h
had met with, that he formed intention
of resigning his bishopric. But, recol
iecting what ravages of the Churcr
might be the consequence of such
step, he felt it his duty to remain in
his office, and to do all the good, which
the infelicity of the times would per-
mit.

The bishop often preached to the peo-
ple in the course of his perambulation
through his diocese; and he required th(
neighbouring clergy to attend the ser-
mons. He earnestly exhorted them to
be laborious in ministering to their flocks
and the lazy Italians, who, by virtue o
the pope's letters, had been intruded into
opulent benefices, and who neither un-
derstood the language of the people, nor
wished to instruct them, were the objects
of his detestation. He would often with
indignation cast the papal bulls out o
his hands, and absolutely refuse to com-
ply with them, saying, that he should be,
the friend of Satan, if he should commit
the care of souls to foreigners. INNO-
CENT, however, persisting in his plan,
peremptorily ordered him to admit an
Italian, perfectly ignorant of the Eng-
lish language, to a very rich benefice in

the diocese of Lincoln;
Grosseteste and Grosseteste, refusing
suspended. tQ o b e y ? w a g 8 1 l S p e n d e £

Whether the sentence of suspension was
formally repealed, or not, does not ap-
pear. "Certain it is, that the bishop con-
tinued to exercise his episcopal functions ;
and shortly we shall advert to facts,
which prove in a still more striking man-
ner, with what impunity he despised the
papal mandates.

Observing that churches appropria-
ted to religious houses had not always
stated vicars, and that where vicar-
ages existed, they were often meanly

endowed, he obtained at He obtains a
length, in 1250, a bull from ^ ( ^ f of

Innocent to empower him the churches:
to regulate these matters. A> D- 1*50p

The evil was indeed enormous ; but the
persevering zeal of the bishop, supported
by the extensive influence of his charac-
ter, prevailed at length in some degree
over the pope's usurpations; and a con-
siderable number of vicarages in his dio-
cese were at length regulated. A pious
and upright perseverance in the reforma-
tion of abuses, amidst many vexatious
disappointments, is seldom altogether in
vain; and this wise and encouraging
order of the divine government is ex-
tremely worthy of the attention of dig-
nitaries of the Church in all ages.

Grosseteste united the labours of his
pen to those of the episcopal office. He
began a comment on the Psalter, though
he lived not to finish the work ; and he
seems to have known no other recreation,
than what naturally arose from the va-
riety of his religious employments.

In January 1253, Innocent was desi-
rous of preferring his nephew, an Italian
youth, in the cathedral of Lincoln; and
for this purpose, he, by
letter, directed the bishop The pope appoints
of the diocese to give him SnonTby P ^ i -
the first canonry that si on: A. D. 1253.
should be vacant. This
was to be done by PROVISION; for that
was the decent term employed by the
pontiff when he undertook to provide a
successor to a benefice beforehand, under
pretence of correcting the abuse of long
vacancies. TNNOCENT seems to have been
determined in this instance to intimidate
he bishop into submission. He de-
clared, that any ^other disposal of the

canonry should be null and void; and
hat he would excommunicate every one

who should dare to disobey his injunc-
tion. He wrote to two Italians, his
igents in England, ordering them to en-
sure and complete the appointment, with
us usual clause of NON OBSTANTE ; a

clause pregnant with the most intoler-
able abuses ; for it set aside all statutes
and customs, and obliged them to give
way to the present humour of the pope.*

Grosseteste resolute in his disobe-
ience, wrote an EPISTLE on this occasion,

which has made his name im- Grosseteste
mortal. As he advanced in ^ ^ ^

ears, he saw more clearly the gr^t spirit.

* Fascia rer. Vol, II. 399.
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corruptions of the popedom, which, how-
ever, he still looked on as of divine autho-
rity. But if we set aside this remnant of
the prejudices of education, he argues al-
together on Protestant principles. Some
extracts of the epistle may deserve the
reader's attention.* " I am not disobe-
dient to the Apostolical precepts.—I am
bound by the divine command to obey
them. Our Saviour Christ saith, who-
soever is not with me, is against me.—
Our lord the Pope appears to be his type
and representative. It is impossible then
that the sanctity of the apostolical see
can be repugnant to the authority of Jesus
Christ. The NON OBSTANTE clause over-
flows with uncertainty, fraud, and deceit,
and strikes at the root of all confidence
between man and man. Next to the sin
of Antichrist, which shall be in the latter
time, nothing can be more contrary to
the doctrine of Christ, than to destroy
men's souls, by defrauding them of the
benefit of the pastoral office. Those,
who serve their own carnal desires by
means of the milk and pool of the sheep
of Christ, and do not minister the pasto-
ral office to the salvation of the flock, are
guilty of destroying souls. Two enor-
mous evils are in this way committed.
In one respect they sin directly against
God himself, who is essentially good ; in
another against the image of God in man,
which, by the reception of grace, is par-
taker of the divine nature—For the holy
apostolical see to be accessory to so
great wickedness, would be a horrible
abuse of the fulness of power, an entire
separation from the glorious kingdom of
Christ, and a proximity to the two prin-
ces of darkness.f No man, faithful to
the said see, can, with an unspotted con-
science, obey such mandates, even if
they were seconded by the high order
of angels themselves; on the contrary,
every faithful Christian ought to oppose
them with all his might. It is therefore
in perfect consistence with my duty of
obedience, that I withstand these enor-
mities, so abominable to the Lord Jesus
Christ, so repugnant to the holiness of
the apostolical see, and so contrary to
the unity of the catholic faith. I say
then, this see cannot act but to edifica-
tion; but your PROVISIONS are destruc-

* See Fox, Vol. I. p. 365. and M. Paris, p.
870. Fascic. rer. Vol. II. 400.

t He seems to mean the Devil and Anti-
christ.

VOL. II. 9

tion. The holy see neither can nor ought
to attempt any such thing ; for flesh and
blood, and not the Heavenly Father, hath
revealed such doctrines."

It is not clear whether this epistle was
written to the pope directly, or to some
of his agents. It was meant, however,
for his inspection ; and it affords a mar-
vellous instance of that Christian bold-
ness and honesty for ^which Grosseteste
is so justly renowned.—Sullied, indeed,
were the qualities of this good man with
much doctrinal error, but ever animated
by a true zeal for the honour of God, and
by the deepest sense of the worth of
souls.

Innocent, on receiving the positive de-
nial, accompanied with such warm re-
monstrances, was incensed beyond mea-
sure : and " Who," said he, " is this
old dotard, who dares to judge my ac-
tions ? By Peter and Paul, if I were not
restrained by my generosity, I would
make him an example and a spectacle to
all mankind. Is not the king of Eng-
land my vassal, and my slave 1 and, if I
gave the word, would he not throw him
into prison, and load him with infamy
and disgrace ?" In so low a light did the
bishop of Rome behold the monarch of
this island ! But king John had reduced
his kingdom into a state of subjection to
the pope; and the same vassalage con-
tinued all the days of his pusillanimous
successor. The cardinals, however, who
saw the danger which the pope incurr-
ed by his arrogance and temerity, en-
deavoured to moderate his resentment.
Giles, in particular, a Spanish cardinal,
said,* "I t is not expedient for you to
proceed against the bishop in that vio-
lent manner. For what he saith is cer-
tainly true, nor can we with decency
condemn him. He is a holy man, more
so than we ourselves are ; a man of ex-
cellent genius, and of the best morals;
no prelate in Christendom is thought to
excel him. By this time, it is possible,
that the truths expressed in this epistle
are divulged among many; and they
will stir up numbers against us. The
clergy, both of France and England,
know the character of the man, nor is it
possible to cast any stigma upon him.
He is believed to be a great philosopher,
an accomplished scholar in Latin and
Greek literature, zealous in the adminis-
tration of justice, a reader of theology in

* Fox, Vol. I. p. 366. Pegge, p. 248.
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the schools, a popular preacher, a lover
of chastity, and an enemy of simony.'"
Others joined with Giles in the same
sentiments. On the whole, the cardi-
nals advised the pope to connive at these
transactions, lest some tumult might
arise in the Church, for they said, it wai
an evident truth, that a revolt from the
Church of Rome would one day take
place in Christendom. It seems there
were even then some discerning spirits
who could foresee, that so unrighteous a
domination would in time be brought to
a close. Yet the prevalence of ambition
and avarice induced them to suppon
their domination, though they were con-
vinced of its iniquity.

But the fury of Innocent was not to be
allayed. He pronounced the sentence

of excommunication Against
lŝ xcommu- Grosseteste; and nominated
mcated by Albert^ one of his nuncios,
th\PDPr>53 t 0 t h e b i s n o P r i c o f Lincoln.

The bishop appealed to the
tribunal of Christ, and paid no regard to
the decree. What the cardinals foresaw,
came to pass; the pope's commands
were universally neglected; and the bi-
shop continued in quiet possession of his
dignity.

In the latter end of the summer of the
same year 1253, he was seized with a
mortal disease at his palace at Buckden ;

and he sent for friar John de
The bishop St. Giles, to converse with

him on the state of the
Church. He blamed Giles

and his brethren the Dominicans, and
also the Franoiscans, because, though
their orders were founded in voluntary
poverty, they did not rebuke the vices of
the great. " I am convinced," said he,
"that both the pope, unless he amend
his errors, and the friars, except they
endeavour to restrain him, will be de-
servedly exposed to everlasting death."
We may hence collect what was the
foundation of that respect which the
bishop was wont to pay to the friars; it
was the eclat of their voluntary poverty,
which he hoped would have enabled
them to be faithful dispensers of the
Word of God, as by it they seemed to be
removed above the temptations of ava-
rice. If a man of his understanding
was deceived by their feigned sanctity,
it ought to be less matter of surprise that
the world at large was imposed on by the
same cause; and that the institution of
these orders proved so convenient a sup-

taken ill
A. D. 1253.

port to the popedom for several genera-
tions. The mind of Grosseteste was al-
ways more clear in discerning the END of
true religion than it was in discovering
the MEANS of promoting it. Upright, in-
trepid, disinterested, and constantly in-
fluenced by the fear of God, he yet failed
to bring about the good which he had
conceived in his heart, because he had
too little acquaintance with "the myste-
ry of godliness," and because he too
much relied on moral and prudential
plans for that reformation of mankind,
which is sought in vain from everything,
except from the knowledge and applica-
tion of the Gospel.

But the bishop was rapidly advancing
towards eternity: and he seems now to
have had more powerful manifestations
of divine truth from the Spirit of God,
than any with which he had hitherto been
favoured His zeal evidently arose from
the purest charity. Superior to. selfish
considerations, he was absorbed in medi-
tations concerning the Church ; and we
have from a contemporary historian* an
account of his last conversations with his
chaplains, in which there was probably
something still more evangelical than
what they or the historian could under-
stand. It is, however, our duty to re-
port it as it is delivered to us; and cler-
gymen at least will find it worthy their
attention.

In October, the bishop, oppressed
with a fatal distemper, whatever it was,
sent for some of his chaplains, and con-
versed with them. Christ, said he, with
a sigh, came into the world to save
souls; ought not he, then, who takes
pains to ruin souls, to be denominated
Antichrist? Our God built the universe
in six days, but he laboured more than
thirty years to restore man when fallen.
Is not then the destroyer of souls, the
Antichrist and the enemy of God 1 The
pope is not ashamed impudently to dis-
annul, by his clauses of NON OBSTANTE,
the decrees of the holy pontiffs, his pre-
decessors. Many other popes have af-
flicted the Church; this INNOCENT has
nslaved it more than they." He then

recounts their usurious and fraudulent
proceedings in England, and inveighs
against the arts of amassing money prac-
tised by the friars on account of the cru-
sades. I have seen, said he, an instru-
ment, in which it was inserted, that those,

* JUatt. Paris.
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who, in their wills, devised money for
the use of the crusades, should receive
indulgence in proportion to the sum they
gave. He then exposed the scandalous
practice of disposing of ecclesiastical be-
nefices, and lamented that the friars, the
devotees of poverty, were now converted
into tax-gatherers to the pope, belying the
habit they wore, while they were made
more secular than ever. The bishop, in-
dignant at these and other horrible pro-
ceedings, observed, "The Church can
never be delivered from this Egyptian
bondage, but by the edge of the sword ;"
and while he was scarcely able to speak
for sighs and tears, his breath and his
voice failed him. He might be sharp-
ened by his accusations by the personal
ill treatment which he himself had re-
ceived ; but it must be owned, that he
had a distinct knowledge of facts, and a
most just abhorrence of hypocrisy and
iniquity. And it is only to be lamented,
that he had lived so long a time, and re-
mained so little acquainted with the only
Christian armour of doctrine, which can
cut down the powers of Antichrist. He

died at Buckden, October 9,
Grosseteste 1253. INNOCENT heard of his
dies at Buck- d e a t h w U h p l e a s u r e . a n d s a i d

A.D. 1253. with exultation, " I rejoice,
and let every true son of the

Roman church rejoice with me, that my
great enemy is removed." He ordered
a letter to be written to king Henry, re-
quiring him to take up the bishop's body,
to cast it out of the church, and to burn
it. The cardinals, however, opposed
the tyrant; and the letter was never
sent, probably on account of the decline
of Innocent's health ; for he died the
succeeding year.

M. Paris, though most superstitiously
attached to the Roman see, and preju-
diced against the bishop of Lincoln, on
account of his severity towards the an-
cient monastic orders, was, however, a
man of probity and honour; and he has
left such a testimony to the character of
Grosseteste, as deserves to be presented
to the reader.*

" The holy bishop Robert departed
this world, which he never loved, and
which was always to him as a place of

banishment. He was the
Hischarac- open reprover both of my
tor hir l i i t r> •%

lord the pope, and of the
king, and the censurer of the

ter by
M. Paris.

prelates, the corrector of monks, the di-
rector of priests, the instructor of the
clergy, the supporter of scholars, the
preacher to the laity, the punisher of in-
continence, the diligent investigator of
various writings, and lastly, he was th
scourge of lazy and selfish Romans,
whom he heartily despised. In the sup-
ply of the temporal table, liberal, copious,
polite, cheerful and affable. In the spi-
ritual table, devout, humble, and con-
trite. In the episcopal office, diligent,
venerable, and indefatigable." The his-
torian adds to this, "that even in those
instances of discipline, in which he
seemed to bear the hardest on the monks,
he was allowed to have acted always
with the purest intentions."

Grosseteste appears to have had no
great turn for public business; he ne-
glected it for the most part: nor did he
frequent the court. The salvation of
souls was perpetually m his thoughts
and in his mouth; and it is devoutly to
be wished, that many, whose evangeli-
cal light is far superior to his, resembled
him in tenderness of conscience, in un-
wearied activity and zeal, and in genuine
humility and modesty of spirit, with,
which, notwithstanding th-e disadvantage
of a temper plainly irascible in a great
degree, he was very eminently endowed.

In one of his letters he shows the idea
which he had formed of the importance
of the pastoral office.* " I dare not, for
the love of God," says he, " confer the
care of souls on any person, who will not
sedulously discharge the office in person.
The office itself is of the last importance;
it requires a governor always RESIDENT,
who applies himself to it with vigilance,
prudence, diligence, and fervour; who
preaches the word of the Lord in season
and out of season; who exhibits himself
an example of good works; who, when
he gives salutary admonition and is not
regarded, can grieve and lament; who
shakes his hands from holding bribes;
who so evidently applies to pious uses
the pecuniary fines, which he receives
for the punishment of faults, that he is
perfectly free from all suspicion of sel-
fishness and avarice on that account; who
is delighted, when he can with a good
conscience acquit the accused; whom no
prejudice, passion, intreaty, or gift, or
partiality, can divert from the path of
rectitude; who delights in labour, and

* Matt. Paris, p. 876. Edit. Lond. 1640.
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whose whole desire is to profit souls."
He, who in an age of superstition, which
afforded so many temptations to venality
and corruption, could act according to the
spirit of these rules, must have been pos-
sessed of the Spirit of Christ, and have
been superior to the spirit of the world.

To have so much enlarged on the cha-
racter and transactions of a man so little
distinguished, in regard to evangelical
knowledge, as bishop Grosseteste was,
from the common herd of papists in his
time, might seem to need an apology,
were I not sensible, that the eminence of
his PRACTICAL godliness demonstrates,
that he must have been in possession of
the fundamentals of Divine Truth; and,
that the candid and intelligent reader may
receive edification from a light which
burned with steadiness in the Church of
God, though in much obscurity.

The evidence, however, of the bishop's
knowledge of fundamental truths is not
only to be collected by fair inferences,

but is also direct and posi-
GioSeTte. t i v e ' A n U m b e r °f' M s Ser"mons in manuscript are still
extant.* I have examined one of these
throughout, which was preached from
our Saviour's words in the sixth chapter
of St. Luke, " Blessed are ye poor, for
yours is the kingdom of God." Let it
suffice to condense the ideas contained
in this sermon into a narrow compass, by
a very short abridgment, which to the
best of my power shall be faithful to the
sentiments of the author, though I have
not thought it worth while to translate
accurately the barbarous Latin of the ori-
ginal.

He undertakes to describe the poverty
recommended in the text, which, by com-
parison with another evangelist^ ap-
pears to be poverty in spirit. This poverty,
he observes, is wrought in the heart of
the elect by the Holy Spirit. Its foun-
dation, he tells us, is laid in real humi-
lity, which disposes a man to feel, that
he has nothing, except what he has re-
ceived from above. But this is not all;
for humility in this view belonged to
Adam before he fell. But the humility
of a SINNER has a still deeper root. The
humble m&n not only sees that he has
nothing in himself, but he is also stripped
of all desire to possess in himself the

* They are preserved in the Cathedral of
St. Peter at York,

f Matt- v.

springs of self-exaltation. Condemned
in himself, and corrupt before God, he
despairs of help from his own powers,
and in seeking he finds HIM, who is the
true life, wisdom, and health, who is all
in all, even the Incarnate Son of God,
who descended into our vale of sin and
misery, that he might raise us from their
depths. By leaning on HIM alone, every
true Christian rises into true life, and
peace, and joy. He lives in HIS life, he
sees light in HIS light, he is invigorated
with HIS warmth, and he grows in HIS
strength, and leaning upon the Beloved,
his soul ascends upwards. The lower
he sinks in humility, the higher he rises
toward God. He is sensible that he not
only is nothing in himself, but that he
has also lost what he had gratuitously
received,—has precipitated himself into
misery, and so subjected himself to the
slavery of the devil; and lastly, that he
has no internal resources for recovery.
Thus he is induced to place his whole
dependence on the Lord; to abhor him-
self, and always to prefer others, and " to
take the lowest seat" as his own proper
place.—The humble soul is called on by
our author, solicitously to examine him-
self, whether he really demonstrates in
his temper and practice this grace of
humility; and to bewTare lest, even if he
do find some evidences of it in his soul,
he be inflated with the discovery, because
he ought to know, that it is from the
Lord alone that he is what he is; and
that he ought no more to boast of him-
self than the shining colours in the glass
should glory in that splendour, which
they derive entirely from the solar rays.
He observes, that the temptations to self-
complacency are the effect of Satanic
injections ; and that it behoves him, who
would be found unfeignedly humble, to
see whether he has the genuine marks
of humility in practice; whether, for in-
stance, he can bear to be rebuked by an
inferior, whether he is not rendered inso-
lent by honours, whether he is not inflated
by praise, whether among equals he is
the first to labour, and the last to exhort
himself, whether he can render blessings
for curses, and good for evil. By such
methods of self-examination he is to
check the ebullitions of vain-glory, with
which the tempter is apt to inspire those,
who seem to have made some proficiency
in grace. If that proficiency be real, let
them take care never to conceive of it as
something separate from Christ: HE
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alone dwelling in them by his Spirit pro-
duces all that is good, and to him alone
the praise belongs.

To the directions and cautions con-
cerning humility, which indeed form the
most evangelical and most useful part of
the sermon, the bishop adds some direc-
tions concerning the contempt of the
world, and the love of heavenly things.
On the latter subject he quotes Augustine
and Gregory, on the former he addresses
his audience, as having already embraced
voluntary poverty. Hence it appears,
that the discourse was addressed to a
company of Ascetics; and it must be
confessed that he labours with great cor-
rectness to prevent them from presumptu-
ously imagining themselves to be just
and righteous. Throughout the dis-
course there is excellent matter, and it is
well calculated to bumble the proud; but
there is very little to encourage the sin-
cere. He seems to have no idea of the
attainment of a state of solid peace and
joy; nor is it to be wondered at. Like
most of the very best divines, who wrote
in those days, he knew not the just na-
ture of the Christian article of justifica-
tion by Jesus Christ the righteous; and
though he appears to have trusted in
HIM for eternal salvation, and knew too
well his own deficiencies, to put any trust
in himself, yet he evidently wanted the
full assurance of understanding of the
MYSTERY OF GODLINESS,* and CQllld not,
with his inefficacious religious views,
HAVE ACCESS WITH CONFIDENCE b y the
faith of Jesus.f

The honest and intrepid spirit, with
which this excellent prelate opposed the
scandalous practises of pope Innocent
IV. has sufficiently appeared in the course
of this chapter. But the Christian read-
er may not be displeased to see additional
proofs of the genuine humility of his
mind. Self-righteousness and self-confi-
dence seem to have been his aversion in
the extreme. Dependence on God as a
reconciled Father in Christ Jesus, was
his grand practical principle.—The fol-
lowing passages are translated from the
Latin Opuscula of Grosseteste. ̂

While he was archdeacon of Leicester,
in one of his letters he writes thus:
" Nothing that occurs in your letters
ought to give me more pain than your
styling me a person invested with autho-

* Coloss. ii. 2.
t Vol. II. Fascic. rer.

t Eph. iii. 12.

9*

rity, and endued with the lustre of know-
ledge. So far am 1 from thinking as you
do, that I feel myself unfit even to be
the disciple of a person of authority;
moreover, in innumerable matters which
are objects of knowledge, I perceive my-
self enveloped in the darkness of igno-
rance. But did I really possess the great
qualities you ascribe to me, HE alone
would be worthy of the praise, and the
whole of it ought be referred unto HIM,
to whom we daily say, Not unto us, 0
Lord, not unto us, but to thy name give
the glory."

The same modesty and self-abasement
accompanied him to the episcopal chair.
In his subsequent letters he usually
styled himself, «4 Robert, by divine per-
mission the poor minister of the church
of Lincoln."

On the important subject of Divine
Grace, he expresses himself in the fol-
lowing manner: " Grace is that good
pleasure of God, whereby he is pleased
to bestow upon us what we have not de-
served ; and the gift is for our advantage,
not His. Wherefore it is very clear,
that all the good we possess, whether it
be natural, or freely conferred afterwards,
proceeds from the grace of God ; because
there is no good thing, the existence of
which he does not will; and for God to
will anything, is to do it; therefore there
can be no good of which he is not the
author. He it is, who turns the human
will from evil, and converts it to good,
and also causes it to persevere in the
same. Nevertheless man's free-will ope-
rates in this matter, as the grain shoots
by an external germinative power, and
by the heat of the sun and the moisture
of the earth. For if it were impossible
that we should turn from the evil and be
converted to the good, we should not be
commendable in so doing, nor should we
be ordered in Scripture to do so. And
again if we could do this without the
grace of God, there would be no pro-
priety in praying to God for it, nor would
our success depend upon his will
. . . A will to do good, by which a man
becomes conformed to the will of God, is
grace freely given. The Divine will is
grace; and grace is then said to be in-
fused, when the Divine will begins to
operate upon our will."

This extract contains a fair representa-
tion of Grosseteste's sentiments; and
may be thought the more expedient, be-
cause some authors, in their accounts of
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the faith of this good prelate, seem to
have suppressed such expressions as did
not well accord with their own views.
The historian endeavours to avoid contro-
versy ; yet he may be allowed to remark,
that on the subjects of grace, free-
will, and justification, bishop Grosse-
teste does not always preserve an inva-
riable consistency. The wonder, how-,

ever, as hath been justly observed, ought
to be, that he should have seen so well'
as he did. In general, he was eloquent
and mighty in the Scriptures; fervent in
spirit, speaking and teaching boldly the
things of the Lord;—though, like Apol-
los, he sometimes needed an "Aquila
and Priscilla to expound to him the way
of God more perfectly,"



CENTURY XIV.

CHAPTER I.

THE GENERAL STATE OF THE CHURCH IN THIl
CENTURY.

THE same ignorance and superstition
the same vices and immoralities, which
predominated in the last century, disco-
loured the appearance of the Church in
this. Real Christians were still to be
found either only among the Waldenses
or else they worshipped God in obscu'
rity, under the unspeakable disadvan-
tages of the general corruption, There
arose indeed in this century, various sec-
taries, besides the Waldenses, who were
cruelly persecuted, both by popes and
emperors; of whom, therefore, at first
eight, we are ready to conclude, that they
must have been the real people of God.
I cannot, however, find positive evidence,
that any of them professed the real doc-
trines, or were influenced by the real
Spirit, of Jesus. Some of them were
the disgrace of human nature, both in
their principles and their practice; and
I mean not to detail the narratives of fa-
naticisms, with which most ecclesiastical
histories abound. The term Lollard was
affixed in general to all those, who pro-
fessed, whether on solid principles of]
godliness or not, a greater degree of at-
tention to acts of piety and devotion,
than the rest of mankind. Of these,
Walter Raynard, a Dutchman, was ap-
prehended and burnt at Cologne. This
is he, whom I have already called Ray-
nard Lollard, in the account of the Wal-
denses, and from whom the Wickliffites
are supposed to have acquired the name
of Lollards. I have carefully attended
to Mosheim's account of the origin of]
the term,* and am convinced from his
reasonings, that Lollard was a general
name of reproach given to professors of

'piety, and not the proper name of any
[particular person. But it by no means
thence follows, as Mosheim contends,
that Walter Raynard always belonged to
some sect of the Romish communion.
|The accounts of the most eminent Ger-
man authors constantly represent him as
a protestant, and the common use of the
term Lollard in England, as applied to
the followers of Wickliffe and of Wal-
ter Raynard, could scarcely have obtain-
ed, if the latter had continued a papist
till his death.*

The Church of God, therefore, consi-
dered as a society, seems only to have
existed among the people, whose history
has been related above.j- Of other
sects the detail would be as insipid as it
would be obscure and perplexed; and
whoever has remarked the confusion of
;erms, which negligence, obloquy, or ar-
tifice, have introduced into the ecclesias-
ical accounts qf sects and parties, will

find little reason to acquiesce in the ar-
rangements of their classes, which
writers in different ages have made. Let
us attend to facts rather than to terms,
t is certain, that there were many so-
ieties of persons in this century called

Beghards, Beguines, Lollards, Brethren
>f the Free Spirit, Flagellants, &c, who
uttered extremely from the iron hand of
Dower. Among all these, the people
ialled Waldenses, and called also Lol-
ards,—with what propriety is a question
)f little importance,—seem perfectly dist-
inguished, by their solid piety, sound
icriptural judgment, and practical godli-
ess; and therefore they may justly be

* See Mosheim, Vol. I. pp. 747. 757.

* On the contrary, as it has been men-
ioned already, Walter Raynard, from a
Tanciscan and an enemy, became a Wal-
lensian, preached the Gospel, and suffered
n that account at Cologne.—Page 75 of
his Vol.

f Waldenses.
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accounted to have suiFered for righteous-1 vacancy the court of Rome pretended to
ness sake; while the rest, as far as cer- fill the sees in this way.* Indeed its

Holy Land
lost:

A. D. 1291.

tainly appears, were the martyrs of fol-
ly, turbulence, or impiety.

In the East, the profession of Chris-
tianity still pervaded that contracted em-
pire of the Greeks, of which Constanti-
nople was the metropolis. But no Chris-
tian records are come down to us of any
thing like the primitive Gospel. Even
the profession of Christianity, which had
existed in China, was extirpated through
the jealousy of the reigning powers;
and the famous Tamerlane, the Tartar,
cruelly persecuted all who bore the
Christian name, being persuaded, as a
Mahometan, that it was highly meritori-
ous to destroy them. Thus even the form
of godliness declined in Asia : the power
of it, alas ! had vanished long before.
Nor were the attempts, which were m&de
in Europe, to renew the crusades, by
means of indulgences, calculated to re-
vive the light of the Gospel in the East,

even if they had succeeded.
The Holy Land had been lost
in 1291; and an army was
collected in 1363, under the

auspices of pope Urban V. commanded
by John, king of France, that same mo-
narch, who had been taken prisoner by
Edward the Black Prince, at the battle
of Poictiers. But John departed this
life, and Urban's hopes from the cru-
sades were blasted.

In the "mean time the boundaries of
Christianity had been gradually extend-
ed in Europe.* Jagello, duke of Lithua-
nia, was now almost the only pagan
prince in that quarter of the world. And
he, influenced by secular views, became
a Christian in name and profession, and
by this means acquired the crown of Po-
land. The Teutonic knights continued
also the military methods of obliging the
Prussians and Livonians to profess the
Gospel, and completed in this century,
what they had begun in the last.

The maxims and examples of the court
of Rome were unspeakably prejudicial to
the cause of godliness in this century.
The practice of PROVISIONS, which had so
much inflamed the zeal of bishop Grosse-
teste, was now reduced into a system by
the popes who resided in France, and all
Europe complained of their impositions.
In England, in the beginning of the
reign of Edward III., almost upon*every

Mosheim, Vol. I. p. 713.

Boniface
VIII.

A. D. 1303.

ambition and avarice were unbounded:
it claimed a right to dispose of all offices
in the Church both great and small, and
n that way amassed considerable sums.

That same Boniface VIII. whom we left
in the pontifical see at the close of the
'ast century, filled the Christian world
with the noise and turbulence of his am-
bition. He followed the steps of Hilde-
brand, and attempted to be equally des-
potic in civil and ecclesiastical matters.
He it was, who forbad the clergy to pay
anything to princes without his per-
mission, -j- l i e also instituted a jubilee,
which was to be renewed every hundred
years, by which he granted plenary indul-
gences to all strangers, who
should visit the churches of Death of
St. Peter and St. Paul in
Rome.:): This unprincipled
pontiff died in extreme mise-
ry in 1303, in the ninth year of his pa-
pacy.

The schism which afterwards took
place in the popedom was providentially
a blessing to mankind. While, for the
space of fifty years, the Church had two
or three heads at the same time; and,
while each of the contending popes was
anathematizing his competitors, the re-
verence of mankind for the popedom it-
self was insensibly diminished ; and the
labours of those, whom God raised up to
propagate divine truth, began to be more
seriously regarded by men of conscience
and probity.

In this century flourished the cele-
brated John Duns Scotus. Whether he
was born in England, Scot-
land, or Ireland, has been dis-
puted. That he was a fa-
mous schoolman is well known. But
in the light of true religion, I know no-
thing concerning him. The same thing
may be said of Raymund Lully, William
Ockham of Surrey, in England, and of
Petrarch, that great reviver of polite
literature in Italy. These were some of
the most famous men in their age; but
they helped not the Church of God. To-
ward the close, however, of this period,
—for the most part one of the most unin-
teresting in Church history,—there arose

* Collier. t Du Pin.
X The successors of Boniface, finding that

the jubilee augmented the revenue of the
Roman church, fixed its return to every
twenty-fifth year.

Duns Sco-
tus.
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in England a Luminary,* whose princi-
ples, conduct, and writings will require
a distinct consideration, and whom I re-
serve to the third chapter. The same
country furnishes us also with another
equally rare and excellent, though much
less celebrated character, I mean BRAD-
WARDINE, archbishop of Canterbury, of
whom an account will be given in the
next chapter.—In the remainder of this
it will be worth while to add a few par-
ticular circumstances, which may show
in what sort of an age Bradwardine
lived.

The accounts of individuals in this
century, who truly feared God and
wrought righteousness, are extremely
scarce. One person, I find on the Con-
tinent, who seems not unworthy of a

place in these memoirs, I
Eleazar mean Eleazar, Count of Arian
bAjb. 1295. i n Naples, born in 1295. At

the age of twenty-three he
succeeded to his father's estate. That
this youth, in very affluent circumstances,
and at a time of life when the passions
are usually strong, could support a con-
stant tenor of devotion and religious se-
riousness to his death, which took place
about five years after, seems scarcely to
have originated from principles lower
than those of real Christianity. The re-
gulations of his household are very re-
tnarkable; some of which are as fol-
lows :

441 cannot allow any blasphemy in
my house, nor anything in word or deed
which offends the laws of decorum.

"Let the ladies spend the morning
in reading and prayer, the afternoon at
some work.

44 Dice and all games of hazard are
prohibited.

" Let all persons in my house divert
themselves at proper times, but never in
a sinful manner.

44 Let there be constant peace in my
family; otherwise two armies are formed
under my roof, and the master is de-
voured by them both.

" If any difference arise, let not the
sun go down upon your wrath.

44 We must bear with something, if we
have to live among mankind. Such is
our frailty, we are scarcely in tune with
ourselves a whole day; and if a melan-
choly humour come on us, we know not
well what we would have.

* WICKLIFF.

" Not to bear and not to forgive, is
diabolical; to love enemies, and to do
good for evil, is the mark of the children
of God.

44 Every evening, all my family shall
be assembled at a godly conference, in
which they shall hear something of God
and salvation. Let none be absent on
pretence of attending to my affairs. I
have no affairs so interesting to me as
the salvation of my domestics.

441 seriously forbid all injustice, which
may cloak itself under colour of serv-
ing me.

44 If I feel impatience under an affront,"
said he, on one occasion, 44I look at
Christ. Can anything, which I suf-
fer, be like to that which he endured for
me?"

We are told that his conduct in life
corresponded to these maxims. I could
not prevail on myself to pass over in si-
lence such a character as this, whom
general history, full of the intrigues
and ambitious enterprises of popes and
princes, neither knows nor regards. God
has his secret saints in the dullest sea-
sons of the Church, and Eleazar seems
to have been one of these. But he was
soon removed from this vale of sorrow;
for he died in the twenty-eighth year of
his age. His behaviour in his last sick-
ness was of a piece with his life. The
history of our Saviour's passion was read
to him daily, and his mind was consoled
by this means amidst the pains with
which he was afflicted.*

But whoever, in these times, had any
serious impressions of religion, could
scarcely meet with the least solid in-
struction. For the preaching of the
Word was so much disused, that it is
remarked as a singular commendation of
Thomas De la Mare, abbot of St. Alban's
in the time of our king Edward III. that
he preached in the priory^of Tinmouth,
where he presided before he was elected
abbot of St. Alban's, and employed many
secular clergy and mendicants to do the
same, perceiving the function of preach-
ing to be wholly omitted in monasteries,J-
ittle practised by the seculars, and en-

grossed by the mendicants. If 44 faith
comes by hearing, and hearing by the
word of God," we may venture to affirm,
that whenever Christian preaching is
disused or despised, whether through the

* Butler, Vol. IX.
t Newcombe's History of St. Alban's.
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influence of superstition or of refinement,
then godliness is at a low ebb, and the
principles of Christianity are almost un-
known. A pious Eleazar may in some
measure supply the want to his own
family; but what must be the state of
knowledge in the world at large? The
truths of the Gospel are by no means
obvious ; they require study, attention,
meditation; all the prejudices of our
fallen nature oppose them when brought
into full prospect; how dark then must
be the minds of those who never hear of
them! The formalities of monasticism
may give a false peace to the conscience,
but they cannot enlighten the understand-
ing, nor regulate the heart. Hence,
amidst the most splendid appearances of
religion, wickedness abounded, and a
cumbersome mass of superstitions was a
poor substitute for the love of God and
man. In the abbey of St. Alban's the
superiors decked themselves with excess
of pompous attire. They wore vest-
ments as rich as art and money could
make them; and though they changed
their attire every day, they could not
bring them all into use. Such was the
etate of things during the presidency of
Thomas De la Mare, an abbot, who was
looked on as the mirror of piety.

Some attempts were, however, made
in England to stem the torrent of eccle-
siastical corruption. Even in the pre-

ceding century, about the year
Synodat 1265,* a national Synod,

AdDni2G5. h e l d a t London under Otho-
bon, the pope's legate, under-

took to reform the abuses, of which the
whole nation loudly complained. This
synod, in which Welch, Scotch and Irish
clergymen were present as well as Eng-
lish, was looked on as of great authority,
and as a rule of ecclesiastical discipline
to the Church. Several of its canons
are still in force, make part of the canon
law.f The ninth canon provides against
the evil of non-residence, obliges the
clergyman presented to a benefice, to re-
sign his other preferments, and swear to
reside. The twentieth provides against
commutations for offences, and forbids
the archdeacon ever to receive money on
such accouuts; for, " such practices,"
say the synod, " amount, in effect, to the

* Collier.
f Several of these canons are only Otho's

constitutions confirmed and enforced with
further penalties.

grant of a licence to sin." Severe, but
just censure of the whole papal doctrine
of indulgences! How little room was
there to hope, that this canon would be
strictly observed in archdeaconries, or in
any other limited district, while the su-
preme rulers of the Church were break-
ing it continually!

In a council held at Lambeth in 1281,*
a canon was enacted, which lays down
rules of preaching concerning the funda-
mental articles of religion. It
contains some wholesome Council at
truths, but mixed with much ^ A J ^ J .
superstition. But the worst
part of the canon is, that the parish-
priest was obliged to explain these funda-
mental articles only once a quarter. One
is almost tempted to think, that the digni-
taries of the Church formerly prohibited
some abuses, merely to save appearances,
and were afraid, lest frequency of preach-
ing might prove the means of a complete
reformation. In this same council at
Lambeth they allow the BLOOD of Christ
in the lesser churches, only to the priest,
and the WINE which they granted to the
laity, they said, was merely wine. It
was expressly declared, that the whole
body and blood of Christ was given at
once tinder the species of bread; though
sometimes a cup of wine was given to
the people.| And thus the innovation
of denying to the laity communion in.
both kinds was gradually introduced.
This was one of the latest, and at the
same time, one of the most shameless
and absurd corruptions of popery, desti-
tute of every ground of argument, either
from Scripture or common sense ; nor is
it easy to conceive how it could ever
have found its way into Christendom,
Was it, that those who invented it, in-
tended to strengthen men's minds in the
belief of transubstantiation, and also by
sensible marks to impress on the ima-
ginations of the people the superior dig-
nity of the clergy 1 Be this as it may,
we certainly find, that in the century,
which we are at present reviewing, super-
stition ha,s advanced some steps farther.

In the reign of Edward I. one of the
wisest and most vigorous of our princes, it
was natural for those who groaned under
Romish oppressions, to expect some re-
lief. But the pusillanimous conduct of

* Collier.
f Spelman, Concil. p. 329. Henry's Hist.

Book V.
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his father, Henry III. had, during" a very
long reign, enabled the popes to enslave
the nation completely, and unless the suc-
cessor had felt himself the spirit of godli-
ness, of which there are no evidences, it
was not to be expected, that he would ex-
ert himself for the good of the Church.
Edward indeed was very great in the
arts both of war and of peace; but in
ecclesiastical matters he did but little for
his country. He paid, though with re-
luctance, the tribute imposed on king
John, which had been remitted to Rome
all the days of Henry III. He would
not, however, allow it to be called a
tribute; and he constantly maintained
that he was not a vassal of the Roman
see. His weak son and successor, Ed-
ward II. cannot be supposed to have been,
capable of relieving the nation; but under
Edward III. something was done to re-
strain the encroachments of the popedom.
This great prince resolutely refused to
pay the annual stipend to Rome, and pro-
cured a parliamentary declaration, that
king John had no right to reduce the Eng-
lish realm to a state of vassalage. By the
statute of provisors he secured the rights
of patrons and electors of livings against
the claims of the papal see, and outlawed
those who should dare to appeal to Rome.

On tbe Continent also the papal tyran-
ny met with some opposition. The em-
peror Lewis was excommunicated by
pope Clement VI. because he had dared
to exercise the imperial authority, which
had been.conferred on him by the elec-
tors, without waiting for the confirma-
tion of the pope; and so prevalent was
the reign of superstition, that Lewis was
obliged to renounce the imperial dignity.
There was not wanting, however, some
learned men, who protested against these
papal usurpations, and particularly Mar-
silius of Padua, who published a defence
of the emperor's authority against the
encroachments of the pope, and main-
tained some protestant positions, not
only in regard to ecclesiastical govern-
ment, but also in support of that which
is infinitely more important, the pure
doctrine of the Gospel. In substance
he appears to have held*" that leading
article of Christianity, justification before
God, only for the merits of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, by faith, and not
for our own works or deservings: and
he affirmed that good works are not the

: Fox, Acts and Monum. Vol. I. p. 443.

efficient cause of our acceptance with
God, but that on the contrary, they are
the fruits of faith, and follow after their
justification, which, in effect, never exists
for any length of time without them.
Distinctions, nice indeed, and in the eyes
of superficial thinkers in religion always
apparently frivolous, though they are in-
separably connected with the true relief
of burdened consciences, and though they
directly tend not only to undermine the
whole system of papal fallacy, but also
to promote true holiness of heart and
life.—But of this same Marsilius, who
saw so clearly an essential branch of
Evangelical truth, I rather conjecture
than affirm, that he had the spirit of a
wise and holy reformer.

About the same time, that is, about
the middle of this century, Conrade Han-
ger, in the city of Herbipoli,# taught for
the space of twenty-four years together,
that the Mass was not properly a sacri-
fice for sin ; and of consequence was of
no avail either to the living or to the dead
for their acceptance with God ; and there-
fore that the money bestowed on the priests
for masses in behalf of the deceased, was
pregnant with superstitious abominations.
It is probable, that he taught also good
doctrine, as well as opposed that which
was evil. He was condemned as a here-
tic, and imprisoned ; but history is silent
concerning the issue of his afflictions.

In general, however, the great defect
of those who withstood the reigning cor-
ruptions of these times, was this; they
distinctly complained of the fashionable
abominations, but were very scanty in de-
scribing the real evangelical doctrines,
which alone can relieve and sanctify the
souls of men. This remark is but too
applicable to the very best of the Re-
formers, who appeared in Europe from
this time till the era of the REFORMATION.
That was a work, which well deserved
its name, because it builded up as well
as pulled down, and presented the church
with a new fabric, as well as demolished
the old. It was a work, in which the
characters of a Divine influence appeared
far more completely than in any of the
former attempts against popery; arid
therefore its effects were lasting.—They
remain to this day.

B u t THE DAY OF SMALL THINGS IS NOT
TO BE DESPISED.f

* Fox, Acts and Monum. p. 445.
f Zech. iv.
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In this century, and probably towards
the close of it, the Ploughman's Com-
plaint appeared in England; a tract

The Plough- W h i c h ' ™t h 1°nf « a l . a n d

man's Com- energy, described the reign-
piamt. ing abuses, and which, pro-
bably, was not without effect.

Richard Fizraf * was one of the most
eminent confessors in this age. He was
brought up at Oxford, and promoted by
Edward III. to the archbishopric of Ar-
magh in Ireland. He distinguished him-
self by opposing the pretensions of the
Mendicant orders; who, armed with pa-
pal authority, encroached on the rights
of the secular clergy, and prevented them
from the exercise of godly discipline.
**I have," said he, "in my diocese of
Armagh, about two thousand persons,
who stand condemned by the censures of
the church, denounced every year against
murderers, thieves, and such like male-
factors, of all which numbers scarcely
fourteen have applied to me or my clergy
for absolution. Yet they all receive th«
,sacraments, as others do, because they
are absolved, or pretend to be absolved,
by friars."

Nor was this the only point in which
Fizraf opposed the Mendicants. He
withstood their practice of begging; and

maintained, that it is every
Fizraf op- man's duty to support him-
SSica'nts. self by honest labour;—that

it forms no part of Christian
wisdom and holiness for men to profess
themselves Mendicants,—that to subsist
by begging ought to be matter of neces-
sity, never of choice,—that the Son of
God, as he never taught such doctrine,
so he never practised it in his own per-
son,—and that, though he was always
poor when on earth, he never was a beg-
gar. This was to strike at the root of
the pretended sanctity of the friars, who
were enraged to find the very practice in
which they gloried as matter of extraor-
dinary virtue, represented as in its own
nature unlawful. Fizraf was therefore
cited by the friars to appear before pope
Innocent VI. and to give an account of
the doctrine, which he had broached and
maintained both in the pulpit and in con-
versation. The archbishop obeyed ; and,
in the presence of the pope, defended at
large the rights of parochial ministers
against the intrusion of the Mendicants,
and exposed the various enormities of the

latter. What effect his defence had on
the mind of the pope does not distinctly
appear. It is certain, however, that this
confessor was persecuted both by civil
and ecclesiastical powers, and under-
went a variety of hardships. In a cer-
tain .confession or prayer which our mar-
tyrologist* saw, and intended, as he tells
us, to publish, Fizraf describes the his-
tory of his own life, and particularly de-
clares how the Lord had instructed him,
and brought him out of the vanities of
Aristotelian subtilty to the study of the
Scriptures. The beginning of the prayer
in Latin is given us by Fox, and deserves
to be translated: " To Thee be praise,
glory, and thanksgiving, 0 Jesus most
holy, most powerful, most amiable, who
hast said, ' I am the way, the truth, and
the life;' a way without aberration, truth
without a cloud, and life without end.
For thou hast shown to me the way;
thou hast taught me the truth ; and thou
hast promised me life. Thou wast my
way in exile, thou wast my truth in coun-
sel, and thou wilt be my life in reward,"

This holy person was seven or eight
years in banishment, and died in that
situation, having defended his tenets by
words and by writings to his death. Of
his refutation of the Teigning abuses the
account is large, but to us, at least at
this day, tedious and unnecessary; of his
Christian spirit, doctrine and sufferings,
the account is very brief, but I think suf-
ficient to show, that GOD WAS WITH HIM.

About the year 1372, pope Gregory
XI. despatched a bull to the archbishop
of Prague, in which he commanded him
to excommunicate Militzius,
a Bohemian. This man had Militzius
belonged to some religious seated1?"
order at Prague, and having A. D. 1372.
forsaken it, had given himself
to preaching, and had certain congrega-
tions following him. Among these were
several harlots, who being converted
from their wickedness, now led a godly
life. Militzius was wont to say of them,
that in religious attainments they were
superior to all the nuns in Christendom.
Another of his assertions, which pro-
voked the indignation of pope Gregory
was, that Antichrist was already come.
In his writings, he declared, that he was
moved by the Holy Spirit, to search out
by the Scriptures, concerning the coming
of Antichrist. Little more is recorded

* Fox, p. 464, &c.
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concerning this confessor, than that he
was at length silenced and imprisoned
by the archbishop of Prague.

There were others who opposed the
corruptions of the times; but the account
is too obscure and scanty to be interest-
ing. He who loves to see the practical
power of Divine truth, would wish, not
only that opposition should be made to
Antichrist, but much more that the posi-
tive marks of Christian godliness should
be manifest. Both in private and in pub-
lic life there were, doubtless, some sin-
cere servants of God and his Christ; and
I wish I could gratify the mind of the
pious reader with an instructive relation
of them. But of such men history is
almost silent. APPARENT RARI NANTES
IN GURGITE VASTO.—However, in the
dearth of faithful and intelligent Chris-
tians, a brief review of the character and
writings of Thomas Bradwardine will
not only afford gratification, but excite

a second time, and Edward yielded to
their desires. The modesty and inno-
cence of his manners, and his unques-
tionable piety and integrity, seem to have
been the principal causes of his advance-
ment. He was, however, by no means
adapted to a court; and soon found him-
self out of his element. His personal man-
ners and deportment were the object of
derision to the courtiers; and when he was
consecrated at Avignon, cardinal Hugh,
a nephew of the pope, ridiculed the pre-
late, by introducing into the hall a per-
son habited as a peasant riding on an ass,
petitioning the pope to make him arch-
bishop of Canterbury.* This was one
of " the spurns which patient merit of the
unworthy takes." But the jest was
found not to answer the ungenerous
views of him who made it. It appeared
to the assembly, that solid learning and
understanding, though destitute of exte-
rior accomplishments, when clothed with

surprise.—He appears to have been an piety and humility, as in Bradwardine's
extraordinary man; and has left behind
him unequivocal marks of real holiness.

consecrated,
A.D. 1349.

CHAPTER II.

THOMAS BRADWARDINE.

THIS learned and pious person is sup-
posed to have been born about the mid-
dle of the reign of king Edward I. He
was of Merton College, Oxford, and was
one of the proctors of that university in
1325. He excelled in mathematical
knowledge, and was in general distin-
guished for his accurate and solid inves-
tigations in divinity. There was a depth
in his researches, which entitled him to
the name of " the PROFOUND.1'* He
seems to have been so devoted to a re-
cluse and sedentary life, that very little
has come down to us concerning his
conduct and transactions. He was con-
fessor to king Edward III. and attended
that monarch in his French wars. It is
observed that he often preached before
the army. On occasion of a vacancy in
the see of Canterbury, the monks of that
city chose him archbishop; but Edward,
who was fond of his company, refused to
part with him. Another vacancy hap-
pening soon after, the monks elected him energy of his devotion. In reviewing it,

case, were by no means proper subjects
of ridicule and contempt. The pope and
his cardinals resented the indignity, and
frowned on the insolent contriver.

Bradwardine was consecrated in 1349,
in the twenty-third year of Edward III.;
but not many weeks after his consecra-
tion, and only seven days
after his return into England, Bradwardine
he died at Lambeth. His
departure out of life seems to
have been a providential mercy to him-
self. For we may well doubt whether
his elevation would have increased either
his comfort or his reputation. He, who,
before his promotion, was judged of all
men the most worthy to preside in the
Church, would in all probability, partly
on account of the habits of a studious
life, and partly on account of the com-
plexion of the times, have soon been
deemed unequal to the office. In the
early periods of the Church h6 might
have shone with distinguished lustre;
but a pious archbishop, of simple man-
ners, could have done little service to
the Church in that age.

His great work was " Concerning the
/ause of God against Pelagius." An

admirable performance! whether one
considers the force of his genius, the
solidity of his reasoning powers, or the

* Bradwardine's Life, prefixed to his * Henry's Hist, of England, Fourteenth
Works. * (century.

TOL. II. 10
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it gave me great satisfaction to observe,
that the Spirit of God had not forsaken
the Church; but, on the contrary, in one
of the darkest periods had raised up a
defender of divine truth, who might have
done honour to the brightest. Abstract-
ed from the spirit of the times in which
he lived, Bradwardine gave himself up
to the investigation of real gospel-truth ;
and he published to the world, in a large
volume, the fruit of his researches.
Some few extracts may give the reader a
just idea of his doctrine and spirit; and
may also throw some light on the state
of religion in the age in which he lived.

In the preface he lays open his heart,
and explains the exercise of his mind on
the great subject of divine grace, which
he attempts to defend against the sup-
porters of the doctrine of free-will; a
term which I have repeatedly observed
to be improper ; and which, as used by
him, and by most, if not all, of the fa-
thers, who really loved Evangelical
truth, means much the same as self-suf-
ficiency. Bradwardine had observed
how very few in his, days appeared to be
conscious of their need of the Holy Spi-
rit to renew their natures; and being
himself deeply sensible of the* despe-
rate wickedness of the human heart, and
of the preciousness of the grace of Christ,
he seems to have overlooked or little re-
garded the fashionable superstitions of
his time, and to have applied the whole
vigour and vehemence of his spirit to the
defence of the foundations of the Gospel.
But let us hear him speak for himself.

"As I am somewhat encouraged by
the countenance of those who love the
cause of God, so I own I am discouraged
by the opposition of those who embrace
the cause of Pelagius, who are, alas!
far more numerous. For behold, I speak
it with real grief of heart, as formerly
850 prophets, with the additional num-
bers of the populace without end, were
united against one prophet of the Lord,
so at this day, how many, 0 Lord, con-
tend for free-will against thy gratuitous
grace, and against St. Paul, the spiritual
champion of grace! How many indeed
in our times despise thy saving grace!
and maintain, that free-will suffices for
salvation ! or if they use the term grace,
how do they boast, that they deserve it
by the strength of free-will; so that
grace in their eyes appears to be sold at

* Jcrem. xvii. 9.

a price, and not freely conferred from
above! How many, presuming on the
power of their own free-will, refuse thy
influence in their operations, saying, with
the ungodly* depart from us! How many,
extolling the liberty of their own will,
refuse thy service; or, if with their lips
they own that, thou co-operatest with
them, how do they, like the proud diso-
bedient angels of old, who hated thee,
refuse that thou shouldst reign over
them ! Nay, prouder than Satan, and not
content to esteem themselves thy equals,
they most arrogantly boast, that they
reign above thee, thê  King of kings.
For they fear not to maintain, that their
own will in common actions goes before
as the mistress, that thine follows as a
handmaid ; that they go before as lords,
that thou followest as a servant; that
they as kings command, that thou as a
subject obeyest. How many support
Pelagianisrn with clamour, raillery, and
derision! Almost the whole world has
gone after Pelagius into error. Arise, O
Lord, judge thy own cause: Sustain
him who undertakes to defend thy truth;
protect, strengthen, and comfort me. For
thou knowest, that, no where relying on
my own strength, but trusting in thine, I,
a weak worm, attempt to maintain so
great a cause."

From the vehemence of his complaints
it appears, that together with the tri-
umphant progress of superstition, the
Christian world had made rapid ad-
vances in self-sufficiency. The scholas-'
tic learning, which was ardently culti-
vated, had enlisted itself on the side of
Pelagianism, or at least of semi-Pela-
gianism. Those who were not hardy
enough to maintain the merit of condig-
nity, yet strenuously held the merit of
congruity, which was indeed the favour-
ite theme of the fashionable divines. By
its assistance they arrogated to them-
selves the merit of doing certain good
actions, which would render it meet and
equitable that God should confer saving
grace on their hearts.* This is that
grace of congruity which the Church of
England, condemns in her 13th Article;
and it was precisely one of those contri-
vances^ by which the natural pride of a

* Condignity implies merit; and, of course,
claims reward on the score of justice. Con-
gruity pretends only to a sort of imperfect
qualification for the gift and reception of
God's grace.
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heart unacquainted with its own total
apostacy endeavours to support its dig-
nity, and to prevent an ingenuous con-
fession of helplessness and of complete
unworthiness. History shows this sen-
timent to be perfectly semi-Pelagian.
44 Inward preventing grace, say that sect,
is not necessary to form in the soul the
first beginnings of true repentance and
amendment; every one is capable of
producing these by the mere power of
his natural faculties, as also of exercising
faith in Christ, and of forming the pur-
poses of a holy and sincere obedience."
But they acknowledge also, that "none
can persevere or advance in that holy and
virtuous course, without the perpetual
support and the powerful assistance of
grace. "*

Something like this seems to be the
religion natural to man as a fallen crea-
ture, when he " leans to his own under-
standing," and derives not his creed
from divine revelation ; and when at the
same time he is not advanced by a more
uncommon degree of hardihood into the
pride of perfect Pelagianism. On this
plan, Bradwardine thinks, that God is
made the servant, man the master; and
it is remarkable, that a poet of our own
who seems to have embraced this scheme,
admits the same thought, when he says,

Heaven but persuades, Almighty man de-
crees ;

Man is the maker of immortal Fates.T
I am sensible, how much has been

said, and may be said with great plausi-
bility, in support of the poet's doctrine.
But it is perfectly foreign to the design
of this history, to enter into so boundless
a field of controversy. Suffice it once
more to refer the reader to Edwards'
treatise on the Freedom of the Will, for
a full and complete confutation of the
scheme. I shall only add, that all truly
humble souls, whose consciences have
felt the force of Christian doctrine, are
assuredly persuaded that their salvation
is altogether of grace from first to last,
by the certain testimony not only of
Scripture,:}: but also of their own expe-

* Mosheim, Vol. I. p. 277.
t Young's Night Thoughts, Night 7.
$ " Work out your own salvation with

fear and trembling: For it is God that work-
eth in you both to will and to do." Philipp.
ii. 12, 13 —This very important passage of
Scripture, while it demonstrates both the

rience, though they may never have for-
mally discussed the controversy before
us. Such a soul, if I mistake not, was
that of Bradwardine; and as he was con-
scious of the pernicious tendency of
SELF-SUFFICIENCY, he writes from a heart
inflamed with zeal for the divine glory,
and labouring with charitable concern
for the souls of men.

Bradwardine goes on in his preface to
inform us, how he had prayed, and with,
what strength and consolation he had
been favoured. His spirit appears to
have been under the steady influence of
humility and piety, while he was reflect-
ing on the subject. After having de-
scribed the opposition made to divine
grace from age to age, he thus concludes :
441 know, 0 Lord God, that thou dost
not despise nor forsake those who love
thee, but thou dost sustain, teach, che-
rish, strengthen, and confirm them. Re-
lying on mis thy goodness and truth,
I undertake to war under thy invincible
banners."

The treatise itself is worthy of him
who was called the PROFOUND. The au-
thor appears to have been endowed with,
a strong argumentative mind; but the
work is too metaphysical for the perusal
of ordinary readers, nor would it answer
any valuable purpose to present the read-
er with a.regular abridgment of its con-
tents. The mode of writing in that age
was tedious and prolix beyond measure;
and it must be ascribed to the infection
of the scholastic turn of those tidies, that
Bradwardine wrote against the errors of
the schoolmen in their own style and
manner. He possessed not the useful
qualification of writing in a plain scrip-
tural manner, and of making use of argu-
ments equally capable of impressing all
ranks of men. The popular talent of
perspicuously displaying divine truths,
and of happily illustrating them by
proofs drawn from Scripture and expe-
rience, was at that time hardly known in
Christendom.

Some concise observations, however,
and a selection of a few remarkable pas-
sages, may give the reader an idea of the
nature of the work.

He undertakes to lay before mourning

necessity and the efficacy of Divine Grace,
shows at the same time, that the Holy Spi-
rit nevertheless operates on the mind of man,
as a rational creature, possessed of will and
understanding.
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penitents the consolations of the Gospel;
and, particularly, to animate

Bradwar- and cheer the hearts of those
PdagmsmSt w h o a r e r e a d y t 0 d e s P a i r o n

account of the greatness of
their transgressions.* He tells us that
some Jews once declared to him, that
those who had sinned four times repeat-
edly, were entirely excluded from all
possibility of pardon, grounding their
notion on the expression several times
repeated in the first chapter of Amos,
44 for three transgressions, and for four."
Against this mean conceit, worthy of a
rabbinical taste, he shows the immensi-
ty of the divine perfections of goodness
and mercy, and represents them as far
surpassing the limited evils of man, pro-
vided the sinner repent and humbly
come to God.

" Josephusj- tells us, says he, that the
Sadducees thought it a glorious thing to
contend against the renowned doctors of
their nation in philosophical points: thus,
at this day, I fear very many seek glory,
by overturning or seeming to overturn
the constructions and interpretations of
others. They, who have not a single
house or cottage;}: of their own erection,
are peculiarly infected with the love of
glory; they are indeed the bolder in dis-
mantling the buildings of others, because
they are in no fear of retaliation, as they
have nothing of their own to lose." So
exactly similar have skeptics been in all
ages! for example, the Sadducees in the
time of Josephus, the Pelagians in the
time of Bradwardine, and those who at
this day arrogate to themselves exclu-
sively the credit of being RATIONAL in re-
ligion. Dubious and hesitating in regard
to their own systems, vehement and de-
cisive against the system of others, they
even glory that they have not yet com-
pleted their own creed, while they con-
demn as bigots all who profess to have
determinate articles of faith, as if the
perfection of wisdom lay in reasoning
against every thing, and in determining
nothing; or as if the Scripture was not
a. form of sound words, to which we ought
to hold fast without wavering, so far as
it reveals to us the doctrines of God and
the path of dnty. Brad wardine observing,

* Book I. p. 20. t P. 145.
t This metaphorical language is used by

Bradwardine against the boasting critics of
his own day, to denote their poverty of in-
vention in religious subjects.

that a disputatious and sceptical spirit
resulted from the pride of the heart,
prays earnestly for a heaven-taught sim-
plicity of mind ; and while he takes no-
tice, that God despises the proud, he
thankfully owns that he visits, illumi-
nates, and rejoices with the simple.

Sir Henry Savile, the learned editor of
the principal work of Bradwardine, in-
forms us, that this extraordinary man de-
voted his main application to the study of
theology and mathematics ; and that par-
ticularly in the latter he distanced, per-
haps the most skilful of his contempora-
ries. In proof of these assertions the
editor refers to several of Bradwardine's
mathematical tracts, and to a large ma-
nuscript volume of astronomical tables,
which Sir Henry had then in his own
possession, and considered as a very
elaborate and valuable performance. But
in divinity, says he, " this single trea-
tise which I now publish, will be a last-
ing monument of his superior talents. It
was written in support of the cause of
God against the Pelagian heresy, which
experience shows to be a growing evil in
every age. The substance of the work
had been delivered in lectures at Oxford ;
and the author, at the request of the stu-
dents of Merton College, arranged, en-
larged, and polished them, while he was
chancellor of the diocese of London.
No sooner was this performance given
to the public, than it was received with
the greatest applause of all learned doc-
tors, and found its way into almost every
library throughout Europe. As Brad-
wardine was a very excellent mathema-
tician, he endeavoured to treat theological
subjects with a mathematical accuracy;
and was the first divine, as far as I know,
who pursued that method. Hence this
book against Pelagianism is one regular
connected series of reasoning, from prin-
ciples or conclusions which have been
demonstrated before.

44 If, in the several lemmas and propo-
sitions, a mathematical accuracy is not
on all occasions completely preserved,
the reader must remember to ascribe the
defect to the nature of the subject, rather
than to the author."

This account of the extreme singu-
larity of Bradwardine's taste appeared
worthy of notice.

It has already been concisely observ-
ed,* that Bradwardine attended king

; Page 219.
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Edward the third in fyis French wars,
and that he often preached before the ar-
my. His biographer, sir Henry, is more
particular: he tells us, that some writers
of that time attributed the signal victo-
ries of Edward, rather to the virtues and
holy character of his chaplain and con-
fessor Bradwardine, than to the bravery
or prudence of the monarch or of any
other person. " He made it his business
to calm and mitigate the fierceness of
his master's temper, when he saw him
either immoderately fired with warlike
rage, or improperly flushed with the ad-
vantages of victory. He also often ad-
dressed the army; and with so much
meekness, and persuasive discretion, as
to restrain them from those insolent ex-
cesses which are too frequently the at-
tendants of military success."

Bradwardine's treatise against the Pe-
lagians, which is so much extolled by
Sir H. Savile, is a folio of almost nine
hundred pages. It may not be disagreea-
ble to the reader to peruse a few addi-
tional extracts, on account of the im-
portant matter they contain, and the
mathematical accuracy of manner which
this author constantly endeavours to sup-
port, and which is, in general, so unusual
in the treating of such subjects.

OF THE DIVINE BEING.

Among the first positions which he
undertakes to prove, are these. That
God is not contingently, but necessarily
perfect. That he is incapable of chang-
ing. That he is not liable, for example,
to the emotions of joy, sorrow, anger;
or, in any respect passive. Since, if he
were, he would be changeable; whereas
God is always the same, and never va-
ries. He cannot change for the better,
because he is already perfectly good.
Neither can he change for the worse, be-
cause he is necessarily perfect, and there-
fore cannot cease to be so. Lastly, he
cannot change to a state equally good,
because such an alteration could answer
no end, and would in reality imply some
defect.*

He observes, that the DIVINE WILL is
universally efficacious, which, he con-
tends, is a mark of much higher perfec-
tion, than if his will could be frustrated,
hindered, or miss of its intent. If it
were possible for God to wish anything.

* Lib. I. cap. 1.
10*

and yet not bring it to pass, he would
and must from that moment cease to be
perfectly happy; especially as it is im-
possible that he should choose anything
but what is right.

CONCERNING MERIT.

Most powerfully he beats down the
doctrine of HUMAN MERIT. He will not
allow that men can merit at the hand of
God, either antecedently or subsequently;
that is, either prior to grace received, or
after it. Is it not more bountiful to give
than to barter 1 to bestow a thing freely,
and for nothing, than for the sake of any
preceding or subsequent desert, which
would be a sort of price? Even a gene-
rous man often confers benefits on others,
without any view to the previous or suc-
ceeding merit of the object. Much more
does God do this, who is infinitely richer
in bounty, than the most liberal of his
creatures.*

Has not TRUTH itself declared, "My
Father worketh hitherto, and I work."
And does not the Apostle of truth use
the words, " In him we live, move, and
have our being!"—I therefore repeat,
That it must be manifest to every one,
who has a sound understanding, 1. That
no thing whatever can put any other thing
into motion, unless God himself, by his
own proper influence, give motion to the
thing so moved. 2. That nothing what-
ever can put any other into motion, with-
out God's being the immediate mover of
it. And even, 3. That whatsoever is put
in motion by any thing else, is more im-
mediately moved by God himself than by
the instrument which sets it in motion,
be that instrument what it will. Now,
if any person should cavil at this doctrine,
and say, That this argument would make
the Supreme Being the author of many
actions, even wicked actions, which are
not fit to be named, the answer is, The
words which express those actions are
not to be taken strictly or absolutely, but
only as they relate to the creature, not as
descriptive of the real essence of the ac-
tions, but only of their nature when
viewed as the effects of human powers.

In every formation and in every
motion there must be some unoriginated
former; else the process would be end*
less.f

* Lib. I. cap. 1. t Ibid. cap. 4 &, 5.
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It should be remembered, that the his-
torian never pretends to dictate to his
reader, nor even to explain his own
opinion on these intricate subjects. He
only ventures to lay before him the judg-
ment of an excellent Christian, and a
most acute metaphysician of the four-
teenth century.

OF THE DIVINE KNOWLEDGE.

What Bradwardine delivers concern-
ing the KNOWLEDGE of God is worthy of
the utmost attention.

It is certain, that God hath a know-
ledge of all things present, of all things
past, and of all things to come ; which
knowledge is, in the highest sense, ac-
tual, particular, distinct, and infallible.
It may be considered as either simple,
or approbative. His simple or absolute
knowledge extends to everything. His
knowledge of approbation, over and
above the former, includes his good plea-
sure and complacency of will. He pro-
duces Scripture in support of this dis-
tinction of the divine knowledge, as
Matt. xxv. 12. Verily I say unto you, I
KNOW you not. And 1 Cor. viii. 3. If
any man love God, he is KNOWN of him.*

The fifteenth chapter of the first book
is wholly taken up in proving, THAT
THINGS KNOWN are not the foundation of
the knowledge of God. Knowledge is
a principal perfection in God. If, there-
fore, HIS knowledge were derived from
the objects with which it is conversant,
it would follow that a part of the perfec-
tion of God was derived from some other
source than himself, in which case HE
must cease to be self-perfect. He would
moreover cease to be all-sufficient: he
would stand in need of created help to
render his knowledge complete. And
how could his glory be unrivalled, if any
portion of it were suspended on borrowed
assistance1? Add to this, if the things
that are known by God, are verily the
producing cause, of his knowing them
they must be antecedent to his know-
ledge, either in the order of time, or o
nature. But they are not prior to his
knowledge in either of these respects
for they are all created in time; whereas
God and his knowledge are eternal. Be
sides, if the Deity received any degree
of his intelligence from the beings h
has made, he would cpase to be purelv

* Lib. I. cap. 6 & 7,

active; he would be passive in that re-
ception. Whence it would also follow
hat he must be susceptible of change.

Nay, he would degenerate into a sort of
inferiority to the things known ; and be-
ng dependent on them for his knowledge,

he would, so far, be less noble than they.
The Divine Understanding would, like
ours, be occasionally in a state of sus-
pense and fluctuation. God might be
said to possess rather the power or capa-
bility of knowing, than knowledge itself.
He would only be diposed to know either
this or that indifferently as the thing
might turn, and would be actuated and
determined by agencies and casualties
extraneous to himself. And thus he
would neither be the highest nor the
first. For these reasons Aristotle and
Averroes were right in affirming that the
Divine knowledge is perfect as it exists
in God himself, and neither is nor can be
improved by any things that are known.
In a similar manner, also, argues Peter
Lombard. If the things, says he, which
God knows, were the basis of the Divine
knowledge, it would follow, that crea-
tures contributed to improve their Ma-
ker's wisdom ; and thus foolish man, or
even the meanest beast of the field,
would be exalted into an assistant, a
counsellor, and a teacher of the all-wise
God. Lastly, the testimony of Augus-
tine is very much in point: God, says
he, knows all his creatures, both corpo-
real and incorporeal, not because they
exist; for he was not ignorant of what
he intended to create ; but they therefore
exist, because he foreknew them. Amidst
the innumerable revolutions of advancing
and departing ages, the knowledge of
God is neither lessened nor augmented.
No incident can possibly arise, which
THOU, THOU, who knowest all things,
didst not expect and foresee; and every
created nature is what it is, in conse-
quence of thy knowing it as such.

Neither are we to understand our pro-
found scholar, as though he were con-
tending for the mere ABSTRACT KNOW-
LEDGE of God as a principle of causation.
No : according to him the efficacy of the
Divine knowledge depends on the sove-
reign irresistibility of the Divine will.
The will of God, says he, in his tenth
chapter, is universally efficacious, and
invincible, and necessitates as a cause.
It cannot be impeded, much less defeat-
ed, by any means whatever.

The following argument is expressed
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in terms remarkably concise and ner-
vous.

Jf you allow, 1. That God is ABLE to
<lo a thing1, and, 2. That he is WILLING
to do a thing; then, 3. I affirm, THAT
thing will not, cannot go unaccomplished.
God either does it now, or will certainly
do it at the destined season, otherwise
he must either lose his power, or change
his mind. HE is in w-ant of nothing to
carry his purposes into execution. Hence
the remark of the philosopher, Si potuit
et voluit, egit. He that hath will and
power to do a thing, certainly doth that
thing. Again, if the will of God be frus-
trated, the defeat would arise from the
created wills of men or angels; but we
can never allow any created will, angelic
or human, to be superior to the will of
the Creator. Both the Divine knowledge
and the Divine will are altogether un-
changeable, since if either one or the
other were to undergo an alteration, a
change must take place in God himsejf.

OF FATE.

The sentiments of Bradwardine re-
specting FATE are evidently the result of
profound thinking.

Many persons affirm the existence of
fate; and many, particularly of the ca-
tholic doctors, deny there is any such
thing. The Stoics are advocates for
fate; on the contrary, Augustine repro-
bates the idea of it, as inconsistent with
a sound faith. The truth seems to be
this: If by fate is to be understood an
inevitable, coercive necessity, arising
from the influence of the heavenly b
dies, such a notion is not to be main-
tained : but if the word be taken in a
lower sense, as implying, for example,
only a disposition, or propensity in men
to certain actions, this sentiment, with
certain explanations, may be supported;
and most certainly the idea of a Divine
fate must be admitted, whether we con-
sider the word as derived from FIAT or
from FANDO. Is it not written, that in
the beginning of the creation God said,
flat lux, let there be light, and there was
light ] Is it not written again, HE SPAKE
and it was done? Now this Divine fate
is chiefly a branch of the Divine will,
which is the efficacious cause of al"
things. Augustine was of the same
mind. "All that connexion," says he,
•' and that train of causes, whereby
everything is what it is, are by the
Stoics called Fate; the whole of which

fate is to be ascribed to the will and
power of the Supreme Being, who most
justly is believed to foreknow all things,
and to leave nothing unordained. The
energy of the Divine will is unconquera-
bly extended through all things
We never reject that chain of causes,
wherein the will of God has the grand
sway. We avoid however giving it the
name of fate; unless indeed you derive
he word from fando, that is, from SPEAK-
NG. For we cannot but acknowledge,

that it is written in the Scriptures, God
hath ONCE spoken, and these two things
have I heard, that power belongeth unto
~od; and that mercy is with thee, for
thou wilt render unto every man accord-
ing to his works. Now when it is said,
God hath SPOKEN ONCE, the meaning is,
that he hath spoken unchangeably and
rreversibly, even as he foreknew all

things that should come to pass. The
kingdoms of men are absolutely appoint-
d by Divine Providence; which if any

one is desirous for that reason to attri-
bute to fate, meaning by that word, the
will and power of God, let him hold fast
the SENTIMENT and only correct the
PHRASE." Bradwardine concludes his
chapter on Fate with the following re-
markable quotation from Augustine:

But though the Supreme Being is the
undoubted origin of every determined
train of causes, it by no means follows
that nothing is in the power of the hu-
man will. For our wills themselves be-
long to those trains of causes, which are
definitively fixed and arranged in the
Divine mind ; and it is in that way that
they become the causes of human ac-
tions. Our wills have just so much
power as God willed and foreknew they
should have ; and consequently whatever
be the precise degree of the power which
they possess, that they absolutely must
possess, and that they inevitably must
exert; for both their powers and their
operations were foreknown of God, whose
foreknowledge cannot be deceived."*

These examples may be sufficient to
convey some idea of the acuteness of the
reasoning powers of Bradwardine; and
the intelligent reader will be at no loss
to understand in what manner the con-
clusions of this celebrated theologian
bear upon certain controverted points in
divinity, and particularly upon the Pe-
lagian system! Our author closely fol-

* Lib. I. cap. 28,
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lows the advocates of that heresy through
all their intricate windings; and exposes
their antichristian sophisms and subter-
fuges with rare patience and address. Of
course his subject leads him to examine
and discuss in a very copious manner
that most difficult of all inquiries, the
nature of the human will, and of liberty
and necessity. Large and instructive
extracts might easily be produced on
these points from his second book ; but
as they would detain us too long, it will
be more expedient to take our leave of
the treatise, after having selected a pas-
sage or two, which are more of a practi-
cal nature, and yet altogether related to
the Pelagian dispute.

ON TEMPTATION.

The human will, without a supply of
the special assistance of God, cannot
conquer so much as a single temptation.
And this special assistance Bradwardine
expressly says is not free-will, but the
UNCONQUERABLE will of God. "Armed
with this, his tempted children get the
better of every temptation; destitute of
this, they are constantly defeated. Be-
sides, if man could overcome temptation
by his own power, it would be vain and
idle in him to pray to God for victory
over it, or to give him thanks for victory
obtained." Lib. II. cap. 5.

ON GRACE.

Every creature is indebted to Al-
mighty God for various gifts; and these
gifts may with sufficient propriety be
called the Grace of God, grace freely
given. But, with very great thankful-
ness, we ought further to observe,̂  that
there is such a thing as a peculiar spe-
cies of this free grace, which makes a
man accepted of God, makes him a
friend of God, and dear to him; makes
him his child for the present, and a par-
taker of his glory in heaven. Now, con-
tinues he, the mischievous Pelagians
maintain that this sort of grace is not
given freely by God, but is to be ob-
tained by preceding merits. I myself
was once so foolish and empty, when I
first applied myself to the study of phi-
losophy, as to be seduced by this error.
For whenever I attended to the manner
in which the divines handled this point,
I awn the Pelagian hypothesis appeared
to me the more likely to be true. In the
schools of the philosophers I rarely heard
a single word said concerning grace, un-

less indeed sometimes an equivocal ex-
pression might drop from the disputants,
but nothing further. Whereas my ears
were assailed, the day through, with
such assertions as, "We are the masters
of our own free actions: It is in our own
power to do well or ill, and to have
virtues or vices." And when I heard
those parts of the Scriptures read in the
church, which extol the grace of God
and lower the free-will of man, for ex-
ample, " It is not of him that willeth, or
of him that runneth, but of God that
showeth mercy," and many similar
passages, this doctrine of grace was
very disagreeable to my ungrateful mind.
But afterwards, when I reflected on the
nature of the Divine character, on the
knowledge of God, and his prescience, I
began to perceive some few distant rays
of light respecting this matter, even be-
fore I became a regular attendant of the
lectures in divinity. I seemed to see,
but by no means clearly, that the grace
of God is prior, both in nature and in
time, to any good actions that men can
possibly perform; and I return thanks
to God, from whom proceeds every good
thing, for thus freely enlightening my
understanding. St. Augustine confesses
that he himself had been formerly in a
similar mistake. " I was once," says
he, " a Pelagian in my principles. I
thought that faith towards God was not
the gift of God, but that we procured it
by our own powers, and that then,
through the use of it, we obtained the
gifts of God; I never supposed that the
preventing grace of God was the proper
cause of our faith, till my mind was
struck in a particular manner by the
Apostle's argument and testimony,—
What hast thou that thou hast not re-
ceived, and if thou hast received it, why
dost thou glory as if thou hadst not re-
ceived i t! My mind had been puffed
up with worldly books, worldly wisdom,
and worldly knowledge; but after that
my heart was visited with the influences
of Divine Grace, I grasped with the
greatest eagerness the sacred writings
which were dictated by the Holy Spirit;
and above the rest, those of the apostle
Paul. Then fell to the ground all my
objections, and all the apparent contra-
dictions in the Scriptures. The Bible
spoke to my mind one simple language
of pure truth, and with this additional
praise of Divine Grace constantly incul-
cated,—that no man should glory as
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though he had not received."—Brad-
wardfine then proceeds to say,

In this whole business I follow the
steps of Augustine as closely as I can,
for he alone appears to me to be both
the true apostolic logician and philoso-
pher; and certainly he is very different
from many learned doctors. The great
point to be maintained is, that God gives
his grace FREELY in the strictest sense
of the word, and without merit on the
part of man. For if God did not bestow
his grace in this perfectly gratuitous
manner, but on account of some subor-
dinate contingent uncertain cause, He
could not possibly foresee how he should
bestow his gifts. The word grace evi-
dently implies that there is no antece-
dent merit: And in this way the apostle
to the Romans appears to argue, when
hA Ray?, "And if by grace, then it is no
more of works. Otherwise grace is no
more grace. Now to him that worketh, is
the reward not reckoned of grace, but of
debt." All this is perfectly intelligible
even in the conduct of liberal and magni-
cent HUMAN characters. They frequently

no respect of persons : why then are his
gifts so different? Would any Christian,
nay, would any madman argue so ? and
yet the principles of Pelagius would
carry us this length." Again, the Pela-
gians produce such scriptures as these;
" The Lord is with you while ye be
with him, and if ye seek him he will be
found of you."* "Turn ye, and
I will turn unto you.'j From which
they would infer, that the grace of God
is proportioned to the merits of men.
But all this would be to no purpose, if
they would -but compare one scripture
with another: for example, "Turn us, O
God of our salvation ;^ and after that I
was turned, I repented :§ And, Turn us^
unto thee, 0 Lord, and we shall be
turned."|| Undoubtedly such expressions
as, Turn yourselves, &c relate to
the free power which every man has to
WILL; but if Pelagius had half an eye,
he might see, that God, in giving the
precept which directs UJL to turn unto
him, ixjUuences also the human will, and
excites to action, not indeed in opposi-
tion to our free choice, but the reverse,

bestow their gifts from a pure spirit of as I have all along maintained. Hence
liberality, without the smallest previous
claim on the score of merit. And shall
not God, whose perfections are infinite,
do more than this? St. Paul says, that
God commended his love to us in that
while we were yet sinners Christ died
for us: And that when we were enemies,
we were reconciled to God by the death
of his Son. St. Paul was in a peculiar
manner a child of grace : with gratitude
therefore he honours and extols its effi-
cacy in all his epistles; and particularly
in his epistle to the Romans, throughout
he defends his doctrines with great preci-
sion and copiousness. "Every mouth,"
says he, "must be stopped, and all the
world become guilty before God. By
the deeds of the law no flesh can be jus-
tified: Men must be justified freely by
his grace. By grace ye are saved through
faith, and that not of yourselves, it "is
the gift of God. Not of works, lest any
man should boast." Pelagius objects
in the following manner; If grace be
perfectly free, and if all men be alike,
why is grace given to this man and not
to that? Augustine, on a similar occa-
sion, exposes the wildness of such rea-
soning thus: You might as well say, " I
am a man ; Christ was a man ; why am
not I the same as He? We have a
common nature; and with God there is

it is written, Without me ye can do no-
thing. And again, I have laboured more
abundantly than you all, yet not I but
the grace of God within me. And lastly,
I do not this for your sakes, 0 house of
Israel, but for mine holy name's sake.
Then will I sprinkle clean water upon
you, and ye shall be clean ; and 1 will
cleanse you from your idols. A new
heart also will I give you and a new
spirit will I put within you; and I will
take away the stony heart, and will give
you a heart of flesh. Lib. I, cap. 35.

LOVE, PATIENCE, HUMILITY, AND THANKS-
GIVING,

Are the subjects of the thirty-fourth
chapter of the second book. And these
are handled with great force and elo-
quence. A short specimen is given in
)p. 120, &c. of this History. It may
>e worth while to subjoin a few sen-
tences more, for the purpose of showing
how steadily the author keeps his eye
on the mischiefs of Pelagianism.

I know, says he, O Lord, I know, and
with grief I relate, that there are certain
proud Pelagians, who choose rather to

* 2 Chron. xv. 2.
X Psalm lxxxv. 4.
II Lam. v. 21.

f Zech. i. 3.
§ Jer. xxxi. 19.
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trust in themselves than in God. They
think that if they have but free-will, and
are the sole masters of their own actions,
they are sufficiently safe, and have a
good foundation for hope. 0 ye vain
children of men, why will ye use a false
balance? why will ye trust in your-
selves, who are covered with sins, mise-
ries, and defects, rather than in HIM, who
is infinitely good and compassionate, and
plenteous in his inestimable donations'?
Why will ye not place your hopes on
HIS happy government, who cannot err;
and no longer on yourselves, who conti-
nually err and stray like lost sheep ]
Why rely on your own diminutive, in-
firm, and fragile powers; and not on his
Almighty help, whose strength is bound-
less and irresistible 1 Beware of the
prophet's curse, Thus saith the Lord,
Cursed be the man that trusteth in man,
and maketh flesh his arm, and whose
heart departeth from the Lord. " I am
astonished." ftays St. Augustine, " that,
notwithstanding the Apostle declares, It
is of faith, that it might be by grace, to
the end the promise might be sure,—men
can choose rather to rely on their own
debility, than on the strength of the Di-
vine promise." But ye will tell me,
that in regard to myself, the Divine pro-
mise is altogether uncertain. Be it so :
What then 1 Can ye depend upon your
own will so as to be assured of your fu-
ture salvation ? What, have ye no fears
on that head 1 Let him that thinketh he
standeth, take heed lest he fall. Since
then there may be uncertainty in either
way, why not place your faith, hope,
and charity, where there is stability, and
good ground for dependence? Strange
doctrine of the Pelagians! Tell men,
say they, of the greatness of their own
natural powers, and such preaching will
excite them to virtue; but when ye in-
form them that nothing is to be done
without the compassion, the help, and
the grace of God, ye break their spirits,
and drive them to despair. Thus have
they that confidence in their own insig-
nificant powers, which all holy men have
in the boundless mercy of God; and
thus do the former declare war against
those very free gifts of God, by the as-
sistance of which the latter successfully
fight against their innate corruptions.
. . . O Pelagians, how is it, that ye,
who fancy yourselves so acute, do not
see the dilemma into which your opi-
nions necessarily bring you] Either ye

rob the Almighty of his prescience, or if
ye admit that attribute, ye must at the
same time admit the conclusiveness of
this reasoning. Ye desire to have ground
for hope; it is my prayer that ye should ;
but let your hope be in the Lord. For
my part, it is good for me to draw near
to God, and to put my trust in the Lord
Sod. Blessed is the man that trusteth
n the Lord, whose hope the Lord is. It
s this perfect confidence in God, which

fortifies the mind of a good man against
every species of adversity. He knows
that God is most wise, just and compas-
sionate, and that HE never falls into er-
or; and he knows also that all things

work together for good to them that love
God. He learns therefore, with the
Apostles and many other holy men, even
to rejoice in sufferings.

A genuine love of, God requires us to*
mploy every faculty we possess, mental
nd corporeal, for the praise, honour, and

glory of God ; moreover, we ought freely
to submit to every inconvenience and
disadvantage, even to the irrecoverable
loss of ourselves, rather than offend his
Divine Majesty in the slightest degree.

Grant, I beseech thee, good Lord, thafc
as I thus pronounce my duty with my
lips, I may efficaciously perform the
same, and persevere unto the end: and
do Thou, I humbly beg, of thy great
compassion, deign to accept this bounden
service which thou hast prepared me to
perform, as being the only recompense I
can possibly make. More than this I
neither have, nor ever shall have; unless,
perhaps, it may be thought more, most
earnestly to wish both to know and to
do, under all circumstances, what is al-
together agreeable to THY WILL. Grant
that THIS also may be my heart's desire;
and I humbly ask these things as a poor,
miserable, mendicant sinner. Is there
anything farther than this for which I
can ask? I do not see that there is,
(hough I turn my thoughts every way:
but if there be, I entreat thee, O Lord,
with the most devout supplication, to
answer my prayer in this respect also;'
ihat so, for thy unspeakable benefits be-
stowed freely upon me, I may make the
most grateful return in my power, and
manifest the feelings of my heart by in-
cessant thanksgiving.

St. Augustine, one of thy most grate-
ful children, observes, That whether we
would use our minds in conlemplation,
or our mouths in speaking, or our pens
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in writing", we cannot be better employed
than in giving thanks to God. It is not
easy to produce a sentiment more concise
in the expression, more pleasant to the
ear, mqre grateful to the understanding,
or more useful in practice. The same
author was, no doubt, taught by Thee to
say, That there is true wisdom in the
worship of God, which very materially
consists in gratitude. Hence we are
particularly admonished in the Commu-
nion Service " to give thanks to our Lord
God." Let us therefore humbly ac-
knowledge that every good thing we
possess is from above, and cometh down
from the Father of lights; and with our
whole heart let us give thanks to our
Lord God continually.

He maintains the doctrine of a univer-
sal, decisive Providence; and justly ex-
poses the absurdity of the common lan-
guage of mankind concerning Fortune.*
He observes how often it is said in Scrip-
ture, that the Lord will put his fear into
the hearts of the enemies of his people,
will fight for his Church, will go before
them, &c. He asserts, that God meant

. to-show by these declarations, f that this
is his general plan of government, which
is always carried on by HIS energy,
though that energy may be often invisi-
ble, or not accompanied with sensible
miracles; that the promises of divine
support are specially applicable to spi-
ritual conflicts; as, in them more parti-
cularly, the Lord means to teach the im-
potent and the miserable where they
should place their hope, and seek for
strength, victory, and salvation. " Let
him," says he, " who likes not these
things, hope in princes, trust in man,
make flesh his arm, and in his heart de-
part from the Lord; let him trust in his
bow, let him fancy that his sword will
save him ; and if he be successful, let
him not return thanks, nor bless the
Lord in hymns of grateful acknowledg-
ment, because he owes, forsooth, no ob-
ligation to him: and I no way doubt,
but though he call himself a Christian,
he will pay less regard to the true God,
than a Pagan does to an idol, to whom
he offers sacrifice. But,let others hope
as they please, it is good for me, in every
conflict, to hold fast by God."

He makes an excellent practical use
of his doctrine of Providence. J " He,
who excludes from his creed the view of

Divine Providence, disposing of all
events, not permissively, but actually,
removes, so far as in him lies, from
every troubled person the greatest en-
couragements to patience, hope, consola-
tion, and joy. Who will serenely bear
adversity, if he believe it to proceed from
chance, or ultimately from an enemy;
and if he do not know that it really pro-
ceeds from, and is guided by, the unerr-
ing direction of the all-wise God, who, by
means invisible to human sight, purges
sins, exercises virtues, and accumu-
lates rewards 1 He, doubtless, who does
thus believe in Divine Providence, has
every advantage for patience and com-
posure of mind, because he knows that
all things work together for his good.
Thus rough places are made smooth to
all the saints of God, hard things are
softened, the edge of suffering is blunted,
and bitter things are tempered sweetly:
And thus a singular solace, a principal
and a never-failing refreshment, in all
adversities, is provided for me, a sinful
worm. With what patience may all dis-
agreeable events be endured by the man
who fears and loves God ; and firmly
believes that the great and wise Being,
who can require nothing but what is wise
and good, actually requires him to bear
such things! This, I think, is to make
the Lord's yoke easy, and his burden
light.

The maxims of Bradwardine induced
him to conclude, that whatever things
come to pass, are brought about by the
Providence of God.* Even a prudent
master of a family, says he, takes care
of everything that belongs to him, and
makes provision beforehand, according
to the best of his knowledge and power;
and leaves nothing unregulated in his
house, but exactly appoints the due time
and place for everything.

I findf that he agrees with the account,
which has been given, concerning the
author of the letter to Demetrias. X For
he shows, that Augustine, in his first
book against Pelagius arid Celestius,
asserts that letter to be the work of Pela-
gius, quoting and arguing against a part
of it in the plainest terms, and that no-
thing can be a more groundless surmise
than to ascribe the Epistle in question
to Jerom. He also goes over the same

* Page 267. t Page 277. X Page 288.
* Lib. I. c. 27.
X Vol. II. chap iv.

t Page 312.
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ground which Augustine had gon& over
before him, in confuting Pelagianisrn.

He largely refutes the error, more
famous than any other in his day, name-
ly, that men, by their works, deserve
grace of congruity.* " By this it is,"
says he, " that men rush headlong into
Pelagianism. Not content with gra-
tuitous grace, men would have grace to
be sold by God, though at a very cheap
rate." He proves, that men are naturally
destitute of the least spark of genuine
love to God, without which it seems im-
possible that they should have any claim
upon him in any sense whatever. He
alsof disapproves the error of those, who
contend, that grace is conferred on ac-
count of future merits foreseen.

He observes,:}: that Robert, bishop of
Lincoln, in his questions on the will of
God, and in his other works, seems to
favour Pelagianism, when he teaches,
that the Supreme Being does never an-
tecedently determine the free acts of the
will, but that the will, in its own nature,
possesses a self-determining power; and
that the event may always be either com-
pliance or non-compliance with those
gracious influences by which God excites
the mind to virtue.

The following is an extract of Brad-
wardine's devout meditations on the sub-
jects discussed in the Treatise :—

" O great and wonderful Lord, our
God, thou only Light of the eyes ! open,
I implore thee, the eyes of my heart, and
of others my fellow-creatures, that we
may truly understand and contemplate
thy wondrous works! And the more
thoroughly we comprehend them, the
more may our minds be affected, in the
contemplation, with pious reverence and
profound devotion! Who is not struck
with awe in beholding thy all-powerful
WILL, completely efficacious throughout
every part of the creation 1 It is by this
s,ame sovereign and irresistible WILL,
that whom, and when thou pleasest, thou
bringest low and liftest up, killest and
makest alive. How intense and how
unbounded is thy love to me, O Lord!
Whereas, my love, how feeble and re-
miss ! My gratitude, how cold and in-
constant ! Far be it from thee, that thy
love should ever resemble mine; for in
every kind of excellence thou art con^
summate. 0 thou, who fillest heaven

* Page 325.
X Page 602. lib. ii.

f Page 363.

and earth, why fillest thou not this nar-
row heart1? O human soul, low, abject,
and miserable, whoever thou art, if thou
be not fully replenished with the love of
so great a Good, why dost thou not open
all thy doors, expand all thy folds, ex-
tend all thy capacity, that, by the sweet-
ness of love so great, thou mayest be
wholly occupied, satiated, and ravished;
especially, since, little as thou art, thou
canst not be satisfied with the love of any
Good inferior to the ONE SUPREME 1 Speak
the word, that thou mayest become my
God and most amiable in mine eyes, and
it shall instantly be so, without the pos-
sibility of failure. What can be more
efficacious to engage the affections, than
preventing love1? Most gracious Lord,
by thy love thou hast prevented mo,
wretch that I am, who had no love for
thee, but was at enmity with my Maker
and Redeemer. I see, Lord, that it is
easy to say and to write these things, but
very difficult to execute them. Do thou,
therefore, to whom nothing is difficult,
grant, that I may more easily practise
these things with my heart, than utter
them with my lips: Open thy liberal ,
hand, that nothing may be easier, sweet-
er, or more delightful to me, than to be
employed in these things. Thou, who
preventest thy servants with thy gra-
cious love, Whom dost not thou elevate
with the hope of finding thee? And,
what canst thou deny to him who loves
thee, who is in need, and who supplicates
thy aid 1 Permit me, I pray, to reason
with thy magnificent goodness, that my
hopes may be enlarged. It is not the-
rnanner, even of human friendship, to re-
ject a needy friend, especially when the
ability to relieve is abundant.

*' Why do we fear to preach the doc-
trine of the predestination of saints, and
of the genuine grace of God ? Is there
any cause to dread, lest man should be
induced to despair of his condition, when
his hope is demonstrated to be founded
on God alone? Is there not much strong-
r reason for him to despair, if, in pride

and unbelief, he founds his hope of sal-
vation on himself?"

Such were the ardent breathings of
soul in a studious and thoughtful scholat
of the fourteenth century ; who, unaided
by human connexions, in an age dreary
and unpromising throughout Europe, and
n our own Island full of darkness, seems
o have lived the life of faith on the Son

of God. The light of the Waldensian
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doctrine had been all along confined t<
the Continent. But HE, who showi
mercy, because he will show mercy, am
who had, in some measure, paved th
way to the more copious exhibition of hi
grace by the life and-writings of Brad
wardine, was preparing, not long afte
his decease, to revive the light of Divin<
truth in England, and there to form
people for himself, who should set fort
his praise.

CHAPTER JII.

JOHN WICKLIFF.

I. His LIFE.
II. His RELIGIOUS SENTIMENTS.

III. REFLECTIONS ON HIS CHARACTER.
IV. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE PANE-

GYRIC AND CALUMNY WITH WHICH HE
HAS BEEN TREATED BY HISTORIANS AND
BIOGRAPHERS.

I , THE LIFE OF WICKLIFF.

THE papal advocates ascribe the pro-
gress of WicklifFs opinions to several
circumstances:—1st, The decrepit a<re
of Edward III. and the infancy of his
successor Richard; 3d, The charms o:
novelty; 3d, The enmity of the duke ol
Lancaster against the clergy; and, lastly,
The wicked and intolerable despotism of
the Roman See, manifested by its mul-
tiplied exactions, and corrupt collations
to ecclesiastical benefices.

The more moderate of the Romanists
have not been backward in acknowledg-
ing, in strong terms, the various abuses
and usurpations of the papacy. These,
in fact, about the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries had arisen to their great-
est height; and Wickliff without doubt
is one of the first, who dared to call in
question the foundation of the tyrannical
domination of the clergy.

In regard to the success of this Re-
former, be it admitted that a variety of
secondary causes contributed to the gra-
dual deliverance of the nation; be it
admitted that among these, a principal
one was the excessiye odium under which
the hierarchy laboured at that time; yet
the pious student of history will not, on
these accounts, be less disposed to see
the hand of Providence, in bestowing on
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our forefathers the blessings of Christian
light and liberty. Strange indeed would
it be to reject the idea of a Divine influ-
ence, because at the moment when it was
most wanted, at the crisis when men's
patience was almost exhausted by the
cruel and scandalous practices of their
spiritual rulers, it pleased God to raise
up a man of sincere love for the truth,
of a hardy temper, and of a penetrating
judgment, who was both capable and
willing to fight the good fight, and pow-
erfully withstand the numerous enormi-
ties then prevalent in the Church.

WICKLIFF was born about the year
1324, at a village near Richmond in
Yorkshire. He was admitted a student
at Queen's college, Oxford,"
but soon removed to Merton Wickiiff's
college, which was at that A"D.'I334.
time esteemed one of the
most famous seminaries of learning in
Europe. In the long list of men of note
and eminence belonging to this college,
we observe the names of William
Occham, called the Yenerable Inceptor;
and of Thomas Bradwardine, called the
Profound Doctor.

Our renowned Reformer soon became
master of all the niceties of the school-
divinity. He seems to have reigned
without a rival in the public disputations,
which were then in high repute. The
Aristotelian logic was at its height;*

* The Scholastic divinity pretended to dis-
cuss and settle all questions in theology in a
rational and argumentative manner. Like
"lato's school, it has had several ages or
periods: the ANCIENT, the MIDDLE, and the
>JEW.

The Ancient, began under Lanfranc, arch-
ishop of Canterbury, or rather under Abe-

ard, and his disciple, Peter Lombard, called
the Master of the Sentences, on account of
bis work of Sentences, which appeared in
LI72: it preserved its credit nearly one hun-
[red years.

The Middle, may be reckoned to com-
mence early in the thirteenth century, under

lbertus Magnus, a learned Dominican, who
3ublished twenty-one volumes in folio at
iyons. These contain chiefly long comraen-
aries on Aristotle; and though they treat
svery thing in a logical way, are of little real
ise, but to fill large libraries. The famous
""homas Aquinas was the disciple of Alber-
us, and read lectures on the book of Sen-
ences. During- this period, the Peripatetic
>hilosophy was raised to its utmost reputa-

. The works of Aquinas have gone
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and Wickliff, in opposing error, made
use of the same weapons, which his ad-
versaries employed in maintaining it.
Such were his labours on the week-days,
proving to the learned the doctrine con-
cerning which he intended to preach; and
on the Sundays he addressed the common
people on the points which he had proved
before. He always descended to parti-
culars : He attacked the vices of the
friars, and many of the prevailing abuses
in religion. On the question of the real
presence in the Eucharist, Wickliff has
been considered as remarkably clear. In
this matter the reader will be better en-
abled to judge for himself, when certain
authentic documents, tending to elucidate
this early Reformer's opinion of the na-
ture of the Sacrament, shall have been
submitted to his consideration.

Wickliff's defence of the University of
Oxford, against the encroachments of the
Mendicant friars, seems to have been one
of the first things which brought him in-
to public notice.

This religious order not only pretended
to a distinct jurisdiction from that of the
university, but took every opportunity ol
enticing the students into their convents,
insomuch that parents feared to send theii
children to the respective colleges, les
they should be kidnapped by the friars
We are informed that, owing to this
cause, the number of students, from
having been thirty thousand, was re
duced to about six thousand, in the yea;
1357.

The zeal and ability of Wicklrff mani
fested itself on this occasion. He com-
posed and published several spirited trea>
t AGAINST ABLE BEGGARY, AGAINS1

through several editions, in seventeen vo
lumes folio. The author died in 1274.

The New, or Third, age of School-divinity
begins with Durandu^ de St. Pourc.ain, wl:
wrote commentaries on the four books <
Sentences, combated the opinions of Thoma;
Aquinas, and is said to have displayed grea
wit and genius. Indeed after the time o
Aquinas the scholastic disputes grew more
and more subtile, and the whole attention o
the disputants was employed on the mos
frivolous questions. They often contendec
with great heat about mere formalities, an
even raised phantoms in their imaginatio
for the purpose of continuing disputes, anc
opposition of sentiment. Durandus died
Bishop of Meaux in 1333.—School-divinity
is now fallen into the lowest contempt.

ILE BEGGARY and ON THE

OVERTY OF CHRIST. T h e J ^ m a s
onsequence of these laudable tershipof
xertions was his advance- ^D^iao}1

ent to the mastership of
aliol college; and four years after,
e was chosen warden of Canterbury
all.
From this office he was ejected, with

ircumstances of great injustice, by
gham, archbishop of Canterbury.

Wickliff appealed to the pope, who for
he space of three years art-
iilly suspended his decision. Langhan/
a the mean time Wickliff, ftom Canter-
egardless of consequences, h^rX ̂ !i»
jontinued his attacks on the
nsatiable ambition, tyranny, and avarice
f the ruling ecclesiastics, as also on the
dleness, debauchery, and hypocrisy of
he friars. Then these things were not

done in a corner or by halves; nor did
here want informers to carry the news to

Rome. Accordingly, nobody was sur-
prised to hear of the confir-
mation of the ejection of so The ejection
obnoxious a person as Wick- g£%™dhy

iff. The pope's definitive A. D.mo.
entence to that effect arrived

at Oxford in 1370, to the great satisfac-
ion of all the monastic orders, whose

dignity and interest were intimately con-
nected with the question of Wickliff's
right to hold his office.

A judicious and circumstantial writer,
whom I have frequently consulted ia
these memoirs, apprehends that Wick-
iff was probably heated against both the

pope andthe monks* by a resentful sense
of the ill-treatment he had met with on
this occasion; and there is no denying,
that in his expressions there is some ap-
pearance of the influence of passion.
Moreover, it is, no doubt, true, that
where men are wholly devoid of divine
grace, personal injuries not only sink
deep into the mind, but frequently also
are apt to predominate uncontrolled
throughout all their conduct. But there
want not evidences that in Wickliff a
hetter spirit wras the ground of his oppo-
sition to the fashionable abuses. Charity
teaches us to be very slow in ascribing
good practices to bad motives : and in
the instance of this Reformer, it should
be remembered that he commenced his
attack on the papal corruptions and
usurpations long before the unjust deci-

Collier, 582.
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sion of the Roman See. He is allowed
to have been a person of merit, and of a
warm temper; and therefore it may not
seem improbable, that his being ejected
upon an unjust decision, might whet him

1 to an opposition, and induce him to medi-
tate revenge.

However, to speak freely, the removal
of Wicldiff from his wardenship was at-
tended with so many concomitant circum-
stances, perfectly agreeable to the feel-
ings of human nature, that I confess I do
not perceive much of'the Cross in that
disappointment. The loss of his dignity
and income was abundantly compensated
in various ways. The celebrity of his
character was increased ; and his learn-
ing, good sense, and courage, were the
more admired, because he had suffered
in a righteous cause.

Add to this, the fame of Wiekliff be-
came less confined to the university of
Oxford. Almost every where he was
looked upon as the defender of truth and
liberty. The pope and his cardinals
feared him, and minutely observed his
proceedings; and on the other hand, we
find that the first parliament of England
held under king Richard II. entertained
so high an opinion of his integrity and
knowledge, that in a case of the utmost
emergency, and on a very nice and deli
cate question, they applied to him for the
sanction of his judgment and authority.
The question was, " Whether, for the de-
fence of the kingdom, that treasure which
the lord pope demanded on pain of cen-
sures, might not be lawfully detained."
The affirmative answer of the casuist
was undoubtedly foreseen; but still the
application of the king and parliament to
a man who had been persecuted by the
pope and the archbishop of Canterbury,
proves beyond contradiction the high es-
timation in which he was held. It proves
also, that though deprived of his warden-
ship, and surrounded by -exasperated
friars, and narrowly watched by .the
rulers of the church, he must have beer
supported at this time by worldly fiiends
of the greatest weight and consequence
It could not therefore easily happen, tha'
a man in the splendid situation of Wick-
liff should remain long without an ample

maintenance. Accordingly,
it appears, that in 1374 h<
was presented by Edwan
III. to the rectory of Lutter-
wortl) in Leicestershire, and
afterwards in 1375, was con-

Wickhff
presented to
the rectory
of Lutter-
worth,
A. D. 1374.

firmed in the prebend of Auste in the
collegiate church of Westbury. The
duke of Lancaster is supposed to have
been the chief friend of Wickliffe, in ob-
taining for him the" royal patronage.
Many persons indeed considered the Re-
former as in the high road to some digni-
fied preferment; but there is no account
of any such offer being made to him;
and if there had, I think it probable he
would not have refused it.

Wiekliff was now become independ-
int. He had a great many admirers,
some powerful friends, and a host of bit-
ter enemies. He was profoundly learned;
uncommonly eloquent; and, to complete
the character, he was inflamed with a
zeal for truth, he abhorred hypocrisy,
was hostile to every species of vice, and
was himself a man of unexceptionable
morals. This was precisely the man
who, one might predict, would be likely
to fall without mercy on proud popes and
die friaTs.

The following is a short specimen of
the manner in which Wiekliff sometimes
reated the pope. He called him ANTI-
CHRIST, the proud worldly priest of Rome,
and the most cursed of clippers and
purse-kervers. He averred, that the pope
and hiscollectorsdrewoutof the land poor
men's livelihood, to the amount of many
thousand marks a year: and added, that
though the realm had a huge hill of gold
in it, and no other man took thereof ex-
cept this proud worldly priest's collector,
yet in process of time this hill would be
levelled.

His attacks on the friars are innumera-
ble. They draw, said he, children from
Christ's religion by hypocrisy; they tell
them that men of their order shall never
go to hell. They praise their own rotten
habit more than the worshipful body of
our Lord Jesus Christ. They teach lords
and ladies, that if they die in Francis's
habit, the virtue of it will preserve them,
from hell. St. Paul laboured with his
own hands; and it is the commandment
of Christ, to give alms to poor, feeble,
crooked, blind, and bed-ridden men; but
it is leaving this commandment, to give
alms to such hypocrites as the begging
friars, who feign themselves holy and
needy, when in fact they are strong in
body, and possess overmuch riches, as
well as great houses, precious clothes,
jewels and other valuable things.

It was not to be expected that the
Romish clergy should tamely submit to
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reiterated flagellations of this kind
They forthwith selected, from

A. D. 1376. * Wiekliff's public lectures
and sermons, nineteen arti-

cles of complaint and accusation, an
dispatched them to Rome.

The pope was so completely alive tc
the business, that he sent no fewer than
five bulls to England on this occasion
Three of them were directed to the arch
bishop of Canterbury and the bishop of
London. In the first, he orders these
prelates to apprehend the rector of Lut-
terworth, and imprison him, provided
they found him guilty of the heresy with
which he was charged. In the second,
he enjoins them, if they cannot find him,
to fix up public citations in Oxford and
in other places, for his personal appear-
ance before the pope within the space of
three months. In the third, he com-
mands them to acquaint the kino- and hi
sons with the heresy of Wickliff, and to
require their assistance for its effectual
extirpation.

A fourth bull was addressed to the
king himself, desiring his royal help and
patronage in the prosecution of the here-
tic. And lastly, a fifth was dispatched
to the university of Oxford ; in which
the pope laments the sloth and lazinesi
of the chancellor and heads of the uni-
versity, in permitting tares to spring
up among the pure w^heat. Wiekliff's
doctrines, he said, would subvert both
church and state. They ought to forbid
the preaching of such tenets, and assist
the bishops in their endeavours to bring
the offend r to punishment.

It is not too much to say, that, both
by the university of Oxford, and by the
government of the country, these bulls
were treated with the utmost contempt.
The university for a long time were dis-
posed wholly to reject with disgrace the
pontifical injunctions; and when after
much deliberation they had received the
bull, they refused to be active in giving
it the smallest degree of effect.

The regency and parliament of Eng-
land manifested their disapprobation of
the persecution of Wickliff, in & manner
which must have mortified the haughty
pontiff exceedingly. For it was at this
moment that they chose to honour this
celebrated Reformer with their confi-
dence, as aforementioned in page 123.

The archbishop of Canterbury and the
bishop of London, however, did not hesi-
tate to execute the pope's commands.

They cited Wickliff to ap- Citation of
pear before them at St. ^ ^ 7 7 .
Paul's in London, on the
thirtieth day after the notice; and this
interval of a month was by him wisely
employed in taking precautions for his
safety. To be brief, he saw no way of
evading the present storm of persecution,
but by putting himself at once under the
protection of the duke of Lancaster, who
had long known him, and entertained a
high opinion of his learning and integri-
ty, and who was no great admirer either
of the monks or of the prelates.

This duke, well known by the name of
John of Gaunt, not only advised Wick-
liff to obey the citation ; but also in per-
on, together with Henry Percy, lord

marshal of England, accompanied him
to St. Paul's. But the conduct of these
great, personages in the council, I fear,
added no real honour to the cause of
Wickliff. Sudbury the archbishop was
a moderate man, for the times in which
he lived; but Courtney, the bishop of
London, was an intemperate bigot, no
doubt; yet that circumstance will not
ustify the duke for declaring in court,
hat " rather than take at his hands what
he bishop had said to him, he would
Irag him by the hair of his head out of
he church." The bystanders heard
hese words, and were so enraged, that
hey cried aloud " they would rather lose
heir lives than suffer their bishop to be
so contemptuously treated." The court
was compelled to break up in tumult and
confusion ; and it would have given real
leasure to a lover of Christian re'forma-

,ion, if he could have discovered any
roof that Wickliff protested against the
isorderly and insolent behaviour of his
atrons. But this does not appear. Nor
s it more than historicaj justice to say,
hat the deportment of the archbishop
nd bishop seems to have been more un-
•xceptionable than that of Wickliff and
is friends in this transaction.
Some of the opinions which brought

pon Wickliff the indignation of the hie-
archy, are allowed by Walsingham,
vho always strongly supports the cause
>f popery, to have been—" that the
hurch of Rome was not the head of
ither churches,—that St. Peter was not
mperior to the other Apostles ;—and
hat the pope, in the power of the keys,
as t only equal to a common priest."
hese were undoubtedly the sentiments

f genuine protestantism. What he fur-
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ther asserted, namely, that temporal [you would have thought them to be as a
lords and patrons had a right to disseize
the church of her emoluments, in case of
misbehaviour, was a sentiment expressed
in too indefinite a manner to be made
matter of serious accusation; but that
John of Gaunt should eagerly support it,
is what might be expected from the tur-
bulent and violent character of' that no-
bleman.

Wickliff having escaped in the manner
that has been mentioned, those severities
which his persecutors, the pope and pre-
lates, had no doubt intended to- inflict,
paid little regard to the strict charge
which they are said to have given him
to be silent in future respecting all the
subjects which had given so much of-
fence. He continued in the year 1377,
during the minority of Richard the Se-
cond, to preach and instruct the people
with unabated zeal and courage.*

This perseverance in the good cause
induced the English prelates, now en-
couraged by the decline of the duke of
Lancaster's power after the death of
king Edward III. to make another at-
tempt at carrying into execution the ty-
rannical designs of the Roman pontiff.

The heretic was not disobedient to
their second citation ; for in 1378 we

find him before the same pa-
pal delegates, assembled on

A! IT]378. t n e P r e s e n t occasion, not in
St. Paul's, but in the more

private archiepiscopal * chapel at Lam-
beth. However, many of the citizens of
London, who revered Wickliff, forced
themselves, together with a multitude of
common people, into the chapel, where
they spoke in behalf of the prisoner, and
exceedingly terrified his judges. More-
over, the Queen dowager, widow of the
Blaclj Prince, ordered Sir L. Clifford to
go and peremptorily forbid them to pro-
ceed to any definitive sentence. Here
the papal advocate Walsingham loses all
patience. " The bishops," says he,
"\vho nad professedthemselves determin-
ed to do their duty in spite of threats or
promises, and evea at the hazard of their
lives, became so intimidated during the
examination of the apostate, that their
speeches were as soft as oil, to the pub-
lic loss of their dignity, and the damage
of the whole Church. And when Clif-
ford pompously delivered his message,
they were so overcome with fear, that

Wickliff
cited again :

* Fox, p. 491.

man that heareth not, and in whose
mouth are no reproofs. Thus," conti-
nues the historian, " this false teacher,
this complete hypocrite, evaded the
hand of justice; and could no more be
called before the same prelates, because
their commission expired by the death of
the pope Gregory XL1'*

But it must not be here dissembled,
that our Reformer, though evidently still
protected by the GREAT, did not rest his
safety entirely on their authority and in-
terference* *He delivered in to the courjt
a solemn protest, and an explanatory
qualification of several of his positions
which had been deemed erroneous or
heretical. His very best friends are
ashamed to defend this part of his con-
duct, and have pronounced his defence
to be unnatural, forced, artful, and un-
manly. From the few instances which,
follow, the Impartial reader may judge
for himself, how far Wickliff in this mat-
ter acted with the simplicity and integri-
ty of a servant of Christ.

One of his Conclusions, as they were
called, exhibited in the convocation of
the bishops held at Lambeth, was this:
44 All the race of mankind here on earth,
except Christ, have no power simply to
ordain, that St. Peter and his successors
should politically rule over the Church
for ever." His explanation before the
assembly was to this effeet: "This
Conclusion is self-evident; inasmuch as
it is not in man's power to stop the
coming of Christ to judge the quick and
the dead."—It seems natural to infer
from the Conclusion itself, that Wickliff
meant to assert the right of mankind to
subvert the political authority of the
pope. A bold assertion! but, at the
same time, an inestimable truth, because
the papal power was founded in usurpa-
tion. But the explanation of the Con-
clusion renders it equivocal, if not alto-
gether nugatory.

Again. M There is no example of
Christ, which giveth1 power to his disci-
ples to excommunicate any subject, es*

* Fuller's observation on this event is aa
follows:—The bishops were struck with a
panic fear And the person of this
John Wickliff was saved, as was once the
doctrine of his GODLY namesake; " THEY
FEARED THE PEOPLE, FOR ALL MEN COUNTED

11*

JOHN THAT HE
Mark'xi. 32.

WAS A PROPHET INDEED,
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pecially for denying clerical claims o
temporalities; but the contrary." This
is a part of Wickliff's doctrine, whicr
undoubtedly was levelled at the right o
the clergy to possess any kind of pro
perty ; and was intended to be applied t(
the purpose of setting that right aside
He takes care, however, in his explana
tion, to avoid the direct assertion of hi
real sentiment, by saying only, " This i
declared inthatdoctrinal principle, taugh
in Scripture, according to which we bê
lieve that God is to be loved above al'
things; and our neighbour and enern)
are to be loved above all temporal goods
for the law of God cannot be contrary ti
itself."

Further: "When the pope, or tempo-
ral lords, or any other persons, shall have
endowed the Church with temporalities
it is lawful for them to take away the
same temporalities, as it were, by way o
medicine to prevent sin, notwithstanding
any excommunication, because they are
not given but under a condition."

"The truth of this," says he in his
explanation, " is evident; because no-
thing ought to hinder a man from per-
forming the principal works of charity.
Yet, God forbid, that by these words oc-
casion should be given to the lords tem-
poral to take away the goods of the.
Church."

I need make no remark on this Con-
clusion, and its explanation. The next
head I shall mention may be reduced to
the same class of sentiments; and seems
to show the inconsistency, which I am
exposing, in a still more glaring man
ner.

" If there be a God, the temporal lords
may lawfully and meritoriously take
away the riches of the Church, when the
clergy offqnd habitually."

Any one, who observes the manner in
which Wickliff here speaks of the right
of the Church to worldly possessions,
and compares it with his other declara-
tions of the same kind, will not easily
perceive on what ground he suffered ec-
clesiastical property to rest. But if he
tvas sincere in the following explanation
of this Conclusion, the terms of it must
appear perfectly insignificant,* and he
may seem to have expressed in very
equivocal and dangerous language, a
tenet in itself perfectly harmless. " If,"
says he, " there be a God, he is omnipo-

* Fox, p. 494.

tent: if so, he can command the lords
temporal thus to act; and if he may thus
command, they may lawfully take away
such goods. But God forbid, that any
should believe my intention to have been,
that secular lords may lawfully take
away whatsoever goods they please by
their own naked authority: only by the
authority of the Church they may do so,
in cases and in form limited by the
laws."

Candour and consistency oblige me to
observe, that there appear, especially in
this last case, such sophistical methods
of argument, and such evasive modes of
speech, as are very incompatible with the
character of a pious Reformer. In some
of the English manuscripts of Wickliff,
the pope is called the insolent priest of
Rome, Antichristian, Robber, &c.; but
nothing of this sort of language is found
in his Explanations* of his tenets. I am
much inclined to believe the account of
L'Enfant in these transactions, because
he is an author in general extremely ac-
curate and judicious; and also, because
nothing is more natural than for a man,
who, in the confidence of great political
support, had carried his ideas of external
reformation to an unwarrantable length,
and had exhibited too much of a military
spirit, on finding himself deprived of
hat support, to sink into a timidity,

which might be productive of artifice
and dissimulation. In Wickliff's work,
ailed "The great Sentence of EXCOITGH

nunication explained," the following
Dassage appears: " When shall we see
-he proud priest of ftome grant plenary
ndulgences to engage men to live in
>eace and charity, as he does to engage
Christians to murder each other ] " A
ievere but just reproof! and abundantly
verified in this history of the Church of
Christ. But such boldness and severity
f censure, ought to be accompanied
ith the spirit of martyrdom. In this,

Wickliff was deficient. It will also ap-
)ear hereafter, both from the history of
he council of Constance, and from some
extracts of this Reformer's own writings,
hat though he expressly condemned all
eclesiastical propeity whatever, yet he
imself enjoyed tithes, and possessed
he living of Lutterworth in Leicester-
hire, to his death.f

* L'Enfant's Hist, of Constance.
f It is not to be wondered at, that lie, who

laintained, "that tithes were mere alms,"
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From a concise account of the writing's
and public lectures of Wickliff, with
which we purpose to gratify the reader,*

^ it will also distinctly appear in what
manner he combatted the doctrine of
Transubstantiation. At the end of one
of his English Confessions of the Sa-
crament of the Altar, he declared, that
one-third of the Clergy were on his side,
and would support him at the hazard of
their lives. He was, however, con-
demned by the University, for holding
heretical opinions in this matter; and,
from the Vice-chancellor's decree, f
Wickliff's Confessions, and other docu-
ments, we may form some judgment,
though by no means a decisive one, what
those opinions really were. Our Re-
former has been charged with explainin
and qualifying his meaning, in an artful
manner, after he had appealed to the se-
cular arm in vain : but here again the
reader must determine for himself how
far the aecusation is well founded. It is
certain that his powerful patron, the duke
of Lancaster, deserted him on this occa-
sion, and advised him to submit to his
natural judges ; influenced, it is said, by
his dread of the strength of the hierar-
chy, as well as by scruples of con-
science. *

In effect, the duke of Lancaster, who
had countenanced Wickliff in his oppo-
sition to papal usurpation, did not ap-
prove his heretical sentiments respecting
the received doctrine of the real presence;
and he is said to have enjoined silence to
this bold innovator on that head. How-
ever, soon after this, Wickliff published
a long, obscure, and equivocal sort of
Confession, which by his enemies has
been termed a retractation of his senti-
ments.^:

Whoever carefully examines the ori-
ginal records, will soon be convinced that
the merits of this Reformer have been
considerably exaggerated. His inconsist-
encies may indeed be palliated, and in
part excused. I am apt to believe also,
that in his latter days he thought more
moderately, and altered some of his wild

should be accused of supporting tbe seditious
practices of Tyler, Straw, and the other in-
cendiaries in the time of Richard II. There
is no clear evidence, however, that Wickliff
ever patronized these rnen.

* Page 129, &c. of this Volume.
t Pp. 130, &c. ibid,
t Vid. Wickliff's Confession.

and irregular notions concerning proper-
ty: besides, there are .such undoubted
proofs of his laborious and indefatigable
cares in religion, and of his sound com-
prehension of the essentials of Chris-
tianity, and of his general probity, inte-
grity, and innocence of life, that I should
be extremely sorry, if, in any one in-
stance, he may reasonably be suspected
of deliberate hypocrisy. That he sought
Divine truth, and seriously endeavoured
both to teach and to practise it, the gene-
ral tenor of his life evinces; the testi-
mony also of the best and most upright
men who lived nearest his times, is une-
quivocal in his favour. The great bene-
fit likewise resulting from his labours
both in England and Bohemia, seems to
show that God honoured him with Evan-
gelical fruitfulness, though it must bo
owned, that many of his disciples ap-
pear on the whole to have been better
Christrans than himself. That he was
really pious, can hardly be doubted ; and
one point of instruction may in some
measure compensate the pain which
every lover of truth must feel at the dis-
covery of his inconsistencies. It is this:
Let serious divines cease to immerse
themselves in political concerns : Politics
was the rock on which this great and
good man split; and in this case it clearly
appeared, that the work of God is not to
be carried on by " the arm of flesh."

After the last-mentioned conflict with
the university of Oxford, Wickliff ap-
pears to have been, in the main, delivered
from persecution ; and to have been still
supported, in some degree, by the secu-
lar power and by individuals of distinc-
tion, though he was induced, I fear, as
the price of that protection, to make
such sacrifices as are inconsistent with a
direct and open sincerity. He had no
trouble from his superiors, at least none
that deserves any particular detail, though
he certainly continued to the end of his
days, in the unremitted exercise of zeal-
ous pastoral labours in his parish church
of Lutterworth; though he persevered
in attacking the abuses of popery by his
writings against the mendicants, against
transubstantiation, and against indul-
gences; and though he produced a trans-
ition of the Bible from the Latin into
he English tongue. This work alone

sufficed to render his name immortal.
The vulue of it was unspeakable; and
his unwearied pains to propagate the ge-
nuine doctrines of revelation among man*
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kind, indicated the steady zeal with
which he was endowed ; while the rage,
with which the hierarchy was inflamed
against a work so undeniably season-
able, demonstrated, that the ecclesiastical
rulers hated the light, and would not
come to the l ightest their deeds should
be reproved.*

I know no person of ecclesiastical
eminence, whose life and character have
cost me more thought and care than
WicklifPs. And after all, there is not
much to record that deserves the pecu-
liar attention of godly persons. I have
consulted the best authorities, and in
scrutinizing their contents have been
mortified to find, that I could not con-
scientiously join with the popular cry in
ranking this man amongst the highest
worthies of the Church. A political spi-
rit, as we have seen, deeply infected his
conduct. It nevertheless remains true,
that sincere Christians, and more parti-
cularly the Protestants of all succeeding
ages, are bound thankfully to acknow-
ledge theJDivine goodness, for that there
actually existed in the personal character
of WieklifF " some good thing toward the
Lord ;"+ that such a character was pro-
videntially raised up at the very time it
was so much wanted ; and, that from his
labours considerable benefit accrued to
the Church of Christ, both in England
and upon the Continent,:}:

The Editor of the second and subse-
quent editions of this Work, takes occa-
sion in this place to express his most
entire concurrence in opinion with the
Author, respecting the difficulties that
have occurred in attempting to give such
an account of this Reformer as should
accord with the plan of this History.
No leading character of real godliness
has required one-tenth part of the time,
which in this case has been found neces-
sary for the separation of truth from er-
ror, and the elucidation of facts which
appear involved in great obscurity. The
mistakes made by authors of integrity,
in dates and in representations of cir-
cumstances, are numerous; and so are
the instances of the prejudice and heat of
party-writers. They who are well versed
in this abstruse species of biography,
know perfectly well why it is almost im-

* John iii. ver. 20. f 1 Kings, xiv. 13.
X A Bohemian gentleman who studied at

Oxford, carried Wickliffs books into Bo-
hemia,

possible to preserve at all times a com-
plete and orderly connexion between the
parts of the materials; and those who
are not so well versed, will be candid
enough to take for granted, that though
certainly a great deal is recorded about
WieklifF, yet it is so discordant and con-
tradictory as to be extremely difficult, if
not absolutely incapable of an orderly
digestion.

The arrangement adopted by the de-
ceased author of the History cannot, it
should seem, be much mended ; and if
the Editor has been enabled to enrich
the narrative, or render it more perspicu-
ous, his success is chiefly to be ascribed
to the advantages he has possessed 6ver
his worthy relative, in having easy ac-
cess to numerous very scarce books and
manuscripts, which, however, he scru-
ples not to say, he has examined with
extraordinary patience.

He is not sure, whether, with a view-
to gratify some persons who expressed a
wish ta be beUer acquainted with this
early Reformer, he may not have intro-
duced more circumstances of a secular
nature, than the author would have judged
suitable for tho plan of his History of the
Church of Christ.

WICKLIFF died in peace at Lutter-
worth, of the palsy, in the year 1387.
In the year 1410, his works were burned
at Oxford ; and in 1428, his
remains were dug out of his Wickliff
grave and burned, and his J ^ 13874
ashes thrown into the river
of Lutterworth. The number ^Jn

b
t
ones

of his volumes committed to A.b. 1428.
the flames by order of Subin-
co,# archbishop of Prague, amounted to
about two hundred. His labours indeed
appear to have been immense; and be-
yond all doubt, he was in that dark age
a prodigy of knowledge.

After having observed that his works
were burned at Oxford, it is proper to
add, that previous both to this, and also
to the burning of his bones by order of
the Council of Constance, a testimonial
was publicly given, by the
university of Oxford, to his Testimonial
character, dated in the year A T 1406
1406, which declares,f "That
all his conduct through life was sincere
and commendable ; that his conversation
from his youth upward, to the time of his
death, was so praiseworthy and honest,

* Fox, p. 509, t Ib. p, 515.
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that never at any time was there a parti-
cle of suspicion raised against him ; and
that he vanquished by the force of the
Scriptures all such as slandered Christ'
religion. God forbid that our prelate
should condemn such a man as an hen
tic, who has written better than an
others in the university, on logic, phil
sophy, divinity, morality, and the specu
lative arts."* This honourable test
mony shows that the speculative error:
of Wickliff were not attended with prac
tical consequences ; and that sedition i
Church and State, was never meant t
be encouraged by that Reformer, thougl
the enormities of the age induced hin
much to exceed the bounds of discretio
in his attempts to oppose them.

II.
THE RELIGIOUS SENTIMENTS OF WICKLIFF.

THE distinguishing tenet of Wiekliff
in religion, was, undoubtedly, the elec-
tion of grace.f He calls the Church an
assembly of predestinated persons. T<
those who said that God did not every-
thing for them, but that their own merits
contributed in part to salvation, he re
plied with a short prayer, " Heal m
gratis, O Lord!" Those, who have di-
ligently studied the sacred volumes, and
also the writings of truly pious Chris-
tians, will understand how evangelically
humble this Reformer might be in the
use of such doctrine, and at the same
time, how sincerely laborious in. incul-
cating whatever belongs to genuine piety
and virtue, in opposition to the Pharisaic
superstitions of the times. And if any
one be inclined to doubt this, let him
consider that the eleventh article of our
own Church says, that we are accounted
righteous before God, only for the merit
of our Saviour, by faith, and not for our
own works and deservings; and yet no
sound divine conceives that, for this rea-

* I find the authenticity of this testimo-
nial has been doubted; and we are told that
no trace of it is to be found among- the let-
ters and registers of the university of Ox-
ford.-1—There is, however, very considerable
evidence that it is not spurious. Great li-
berties, in those violent times, were fre-
quently taken with registers and other docu-
ments. For example, the institution of
Wickliff to the rectory of Lultdrworth, is
not to be found in the registers of the bishops
of the diocese.—Lewis, 1.91, Antiq. Ox. 203.

f See Appendix, Wickliff.

son, any man is released from the duty
of obeying God's commandments, and of
abounding in all the fruits of a pure and
evangelical faith.# But let us proceed
in our endeavours to collect the doctrines
of Wickliff from his writings and other
authentic documents.

1. In one of his treatises against the
mendicant friars, called "The Complaint
of John Wickliff to the King and Parlia-
ment," he says,-)- " If ministers, in the
execution of their office, do not act, both
by word and example, as God command-
eth, their people are not bound to pay
them tithes and offerings."

When the principal cause for which
tithes and offerings should be paid does
not exist, the payment of tithes should
cease. Also clergymen are more to be
ondemned for withdrawing their teach-

ing in word and example, than the pa-
rishioners are for withdrawing tithes,and
offering*, even though they discharge
their office as they ought."

This last observation presents us with
an absurd comparison between two spe-
cies of transgression; and we need not
wonder if the doctrine of the whole pas-
sage should have often influenced the
conduct of misers and extortioners.

2. In the sixteenth chapter of another
treatise against the orders of friars, he
directly charges them with perverting

* Persons of an Arminian way of think-
ing, are very apt to consider all Calvinistic
doctrine as of an Antinornian tendency;
xnd on the contrary, the Calvinist too fre-
[uently reproaches the Arminian for being
)f a legal spirit, and for denying the free and
inmeriteil^alvation of men by Jesus Christ.
NFEITHER PARTY SHOULD BE PRESSED WITH
CONSEQUENCES WHICH THEY THEMSELVES DISA-
VOW. This very important position is clearly
stated, and well defended by Bnrnct. See
r'reface to Exposition of xxxix Articles, p, 8.
""he writer of this History is often called
ipon to form the best estimate he can of rc-
igious characters; and for this purpose, the
•bservance of the rule just mentioned, is of
he utmost consequence. It is not his pro-
vince to enter into the discussion of nice
heoloo-ical or metaphysical questions.

t N. B. Though several of the quotations
Inch follow are marked with ioverted com-
las, for the sake of distinction, they are to
e understood as only containing- the sub-
tance of Wickliff's sentiments, and not his
rords.—The originals are frequently in
<atin, and often in such antiquated Eng*.
sh as would be unintelligible to ordinary
saders.
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the right of faith of the sacrament of the
altar. " Christ says, that the bread,
which he break and blessed, is his body;
and the Scripture says openly, that the
sacrament is bread that we break and
God's body : but they say, ' it is an ac-
cident without subject,' and therefore
nothing; neither bread, nor God's body.
Augustine says, 'what we see, is bread,
but to those, who are faithfully taught,
the bread is Christ's body.'—Why
should our Almighty Saviour conceal
this notion of the friars for a thousand
years; and never teach the doctrine to his
apostles, or to so many saints; but at length
communicate it to these hypocrites'?"

3. In his public lectures, which he
read, as professor of divinity at Oxford,
in the summer of 1381,* Wickliff appears
A D 13Q1 t 0 ^ a v e 0PPose^ t n e papisti-

cal doctrine of transubstantia-
tion with all his might; and at the same
time to have maintained the true, ancient
and scriptural notion of the Lord's Sup-
per. With this view he published six-
teen Conclusions, the first of which is
expressed in these words: "The conse-
crated host, which we see upon the altar,
is neither Christ nor any part of him, but
ah effectual sign of him." And he offered
to defend this and his other Conclusions
in public disputation with any one. But
he was prohibited by the rulers of the
university and doctors of divinity. Upon
which Wickliff published a defence)- of
his doctrine, which the intelligent reader
will think less satisfactory than the
above-mentioned Conclusion. " Th
Eucharist," says he, "is the body of
Christ in the form of bread, ^fhe right
faith of Christian men is .this, that this
worshipful sacrament is bread and
Christ's body, as Jesus Christ is very
God and very man."

4. In his Trialog4 he tells us, " that
though the bread in the Eucharist begins
to be the body of Christ, by virtue of the
consecration, it must not be believed
that it ceases to be bread. It is plain i
is SUBSTANTIALLY bread, because it begins
to be SACRAMENTALLY the body of Christ,
So Christ says, This is my body. The
nature of bread is not thenceforth de-
stroyed, but is exalted into a substance
of greater dignity. In a similar way th(
BAPTIST was made Elias, by virtue o

* Hist, and Antiq. Oxon. A. D. 1331.
•f MS. on a feigned contemplative life.
t Lib. IV. Cap. 4.

Christ's words in the eleventh of St.
Matthew, yet he did not cease to be
~ohn. And St. Austin observes, that the
Scripture does not say that seven ears of
corn and seven fat kine SIGNIFY seven
rears of plenty, but that they ARE those
rears. Such expressions denote that the
subject is ordained of God to FIGURE the
thing predicated according to its fitness.
And in the same serise and .manner the
sacramental bread is specially tbe body
f Christ."—Wickliff very modestly con-

eludes this explanation, with declaring,
that he was ready to believe a more

subtle sense, if he could be convinced of
he truth of it by Scripture or reason."

We have observed above, that Wick-
iff, in the matter of transubstantiation,

appears both to have opposed the papis-
tical doctrine, and also to have maintain-
ed the true. But the discerning reader
cannot fail to remark, that authentic docu-
ments leave the former proposition in
much less doubt than they do the latter.
A want of consistency, at least on this
head, is but too evident in the conduct of
our Reformer.

The circumstances, which attended his
ondemnation by the university of Oxford,

mentioned in page 255, were these : The
vice-chancellor, after reciting, before
several doctors in divinity, the Reform-
er's Conclusions, namely, That in the
sacrament the substance of the material
bread and wine remain the same after the
consecration ; and, secondly, That in the
venerable sacrament the body and blood
of Christ are not present essentially, but
only figuratively; with their consent
decreed, that "These are execrable
errors, and repugnant to the determina-
tions of the Church."*

From this decree Wickliff appealed to
the king.j* But as his great friend and
powerful supporter, the duke of Lancas-
ter, failed him at this crisis, the attentive
reader will be disposed to watch the pro-
ceedings of the Reformer at so trying a
moment. In particular, he will carefully
weigh the terms used in that confession
or retractation, which has been noticed
in page 255. There Wickliff declares
his belief, as follows: "The same body
of Christ which was incarnate of the
Virgin, which suffered on the cross,
which lay three days in the grave, and
rose again on the third day, this same

* Spclman, Vol II.
t W alsingh. Hist. Angliae. and Antiq. Oxon.
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body and same substance is verily and
really the sacramental bread or conse-
crated host, which we see in the hands
of the priest." But he presently adds,*1

" That he dare not say that the body of
Christ, considered as an EXTENDED BODY,
is essentially and substantially the bread:
There is a threefold manner of the body
of Christ being in the consecrated host,
viz. a virtual, spiritual, and sacramen-
tal." And so in his Trialogus he says,
"This sacrament is the body of Christ;
and not only that which shall be, or
which figures sacramentally the body of
Christ." And again, "That the host
is to be adored principally for this reason,
not because it is in some respect the
body of Christ, but because it contains
in a secret manner the body of Christ
within itself." He is very constant in
asserting,f "That the bread, by the
words of consecration, is not made the
Lord's glorified body, or his spiritual
body, which is risen from the dead, nor
his fleshly body as it was before he suf-
fered death; but that the bread still con-
tinues bread; and so there is bread and
the body of Christ together."

Some of Wickliff's admirers, who can
see no defects in their favourite, would
explain the contradictions and obscuri-
ties, which are to be found in his various
writings and confessions on the subject
of Transubstantiation, by affirming, that
he discovered the truth gradually, and
that he was late in fixing his opinions on
the Lord's Supper. And if this could be
made out, it would, doubtless, be a very
natural and a very satisfactory defence of
the Reformer; but let us attend to the
sentiments of a very great man, whose
extensive learning and extraordinary can-
dour were never called in question. " I
have Looked,":}: says Melancthon; "into
Wickliff, who is very confused in this
controversy of the Lord's Supper; but I
have found in him, also, many other
errors, by which a judgment may be
made of his spirit. He neither under-
stood nor believed the righteousness of
faith. He* foolishly confounds the Gos-
pel and politics; and does not see that
the Gospel allows us to make use of the
lawful forms of government of all na-
tions. He contends, that it is not lawful

* Wickliff's Confession,
t See Wickliff's Wicket, and TrialogLib.

IV.
j Sententiae veterum de caena Domini.

for priests to have any property. He
wrangles sophistically, and downright
seditiously, about civil dominion. In the
same manner he cavils sophistically
against the received opinion of the Lord's
Supper."

The most important Latin performance
of Wickliff, seems to be his Trialogus;
from which several passages have already
been quoted, for the purpose of eluci-
dating the author's sentiments on the
doctrine of Transubstantiation.

This brilliant work wTas answered by
WIDEFORT, a Franciscan, who dedicated
his laboured Reply to archbishop Arundel.
L'Enfant tells us, in his History of the
Council of Constance, that he found a
copy of the Trialogus in the university of
Frankfort on the Oder. It contains, a
dialogue between three speakers, whom
the author calls Truth, Falsehood and
Wisdom. * With that vehemence he op-
posed the fashionable abuses, may be
collected from a single sentence respect-
ing the crime of simony. " Those stupid
Simonists imagine that Grace may be
bought and sold like an ox or an ass."
And speaking of the invocation of saints,
he observes, "The festival of the day is
to no purpose, if it do not tend to magni-
fy Jesus Christ, and induce men to love
HIM. Moreover, our Redeemer Jesus
Christ is very God, as well as very man,
and therefore, on account of his divinity,
he must infinitely exceed any other man.
And this consideration induces many to
think that it would be expedient to wor-
ship no other Being among men, except
Jesus Christ; inasmuch as he is the best
mediator and best intercessor ; and they
likewise think, that when this was the
practice of the Church, it increased and
prospered much better than it does now.
What folly then to apply to any other
person to be our intercessor! What
folly, to choose of two persons proposed,
the least eligible of the two, to be our
intercessor! Would any one choose the
king's buffoon to be an intercessor 1 The
saints in heaven are not indeed buffoons;
but in dignity they are less, compared
with Jesus Christ, than a buffoon is,
when compared with an earthly king."

He is very pointed in asserting the au-
thority of Scripture, which he maintains,
infinitely surpasses the authority of any
other writings whatsoever; and he de-
clares, that to hold the contrary, is the
most damnable of all heresies. He
assures us, that he so strenuously com-
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bated, in the university and before the
people, the errors on the sacrament, be-
cause none had proved more destructive
to mankind. "These errors," sajrs he,
"fleece men, and draw them into idola
try: They then deny the faith of the
Scriptures; and by their infidelity pro-
voke the God of truth." Such were the
principles of Wickliff, and such the tes
timonies which he has left against th(
corruptions of the church of Rome.

5. There is preserved in the library o
the Cathedral of York, an Apology for
Wickliff, written by Dr. Thomas James
keeper of, the public library at Oxford,
for the purpose of showing this greai
Reformer's conformity with the presen1

Church of England. The contents of
the Apology are collected chiefly from
WickliffV own manuscripts.—I shaT
present the reader with a few quotations

Speaking of the Scriptures, Wickliff
says, " I think it absurd to be warm in
defence of the apocryphal books, when
we have so many which are undeniably
authentic. In order to distinguish cano-
nical books firom such as are apocryphal,
use the following rules : 1. Look into
the New Testament, and see what books
of the Old Testament are therein cited
and authenticated by the Holy Ghost
2. Consider whether the like doctrine
be delivered by the Holy Gliost else-
where in the Scripture." These ob-
servations to us, no doubt, appear ̂
tremely obvious, and no more than plain,
common sense: but those, who are
aware of the dominion of prejudice in
the age of Wickliff, and of the implicit
obedience then shown to ecclesiastical
authority, will be best qualified to ap-
preciate that vigour of understanding,
and that resolute integrity, which could
produce such sentiments, anfd a cor-
respondent practical conduct.

Dr. James, the compiler, tells us that
Wickliff was earnest, every where in his
writings, to establish the grand protes-
tant sentiment, of the sufficiency of the
Scriptures for saving instruction; and
that the reason of his earnestness and
pious zeal was, in substance, this: " Few
sermons were preached in his time; and
those few were on fabulous subjects and
traditions, and profaned with much scur-
rility and emptiness. Friars persecuted
the faithful, and said, it had never been
well with the Church since lords and
ladies regarded the Gospel, and relin-
quished the manners of their ancestors.",

"Some," says he, "are enlightened
from above, that they may explain the
proper, literal, and historical sense of
Scripture, in which sense, all things ne-
cessary in Scripture are contained."

This remark was doubtless made to
guard his readers against the devious
paths of fantastic and endless allegories,
in which the sportive genius of Origen
had been so conversant; and which, for
ages, had thrown so great a cloud over
the genuine meaning of the Sacred Wri-
ters. It was, at the same time, a strong
indication of the native vigour of that
good sense, with which the pastor of
Lutterworth was eminently endowed ;
and his idea of Divine assistance, as
necessary to qualify a man for the ex-
planation of the revealed Word, indicates
his knowledge of our natural blindness
and depravity: and further, in making
this last observation, he doubtless inti-
mates the very great advantage, which,
as a religious instructor, a person, who
is practically led by the Spirit of God,
has over a mere self-sufficient theorist,
depending on the use of his own under-
standing. We have, indeed, from the
extreme disadvantages of obscurity, in
which this author's works appear, little
opportunity of estimating his merits as
a theologian; but it is sufficiently evi-
dent, from a few fragments* of his vo-

* Subinco, archbishop of Prague, about
the year 1409, endeavoured to collect all the
writings of Wickliff, which had been intro-
duced into Bohemia. He is said to have
jotten into his possession 200 of them, all of
which he burnt by virtue of a royal edict.-—
Camerarius Historica Narratio, p. 32.
The books were very finely written, and
adorned with costly coverings and golden
bosses, which makes it probable that they
belonged to the Bohemian nobility and
gentry. The account which JEneas Sylvius
gives of this transaction is as follows:

Subinco, cognomine Lepus, claris paren-
ibus apud Bohemos natus, per idem tempus

Pragensum ecclesiam pontificio retinebat
consilio et animo illustris. Qui orienti ca-
lamitati obviam ire cupiens, priusquam am-
ilius debaccharetur, libros Johannis Wiclefi

ad se ferri, orrmesque, doctorum virorutn
consilio adhibito, publice concremari jussit.
Supra ducenta volumina fuisse traduntur,
lulcherrime conscripta, bullis aureis, tegu-

mentisque pretiosis ornata. Johanni praedi-
catio interdicta; et adjectse moriee, si quando
>riores in populo errores vulgare auderet."—
^ascic. Vol. I. 291.
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luminous writings, that, in light and
talents, he was greatly superior to his
contemporaries; and if he had escaped
the snare of that political speculation,
-which encourages sedition, and makes
Christ's kingdom to be of this world,
he might have stood among the foremost
of those geniuses, who, since the aposto-
lic age, have been raised up by Provi-
dence to instruct and reform the human
race.

" Sanctity of life," he observes, " pro-
motes this ILLUMINATION so necessary
for understanding the revealed Word; to
continue which in the Church is the
duty of theologians, who ought to re-
main within their proper limits, and not
to invent things foreign to the faith of
Scripture."

He lays down some good rules for an
expositor, " 1. He should be able by
collation of manuscripts to settle well
the sacred text. 2. He should be con-
versant in logic. Si He should be con-
stantly engaged in comparing one part
of Scripture with another. 4. The stu-
dent should be a man of prayer, and his
disposition should be upright. 5. He
needs the internal instruction of the
Primary Teacher." This last is Augus-
tine's favourite idea; namely, that a
genuine relish for Divine aid in rightly
interpreting and applying Scripture, is
the sure index of an humble spirit; and
that the contempt of it no less power-
fully indicates the prevalence of profane-
ness or self-conceit.

The Council of Constance condemned
this great man, for denying the pope's
supremacy. We shall afterwards see,
that that council is entitled to little re-
gard. What colour they might have for
their censure, seems to be grounded on
his avowed opinion, that all the bishops
of Rome before his time, for three hun-
dred years, had been heretics: and yet
he advances, that, "whoever disobeys
the papal mandates, incurs the charge of
Paganism."* By comparing these two
passages together, it seems that he was
willing to own the supremacy of that
see, provided it was filled by a faithful
pastor.

Further, in Dr. James's collection,
there are also extracts and observations,
in substance as follows :

" The merit of Christ is of itself suffi-
cient to redeem every man from hell.

* Apology, Chap, on the Pope, Sect. 1.
VOL. II, 12

Faith in our Lord Jesus Christ is suffi-
cient for salvation; and without faith it
is impossible to please God."

And the writer informs us, that, on
the leading controversy respecting Justi-
fication, Wickliff accorded fully with the
Church of England ; and that he per-
suaded men " to trust wholly to Christ,
to rely altogether upon his sufferings,
and not to seek to be justified in any
other way than by his justice:" that he
said, " Unbelievers, though they might
perform works apparently good in their
matter, still were not to be accounted
righteous men; that all who followed
Christ, became righteous through the par-
ticipation of his righteousness, and would
be saved." He adds the following sen-
tences : "Human nature is wholly at
enmity with God : All men are originally
sinners, not only from their mothers'
wombs, but in their mothers' wombs:
We cannot think a good thought unless
Jesus send i l : We cannot perform a
good work unless it be properly his
good work: His mercy prevents us, so
that we receive grace ; and it follows us
so as to help us and keep us in grace.,
Heal us, good Lord, we have no merit!
Give us grace to know that all thy gifts
be of thy goodness only."*

I recommend these hints to the parti-
cular notice of such serious readers as
set a high value on the eŝ sential truths
of the Gospel. They will draw their
own conclusions from them. In regard
to myself, I have been much mortified to
find so little recorded from WicklirHs
writings respecting these truths, even
by his most diligent biographers. Two
of these, very great admirers of this Re-
former, either did not comprehend the
great doctrines of Justification by faith,
and of the nature of good works, or, they
must have thought them of little conse-
quence. On all other points they dwell
with sufficient accuracy, and with a mi-
nuteness of detail; whereas if they touch
on these at all, it is done with the great-
est reserve; and the little they say is far
from being clear. Yet both of the au-
thors to whom I allude, show that they
were well aware of the above-mentioned
censure of Wickliff by Melancthon ;f for
one of them has given a very unsatisfac-
tory answer to the charge ; and the other

* De Veritate Script, in Expos. Decal.
Comment, in Psalm,

t Page 131 of this Vol.
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appears to me to have evaded the ques-
tion, and to have presented his reader
with a very imperfect view of Wickliff's
sentiments on a most important point.
He barely says, " Wickliff asserted the
necessity of Divine grace. Without this,
he saw not how a human being could
make himself acceptable to God." Every
admirer of Wickliff, if he also be a sin-
cere approver of the inestimable protes-
tant doctrines concerning the grace of
God and of the justification of man, will
be gratified in reading the sentiments I
have produced from Dr. James's collec-
tion. If such sentiments abound not in
Wickliff's writings, so much as sound
and enlightened Christians might wish
it becomes the more necessary to take
notice of those which we do find there.
At least the plan of this History, which
professes to search every where for the
real Church of Christ, rendered these re-
marks indispensably necessary.

The Apology by Dr. James contains
many other memorable sentiments of
this Reformer: Among which is this,—

" We worship not the image, but the
Being represented by the image, say the
patrons of idolatry in our times. Suffice
it to say, idolatrous heathens said the
same."

He also vehemently opposed the whole
doctrine of Indulgences ; and expressed
in the most decisive manner, his disap-
probation of forced vows of celibacy,
either in the case of monks or of the
secular clergy. He is accused of hav-
ing been an enemy to all oaths, but the
Apology proves directly the contrary:
also a passage in his book against the
mendicant friars, seems to invalidate the
charge; " God, "says he, "teaches us
to swear by himself, when necessity
calls for it, and not by his creatures."

In his treatise on the truth of the
Scriptures, Wickliff PROTESTS, that in his
love and veneration for the Church of
Rome, (which he calls his mother) it
was his study and endeavour to defend
all her privileges. He adds, however,
that her privileges came from God, and
would be the more ample, in proportion as
she conformed herself closer to Christ and
his laws. No man ought to think that
the faith of the Church, or of any indivi-
dual member of the Church, depended
upon this Peter, that John, or that Gre-
gory. It might happen that our lord
pope may be ignorant of the laws of the
Scripture; and that the Church of Eng-

land may understand the Catholic truth
far better than the whole aggregate of
the Roman Church with the pope and
cardinals altogether.*

Dr. James endeavours to reconcile the
former part of this paragraph with the
latter. But I think it as well to leave
this matter to the reader's judgment.

It has been said that Wickliff preached
against purgatory ;f but I can find no
clear proof that his judgment was ever
decided against that abomination of po-
pery. Dr. James allows that he speaks
of the dreadful pains of purgatory, and
also of praying for the dead. It appears
also that he himself prayed to the Virgin
Mary. In one place, however, he cer-
tainly uses language which may be
thought extraordinary in the writings of
a man, who seriously believed the popish
doctrine of a middle state of temporary
punishment. His words are, " Omnia
dicta de purgatorio dicuntur solummodo
comminatorie tanquam pia mendacia."^:
That is, All things that are said concern-
ing purgatory, are said only in the way
of threatening ; and are to be considered
as pious falsehood.

He maintained, that the papistical
practice of extreme unction was no sa-
crament, and that if it had beerr so,
Christ and his Apostles would not have
been silent on such a matter. Fie blames
covetous and greedy priests for making
this a source of profit.

Holy orders, however, he considered
as one of the SEVEN sacraments of the
Church. There were but, he said, two
species of orders, namely, that of dea-
cons, and of priests. The Church mili-
tant ought not to be burdened with three ;
nor was there any ground for it.§ He
inveighs severely against the " foul ex-
tortion" of fees which took place upon
the admission into holy orders; he de-
clares, that a man might have a common
barber to attend him a whole year for
what he paid to have his
rown once shaven. It may Selection of

deserve notice, that the two Article?,'*
ast positions, concerning ex- viz. 287.'

treme unction, and holy or-
ders, are among the 287 Articles which
were selected from Wickliff's writings,
and condemned at Oxford in the year

* Dr. James's Apol. C. IV. 1.
+ Fuller, p. 130.
t Do Vcrit. Script.
§ Dr. James's Apol. C. VIII. 2 & 4.
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1411.* I find also the same two Arti-
cles among- the 301 Conclusions, con-
demned at the Council of Constance.f

It has been thought, I am well aware,
that the Reformers of the sixteenth cen-
tury built on the foundation which Wick-
liff had laid. But his knowledge of
Christian doctrine, though fundamentally
sound, was yet so defective, so obscure
and so scholastical, while that of those
admirable Reformers carries such inter-
nal marks of originality, of accurate me-
thod, and of solid scriptural investiga-
tion, that they do not appear to have fol-
lowed him at all as a guide in theology.
We have seen that Melancthon, one of
the most judicious and candid of them,
thought that Wickliff understood not the
doctrine of the righteousness of Faith.
It might, perhaps, be nearer the truth to
say, that in an accurate knowledge of
that important article he seems to have
been defective. At the same time, how-
ever, that his light respecting pure
Evangelical doctrine was scanty, his
views of external reformation erred in the
extreme of excess. He disliked ALL
church endowments, and wished to have
the clergy reduced to a state of poverty.
He insists that parishioners had a right
to withhold tithes from pastors who
were guilty of fornication. Now if, in
such cases, he would have allowed every
individual to judge for himself, who does
not see what a door might be opened to
confusion, fraud, and the encouragement
of avarice ?
In viiium ducit culpse fuga, si caret arte.

HOR.

Never was this remark of the poet
more completely exemplified than in the
conduct of Wickliff. An honest indig-
nation on account of the enormities and
immenee revenues of the clergy in his
day, led this extraordinary genius to use
rash and indefensible expressions, which
his own practice, in regard to his bene-
fice at Lutterworth, seemed to contradict;
Hence I am led to conclude, that this
good man intended not absolutely, on
this subject, the whole of what he utter-
ed in his warmth. Hath the Lord or-
dained, that they who " preach the Gos-
pel, should live of the Gospel?":}: And
have pastors, after all, no right to be
maintained by the people ? Doubtless,

* Antiq. Oxon. 205.
f Fascia rcr. I. 269.
? 1 Cor. ix. 14.

they have not, if it be true, that all which
they receive, is properly to be called
alms. Or, ought they, whose business
it is to instruct their flocks in their most
important and eternal concerns, to be
placed in situations not really differing
from those of beggars ] In such a view,
the whole body of the clergy might
justly be denominated MENDICANTS, the
very orders of men, against which Wick-
liff so copiously inveighed. This whole
sentiment, of reducing the tithes and of-
ferings conferred on the clergy to alms,
however it may flatter the pride and ava-
rice, and profanencss of many of the lai-
ty in our days, appears on every account
perfectly indefensible. The very nature
of alms supposes, that the objects of
them are recommended to our regard, not
by the services which they perform, but
by the distresses which they endure. Is
this the proper light in which we should
view the character of a Christian pastor?
or, can this be called, in any degree, a
just representation of the functions of a
teacher of tli£ Gospel I And, lastly, aro
spiritual services of so little estimation,
as to claim no reward from those on
whom they are conferred ?

This great defect in Wickliff's ideas
of church reformation, very much lessen-
ed his reputation in the eyes of those re-
formers who followed him. Melancthon,
in particular, a zealous friend of order
and decorum, represents him, as we have
already seen, to have been, in this res-
pect, destitute of all sobriety of judg-
ment. It is not to be denied, however,
that he was a light in his day, There
is reason to believe, that many, who
were by no means disposed to defend
his errors, admired his virtues ; and even
those who would describe his lantern as
dimly scattering only a few obscure rays
of Evangelical truth, must still confess
that it sufficed to discover to mankind
the turpitude of the works of darkness,
which predominated in England. The
nestimable present of the Word of God
n their own language, with which he

was enabled to favour his countrymen,
onveyed instruction to great numbers :

there was an effusion of the Divine Spi-
rit : and in the next chapter we must at-
tend to its effects.

III.
REFLECTIONS ON THE CHARACTER OP WICKLIFF.

THE reader is now to judge, whether
from the historical facts which have
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of d

been laid before him, together with the
extracts from the writings of Wickliff,
the writer of this ecclesiastical histdry
be well founded in the observations
which he has made on the character and
opinions of this celebrated Reformer.
And, though it is much to be regretted,
that, in regard to certain parts of his
conduct, neither the purity of his mo-
tives, nor the clearness of his knowledge,
can be so ascertained as entirely to stifle
suspicion, or silence objection, yet is
our information sufficient to explain se-
veral things which appear inconsistent
or contradictory, as recorded by memo-
rialists and biographers.

For example: 1. We may allow and
lament, that in certain difficult and dan-
gerous moments of his life, there existed
in the defences and explanations of
Wickliff, more equivocation and artifice
than are consistent with the simplicity of
cha acter which should mark a true dis-
ciple and follower of Jesus Christ: but
when this defect is admitted, who can
deny, that, on the whole, he was a sin-
cere believer of Christianity, and a zea-
lous advocate for its essential doctrines 1
Mr. Hume had too much good sense, and
was too acute an observer, not to disco-
ver in Wickliff this firm belief of the
Christian religion, and this fervent love
of the great truths which it teaches : but
in order to appreciate justly HIS remarks
on any religious character of this kind,
"We ought to keep in view the well known
prejudices of this otherwise incompara-
ble historian. His dislike of the Gospel
of Christ is so perfect and complete,
that where he finds sincerity in believing,
and zeal in supporting and propagating
its fundamentals, these dispositions sink
all such persons in his esteem; and, in
most cases, when the question turns en-
tirely upon religion, we expect in vain
from him, not only the candour and mo-
deration of a philosophical critic, but the
justice and impartiality of an upright
judge. Mr. Hume's account of Wick-
liff is as follows :* " He denied the doc-
trine of the real presence, the supremacy
of the Church of Rome, the merit of
monastic vows. He maintained, that the
Scripture was the sole rule of faith ; that
the Church was dependent on the State,
and should be reformed by it; that the
clergy ought to possess no estates ; that

-Hume, Rich. II. chap. 17.

the begging friars were a general nui-
sance, and ought not to be supported;
that the numerous ceremonies of the
Church were hurtful to true piety. He
asserted, that oaths were unlawful, that
dominion was founded in grace, that
everything was subject to fate and des-
tiny, and that all men were pre-ordained
either to eternal salvation or reproba-
tion." The same historian also owns,
that the doctrines of Wiekliff were de-
rived from his search into the Scriptures
and into ecclesiastical antiquity ; and he
tells us that they were nearly the same
with those, which were propagated by
the Reformers in the sixteenth century.
After such a detail, who would expect
the author to conclude with this remarka-
ble sentence 1 " From the WHOLE of his
octrine, Wickliff appears to have been

strongly tinctured with ENTHUSIASM, and
to have been thereby better qualified to
oppose a Church, whose chief character-
istic is SUPERSTITION." Therefore, ac-
cording to Mr. Hume's judgment, it was
not so much the natural argumentation of
Wickliff, or his diligent search into the
Scriptures, as his enthusiasm, which
qualified him to become a formidable ad-
versary of the papal superstitions and
corruptions. If Wickliff had opposed
the abominations of the Church of Rome
by ridicule and banter, by scorn and con-
tempt, by sceptical objections to revela-
tion in general, and by these methods
only, he would probably have escaped
this censure.

" He was distinguished," Mr. Hume
says, "by a great austerity of life and
manners;" and the historian then coolly
observes, that this is "a circumstance
common to almost all those, who DOG-
MATIZE IN ANV NEW WAY." Infidel phi-
losophers and infidel historians, never
comprehend how the honour of God, and
the salvation of men, can be the ruling
principles of a rational conduct. The
profession of such principles appears to
them to be connected with hypocrisy or
enthusiasm : And, therefore, in estimat-
ing the merits of truly religious charac-
ters, they make no candid allowance for
the weakness and imperfection of human
nature ; but are most ingenious and acute
in discovering faults and inconsistencies,
as well as bitter and sarcastic in expo-
sing them. If, on the one hand, I have
been mortified in finding myself con-
strained to differ from many in their un-
bounded applause of Dr. Wickliff, 1 have
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felt it a duty, on the other, to correct the
uncandid and injurious representations o
a profane historian, who would insinuate
to the minds of the unwary, that this Re-
former, " though a man of parts and
learning," was in fact a cautious and
cowardly enthusiast. The defects or in-
consistencies, with which, in the former
part of this account, I acknowledge the
memory of this great man to be conside-
rably stained, afford some handle for the
suspicion of timidity or cowardice; but,
for the charge of enthusiasm, the histo-
rian has no warrant whatever. Moreover,
supposing it true, that Wickliff's timid
disposition, or any other cause, induced
him to decline the praise of martyrdom—
is it not at least equally true, that he in-
volved himself in much danger and dif-
ficulty, by bringing forward his opinions ;
that he showed much courage and ability
in supporting them ; and that, rather than
retract them, he suffered heavy persecu-
tions with great patience and fortitude 1
Did the philosophic Mr. Hume infer the
nature of a man's disposition from an oc
casional imbecility manifested in some
trying moments, rather than from the
uniform tenor of his conduct? Or did he
esteem every man a coward or a hypo-
crite, who, in explaining his religious
sentiments, may, in some instances, have
softened them, or perhaps, equivocated
for the purposo of saving his life1?*

I consider this as one very clear and
decisive instance of Mr. Hume's preju-
dice and partiality. There are many
others, in his very excellent writings, of
a similar kind. He has a very sly and
artful way of insinuating his own opi-
nions, and of depreciating truly religious
men; and it is not a sufficient guard
against this practice, merely to advertise
the young student that this is actually
the case, and that therefore he must be
constantly on the watch. Clear in-
stances, like this respecting Wickliff,
should be produced. It would be very
easy to collect a number of a similar
sort; and such a collection of particular
and distinct examples would be infinitely
more efficacious in preventing the daily
mischief done by this author's rash as-
sertions, and dangerous insinuations,
than numerous pages of GENERAL disap-
probation or abuse with which many
well-intentioned publications continually
abound. Such general disapprobation or

* Hume, Rich. II. chap, 17.
12*

abuse of an author, whose excellencies
the student is in the habit of seeing and
admiring, is apt to disgust by frequent
repetition, rather than to be productive of
caution. Show the student that his fa-
vourite historian or philosopher is under
the dominion of the most violent preju-
dices, and that he is incapable of misre-
presenting notorious facts ; do this, even
in one instance only, and the memory of
it will sink deep into his mind, and prove
salutary in its consequences.

2. But other causes, besides a spirit
of opposition to revealed religion, have
contributed not a little to render some
circumstances in our histories of Wick-
liff contradictory and inconsistent. Let
a few hints suffice.

This nation has so long groaned under
the evils of popery, that for many years
after the Reformation, it was the custom
with ecclesiastical writers of the pro-
testant class, to be continually venting
their indignation against papal tyranny
and superstition. And though it is very
true, that the abominations of the Roman
Church form so shocking a narrative,
that our aversion to that antichristian
hierarchy can hardly be raised to too
high a pitch ; nevertheless, the integrity
of history may easily have suffered in
particular instances through this aver-
sion, however laudable and well-founded
the disposition in itself may have been.
Further: an ardent love of freedom, and
an unconquerable hatred of slavish doc-
trines, both ia civil and ecclesiastical in-
stitutions, are well known to constitute
in general, a striking feature of the Bri-
tish character. Now with these two
considerations in view, let it be remem-
bered also, that Wickliff has unques-
tionably the honour of being the first
person in Europe that publicly called in
question^by his discourses, sermons, and
writings, those principles, which had
universally passed for certain and undis-
puted during many ages, and then,I think,
we must cease to wonder, that this Re-
former's conduct and opinions should
have been often exhibited to us in the
most glowing terms of veneration and
respect; which terms, however, may be
xpected to vary materially, according as

the sentiments of the historian or bi-
ographer have more or less of an aristo-
ratic or a popular tendency ; and again,

according as the writer's views of eccle-
siastical government are confined to
merely political considerations, or as they
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he most distinguished part of Christ's
ittle flock; and lastly, they sincerely
ament, that so honoured a servant of
God should seem, on any occasion in
supporting the righteous cause of reli-
gion, to have relied on political dex-
terity, or on the favour of a court, or to
have afforded a handle for the suspicion
of artifice and duplicity.

IV.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE PANEGYRIC
AND CALUMNY WITH WHICH WICKLIFF HAS
BEEN TREATED BY HISTORIANS AND BIOGRA-
PHERS.

1. THE mendicant friars, who settled
1 Oxford about the year 1230, proved

very troublesome and offensive to the
university. Their insolent behaviour
produced endless quarrels, and their con-
duct in general was so exceptionable,
that, so far from being objects of charity,
they became a reproach to all religion.
Wkkliff lashed this set of men with
great acrimony and acuteness ; and, by
exposing their shameful corruptions and
hypocritical pretences,-made known his
learning and talents; and established his
own reputation and consequence. He
became at once the beloved and the ad-
mired champion of the university. On
the contrary, the mendicants " were set
on a rage and madness; and even as
hornets with their sharp stings they as-
sailed this good man on every side,
fighting for their altars, paunches and
bellies."* But the daring, active spirit
of Wickliff was not to be overcome by
the opposition of such men. Fortunately
for him, they were in the highest dis-
credit at Oxford ; whereas our Reformer
was looked up to almost as an oracle;
for he had not, as yet, proceeded to those
lengths of innovation, which afterwards
called forth the vengeance of the hier-
archy, and involved him in various diffi-
culties and persecutions. His friends
procured him a benefice; he took his de-
gree of doctor of divinity; he was elected
into the professor's chair; and he read
lectures publicly with the greatest ap-
plause.f

2. The credit and interest of Wickliff
were much strengthenecTby the active
part which he took in supporting the in-

they charitably hope and believe that he dependence of the cjown, against the
said and did many things, which, had
they been recorded, might perhaps have
made it still clearer that he belonged to

extend to the eternal interests of man-
kind. No apology can be necessary for
having freely animadverted upon such a
writer as Mr. Hume ; but it might be in-
vidious to exemplify the distinctions here
alluded to by apposite quotations from
authors, whose zeal for liberty, or whose
predilection for particular sentiments, ap-
pear to me to have carried them unwar-
rantable lengths in the commendation of
Wickliff. The student of ecclesiastical
history will, however, do well to recol-
lect, that unless he keep these and simi-
lar distinctions in his mind, and carefully
allow for them, he will be much bewil-
dered in his researches. The bigoted
papist usually loses his patience in de-
scribing the principles and conduct of
Wickliff: the unbeliever, in treating the
same subject, sees no difficulties, but
what are easily explained on the suppo-
sition of enthusiasm, hypocrisy, pride of
the human heart, or love of popularity.
Moderate divines, even of the Roman-
catholic persuasion, support Wickliff to
a certain point, particularly in his attack
on the abuses which interfered with their
own interests and privileges : Protestant
divines may be expected to defend the
Reformer much further: And, in fact,
those Protestants, who are usually de-
nominated low churchmen, have shown
themselves disposed to transmit his me-
mory to posterity with the most exalted
encomiums. His manly freedom in in-
quiring after truth, and his great bold-
ness in defending it and in encountering
dangers, please them so much, that they
become almost blind to the faults, errors
and defects of their favourite ecclesiastic
Lastly, it deserves also to be remembered
that those, who are most godly and prac-
tical in their conversation, and whose
lives are most devoted to promote the
salvation of the souls of men, who are
the least worldly minded, and meddle
the least with political discussions, and
controversies, such persons, with regret,
are compelled to withhold an unlimited
approbation of Wickliff. They grateful-
ly praise God for having raised up a
champion for the faith of the Gospel in
the most perilous times, and when very
much needed:—they rejoice in finding
evidence that this celebrated champion
did belong to the true Church of Christ:

• i * i * l i J i l l * i i

* Fox's Acts and Monuments,
t Leland de Script. Brit.
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pope's pretensions and menaces. Pope
Urban claimed a tribute from King Ed-
ward III. The clergy in general espoused
the cause of his holiness; but WicklifF
distinguished himself, by publishing a
masterly answer to the most plausible
arguments, which could be produced in
support of so unjust a demand. This
gtep irritated his brethren, the clergy,
with the pope at their head; the profes-
sor of divinity, however, had the Parlia-
ment, as well as every disinterested sub-
ject of the realm on his side in this
question. From the same cause he seems
to have been first made known at court,
and particularly to the duke of Lancas-
ter. His great learning, increasing cele-
brity, and powerful connexions, all con-
tributed t& support his courage, and to
give vigour to the resolutions which he
had secretly made for reforming the pre-
vailing corruptions. Accordingly, he
proceeded to open the eyes of the people
with still greater boldness and plainness
of speech. He demonstrated the Romish
religion to be a system of errors: he at-
tacked the scandalous lives of the mo-
nastic clergy ; and showed how they in-
vented and multiplied such superstitious
opinions and doctrines, as suited their
worldly, sensual, and avaricious views.

3. These extraordinary steps both
alarmed the hierarchy and excited its re-
sentment. The clergy raised violent
clamours against the heretic: the arch-
bishop of, Canterbury took the lead ; and
the professor was silenced and deprived.
In this very moment of his disgrace, we
find Dr. WicklifF was brought to court,
treated with peculiar kindness, and ap-
pointed one of the king's ambassadors,*
for the purpose of treating with the pope,
concerning a variety of intolerable hard-
ships and usurpations under which the
nation had long groaned. On his re-
turn, he appears to have recovered his
station in Oxford, and to have inveighed
against the Church of Rome, in harsher
language than he had ever done before,
both in his public lectures and in pri-
vate. His negotiations abroad with the
pope's nuncios had, probably, afforded
him opportunities of seeing more striking
proofs of the ambition^ covetousness,
tyranny, and insolence of the papal do-
mination. In this part of the HISTORY of
our Reformer, there is considerable de-
fect and obscurity. We find, however.

that, notwithstanding his employments
n the university, he did not neglect to
cultivate his great connexions. He was
often at court, and continued in high
credit with the duke of Lancaster; and
though, by many of the clergy, he was
esteemed an enemy to the Church and a
false brother, he obtained the valuable
rectory of Lutterworth, through the
Royal favour. These facts deserve par-
ticular notice; as they determine several
points beyond all controversy: namely,
the great weight, of Wickliff's character
and reputation ; his disposition to politi-
cal concerns and to public business; and,
lastly, the sources of that esteem and
applause on the one .hand, and, on the
other, of that hatred and calumny which
he met with so plentifully in the former
part of his life.

4. While the Reformer confined him-
self to attacks on the luxury and indo-
lence of the mendicant friars, he was the
favourite of the university of Oxford :
while he only opposed the exorbitant
claims of the papacy upon the king and
his subjects, he was admired and ap-
plauded by the English court and parlia-
ment. His conduct, however, in both
these instances, marked him at the court
of Rome as an object of detestation and
vengeance ; and we need not wonder, if
the ecclesiastical dignitaries in England,
and the regular clergy in general, sym-
pathized with the pope in sentiment and
feeling. In effect the dignitaries com-
plained to the pope; and the pope in
great wrath sent bull after bull to the
archbishop of Canterbury and the bishop
of London, directing them to take imme-
diate cognizance of Wickliff's heresies,
and to imprison him. Hence the cita-
tions, of which, and of their consequences,
we have already given a concise ac-
count.* And it deserves to be remem-
bered how in those affairs the pope and
his delegates had the art to select such
articles of accusation against the innova-
tor, as might prove a severe trial of his
fortitude and sincerity, and also be most
likely to involve him in much difficulty
and equivocation; and yet at the same
time bring the least odium upon them-
selves as accusers. But as soon as
Wickliff began to assail the Roman-ca-
tholic religion in a closer manner, and to
level his batteries at its very foundations;
when he was no longer content with ex-

Rymer's Fcedera; A. D. 1374. * Pp. 123—125 of this Vol.
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posing the infamous lives and practices
of the monastic orders, or with declaim-
ing against the avaricious encroachments
and contemptible superstitions of th
papal system; when he proceeded t
show how the pure doctrines of the Gos-
pel, and the true spirit of Christianity,
were almost lost amidst the innumerabh
abominations of popery; when he de-
scended to particulars, attacked the reign
ing doctrines of transubstantiation, o:
worshipping images and deceased saints
and, above all, of merits and satisfac-
tions, and restored in their place the
sound Evangelical doctrines of the meri-
torious sacrifice of our Saviour, and of
Justification by faith, we then find not
only the whole hierarchy in a flame, but
even the vice-chancellor and governing
part of the university of Oxford, joining
in the general outcry against their pro-
fessor of divinity. Hence the vice-chan-
cellor's peremptory decree, at Oxford,*
against Wickliff's notions of transub-
stantiation ; and we may add, hence also
the decline of our theologian's interest
with the nobility and worldly persons of
all descriptions. To understand this
rightly, we should constantly keep in
view the distinction that is to be made
between the applause which, in general
failed not to accompany Wickliff, as a
censurer of gross immoralities and an
advocate for religious liberty, and the
cold approbation or sceptical reserve with
which he was treated, considered as a
preacher of the pure Gospel of Christ,
and a reviver of the most important prac-
tical truths. In the former case he met
with few to oppose or envy him, except
those who were immediately interested
in supporting vice or usurpation; but, in
regard to the latter, the greater part of
mankind did as they have often done in
far more enlightened times; they either
suspected that he carried his notions too
far; or they kept aloof from him with a
profane and indolent negligence ; or
lastly, they wavered between the religion
in which they had been educated, and
the Reformer's novelties, and by im-
mersing themselves in business, or in
pleasure, both stifled the convictions of
conscience, and escaped the dangers of
persecution.

5. It will easily be conceived, that to
accomplish Wickliff's views, one of the
most popular, and at the same time most

useful steps, which he could possibly
have taken, was his translation of the
Bible into the English language. The
clergy indeed clamoured against the mea-
sure almost universally; and it maybe
instructive as well as entertaining to the
reader, to see, by a short quotation from
a learned canon* of Leicester, and a con-
temporary of Wickliff, what was thought
to be good reasoning by the ecclesiastics
of that day. fct Christ," says he, " com-
mitted the Gospel to the clergy and doc-
tors of the Church, that they might mi-
nister it to the laity and weaker persons,
according to the exigency of times and
persons' wants; but this master John
Wickliff, translated it out of Latin into
English; and by that means laid it
more open to the laity and to women
who could read, than it used to be to the
most learned of the clergy, and those of
them who had the best understanding.
And so the Gospel pearl is cast abroad
and trodden under swine ; and that which
used to be precious to both clergy and
"aity, is made, as it were, the common
est of both; and the jewel of the
Church is turned into the sport of the
aity."

In our times, one cannot but be asto-
nished, that the bishops, after much con-
sultation, should have brought a bill into
parliament to suppress Wickliff's Bible;
but it was thrown out by a great ma-
jority.

The effect, which, under the direction
)f the good providence of God, the pub-
ication of the Holy Scriptures translated
nto our own language, produced on the

minds of men, must have been very con-
siderable in no great length of time : and
it is not easy to conceive how any human
neans could contribute more to the
preading of the essential doctrines o^
Christianity. I wish that several dili-

gent and spirited panegyrists of Wickliff
ad shown an anxiety, in their laudable
esearches into antiquity, to furnish in-
tances of the conversion of our country-

nen, from the ways of the world to the
ractice of godliness. That many such
nstances did exist, through the indefati-

gable labours of Wickliff in public and
in private, I doubt not; yet I mean not
o insinuate, that if they had been record-
ed, they would have added much to the
arae or celebrity of the Reformer, in
he present circumstances of the world.

*Page 131 of this Vol. * Knyghton, de Event.
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There is, indeed, in the Holy Scriptures,
a most encouraging promise to those that
be wise, and who shall "turn many unto
righteousness:" but, it is not in this
state of existence ; it is when they shall
awake from their sleep in the dust of the
earth, that they shall shine as the bright-
ness of the firmament, and as the stars
for ever and ever.*

6. To return: Let the reader remem-
ber, that Wickliff not only published an
English translation of the Bible; but
also pleaded, in a very spirited and sen-
sible manner, the RIGHT of the people to
read the Script ures.f All this tended
the more to provoke the clergy, and to
increase his popularity with the laity.
Disinterested persons of every descrip-
tion, if they possessed the least degree
of seriousness, and liberality of thinking,
must have been gratified to have the Bi-
ble rescued from obscurity; though we
may allow, without difficulty, that many
sincere Roman catholics of the unlearned
and weaker sort, may have been greatly
puzzled and distressed in their minds,
between the discoveries made to them by
the Scriptures, and that mass of wretched
superstition, which they had been accus-
tomed to receive, all their days, with im-
plicit faith.

If these facts and suggestions prove
useful to the curious reader, who wishes
to understand and settle the character of
this extraordinary Reformer, and to ac-
count for the various lights, and, I might
add, the various obscurities, in which he
has been transmitted to us, I have gained
my aim.—I shall conclude this whole
narrative with two short quotations.

The first is from a very concise life of
Wickliff, written by Dr. Thomas James,
author of the Apology already men-
tioned.

" God gave Dr. Wickliff grace to see
the truth of his Gospel, and, by seeing
it, to loath all superstition and popery.

By Abelard and others, he was
grounded in the right faith of the Sacra-
ment of the Lord's Supper; by Brad-
wardine in the nature of a true sole-jus-
tifying faith against morit-mongers and
pardoners, PELAGIANS and PAPISTS. Fi-

* Dan. xii. 2, 3.
f Speculum secular: See the Appendix,

Wickliff, for an account of this translation,
and also for a specimen of it. Several other
things worthy of the reader's notice are con-
tained under the same head.

nally, by reading" Grosseteste's works,
in whom Jhe seemed to be most conver-
sant, he descried the pope to be Anti-
christ."

The second is a very solemn declara-
tion of Wickliff, contained in one of his
Latin tracts.*

" Let God be my witness," says he,
"that I principally intend the honour of
God, and the good of the Church, from
a spirit of veneration to the Divine Word,
and of obedience to the law of Christ.
But if, with that intention, a sinister
view of vain-glory, of secular gain, or of
vindictive malice, hath crept in unknown
to myself, I sincerely grieve on the ac-
count, and, by the grace of God, will
guard against it."

Dr. James asks, " What could be
spoken more ingenuously, soberly, or
christianly."-)-

N. B. The following is a fine speci-
men of the clear, nervous, and even ele-
gant style of Wickliff (if due allowance
be made for the times.) It is almost the
whole of one of his tracts; and is now
among the MSS. in the library of Benet'
College, Cambridge.

WHY MANY PRIESTS HAVE NO BENEFICES.

Some causes why poor Priests receive
not Benefices :—the, first, for dread
of simony ; the second, for dread of
mispending poor men's goods; the
third, for dread of letting of better oc-
cupation that is more light or easy,
more certain and more profitable.
I. For, first, if men should come to

benefices by gift of prelates, there is
dread of symony. For commonly they
taken the first fruits, or other pensions,
or holden curates in office in their courts
or chapels, in offices far fro priests life,
taught, and ensampled of Christ and his
apostles. So that commonly such bene-
fices comer) not freely as Christ com-
mandeth, but rather for worldly winning,
or flattering of mighty men, and not for
kunning of God's law, and true preach-
ing of the Gospel, and ensample of holy
life; and therefore commonly these pre-
lates, and receivers ben fouled with
symony, that is cursed heresy as God's
law and man's law techen. And now
whoever can run to Rome, and bear gold
out of the lond, and strive and plead,

* Dc Ver. Script.
f Dr. James's Apology.
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and curse for tithes, and other temporal
profits, that ben cleped with antichrist's
clerks rights of holy church, shall have
great benefices of cure of many thousand
souls, tho he be unable, and of cursed
life, and wicked ensample of pride, of
covetisse, glotony, leachery, and other
great sins. But if there be any simple
man, that desireth to live well, and teche
truly God's law, he shall ben holden an
hypocrite, a new teacher, an heretick,
and not suffered to come to any benefice.
But if in any little poor place he liven a
poor life, he shall be so pursued, and
slandered, that he shall be put out by
wiles, cantels, frauds, and worldly vio-
lence, and imprisoned or brent. And if
lords shullen present clerks to benefices,
they wolen have commonly gold in great
quantity, and holden these curates in
some worldly office, and suffren the
wolves of hell to stranglen men's souls,
so that they have their office done for
nought, and their chappels holden up for
vain-glory or hypocrisy; and yet they
wolen not present a clerk able of God's
law, and of good life, -ind holy ensample
to the people; but a kitchen-clerk, or a
penny-clerk, or one wise in building
castles, or otherworldly doing; tho he
kun not read his sauter, and knoweth not
the commandments of God, ne sacra-
ments of holy church. And yet some
lords, to colouren their symony wole not
take for themselves, but kerchiefs for the
lady, or a pal fray, or a tun of wine. And
when some lords woulden present a good
man, then some ladies ben means to have
a dancer presented, or a tripper on tapits,
or hunter, or a hawker, or a wild player
of summer gambels. And thus it seern-
eth, that both prelates, and lords com-
monly maken some cursed antichrist, or
a quick fiend to be master of Christ's
people, for to leaden them to hell to
Sathanas their master; and suffer not
Christ's disciples to teche Christ'?
Gospel to his children for to save their
souls.

But in this presenting of evil curates,
and holding of curates in worldly office,
letting them fro their ghostly cure, ben
three degrees of traitery agenst God and
his people. The first is in prelates and
lords, that thus holden curates in their
worldly office, for they have their high
states in the church, and lordships, for
to purvey true curates to the people, and
to meyntene them in God's law, and pun-
ish them, if they failen in their ghostly

cure, and by this they holden their lord-
ships of God. Then i^ they maken evil
curates, and holden them in their worldly
office, and letten them to lead God's peo-
ple the rightful way to heaven, but
ielpen them, and constreynen them to
ead the people to hell-ward, by with-

drawing of God's word, and by evil en-
sample geving, they ben weiward traytora
to God and his people, and vicars of
Sathanas.—2. Yet more traitery is in
false curates, that geven mede or hire to
comen into such worldly offices, and to
get lordship and maintenance agenst or-
dinances, and couchen in lord's courts for
to get mo fatte benefices, and purposes
not spedly to do their ghostly office.
Woe is to the lords that ben led with
such cursed heretics, antichrists, tray-
tors of God and his people; and traytors
to lords themselves ; who ben so blinded,,
that they perceiven not that sucrh tray-
tors, that openly ben false to God, wolen
much more ben false to them.—3. But
the most traitery is in false confessorsr
that shulden by their office warn prelates,
and lords of this great peril, and clerks
also that they holden none such curates
in their worldly offices. For they don
not this, lest they lessen lordship, and
friendship, and gifts, and welfare of their
stinking belly; and so they sellen chris-
ten soul to Sathanas, and maken prelates
and lords, and curates to live in sin and
traitery agenst God and his people, and
deceiven them in their soul's health, and
meyntenen them in cursed traitery of
God and his people; and thus almost all
the world goeth to hell for this cursed
symony of false confessors. For com- '
monly prelates, lords, and curates ben
envenymed with this heresy of symony,
and never done very repentance, and
satisfaction therefore. For when they
have a fat benefice geten by symony,
they forsaken it not as they ben bounden
by law, but wittingly usen forth that
symony, and liven in riot, covetisse, and
priuo, and don not their office neither in
good ensample, ne in true teching. And
thus antichrist's clerks, enemies of
Christ, and his people, by money, and
flattering, and fleshly love, gedring to
them leading of the people, forbare true
priests to teche God's law, and therefore
the blind leadeth the blind, and both
parts runnen into sin, and full many to
hell: and it is huge wonder that God of
his righteousness destroyeth not the
houses of prelates, and lords, and cu-
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rates, as Sodom and Gomor for heresie,
extortions, and other cursednesses. And
for dread of this sin, and many mo, some
poor wretches receive no benefices in this
world.

II. Yet the poor priests mighten freely
getten presentation of lords to have bene-
fices with cure of souls, they dreaden of
mispending poor men's goods. For
priests owen to hold themselves paide
with food, and cloathing, as St. Paul
techrth ; and if they have more it is poor
men's goods, as their own law, and
God's law feyn, and ,they ben keepers
thereof, and procurators of poor men.
But for institution and induction he shall
give much of this £ood, that is poor
men's, to bishops' officers, archdeacons,
and officials, that ben too rich. And
when bishops and their officers comen,
and feynen to visit, tho they nourishen
men in open sin for annual rent, and don
not their office, but sellen souls to Sa-
thanas for money, wretched curates ben
neded to feasten them richly, and give
procuracy and synage, yea against God's
law, and man's, and reason, and their
own conscience, and yet they shullen not
be suffered to teche truly God's law to
their own sujects, and warn them of false
prophets, who deceiven them both in
belief and teching: for then they musten
crie to the people the great sins of pre-
lates; but they demen that such sad re-
proving of sin is envy, slandering of pre-
lates, and destroying of holy church.
Also many times their patrons willen
look to be feasted of such curates, else
rnaken them lese that little thing, that

So

and costly and gayly arrayed, by false
doom of the world, they shullen be hated
and hayned on as hounds, and ech man
redy to peire them in name, and worldly
goods. So many cursed deceits hath
antichrist brought up by his worldly
clerks to make curates to mispende poor
men's goods, and not truly do their office;
or else to forsaken all, and let antichrist's
clerks, as lords of this world, rob the
poor people by feyned censures, and
teche the fend's lore both by open preach-
ing, and ensample of cursed life. Also,
if such curates ben stirred to learn God's
law, and teche their parishens the Gos-
pel, commonly they shullen get no leave
of bishops, but for gold; and when they
shullen most profit in their learning, then
shullen they be clepid at home at the
prelate's will. And if they shullen have
any high sacraments, commonly they
shulle buy them with poor men's goods;
and so there is full great peril of evil
spending of these goods, both upon pre-
lates, rich men of the country, patrons,
parsons, and their own kyn, for fame of
the world, and for shame, and evil deming
of men. And certes it is a great wonder
that God suffreth so long this sin unpun-
ished, namely of prelates' courts, that
ben dens of thieves, and larders of hell;
and so of their officers, that ben sotil in
malice and covetisse; and of lords, and
mighty men, that shulden destroy this
wrong and other, and meyntenen truth,
and God's servants, and now meyntenen
antichrist's falsness and his clerks, for
part of the winning. But certes God
suffreth such hypocrites and tyrants to
have name of prelates for great sins ofthey and poor men shullen live }

that they shullen not spend their tithes!the people, that eche part lead other to
and offerings after good conscience, and i hell by blindness of the fend. And this
God's laws, but waste them on rich and i is a thousand time more vengeance, than
idle men. Also eche good day common-1 if God shud destroy bodily both parts,
I I 1 1 ^^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 * 1 1 4 1 x l * 1ly these small curates shullen have let-
ters fro their ordinaries to summon, and
to curse poor men for nought, but for
covetisse of antichrist's clerks; and if
they not sumonen and cursen them, tho
they know no cause why, they shullen
ben hurted, and summoned fro day to
day, fro far place to farther, or cursed, or
lese their benefits or profits. For else,
as prelates feinen, they by their rebeldy
shulden soon destroy prelates jurisdic-
tion, power, and winning. Also, when
poor priests, first holy of life, and devout
in their prayers, ben beneficed, if they
ben not busy about the world to make
great feasts to rich persons and vicars,

and all their goods, and earth therewith,
as he did by Sodom and Gomor. For
the longer that they liven thus in sin, the
greater pains shullen they have in hell,
unless they amenden them.—And this
dread, and many mo, maken some poor
priests to receiven none benefices.

III. But yet tho poor priests mighten
have freely presentation of lords, and
ben holpen by meyntening of kings, and
help of good commons fro extortions of
prelates, and other mispending of these
goods, that is full hard in this reigning
of antichrist's clerks, yet they dredeu
sore that by singular cure ordained of
sinful men they shulden be letted fro
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better occupation, and fro more profit of
holy church. And this is the most dread
of all; for they have cure,and charge at
the full of God to help their brethren to
heavenward, both by teaching, praying,
and example-geving. And it seemeth
that they shullen most easily fulfil this
by general cure of charity, as did Christ
and his Apostles. And by this they
most sikerly save themselves, and help
their brethren : and they ben free to flee
fro one city to another, when they ben
pursued of antichrist's clerks, as biddeth
Christ in the Gospel. And they may
best without challenging of men go and
dwell among the people where they shul-
len most profit, and in covenable time
come, and go after stirring of the Holy
Ghost, and not be bounden by sinful
men's jurisdiction fro the better doing.
Also they pursuen Chiist and his Apos-
tles nearer, in taking alms wilfully
the people that they teachen, than in
taking dymes and offerings by customs
that sinful men ordeynen, and usen now
in the time of grace. Also this is more
medeful on both sides as they under-
stonden by Christ's life, and his Apos-
tles : for thus the people geveth them
alms more wilfully and devoutly, and
they taken it more mekely, and ben more
busy to learne, kepe, and teche God's
law, and so it is the better for both
sides. Also by this manner might and
shulde the people geve freely their alms
to true priests that truly kepen their or-
der, and taughten the Gospel; and with-
drawen fro wicked priests, and not to be
constreyned to pay their tithes, and offer-
ings to open cursed men to meyntene
them in their open cursed ness. And
thus shulde symony, covetisse, and idle-
ness of worldly clerks be laid down;
and holiness, and true teching, and
knowing of God's law be brought in
both in clerks and lewid men : also thus
shulde striving, pleading, and cursing
for dymes ,and offerings, and hate and
discord among priests, and lewid men
be ended; and unity, peace, and charity
meyntened. Also these benefices, by
this course, that men usen now, bring in
wTorldliness, and needless business about
worldly offices, that Christ and his Apos-
tles wolden never taken upon them, and
yet they weren more mighty, more witty,

and more brenning in chanty to God,
and to the people, both to live the best
manner in themselves, and to teche other
men. Also covetisse, and worldliness
of the people shulden be done away ; and
Christ's poverty, and his Apostles, by
ensample of poor life of clerks, and trust
in God, and desiring of heavenly bliss,
shulde regne in christen people. Also
then shulde priests study holy writt, and
be devout in their prayers, and not be
carried away with new offices, and mo
sacraments than Christ used, and his
Apostles, that taughten us all truth. Also
mochil blasphemy of prelates, and other
men of feyned- obedience, and needless
swearings made to worldly prelates
shulden then cessen, and sovereyn obe-
dience to God and his law, and eschew-
ing of nedless othes shulde regne among
christen men. Also then shulde men es-

of chew commonly all the perils said before
in the first chapter, and second, and
many thousand mo, and live in clenness,
and sikerness of conscience. Also then
shulde priests be busy to seke God's
worship and saving of men's souls, and
not their own wordly glory and winning
of worldly dritt. Also then shulden
priests live like to angels, as they ben
angels of office, whereas they liven now
as swine in fleshly lusts, and turnen
agen to their former sins for abundance
of worldly goods, and idleness in their
ghostly office, and overmuch business
about this wretched life.

For these dreads and many thousand
mo, and for to be more like to Christ's
life and his Apostles, and for to profit mo
to their own souls and other men's, some
poor priests thinken with God to traveile
about where they shulden most profiten,
by evidence that God geveth them, while
they have time, and little bodily strength
and youth. Nethless they damnen not
curates that don well their office, and
dwellen where they shullen most profit,
and techen truly and stably God's law
agenst false prophets, and cursed fends
deceits.

Christ, for his endless mercy, help his
priests and common people to beware of
Antichrist's deceits, and go even the
right way to heaven! Amen, Jesu, for
thy endless charity.



CENTURY XV.

CHAPTER I.

THE LOLLARDS.

TERMS of reproach have, in all ages,
Lol-

seventeenth year of his
reign.* It is remarked of Death of the
her, that she had in her pos- A^iTim
session the Gospels in the
English language, with four learned
commentaries upon them. At her fune-

been applied to real Christians, not- r a l A r u n d e l a r c h b i s h o p o f Y ork, in his
lard, the name given to the followers of _ L _ ^ T T L ^ ̂  •£„ «; «•„„,.«
Wickliff, is to be considered as one of
them. My chief reason for using it is,
that the persons, whose story is the sub-
ject of this chapter, may be more dis-
tinctly defined.

That same Courtney, bishop of Lon-
don, whose examination of Wickliff, tp-
gether with the extraordinary circum-
stances which attended that examination,
has been laid before the reader, after-
wards became archbishop of Canterbury;
and in that exalted station, employed
himself with great vehemence and aspe-

sermon adverted to this circumstance,
and expressed much surprise at it, as
she was born an alien. The prelate
added, that she had sent to him, for his
inspection and judgment, her four Eng-
lish translations of the Gospel, and that
he had found them true and faithful.
He confessed that it appeared to him a
marvellous instance of-godliness, that so
great a lady would humbly condescend
to study such excellent books: and he
completed his encomium by declaring
that he never knew a woman of such ex-
traordinary piety. In the same sermon,, i T • i r I wauiuiilal y piety. xil UIB SallJo ocllHUlJ.

rity against the disciples of the man g h a r / / r e l / u k e d t h e negligence of
wVin. hv flip nrntap.tinn nf fhp HnlrA nf . . , " * - , „ • , 58

bishops and of others.
This relation may probably induce the

reader to conjecture, that Arundel him-
self must have been almost a Lollard.
At least he cannot but be both surprised
and mortified to find, that shortly after
the death of the good queen Anne, ms
same prelate, to the utmost of his power,
stirred up the king to harass, throughout

who, by the protection of the duke of
Lancaster, had escaped his vengeance.
King Richard II. also was induced to
patronize this persecution, though it does
not appear that during his reign any of
the Lollards were actually put to death.
That the blind fury of ambitious and un-
principled men was thus, for a time, re-
strained from committing the last acts of
injustice and barbarity, is to be ascribed,
partly to the power of the duke of Lan-
caster, who may be called the political
father of the Lollards; and partly to the
influence of Anne, the consort of Richard
II. and sister of Wenceslaus, king of Bo-
hemia. The accounts of this princess,
in regard to religion, are brief; yet they
merit our particular attention, because

the whole kingdom, the very persons
who should dare, in their native lan-
guage, to read and study the Gospels of
Jesus Christ.

Such inconsistencies are not uncom-
mon in the annals of human nature.

About the same time, I find that seve-
ral persons, who were accused of hold-

mem uui par uuuicir aueimun, uecau*, • *h speculative, tenets of Wickliff,
they seem to illustrate the course of Di- w g . h l h£ a l l o w e d t o b e i n d e f e n s i b I e

vine Providence, in paving the way for| . examinations, per!
that connexion between England and f p p t ) v ^ l p n p ;h f l m B f l I v f l B o f r e a s

F
o n .

lived with king Richard about eleven
years; arid died in the year 1394, in the

VOL. II. 13
Fox, p. 578. f Ib. p. 499, &c.
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in general, were in practice so perfectly
void of offence, that speculative errors
formed the only charge that could be
brought against them; and even in re-
gard to these errors, there seems reason
to apprehend that the followers of Wick-
liff very much meliorated the sentiments
of their master and leader. ONLY for
the Gospel's sake they suffered ; what-
ever might be the pretences of their ene-
mies.

In the year 1397, died John de Trevisa,
a gentleman born at Crocadon, in Corn-
wall ; a secular priest, and vicar of

Berkeley ; a man who trans-
Death of lated many voluminous writ-
John de • J • i i i T»-

Trevisa, lngs* and particularly the Bi-
A. D.1397. tie into the English lan-

guage. Thomas, lord Berke-
ley, his patron, induced him to undertake
the last-mentioned work. This nobleman
appears to have had a regard for the
written word of God, which was little
read or known in that age. He had the
Apocalypse, in Latin and French, in-
scribed on the walls of his chapel at
Berkeley. Trevisa was, also, distin-
guished for his aversion to the monastic
system* "Christ," said he, "sent
Apostles and presbyters, not monks and
mendicant friars." He died in peace,
almost ninety years old. Though neither
this clergyman nor his patron are usually
ranked among Lollards, yet do they seem
to be sufficiently distinguished by their
piety and veneration for the Scriptures to
deserve a place in these memoirs. The
period of history we are reviewing, is
not so fruitful in Godliness, as to allow
us to pass over in silence such examples
as these.*

Richard II. being deposed, Henry of
Lancaster, the son of that same John of
Gaunt who had patronized Wickliff,

usurped the throne in the
Henry IV. y e a r 1399 . an(J shortly after,
usurbs the 1 >, * J i

throne, w a s crowned by Arundel,
A. D. 1399. then Archbishop of Canter-

bury. Both the king and the
archbishop had demonstrated by their
conduct, that they were ready to sacrifice
everything to their ambition. It is not
therefore, matter of surprise, either that
the murderer of King Richard should
proceed to persecute, with extreme bar-
barity, the Lollards, whom his father
had so zealously protected; or that the
archbishop, who had supported the

* Fuller's Church History, p. 151.

usurper in his iniquitous pretensions to
the crown, should also concur with him
in his plan to crush those reformers. The
power of the hierarchy was formidable
to all men; and every one, who thirsted
after secular greatness, found himself
obliged, by political necessity, which is
the primary law of unprincipled men, to
court that power, and to obey its most
unreasonable commands. Thus influ-
enced, Henry IV. and Arundel com-
menced a persecution more terrible than
any which had ever been known under
the English kings. William Sawtre was
the first man who was burnt in England
for opposing the abominations of popery.
He was a clergyman in London, who
openly taught the doctrines of "Wickliff.
And though, through the weakness of
human nature, he had revoked and ab-
jured those doctrines before the bishop of
Norwich, he afterwards Tecovered so
much strength of mind, as to incur a
second prosecution for his open confes-
sion of Evangelical truth before" the
archbishop. Among other charges which
it wrould be tedious to recount, this was
one ; " he had declared, that a priest was
more bound to preach the word of God,
than to recite particular services at cer-
tain canonical hours."* Such was the
genius of the reigning superstition ! The
exposition of the word of God was look-
ed on as a small matter, in
comparison of the customary Martyrdom
formalities. Sawtre, glory- ga^™'
ing in the cross of Christ, A. D. 1400.
and strengthened by divine
grace, suffered the flames of martyrdom
in the year of our Lord fourteen hun-
dred.j

The name of John Badby, a low and
illiterate workman, well deserves to be
recorded for the honour of divine truth.
Arundel took serious pains to persuade
him, that the consecrated bread was real-
ly and properly the body of Christ.
" After the consecration, it remaineth,"^:
said Badby, " the same material bread
which it was before ; nevertheless it is a
sign or sacrament of the living God. I
believe the Omnipotent God in Trinity
to be ONE. But if every consecrated
host be the Lord's body, then there are
twenty thousand gods in England."
After he had been delivered to the secu-

* Fox, p. 587,
+ Wilkins, Convoc. p. 254—260.
t Fox, p. 594, and Wilkins, p. 326.
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lar power by the bishops, he was, by the
king's writ, condemned to be burned.
The Prince of Wales, happening to be
present, very earnestly exhorted him to
recant, adding the most terrible menaces
of the vengeance which would overtake
him, if he should continue in his obsti-
nacy. Badby, however, was inflexible.
As soon as he felt the fire, he cried,
Mercy! The prince, supposing that he
was entreating the mercy of his judges,
ordered the fire to be quenched. " Will
you forsake heresy," said young Henry ;
" and will you conform to the faith of
the holy church? If you will, you shall
have a yearly stipend out of the king's

treasury." The martyr was
And of John unmoved; and Henry, in a

a( y' rage, declared, that he might
now look for no favour. Badby glo-
riously finished his course in the flames.

It was a marvellous instance cf the
strength of Christ made perfect in weak-
ness, and a striking proof that God hath
chosen the foolish things of the world to
confound the wise, that a simple artificer
should sustain the most cruel torment?
with patience and serenity, not only in
defence of divine truth, but also of com-
mon sense; while the most dignified
characters in the kingdom, and among
these, the Prince of Wales, afterwards
the renowned H

In the year 1413 died Henry IV.—His
successor Henry V. trod in his steps,
and countenanced Arundel, in
lis plans of extirpating the Seatho

T(r
T ii i % r v ° • Henry IV.
Lollards, and ot supporting A. D. 1413.
the existing hierarchy by pe-
nal coercions. In the first year of the
new king's reign, this archbishop col-
lected in St. Paul's church at London, a
universal synod of all the bishops and
clergy of England. The principal ob-
ject of the assembly was to repress the
growing sect; and, as Sir John Oldcas-
tle, lord Cobham, had on all occasions
discovered a partiality for these reform-
ers, the resentment of the archbishop
and of the whole body of the clergy,
was particularly levelled at this noble-
man. Certainly, at that time, no man in
England was more obnoxious to the ec-
clesiastics. For he made no secret of
his opinions. He had very much distin-
guished himself in opposing the abuses
of popery. At a great expense, he had
collected, transcribed, and dispersed, the
works of WicklifF among the common
people without feserve ; and it was well
known that he maintained a great num-
ber of itinerant preachers in many parts
of the country, particularly in the dio-
ceses of Canterbury, Rochester, London

d H f d *and Hereford.*

Ending one OF the most egregious ab-
surdities that ever disgraced the human
understanding. What are all HIS victo-
ries and triumphs, of which English his-
tory is so proud, compared with the good
sense and gracious spirit of J. Badby!

The conflict was now grown serious,
and it behoved Henry to exercise the
most rigorous measures of prevention, if
he intended to repress all innovation, and
to protect the established ecclesiastical
system. Accordingly, he published a
severe statute, by which grievous pains
and penalties were to be inflicted on all,
who should dare to defend or encourage
the tenets of Wickliff; and this, in con-
junction with a constitution of Arundel,
too tedious* to be recited, seemed to
threaten the total extinction of the here-
sy so called. The persecutors were
extremely active; and many persons
through fear recanted ; but worthies were
still found, who continued faithful unto
death.

* Wilkins, p. 314. Constitut. Arundel e:
MS. Lamb.

favourite both

Persecution
of lord
Cobham.

of the king and of the people; aiicl there-
fore to effect his destruction
wa3 an undertaking that re-
quired much caution. The
archbishop however was in
earnest, and he concerted his measures
with prudence.

His first step was to procure the royal
mandate for sending commissioners to
Oxford, whose business should be to exa-
mine and report the progress of heresy.
These commissioners are, by Mr. Fox,
not improperly called " the twelve inqui-
sitors of heresies." The issue of their
inquiries proved highly ungrateful to the
hierarchy. The,y/bund Oxford overrun
with heretics: they were, indeed, re-
spectfully received by the rulers of the
university, but the opinions of WicklifF
had made their way among the junior
students; and the talents and integrity
of their master were held in high es-
teem and admiration by his disciples.
This information, with many other mi-

* Fox, p. 635. Walden cont.
Goodwin's Henry V.

Wiclev
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nute particulars, Arundel laid before th
grand convocation, who, after long
bates, determined, that, without delay
the lord Cobham should be prosecute*
as a heretic. Him they considered as
the great offender: to his influence the}
ascribed the growth of heresy: he was
not only, they said, an avowed heretic
himself; but, by stipends, encouragec
scholars from Oxford to propagate hi
opinions, many of which were in direc
opposition io the sentiments of the hoi
church of Rome; and lastly, he employe!
the disciples of Wickliff in preaching,
though they had not obtained the licenses
of their respective bishops for that pur-
pose. WTith great solemnity a copy of
each of Wickliff's works was publicly
burnt, by the enraged archbishop, in the
presence of the nobility, clergy, and
people; and it happened that one of the
books burnt on this occasion, had be-
longed to lord Cobham. This circum-
stance tended much to confirm the as-
sembly in their belief that that nobleman
was a great ericourager of the Lollards.*

At the moment wThen the convocation
seemed almost in a flame, and were
vowing vengeance against lord Cobham,
some of the more cool and discreet mem-
bers are said to have suggested the pro-
priety of sounding how the young king
would relish the measures they had in

.. ', '. -~ ciiey should proceed any
further. Arundel instantly saw the wis-
dom of this advice, and he resolved to
follow i t

For the purpose of giving weigbt to
the proceedings, this artful primate, at

was previously impressed with strong
suspicions of lord Cobham's heresy and
enmity to the church. That very book
above mentioned, which was said to be-
long to this excellent man, and which
the convocation condemned to the flames,
was read aloud before the kino-, the

pg, p ,
the head of a great number of dignified
ecclesiastics, complained most grievous-
ly to Henry, of the heretical practices of
his favourite servant lord Cobham, and
entreated his majesty to consent to the
prosecution of so incorrigible an offender.

The affections of the king appear to
have been, in some measure, already
alienated from this unfortunate noble-
man : Mr. Fox observes,f that he gently
listened to those "blood-thirsty prelates,
and far otherwise than became his
princely dignity." But there is a cir-
cumstance which seems to have escaped
the notice of this diligent searcher into
ancient records. Through the manage-
ment of the archbishop, the king's mind

* Fox, p. 636. Collier, p. 632. Wilkins
Concilia, p. 352.

f Fox, p. 636.

bishops, and the temporal peers o? the
realm : And the fragment of the account
of these proceedings informs us, that
Henry was exceedingly shocked at the
recital; and declared that, in his life, he
never heard such horrid heresy.* How-
ever, in consideration of the high birth,
military rank, and good services of Sir
John Oldcastle, the king enjoined the
convocation to deal favourably with him,
and to desist from all further process for
some days: He wished to restore him to
the unity of the church without rigour
or disgrace; and he promised, that he
himself, in the mean time, would send
privately for the honourable knight, and
endeavour to persuade him to renounce
his errors.

The king kept his promise, and is
aid to have used every argument he
ould think of to convince him of the

jicrh offence of separating
rom the church ; and at last, attempts to
o have pathetically exhorted leciaimthe

him to retract and submit, as knight-
an obedient child to his holy mother.
The answer 01 me ^!^. .! — ™™ ZsfXQ&m

sive of the frank and open intrepidity
which distinguished his character. " Yoii
I am always most ready to obey," said
he, " because you are the appointed mi-
nister of God, and bear the svyord for the
punishment of evil-doers. But, as to the
pope and his spiritual dominion, I owe
them no obedience, nor will I pay them
any; for as sure as God's word is true,
to me it is fully evident, that the pope of
Rome is the great Antichrist foretold in
Holy Writ, the son of perdition, the
open adversary of God, and the abomina-
tion standing in the holy place." The
extreme ignorance of Henry in matters
of religion, by no means disposed him
to relish such an answer as this : he im-
mediately turned away from him in visi-
ble displeasure, and gave up the disciple
of Wickliff to the malice of his ene-
mies.f

Arundel, supported by the sovereign

* Fragmentum Convoc. Cantuar. ARUN-
EL.

t Fox, p. 636. Goodwin, Henry V,
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power, sent a citation to the castle
Cowling, where lord Cobham then re
sided. But feudal ideas were at tha
time no less fashionable than those
ecclesiastical domination. The high
spirited nobleman availed himself of hi
privileges, and refused admission to th
messenger. The archbishop then citec
him,* by letters affixed to the greai
gates of the cathedral of Rochester; bu
lord Cobham still disregarded the man
date. Arundel, in a rage, excommunl
cated him for contumacy, and demandec
the aid of the civil power to apprehen
him.

Cobham, alarmed at length at the ap
proaching storm, put in writing a con
fession of his faith, delivered it to the
king, and entreated his majesty to judg<
for himself, whether he had merited al
this rough treatment. The king coldh
ordered the written confession to be de-
livered to the archbishop. Lord Cob
ham then offered to bring a hundrec
knights, who would bear testimony t(
the innocence of his life and opinions,
When these expedients had failed, h(
assumed a higher strain, and begged tha
he might be permitted, as was usual in
less matters, to vindicate his innocence
by the law of arms. He said he was

Lord Cob- «»adJ,', " i n \hl q « a r r e ' f h i S

ham's chal- faith," to fight for life or
lenge. death, with any man living,
the king and the lords of his council be-
ing excepted.

Nothing can be said by way of ex-
tenuating so gross an absurdity, except
Uiat he had been educated in the military
habits of the fourteenth century. And
such was the wretched state of society
iu the reign of Henry V. whose history
we are accustomed to read with so much
pride and admiration, that no method of
defence remained for this Christian hero,
but what was as contrary to all ideas of
justice and equity, as that by which he
was persecuted. In the issue, Cobham
was arrested by the king's express order,
and lodged in the tower of London. The
very zealous and honest Mr. Fox,j- gives
the following account of his first exami-
nation.

On the day appointed, Thomas Aru
del, the archbishop, " sitting in Caia-
phas' room, in the chapter-house of St.
Paul's,*' with the bishops of London and

* Citacio Arund. Wilkins, p. 329.
t Pages 638 and 639.

13*

Winchester, sir Robert Morley brought
personally before him lord Cobham, and
left him there for the time. Sir, said
the primate, you stand here, both de-
tected of heresies, and also excommuni-
cated for contumacy. Notwithstanding,
we have as yet, neither shown ourselves
unwilling to give you absolution, nor
yet do to this hour, provided you would
meekly ask for it.

Lord Cobham took no notice of this
offer, but desired permission to read an
account of his faith, which
had long been settled, and He reads hia
which he intended to stand ITlTh™
to. He then took out of his
bosom a certain writing, respecting the
articles whereof he was accused, and
when he had read it, he delivered the
same to the archbishop.

The contents of the paper were, in
substance, these:

1. That the most worshipful sacra-
ment of the altar is Christ's body in the
form of bread.

2. That every man, who would be
saved, must forsake sin, and do penance
for sins already committed, with true
and very sincere contrition.

3. That images might be allowable to
represent and give men lively ideas of
the passion of our Lord Jesus Christ,
and of the martyrdom and good lives of
saints; but, that if any man gave th-at
worship to dead images which was due
only to God, or put such hope or trust
n the help of them as he should do in
jfod, he became a grievous idolater.

4. That the matter of pilgrimages
might be settled in few words. A man
may spend all his days in pilgrimages,
and lose his soul at last: but he, that
knows the holy commandments of God
and keepeth them to the end, shall be
saved, though he never visited the shrines
of saints, as men now do in their pilgri-
mages to Canterbury, Rome, and other
places.

Then the archbishop informed the pri-
soner, that, though there were many
good things contained in his paper, he
had not been sufficiently explicit re-
pecting several other articles of belief:

ind that upon these also his opinion
would be expected. As a direction to
is faith, he promised to send him, in
writing, the clear determinations of the
hurch; and he warned him very parti-
ularly, to attend to this point; namely,
vhether, in the sacrament of the altar,
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the material bread did, or did not, re-
main, after the words of consecration.

The gross superstition and unscrip-
tural notions of the church at that time,
are strikingly exhibited in this authentic

determination of the primate
Articles of and clergy, which, according
lord cobham. t o promise, was sent to the

lord Cobham in the tower.
1. The faith and determination of the

Holy Church, touching the blissful sa-
crament of the altar, is this, that after the
sacramental words be once spoken, by a
priest in his Mass, "the material bread
that was before bread, is turned into
Christ's very body; and the material
wine, that was before wine, is turned
into Christ's very blood." And so there
remaineth, thenceforth, neither material
bread, nor material wine, wThich were
there before the sacramental words were
spoken.

2. Every Christian man living here
bodily on earth, ought to confess to a
priest ordained by the church, if he can
come to him,

3. Christ ordained St, Peter to be his
vicar here on earth, whose see is the
holy Church of Rome: And he granted
that the same power, w7hich he gave to
Peter, should succeed to all Peter's suc-
cessors; whom we now call popes of
Rome; . . . and whom Christian men
ought to obey, after the laws of the
Church of Rome.

4. Lastly, Holy Church hath deter-
mined, that it is meritorious to a Chris-
tian man to go on a pilgrimage to holy
places; and there to worship holy re-
liques, and images of saints, apostles,
martyrs, and confessors, approved by the
Church of Rome,

On Monday, the day appointed for the
next examination, Arundel accosted lord
Cobham with an appearance of great
mildness, and put him in mind, that, on

the preceding Saturday, he
had x informed him, he was
"accursed for contumacy and
disobedience to the holy
church;" and had expected

lie would at that time have meekly re-
quested absolution. The archbishop then
declared, that even now it was not too
late to make the same request, provided
it was made in due form, as the church
had ordained.#

Amidst this very interesting narrative,

Lord,
Cobham's
second exa-
mination.

* Fox, p. 639. Wilkins, p. 356.

let not my reader for a moment forget,
that his historian is always in quest of
evidences of the true faith of the Gospel
exemplified in practice. The trial of
lord Cobham, though in many points of
view a gloomy tale, affords a remarkable
and a very satisfactory evidence of this
sort. This exemplary knight appears to
have possessed the humility of a Chris-
tian, as well as the spirit of a soldier:
for, he not only faithfully protested
against the idolatry of the times, the fic-
titious absolutions, and various corrup-
tions of popery, by which the creatures
of the pope extorted the greatest part of
the wealth of the kingdom; but he also
openly made such penitential declara-
tions, and affecting acknowledgments of
having personally broken God's com-
mandments, as imply much salutary self-
knowledge and self-abasement, strong
convictions of sin, and bitter sorrow for
the same, together with a firm reliance on
the mercy of God through the mediation
of Jesus Christ.

41 never yet trespassed against YOU,"
said this intrepid servant of God ; "and
therefore I do not feel the want of YOUR
absolution." He then
on the pavement; and
hands to heaven, he said,
self here unto thee, my

kneeled down
lifting up his
i I confess my-
eternal living

God, that I have been a grievous sinner:
How often in my frail youth have I of-
fended thee by ungoverned passions,
pride, concupiscence, intemperance!
How often have I been drawn into hor-
rible sin by anger, and how many of rny
fellow-creatures have I injured from this
cause! Good Lord, I humbly ask thee
mercy : here I need absolution."

With tears in his eyes, he then stood
up, and with a loud voice cried out, "Lo!
these are your guides, good people.
Take notice; for the violation of God's
holy law and his great commandments,
they never cursed me : but, for their own
arbitrary appointments and traditions,
Lhey most cruelly treat me and other
men. Let them, however, remember,
hat Christ's denunciations against the
Pharisees shall all be fulfilled."

The dignity of his manner, and the
ehemence of his expression, threw the

?ourt into some confusion. After the
mmate had recovered him-
self, he proceeded to examine Acute an-
he prisoner respecting the LordCob-
octrine oftransubstantiation. ham.
' Do you believe, that after
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the words of consecration there remains
any MATERIAL bread1?" "The Scrip-
tures," said Cobham, " make no mention
of MATERIAL bread ; I believe, thai
Christ's body remains in the FORM: ol
bread. In the sacrament there is both
Christ's body and the bread: the bread
is the thing that we see with our eyes ;
but the body of Christ is hid, and only
to be seen by faith."* Upon which,
with one voice, they cried, Heresy!
heresy ! One of the bishops, in particu-
lar, said vehemently, "That it was a
foul heresy to call it bread !" Cobham
answered smartly, "St., Paul, the Apos-
tle, was as wise a man as you, and per-
haps as good a Christian; and yet he
calls it BREAD. The bread, saith he,
that we break, is it not the communion
of the body of Christ ? To be short with
you; I believe the Scriptures most cor-
dially, but I have no belief in your lordly
laws and idle determinations: ye are no
part of Christ's holy church, as your
deeds do plainly show." Doctor Wal-
den, the prior of the Carmelites, and
WicklifF's great enemy, now lost all pa-
tience; and exclaimed, " What rash and
desperate people are these followers of
Wickliff!"

" Before God and man," replied Cob-
ham, " I solemnly here profess, that till
I knew Wickliff, whose judgment ye so
highly disdain, I never abstained from
sin; but after I became acquainted with
that virtuous man and his despised doc-
trines, it hath been otherwise with me;
so much grace could I never find in all
your pompous instructions."

" It were hard," said Walden, " that
in an age of so many learned instructors,
you should have had no grace to amend
your life, till you heard the devil preach."

44 Your fathers," said Cobham, "the
old Pharisees, ascribed Christ's miracles
to Beelzebub, and his doctrines to the
devil. Go on; and, like them, ascribe
every good thing to the devil. Go on,
and pronounce every man a heretic, who
rebukes your vicious lives. Pray, what
warrant have you from Scripture, for this
very act you are now about? Where is
it written in all God's law, that you may
thus sit in judgment upon the life of man]
Hold,—perhaps you will quote Annas

and Caiaphas, who sat upon Christ and
his Apostles!"

" Yes, sir," said one of the doctors of
law, "and Christ too, for he judged
JUDAS."

" I never heard that he did," said lord
Cobham. "Judas judged himself, and
thereupon went out and hanged himself.
Indeed Christ pronounced a wo against
him, for his covetousness, as he does
still against you, who follow Judas'
steps."

The examinations of lord Cobham are
unmeasurably prolix. I have, therefore,
chosen to select such passages from the
tedious accounts,* as might best indicate
the real dispositions of this DEFENDER OF
THE FAITH. Though intrepid and high
spirited to the last, he appears not to
have given his enemies any advantage
over him, by using rude and coarse lan-
guage, or by bursts of passion. The
proud and ferocious spirit of an ill-edu-
cated soldier seems to have been melted
down into the meekness and humility of
the Christian. His reproof of his judges
was severe, but perfectly just: His deep
and animated confession of his sins is
both affecting and instructive; and his
bold testimony, in those trying moments,
to the virtues and excellencies of a cha-
racter so obnoxious to his ecclesiastical
udges as that of Wickliff, is exceedingly

honourable to the memory both of the
master and the scholar. 1 need not add,
the same testimony covers their cruel
and relentless adversaries with shame
and disgrace.

We have seen, that lord Cobham, in
the process of his trial, hinted at the les-
sons of divine grace, which he had learnt
n the school of Wickliff. The intima-

tion is by no means obscure; yet every
pious reader, at the same time that he is
delighted with finding this evidence of
he sound of Christianity of Cobham, will
ament with me, that there is not, on

record, a larger and more distinct account
both of his conversion, and of his pri-
vate life and conversation. Such an ac-
?ount would give us a clearer insight
into the religious character of this disci-
ple of Wickliff, and might probably throw
more light also on the practical tenets of
that early reformer.

* The learned reader cannot fail to ob-
serve, that both Wickliff and his followers
seem sometimes to lean to the notion of
coNsubstantiation.

* I generally give the very words; though
lometimes, for the sake of brevity, only the
mbstance: and sometimes I put a modern
)hrase in the place of one now antiquated.
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But we must be thankful for the docu
ments we have. That distinct and im-
pressive declaration of lord Cobham, con-
cerning the change in his life from sin
to the service of the living God, when
we reflect on the awful and peculiar cir-
cumstances in which it was made, is i
itself an inestimable fragment of ecclesi
astical biography. This is that testi-
mony of experience, which invinciblj
confirms every real Christian in the be-
lief of the truth of the doctrine, which h
has been taught. He may be baffled in
argument by men moie acute and saga-
cious than himself; he may be erroneous
in many less matters; he may want both
learning and eloquence to defend that
which he believes; but the doctrines of
grace he knows to be of God, by the
change which they have wrought in hi
soul. In this proof he knows all other
views of religion, whether nominally
Christian or not, do totally fail.

At the conclusion of this long and ini-
quitous trial, the behaviour of Lord Cob-
ham was perfectly consistent with the
tempers he had exhibited during the
course of it. There remained thesame
undaunted courage and resolution, and
the same Christian serenity and resigna-
tion. Some of the last questions which
were put to him, respected the worship
of the CROSS ; and his answers prove that
neither the acuteness of his genius was
blunted, nor the solidity of his judgment
impaired.

One of the friars asked him, whether
he was ready to worship the cross upon
which Christ died.

Where is it? said lord Cobham.
But suppose it was here at this mo-

ment 1 said the friar.
A wise man indeed, said Cobham, to

put me such a question ; and yet he him-
self does not know where the tiling is !
But, tell me, I pray, what sort of worship
do I owe to it]

One of the conclave answered ; Such
worship as St. Paul speaks of, when he
says, " God forbid that I should glory
save in the cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ."

Right, replied Cobham, and stretched
out his arms; THAT is the true and the
very cross ; far better than your cross of
wood.

Sir, said the bishop of London, you
know very well that Christ died upon a
MATERIAL CrOSS.

True, said Cobham; and I know also

that our salvation did not come by that
material cross, but by him who died
thereupon. Further, I know well that
St. Paul rejoiced in no other cross, but
in Christ's passion and death ONLY, and
in his own sufferings and persecutions,
for the same truth which Christ had died
for before.*

Mr. Fox's account of these transac-
tions, collected from ancient manuscripts,
does not, in general, differ materially
from the archbishop's own registers of
the proceedings of the convocation. But
there are some circumstances noted by
Mr. Fox, which we may well suppose to
have been designedly omitted in the re-
gisters last mentioned. For example,
Mr. Fox informs us that the court were
so amazed at the spirit and resolution of
lord Cobham, as well as at the quickness
and pertinence of his answers, that they
were reduced to a stand, " their wits and
ophistry so failed them that day."
From Arundel's own reports it is suf-

ficiently clear, that it was the custom of
that artt'ul primate to make, on these oc-
sions, a great external show of lenity and
kindness to the prisoners, at the very
moment in which he was exercising to-
wards them the most unrelenting barbari-
ty. I observe in the case of William
Sawtre, whose martyrdom we have al-
ready concisely related,\ that when the
archbishop degraded that faithful clergy-
man, pronounced him an incorrigible he-
retic, and delivered him to the secular
>ower, he then, with the most consum-

mate hypocrisy, requested the mayor and
sheriffs of London to treat their prisoner
KINDLY,^: though he well knew they
would dare to show him no other kind-

ess, than that of burning him to
shes.
So in the trial of lord Cobham, nothing

ould exceed the mild and affable de-
portment of Arundel during the course of
he examinations. The registers of Lam-
)eth Palace inform us, that the archbi-
shop repeatedly made use of the most
4 gentle, modest, and sweet terms" in
tddressing the prisoner; that with mourn-
ul looks he entreated him to return into
he bosom of the Church ; and that after

had found all his endeavours in vain,

* Fox, p. 442. Convoc. prselat. Wilkins,
256.
t Page 146 of this Volume.
t Wilkin's Concil, p. 260.—Fox, p. 58D,
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he was compelled with the bitterest sor-
row to proceed to a definitive sentence.

"The day," said Arundel, "passes
away fast; we must come to a conclu-
sion." He then, for the last time, de-
sired lord Cobham to weigh well the di-
lemma in which he stood : " You must
either submit," said he, " to the ordi-
nances of the Church, or abide the dan-
gerous consequences."

Lord Cobham then said expressly be-
fore the whole court, " My faith is fixed,
do with me what you please."

The primate, without further delay,
judged, and pronounced, sir

Lord Cob- John Oldcastle, the lord Cob-
demnTdfor h a m : .to b e a n incorrigible,
heresy. pernicious, and detestable

heretic ; and having con-
demned him as such, he delivered him
to the secular jurisdiction.*

Lord Cobham, with a most cheerful
countenance, said, " Though ye condemn
my body, which is but a wretched thing,
yet I am well assured ye can do no harm
to my soul, any more than could Satan
to the soul of Job. He, that created it,
will of his infinite mercy save it. Of
this I have no manner of doubt. And in
regard to the articles of my belief, I will,
BY THE GRACE OF-TflE" ETER^Ais- Gui>,
stand to them, even to my very death."
He then turned to the people, and stretch-
ing out his hands, cried with a very loud
TC1C", " Good Christian people! for
God's love be well aware of these men ;
else, they will beguile you, and lead you
blindfold into hell with themselves."
Having said these words, he fell down
upon his knees, and, lifting up his hands
and eyes to heaven, he prayed for his
enemies in the following words : " Lord
God Eternal! I beseech thee of thy great
mercy to forgive my persecutors if it be
thy blessed will!"

He was then sent back to the Tower,
under the care of sir Robert Morley.

I was not surprised to find, that in
Arundel's own report of this sad trans-
action, lord Cobham's prayer for his ene-
mies is entirely omitted.f But the pre-
ceding address of this nobleman to the
people, and his caution to them to be-
ware of their blind guides, is, by the
primate, placed immediately BEFORE the

passing of the definitive sentence of con-
demnation. Mr. Fox, in his account,
places that address immediately AFTER
the sentence, and seems to have thought
ArundeJ's representation of this circum-
stance incorrect, for he pointedly tells
us, that respecting this very matter, his
own two copies of these proceedings
agreed with each other.*

Though the ecclesiastical judges of
lord Cobham, by condemning him as a
heretic, and delivering him to the secu-
lar power for the execution of their sen-
tence, appear to have done their utmost
to complete the destruction of the man
whom they feared and hated, there is yet
reason to believe that both the king and
the archbishop remained in some per-
plexity respecting this business. In re-
ligious concerns, this able monarch seems
to have entirely resigned his understand-
ing to the direction of the clergy; and
therefore we need not wonder that he
was highly provoked with lord Cobham
for his opposition to the Church, and still
more for his incurable obstinacy, in ad-
hering to heretical sentiments, after that
his sovereign had personally condescend-
ed to persuade him to recant. Yet, after
all, it is not improbable that such a prince
as HenTjr^Ki should still retain some es-
teem for the character of the prisoner in
the Tower, who on many occasions had
formerly distinguished himself by his
valour and military talents. Though the
memory of Henry is by nC means free
from the imputation of cruelty, it must
at least be admitted, that the present
situation of Cobham was likely to soften
animosity, and to revive in the king's
mind any latent affection for his favour-
ite. Even Walsingham, a bigoted papist,
and bitter enemy of the Lollards, though
in many respects a very useful historian,
says, that Cobham, "for his integrity,
was dearly beloved by the king."f

This same ancient historian informs
us, that the archbishop in person went
to the king, and requested his majesty
to postpone, for the space of fifty days,
the punishment of lord Cobham.^ If
this be true, the motives of Arundel can
be no great mystery. The persecution
of this virtuous knight was a most un-

* Rymer, Vol. IX. p. 61—66.—Fox, p.
642 & 3.

t Acta Convoc. proc. Cantuar.—Arundel,
18.

* Fox, p. 643.
t Regi propter probitatem charus et ac-

ceptus.—Walsingham, Henry V.
t Page 385.
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popular step. His rank and character,
and his zeal for the doctrines of Wickliff,
had pointed him out to the primate as a
proper victim of ecclesiastical severity;
but his condemnation involved, in a
general odium, the rulers of the Church
who had been his judges. It was ne-
cessary, therefore, to temporize a little;
and before the whole sect of the Lollards
were to be terrified by the public execu-
tion of a person so highly esteemed as
lord Oobham, it was thought necessary
to employ a few weeks in lessening his
credit among the people by a variety of
scandalous aspersions. Mr. Fox assures
us, that his adversaries scrupled not to
publish a recantation in his name; and
that lord Cobharn directed a paper to be
posted up in his own defence, and in
contradiction to the slander.

But, whether the lenity of the king, or
the politic caution of the clergy, was the
true cause of the delay, it is certain, that
lord Oobham was not put to death im-
mediately after being condemned for a
heretic. He remained some weeks in

the Tower, and at length by
He escapes
from the
Tower.

to find, that this grand heretic and des-
tined victim, had slipped out of their
hands; and their uneasiness was'in-
creased, by observing that the king dis-
covered no anxiety to have lord Cobham
retaken. Soon after this event, how-
ever, a very remarkable transaction af-
forded them every advantage they could
wish, to gratify their resentment against
the NOBLE CHIEF of the Lollards. These
peaceable and truly Christian subjects
had been accustomed to assemble in
companies for the purposes of devotion;
but the bishops represented their meet-
ings as of a seditious tendency, and they
found no great difficulty in obtaining a
royal proclamation* for suppressing the
conventicles of persons who were sup-
posed to be ill inclined to the govern-
ment. Historians have observed that
"jealousy was the ruling foible of the
house of Lancaster:" and though Henry
V. was naturally of a noble and magna-
nimous temper, he could never forget
that he was an usurper: His suspicions
of the evil designs of the Lollards in-
creased to a high degree: He thought it

unknown means made his es- necessary to watch them as his greatest
cape: So that it is now im- enemies; and he appears to have listened
possible to say, whether the! to every calumny, which, the zeal and

clergy would ultimately have pressed the
sovereign to proceed to extremities in
this instance, or, whether Henry could
have been induced to commit to the
flames, forji6fe§y, a favourite of. such
exalted rank and high reputation. For
as yet, there had not been any instance
of a nobleman suffering in that ignomi-
nious manner.

After lord Cobham had escaped out of
the Tower, he is said to have taken the
advantage of a dark night, evaded pur-
suit, and arrived safe in Wales, where
he concealed himself more than four
years.* If he had remained in prison,
he would have effectually prevented the
calumny with which the papists have
endeavoured to load his memory; never-
theless, when we reflect on the intrepid
spirit of the man, his unshaken resolu-
tion, and the cruel, unjust treatment he
met with, we cannot wonder at his eager-
ness to fly from those flames, which his
persecutors ardently longed to kindle.
It seems as easy to comprehend lord
Cobham's motives for wishing to escape,
as it is difficult to censure them.

The clergy were not a little mortified

Bale.—Gilpin.-

haired of iiie hierarchy could invent or
propagate against the unfortunate fol-
lowers of Wickliff.

The royal proclamation, however, did
not put an end to the assemblies of the
Lollards. Like the primitive Christians,
they met in SMALLER companies, and
more privately, and often in the dead of
night. St. Giles's Fields, then a thick-
et, was a place of frequent resort on
these occasions. And here
a number of them assembled A. D. 1414
in the evening of January the
sixth, 1414; with an intention, as was
usual, of continuing together till a very
late hour.

The king was then at Eltham, a few
miles from London. He received intel-
ligence, that lord Cobham, at the head of
twenty thousand of his party, was sta-
tioned in St. Giles's Fields, for the pur-
pose of seizing the person of the king,
putting their persecutors to the sword,
and making himself the regent of the
realm.

The mind of Henry, we have seen,
had been prepared, by the diligent and
artful representations of the clergy, to

* Rymer, Vol. IX.
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receive any impressions against the Lol-
lards, which might tend to fix upon that
persecuted sect the charges of seditious
or treasonable practices. To his pre-
vious suspicions, therefore, as well as to
the gallantry of his temper, we are to
ascribe the extraordinary resolution which
the king took on this occasion. He sud-
denly armed the few soldiers he could
muster, put himself at their head, and
inarched to the place. He attacked the
Lollards, and soon put them into confu-
sion. About twenty were killed, and
sixty taken.* Among these was one
Beverly, their preacher, who with two
others, Sir Roger Acton, and John Brown,
was afterwards put to death. The king
marched on, but found no more bodies of
men. He thought he had surprised only
the advanced guard, whereas he had
routed the whole army !!

This extraordinary affair is represented
by the popish writers as a real conspi-
racy ; and it has given them occasion to
talk loudly against the tenets of the re-
formers, which could encourage such
crimes. Mr. Hume, also, has enlisted
himself on the same side of the question;
and, in the most peremptory and decisive
manner, has pronounced lord Cobham
guilty of high treason.\

After what has been so lately ob-
served concerning the lamentable pre-
judices of this most valuable historian,
little more can now be necessary, than
barely to put the reader in mind, that Cob-
ham and many of the Lollards evidently
belonged to the true Church of Christ,
and bore with patience the cross of their
Master. We may briefly add, that the
ingenious, and on many occasions, the
sceptical Mr. Hume, instead of affirming
that " the treasonable designs of the sect
were rendered certain, both from evi-
dence, and from the confession of the
criminals themselves," would have done
better to have recollected, that the testi-
mony of Walsingham, a violent parti-
zan, merits, in this particular instance,
very little attention. When I had re-
viewed Mr. Fox's able and satisfactory
vindication of lord Cobham, I was as-
tonished at the positiveness of our ele-
gant historian, Mr. Hume, in this mat
ter. The martyrologist, with great dili-
gence and judgment, has examined all the
authentic documents, and argued most
powerfully against the supposition of

any conspiracy. Mr. Hume, on the con-
rary, gives implicit credit to the most
mprobable accounts;* and he could not

but know that the Lollards had not then
a friend on earth.

Though the entire combination of
church and state, in the reign of Henry
V. against this religious sect, prevents
us from being furnished with positive
and direct proof of their innocence, the
reader, after what has been stated, will
be disposed, no doubt, to acquit them of
all treasonable views in the affair of St.
Giles's Fields. And this persuasion
will be strengthened by considering that
this is the only instance on record, in
which they have been accused of turbu-
lent or seditious behaviour. The Lol-
lards are described, in general, as having
been always peaceable and submissive
to authority.

Rapin observes,! that the persons as-
sembled on that occasion, "had unhap-
pily brought arms with them for their
defence, in case they should be attacked
by their persecutors." If we regulate
our judgments according to modern no-
tions and habits, this circumstance must
appear very suspicious; but not so, if
we recollect that the practice of provid-
ing arms for the purpose of aelf-defence,
was by no means an unusual precaution
in those violent times.

Neither ought much stress to be laid
on the confession of several, who were
made prisoners by the king. Among
those that were taken, says the historian
last mentioned, there were some, who,

gained by promises, or awed by threats,
confessed whatever their enemies de-
sired." Besides, it is extremely proba-
ble, that popish emissaries mixed them-
selves among the Lollards, for the ex-
press purpose of being brought to confes-
sion; and it has been well observed,
that most likely, the very persons, who
pretended to find arms on the field, could
have best pointed out the original con-
cealers of them.

Nothing can be more judicious than
Rapin's observations on this whole trans-
action. " I t is hardly to be conceived,"
says this historian, "that a prince so
wise as Henry, could suffer himself to
be imposed on by so gross a fiction.
Had he found, indeed, as he was made
to believe, twenty thousand men in arms

* Rapin, Henry V. f Hume, Henry V.
* Such are the accounts of Hall, &c.
t History of England, Henry V.
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in St. Giles's Fields, it would have been
very suspicious: but, that fourscore or a
hundred men, among whom there was
not a single person of rank, should have
formed such a project, as that of seizing
the king's person, is extremely improba-
ble. Besides he himself knew sir John
Oldcastle to be a man of sense; and yet
nothing could be more wild than the pro-
ject fathered upon him; a project, which
it was supposed he was to execute with
a handful of men, without being present
himself, and without its being known
where he was, or that there was any
other leader in his room. Notwithstand-
ing the strictest search made through the
kingdom to discover the accomplices of
this pretended conspiracy, not a SINGLE
person could be found besides those
taken at St. Giles's. Lastly, the princi-
ples of the Lollards were very far from
allowing such barbarities. It is there-
fore more than probable, that the accusa-
tion was forged, to render the Lollards
odious to the king, with a view to gain
his license for their persecution."

The conduct of those in power in the
Church at that time was so completely
flagitious and unprincipled, that it is im-
possible to review their usual mode of
proceeding against those, whom they
termed heretics, without entertaining
suspicions similar to those which have
occurred to Rapin ; suspicions of forged
accusations and of pretended or extorted
confessions. This consideration adds
much weight to the solid reasonings of
this very candid and upright historian.

The king set a price of a thousand marks
upon his head, and promised a perpetual
exemption from taxes to any town, that
should secure him.*

It was to be expected that these strong
measures, aided by the active zeal and
unrelenting hatred of his enemies, should
be effective to the discovery of lord Cob-
ham : and, it is matter of some surprise,
how he was able, for several years, to
elude the vigilance of the many, who
narrowly watched him. Wales was his
asylum; and he is supposed to have fre-
quently changed the scene of his retreat.
Through the diligence of lord Powis,
and his dependents, he was at length dis-
covered and taken,
of October, 1413,

It was on the tenth
that Lord Cobham

was, by Arundel, condemned as a heretic
and sent to the Tower. The affair of
St. Giles's happened on the evening of
the sixth of January, 1414; and it was
not till nearly the end of the year 1417,
that this persecuted Christian was ap-
prehended and brought to London,

His fate was soon determined. He
was dragged into St. Giles's Fields with
all the insult and barbarity of enraged
•uperstition ; and there, both

as a traitor and a heretic,
he was suspended alive in ham,
chains, upon a gallows, and A. D. 1417.
burned to death.

This excellant man, by a slight degree
of dissimulation, might have softened his
adversaries, and have escaped a trouble-
some persecution and a cruel death.
But, sincerity is essential to a true ser-

Execution of
lord Cob-

It has been supposed that, in process of vant of Jesus Christ; and lord Cobham
* J.1 I * J " 1_ 1 * J J. 1 A. C ' 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 * "I • I / " * * ! *1time, the king disbelieved the report of

any actual conspiracy in this transaction ;
and it must be confessed, that when we re-
flect on the great understanding and milita-
ry skill of this prince, it seems extraordi-
nary, that he should not at the first have re-
flected, that the very marshalling of such
a number of soldiers, and the furnishing
of them with necessaries, could never
have been managed with secrecy. He
appears, however, to have given sufficient
credit to the calumny to answer all the
designs of the ecclesiastical rulers. He
became thoroughly incensed against the
Lollards, and particularly against the
lord Cobham. A bill of attainder against
that unfortunate nobleman passed the
commons, through the royal influence :*

died, as he had lived, in the faith and
hope of the Gospel; and, bearing, to the
end, a, noble testimony to its genuine
doctrines; and " choosing rather to suf-
fer affliction with the people of God,
than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a

n.»t
e ofOne of lord Cobham's very great ad-

mirers has said, that the novelty of Wick-
liff's opinions first engaged his curiosity ;
that he examined them as a philosopher,
and in the course of his examination be-
came a Christian.

I know not upon what ground this is
affirmed ; but it might be so; neverthe-
less I feel assured that if we had lord
Cobham's own account of the conver-
sion, this representation of his matter

• Gilpin. * Rapin—Rymer t Heb. xiv. 25.
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would appear, at least, very defective;
moreover, from the little which he did
say, on his trial, respecting Wickliff's
doctrines, and from the very feeling man-
ner in which he appears to have delivered
that little,* I think it extremely probable,
that the preaching and expounding of
the true Gospel of Christ, by Wickliff,
and his disciples, had been the means of
affecting the CONSCIENCE of this worthy
personage, and of convincing him of sin.
This has been found the usual way in
which the Spirit of God operates saluta-
ry changes on the minds of fallen crea-
tures. The philosophical method has a
plausible appearance, but fails in prac-
tice.

Lord Cobham is allowed to have been
a man of learning: and his knowledge
of the Holy Scriptures is incontestable.
The aptness of his quotations, and his
promptitude in producing scriptural ar-
guments, were displayed in a very
striking manner, through the whole
course of his examination before the
bishops. At the time when he was
seized and made prisoner in Wales,
Henry V. was making conquests in Nor-
mandy ; and a parliament was then sit-
ting in London, for the purpose of sup-
plying the sovereign with money to carry
on his wars. The records of that par-
liament inform us, that on the eighteenth
of December, 1417, Sir John Oldcastle

was brought before the lords
Examina- and that he made no answer
JohnOldcas- t o t n e c r i m e s laid to his
tie before charge, f No doubt he was
A CDLi4i7 thoroughly convinced that all

attempts to exculpate him-
self would be vain and fruitless. The
clergy, during the last three or four years
had gained a complete ascendancy both

in parliament and in* the cabi-
Deathof n e t ; Arundel died in 1414;
A ^ wi4. and w a s succeeded by Chi-

cheley, who soon showed
himself to be a primate, both of more
art and ability, and also of more zeal and
courage, than his predecessor. Ecclesi-
astical tyranny and superstition seemed
now at their height; and it required
much less sagacity than that of lord Cob-
ham, to see that in the present circum-
stances, any witnesses, which he could
produce, would be overawed or disre-

garded amidst the imprecations of the
priests and monks; and that a close and
cruel confederacy of power, prejudice
and resentment, would be impenetrable
to argument and eloquence.

It was now, therefore, become the duty
of lord Cobham, patiently to resign
himself to the will of his Maker, and to
seek for comfort by meditations on the
sacred Scriptures. That he did so, I
collect with no small satisfaction, from a
single expression of the ancient memo-
rialist Walsingham, which does not ap-
pear to have been taken notice of by suc-
ceeding writers. This author informs us,
that the prisoner was examined in the
presence of the duke of Bedford, then
regent *of England; and being pressed
closely to give answers respecting the
insurrection in St. Giles's Fields, and his
other treasonable offences, his reply, after
a short pause, was, " With me it is a
very small thing, that I should be judged
of you, or of man's judgment:"* and
then, says the scornful annalist, he again
proceeded to ?RATE IMPERTINENTLY.")"

Yet this, the reader should remember,
is the very author, on whose assertions,
principally, Mr. Hume grounded his be-
lief, that lord Cobham was guilty of
treason. We have before observed^
that, on that question, our elegant histo-
rian appears to have been credulous in
the extreme; and, as he had no great
taste for scriptural quotations, it is by no
means improbable, that he also further
agreed with Walsingham in blaming the
prisoner for his " impertinent garrulity."
Serious persons, however, who listen
with reverence to the written word of
God, will view the matter in a different
light. That such a passage of Scripture
should have been actually quoted by lord
Cobham, then in the power of enraged
and merciless adversaries, seems to be
extremely likely; and not the legs so,
because recorded by Walsingham, a vio-
lent and prejudiced enemy of all the
Lollards. In regard to the quotation it-
self, by suggesting the littleness and in-
significance of all HUMAN judgments
and determinations, in comparison of the
DIVINE, it conveyed a wise and salutary
admonition to the existing hierarchy,
who, at that moment, were uncommonly

* Page 151 of this Vol.
f Cotton's Abridgment.
VOL. II. 14

* 1 Cor. iv. 3d verse.
t Et iterum impertinentergarrularecaepit,

donee Walsingham, p. 400.
t Page 155.
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inflated with dominion and "drunken
with the blood of the saints :"# and at
the same time, it must have produced in
the minds of all, WHO HAD EARS TO HEAR,
a strong conviction of this important
truth, that the knight, who was thus per-
secuted for righteousness' sake, had
made no rash choice in renouncing the
love of the world, and thereby demon-
strating that the love of th© Father was
in him.f Every pious Christian will, I
doubt not, accord with me in these ideas ;
and be gratified to find, that "MAN'S
JUDGMENT," however severe and cruel,
was "a very small thing," in lord Cob-
ham's estimation; and that when all
earthly supports must have failed, this
martyr for the Gospel of Christ, steadily
fixed his eye on GOD'S JUDGMENT, and
derived all his hope and comfort from
that single source.

At the time of his execution, many per-
sons of rank and distinction were present;
and the ecclesiastics are said to have la-
boured to the utmost to prevent the peo-
ple from praying for him. Lord Cob-
ham, however, resigned himself to a
painful and ignominious death, "with
the utmost bravery and most triumphant
joy, exhorting the people to follow the
instructions which God had given them
in the Scriptures; and to disclaim those
false teachers, whose lives and conversa-
tion were so contrary to Christ and his
religion.":):

Henry Chicheley, now archbishop of
Canterbury, continued at the head of that
see, from February 1414, to April 1443.§

A D 1414 ^ ^ s m a n deserves to be call-
ed the firebrand of the age in

which he lived. To subserve the pur-
poses of his own pride and tyranny, he
engaged king Henry in his famous con-
test with France, by which a prodigious
carnage was made of the human race,
and the most dreadful miseries were
brought upon both kingdoms. But
Henry was a soldier, and understood the
art of war, though perfectly ignorant of
religion; and that ardour of spirit, which,
in youth, had spent itself in vicious ex-
cesses, was now employed, under the
management of Chicheley, in desolating
France, by one of the most unjust wars
ever waged by ambition, and in furnish-

* Rev. xvji. 6. f 1 John ii. 15.
t Lewis's account of Wicldiff's followers.
§ Biograph. Britan.—Henry's Hist. Book V.

ing for vulgar minds matter of declama-
tion on the valour of the English nation.
While this scene was carrying on in
France, the archbishop at home, partly
by exile, partly by forced abjurations,
and partly by the flames, domineered
over the Lollards; and almost effaced the
vestiges of godliness in the kingdom.

This was one of the most gloomy sea-
sons, which the Church ever expe-
rienced. The doctrines of WicklifF,
indeed, had travelled into Bohemia; but,
as we shall afterwards see, the fires of
persecution were also lighted up in that
country, at the same time that in Eng-
land no quarter was given to any profes-
sors of the pure religion of Christ. Even
the duke of Bedford, the brother of the
king,* one of the wisest men of his age,
thought it no dishonour to be the minis-
ter of Chicheley's cruelties. A chaplain
of lord Cobham, through terror of pun-
ishment, wras induced to recant his creed:
the strictest search was made after Lol-
lards and their books; and while a few
souls, dispersed through various parts,
sighed in secret, and, detesting the reign-
ing idolatry, worshipped God in spirit
and in truth, they yet found no HUMAN
consolation or support whatever. The
principal use to be made of these scenes,
is to excite a spirit of thankfulness for
the superior privileges of the times in
which we live.

The diocese of Kent was particularly
exposed to the bloody activity of Chiche-
ley. Whole families were obliged to
relinquish their places of abode, for the
sake of the Gospel.

In the midst of these tragedies, and in
the year 1422, died Henry V. whose
military greatness is known
to most readers. His vast Death of
capacity and talents for go- vth.rytfte

vernment, have been also A. D. 1422.
justly celebrated. But what
is man without the genuine fear of God ?
This monarch, in the former part of his
life, was remarkable for dissipation and
extravagance of conduct; in the latter, he
became the slave of the popedom; and
for that reason, was called the PRINCE OF
PRIESTS. Voluptuousness, ambition, su-
perstition, each in their turn, had the
ascendant in this extraordinary character.
Such, however, is the dazzling nature of
personal bravery and of prosperity, that
ven the ignorance and folly of the bigot,

• Fox, page 729.
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and the barbarities of the persecutor, are'
lost or forgotten amidst the enterprises
of the hero and the successes of the con-
queror. Reason and justice lift up their
voice in vain. The great and substan-
tial defects of Henry V. must hardly be
touched on by Englishmen. The battle
of Agincourt throws a delusive splendour
around the name of this victorious king.

The persecution of the Lollards con-
tinued during the minority of Henry VI.
"William Taylor, a priest, was burnt,
because he had asserted, that every

prayer, which is a petition for
William some supernatural gift, is to
pnest'burnt. b e directed only to God.*

The four orders of friars were
directed by the archbishop to examine
him ; and they convicted him of heresy,
for asserting a maxim, which peculiarly
distinguishes true religion from idolatry.

Not to dwell on the cases of many
persons of less note, who suffered much
vexation in this calamitous period of the
Church, it may be proper to mention!
William White, who, by reading, writ-
ing, and preaching,f exerted himself in I

Norfolk so vigorously that he !
Martyrdom w a s condemned to the stake
w E i a m in 1424. His holy life and
A. D. 1424 blameless manners had ren-i

dered him highly venerable
in that county. He attempted to speak ]
to the people before his execution, but1

was prevented. It is remarkable, that
his widow, following her husband's foot-,
steps in purity of lite and in zeal for the
Gospel, confirmed many persons in evan-
gelical truth; on which account she was
exposed to much trouble from the bishop
of Norwich.

Nor did the civil wars between the
houses of York and Lancaster, which
filled the whole kingdom with confusion,

put an end to the persecution
Of John of the Lollards. A person,
A?Rei473. named John Gooze, was

burnt at Tower-hill, in the
reign of Edward IV. in the year 1473.^:
This victim was delivered to one of the
sheriffs, with an order to have him exe-
cuted in the afternoon. The officer, com-
passionating the case of the prisoner,
took him to his own house, and endea-
voured to prevail on him to retract. But
the martyr, after listening to a long ex-
hortation, desired him to forbear: and

then, in strong terms, requested some-
thing to eat, declaring he was become
very hungry. The sheriff complied with
his request. " I eat now a good din-
ner," said the man very cheerfully, "for
I shall have a brisk storm to pass
through before supper.1' After he had
dined, he gave thanks to God, and de-
sired to be led to the place, where he
should give up his soul to his Creator
and Redeemer.

The civil contests with ;which the
kingdom were convulsed, were at length
terminated by the union of the two houses
of York and Lancaster, at the accession
of Henry VII. But the Church of Gad
continued still an unremitted object of
persecution. The sufferings of the Lol-
lards were even greater during the estab-
lished governments of Henry VII. and
Henry VIII. than they had been during
the civil wars. To give a minute detail
of all the horrid cruelties that were in-
flicted on those who were condemned as
heretics for reading the Scriptures, and
for denying popish superstitions, is not
the object of these memoirs. It may be
sufficient to remark, that all, who were
convicted of what was then called heresy,
and adhered to their opinions, were first
condemned as obstinate heretics, after-
wards delivered to the secular arm, and
lastly burnt to ashes, with-
out mercy, and without ex- Many
ception.* Neither age nor A ^ i l a
sex were spared. Mr. Fox
has collected, from the registers of the
diocese of Lincoln, for the year 1521, a
most shocking catalogue, both of the ac-
cusers and of the victims, who suffered
under the grievous and cruel persecution
of bishop Langland, the king's confessor.
He has also, with singular industry, re-
corded the particular names of many,
who, through fear of a painful death, re-
nounced their faith during the memor-
able persecution of that same year.
Upon these unfortunate persons, various
penances, and many very severe and
ignominious punishments, were inflicted.
Several, who were found to have abjured
before, were condemned for relapse, and
committed to the flames.f

A concise account of a person named
John Brown, of Ashford, in Kent, shall
conclude this distressing detail of the
sufferings of the Lollards.

* Fox, p. 749.
f Ibid. p. 814.

f Ibid. p. 752. * Henry's Hist of Britain.
t See Appendix, Lollards.
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This martyr suffered in the year 1511,|Rochester, was infamous in the extreme.

Martyrdom
of John
Brown,
A. D. 1511.

under the persecution of William War-
ham, archbishop of Canterbury. He
was discovered to be a heretic, as fol-

lows :* A slight altercation
had taken place between him
and a priest, as they were
both passing down to Graves-
end, in the common barge.

The priest perceived symptoms of heresy;
and immediately upon landing, lodged,
with the archbishop, an information
against Brown. The man was suddenly
apprehended by two of the archbishop's
servants, who, by means of assistants,
placed him on his own horse, bound his
feet under the horse's belly, and carried
him to Canterbury, where he remained in
confinement forty days; during which
time neither his wife, nor any of his
friends, could receive the smallest inti-
mation concerning him.

At length he was brought to Ashford,
the town where he lived, and placed in
the stocks. It was now almost night;
but, one of his own female domestics, in
passing by the place, happened to become
acquainted with his situation; and she
instantly carried home to her mistress
the afflicting news. His mournful wife
sat near her husband all the night, and
heard him relate the melancholy story of
everything that had happened to him.
The treatment this good man had met
with, from Warham, the archbishop of
Canterbury, and from Fisher,j" bishop of

* Fox, p. 551.
t Fisher was born at Beverley in York-

shire, in 1459. He was educated at Cam-
bridge, and became Master or President of
Queen's College in that University. He was
made bishop of Rochester in 1504. It was
during the time of his presidentship that
Erasmus came to study at Cambridge, and
took up his residence at Queen's College.
This prelate was beheaded, by Henry VIII.
in 1535, for denying" the king's supremacy,

With unparalleled barbarity, they had di-
rected his bare feet to be placed upon hot
burning coals ; and to he kept there, till
they were burnt to the bones. Notwith-
standing all this, Brown would not deny
his faith, but patiently endured the pain,
and continued immoveable, fighting man-
fully the " good fight." To his wife he
then said, "The bishops, good Eliza-
beth, have burnt my feet, till I cannot
set them on the ground : they have done
so to make me deny my Lord : but, I
thank God, they will never be able to
make me do that; for, if I should deny
HIM in this world, he would deny me
hereafter. Therefore, I pray thee, con-
tinue, as thou hast begun, and bring up
thy children in the fear of God. Thy
husband is to be consumed at the stake
to-morrow.

He was burnt at Whitsun-even, lifting
up his hands, and uttering the most fer-
vent prayers, particularly the words of
the Psalmist, "Into thy hands I com-
mend my spirit; for thou hast redeemed
me, O Lord, thou God of truth."*

Such were the sanguinary methods by
which the prelates of England attempted
to extirpate Lollardism and heresy. And
they so far succeeded, that the few dis-
ciples of Wickliff, who still remained
alive, seem to have been afterwards con-
founded with the favourers of the GRAND
REFORMATION : but, in their main object of
strengthening the Roman Catholic reli-
gion, they utterly failed. The burnino1

of heretics was found to be not the way
to extinguish heresy. On the contrary,
both in England and on the Continent,
such detestable cruelty increased the
compassion of the people for the suffer-
ers, excited their indignation against the
persecutors, and roused a spirit of inqui-
ry and of opposition to the existing hier-
archy, which at length under the direc-
tion of a kind, overruling Providence,
proved fatal both to papal corruptions of

and for speaking with freedom in behalf of sound doctrine, and also to papal usurpa-
the queen. The pope was so pleased with ' ° ' ' '
his conduct, that, even while Fisher was
confined in the Tower and attainted of high
treason, he made him a cardinal, and sent
him the proper hat belonging to that digni-
ty. Henry was so much provoked, that he
would not permit the hat to be brought into
the kingdom: he also sent Cromwell to
sound bishop Fisher, whether he intended to
accept it. " Yes," said Fisher, The king
then exclaimed with an oath, " Well; let the
pope send him the hat when he pleases, he

tion of dominion.
When the human mind has been thus

fatigued and disgusted with a review of
he cruelties of popish persecutors, it is

shall wear it on his shoulders, for I will leave
him never a head to set it on." The tyrant
was as good as his word —Erasmus speaks
if Fisher in strong terms of commendation.

* Mr. Fox tells us, he had this account
from Brown's own daughter.
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disposed to pronounce the Roman reli-
gion wholly a pretence, and all the eccle-
siastical judges and rulers of those times,
barbarous hypocrites and deceivers. " It
is impossible," we are apt to say, " but
that natural conscience should have in-
formed them they were doing wrong, in
committing to the flames, for slight dif-
ferences of opinion, so many innocent
victims; nay, often persons of the most
exemplary life and conversation." How-
ever, a more cool and sedate reflection
may convince us, that though in all ages,
there have existed wicked men of great
ability, who have shown themselves ever
ready to sacrifice principle and con-
science to their ambition and avarice, and
even to wade through much blood in
support of their darling objects, yet ALL
tormentors of the human race have not
been precisely of this class. These are
of the first magnitude, and we suppose
them to have had their eyes open. But
there are others, who knew not what
they did ; # and towards such, therefore,
though we are never to palliate their
faults, much less to defend their enormi-
ties, yet are we bound to exercise an
equitable discrimination. The reader
will understand me to have in view those
deluded votaries, who have had the mis-
fortune to be taught, and the weakness
to believe, that the favour of God is to
be obtained, chiefly by paying a scrupu-
Jous regard to external forms and obser-
vances.—The following remarkable pa-
ragraph is extracted from a popish
writer,f and will serve to explain my
meaning still further.

" The disciples of Wickliff are men of
a serious, modest deportment; avoiding

* Luke xxiii. 34.
f Sancho Reinher.—This Sancho Reinher

was an apostate, and a persecutor of the
Waldenses, in the thirteenth century. Mark
well his account of these good men. "Among
all sects, none is more pernicious than that
of the POOR OF LYONS, for three reasons : 1. It
is the most ancient. Some aver their exist-
ence from the days of Sylvester ; others from
the very time of the Apostles. 2. Because
it is so universal; for there is hardly a
country into which the sect has not crept.
3. Because all others render themselves de-
testable by their blasphemies ; but this has a
great appearance of godliness, they living a
righteous life before men, believing right
concerning God, confessing all the articles of nous
the creed, only hating the pope of Rome,"
&c. &c,

14*

all ostentation in dress, mixing little
with the busy world, and complaining of
the debauchery of mankind. They main-
tain themselves wholly by their own la-
bour, and utterly despise wealth ; being
fully content with bare necessaries.
They follow no traffic, because it is at-
tended with so much lying, swearing,
and cheating. They are chaste and tem-
perate ; are never seen in taverns, or
amused by the trifling gayeties of life.
You find them always employed; either
learning or teaching. They are concise
and devout in their prayers ; blaming an
unanimated prolixity. They never swear;
speak little; and in their public preaching
they lay the chief stress on charity. They
never mind canonical hours, because,
they say, that a Paternoster or two, re-
peated with devotion, is better than te-
dious hours spent without, devotion.
They explain the Scriptures in a differ-
ent way irom the holy doctors and church
of Rome. They speak little, and hum-
bly, and are well behaved in appear-
ance."

This abstract is not produced a3 a
proof of the candour of a Roman Ca-
tholic, but of his wretched standard of
virtue and holiness. For these excel-
lencies of character in the followers of
Wickliff, are not here mentioned by the
author in terms of approbation, but, on
the contrary, are with great simplicity
noted by him, as the distinguishing
marks of a heretical people. So little,
in the times of Wickliff and his follow-
ers, had the prevailing religion to do
with morals and with the heart.

Though this and many other similar
testimonies, which might be adduced
from popish authors, in proof of the in-
nocence and virtues of the heretics, may
satisfy us, that by no means all the per-
secutors of the godly were deceivers and
hypocrites, in the gross sense of those
terms, yet we must remember, as indeed
has already been intimated, that the dis-
tinctions we would establish, still only
serve to show that the sufferings of the
righteous, during the period we are re-
viewing, are, probably, to be ascribed to
very different degrees of guilt and wick-
edness in the hearts of those who inflict-
ed those sufferings. Far be it from us
to pretend to exculpate, in the smallest
degree, the perpetrators of any of the va-

and horrid crimes related in this
chapter. Rather let St. Peter's example
direct our judgments. That Apostle*
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thought it right to suggest to the Jews,
that their case would have been worse,
if what they did, had not been done in
ignorance; yet he in nowise excuses
them; he tells them plainly, that they
had denied the Holy One, and killed the
Prince of Life, and had preferred a mur-
derer to him ;* and in the preceding
chapter, he directly accuses them of hav-
ing taken Jesus of Nazareth; and, by
WICKED HANDS, crucified and slain him."

It may be worth while to notice some
other things affirmed by the aforesaid
popish writer, in his account of the here-
tics. He says, they are great enemies
to the clergy: they despise and set the
Church of Rome at nought. They con-
found truth and falsehood, to deceive the
people. They exasperate the people
against those who are not of their party.
That indulgences are of no use but to
get money, and that it is no sin to thrash
a priest or a clergyman.f

Our Saviour's remarkable prediction^:
naturally occurs on this occasion. For,
even on the supposition that it ought to

CHAPTER I I .

THE COUNCIL OF COxNSTANCE; INCLUDING THE
CASES OF JOHN HUSS, AND JEROM OF PRAGUE.

THIS celebrated council did not make
any essential reformation in religion : on
the contrary, they persecuted men who
truly feared God; and they tolerated all
the predominant corruptions. Their la-
bours, therefore, do not deserve to be re-
corded, on account of the piety and vir-
tue of those who composed the council.
Yet the transactions at Constance claim
considerable attention in these memoirs.
They tend to throw light on the state of
religion at that time ; they also serve to
illustrate the character of John Huss and
of Jerom; and they afford various in-
structive reflections to those who love to
attend to the dispensations of Divine
Providence, and would understand the
comparative power of nature and of grace,
of mere human resources, and of the
operations of the Holy Spirit.

be taken literally, and not extended to The council met in the year 1414. Its
~n -„„ „«„«;!;— «o,^ r,f ti,n nunMu ;f objects were various and of high import-all succeeding ages of the Church, it
most decidedly proves, that persons may
be persecutors " UNTO BLOOD," without
being gross hypocrites. " The time
cometh, that whosoever killeth you, will
think that he doeth God service." And
here* it deserves to be noted, that, though
it is said these murderers would think
they were doing God service, in killing
his faithful servants, yet not one word is
added in extenuation of their crimes. For
aught we know, therefore, such men
might be in a state of judicial hardness
and impenitence of heart, on account of
long continued habits of sin, and long
opposition to light and truth. After all
the candid concessions and reasonable
conjectures that can be made, respecting
the MEASURE of the wickedness of the
various papal persecutions, it must be
owned, both that the subject is difficult,
and also, that WE have not much to do
with it. When we are wearied and asto-
nished with the contemplation of the
barbarous and bloody scenes of this cen-
tury, one of the most profitable and most
certain conclusions we can arrive at, is,
that the human " heart is deceitful above
all things, and desperately wicked."

objects were various and of high import-
ance.* The necessity of the
times had called aloud for an Council of
assembly of this kind. Ec- m°"t

slaIlce

clesiastical corruptions had A*. D. 1414.
increased to an intolerable
magnitude; and Christendom had been
distracted, nearly forty years, by a schism
in the popedom. To settle this dispute,
and restore peace to the church, was the
most urgent concern of the council.
Three pretenders to the chair of St. Peter,
severally, laid claim to infallibility. The
very nature of their struggle was sub-
versive of the authority to which each of
them made pretensions; and, " of their
vain contest there seemed no end." The
princes, statesmen, and rulers of the
church, in those times, wanted not dis-
cernment to see the danger to which the
whole ecclesiastical system was exposed
by these contentions ; but it seems never
to have come into the minds of them, or
of any of the members of the council, to
examine the foundation on which the
popedom itself was erected. THAT, on

* Acts Hi. 14, 15.
f See M. Von der Hardt, vol. iii.
t John xvi. 2.

* L'Enfant's History of the Council of
Constance.—It is foreign to my design to
follow this author through the details of his
very accurate and circumstantial narration.
The affairs, however, of John Huss and of
Jerom, deserve a minute attention.
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Martin V.
waselected

all sides, was looked on as sacred and
inviolable, though allowed to be bur-
dened and incumbered with innumerable
abuses.

However, they deposed the three ex-
isting popes, and chose a fresh successor
of 'St. Peter, Martin V.; and we are to

remark a providential benefit,
The three which arose from the accom-
deposed̂ iind plishment of this first object
Martin V. of the council; namely, that

w h i l e THEY h a d t h e i r e y e
only on the restoration of the

unity of the Romish see, they were led
to decree the superiority of councils over
popes. Thus a deep wound was given
to the tyrannical hierarchy, which proved
of considerable service to those real
Reformers, who arose about a hundred
years after the council of Constance.

I say real Reformers; for I cannot
give this venerable name to the members
of that assembly. That there needed a
reformation of the Church in all its com
ponent parts, and that church-discipline
ought to be re-established, these were
ideas, indeed, which lay within their
competence; and the members of this
council universally confessed, that re-
formation and discipline ought to be pro-
secuted with vigour. But they brought
not to the council the materials, which
only could qualify them for such a work.
In general, the best individuals among
them were merely moralists; had some
" zeal for God, but not according to
knowledge;" and knew no higher prin-
ciples than the voice of natural con-
science, the dictates of common sense,
and some information concerning the
preceptive part of Christianity. Their
system of religion was letter, not spirit;
law, not gospel. They had some degree
of insight into the distemper of human
nature, little or none into the remedy
To promote the recovery of depraved
mankind, they knew no methods but
those of moral suasion, upon principles
merely natural. The original depravity
of man, salvation through the atonemen
of a Redeemer, and regeneration by th(
Holy Spirit, were doctrines, the use and
efficacy of which they did not under
stand : yet, these are the only effectua
instruments for the reformation either o
a corrupted church, or of a corrupted in
dividual, though they are, by the world
generally suspected to be productive o:
enthusiasm, and are also too often pro-
fessed by men of counterfeit religion.

A hundred years after the council of
Constance, a reformation was attempted,
nd carried on with permanent success,
y men furnished with truly evangelical
iews and materials. But the members

of this celebrated council undertook to
make " brick without straw;" and their
projects of reform served only, in the
;vent, to teach posterity, that the real
loctrines of the Gospel ought to be disr
inctly known, cordially relished, and
owerfully experienced, by those who
ndertake to enlighten mankind; and

,hat without this apparatus, the efforts
•)f the wisest and most dignified person-
ages in Europe, for such were those as-
sembled at Constance, will evaporate in
he smoke of fair words and speeches,
nd of promising, but inefficient and un-

substantial schemes.
A moment's attentive consideration

may convince us that this must unavoid-
ably be the case. How could it be ex-
pected in the instance before us, that
popes and cardinals, bishops and clergy,
would enact, and, what is still more,
would execute, laws, which bore hard
on their own pride, their sloth, and their
ove of gain 1 Or, that the laity, noble

or vulgar, would submit to strict rules
of church-discipline? Nothing but the
principle of divine love in the heart could
effect these things; and divine love is
earnt only in the school of Christ, and

under the fostering influence of Scripture
doctrine, connected with spiritual dis-
cernment.* I need not put the reader in
mind, how ignorant in general, in regard
to these things, men were in the fifteenth
century. And hence we are no more to
wonder at the failure of the attempts of
the council of Constance, than at the in-
fficacy of the complaints, made from

age to age, of the wickedness of men,
both by philosophers of old, and by no-
minal Christians in our own times, while
those, who complain and even endeavour
to effect reforms, are destitute of real
Christian perceptions, and regard no other
light than that of mere nature. Thus
the institution of mere laws, however
good, "can never give life;"f " the
motions of sin by the law work in our
members to bring forth fruit unto death."J
If even the best characters, among the
prodigious congregation at Constance,
thus failed, through ignorance of the
true method of relieving human evils,

* 1 Cor. ii. 14. f Gal. iii. I Rom, vii.
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we need not be surprised, that those who
were actuated by bad motives, should
contribute nothing towards a real refor-
mation. The consequence was, that the
prevailing abuses remained in the church
in full force. The council managed to
restore unity to the popedom, which was
indeed a very difficult point: but they
found it more easy to procure consent to
tJie deposition of wicked popes, than to
corppel the clergy to divest themselves of
that ?.varice, ambition, and sensuality,
which were the grand sources of the ex-
isting ecclesiastical disorders.* How-
ever, THAT which men attempted in vain
by methods merely human, God himself,
about a century afterwards, effected, by
the foolishness of preaching,f and by
his own Spirit of grace.

It was proposed, that the bishops and
other pastors should be compelled to re-
side in their cathedrals and parishes, to
visit their flocks, to renounce pluralities,
and to preach the word of God them-
selves, instead of committing that charge
to ignorant or profane priests. Amend-
ments truly just and laudable! But
those who proposed these excellent
things, were themselves in a high de-
gree proper objects of censure. Some
of the orators of the council declared,
that " they strained at a gnat and swal-
lowed a camel." In fact, several little
punctilios were reformed : but, as we
have just observed, all the substantial
evils remained in the church.

There can be no doubt but they ought
to have begun with Christian doctrine
itself, and its influence on the heart, if
they had expected success.

The knights of the Teutonic order, at
this time, ranged through all their own
neighbourhood with fire and sword, un-
der the pretence of converting infidels,
and had been justly complained of by
the king of Poland; yet this council
supported them in their enormities ; nor
would they even condemn a libel written
by a monk, who had exhorted all Chris-
tians to murder that monarch, and to
massacre the Poles. John Petit, a friar,
had publicly vindicated the assassination
committed by the duke of Burgundy's
order on the duke of Orleans, brother to
the king of France. It may seem incre-
dible, but it is true, that the king of
France, who prosecuted this friar before
the council of Constance, could not pro-

* L'Enfant, f 1 Cor. i.

cure his condemnation. All the digni-
fied orders in Europe, there assembled
together, had not sufficient spirit and in-
tegrity to punish crimes of the most
atrocious nature. Yet they could burn
without mercy those whom they deemed
heretics, though men of real godliness.
This part of the conduct of the assembly
particularly deserves our attention ; and
still more so, if we keep constantly in
mind who the members were that com-
posed it. Italy, France, Germany, Bo-
hemia, Hungary, Poland, England, Den-
mark, Sweden, were represented by de-
puties : Four electors were present,
namely, those of Mentz and Saxony, the
elector Palatine, and the bnrgrave of
Nuremberg, who there received the elec-
toral cap ; besides envoys from the other
electors: The emperor Sigismund was
never absent, unless employed in the
express business of the council: Many
other German princes were present, be-
sides the clergy, among whom were
twenty archbishops, nearly one hundred
and fifty bishops, about one hundred and
fifty other dignitaries, and more than
two hundred doctors.

After this general review, it may now
be proper to lay before the reader a con-
nected view of the proceedings of this
council, chiefly in regard to those sub-
jects which relate to the concerns of the
real Church of Christ. __^-

At the opening of the council of Con-
stance, pqpe John XXIII. and the empe-
ror Sigismund, were at the head of it;
and they continually endeavoured to baffle
the views of each other. The former was
by far the most powerful of the three
popes, who at that time struggled for
the chair of St. Peter; but his character
was infamous in the extreme: and Sig-
ismund, while he pretended to acknow-
ledge the authority of John, had formed
a secret resolution to oblige him to re-
nounce the pontificate. This same Sig-
smund was remarkable for hypocrisy

and dissimulation: political artifices,
however, were multiplied by both these
potentates, and by many others connect-
ed with the council. But what has the
Ohurch of Christ to do with the intrigues
of politicians? These were the men who
undertook to punish heretics and to re-
form the church.

John XXIII. secretly designed to leave
the council as soon as possible; particu-
arly if their pulse did not beat in his fa-

vour. His conscience suggested to him,
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that an inquiry into his own conduct
would terminate in his disgrace; and
the very situation of Constance, an im-j
perial city, in the circle of Suabia, ex
posed him too much to the machination
of the emperor. As he had, however, in
a council at Rome, already condemnet
the opinions of John Huss, he was de
termined to confirm that judgment a
Constance, and in that way to signalize
his zeal for what was then called the
Church.

John Huss had been summoned to the
council, to answer for himself, though
already excommunicated at Rome. He
obtained, however, a safe conduct* from
the emperor, who, in conjunction with
his brother Wenceslaus, king of Bohe-
mia, had committed him to the care o
several Bohemian lords, particularly o
John de Chlum. These travelled with
him to Constance, where they arrived
six days after the pope.

John Huss was born in Bohemia in
1373. He was of mean parentage, but
was raised to eminence by his superior

genius and industry. All the
s born in authors of that time acknow-

1373A.D.1373.
w a s ofcapacity and eloquence, and highly es-

teemed for the probity and decency of
his manners. This is the testimony of
the famous iEneas Sylvius, afterwards
pope of Rome. But the letters of Huss
written from Constance, which he spe-
cially requested might never be publish-
ed, afford a still more striking attestation
to his character. He was appointed
rector of the university of Prague, which
was then in a very flourishing state.
His character was no less eminent in the
church than in the academy. He was
nominated preacher of Bethlehem in the
year 1400; and was in the same year
made confessor to Sophia of Bavaria,
the wife of Wenceslaus, king of Bohe-
mia, a princess who highly esteemed
John Hnss, and was a personage of great
merit: how far she was affected by the
doctrine which he preached, it is not
easy to ascertain; but there is no doubt
that, after his condemnation, she was

* A safe conduct here means an engage-
ment in writing- that he should be allowed
to pass and repass without molestation. The
very words words of it were, "omni prorsus
impedimento remoto, stare, morari, &, RE-
DIRE, libere permittatis sibique & suis." j

obliged, by the order of the emperor
Sigismund, to retire to Presburg.

In 1405 Huss preached in the chapel
of Bethlehem with great celebrity. Some
of Wickliff's works had been
brought into Bohemia by a Husspreaches
Bohemian gentleman, named J j y
Faulfisch, when he returned
from Oxford. Hence, and probably by
other modes of conveyance, the evangeli-
cal views of the English reformer were
introduced into that country. It is not
easy to determine the point of time, when
John Huss received a favourable impres-
sion of the works of Wickliff. At first
he is said to have held them in detesta-
tion. The effect of prejudice indeed on
a serious mind, against a person who has
been condemned for heresy, was not ea-
sily to be overcome; and it is not im-
possible, but that Luther's account of his
own first reception of the works of Huss
might resemble the celebrated Bohe-
mian's reception of the works of Wick-
liff. " When I studied at
Erford," says that truly great Luther's ac-
man, «I found in the library XuDgVo?
of the convent, a book enti- Huss.
tied, 'The Sermons of John
Huss.' I was anxious to know the doc-
trines of that arch-heretic. My astonish-
ment in the reading of them was incredi-
ble. What, thought 1, could move the
council to burn so great a man, so able
and judicious an expositor of Scripture!
But then the name of Huss was held in
abomination: if I mentioned him with
honour, I imagined the sky would fall,
and the sun be darkened; I therefore
shut the book with indignation. But I
comforted myself with the thought, that
perhaps he had written this before he
fell into heresy !" Such were the juve-
nile reflections of that renowned reformer.

But it is not in the power of prejudice
to prevent the progress of the Divine
counsels, and the work of the Holy Spi-
rit on the heart. Notwithstanding the
>pposition of prejudice, habit, and natu-
al corruptions, Huss was gradually con-

vinced of the power and excellency of
jvangelical doctrine. It was not neces-
lary that he should see all things in the

same light as other reformers; but there
are certain truths, in which all, who are
taught of God, in every age, do and
must agree; and certain points of expe-
rience also in religion, in which it is
even impossible for them to differ. The
doctrinal knowledge of the Bohemian re-
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former was indeed always very limited'
and defective; but the little fundamental
light which, through grace, he attained,
was directed to the best practical pur-
poses. He preached loudly against
the abuses of the Romish church; and
particularly against the impostures of
false miracles, which then abounded.
And about the same year, 1405, he
also preached in a synod at Prague,
in the archbishop's presence, with amaz-
ing freedom against the vices of the
clergy.

It was impossible, that a man who
rendered himself so obnoxious to the
hierarchy, should escape the aspersions
of calumny: accordingly we find, that
in the latter part of the year 1408, and
the beginning of 1409, a clamour was
raised against him on the following oc-
casion.* Gregory XII. one of the three
popes, whose schism gave .rise to the
council of Constance, was received by
Bohemia. But when measures were pro-
posed for calling a general council to
compose the schism, Huss engaged the
university to support those measures, and
exhorted all Bohemia to the same pur-
pose. The archbishop of Prague, who
was attached to Gregory, opposed Huss,
called him a schismatic, and forbad him
to exercise the pastoral functions in his
diocese. About the same time, on occa-
sion of a dispute between the natives
and the foreigners who belonged to the
university, Huss having supported the
former, and gained his point, the Ger-
mans in disgust retired from Prague.
This circumstance enabled the Bohemian
teacher to speak more publicly according

to the views of Wickliff.
Wickiiff's The archbishop of Prao-ue

tngiT committed the books of the
A. D. 1410. latter to the flames in 1410.

But the progress of his opi-
nions was rather accelerated than retard-
ed by this step.

The troubles of John Huss were now
multiplied. He wTas excommunicated at
Rome. He had sent his proctors thither,
to answer for him: but they were com-
mitted to prison,| after having remained
them to no purpose a year and a half.
Huss, after his excommunication, had
no other remedy, but to appeal to Al-
mighty God in very solemn terms. In
Ms appeal, which was charged on him

at

Page 29, L'Enfant. f Id. page 33.

is a crime, among other things, he says,
4 Almighty God, the one only essence
n three persons, is the first and last re-
uge of those who are oppressed. Our
ord Jesus Christ, very God and very

man, being desirous to redeem, from
eternal damnation, his children, elected
efore the foundation of the world, has
iven, by suffering a bloody and ignomi-
ious death, this excellent example to his

disciples, to commit their cause to the
judgment of God." He continued still to
jreach on subjects which he deemed sea-
sonable and useful. In one sermon he
reated of the uses of the commemora-
ion of the saints, among which, he

reckons meditation on the misery of man,
subject to death for sin; and on the
death which Jesus Christ suffered for
our sin. In this same sermon, while he
zealously opposes the abuses of the
times, he discovers that he himself was
not yet entirely clear of the popish notion
of purgatory. "In praying devoutly for
he dead," says he, " we procure relief

to the saints in purgatory." It is suf-
ficiently plain, however, that he could
not lay much stress on the prayers of the
living for the dead ; for he also says ex-
pressly, " that there is no mention of
such a practice in the Holy Scriptures :
and, that neither the prophets nor Jesus
Jhrist, nor his apostles, nor the saints
that followed close after, taught prayer
for the dead." " I verily believe," con-
tinues Huss, "this custom was intro-
duced by the avarice of priests, who
don't trouble themselves to exhort the
people to live well, as did the prophets,
Jesus Christ and the apostles ; but take
great care to exhort them to make rich
offerings, in hopes of happiness and a
speedy delivery from purgatory."

At length John Huss was forbidden to
preach at Prague any more. All that
he could then do was to in-
struct his countrymen by' Hussfor-
writings. Being summoned, preach at
as we have seen, to Con- Prague,
stance, he obeyed; and be-
fore his departure, offered to give an ac-
count of his faith in the presence of a
provincial synod at Prague, but was not
able to obtain an audience. In this and
some other particulars, he appears to
have acted with great frankness and sin-
cerity; and, though his mind strongly
foreboded that which happened in the
issue, his resolution to appear at the
general council was constant and un-
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moved. By a letter,* which he wrote
to a friend, immediately before he left
Prague, he entreats him, on the outside
of it* not to open the letter, till he should
have had certain news of his death.
And among other things, he says, " You
know, wo is me !—before my priesthood,
I freely and frequently played at chess,
neglected my time, and often unhappily
provoked others and myself into blamea-
ble heat of temper by that game." About
the same time he wrote a letter to his
Hock, in terms which showed how much
their spiritual advantage lay at his heart.
He exhorted them to steadfastness in
the doctrine which he had taught them;
prayed for grace that he himself might
persevere, and not betray the Gospel by
cowardice ; and he begged them also to
pray, that he might either glorify God
by martyrdom, or return to Prague with
an unblemished conscience, and with
more vigour than ever to extirpate the
doctrine of Antichrist. He expressed
himself to be very uncertain of the event;
but spake like one resigned to the Divine
will, and joyful to die for the cause of
Christ. In the course of his journey to
Constance, he acted the same open part,
and every where declared his readiness
to be heard by all mankind. Such was
the character and conduct of Huss, who,
as we have seen, arrived at Constance
six days after the pontiff John XXIII.

On the succeeding day, he gave notice
of his arrival to the pope, through his
friend John de Chlum, who at the same
time implored for him the protection of
his holiness. This pope himself was
then in much fear on his own account,
and it behoved him not, in his present
circumstances, to exercise the fulness of
papal domination. He therefore an-
swered courteously; declared that he
would use all his power to prevent any
injustice")* being done to him while at
Constance; and he took off his excom-
munication.

John Huss appears to have expected
that he should have been allowed to
preach before the council; for he had
prepared for that purpose, sermons, which
are inserted among his works..

In the first of these he professed his
Christian creed. He declares his re-

liance on the word of God,
Sermons of which, he observes, is the

true rule, and sufficient forHuss.

* L'Enfant, p. 40. t Id. p. 43.

salvation. He declares his veneration
also for fathers and councils, so far as
they are conformable to Scripture.
" Faith," he adds, " i s the foundation of
all virtues. Every man must be a disci-
ple either of God or of Satan. Faith is
the rudiment of one of these schools, in-
fidelity of the other. A man must be-
lieve in God alone, not in the Virgin, not
in the saints, not in the Church, not in
the pope: for none of these are God."
He distinguished faith into three kinds.
1. To receive a position, but with some
doubt, he apprehends to be the faith"
which we give to mere men, who yet are
fallible. 2. To adhere without any
doubt to the sentiments of holy doctors :
still this is only to treat their sentiments
as opinions, not as articles of faith.
3. To believe simply and purely, is the
faith due to the Scriptures. This is the
faith which, he apprehends, involves in
it all acts of obedience and love; the
faith which no wicked man possesses ;
" the wicked man is a Christian," says
he, " in NAME only, and cannot rehearse
the creed without making himself a liar.
The Church," he says, " i s an assembly
of all the predestinated; and consists,"
he thinks, '* of the triumphant church in
heaven, the militant church on earth, and
the sleeping church," pitiable blindness !
" who are now suffering in purgatory."
He allows the intercession of the Virgin
Mary and of the other saints; and irr
favour of this popish tenet, he speaks far
more forcibly, than might have been ex-
pected from one who had so unlimited a
veneration for the Holy Scriptures.

If Huss had been allowed to preach
this, and his other sermon which treats
of peace and unity, the injustice of his
condemnation must have appeared evi-
dent to all mankind, and the council
would have been covered with disgrace
and ignominy. For there was something
very peculiar in his case ; he may justly
be said to have been a martyr for holy
practice itself. He does not seem to
have held anyone doctrine which at that
day was called heretical. The supersti-
tious notions of the times were, in gene-
ral, parts of his creed : and, as far as a
judgment can now be formed, he was not
possessed of more light than was abso-
lutely necessary to constitute the charac-
ter of a genuine Christian. On this ao-
count, the wickedness of his enemies
was more palpably evident. The world
hated him, because he wa3 not of the
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world, and because he testified of it, that
its works were evil. In what then did
the peculiarities of his doctrine consist?
The little specimen which has been given

of his creed, explains this
Huss's idea matter. He held the faith of
faith!iVely G o d ' s e ! e c t > a d i v i n e f a i t h

necessarily productive of love
and obedience, distinct in its whole kind
from the mere human faith of wicked
men. With them, faith has nothing in
its nature that draws a man to God in
confidence and affection ; with them, the
term, " vicious believer," appears not to
be a solecism in language; and, indeed,
it may generally be observed, that godly
men in all ages, even those men whose
evangelical knowledge, like that of
Huss, is extremely imperfect, always
distinguish between a dead and a living
faith; and that their views of this dis-
tinction are the consequences of the
work of the Holy Spirit on their own
hearts. They have known, in common
with the rest of mankind, what a formal
assent to Christianity means; they have
known also, by the influence of the Holy
Spirit, what a lively faith means: the
former is merely human, has a dead uni-
formity, or an unanimated sameness : the
latter has life and power; is productive
of spiritual exercises and actions ; is ca-
pable of great varieties, augmentations,
declensions, and intervals; and is felt
to be not of man, but of God. It is the
distinctive mark of a child of God, THAT
HE IS IN POSSESSION OF THIS LIVELY
FAITH; and this, no doubt, was the
spark of Divine Fire, which inflamed
the heart of the Bohemian martyr; and
which was there preserved alive amidst
the contagion of superstition, the temp-
tations of the world, and the menaces of
insolent and tyrannical domination.*

Those who look only at the surface of
religion, might be tempted to think, that
the council in general was influenced by
the Spirit of God. In all their public
sessions they sang an anthem, and then
they prayed kneeling.f After having

* I have here described what the faith of
the Gospel implies and produces, rather than
in what it specifically consists. This has
been done on former occasions, and may be
done again in the course of this History,
when we are reviewing characters who un-
derstood evangelical truth much better than
Huss did.

f L'Enfant, p. 50.

remained some time in this posture, a
deacon called out to them to rise; and
the president, with a loud voice, address-
ed himself to the Holy Ghost in a col-
lect, which, in a very solemn and expli-
cit terms, supplicated his effectual influ-
ence, that, notwithstanding the enormity
of their sins, which filled them with
dread, he would deign to descend into
their hearts, to direct them, to dictate
their decrees, and to execute them him-
self, and also to preserve their minds
from corrupt passions, and not suffer
them, through ignorance or selfishness,
to swerve from justice and truth. The
ideas, and perhaps the very words, of the
prayers were taken from better times,
when the operations of the Holy Ghost
were not only professed, but FELT in
Christian assemblies. The formalities
of true religion often remain a long time,
after the spirit of it has been almost ex-
tinguished. It is not easy to say how
much wickedness may be united with
religious formalities. The rulers and
great men of the Jewish nation, in the
time of Christ, were remarkable exam-
ples of the hypocrisy here alluded to;
and those who are acquainted with the
history of their flagitious conduct, will
not be surprised to hear of similar in-
stances. Both the emperor Sigismund
and his consort Barba attended the reli-
gious ceremonies of this council, and
both were infamous by lewdness.*

Sigismund in a deacon's habit read
the Gospel, while the pope celebrated
mass !

Huss was soon deprived of his liberty,
in the following manner. He was ac-
cused by Paletz, professor of divinity at
Prague, and by Causis, a
pastor of one of the parishes £ ™
of the same city. These
men caused bills to be posted up against
him in Constance, as an excommunicated
heretic. When Huss complained, the
pope replied, " What can I do in the
case 1 your own countiymenf have done
it." The bishops of Augsburg and of
Trent were directed to summon him to
appear before John XXIII. " I had ex-
pected," said Huss, " to give an account
of myself before the general council, and
not before the pope and his cardinals;

* iEneas Sylvius, Hist.
f Pilate answered, Am I a Jew? thine

own nation, and the chief priests have de-
livered thee unto me. John xviii. 35.
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however, I am willing- to lay down my
life, rather than to betray the truth.", He
set out therefore without delay, accom-
panied by his generous friend John de
Chlum. On his arrival at the pope's
palace, he was committed to prison.
Chlum made loud complaints to the
pope, but in vain. Eight articles were
exhibited against Huss by Causis, and
the pope appointed commissioners to try
him. The vexations and insults to
which he was exposed, were endless:
And there was this peculiar injustice
practised against him, that he was ac-
cused of being more inimical to the doc-
trines of the Church of Rome, than he
really was. Whatever WicklifF main-
tained, HUBS was accused of maintain-
ing : Nor were his own express declara-
tions respected, particularly in regard to
transubstantiation, a doctrine, which he
certainly believed, and on which he
wrote his thoughts while under confine-
ment at Constance. Such however was
the strength of mind with which he was
endowed, that during the same period, he
wrote also several tracts on subjects of
practical godliness, which were sent to
Prague by friends whom he had at Con-
stance. With great clearness he vindi-
cated himself against the charge of here-
sy; but, his holy life was unpardonable
in the eyes of his enemies: moreover, all
those whom the faithfulness of his pas-
toral services in Bohemia had provoked,
now found an opportunity to wreak their
vengeance upon him.

The generous count de Chlum, grieved
and incensed at the imprisonment of

Huss, wrote to Sigismund on
Efforts of this subject. That prince
ciiiiimUnt immediately sent express or-

ders to his embassadors, to
cause him to be set at liberty, and even
to break the gates of the prison in case
of resistance. W7e naturally expect to
hear, in the next place, of the prisoner's
enlargement; for, independently of this
application of count de Chlum, the
honour of Sigismund himself, who had
positively promised a safe conduct to
Huss, seemed to require it. But not-
withstanding all this, the unfortunate
Bohemian teacher was not released!
The crooked arts and intrigues both of
the pope and of the emperor, were too
powerful for the sincerity and open deal-
ings of Huss: and, he soon found, that
to commit himself to Him that judgeth
righteously, was his only expedient. In

VOL. II. 15

the mean time, the doctors, in their
preachings, exclaimed most pathetically
against the prevailing evils and abuses,
and exhorted the council to reform the
Church with vigour. Its growing cor-
ruptions and enormities were by thorn
exposed in the strongest colours. Wick-
lifF himself, or Huss, could scarcelyhave
spoken in a more pointed or in a severer
manner. But these INNOVATORS, we find,
were not permitted to censure, with im-
punity, even the most shameful practices,
The explanation is, THEIR attachment to
the See of Rome itself was doubted;
whereas the divines just mentioned,
preached by order of their superiors, and
constantly took particular care, in the
midst of their keenest animadversions, to
express an unequivocal respect to tbe
popedom in general.

In the beginning of the year 1415, the
commissioners for examining
Huss, found themselves im- The safe
peded by the emperor's grant £t

n
e
d
d
u£ V1°"

of a safe conduct; and they A.D. 1415.
scrupled not at once to en-
treat that prince to violate his most
solemn engagement. To be brief; Sigis-
mund was at lAgih persuaded, that his
conscience ought not to be burdened in
this matter; but that he was excused
from keeping faith with a man accused
of heresy; and that to acquiesce in the
desires of the venerable council, was the
proper line of conduct for an obedient
and " good son of the Church."*' Such
was the language of the Romanists. A
direct breach of faith is, however, so
strong a violation of the law WRITTEN IN
THE HEART of man, that it was not easy
even for the most able defender of a bad
cause, to vindicate actions of this kind.
Laboured apologies have been published,
to soften the transactions before us.j~
But to what purpose is it to multiply
words, in order to misrepresent a plain
fact, which may be told in very few
lines'? The authority of Sigismund ex-
tended over the empire; HE, by virtue of
that authority, REQUIRED ALL HIS SUB-
JECTS TO SUFFER HUSS TO PASS AND RE-
PASS SECURE ; AND, FOR THE HONOUR OF
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY, IF NEED BE, TO
PROVIDE HIM WITH GOOD J'ASSPORTS.^

* Nauclerus.
f Maim burg's History ofv the Western

Schism, Part II.—Varilla's Hist, of Wick-
liff, Part. I.

t L'Enfant, p. 61. See the words in Latin,
p. 165, the note.
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Constance was an imperial city: from
this city he was NOT ALLOWED to repass,
but was detained in prison, till he was
unjustly burnt by the order of the coun-
cil. Was this for the honour of his im-
perial majesty 1

The perfidious character of Sigismund
indeed was well known. It appears
from one of the letters of John Huss,
that, before his departure, he had been
told by some persons, that the emperor
would betray him, But this servant of
God, in honour of his master, ventured
everything for the cause of divine
truth.

Before the death of their countryman,
the Bohemian nobility, enraged at the
perfidy of Sigismund, repeatedly remon-

strated, by letters, against
itemon- his proceedings: but all to
theaBoh(£ n o PurP0Se- At the solicita-
mians. tipn of Paletz, Huss was

confined in the Dominican
convent, where he became dangerously
sick, through the bad air and other in-
conveniences of a noisome dungeon.

But suffering is not the PECULIAR lot
of godly men : wickedness has, also, its
hardships and its inconveniences. That
same John XXIII. who had most un-
righteously persecuted Huss, gradually
found himself in so disagreeable a situa-
tion at Constance, partly from the accu-
sations of his enemies, to the justice of
which his own conscience could not but
assent, and partly from the intrigues and
manoeuvres of Sigismund and the majo-
rity of the council, that he determined to
depart, in secret, from the assembly.
Four nations were represented at Con-
stance, namely, the Italians, the Ger-
mans, the French, and the English. Th.e
last of these had proposed even to arrest
the pope; and, though this proposal did
not take effect, there seemed a general
agreement in the four nations to oblige
him to resign his authority. The other
two antipopes, Benedict XIII. who was
chiefly owned in Spain, and Gregory
XII. who had some partisans in Italy,
were also pressed to resign; but, like
John XXIII. they were determined to
preserve the shadow of power as long as
possible. T&e three popes seemed to
vie with one another in equivocation, ar-
tifice and disingenuity. However, Bene-
dict and Gregory were not present at
Constance, but sent thither their respec-
tive legates, during the sessions. At this
moment, when the council seemed not a

little embarrassed what course they
should take, William Fillastre, a cardi-
nal and a French divine, composed a me-
morial, which was highly acceptable
both to the emperor and to the nations.
He even advanced a sentiment, which,
at last, very much prevailed in the as-
sembly, and was actually reduced to
practice; namely, that a " general coun-
cil was authorized to depose even a law-
ful pope."* This, as we have already
observed, was the most beneficial effect
of the council of Constance, The wis-
dom of Divine Providence weakened the
strength of Antichrist by the measures
of a council, which, in the main, was
destitute both of piety and probity!

It is a remarkable instance of the love
of power, in men who have been habitu-
ated to it, that John XXIII. even in the
decline of his authority, was
glad to signalize the relics of Canoniza-
his pontificate by the canoni- g^ddisi?
zation of Bridget, a Swedish woman, in
woman, which took place in A< D- 141a*
this same year 1415.

x\fter numberless intrigues, in which
the pope and the emperor seemed to
strive which should exceed the other in
dissimulation, the former fled from the
council to Sehaffhausen; whence he
wrote to the emperor a letter couched in
the most respectful terms. Sehaffhau-

n, it should be observed, was a city
belonging to Frederic, duke of Austria,
who had promised to defend pope John.

By this step, the designs of those who
really intended to put an end to the
schism, seemed to be quashed entirely.
Among these was the emperor himself,
in whose conduct, scandalous and hypo-
critical as it was in the extreme, one ob-
ject is yet plainly discernible, a sincere
desire of restoring the unity of the hie-
rarchy. He assured tha council, on the
day after the departure of
pope John, that he would de- Declaration
fend their authority to the ^und.18"
last drop of his blood. He
observed, that there were many Anti-
christs in the world, who sought their
own interest, not that of Jesus Christ:
He inveighed against the conduct of
John; he exposed his tyranny, simony,
chicanery, and insincerity, and exhorted
them to judge him according to his de-
serts. Thus, while the members of this
assembly agreed in persecuting the

; Page 109.
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Church of God, and still detained in
prison the excellent John Huss, they
were involved in extreme difficulties, and
scarcely knew how to support the system
of idolatry, and secular formality of re-
ligion, to which they were in general at-
tached. The doctrine of the superiority
of a council, started by Fillastre, was,
however, maintained and pressed at this
time in an elaborate discourse of John
Gerson, chancellor of the university of
Paris, who was looked upon as the soul
of the assembly, and who, in fact, was
one of the greatest men in that age, in
erudition and knowledge. He admits the
pope to be Christ's vicar on earth; but
asserts that his power is limited, and
ought to be restrained by certain rules
and laws for the edification of the Church,
to which the authority of the pope, and
all other persons ought to be devoted.
Gerson seems to have disregarded the au-
thority of Scripture, which knows no-
thing of such a vicar of Christ: com-
mon sense, however, and the experience
of the necessity of some restrictions of
the papal power, appear to have sug-
gested to this great man several salutary
arguments and propositions. Nor is this
the only instance in which we may see,
that even mere natural principles, with-
out the aid of revelation, can proceed to
a CERTAIN LENGTH in correcting the enor-
mous abuses of a corrupt church.

While the imperial and papal parties
Were thus contending, the commissioners

endeavoured to oblige John
Firmness Huss to retract; but in vain,
o uss. Though infirm, and harassed,
during his confinement in prison, with a
variety of vexations, he answered to
every particular inquiry and objection;
at (the same time, always desiring to be
heard by the council itself. The pope's
officers hitherto guarded him; but these
being gone to their master, he was deli-
vered to the bishop of Constance: and
was afterwards carried to the fortress of
Gottleben. In his letters to his friends,
he commends the popeTs officers, for their
gentle treatment, and expresses his fears
of worse usage in his new circum-
stances.

It was one of those remarkable in-
stances of the conduct of Divine Provi-
dence, with which the history of the
council of Constance abounds, that John
XXIII. himself, the unrighteous persecu-
tor of Huss, was soon after brought as a
prisoner to the same castle of Gottleben,

and lodged, in the same place with the
victim of his cruelty. For Sigismund,
determined to support the authority of
the council, took such measures as effec-
tually quashed the power of Frederic,
duke of Austria, reduced him-to surren-
der at discretion, and obliged him to
abandon the cause of the pope. Whence
this pontiff, who at first had presided at
the council, after having been driven to
the necessity of fleeing from place to
place, was at length confined at Gottle-
ben, which was within half a league
from Constance. Seldom has there been
a case, which more remarkably showed,
that, in external things, the same events
often attend the righteous and the wicked.
The real difference of condition between
the pope and the martyr was INTERNAL,
and ought to be measured by the different
frame of their MINDS. The one was ha-
rassed with all the pangs of disappointed
ambition, and had neither the knowledge
nor the disposition to console himself
with the DIVINE PROMISES; the latter

in patience possessed his spirit, and
rejoiced in hope of the glory of God."

John XXIII. was, at length, solemnly
deposed, and was also rendered incapable
of being re-elected. The same sentence
was issued against Benedict
XIII. and Gregory XII. The Deposition

i c J.\ Au of John
conduct ot these three men, xxm.
particularly of the first, had
been so infamous, that all the world ap-
plauded these determinations of the
council. In general, the members of
this assembly were influenced by super-
stitious, selfish, worldly motives; but
this decision is among the very few im-
portant instances in which they merit
commendation.

W^hile, contrary to every principle of
justice, honour, and humanity, the Bo-
hemian reformer was still detained in con-
finement, and still in vain solicited a fair
hearing of his cause, there was exhibited
at this council another striking example
of the same spirit of persecution.

Jerorn of Prague arrived at Constance.
He was a master of arts ; but had neither
the clerical nor the monastic
character. He is universally Arrival of
allowed to have been a man p/aguV?
of very superior talents. He
had adhered to John Huss; and very
vigorously seconded all his endeavours
to promote a reformation in Bohemia.
He travelled into England for the sake
of his studies; and had thence brought
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the books of WieklifT into bis own coun-
try.* When Huss was setting out from
Prague, Jerorn had exhorted him ti
maintain with steadfastness the doctrine;
which he had preached; and had pro-
mised that he would himself go to Con-
stance to support him, if he should hea
that he was oppressed. Huss, in one o
his letters, expressly desired a friend t
prevent Jerom's performance of this pro-
mise, lest he should meet with the same
treatment as he himself had experienced
But Jerom had the generosity to disrê
gard the entreaties of Huss, and carne
directly to Constance. Hearing, how-
ever, that Huss was not allowed a fair
examination, and that some secret machi-
nation was carrying on against himself,
be retired to Uberlingen, whence he
wrote to the emperor, to request a safe
conduct. Sigismund refused to grant his
petition. Upon which Jerom published
a paper, declaring it to be his desire to
answer any charges of heresy that could
possibly be brought against him. And
for the purpose of executing so laudable
an intention, he begged, in the name of
God, to have a safe conduct granted to
him. "If," says he, " l a m put in pri-
son, and violence is used against me be-
fore I am convicted, the council will ma-
nifest to the whole world their injustice
by such a proceeding." The publica-
tion of this writing produced no satis-
factory answer; and Jerom finding it im-
possible to be of any service to his friend
Huss, resolved to return to his own coun-
try. After his departure from Constance,
he was summoned to appear before the
council; and a SAFE CONDUCT or PASS-
PORT was despatched to him; which pro-
mised him, indeed, all manner of securi-
ty, but it contained such a SALVO TO JUS-
TICE and the INTERESTS OF THE FAITH, as
rendered it, in effect, a mere nullity;
and as to the citation for his appearance,
Jerom protested, on his first examina-
tion, that it had never reached his hands.

To omit a long detail of uninteresting
particulars, this persecuted

Jerom im- reformer was arrested at J3ir-
A . T H I 5 U saw> o n h i s return to Bohe-

mia, and led in chains to
Constance.

He was immediately brought before a
general congregation, which seems, on
this occasion, to have assembled for the
express purpose of insulting, ensnaring,

* Camerar. Histor. Narr,

and brow-beating their virtuous prisoner.
A bishop questioned him concerning his
precipitate flight from Uberlingen, and
his non-obedience to the citation. "Be-
cause," answered Jerom, " I was not al-
lowed a safe conduct; notwithstanding,
however, if I had known of the citation,
I would have returned instantly, though
I had been actually on the confines of
Bohemia." Upon this answer, there
arose such a clamour in the assembly,
that no one could be heard distinctly:
every mouth opened, at once, against
Jerom; and the impartial spectator saw
rather the representation of the baiting
of a wild beast, than of a wise assembly
investigating truth, and dispensing jus-
tice. When order was restored, Gerson,
who had formerly known Jerom in
France, and who discovered much acri-
mony towards BOTH the Bohemian re-
formers, reproached him for having for-
merly given much offence to the univer-
sity of Paris, by introducing several er-
roneous propositions. With great spirit
Jerom answered, that it was hard to have
opinions objected to him of so long a
date; and that, moreover, the disputa-
ions of young students were never to

be considered as strict disquisitions of
truth. " As I was admitted master of
arts,'' said he, "1 used the liberty of dis-
cussion, allowed to philosophers; nor
was I then charged with any error : I am
till ready to maintain what I advanced
X that time, if I am allowed; and also
o retract if I be convicted of mistake."

This was not the only instance in
which Jerom had occasion to show his
romptitude in answering ca-

lumnies. He was repeatedly Examination
attacked in a similar style; ofJerom-
for a persecuted follower of Christ is
ooked on, by the world, as lawful game.

The governors of the universities of Co-
logne and of Heidelburg made heavy
complaints of the heresies which the
Prisoner had maintained in those places
'espectively. " You vented several er-
ors in our university," said a doctor
rom Cologne. "Be pleased to name
me,'" answered Jerom. The accuser
vas instantly stopped in his career, and
rleaded that his memory failed him.
You advanced most impious heresies

mong us," said a divine from Heidel-
mrg; " I remember one particularly,
:oncerning the Trinity. You declared,
hat it resembled water, snow, and ice."
heroin avowed, that he still persisted in
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his opinions, but was ready to retrai
with humility and with pleasure, whe

„ he should be convinced of an erroi
However, no opportunity was allowei
either for explanation or defence: al
was. confusion and uproar: voices burs
out from every quarter, " Away wit!
him, away with him ! to the fire, to th
fire!»

Jerom stood astonished at the gross in
decency of this scene; and as soon a;
he could, in any degree, be heard, h
looked round the assembly \vith a stead
and most significant countenance, an
cried aloud, " Since, nothing but m\
blood will satisfy you, I am resigned tc
the will of God." With sufficient adroit-
ness, if the passage had but been quotei
in support of a better cause, the arch
bishop of Saltzburg replied, "No, Jerom
God hath no pleasure in the death of th
wicked, but that he turn from his waj
and live."

After this tumultuous examination
Jerom was delivered to the officers of th
city, and immediately carried to a dun

geon. Some hours afterward
Jerom con- Wallenrod, archbishop of Ri
dungeon? ga' caused him to be convey-

ed privately to St. Paul's
church, where he was bound to a post
and his hands were chained to his neck
In this posture he remained ten days,
and was fed with bread.and water only
His friends, all this time, knew not wha
was become of him; till at length one of
them received notice of his pitiable situa-
tion from the keeper of the prison, and
procured him better nourishment. But
notwithstanding this, the various hard-
ships he had undergone, brought upon
him a dangerous illness, in the course of
which Jerom pressed the council to al-
low him a confessor. With difficulty he
at length obtained his request; and,
through the means of his confessor, the
poor heretic procured some small mitiga-
tion of his sufferings from bonds and
other cruel treatment. But he remained
in prison till his execution.

A number of important, coincident cir-
cumstances, tending to illustrate the state
of religion in those times, have given vast
celebrity to the council of Constance;
otherwise, the reader must now be con-
vinced, that the members who composed
that immense assembly, merit the de-
scription which we have already given
of their general character. Many of
them were learned and able; many of,

15*

them superstitions and bigoted; and
most of them worldly-minded and un-
principled, and totally ignorant of evan-
gelical truth.

As the works of the famous Wickliff
had undoubtedly laid the foundation of
the religious innovations in Bohemia,
they now proceeded to condemn the doc-
trines of that obnoxious reformer. In
this point they harmonized with John
XXIII. whom they had deposed and
now held in custody. For this same
pontiff, John XXIII. had formally, at
the desire of Arundel, archbishop of
Canterbury, condemned the doctrines of
Wickliff.* These very doc-
trines, digested into forty-five Doctrines of
articles, which had formally S ^ c

n
o n "

been pronounced heretical at this Council.
Rome, were now read in the
council; and as far as appears, tney
were reprobated without one dissenting
voice, and the* author of them was pro-
nounced a heretic.

The decrees of so violent and so ini-
quitous a council as that of Constance,
concerning articles of faith, are of little
moment. The heads of the articles,
however, in the main and in substance,
xpress the real sentiments of Wickliff,

which have been already considered and
eviewed. His opposition to the PO-

Hf doctrine of transubstantiation, was
positive and unequivocal. In some'par-
icular points, his meaning seems to have
)een distorted, through prejudice or ma-
ice. In regard to his opinions concem-
ng tithes and .the" temporal possessions
)f the clergy, let the reader, when he has
ompared the several arguments ad-

vanced by the parties, judge for himself,
whether Wickliff or the council had the
dvantage in that controversy. After

what has been stated in Chapter III.
~ent. XIV. I shall make no further ob-
ervations on the subject, except that the
ouncil, on this head, do not appear to
lave materially misrepresented Wick-
iff's notions.

"Tithes," says Wickliff, "are not of
ivine right, because it cannot be proved
om the Gospel, that Jesus Christ either

>aid or ordered them to be paid." In
lis complaints to the king and parlia-
nent, he desired that tithes and offerings

* Wilkin's Concilia, p. 350.
f It has been before observed, that on this

•tide of faith Wickliff approached nearly*
coN-substantiation.
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might be GIVEN, as before, to honest and
able persons, not EXTORTED by force. He
thinks it wrong, that the laity should be
so much oppressed for the purpose of
pampering the luxury of a priest, as not
to be able to maintain their own families,
and to relieve the poor. " As the laity
only," says he, "paid tithes to be in-
structed in the word of God, there are
many cases, in which, according to the
laws of God and man, the people may
refuse to pay them. However, a GOOD
priest ought to have a handsome mainte-
nance : and the appropriation of parish
churches to rich monasteries is a great
evil."

Even the council of Constance will
deserve to be heard, when they
to Scripture, and give reasons to support
their decrees. "The right," say they,
" which the clergy have to the posses-
sion of temporalities, is established by
several arguments drawn from the Holy
Scriptures. The clergy under the old
Jaw possessed forty-eight cities with
their suburbs. They^had tithes of all
the Israelites, and the first-fruits of their
corn, wine, oil, &c. as well as of all
things consecrated to God. Besides, if,
according to St. Paul, a bishop must be
given to hospitality, and a deacon must
rule his house, they must have houses
and substance. It appears by the book
of the Acts, that the believers had pos-
sessions; and among those believers
were the clergy. Jesus Christ
had money, of which Judas was the trea-
surer. God orders Jeremiah to buy a
field, which belonged to a Levite, who is
called in Scripture Hanameel. Augus-
tine, in an epistle to a bishop, named
Boniface, observes, that what the clergy
possess more than necessary, belongs to
the poor."—What other practical ten-
dency can Wiekliff's doctrine on this
subject have, than to stir up the laity to
seize the possessions of the clergy?

Wickliffis accused also of saying,'that
all things happen from absolute neces-
sity. The council use the common Ar-
minian arguments in opposition to the
English reformer, whose sentiments,
however, on this subject have never been
shown to be materially different, from
what by far the greater part of good
Christians have maintained in all ages.

If the council of Constance had studied
to vindicate Wiekliff's reasonings re-
specting the abuses of popery, and to
cast an odium upon their own doctrines

and proceedings, they could scarcely, it
should seem, have effected their purpose
by surer means, than by using certain
arguments which they thought proper to
bring forward in confutation of the opi-
nions of the man whom they looked on
as a most dangerous innovator. Thus;
on one occasion, they boldly affirm,
"That there is no salvation out of the
church of Rome." A proposition of this
magnitude, one would have thought, re-
quired all the proof and illustration that
could be given to it. Whereas the learn-
ed council content themselves with grave-
ly appealing to a decree of the Lateran
council, and to a decretal of pope Cal-

_ lixtus, which establishes the two follow-
appeal ing points : 1st, That the church of Rome

is the mistress of all churches ; and 2dly,
That it is not lawful to depart from her
decisions. " Hence," say they, " it
clearly follows, that the pope is the im-
mediate vicegerent of Jesus Christ, be-
cause the church of Rome has so deter-
mined. Though this or that particular
pope be corrupt, the church of, Rome
itself can never decay." Thus do these
men give the palm of truth to the man
whom they condemn as an heretic. For
HE appealed to the Scriptures; THEY to
the church of Rome; on a subject too, in
which that church is more particularly
bound to adduce another sort of argument
than that of her own authority.

In the same year commissioners were
himself appointed to inquire into the disputes

between the Teutonic knights
and the Poles. And though Disputes be-
nothing was decided at pre- ^tomc6

sent in that business, it may knights and
throw some light on the state ^ ^ V 1 1

„ -,. . ,° . A. D. 1415.
of Christendom, to give a
general idea of the case. The Prussians,
as we have seen, were among the last of
the nations of Europe who received the
forms of Christianity. Barbarous and
untractable in their manners, they in-
vaded and harassed their neighbours the
Poles, who called to their assistance the
Teutonic knights, the remnants of those
warlike crusaders, who so long had deso-
lated the East. The knights, in con-
sideration of the succours afforded to the
Poles, received from them the grant of
Prussia and of some neighbouring dis-
tricts ; which grant was confirmed by the
Roman pontiff. In thfs manner Prussia
at length was obliged to profess itself
Christian. Nor do there seem to be in
history any instances of national conver-
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sions, more contrary to the genius of the
Gospel, than this of the Prussians. The
knights, armed with indulgences for the
conversion of infidels, and with bulls for
putting themselves in possession of con-
quered countries, gratified their military
passion, while they imagined they were
doing God service, and while they wast-
ed all the neighbourhood with fire and
sword, and assaulted even the Poles,
their benefactors. Several pitched bat-
tles were fought between them and the
king of Poland, in which they were gene-
rally defeated. Their perfidy was equal
to their ambition; for though truces were
made from time to time, they continually
violated them, as if they had been deter-
mined with all their might to disgrace
the holy religion for which they pro-
fessed so much zeal. Ladislaus, king
of Poland, had views more honourable
to the Christian name. In a letter, which
he wrote to a friend, he protested, that he
could not refrain from tears before a bat-
tle, in which he foresaw the defeat of the
knights, and that he entered into the en-
gagement with much commiseration of
his enemies.

The repeated violences of these fight-
ing professors of Christianity, obliged
this prince, though victorious in the field,
to send embassadors to the council of
Constance. The question of law for the
decision of the assembly was, whether it
is right for Christians to convert infidels
by force of arms, and to seize their es-
tates: the knights maintained the affirm-
ative, the Polish embassadors the nega-
tive : and such was the state of religion
at that time, that the authority of a coun-
cil was deemed necessary to decide a
case, which to us does not appear to in-
volve the smallest difficulty. When
men are heated by ambition, or blinded
by prejudice and self-interest, they often
forget the dictates of common sense, and
the first principles of morality.

In the same year, 1415, another object
of controversy was started in the council,
which was afterwards attended with im-
portant consequences, and produced one
of the usual subjects of con-
tention between the papists " Questions
and the protestants; I mean ?h?Comm5.
the doctrine of the commu- mon in both
nion in both kinds.* John \m^ "»

-, T-» , - , „ , . . A. D. 1415.

of Prague, bishop of Litomis-
sel in Moravia, censured in the assembly

* L'Enfant, p. 256.

the practice of the followers of Huss, who
administered the wine to the laity. About
twenty-five years before the council of
Constance, Matthias, a curate of Prague,
had ventured to preach publicly against
the general disuse of the cup in the com-
munion, and is said to have actually ad-
ministered the sacrament to the laity ia
both kinds. It is not easy to say pre-
cisely, at what period the general disuse
took place, but we have seen that it was
gradually effected in the dark ages, long
after the time of Gregory the first of
Rome; and that it was, most probably,
a concomitant of the doctrine
of transubstantiation. Mat- Retraction
thias was obliged to retract A. iUm* '
in, a synod assembled at
Prague in 1389. It is however agreeable
to the general views of this history to
observe, from a Bohemian writer,* that
Matthias was a pastor of great piety and
probity, fervently zealous for the truth of
Jesus Christ and the doctrine of the Gos-
pel, an enemy to the reigning corruptions
and abuses, and one who suffered greatly
for his assiduity in preach-
ing the word of God, He Death of
died in 1394. Some months, A^ml
after the departure of John
Huss for Constance, Jacobel, a pastor of
Prague, a man renowned for learning and
purity of manners, revived the doctrine
of Matthias. Peter of Dresden, being
expelled frpm Saxony for maintaining the
Waldensian doctrines, retired to Prague,
and there instructed youth. From him
Jacobel learnt that the withholding of
the cup from the laity was an error.f
Faithful to his convictions, he preached
with perspicuity and with vehemence:
he roused men's attention and excited
their zeal; and by these means a flame
was kindled throughout Bohemia respect-
ing this matter. The clergy of that king-
dom complained to the council of Con-
stance; and the bishop of Litomissel,
while h'e impeached Jacobel, represented
the circumstance of this mew controversy,

> * Procopius of Prague.
f It appears from Perrin's History of the

Waldenses, p. 156, that this people rejected
the doctrine of transubstantiation. Accord-
ing to them, "the eating of the spiritual
bread is the eating- of Christ's body figura-
tively. Otherwise, Christ must have been
eaten perpetually. For we need to feed on
him continually in a spiritual sense. To eat
him, is to abide in him."
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as a consequence of the doctrine of Johr
Huss, in order to hasten his condemna-
tion.

That reformer had probably been in
clined to .the views of Jacobel beftm
he left Prague; but it was not till afte;
he came to Constance, that he publishec
his approbation of the communion i
both kinds. The principal, author, or.
to speak more properly, the principa]
reviver of this practical truth in th
Church of ̂  Christ, was Jacobel, wh
seems to have been a zealous, active
laborious minister of Christ. Little in-
deed is known of his pastoral services
because here, as in other cases, we havi
to lament that the accounts of vital gcd
liness are general and short, while those
of the controversies in external affairs
are verbose and prolix. Let the Chris
tian reader, however, contemplate with
a lively satisfaction the providential
effects of Waldensian light and know
ledge in spiritual things.

The appearance of the new contro<
versy, added to the question concerning
Jerom of Prague, increased the fury of
the storm against Huss; and his enemies
laboured day and night for his destruc-
tion. His health and strength were de-
cayed by the rigour of confinement. The
great men of Bohemia, repeatedly in-
sisted on justice being done to their
countryman. But justice was a stranger
at Constance: the emperor himself had
perfidiously given up this faithful servant
of God to the malice of his enemies;
and the council, as if conscious of the
difficulty of condemning him openly, had
recourse to the despicable means of at-
tempting, by repeated insults and vexa-
tions, to shake his constancy, and render
a public trial unnecessary. He was fre-
quently examined in private. An air of
violence and of menace was employed
on those occasions, *of which we may

form some idea from one of
HuTY°f t]?e letters of Huss. " Cau-

sis," says he, " was there,
holding a paper in his hand, and stirring
up the bishop of Constantinople to oblige
me to answer distinctly to each article
it contained. Every day he is brewing
some mischief or other. God, for my
sins, has permitted HIM AND PALETZ to
rise up against me. Causis examines
all my letters and words with the air of
an inquisitor; and Paletz has written
down all the conversation which we
have had together for many years. I

have this day suffered great vexa-
tion."

The approbation of a good conscience,
and the comforting presence of the Spirit
of God, appear to have supported this
holy man in all his sufferings. He gave
his adversaries no advantage over him
either through warmth or timidity; he
refused to give answers in private; he
reserved himself to the public trial which
he had always solicited; he retracted
nothing of what he had openly preached,
and he possessed his soul in patience,
and resignation.

The unrighteous views of the council
being thus far baffled, he was conducted
to Constance, lodged in the Franciscan
monastery, and loaded with chains; in
which condition he remained till the day
of his condemnation.

His first hearing before the council
was attended with so much confusion,
through the intemperate rage of his ene-
mies, that nothing could be
concluded. In the, second, Thefirstand
n which tha emperor was f ^ ^ '

present, for the purpose of
preserving order, Huss was accused of
denying the doctrine of transubst mtia-
ion. Some Englishmen, who knew
what Wickliff held on that point, and
who were ready to take for granted, that
Huss dissented in no article from their
ountryman, pressed him vehemently on

.he subject. It appeared, however, that
he Bohemian teacher followed the church
f Rome on this important doctrine; and
he sincerity of his creed, though a mis-

taken one, appears from his treatise on
he Body of Christ.

A tedious dispute ensued* concerning
he refusal of Huss to join with those,

who condemned the errors of Wickliff.
He explained himself with sufficient pre-
ision on this head: he declared, that
e blamed the conduct of the archbishop
ubinco at Prague, only because he had

:ondemned Wickliff's books without ex-
imination, and without distinction; and

added, that most of the doctors of the
miversity of Prague found fault with
hat prelate, because he produced no
easons from the Scriptures. Huss fur-
her observed to the council, that, not
aving been able to obtain justice from
ohn XXIII. he had appealed from him
' Jesus Christ. His seriousness in
entioning this appeal, exposed him to

he derision of the council. It was even
oubted whether it was lawful to appeal
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to Jesus Christ. Huss, however, with
^reat gravity affirmed, that it was always
lawful to appeal from an inferior to ;
higher court; that in this case? the Judgi
was infallible, full of equity and compaŝ
sion, and one who would not refuse jus
tice to the miserable. The levity of th
assembly, and the seriousness of th
prisoner, were remarkably contrasted in
these proceedings. The reader will o
course understand John Huss in the
sense in which, no doubt, he intended to
be understood. In appealing" to Jesu
Christ, the conscientious martyr had his
own mind fixed on the last judgment,
and he aimed at making an impression
on the court by directing their attention
to that awful tribunal.

It would be tedious and uninteresting
to take notice of the variety of calumnies
with which he was aspersed. One in-
stance may deservê  to be mentioned.*
" You one day," said his accusers, " ad-
vised the people to take up arms against
those, who opposed your doctrine." " I
one day/' replied Huss, " while I was
preaching on the cnristian 'armour, de-
scribed in the sixth chapter to the Ephe-
sians, exhorted my audience to take the
sword of the Spirit, and the helmet of
Salvation; but I expressly admonished
them, that I meant the sword of the'
Spirit, which is the word of God, and
not a material sword." Sigismund ex-r
horted him to retract his errors, and de-
clared, that, rather than support him in
his heresy, he would with his own hands
kindle the fire to burn him.

John de Chlum, however, was not to
be dismayed by the power and multitude
of the adversaries of Huss : he supported
the insulted victim of their fury with

courage and constancy. In
S f ?f HUB"' h i s th i rd h e a r i n£> -!°.hn Huss

answered the inquiries made
to him concerning articles of supposed
heresy, which were extracted from his
own works. He answered severally to
the questions with much clearness and
candour, owning, denying, or explaining,
as occasions required. He was vehe-
inently pressed to retract his errors, to
own the justice of the accusations, and
to submit to the decrees of the council.
But neither promises nor menaces moved
him. "To abjure," said he, "is to re-
nounce an error that hath been held.
But, as in many of those articles, errors

L'Enfant, p. 330. Vol. I.

are laid to my charge which I never
thought of, how can I renounce them by
oath ? As to those articles, which I own
to be mine, I will renounce them with
all my heart, if any man will teach me
sounder doctrines than what I have ad-
vanced." His conscientious integrity,
however, availed him not. The CDurt
demanded a universal retraction; and
nothing short of that could procure him
their favour. The tedious malignity of
the third day's examination oppressed at
length both the mind and body of Huss;
and the more so, because he had passed
the preceding night sleepless,, through
pain of the tooth-ache. For some days
before, he had also been afflicted with
the gravel, and was, in other respects,
in a weak state of health. At the close
of the examination he was carried back
to prison, whither John de Chlum fol-
lowed him. " Oh, what a comfort," said
he, " was it to me, to see that this noble-
man did not disdain to stretch out his
arm to a poor heretic in irons, whom all
the world, as it were, had forsaken!"
In the same letter in which he mentions
this, he begs the prayers of his friend,
because " the spirit indeed is willing,
but the flesh is weak."

Such is the treatment, which the dear-
3St and most faithful servants of God are
requently called upon to endure from an

evil world. After the departure of Huss,
Sigismund, with the most unrelenting
arbarity, expressed himself against him,

as a heretic worthy of the flames. Ou
he next day a form of retraction was
>ent to this persecuted prisoner, which,
hough it was penned in equivocal and

ambiguous terms, plainly appeared on
he whole, to imply a confession of

guilt. Huss therefore refused to sign it;
nd added, that he would rather be cast
nto the sea with a millstone about his
leek, than give offence to his pious
eighbours by acknowledging that to be
rue, which they knew to be false; that

had preached patience and constancy
o others, and that he was willing to
ihow an example of these graces, and
oped by divine assistance to be enabled
o do so.

We have constantly seen, in the course
f this history, that the holiness of heart
nd life, which real Christians have evi-
enced from age to age, was always con-
ected with the peculiar doctrines of
Christianity. Sometimes one of these
loctrines, and sometimes another, consti-
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tuted the prominent feature of their pro-
fession ; but it is in vain to look for men
of real holiness and virtue, who were ini-
mical or even indifferent to the funda-
mentals of the Gospel. If there were
any one doctrine more particularly in-
sisted on than another by sincere Chris-
tians, that doctrine was always, in its
nature, of considerable importance ; and
by just connexion it implied and involved
the whole of godliness, even though that
connexion might not be understood* or
relished in every part by all persons of

true piety. Should: we then
Peculiar be asked, what peculiar doc-
Huss!" t r i n e w a s maintained and

espoused by John Huss,
whose holiness and integrity were un-
doubtedly eminent, the answer is, it was
the doctrine of the depravity of human
nature, and of the necessity of a divine
influence. This, I doubt not, will ap-
pear sufficiently evident to the evangeli-
cal reader, who wijl take the trouble
fully to consider several of the articles
which were objected to him, and also
some extracts from his letters; for, not-
withstanding that the frequent use of the
terms PREDESTINATE, CHOSEN, ELECT, &C.
in those articles and extracts, migh1

lead an uninformed and superficial readei
to conclude that Huss was merely i
speculative defender of the doctrine o
absolute decrees, without being an advo-
cate for a real change of heart and per
sonal holiness, it deserves to be remarked
first, that this Reformer used the terms
in question precisely in the sense in
which they are used in Scripture; and
secondly, the doctrine of the total ina-
bility of man to save himself, both frorr
the punishment and from the dominion o
sin, was the great practical point he ha
in view. Among the expressions which
he had used, and which were objected t

him, we may mention the fol
Articlesob- lowing: " T h e assembly ol
HUM. t h e predestinated is the hoty

Church, which has neithe
spot nor wrinkle, which Jesus Chrisi
calls his own. A reprobate is never i
member of the holy Church." Thesi
and similar passages, produced in accu
sation against him, he partly admitted as
his own; and partly qualified by a fail
and candid explanation. On the whole
it is very evident that he gave offence bj
studiously distinguishing those, whorr
God hath chosen to be his peculiar peo
pie in Christ, and are evidently pointe

>ut by their real practical holiness, as
different from the common bulk of nomi-
nal Christians. Even the pope and his
cardinals, if not predestinated,* to him

ppeared to be no members of the body
>f Christ. " The Church of Christ i s , "

says he, from Bernard, " h i s own body
more evidently, than the body which hq
delivered for .us to death. The Church
is as it were the i Barnfloor'f of the
Lord, in which are the predestinate and
the reprobate, the former being as wheat,
and the latter as chaff." In these sub-
jects he followed the ideas of Augustine,
with whose writings he appears to have
been much acquainted. Divine influence,
therefore, implying and involving all the
essentials of the Gospel, according to
the views of Augustine, and evidencing
itself in particular persons by real hu-
mility, piety, and integrity, was one of
the grand doctrinal points of John Huss ;
and this holy man, defective as he was
in Christian light, and obscured with
much superstition, was yet enabled to
distinguish his scriptural creed from that
of the mere religion of nature, both in
theory and in practice ; and he accord-
ingly underwent that cross of Christ
from the persecutions of the wicked,
which must ever be expected by those
who will not allow merely nominal
Christianity to be the real religion of
Jesus. For it is well known that no-
thing more irritates those, who live " a c -
cording to the course of this world,,"}:
than to be told that God has a holy pe-
culiar people, formed for himself to show
forth his praise.

The following passages are extracted
from his letters:

" Almighty God will confirm the
hearts of his faithful people, whom he
hath chosen before the foundation of
the world, that they may re-
ceive the eternal crown of Extracts
glory.-I am greatly com- {*£*•
forted with those words of
our Saviour, ; Happy are ye when men
shall hate you, and shall separate you
from their company,' &c. O precious
consolatory lesson, difficult, indeed, not
to understand, but to practise in time of
tribulation. Let patience have her per-
fect work. It is a light matter to speak
of patience, but a great matter to fulfil it.
Our most patient Champion himself, who

* Rom. viii. 29.
X Ephes. ii. 2.

t 2 Kings, vi. 27.
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knew that he should rise again the third
day, and redeem from damnation all his
elect, was troubled in spirit. Yet he,
though sorely troubled, said to his disci-
ples, Let not your hearts be troubled,
&c. I trust steadfastly, the Lord will
make me a partaker of the prown with
you, and with all them who love the
Lord Jesus Christ. Merciful Christ!
draw us, weak creatures, after thee ; for
except thou draw us, we are not able to
follow thee. Give us a courageous spi-
rit, that it may be ready; for without
thee we can do nothing. Give us an
upright faith, a firm hope, and a perfect
charity."*

The integrity of the Bohemian martyr
was severely tried by the solicitations of

several persons. But divine
Theintegri- grace had given him the vir-
ty of Huss. t u e Qf sinCerity to a very emi-
nent degree, so that the very least equi-
vocation was abominable in his eyes.
Even his enemy, Paletz, inwardly reve-
rencing his virtue, took pains to induce
him to retract. " Put yourselves in my
place," said Huss; " what would you
do, if you were required to retract cer-
tain errors, which you were sure you
never held." " I own, -it is a,hard case,"
answered Paletz, with tears in his eyes.
It is not improbable, that this man had
never meant actually to expose his coun-
tryman to the flames : and it is extreme-
ly probable that he had never before con-
sidered the dilemma ta which the spirit
of persecution must reduce a person of
real integrity, namely, either to perjure
himself, or to be consumed in the flames.
One of the doctors, who visited Huss,
said IQ him, " I f the council should tell
you, that you have but one eye, though
you have really two, you would be
obliged to agree with the council.
*' While God keeps me in my senses,"
replied Huss, " I would not say such a
thing against my conscience, on the
entreaty or command of the whole
world."

This holy personage foreseeing his
end to be near, redeemed"]' the little time
that was left to him, by writing letters,

which were publicly read at
He writes to Prague, in his chapel at Beth-
his flock. l e h e m ? t h e o n c e d e i i g h t f u l

scene of his ministry. One of these let-
ters may be considered as a farewell
sermon addressed to his flock. He en-

reats them to adhere solely to the word
of God, and not to follow himself, if
they have observed anything in him not
agreeable to it,; and he particularly begs
them to pardon him, where he had been
guilty of any levity in discourse or be-
haviour. He begs them to be grateful
to John de Chlum, and another noble-
man, who had been faithful to him in his
sufferings. He adds, that he hears no
news of Jerom, except that he was a pri-
soner like himself, waiting for the sen-
tence of death; and he concludes with
an earnest prayer, that the Gospel of
Christ may be always preached to them
in his dear chapel of Bethlehem. His
firmness was that of a Christian, not of a
stoic; founded in humility, not in pride.
He experienced some attacks of the fears
of death; but soon recovered his con-
rage. " I am far," said he, "from the
strength and zeal of the apostle Peter.
Jesus Christ has not given me his ta-
lents ; besides I have more violent con-
flicts, and a greater number of shocks to
ustain. I say, therefore, that placing

all my confidence in Jesus Christ, I am
determined, when I hear my sentence, to
continue steadfast in the truth, even to
the death, as the saints and you shall
help me." Thus modestly does he write
to a friend ; and it is from his private
epistolary correspondence, that the most
genuine features of his character may be
drawn. John Huss appears indeed to
have been one of those of whom " the
world was not worthy ;"* and of no
mere man could it ever be said with,
more propriety, that the world hated him,
because he testified of it, that its works
were evil. Undoubtedly, his open re-
bukes of sin, both by his public preach-
ing and writings, and by the uniform
purity and innocence of his manners, had
inflamed the tempers of the great men of
the age, both in church and state; yet,
it was scarcely to be expected, that the
council of Constance should, even upon
their own principles, proceed, without
the least proof of heresy, to condemn to
the flames the most upright of men, be-
cause he refused to acknowledge that to
be true, which he believed to be false;
or that this same council should justify
the deceit and perfidy of their Imperial
President. Their conduct, therefore, is
to be considered as a striking proof, not
only of the general depravity of human

* Fox, Vol. I. p. 716. f Ephes. v. 16. Hcb. xi. 38.
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nature, but also of the general wicked-
ness and hypocrisy of the Roman church
at that time.

The council settled beforehand after
what manner he was to be treated, in

case he should retract.* He
The cruel was to have been degraded
theTouncii. f r o m t h e priesthood, and to

be for ever shut up between
four walls. This was the only reward
which the unfeeling tyrants had intended
to bestow on him, in the event of his
wounding1 his conscience to gratify them.
To lay the whole weight of blame on
the popes, on account of the enormities^
of the Roman church, is to view that
church superficially. It wras generally
and systematically corrupt: It had re-
cently deposed three popes: it was, at
present, without a pope; and yet could
be guilty of crimes, not less heinous
than some of the worst which the popes
ever comrnitted.

The council, so Huss wrote the night
before his death, exhorted him to re-
nounce every one of the articles, which
had been extracted from his books ; but
he absolutely refused to accede to so unrea-
sonable a requisition, except they could
from the Scriptures, PROVE his doctrines
to be erroneous, as they asserted them to
be. It may be proper to have mentioned
this circumstance here by way of antics
patio.n, to obviate a misrepresentation
which was studiously made concerning
John Huss, as if he had PROMISED to re-
tract. On the contrary, it appears, that
he persisted to the last in the defence of
his innocence with UNSHAKEN INTE-
GRITY.

While the council was preparing the
formalities of his condemnation, they en-

acted a decree to forbid the
Decree reception of the communion
against the in both kinds ; and assigned
commumon ^ o l h e r r e a g o n for ^ e x c e j ) t

kinds. their regard to the doctrine
of transubstantiation ; at the

same time they owned, that IN THE PRI-
MITIVE CHURCH, THIS SACRAMENT IN BOTH
KINDS WAS RECEIVED BY THE BELIEVERS, j
Thus the triumph of the Roman church
seemed to be complete. She dared to
own, that she contradicted primitive
Christianity; and she dared to enact,
that those, who refused to obey HER in-
stitutions, though confessedly contrary to

those of the primitive Church, ought to
be treated as heretics ! What is this but
open, undisguised, opposition to the com-
mands of Jesus Christ? And what other
name but that of Antichrist, can so we'll
express the corrupt and presumptuous
domination of the Romish hierarchy?

But there is a voice in natural con-
science, which it is not in the power of
Satan easily to silence. Sigismund, in-
wardly ashamed of his baseness and per-
fidy towards Huss, wished to save the
life of that good man, though he saw
that, according to the wicked policy of
the council, this was not to be done, ex-
cept the prisoner could be induced to for-
swear himself. Many persons, to second
the views of the emperor, endeavoured
to overcome the constancy of Huss ; even
the council sent several deputations to
him for that purpose. One of this mar-
tyr's letters throws some light on these
transactions.* " Paletz," says he, " at-
tempts to persuade me, that I ought to
abjure, because of the great advantage
which will accrue to me from it. I told
him, that to be condemned and burned
was not so scandalous, as to be guilty of
falsehood." He speaks thus of his other
accuser, Causis : "That poor man has
been often wilh the deputies before the
prison. I heard him say to the guards,
If it please God, we shall shortly burn
this heretic, who has cost me so many
florins in prosecuting him."

He wrote about the same time to a
preacher of his acquaintance, concerning
the decree of the council lately mention-
ed : "They have condemned the commu-
nion of the cup with regard to the laity,
as an error, and have condemned of he-
resy every one who violates their decree,
though they have nothing but custom
o oppose to an institution of Jesus
Christ."

The council now ordered the works of
Huss to be burnt; on occa-
sion of which circumstance, The works
he writes to his friends: ^rnt

us sa re

"That he was not discou-
raged on this account; that Jeremiah's
books met with the same treatment;!
nevertheless the Jews suffered the cala-
mities, which that faithful prophet had
foretold. Consider, that they have con-
demned the pope, their God upon earth,
for his crimes, particularly for selling in-

* L'Enfant, p. 363, Vol. I.
t Ibid, p. 386, Vol. I.

* L'Enfant, p. 397,
f Jerem. xxxvi.
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diligences, bishoprics, and the like. But
in this they are his accomplices. The
bishop of Litomissel, who is at the coun-
cil, went twice to buy the archbishopric
of Prague, but others outbad him. They
follow this traffic even at Constance,
where one sells and another buys a bene-
fice."

At length he received another solemn
deputation, in which were two cardinals
and some prelates, who tried their ut-

most endeavours to induce
Hugs refuses him to recant. Huss, how-
to recant, ever, persisted in his integri-

ty, and announced his resolu-
tion in terms of great vehemence and so-
lemnity. Having withstood one more
attempt of the emperor to. shake his re-
solution, he was thus accosted by his
friend John de Chlum. " I a r a a person
of no learning, my dear Huss, and unfit
to advise so learned a person as you. If
you are convinced of any error, I venture,
however, to advise you to retract it; if
not to endure whatever punishments shall
be inflicted on you, rather than to do vio-
lence to your conscience !" An instance
this of common sense and artless honesty,
which deserves to be contrasted with the
subtilty and intriguing spirit of the coun-
cil. Huss answered with tears, that he
called God to witness, how ready he was
to retract sincerely and upon oath, any
error, the moment he should be convinced
by the testimony of the Holy Scriptures,
that it was an error. One of the prelates
observed, " For my part, I am not so
presumptuous as to prefer my private
opinion to that of the whole council."
44 Let the meanest member of that coun-
cil," replied Huss, "convince me of a
mistake, and I am perfectly disposed to
obey their injunction?." Some of the
bishops observed, •' Sjee, how obstinate
he is in his errors."

He was now presented before the coun-
cil in the presence of the emperor, the
princes of the empire, and of an incredi-
ble concourse of people. The bishop of
Lodi preached a sermon from those
words of St. Paul, "That the body of
sin might be destroyed."* With the
grossest ignorance, or the most virulent
and indecent malice, he perverted the
words to the purpose of the council:
44 Destroy heresies and errors," said he,
" but chiefly that obstinate heretic,"
pointing to the prisoner. While they

were reading the articles extracted or
pretended to be extracted from his works,
Huss was beginning to answer to each
distinctly, but was told that he might
answer to them all at the same time,
and was ordered at present to be si*
lent. He expostulated against the un-
reasonableness of this injunction in vain.
Lifting up his hands to heaven, he
begged the prelates in God's name to
indulge him with the freedom of speech,
that he might justify himself before the
people: "after which," said he, "you
may dispose of me, as you shall think
fit." But the prelates persisting in their
refusal,* he kneeled down; and with
uplifted eyes and hands, and with a loud
voice, he recommended his cause to the
Judge of all the earth. Being accused
in the article of the sacrament, of having
maintained that the material bread re-
mains after consecration, he loudly de-
clared, that he had never believed or
taught so. Nothing could be more ini-
quitous than this charge, which he had
fully refuted on his former examination.
But the council was determined to burn
him as a heretic, and it behoved them to
exhibit, at any rate, some show of prov-
ing his heretical opinions. A still more
shameless accusation was introduced : it
was said, " A certain doctor bears wit-
ness, that Huss gave out, that he should
become the fourth person in the Trinity."
" What is the name of that doctor ?" re-
plied the prisoner, protesting against the
charge as a flagrant calumny, and making
an orthodox confession of his faith on
the subject of the Trinity. Nevertheless,
the bishop, who had read the accusation,
refused to mention the doctor's name.
Being again upbraided with his appeal
to Jesus Christ, " Behold," said he, with
his hands lifted up toward heaven, " most
gracious Saviour, how the council con-
demns as an error what thou hast pre-
scribed and practised, when, overborne
by enemies, thou committedst thy cause
to God thy Father, leaving us this ex-
ample, that when we are oppressed, we
may have recourse to the judgment of
God. Yes," continued he, turning
toward the assembly, " I have maintained
and do still maintain, that an appeal made
to Jesus Christ is most just and right,
because He can neither be corrupted by
bribes, nor be deceived by false wit-
nesses, nor be overreached by any artifice.

* Rom. vi.
VOL. II, 16

* Page 421, L'Enfant.
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•—I came voluntarily to this council,
under the public faith of the emperor
here present." In pronouncing1 these
last words, he looked earnestly at Sigis-
mund, who blushed at the sudden and
unexpected rebuke.*

Sentence was now pronounced agains
both John Huss and his books; and he
was ordered to be degraded. The bishop

clothed him with the priest's
uTn^mi, garments, and put a chalice

into his hands. While they
were thus employed, he said, that " the
Jews put a white garment on our Lord
Jesus Christ, to mock him, when Herod
delivered him to Pilate;" and he made
reflections of the same kind on each of
the sacerdotal ornaments. When he was
fully apparelled, the prelates once more
exhorted him to retract; and to this ex-
hortation he replied with his usual firm-
ness. They then caused him to come
down from the stool̂  on which he stood,
and pronounced these words, " 0 cursed
Judas, who having forsaken the council
of peace, art entered into that of the
Jews, we take this chalice from thee, in
which is the blood of Jesus Christ,"
But God was with the martyr, who
cried aloud, " I trust, in the mercy of
God, I shall drink of it this very day in
his kingdom." Then they stripped him
of all his vestments, one after another,
uttering a curse on stripping him of
each. Having completed his degrada-
tion by the addition of some other ridicu-
lous insults not worthy of a distinct rela-
tion, they put a paper coronet on, his
head, on which they had painted three
devils, with this inscription, ARCH-HERE-
TIC, and said, " We devote thy soul to
the infernal devils." " I am glad," said
the martyr, "to wear this crown of igno-
miny for the love of Him, who wore a
crown of thorns."

When the painted paper was placed
upon his head, one of the bishops said,
•' Now we commit thy soul to the devil."
"But I," said Huss, " commit my spirit
into thy hands, O Lord Jesus Christ,
unto thee I commend my spirit which
thou hast redeemed."]- The council

* We are told, that when Charles V. was
solicited at the Diet of Worms to arrest
Luther, notwithstanding- the safe conduct
which he had granted him, he replied, " I
should not choose to blush with my predeces-
sor Sigismund."—Op. Hus. torn. ii.

f Fox, Acts, &c. Vol. I. p. 709.

now ordered this sentence to be pro-
nounced, namely, " The holy Synod of
Constance declares, that John Huss ought
to be [riven up to the secular power, and
does accordingly so give him up, consi-
dering that the church of God has no
more to do with him."

Sigismund committed the execution
of Huss to the elector Palatine. The
martyr, walking amidst his
guards, declared his inno- J?lS execu*
cence to the people. When
he came near the place of execution, he
kneeled and prayed with such fervour,
that some of the people said aloud,
" WThat this man has done before, we
know not; but we hear him now offer
up most excellent prayers to God." The
elector Palatine prevented him from
speaking to the people, and ordered him
to be burned. " Lord Jesus," said Huss
aloud, " I humbly suffer this cruel death
for thy sake, and I pray thee to forgive
all my enemies." His paper crown fall-
ing off from his head, the soldiers put it*
on again, saying, that it must be burnt
with the devils, whom he had served.
His neck was fastened to the stake, and
the wood was piled about him. The
elector advanced to exhort him once more
on the often repeated subject of retracta-
tion. " What I have written and taught,"
—these were the words of Huss,—"was
in order to rescue souls from the power
of the devil, and to deliver them from
the tyranny of sin ; and I do gladly seal,
what I have written and taught, with my
blood." The elector withdrawing, the
fire was kindled, and Huss was soon
suffocated, having called on God as long
as he could speak.

Many other circumstances of the cruel
indignity with which he wras treated, it
is not necessary to relate. It is more to
our purpose to observe what JEneas Syl-
vius, a Roman catholic historian, records
of John Huss and of Jerom of Prague.

They went," says he, " to the stake,
as to a" banquet; not a word fell from
them, which discovered the least timi-
dity; they sung hymns in the flames, to
the last gasp, without ceasing."

Thus, by a death, which has affixed
ternal infamy on the council of Con-

stance, slept in Jesus the celebrated
John Huss, one of the most upright and
blameless of men. Human depravity
has not often produced a scene so corn-

F. 429, L'Enfant.
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pletely iniquitous, and so much calcu-
lated to bring disgrace on the Roman
church. The uncommon pains taken to
prevent his death by a retractation, de-
monstrates the conviction of the council,
that they were doing what they could
not justify to their own consciences. At
the same time the grace of God was
marvellously displayed in supporting justice, and humanity. Gerson preached
and strengthening the martyr, who ap-
pears indeed to have exhibited all the
graces of a true disciple of Christ. It
has often been said, that good men would
not suffer persecution, if they were not
so bigoted in points of sentiment. But
what shall we say of the case before us ]
A man of the most irreproachable charac-
ter suffers the most cruel death, attended
with a severe course of insult and in-
dignity, even though he could not be
proved to have held any point of doctrine
absolutely distinct from the creed of his
adversaries: But he was a holy man.;
and the whole world lieth in wicked-
ness.*

The parts and acquirements of John
Huss seem to have b$en above medio-
crity ; and yet neither of them are by
any rrjeans to be ranked in the highest

Character of
Huss.

class. A vein of good sense
runs through all his writings;
insomuch that Luther calls

him the most rational expounder of Scrip-
ture he had ever met with. His natural
temper was mild and condescending; all
the traces ovf harshness or severity which
are to be found in this Reformer, must
be looked for in his contests with vice.—
The events of his life prove him to have
possessed an exquisite tenderness of con-
science, together with great piety and
almost unexampled fortitude. Moreover,
as the piety of this champion of the
faith was perfectly free from enthusiasm
or mysticism, so was his fortitude unsul-
lied with vanity or ostentation, A mind
of equal energy and resolution, at the
same time less scrupulous and con-
scientious than that of Hnss, somewhat
less attentive to religious practice,'and
more inquisitive and solicitous concern-
ing matters of opinion, such a mind, it
may be supposed, would probably have
got SOONER rid of the chains of supersti-
tion. There is, however, good reason

for him to have been held much longer
in slavery by papal corruptions. But
the wicked decree of the council of Con-
stance shortened his life.

The council, with Sigismund at their
head, still preserved the most solemn
forms of religion, though their conduct
continued to be destitute of humility,

a sermon concerning the reformation of
the Church, the object of which seems
to have been, to transfer to the general
council, that despotic power, which had
been supposed, on divine authority, to
rest with the pope. In the mean time,
Jerom of Prague was repeatedly exa-
mined; and he continued to sustain the
rigour of his confinement with patience
and constancy.

It is remarkable, that a divinity pro-
fessor, named Bertrand, preached on
the necessity of the reformation of the
Church ; and strenuously exhorted the
council to use the most speedy and effec-
tual means to correct abuses; " particu-
larly the insatiable avarice, the excessive
ambition, the gross ignorance, the shame-
ful laziness, and the execrable pride of
the clergy." The council itself affected
to undertake the work of reformation.
They could not but be sensible, that the
world had a right to expect it from them:
but what hopes could be indulged of suc-
cess from men, who, at the very same
time, gloried in their iniquity ; and wrote
imperious letters into Bohemia, charging
the clergy there to use all possible dili-
gence to extirpate the followers of John
Huss ; that is, the very persons who had
been most sincerely zealous in promoting
that same reformation of the clergy,
which the council pretended to regard as
their capital object.

Non tali auxilio, nee defensoribus istis
Tempus eget. VIRG.

Something even besides solid learning
and good sense was requisite for a work
of this nature. Gerson excelled in both
these qualities. A treatise, which he
composed at this time, on the trial of
spirits, abounds with excellent rules for
the detection of feigned revelations and
visions, and contributed to prevent the
canonization of some pretended saints.

to think that he had gained so considera-jBut there was not in the council the
ble an insight into the prevailingecclesi-junction from the Holy One,* of which
astical abuses, that it was not possible St. John speaks; that is, the true faith.

* John, v. 19. 1 John ii. 20.
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of Christ and real Christian humility
were not the ruling principles in the fa-
mous assembly at Constance.

Toward the latter end of the same
year, 1415, a letter was. sent to the coun
cil from Bohemia, signed by about sixty

principal persons, barons, no-
Testimonial blemen, and others of Bohe-
te/of Hus3C' m i a >* a n e x t r a c t o f w h l c h i s

as follows: u We know not
from what motive ye have condemned
John Huss, bachelor of divinity, and
preacher of the Gospel. Ye have put
him to a cruel and ignominious death,
though convicted of no heresy. We
wrote in his vindication to Sigismund,
king of the Romans. This apology of
ours ought to have been communicated
to your congregations; but we have been
told that ye burnt it in contempt of us.
We protest, therefore, with the heart as
well as with the lips, that John Huss
was a man very honest, just, and ortho-
dox ; that for many years he conversed
among us with godly and blameless
manners; that during all those years he
explained, to us and to our subjects, the
Gospel and the books of the Old and
New Testament, according to the expo-
sition of holy doctors approved by the
Church; and that he has left writings
behind him in which he constantly ab
hors all heresy. He taught us also to
detest everything heretical. In his dis
courses he constantly exhorted us to the
practice of peace and charity, and his
own life exhibited to us a distinguished
example of these virtues. After all the
inquiry wThich we have made, we can
find no blame attached to the doctrine or
to the life of the said John Huss; but on
the contrary everything pious, laudable,
and worthy of a true pastor. Ye have
not only disgraced us by his condemna-
tion, but have also unmercifully impri-
soned, and perhaps already put to death,
Jerom of Prague, a man of most pro-
found learning and copious eloquence.
Him also ye have condemned unconvict-
ed. Notwithstanding all that hath pass-
ed, we are resolved to sacrifice our lives
for the defence of the Gospel of Christ,
and of his faithful preachers."—This
letter was unanimously approved in an
assembly of Bohemian lords, held at
Prague.

John de Trocznow, chamberlain to
Wenceslaus, king of Bohemia, known

by the name of Zisca, or the one-eyed,
was one of the Bohemian noblemen who
highly resented the base conduct of the
council. Wenceslaus asking him one
day what he was musing upon, " I was
thinking," said he, " on the affront offered
to our kingdom by the death of John
Huss." *' It is out of your power or
mine to revenge it," said the king;
u but if you know which way to do it,
exert yourself." From that time Zisca
meditated those military projects, for
which he was afterwards so famous in
history.

The council, startled at the expostula-
tions of the Bohemian lords, yet being
still determined to maintain their own
unjust authority; at length,
partly by promises, and part- Jerom re-
ly by threatenings, induced tracts<

Jerom of Prague to retract his senti-
ments. To carry this point, they appear
to have used their utmost efforts: and it
is not difficult to comprehend their mo-
tives. They were anxious to avoid the
infamy which would unavoidably be
connected with their execution of another
great and good man. Jerom's retractation
was at first ambiguous and equivocal,
afterwards explicit and circumstantial.
He anathemaiizod the articles both of
Wickliffand of Huss, and declared that
he believed everything which the coun-
cil believed. He even added, that if in
future any doctrine should escape from
him contrary to his recantation, he would
submit to everlasting punishment! Thus
was disgraced before all the world, and
humbled in his own eyes, a man of most
excellent morals, of superior parts, and
of great learning and fortitude. Reader!
this is an event, memorable in the an-
nals of human imbecility. Consider di-
ligently the instruction it affords. The
power and the mercy of God, in owning
his fallen servant, and in afterwards re-
storing and supporting him, were magni-
fied, in this instance, in a very striking
manner.

Jerom, notwithstanding his retracta-
tion, was remanded to prison, where,
however, we find he was allowed a little
more liberty than before.*

The council, during these transactions,
made a constant parade of reforming the
Church. On Sundays and holidays, ser-
mons were preached on that subject from
time to time. One preacher said, "When

* L'Enfant, p. 506. Vol. I. * L'Enfant, p. 513. Vol. I.
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a prelate is consecrated, they ask him, if
he knows the Old and New Testament.
Most of them, I will venture to say, can-
not affirm this with a safe conscience."
This same preacher inveighed, in gene-
ral, with great vehemence against the
vices of the clergy, which he might do
with little danger to his own person, and
with as little probability of profiting his
audience, because he always took care at
the same time to assert the unlimited
power of the pope. Other sermons, to
the same purport, were preached, in
which the wickedness of the clergy was
so keenly reproved, that we cannot but
conclude that their manners must have
been at that time licentious beyond mea-
sure. Dr. Abendon of Oxford, particu-
larly exhorted bishops and other superior
clergymen to apply themselves to the
study of the Scriptures, rather than to
the, litigious and lucrative science of the
canon law. He inveighed against the
non-residence and the simony of the pre-
lates. The council by their silence could
bear to give a sanction to these exhorta-
tions, though they had just before con-
demned to the flames a pastor, who had
been singularly exempt from all these
vices. There were also those, who, not
content with the unhappy retractation of
Jerom, insisted upon his being tried a
second time; and Gerson himself, with
his usual zeal against heresy, was not
ashamed to use his utmost efforts in pro-
moting this most iniquitous measure.

The council actually proceeded to exa-
mine Jerom again upon the articles for-
merly exhibited against him, and also
upon fresh articles, collected in Bohemia
by certain Carmelite friars, and now for
the first time brought forward. The
prisoner refused to be sworn because
they denied him the liberty of defence.

Then it was that this great man, whom
a long series of affliction and cruel per-
secution, and above all, the conscious-

ness of his late prevarication,
The admira- naci brought into the lowest
j£omim distress, began to exhibit that

strength of mind, that force of
genius and eloquence, and that integrity
and fortitude, which will be the admira-
tion of all ages. How bitterly he had
repented, and mourned over his fall, and
with what exercises of soul he had been
disciplined in secret, the intelligent
Christian may easily conceive, though
we have no particular account on record.
We know, indeed, that after he had act-

ed against his conscience, he retired
from the council with a heavy heart.
His chains had been taken from him,
but the load was transferred from his
body to his mind ; and the caresses of
those about him served only to mock his
sorrow. The anguish of his own reflec-
tions rendered his prison a more gloomy
solitude than he had ever found it before.
Jerom, however, was not an apostate;
and the God whom he served, had com-
passion on the infirmities of his nature,
and did not desert him in his humiliar
tion. No: He made his latter end to be
blessed, and glorious.

How unjust is it," exclaimed this
Christian hero, "that ye will not hear
me! Ye have confined me three hun-
dred and forty days in several prisons,
where I have been cramped with irons,
almost poisoned with dirt and stench,
and pincheJ with the want of all neces-
saries. During this time ye always gave
to my enemies a hearing, but refused to
hear me so much as a single hour. I
wonder not, that since ye h-awe indulged
them with so long and so favourable an
audience, they should have had the ad-
dress to persuade you that I am a here-
tic, an enemy to the faith, a persecutor
of the clergy, and a villain. Thus pre-
udiced ye have judged me unheard, and

ye still refuse to hear me. Remember,
however, that ye are but men; and as
such ye are fallible, and may suffer
others to impose on you. It is said, that
all learning and all wisdom is collected
n this council. The more then does it

behove you to take heed that ye act not
rashly, lest ye should be found to act un-
justly. I know that it is the design of
this council to inflict sentence of death
upon me. But when all is done, I am
an object of small importance, who must
die sooner or later. Therefore what I
say is more for your sakes than my own.
It ill becomes the wisdom of so many
jreat men to pass an unjust decree
against me, and by this to establish a
precedent for consequences much more
pernicious than my death can be." The
council was so far moved by his reason-
ings, that they resolved, after he had an-
swered to the articles, to grant him liber-
ty of speech.' All the articles were read
to him, one after another: and his an*
swers were delivered with an acuteness
and dexterity, which astonished the court.
When he was upbraided with the gross*
est calumnies, he stood up, with extend*
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ed hands, and in a sorrowful tone cried
out, " Which way, Fathers, shall J turn 1
Whom shall I call upon for help, or to
bear witness to my innocence % Shall I
make my address to you 1 But my per-
secutors have entirely alienated your
minds from me, by saying that 1 am my-
self a persecutor of my judges. If ye
give them credit, I have nothing to hope
for." But, it being impossible to bring

the affair to an issue at that
The court time, because of the number
aljourned. o f t h e a c c u . s a t i o n S 9 t n e c c m r t

was adjourned to another
day.*

The former examination took place on
May 23d, 1416, and he was called again
before the council, according to adjourn-

ment, on the 26th of the
Farther ex- same month. On that day
of Jerom, the remaining articles were
A.D.̂ 14-16. read to him. After he had
May2G. answered all the charges,
owning some, denying others, and clear-
ing up the rest, he was told, that though
he had beeK convicted of heresy by proofs
and witnesses most unexceptionable, yet
they gave him liberty to speak, so that
he might defend himself or retract; only,
if he persisted in his errors, he must ex-
pect judgment without mercy.

Jerom, having gained this liberty of
speech, though with much difficulty and
opposition, determined to avail himself

of the opportunity. He be-
of Jeroirf6 £an W^X inv°king l^e grac

of God so to govern his hear
and his lips that he might advance no-
thing but what should conduce to the
salvation of his soul. " I am not igno
rant," continued he, " that many excel-
lent men have been borne down by false
witnesses, and unjustly condemned.'
He proved this from various instances
adduced both from sacred and profan
history. " Moses," said he, " was often
scandalized by his brethren ; Joseph was
sold through envy; and afterwards im
prisoned upon false reports. Isaiah
Daniel, and almost all the prophets
were unjustly persecuted. And was no;
John the Baptist, Jesus Christ himself
and most of his Apostles, put to death a?
ungodly, seditious persons? In othei
books as well as the Bible we have simi
lar instances. Socrates was most unjust
ly condemned by his countrymen; h(
might indeed have saved his life by doin

iolence to his conscience, but he pre-
;rred death to a disingenuous recanta-
on. Plato, Anaxagoras, Zeno, and

many others, were maltreated in various
ways."—" It is a shameful thing," con-
inued Jerom, "for one priest to be con-
emnod unjustly by another; but the
eight of iniquity is, when this is done

by a council, and a college of priests."
He gave so probable an account of the
reasons of the malice of his adversaries,
:hat for some moments he seemed to
lave convinced his judges. " I came
ere of my own accord," said he, "to

justify myself, which a man conscious of
guilt would scarcely have done. Those
who knowr the course of my life and stu-
dies, know that my time has been spent
in exercises and works of a very differ-
nt tendency from anything wicked or

heretical. As to my sentiments, the
most learned men of all times have had
different opinions concerning religion;
they disputed about it, not to combat the
truth, but to illustrate it. St. Augustine,
and his contemporary St. Jerome, were
not always of the same opinion, yet were
not on that account accused of heresy.
I shall make no apology for my senti-
ments, because I am not conscious of
maintaining any error; nor shall I re-
tract, because it becomes not me to
retract the false accusations of my ene-
mies." He then extolled John Huss,
vindicated the innocence of that holy
martyr, and declared that he was ready
to suffer after his example. " This pas-
tor," said he, "by finding fault with the
abuses of the clergy, and the pride of the
prelates, did not act against the church
of God." He declared that he hoped
one day to see his accusers, and to call
them to judgment before the tribunal of
the Sovereign Judge of the world. He
accused the council of an act of high in-
justice in trying him a second timefon
the same indictment, and declared that
he should never acknowledge the author-
ity of the new commissioners, but should
look on them as judges* sitting in the
chair of PESTILENCE. " I came," said he,
" to Constance to defend John Huss, be-
cause I had advised him to go thither,
and had promised to come to his assist-
ance, in case he should be oppressed.
Nor am I ashamed here to make public
confession of my own cowardice. I con-
fess, and tremble while I think of it,

* Page 596, L'Enfant. * Page 583, L'Enfant,
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that through fear of punishment by fire,
I basely consented against my conscience
to the condemnation of the doctrine of
Wickliff and Huss." He then declared
that he disowned his recantation, as the
greatest crime of which he had ever been
guilty; and that he was determined to his
last breath to adhere to the principles of
those two men, which were as sound and
pure as their lives were holy and blame-
less. He excepted indeed Wickliff's
opinion of the sacrament, and declared
his agreement with the Roman church in
the article of transubstantiation. Having
concluded his speech, he was carried
back to prison, and was there visited by
several persons, who hoped to reclaim
him, but in vain.

On May 30th, Jerom being brought
again before the council, the bishop of
Lodi preached a sermon from these

words, " He upbraidcth them
The bishop with their unbelief and hard
preaches. n e s s o f heart."* He exhort-

ed the prisoner not to show
himself incorrigible, as he had hitherto
done. He paid some tribute of praise to
his extraordinary abilities, and at the
same time extolled the lenity and gene-
rosity with which he had been treated"
by the council. The reader, now in pos-
session of the facts, might smile at this
gross flattery, if the subject were less
grave and less affecting. Jerom, raising
himself on a bench, undertook to confute
the preacher. He declared again, that
he had done nothing in his whole life, o
which he so bitterly repented, as his re-
cantation ; that he revoked it from his
very soul, as also the letter which he
had been induced to write on that sub-
ject to the Bohemians; that he had been
guilty of the meanest falsehood by making
that recantation; and that he esteemed
John Huss a holy man. At the~ same
time he declared, that he knew no heresy
to which Huss was attached, unless they
should call by that name his open disap
probation of the vices of the clergy; and
that if after this declaration credit should
still be given to the false witness born*
against him, he should consider th<
fathers of the council themselves as un
worthy of all belief. •" This pious man,'
said Jerom, alluding to John Huss
"could not bear to see the revenues o:
the church, which were principally de-
signed for the maintenance of the poor.

nd for works of liberality, spent in de-
lauchery with women, in feasts, hounds,
urniture, gaudy apparel, and other ex-
enses, unworthy of Christianity."
The firmness, eloquence, and zeal of

Jerom, sensibly affected the council.
They proposed to him once more to re-
tract. But he replied, "Ye have deter-
mined to condemn me unjustly; but after
ny death I shall leave a sting in your
consciences, and a worm that shall never
ie. I appeal to the Sovereign Judge of
11 the earth, in whose pre-
ence ye must appear to an- demned°n"
iwer me." After sentence
rad been pronounced against him, he
was delivered to the secular power. He
was treated with scorn and insult, simi-
ar to that which his friend Huss had

experienced. He put the mitre with his
wn hands on his head,* saying that he

was glad to wear it for the sake of Him,
who was crowned with one of thorns.
As he went to execution, he sung the
Apostles' creed, and the hymns of the
church, with a loud voice and a cheerful
ountenance. He kneeled a"t the stake,

and* prayed. Being then bound, he
raised his voice, and sung a
paschal hymn then much in ^fgjXe"
vogue in the church.j"

Hail! happy day, and ever be adored,
When hell was conquered by great heaven's

Lord.
The executioner approaching to the

pile behind his back, lest Jerom should
see him, " Come forward," said the mar-
tyr to him, " and put fire to it before my
face."* He continued alive in the flames
a full quarter of an hour. And there is
the most unanimous testimony given by
all writers, Hussite and Roman catholic,
to the heroic courage and fortitude with
which he sustained the torment. When
he was much scorched with the fury of
the fire, and almost smothered in its
flame, he was heard to cry out, " 0 Lord
God, have mercy on me ! have mercy on
rne!" And" a little afterward, "Thou
knowest how I have loved thy truth."
By and by, the wind parted the flames,
and exhibited his body full of large blis-
ters, a dreadful spectacle to the behold-
ers ; yet even then his lips are said to

* Mark xvi. 14.

* L'Enfant, Vol. I. p. 591.
f Salve, festa dies, toto venerabilis sevo,

Qua Deus infernum vicit, et astra tenens.
t L'Enfant, Vol. I. p. 599.
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have continued still moving1, as if his
mind was actuated by intense devo-
tion.

Poggitis, a celebrated Florentine, wh
had been the secretary of John XX11I.

and was present at these
Testimony scenes, has left the most une-
ofPojrgms. qUiVOcal testimony to tht
abilities, fortitude, and eloquence of Je
rom. I have already given the mos
material historical facts which he men-
tions.

" I confess," says this writer, " I never
knew the art of speaking carried so near
the model of ancient eloquence. It was
amazing to hear with what iforce of ex-
pression, fluency of language, and excel-
lent reasoning, he answered his adversa-
ries; nor was I less struck with the
gracefulness of his manner, the dignity
of his action, and the firmness and con-
stancy of his whole behaviour. It grieved
me to think so great a man was labour-
ing under so atrocious an accusation.
Whether this accusation be just or not.
God knows: I make no inquiry into the
merits of the case; I submit to those
who know more of it than I do.

"The assembly," continues Poggius,
"was very unruly and indecent; yet it
is incredible with what acuteness the
prisoner answered, and with what sur-
prising dexterity he warded off every
stroke of his adversaries. Nothing es-
caped him: his whole behaviour was
truly great and pious.

"He took great pains to show that
very little credit was due to the wit-
nesses produced against him. He laid
open the sources of their hatred to him ;
and in that way made a strong impres-
sion on the minds of his hearers. He
lamented the cruel and unjust death of
that holy man John Huss, and said he
was armed with a full resolution to fol-
low the steps of that blessed martyr.

" I t was impossible to hear this pa-
thetic orator without emotion. Every
ear was captivated, and every heart
touched. Throughout his whole oration
he showed a most amazing strength of
memory. He had been confined almost
a year in a dungeon, the severity of
which usage he complained of, but in the
language of a great and good man. In
this horrid place he was deprived of
books and paper, yet notwithstanding
this, and the constant anxiety of his
mind, he was no more at a loss for pro-
per authorities and quotations, than if he

had spent the intermediate time at lei-
sure in his study.

" His voice was sweet and full, and
his action every way proper either to ex-
press indignation, or to raise pity; but
he made no affected, application to the
passions. Firm and intrepid, he stood
before the council, collected in himself,
and not only contemning, but seeming
desirous of death. The greatest charac-
ter in ancient story could not possibly
have exceeded him. If there be any
justice in history, this man will be ad-
mired by all posterity. 1 call him a
prodigious man, and the epithet is not
extravagant. I was an eye-witness of
his whole behaviour, and could easily be
more prolix on a subject so copious."*

Such is the testimony of this ingenious
papist to an adversary. His friend Are-
in, to whom he wrote the letter of which

the above is an extract, was7 much less
candid. " You attribute," says he*, " to
this man more than I could wish. You
ought at least to WRITE more cautiously
f these things." It has been well ob-

served, that Poggius would probably
have written more cautiously, had he
written a few days afterward. But his
letter is dated on the very day of Jerom's
execution. It came warm from the wri-
ter's heart, and proves sufficiently what
HE thought of the council of Constance
and their proceedings.

Notwithstanding this valuable memoir,
could wish to have been enabled to

give a more edifying account of the mar-
tyrdom of Jerom: but in this point the
materials of history are defective. We
uust ever expect that writers will record
what they esteem important, and pass
ver what they conceive is better buried
n oblivion. Unless, therefore, they
ave some taste for evangelical princi-
les, and evangelical practice, they will
ake no notice of many things, which to
hem appear bordering upon fanaticism
r enthusiasm. In the instance before
s, indeed, it is very probable that Je-
om himself had no very accurate or sys-
ematical acquaintance with the truth of
he Gospel. The knowledge, however,
vhich he had, doubtless respected the
essential doctrines of Christianity; and
is spirit and constancy in suffering, his
ependence on the grace of Christ, his
oyful expectation of a blessed resurreo-
ion, and his humble confession of sin-

* Letters of Poggius to Aretin,
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fulness and unworthiness, sufficiently
distinguish him from the stoic philoso-
pher, or the mere moralist, who, what-
ever portion he may have of the first ol
these qualities, is totally void of all th
rest. It is remarkable, that Poggius
observes, in the same letter, that "Je-
rom met his fate with a cheerful counte-
nance and with MORE THAN STOICAL con-
stancy.'

Let the reader now compare the cau-
tion and candour of Poggius the Floren-
tine, with the infatuated bigotry of Theo-
doric Vrie, a monk, who flourished at
the same time. His report of Jerom's
execution is, "That holding the crown
that was given him, a crown of disho-
nour, abomination, and turpitude, he ut-
tered these words; The Lord Jesus Christ,
my God, was crowned for my sake with a
crown of thorns, and I will gladly wear
Hhis crown for his glory. After having
said this, he kneeled down for a few
minutes, and then rising up, he sung the
creed from the beginning to the end.
Thus did the wretched man excite the
jcompassion of all that saw him go along
in that miserable condition, without tak-
ing any compassion of himself. Then
being led to the stake, he was stripped
of his clothes, and bound to it; and
there, being all naked, in the midst of
the scorching flames, he sung those
Words; 0 Lord, into thy hands I resign
my spirit; and just as he was saying,
Thou hast redeemed us, he was suffocated
by the flame and the smoke, and gave up
his wretched soul. Thus did this here-
tical miscreant resign his miserable spirit
to be burnt everlastingly in the bottomless
pit."—Vid. M. Von der Hardt. torn. i.

Among other valuable purposes to
which the council of Constance was

rendered subservient under
General cor- Divine Providence, this was
ruption of
the hierar-
chy.

not of the least importance,
that the wickedness of the
ecclesiastical system, than

prevalent in Europe, was demonstrated
before all the world. All the knowledge
and ability which Europe could afford,
was collected at Constance ; yet the able
and learned fathers of this council were
so far from reforming the evils of what
they called the Church, that they proved
i b A i h i i l h

establishment concurred in the support
of iniquity.

I have already taken notice of the con-
fession, which, in the sermon preached
at Constance, they themselves made of
the extreme wickedness of the Church.
Another remarkable instance of the same
kind occurred on Whitsunday, the se-
venth of June, a very little time after the
death of Jerom. A doctor preached a
sermon from these words: "They were

'ln-
the

all filled with the Holy Ghost."
stead of the seven gifts," says
preacher, " which God granted to the
Apostles, I fear that the devil keeps his
Pentecost in the hearts of most of the
clergy, and that he has inspired them
with the seven contrary vices." He
then gave a catalogue of those vices.

But let not malicious infidelity exult
in these incontrovertible proofs of the
corrupt state of the Church. One of
the essential doctrines of Christianity,
namely, original sin, or the native de-
pravity of man, as an apostate creature,
is strongly illustrated by the general
wickedness of merely nominal Chris-
tians. In the Roman Church the real
Gospel itself was then neither under-
stood, nor preached, nor valued. Hence
the natural wickedness of mankind met
with no resistance: even the papists
sould see that the whole ecclesiastical
system was vicious in its head and mem-
bers, yet they trifled respecting sins with
the most scandalous levity, and perse-
cuted to death those very persons who ear-
nestly opposed the corruption of the times.

All this, however, affords no just
ground of triumph to the infidel. The
mere nominal Christian is, in a scrip-
tural sense, an unbeliever as well as him-
self; and while neither of these charac-
ters OVERCOMES THE WORLD, because he
has not true FAITH,* it is abundantly
evident, and I trust it has appeared so
from the course of this history, that
where real Christianity is understood
and received, there sincerity, and all
genuine virtues, do actually thrive and
dorn the Gospel.
In the year 1417, on the day of Epi-

phany, a sermon was preach-
ed in full council, which de-
scribed the abuses of the
Jhurch in so strong a man-it to be Antichrist more certainly than

ever. It could no longer be said, that ner, that if the preacher had
the particular character of such or such intendpd to justify the re-
popes was the cause of the crimes of the formation attempted by Huss
clergy; the whole of the then clerical * i T i 7"*—

BJ ' * 1 John v. 4, 5.

preached in
the council,
on the day
of the
Epiphany,
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and Jerom, and completed a hundred
years after in several parts of Europe by
the protestant reformers, he could not
have added much to the vehemence of
his invectives. The clergy were by him
taxed with pride and the love of power,
with the bad distribution of benefices,
the mal-administration of the sacraments,
the neglect of the study of the Scriptures
and of the preaching of the Gospel, and
the injustice of their ecclesiastical de-
crees. " Abomination," cried he, " ap-
pears even within these walls, nor are
we without instances both of the most
scandalous passions, and the basest ac-
tions." Could a preacher have been
permitted with impunity to draw so
frightful a picture in the face of the
church in full council, if it had not been
corrupt in the, extreme; and must there
not have been a radical apostacy from
the real faith of Christ, where such
fruits were suffered to abound ?

In this year the followers of Huss, un-
der the famous Zisca and Nicholas de
Hussinetz, began to exert themselves in

opposition to the hierarchy,
Hussites but certainly in a manner by
under Zisca. no means agreeable to the ge-

nius of Christianity. They
made use of fire and sword ; and the lat-
ter of these leaders is said* to have col-
lected together in a mountain, which was
afterwards called Tabor, f forty thousand
Hussites, to have arranged them in com-
panies, and administered to them the
communion in both kinds. This last
point of ecclesiastical regulation seems
to have been the predominant article of
the faith of the majority of the party, so
little did they understand the nature of
the Gospel! It was indeed the great de-
fect of the whole Bohemian reformation,
that, zealous as it was against the popish
abominations, it entered not with energy
and perspicuity into the genuine, essen-
tial doctrines of the gospel; and thus,
as must ever be the case, while external
practice is the principal object, these re-
formers were not able to improve, in any
considerable degree, that very practice to
which they directed their chief attention.
Instead of laying the axe to the root, in-
stead of expounding the doctrines of

* Dubravius.
f The Hussites erected tents in the moun-

tain. And the word Tabor means TENT in
the Bohemian language. The mountain
Tabor is only a few miles from Prague.

grace, and preaching the real faith of
Christ, and patiently suffering persecu-
ion, they took the cause into their own

hands, and avenged themselves of their
enemies by the sword. Their ill success
n the issue, compared with the decisive

victories gained over popery afterwards
at the Reformation, by those who preach-
ed the real scripture doctrine of justifica-
tion before God, and who allowed the
use of no other arms against popery than
44 FAITH WHICH WORKETH BY LOVE," gives
us a salutary lesson, how upon all occa-
sions, in this earthly scene of the trial of
the patience and resignation of the right-
eous, divine truth ought to be defended.
To be incited by a zeal, however flaming,
against the errors and evil of popery, is
not sufficient; it behoves the Christian
champion to fight wTith spiritual, not with
carnal weapons, to regulate his zeal by
Christian knowledge, humility, faith,
meekness, and patience, and to aim
chiefly at the purification of the heart by
the practical use of the doctrine of Christ
crucified, under the influence of the Di-
vine Spirit. But in these things the
Hussites were poorly furnished; and
they miscarried, because they attempted
to cleanse the OUTSIDE OF THE CUP AND
PLATTER, before they had cleansed that
WHICH WAS WITHIN.*

It was a gloomy season of the church
when the majority of those, who had the
greatest sincerity in religion, made their
capital object to be a j" sacramental cir-
cumstance, though certainly scriptural
and perfectly well founded. The fact is,
they understood very little of the native
depravity of man, on which the use and
necessity of the Gospel depend. A
gloomy season truly ! when' two men, of
talents and learning, and uncommonly
honest and upright, lost their lives for
the support of a good conscience; and
when even these, who, it is not to be
doubted, died in the faith of Jesus, pos-
sessed little clearness of understanding
in that faith, and were encumbered with
so much rubbish of superstition as to be
incapable of giving clear and effectual
instruction to their followers and ad-
mirers. And further, when the general
mass of Christians, even all the dignita-
ries assembled at Constance, could do no
more than acknowledge the necessity of

* Matt, xxvii. 26.
t Communion in both kinds.
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reformation, while many of them con
stantly practised the foulest abomina
tions, and were ready to burn in th
flames as heretics any persons, whos
knowledge, and zeal, and morals, am;
conduct conveyed, by a laudable con
trast, a censure on their own principles
and practice. The preciousness of rea
gospel-light, and the duty of cherishing
and obeying it, when it is once under-
stood, was never more strikingly evinced

Whether this account may be though
to bear too hard upon the character of th(
clergy at that time in general, and of th<
council in particular, let the reader judge
when he has attended to a few extracts
from a sermon of Bernard, a French ab-
bot. This divine told the council-, that,
" with very few exceptions, they were an
assembly of Pharisees, who, under the
mask of processions, and other externa'
acts of devotion, made a farce of religion
and the church. I am sorry," proceeds
he, " to say it, that in our days the Ca-
tholic faith is reduced to nothing; hope
is turned into a rash presumption, and
the lovo of God and our neighbour is
quite extinct. Among the laity, false-
hood bears the chief sway; and avarice
predominates among the clergy. Among
the prelates there is nothing but malice,
iniquity, &c. At the pope's court there
is no sanctity; law-suits and quarrels
being the felicity of that court, and im-
posture its delight." He then exhorted
them to make a real reformation, to pun-
ish the guilty, and to choose a good pope.
This zealous preacher saw not the root of
all these evils, namely, the lamentable
departure from Christian principles; and
like many other declaimers against vice,
he knew no remedy but the arguments of
mere moral suasion and external disci-
pline. The power of the blood of Christ,
in purging the conscience* from dead
works to serve the living God, seems to
have been generally unknown at that
time; and till men are brought to know
something of their own native depravity,
they are always too proud to submit to
the righteousness of God.f

We have already mentioned the be-
ginning of the intestine distractions in
Bohemia. These proceeded to such a

length as to produce scenes
Distractions perfectly tragical. The uni-
in Bohemia, versity of Prague declared

in favour of the communion in

both kinds, and the greatest part of both
the clergy and laity followed their deci-
sion. Wenceslaus, the king, more out of
fear than good will to the Hussites,
granted them a great many churches, in.
which they administered the Eucharist
according to the scriptural institution,
and also entered every day into new en-
gagements not to obey the council. By
these means, many of the Bohemian
clergy were stript of their revenues, and
they stirred up the friends of the church
of Rome to oppose the innovations.
Vast numbers of highwaymen and ban-
ditti took the opportunity of this confu-
sion to exercise all acts of violence and
robbery with impunity. Wenceslaus,
instead of exerting the requisite autho-
rity, abandoned Prague, retired to a cas-
tle, and minded nothing but his pleasure,
while his whole kingdom was in com-
bustion.*

It was not probable that the council of
Constance should be able to restore
peace and good order to Bohemia; for
they themselves, in a great measure, had
been the cause of the existing troubles.
It is however true, that they left no stone
unturned in their endeavours to re-esta-
blish the corrupt custom of administering
the sacrament in one kind only. By
their order^ Gerson composed a treatise
against the communion in both kinds,
>vhich was publicly read in the assembly;
but which, in fact, was little calculated
o compose the differences. Conscious

of the difficulty of supporting his main
point by the authority of Scripture alone,
he observes, that in order to understand
revelation aright, recourse should be had
o human laws, decrees, and the glosses
)f holy doctors. He maintains, that
hose who presume to interpret Scripture

contrary to what is taught in the Scrip-
ure, as DECLARED BY THE CHURCH, and
)bserved by the faithful, ought to be se-
erely punished, rather than dealt with

by argument. The whole treatise was
unworthy of the learning and sagacity
f Gerson, and deserved no notice here,
xcept for the purpose of showing under

what strong delusions those are permitted
o lie, who love not the truth, but have
leasure in unrighteousness. The judi-

cious L'Enfant, who is rarely liberal in
iis censures, breaks out on occasion of
he last-mentioned sentiment of Gerson,
n the following terms : " I own, I don't

* Hcb. ix. t Rom. x. * Theobald's War of the Hussites.
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understand Gerson's logic on this occa-
sion. H e draws a very blunt and rash
inference; especially as it was the most
improper thing in the world he could say
to induce the Huss i tes of Bohemia to
come to Constance, whi ther they were
summoned . "

T h e five nations, for the Spaniards
were now added to the French, the Ger-
mans , the Eng l i sh , and the I ta l ians, pro-

ceeded to elect a p o p e ; and
Five nations the choice fell upon Otho de

reformation C o l o n R a > w h o t o o k t n e n a m e

of tite of Martin V. Th i s happened
U C h i h l d f ^AD1417 ^ y

1417. All these nations, on
the day after the pope 's coronation, con-
curred in a resolution to demand of the
new pope the reformation of the church
which he had promised to make after he
should be elected. H e gave them good
words, but did nothing effectual. T h e
Germans were uneasy at his delays, and
so were the French ; though these, by
joining with the I tal ians and the Spa-
niards, had caused the deferring of the
reformation till after the election of a
pope. T h e answer, which Sigismund
gave to the French, was severe, but j u s t :
" W h e n I urged you that the church
might be reformed before the pope was
elected, you would not consen t : you
would have a pope before the reforma-
tion. Go to him yourselves. I have not
the same power which I had while the
See was vacan t . "* I t is the office of his-
tory to do just ice to all charac te rs ; on
which account it behoves us to declare,
that Sigismund, grossly perfidious as he
had shown himself in regard to H u s s ,
appears to have been sincerely desirous
of a partial reformation in the church.
H e had neither the knowledge nor the
zeal sufficient to lead him to anything
like an evangelical reformation; but,
wi th many other popish princes, he
wished to set bounds to the tyranny of
the pope, to reduce him from the state of
a despot to that of a limited monarch, to
check his encroachments on the r ights
and property both of sovereigns and of
subjects, and to bring the church into a
state of decorum and order. Sigismund
certainly intended all t h i s ; and if he
failed of obtaining the blessing of God
even on his laudable purposes, the Chris-
tian reader will recollect that this man
persecuted the church of God, lived

* L'Enfant, Vol. I I . p. 207.

wickedly, and hated the real principles
of the Gospel of Christ . Before the
election of Martin V. the emperor, wi th
the Germans and the Eng l i sh , was zeal-
ous that the reformation of the church
should precede the election of a new
pontiff; and Robert Ha lam, bishop of
Sal isbury, had dist inguished himself par-
ticularly in this point. H e was the fa-
vourite of the emperor ; but his death at
Constance gave a fatal blow to the de-
signs of those who were anxious to
oppose the ambition of the I ta l ians . N o t
only the French , but even the Engl i sh ,
strenuous as they had been for the cor-
rection of abuses while Ha l am lived,
deserted the emperor ; and he was left in
a minority with his Germans . T h e
memorial of this last nation deserves to
be mentioned. They complained, that
" the popes had assumed to themselves
the judgment, of all causes both ecclesi-
astical and c iv i l ; that by a horrid abuse ,
even more scandalous than simony, they
taxed and rated crimes l ike merchandize,
selling pardons of sins for ready money ,
arid grant ing indulgences altogether un-
usual ; that they admitted persons of
licentious manners into sacred orders,
and that since offices were become thus
saleable, no one thought knowledge and
virtue to be necessary qualifications."

I t is extraordinary, that any modern
writers should undertake to vindicate the

apacy from the charges of protes tants ,
when it appears repeatedly, that nothing
could be said worse of it by its enemies ,
than wha t was confessed by the very
members of the church of R o m e . I t is
very true, that the conduct of these mem-
bers of the Romish church was in the
main inconsistent wi th their professions
and declarations. W i t h what face could
these Germans charge H u s s with heresy,
for saying the very same things which
they themselves said 1 And w h y should
Luther be condemned as too severe
against the practice of indulgences, when
he only represented that grand corrup-
tion in the same l ight in which it had
been openly represented by his ancestors
in this council ? But so imperious were
the Italian cardinals, that they used very
threatening language, accusing both the
emperor, and those who favoured his
views, of heresy. T h e y also added
craft to their menaces, and by degrees
drew over the German deputies them-
selves to their pa r ty ; and at length Sigis-
mund, being left alone, consented that
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the choice of a pope should be previous
to the reformation. This was all that
the Italians desired ; for Martin and his
cardinals contrived to elude the wishes
of the nations for reform. And thus, the
French, who, with Gerson as their ad-
viser, had condemned the upright ser-
vants of God, the Germans, who, with
Sigismund at their head, had supported
the accusation against them, and the
English, who had persecuted the follow-
ers of Wickliff, and joined in the cry
against Huss and Jeroin, all these very
deservedly became the dupes of papal
artifice; and the nations were destined
for another century to groan under one of
the most intolerable of all governments.
The glory of God, the truths of the Gos-
pel, and the real kingdom of Jesus
Christ, being kept out of sight by all
parties, none of them regarding reforma-
tion much further than it concerned their
own interested views, nothing that de-
served the name of reformation ensued.
Among the valuable lessons to be learnt
from the history of the council of Con-
stance, this is one; namely, Those who
really mean to serve God and his Christ,
and to profit mankind in religion, whe-
ther they be pa%tors, or synods, must
begin, if the people be in a state of igno-
rance, with explaining the written word
of God; they must plainly set forth the
essential doctrines of salvation by Jesus
Christ, and then erect the whole struc-
ture of the reformation upon those doc-
trines.

How void the council was of all true
knowledge of the scripture doctrines of
salvation, will appear from the bull by
which the pope dissolved that assembly.
An extract of it is as follows : "Martin,
bishop, servant of the servants of God, at
the request of the sacred council, we dis-
miss it. Moreover^ by the authority of
Almighty God, and of the blessed Apos-
tles St. Peter and St. Paul, and by our
own authority, we grant to all the mem-
bers of the council plenary absolution of
all their sins once in their lives, so that
every one of them, within two months
after the notification of this privilege has
come to his knowledge, may enjoy the
benefit of the said absolution in form.
We also grant them the same privilege
in the moment of death; and we extend
it to the domestics, as well as to the
masters, on condition, that from the day
of the notification, both the one and the
other fast every Friday, during a whole

VOL. II. 17

year, for the absolution granted to them
while alive; and another year for their
absolution in the moment of death, un-
ess there be some lawful impediment, in

which case they shall do other works of
piety. And after the second year they
shall be obliged to fast on Fridays during
'ife, or to do some other acts of piety, on
pain of incurring the displeasure of
Almighty God and of the blessed Apos-
tles St. Peter and St. Paul."

I hasten to close the history of this
council, because in the latter part of their
proceedings there is little that falls with-
in my plan. Martin V. by making agree-
ments with the nations separately, found
means to defeat all attempts after any-
thing that might deserve the name of a
general and effectual reformation. But
though this new pontiff seemed reluctant
and dilatory in correcting abuses, he soon
discovered a disposition sufficiently ac-
tive in supporting his own authority.

He persecuted the Hussites most
vigorously. These were divided into
two bodies, the Calixtines,* who differ-
ed from the church of Rome only in the
affair of the new communion in both
kinds; and the Taborites, mentioned
above, who are thought to have muoh
resembled the Waldenses. A greater
encomium, the circumstances of those
times being fully considered, could
scarcely be passed upon them. But it
is difficult to reconcile this encomium
with the accounts of their military fero-
city. Most probably, wheat was mixed
with the tares; and whilst one part of the
people lived the life of " the faith of the
Son of God,"f the other could produce
few marks of zeal in the cause of reli-
gion, except those which were of a
bloody and violent kind.

Under the auspices of the council of
Constance, paganism was extirpated in
Samogitia by the king of Poland. Histo-
rical justice required that this fact should
be mentioned :—;yet I know no evidences
of real conversion among the Samogi-
tians; but the very introduction of Chris-
tian formalities among idolaters, ought
to be esteemed, on the whole, a consi-
derable advantage to a nation.

This celebrated council, D i s s o I l l t i o n o f t h e

which began to sit in 1414, council of Con-
was dissolved in 1418. s t a n c e ' A D-1418-

If the materials of evangelical history

* From calix, the cup. t Gal. xi. 20.
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appear by no means in quantity propor-
tioned to the length of this Chapter, the
importance of the salutary lessons con
nected with the information it contains
may be thought a sufficient apology for
the defect. A great effort was made by
the united wisdom of Europe, but in
vain, to effect that reformation, which
God alone in his own time produced in
such a manner, as to illustrate the divin-e
declaration, Salvation is " not by power,
but by my Spirit, saith the Lord ot
hosts.'"*

CHAPTER I I I .

THE HUSSITES, TILL THE BEGINNING OF THE
REFORMATION.

W E have seen with what indignation
the Bohemians heard of the murder of
John Huss and Jerom of Prague. To
this cause historians ascribe the com-
mencement of the Hussite war, which
was carried on by the enraged Bohemi-
ans for three years under the famous
Zisca, and for ten years after his death.

The historian of the church of Christ
withdraws from a scene crowded with
almost incredible victories over the em-
peror, and with inhuman cruel ties on

both sides. The main body
Peace be- of the discontented Bohemi-
FlpaTpany a " s w e r^ at length satisfied
and the Bo- with the liberty of the cup in
he™jyis.^ the sacrament, and with the

administration of the ordi-
nance in their own language. These
points, after the effusion of a deluge of
biood, were given up by the papal party
in the year 1433, and a treaty of peace
was made, of which these formed the
basis. In other respects, the Calixtines
resembled the papists, by whose arti-
fices they were induced even to persecute
the genuine followers of Huss. These
last mentioned, the true Hussites, be-
sides the scriptural celebration of the
sacrament, desired to see a real reforma-
tion of the church, and the establishment
of purity of doctrine and discipline. But,
after a long series of military confusion,
they found themselves still a persecuted

* Zech. iv. 6»—See Appendix, Council of
Constance.

body of men; and those of them who
had been inclined to have recourse to
the sword, were gradually convinced,
that patient faith and perseverance in
prayer are the proper arms of a Christian
soldier. Never indeed was there a more
striking instance of the inefficacy of car-
nal weapons in defending the church of
Christ, The Bohemians had carried on
war for thirteen years, often with great
success, and always with undaunted
courage and fortitude; and in the end,
they gained only two privileges, merely
of an external nature, in the administra-
tion of the Lord's Supper. With these
the majority of the people remained con-
tent, and still adhered to the papal abomi-
nations; while the real Christians were
exposed as much as ever to the persecu-
tions of the church of Rome, and were
not only abandoned, but also cruelly
treated by their brethren.

In the mean time the council of Basil
succeeded that of Constance. But the
reader, who has with me examined the
motives which appear to have influenced
the last-mentioned council, will not per-
haps be disposed to take the same pains
with that of Basil, which was conducted
on a similar plan of secular intrigue and
ambition. Among its other objects, the
reduction of Bohemia to the papal system
was not forgotten; and Ro-
kyzan, a Calixtine, was al- Sf/arch-
lured, by the hopes of the bishop of
archbishopric of Prague, to Prague,
second the views of the papal A D*
party. He was elected archbishop in
1436, and laboured to induce the Bohe-
mians to'be content without the cup, and
n all other things to conform to the Ro-

mish doctrine and worship.
The genuine followers of Huss were,

however, not without hopes of engaging
him to promote a more complete reforma-
tion. His sister's son, Gregory, who
was in a great measure the founder of
the unity of the Hussite brethren, soli-
cited him in the most pressing manner
to promote vital godliness. But Roky-
zan,, though he had light enough to
approve of the pious intentions of his
nephew, could not, through fear of losing
his archiepiscopal dignity, be prevailed
on to oppose the Romish corruptions;
yet he advised the Hussites to edify one
another in private, and gave them some
good books for that purpose. He also
obtained for them permission to with-
draw to the lordship of Lititz, on the
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confines of Silesia and Moravia, and
there to regulate their plan of worship
according to their own consciences.

About the year 1453, a number of
Hussites repaired to Lititz, and chose
Michael Bradazius for their minister.

He, with some assistants,
The Hussites under the direction of Gre-
dui^their £ory> held a conference in
minister, 1457, in which the plan of

A.D. 1453; t n e Hussite church, or that
formed a c xl TT . , -^ .'
church, of the United Brethren, was

A. D. 1457. formed ; idolatrous rites were
prohibited, and a strictness of

discipline, resembling that of the primi-
tive Christian church, was instituted.
Discipline, indeed, was a favourite object
of this people; and if their attention to
this subordinate circumstance had been
connected with what is of much greater
moment, an accurate and luminous sys-
tem of Christian doctrine, far more salu-
tary consequences would have ensued.
In this the Hussites were certainly de-
fective, though by no means fundament-
ally s o ; and hence, while they were
pursuing a matter of inferior importance,
they failed to promote the spirit of godli-
ness in so great a degree as they had ex-
pected. The inward life and vigour of
their church corresponded not with the
purity of its external system, nor could
distressed consciences find among them
that comfort and liberty which are so
necessary to propagate godliness to any
great extent. In one point, however,
they proved themselves the genuine fol-
lowers of Christ; they determined to
make use of no carnal weapons for the
defence of religion; and no more to suffer
the name of Hussites to be disgraced by
such unchristian methods, as it formerly
had been.

They were soon called to the exercise
of that passive courage which they pro-
fessed. The increase of their congrega-
tions in Bohemia and Moravia was be-
held with suspicion both by Romish and
Calixtine priests, and they were accused
of an intention to renew the Taborite
tumults, and to seize the government.
Those professors of godliness^ who have
been so far misled by false zeal, or the
love of the world, as to take the sword
in defence of religion, little know the in-
jury which they do to the cause which
they undertake to support. Profane
minds are always malicious, and will be
ever apt to charge all who profess the
same truths, with the same seditious

A . D 1458,

brad, king of
B h i

spirit, of which they have
once seen some instances. The United
The Hussites, therefore, load- £?££
ed with the infamy of their
predecessors, had now no {
f , T-. r>. T» brad, k in
remedy. Even George Po- Bohemia,
diebrad, who was elected
king of Bohemia in 1458, and who had
hitherto protected them, now consented
to persecuts the United Brethren.

They had hoped for support in Roky-
zan, whose ministry had formerly been
useful to their souls. With a degree of
evangelical' light, this man still follow-
ed the world, and lived in miserable
grandeur, dearly purchased at the ex-
pense of a good conscience. The fol-
lowing is an extract of a let-
ter, which the brethren wrote A letter of
to him while they laboured Brethren
under the imputations of pro-
moting needless divisions. It will give
the reader some idea of their principles
and spirit.* " Your sermons have been
highly grateful and pleasant to us. You
earnestly exhortpd us to flee from the
horrible errors of antichrist, revealed in
these last days. You taught us, that
the devil introduced the abuses of the
sacraments, and that men placed a false
hope of salvation in them. You con-
firmed to us, from the writings of the
apostles, and from the examples of the
primitive church, the true doctrine of
those divine institutions. Being dis-
tressed in our consciences, and distracted
by the variety of opinions which pre*
vailed in the church, we were induced to
follow your advice, which was to attend
the ministry of Peter Chelezitius, whose
discourses and writings gave us a clearer
'nsight into Christian truths, insomuch,
that when we saw that your life and
practice were at variance with your doc-
trine, we were constrained to entertain
doubts concerning your religious charac-
ter. Whe"n we conversed with you on
this occasion, your answer was to this
effect: ' I know that your sentiments
are true; but if I should patronize your
:ause, I must incur the same infamy and

disgrace which you do.' Whence we
understood, that you would desert us,

* Joachim Camerarius de Ecclesiis in Bo-
hemia et Moravia, p. 61.—I have consulted
this treatise and made use of it as my guide
in this chapter, in connexion with Crantz'a
History of the Brethren, published by L$
Trobe.
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rather than relinquish the honours of the
world. Having now no refuge but in
God, we implored him to make known
to us the mystery of his will. As a gra-
cious father, he hath looked upon our
afflictions, and hath heard our prayers.
Trusting in our God, we have assembled
ourselves in the unity of the faith by
which we have been justified through
Jesus Christ, and of which we were
made partakers in conformity to the im-
age of his death, that we might be the
heirs of eternal life. Do not imagine
that we have separated ourselves from
you on account of certain rites and cere-
monies instituted by men, but on account
of evil and corrupt doctrine. For if we
could, in connexion with you, have pre-
served the true faith in Jesus Christ our
Lord, we never Should have made this
separation."

Thus does it appear that the Hussite
brethren were not mere schismatics, but
properly reformed protestants, who se-

parated from the church of
Persecution Rome on account of the es-
oi them. Sentials of godliness, and be-
cause, in that church, they could not
preserve the genuine faith of the Gospel,
and purity of worship. And the con-
stancy with which they endured persecu-
tion, showed that they had not received
the grace of God in vain. For now they
were declared unworthy of the common
rights of subjects: and, in the depth of
winter, were driven out of the cities and
villages, with the forfeiture of all their
effects. The sick were thrown into the
open fields, where many perished with
cold and hunger. Various sorts of tor-
ture were inflicted on the brethren: num-
bers were barbarously murdered, and
many died in the prisons.

During these melancholy scenes, Gre-
gory, the nephew of Rokyzan, was dis-
tinguished by his zeal, fortitude, and

charity. To these virtues he
Excellent added prudence and discre-
characterof tion, of which he gave a re-
Serw'ofhe markable instance.* The go-
Rokyzan. vernor of Prague apprehend»

ing danger to the brethren to
be at hand, had the kindness to warn

* It is not easy to give a regular account
of these transactions according- to the order
of time. There is, I find, some diversity in
this respect between the two authors whom
I follow. But I retain the substance of the
narrative, collected from both.

Gregory to withdraw from Prague, which
he did accordingly.* Some of the bre-
thren were disgusted at this conduct,
and boasted that the rack was their
breakfast, and the flames their dinner.
Part, however, of these men failed on the
trial, and recanted, to save their lives;
though of the lapsed, some bemoaned
their fall, and recovered by repentance.
Gregory himself, on another occasion,
underwent with patience the tortures of
the rack. In the extremity of his suffer-
ing he fell into a swoon, and was be-
lieved to have expired.f His uncle
Rokyzan hasted to the prison at the
news, and lamented over him in these
words, " My dear Gregory, I would to
God I were where thou art." So strong
was the power of conscience still in this
unhappy archbishop ! But Gregory re-
covered, and was preserved by Provi-
dence to be a nursing-father to the church
to a very advanced age.

The brethren, hearing of the sensibility
discovered by Rokyzan, addressed them-
selves to him again; but his answers
were of the same kind as formerly. He
was determined not to suffer persecu-
tion ; and they, in their farewell letter,
said to him, with more zeal than discre-
tion, "Thou art of the world,
and wilt perish with the Expulsion of
world." The persecution now brethrenfm
took a different turn; the A. D.1407.
Hussites were no longer tor-
tured, but were driven out of the coun-
try ; whence they were obliged to hide
themselves in mountains and woods, and /
to live in the wilderness. In this situa- *
tion, in the year 1467 they came to a re-
solution to form a church among them-
selves, and to appoint their own minis-
ters. In 1480 they received a great in-
crease- of their numbers from the acces-
sion of Waldensian refugees, who es-
caped out of Austria, where Stephen, the
last bishop of the Waldenses in that pro-
vince, was burnt alive, and where the
vehemence of persecution no longer al-
lowed this people to live in security.
An union was easily formed between the
Waldenses and the Hussites,
on account of the similarity Union be-
of their sentiments and man- lw?fp?pnf»

nubM its ana

ners. 1 he refugees, however, the Waiden-
found their situation but little ^D'MSO
meliorated by a junction with

* Joachim Camer. p. 85.
t Id. p. 80.
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Podiebrad,
A. D. 1471.

a people who were obliged to conceal
themselves in thickets and in clefts of
rocks; and who, to escape detection by
the smoke, made no fires, except in the
night, when they read the word of God,
and prayed. What they must have suf-

fered in these circumstances,
Death of may be easily conceived. The

death of king Podiebrad, in
1471, had afforded them, in-

deed, some relief; and about the same
time had died also the unhappy Roky-
zan, who, in his latter days, promoted
the persecutions against them, and who
expired in despair.

In 1481 the Hussites were banished
Moravia, but returned into that country
six years afterwards. In the beginning

of the sixteenth century, they
counted two hundred congre-
gations in Bohemia and Mo-

The Hus-
sites were
banished
Moravia in
A.D. H81.

ravia. Their most violent
persecutors were the Calix-
tines, who certainly for the

most part resembled the papists in all
things, except in the particularity from
which their names were derived.

And here I close, for the present, the
history of the Hussites, who doubtless,
as a body of men, feared God and served
him in the Gospel of his Son. They
also maintained a degree of discipline
among themselves, vastly superior to
that of any others of the Christian name,
unless we except the churches of the
Waldenses. Both of these, however,
were defective in evangelical LIGHT.
There wanted an exhibition of the pure
doctrines of Christ, luminous, attractive,
an
and

tions, examined with care and diligence,
and stated with candour and fidelity.

C H A P T E R I V .

A BRIEF VIEW OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

THE most remarkable events which
distinguish this, period in general history,
appear to have been directed by Divine,
Providence with a particular subser-
viency to the Reformation. Only in this
view they will deserve the notice of the
historian of the church of Christ. In
the year 1453, Constantinople was taken
by the Turkish emperor Ma-
homet II. From the year Constantino

J - n\e taken by1299, when the four angels J#abomet IL
were loosed, which had been A. D. 1453.
bound in the river Euphra-
tes,* that is to say, when four Turkish

d powerful, which should publish pi
d salvation to mankind throughthrough the

th i
g

cross of Christ, and engage the attention
of the serious and thoughtful, who knew
not the way of peace. These could find
little instruction or consolation in the
view of a society of Christians, whose
manners indeed were pure and holy, but
in the eyes of the ignorant forbidding
and austere. God in his mercy was
now hastening this exhibition by the
light of the Reformation, which, after
we have very briefly surveyed the fif-
teenth century in GENERAL, must engage
our attention.

It is scarcely necessary to observe,
that the plan of this History will require,
that the account of the UNITED BRETHREN
be hereafter resumed, and their internal
principles and regulations, as well as
their external connexions and persecu-

17*

sultanies were established in the East,
the Turks had gradually increased their
power, and filled the world with carnago
and confusion.

In the mean time, the princes of Eu-
rope, absorbed in the vortex of narrow
and contracted politics, indolently beheld
these ferocious barbarians advancing fur-
ther and further to the West, and formed
no generous plan of defensive combina-
tion. It was in vain that the distressed
emperors of the East implored the aid of
the Wes te rn pr inces . T h e common ene-
my OVERFLOWED AND' PASSED OVER, tO
use the prophetic language of Daniel,—«
and having once gained a footing in Eu-
rope, he continued to domineer over a
large part of Christendom, and to deso-
late the nations. The same unerring
spirit of prophecy which foretold these
amazing scenes by St. John, foretold also
the continued obduracy and impenitence
of the nominal Christians* They repent-
ed not of their idolatry and practical
wicked ness.f

There cannot be a more melancholy
contemplation, than to observe the infa-
tuation of nations, who have provoked
God to forsake them. Though the voice
of Providence is addressed to their
senses, they consider not the works of
the Lord, and at the same time seem to
be as destitute of political sagacity as
they are of religious principle. This
fifteenth century affords an awful instance
of these things. The Turks oppressed

* Rev. ix. 14, f Rev, ix,
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Europe with persevering cruelty; but
Europe neither humbled itself before
God, nor took any measures to check the
ambition of the Mahometans. The So-
vereign of the Universe, however, was
bringing order out of confusion, and
light out of darkness. The learned men,
who emigrated from Greece, revived the
study of letters in Europe, and paved
the way for that light of classical erudi-
tion, which was one of the most power-
ful of all those subordinate means which
were employed in the demolition of
idolatry and superstition. By a surpris-
ing concurrence of circumstances, the
noble art of printing was invented about,
the year 1440.* Learning was cultivated

with -incredible ardour: the
invention of family of the Medici was
A^D îfio. raised up to patronize science;

and toward the end of this
same century, Erasmus arose, whose
good sense, taste, and industry, were un-
commonly serviceable to the Reforma-
tion. By his labours, monastic supersti-
tion received a wound which has never
since been healed ; and learned men were
furnished with critical skill and ingenuity,
of which they failed not to avail them-
selves in the instruction of mankind to a
degree beyond what Erasmus himsel
had ever conceived.

Thus, under the care of Divine Provi-
dence, materials were collected for tha
beautiful edifice which began to be erect-
ed in the next century. In the fifteenth]
century, the great value and benefit o
these materials scarcely appeared; th(
same corruptions both of faith and 01
practice, which have so often been de-
scribed, still prevailed in all their hor-
rors.

In the mean time there were some in
dividuals, who, though not connected
with any particular Christian societies
evidenced the power of godliness. Among
these, Thomas Rhedon, a Frenchman
and a Carmelite friar, was distinguish-
ed, j- This man came to Rome with the
Venetian ambassadors, having under-
taken this journey in the hope of im-
proving his understanding in religiou
concerns. He had hitherto no concep-
tion of the enormous corruptions of thai
venal city, and was therefore astonished
to find that even the habitation of St,
Peter was become a den of thieves. His

*Mosheim,Vol.I. p. 764.
f Fox, Vol. I. p. 758.

iealous spirit was stirred up in him, to
ive an open testimony to evangelical
•nth ; and at length by continual preach-

he incurred the hatred of the ruling
owers. In fine, he was de-
raded from the priesthood, Martyrdom
nd was burnt four years af- RZT™

,er his arrival at Rome, in the A. D. 1436.
1436, during the pontifi-

ate of Eugenius, the successor of that
ame Martin who was raised to the pope-
orn by the council of Constance. Seve-
al others, who like him were enlighten-
•d, and like him were faithful to their
j}od, though unconnected with any par-
icular church, were executed in Ger-
any, not long after the burning of John

Huss.
Jerom .Savanarola, an Italian monk, by

is zeal, learning, and piety,
ncurred in an eminent man- Savanaroia,
er the hatred of the court of g^esTe'r,&

Rome. Notwithstanding the preach the
epeated menaces of the pope, S?spel at

v
 A. , M f K Florence, in

ne continued to preach the A. D. udG.
word of God with great vehe-
mence, and with a degree of light and
nowledge, which seems superior to that

of most, if not of all men in that age.
Tn 1496 he upheld the standard of the
Gospel at Florence, though many warned
him of the danger to which he was ex-
posed by his great boldness. At length,
in tfre year 1498,* he and two other
riars, named Dominic and Silvester,

were imprisoned. During his confine-
ment, he wrote a spiritual meditation on
he thirty-first psalm, in which he de

scribed the conflict between the flesh
and the spirit, a subject peculiarly evan-
gelical, and which needs some real exer-
cise of practical godliness, in order to be
duly understood and relished by man-
kind. The pope's legates arriving at
Florence, Jerom and his two companions
were charged with maintaining various
heretical opinions, one of which deserves
to be distinctly mentioned, as character-
istic of the times in which they lived.
For example, they were accused, in ex-
plicit terms, of having preached the doc-
trine of free justification through faith in
Christ; and after they had persevered in
what was called an obstinate
heresy, they were degraded, They are
delivered to the secular power A ÎX 1499.
at Florence, and burnt to
death in the year 1499.

* Fox, p. 830,
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There were also some souls who in
secret served God in the Gospel of his
Son ; and who knew what spirituality in
religion meant, though from some par-
ticular circumstances they never were ex-
posed to suffer in any considerable degree
for righteousness* sake. Among these
was the famous Thomas a Kempis, who

died in 1471.* Instead of
Death of entering into the tedious dis-
Kernpfs5 a Pu t e concerning the author of
A1. D. 1471. the well known book of

"The Imitation of Jesus
Christ," let us be content with ascribing
it to this monk, its reputed author. It
would be impertinent in me to enter into
any detail of a performance so familiar
to religious readers; and let it suffice to
say, that it abounds with the most pious
and devotional sentiments, and could not
have been written but by one well versed
in Christian experience though it par-
takes of the common defect of monastic
writers; that is to say, it does not suffi-
ciently illustrate the doctrine of justifi-
cation by faith.

Vincent Ferrer, though bred in the
midst of darkness, and connected w h
the worst of ecclesiastical characters,
was a shining model of piety.f He was
born at Valentia in Spain, became a Do-

minican friar, and a zealous
Piety of preacher of the word of God.
Ferrer!1 ^ quotation from his book on

Spiritual Life will deserve
the attention of students. " Do you de-
sire to study to advantage 1 Consult God
more than books, and ask him humbly to
make you understand what you read.
Study drains the mind and heart. Go
from time to time to be refreshed at the
feet of Christ under his cross. Some
moments of repose there give fresh vigour
and new light: interrupt your study by
short, but fervent ejaculations. Science
is the gift of the Father of lights. Do
not consider it as attainable, merely by
the work of your own mind or industry."
This holy person was retained in the ser-
vice of Peter de Luna, who, as pope
took the name of Benedict XIII. and was
one of those three popes who were de-
posed by the council of Constance.
Very few men are represented in history
to have been of a more proud and de-
ceitful character than Peter de Luna
Vincent entreated his master to resign

lis dignity. Benedict rather artfully
eluded, than directly refused the request.
Bishoprics and a cardinal's hat were then
offered to Vincent; but his heart was in-
lensible to the charms of worldly ho-
ours and dignities. He very earnestly

wished to become an apostolic missiona-
ry ; and, in this respect, he was at length
gratified by Benedict. At the age of
forty-two he began to preach with great
ervour in every town from Avignon
owards Valentia. His word is said to
ave been powerful among the Jews, the

Mahometans, and others. After he had
laboured"in Spain, France, and Italy, he
hen, at the desire of Henry IV. king of

England, exerted himself in the same
manner throughout the chief towns of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. Still
finding Peter de Luna entirely obstinate
in his ambition, he renounced his service,
and, by the desire of King Henry V. made
Normandy and Britanny the theatre of his
labours during the last two years of his
ife. He died at the age of sixty-two.

How truly humble this man was, ap-
pears from the whole of this little account
which I can collect concerning him;
and particularly, from his own confes-
sion: "My whole life is a sink of ini-
quity ; I am all infection; I am corrup-
tion throughout. I feel this to be so
more and more. Whoever is proud,
shall stand without. Christ manifests
his truth to the lowly, and hides himself
from the proud."

Antoninus, archbishop of Florence,
born in the year 1389, seems to have
been a similar character.*
Great things are related of Pastoral
his pastoral labours and ser- labours of

1
 T T . - . , Antoninus,

vices. His secretary, ob- archbishop
serving his indefatigable ex- of Florence,
rtions, once said to him,
' The life of a bishop is truly pitiable, if

he is doomed to live in such a constant
hurry as you live." " To enjoy inward
peace," replied he, " we must, amidst
all our affairs, ever reserve a closet as it
were in our hearts, where we are to re-
main retired within ourselves, and where
no worldly business can en-
ter," He died aged seven- Died at 70.
ty; and is said to have fre-
quently repeated, in his last moments,
words which he had been accustomed to
use in the time of his health; namely,
"To serve God is to reign."

* Du Pin. f Butler, Vol. IV. Butler, Vol. IV.
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Bernards,* of the-republic of Sienn
was born in the year 1380, and on

count of his uncommon ze
Bernardin in preaching, was callp
of Sienna. u rphe Burning Coal." H
gave this advice to clergymen : " See.
first the kingdom of God ; and the Hoi
Ghost will give you a wisdom, which n
adversary can withstand." This excel
lent man expressed an earnest wish t
be able to cry out with a trumpet througl
the world, " How long will ye lovesim
plicity?" He died aged sixty-thre<
years.

John de Wesalia wTas
John de doctor of divinity of the fi
Wesalia. t e e n t h c e n t u r y .

1. Me taught doctrines which muc;
displeased the Catholics.

2. The archbishop of Mentz prose
cuted him : John was imprisoned, and a
assembly of popish doctors were con
vened to sit in judgment upon him i
1479.

3. He made a public recantation o
his doctrines; but nevertheless was con
demned to a perpetual penance in a mo
nastery of the Augustine friars, where h
died soon after.

The Protestants have certainly ranked
him in the catalogue of the witnesses to
the truth ; but there may be a question
whether his principles and his practice
taken together, entitle him to a place ir
this History? Very little is known con-
cerning him, except from hi*; examina-
tion before the German inquisitors, who
most undoubtedly treated him with great
harshness and severity.

By one author he appears to have been
considered as an eminent Christian; but
this is the judgment of a person who
shows himself on all occasions extreme-
ly attached to Calvinistic tenets, and
who has no mercy on Arminians. And
if, for the sake of brevity, I may be al-
owed the use of the words Calvinistand

Arminian, as being terms well under-
stood at this day, John de Wesalia was
certainly a most rigid Calvinist.

A long catalogue of charges were
brought against him, from which it may
be proper to select a few for the reader's
perusal.

1. From everlasting, God hath written
a book wherein he hath inscribed all his
elect; and whosoever is not already

* Butler, Vol. V.

written there, will never be written there
at all. Moreover,

2. He that is written therein will ne-
ver be blotted out.

3. The elect are saved by the grace of
God alone; and w?hat man soever God
willeth to save, by enduing him with
grace, if all the priests in the world were
desirous to damn and excommunicate
that man, he would still be saved.
Whomsoever likewise God willeth to
damn, he would still be damned, though
the presbyters, the pope, and others were
willing to save him.

4. If there had never been any pope in
the world, they who are saved, would
have been saved. The pope, and bishops
and priests contribute nothing to salva-
tion : concord alone, and peace among
men, and a peaceable way of living, are
sufficient.

5. Christ never appointed any particu-
lar fasts, nor forbad the use of flesh meat
on any day.

6. If St. Peter appointed fasts, per-
haps he did so for the purpose of having
a better sale for his fish.

7. The holy oil is the very same as
he oil which you eat at home.

8. The Scriptures do not say that the
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son.

9. Those who undertake pilgrimages
o Rome, are fools.

10. I consider nothing as sinful,
vhich the Scriptures have not declared
o be so.

11. I despise the pope and his coun-
ils. I love Christ; and may his word
Iwell in us abundantly!

12. It is a difficult thing to be a Chris-
an.
13. Indulgences are nothing.
It was further objected to him, in the

ourse of his examination, that he had
iven it as his opinion, that St. Paul
ontributed nothing* towards his conver-
on by his own free-will.
This account might lead us to suspect,

lat there was something of a spirit ot
vity in the disposition of John de We-

alia. He seems to have seen clearly
rough several of the popish supersti-

ions, and to have exposed them with
eai and freedom. Charity will certain-

incline us to hope the best; neverthe-
iss the Christian reader cannot but wish
lere had been greater marks of personal
)ntrition of soul and of true humility at
ie cross of Christ. However, it ought
)t to be omitted, that John was an old
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man, and bowed down with infirmities
and disorders of long standing; and
therefore he was probably not able to
recollect what he had formerly advanced
or to express his thoughts distinctly be-
fore such a formidable tribunal of Inqui-
sitors. Fear compelled him at last to
retract; but in the course of his trial, he
had the spirit to say to the court, " If
Christ were now present, and ye were
to treat him as ye do me, HE might be
condemned by you as a heretic. How-
ever," the old man added with a smile,
" HE would get the better of you by his
acuteness."*

JOHN. WESSELUS of Groningen has
sometimes been taken for the same per-

son as the preceding John de
i°ius^feS' wesalia. A n d n o wonder;
Gromngen. ^or besides the similarity of

their names, they lived about
the same time, and both of them opposed
several of the errors and corruptions of
popery.

Wesselus, however, is incomparably
the superior character in every respect.
He was one of the most learned men of
the fifteenth century, and was so cele-
brated for his talents and attainments,
as to have been denominated THE LIGHT
OF THE WORLD.
Eorn He was born about the

A. D. 1419; year 1419, not in 1400, as
DAdDi480 o m e h a v e s uPPo s ed*

died in 1489.
Whatever doubts may be entertained

respecting the genuine seriousness and
solidity of John de Wesalia, the extraor-
dinary religious knowledge of Wesselus,
and his truly Christian spirit, are indis-
putable. He has been justly called the
Forerunner of Luther.

That great Reformer was so astonished
when he first met with some pieces of
the composition of Wesselus, that in the
Leipsic edition of 1522, he wrote a pre-
face to the work, in which he says,f
" By the wonderful providence of God,
I have been compelled to become a pub-
lic man, and to ficrht battles with those
monsters of indulgences and papal de-
crees. All along I supposed myself to
stand alone; yet have I preserved so
much animation in the contest, as to be
everywhere accused of heat and violence,
and of biting too hard. However, the
truth is, I have earnestly wished to have

* Fascic. rer. vol. i. & Bayle, Crit. Diet,
t EP. II. p. 89.

done with these followers of Baal among
whom my lot is cast, and to live quietly
in some corner; for I have utterly de-
spaired of making any impression"1 on
these brazen foreheads, and iron necks
of impiety.

" But behold, in this state of mind, I
am told that even in these days, there is
in secret a remnant of the people of God.
Nay, 1 am not only told so, but I rejoice
to see a proof of it. Here is a new pub-
lication by Wesselus of Groningen, a
man of an admirable genius, and of an
uncommonly enlarged mind. It is very
plain he was taught of God, as Isaiah
prophesied that Christians should be :*
And as in my own case, so with him, it
cannot be supposed that he received his
doctrines from men. If I had read his
works before, my enemies might have
supposed that I had learnt everything
from Wesselus, such a perfect coinci-
dence there is in our opinions. As to
myself, I not only derive pleasure, but
strength and courage from this publica-
tion. It is now impossible for me to
doubt whether I am right in the points
which I have inculcated, when I see so
entire an agreement in sentiment, and
almost the same words used by this
eminent person, who lived in a different
age, in a distant country, and in circum-
stances very unlike my own. I am sur-
prised that this excellent Christian wri-
ter should be so little known. The
reason may be, either that he lived with-
out blood and contention (for this is the
only thing in which he differs from me;)
or perhaps the Jews of our times have
suppressed his writings as heretical.

" 1 recommend it therefore to the pious
reader, to peruse this book with care and
consideration. The writer peculiarly
sxcels in judgment; and moreover he is

admirably calculated to improve the
judgment of his reader. Lastly, those
who are displeased with my asperity,
will meet with nothing of that sort, in
Wesselus, to offend them."

A complete edition of the works of
Wesselus was published in 1614, with a
short account of his life, by Albert Har-
denberg. The book is in quarto, and
contains about nine hundred pages, and
is extremely scarce.

It is only a small part of his writings
to which Luther's address to the reader
s prefixed ; but the subjects are very ina-

* Isaiah liv. 13.
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portant. For example: 1, On the kind
providence of God. 2. On the causes,
the mysteries, and the effects of our
Loid's incarnation and sufferings. 3. On
the nature of ecclesiastical power; and
the degree of that obligation which men
are under to obey the rulers of the
church. 4. On the sacrament of repent-
ance, and the keys of the church. 5. On
the true communion of saints. 6. On
purgatory, and on indulgences.

If the treatises of Wesselus had fallen
in the way of the Author of this History,
the Editor is persuaded he would have
been both delighted and surprised to find
that so much Christian light and wisdom
existed in the middle of the fifteenth cen-
tury; and would probably have given
much larger extracts from this eminent
divine, than can now be conveniently
introduced into the second volume. It is
true that his writings are considerably
tarnished with popish errors and super-
stitions; but still the wonder is, that of
these blemishes,there are not many more
and much greater. In general, he ap-

- pears to have seen quite as far as Luther
saw, about the years 1518 and 1519. In
regard to purgatory, his notion seems to
haye~Heen, that it waVa place of purifica-
tion, but not of punishment.

I know not whether Luther ever saw
the more elaborate writings of this truly
great man. They are extremely prac-
tical, and very sound.

1. There are eleven chapters, taking
up 184 pages, on the nature and manage-
ment of prayer. Here the writer follows
the order of the clauses in the Lord's
prayer; and explains them with a sim-
plicity and copiousness of language, and
an originality of thought that has rarely
been exceeded in any age.

2. The second treatise, which is some-
what longer, is grave and useful through-
out. The author calls it, Rules for
Meditation, or Directions for fixing the
Mind in its Contemplations, and for re-
straining irregular Thoughts. From the
case of Mary and Martha,* he takes oc-
casion, in the first part, to make a com-
parison between busy and quiet scenes,
between an active and a contemplative
life. The rules laid down in the rest of
this performance, though they savour a
little of the taste of the times, in being
formal and artificial, display neverthe-
less both great powers of intellect and

* Luke x,

an extensive erudition. Every line
breathes a spirit of piety and devotion.
But the depth of the writer's religious
thoughts and the warmth of his spiritual
affections are most evident in the EXAM-
PLES which he subjoins, with a view to
illustrate his rules for meditation: and
these he takes good care to support by
appropriate quotations from Scripture.

3. But the work of Wesselus, which
is most solid and important, and which
seems to have called forth the greatest
exercises both of his head and his heart,
is, An Inquiry into the reasons of the
humiliation of Christ in his incarnation
and bitter pains.—This subject is briefly
touched upon in the aforementioned small
miscellaneous publication of 1522; but
in the edition of 1614 it is again handled
with uncommon ability, and to the com-
prehensive extent of twenty chapters on
the incarnation, and fourscore chapters
on the greatness and the seventy of our
Lord's sufferings.

It is not possible to communicate a
clear idea of the author's manner of treat-
ing these mysterious and fundamental
points of religion, without transcribing a
large part of his compositions. Suffice
it to say, that he is in general so perfect-
ly orthodox, and has so clear an insight
into the essential doctrines of Christian-
ity, that it would not be easy to point out
any material difference between Wesse-
lus and the Church of England in most
articles of the greatest consequence.
The fall ©f man, repentance towards God
and faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ,
justification by faith only, and sanctifica-
tion by the Spirit, are the revealed truths
which are constantly before his eyes.
And it may seem not a iittle remarkable,
that he should have understood perfectly
how to reconcile the apparent contradic-
tions between St. Paul and St. James in
the matter of justification. "There is
not," says he, "the smallest disagree-
ment between these Apostles. They
concur in one common sentiment, That
the just shall live by a faith which work-
eth by love. It is not by works that our
natural body is proved to be alive ! If
there be no signs of pulse, no respiration,
no warmth about the praecordia, in short,
if there be no vital actions whatever, do
we not pronounce the body to be dead ?
These actions are the proper proof that it
is alive; yet they are not the CAUSE of its
life. The soul, which is the source of
these actions, is the cause of life: further,
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the more in number, vigour, and excel-
lence these actions are, the more tho-
roughly we say that body is alive. So
in spiritual things. The LOVE of Christ
is the noblest and most excellent of the
intellectual affections; and, in this our
mortal course, it is the strongest proof of
life in the soul of the Christian. More-
over, f@ve may exist even though the
person sits still; does nothing; meddles
not with external matters, as Martha did;
but sees and tastes how sweet the Lord
is, as Mary saw and tasted when she ob-
tained the part that was not to be taken
from her. But mark, there must be a
PRINCIPLE of love, otherwise the actions
of the lover will not be accepted. FAITH
is that principle; and hence it is that
faith is accepted on account of its pro-
ductive nature. Now, where there is no
operation of this sort, St. James pro-
nounces the faith to be dead: And St.
Paul in nowise opposes that sentiment,
when he says that a man is justified by
the faith of Christ without works. How-
ever, this is not to be understood as
though the faith of a true believer pro-
duced the righteousness of an angel; no;
the man is justified for this reason, be-
cause it has pleased God to BESTOW on
the believer a righteousness superior to
that of an angel, namely, the satisfaction
of Christ, the great High Priest. Hence
also, no religious exercise contributes
more to a true justification, than frequent
meditation on our Lord's passion, with a
commemoration of the same. It is an
exercise of faith, in which the believer's
object is to become partaker of the bene-
fits of Christ's sacrifice; and in that
spirit, he confesses his sins, longs for
deliverance, wishes, waits, sits at the
feet of Jesus, and, like Mary, chooses
the better part: Such a faith, the more
vigorous it is in believing, commemo-
rating, tasiing, hungering and thirsting;
and the more ardent it is in producing
spiritual breathings and desires, the
more completely will it apply to the con-
science the blood of the High Priest,
and thereby justify the sinner.—And
here, may we not be allowed to ask,
whether the man who thus believes, de-
sires, wishes, and prays, can properly be
said to produce no works ?"

But we must not dissemble that some-
times, among very fine and beautiful
sentiments, the exuberant imagination
this venerable divine leads him to ad-
Tance positions, which, if not absolutely

contrary to Scripture, are neither war-
ranted by it, nor capable of being proved
by reason. An instance of this sort may
be found, I think, in his seventh chapter,
on the reasons of the incarnation of our
Lord. He there maintains, that the
Word, the second person of the Trinity,
would have taken upon him our nature,
even though man had not sinned. But
it will be unnecessary to take up the
reader's time with the subtle, abstruse,
inconclusive arguments which he makes
use of on this occasion.

I have much less objection to the man-
ner in which he inquires (Chap. 65, on
the great sufferings of our Lord), Whe-
ther Peter,*in denying Christ, so fell as
to lose all spiritual life? At the same
time, I pretend not to determine how far
it may be either safe or laudable to in-
dulge our curiosity in prying into ques-
tions of this nature.

It is true, says he, Peter denied him
thrice; yet who can doubt but that he
nevertheless retained in his heart a sin-
cere love for his master through the
whole of that most trying and tempestu-
ous season, and especially after that
kind look of Jesus, which I verily be-
lieve awakened his gratitude, and pro-
duced those undeniable proofs of affec-
tion, viz. his bitter, penitential tears 1 I
wish, continues this good man, that I
had as much love for the* Lord Jesus,
even now, in these quiet times, as Peter
had, when he cursed and swore and de-
nied his master. I should then certainly
conclude myself to be a living member
of Christ, and indeed much more alive,
than I can now pretend to be. Further,
in my opinion, Peter at that time had
much more spiritual life than many per-'
sons in our days have, who yet are truly
religious.

To some persons it may seem extraor-
dinary, that a man, whose life was so
uniformly and so eminently Christian,
should have been harassed in his last ill-
ness with doubts concerning the truth of
revealed religion. The friend to whom
he owned the uneasiness and perplexity
of hi3 mind, was prodigiously surprised*
and exhorted Wesselus to direct all his
thoughts1 to Christ, the only Saviour.
This admonition did not seem to please
him at the moment; and his friend re-
tired, deeply afflicted. A short time af-

of ter, the same friend returned, and Wes-
selus, with all the joy and satisfaction
that could be expressed by one in his
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weak condition, cried out, "God be
praised ! all those vain doubtings are
fled; and now all I know, is Jesus Christ
and him crucified."—He then resigned
his soul to God.

Two reasons may be given, why Wes-
selus was not crushed in that storm
persecution which in the year 1479
broke out upon his friend and contempo-
rary, John de Wesalia:

1. David of Burgundy, then bishop
Utrecht, is said to have loved and pro-
tected him.

2. His .reputation both for learning
and piety was at a great height.

Pope Sixtus IV. immediately after his
inauguration at Rome, told Wesselus
that he woulcl grant him any request that
he should make. Wesselus answered
thus: Holy Father and kind-patron, I
shall not press hard upon your holiness.
You well know I never aimed at great
things. But as you now sustain the
character of the supreme pontiff and
shepherd on earth, my request is, that
you would so discharge the duties of
your elevated station, that your praise

may correspond with your dignity, and
that when the Great Shepherd shall ap-
pear, whose first minister you are, he
may say, Well done, good and faithful
servant, enter into the joy of thy Lord :
And moreover, that you may be able to

of say boldly, Lord, thou gavest me five ta-
lents, behold I have gained five other
talents.

The pope replied, That must be MY
of care; But do YOU ask something for

yourself. Then, rejoined Wesselus, I
beg you to give me out of the Vatican li-
brary a Greek and a Hebrew Bible.
You shall have them, said Sixtus: But,
foolish man, why don't you ask for a
bishopric, or something of that sort 1
For the best of reasons, said Wesselus,
because 1 do not want such things.*

The pious student cannot fail to be in-
terested in this account of a very emi-
nent Christian, so very little known.—
And here we shall conclude our review
of the Fifteenth Century.

* Vita Wess. ab Hardenb.
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CHAPTER I.

THE REFORMATION UNDER THE CONDUCT OF

LUTHER.

PRELIMINARIES.

THE Sixteenth Century, opened with
a prospect of all others the most gloomy,
in the eyes of every true Christian.
Corruption both in doctrine and in prac-
tice had exceeded all bounds; and the
general face of Europe, though the name
of Christ was every where professed,
presented nothing that was properly
Evangelical. Great efforts indeed had
been made to emancipate the Church
from the "powers of darkness:" and in
consequence many individual souls had
been conducted into the path of salva-
tion. Still nothing like a general refor-
mation had taken place in any part of
Europe. For it must be confessed, that
the labours of Claudius of Turin, of the
Waldensian barbs, of WicklifF, and of
Huss, had not been sufficiently directed
against the predominant corruptions in
doctrine, though the practical abuses of
the popedom had been opposed with in-
genuous freedom and disinterested cou-
rage. The external branches only, rather
than the bitter root itself, which sup-
ported all the evils of false religion,
being attacked, no permanent or exten-
sive change had ensued. The Wal-
denses were too feeble to molest the
popedom; and the Hussites, divided
among themselves and worn out by a
long series of contentions, were reduced
to silence. Among both were found
persons of undoubted godliness, but they
appeared incapable of making effectual
impressions on the kingdom of Anti-
christ. The Roman pontiffs were still
the uncontrolled patrons of impiety.
Neither the scandalous crimes of Alex-
ander VI. nor the military ferocity of Ju-
lius II. (pontiffs whose actions it is im-
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pertinent to the plan of this history to
detail), seem to have lessened the domi-
nion of the court of Rome, or to have
opened the eyes of men so as to induce
them to make a sober investigation of
the nature of true religion.

But not many years after the com-
mencement of this century, the world
beheld an attempt to restore the light of
the Gospel, more evangelically judicious,
more simply founded on the w0rd of
God, and more ably and more success-
fully conducted, than any which had
ever been seen since the days of Augus-
tine. MARTIN LUTHER, whom Divine
Providence raised up for this purpose,
was evidently the instrument rather than
the agent of this reformation. He was
led from step to step, by a series of cir-
cumstances, far beyond his original in-
tentions ; and in a manner which might
evince the excellency of the power to be
of God and not of man.* Even the re-
formations which took place in several
other parts of Europe, besides Germany,
the scene of Luther's transactions, were
in a great measure derived from the light
which he was enabled to diffuse among
mankind. And as the peculiar excel-
lency of the revival of godliness now be-
fore us lay in this, that it was conver-
sant in fundamentals of doctrine, rather
than in correction of mere abuses of prac-
tice, hence the history of Lutheranism
recommends itself in an especial man-
ner to the study of every theologian.

That I may be able to furnish the
reader with a clear and satisfactory view
of this important part of ecclesiastical
history, I shall particularly avail myself
of the labours of the learned Seckendorf,
who published a Latin translation of
Maimbourg'sf History, and who, in a

* 2 Cor. iv. 7.
t Louis Maimbourg-, a learned Jesuit,

wrote celebrated histories of Calvinism, Lu-
theranism, Arianism, &c. &c.
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diffusive comment, often corrected and
refuted it, and at the same time supplied
from the very best materials whatever
might be wanted to illustrate the pro-
gress of Lutheranism. The authentic
documents derived from the archives of
the royal house of Saxe Gotha, and the
original papers of Luther, Melancthon,
and other reformers, are largely quoted
by this author. He adverts also conti-
nually to the opposite accounts of the
Romish writers. In fine, he seems to
have examined all the best sources of in-
formation on this subject, and to have
placed before his readers, whatever
might be needful to inform their judg-
ments. I follow Seckendorf therefore as
my principal guide, yet not exclusively;
I also make use of Father Paul, of Du
Pin, of Sleidan, Thuanus, &c. &c. The
merely modern writers, who too com-
monly treat these interesting matters in
a superficial manner, content with ele-
gance of style, and an indulgence to the
popular taste, afford little service to-
wards the execution of my plan.

In a manuscript history, extending
from the year 1524 to 1541, composed
by Frederic Myconius, a very able coad-
jutor of Luther and Melancthon, the au-
thor describes the state of religion in
the beginning of this century in striking
terms. " The passion and satisfaction
of Christ, were treated as a bare history,
like the Odyssey of Homer: concerning
faith, by which the righteousness of the
Redeemer and eternal life are apprehend-
ed, there was the deepest silence : Christ
was described as a severe judge, ready
to condemn all who were* destitute of
the intercession of saints, and of pontifi-
cal interest. In the room of Christ were
substituted, as saviours and intercessors,
the Virgin Mary, like a Pagan Diana,
and other saints, who from time to time
had been created by the popes. Nor
were men, it seems, entitled to the bene-
fit of their prayers, except they deserved
it of them by their works. What sort of
works was necessary for this end was
distinctly explained ; not the works pre-
scribed in the Decalogue, and enjoined
on all mankind, but such as enriched the
priests and monks. Those who died ne-
glecting these, were consigned to hell,
or at least to purgatory, till they were
redeemed from it by a satisfaction made
either by themselves or by their proxies

The frequent pronunciation of the Lord's
rayer and the salutation of the Virgin,

and the recitations of the canonical
hours, constantly engaged those who
undertook to be religious. An incredi-
ble mass of ceremonious observances
was every where visible; while gross
wickedness was practised under the en-
couragement of indulgences, by which
he guilt of the crimes was easily expi-

ated. The preaching of the word was
he least part of the episcopal function :

rites and processions employed the bi-
shops perpetually, when engaged in reli-
gious exercises. The number of clergy
was enormous, and their lives were
most scandalous. I speak of those whom
I have known in the town of Gothen,"
&c. If we add to this the testimony of
Pellicanus, another of Luther's follow-
ers, "that a Greek Testament could not
be procured at any price in all Ger-
nany,"* what can be wanting to com-
plete the picture of that darkness in
which men lived, and in what did the
Christian nations differ from Pagans, ex-
cept in the name! It may be proper to
mention, that even the university of
Paris, the first of all the famous schools
of learning, could not furnish a single
person capable of supporting a contro-
versy against Luther on the foundation
of Scripture. And scarcely any Chris-
tian doctor in the beginning of this cen-
tury had a critical knowledge of the
word of God. The reader may find it
useful to be detained a little longer in
contemplating the situation of the Chris-
tian world at the time of Luther's ap-
pearance. The observations I have to
offer for this purpose shall be arranged
under four distinct heads; and they will,
I trust, assist us in demonstrating the
importance of the Reformation, and fully
evince that the difference between popery
and protestantism is not merely verbal.

1. The popish doctrine of indulgences
was then in the highest reputation. We
shall be in no danger of misrepresenting
this doctrine, if we state it according to
the ideas of one of the ablest champions
of popery.f The church, he tells us,
imposes painful works or sufferings on
offenders; which, being discharged or
undergone with humility, are called sa-

* Seckendorf, Vol. I. p. 4.

* Seckendorf, Vol. I. p. 132.
t Bosstt3t, bifhop of Meaux, in an Expo-

sition ot" the Doctrine of the Catholic Church
in matters of Controversy.
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tisfactions; and when, regarding the fer-
vour of the penitents, or other good
works, she remits some part of the task,
this is called "an indulgence." For he
pretends that the infinite satisfaction of
Christ may be applied in two ways,
either by entire remission, without the re
servation of any punishment, or by the
changing of a greater punishment into a
less. "The first," he says, "is done in
baptism, the second in the case of sins
committed after baptism." And here he
gives us the authority of the council of
Trent to support his assertion, namely,
"The power to grant indulgences has
been committed to the Church by Jesus
Christ, and the use of them is beneficial
to salvation." Those, he observes, who
depart this life indebted to divine justice
for some of the pains reserved, must suf-
fer them in another life in the state of
purgatory.

Reliefs are however provided in this
case also; the benefits of indulgences
extends, it seems, beyond the grave, and
the doctrine of commutation for offences,
applied in real practice by the friends of
the deceased, was held to be valid in
heaven. The foundation of all this sys-
tem was generally believed to be this:
There was supposed to be an infinite
treasure of merit in Christ and the saints,
which was abundantly more than suffi-
cient for themselves. Thus, what is
strictly true of the Divine Saviour, was
asserted also of saints, namely, that they
had done works of supererogation. This
treasure was deposited in the church,
under the conduct of the See of Rome,
and was sold, literally sold for money, at
that see's discretion, to those who were
able and willing to pay for it; and few
were found willing to undergo the course
of a severe penance of unpleasant aus-
terities, when they could afford to com-
mute for it by pecuniary payments. The
popes, and under them the bishops and
the clergy, particularly the Dominican
and Franciscan friars, had the disposition
of this treasure; and as the pontiffs had
the power of canonizing new saints at
their own will, the fund was ever grow-
ing; and so long as the system could
maintain its credit, the riches of their
church, thus secularized under the ap-
pearance of religion, became a sea with-
out a shore. No impartial examiner of
authentic records will say, that I have
overcharged this account of indulgences.
In fact, these were the symptoms of the

last stage of papal depravity; and as the
moral evils which they encouraged were
plain to every one not totally destitute of
discernment, they were the first objects
assaulted by the Reformers.

2. But the views of those wise and
holy personages were far more extensive.
They saw, that a practice so scandalously
corrupt, was connected with the grossest
ignorance of the nature of Gospel grace.
The doctrine of justification, in its ex-
plicit form, had been lost for many ages
to the Christian world. If men had
really believed, that by the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ salvation was obtain-
ed, and that God "justifies the ungodly"
through faith alone, how could they have
been imposed on by the traffic of in-
dulgences? In whatever nfanner the pa-
pist might subtilize and divide, he was
compelled by his system to hold, that by
a compliance with the rales 6f the church,
either in the way of indulgences, or by
some severer mode, pardon was to be ob-
tained ; and that the satisfaction of Christ
was not sufficiently meritorious for this
end ; in other words, that the gift of God
is not eternal life by Jesus Christ our
Lord.* And in fact, the preachers of
indulgences, whether popes themselves
or their ministers, held out to the people
with sufficient clearness, that the inherit-
ance of eternal life was to be purchased
by indulgences. Proofs of this have al-
ready appeared in the course of this His-
tory, and more will be given hereafter,
The testimony of Sleidan, one of the
most judicious and dispassionate histo-
rians, to the nature of indulgences, well
deserves to be transcribed in this place.
It is contained in the beginning of
his excellent history. " Pope Leo X.
making use of that power," which his
predecessors had usurped over all Chris-
tian churches, sent abroad into all king-
doms his letters and bulls, with ample
promises of the full pardon of sins, and
of eternal salvation to such as would
purchase the same with money !!!"
Even when the traffic of indulgences
was checked by the pontiffs, as being
carried on in too gross a manner, no clear
account was given in what the abuse con-
sisted. In fine, it was evident, that no
reformation could take place through the
medium of qualifying and correcting
abuses of this traffic. The system itself
was wholly impious, and the right know-

* See Rom. vi. end.
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ledge of justification was the only remedy
adequate to the evil. This, therefore,
the reader is to look for, as the most capi-
tal object of the Reformation : and thus,
in the demolition of one of the vilest
perversions of superstition, there sudden-
ly arose and revived, in all its infant
simplicity, that apostolical doctrine, in
which is contained the great mystery of
the Scriptures.

3. The state of mankind at that time
was peculiarly adapted to the reception
of so rich a display of Gospel grace.
God sent a plentiful rain, whereby he re-
freshed his inheritance, when it was
weary.* Men were then bound fast in
fetters of iron : their whole religion was
one enormous mass of bondage. Ter-
rors beset them on every side; and the
fiction of purgatory was ever teeming
with ghosts and apparitions. Persons
truly seriousy and such there ever were
and will be, because there ever was and
will be a true church on earth, were so
clouded in their understandings by the
prevailing corruptions of the hierarchy,
that they could find no access to God by
Jesus Christ. The road of simple faith,
grounded on the divine promises, con-
nected always with real humility, and
always productive of hearty and grateful
obedience, was stopped up with briars
and thorns. No certain rest could be af-
forded to the weary mind, and a state of
doubt, of allowed doubt and anxiety,
was recommended by the papal system.
"What a joyful doctrine then was that of
the real Gospel, of remission of sins
through Christ alone, received by faith!
a doctrine, which is indeed to be found
every where in the Scriptures; but the
Scriptures were almost unknown among
the people at the beginning of the Re-
formation.

4. Should the philosophical sceptic, or
the pharisaical formalist, express his
surprise, that I should lay so great a
stress on the Christian article of Justifi-
cation, and wonder that any person
should ever be at a loss to discover the
way of obtaining true peace of con-
science ; it may be useful towards satis-
fying his scruples, to remind such a cha-
racter of a FOURTH mark of corruption,
which much prevailed in the times pre-
vious to the Reformation. This is, the
predominance of the Aristotelian philo-
sophy in Europe at that period, a philo-

sophy which knew nothing of original
sin and native depravity, which allowed
nothing to be criminal but certain exter-
nal flagitious actions, and which was un-
acquainted with the idea of any righ-
teousness of grace, imputed to a sinner.
How many in this age, who neither
know nor value Aristotle, do yet altoge-
ther follow his self-righteous notions of
religion ! These are congenial to our fal-
len nature, and are incapable, while they
prevail in the mind, of administering any
cure to papal bondage, except that which
is worse than the disease itself. They
tend to lead men into the depths of Athe-
istic profaneness. But the person whom
God raised up particularly at this time
to instruct an ignorant world, was most
remarkably eminent for self-knowledge.
Only characters of this sort are qualified
to inform mankind in subjects of the last
importance towards the attainment of
their eternal happiness. LUTHER knew
himself; and he knew also the scriptural
grounds on which he stood in his con-
troversies with the ecclesiastical rulers.
His zeal was disinterested, his courage
undaunted. Accordingly, when he had
once erected the standard of Truth, he
continued to uphold it with an uncon-
querable intrepidity, which merits the
gratitude and esteem of all succeeding
ages.

CHAPTER 11.

THE BEGINNING OF THE CONTROVERSY CON-
CERNING INDULGENCES.

POPE Alexander VI. the most flagitious
of men, died in the year 1503. After the
short interval of the domi-
nion of Pius III. who ruled Death of
the Church less than a year, ^e x a n d e r

Julius II. was elected pontiff. A. D. 1503.
A circumstance attended this
election which deserves to be recorded*
as a memerable indication of those times.
The cardinals agreed upon oath before
the election, and obliged the new pontiff
after his election to take the same oath,
that a general council should be called
within two years, to reform the Church.
The effect of this measure, which so
strongly implied, the consent of the
Christian world to the necessity of a re-

* Ps. lxviii. 9. Seckendorf, Vol. I. p. 3.
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formation, was the council of Pisa. But
nothing good was to be expected from

Julius, a man, in the lan-
Deatb of guage of worldly greatness,
JlAUD.Ii5i3. renowned for military ambi-

tion. By his intrigues the
council of Pisa was dissolved, and Ju-
lius died in 1513, after he had filled the
Christian world with blood and confu-
sion by his violence and rapacity.

Leo X.* a man famous for the encou-
ragement of letters and the fine arts, and
deservedly celebrated among the patrons
of learned men, succeeded. But histori-

cal veracity can scarcely ad-
Character of mi t any further encomium
L e o X - on his character. He was a
Florentine of the illustrious house of the
Medici, and inherited the elegant taste
and munificent spirit of that family. He
was elected pope in the thirty-seventh
year of his age. Though refined and
humanized by his love of the liberal arts,
and extremely abhorrent from the savage
manners of Alexander and of Julius, he
possessed other qualities no less incon-
sistent than theirs with the character of
a pastor of the Church of Christ. An
excessive magnificence, a voluptuous in-
dolence, and above all a total want of re-
ligious principle, rendered him perhaps
more strikingly void of every sacerdotal
qualification than any pontiffs before him.
He has been accused of open infidelity;
but the proofs are said to be only nega-
tive ; certainly, however, he at no time
took the least pains to discover to man-
kind that he had a sincere reverence for
religion. It was during the pontificate
of this man, that Providence gave the
severest blow to the authority of the Ro-
man hierarchy, which it had ever receiv-
ed since the days of Gregory II.

Both before his exaltation and after it,

* This prelate, the son of Lorenzo, the
Magnificent, was ordained at the age of se-
ven years, made an abbot before he was
eight years ojd, and at the age of thirteen
became a cardinal! Such was the influence
of his father in the court of Rome! Lorenzo,
in a prudential letter to his son, tells him,
that he had heard with pleasure of his at-
tention to communion and confession; and
that there was no better way for him to ob-
tain the favour of heaven, than by habituat-
ing himself to the performance of such du-
ties. Roscoe's Life of Lorerteo de Medici.—
Lorenzo appears to have known the art of
rising* in this world, better than the narrow
road to eternal life,

18*

he opposed with dexterity and success
the laudable attempts after a reformation,
which have been mentioned. A council
called by this pope, and held in the La-
teran palace, was directed under his
auspices against the determinations of
the council of Pisa. After-
wards, in the year 1517, the ffi**^*
university of Paris, renowned \™y 0"p
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at that time through Europe A. D. 1517!
for learning and knowledge,
appealed from its decisions to a future
general council. It is not necessary to
enter into the detail of these transactions.
They are here briefly mentioned in a ge-
neral way, for the purpose of showing
that common sense and the voice of na-
tural conscience had agreed to the neces-
sity of a reformation, though men knew
not the principles on which it ought to
proceed. The greatest personages of the
times had delivered their sentiments to
the same effect. The existence of the
distemper was admitted. The true re-
medy was unknown; that was to be
drawn only from the word of God; and
almost all parties were equally ignorant
of the contents of the sacred
volumes. In the same year, R i s e °f
however, the spirit of Luther A B.15nt

was raised up, to instruct the
ignorant, to rouse the negligent, and to
oppose the scandalous practices of inte-
rested and ambitious ecclesiastical ru-
lers.

No reformer had ever an opportunity
more favourable to his designs. Such
was the temerity of the existing hierar-
chy, that they might seem even to have
purposely afforded to their opponents an.
advantage for the beginning of a contest,
or rather to have been providentially in-
fatuated. Leo X. after he had presided
almost five years, having reduced him-
self to straits by prodigal expenses of
various kinds, and being desirous to com-
plete the erection of St. Peter's church,
began at Rome by his prede-
cessor Julius II., after his ex- S a l e of In-
ample, had recourse to the u|£ences-
sale of indulgences, the general nature of
which Maimbourg describes much in the
same manner as has been done in the
foregoing chapter,* These he published

* Seckend, p. 8, Let the reader remem^
her, that this incomparable author, Secken-
dorf, gives us all along the very words of Jiia
antagonist, whence the papal as well as the
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throughout the Christian world, granting
freely to all, who would pay money for
the building of St. Peter's church, the
license of eating eggs and cheese in
the time of Lent. This is one of the
many ridiculous circumstances which at-
tended Leo's indulgences, and it is
gravely related by the papal historians.
The promulgation of these indulgences
in Germany was committed to a prelate,
the brother of the elector of Brandenburg.
His name was Albert, a man who at that
very time held two archbishoprics, name-
ly, those of Mentz and of Magdeburg,
and who himself received immense pro-
fits from the sale. Albert delegated the
office to John Tetzel, a Dominican in-

quisitor, well qualified for an
Character of employment of this kind.
Tetzel. j j e w a g a kojj and.enterpriz-
ing monk, of uncommon impudence, and
had already distinguished himself in a
similar transaction. He had proclaimed
indulgences in support of the war agains
the Muscovites, and by that means had
much enriched the Teutonic knights
who had undertaken that war. " This
frontless monk," says a celebrated eccle-
siastical historian,* " executed this ini-
quitous commission not only with match-
Jess insolence, indecency, and fraud, bu
even carried his impiety so far as to dero-
gate from the all-sufficient power and in-
fluence of the merits of Christ. Myco-
nius assures us, that he himself heard
Tetzel declaim with incredible effrontery
concerning the unlimited power of the
pope and the efficacy of indulgences
The people believed, that the momen
any person had paid the money for the
indulgence, he became certain of his sal
vation, and that the souls, for whom tru
indulgences were bought, were instantly
released out of purgatory. So Maim-
bourg allows; and if the people really
believed the current doctrine of the times,
and looked on the preachers of indul
gences as men worthy of credit, they
must have believed so. We have for-
merly seen popes themselves to hold this

protestant materials are continually held up
to view.

Even Du Pin allows, that Leo was natu-
rally proud and lofty ; and he confesses, thai
the erection of St. Peter's church was the
occasion of that pope's having recourse tc
the sale of indulgences.—Book II. Chap. 1.

* Mosheim.

jonfident language. John Tetzel boasted,
hat he had saved more souls from hell
\y his indulgences, than St. Peter had
converted to Christianity by his preach-
ing. He assured the purchasers of them,
that their crimes, however enormous,
would be forgiven; whence it became
almost needless for him to bid them dis-
miss all fears concerning their salvation.
For remission of sins being fully obtain-
ed, what doubt could there be of salva-
tion 1 In the usual form of
absolution, written by his T

f
hefoF™

own hand, he said, "May ^ n o n
our Lord Jesus Christ have
mercy upon thee, and absolve thee by the
merits of his most holy passion ! And I,
by his authority, that of his Apostles
Peter and Paul, and of the most holy
pope, granted and committed to me in
these parts, do absolve thee, first, from
all ecclesiastical censures, in whatever
manner they have been incurred ; and
then from all the sins, transgressions, and
excesses, how enormous soever they
may be, even from such as are reserved
for the cognizance of the holy see : and
as far as the keys of the holy Church
extend, I remit to thee all the punish-
ment which thou deservest in purgatory
on their account; and I restore thee to
the holy sacraments of the Church, to
the unity of the faithful, and to that in-
nocence and purity which thou possess-
edst at baptism ; so that when thou diest,
the gates of punishment shall be shut,
and the gates of the paradise of delight
shall be opened; and if thou shalt not
die at present, this grace shall remain
in full force when thou art at the point of
death. In the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Ghost."* Such
was the style in which these formulas
were written. It is impertinent to blame
the abuses committed by the officials; it
is not to be supposed that these formulas
were without papal authority; neither
has anything of that kind ever been as-
serted. In regard to the effect of indul-
gences in delivering persons from the
supposed torments of purgatory, the gross
declarations of Tetzel in public are well
known: " The moment the money tin-
kles in the chest, your father's soul
mounts up out of purgatory." It does
not appear that the rulers of the hierar-
chy ever found the least fault with Tet-

Seckend. p. 14.
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zel as exceeding his commission, till an
opposition was openly made to the prac-
tice of indulgences. Whence it is evi-
dent, that the Protestants have not un-
justly censured the corruptions of the
court of Rome in this respect. Leo is
declared to have granted, immediately
and without hesitation,* the profits of the
indulgences collected in Saxony and the
neighbouring countries as far as the Bal-
tic, to his sister, the wife of prince Ci-
bus, by way of gratitude for personal fa-
vours which he had received from the
family of the Cibi. The indulgences
were farmed to the best bidders, and the
undertakers employed such deputies to
carry on the traffic, as the/thought most
likely to promote their lucrative views.
The inferior officers concerned in this,
commerce were daily seenj- in public
houses, enjoying themselves in riot and
•voluptuousness: In fine, whatever the
greatest enemy of popery could have
wished, was at that time exhibited with
the most undisguised impudence and te-
merity, as if on purpose to render that
wicked ecclesiastical system infamous
before all mankind.

It may not be improper to introduce
the following anecdote concerning Tetzel,
the audacious vender of the papal indul-
gences.

When the emperor Maximilian was at
Inspruck, he was so offended at the
wickedness and impudence of Tetzel,
who had been convicted of adultery, that
he condemned him to death, and had in-
tended to have him seized and put into a
bag, and flung into the river (Enoponte;
but he was prevented by the solicitations
of Frederic the elector of Saxony, who,
fortunately for Tetzel, happened to be
there at the time.^

Burnet informs us, that the scandalous
sale of pardons and indulgences had by
no means so completely ceased in popish
countries as is commonly taken for grant-
ed. He says, that in Spain and Porgu-
gal there is every where a commissary,
who manages the sale with the most in-
famous circumstances imaginable. In
Spain, the king, by an agreement with
the pope, has the profits. In Portugal,
the king and the pope go shares.

" In the year 1709 the privateers of
Bristol took a galleon, in which they
found five hundred bales of bulls" for

indulgences . . . . "and sixteen ream?
were in a bale. So that they reckon the
whole came to 3,840,000. These bulls
are imposed on the people and sold, the
lowest at three ryals, a little more than
twenty-pence, but to some at about eleven
pounds of our money All are
obliged to buy them in Lent." The au-
thor adds, "Besides the account given
of this in the cruising voyage, I have a
particular attestation of it by Captain
Dampier."*

Protestants in our times are not suffi-
ciently aware of the evils from which,
under the blessing of God, a great part
of Europe has been delivered, by the
rational, animated, and persevering exer-
tions of Luther, his associates, and other
early reformers.

Indulgences were granted also under
the pontificate of Leo X. on many PARTI-
CULAR occasions. The consecrated Host
had been lost at the parish church at
Schiniedeberg in the diocese of Misnia:
in consequence of which, the pastor had
excommunicated the deacon and the por-
ter of the church. These men, whom
the superstition of the times had made
culprits, had, however, recourse to the
generosity of Tetzel, who was in the
neighbourhood, and who furnished them
with a diploma of absolution.| The
prices of those indulgences were accom-
modated to the various circumstances of
petitioners; and thus a plan was formed
and was successfully carrying into exe-
cution, which would infallibly lay all
orders of men under contribution. The
prodigious sale of indulgences evinces
both the profound ignoron^e of the age,
and also the power of superstitious fears,
with which the consciences of men were
then distressed. This however was the
very situation of things, which opened
the way for the reception of the Gospel.
But who was to proclaim the Gospel in
its native beauty and simplicity 1 To
give a satisfactory answer to this ques-
tion was no easy matter. The princes,
the bishops, and the learned men of the
times, saw all this scandalous traffic re-
specting the pardon of sins; but none
was found who possessed the knowledge,
the courage, and the honesty necessary
to detect the fraud, and to lay open to
mankind the true doctrine of salvation
by the remission of sins through Jesus

* Maimbourg, p. 11.
X Adam. Melch.

t Id. p. * Vol. III. Introd. p. 20.
t Seckend. p. 15.
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Christ. But at length an obscure pastor
appeared, who alone, and without help,
began to erect the standard of sound reli
gion. No man who believes that "the
preparation of the heart is from the
Lord," will doubt whether Martin Lu-
ther, in this great undertaking was
moved by the Spirit of God. This ex-
traordinary person, at that time an Augus-
tine monk, was professor or lecturer of
the university of Wittemberg in Saxony
That academy was at once a college of
students and a society of monks. Fre-
deric the Wise, elector of Saxony, ar-
dently desirous of promoting literary
knowledge, had added the former charac-
ter to the latter, and always showed a
steady regard to Luther, on account of
his skill and industry in advancing the
reputation of that infant seminary of
knowledge, which then was very low
and abject both in its revenues and its

exterior appearance. Luther
Luther takes preached also from time to
the alarm, time, and heard confessions.*

In the memorable year 1517,
it happened, that certain persons, repeat-
ing their confessions before him, and
owning themselves to be atrocious offen-
ders, yet refused to comply with the pe-
nances which he enjoined them, because
they said they were possessed of diplo-
mas of indulgences. Luther was struck
with the evident absurdity of such con-
duct, and ventured to refuse them ab-
solution. The persons thus rejected
complained loudly to Tetzel, who was
preaching in a town at no great distance.
The Dominican inquisitor had not been
accustomed to contradiction. He storm-
ed and frowned, and menaced every one
who dared to oppose him; and some-
times he ordered a pile of wood to be
constructed and set on fire, for the pur-
pose of striking terror into the minds of
heretics. Luther was at that time only
thirty-four years old, vigorous both in
mind and body, fresh from the schools,
and fervent in the Scriptures. He saw
crowds flock to Wittemberg and the
neighbouring towns to purchase indul-
gences, and having no clear idea of the
nature of that traffic, yet sensible of the
obvious evils with which it must be at-
tended, he began to signify, in a gentle
manner, from the pulpit, that the people
might be better employed than in running
from place to place to procure INDUL-

* Seckend. p. 17.

GENCES. So cautiously did this great
man begin a work, the consequence of
which he then so little foresaw. He
did not so much as know at that time
who were the receivers of the money.
In proof of this, we find he wrote to Al-
bert, archbishop of Mentz, who, he un-
derstood, had appointed Tetzel to this
employment, but with whose personal*
concern in the gains he was then unac-
quainted, entreating him to withdraw the
license of Tetzel, and expressing his
fears of the evils which would attend
the sale of indulgences. He sent him
likewise certain theses, which he had
drawn up in,the form of queries, con-
cerning this subject He expressed him-
self with the greatest caution and mo-
desty. In fact, he saw enough to alarm
a tender conscience, but he knew not
well where to fix the blame. He was
not, as yet, fully satisfied in his own
mind, either as to the extent of the grow-
ing mischief, or the precise nature of its
cause. In this state of doubt and anxiety,
he wrote also to other bishops, and par-
ticularly to his own diocesan, the bishop
of Brandenberg,f with whom he was a
particular favourite.

Nothing can be more orderly, candid,
and open, than this conduct of our Re-
former.̂ : Zeal and charity were here
united with the most perfect regard to
ecclesiastical discipline. The bishop of
Brandenburg reverenced the integrity of
Luther, while he was aware of the dan-
gerous ground on which he was advanc-
ing. " You will oppose the Church,"
he replied; "you cannot think in what
troubles you will involve yourself; you
had much better be still and quiet." This
was not a language calculated to repress

* See p. 420 of this Vol.
f Seckend. p. 16.
t Du Pin, in conjunction with all the Ro-

man-catholic writers, asserts that Luther's
zeal for the interest of his own order, led
him to oppose the doctrine of Indulgences.
The best refutation of this calumny is to be
derived from a fair statement of facts. It
has been said likewise, that Staupitius, the
vicar-general of Luther's order of monks,
and that the elector of Saxony, stimulated
Luther to commence his opposition, But
there is nowhere to be found the smallest
proof of these assertions. The love of truth
itself appears from his whole conduct to have
influenced his measures, and the story needs
only to be fairly told, in order to convince
any candid person that this was the case.
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the firm and intrepid spirit of the Saxon
monk; for, though by no means as yet a
competent master of the points in debate,
he saw they were of too great magni-
tude for a conscientious pastor to pass
them by unnotieed : He knew too the
manners of lower life, and could judge,
far better than the bishops in general
could do, of the mischievous conse-
quences which were to be apprehended.
With deliberate steadiness he ventured
therefore to persevere; and having tried

in vain to procure the concur-
Lutherpub- rence of the dignitaries of
iishes95 i\ie church, he published his
Propositions m u - , l r-
against in- rheses, ninety-five in num-
duigences. ber; and in fifteen days they

were spread throughout Ger-
many. Their effect on the minds of
men was rapid and powerful, though
Tetzel, by threats, had silenced some
pastors who had faintly opposed him,
and though bishops and doctors, through
fear of the flames, remained perfectly
silent.

"Thus," says Luther,—for much of
the foregoing account is taken from his
own words,—" I was commended as an
excellent doctor, who, alone, had the
spirit to attempt so great an undertaking:
but the fame which I had acquired was
by no means agreeable to my mind^ be-
cause I had then some doubts concerning
the nature of indulgences, and because I
feared that the task was beyond my
powers and capacity."*

But the real motives of Luther will be
discovered in the surest manner by a
brief review of the manners and spirit
of the man, previous to his open decla-
rations respecting indulgences. This

Saxon Reformer was born in
Birth of the year 1483, at-Isleben, a
A^EU^m t o w n belonging to the county

of Mansfield. His father
wrought in the mines of Mansfield,
which were at that time very famous;
and, after the birth of his son Martin
Luther, removed to that town, became a
proprietor in the mines, discharged pub-
lic offices there, and was esteemed by all
men for his integrity. He gave a very
liberal education to Martin, who was re-
markable for dutiful affection to his pa-
rents in general, though in one instance,
to be mentioned presently, he was led
away by the superstition of the times, so
as to offend his father exceedingly.

* Seckend. p. 16.

After he had made great proficiency in his
studies at Magdeburg, Eisenach, and Er-
furt, he commenced master of arts in the
university of Erfurt, at the age of twen-
ty ; and having now finished his course of
philosophy, he began to give close atten-
tion to the science of the civil law, and is
said to have intended to advance himself
by pleading at the bar: but he was di-
verted from his purpose by an accident.*
As he was walking in the fields with one
of his most intimate friends, his compa-
nion was suddenly killed by lightning;
and Luther himself was so terrified,
partly by this event, and partly b^ the
horrid noise of the thunder, that while
his mind was in the utmost consterna-
tion, he formed the sudden resolution of
withdrawing from the world, and of
throwing himself into the monastery of
Erfurt. His father, a man of plain, but
sound understanding, strongly remon-
strated. The son as strongly pleaded
what he considered as a terrible call from
heaven, to take upon himself the monas-
tic vow. " Take care," replied the fa-
ther," that you are not ensnared by a delu-
sion of the devil." But the mind of
Martin was determined ; and filial diso-
bedience, in such a case,
was looked on as a virtue. Luther en-
To the great grief and morti- ^sVerym0*
fication of his father, he en- A. D. 1505.
tered the monastery in the
year 1505.

In one of his letters he owns, that from
the very beginning of his monastic life
he was constantly sad and dejected ;f
and being unable to give peace to his
mind, he at length opened his griefs to
John Staupitius, vicar-general of the Au-
gustine monks in Germany, a man highly
esteemed by Frederic the Wise, and con-
sulted by him particularly in things
which concerned the university of Wit-
temberg. Staupitius himself appears to
have had some serious views of religion,
and a degree of knowledge at that time
very uncommon. After Luther had ex-
plained to him the uneasy thoughts with
which he was burdened. "You do not
know," said he, "how useful and neces-
sary this trial may be to you ; God does

* Du Pin.—Moreri.—Maimbourg.
Some authors say, that Luther's intimate

friend was found murdered about the same
time that he himself was so terrified by the
thunder.

t Seckend. p. 19.
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not thus exercise you for nothing; you
will one day see that he will employ you
as his servant for great purposes." The
event gave ample honour to the sagacity
of Staupitius, and it is very evident, that
a deep and solid conviction of sin, lead-
ing the mind to the search of Scripture
truth, and the investigation of the way
of peace, was the main-spring of Lu-
ther's whole after-conduct; and indeed
this view of our Reformer's state of
mind furnishes the only key to the dis-
covery of the real motives by which he
was influenced in his public transactions.
Rash and prejudiced writers, of the
popish persuasion, choose to represent
him as having been under the dominion
of avarice or ambition ; but till they can
produce some proofs beyond their own
suspicions or bare affirmations, all such
slanderous accusations must fall to the
ground. In truth, no man was ever more
free from avarice and ambition : the fear
of God predominated to a very high de-
gree in Luther's mind ; and a nice sensi-
bility of conscience, attended with an
uncommon insight into the depth of our
natural depravity, allowed him no rest.
As yet he understood not the Scriptures,
nor felt that peace of God which passeth
understanding. He had too much light
to sit down in slothful content and indif-
ference, and too little to discern the rich
treasures of the Gospel, and apply its
healing promises to deep convictions of
sin and misery. He renamed for above
a year not only in cons.ant anxiety and
suspense, but in perpetual dread and
alarm. All these things are abundantly
evident, and beyond all contradiction, to
those who are acquainted with his
writings.

In the second year after Luther had
entered into the monastery, he acciden-
tally met with a Latin Bible in the libra-
ry. It proved to him a treasure. Then
he first discovered that there were MORE
scripture-passages extant than those
which were read to the people: for the
Scriptures were at that time very little
known in the world. In reading the
word of God with prayer, his under-
standing was gradually enlightened, and
he found some beams of evangelical
comfort to dart into his soul. The same
year he was refreshed in his sickness by
the discourse of an old monk, who show-
ed him that remission of sins was to be
apprehended by faith alone, and referred
him to a passage in Bernard's sermon pn

the annunciation, where the same doc-
trine was taught. With incredible ar-
dour he now gave himself up to the
study of the Scriptures, and the books of
Augustine. He was at length regarded
as the most ingenious and learned man of
his order in Germany. But the soul of
Luther'Was constantly panting for some-*
thing very different from secular glory.

He was ordained in the year 1507, and
in the next year was called to the pro-
fessorship at Wittemberg by Staupitius,
where a theatre was opened
for the display of his talents Luther was
both as a teacher of philoso- A^DVISOV.
phy and as a popular preach-
er. He excelled in both capacities.
Eloquent by nature, and powerful in
moving the affections, acquainted also in
a very uncommon manner with the ele-

ancies and energy of his native tongue,
he became the wonder of his age. These
things are allowed very liberally by his
enemies ;* but it ought to be observed,
that the exercises of his own mind, by
which, under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, he was led more and more into
Christian truth, would naturally add a
strength to his oratory, unattainable by
those who speak not from the heart.
Martin Polichius, a doctor of law and
medicine, exclaimed, "This monk will
onfound all the doctors, will exhibit

new doctrine, and reform the whole
Roman church ; for he is intent on read-
ing the writings of the Prophets and
Apostles, and he depends on the word of
Jesus Christ; this, neither the philoso-
phers nor the sophists can subvert." He
who spake thus was himself looked on
as a prodigy of wisdom ; and, I suppose,
a degree of discernment less than his
might have shown an attentive observer,
that the didactic plan of Luther was that
of an original thinker, who was not like-
ly to confine himself to the beaten track,
but to produce something new to man-
kind. Melancthon's concise account en-
tirely agrees with this statement: " Po-
lichius," says he, "often declared, that
there was a strength of intellect in this
man, which he plainly foresaw would
produce a revolution in the popular and
scholastic religion of the times." Nor
does it seem at all improbable, that if
Luther had followed merely the dictates
of his own adventurous genius, he might

* Page 18, Maimbourg. Page 22, Va-
rillas.
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have been the inventor of some novel
theological schemes and doctrines. But
all tendency to fanciful excursions in the
important concerns of religion, was
effectually restrained and chastised in
the mind of our Reformer, by his pro-
found reverence for the written word:
moreover, from his first entrance into the
monastery, he appears to have been
taught of God, and to have been led more
and more into such discoveries of native
depravity^ as render a man low in his
own eyes, and dispose him to receive the
genuine Gospel of Christ.

In the year 1510, he was sent to Rome
on some business, which related to his

own monastery; and this he
Luther sent discharged with so much
A. DTSIO. ability and success, that on

his return he was compelled
by the vicar-general to assume the de-
gree of doctor of divinity. He writes,
that he did this with great reluctance,
and entirely from obedience to his supe-
riors. It is easy indeed for ti man to say
this; but from the mouth of Luther, it is
with me decisive of its truth. For vera-
city and integrity do evidently appear to
have remarkably entered into the charac-
ter of this Reformer, as indeed these vir-
tues are always to be eminently found in
those who have had the most genuine
experience of Christianity. The expenses
attending this high degree were defrayed
by the elector of Saxony, who always
admired Luther, and was perfectly con-
vinced of the profundity of his learning
and the rectitude of his views in religion.
While he had been at Rome, he'had dis-
covered something of the singularity of
his character, which had attracted the
attention of the Italian priests. The ex-
ternal rites of religion, which to them
were matter of political formality, with
him were serious exercises. While they
hurried over their exercises of the mass,
he performed his with a solemnity and
devotion which excited their ridicule, and
they bad him to repeat them with more
rapidity. A thoughtful mind like his
could not conceive that religious employ-
ments should be discharged with levity,
and he returned to his monastery more
fully convinced than ever, that Rome
was not the scene in which a serious
pastorcould properly learn the rudiments
of religion. He studied and taught the
Scriptures with increasing ardour and
alacrity, and after he had been created a
doctor, in the year 1512, he expounded

the Psalms and the Epistle Luther ere-
to the Romans, to the great ated Doctor
satisfaction of his audience, of Divinty,
He studied the Hebrew and A D 1 5 1 2 -
the Greek languages, and highly valued
the philological labours of the famous
Erasmus of Rotterdam, the renowo-
ed reviver of classical literature; and
while lie concurred with that great
man in his contempt of monastic trifles,
he was intensely studious to learn better
and more scriptural notions of God and
his attributes, than those which Erasmus
so ingeniously satirized. To build was,
however, found much more arduous, as
it is certainly a far more important work,
than to pull down; and from the time
that Luther was created a doctor of di-
vinity, he conscientiously devoted his
time and talents to the sacred office.
Already he was suspected of heresy, be-
cause of his dislike of the scholastic doc-
trines; and he was induced, both from
the natural soundness of his understand-
ing, and from the spiritual exercises of
his own heart, to reject the Aristotelian
corruptions of theology, and to study the
genuine doctrines of Scripture.

In 1510, he thus wrote to a friend :*
" I desire to know what your soul is
doing; whether, wearied at length of its
own righteousness, it learns
to refresh itself and to rest in A Iet*er of
the righteousness of Christ. AUD.6I516.
The temptation of presump-
tion in our age is strong in many, and
specially in those who labour to be just
and good with all their might, and at the
same time are ignorant of the righteous-
ness of God, which in Christ is conferred
upon us with a rich exuberance of gra-
tuitous liberality. They seek in them-
selves to work that which is good, in
order that they may have a confidence of
standing before God, adorned with vir-
tues and merits, which is an impossible
attempt. You, my frisnd, used to be of
this same opinion^ or rather this same
mistake ; so was I, but now I am fighting
against the error, but have not yet pre-
vailed."

This interesting and instructive letter
demonstrates what was the religious
frame of our monk at that time. He had
received the grace of Christ, and knew
the true and only way of salvation;
though, in his own eyes at least, he was
weak in the faith. He both felt and

* Seckend. p. 20.
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preached the fundamentals of the Gospel,
before he appeared in the field against
popery; and if he had not been absolute-
ly persecuted into a secession, such was
his modesty and love of peace and order,
and so little had he then studied the par-
ticular corruptions of the hierarchy, that
he would, in all probability,, have con-
tinued to his death an obedient son of the
Roman church. Many excellent men had
done so before him; because, through
inadvertency, they had remained uncon-
scious of the absurdities of the predomi-
nant religion. The methods of Provi-
dence were, however, admirable in con-
ducting Luther into the depths of a con-
troversy, to which he seems to have had
no inclination. Indulgences were preach-
ed, and he saw the, evil of them in a
practical, rather than a theoretical light,
and was thence drawn undesignedly into
a contest, the effects of which were salu-
tary to so many nations. Those who
apprehended that when he began the
contest, he was- ignorant of the nature of
the Gospel, appear not to have known
the order and method by which the mind
of the Saxon Reformer was conducted
into religious truth.

In the same year he was appointed by
Staupitius, subaltern vicar; by which
office he was authorized to visit about
forty monasteries in Misnia and Thurin-
gia. Returning to Wittemberg in June,
he wrote to Spalatinus, who was the
secretary of the elector, and always
showed himself a steady friend of Luther,
in terms which expressed the frank effu-
sions of his own heart, on a review of
the state of religion in the country,
which the visitation had given him
an opportunity of accurately observing,
" Many things please your prince, and
look great in his eyes, which are dis-
pleasing to God. In secular wisdom, I
confess that he is of all men, most know>
ing; but, in things pertaining to God
and which relate to the salvation o;
souls, I must own that he is blind seven
fold." This was the true character o
Frederick at that time, though justly es-
teemed the wisest prince of the age; and
though he was sincerely and ingenuously
desirous of promoting religion and vir-
tue. In fact, his good understanding
was oppressed with a heavy load of the
most pitiable superstitions. He was
however, by no means displeased wit
Luther for using freedom of speech ; an
there is reason to believe that, afterwards,

e learnt more of the true nature of the
Gospel, though by very slow degrees.

In the October of the same year, Luther
ommunicated to his learned friend Spa-
atinus, his thoughts^ concerning certain.
f the fathers, and also concerning Eras-
IUS'S method of interpreting
scripture.* This memorable Luther's
>pistle deserves the particu- c*™££ £
ar attention of the reader, as a divine.

furnishes judicious and
onnected observations on Augustine and
is contemporaries, and on the fathers
oth who preceded and who followed
hem; and as it likewise suggests very
seful reflections on the comparative
nerits of the theologians in different pe-
iods, from the days of Cyprian to those
>f Luther and Erasmus.

Luther, to Georg. Spalatinus :—" That
which strikes my mind in considering
~~rasmus, is this: In interpreting the
Apostle's account of the righteousness of
works, or, of the law, he understands by
:hese terms ceremonial observances ONLY.
n the next place, though he admits the

doctrine of original sin, he will not allow
that the Apostle speaks of it in the fifth
chapter to the Romans. Now, if he had
carefully read Augustine's Anti-Pelagian
racts, especially his account of the spirit
tnd the letter, of the guilt of sin and the
remission of it; and had observed how
he speaks in perfect unison with the best
of the fathers, from Cyprian to Ambrose,
he might have better understood the
Apostle Paul, and also have conceived
more highly of Augustine as an exposi-
tor, than he has hitherto done. In dis-
senting from Erasmus's judgment in this
point, I must frankly declare, that I as
much prefer Augustine's expositions to
those of Jerome, as he prefers those of
Jerome to Augustine's. I am, it is true,
an Augustine monk; but that circum-
stance has no influence on my judgment;
for till I had read this father's works, I
had not the least prejudice in his favour.
But I see that Jerome studiously endea-
vours to draw everything to a merely
historical meaning ;f arid, what is very
extraordinary, where he expounds the
Scriptures as it were occasionally or ac-
cidentally, as in his epistles, for instance,

* Lib. I. Ep. 20. See also the Appendix,
Spalatinus.

t A merely historical meaning. A mere
narration of facts, as opposed to a spiritual
meaning, and a practical application to every
man's conscience.
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he does it in a much sounder manner
than when he interprets professedly and
on purpose. The righteousness of the
law is by no means confined to ceremo-
nies; for, though it includes these, it
still more directly respects an obedience
to the whole Decalogue, which obedi-
ence, when it takes place to a certain
degree, and yet has not Christ for its
foundation, though it may produce such
men as your Fabricius's, and your Regu-
lus's, that is, very upright moralists ac-
cording to man's judgment, has nothing
in it of the nature of genuine righteous-
ness. For men are not made truly
righteous, as Aristotle supposes, by per-
forming certain actions which are exter-
nally good,—for they may still be coun-
terfeit characters;1—but, men must have
righteous principles in the first place,
and then they will not fail to perform
righteous actions. God first revspects
Abel, and then his offering.* I beg you
would put Erasmus in mind of these
things. In so doing, you will discharge
the duties both of a friend and of a
Christian. As on the one hand, I hope
and wish that he may be celebrated
through the Christian world, so on the
other I fear many may be induced, by
the authority (of his name, to patronize
that literal and lifeless mode of inter-
preting Scripture, into which almost a!
commentators have fallen since the time
of Augustine. I may be thought pre-
sumptuous and perhaps severe, in thus
criticising many great men: my apology
is, that I feel a concern for the cause of
true theology, and for the salvation of
the brethren."

A little before the controversy concern-
ing indulgences, George, duke of Saxony,
entreated Staupitius to send him some
learned and worthy preacher. The vicar-

general, in compliance with
preaches at h i s request, despatched Lu-
Dresden be- ther with strong recommen-

d a t i o n s t o Dr(iSaien. George
g a v e him a n 0I"der to preach;

the sum of Luther's sermon was this ;j"
That no man ought to despair of the
possibility of salvation ; that those who
heard the word of God with attentive
minds, were true disciples of Christ, and
were elected, and predestinated to eternal
life. He enlarged on the subject, and
showed that the whole doctrine of pre-
destination, if the foundation be laid in

* Gen. iv.
VOL. II,

t Seek. p. 23.
19

Christ, was of singular efficacy to dispel
that fear, by which men, trembling under
the sense of their own unworthiness, are
tempted to fly from God, who ought to
be our sovereign refuge. An honourable
matron, who attended the palace, and
who had heard Luther, was asked by
George, the duke, at dinner, how she
liked the discourse. " I should die in
peace," she said, "if I could hear such
another sermon." The duke, in much
anger, replied, " I would give a large
sum of money, that a sermon of this sort,
which encourages men in a licentious
course of life, had never been preached."
And he repeated this several times.
Within the space of a month, the lady
was confined in bed by sickness, and
soon after died, rejoicing in her prospects
of future glory. Fabricius concludes the
account with saying,* " From that time
Luther came no more to Dresden." That
capital of modern Saxony was then part
of the dukedom of George, who proved
one of the most virulent enemies of Lu-
theranism. He was the uncle of prince-
Frederic the Wise. Like pharisaic for-
malists in all ages, he perversely mis-
construed the doctrine of free salvation
by Jesus Christ, which Luther preached,
and which is intended to enable humble
and repenting souls to serve God with
lively faith and cheerful hope. The duke
of Saxony, I observe, perversely mis-
construed this doctrine, as though it had
a tendency to persuade men to live in.
sin; but the good matron above-men-
tioned, who resided at his court, appears
to have tasted of that bitterness of true
conviction of sin, which only can render
the doctrine of grace delightful and salu-
tary to the mind.

How precious this doctrine must have
been to the mind of Luther himself, may
be conceived from a well authenticated
circumstance,| which evinces the state
of mental bondage in which he had been
held. Having for many days neglected,
through the intenseness of his studies, to
recite the canonical hours, he, in compli-
ance with the pope's decrees, and to sa-
tisfy his conscience, actually shut him-
self up in his closet, and recited what he
had omitted with punctilious exactness,
and with such severe attention and absti-
nence, as reduced his strength exceed-
ingly, brought on nearly a total want of

* Orig. Sax. Lib. vii.
t Vol. I. p. 344. Bavar. Seek. p. 21.
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sleep for the space of five weeks, and
almost produced symptoms of a weaken-
ed intellect. Is it to be wondered at,
that he, who at length found relief and
liberty by the grace of Christ, should be
zealous to preach the mystery of the
Cross to his fellow-creatures 1*

I have now laid before the curious
reader some interesting particulars of the
private life of Luther, previous to his as-
sumption of that public character, which
has made his name immortal. The seri-
ous Christian will adore the wisdom and
goodness of Divine Providence, which,
by preparatory exercises of soul, had di-
rected this extraordinary personage into
the true light and liberty of the Gospel
of Christ, and fitted him for the great
work to which he was called. At the
same time it seems a certain fact, that
the Saxon Reformer was not induced to
act the part, which has given so great a
celebrity to his name, from motives of
personal malice, or of ambition, or of
avarice, but purely from the fear of God,
from a conscientious regard to evangeli-
cal truth, from a zeal for the(divine glory
and for the profit of the souls of his fel-
low-creatures.

There are two points concerning Lu-
ther, on which all the most respectable,
even of the papal party, unanimously
concur in their testimony. The one is,
That his learning, genius, and capacity,
were of the first magnitude. It may
seein proper to mention this, because
some modern writers, who appear almost
wholly ignorant of the real character of
the man, have rashly represented him as
a person of contemptible knowledge. But
this is the common method of treating
many great men, whose studies and at-
tainments have happened to be but little
connected with the pursuits and disco-
veries of the eighteenth century; and
till readers learn the practice of so much
candour, as may dispose them to make
equitable allowances for the taste of the
times in which men of great abilities and
great accomplishments have made their
appearance, such superficial authors will
always find admirers. The other parti-
cular, relative to our illustrious Reformer,
is this, That his life is allowed to be
without blemish. In fact, the Romanists,
for the purpose of indulging the spirit of
censure, are obliged to have recourse to

* See Appendix, Luther, for a further
account of Luther by Melancthon.

surmises, for want of realities. When
we are much out of humour with a per-
son, it is human nature to ascribe his
very best actions to bad motives. But
the slanderous representations of enemies
ought never to be substituted in the
place of authentic documents. The wri-
ters alluded to may FANCY that Luther's
conduct is best accounted for on the sup-
position, that pride, vanity, ambition,
and resentment, were the ruling passions
of the man they dislike; nevertheless,
all readers of cool judgment will take
care to distinguish between their preju-
diced, ill-natured conjectures, and sub-
stantial proofs.

Far be it, however, from the histo-
rian's design to insinuate, that there
were no faults or defects in the character
which he so much admires. Besides
the incessant ebullitions of native de-
pravity, in the confession of which no
man was ever more earnest than Luther,
all real Christians, the most eminent
saints not excepted, have their infirmi-
ties and their faults, which cost them
much inward pain and sorrow; yet, it
should ever be remembered, that in
judging of true followers of Christ, by
whatever name we may choose to call
either their defective attainments or their
positive blemishes, no fault, no imper-
fection, no falling short of the " perfect
man in Christ Jesus," can be allowed,
but what is absolutely consistent with
sincerity of heart. The very candid and
accurate memorialist Seckendorf, who is
so useful to my researches, defies all the
adversaries of Luther to fix any just cen-
sure on his character, except what may
be ranked under two heads, namely, a
disposition to anger, and an indulgence
in jesting. Beyond all doubt, the Saxon
Reformer was of a choleric temper, and
he too often gave way to this constitu-
tional evil, as he himself bitterly laments.
Neither is it to be denied, that he also
too much encouraged his natural propen-
sity to facetiousness. The monks of his
time were, in general, guilty of the like
fault, and often to so great a degree, as
very improperly to mix scurrilities with
sacred subjects. Moreover, the vices and
the follies of those whom Luther opposed,
afforded a strong temptation both to a
spirit of anger and of ridicule. For,
however severe he may be thought in
many of his invectives, we are compelled
by unquestionable evidence to confess,
that his keenest satirical pieces never
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reached the demerits of those who ruled
the Church in that age. But, after all
that can be said in mitigation, it must be
owned, that a reformer ought to have
considered not so much what they de-
served, as wThat became the character he
had to support; namely, that of a serious
Christian, zealous for the honour of his
God, displeased with the vices of his
clerical brethren, and grieved on account
of the pitiable ignorance of the people,
yet more desirous of curing the prevail-
ing evils than of exposing them.

These unhappy blemishes in Luther,
doubtless appear much more offensive to
us than they did in his own time among
men of ruder manners, and accustomed to
a greater freedom both of action and of
expression in their mutual intercourse.
They form the darkest shades in his
writings, which, in all other respects,
are truly admirable. One cannot but feel
both some surprise and regret, that this
great and good man should have failed,
in so considerable a degree, to imitate
his favourite author. An uniform spirit
of meekness is the singular excellence
which adorns the page of Augustine.

The defects, which we have mentioned,
were too considerable to be passed over
in silence; and, having now discharged
the duty of an impartial historian, we
leave it to the judicious reader himself to
appreciate their just operation in lessen-
ing his esteem and veneration for this
extraordinary personage. In contem-
plating the other qualities and endow-,
ments of our Reformer, we have no hesi-
tation in affirming, that it is not easy to
find a more blameless, or even a more
excellent character. No man since the
Apostles' days had penetrated into the
sacred oracles with such singular felici-
ty. He was endowed with a greatness
of soul far beyond the common lot of
men : Dangerous gift in a fallen creature !
It was through divine grace, that he was
enabled,to display and persevere in a
conduct the most consistent, uncorrupt,
and disinterested. His bold and adven-
turous spirit never appears in any one
instance to have made the smallest en-
croachment on the most perfect integri-
ty. Humane, generous, and placable,
he was rarely diverted from the path of
equity; and, notwithstanding the uncom-
mon vehemence of his temper, he was
often submissive and condescending.
With an exquisite sensibility and readi-
ness of conception, with a zeal and an

imagination which never remitted their
ardour for a single moment, he was most
perfectly free from enthusiasm ; and with
great capacity and unparalleled intrepidi-
ty, he seems to have been devoid of am-
bition, and contented to live all his days
in very moderate circumstances. ONLY
the Wise Disposer of all events, for the
glory of his own name, and for the revi-
val of true religion in Europe, by the ef-
fectual operation of his Holy Spirit,
could have produced, at the season when
most wanted, so faithful a champion, and
possessed of so much vigour of intellect,
of so daring a spirit, and of so truly hum-
ble and Christian-like a temper.

Such was the illustrious Luther, when
he was called upon by Divine Provi-
dence to enter the lists, alone and with-
out one assured ally, against the hosts
of the pretended successor of St. Peter,
who was then domineering over the
Christian world in all his grandeur and
plenitude of power.

I shall conclude this chapter with lay-
ing before the reader several concise tes-
timonies of the talents and virtues of Lu-
ther, extracted from the writings of po-
pish authors, who will not be suspected
of any partiality towards the man whom
they have been accustomed to consider as
a detestable heretic. To transcribe the
various encomiums which have been
written on this celebrated character, by
his friends and admirers, by Protestant
authors, and by historians in general,
would be an endless labour.

m The Jesuit Maimbourg, in Maimbour ,8
his History of Lutheranism, character of
records many particulars re- Luther,
specting the learning and
abilities of this celebrated heretic, as he
calls him, which have not yet been men-
tioned.

" He possessed a quick and penetrat-
ing genius : he was indefatigable in his
studies, and frequently so absorbed in
them as to abstain from meat for whole
days together. He acquired great know-
ledge of languages and of the Fathers.
He was remarkably strong and healthy,
and of a sanguine, bilious temperament.
His eyes were piercing, and full of fire.
His voice sweet, and vehement when
once fairly raised. He had a stern
countenance ; and though most intrepid
and high spirited, he could assume the
appearance of modesty and humility
whenever he pleased, which, however,
was not often the case. In his breast
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was lodged plenty of fuel for pride and
presumption: hence his indiscriminate
contempt of whatever opposed his here-
sies ; hence his brutal treatment of kings,
emperors, the pope, and of everything in
the world that is deemed most sacred
and inviolable. Passionate, resentful,
and domineering, he was continually
aiming to distinguish himself by venting
novel doctrines, and on no occasion could
he,be induced to retract what he had
once advanced. He maintained that
Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, Scotus, Bo-
naventura, and others, had undermined
the foundations of true philosophy and of
Christian Theology ; and he endeavoured
to raise up a system of his own, upon the
ruins of those very great geniuses. This
is an exact portrait of Martin Luther, of
whom it may be truly said, there was in
the man a great mixture both of good and
of bad qualities: the bad predominated,
but he was abundantly more corrupt in
his thoughts and sentiments, than in his
life and manners. He was always reck-
oned to live sufficiently blameless while
he remained in the monastery, and till
he absolutely ruined all his good quali-
ties by his heresies."

Varillas, a celebrated French historian,
in his diffuse history of various heresies,

speaks of Luther in the fol-
Vaniias's lowing manner: " This Au-

gustine monk united in his
single person all the good

and all the bad qualities of the heresi-
archs of his time. To the robustness,
health, and industry of a German, nature
seems here to have added the spirit and
vivacity of an Italian. Nobody exceed-
ed him in philosophy and scholastic the-
ology ; nobody equalled him in the art
of speaking. He was a most perfect
master of eloquence. He had complete-
ly discovered where lay the strength or
the weakness of the human mind ; and,
accordingly he knew how to render his
attacks successful. However various
or discordant might be the passions of
his audience, he could manage them to
his own purposes; for he presently saw
the ground on which he stood ; and even
if the subject was too difficult for much
argument, he carried his point by popu-
lar illustration and the use of figures.
In ordinary conversations, he displayed
the same power over the affections,
which he had so often demonstrated in
the professorial chair and the pulpit.
He rarely attempted to convince; his

character of
the same.

method was to inflame men's passions,
and afterwards gradually to insinuate his
opinions. No man, either of his own
time or since, spoke or wrote the Ger-
man language, or understood its niceties,
better than Luther. Often, when he had
made his first impression by bold strokes
of eloquence, or by a bewitching pleasan-
try of conversation, he completed his tri-
umphs by the elegance of his German
style. On the contrary, he was rude,
satirical, ambitious, and ungrateful; dis-
posed to anger on the slightest occa-
sions, and for the most part implacable.
He was much addicted to excesses at the
table, and was CAPABLE of the usual con-
comitant vices ; though his monastic life
deprived him almost entirely of opportu-
nities of indulging himself in them."

No remarks need be made on these en-
tertaining descriptions of Luther. The
surmises and the exaggerations they con-
tain are sufficiently obvious: the reader
will easily separate them from the truth,
and will at the same time perceive how
much the account, which we have given
of our Reformer, is corroborated by these
enemies of the reformation.

Moreri, in his Historical Miscellany,
says of Luther, " This heresiarch gloried
in his apostacy, and in the
lamentable schism of the Moreri's
church, and filled his writ- Luther!
ings with his poisons. He
composed various works; and it cannot
be denied that he was a man of much
learning and fire of genius. Vanity was
his motive, whatever pains may have
been taken to represent him as a person
of integrity and moderation. Henry
VIII. king of England, in answer to
Luther, had sent to Pope Leo a learned
defence of the seven sacraments. Lu-
ther replied to the monarch in so insolent
a manner, that it was easy to see from
this single instance, that a man of such
a temper could not be under the influ-
ence of the Spirit of God. Besides, he
published a seditious book against the
bishops; and had the IMPUDENCE TO OP-
POSE THE POPE'S BULL, in which he him-
self was excommunicated."

As my chief object in giving these ex-
tracts is to satisfy the reader, from the
testimony of Luther's enemies, of his
great learning and talents, I content my-
self with quoting briefly the substance of
what has been repeatedly and distinctly
conceded by the most noted Roman ca-
tholic writers, in regard to these points;
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and I entirely omit many scandalou
falsehoods which have been invented b]
malicious advocates for the papal system
with the view of defaming the charact
of our Reformer. His two blemishe:
have been mentioned above, as allowe
by the incomparable Seckendorf, an<
these no judicious defender of protes
tants or of protestantism will ever undei
take to defend.

Those who wish to see a full accoun
and also a confutation, of the idle inven
lions and abominable falsehoods here a

hided to, may consult, wit!
Bayie's advantage, the celebratec
Luther.1 °f Historical and Critical Die

tionary by Peter Bayle. Thi
author, though justly esteemed an infide
in religion, was a man of brilliant parts
and acute intellect; and he has collectei
together much useful information re-
specting Martin Luther, and both his
friends and his adversaries.

" I , " says this writer, " shall chief!}
insist on the many falsehoods which
have been published respecting Luther,
No regard has been paid, in this point,
to the rules of the art of slandering.
And yet the authors of them have as-
sumed all the confidence of those wh<
fully believe that the public will impli
citly espouse their stories, be they eve;
so absurd. They accuse him of having
confessed that he had struggled for ten
years together with his conscience, and
at last had become perfectly master of
it, and fallen into atheism. They im-
pudently maintain, that he denied the
immortality of the soul. They charge
him with having gross and carnal ideas
of heaven, and with composing hymn
in honour of drunkenness. Most of these
calumnies are grounded upon some words
in a certain book published by Luther':
friends, to which his adversaries give a
horrid meaning, and very different from
this ecclesiastic's real thoughts. Hi
greatest enemies could not deny that he
had eminent qualities; and history af-
fords nothing more surprising than his
exploits. For a simple monk to give so
rude a shock to popery, is what we can-
not sufficiently admire. He had made
great progress in scholastic learning, yet
no one fell so foul upon the method of
philosophizing at that time, nor was any
man more vehemently bent against the
great Aristotle."

The same author produces the follow-
ing remarkable citation from a noted

19*

French writer, who was one of Luther's
slanderers.* " Luther was a perfect
Atheist. His own disciple, Dr. Aurifa-
ber, deposes, as an ear-witness, that he
heard Luther himself say in the pulpit, he
thanked God he felt no longer any disturb-
ance of his conscience, and that he began
to see the fruits of the Gospel among his
disciples. " N a m post revelatum Evan-
gelium meura," said he, " Virtus est
occisa, justitia oppressa, temperantia,
ligata, veritas lacerata, fides clauda,
nequitia quotidiana, devotio pulsa, hse-
resis relicta." Mons. Garasse trans-
lates this passage thus: " I have fought
with such success, that I have stifled the
seeds of virtue, oppressed justice, ex-
tinguished sobriety, rent truth to pieces,
broken the pillars of faith, made villany
familiar, banished devotion, and intro-
duced heresy." Upon which P . Bayle
makes the following excellent observa*
tion : " There is no need to observe here,
that all this is to be understood by the
rules of contraries; the thing speaks for
tself; and I am certain there is no ho-

nest man, whatever religion he is of, but
will detest or pity the extravagance of
such a slanderer." It is not at all im-
probable that Luther might use, in his
pulpit, the very words here brought
against him in accusation ; nor is it ne-
cessary to suppose, that, in the warmth
,nd haste of eloquence, and to make his

meaning clear, he should even have used
he words, THEY SAID, or, MINE ENEMIES
;:RIED OUT, &c. Nothing can be more
bvious than the sense of the citation,

even as it stands. "After my way of
expounding the Gospel became known,"
ays Luther,f THEY SAID, or, MINE ENE-

VITES CRIED OUT, " virtue is stifled, jus-
ice is oppressed," and so on ; and we
re left to wonder how an omission,

which is quite common in all vehement
arangues, whatever be the language

ipoken, could possibly be made, by any
easonable man, the occasion of so much
alumny. Those, however, will wonder
ess, who have been accustomed to ob-
erve, how frequently it happens in our
mes, that sound and zealous preachers

•f the Gospel are misrepresented and re-
iled, as though their interpretations of
h nature of Christ's salvation had a
;endency to promote licentiousness.

* Mons. Garasse.
f All becomes clear, by supposing the

vords here printed in capitals, to have been
mplied, though not actually said.
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Let not the reader forget, that my pre-
sent object is to produce evidences of
Luther's learning1 and talents from the
mouths of his adversaries, or at least
from the mouths of those who have
shown no particular predilection for the
pure Gospel of Jesus Christ. It would
be with much pain and reluctance, that I
should be compelled to place the famous
Erasmus among either of these classes.
His great learning, his elegant taste, and
his acute understanding, are all unques-
tionable ; neither is there any doubt how
very serviceable his writings proved in
preparing men's minds to approve the
bolder and more decisive measures of
Luther.* But still, in my judgment, the
proofs of his love of ease, of fame, and
of the esteem of persons of rank and
consequence, are far more numerous, than
any examples which can be produced of
his sincere regard for the essential doc-
trines of Christianity, or of the evange-
lical humility of his own mind. Though
it may be extremely difficult to delineate
accurately the character of this sort, his
observations, nevertheless, on the great
men and great transactions of his own
times, cannot fail to be valuable. More'
over, as Erasmus at no time, I believe,
was very fond of Luther, and as they
very much opposed and controverted each
other's opinions, the judgment of this il-
lustrious scholar respecting the grea
Saxon Reformer, may be laid before the
reader in this place with much propriety
Indeed the following extracts are the more
important and also suitable, to be cited
here, because, first, they decisively prove
the ability of Luther; and, secondly
they contain many facts and circum^
stances which demonstrate the know
ledge, learning, and integrity of our Re
former; and, lastly, they very materially
corroborate the preceding account of th<
state of the religious world in general
when this extraordinary man began hi;
opposition to the existing ecclesiastica
tyranny.

Erasmus had so good an opinion o
Luther's intentions, that in one of hi
epistles, he expresses his belief, " That

God has sent him to reform
The testi- mankind."! Melancthon, i
Erasmus. n*s ̂ ife of Luther, assures in

from his own knowledge, tha
the elector of Saxony besought Erasmus

* See p. 198 of this Vol.
f Ep. Alberto pio. App. cccxxxiii.

n the very kindest manner, to tell him
eely, whether he judged Luther to be

mistaken respecting the principal con-
roversies in which he was then en-
aged ; and that Erasmus, on this occa-

;ion, spoke out, "That Luther's senti-
nents were true, but that he wished to
;ee more mildness in his manner." In
nother letter he says, " The cause of
uther is invidious, because he at once
Hacks the bellies of the monks and the
iadem of the pope."* In various other
etters, and particularly in
ne written to cardinal Cam- Erasmus's
egius in the year 1520, Eras, J ^ ^ i u s ,

nus opens his mind freely A. D. 1520.
oncerning Luther and his
roceedings. He acknowledges that he

possessed great natural talents; and
hat he had a genius particularly adapted
o the explanation of difficult points of
iterature, and for rekindling the sparks
f genuine evangelical doctrine, which

were almost extinguished by the trifling
ubtilties of the schools. He adds, that

men of the very best character, of the
soundest learning, and ot the most reli-
gious principles, were much pleased with
Luther's books; further, that in propor-
ion as any person was remarkable for

upright morals and Gospel purity, he
had the less objections to Luther's sen-
iments. " Besides," said he, "the life

of the man is extolled, even by those
who cannot bear his doctrines.—Some,
ndeed, in hatred to his person, condemn

what is true, pervert and misinterpret
what is right, and make him pass for a
jeretic, for saying the same things which
they allow to have been pious and ortho-
dox in Bernard and Austin." Erasmus
declares, that he had endeavoured, to the
utmost of his power, to hinder Luther
from being oppressed by a faction of
raging zealots. It grieved him that a
man of such FINE PARTS should be ren-
dered desperate by the mad cries and
bellowings of the monks. We ought,
continued this sagacious writer, " to
take notice of the source and spring of
all this evil. The world was burthened
with human inventions in the business
of religion, loaded with the opinions and
doctrines of the schools, and oppressed
with the tyranny of the monks and beg-
ging friars. I do not condemn them all,
but many of them are so mad, that for
the sake of interest and rule, they ham-

* This letter is to the elector of Saxony.
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per the consciences of men on purpose.
They lay aside Christ and modesty, they
preach nothing but their own innova-
tions, and oftentimes scandalous doc-
trines. They speak of indulgences after
such a manner, as is insupportable even
to the laity. By these and such like
methods, the power of the Gospel is
dwi-ndled to nothing; and it is to be
feared, that matters becoming; continu-
ally worse, the little spark of Christian
piety, by which the stifled spirit of cha-
rity might be rekindled, will be entirely
quenched. The chief parts of religion
are lost in ceremonies more than judai-
cal. Good men lament and weep for
these things; and even divines, who are
not monks, acknowledge the truth of
them, as also some of the monks in their
private conversations. These things, I
believe, first put Luther upon the danger-
ous work of opposing some of the most
'intolerable and shameless abuses. For
what can we think otherwise of a person,
who neither aims at worldly honour nor
riches? I do not now consider the
charges which they bring against the
man; I speak only of the apparent
grounds of their animosity towards him.
Luther had the boldness to call in ques-
tion the GOOD of indulgences; but others
had first spoken too much and too boldly
for them. Luther has dared to speak
indecently of the power of the pope of
Rome; but others had first exalted it
too indecently; and in particular, three
preaching friars, Alvarus, Sylvester, and
the cardinal of St. Sixtus. He dared to
despise the decrees of Thomas Aquinas;
but the Dominicans had extolled them
almost above the Gospel. He dared to
disclose some doubts in the matter of
confession; but the monks continually
perplexed the consciences of men upon
that head. He dared to reject the con-
clusions of the schools in part; but
others ascribed too much to them, and
yet disagreed with them as well as he,
altering them often, and introducing new
notidns in the place of those they abo-
lished. It was matter of grief to pious
minds, to hear almost nothing said in the
schools of the doctrines of the Gospel,
and that, in the sermons, little mention
was made of Christ, but much of papal
power, and of the opinions of recen
writers. Luther has written a great dea'
that relishes more of imprudence than
irreligion. But the greatest offence he
has given, is, his want of respect to

Thomas Aquinas; his lessening of the
profits of indulgences; his despising of
the Mendicant friars; his preferring of
the Gospel to the doctrines of the schools;
his opposing of the sophistries of dis-
putants : all these are intolerable here-
sies."*

The reader, in this last instance, has
had before him a witness, perfectly com-
petent to decide on many of the points
which usually afford matter for much
:ontroversy between papists and protest-

ants; and as we trust the true character
of the Saxon Reformer, in regard to his
motives, abilities, and learning, is now
fully ascertained, we return to the narra-
tive of the progress of the dispute con-
cerning the sale of indulgences.

C H A P T E R I I I .

THE PROGRESS OF THE CONTROVERSY CONCERN-
ING INDULGENCES, TILL THE CONCLUSION OP
THE CONFERENCES BETWEEN LUTHER AND
CAJETAN.

TETZEL, the Dominican, alarmed at
the publication of Luther's Theses, op-
posed to them one hundred and six pro-
positions, in which he attempted to re-
fute the arguments of the Au-
gustine monk ; and not con- Tetzel at-
tent with this, by virtue of ^ e i Lu-
his inquisitorial authority, he ther's objec-
also directed Luther's com- tl0,ns t0 In'
positions to be burnt. It ap- tIulgences-
pears from very authentic documents,f
that this shameless monk was an expe-
rienced veteran in the traffic of indul-
gences. He himself, in the
year 1507, that is, ten years A' D']507<

before the present dispute with Luther,
had collected at Friberg two thousand
florins in the space of two days by the
iniquitous sale of that article. The sale
of indulgences, therefore, was no new
thing in the papal system; and the in-
stance before us proves, that, occasion-
ally at least, the scandalous practice
might be carried to a very great extent.
It is, however, a relief to the indignant
mind, to find that ecclesiastical history
furnishes some few examples of pious
Christians with enlightened understand-

* Vid. Erasm, Epis. and Brandt's History
of the Reformation.

t Moller. Cron. Fribergen.
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ing, who had bravely withstood the
growing corruption. To mention one:
John, bishop of Misnia, had effectually
discharged from his own diocese the po-
pish proclaimers of indulgences, who,
like merchants, had been vending every
where their certificates of pardon of
sins, as if they were an ordinary com-
modity.* He had blamed the people for
foolishly putting their money into a chest,
of which they had not the key; and had
declared that, by reading the Bible, he
had discovered the Apostolical religion
to be very different from that which pre-
vailed at present. This good prelate, a
little before his death, happening to hear
that Tetzel was again employed in a
similar way, prophesied he would be the
last of the dealers in indulgences, on ac-
count of his shameless audacity.]- Not-
withstanding this, and every other warn-
ing or remonstrance, the Dominican com-
missioner persevered in the traffic with
augmented industry; and so much in-
censed the minds of Luther's disciples
at "Wittemberg, that they ventured, by
way of retaliation, to burn publicly his
Propositions, or Theses,:]: as they were

called, with every mark of disapproba-
tion and ignominy,
grieved at this rash

* Chytr. Lib. II.
t "A soul," said Tetzel in his Theses.

" may go to heaven, in the very moments, in
which the money is cast into the chest. The
map, who buys off his own sins by indul-
gences, merits more than he who gives alms
to the poor, unless it be in extreme neccs
sity." Other extraordinary assertions are
likewise contained in his tracts, which de-
monstrate that protestant writers have not
misrepresented the controversy before us.
Suffice it to mention two sentences more.
" The ministers of the church do not barely
declare men's* sins forgiven, but do really
pardon them by virtue of the sacraments,
and by the power of the keys.—They may
impose a punishment to be suffered AFTER
DEATH ; and it is better to send a penitent
with a small penance into purgatory, than
by refusing1 him absolution to send him into
hell." Du Pin, B. II. Seek. Lib. I.

t When Tetzel was at Leipsic, and had
scraped together a great deal of money from
all ranks of people, a nobleman, who sus-
pected the imposture, put this question to
him. " Can you grant absolution for a sin,
which a man shall intend to commit in fu-
ture ?" " Yes," replied the frontless com-
missioner, "but on condition that the proper
sum of money be actually paid down." The
nobleman instantly produced the sum de-
manded; and in return, received a diploma
sealed and signed by Tetzel, absolving- him
from the unexplained crime, which he se-

Luther was much
action; and finding

himself to be accused of instigating his
followers to commit it, writes thus, to a
friend. " I wonder, you could believe,
that I was the author of the deed. Think
you that I am so destitute of common
sense, as to stigmatize, in such a man-
ner, a person in so high an office1? I
know better the rules, of ecclesiastical
subordination, and have more regard to
my own character, both as a monk and
as a theologian, than to act so." There
were also persons, who, pretending to be
in possession of court intrigues, were fond
of circulating the report, that Luther had
published his theses by the secret insti-
gations of the elector Frederic. Luther,
with great concern, takes notice of this
false surmise. In a letter to his friend
Spalatinus, he thus expresses his feel-
ings : " I am heartily vexed at the scan-
dalous report, which is diffused with
much malignity, namely, that in all I
do, I am only the ENGINE of our illustri-
ous prince, for the purpose of disgracing
the archbishop of Mentz. What do you
think I ought to do on the occasion?
Shall I open the matter to the Elector? I
am extremely concerned, that the prince
should be suspected on my'account, and
I cannot bear the thought, of being the
origin of contention among persons of so
great dignity."

Luther also published a sermon,
preached against indulgences, which
Tetzel answered ; and this produced a
jeply from Luther. About
the same' time, Henry, duke
of Brunswic, who was after- ugulIJ_ _
wards distinguished among diligences.
the most active enemies of

Luther
preaches
against In-

cretly intended to commit. Not long- after,
when Tetzel was about to leave Leipsic, the
nobleman made inquiry respecting the road
he would probably travel, waited for him in
ambush at a convenient place, attacked and
robbed him; then beat him soundly with a
stick, sent him back again to Leipsic with
his chest empty, and at parting, said : "This
is the fault I intended to commit, and for
which I have your absolution." This hu-
morous story may seem scarcely worthy of
the dignity of history: but it is recorded by
the cautious Seckendorf, and may serve to
show the almost incredible lengths to which
the popish ag-ents proceeded in the detesta-
ble traffic so clearly laid open by this anec-
dote.
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Lutheranism, appeared in the contest;
and in a public writing accused Frederic
of secretly supporting Luther. The
well known character of the elector, for
caution and prudence, seems however to
have prevented the report from gaining
much credit. This prince took extraor-
dinary care not to involve himself unne-
cessarily in the concerns of Luther. Our
intrepid Reformer, in all his opposition
to Telzel, most certainly had no col-
league or assistant; and he himself de-
clared, that he never had conversed wit!
the elector Frederic in his whole life.

Luther never did things by halves.
Accordingly, as the affair of selling in-
dulgences had laid firm hold of his mind,
he could neither quiet his uneasiness nor
smother his indignation. He still con-
tinued to preach and to write on the same
subject, till the end of the year 1517.
In the next year he went to Heidelberg,
and was courteously received by Wolf-
gang, the brother of the elector Palatine,
who was the scholar of Ecolampadius, a
name afterwards renowned among the
reformers. Luther had been advised by
his friends not to go to Heidelberg, on
account of the danger to which he might
be exposed. But, as a general assembly
of the Augustinian monks had been call-
ed at that place, he thought it right to.
obey his superiors, whatever might be
the event. The official business of the
•assembly was of no great moment; and
therefore we need not be surprised that
the zealous and active spirit of Luther
was not content with barely discharging
the duties of his order. A providential
opportunity was offered of propagating
divine truth, and it behoved him not to
neglect it. While, therefore, he remain-
ed at this place, he wrote some proposi-
tions, in which he opposed the prevail-
ing notions* concerning justification,
faith, and works. His capital object in
them was to demonstrate the doctrine of
justification, before God, by faith, and
not by our works and deservings. The
theses or positions which he intended to
defend, were publicly exposed to view in
writing, according to custom; and he
called upon Leonard Bejar, a monk of
the Augustinian order, to be his respon-
dent. The professors of the university
disapproved of the controversy; and
therefore it was held in the Augustinian

* Seckend. 29. from a MS. Hist, of the
Palatine Churches by Altingius.

monastery. A large concourse of people
attended, and a number of the learned
bore a part in the disputation. Among
the hearers was Martin Bucer, and John
Brentius, men afterwards eminent in the
work of reformation. These and other
persons, who in process of time became
celebrated theologians, admired the
acuteness, promptitude, and meekness of
Luther, were struck with the truths of
the Gospel, which were new to their
ears, and desired further instruction of
him in private. This was the seed-time
of the Gospel in the Palatinate; and
these were the beginnings of the refor-
mation in that electorate. Luther's dis-
ciples cultivated and taught the same
doctrines in private, and after a time ven-
tured to teach them publicly in the uni-
versity.

W7hile the cause of evangelical truth
was thus making gradual advances in
Germany, two celebrated Romanists,
Eckius of Ingolstadt, and Prierias a
Dominican, master of the sa-
cred palace at Rome, took up Luther is
their pens against the theses °$£™fa

b
n

y
d

of Luther, who by these by Prierias.
means was led into a fresh
literary contest. Luther published ela-
borate answers on all the disputed
points; and managed this part of the
controversy writh so much moderation
and gentleness, that his inimical histo-
rian, Maimbourg, has no way left of
reviling the man he dislikes, but by say-
ing, " on this occasion, he acted contrary
to his natural disposition." Let the
reader infer the real disposition of Luther
from authenticated facts, and not from
the insinuations of prejudiced papists.
At this time he wrote also to his own
diocesan, and to his vicar-general. To
his diocesan, the bishop of Brandenburg,
he declared, that he did not DETERMINE,
but DISPUTE, using the liberty allowed to
scholastic men in all ages. " I fear not,"
says he, "bulls and menaces; it is the
audaciousness and the ignorance of men,
that induce me to stand forth, though
with much reluctance: were there not a
weighty cause for it, no one, out of my
own little sphere, should ever hear of me.
If the cause I defend, be not the work of
God, I would have nothing to do with it;
et it perish. Let him alone have ŝ lory,

to whom alone glory belongs." He en-
deavoured to rouse the spirit of his vicar-
general, thus : " When I first heard you
say, * that true repentance begins with a
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love of righteousness, and of God,' the
words made adeep and durable impression
on my heart, as if they had come by a
voice directly from heaven." Hence, he
said, he was filled with grief to see the true
doctrine of repentance superseded by in-
dulgences. He expressed his great un-
willingness to be drawn into the contest;
but, being defamed as an enemy of the
pope, he felt himself constrained to de-
fend his own character. He therefore
begged Staupitius to transmit his trifling
writings, as he calls them, to Pope Leo
X. that they might speak for him at
Rome. " Not," says he, " that I would
involve YOU in my dangers. I desire
alone to stand the shock of the contest.
Let Christ see to it, whether the cause
be mine or his. To the kind admoni-
tions of my friends, who would warn me
of danger, my answer is, The poor man
has no fears. I protest, that property,
reputation, and honours, shall all be of
no estimation with me, compared with
the defence of truth. I have only a frail
body to lose, and that weighed down
with constant fatigue. If, in obedience
to God, I lose it through violence or
fraud, what is the loss of a few hours
of life? Sufficient for me is the lovely
Redeemer and Advocate, my Lord Jesus
Christ, to whose praise I will sing as
long as I live."

In a private letter of this kind, written
to a friend much older than himself, and
whom he honoured as his father, every
candid person must see that Luther
would open the genuine feelings of his
soul. This single fact, therefore, is de-
cisive against the constant, but ground-
less, assertion of his adversaries, " that
he was secretly encouraged and support-
ed in this perilous contest by Staupitius."
There is no doubt that both his diocesan
and his vicar-general valued him ex-
tremely for his talents and piety; nor
were either of them destitute of some
evangelical light: the latter especially,
as we have seen, had been serviceable to
the young Augustine monk in his early
conflicts of temptation. But neither the
former, nor the latter, had the knowledge,
the courage, the faithfulness of Luther.

His controversial writings, published
in the year 1518, in explanation and sup-
port of the various doctrines he had ad-

vanced, are full of important
Writings of matter, and very much lay
A?D.ei513. °Pen t n e rea* s t a t e °f n i s

mind at that time. And

these writings also, such was his regard
for ecclesiastical discipline, he thought
proper to transmit both to his ordinary
and to his vicar-general. Among many
other positions maintained in them, are
the following: "That every true Chris-
tian may become partaker of the grace
of Christ without pontifical indulgences.
A Christian," says he, "may glory that
in Christ he has all things; that all the
righteousness and merits of Christ are
his own by virtue of that spiritual union
with him, which he has by faith: On
the other hand, that all his sins are no
longer his, but that Christ, through
the same union, bears the burden of
them. And this is the confidence of
Christians, this is the refreshment of
their consciences, that by faith our sins
cease to be ours judicially, because they
are laid on him the Lamb of God that
taketh away the sin of the world."

" I was compelled," continues Luther,
in my conscience to expose the scan-

dalous sale of indulgences. I saw some
seduced by them into mischievous errors,
others tempted into an audacious profane-
ness. In a word, the proclaiming and
selling of pardons proceeded to such an
unbounded licentiousness, that the holy
church and its authorities became sub-
jects of open derision in the public
taverns. There was no occasion to ex-
cite the hatred of mankind against priests
to a greater degree. The avarice and
profligacy of the clergy had, for many
years past, kindled the indignation of the
laity. Alas ! they have not a particle of
respect or honour for the priesthood, ex-
cept what solely arises from fear of pun-
ishment; and I speak plainly, unless
their dislike and their objections be
attended to and moderated, not by mere
power, but by substantial reasons and
reformations, all these evils will grow
worse."

From these extracts* the reader will
be enabled to form his own judgment of
Luther, as a divine, as a statesman, and
as an honest man. He wrote a letter to
the pope himself, respecting the same

* The extracts here given are almost lite-
ral translations. But every one, who has
been used to the making1 of extracts, knows,
that in many cases where a great deal is
omitted for the sake of brevity, it is neces-
sary to add a few words to prevent obscuri-
ties. This, however, should always be done
with the greatest care, so as not to affect the
sense.
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transactions, in which he expresses him-
self in so dutiful and ceremonious a
manner, and even in strains of such sub-
missive and prostrate subjection, as suf-
ficiently show, that at that time he was
far from meditating a separation from the
church of Rome. Maimbourg himself
appears to have very much felt the force
of Luther's ingenuous declarations and
general conduct in these proceedings.
He thinks, he probably might have been
sincere in his professions of obedience to
the Roman See, "because," says he, "it
was so contrary to his nature to play the
hypocrite for any considerable time to-
gether." The same author adds, " Whe-
ther he was really sincere, or not, his
modest and plausible manner of express-
ing his doubts, procured him the appro-
bation of many. He was looked on as
an honest inquirer after truth, who had
delected the frauds of his adversaries,
and, in that way, had unjustly brought
upon himself the name of heretic."*

The preceding detail of facts and ob-
servations unavoidably lead the mind to
this conclusion. Luther was far ad-
vanced in evangelical knowledge, and
appears to have been an experienced
Christian some time before he became
known to the world. Yet was he still
strongly wedded to the habits of super-
stition ; and he slowly admitted the con-
viction of the antichristian character of
the hierarchy. He dreaded the sin of
schism : and the impetuous fire of his
temper was perpetually checked by the
admonitions of conscience, and by the
fear of offending his Maker. In this
singular character, there was certainly
united an assemblage of qualities, rarely
found together in the same person; in
particular, the greatest caution in conduct
with a temper remarkably ardent and
choleric. Too often this last betrayed
him into a blameable asperity of lan-
guage, yet seldom does it seem to have
influenced his measures or plans of ac-
tion. The poet's simple, but sublime
description of one of his dramatic he-
roes,* "he feared God, and he feared
none besides," is eminently true of the
Saxon theologian.

Whoever keeps in view the natural
and religious dispositions of Luther,
while he contemplates the critical situa-
tion of this Reformer, during the sus-

pense of his contest with the Remarkable
papal authorities, cannot fail orLuTher"8

to conclude, that he must
have experienced great anxiety and
even perturbation of mind in that me-
morable season. The precise nature
of his feelings will be best understood
from his own account of them, in a pre-
face to the edition of his Theses, which
was published by himself many years
after the termination of the dispute. " I
permit," says he, " the publication of my
Propositions against Indulgences for this
reason, that the greatness of the success
may be attributed to God, and that I may
not be exalted in mine own eyes. For,
by those propositions* it will appear
how weak and contemptible I was, and
in how fluctuating a state of mind, when
I began this business. I found myself
involved in it alone, and,.as it were, by
surprise. And when it became impossi-
ble for me to retreat, I made many con-
cessions to the pope; not, however, in
many important points ; but, certainly, at
that time I adored him in earnest. In
fact, how despised and wretched a monk
was I then; more like a lifeless body
than a human being! Whereas in regard
to the pope, how great was his majesty !
The potentates of the earth dreaded his
nod. How distressed my heart was in
that year, 1517, and the following; how
submissive my mind was to the hierar-
chy, not feignedly but really; nay, how
I was almost driven to despair, through
the agitations of care and fear and doubt,
those secure spirits little know, who at
this day insult the majesty of the pope
with much pride and arrogance! But I,
who then alone sustained the danger, was
not so certain, not so confident. I was
ignorant of many things, which now, by
the grace of God, I understand, I dis-
puted, and I was open to conviction. Not
finding satisfaction in the books of theo-
Jogians and canonists, I wished to coi>
suit the living members of the church
itself. There were indeed some godly
souls, who entirely approved my propo-
sitions, but I did not consider their au-
thority as of weight with me in spiritual
concerns. The popes, cardinals, bishops,
and monks, were the objects of my confi-
dence. I waited for divine instruction
with such ardent and continued eager-

* Maimb. p. 28. in Seek,
f Racine, in his Athaliah.

It is not necessary to enter into a detail
of these propositions or theses, because the
cause of indulgences has now no advocates
in this country.
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ness, and was so overloaded with cares,
that I became almost stupid, or distract-
ed : I scarcely knew when I was asleep,
or when awake. At length, after I be-
came enabled to answer every objection
that could be brought against me from
the Scriptures, one difficulty still re-
mained, and only one; namely, that the
CHURCH ought to be obeyed. By the
grace of Christ, I at last overcame this
difficulty also. Most certainly I had
formerly a much greater veneration for
the Roman church than those have, who
at this day, with a perverse spirit of op-
position, extol popery so exceedingly
against me."

Let us now listen to a few sentences
of Luther, written so late as the year
1545, that is, about twenty-eight years

after the beginning of the
Confession dispute concerning indul-
ar.ddeciara- gences.* " Before all things,
ther,madein I entreat you, pious reader,
A.D. 1545. for our Lord Jesus Christ's

sake, to read my writings with
cool consideration, and even with much
pity. I wish you to know, that when T
began the affair of the indulgences at
the very first, I was a monk, and a most
mad papist. So intoxicated was I, and
drenched in papal dogmas, that I would
have been most ready at all times to
murder, or assist others in murdering,
any person who should have uttered a
syllable against the duty of obedience to
the pope. I was a complete SAUL;
and there are many such yet. There
were, however, and are now, others, who
appear to me to adhere to the pope on
the principles of Epicurus; that is, for
the sake of indulging their appetites;
when secretly they even deride him, and
are as cold as ice, if called upon to de-
fend the papacy. I was never one of
these: I was always a sincere believer;
I was always earnest in defending the doc-
trines I professed ; and I went seriously
to work, as one who had a horrible dread
of the day of judgment, and who, from
his inmost soul, was anxious for salva-
tion.

44 You will find, therefore, in my ear-
lier writings with how much humility,
on many occasions, I gave up very con-
siderable points to the pope, which I now
detest as blasphemous and abominable in
the highest degree. This ERROR, my

* Latin preface to the first volume of Lu-
ther's Works.

slanderers call INCONSISTENCY : but you,
pious reader, will have the kindness to
make some allowance on account of the
times and my inexperience. 1 stood abso-
lutely alone at first; and certainly I was
very unlearned and very unfit to under-
take matters of such vast importance. It
was by accident, not willingly or by de-
sign, that I fell into these violent dis-
putes: I call God to witness!

44 In the year 1517, when I was a young
preacher, and dissuaded the people from
purchasing indulgences, telling them they
might employ their time much better
than in listening to the greedy proclaim-
ers of that, scandalous article of sale, I
felt assured I should have the pope on
my side, for he himself, in his public de-
crees, had condemned the excesses of
his agents in that business.

44 My next step was to complain to my
own ordinary, and also to the archbishop
of Mentz; but I knew not at that time,
that half of the money went to this last-
mentioned prelate, and the other half to
the pope. The remonstrances of a low,
mean, poor brother in Christ, had no
weight. Thus despised, I published a
brief account of the dispute, along with
a sermon in the German language on the
subject of indulgences; and very soon
after I published also explanations of my
sentiments, in which, for the honour of
the pope, I contended, that the indul-
gences were not entirely to be condemned,
but that real works of charity were ot
FAR MORE CONSEQUENCE.

44 This was to set the world on fire,
and disturb the whole order of the uni-
verse. At once and against me single,
the whole popedom rose !!"

It will be needless to proceed further
with this extract: the account is in en-
tire unison with the preceding one written
many years before. The candid and in-
genuous acknowledgments and declara-
tions contained in each of them cannot
fail to affect the reader's mind, particu-
larly as they were all made by our Re-
former long after the transactions to
which they relate, and at times when
disguise and misrepresentation could
serve no imaginable purpose. A more
complete answer to the unwarrantable
censures of those, who accuse Luther of
selfish motives in promoting the reforma-
tion, can scarcely be conceived. But af*
ter all, the best use to be made of the in-
formation here given is, to admire and
adore the providence and grace of that
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God, WHO IS WONDERFUL IN COUNCIL AND
EXCELLENT IN WORKING.*

While the literary contest was carry-
ing on between Luther and his antago-
nists, there were at Rome those, who
blamed the pope for not interesting him-
self in a controversy, which, by exciting
a spirit of resistance, and producing di-
visions, daily increased in magnitude and
importance, and which, in its termination,
might prove extremely injurious to the
authority of the Romish church. With
how much indifference and contempt
Leo X. at first beheld the ecclesiastical
disputes in Germany, how indolent was
the disposition of this pontiff, and how
improvident he showed himself in de-
fending the papal jurisdiction, all this
appears in the strongest light from the
absurd and careless answer which he is
said to have given to Silvester Prierias,"j~

when that zealous and learn-
Observation ed Dominican showed him
conc'nnng s o m ? of Luther's heretical
Luther. publications concerning in-

dulgences. " BROTHER MAR-
TIN," said he, " is A MAN OF VERY FINE
GENIUS, and these squabbles are the mere
effusions of monastic envy." Prierias,
however, undertook the support of the
pontifical authority; but, in writing
against the Reformer, he managed the
Romish cause with so much heat and
imprudence, that the pope himself pre-
sently directed him to be silent in future.^:
This writer, in the event, did much ser-
vice to Lulheranism. In an affair, which
required the utmost delicacy, he express-
ed his sentiments without the least cau-
tion or moderation; and exalted the pope's
power even far beyond that of all general
councils. Luther availed himself of the
temerity of his adversary, and publicly
exposed, with much severity, the odious
doctrines which he had inculcated.

In the same year, 1518, a rash author
of a similar description, attacked Luther

with all the virulence of an
Luther at- enraged Roman Catholic.
Ho"o"uytus, This was Hogostratus, a
A. D. 1518. German Dominican inquisi-

tpr, who represented the
growing heresy as now become incurable
by any of the milder methods. Penal

* Isaiah xxviii.
f Prierias was master of the sacred pa-

lace, and general of his order. He died of
the plague in 1523.

I Erasm. Epis.
VOL. II. 20

and compulsory remedies, he said, were
absolutely necessary ; and he exhorted
the pontiff, by means of the sword and
fire, to deliver mankind from the detes-
table innovator.* Many of the monksj-
joined in this clamour with incessant
vociferation among the people. Scarcely
a word came from their mouth, except
Heresy ! Blasphemy ! Schism ! " I re-
late," says Erasmus, "what I saw with
my own eyes; and I am convinced that
no one thing tended more to dispose the
people in Luther's favour, than this iai-
prudent conduct of the clergy. His pre-
positions concerning indulgences were
soberly stated ; and if THEY had but ar-
gued the points in dispute in the same
cool way, these ruinous consequences
would never have taken place."

At length the Roman pontiff was
roused from his state of indolence and
security. Not only the avaricious ven-
ders of indulgrences vociferated against
Luther, asv Demetiius and- the silver-
smiths did against St. Paul, when their
craft was in danoer,^: but, from all quar-
ters, complaints of the progress of heresy
were sent to Ronie. Even the emperor
Maximilian I. represented to the pope,
how necessary his interference was be-
come. The Augustine monk, he said,
was disseminating heretical and destruc-
tive doctrines, was obstinate in adhering
to his opinions, and active in propagating
them ; and he had made many converts,
even among persons of rank and dis-
tinction^

The imprudence of Leo X. at this cri-
tical moment, may seem almost the conse-
quence of judicial infatuation.
At once he passed from the Rash con-
extremes of neglect and indif- j^x.
ference to those of tyrannical
violence and blind temerity. He or-
dered Luther to appear at Rome within
sixty days, to answer for himself before
certain judges, of whom his antagonist
Silvester Prierias wass appointed one.
Our Reformer took the wisest method to
protect himself against the impending
storm. He instantly sent an account of
the pope's citation to his friend Spalati-
nus, wrho was then with the elector Fre-
deric at the diet of Augsburg; and in the
strongest terms requested, that, through
the interposition of the prince, his cause

* Maimb. p. 38, f Erasm. Epis.
I Acts xix. 24.
§ Maximilian's Letter. Op. Luth. Vol, L
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might be heard in Germany and not at persons, and in particular, our beloved
Rome. Frederic the W I S E understood
the arts and practice of the court of

son, Prierias, the master of our sacred
palace, have informed us of the heretical

Rome, and was convinced of the proprie- proceedings of Martin Luther, we have
ty, and even the necessity, of seconding - - 1 — A U 4~ - u - —U-A + —

Leo X. flat-
ters the
elector of
Saxony.

Luther's wishes. Accordingly he urged
the competency of a German tribunal in
an ecclesiastical controversy of that na-
ture ; and it seems entirely.owing to the
address, the penetration, and the firmness
of this great prince, that the Roman
pontiff at last consented, that cardinal
Cajetan, who w7as then his legate at
Augsburg, should take cognizance of the
matter. If the delinquent showed pro-
per marks of penitence and submission,
he was to be kindly received again into
the bosom of the church; but if he re-
fused to appear before his appointed
judge, the legate was commissioned then
to denounce publicly, against him and
his adherents, all the thunders and ana-
themas of papal indignation.*

Leo X. perceiving how great a favour-
ite Luther was with the elector of Saxo-

ny, judged it expedient, by
all the means in his power,
to secure the support and con-
currence of that prince in an
affair, which he had now be-

gun to consider of the greatest moment.
For this purpose, he acquainted Frederic,
in a polite and affectionate, but very art-
ful epistle, of the measures which he had
been compelled to adopf, through the
disobedience of an Augustine monk,
whose very " order and profession should
have perpetually reminded him of the
duties of humility and obsequiousness."
He styles Luther a son of iniquity, a
prevaricator, who boasts of the protec-
tion of the elector, but, in fact, reverences
no superior whatever. I know, says
ihe pope,* he has no ground for repre-
senting you as one, who encourages and
supports him; nevertheless, I exhort
you in the Lord, and as you would pre-
serve the reputation and dignity of a
good catholic prince, to be on your
guard, lest the lustre of your highly ho-
noured ancestors should be in any degree
tarnished by this calumny. I know of
no blame respecting you; but I would
wish you to avoid the very suspicion of
blame, in wThich the rashness of this
man ma)' involve you. He then pro-
ceeds : As many learned and religious

ordered him to be called upon to answer
for himself; and for this purpose, we
have given EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS to car-
dinal Cajetan, our legate. Lastly, he
concludes with a strong exhortation and
injunction, that Frederic, in virtue of the
holy obedience which he owed to the
Roman church, should contribute his ut-
most to secure the person of Luther, and
deliver him up to the power of the holy
See: he declared, however, at the same
time, that if he was found innocent, he
should be dismissed in peace and in fa-
vour; and even if he was guilty, he
would exercise clemency towards him
largely upon his repentance.*

It is well worthy of notice, that in this
epistle, the pope suppresses a very ma-
terial fact, namely, that Luther had. al-
ready and without trial, been condemned
at Rome, as a heretic, by the bishop of
Ascoli, the auditor of the Apostolic
chamber. This clearly appears from the
pope's OWN BRIEF, which he sent to car-
dinal Cajetan along with the above-
mentioned directions; and the poor per-
secuted monk, in his writings, makes
several pertinent observations upon the
occasion. The plensantest thing of all,
says he, is this: The pope's BRIEF is
dated August the twenty-third. I was
cited and admonished, on the
seventh of August, to appear inconsistent
at Rome within sixty days. L ^
Thus it is very plain, that,
either before the citation was delivered
to me, or at most within sixteen days
after, the bishop of Ascoli proceeded
against me, judged me, and pronounced
me an incorrigible heretic. If I should
ask, What are become of the sixty
days mentioned in the citation delivered
to me, which are to be reckoned from the
seventh of August, and would end about
the seventh of October ] Is it the usage
of the pope's court to cite, admonish,
accuse, judge, condemn, and pronounce
sentence, all on the same day, and espe-
cially, when the supposed culprit is at a
considerable distance, and totally igno-
rant of the proceedings ] Again, how can
they charge me with having abused the
pope's kindness, and with persevering

* The Pope's directions to Cajetan, Lu- * Pope's letter to the elector of Saxony,
ther, Op. Vol. I. (Torn. I. Witt. p. 204.
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obstinately in heresy? Would they be
able to give any other answer to these
questions, than that, when they fabricat-
ed the falsehoods respecting me, they
had lost their memory, and stood in need
of a few doses of hellebore.

The condemnation of Luther at Rome,
previous to his examination before Caje-
tan, was so important a fact, and implied
so much violence and animosity in Leo
and his advisers, that it may well be
doubted whether our Reformer, intrepid
as he was, if he had been acquainted
with all the circumstances of his dis-
grace and danger, would have ventured
to have appeared at all at Augsburg. It
is clear, from one of his letters to JSpala-
tinus,* that, on his return from that
place, he first learnt at Nuremburg the
nature and extent of the papal commis-
sion to the cardinal, namely, that, already
being pronounced a pertinacious heretic,
his person was to be secured and kept in
safety, till further orders for his removal
to Rome.

The elector of Saxony conducted him-
self throughout this difficult transaction

with the most extraordinary
Prudence of discretion. He was deter-
ofSaxoCny! mined not to permit Luther

to be sent to Rome, where he
would be at the mercy of his enraged
adversaries; but, for the purpose of car-
rying this point the more easily, and also
in the hope that an accommodation
might take place with the Roman See,
he promised the pope's legate that he
would take effectual care to place the
supposed heretic before him, for exami-
nation, at Augsburg. We have observed
indeed,| that it was part of the pope's
instructions to Cajetan, to show every
kindness to Luther, provided he came
voluntarily to confess his fault and sue
for pardon ; but, what was to be done in
case he should refuse, which was the
thing by far the more probable to hap-
pen 1 Luther himself in his account of
this matter says, "Everything, I doubt
not, would have been settled in the most
peaceable and affectionate manner, if I
would but have written down six letters,
REVOCO, I RECANT."

Frederic provided for the safety of his
favourite Luther in the following manner.
He gave him letters of recommendation
to the senate and principal inhabitants of
Augsburg; who, instantly on his arrival,

exhorted him not to appear before the
cardinal, till he had obtained a promise
of safe conduct from the emperor, who
was then hunting at some distance from
the city. Through the influence of these
same persons, this important request of
safe conduct was granted; and after three
days the emperor's council announced to
the cardinal, that the public faith was
pledged to Luther, and therefore he must
take no violent steps against him. The
cardinal answered, " It is very well,
nevertheless I shall do my duty."

Luther informs us, that during those
three days he was constantly pressed, by
a very troublesome emissary of Cajetan,
to recant. If I would but
recant, he said, all would be Luther's
right. He further relates a wnhTnite"
curious conversation which lian emissa-
took place between himself JT°fCaje-
and this emissary. He came ' t
on the third day, and expostulated as
follows:

Why will you not go to the cardinal ?
he is waiting to receive you in the kind-
est manner.

I must listen to the advice of those
excellent persons to whom I am recom-
mended by the elector; and they tell
me, I must by no means go to him till I
have obtained the public faith. The
moment THAT is obtained, I am ready
to go.

What, said he, evidently in much agi-
tation, Do you think that prince Frederic
will take up arms on your account?

It is very far from my wish.
Where do you mean to stay ?
In the open air.
Pray, suppose you had the pope and

his cardinals all in your power, what
would you do with them?

I would treat them with the greatest
respect and honour.

So; said he, waving his hand in the
Italian manner, and wrent away, and re-
urned no more.*

A short time before these transactions
it Augsburg, the celebrated Melancthon
had been received as Greek professor at
he university of Wittembcrg, in the
wenty-second year of his age. The
ectures of this truly learned and good

man, together with those of Luther, were
attended by crowds of students; and the
university of Leipsic, a city wholly
Linder Roman influence, on account of

* Lib. I. Epist. f Page 230. Luth. Prsef.
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the principles of its sovereign, George of
Saxony, declined in its lustre. The con-
sequence was, that Luther became still
more odious to the hierarchy. Add to
this, his defence of his theses, and a ser
mon against the abuses of officials in ex-
communications, just published, had ex-
asperated his adversaries to the highes
degree. We learn, from his letters t
Staupitius and Spalatinus, what wen
the feelings and reflections of our hero a
this alarming conjuncture. To the for
mer he said, " Doubt not but I mean to
be free in searching and handling the
word of God. These citations and me
naces move me not." To the latter he
writes thus: "From the bottom of my
heart, I wish not to involve the electo
in my perils. There is but one thing-.
whicfi I hope he may be able to do fo
me,—namely, to prevent any violence on
my person. And if he cannot do even
that conveniently, I would have all the
danger to be my own.—What I have
undertaken to defend, I trust, I shall de-
fend effectually. It may be found neces-
sary to pay some regard to self-preserva-
tion, but a regard to truth is paramoun
to every consideration." This is the
language of one, who was well instructed
in Christian principles, and knew the
practice of holy men in the purest times.

Certainly, at first, Luther seems to
have doubted whether he should not be
guilty of an unjustifiable temerity, in
stirring a single step towards Augsburg,
without the previous grant of a safe con-
duct. But his scruples were done away
by the generous behaviour of the elector.
This excellent prince not only gave him
the above-mentioned letters of recom-
mendation, but also furnished him with
money for his journey; informed him,
by Spalatinus, that he might proceed to
Augsburg, without need of a safe con-
duct, such was the legate's benevolent
intentions towards him ; and encouraged
him to believe that, whatever might
happen, he would not permit him to be
dragged to the papal tribunal at Rome.
It is most probable, however, that Fre-
deric the WISE either foresaw the effect
which his letters of recommendation
would produce at Augsburg, or had
otherwise secretly provided that the pub-
lic faith should be engaged for the per-
secuted Reformer. He was a prince,
says Luther,* of incredible capacity and

* Luther. Op. Vol. I.

penetration, and was accustomed to take
effectual measures for disconcerting the
Romanists, lono before they entertained
the least suspicion that he was aware of
their designs. It was much against the
inclination of Cajetan, that the emperor
Maximilian granted a safe conduct on
this occasion. That irritated legate wrote
to Frederic, and in much anger informed
him, that he had expressly told the im-
perial council he would not have the
name of Cajetan mentioned in that part
of the transaction.* He is usually called
Cajetan, though his real name was
Thomas de Vio, of the town of Cajeta.
He is allowed by Luther himself to have
been naturally a man of a benevolent
temper. Yet the choosing of this cardi-
nal for the purpose of reconciling matters
must not be produced as an example of
discretion in Leo X. Thomas de V\o was
excessively superstitious, and also enter-
tained the most lofty ideas of papal au-
thority. He wrote a book on the power
of the Roman pontiff, which is said to
have procured for him the archbishopric
of Palermo and a cardinal's hat. Add
to all this, he was a Dominican, and con-

the declared enemy of Lutherequently tl
nd the frieand the friend of Tetzel. Such a person

was ill fitted to sit as judge,or arbitrator
in this nice and perilous controversy.

At the first interview, Luther prostrated
himself before the cardinal, and was
courteously received. But, at the same
time, he was required to retract his errors,
to avoid them in future, and
to abstain from everything Luther ap-
which might disturb the
peace of the church. And
these three things were stated
expressly to be the order of the most
ioly pope. Luther desired that he might
be permitted to see the pope's BRIEF.
But this request was peremptorily re-
fused, t

pears before
cardinal
Cajetan.

* Epist. Cajet. ad Sax. due. Father Paul,
;. Trent, B. 1.

f This important circumstance is not
taken notice of by the ecclesiastical histo-
ians; though I find Luther himself in his

celebrated letter to the elector of Saxony,
written after the conference with Cajetan,
uses the words, " nam exemplar BREVIS pe-
tenti denegabat." Dominus Legatus. It is
easy enough to understand why the legate,
who was affecting to treat Luther with the
reatest kindness, should not choose to show

trim a BRIEF, in which it appeared, that, at
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The heaviest charge against him seem
to have been, that he had transgresses
the bull of Clement VI. which had d
fined the nature and extent of indu
gences; and it may easily be conceivei
with how much indignation the cardine
would hear the defence of Luther, nam
ly, that the Holy Scriptures, which h
cpuld produce in support of his owi
doctrines, had abundantly more weigh
with him than a pontifical bull, which i
fact proved nothing, but merely recitec
the opinion of Thomas Aquinas.—Caje-
tan, in answer, exalted the authority o
the pope above all councils, above th
church, and even above the Scripture:
themselves. To this Luther opposed th
appeal of the university of Paris, whos<
reputation had always stood high, as th
parent of science, and the defender of th(
purest Christianity. Cajetan, in a rage
declared that the Parisians would meet
with due punishment; and thatGerson,#

whose writings Luther had quoted, wa
DAMNED, together with all his followers
So extravagantly high were the ideas o:
papal power conceived by this cardinal
that even the very moderate contradic-
tion, given in France to the pontiff, ap<
peared in his eyes an unpardonable sin
Little did he then imagine how much
more openly his magnificent lord and
master was to be opposed within the
short space of a few months.

Frowns and menaces were by no means
adapted to intimidate the determined
mind of the Saxon Reformer. He conti
nued to insist on the authority of Scrip-
ture. He owned he might have erred, but
he thought it reasonable that his erron
should be pointed out, on SCRIPTURAL
grounds, before he should be required to
retract.

When Luther found that not the small-
est progress was made by conversation

that very moment, he stood condemned as a
heretic at Rome, though he had never been
heard. On a view of all the circumstances,
it seems by no means improbable, that the
cardinal, pursuant to his instructions, was
intending to make the poor heretic a prison-
er, notwithstanding the emperor's promise of
safe conduct. But a sight of the BRIEF could
not have failed to alarm and put on his guard
any man in so critical a situation.

* The reader will remember, that this
celebrated chancellor of the university of
Paris maintained, at the council of Con-
stance, the superiority of a general council
over the pope.

20*

with the cardinal, and that all his fine
promises of kind treatment amounted
precisely to this, " you must either re-
cant, or suffer punishment," he wisely
determined to commit his answers to
writing. In so doing, says he, the op-
pressed find comfort in two ways; in
the first place, what is written, may be
submitted to the judgment of others;
and in the second, one has a better op-
portunity of working upon the fears and
the conscience of an arrogant despot,
who would otherwise overpower one by
his imperious language.#

Agreeably to this resolution, he ap-
peared before the cardinal with a notary
and witnesses, repeated his protestations
if general obedience to the church, and

his perfect readiness to recant any error
of which he could be convicted. Caje-
tan replied with so much acrimony, that
the accused monk had no opportunity of
explaining or of vindicating his senti-
ments. He absolutely refused to dis-
pute with Luther, either in public or in
private; he would not even consent that
a single word of his own answers should
be put down in writing. He continued
to press for a recantation.

Staupitius, who was present at the
scene, and who hitherto had acted the
part of a steady friend of Luther, rose
up, and entreated the legate to permit
the accused to return his answers at
ength in^ writing. To which request,
le, with great difficulty at last acceded.

At the next conference, Luther exhibit-
3d his written explanation and defence,
which the cardinal treated with the
greatest contempt. He told him, he had
filled his paper with passages of Scrip-
;ure, which were irrelevant, and in ge-
leral, that his answers were those of a
lerfect idiot. He condescended, how-
)ver, to say, he would send them to
^ome. Lastly, he ordered Luther to
lepart? and to come no more into his
ight, unless he was disposed to recant.
Notwithstanding this rough treatment,

t was Luther's firm opinion, that it
vould have given the cardinal great plea-
ure to hear him recant. It may be
nought some confirmation of this senti-
ent, that in the evening of the very
ay in which this last conference took
lace, he sent for the vicar-general Stau-
itius, and desired him to persuade his
oung monk to retract. Staupitius pro-

* Luther's Letter to Fred.
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mised to do his utmost. "You must an-
swer his scriptural arguments," said Ca-
jetan. Staupitius replied ingenuously,
*' That is above my power. I am his in-
ferior both in capacity and in knowledge
of the Scriptures."

Throughout this whole conference at
Augsburg, cardinal Cajetan appears to
have been conscious how ill qualified he
was to enter the lists with Luther, as a
disputant in theological questions. In-
deed the doctrines of the Gospel, as far
as we can judge, gave him little concern.
His anxiety was, how he might best in-
sure obedience to the pontifical man-
dates. He inquired not whether these
mandates were reasonable or repugnant
to Scripture, it was sufficient for him to
know that they were the dictates of a
pope. The decretal of pope Clement
VI. which he urged with so much heat
and positiveness against Luther in the
dispute respecting indulgences, maintain-
ed, that, "One drop of Christ's blood
being sufficient to redeem the whole hu-
man race, the remaining quantity, that
was shed in the garden and upon the
cross, was left as a legacy to the church,
tO be a TREASURE FROM WHENCE INDUL-
GENCES were to be drawn and adminis-
tered by the Roman pontiffs."* The Au-
gustine monk had, for some time past,
been too much enlightened to digest
such wild superstitious inventions; and
the man who could call upon him, upon
these grounds, to renounce his errors,
was not to be reasoned with. Still it
required extraordinary courage to deliver
in a formal protest against the belief of
tenets, which at that time were both es-
tablished by the highest authority, and
also supposed to have been dictated by
an infallible judgment.

Some objections were made to Lu-
ther's idea of justification by faith; but
Cajetan did not scruple, to confess, that

if he would but have retract-
The terms ed his opposition to the in-
cfi'atTJo. dulgences, all other differ-

ences might have been com-
posed in an amicable manner; and that
his opinions concerning the efficacy of
faith in justification and in the sacra-
ment, admitted of being modified and
interpreted, so as to be inoffensive. When
Staupitius was informed of this circum-
stance, he expressed a wish, that the
cardinal had avowed that sentiment in

the presence of the notary and the wit-
nesses; Because then, said he, there
would have been clear proof that, at
Rome, MONEY was held in greater esti-
mation than FAITH.

Luther, on the contrary, considered
the scripture doctrine of justification by
faith as of infinite importance. He de-
clared, that he would rather retract every-
thing which he had said upon other sub-
jects, than THAT, which he must adhere
to with his dying breath. That in re-
gard to indulgences, their intrinsic na-
ture, whatever it might be, could not be
altered by ostentatious praises and ho-
nours, but that if he gave up the article
of justification by faith, he should, in
fact, deny Jesus Christ himself. That,
though the cardinal had promised to
conduct the inquiry according to the sa-
cred Scriptures, and the rules of the
church, he had not produced a single
text of Scripture against him, nor any
one authority from the holy fathers.
Lastly, that he was confident no answer
could ever be given to the scriptural ar-
guments and the authorities, which he
had produced in support of the doctrine
in question.* Our peace, says he, con-
sists in corning to Christ in lively faith:
if a man believe not the promise, he
may practise confession to all the world,
and he ma)r be absolved a thousand thou-
sand times even by the pope himself,
but he will never obtain, on good grounds,
a quiet conscience,j*

It was on Friday the fourteenth of Oc-
tober 1518, that Luther made his last
appearance before the pope's legate. A
report was spread, that, not-
withstanding the engagement Dangerous
of a safe conduct, he was to f u ' u^ j n

o f

be seized and confined in A. D. liis.
irons. He remained, how-
ever, at Augsburg, till the succeeding
Monday. He heard nothing from the
cardinal. How great must have been
his anxiety! On the Monday, by a let-
ter couched in the most respectful terms,
he begged pardon for any irreverent or
unbecoming language towards the pon-
tiff, which might have escaped him in
the heat and hurry of the debate; he
even promised to desist from treating the
subject of indulgences any more, pro-
vided his antagonists were enjoined to
observe a similar silence. But to re-
tract his sentiment, or give up the truth,,

*• Maclaine in Mosheim, Vol. II. Chap. II. * Epist. ad Fred, t Resolut. de Indulg,
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he absolutely refused. He said, his
conscience would not permit him to act
in that manner. He acknowledged that
his friends, and especially his vicar-ge-
neral, had taken great pains to make
him think humbly, submit his own opi-
nion, and form a right judgment: But,
said-he, neither the favour nor the ad-
vice, nor the command of any man,
ought ever to make me do or say what
is contrary to my conscience. To this
letter he received no answer.

On the next day he sent another letter
to Cajetan, expressed in more spirited
language and nearer to his usual strain.

" He conceived he had done
He writes a everything which became an
terVoCa1-61" obedient son of the church,
jetan. He had undertaken a long

and dangerous journey; he
was a man of a weak body, and had
very little money to spend. He had laid
the book, which contained his opinions,
at the feet of his holiness the pope ; he
had appeared before his most reverend
father the cardinal; and he was now
waiting to be instructed how far he was
right in his opinions, and how far wrong.
—It could no longer serve any good pur-
pose to spend his time there, and be a
burden to. his friends. He was really in
want of money. Besides, the cardinal
had told him, viva voce, to come no more
into his sight, unless he would recant;"
and, said Luther, " In my former letter I
have distinctly pointed out all the re-
cantation I can possibly make." He
then signified his positive determination
to leave the place; but not before he had
formally appealed from the pope's legate,
nay, from the pope himself, "ill inform-
ed, to the same most holy Leo X. that
he might be better informed." In pro-
secuting this.appeal, he confessed that
he acted rather from the judgment of
some persons of distinction than from
his own. If he had been left entirely to
himself, he should have thought an ap-
peal unnecessary in this case. He wish-
ed to refer everything to the determina-
tion of the church. What could he do
more?—He was not a contentious ad-
versary, but a tractable scholar. Even
the elector Frederic, he knew, would be
better pleased with his appeal than his
recantation. He therefore besought the
cardinal to consider both his departure
and his appeal as the effect of necessity
and of the authority of his friends.
They said, WHAT will you retract] Is

YOUR retractation to be the rule of OUR
FAITH? If anything, which you have
advanced, is to be condemned, let the
church decide and do you obey. This
reasoning, in his mind, was irresistible.

Luther waited four whole days, reck-
oning from the day of his dismission by
the cardinal; and still re-
ceived no further orders. Anxiety of
The suspense was extremely ut er'
afflicting; and both himself and his
friends began to suspect that this TOTAL
SILENCE portended violence to his person.
To prevent being seized and
imprisoned, he quitted Augs- He quits
burg very early in the morn- A u § s b u r ^
ing of the nineteenth* of October 1>18.
A friendly senator ordered the gates of
the city to be opened, and he mounted a
horse, which Staupitius had procured
for him. He had neither boots nor spurs,
nor sword; and he was so-fatigued with
that day's journey, that when he de-
scended from his horse, he was not ahle
to stand, but fell down instantly among
the straw in the stable.f He had, how-
ever, taken care before his departure,
that everything relative to his appeal
should be done in a proper manner and
in the presence of a notary public.

Such was the conclusion of the con-
ferences at Augsburg, in which the firm-
ness and plain dealing of Luther was no
less conspicuous than the unreasonable
and imperious behaviour of the cardi-
nal.

Whatever might be the cause of that
SILENCE for several days, on the part of
Cajetan, which our Reformer and his
friends beheld with so much just suspi-
cion and jealousy; whether the legate
still hoped to bring the affair to a happy
termination by the milder methods of in-
fluence and persuasion; or whether his
ambiguous conduct is best explained on
the supposition that he was intending to
seize the person of Luther, but did not
dare to proceed to extremities, in defiance
of the imperial grant of safe conduct,

* Some historians say, this happened on
the 20th October, others on the 18th ; but I
think Luther's own account of the proceed-
ings at Augsburg show that he must have
left that city on the 19th. It is unnecessary
to trouble the reader further respecting a
matter of so little consequence,

t Tom. 1. Altemb. p. 150.—Paul Sarpi
says, what is not at all improbable, that Lu-
ther had John Huss's case in his head.
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without further orders from the Roman
See; on almost every imaginable view
of his motives, it seems natural to con-
clude that he must have been much mor-
tified at the sudden departure of Luther.
He had neither punished the heretic nor
reduced him to submission. The court
of Rome would probably be highly di
pleased when they heard of his escape;
and, in their disappointment, would be
apt to forget the difficult circumstances
under which the cardinal acted, and V
attribute both the present and the conse-
quent mischiefs to his bad management.
In fact, as soon as the events at Augs-
burg were known at Rome, the pope's
legate was blamed exceedingly for his
severe and illiberal treatment of Luther,
at the very moment, it is said, when he
ought to have promised him great riches,
a bishopric, or even a cardinal's hat,*

Cajetan, no doubt, understood the dis-
position of the court of Rome

Cajetan sufficiently t$ foresee how
Sector!0 h a r s h a construction would

be put upon his conduct in a
business which had terminated so unfa-
vourably to their wishes and expecta-
tions. In the bitterness of his heart, he
complained to the elector of Saxony, of
Luther's insolent and insincere beha-
viour; and even reproached his highness
for supporting such a character. He
said, that he had conversed for many
hours privately with Staupitius, and one
or two more learned friends respecting
this business; that his object had been
to preserve the dignity of the Apostolic
See, without disgracing BROTHER MAR-
TIN; and that when he had put matters
into such a train as to have reasonable
hopes of the success of his plan, he had
found himself completely deluded. Mar-
tin, his several associates, and his vicar-
g-eneral, had suddenly disappeared. Mar-
tin indeed had written letters, in which
he pretended to beg pardon, but he had
retracted not one wTord of the scandalous
language he had used. Lastly, Cajetan
warned the prince to consider, how much
he was bound in honour and conscience,
either to send brother Martin to Rome,
or to banish him from his dominions.
As to himself, he said, he had washed
his hands of so pestilential a business,
but his highness might be assured the
cause would ffo on at Rome. It was too

important to be passed over in silence;*
and he entreated him not to sully the
glory of himself and his illustrious house,
for the sake of a paltry mendicant monk.

Every pious reader will lament the
effect which these turbulent and conten-
tious scenes produced upon the mind of
the venerable Staupitius. It should
seem, that partly an apprehension of
danger, and partly his private conversa-
tion with cardinal Cajetan, influenced
this good man to leave his friend, with-
draw all further opposition to the pope-
dom, and retire to Saltzburg. Our more
determined and adventurous Reformer
did not hesitate to tell him, that "he
stuck fast between Christ and the
pope."j Let us hope, however, that
this judgment of Luther was of the
harsher sort; and that, in passing it,
sufficient allowances were not made for
the different tempers and ages of men,
and for inveterate habits.

Two reasons induce me to conclude
with certainty, that Staupitius acted to-
wards Luther with perfect faithfulness
at Augsburg. First, it is beyond all dis-
pute, that he affronted Cajetan by leav-
ing that place suddenly and without
taking leave; which he would never
have done, if he had betrayed his friend
by dishonourably entering into any plans
for seizing his person. Secondly, by
way of encouraging the persecuted monk
in his difficult circumstances, he used
this language to him, " Remember, my
brother, you undertook this business in
he name of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Luther himself, three }Tears afterwards,
owned these precious words " sunk deep
into his mind." The truth is, this reve-
rend vicar-general was a man of a
timid temper, and well advanced in
years; also his views of the Gospel
were far from being bright or distinct;
and lastly, the prospect of peace with
the hierarchy, at least at Wittemberg,
was extremely gloomy.

Moreover, we cannot doubt but the
pope's legate, in his private conversa-
ion with Staupitius, would use both
conciliatory and threatening language.
Each would tend to shake the resolution
of such a man. And besides the direct
and immediate effect of that conversation
on the mind of the timorous vicar-ffene-

Father Paul

* Luth. Op. Vol. I. The letter is dated
Oct. 25, 1518.

t Lib. I. ep,
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ral, w,e may fairly trace some other im
portant consequences to the same origin
While he was agitated with the discus
sion, and perhaps yielding to the legate's
menaces and advice, ha-exhorted his les
pliable monk to exhibit to his superiors
some plainer marks of obedience and hu
mility. The firm temper of Luther,
which had resisted the imperious dic
tates of a haughty cardinal, instantly re
lented under the entreaties of a mild an
affectionate friend. Hence, that submis
sive letter which our Reformer wrote tc
Cajetan* on Monday the seventeenth o
October; and hence those apologies am
concessions which are contained in it, t
the very limit of what his conscienci
would permit. Probably no part of hi
own conduct, on a review of the pro-
ceedings at Augsburg, would afford hirr
less satisfaction than this; and though
Luther never reproached Staupitius foi
having recommended so extremely inju
dicious and suppliant a measure, yet th
latter might possibly observe in the for-
mer some dissatisfaction on that account
and, at any rate, he could not fail to be
convinced, from many circumstances,
that his own disposition was not calcu
lated, like that of his friend, to encoun
ter such difficulties and hazards as wTere
likely to arise in a righteous and deter
mined opposition to the popedom. These
considerations may help further to ex-
plain, why it might not be disagreeable
to Staupitius to remove from Wittem-
berg, and thereby avoid the dangerous
fellowship and importunities of a man,
who, in his opinion, was apt to be impe-
tuous and turbulent in his public con-
duct.

But perhaps the circumstance, which
may be thought most unfavourable to the

reputation of Staupitius, is,
Staupitius that, in the year 1523, we
abbot an find him preferred to an ab

A.I). 1523. bacy at Saltzburg. Luther's
affectionate regard and vene-

ration, for his vicar-general, restrained
him from saying anything harsh or se-
vere on this occasion, but he could not
dissemble his doubts and anxieties re-
specting the consequences of this prefer-
ment. We will conclude this chapter
with two valuable extracts of his letters.
The first is dated 1522, and is an answer
to a letter received from Staupitius, at a
time when Luther had heard an un-

* Pages 234, 235.

founded rumour, that his friend was ac-
tually made an abbot.

"The report of your being made an
abbot is so general, that if I had not re-
ceived your own letter in contradiction, I
must have been compelled to believe it.
It is, I suppose, in the same
way that you receive UN- Luther to
TRUTHS concerning me. May Staupitius.
the Providence of God attend
you ! but, I confess, my plain under-
standing does not point out to me, how
it can be advisable for you to accept au
abbacy at this time. I would not, how-
ever, interfere with your judgment. One
thing I entreat you, by the bowels of
Christ, not readily to believe those who
calumniate me. In regard to what you
inform me, that my doctrines are the de-
light of debauchees, and that many scan-
dalous practices have been the conse-
quence of my recent publications, I am
neither afraid of such censorious repre-
sentations, nor surprised to hear of them.
Certainly I have laboured, and am la-
bouring, that the pure WORD of God may
be spread about without tumult. But you
know that I am not master of events.
My object has been to attack, by means
of the written WORD, that system of im-
pieties, which hath been introduced in
opposition to sound doctrine. The abo-
minations, my father, the abominations
of the pope, with his whole kingdom,
must be destroyed. And the Lord does
this i without hand,'* by the WORD alone.
The subject exceeds all human compre-
hension ; and, therefore, we need not
wonder that great commotions, scandals,
and even prodigies, should arise. Let
not these things disturb you, my father.
I cherish the best hopes. The counsel
and the stretched out arm of God is
plain in this matter. Remember how
my cause from the very first gave the
highest offence to the world, and yet it
hath continually prevailed. Satan feels
iis wound : hence he rages the more, and
ndeavours to throw all into confusion."
The second letter, dated 1523, is ad-

dressed to the reverend abbot of St. Pe-
ter's in Saltzburg.

" Reverend father, Your silence is un-
kind. But though I cease to find favour
n your eyes, I ought never
o forget you, through whose Luther
neans, the light of the Gos- JXaup£in

iel first dawned in my heart, tius.
must tell you the truth; it

* Dan. viii. 25.
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would have been more agreeable to me,
if you had not been appointed an abbot:
but since it is so, let neither of us inter-
fere with our respective rights of private
judgment. Your best friends are sorry
for your leaving us, but still much more
sorry that you are so near the infamous
cardinal Langius, and that you will be
compelled to bear in silence all his out-
rageous behaviour. I shall wonder if
you are not in danger of denying Christ.
. . . We still hope the best of you, though
your long silence disheartens us. If you
are become another man, which may
Christ forbid ! I speak plainly, I shall
throw away no more words, but have re-
course to prayer, that God may be pleased
to show mercy upon you, and us all.
You observe, reverend father, how doubt-
fully I express myself. The reason is,
your long silence leaves us ignorant of
the disposition of your mind; whereas
you very well know our most secret
thoughts and wishes. JPermit me, how-
ever, to speak positively on one point,—
We are confident, that we are not really
objects of your contempt, even though
you should dislike all our proceedings. I
shall not cease to pray that you may be
as much estranged from thepopedom, as
I am at this moment, and, indeed, as you
were formerly. May the Lord hear me,
and take you and us to himself."

These letters may deserve the reader's
diligent consideration. They throw light
on the general character both of the
writer and of his friend: they intimate
an evident progress of knowledge, in
Luther's mind, respecting the nature of
the papacy, which took place between
the years 1518 and 1523 : they manifest
the strength of divine grace, which ena-

, bled him to withstand that threatening
storm which alarmed Staupitius, and
drove him into a dishonourable shelter:
and, lastly, they compel the mind to en-
tertain painful fears and conjectures re-
specting the perfect uprightness of the
new abbot of Saltzburg, however we
may be inclined to indulge cheerful hopes,
that at the last day he will be found not
to have gone the length of actually de-
nying his Lord and Master. Stau-
pitius enjoyed his abbacy only for a

CHAPTER IV.
THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUED. THE ATTEMPTS

OF MILTITZ AND OF ECKIUS.

THE condition of Luther, after his re-
turn to Wittemburg, was peculiarly af-
flictive. Before himself he saw the total
ruin of his worldly circumstances, the
hardships of poverty and of exile, and
the fear of a violent death from papal
vengeance. He was not without hope of
the protection of the elector, partly from
Ihe well-known justice and humanity of
that prince's character, and partly from
the good offices of his secretary Spalati-
nus. Moreover, as yet, the interference
of Frederic in the ecclesiastical contro-
versy had not only been firm and discreet,
but also as spirited and friendly as could
reasonably be expected in behalf of one
who w7as looked on by the hierarchy as
a turbulent and an abandoned heretic.
Still it behoved our Reformer not to be
over-confident in his expectations of fu-
ture support. He had abundant cause to
be thankful for the past exertions of his
prince, which had been found so useful
and effective; but trying times were
coming on apace. Every day the con-
test grew more and more perilous. Lu-
ther himself had a single eye to the pros-
perity of the kingdom of Christ; but he
could not be answerable for the zeal or
the perseverance of others : he was well
acquainted with the human heart; and
he foresaw that political and secular con-
cerns might clash with the interests of
the Gospel, He would not wonder if
the love of many began to wax cold ;*
even his much esteemed friend Staupi-
tius had already quitted Saxony; and,
though the elector had hitherto manfully
defended him against the tyrannical ma-
chinations of the court of Rome, it
might well be doubted, whether the chief
motives of this magnanimous conduct
were a regard for the honour of God and
the religion of Jesus.J"

very short time.
1524.

He died in the year

* Matt. xii.
f Some account of the religious character

of the elector was given in page 216 of this
Volume. Seckendorf doubts whether his
principal reason for supporting Luther, who
was then the public teacher of divinity
and philosophy in the university of Wittem-
berg, might not be the ardent desire which
that prince always showed for the prosperity
of his favourite seminary of learning. Be
this*as it may, it is certain, that even before
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It was an excellent part of Luther's said he, "advise me to deliver myself
character, that in the most critical and up to the elector, who will protect me in
difficult situations he could commit his
cause to the God whom he served, with
firm and entire reliance on HIS WILL;
and at the same time be as active and in-
defatigable in using all prudential means,
us if the events depended solely on hu-
man exertions. In his present danger
and perplexity, he cast his eyes on France,
where formerly some opposition had been
made to the fulness of papal domination ;
and where he hoped that he might pro-
fess and preach divine truth with greater
security than in Germany. " Not," said
he in a letter to Spalatinus, "that I care
much on my own account; for in fact, I
am concerned, that I should notbe thought
worthy to suffer for the truth; especially,
as by going to Augsburg, I exposed my-
self to many dangers, and almost tempted
God to bring evil upon me. It grieves
me, however, to see the fair prospect of
our rising seminary thus suddenly cloud-
ed, and the studies of our young men at
Wittemberg, who are wonderfully zealous
for the acquisition of sacred literature,
blasted in the bud.""—In another letter to
the same friend, he said, " Every day I
expect from Rome the arrival of the ec-
clesiastical anathemas ; and I am, there-
fore, disposing my affairs in such a man-
ner, that when those curses shall arrive,
I may be ready, like Abraham, to depart,
not knowing whither. Yet, in another
sense, I do know whither I shall go, for
God is every where. However, I leave
you this farewell letter. See that you
have the courage to read the letter of a
man excommunicated and accursed !" In
a third letter he declared, he was ready
either to go or stay. *' Some friends,"

the conferences at Augsburg-, in a letter to
cardinal Raphael, he expressed himself with
great coolness and indifference respecting- the
DOCTRINES of Luther. " I have never," says
he, "taken upon me to defend either th<
writings or the sermons of Dr. Martin L.
and I proved the same, which I now assert,
both to Cajetan the pope's legate and to Mil-
titz his nuncio." Some authors consider this
as a confession on the part of Frederic, that
he had not so much as read a line of Luther's

some safe place, and at the same time in-
form the pope's legate, that my person is
under confinement, and that I am ready
to give answers to such questions as shall
be proposed to me. I commit this plan
to your prudence. I am in the hands of
God and of my friends. It vexes me to
think, that it should be so commonly be-
lieved, that the prince in secret supports
me. This report, if anything can, will
drive me hence, that I may not involve
him in my dangers. To be brief: while
I remain here, my liberty, both of writing
and of speaking, is very much restrained ;
whereas, if I leave Germany, I will open
my heart to the wrorld, and offer up my
life freely in the service of Christ."

Those who have most considered how
great a trial, to a thought fulmind, a state
of suspense is in dangerous and critical
seasons, will form the best judgment of
Luther's situation towards the end of the
year 1518. The foregoing extracts lay
open his secret feelings and resolutions,
at the same time that they also exhibit
his extraordinary faith, patience, and re-
signation.

In this conjuncture, the elector of
Saxony signified his earnest wish that
Luther would not leave Wittemberg.*
This spirited resolution is to
be ascribed, partly to the in- The elector
terference and supplication S 1 "

lace
1518.

desires Lu-
ther not to
leave Wit-

of the university of that p
in behalf of their beloved
„ , i , leave vv i

lessor, and partly to the lm- temberg.
perious and threatening lan-
guage of cardinal Cajetan.j- Frederic,
with a calmness and dignity suitable to
his character, declared that he could not
expel Luther from Wittemberg, without
doing much injury to his university, and
further, that he should not consider him
as a heretic till he had been heard and
was convicted. Animated with this fa-
vourable determination of the prince, the
professor of theology resolved to remain
on the spot; and, in a discourse from the
pulpit, he requested the people, in case
his person should at length become the
victim of papal severity, not to harbour
the least ill-will against the pope or any

-1 --• • but to committiSZ^^&^^Zk beta, ,
with the papal agents, he might dissemble; the

T cause to God. ^
his regard for the Reformer, with a view of! J? ̂ \ b e ProPer t o mention here, that
supporting him and his cause more effectual-1 besides the literary and controversial em-
ly in the end. Luth. Op. Witt. Vol. I. p. I :
228. I *Melch.Adam. t Page 236.
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ployments of the professor at Wittem-
berg, he had for some time discharged
the office of pastor of the same town, as
the substitute of Simon Heinsius, the
ordinary minister, who then laboured
under bodily infirmities; and thus this
industrious Reformer supported at once
the character of a theological teacher and
disputant, and also of a popular preacher
and parochial clergyman.

Luther foreseeing the manner in which
he should probably be treated at Rome,

and desirous of anticipating
Luther ap- the papal censures, of which
^ne8ia?a h e w a s i n d a i l v expectation,
council. had recourse to the wise ex-

pedient of appealing formally
to a general council. In the instrument
of his appeal, he still professes obedience
to the authority of the Apostolic See;
but as the pope was only a man, and,
like other men, liable to err, and as St.
Peter, the most holy of all his predeces-
sors, had actually erred, he appealed to
the next general council, which, when
legally assembled, was a power superior
to that of the pope, and could afford re-
dress to the oppressed.

It soon appeared, that Luther was not
mistaken in his conjectures respecting
the intentions of the Romish court. His
appeal to a future council is dated No-
vember 28, 1518. But Leo X. without
mentioning the name of Luther, on the
9th of November of the same year issued
a bull, in which he confirmed (he doc-
trine of indulgences in the most absolute
manner. By this step, no less improvi-
dent than impious, he put it out of the
power of the friends of the papacy to vin-
dicate or even to extenuate its conduct.
The grossest venality and contempt of
true piety and salutary discipline had
prevailed in Germany, through the sale
of indulgences. To maintain the recti-
tude of the practice, without the least
correction of excesses, at a time when the
memory of the transactions was recent,
prevented every attempt that might be
made to reconcile Luther to the hierarchy.
The providence of God was admirable in
thus barring up his return to the church
of Rome, while, as yet, he was far from
being convinced of the totally antichris-
tian state of the popedom.*

But the mercenary prostitution of in-

* Op. Luth. I. 217—232. Wit. Luther's
first appeal, mentioned in p. 235, was dated
Oct. 16,1518.

dulgences had not been confined to Ger-
many. In the summer of this same year
1518, Samson, a Franciscan
of Milan, came to Zurich, to The sale of
prosecute the scandalous traf- ^ S *
fie. There he was opposed opposed by
by Huldric Zuingliirs, after- ^8

n g l e ' i n

wards the famous Swiss Re-
former.* In the month of September,
Samson came to Zug, where a servant
seeing the people press in crowds, ad-
dressed them : "Be not so importunate,
I beseech you ; let those enter first, who
are furnished with money ; care shall'be.
taken afterwards of the poor."f At
Bern, the enormities exceeded, if possi-
ble, those which had been practised in
Germany. When the sale of the indul-
gences was over, BAFTISMAL INNOCENCE
was restored to all present, who should
confess their sins, and thrice recite the
Lord's prayer and the Angelic saluta-
tion : Those also, who thrice went round
the great church daily, repeating prayers,
might free what souls they pleased from
purgatory. Still grosser corruptions than
these were practised. But the infatua-
tion of the hierarchy was incurable.
Evangelical light and liberty were fast
advancing to the relief both of Germany
and Switzerland, yet the rulers of the
church shut their eyes, and hardened
their hearts. Scarcely roused from a
state of shameful sloth and sensuality,
they seem to have instantly fallen into
the opposite extreme of blind presump-
tion and impetuous rage. Pride, rash-
ness, and a most tyrannical ambition,
appeared in all their councils.

During the whole progress of the re-
formation, the pious reader has reason to
admire the providential circumstances,
which, both in succession and in concur-
rence, favoured the happy deliverance of
the nations from papal captivity. We
have just seen how the late haughty con-
duct of Cajetan tended to fix the mind of
Frederic more steadily in the interests of
the Reformer; and this wras a conse-
quence which proved extremely influen-
tial upon the subsequent events. Imme-
diately this WISE prince solicited the
emperor to exert all his authority at
Rome, that the present ecclesiastical con-
troversy might be settled in Germany by
impartial judges. What would have
been the ultimate effect of this prudent

* Father Paul, B. I. p. 8.
t Page 60. Seckendorf.—Hottinger.
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step, we are unable to say. Maximilian
died in the beginning of the

Death of year 1519; and during the
Aa5l!i5i9.n' JNTERREGNUM the prince elec-

tor, duke of Saxony, as vicar
of the empire, possessed sufficient power
to protect and cherish Lutheranism in its
infancy. "The violent tempest," says
Luther, «• subsided by little and little;
and the pontifical thunders of excommu-
nication were gradually more and more

despised."* The resolutions
A letter of of Frederick were not a little
rattens confirmed by a letter which
the Elector he received in the spring of

A 1M&19' 1 5 1 9 ' f r o m t h e l e a r n e d E r a s "
mus. Brevity does not per-

mit me to present the reader with this
elegant composition, in which the writer
manages his subject with wonderful ad-
dress, dexterity, and politeness. By the
following answer, however, a judgment
may be formed both of the matter con-
tained in it, and also of the effect it pro-
duced on the mind of the prince.

" The elector, duke of Saxony, to
Erasmus : It gives me the greatest satis-
faction to be informed by you, that

Lutheranism is not disap-
Kfwer . Proved by the learned and

that the writings of doctor
Martin are read with the greatest avidity.
He is a person almost unanimously ad-
mired, at home and abroad, both for the
integrity of his life, and for his solid eru-
dition. That he has remained hitherto
in Saxony under our protection, is indeed
owing rather to the just cause he defends,
than to the man himself.—Nothing can
be more contrary to our principles, than
to suffer a man, who has deserved re-
ward, to be oppressed and punished :
Nor, with the help of Almighty God,
will we ever allow an innocent person to
become a victim to the selfish malice of
the wicked."

The court of Rome, finding it impossi-
ble to stop the proceedings of Luther, by
mere authority and threatening, had now
recourse to the arts of negotiation. The

haughty pontiff had become
The pope sensible of his imprudence in
legate*" neW having entrusted the manage-
named Mil- ment of the controversy to
utz, into s u c ^ a commissioner as Caje-

ermany. ^ . ^ w e sha]l Soon See,
that still he had learnt no lessons of true
wisdom and moderation, from what hap-

VOL. II.
* Lutk Op. Frsef.

21

pened at Augsburg. He condescended
indeed to employ a person of a different
stamp ; one, who by his insinuating man-
ners and gentle treatment of the Reform-
er, raised considerable expectations of at
least a temporary peace; but, happily for
the reformation, this judicious and tem-
perate policy was presently succeeded
by measures most unaccountably impru-
dent and disgusting. This new legate
was Charles Miltitz, a Saxon knight,
who, as a lay character, might be sup-
posed less under the dominion of party
and prejudice, than the Dominican cardi-
nal, his predecessor. He was commis-
sioned to present to the elector Frederic
the golden consecrated ROSE ;* and, if
possible, to put an end to all the ecclesi-
astical disputes which had produced the
rupture between Luther and the Roman
See. Frederic had formerly solicited the
favour of the ROSE with much earnest-
ness ; but on this occasion, he is said to
have received it with a cool and almost
contemptuous politeness; and in nowise
could he be induced to change his mea-
sures respecting his favourite Professor
of Wittemberg.

Miltitz, thus foiled in his attempts to
influence the mind of the prince elector,
repaired to Leipsic, and there finding
Tetzel, he twice rebuked him
with the greatest severity be- The new J

fore his own Provincial,^ on ffiebuk

account of his iniquitous
practices in the business of indulgences.
It appears from Miltitz's own letters,
that as he passed through Germany, he
had obtained perfect intelligence of the
frauds and private vices of Tetzel; and
probably he was the more desirous of
exposing them, because, by abandoning
that audacious Dominican, he imagined
he should at once gratify the advocates
for reformation, and shelter the Roman
pontiff from censure. With Luther him-
self the new legate had several confe-
rences, which proved fruitless, as to the
essential points: and the only
effect of these negotiations in t̂[;

<Luthei'
the former part of 1519, seems A. D. 1519! ,
to have been, that the elec-
tors of Saxony and of Treves agreed to
defer the complete examination of the
matters in dispute to the first German
diet of the new emperor Charles V.; and

This used to be considered as a peculiar
mark of the pope's favour and esteem.

f Seek. p. 62.
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that, in the mean time, Luther should
write a submissive letter to the pope.
To this our Reformer readily consented,
for he was by no means disposed to break
with the pontiff; and it is not improba-
ble he would have continued an obedient
subject of the Roman See all his days,
if he might have been permitted, without
molestation, to discharge the office of a
faithful pastor of Christ. The learned
translator of Mosheim* seems out of hu-
mour with him, for having made " weak
submissions" on this .occasion ; and yet
he owns that, " properly speaking, there
was no retractation of his former tenets,
nor the smallest degree of respect shown
to the infamous traffic of indulgences."
If so, every judicious protestant, though
he may entirely agree with this excel
lent writer, that Luther's " views were
not, as yet, very extensive, his former
prejudices entirely dispelled, or his re-
forming principles steadily fixed,"j- may
nevertheless maintain that his submissive
conduct at this time, taken with all the
circumstances which accompanied it, in-
dicated STRENGTH of mind, not weakness,
and a spirit of discrimination rather than
of blind acquiescence. We ought not to
judge of this great man by the feelings
and habits of protestants of the eighteenth
an,<I nineteenth centuries.

His inimical historian Maimbourg^:
says, " his letter to the pope was rather
civil than humble, but that it contained
nothing to the purpose." Let the reader
judge from the following concise accoun
of it, whether Luther, according to the
light which he then possessed, did noi
take effectual care not to entangle his
conscience by any improper concessions

He said, it was a great grief to him to
find himself accused of want of respec

to the church of Rome : that
wUmee

s
rto h i s desiSn> i n a1.1 h e h a d

the pope. done, was to maintain th
honour of that church; and

that, as his writings were now spread"
throughout all Germany, he could not
Retract his assertions without dishonour-
ing the said church: that the persons
who really injured the holy See, were
the very preachers whom he had op-
posed : they disgraced their sacred office
by the most absurd discourses, and b}
seeking only to gratify their avarice undei
the protection of his Holiness. Lastly

ie declared, that he was ready to observe
ilence in future respecting indulgences,
>rovided his adversaries would al9o for-
jear their provocations. In concluding,
ie solemnly protested, that all along he
had aimed at nothing but to prevent the
mother-church from being polluted by
the vile imputation of avarice, and the
•eople from being seduced by a false

notion, that the indulgences were pre-
erable to truly benevolent actions.*

Of his personal conferences with Mil-
titz, the following compressed account is
extracted from his own letters, and from
he Latin edition of his works. " Charles

Miltitz saw me at Altenburg,
and complained, that I had ^ " " ^
united the whole world to ferences.
myself, and drawn it aside
from the pope; that he had discovered
this at the inns, as he travelled. * Mar-
in,' said he, ' I took you for some soli-
tary old theologian; whereas I find you
a person in all the vigour of life. Then
you are so much favoured with the popu-
lar opinion, that I could not expect, with
he help of twenty-five thousand soldiers,

to force you with me to Rome.' After
this flattery, he entreated me to consult*
"or pacific measures, and promised, that
he would endeavour that the pope should
do the same. We supped together, and
I was treated with the greatest courtesy.
I conducted myself in such a manner as
f I had not seen through these Italian

arts.f I could only promise, that I would
do all, which I could do, consistently
with truth and a good conscience; that I
also loved peace, and was driven into
these brnils by mere necessity. This
Charles Miltitz was esteemed a frivolous
character, and his advice was frivolous;
nevertheless it is my judgment, that if
the friends of the papacy and the pope
himself had treated me in this manner at
first, matters would never have come to
so great a rupture. Instead of that, the
pope condemned me unheard, and raged
with his BULLS; and the crafty arcl>
bishop of Mentz became the dupe of his
own cunning. All the blame is at his
door; for, his sole object in suppressing
my doctrine, was to save his own part of
the money, which should be collected by
the indulgences. But now all the papal
plans and attempts are to no purpose.
The Lord hath awaked, and stands to

* Mosh. Vol. II. Chap. II. sect. ix.
t Id. t Sect. 24.

* Luth. Op. Vol. I.—Du Pin, Cent. 16.
t Italitates.
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judge the people; and though they slay
us, they will not gain their point."

Luther was always distinguished by a
spirit of respect and obedience towards
his superiors, whether in church or state.
In this negotiation with Miltitz, and also
in his letter to the pope, we discern much
of this spirit, joined to great tenderness
of conscience, and an amiable sensibility
of temper on account of the humane
treatment he had received. Keep in
view, that, as yet, he apprehended the
papal power to have just foundations,
however it might have been abused ;
keep in view his own description of his
feelings,* penned in moments of the
greatest deliberation, and long after the
turbulent scenes were passed; keep in
view the state of the rest of mankind in
Christendom, and you will acknowledge
the Saxon Reformer to have exhibited a
rare example of courage and firmness in
these memorable transactions. In pro-
posing a compromise of silence on both
sides in the affair of indulgences, he may
be thought to have acted inconsistently
with his former declarations, and to have
conceded too much to the hierarchy; but
the answer is, he had already manfully
resisted the Roman See in that abomina-
ble traffic; and he began to hesitate how
far it was HIS proper business to proceed
further in a matter of that sort: In
word,his conscience was at present puz-
zled respecting the EXTENT of the obedi-
ence which he owed to the rulers whose
authority he then allowed. Harassed
with doubts, and perfectly aware of the
danger that threatened him, he would
have given the world for a sound and
discreet counsellor: of the danger he
sought no partner: but alas, his best and
wisest friends, when pressed elosely con-
cerning the most critical and perilous
part of the contest, absolutely stood
aloof, f After long and diligent reflection
on the best authenticated facts, and the
peculiar situation of Luther, the very
doubts which arose in his mind, appear
to me, I confess, to imply both extraor-
dinary integrity of principle, and greai
vigour of intellect.

* Page 228.
t After he had conferred with Miltitz, hi

wrote to his friend Spalatinus; and he also
particularly entreated the elector Frederic,
that, for the sake of Almighty God, he would
use so much clemency towards him, as freely
to say, what he wished him to do in the pre-
sent circumstances. Seek. p. 63.

But whatever were the secret motives
of our Reformer, in making his conces-
sions, Leo X. disdained to
accept the submission, and Absurd
open the door of reconcilia- £n

o
d£;tof

tion. The serious reader will
not think me troublesome in repeatedly
drawing his attention to the kind provi-
dence of God, which appeared so re-
markably in many particulars of the con-
test before us. While the Roman pon-
tiff, rejecting counsels of peace, was
listening to enraged bigots, greedy Do-
minicans, and ambitious cardinals, the
inquisitive spirit of the humble Profes-
sor of Wittemberg was enabled, by de-
grees and a constant study of the Scrip-
tures, to acquire a practical conviction
that the tyranny of the papal hierarchy
was no longer to be endured. Luther's
letter to the pope was written in the
former part of 1519; and by his two
letters to Staupitius, we have seen.
how much better he understood the true
principles of the papal system in 1522
and 1523.* It was undoubtedly this
gradual insight into the enormities of the
popedora, which co-operating with the
infatuation of the pontifical advisers in
their unaccountable aversion to healing
and pacific measures, raised that general
spirit of indignation, and of opposition to
the established religion, which at length
terminated in the blessed Reformation,

.While the pope's nuncio was negoti-
ating a reconciliation in Germany, Fet*
zel, the wretched subaltern,
whose scandalous conduct Wretched
had so much disgraced his T S
employers, met with the re-
ward which frequently awaits the minis-
ters of iniquity. He found himself de*
serted by all the world.

Miltitz, in particular, had treated him
so roughly, that this daring and boiste-
rous instrument of papal ava»
rice and extortion actually His death,
fell sick, wasted away, and
at last died of a broken heart. A dread*
ful lesson! This unhappy man left the
world, as far as appears, destitute of
comfort in his own soul, after he had ad-
ministered a false peace to thousands !
It became necessary for those whom he
had served to discard him, and he had
no resources in his own conscience.
The pontiff's displeasure is said to have
affected him exceedingly; but we have

s Page 237, 238.
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no evidence that he searched the word o
God in true penitence and humility, i
little before his death, Luther, hearin
of his anguish of mind, and sympathiz
ing with him in his distress, wrote t<
him in the most kind and consolatory
strains, and begged him not to be dis
tressed with the recollection of anythin
that had passed between them.* If tin
letter had been extant, we should havi
found in it, I apprehend, instruction
concerning repentance, and warm exhort-
ations to lay hold of the promises of th
Gospel. If the French historians, Maim
bourg and Varillas, had been acquaints
with this fact, they would hardly, on
would think, have represented Luthe:
as a man of vindictive, implacable terrr
per.f

About the middle of the year 1519,
Erasmus wrote from Lovain, an epistl

to Luther, which proves with
Excessive what caution and temper tha

£r e a t m a n h a d b e h e l d t h

progress of the contest. He
takes care not to appear a partisan o:
Luther; he speaks of him with a studied
ambiguity; commends him so far as he
could consistently with his determined
purpose not to expose himself to trouble
or rebuke, and recommends to him mo-
deration and mildness in his proceed-
ings. In this last point, he certainly
deserved the thanks of Luther. Let us
remember, however, that timid and art-
ful politicians were never employed, to
any good purpose, in the service of Je-
sus Christ.

No man understood better than Eras-
mus the art of suggesting advice, in nice

and difficult cases, without
giving offence. The latter
part of his letter to Luther
runs thus: " In England you
have persons of the greatest
distinction, who think high-

ly of your writings. Here also you
have advocates, and among them there
is one most excellent character. For
my part, I keep clear of all party, with
a view to be of as much service as I can
to the revival of literature. And I think
one does more good by civility and mo-
deration than by violence. In that way
Christ has brought mankind under his
government: In that way St. Paul abro-

He writes in
a compli-
mentary
style to Lu-
ther.

* Luth. Op. Witt.
f Maimb. in Seek. p. 18.—Varillas, in eod.

p. 22.—See also pp. 220, &c, of this Vol.

gated the Jewish ritual. It is better to
complain of those who abuse the autho-
rity of the pontiffs, than of the pontiffs
themselves; and I would make the same
remark respecting kings. We may argue
as strongly as we can against notions
that have long prevailed, but we should
never contradict them positively. It is
more effectual to treat acrimonious abuse
with- contempt than to confute it. On
every occasion we should guard against
arrogant and factious LANGUAGE ; nothing
can be more opposite to the spirit of
Christianity. At the same time we
should keep a strict watch over our MO-
TIVES. Anger, hatred, vain-glory, lay
snares for us, even when we are most
piously employed. I do not say these
things to you by way of admonition, for
you do observe the very rules here re-
iommended. I mention them rather for

the purpose of exhorting you to persevere
in the same conduct always. Your
commentaries on the Psalms please me
:xceedingly; and I hope they will do

much good. The prior of the monastery
at Antwerp says, he was formerly one of
your scholars. He is a man of real pri-
mitive Christianity, and loves you most
cordially. He is almost the only one
who preaches Jesus Christ. The rest,
in general, either aim at lucre, or treat
he people with old wives' fables. May '
the Lord Jesus daily bestow upon you
nore plentifully HIS OWN SPIRTT, for the
glory of his name and the public good!
Farewell."*

There are many excellent observa-
ions interspersed throughout this com-

position. It is written in Latin, and is
a good specimen of that elegant adroit-
ess with which the accomplished author

always conducted himself in affairs of
eculiar delicacy.
But it was not only the wary Eras-

nusj and the timid Staupitius, who
hrunk from the dangerous contest with
he hierarchy in which Lu-
her was involved; even Spa- F e a r s of

atinus himself was not a sPala tmus-
ittle intimidated by the daring measures
)f his adventurous friend. Several of
-he elector's court also were alarmed in

similar way. And thus the Saxon Re-
brmer, whose righteous cause was emi-
lently that of mankind in general, and
ivho himself needed encouragement in

* Ep. Erasm. 427. Vol. I.
f Vid, Appendix, Erasmus.
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Ms perils and anxieties, was called upon
to rouse and animate the drooping minds
of his best supporters, who began to
waver and complain that matters were
carried too far. This departure from a
steady and consistent conduct in his
more enlightened adherents was, no
doubt, a trial peculiarly severe and vexa-
tious to Luther. Men expect, from their
enemies, reproach, misrepresentation,
calumny; they are prepared for these
things; they even triumph in them, and
are stirred up by them to defence and
victory ; it is when their friends become
tame or treacherous, when they deceive
or desert them in critical moments, that
the firmest mind, acting on principles
merely human, is apt to give way. Con-
scious of integrity and disinterestedness,
and overcome with chagrin and disap-
pointment, a man, in such a case, aban-
dons altogether a dangerous conflict,
where his solitary efforts, against a host
of adversaries, will prove inevitably
abortive. Not so, however, where the
cause is that of true religion, and where
the Gospel of Christ has laid a strong
hold both of the understanding and the
affections. We then look for the opera-
tion of other motives besides those of
mere human nature. As we then serve
a MASTER who MUST be obeyed, we have
promises of help, directions for resig-
nation, and grounds of comfort in the
issue of ill success, such as belong to no
worldly enterprises whatever.—-The fol-
lowing extract of a letter to Spalatinus
will illustrate these observations,

Luther to Spalatinus:—-
" Do not give way to fear too much,

my dear Spalatinus; neither teaze your
mind by filling it with human imagina-
tions. You know I must have perished
long ago in my various struggles with the
supporters of papal abominations, unless
Christ had taken care of me and my con-
cerns. Was there a single person, who did
not expect that my ruin would have taken
place before this time] I assure you, I
suppress many things, which, if I were
elsewhere, I should freely publish, con-
cerning the enormities of Rome. But you
must never hope that I shall be free from
persecution and danger, unless I were en-
tirely to give up the cause of sound di-

%vinity. My friends, if they please, may
suppose me beside myself; nevertheless
I say, if this contest be really of God, it
will not be ended, till TRUTH effectually
gave itself by its own right hand; not

Si*

by mine, nor by yours. From the very
first I have been expecting matters to
come to the situation in which they are
at this moment. However, 1 always
told you, that I would quit the country,
if my residence in Saxony was attended
with any danger to the prince."

From this letter, which plainly im-
plies a previous communication from
Spalatinus, expressive of much appre-
hension and uneasiness, a judgment
may be formed of the sentiments re-
specting Luther, which probably pre-
vailed at the elector's court in the for-
mer part of the year 1519. Spalatinus
resided with Frederic in the capacity
both of secretary and domestic chaplain;
and therefore would take no step of im-
portance without the secret knowledge
and approbation of that prince. Luther
was perfectly aware of this; and in his
letter to his friend, would, no doubt,
onsider the fears and anxieties which

he was endeavouring to quiet, as in rea-
lity, the fears and anxieties of the elector
himself. Hence he wisely repeats his
readiness at all times to quit Saxony, if
his presence there should be judged in-
jurious to the interests of the prince.

On this occasion, however, neither the
elector of Saxony nor his court should
be accused of downright insincerity.
In the main, they certainly favoured the
principles of Luther, and rejoiced in his
success; but they disliked any material
share of the HAZARD of the controversy*
Hence they became cold, supine, and ir-
resolute ; and hence, their communica«
tions, which ought to have furnished spi-
rited counsel and encouragement, dwin-
dled into prudential lessons of caution
and remonstrance. Modern protestants
should know the extreme disadvantages
under which the great CHAMPION of
Christian liberty laboured in the begin-
ning of the reformation.

The immediate circumstance, which
seems to have given the alarm at this
time* to the friends of Luther, was the
bold declarations of this theologian, in
his answers to the positions of Eckius,
respecting the foundation of the pope's
authority. He had written to Spalatinus
very explicitly on this subject, but
seems not completely to have satisfied
his scruples. To call in question the
origin of the power of the pope, was to
tread on tender ground; the nations, as

* Viz. about the middle of 1519.
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yet, secretly revered his majesty, and
dreaded his vengeance; though, in re-
gard to ecclesiastical abuses in general,
they had indeed begun to open their eyes,
and were receiving fresh light apace.

The name of Eckius of Ingolstadt has
already been mentioned* among the ad-
versaries of Luther. This able and

learned doctor of divinity
I S h a4 formerly been the friend

of our Reformer; but a thirst
of fame and a prospect of worldly ad-
vantages seduced him from the cause of
TRUTH. The facts we have to produce,
indicate but too plainly the motives of
Eckius. After his literary defeat in the
affair of indulgences, he circulated thir-
teen propositions, all of them levelled
against the heresies of Lutheranism.
One of these propositions affirmed the
grand article of a papist's faith, namely,
"That the pontiffs are vicars of Christ,
and the successors "of St. Peter."f Lu-
ther had the sagacity instantly to see
through his design, and expressed him-
self to the following effect: " I never so
much as touched upon this subject in
any of my discourses. Eckius now
brings it forward to serve several pur-
poses. He thinks, he shall hereby cast
an odium upon me, and at the same time
flatter the court of Rome to his own profit,
and to the ruin of his brother Martin
Luther."

It will here be proper to give a brief
account of the famous dispu-

The disputa- tation which was carried on
Jfe i f f l" Pubiic'y at Leipsic, for many

days together, in the course
of this year.

Eckius, relying on the brilliancy of
his own talents and the popularity of his
cause, earnestly sought for a public ex-
hibition of theological skill; and, with
this view, challenged Carolstadt, the
colleague and adherent of Luther, and
even Luther himself, to try their strength
with him in a contest on the points in
dispute. Carolstadt was a doctor of di-
vinity, and archdeacon of Wittemberg,
and is esteemed one of the first open de-
fenders of Luther. The challenge was
accepted ; and George, duke of Saxony,
uncle of the elector, offered the combat-
ants his city of Leipsic, as the scene of
debate, with an engagement for their se-
curity, and a promise of every conve-

* Page 225 of this Vol.
t Propos. Ecc. Luth.Op. Vol. I.

nience. He was himself a strenuous
Roman catholic, and he expected that
great glory would accrue to the papal
cause from the well-known abilities and
attainments of Eckius. Luther obtained
leave to be present at the contest as a
spectator, but was expressly denied the
grant of a safe conduct, if he attempted
to appear in the character of a disputant.
The assembly was splendid, the expec-
tations of mankind were strongly fixed;
and it was vainly imagined that some
decision would be made concerning the
objects of contention.

The first subject of debate between
Eckius and Carolstadt, respected the
limits of nature and grace. The latter
disputant defended the whole
doctrine of Augustine con- Eckius and
cerning grace, which, Luther Caroistadt
observes, Eckius did not op- « for
pose by argument, or with six days,
any real difference of senti-
ment, but only in mere words and in ap-
pearance. He granted that FREE-WILL
without grace could effect nothing but
sin. " It avails then," continues Luther,
" not to good but evil. Where then is
its liberty? Moreover, every illiterate
person, who hears the expression FREE-
WILL, naturally supposes that it implies
man to be equally capable of good and
evil; whence he will presume on his
own strength, and think that he can con-
vert himself to God. Eckius knows
very well the impiety of this notion, yet
he supports and spreads it. I too admit
that man's will is free in a certain sense;
not because it is now in the same state
as it was in Paradise, but because it was
made free originally, and may, through
God's grace, become so again."

Such were the sentiments of Luther
on this difficult subject; and, if due al-
lowance be made for the impropriety of
the term free-will, his ideas appear suf-
ficiently in harmony with what the most
evangelical persons, in all ages, have
maintained. The whole controversy was
carried on with much clamour and con-
fusion ; the Roman party prevailed in
popularity at Leipsic; Eckius delivered
what he had to say with prodigious ani-
mation, and is allowed to have far ex-
ceeded Carolstadt in energetic exertions
of voice and action. Luther protests, in
the most solemn manner, that as long as
an appeal to books and written docu-
ments were admitted, his friend Carol-
stadt defended himself with a rich va-
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riety of apt and excellent quotations,
"But ," says he, "Eckius made a pro-
posal, that all books should be laid aside,
and the dispute go on without them ; the
multitude gave a shout of approbation;
and then, I freely own, that Eckius, who
had the better memory and a greater
flow of words, supported his side of the
question in a more plausible manner than
his opponent."*

This disputation continued for six
days;f" during which time, the superior
eloquence and acuteness of Eckius seems

to have afforded a temporary
Luther triumph to the enemies of the
byaEckfusd reformation. Flushed with

success, and thirsting for
glory, this champion of the papal sys-
tem, came to Luther at his lodgings,
and, with an air of confidence, said, " I
understand you will not dispute with me
in public." " How can I dispute with
you," said Luther, "when the duke
George refuses me my request of a safe
conduct?" Eckius replied, " I f I am
not to combat you, I will spend no more-
time on Carolstadt. It was on YOUR ac-
count that I came here. Suppose I
could obtain the public faith for your
safety, would you then meet me and try
your strength T'zj: Luther consented; and
Yery soon after he had the duke's leave
to take Carolstadt's place in the public
debate.

This second theological conflict was
carried on for ten days, with uncommon
ardour and without intermission. Among

the articles of controversy
Again they were the doctrines of purga-
?hePspace°of t o ry a n d indulgences, the na-
ten days. ture of repentance and remis-

sion of sins, and, particularly,
the foundation of the supremacy of the
Roman pontiffs. It was in this last ar-
ticle of the controversy, that Eckius
placed his chief strength and expectation
of victory. His numerous audience in
general, with the duke of Saxony at
their head, favoured the papal cause :
Long habits of ignorance, superstition,
and prejudice, in religious matters, had
established the Romish doctrines; and
the few, who ventured to inquire for rea-
sons of their faith, were deemed impious
and accursed, and worthy of expulsion
from the community.

* Seek. 73.
t From June 27,1519, to July 4.
t Melch. Ad.

Moreover, this question concerning the
superiority of the Roman See was well
contrived to promote the ambitious de-
signs of Eckius in every way. Luther,
it was foreseen, must either shun the
main point in debate by disgraceful eva-
sions ; or, by a direct avowal of his doc-
trines, expose himself to the charge of
open heresy. He must either yield the
palm of eloquence and of theological
skill to his crafty adversary, or he would
inevitably furnish such decisive proofs of
rebellion against the hierarchy as would
ensure his own condemnation at the
court of Rome. Thus the troublesome
innovator was supposed to be entangled
in an inexplicable dilemma; while the
prudent defender of the established reli-
gion, looking forward to nothing but con-
quest and glory, anticipated the praises
and honours of the Roman pontiff. Lu-
ther, whom we have observed to have
been fully sensible, in how nice and criti-
cal a situation he was placed,* was much
hurt by the ungenerous conduct of Ec-
kius in this business, and severely re-
proached him for it afterwards.

To the talents and the artifices of the
popish advocate, the Saxon Reformer, be-
sides his superior abilities and more inti-
mate knowledge of the Scriptures, op-
posed a good conscience, a firm determi-
nation to hazard everything in the cause
of TRUTH, and a confident expectation of
the blessing of the Almighty. In par-
ticular, against Eckius's doctrine of the
divine right of the popes, he advanced
the following proposition: "All the
proofs, which can be produced to show
that the Church of Rome is superior to
other churches, are taken out of insipid
decretals of the popes themselves, made
within these four hundred years; and
against this notion of supremacy, there
are passages of the Holy Scriptures, ap-
proved histories for eleven hundred years,
and the determinations of the council of
Nice."

When Eckius contended, that the ex-
pressions, " Thou art Peter, and upon
this rock will I build my church," " And
I will give unto thee the keys," evinced
the supremacy of St. Peter and his suc-
cessors ; that this was the explanation
given by the holy fathers, and that the
contrary opinion was among the errors of
Wickliff and John Huss; Luther in re-
ply said, that he could produce more pas-

* Page 246 of this Vol.
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sages from the fathers in support of his
own interpretation of the passages in
question than Eckius could of his; but
that he had no hesitation to add, that even
if all the fathers, without exception, had
understood the passages in that sense, he
would confute them by the authority of
St. Paul, and St. Peter himself, who say,
that Jesus Christ is the only foundation
and corner-stone of his church. He fur-
ther observed, that the words, "Thou art
Peter," . . . . if construed strictly, must
be confined to the person of Peter, and
therefore the authority conveyed by them
ceased when that Apostle died; and that
if their meaning was to be extended to
the church and to Peter's successors, no
reason could be given, why ALL the
Apostles and ALL their successors should
not be understood to be the successors of
Peter. Lastly, he intimated that his ad-
versary had been very unfortunate in ap-
pealing to the authority of Cyprian.
"If," said Luther, "the learned doctor
will agree to stand or fall by the authority
of Cyprian, we shall quickly put an end
to this controversy: For, in the first
place, Cyprian never addresses Corne-
lius, the bishop of Rome, in any other
manner than 4 My dear brother;' and in
the second, he expressly says, that every
bishop has a distinct jurisdiction ef his
own, and that bishops ought not to inter-
fere with each other, but wait for the
day of judgment by our Lord Jesus
Christ."*

Eckius was so much struck with the
reasonings of Luther, and especially with
the neat and well digested order in which
his materials were arranged, that he was
compelled to acknowledge, before a
splendid audience, the "qualifications
and attainments of his Reverend oppo-
nent." He even besought their illus
trious and magnificent Mightinesses to
pardon himself, who was so much occu-
pied with other concerns, if he should
not be able to produce such a mass of ac-
curate testimonies as the learned doctor
had laid before them. He came to Leip-
sic, he said, not to write books, but to
dispute.

It will be unnecessary to trouble the
protestant reader with a minute detail of
a multitude of arguments, which were
brought forward in this debate, with great
Warmth, eloquence and dexterity, on both
sides. We shall make a few concise ob-

servations on several of the controverted
points, and also take notice of some in-
structive facts and circumstances which
are connected with this famous disputa-
tion at Leipsic, and then dismiss the
subject.

Though Luther judged it impious to
maintain the DIVINE RIGHT of the pope
in that strict sense, which makes him the
successor of St. Peter and
vicar of Christ, his extreme Luther's
reverence for the Scriptures, sentiments

, , . x T V on the su-
and his tenderness of con- premacyof
science, disposed him, as yet, the pope,
to allow the superiority of
the Roman See, but on different grounds.
It could not be denied, that the pontiffs
had possessed a decided pre-eminence
from age to age, and therefore, he con-
ceived, it was his duty not to resist " the
powers that be." This scriptural argu-
ment, which for a long time appeared to
his mind in itself unanswerable, was still
further strengthened by two powerful
reasons. Firstly, the will of God, he
thought, might be clearly collected from
the facts, independent of Scripture. Un-
less it had been the will of God, the
popes could never have obtained so great
and durable a dominion. Secondly, " The
whole body of Christians," he said,
" own themselves to be under the Roman
pontiff: This universal consent is a con-
sideration of the greatest weight: the
unity of the church should be preserved
in everything that is not directly contrary
to the word of God."*

Entirely agreeable to these sentiments
is the declaration of Luther in one of his
letters to Spalatinus, who, it should seem,
had been directed by the elector of Saxo-
ny to admonish him most seriously, in all
things to observe a reverential obedience
towards the pope. "To separate my-
self," says he, "from the Apostolical
See of Rome is a thing that has never
yet entered my mind."f However, his
next letter to the same friend intimates a
further insight into the essence of popery.

That I may be the better qualified,"
says he, " for the ensuing debate at
Leipsic, I am turning over the decretals
of the popes; and I would
whisper into your ear, that Luthersus-
I begin to entertain doubts, J^ tobe
whether the Roman pontiff ^Antichrist,
be not the very Antichrist of
the Scriptures, or his Messenger; so

• Revolut. Luthcri, * Revolut. Lutheri. t Ep, p, 99»
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wretchedly corrupted by him, in the de-
cretals, are the pure doctrines of Christ."*
As long as this new sentiment remainei
crude and unsettled in the mind of Lu
ther, it certainly behoved him not to aci
upon it; but it is not difficult to under-
stand how the divulging of so importan
a secret to Spalatinus must have startle*
the elector Frederic and his court, who
we have seen, were sufficiently alarmei
with the liberties which had already bee]
taken with the pontifical authority.f

How different were tha views and mo
tives of the persons who took part in th
affairs of religion, about the time of th
public controversy at Leipsic, and som
months before! Leo X. was indolen
and ill advised; perfectly indifferent in
regard to religion and piety ; only anxiou
to advance the opulence, grandeur and
dominion of the Roman See. His os-
tentatious champion Eckius, on the one
hand, flattered and misled his lord!}
master, who pretended to be infallible
and, on the other, menaced and calum-
niated the Augustine monk, while in re-
ality he was seeking his own aggrandise-
ment. Frederic the WISE, and some of
his court, grieved for several of the
reigning abuses, which were obvious and
undeniable, but still remained in a
wretched bondage, confirmed by long ha-
bits of superstitious submission. Though
friendly to improvements in religion,
they ^readed the rude hand of the Saxon
Reformer, and were in general too much
disposed to bow to the majesty of the
pope. Lastly, Luther was daily ap-
proaching, by firm but gradual advances,
to that evangelical liberty, of which he
became, under God, the principal reviver
in Europe. Let these facts and observa-
tions be kept in mind, and they will help
us to discover, what must have been the
feelings of our Reformer at Leipsic,
while he was disputing with Eckius con-
cerning the pope's supremacy. To have
denied the DIVINE RIGHT of the pontifical
jurisdiction, according to the fullest and
most extended interpretation of the words,
was sufficiently dangerous; but to have
dropped the slightest insinuation that the
bishop of Rome was actually the Anti-
christ of the New Testament, or, that
the Roman church was antichristian in
principle, would probably have cost him
his life.

The more thoroughly we examine the
principles of Luther, the more exactly
consistent do we find them with his
practice, even in the most difficult cir-
cumstances. So in the present instance:
He seriously believed, that long posses-
sion and the consent of the faithful,*
were solid arguments for the papal su-
premacy; but some rays of fresh light
burst in upon the mind of the honest in-
quirer at the very time when he was
arming for the combat at Leipsic. He
was then in no condition either to eon-
firm or to do away his new suspicions of
the antichristian character of the pope-
dom. What was to be done 1 He deter-
mined to dismiss those suspicions for the
present, till he should have leisure to
weigh them; and in the mean time he
adhered to the only principle, by which
in his judgment, the duty of obedience
to the existing hierarchy could be sup-
ported. He dared openly to assert,f
that it was far better the Roman pontiffs
should, with fear and trembling, see the
foundation of their authority in the per-
mission of God and the consent of their
subjects, than that, under a notion of DI-
VINE RIGHT, they should feel themselves
secure, depend upon force and terror,
and by degrees exercise an odious ty-
anny.

This declaration, though it fell greatly
short of the creed of a true Roman Ca-
tholic, yet, by containing an actual ac-
knowledgment of the pope's supremacy,
manifested a spirit of obedience and re-
conciliation on the part of the Reformer.
Nor was it possible for him, without
doing the utmost violence to his con-
science, to have exhibited a nearer con-
sent to the doctrines of Eckius. There
is even some reason to believe, that if
:iis friends, namely, the elector of Saxo-
ly and his court, had not discovered so
3xcessive an anxiety lest he should of-
fend the pope by disrespectful treatment,
le would have conceded less at this
time to his opponent, respecting the
grand article of Roman Catholic doctrine.;
or, at least, would have acted with more
eserve on a point where his own faith,
hough modified and less offensive, was
certainly beginning to waver. Before
he public disputation at Leipsic, Luther
>rinted and circulated his sentiments on
he pope's supremacy, the same in sub-

* Ep. p. 100.
f See p. 245 of this Vol.,

* Luth. Op, Resol
t Resolut. de pot,
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stance as is related in the preceding
pages. He took that step, he tells us,
because he had great doubts, whether he
should be allowed to enter the lists with
Eckius as a public disputant. Three
times by letters, he says, he put the
question to the duke George, but could
obtain no answer.* All this is, no
doubt, strictly true. Yet WHENCE, it is
asked, arose the solicitude of Luther to
appear, at all and on any principles, as
the public defender of pontifical authori-
ty; the public defender of an unscriptu-
ral opinion, which he was soon going to
abandon with abhorrence and detestation;
and which, in his private letters, he was
already beginning to reprobate in very
significant language ?

Seckendorf ascribes these conciliatory
measures entirely to the fears and re-
monstrances of the elector Frederic and
his court; and thinks that Luther in this
instance acted contrary both to his own
judgment and his inclination.f To dif-
fer from this very judicious and candid
memorialist can never be pleasant, and
will, in general, be found unsafe: Ne-
vertheless, I cannot but think that, in
estimating the motives of the Saxon Re-
former, his friends as well as his adver-
saries have, on this and several other

, occasions, too much overlooked his pro-
found veneration for established authori-
ties. They seem to have scarcely sup-
posed it possible, that a man, who was
so deeply concerned in the confusions
and divisions of the church, should still
have been a friend to peace and good or-
der. Whereas in fact, Luther's spirit "of
submission to legal establishments is as
exemplary and unquestionable, as his
courage and resolution in defending
Christian liberty is truly wonderful and
unparalleled. A proper attention to this
part of his character will lead the candid
inquirer to satisfactory explanations of
his conduct in some cases where he has
been too hastily accused of inconsist-
ency.^:

* Lib. I. Ep. f Page 71. Seek.
X The reader will not suppose me to insi-

nuate, that Luther's respect for * the elector
of Saxony and his court had NO WEIGHT in
determining him to treat the papal authority
in a reverential manner during his contro-
versy with Eckius; on the contrary, I be-
lieve it had CONSIDERABLE WEIGHT. But why
is the consideration of other motives to be
omitted,- and particularly of such motives

Luther's own description of his feel-
ings respecting the matters in dispute
between Eckius and himself
ought not to be omitted here; Candid con-
as it will, doubtless, be pre- L S ? ! ^
ferred to any conjectures ei-
ther of Roman Catholics or of Protest-
ants, especially by those, who have ob-
served the integrity and the precision
with which this faithful servant of God
always lays open his mind on serious
occasions. My own case, says he, is a
notable example of the difficulty with
which a man emerges from erroneous
notions of long standing. How true is
the proverb, Custom is a second nature !
How true is that saying of Augustine,
Habit, if not resisted, becomes necessity!
I, who, both publicly and privately, had
taught divinity with the greatest dili-
gence for seven years, insomuch that I
retained in my memory almost every
word of my lectures, was in fact at that
time only just initiated into the know-
ledge and faith of Christ; I had only
just (earned that a man must bejustified
and saved, not by works, but by the
faith of Christ: and lastly, in regard to
pontifical authority, though I publicly
maintained that the pope was not thfl
head of the church by a DIVINE RIGHT,
yet I stumbled at the very next step,
namely, that the whole papal system
was a Satanic invention. This I did not
see, but contended obstinately for the
pope's RIGHT, FOUNDED ON HUMAN REA-
SONS ; so thoroughly deluded was I, by
the example of others, by the title of
HOLY CHURCH, and by my own habits.
Hence I have learnt to have more can-
dour for bigoted papists, especially if
they are not much acquainted with sacred
or perhaps even with profane history.*

The victory in the theological contest
at Leipsic, as might have been expected,
was claimed by both sides.
But, instead of repeating Consequen-
many contradictory and posi- £?ipSic d!s-
tive assertions, that have ori- putauong.
ginated in prejudice and par-
ty zeal, it will be better to mention seve-
ral undeniable facts, which may assist
the judgment in discovering what were
the real sentiments of mankind at the
time of this transaction, so celebrated in
ecclesiastical history.

as are known to have been congenial with,
the man !

*Luth.Op.Vol.I.Prajf.
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1. George, the duke of Saxony, who,
oil all occasions was warmly attached
to the papal interests, invited the dispu-
tants, after the debate was finished, to a
convivial entertainment, and treated them
with the greatest liberality and conde-
scension. During dinner he laid his
hands on the shoulders of Luther and
Eckius, and gently stroking them, said,
" Whether the pope exists by DIVINE or
by HUMAN RIGHT, HE is, however, THE
POPE." "This prince," said Luther,
u would never have made this observa-
tion, if he had not felt the force of my
arguments."*

2. Luther complains bitterly of the un-
civil treatment which he met with in gene-
ral from the inhabitants and the university
of Leipsic; and, he observes, on the con-
trary, what kindness and honours they
heaped upon his adversary Eckius. Yet,
notwithstanding both their aversion to
the Reformer, and their attachment to
the popedom, Hoffman, who was at that
time rector of the university, and who
had been appointed judge of the argu-
ments alleged on both sides, refused to
declare to whom the victory belonged ;
so that the decision was left to the uni-
versities of Erfurt and Paris.f The for-
mer of these, in spite of the importunate
solicitations of George, the duke of Saxo-
ny, remained perfectly silent; the latter,
also, gave no judgment concerning the
controversy at Leipsic, though, some
time afterwards,^: contrary to the favour-
able hopes which Luther had conceived
of that learned body, they censured, as
heretical, several of his positions, o
theses, collected from his various wri
tings.

3. The Romish advocate Maimbourg
allows, " that both the disputants dis-
played much ingenuity and erudition
during their combat in the castle of Lep
sic, but with this difference; that THE
TRUTH, defended by a man of sound
principles, like Eckius, vanquished er
ror, though supported with all the know
ledge and subtilty of a fine genius.'
This testimony of an inimical historian
proves the celebrity of the talents o\
Luther. But the FACT of which I woul
here particularly take notice, is, the un
deniable consequence which the exertion

• Luth. Op. Vol. I.—Melch. Adam.-
Seck. p. 74.

+ Mtjshcim, Vol. II.
t Not till the year 1521.

f those talents, in vehement and subtle
isputation for ten days together, pro-
uced on the mind of Eckius. His bit-

terness and enmity against his opponent
s well known to have suddenly increased,
om this period, beyond all bounds,
ĥe sequel of our narrative will show

vhh how much personal malice and re-
entment he sought the destruction of the
>axon Reformer, and also how mischie-
vous his rash counsels proved to the in-
erests of the Roman See. The reader
ill then judge for himself, whether the

urious conduct of the papal champion
3 best explained, on the supposition of
is consciousness of superiority and of
ictory in the affairs at Leipsic, or a re-
en geful sense of the humiliation and

lefeat which he suffered in that memo-
able contest.*

It was an accurate acquaintance with
he Holy Scriptures, and with ecclesial
ical history, that Luther more particu-
arly manifested his superiority over
3ckius. Very full and exact documents
re in existence, both of what was said
nd what was written in the disputation;

md no well-informed Roman catholic
ill deny this to be a fair statement of

ihe case. But, notwithstanding the in-
reased reputation with which the Ger-

man theologian departed from the scene
f controversy, it was easy to foresee,
hat the court of Rome would now be

more incensed against him than ever.
He had indeed almost agreed with his
d versary on some of the disputed points;

he had even defended the authority of
the Roman See, by placing it on the best
foundation in his power; in short, he had
xhibited a spirit of fidelity, moderation

and obedience; but all this could not ex-
piate the unpardonable offence of search-
ing the sacred oracles for himself, of con-
futing the papal pretensions to Divine
appointment and infallibility, and, what
was deemed, perhaps, if not the most
heinous, the most dangerous crime of all,
of resisting and exposing the flagitious
practices of the inferior agents and in-
struments of ecclesiastical rapine and
tyranny. The man, who had proceeded
to such extremities, was not to be ma-
naged by mild and gentle admonitions;
neither was he to be gained over by
bribes and flattery; he was an enemy
of the holy church, and justly merited all

* Mosheim, Vol. II. Chap. ii. sect x, and
Mr. Maclane's note.
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she could inflict in her utmost fury and
indignation.

Moreover, popery was not a religion
which betrayed only occasional defects
and errors: It had long been a SYSTEM
of corruption; all the parts of which
were thoroughly connected with each
other, and conspired together, to deceive,
defraud, and domineer over mankind.
The members of the system sympathized
with their head in a remarkable manner:
they saw their very existence in its
safety; and flew to its defence on the
slightest appearance of danger. In re*
turn, the sovereign head of this vast body
superintended the respective interests of
all the members with exquisite care, and
even With paternal solicitude. If, in
some instances, the conduct of the Ro-
man pontiffs does not exactly accord with
this representation, the deviation will be
found to have arisen, never from a relaxa-
tion or a change of principle, but from
pride, contempt, indolence, and a sense
of security. This was the case, we have
seen, with Leo X. in the very early
stages of Lutheranism.

Striking examples of this reciprocal
sort of sensibility and mutual protection
were furnished, in the latter part of this

year, 1519, by the two utri-
The zeal of versifies of Louvain and Co-

logne> a n d t h e cardinal de
Tortosa. There can be no

doubt but that this dignified ecclesiastic,
who himself afterwards succeeded LeaX.
in the pontificate, acted, in all he did, by
the direction of the court of Rome. Ac-
cordingly we find one of his letters, ad-
dressed to the principal academies of
Louvain, full of hard terms against Lu-
ther and his writings, at the same time
containing stimulative exhortations and
admonitions, that they should give a
public testimony of their disapprobation
of such mischievous heresies. The di-
vines of Louvain appear to have been of
themselves sufficiently disposed to this
measure, and even to have consulted the
cardinal respecting its propriety. He
commended their faithful zeal; and the
result of this mutual communication was
a public decree of the rulers of the uni-
versity, in which they condemn many of
Luther's propositions and doctrines, and
pronounced them false, scandalous, and
heretical. These warm advocates for the
established faith did not stop here. They
sent one of Martin Luther's books to the
divines of Cologne, and requested them

to censure its heretical contents in a
public manner. These presently pro-
nounced it full of errors and heresies,
directed it to be suppressed; and de-
clared, that it ought to be burnt, and the
author of it obliged to make a public re-
cantation.* THUS, by management of
this sort, the friends of the papacy, very
soon after their defeat arid disgrace at
Leipsic, obtained the sanction of two
universities in favour of the reigning
corruptions; while those learned semi-
naries, on their part, failed not to secure
themselves the approbation and applause
of the Roman See.

It would be an useless employment to
detail the particulars of what passed at
the conferences at Leipsic, respecting
several Romish doctrines, which in our
times give not the smallest concern to
any intelligent protestant.

On the superstitious notion of PURGA-
TORY, many arguments and distinctions
were produced on both sides. In general,
Luther admitted his firm belief of the
existence of such a place, and
even that some obscure hints Purgatory,
of it were to be found in
Scripture. But he denied that anything
clear and convincing was revealed in any
part of the Sacred writings, concerning
this doctrine, j* As the researches of this
freat man grew deeper, he gradually
oubted of several points, which he then

held sacred; and, in process of time, he
dismissed them from his creed entirely.
The Roman catholic sentiment, of the
number of the sacraments, and of the
communion under ONE KIND, might be
mentioned here.

It was not by accident that Eckiua
brought forward several propositions con-
cerning the nature of INDULGENCES. This
was the grand question which
had produced ajl the present Indulgences,
dissentions in the church. It
was closely connected with every inquiry
that related to pontifical authority: it
was, IN PRACTICE, the exercise of a very
material part of that power, which, in
THEORY, was pretended to originate in a
divine right. To entangle, therefore, or
crush the Reformer on this point, in a
public debate and before a splendid au-
dience, would furnish such a proof of
zeal for the faith, of ability to defend it,
and ojf obedience to the hierarchy, as

* Vol. II. Luth. Op. Witt.
f Disput. Leips.
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would infallibly ensure every reward,
which ambition could wish for, or which
gratitude could bestow.

Luther extricated himself from the
difficulty in which his artful adversary
had placed him, with a success which,
before the conflict, he had not ventured
to expect. Eckius happened to affirm,
that a sort of medium of opinion ought
to be held with respect to indulgences :
"On the one hand, they ought not to be
condemned, and, on the other, they should
not be entirely RELIED OX\." TO the same
effect he taught the people in the most
public manner. In fact, he seems not to
have foreseen, how great an advantage he
gavev his adversary by this unwary con-
cession. " 1 had supposed," says Luther,
" that this affair of the indulgences would
be by far the most difficult point that I
should have to manage, and that our dis-
putation would have turned chiefly upon
it; whereas it created little or no trouble.
I found I could nearly agree to Eckius's
explanation. Never on any occasion
did papal indulgences receive a more
wretched and unfortunate support. They
were treated in a way that almost pro-
duced laughter. If the proclaimers of
the indulgences had held the sam^ doc-
trine at the time of vending them, the
NAME OF LUTHER would probably have
remained unknown. I say, if the people
had been informed that the diplomas of
indulgences were not to be KELIED ON,
these imaginary pardons would have
lost all their reputation, and the com-
missioners, who conducted the sale of
them, would have died of hunger."—The
acuteness of Luther, as a theological
disputant, ready to avail himself of the
smallest indiscretion of his adversary,
appears very manifest from this in-
stance.

His heart, however, was not in these
noisy and contentious scenes. Instruction
of youth in divinity, and preaching of the

Gospel of Christ, he consi-
The serious dered as his proper business.
motTvesof H e u s e d .t0 l a m e n t t h e PeCU'
Luther. liar infelicity of the age, by

which he was obliged to
waste in controversy so many hours, that
might have been far better employed in
guiding souls into the way of salva-
tion. " How long," cried he, " am I
to spend my time and strength in frivo-
lous discussions about indulgences and
pontifical authority,—subjects, which
have not the remotest tendency to bene-

VOL. n. 22

fit the church, or promote practical god-
liness."#

That som,e good might result from the
contentions at Leipsic, and that mankind
might be less bewildered in the mazes of
subtle disputation, this diligent servant
of God determined to review carefully all
his own positions, which had been the
subject of debate in his conference with
Eckius, and to publish them with con-
cise explanations, and with arguments
in their support, consisting of appeals
to Scripture and ecclesiastical history.
These positions, or, as they were some-
times called, theses or conclusions,
amounted in number to thirteen, and re-
lated chiefly to Roman catholic peculiar-
ities. Several of them, however, gave
the author occasion to state and studious-
ly illustrate the scriptural doctrine of
GRACE, and the nature of in-dwellingj*
sin, as described by St. Paul in the
seventh chapter to the Romans. In fall-
en man, he observes, there remains an
internal principle of evil, even after he is
renewed by the grace of God. Every
Christian needs daily repentance, be-
cause he sins daily, not indeed by daily
perpetrating flagrant crimes, but by fall-
ing short of perfect obedience. Hence
there is not a just man upon earth, be-
cause even in actions that are good in
themselves, there is precisely so much
sin as there is repugnance, or difficulty,
or want of cheerfulness in the will. He
owns, that divines were accustomed to
evade the positive testimony of such
passages of Scripture, as,, 'There is not
a just man upon earth, who doeth good
and sinneth not;' but, says he, let us lis-
ten to St. Paul: 'The good that I would,
I do not; but the evil which I would not,
that I do.' And again: ' I delight in the
law .of God after the inward man, but I
see another law in my members warring
against the law of my mind. Let human
reasoning and human authority, whether
of the church or of councils, give place
and submit: If an angel from heaven
should teach the contrary, I would not
believe him.'

If, continues Luther, the evil principle,
called the flesh, prevented the operation

* Luther's Letter to Emser.
t This word, though not a very common

one, has been thought, by excellent divines,
to express St. Paul's meaning in Romans vii.
verse 20. better than any other "Sin
that dwelleth in me."
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of the good principle, called the spirit, in
a man so holy and full of grace as the
apostle Paul, how can our theologians
maintain that there is no sin in good
works'? ' It is not,' say they, ' sin ; it is
defect, it is infirmity.'—This is an un-
scriptural and a dangerous way of speak-
ing. In fact, every Christian feels a
continual conflict between the flesh and
the spirit as long as he lives; and there-
fore in the very best actions there is, in
this world, a mixture of the effects of the
flesh : but it is not so in heaven. Where-
fore, what knowledge other persons may
have derived from the scholastic divinity
of the times, it is for them to consider:
In regard to myself, I am sure I learnt
from it nothing of the real nature of sin,
of righteousness, of baptism, or of the
whole Christian life; nor anything of
the excellency of God or his works, his
grace, his justice. Faith, hope, charity,
were to me words without meaning. In
short, I not only learnt nothing right;
but I had to UNLEARN everything which
I had acquired in that way., I shall be
much surprised if others have succeeded
better; but should there be any such, I
sincerely congratulate them. In the
schools I lost Jesus Christ; I have now
found him in St. Paul.

" Search the Scriptures" is the pre-
cept, which of all others seems to have
most deeply impressed the anxious, in-

quisitive mind of Luther.
His honest _̂ n(i[ further, in his inquiries,
account of , /• ^ i *. i i •
his own re- he never forgot that he him-
Jigious expe- self was personally interest-
n e n c e" ed in the great truths of
revealed religion. He studied the Bible,
not through curiosity, or the love of
fame, but from a sense of the importance
of its contents, and of his own dangerous
situation. How little have those under-
stood the real character of this Reformer,
who have looked on him as a turbulent,
ambitious innovator, impelled by selfish
and worldly motives ! Nothing can be
more affecting than the following account,
which he himself gives of his own inter-
nal troubles. " However blameless a
life I might lead as a monk, I expe-
rienced a most unquiet conscience ; I per-
ceived myself a sinner before Qod • I saw
that I could do nothing to appease him,
and I hated the idea of a just God that
punishes sinners. 1 was well versed in
all St. Paul's writings; and, in particu-
lar, I had a most wonderful desire to un-
derstand the epistle to the Romans. But

I was puzzled with the expression,
4 THEREIN is the righteousness of God re-
vealed.' My heart rose almost against
God with a silent sort of blasphemy:
At least in secret I said with great mur-
mur and indignation, Was it not enough
that wretched man, already eternally
ruined by the curse of original depravity,
should be oppressed with every species
of misery through the condemning power
of the commandment, but that, even
through the GOSPEL, Gocl should threaten
us with his anger and justice, and there-
by add affliction to affliction ? Thus I
raged with a troubled conscience. Over
and over I turned the abovementioned
passage to the Romans most importu-
nately. My thirst to know the apostle's
meaning was insatiable.

" A t length, while I was meditating
day and night on the words, and their
connexion with what immediately fol-
lows, namely, 4 the just shall live by
faith,' it pleased God to have pity upon
me, to open mine eyes, and to show me,
that the righteousness of God, which is
here said in the Gospel to be REVEALED
from faith to faith, relates to the method
by which God, in his mercy, justifies a
sinner through faith, agreeably to what
is written, ' t he just shall live by faith.'
Hence I felt myself a new man, and all
the Scriptures appeared to have a new
face. I ran quickly through them as my
memory enabled me ; I collected together
the leading terms; and I observed, in
their meaning, a strict analogy, accord-
ing to my new views. Thus, in many
instances, the WORK of God, means that
which he works in n s ; and the power,
and wisdom of God, mean the power and
wisdom, which his Spirit operates in the
minds of the faithful; and in the same
manner are to be understood the PATIENCE,
the SALVATION, the GLORY, of God.

" The expression, « RIGHTEOUSNESS of
God,' now became as sweet to my mind
as it had been hateful before; and this
very passage of St. Paul proved to me
the entrance into paradise."^

This interesting account of the steps
by which Luther was led to evangelical
light in the important doctrine of justifi-
cation by faith, evidently refers to what
passed in his mind about the time of the
celebrated disputation at Leipsic; and
for that reason may seem not improperly
introduced in this place. One of his con-

f Luth. Op. Prsef. Vol. I.
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elusions in that contest led to a discus-
sion on faith, repentance, and free-will;
and we find, in his defence of that con-
clusion, a similar mode of argumenta-
tion. He even produces the very same
passage of St. Paul, from the first chap-
ter to the Romans; and blames divines
of the stamp of Eckius, for adding to the
words, 'the just shall live by faith,'
other words, namely, ' but not by faith
ONLY,' as necessary to prevent mistakes.
He quotes also the tenth chapter of the
same epistle, ' with the heart man be-
lieveth unto righteousness,' and takes
notice that, likewise in this verse, righte-
ousness is attributed to faith only. " The
works of faith," continues he, •* don't
produce the faith, but the faith produces
the works. The meaning of the apostle
is not, that justified persons neglect good
works, but that justification is prior to
good works; and that good works can be
performed by justified persons only."

Eckius had maintained, that some of
the actions of good men, and particularly
their last actions in dying, were perfectly
free from sin. Luther had too high
ideas of the holiness of the divine law,
and too deep a sense of the evil of sin,
and of the depravity of human nature, to
admit this position. Accordingly he op-
posed it with all his might, and used
strong language in support of the con-
trary sentiment. "There has not," said
he, " for three thousand years, been
started a more mischievous, pestilential
notion, than that God does not demand a
perfect fulfilling of all his laws. This is
directly to contradict Jesus Christ. God
never alters his perfect law; though he
pardons us when we break it. Observe,
however, he does not pardon those who
are asleep, but those who labour, those
who fear, and who say with Job, ' I know
thou wilt not hold me innocent.' Never
suppose that God does not require an
exact regard to every tittle of his law;
such a notion will soon engender pride,
and make you despise that grace, through
which his holy law, as a schoolmaster,
should compel you to seek deliverance."

One of Eckius's propositions, con-
cerning the natural powers of the human
mind since the fall of our first parents,
seemed strongly tinctured with Pelagian

sentiments; and these were
Pelagian diametrically opposite to Lu-
sentjments , , E i ^ i
of Eckius. ther s views or the (jrospel.

In this matter, therefore, he
did not confine himself merely to the de-

fence of his own conclusions, but ex-
posed the doctrines of Eckius with force
and animation, terming them impious and
heretical in the highest degree, and in-
!onsistent with the apostle Paul, and the
whole Gospel of Christ. Again, he
pressed the grand doctrine of Christiani-
ty, that we are justified, before God, by
faith only: he showed, that this article
of belief was the test of orthodoxy or he-
resy, according as it was held soundly or
corruptly; that all other points were
subordinate and centered in this; and
that every objection to it, which could
possibly be devised, was done away by
this single consideration, namely, that a
right faith, was necessarily productive of
good works. '* St. Paul," says he,

speaks of a living, not a dead, faith;
for a dead faith is merely a specula-
tive opinion. But observe how theo-
logians, building on a solitary passage
of St. James, in his second chapter,
have dared to oppose the whole cur-
rent of Scripture. Mankind are ex-
ceedingly prone to place confidence in
their own works: hence, the great danger
of pharisaical doctrine. On the contrary,
if you do but take care to instruct the
people properly concerning the nature of
pure Christian faith, they will then under-
stand the power of such a faith to pro-
duce good works : they will see that good
works can be produced in no other way;
and lastly, that these works are, in fact,
the spontaneous and infallible conse-
quence of a right faith."

The contemplation of the ways of
Providence, at all times si rational em-
ployment, is never more instructive than
when we can trace the gradual progress
of divine light, as it breaks in upon the
mind of honest, industrious inquirers af-
ter religious truth. Let not therefore the
modern critic, whose ideas of the justifi-
cation of a sinner may, PERHAPS, be more
exact and digested than those of Luther
were at the time of his controversy with
Eckius, hastily contemn, or treat with
disrespect, the sentiments and explana-
tions which have been laid before him on
this essential point. Let him, rather
first, advert to the prevailing ignorance
and errors of the clergy in the days of
the Reformer; and then, with pleasure
and surprise, he will observe the immense
strides, towards a complete system of
Christian principles, which were taken
by an Augustine monk during the year
1519, in the midst of his persecutions:
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and moreover, on a strict examination, he
may be astonished to find how perfectly
evangelical also at that time Luther was,
in the particular article of justification
by faith, as to the substance and general
view of this important doctrine. After-
wards he defended and explained it with
probably as much accuracy and precision,
as most succeeding divines have done,
though the question has now been agi-
tated and debated for several centuries.

The rigorous laws of history oblige us
not to omit, that Luther, in the same
treatise, which contains the defence of

his own conclusions against
Luther Eckius, hastily expressed a
doubts the doubt of the divine authority
authority of o f t h e e p i s t l e o f g t J a m e s . *
the epistle of „ , K. . . . . .
St. James. Want of a just insight into

the views of the inspired
writer may account for this temerity, but
will not excuse it; however, he seems
not to have insisted on his scruples,
much less to have persevered in them.
In regard to his misapprehension of the
meaning of this part of Holy Writ,
we may the less wonder, when we re-
flect, that even the very best modern in-
terpreters of the Bible do not agree in
their explanation of the second chapter
of St. James. Luther conceived that
chapter to militate against the doctrine of
justification by faith. Truth is seldom
seen at once in its full order and propor-
tion of parts. But who can doubt that
the Saxon Reformer was under a divine
influence, which daily taught him his
natural sinfulness? All men, who know
themselves as he did, can never find rest
to their consciences but in Christ alone.
Necessity, experience, and the word of
God, unite in convincing them, that no
other way of peace can be found for sin-
ners but through the Redeemer; and,
also, that this is the only way by which
they can heartily serve God, love their
neighbours, and, in general, be fruitful in
good works. But more of this important
subject hereafter.

In his literary contest with Eckius,
Luther, apologizes for the inelegance of
his style. He confesses that it was ne-
gligent and slovenly, and that he -had
taken no pains to make it accurate, be-
cause he had no expectation of immortal
fame, nor a desire for it. I am drawn,
says he, by force into this1 contest. I
mean, as soon as I can consistently with
my conscience, to retire into a corner.

* Resol. Lips. disp.

Some other persons shall appear on the
stage, God willing. Such was the real
modesty of Luther; and so little did he
apprehend, that the less he sought for
glory, the more he should attain it.

In fact, the publications of Luther
were circulated throughout Germany, and
were read" with the greatest avidity by
all ranks and orders. Eckius and other
advocates of the floman Catholic cause,
answered the heretic with great heat and
indignation. Luther replied with the
promptitude and precision, and also with
the zeal and confidence, of a man who
was perfectly master of the arguments
on both sides of the questions in dispute,
felt deeply interested in the establish-
ment of truth, and had thoroughly exa-
mined the foundations of his opposition
to the prevailing corruptions. By these
means the discussions at Leipsic were
detailed with minuteness, and continued
with spirit; they every where became
topics of common conversation; and, as
Luther constantly appealed to plain sense,
and the written word of God, the scho-
lastic subtilties of Eckius lost their
weight and reputation among the people.
It is not difficult to see, that the advan-
tages, which in this way,
the cause of the Reformation T h e Ttefor.
derived from the public con- mation de-
test at Leipsic, and its con«e- ™fs *d

0™
n"

quences, must have been very thfsVspute.
considerable.

Particular and important instances
might be mentioned.

The elector of Saxony was the only
prince who publicly favoured the Refor-
mation ; and there is good reason to be-
lieve, that both his knowledge of the
Scriptures and his kindness towards Lu-
ther were much increased by what he
read and heard from others, relative to
the controversy in 1519. It appears from
very authentic memoirs by Spalatinus,
that the mind of Frederic had been much
exercised about divine things, even be-
fore his Wittemberg theologian had dared
to expose and withstand the corrupt prae-
tices of the Roman See. With much
diligence and constant prayer he had read
the word of God ; and was extremely
displeased with the usual modes of inter-
preting it. And when, through the grace
of God and the instrumentality of Lu-
ther, some rays of evangelical light be-
gan to break forth, he opened himself
explicitly to his chaplain, Spalatinus, to
this effect: "I have always indulged a
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secret hope, that in a short time wi
should be blest with a purer knowledge
of what we ought to believe." Mean
while he gave attention to practical sej
mons, and read the Scriptures with th
greatest delight, especially the four Gos
pels, from which he collected many ex-
cellent passages, and so impressed thei
on his memory, that whenever occasio
required, he could readily apply them
with great advantage and comfort. He
used particularly to insist on that sayin
of our Lord in the fifteenth chapter
St. John, " Without me ye can do no
thing." " He would dwell on this pas-
sage," says Spalatinus, " more than my
other. He considered it as decisivi
against the vulgar notion of free-will
and on this very ground he argued agains
it, long before Erasmus had dared to pub-
lish his miserable, unscriptural perform-
ance on the natural liberty of the humar
mind." '* How can it possibly be," sai
the prince, " that mankind should be per-
fectly free from all corrupt bias, whei
Christ himself says, Without me ye car
do nothing?"

Such were the reflections, which th<
disputation at Leipsic; concerning thi
necessity of GRACE, and the natural con-
dition of man, since the fall of Adam
appear to have produced in ,the piou
mind of Frederic the WISE. WThile they
imply considerable insight into several of
the essential doctrines of Christianity,
they also throw much light on the reli-
gious character of this prince. Frederii
had a deep sense of his own weakness
and sinfulness; a never-failing prepara-
tive this, for the hearty reception of the
glad tidings of the GospeU He fel
much anxiety that the faith of Christ
might be preached among the people in
its purity; and this anxiety kept pace
with his own progress in practical reli-
gion. Another excellent system of a di-
vine teaching, and of truly spiritual af-
fections. Still this excellent personage
remained in bondage to papal authority,
and papal superstitions; and hence,
though his views of the Bible were in
perfect harmony with those of Luther,
and though he further agreed with the
Reformer, that shameful abuses ought to
be corrected, dangerous errors exposed,
salutary truths propagated, and mankind
put into possession cf the words of eter-
nal life, he nevertheless continued to feel
most disquieting apprehensions, lest, in
compassing these important purposes,

23*

OFFENCE should be given to the majesty
of the Roman pontiffs.

It may deserve notice, that soon after
the conferences at Leipsic, the elector of
Saxony had a severe illness; and that
the industrious Luther, notwithstanding
the multiplicity of his necessary employ-
ments, found time to compose a small
tract, for the express purpose of comfort-
ing this good prince in his afflictions.
The wisdom, the sincerity, and the Chris-
tian affection, which the author exhibit*
d in this little treatise, would, BO doubt,

have a tendency to increase the estima-
tion in which he was already held fjy
Frederic*

The celebrated Philip Melancthon,
who is always numbered among the
most illustrious and respectable instru-
ments of the Reformation,
was actually present, at the j ^
public disputations with Ee- tb« dipt
kius. Some say, that he \iQ?at

placed himself near Carol-
tadt, and suggested so many things to

him during the combat, that Eckius called
out to him, " Philip, hold your tongue :
mind your own business, and don't in-
erfere with mine." However, he him-
self tells us, that he was a mere spec-
;ator and hearer; and that he sat among
he crowd. As the dispute continued

many days, the different accounts might
perhaps appear sufficiently consistent,
were we acquainted with all the circum-
tances. Melancthon concludes one of
is letters to Ecolampadius in the fol-

owing manner: "Eckius was much ad-
mired for his many and striking ingenui-
ies. You know Carolstadt; he is cer-
ainly a man of worth and of extraordi-
ary erudition. As to Luther, whom I

* The opinion, which Erasmus entertain*
d of this little tract, is expressed in a letter,
ritten several years after, to the bishop of
asil. " I send you a little book, of which
uther is the author. It is divided into

Durteen heads, and is extremely approved,
en by those, who, in general, have the

greatest possible aversion to his doctrines.
He wrote it before matters cwtne to the pre-
sent extremities. The man has been en-
aged by hostile treatment; 1 heartily wish,
hat, by the means of friendly admonitions,

might be brought back to moderate sen*
ments."—Seckendorf observes on this ex*

ract from Erasmus, " The disease of the
hurch at that time was not of such a na-
ire, that it could be cured by any'of Eras-
mus's plasters."
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have long known most intimately, his
lively genius, his learning, and elo-
quence, are the objects of my admira-
tion; and it is impossible not to be in
love with his truly sincere and pure
Christian spirit."

As the reader by this time must be to-
lerably acquainted with the ecclesiastical
combat at Leipsic, it will be unnecessary
to detain him any longer with particulars
from Melancthon's report of that famous
controversy. The name! of this great
man is here introduced, chiefly for the
purpose of showing, how the Roman
catholic expectations of the effect of the
ostentatious challenge of Eckius were
frustrated in every way. Melancthon
was then only about- twenty-three years
of age; and, as yet, had employed hi
time principally in the duties of his
Greek professorship, and in the cultiva-
tion of general literature. Already in-
deed he had favoured Luther's intentions
of teaching pure Christianity, and of de-
livering it from the reigning darkness
and superstition; but his wishes in this
respect had hitherto originated in the
native candour and benevolence of his
temper, and in his abhorrence of all dis-
guise, artifice, and tyranny, rather thar
in any distinct insight which he had ac-
quired into particular instances of thi
corruption of Christian doctrine, or of thi
shameful practises of the ecclesiastical
domination. The conferences at Leipsic
seem to have had a mighty effect in firsi
determining this elegant scholar to em-
ploy his talents in the study of theology
As Melancthon is said to have possesse
the rare faculty of "discerning truth i
its most intricate connexions and combi
nations," it was not probable that sue
a person should be moved either by th
flimsy objections of Eckius, or by hii
pompous display of scholastic argu
ments. He was not, however, blind
the dangerous influence of a man, wh
had some pretensions to learning, wh
had a strong memory, and who, bein
constantly impelled by ambitious hope
of advancement, and unrestrained by mo-
desty or conscience, was ever ready tc
make the most positive assertions. Ir
listening to the sophistry of this papa
advocate, Melancthon became better a<
quainted than before with the argumen

live resources of the Romish religion ;
t the same time that the solid reason-
gs of Luther, supported by constant

ppeals to the Scriptures, effectually con-
inced his mind of the soundness of the
rrinciples of his industrious and perse-
uted friend, and determined him to em-
ark, in the cause of religious liberty,
nth zeal and fidelity. From the period
f this famous public disputation, he ap-
•lied himself most intensely to the inter-
retation of the Scriptures, and the de-
ence of pure Christian doctrine; and he
s justly esteemed by Protestants to have
)een, under Divine Providence, the most
>owerful coadjutor of the Saxon Re-
brmer. His mild and peaceable temper,
is aversion to schismatic contention,
is reputation for piety and for know-
edge, and, above all, his happy art of
exposing error and maintaining truth in.
-he most perspicuous language, all these
ndowments concurred to render him

eminently serviceable to the revival of
the religion of Christ. Little did Eckius
magine,'that the* public disputation, in
which he had foreseen nothing but vic-
ory, and exultation, and the downfall of
Lutheranism, would give rise to another
Geological champion, who should con-
end for Christian truth and Christian,
iberty with the primitive spirit of an

apostle. At Wittemberg, Melancthon
had probably been well- acquainted with
Luther's lectures on divinity; but it was
n the citadel of Leipsic, that he heard

the Romish tenets defended by all the ar-
guments that ingenuity could devise;
there his suspicions were strengthened
respecting the evils of the existing hier-
archy ; and there his righteous spirit
was roused to imitate, in the grand ob-
ject of his future inquiries and exertions,
the indefatigable endeavours of his zeal-
ous and adventurous friend.

The pious reader will not think this
relation tedious. In the event and con-
sequences of the ecclesiastical conflict
between the Romish and the Protestant
advocates, he will see much cause to
adore the wisdom and goodness of that
Being, "who worketh all things after
the counsel of his own will."*

Ephes. i. 11.
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CHAPTER V,
FROM THE ATTEMPTS OF MILTITZ AND ECKIUS,

TO THE CRITICAL SITUATION OF LUTHER IN
1520.

FURTHER ATTEMPTS OF MILTITZ.
THE COURAGE AND RESOLUTION OF LUTHER.
HIS LETTER TQ LEO X.
His CRITICAL SITUATION IN 1520.

THE contest with Eckius, if we in-
clude the necessary preparations for the
public debate at Leipsic, and also the

continuation of the contro-
Eckiusis versy, lengthened, as it was,

by polemical tracts and let-
ters, took up a considerable

part of the year 1519. The abilities of
this papal disputant, had been candidly
acknowledged by Melancthon, in a letter
to his friend Ecolampadius;"* neverthe-
less, the general account which that let-
ter contained of the Leipsic conflict pro-
voked him so exceedingly, that, in the
short space of three days, he published
a most acrimonious reply to its author,
in which he affects to treat this learned
and excellent Reformer as a mere paltry
grammarian, that might have some know-
ledge of Greek and Latin, but was un-
worthy the notice of a Divine who had
any good pretensions to theological
knowledge.

Melancthon's rejoinder to Eckius is
elegant, acute, and temperate. It dis-
plays the scholar and the Christian; and
at that time must have afforded no slight
prognostic of the advantages which the
Church of Christ would one day derive
from the writings of a person of such
extraordinary talents and religious dispo-
sitions. This performance consists of
only five folio pages; but it did excel-
lent service to the Lutheran cause.f

In the mean time, Miltitz, the pope's
nuncio, was not inattentive to the objec
of his commission. Early in this year

he had agreed with Luther,
Further at. that the points in dispute
Charies° shouW be discussed before
Miltitz. some learned and dignified

ecclesiastics in Germany
such as the archbishop, elector of Treves
or the bjshop of Nuremberg. He had
also personally conferred on this subjec

* See page 257.
tOp.Luth. 1.340. b.

with the former prelate, who approved
the plan, wrote to the elector of Saxony
n prosecution of it, and made Luther
imself the fairest promises of safe con-

duct and handsome treatment. The un-
successful effect of these negotiations is
to be ascribed to several causes. 1. The
ensuing debates at Leipsic excited the
attention of all Germany. The questions
concerning the pope's supremacy and the
nature of pontifical indulgences were
then of immense importance; and it was
not consistent with the reputation of
Luther, that he should be absent from
such a scene. 2. Moreover, during Jihe
INTERREGNUM of the empire, it appeared
doubtful whether any safe conduct could
be obtained, in which it might be pru-
dent for him to confide. 3. Then he
ugured no good from the information

which he had received, that cardinal
Cajetan was certainly at Coblentz with
the archbishop of Treves. 4. Cajetan,
while at Coblentz, wrote a most flatter-
ng letter to the elector of Saxony, but

took care not to say a single syllable con-
cerning Luther's business.—Frederic the
WISE understood this suspicious silence,
and contrived to meet the archbishop of
Treves at Francfort, where, as we have
already observed,* it was agreed that the
xamination of the ecclesiastical matters

should be postponed till the next German
diet. 5. Miltitz himself, through the
persuasions and authority of Frederic,
AT LENGTH acceded to the same plan, and
advised Luther to remain in Saxony, and
not to think at present of undertaking a
journey to Coblentz.

The Roman pontiff, it must be owned,
had imposed on his nuncio a task, which
was not very easy to be performed.
Miltitz at first came armed with seventy
attendants, for the express purpose of
seizing the heretic, and carryrf%him pri-
soner to Rome. When this scheme had
failed, on account of the extreme popu-
larity of Luther, he appears to have done
his utmost, in the way of kindness arid
condescension, to draw a recantation of
errors from the Reformer. He told the
elector of Saxony, that " peace and re-
conciliation were the objects of his
wishes, but that he had great fears he
should be driven to extremities. The
pontiff," he said, "was highly indig-
nant, that Luther's cause had been so
long delayed, and that the culprit, in the

* Page 241 of this Vol.
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meantime, 3hould be allowed to continu
his offensive sermons."*

Neither promises nor threatenings ap-
pear to have materially affected the finr
determinations of Martin Luther. When,
through humane ^treatment, he was mos
softened and most inclined to make con
cessions, yet he never surrendered un-
warily a single article of that belie
which he thought authorized by the re-
vealed WORD; and when most pressed
and most alarmed by tyrannical and inso.
lent mandates, still he always resistec
the unchristian proposal of unconditional
retraction. Invariably he offered to sub
mi( his tenets to the authority of th
word of God, and continued to insist on
the unreasonableness of requiring him t(
yield implicitly to the mere dictates p
arbitrary power. Finding that no means
were employed but those of imperious
pontifical despotism, he began more and
more to suspect that the ecclesiastica'
monarch, who domineered in the church
in so absolute and presumptuous a man-
ner, must be the very Antichrist de-
scribed in Scripture. But the conviction
Was gradual; the effect of sober thought
and study. Sudden impressions on the
imagination wTere little regarded by Lu-
ther. He particularly informs us, that
he was not one of those, who pretended
to see, at the first glance, the full force
and meaning of the word of God."f

What might have been the result of a
conference at Coblentz, under the direc-
tion of the elector of Treves, we are left
to conjecture. Certainly Luther himself
apprehended much danger from that
measure, as circumstances then were.
44 Chas. Miltitz," said he, " i s so ridicu-
lous, that he would have me go to
Coblentz, and defend myself before the
archbishop, elector of Treves, in the
presence of cardinal Cajetan; and yet
this pleasant man owns, that he has re-
ceived no precept from Rome concerning
the matter. Every where, from all
quarters, and by any method, I perceive,
my life is sought!! !"J

Towards the end of this same year
1519, Luther began to preach on the pro-
priety of administering to the laity the

communion in BOTH KINDS.

^n«,m?n.s T h i * s t e P ga vf great offence
on the to George, duke of Saxony,
Eucharist: w n 0 complained to his ne-
A. D. 151 . ph e W ) the elector, of the vio-

* Seek. p. 63. t Luth. Op. prsef. Vol. I.
\ Luth. Epist.110 and 111. Lib, I,

lent proceedings of the Wittemberg the-
ologian. He accused him of having pub-
lished a sermon on the Eucha-
rist, which contained great gg°^e o f

marks of pride and self-suf- accuses
ficiency. He admonished Luther to
Frederic to beware of sup- t h e e l e c t o n

porting a man, however eminent for
learning and talents, who had the pre-
sumption to suppose that nobody but
himself was sufficiently enlightened by
the grace of God to teach true religion.
The tenets of Luther, concerning the Sa-
crament, he said, very much resembled
those of the Bohemian heretics; and that
in fact, since the publication of his ser-
mon owthat subject, it was reported, the
number of those disobedient sectarians
amounted to more than six thousand.
Lastly, he put the elector in mind, that
for a long time he had justly merited the
reputation of a WISE prince and good
Christian ; but that at present he was in
considerable danger of disgracing both
himself and his country, by supporting
licentious innovations in religion. " I f
he did not take care, Luther would soon
cease to be called the professor of
Wittemberg, and would become the
bishop, or rather the heresiarch, of Bo-
hernia."

The elector of Saxony replied with his
usual caution, declaring,, that he had
never ventured, nor would venture, to
defend either the sermons or
the disputations of his Wit- The elector's
temberg professor of" divinity. George' l °
On that point, he said, he had
constantly held precisely the same lan-
guage, both to the cardinal legate, and
also to Miltitz the nuncio of his holiness;
.nd that he should continue to pursue the
ame system of conduct;—that is, he
hould not say one word on the merits
»f Luther's publication, but leave it to be
efended by the author himself, who had
ppealed to the wisdom and authority of
earned and impartial judges, and who

was certainly bound to wait respectfully
he event of their inquiry and decision.
The elector owned, that, notwithstanding
ifiuch clamour had been raised against
he discourse or little treatise of his
earned professor, he had heard that it
vas highly approved by many wise and
kilful persons as a truly Christian com-
>osition. Whether the report was well
bunded, he knew not; but he felt it
jainful to be told, that in his own do-
inions heresies were spreading; and
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Luther de-
fends his
sentiments
on the
Eucharist,
A. D. 1520.

«till more painful to be suspected of
giving them his countenance.

In this business the dukes of Saxony
conducted themselves agreeably to their
respective characters. George was bigot-
ed to the superstitious maxims in which
he had been educated, and wished to
restrain Luther by the strong hand of
despotic power. Frederic, both more
enlightened and more conscientious, at
all times gladly promoted the progress
of Evangelical truth, but dreaded to be
held up as a principal actor in scenes of
so much contention and danger, and
which called for clearer and better digest-
ed principles than he had yet acquired.
In the mean time Luther steadily followed
the track pointed out to him by a diligent
and persevering study of the Holy Scrip-
tures. He had broached the question
concerning the communion in both kinds,
and it was not his way to abandon, for
slight causes, such pursuits in religion

as he conceived important.
Early therefore, in the year
1520, he defended his sermon
concerning the nature of the
Sacrament, by publishing in
the German language an ex-

plicit declaration of his sentiments on
that subject. He did not insist upon the
point as matter of strict right, but con-
tented himself, as yet, with expressing a
wish that the Church would pass a de-
cree, for the purpose of granting to the
laity the communion in BOTH kinds. He
said, that the Bohemians, who had ob-
tained liberty from the Church to admi-
nister the Lord's Supper in the manner
which he now recommended, ought not
to be accounted heretics; and that in re-
gard to the remainder of the Hussite
multitudes, he had no certain information
of their doctrines. All he knew was,
that they were a persecuted people, and
were compelled to perform their religious
services in dens and caverns. They were
accused, indeed, of committing the most
horrid crimes in those secret recesses;
but the truth of the charges might well
be doubted, as it was no new thing for
those, who had been condemned by the
court of Rome, to be calumniated with
the most scandalous reports. "Take
notice, reader," says Luther, " how pe-
culiarly unfortunate I am! Hitherto I
have been persecuted for my faith, and
my conjectures. But now they find fault
with me, merely because I express a
wish that some new regulations might

be made by a future council." Then in
support of his own conduct, he alleged
the example of Pius II. who, before he
was chosen pope, had most earnestly
desired that a general council would de-
cree liberty of marriage to the clergy.*

These spirited declarations of the Re-
former did not altogether suit the temper
of the elector's court. They
exhorted him to peace and ^hlf °f

caution. But the tender con-
science of Luther was not to be lulled
by specious prudential lessons concern-
ing moderation and decency. We 'have
not Spalatinus's letter on this occasion,
but Luther's answer will afford the ne-
cessary information. " I am oppressed
with a multitude of concerns; and I
heartily wish I could be relieved from
the duty of teaching and reading lectures.
Nothing could be more agreeable to me
than to be loosed from this employment.
But if I am to continue a teacher, 1 can-
not comprehend the notion of yourself,
my Spalatinus, and of the friends you
mention, namely, that sacred theology
may be taught without giving offence to
the pontiffs. The Scriptures themselves,
in the most explicit manner, lay open
men's abuses of the Scriptures, which
abuses the pontiffs cannot bear to have
mentioned. I have given up myself to
this work in the name of the Lord.
May his will be done ! The cause is that
of mankind in general; let us, in faith
and prayer, commit the event to God,
and we shall be safe. For what can our
adversaries do? Will they murder us?
They cannot do that twice. Will they
asperse us as heretics ? Was not Christ
himself treated as a malefactor 1 When
I contemplate HIS sufferings, I blush for
shame to think that my trials should be
thought so considerable, when in reality
they are nothing; and so we should
reckon such trials, had we right views
of mortification, of self-denial, and, in a
word, of the Christian cross, to which in
our days we are perfect strangers. Cease
then your attempts to divert me from my
purpose. My enemies may rage, but I
shall smile in security. I am determined
to abide the event, and not to give way
to unbecoming fears. I should, indeed,
be sorry to involve the prince in my con-
cerns ; otherwise, at this moment, the
world should see a very explicit publica-
tion of my sentiments, a publication,

* Seek. p. 95.
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which though it might still more pro-
voke the FURIES, would at the same time
expose their folly."

In much the same spirit of determined
resolution and of confidence in the jus-

tice of his cause, he wrote to
Luther ^ e n e w emperor Charles V.
CharlesV imploring, however, in mo-

dest and submissive terms,
the assistance and protection " of so
great a prince." "Nothing," he said,
" was nearer his heart, than that he
might be permitted to discharge his duty
quietly in his own little sphere. The
violent and deceitful practices of others
had compelled him to appear in public ;
but the very best men living, as \vell as
his own conscience, would witness, that
his sole object was the propagation of
Evangelical truth, in opposition to the
superstitions of human tradition. For
this cause, continues he, during almost
three years I have been persecuted in
every way that my enemies could invent.
In vainhave I proposed terms of peace,
in vain have I offered to be silent, in
vain have I begged for information and
correction of my errors. After having
tried all methods without success, I have
judged it advisable to follow the exam-
ple of St. Athanasius, in applying to
your imperial majesty, if so be it may
please God in that way to protect his
own cause. I humbly therefore beseech
your most serene majesty, that as you
bear the sword for the praise of the good
and the punishment of the bad, you
would deign to take under the shadow of
your wings the cause of truth;,and as
to myself, I crave your support not one
moment longer than while I shall ap-
pear to have reason on my side. Aban-
don me the instant I am found impious
or heretical. All I be<r is, that my doc-
trines, whether true or false, may not be
condemned unheard and without exami-
nation. If your most sacred majesty, by
your interposition, should prevent the
exercise of tyrannical power, such a con-
duct would be worthy of your royal and
imperial throne, would adorn your go-
vernment, and consecrate to posterity
the age in which you live."*

The various letters and publications of
Luther, at the critical periods of these
memorable years, contribute more to-
wards laying open the real disposition
and secret views of this Reformer, than

whole volumes of controversial writings.
The curious and industrious reader will,
therefore, excuse me for detailing many
circumstances of this part of ecclesiasti-
cal history with more than ordinary mi-
nuteness. They are closely connected
with the very essence of the Reforma-
tion and the revival of Evangelical doc-
trine.

When men's PRINCIPLES are unsettled,
we naturally look for inconsistency in
their PRACTICE. Yet, after a very dili-
gent review of the most authentic re-
cords concerning the great Saxon Refor-
mer, I am convinced, that it will be
found no easy matter to fix on his cha-
racter any charge of inconsistent conduct.
The man never does violence to his con-
science; he is always in quest of in-
formation from the purest sources; and
he is constantly obedient "to the powers
that be," as long as submission to those
powers, in his judgment, does not clash
with the Divine Will. On these grounds
let his life be examined and tried, and it
will not disappoint his greatest admirers.
Luther will appear as honest and inde-
fatigable in investigating truth, as he
was resolute and intrepid in defending

It may be almost superfluous to men-
tion, how entirely the preceding letters
and declarations of our Reformer harmo-
nize with this representation of his mo-
tives ; and a similar observation is appli-
cable to several other of his perform-
ances, which made their appearance about
the same time,*

1. To the censures of the Divines of
Louvain and Cologne, he published a
very animated reply, follow-
ing their strictures article by He replies
article. He said, they had l^elot
not produced against him the Louvain
shadow of a reason ; but had fo

n^°*
treated him with more than °gne'
Turkish cruelty and arrogance. In op-
posing Eckius and his advocates, he
owned, he had been compelled to use
some exertion; but on the contrary, in
reading the empty and wretched sen-
tence of these universities he felt his spi-
rits depressed, so as to be more disposed
to weep over them, than to write a reply.
Antichrist could not be far off, when
men set up themselves so impudently
above the written word of God. It was

him a consolatory reflection, that

* Epistol. Luth. ad Carol. V. *The beginning of 1520.
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many worthy men had been unjustly
condemned in a similar way, as Occam,
Valla, Picus, Wesselus, and even the
great Erasmus. He had no hesitation
in adding to the list the names of John
Huss, and Jerom of Prague, whose vic-
torious fame at the council of Constance,
—not to mention the celebrated letter of
Poggius the Florentine,*—neither all the
popes nor universities together would
ever be able to extinguish. The theolo-
gians of Louvain and Cologne had been
wanting both in charity and in justice.
They had condemned him without warn-
ing, admonition, or hearing: all this
was directly contrary to the maxims of
Christianity. In regard to the pope,
they had treated him with the greatest
indecorum. They had passed sentence
on a book which was dedicated to him,
and humbly laid at his feet; and this at
the very time, when the author was
waiting for the judgment of his holiness.
On the whole, Luther considers these
Divines, as decidedly of the Pelagian
stamp; as persons who did not submit
cordially to Scripture, but fabricated a
religion of their own imagination, which,
in its nature was opposite to the grace
and Gospel of Jesus Christ.

2. In the negotiations between Mil-
titz and Luther, it had been agreed that
the latter should publish a concise pro-
testation of his faith, and of his firm ad-
herence to the Roman Catholic church ;
and that he should endeavour to express
himself in the most obsequious and con-

ciliatory terms. This pro-
Luther's testation came out in Janua-
protesta- r

A.'D. 1520. in the same strain as the
letter to the new emperor

Charles V., which is already before the
reader. He also calls God to witness,
That, as far as he knew, he had never
said a word, either in his school or the
pulpit, which was adverse to the Word
of God, or the salvation of men's souls;
fchat he was so sincere and obedient to
the Holy Church, as to be willing to die
in her cause; that at any time, upon a
safe conduct being ensured to him, he
was ready to appear before judges both
secular and spiritual ; and that, though
everything he had done was for the glory
of God, and the good of all the Chris-
tian world, without the least prospect of
private advantage in any imaginable

* See p. 188 of this Vol.

way, still he met with no other return
but to be traduced as a heretic. From
the bottom of his heart, he said, he for-
gave his enemies; and he entreated
them, in the name of Almighty God, to
form a more favourable judgment of his
motives, and to abstain from calumniat-
ing him in so rash and unbecoming a
manner.*

The native good sense of Luther, as
well as his gratitude to the elector of
Saxony, would, doubtless, induce him
to be as temperate and conciliatory in his
language, as was consistent with the
convictions of a man who regulated his
actions entirely by the Will of God.
Therefore, among his reasons for writing,
at this same time, modest and submis-
sive letters to two German bishops, we
may reckon his respect for the Saxon
court. He entreated the archbishop of
Mentz, not to give credit to his calum-
niators, who, he said, consisted of two
classes ;—one of which had never read his
writings, and the other were actuated
altogether by the most bitter animosity.
On the same day and to the same pur-
port, he addressed the bishop of Mers-
burg. The archbishop replied, that as
he had never read his writings, he was
not disposed to censure them ; but it was
with great grief, that he heard of the
violent disputes of celebrated professors
respecting frivolous opinions and points *
of little consequence, such as of free-will,
and the pope's power, whether it be of Di-
vine or of human authority. Such amuse-
ments were by no means becoming a
true Christian ; but rather tended to ex-
cite a hurtful curiosity, and foment dis-
obedience among the people. He under-
stood also, that the authority of GENERAL
COUNCILS had been disparaged by some
persons, who adhered to their own opi-
nions most pertinaciously. This sort of
conduct produced much mischief. In
private, and among learned persons,
questions of that nature might, perhaps,
be handled advantageously, and certainly
with less danger than before an ignorant
and ill-judging multitude. Lastly, he
highly approved of his teaching the great
truths of Scripture, provided he gave his
lectures in a spirit of peace and obedience
to the established church.

The answer of the bishop of Mersburg
i9 concise, and borders on severity. He
could not understand, and he exceedingly

* Seek. p. 95. Luth. Op. Vol. I.
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disliked, those heavy censures of the
Roman pontiff. He lamented that Luthe
had injected scruples into the minds ol
the people concerning the Sacrament:
and, in his judgment, a man of suoh
signal industry might employ his talent?
in a manner, that should be more condu-
cive to the promotion of Christian charity,
and the salvation of mankind.—This
bishop calls Luther his a Venerable
brother."—The archbishop of Mentz ad-
dresses him with the terms, " Honour-
able, religious, and beloved in Christ."

But besides what have been mentioned,
there are other writings of Luther, of
nearly the same date, and of much greater
importance.

His celebrated letter to the pontiff
Leo X. in the year 1520, and his treatise
on Christian Liberty, were the effect of
Luther's l h e ^ast e^*ort °^ Charles Mil-
letter to the titz, to produce a reconcilia-
P°̂ e»D ^ tion between the Reforme

and the court of Rome. As
Luther was an ecclesiastic of the Augus-
tine order, Miltitz endeavoured to per-
suade the fathers of that fraternity to de-
pute, from their general assembly, then
held in Saxony, some persons who should
persuade their refractory brother to de-
sist from his opposition to the lawful
commands of his superiors. This mea-
sure was tried; and Luther received the
deputation with the most kind and duti-
ful attention; and very soon afterwards
he had a friendly conference with Miltitz
himself. A distinct account of this part
of the negotiation of the pope's nuncio is
contained in the following letter of Ln-
ther to Spalatinus;* and it is the more
expedient that we should have recourse
to this authentic document, because the
whole affair has been miserably misre-
presented by papal writers, and particu-
larly by Maimbourg,]- who compares
Luther to the traitor Judas, and the Au-
gustinian fathers to the holy apostles.
" Miltitz and myself," says Luther,
" met at Litchtemberg; and we have
agreed upon the following terms,—from
which HE entertains the most sanguine
hopes. I am to print and publish some
little tract, and preface it with a letter to
the pontiff. That letter is to contain a
narrative of my proceedings, and an as-
surance that I never intended any per-
sonal affront to his holiness; at the same

time I am allowed to lay a heavy load of
blame upon Eckius. As this plan is
founded in the most perfect truth, it is
impossible that I should have the small-
est objection to it. In the most submis-
sive manner, I mean to propose silence
on both sides; in order that nothing of a
conciliatory nature may be omitted on
my part. I need not tell you, that it has
always been my wish to bring about
peace. I, shall have everything ready
in a few days. If the event should an-
swer our hopes, all will be well; but if
it should not, I still have no doubt but
GOOD will be the consequence."*

This is evidently the language of a
man who was not very anxious concern-
ing the success of the project in contem-
plation. The popish advocates go much
further, and accuse the Reformer of actual
insincerity towards the Roman See. His
humble professions of obedience, his
wishes for peace and unity, and his de-
corous treatment of the person of Leo X.
they think, were all downright hypo-
crisy, and designed to serve no other
purpose than that of gaining time, and
rendering the pontificate ridiculous.f But
these rash charges will not be regarded
for a moment by any one who attends to
the unfeigned disclosures which Luther
repeatedly made of his most secret senti-
ments. Early in the year
1520, he writes to Spalatinus Luther
thus: " I am extremely clis- g^JSma-.
tressed in my mind. I have A. I). 1520,
not much doubt but the pope
is the real Antichrist. The lives and
conversation of the popes, their actions,
their decrees, all agree most wonderfully
to the descriptions of him in Holy Writ."
It is to these views of the true nature of
the papacy,—which were every day be-
coming clearer in Luther's mind,—that
we are to ascribe that species of indif-
ference with which he looked to the ter-
mination of the present negotiation. The
man who was almost convinced of the
antichristian character of the whole Ro-
mish system, could feel no great anxiety
to obtain the approbation of the sovereign
pontiff. With a truly Christian spirit
he seems to have resigned the event to
the Divine disposal, and to have cherish-
ed a full persuasion in his own mind,
that some great GOOD to the Church of
God would result from the step which

* Lib. I. Ep. 141.
t Maimbourg, in Seek. p. 94.

* Seek. p. 98.
t Pallavicini.—Maimbourg.
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he was about to take. If the court oi
Rome should adopt prudent and tem-
perate counsels, a reformation of abuse:
and a revival of pure religion might stil!
take place under the established hier-
archy; and if they continued to turn a
deaf ear to entreaty, advice, and remon-
strance, such presumption and arroganc
would more strongly mark the fea-
tures of Antichrist, and hasten his down
fall.

It must be owned, however, that i
was no easy matter for the Saxon Re-
former, in his present state of mind and
circumstances, to devise an epistle to a
haughty pontiff, which should exhibit a
becoming sense of subordination, do jus-
tice to his own conscience and cause,
and, at the same time, escape the animad-
version and censure of his enemies. Bu
the honest mind of Luther, by simplicity
and plain-dealing, often effected that,
which it would have puzzled an in-
triguing minister of state to compass by
the most artful policy. He has not indeed,
on this occasion, escaped the opposite
charges of hypocritical courtesy and of
audacious insolence; but .as these have
been made only by bigoted and ill-in-
formed zealots of the Roman religion, we
may dismiss the slander without further
notice.* The epistle to Leo, as well as
the treatise on Christian Liberty which
accompanied it, are extant, and are last-
ing monuments of th« good sense, in-
tegrity, and firmness of their author.
They also merit particular attention, on
account of their being among the last, if
not the very last, of Luther's writings,
in which he professes obedience to the
Romish church and tp pontifical au-
thority. Having already adverted, more
than 6nce,f to the motives which proba-
bly induced him to treat the rulers of that
church in a reverential manner, long after
he had seen just cause to mourn over
their scandalous practices, it will be un-
necessary to make further remarks on
the civil and dutiful terms in which he
addresses Leo X. Every considerate
person must allow, that while Luther re-
mained a member of the Roman catholic
communion, he was bound upon all occa-
sions of intercourse with his superiors,
to use the decent and customary language
of a subordinate ecclesiastic.

That truly excellent and judicious pro-
testant, Seckendorf, in his Historical
Commentary on Lutheranism, calls on
all the bitterest enemies of the Reforma-
tion, to lay aside their prejudices, to read
over and over again Luther's last letter
to the pontiff, and not to stifle the honest
convictions of their judgment and con-
science. They cannot, he thinks, but
admit, how well contrived it was to stir
up the mind of Leo to a serious investi-
gation and correction of abuses. It treat-
ed the pope himself with the greatest
tenderness and respect, while the rash,
impolitic proceedings of Cajetan and
Eckius were exposed in just strains of
censure and reproach. The whole letter
is much too long to find a place in this
history. A general account of it will,
however, be expected; and' the rather,
as it may seem surprising that Secken-
dorf, who on most occasions is sufficiently
copious in his extracts, and who reckons
this composition among the few writings
which are truly admirable, does not pro-
duce a syllable of it among his numer-
ous articles and additions.*

In the-exordium of his letter, Luther
declares, that though he had been com-
pelled, by the persecutions of such as
flattered his holiness, to ap-
peal from the Roman See to Luther's
a future council, yet he had Ih"pope
never harboured the least ill Leo X,
will to the pontiff, but had
always prayed God to bestow upon his
person and See every kind of blessing".
He had learnt, he said, to despise, in
general, the threats of those who were
continually alarming him with the ponti-
fical vengeance; nevertheless it gave him
pain to be represented as one who had
not spared even the pope himself. Such
an accusation he could not treat lightly,
as it was in fact, he said, the true cause
of that very letter to his holiness, which
he was then writing.

He owned, that he had treated the im-
pious doctrines of his adversaries with
much seventy; and he was so far from
repenting of what he had done in that
respect, that, whatever man's judgment
night be, he intended zealously to perse-
vere in the same practice. He was sup-
ported by the example of Christ, of St.

* Pallavicini.—Maimbourg.
t Pages 246—7, and 253 of this Vol.
VOL. ii, 23

* Sleidan gives the substance of \t in brief;
tnd the whole i«: to be found in Luther's
rVorks, Vol. II. Witt.
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Paul, and the prophets: whereas the de-
licate ears of the present age, accustomed
to nothing but most pernicious flattery,
could not endure plain truths. He was
not, however, conscious that he had in
any instance spoken of the PERSON of the
present pontiff in a manner which was
not highly respectful; and if he had re-
ally done otherwise, there was nothing
which he more thoroughly disapproved,
or would be more ready to retract. More-
over, he said, that Leo X. was so gene-
rally celebrated for leading a blameless
life, that it would not be in the power of
the greatest character to injure his unsul-
lied reputation. He was not yet so stu-
pid as to think of attacking a man whom
every body praised. Besides, it had
never been, nor e«ver should be his practice,
to inveigh even against those who were
notorious for bad morals. It gave him no
pleasure to dwell on the faults of any
man; he was sufficiently conscious of
the beam in his own eye, and would
never be the first to cast a stone at the
adulterous woman. His sole object, his
sole contention, related to the DIVINE
WORD.. Everything else he was ready
to give up to any person, but he could
never give up his right to set forth the
WORD OF TRUTH. Whoever had con-
ceived differently, either of him or his
writings, had mistaken the matter.

But the pope's SEE, or, in other words,
the COURT OF ROME, neither Leo nor any
man living could deny, was more cor-
rupt than Babylon and Sodom. Luther
declared, that he considered that court
as desperately wicked; he detested it;
he had withstood it, and should continue
to withstand it as long as he preserved
anything of the spirit of the Gospel. It
was a most -licentious den of thieves:
Antichrist could add nothing to its im-
piety. What can a pope do among such'
monsters of wickedness, even supposing
him to be supported by three or four
learned and excellent cardinals ? He is
like a lamb in the midst of wolves, as a
Daniel among the lions, or as an Ezekiel
among scorpions.

He most sincerely wished that Leo X.
could be induced to live on his own pa-
trimony, or on some petty ecclesiastical
preferment, and resign the pontificate,
which in reality was now only fit for
those sons of perdition who flattered him
on account of his glorious pre-eminence.
0 ! Leo, said he, you sit on a most in-
auspicious and dangerous throne. The

more wicked and execrable your court is,
the more readily do they use your name
and authority, to ruin the fortunes and
the souls of the people, to multiply
their villanies, and to oppress the whole
Church of God. I speak the truth, be-
cause 1 wish you well. If Bernard, with
an honest freedom, deplored the situation
of pope Eugenius, at a time when there
was room for better hopes of the court
of Rome,—though even then very cor-
rupt,—why may not we, after an accu-
mulation of most ruinous corruptions for
upwards of. three hundred years, be al-
lowed to speak freely 1 Those, who thus
complain and execrate the court of Rome,
are your best friends, and do you the best
services. Nothing can be more opposite
to Christ and his religion than the prae-
ices of the Roman See.

He said, he could go still further, and
honestly declare, that to inveigh even
against the corrupt court of Rome, was a
thought which had never entered his
mind. He had considered the case of
that court as desperate; he had said,
" H e that is filthy, let him be filthy
still ;"* and he had actually given him-
self up to the study of the Holy Scrip-
tures, with the view of being useful to
his brethren with whom he lived in the
university.

While he was prosecuting this plan,
in a peaceable and quiet manner, and
with a fair prospect of success, John Ec-
kius* laying- hold of a single word, which
had casually escaped him, concerning
the supremacy of the Roman church,
had drawn him unexpectedly into a pub-
lic disputation. This ostentatious ThrasQ
pretended to venture everything for the
glory of God and the honour of the
apostolic See; whereas in reality he was
seeking, not the supremacy of St. Peter,
but his own rank and aggrandizement
among the divines of the age; and, in
this view, he had supposed it might be
of considerable use to him, if he could
drag Luther in triumph. Puffed up with
the idea of being able to abuse the papal
authority to his own purposes, the so-
phist had looked forward to certain victo-
ry ; and now that he had utterly failed,
he was carried away with the most out-
rageous passion, conscious that it was by
his own fault, and not Luther's, if the
latter, in defending himself, had said

* Revel, xrii. 11.
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anything which might discredit the Ro-
man See.

Luther then entreated the pope, that he
might be permitted to say a word in sup-
port of his own cause, and also to point
out those who are the real ENEMIES of
his holiness. He took it for granted that
Leo was well acquainted with the pro-
ceedings of his imprudent, unfortunate,
nay, unfaithful legate, cardinal Cajetan.
This man, he said, might have composed
all the differences with a single word.
He had only to prescribe to Luther's ad-
versaries the same silence, which on that
condition, Luther had promised to pre-
serve. Whereas, not content with this
fair compromise, he began to justify the
licentious practices of his enemies, and
to insist upon a recantation from him,
even when the pontifical mandates by no
means warranted so tyrannical a demand.
Thus the pleasing hopes of an accommo-
dation had been ruined, and the dissen-
tion much exasperated. All the mis-
chief which followed was to be ascribed
entirely to Cajetan, and not to Luther,
who in vain had exerted every nerve to
procure peace and silence.

Charles Miltitz, he said, had used his
utmost endeavours to repair the barm
which had been caused by the pride and
temerity of Cajetan; but had been pre-
vented from bringing matters to a succes-
ful issue, by the unseasonable disputa-
tions of ECKIUS. This was the name of
the pope's real enemy. He was a man
who did not seek truth, but glory; a
man, who, by falsehood, pretence, and
artifice, had from the beginning of these
troubles done everything he could to
confound men's judgments and inflame
their passions; and who, it could not be
denied, had brought to light, through his
selfish and intemperate conduct, many
of the ignominious corruptions of the
court of Rome.

From this instance, he said, the pope
might learn, that no enemy was more
pernicious than a flatterer. At this very
time the papal authority languished;
even the name of the Roman court ex-
cited disgust; while its disgraceful ig-
norance was the topic of common conver-
sation. Little or nothing might have
been said of these things, if the concilia-
tory measures of Miltitz and himself
had not been defeated by Eckius.

Lastly, Luther informed the pope, that
some principal persons of his own order,
at the particular instance of Miltitz, had

requested him to address his holiness in
respectful terms; to defend at the samo
time his innocence with becoming humi-
lity; and to express a hope, that the na-
tive goodness of Leo X. would devise
some expedient by which the misunder-
standing between them might be pre-
vented from being pushed to the last ex-
tremity. He said, this measure so en-
tirely harmonized with what he had al-
ways offered and wished, that now, with
the greatest humility, he besought his
holiness to impose silence upon those
flatterers, who, while they pretended
peace, were enemies of peace. But NO
PERSON, he added, must desire him to
RECANT, unless he intended to increase
the dissensions. He further distinctly
itated, that he could not permit ANY

RULES to be prescribed to him for the in-
terpretation of the word of God : the
word of God ought not to be fettered. If
these two points were granted, there was
nothing that he would not most willingly
either do or suffer. He hated contests,
and would take care to irritate no man.
His holiness, by an easy mandate, could
bring the present cause before himself,
and enjoin the parties to be silent and to
live in peace. It had long been his wish
that this step might be taken.

He concluded, with admonishing Leo
not to be seduced by those flatterers, who
would make him a sort of god, and
would persuade him, that he can com-
mand and require everything; who call
him the lord of the whole world, deny
that anything truly Christian can exist
without his authority, and idly prate
concerning his power in heaven, in hell,
and in purgatory. These, Luther said,
were the real enemies of the pope, and
sought the destruction of his soul: So
says the prophet Isaiah, " O my people,
they which call thee BLESSED, cause thee
to err."* Those greatly erred, who ,
placed the pope above a general council
and the universal Church, and who attri-
buted to him alone the right of interpret-
ing Scripture. All such persons were at
this moment endeavouring to establish
their own impieties in the Church under
the protection of Lea; and it was much
to be lamented that, through people of
this description, Satan had had great

* Chap. iii. ver. 12. There is a peculiar
propriety in this quotation; Beatissirne, et
Beatitudo, being the terms commonly used
in addressing the pope.
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success, during the times of the prede-
cessors of the present pope.

If he should be thought to have used
too great freedom in addressing so digni-
fied a personage, a strong sense of duty
mast be his apology. He well knew
the infinite dangers to which Leo was
exposed at Rome, insomuch that the
smallest assistance, even from his mean-
est brother, might be serviceable. He
might perhaps have forgotten the ma-
jesty of the pope, while he was discharg-
ing the duty of benevolence; but he had
determined to avoid all flattery in a busi-
ness so weighty and full of danger; and
if, in what he had said, he was not con-
sidered as something more than the
pope's most obedient subject, if he was
not understood to be his true friend,
THERE WAS ONE WHO COULD BOTH UN-
DERSTAND AND JUDGE.

That he might not approach his holi-
ness empty, Luther said, he presented
him a little treatise on Christian liberty.
As an omen of his good hope and future
reconciliation, he had ventured to dedi-
cate it to Leo X. himself. From the
perusal of it a judgment might be formed
in what kind of studies its author would
have chosen to spend his time, if he
might have been permitted.

The small treatise on Christian Liber-
ty was regarded by its author as a COM-
PENDIUM of the Christian life. In the

beginning of it he says, He
Luther's was conscious of his want of
CherSiSan°n knowledge, and he had no
Liberty. pretensions to elegance; but

having struggled through
many and various temptations, he hoped
he had learnt something of the nature of
faith, and could speak of it more prac-
tically than those subtle verbal dispu-
tants, who scarcely understood their own
meaning.

He premises two axioms, which, in
appearance, contradict each other, but
which in reality, he said, would be found
perfectly consistent.

1. A Christian man is of all men the
most completely free; and is subject to
none.

2. A Christian man is of all men the
most ready to serve others, and is sub-
ject to every one.*

In illustration of the former, he shows
that the Christian is justified and filled
with all good, and made a true son of

* 1 Cor. ix. 19. Id. vii. 22.

God by faith alone. "And though,"
says he, "he is abundantly justified in-
wardly, according to the Spirit, through
faith, possessing whatever he ought to
have,—except that the principle of faith
ought to grow stronger in him day by
day,—yet, while he remains upon earth
in this mortal state, he must keep his
body in subjection, and perform those
duties which result from an intercourse
with his fellow-creatures. Here then it
is, in the Christian scheme, that WORKS
are to be placed; here it is that sloth
and indolence are forbidden; and here
the convert is bound to take care that, by
fasting, watching, labour, and other suit-
able means, his body be so exercised
and subdued to the spirit, that it may
obey and conform to the inward and
new man, and not rebel and obstruct the
operations of faith, as it is naturally in-
clined to dor if not restrained. For the
inward man, being created after the
image of God, by faith rejoices through.
Christ, in whom he possesses so great
treasure; and hence his only employ-
ment and delight is to serve God freely
in love."

He elucidates the second axiom by
describing the secret reflections of a truly
humble Christian. " Behold ! on me, a
miserable mortal and worthy of condem-
nation, God, of his mere pity and kind-
ness, without the least merit on my part,
h^th bestowed all the riches of his righ-
teousness and salvation, so that 1 no
m<>re stand in need of anything except
faith, by which I may appropriate and
secure these blessings. To such a
Father, who overwhelms me with his
inestimable loving-kindness, must I not
liberally, cheerfully, and with my whole
heart do everything which I shall know
to be pleasing in his sight? I therefore,
after the example of Christ, and as far
as I am capable of imitating him, would
give up myself to my neighbour, as
Christ hath given up himself for me; I
am determined to do nothing in this life,
except what I shall see to be conducive
to his good, since by faith I myself
abound in all blessings through Christ."

He proceeds to show, that papal, epis-
copal, monastic, ecclesiastical, and poli-
tical mandates, ought to be obeyed, in
many instances, from a regard to the
express will of God; in others, from a
sense of the expediency of the injunc-
tions; and again in others, from a prin-
ciple of pure benevolence, which, in imi-
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tation of our Lord, performs and endures
many things not in their own nature ne-
cessary, for the sake of peace and order,
and that offence may not be given to ou
fellow-creatures. " Thus," continues
Luther, " a man who has a right notion
of this subject, may decide for himsel
without danger in an infinity of cases
A free Christian man will say, • I wil
fast, I will pray, I will do this, or that,
because men have ordered me to do so
It is not that the thing is necessary to my
justification or salvation, but I shall here-
by comply with the wishes or directions
of the pope, the bishop, the community,
the magistrate, or lastly, my neighbour,
I will do and suffer all things, as Chrisi
voluntarily did and suffered much more
for me, and became subject to the law on
my account.' Nay, even though tyrants
should use compulsion and violence, the
rule of submission continues still the
same, as long as nothing is required
which is contrary to God's command-
ments. But then we must never think,
that by such acts of external obedience,
we make an atonement for our sins, or
purchase salvation; for by these mean
Christian liberty is totally extinguished,
as must ever be the case where the true
principles of Christian faith are not
known."

There were some, he said, who would
vitiate the very best doctrines, and the
very best discourses, by misunderstand-
ing them. Let such persons try if they
could understand the few words he was
about to say. " Many impure characters,
when they hear of this .liberty of the
Gospel, use it for an occasion to the
ilesh, and form no other idea of Christian
freedom than an exemption from all rules
and ordinances. They greedily lay hold
of this exemption, and pay no regard to
things which relate essentially to the
Christian religion.—Let us hearken to
the Scripture, and turn not from it to the
right hand or to the left.* By that un-
erring guide it appears, that as no man
is justified by his attention to works and
ritual observances, so neither is he justi-
fied by the neglect and contempt of them.
The faith of Christ does not free us from
the necessity of performing good works,
but from the presumption of seeking jus-
tification by them. Rules and precepts
are necessary to be observed in human
life. Impetuous and inexperienced youth

* Oalatians v.
23*

must be disciplined by useful labour, and
the body must be brought into subjection
by these means. A prudent and faithful
minister of Christ will instruct his peo-
ple in these things, but in so guarded a
manner, as to prevent, so far as in him
lies, the prevalence of a self-righteous
spirit. For this is easily introduced, un-
less faith be constantly inculcated. If
faith be kept out of sight, and-human con-
stitutions alone be taught, pestilent and
impious traditions, which ruin the soul,
will bear all the sway in the Church, as
is at present the case of the Christian,
world ; pontiffs and schoolmen will con-
found the minds of men by their decrees
and sentences ; a»d an infinite number of
souls will be dragged into perdition; so
that Antichrist will appear indeed in all
his horrors."

Luther had repeatedly expressed a
wish, that he might have leisure to at-
tend to useful subjects, and not be con-
tinually diverted from them by polemical
disputes. In the treatise, of which the
substance of some remarkable passages
has been laid before the reader, he seems
to have given a specimen of what he
conceived to be salutary, practical doc-
trine: And, though he cannot, as yet, be
supposed to,have arrived at perfect accu-
racy in his views of the Gpspel, every
intelligent student of divinity will see
the lineaments of true Christianity. The
subjects which he treats are in their own
nature mysterious, and by no means
agreeable to the prejudices of human na-
ture in its, present state. EVANGELICAL
TRUTH itself appears to stand between
two precipices, equally destructive, Self-
righteousness and Antinomianism. To
describe it in such a manner as to leave
t liable to neither of these imputations,

is no easy matter. Even those, who, by
sound experience, are practical adepts in
the Gospel mystery, are not always hap-
py in conveying wholesome instruction
to others. Language itself is apt to sink
under the weight of the real doctrines of
grace, and proves unequal to the descrip-
tion of that spiritual understanding which,
'urnishes the CHRISTIAN HEART with con-
;eptions peculiarly scriptural. Is it to
3e wondered at, therefore, that the man,
who, after a silence of many centuries,
irst Undertook to arrange and methodize
;he doctrines of the Gospel according to
he principles of the New Testament,
should not always be able to do full jus-
ice to his subject ] In explaining, how-
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ever, the principles of Christian liberty,
and in guarding them against evils and
abuses on the right hand and the left, he
seems, on the whole, to have preserved
the due medium; and it is a marvellous
instance of Divine goodness, that the
first completely evangelical Reformer
could unite such uncommon vehemence
of spirit with so much good sense, and
so great nicety of judicious discrimina-
tion.

From these extracts and quotations,
We also see how far remote~the author
"was from being a turbulent, schismatical,
licentious demagogue. Convinced as he
now was, that the bishop of Rome had
no divine jurisdiction, he so far reve-
renced the providence of God in estab-
lishing systems of government,, and con-
tinuing them for ages among mankind,
that he was willing to try whether scrip-
tural truths might not be taught and sup-
ported in the Christian world without
the convulsion of a complete separation.
Nor were his suspicions of the entirely
antichristian nature of the popedom con-
firmed, till he found by experience that
an evangelical ministry could not subsist
under so corrupt an hierarchy.—With
what extreme ignorance, then, of authen-
tic ecclesiastical documents, do many
factious spirits undertake to justify their
turbulence and temerity by the example
of Martin Luther!

The Romish writer, Maimbourg, gives
the following account of the Treatise on
Christian Liberty. "Luther sent it to
the pope for the purpose of insulting him.
He represents faith as doing everything.
It justifies us, it makes us free, it saves
us ; and all this without the help of good
Works, which are of no use towards sal-
vation, even though they proceed from
faith."

From Mons. Du Pin, who, of all the
papal advocates, is in general by far the
most candid and the most to be relied on,
one might have expected a more ingenu-
ous and instructive criticism, especially
on a work which lays aside all specula-
tive disquisition, and treats only of the
essential doctrines of the Gospel, and
the way which every individual sinner
must seek eternal salvation. Though
sufficiently prolix in other matters, he
gives but a sentence or two respecting
this treatise. " It is," says he, " full of
pious maxims, but he maintains in it his
ERROR of justification by faith alone.
Yet, he tells us, he does not reject good

works, but, on the contrary, exhorts men
to the practice of them ; but he condemns
those who do them with an opinion to be
justified by them, and is persuaded that
they make no man just."

The pious Christian will have no dif-
ficulty in determining where, in these
instances, the charge of error and misre-
presentation ought to rest, though he
may, perhaps, be a little surprised to
see, that in former, as well as in modern
times, the leading truths of the Gospel,
in spite of every care to interpret them
clearly, and guard them from erroneous
construction, were opposed, misunder-
stood, and misrepresented. The fact is,
men, in all ages and under all circum-
stances, naturally dislike the pure doc-
trines of grace; they are ignorant of
God's righteousness; they go about to
establish their own righteousness, and
do not submit themselves to the righte-
ousness of God.* It was, I conceive, a
strong conviction of this natural dislike,
which induced the author of the treatise
we have now reviewed, to put his read-
ers, at the conclusion, in mind of the im-
portant truth,—namely,

"That there was therefore need of
PRAYER to God, that he would be pleased
to incline us towards himself and make
us teachable, and write his laws in our
hearts, according to his promise,—other-
wise, we are ruined for ever. For unless
he himself inwardly teach us this wis-
dom, which is so hidden in mystery,
mere nature will constantly disapprove
it and reject it. The reason is, nature
looks on it as foolishness, and takes
offence at it."—This is a most valuable
observation of Luther. He had his eye
on the great, essential doctrine of justifi-
cation by faith, which was always his
favourite theme. He had taken peculiar
pains to secure it both from abuse and
from misconception. It was only a lit-
tle before, that he had said, " We are so
far from rejecting good works, that we
teach the necessity of them, and lay
very great stress on their being done.
We never say anything against them on
their own account; it is the impious no-
tion that they can justify, which we con-
demn. " Still he well knew, that nothing
he could say, would be effectual to reach
the hearts, or even the understand ings of
mankind. Still they would infallibly
exclaim, " This is a dangerous tenet, this

* Rom. x. 3.
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is faith without works."—He therefore
wisely admonishes us to pray for a di-
vine influence; and he beseeches God to
"show the light of his countenance, that
HIS way may be known upon earth, his
saving health among all nations."

If the least doubt could be entertained,
whether the Saxon Reformer was a man
both of acute understanding and indefati-
gable industry, it would be easy to par-
ticularize several of his excellent publi-
cations, during the years 1519, 1520,
&c. which have not been mentioned.
The established hierarchy had, as it
could not fail to have, many supporters.
The heretical innovator was attacked
from all quarters; and it may be suf-
ficient to add, that Luther always an-
swered his enemies with perspicuity and
vigour, and in several instances with
great brilliancy of wit and poignant sar-
casm : never was it more truly said of
any man, THAT HE WAS HIMSELF A HOST.

Doubtless this extraordinary servant
of God is the object of our admiration,
much more than of our pity; neverthe-
less, when I view the champion of that
Christian liberty which we at this day
enjoy, calumniated, irritated, and pTo-
voked, hunted down, and almost strug-
gling for his life, it is with infinite satis-
faction that I find the eloquent pen of
Melancthon begins about this time to

appear, in reply to some of
Lutherisde- Luther's adversaries. With
Mefanc^ w h a t s P i r i t h e w a s heading
thon, in the steps of his academi-

A. D. 1520. c a ] friend, may in some mea-
sure be inferred fromhis an-

swer to a declamatory composition which
was published at Leipsic, under the
name of Thomas Radin. A short ex^
tract must however suffice; important
materials crowd upon us. " The very
terms, grace, faith, hope, and charity,
have an entirely different meaning in
the Scriptures, from THAT which fashion-
able divines give them in their scholas-
tic discussions. We have not only lost
the doctrine, but even the very language
of Christianity. GRACE is a word which
denotes SOME GIFT of God through
Christ: But where does it signify, as
they interpret it, A FORM OF SOUL? Or
whence came the terms of FAITH INFUSED
and ACQUIRED ; FORMED and UNFORMED ]
Where is their authority for teaching,
that Christian minds should hope for
salvation from human merits? Nay,
whence is the origin of the term itself,

the profane term of MERIT? Witness
this madness of attributing virtue to hu-
man endeavours rather than to the work
of the Divine Spirit? The Church, ye
princes! appeals to your faith and piety :
she entreats you, enslaved as she is by
philosophy and human traditions, to
emancipate her at length from her two-
fold Babylonian servitude." Melancthon
then makes heavy complaints of the
vices tolerated in the universities, and
the corruptions there imbibed by youth.
" I have seen," says he, "some ^ourrg
men, not ill-disposed, who would have
wished to live and die in total ignorance
of letters, rather than to have purchased
knowledge at so dear a rate, who carried
nothing away with them from the uni-
versities, except a guilty conscience."

If the conduct of Frederic the WISE had
been influenced only by prudential and
political considerations, he
may seem to have been suf- Valentine
ficiently tempted, about this ^{h^Eiec-
period, to have entirely with- tor's agent
drawn his protection from at Rome-
Luther. He was informed
by Valentine Deitleben, who was then
his agent at Rome for the management
of some particular business,—That, he
could bring nothing to a successful issue
with the Roman pontiff; That, whatever
the pretence might be, he believed the
real obstacles were, the offence which
the new doctrines of Luther had given to
the pope and his cardinals, and the pub-
lic report of the encouragement and as-
sistance which Luther himself had re^
ieived from the prince.

The answer of the elector is, in sub-
stance, as follows:

We never undertook to defend or to
patronize the opinions or writings of Lu-
ther; nor have we at this
moment any such intention. Luther is
We do not consider it as our f J J S 1 ^
business to pronounce what ofSaxony.
is right, or wrong, on reli-
gious subjects: Nevertheless, we will
not dissemble, that we hear the tenets of
THIS MAN are approved by many learned
and intelligent persons. Some time ago
we so far interfered, as to obtain from
him a voluntary promise that he would
leave our university and jurisdiction;
which he would certainly have done, had
not C. Miltftz, the pope's own nuncio,
entreated us in the most earnest manner
not to permit him to go away; for he
expressed his fears, lest, in a different
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situation, where the man was not re-
strained by our authority, he might p
ceed to greater lengths.

As, therefore, there is not the smallest
ground for suspecting us to be ill affected
to the Roman See, we trust that our af-
fairs will,not meet with any obstruction
from his holiness, on account of false
charges and insinuations.

To you, however, we may speak with-
out disguise. It is the common conver-
sation here, that Martin Luther was
drawn into this dispute about the pope's
supremacy by Doctor Eckius, and that
he has been so repeatedly provoked by
abusive publications, at Rome and other
places, that he found himself compelled
to answer them. Moreover, as there are
now in Germany abundance of ingenious
and learned persons, and as the laity be-
gin to grow skilful, and have a desire to
understand the Scriptures, there is, in the
opinion of many, great reason to fear,
that if the pope should continue to reject
the equitable proposals of Luther, and
will not submit the cause to a fair and
unbiassed examination, but depend mere-
ly on ecclesiastical censures, the dissen-
pions and contests may be exceedingly
exasperated, and a return to peace and
harmony rendered very difficult. > The
doctrines of Luther have taken deep root
everywhere, and the effect must be done
away by perspicuous and incontestable
testimonies of SCRIPTURE, not by eccle-
siastical processes contrived to oppress
him and to excite terror; otherwise, it is
most probable that the bitterest animosi-
ties, and the most horrible and destruc-
tive convulsions will arise in Germany,
which can be of no service either to his
holiness the pope, or to any one else.*

This letter, though addressed only;to
the elector's own agent or commissioner,
Deitleben, would doubtless find its way
to the pontiff and his cardinals. Hap-
pily for the cause of Christian liberty,
THESE continued to despise every kind
of salutary advice, and it is well known
how the subsequent events corresponded
with the intimations of the sagacious
Frederic.

In effect, Leo X. listened to the advice
of his most pernicious counsellors, and

atJength, as we shall soon
Imprudence see, suffered himself to be
of Leo X. overcome by their importuni-

ty. Among these we may

* Luth. Op. Vol. II. p. 49.

reckon Sylvester, Prierias, and Cajetan,
and especially Eckius, who, from the
time of his defeat in the disputation at
Leipsic, breathed nothing but fury and
resentment against Luther, and, without
losing a moment, had repaired to Rome,
in the full purpose of executing ven-
geance on the man who had lowered his
pride, and checked his ambitious expec-
tations. Instead of profiting by the pru-
dent suggestions of Frederic, which were
conveyed to the court of Rome, through
Deitleben, in language sufficiently re-
spectful, though at the same time firm
and significant, the pontiff affected to un-
derstand the elector's letter of instruction
to his agent in a sense directly opposite
to the real one. He extolled that prince
in the highest terms of commendation,
for having opposed the wicked attempts
of Martin Luther with so much piety
and zeal; he suppressed his knowledge
of any protection that had been afforded
the heretic by the court of Saxony; and,
with incredible effrontery and dissimula-
tion, he desired the elector to be assured,
that his spirited conduct on the present
emergency, in resisting innovation and
supporting the orthodox faith, had very
much increased that good opinion which
the Roman See had always entertained
of his distinguished merit. In the same
letter Leo declares, that he had received
from the very best characters so many
testimonies in praise of Frederic, as
made it hard for him to say, whether the
wisdom or the religion of the prince had
lately been more conspicuous ? It was a
proof of singular wisdom that he had
given no countenance to that pestilential
poisonous madman, who was reviving1

the seditious heresies of the WicklifF-
ites and Hussites, which had already
been condemned by the general Church;
but it was the soundness of his religious
principles, which only could account for
his steady adherence to the orthodox
faith.

The pope concludes with informing
the elector, that he had sent him a copy
of the determination* of the court of
Rome respecting this notorious heretic
and his detestable opinions; and that he
now relied upon his highness, in the first
place, to exhort Luther to recant with a

* This was the pope's bull in which Lu-
ther was condemned. An account of it and
its consequences will be givea in the next
Chapter.
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becoming humility; and secondly, if the
man persisted in his wickedness beyond
the term of sixty days, to seize his per-
son and keep him safe for the disposal of
his holiness.

This and the preceding letter are curi-
ous specimens of that species of episto-
lary correspondence which frequently
takes place among persons in elevated
situations, where the writers perfectly
understand each other, though they by
no means express in words the ideas
they intend to communicate. The letter
of Frederic, which, though addressed to
his agent at Rome, we may consider as
designed for the pope himself, displays
throughout, both the extraordinary saga-
city and the manly resolution which
characterized that great prince; while
the pope's answer, under the disguise of
a disgusting flattery, betrays the most
presumptuous and arbitrary designs.
Frederic, though hi3 expressions are mo-
dified with a courtly dexterity, and with
that obsequiousness to the hierarchy in
which he was educated, breathes nothing-
but sincerity, moderation, and peace:
whereas Leo X. even in his condescen-
sion, is insolent; and by his ridiculous
inconsistency in praising the elector, and
at the same time adopting violent coun-
sels, demonstrates both the ignorance
and the temerity of his advisers. The
intelligent reader, who is accustomed to
exercise his own understanding on the
facts before him, will, by attentively
weighing these two letters, see more
into the real state of the Reformation and
the character of the elector of Saxony
and of the Roman court, than by reading
many pages of historical speculation and
conjecture. But,

Let us now hear the sentiments of one,
who neither loved courts, nor practised
their arts,—When Luther was informed
by Spalatinus, that the prince's agent at
Rome could transact no business with
the pope, because his holiness was of-

fended on account of the pro-
Disinterest- tection afforded by the elec-
of Lirther.1 t o r t o s o notorious a heretic,

his answer was in substance
as follows, and well deserves our notice.
" It is entirely agreeable to my wishes,
that our illustrious prince should separate
himself from my cause as he has hitherto
done, and expose me to the public, either
to be instructed or convicted of error. Let
them punish Sylvester, Eckius, Cajetan
and others, who have raised these dis-

turbances in the Church, merely to en-
hance their own consequence and reputa-
tion. Whatever I have done, or now do,
I do by compulsion. I am always ready
to be quiet, provided they do not insist
upon evangelical truth lying dormant.
If they will but permit Christians to
walk in the path of salvation without
persecution, I will give up everything
else; and that spontaneously. This is
all I ask. What can be more equitable ?
I ast not for a cardinal's hat, nor for
gold, nor whatever at this day is deemed
precious at Rome.—You will observe,
that a mind thus disposed can neither fear
threats nor be allured by promises."*

However, amidst the various dis-
tresses which the attacks of persecu-
tors on all sides occasioned, several
circumstances took place about the be-
ginning of the year 1520, which tended
greatly to encourage the Saxon Reform-
er. 1. The appearance of Melancthon
against the papal advocates has already
been mentioned. 2. Several elaborate
epistles of Erasmus, written about the
same period, to persons of learning
and eminence, represent Luther in the
most respectful terms. Some of these
are already, in substance, before the
reader,f who cannot fail to observe, that
they must have proved the more service-
able to the cause of the Reformation, be-
;ause, as Luther himself says, Erasmus,

with his usual dexterity, did not seem to
take his part, and yet in fact defended
him in the very ablest manner.^: 3.
Some German noblemen, who had im-
bibed Lutheran principles,and had heard
of the dangers to which, from the violent
machinations of bigoted Roman catho-
lics, the Reformer's life was exposed,
stepped forward at this crisis, and
generously offered him their protection.
Among these, in particular is recorded
the name of Sylvester Schaumburg, a
FraRconian knight, who sent his son to
Wittemberg, to be instructed by Melanc-
thon ; and, at the same time, by a letter,,
most earnestly requested Luther to ac-
cept an asylum in his neighbourhood,
where he might be preserved from all
harm, by Schaumburg himself and a
hundred other noblemen, till the storm
was over, and the doctrinal points had
undergone a legal examination. Luther

* Lib. J. Epist.
t In pagfcs 222, 223 of this Volume.
t Lib. I. Epist, 143.
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had the prudence to transmit to his friend
Spalatinus the knight's letter, for the in-
spection of the elector; and along with
it a very significant note, which shows
how much his hopes and confidence were
improved upon receiving information that
he had so many friends in Germany. "If
it would not," says he, " give the prince
too much trouble, I could wish he would
be pleased to give a hint to his friend,
cardinal Si. George, at Rome, respecting
the contents of the inclosed letter from
Sir Sylvester Schaumburg, that my ene-
mies may see, they will only make bad
worse by driving me from Wittemberg;
for there are those, not in Bohemia, but
in the middle of Germany, who both can
and will protect me against all their
ecclesiastical thunders. THERE, most
certainly, I should expose the Roman
errors and abuses with greater severity
than I have thought it prudent to do at
Wittemberg, where the authority of the
prince and the interests of the university
are some restraint to my proceedings.
As far as respects myself, the die is cast.
Papal wrath and papal favour are equally
despised by me. I no longer wish to
communicate with the Romanists or to
be reconciled to them. Let them con-
demn me and burn my books ; and if, in
return, I do not publicly condemn and
burn the whole mass of pontifical law,
it will be because I cannot find fire.
They will not succeed in this contest.
The Lord, who knows me to be a most
grievous sinner, will, I doubt not, finish
his own work, either through me as his
instrument, or through another."

It is scarcely necessary to mention,
that the Saxon Reformer, when he wrote

this note, had made up his
Critical mind respecting an accom-
Luther? modation with the court of

Rome. In various ways he
received almost daily information of their
violent proceedings against his, doctrines,
his writings, and his person ;* he soon
expected to hear of a cruel and unjust
sentence; and it behoved him to make
some provision for his safety. Under
these circumstances, the generous propo-
sal of protection by Schaumburg and his
associates must have been grateful news;
and though Divine Providence directed
his valuable life to be preserved in a
different manner, yet the certain know-
ledge of having so many powerful friends

* Du Pin, Book II. Chap. ix.

in the heart of Germany, together with
the pleasing option of taking shelter
among them in case of emergency, pro-
duced a most visible and decisive effect
on his mind. We may judge of this by
omparing the spirit of the preceding

short letter to Spalatinus, with that of
the following, which was written to the
same friend, just before the kind inten-
tions and voluntary support of the Ger-
man noblemen were made known to him.
Alluding to the bitter accusations of the
Romanists, he expresses himself to the
following effect: " You know that I
have much more right to complain than
they. Proofs of this assertion may be
found in my little publications; in which.
I so often own and complain, that I am
dragged into this contest by force. How
frequently have I proposed peace and
silence. Nay, when do I cease to beg
for better information 1 My disposition
is still the same; still I am ready to be
silent, if I may be permitted to be so;
that is, if my enemies shall also be re-
strained from attacking me. All the
world knows that Eckius drew me into
the dispute about the pope's supremacy,
for no other reason but to injure my per-
son, and all my concerns, and to expose
to ridicule both my reputation and our
university at Wittemberg-. And now,
when they see that the man is provi-
dentially opposed, they accuse me of
vain-glory. How is it, that a person so
low and miserable as I am should be
suspected of a passion for glory; I, who
ask for nothing more but that I may be
suffered to live in private, altogether
unknown to the world1? Let those, who
please, succeed me in my functions ; let
those, who please, burn my books : What
can I say more? However,I desire that
one thing may be taken along with what
I here say, namely, that if I may not be
released from the office of teaching and
explaining the word of God, most as-
suredly I will not be fettered in the dis-
charge of my ministry, I am already suf-
ficiently burdened with my sins; I mean
not to add to them the unpardonable
crime of remaining in the ministry and
of being unfaithful ia it, of being guilty
of an impious silence, and of the neglect
of divine truth and of so many thousand
precious souls."

Such appears to have been the pious
and truly benevolent determination of the
man, whom an elegant historian, with
most deplorable prejudice, in direct op-
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position to the facts,accuses of indulging'
a spirit of selfish resentment, when he
began to oppose the practice of indul-
gences.*

Whoever reflects on the state of eccle-
siastical affairs in the latter part of the
year 1520, and the former part of 1521,
the important crisis which was fast ap-
proaching, the wise and resolute conduct
of Martin Luther, and the glorious and
happy consequences of his opposition to
the reigning corruptions, will look on
these authentic documents as extremely
interesting, and well deserving the no-
tice of every pious and grateful Protest-
ant. It is indeed much to be lamented,
that these, and many other instructive
particulars contained in this chapter,
have not, as yet, found their way into
regular ecclesiastical histories, where
they might prove, in some degree, an
antidote to the pert and positive asser-
tions of pTofane and infidel authors, who
know no bounds to their misrepresenta-
tions of religious characters and religious
transactions.!

CHAPTER VI.
THE PROGRESS OF THE REFORMATION, TILL THE

CONCLUSION OF THE DIET OF WORMS,

LUTHER'S TREATISE ON THE BABYLONISH CAP-
TIVITY.

H E IS CONDEMNED BY THE BULL OF LEO X.
THE ELECTOR'S INTERVIEW AT COLOGX̂ E WITH

ALEXANDER.
THE ELECTOR'S INTERVIEW ALSO WITH ERAS-

MUS.
DEFENCES OF LUTHER.
THE ASPERITY OF HIS STYLE.
H E BURNS THE POPE'S BULL.
ELECTION OF CHARLES V.
LUTHER'S COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE TO

THE GALATIANS.
DIET OF WORMS.

THE active spirit of Luther was conti-
nually engaged in the investigation of
Evangelical truth. Hearing of the de-
sign of the court of Rome to publish his
condemnation, and discovering more and
more of the abuses of popery, he found
himself compelled to proceed in his op-

position to the established system. He
saw no possibility of retreating with a
safe conscience; all his offers of peace
and reconciliation were rejected with
contempt and disdain ; and his bitterest
enemies were countenanced and applaud-
ed by the Pontiff. He determined there-
fore to do his utmost to open the eyes of
all ranks and orders of men respecting
the abominable practices of the Roman
hierarchy.

Accordingly, about the middle of the
year 1520, he published, in his native
language, a little treatise, in
which he addressed the Em- Luther's
peror and German nobility. J J ^ g S S j
His own description of it is A- D. 1520.
concise and significant: "My
little Tract," says he, " against the Pope-
dom, is now before the public. The sub-
ject is, the necessity of a reformation in
the Church. It will give great offence
at Rome, because it exposes the impious
arts and violent abuses of the pontifical
power/ '

In this work Luther collects a history
of the numerous corruptions which for
many ages had crept into the Church;
and in particular he describes the mise-
ries which Germany had suffered from
they various wars that had been raised
against the emperors by intriguing and
ambitious pontiffs, for the purpose of in-
creasing their wealth and power. He
denies the authority of the pope in inter-
preting Scripture, since he was fallible
as well as other men; and asserts that
the CIVIL and not the ecclesiastical go-

* Hume, Henry VIII.
t Thus Mr. Hume, besides his odious mis-

representation respecting INDULGENCES, which
has long ago received a most complete an-

swer from Dr. Machine, in his notes on
Mosheim, makes not the least scruple to
speak of the Reformation in the following
manner:

"Not that reason bore any considerable
share, in opening men's eyes with regard to
the impostures of the Romish church."

Again, " Many of the reformers adopted
an enthusiastic strain of devotion, which ad-
mitted of no observances, rites, or ceremo-
nies, but placed all merit in a mvsterious
species of faith, in inward vision, rapture,
and ecstacy."

Soon after, he speaks of Leo X. as fol-
lows: His "sound JUDGMENT, MODERATION,
and TEMPER, were well qualified to retard its
progress;" that is, the progress of the sect of
reformers.

I will venture to affirm, that it will not be
easy to produce, from any writer of tolerable
reputation, assertions that have so little
foundation in fact as these.
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vernors possessed the right of conveninj
general councils. He exhorts the whol
nation to make a STAND against the pope's
encroachments; he lays open the scan
dalous manners and practices of the couri
of Rome; and describes the cardinals as
a company of useless men, who dis-
graced the clerical profession by theii
vices, and drained the riches of Italy an
Germany.

The treatise comprehends likewise
selection of distinct.articles concerning
the reformation of ecclesiastical affairs
the encouragement of useful seminarie
of learning, and the study of theology
The primary object of theology, he said
ought to be the interpretation and un-
derstanding of the sacred Scriptures; an<
the public schools should attend to th
pious education of young persons of both
sexes; and the extirpation, or at least
the correction, of various pernicious cus-
toms, which antiquity itself had riow
rendered venerable in the Christian world
Still he declared, that he did not rejec
the authority of the pontiff, provided i
was regulated by wholesome laws. He
recommends most particular care to be
taken in the choice of the college of car-
dinals, that that body may consist of
pious and skilful persons; and he thinks
their number should be confined to twelve.

Thus by a persevering opposition,
equally firm and prudent, the Saxon Re-
former gradually subverted the founda-
tions of popery; and Germany saw with
admiration the display of a profound,
practical knowledge in ecclesiastical sub-
jects, from a person whose hours had
chiefly been spent in the schools and in
the monastery. Some, however, there
were, and those the friends of Luther,
who were startled at the boldness of the
publication, and considered it as the sig-
nal for war; but the more thinking and
judicious part of mankind looked on this
measure as the wisest step, which, even
in a mere worldly and prudential light,
could possibly have been taken, to ren-
der contemptible and abortive the expect-
ed fulminations of the Roman court.

In the autumn of the same year our in-
dustrious Reformer printed a small trea-
tise concerning the Babylonish Captivity

of the Church. He begins
He publishes this book with an ingenuous
mshBcapt?." acknowledgment, that he now
vity. most sincerely repented of

the concessions he had made
two years ago respecting the nature of

INDULGENCES. He was so constantly ex-
ercised, he said, in disputes and conten-
tions, that whether he would or would
not, he was compelled to become daily
more and more learned. He could not at
that time think of rejecting indulgences
entirely, so general was the consent of
mankind in their favour, and so addicted
was he himself to the superstitions of
Romish tyranny. But he now understood
them to be mere impostures, originating
in iniquitous flattery. Their object was
to rob men of their money, and to pervert
the faith of the (Sospel, He heartily
wished he could persuade the booksellers,
and all others, to commit to the flames
every line that he had written on that
subject, and to substitute in their place
this proposition,—Indulgences are the
wicked contrivances of Romish flatter-
ers.*

It is in this animated composition, that
Luther for the first time, I think, calls
the papacy, THE KINGDOM OF BABYLON,
The progress of his sentiments was in
perfect unison with the natural motions
of the human mind, attending to the dic-
tates of conscience, and directed by se-
rious reflection. It was altogether agree-
able to right reason, that he, who had for
some time suspected the papacy to be
antichristian on account of its multiplied
enormities, should at length firmly believe
it to be so, when it reformed no abuses,
acknowledged no mistakes, and exhibited
no ecclesiastical authority, but in perse-
cuting those who endeavoured to promote
he good of the church.

Notwithstanding the generous and sea-
sonable protection which had lately been
offered to Luther by the 'German nobili-

ty, his real situation at this time was
ufficiently perilous to have filled any
ither person with the most uneasy appre-

hensions. His artful, bitter, and cha-
grined adversary, Eckius, had gone to
Rome, for the express purpose of solicit-
ing the papal censures against him. He
aiew the man's pride and boundless am-
lition, his persevering industry, his un-
xhausted resentment. The bull of Leo

which was to put an end to the dis-
sensions in the Church, and perhaps to
he existence of the Reformer, was daily
expected in Germany; and Luther might
ell doubt whether the cautious Elector

vould not shrink from the danger of ha-
zarding an open rupture with the Roman

* Luth. Op. Vol. II,
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See, whose enormous power had already
crushed some of the most potent German
emperors. He had indeed good reason
to believe that Frederick was his disciple
from conviction, as well as his protector
from policy; but that excellent prince
might not be able to support him in an
avowed contest of force, though by pru-
dential and dexterous management, he
had hitherto shielded him from mischief.
Iff this state of suspense and peril, it was
impossible for Luther to remain uncon-
cerned ; yet he discovered no symptoms
either of timidity or remissness. He
continued to vindicate his own conduct
and opinions with spirit, and to inveigh
against those of his adversaries with ve-
hemence.

From the epistolary correspondence of
Spalatinus towards the end of the year
1520, we have an opportunity of learning

the exact state of Luther's
The courage mind, after he had received
A DUi520. certain intelligence of the ar-

rival of his condemnation
from Rome. Spalatinus had been sent
by the elector, to examine the condition
of the university of Wittemberg, and also
to ask Luther what steps he intended to
take respecting the pope's bull. " I found
him," says he, " altogether cheerful, and
even in high spirits. He is determined
to write against the bull, but with mo-
deration, for the Elector's sake. He has
resolved, as soon as he hears of the burn-
ing of his own books, to treat the ponti-
fical decrees in the same way. I have
seen more than thirty letters addressed
to Luther from Suevia, Helvetia, and
Pomerania. They are written by princes
and persons distinguished by rank and
learning, and are, all ôf them, full of
pious and consolatory reflections. Though
two hundred students are said to have
left the university, the danger of the
plague was the chief reason of their de-
parture. Moreover, the principal part of
them remain, and new ones are daily
coming in crowds; insomuch that I my-
self have seen six hundred scholars at-
tend the lectures of Melancthon, and four
hundred those of Luther. Lastly, neither
the parish church, nor that of the monas-
tery, is large enough to contain the mul-
titudes who flock to hear the sermons of
Luther."

After the court of Rome had hesitated
almost three years, during all which time
the WORD OF GOD HAD GROWN AND MULTI-
PLIED, it was on the fifteenth of June,

VOL. i i . 24

one thousand five hundred Damnatory
and twenty, that Leo X. pub- Luthef?1"81

lished that famous damnatory June is,
bull* against Luther, which A D - i m

n the event proved so fatal to the es-
tablished hierarchy. Forty-one propo-
sitions extracted out of Luther's works
are therein condemned as heretical, scan-
dalous, and offensive to pious ears; all
persons are forbidden to read his writ-
ings, upon pain of excommunication;
such as had any of them in their custody,
are commanded to burn them; and he
himself, if he did not. within sixty days,
send or bring his retractation in form to
Rome, is pronounced an obstinate heretic,
is excommunicated, and delivered unto
Satan for the destruction of his flesh; and
all secular princes are required, under
pain of incurring the same censures, and
of forfeiting all their dignities, to seize
his person, that he might be punished as
his crimes deserved.-)-

There was a time when the most pow-
erful monarchs would have trembled at
such a sentence. That time was now
elapsed; and though Eckius and his
party triumphed, as if by one decisive
blow they had at length annihilated Lu-
theranism, the more judicious and dis-
passionate part of mankind beheld this
rash step of the Roman court as the cer-
tain prognostic of increased tumults and
distractions.

The bull met with different kinds of
reception in different parts of Germany.
In some places the publication of it was
delayed, in others eluded in part; and so
odious were the proceedings of the court
of Rome in this business, that fear alone
dictated to many a reluctant and partial
obedience to its mandates. For some
time past the followers of Luther had
been gradually learning to treat eccle-
siastical anathemas with little respect ;$
and, on this occasion, they read them
with the most lively indignation. Even
at Leipsic, Eckius experienced a very
violent opposition to the promulgation of
the bull; and at Erfurt it was forcibly
wrested from him, torn to pieces, and
thrown into the river by armed academi-
cians, who assembled together and be-
sieged his house for that purpose.

Spalatinus has informed us how little
intimidated or disconcerted he found his

* See Chap. V. of this Cent.
t Luth. Op. II. Wit. Palavic. 27.
t Luth. Op. I.
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friend Luther to be on the arrival of th
bull ;* but, it should seem, that som
weeks before their interview, Luthei
knew the long expected event had ac-
tually taken place. We collect this frdm

one of his letters to SpaJati-
A.D. 1520. nus, dated October the thir-

teenth, 1520; an extract oi
which we shall lay before the reader,
who will, doubtless, be gratified to see
his very first thoughts and resolutions on
this memorable occasion. "At last th
Roman bull is come; and Eckius is th
bearer of it. I treat it with contempt
I consider it in all respects as a machi
ration of Eckius, and I attack it as im
pious and false. You see, that the ex
press doctrines of Christ himself are here
condemned ; no cause assigned why I
should be deemed a heretic; and, lastly
I am called, not to a hearing, but to a
retractation. I shall however, as yet,
not seem to know that it is a papal bull
but treat it as a fiction and forgery. Oh
how I wish that the emperor Charles V
would act like a man ; and in behalf o
Christ oppose the emissaries of Satan,
On my own account I have no fear. Lei
the will of the Lord be done. Neither
do I see what steps the prince should
take; perhaps, a-silent connivance is his
truest wisdom. Everywhere, even at
Leipsic, I understand that both the bull
and Eckius are extremely despised ; so
that I almost suspect it will, of itself,
come to nothing, if we ourselves do not
procure it importance, by discovering too
great an anxiety. I send you a true copy
of the bull, that you may see what these
Romans are. If they prevail, there is an
end of the Church, and of the faith of
the Gospel. From the bottom of my
heart I rejoice that I suffer this persecu-
tion in the best of causes; though I am
not worthy to undergo tribulation in so
holy a conflict. I feel myself now more
at liberty, being assured that the pope-
dom is antichristian, and the seat of Sa-
tan. My only prayer is, that God may
preserve his own people from the impious
seductions of Romish adherents. Eras-
mus writes, that the emperor's court over-
flows with beggars and dependants, all
disposed to promote tyrannical princi-
ples, so that there is no hope in Charles.
No wonder! Trust not in princes, or |n
any child of man, for there is no help in

them."t

Historians, on both sides the question,
censure without mercy the imprudent
conduct of the Roman court in almost all
their transactions with Luther. More-
over, they also suggest ingenious plans
of different kinds,* by which, if the pa-
pal counsels had been steadily directed,
they suppose all opposition to the reign-
ing ecclesiastical powers might have
been crushed in the bud. The pious
reader, however, while he reflects with
astonishment on the presumptuous folly
and blind infatuation of the Roman hier-
archy, will take care always to keep a
reverential eye on the overruling hand of
Providence, which, for the wickedness
of men, often shuts their eyes, that they
cannot see, and makes their ears heavy
that they cannot hear.f If this impor-
tant caution, so constantly enjoined in
Scripture, be totally neglected, or but
carelessly regarded, the study of history,
otherwise so beneficial an employment,
may easily obtain a malignant influence
over both the understanding and the af-
fections. An'habitual attention to SE-

ONDARY CAUSES, where the mind has not
obtained, from Divine revelation, any
true knowledge of the FIRST GRAND
CAUSE, nor been duly humbled on ac-
count of internal depravity, had been ob-
served, in many instances, sadly to in-
crease a sceptical, profane, and atheisti-
cal way of thinking. On the contrary,
when the God of the Scriptures is the
~od in whom we firmly believe and
humbly trust, and whose attributes we
xpect to see displayed in his govern-

ment of the world, we then derive useful
essons of instruction from the contem-
•lation of almost every event, which
ither we ourselves diligently observe,
r which is faithfully recorded by hu-

man industry. In effect, the RELIGIOUS
RINCIPLE is the KEY to true wisdom,
nd to true happiness; the doof of BOTH
s shut to the profane unbeliever.

Those, then, who believe, that when
he heart of a wicked man, as of Pharaoh,
s declared in Scripture to be hardened
>y the Lord, a previous state of great
in and impenitence is the true cause of
o awful a judgment, will have no diffi-
ulty in comprehending why theHoman
onliff and his advisers should appear to
ave had their hearts hardened in all
heir contests with Luther. The Re-
brmer's cause from the beginning was

6 Page 277. f Seek. 114. Robertson, Charles V. t Isaiah, vi. 10.
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the cause of God and his Christ; and
the Roman See had well nigh filled up
the measure of its iniquity. On the sup-
position of any other principle, but a ju-
dicial hardening of the heart through
Divine vengeance, the strange infatuation
of Leo X. seems altogether unaccount-
able. Most certainly he was extremely
anxious to have the bull of Luther's con-
demnation well received among the na-
tions: but MARK the means, which that
pontiff, so celebrated for penetration and
dexterity, employed to bring about so
important a purpose.

1. The bull itself was ill calculated
either to convince or to silence. Th
holy Scriptures had begun to be read in

Germany. To these Luther
Reflections constantly appealed, and to
PopVs bull, nothing else. By these he re-

peatedly requested that his
doctrines might be tried. The elector
Frederic had intimated to the pope, with
sufficient clearness,* how dangerous it
would be, in the business of Luther, to
neglect the testimony of Scripture, and
to rely merely on ecclesiastical censures.
Leo, however, stimulated by Eckius,
and other interested ecclesiastics, would
listen to nothing that was healing or pa-
cific. Instead of confuting the doctrines
of Luther and exposing his heresies by
scriptural arguments, he invokes Jesus
Christ, St. Peter, St. Paul, and all the
Saints of Heaven, and in the most pom-
pous and unmeaning language entreats
them to preserve the purity of the sacred
Church. He then declares (hat his car-
dinals, and his generals of the regular
orders, with other divines and doctors of
law, had agreed with him in condemning
and rejecting forty-one propositions of
Luther, and in pronouncing them false,
heretical, and scandalous. But,'as Father
Paul observes,f not a word was said by
which men could infer, which were here-
tical, which false, and which scandalous;
and thus matters were left in greater
doubt than before the publication of the
bull. This was not to appease, but to
exasperate the discontents of the Ger-
mans; who thought it an extraordinary
proceeding, that nice questions relative
to faith and discipline should be decided
at Rome by courtiers only, without the
concurrence and advice of other bishops
and learned persons, and especially the

* See Chap. V. of this Cent.
t Council of Trent.

universities of Europe.—Considerations
of this kind showed the necessity of thai
general council to which Luther had ap-
pealed soon after the conferences at
Augsburg.*

2. The wisest and best part of the Ro-
man catholics themselves acknowledge
the culpable imprudence of Leo in this
violent proceeding against Luther. But
besides the offensive contents of the
bull, it was brought into Germany by
Eckius himself, the avowed enemy of
the Reformer and his friends. A step
more indiscreet than this, or more in-
flammatory in its tendency, could scarce-
ly have been devised. Even the popish
advocate Pallavicini owns, that the court
of Rome did not herein act wisely, and,
" that it would have been more conveni-
ent to have made use of some other per-
son, because it provoked Luther, and
made him not regard the execution of
the pope's bull as a just punishment re-
ceived from the hands of the executioner,
but as a smart blow given him by his
mortal enemy." Eckius all the while
pretended to be an involuntary agent in
the business, alleging, that only the
cause of religion could have induced him
to submit to so much labour and expense,
One of his private letters, however, sent
from Rome, happened to fall into Lu-
ther's hand, who instantly published its
contents, and at the same time made per-
tinent remarks on the hypocritical and
interested motives of the writer, which
were completely laid open by this acci-
dent. In fact, the credit of Eckius in
Saxony was now at the lowest ebb. He
sent a copy of the bull to the university
of Wittemberg, and entreated' them to
be obedient to the papal injunctions;
but that learned body paid no other re-
gard to his solicitations, than to inform
the Elector of the circumstances, and to
intimate to that WISE prince, that as
Eckius had not ventured to bring the
bull himself, they'suspected he had been
guilty of some unfair practices in the
business.

These sentiments of the academicians
of Wittemberg were communicated in
writing to the Elector, by Peter Bucard,
at that time rector of the university; and
as no answer is known to have been re-
turned, it is most probable that Frederic,
satisfied with the favourable disposition
of his university towards Luther, left

* See Chap. IV. of this Cent.
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them to the direction of their own judg-
ment in this delicate affair.

3. Among the unwise measures at this
time adopted by the Roman court, for
the purpose of securing a good reception
throughout Germany to the sentence of
Luther's condemnation, may justly be
reckoned the vain attempts which they
made to influence the elector of Saxony
and obtain his concurrence in publishing
the pope's bull. Nothing could be
worse calculated to effect this design,
than the letter which Leo himself sent to
Frederic on that occasion. A weak un-
principled character might easily have
been seduced from the path of duty by
the insincere, adulatory expressions of
the pontiff. But the firm, penetrating,
conscientious mind of the elector of
Saxony was more than a match for Leo
and all his profligate advisers. This
excellent prince despised their flattery
as he detested their hypocrisy; and,
though by nature and habit uncommonly
cautious and temperate, he appears to
have been so much provoked by their
unjust and barbarous treatment of his
favourite Luther, as to discover unequi-
vocal marks of dissatisfaction and re-
sentment. Matters were now come to a
crisis. Either the hero of the Reforma-
tion was to be abandoned to the rage
and malice of his enemies, or the deci-
sions of an iniquitous and despotical
hierarchy must be withstood with vigour
and resolution. The honest side of this
alternative might be attended with dan-
ger; but happily for the cause of Chris-
tian liberty, Frederic feared God, in-
creased in the knowledge of true reli-
gion, and grew bolder in its support,

Thus, neither in the subject-matter of
the bull, nor in the choice of Eckius as
nuncio for the publication of it in Ger-
many, nor lastly, in the pope's epistola-
ry solicitation of the Elector's concur
rence, did the Roman court display the
smallest portion of wisdom or foresight,
And it is to the same sort of infatuation
continuing to pervade their counsels, tha
we are to ascribe the rash and insolen
demands which they directed Aleande

to make from the elector.*
Interview This prince was at Cologne,
between the o n his return from the coro-
Saxony and nation of the new empero:
Aleander. Charles V. where Aleandei

—a man of ability, learning.

* Aleander was appointed joint-nunci'
with Eckius.—Se& Appendix, Aleander.

and eloquence, but of unsound principles
and profligate morals,—having obtained
an audience, opened his commission in
he following manner. He said, the pope
md entrusted himself and Eckius with
the affair of Luther, which was of great
consequence to the empire and to the
whole Christian world. He did not
doubt but the elector would imitate the
emperor and the other princes, who had
received the pope's determination with
respect. In the pope's name he insisted
on two things ; — 1 . That he would cause
all Luther's books to be burnt; and, 2.
That he would either put the author of
hem to death, or imprison him till he

should be sent to Rome.
Frederic, after due consideration, and

by the advice of his privy counsellors,
replied with great prudence, firmness,
and spirit. He expressed much surprise,
that after the many proofs he had given
of piety and obedience, the pope should
make such extraordinary demands. He
had been informed, he said, that during
his absence from his own dominions, on
account of the emperor's coronation, Ec-
kius had brought several of his subjects
into trouble and danger; and, that as this
was entirely CONTRARY to the intention
even of the bull itself, which specified
no person whatever but Luther, he left
"t to the pope's nuncios to judge, how
very disgusting such things must be to
a prince who had merited a very different
treatment. He could not pretend to say,
what steps had been taken in his absence
by his subjects in general, or by Luther
in particular, against these severe pro-
ceedings. He believed it possible that
vast multitudes of all ranks and orders
might adhere to Luther, and favour his
appeal. The elector, himself, however,
and his brother John, he said, always re-
verenced the Holy See; and if Luther
had done, or said, ox written, anything
unworthy of a Christian or a Divine, he
should meet with no support from his
prince. Frederic then put Aleander in
mind, That in consequence of a promise
from Cajetan, that the differences should
be settled in the kindest manner, he had
directed Luther to make his appearance
before that Cardinal at Augsburg: That
at the express desire of Miltitz, he had
retained Luther, who was otherwise on
the very point of being dismissed from
the university. Moreover, that the arch-
bishop of Treves had been appointed
Apostolical Commissary to try this cause;
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and that Luther would unquestionabl
have appeared before him, if he had bee
properly summoned and had had a safe-
conduct. "Luther ," continued Frederic
" h a s made many promises, and some
credit ought to be given him for the per-
formance. His account of the matter is
that the scurrilous writings of his ad-
versaries have compelled him to take u
his pen in his own defence; and that i
said to be the judgment also of manj
learned, many honest, and many piou
characters : nevertheless, as far as I arr
concerned, he must stand on his owi
merits and his own reputation. Neithe
the pope nor the emperor have yet made
it appear that his books deserve to I
burnt: when I am once convinced of that
I will not fail to do everything that be-
comes a Christian prince.

" I beg therefore you would no longe
persist in these measures; but commi
this business to learned, pious, impartia
and disinterested judges, who may mee
in a convenient place, and have the par-
ties before them, with the public faith
pledged for their safety. Whenever thi
supposed heretic shall have been convict-
ed by solid scriptural arguments, the
Elector of Saxony will be the last per-
son to protect h im; and I must believe
that even then His Holiness will not re-
quire me to do anything dishonourable."

After this conversation,* Aleander and
Carracciolus-(- had an interview with the
elector's council, in which they pressed
with great earnestness for a compliance
with the demands of the pontiff. Car-
racciolus exclaimed, that Luther had
kept none of his promises. AleandBr al-
leged the many and various endeavours
of the pope to recall this man from his
errors. He said the commission of the

* It is in reference to this conversation
that Luther says, the Elector handled the
Pope's nuncio so roughly at Cologne, that
they were obliged to leave him with shame
and disgrace. And he adds, this prince was
a man of exquisite discernment, and knew
how to treat the artifices of the Roman
court as they deserved. Luth. Tom. I.

f Carracciolus was also a nuncio of the
pope, who had been sent to the Emperor on
other business. He was present during-
Aieander's conversation with the Elector,
but does not appear to have interfered. In-
deed Aleander was pitched Upon for the par-
ticular affair of Luther, and was Supposed to
be eminently qualified for the management
of it,

24*

archbishop of Treves was at an end. It
was a cause in which THE FAITH was
concerned, and therefore the pope had
very properly taken it into his own hands.

Frederic still persisted in his senti-
ments : upon which Aleander, anxious
to retire with as good a grace as he could,
declared, "that the pope, having no wish
to embrue his hands in the blood of Lu-
ther, had never designed to" proceed
against his person ; but that in regard to
Carracciolus and himself, he contended
they had no choice left to them : they
were bound to obey the injunctions of the
bull, and, in so doing, to burn the books
of Martin Luther."

It required, however, no little effron-
tery to make that part of this declaration,
which regarded the person of Luther; for
it was in direct contradiction to the de-
mands which the nuncio himself, in the
pope's name, had so recently made, as
well as both to the spirit and letter of the
bull itself. But it was no part of Aiean-
der's disposition to be very solicitous re-
specting honour, veracity, or consistency
of conduct. In his eloquent speech to
he elector, he urged the necessity, which
he two nuncios were under, of burning

Luther's writings; yet it is certain that,
n the conclusion of these conferences at
Cologne, he promised that he would sus-

pend thê  execution of the pontifical Sen-
ence in that respect.* In the same ha-
•angue, he also represented the new ern-
)eror, Charles V. as altogether obedient
to the mandates of the pope: whereas
the truth is, he repeatedly pressed that
monarch to take part against Luther, and
o give full effect to the pope's bull; but
~harles, whatever might be his real sen-
iiments or wishes, at present thought
)roper to refuse compliance with the in-
iolent pontifical demands respecting the
ieizure of Luther's person. In fact, he
as then under the greatest obligations

o Frederic, being actually indebted to
his prince for his recent election to the
mperial dignity. Accordingly, he re-
lied to Aleander without hesitation, that
e must first hear what the elector of
axony had to say on the subject, and

hen he would give his answer to the
ope.f In regard to the burn-
g of the heresiarch's wri- Luther's
ngs, he appears at last to bYrnUbv
ave given way to the zeal Aleander.
nd solicitations of Aleander,

* Comment, de Luth. p. 142,
t Luth. Vol. II. p. 117.
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who having1 so far carried his point with
the new emperor, attended him after his
coronation from city to city, filling the
Netherlands with the smoke and flames
of innumerable books and papers, and
threatening all ranks and orders with the
papal vengeance.* A like partial sub-
mission to the pope's bull was obtained
by Aleander in the ecclesiastical electo-
rates of Cologne and Mentz. The ha-
tred of this furious popish executioner
towards Luther was cordial and extreme;
and is by no means to be ascribed to
bigotry or superstition exclusively. He
evidently disliked the man, for the sound-
ness and purity of his morals. Be is
known to have said, " I t is impossible to
soften Luther by money.. He is a brute,
who will not look either at bribes or
honours; otherwise,'he might long ago
have had many thousands paid to him at
the bankers by the pope's orders."f

How very different from those of Ale-
ander were the principles which influ-
enced the conduct of the elector of Saxo-
ny ! The more we know of this good
prince, the more are we compelled to ad-
mire the integrity and the tenderness of
his conscience.—The following curious
anecdote throws further light on his cha-
racter, and is at the same time in close
connexion with our main subject.

A short time after the preceding con-
ferences with Aleander, Frederic sent a

pressing message to the cele-
TheEiec- brated Erasmus,—who hap-
^ewwith P e n e d t 0 .b e t h e n a t Colog
Erasmus. —in which he solicited an

interview at his own apart-
ments. Erasmus complied with the
summons, and was accordingly intro-
duced to his Highness. It was iii the
month of December; Spalatinus also was
present; and as the THREE were stand-
ing before the fire, a conversation took
place, in the course of which the elector
earnestly entreated Erasmus to give him
his unfeigned opinion of Luther. Eras-
mus pressed together his lips, and en-
deavoured to evade the question ; but the
prince looked at him full in the face, and
gravely said, " I would rather the earth
should open and swallow me up, than
that I should be found favouring any
false doctrines. But if Luther has the
truth on his side, whatever danger I may
run, he shall not reckon me among his

dversaries. Neither do I think myself
ualified to decide in so important a

matter; and for that reason, I wish to
now the real judgment of wise and
earned men concerning the whole con-
roversy. It was on this occasion that
~ rasmus said ironically, "Luther has
sommitted two great faults; he has
touched the pope on the crown, and the
fnonks on the belly." The elector
miled; and was so much impressed

with the sarcastic observation, that he
mentioned it a little before his death.

rasmus then subjoined, with great se-
iousness, " That Luther was just in his
nimadversions on the ecclesiastical
buses ; that a reformation of the Church

was become absolutely necessary ; that
:he Reformer's doctrine was true in the
main; but that there was a want of
mildness in his manner."*

* Erasm. Letter to Card. Sadoletus.
f Selneccer, in Seek,

* This account is taken partly from a
MS. of Spalatinus, and partly from the An-
als of Melancthon. The latter author

nakes the following" very important reflec-
ions on the conduct of Frederic in these
ransactions :—

This most excellent prince was much
:oncerned at the foresight of the contests and
isorders which would ensue, though the
irst attacks made by Luther were upon very
•lausible grounds. By his own judgment
Lnd sagacity, and by long- experience iri the

art of government, he well knew the danger
of revolutions. But being- a truly religious
man, and one who feared God, he consulted
not the dictates of mere worldly and political
wisdom, which might have inclined him to
stifle at once all symptoms of innovation.
He determined to prefer the glory of God to
all other considerations, and to listen to the
divine command which enjoins obedience to
the Gospel. He knew tfiat it was a hor-
ible profaneness to resist the truth when

plainly seen and known. He had studiously
examined Luther's works, and accurately
weighed his proofs and testimonies; and he
would not suffer doctrines to be oppressed
and smothered, which he judg-ed to be the
word of God. The Holy Spirit confirmed
and supported him in these excellent resolu-
tions ; insomuch, that, though the emperors
Maximilian and Charles, and the Roman
pontiffs, urged this prince,—and not without
menaces,—to hinder Luther from preaching
and writing in his dominions, he was not in
the least degree shaken or intimidated. Yet
he presumed not to rely entirely on his own
judgment in a matter of so great importance,
but took the advice of other persons, who
were venerable for their rank, learning, and
experience,"
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When Erasmus had withdrawn from
the elector, he sat down with Spalatinus,
and instantly wrote a few concise AXIOMS,
as they have been called, respecting Lu-
ther and his cause. The substance of
several of them is as follows:

1. A love of tyranny, and
, Axioms of a hatred of learning, is the

Erasmus. ^ S Q u r c e o f a

commotions.
2. Hence clamours, and plots, bitter

enmities, and acrimonious publica-
tions.

3. Persons of the best morals, and of
the purest faith, are the least offended
with Luther.

4. There are some who take advantage
of the pope's good-nature.

5. The pope prefers the glory of Christ
to his own; and the salvation of
souls to any other gain.

6. It would be both for the dignity and
the interest of the pope, that this con-
test should be settled by wise, grave,
and unsuspected characters.

7. The barbarity of this bull against Lu-
ther offends all good men, as it is in-
deed unworthy of a mild vicar of
Christ.

8. Only two of the universities, out of
so many, have condemned Luther;
and these have not convicted him,
nor do they themselves ,agree as to
their reasons.

9. Luther's proposals,—to defend him-
self publicly, or to submit his cause
to unsuspected judges,—seem per-
fectly fair to all'reasonable men.

10. The man aims at neither rank nor
profit,—and therefore he is the less
suspected.

11. What has hitherto been written
against Luther, is disapproved esen
by those divines who dissent from the
Reformer's tenets."*

The paper containing these axioms
was put into the hands of Spalatinus by
Erasmus himself; but the cautious au-
thor of them, soon after, wrote a most
pressing note to Spalatinus, in which he
entreated him to return it; alleging as a
reason, "lest Aleander should make a
bad use of its contents."|

There is, however, no doubt tha
Erasmus heartily disapproved the severe
and despotical proceedings of the Roman

ourt in the condemnation of Luther.
The popish historians inform us, that he
held the pope's bull to be a forgery, and
would not be convinced of the contrary,

Aleander had permitted him to exa-
mine it. That after this, he went about
y night to the princes and their friends,
or the purpose of alienating their affec-
ions from the pope and from Aleander,
telling them the bull had been extorted,
contrary to the pontiff's real inclinations,
y the artifices of malevolent persons;

and that in a conversation with Aleander,
was very pressing that the resolution

;oburn Luther's books might be dropped,
r at least retarded.*
The legates of the pope, in their turn,

are said to have plied Erasmus closely
with the offer of a rich bishopric, if he
would undertake to write against Luther:
But he answered them : u Luther is too
great a man for me to encounter. I do
not even always understand him. How-
ever, to speak plainly, he is so extraordi-
nary a man, that I learn more from a sin-
gle page in his books than from all the
writings of Thomas Aquinas."—Such
was the reputation of Luther for pro-
found knowledge in divinity.

From little anecdotes of this kind we
often learn more of the real judgment of
mankind concerning extraordinary cha-
racters, than from long historical de-
tails.

For example: Count Nassau, govern-
or of Flanders, Brabant, and Holland,
exhorted the divines at the league in the
following manner: " Go and preach the
Gospel in simplicity and truth, as LU-
THER DOES; and you will offend nobody,
nor suffer any molestation."

gain : The academicians of Louvain
complained to Margaret, the emperor's
sister, governess of the Netherlands, that
Luther by his writings was subverting
Christianity. Who is this Luther % said
she. They replied, He is an illiterate
monk. Is he so ? said she: Then do
you, who are very learned and numerous,
write against this illiterate monk; and
surely the world will pay more regard to
many scholars, than to one ignoramus.

Another instance: At the emperor's
table, mention, being made of Luther,
Ravenstein sjaicl, " Here is one Christian
arisen among us, at last, after four hun-
dred years; and the pope wishes to kill
him. Our teachers at Louvain, by dint

* Luth. Op. II.
t See Appendix, Aleander. * Pallavic. and Comment, de Luth.
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of bribes, obtained the burning1 of Lu
ther's books. The pile was kindled, an
great was the concourse of the student!
and others around it. But what book
think ye, did they bring? Not those o
Martin; but a great deal of monkisi
trash, was committed to the flames."*

While the minds of men of all rank
and orders were thus agitated with thi
ecclesiastical contention, it was not to b<
supposed, that the active, ardent disposi
tion of Luther himself would permit him
to be an indolent spectator. The inter-
ests ofthe pure Gospel of Christ, the re-
putation of the Reformer as a profound
divine, and even his personal safety, wer
all at stake. Add to this, that Luther's
views of the nature and importance o:
religious truth, as well as the tenderness
of his conscience, did not at all dispose
him to adopt that conciliatory, middl
sort of plan, which was constantly the
object of Erasmus's wishes.—Accord-
ing 1 ^

The first defensive step of our Reform-
er was to appeal from the sentence of the
Roman pontiff, to the superior authority
Luther ap- o f a general council. The
peals to age- contents of this appeal are
neral coun- m u c n the same as of the for-

mer at Wittemberg, in 1518.f
There is however this difference, that

he now absolutely ceases to preserve any
measures with the pope.—He appeals
from him,—1. As a rash, iniquitous, ty-
rannical judge;—2. As a hardened here-
tic, and apostate ; — 3 . As an enemy, An-
tichrist, and opposer of the Sacred Scrip
tures;—4. As a proud and blasphemous
despiser of the sacred Church of God,
and of all legal councils.

Soon after, he published, in answer to
the .bull, two small tracts in which he
exposes, with great spirit, the injustice,
arrogance, and despotism of the Roman

Court. The FIRST is entitled
His first Martin Luther against the ex-
against the ecrable Bull of Antichrist,
bull. In this he affects to entertain

some suspicion that the bull
itself is a wicked forgery of Eckius and
his party. How, said he, is it possible
that so wild and unchristian a composi-
tion should be the production ofthe pon-
tiff and his learned cardinals'? If indeed
the fact should turn out to be so, if in-

* Ex. Libell. in Biblioth. Paul. Lips, per
Seek.

iSee Chap. IV. of this Cent.

deed the bishop of Rome should be ac-
tually found to rage against him in the
manner which the terms of the bull im-
plied, he congratulated himself for being
called to suffer in so righteous a cause.
He could have but one wish, namely,
never more to be reconciled to so im-
pious an Antichrist; never more to desire
communication with him; but to surren-
der his life, if it so pleased God, with
grateful joy and thanksgiving. On ac-
count of his sins, he said, he merited
other treatment than so distinguished and
honourable a martyrdom. The author of
this damnatory bull,1 continued -he, does
not understand Luther. Luther has been
long used to controversies; and is not to
be frightened by vain threatenings. He
knows the difference between an unsatis-
factory, unmeaning paper, and the power-
ful written word of God.

Luther then calls on all Christian
kings- and princes, and particularly on
the emperor Charles V. and puts them
'n mind of their engagements at their
baptism. He addresses bishops, learned
doctors, and all who confess the name of

hrist, and entreats them to come for-
ward and defend the distressed Church
of God from the machinations of the pa-
pists. Lastly, with the greatest serious-
ness, he admonishes the pope himself,
and his cardinals, no longer to persevere
in their madness, no longer to act the un-
doubted part t>f the Antichrist of the
Scriptures.

Our Reformer calls his SECOND tract,
A defence of the articles of
Martin Luther, which are His second
ondemned by the Bull of Trac t>

Leo. X.
It is much longer than the former; for

n this the author defends, in their order,
ill the fortyrone articles of his writings
•vhich had been censured by the bull.
We need not be particular here, as the
vork chiefly relates to papal dogmas,
concerning which no protestant of our
mes gives himself the smallest concern.
Perhaps thejnost edifying part of this

erformance is his reasoning in support
f the authority of Scripture: " T h e Sa-
red Writings," says he, "are not to be
nderstood, but by that Spirit with which
hey were written ; which Spirit is never
It to be more powerful and energetic

han when HE attends the serious perusal
)f the writings, which HE HIMSELF dic-
ated. Setting aside an implicit depen-
lence on all human writings, let us stre-
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nuously adhere to the Scriptures alone.
The primitive Church acted thus; she
must have acted so ; for she had seen no
writings of the fathers. The Scripture
is its own interpreter, trying, judging,
and illustrating all things. If it be not
so, why do Augustine and other holy fa-
thers appeal to the Scriptures as the first
principles of truth, and confirm their
own assertions by its authority 1 Why
do we perversely interpret the Scriptures,
not by themselves, but by human glosses,
contrary to the example of all fathers 1
If these fashionable modes of exposition
be right, we had better at once admit,
that the writings of the fathers are more
perspicuous than the Scriptures. Again :
If this be the case, the fathers them-
selves acted very absurdly, when they
undertook to prove their own writings by
the authority of Scripture; and it will
follow that we ought to pay more regard
to expositors than to the word of God.
The Apostles themselves proved their
assertions by the Scriptures; yet they
surely had more right to plead their own
authority than any of the fathers had.
Let the fathers be allowed to have been
holy men ; still, they were only men, and
men inferior to apostles and prophets:
let them however be an example to us;
and as they in their time laboured in the
word of God, so let us in our days do
the same. There is one vineyard, and
there are labourers employed at different
hours. It is enough that we have learned
from the fathers the duty of studying,
and diligently labouring in the Scrip-
tures ; it is not necessary that we should
approve of all their works. There are
seasons, when the diligence of many does
not afford what a critical opportunity
alone gives to one,—provided that that
opportunity be connected with the incom-
prehensible energy of the Holy Spirit."

Sentiments like these had scarcely,
for many ages, been whispered in the
Christian world. Even the best and
wisest of men had long been accustomed
to lay an undue stress on human au-
thority ; and, in many instances, the most
unwarrantable tenets had rested on the |
credit of real or pretended fathers. The
various mischiefs which had arisen from
this practice, have been repeatedly de-
plored in the course of this-History ; but]
the time was now approaching, when|
the majesty of the Divine Word began J
to be revered as decisive in all cases of
doubt. It was reserved to an excommu-j

nicated monk to explain to mankind the
right use of Scripture, and to impress on
their minds its immense importance: in-
deed the light of the apostolic age began
to beam on the nations of Europe; and
we may justly consider the years we are
reviewing, as marked by a revolution in
religion, which is highly memorable in
the annals of the Church, and productive
of the most salutary consequences to
millions of such individuals as have
thought* or may think, the care of an
immortal soul to be a weighty and a,,
rational employment.

But the asperity of Luther's style of
writing threw a shade over all his vir-
tues : and, though the rudeness and in-
delicacy of the age in which
he lived, apologized in part The asperity
for this defect, and though st

f
y^e

uther'8
the same expressions which
he used, would, at this day, indicate a
far greater acrimony of temper, it was
impossible, even for his friends, to justify
his want of mildness and moderation.
The court of the elector more than once
reproved his excessive fervor ; and those
who admired the shrewdness, the soli-
dity, the sincerity, and the magnanimity
of his conceptions, could not commend
the manner in which he conveyed them.
As this is the least defensible part of his
character, let us hear him, for once apo-
logize for himself.

" I own," said he to Spalatinus, " that I
am more vehement than 1 ought to be : I
have to do with men who blaspheme evan-
gelical truth ; with wolves;
with those, who condemn me His apoio-
unheard, without" admonish- gies* h

ing, without instructing me; and who
utter the most atrocious slanders against
myself and the word of God: even the
most senseless spirit might be moved to
resistance by their unreasonable conduct,
much more I, who am choleric by nature,
and possessed of very irritable feelings,
and of a temper easily apt to exceed the
bounds of moderation. I cannot how-
ever but be surprised, whence this novel
taste arose, to call everything spoken
against an adversary, abusive language.
What think ye of Christ 1 Was he a re-
viler, when he calls the Jews an adul-
terous and perverse generation, a progeny
of vipers, hypocrites, the children of the
devil? What think ye of Paul, who
calls the enemies of the Gospel, dogs,
and seducers; who, in the thirteenth
chapter of the Acts, inveighs against a
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false prophet in this manner: * 0 full of
all subtilty and all malice, thou child of
the devil, thou enemy of all righteous-
ness.' Why does not Paul gently soothe
the impostor, rather than thunder at this
rate4? A mind conscious of truth cannot
with easy indifference endure the obsti-
nate enemies of truth.—I see that all
persons demand of me moderation, and
especially those of my adversaries who
least of all exhibit it. If I am too warm,
I am yet frank and open ; in which point
I think that I excel those, who always
act with artifice and guile."*

In another letter to the same friend, he
expresses himself thus: " I see clearly
that Erasmus is very far from a right

knowledge of the naturi of
~dapoL saving grace. In all his
writings, his grand object is to avoid the
cross, give no offence, and live at peace.
Hence he thinks it proper, on all subjects,
to display a sort of civility, good-nature,
and good breeding; but I say, Behemoth f
will pay no regard to such treatment, nor
ever be amended by it« Popery will
never be reformed one tittle by writings,
that give no offence, that make no attack;
in a word, that do not bite. For the pon-
tiffs consider these very gentle and civil
admonitions as a species of servile cring-
ing; they are content to be feared; and
they persevere in their wicked courses,
as though they had an absolute right to
remain incorrigible.^:

Again, in a dedication to the elector,
of one of his Commentaries on a portion
of the Gospels, he freely acknowledges,

that he had not obeyed that
a p o * prince's admonitions to avoid

all acrimony in his controversies ;§ still

* Lib. I. Ep.
t Job, xl. 10. He means popery.
X Lib. 1. Ep.
§ Melancthon informs us, that after the

conversation at Cologne,—mentioned above,
p. 282 of this Volume—between the Elector
and Erasmus, in which the latter blamed
Luther for want of greater mildness in his
cdntroversies, the Elector wrote to our Re-
former on the subject, and admonished him,
in the most serious manner, to desist from
the use of acrimonious language.

Erasmus, in one of his controversial tracts,
alludes to the conversation at Cologne :—" I
frankly," says he, "told the duke of Saxony,
in the presence of George Spalatiims, how
offensive Luther's acrimonious language was
to me, and to others. They answered, that

he said, " though he might have trans-
gressed the bounds of religion and mode-
ration in his answers to the impertinences
of his abandoned adversaries, he trusted
some allowance would be made, when it
was considered how numerous were the
virulent invectives which he alone had
to sustain."

The reader will judge for himself how
far these arguments and suggestions of
Luther afford a satisfactory apology for
the acerbity of his style. To me he by
no means seems sufficiently sensible of
his fault. We shall have a future oppor-
tunity to observe him more humbled
under it. But the excellency of Divine
Wisdom appears the greater and the
more admirable, in executing, by an
irascible instrument, who in many in-
stances was almost a stranger to the
maxims of human prudence, such mar-
vellous things, as have rarely been effect-
ed by tempers the most calm and sedate,
or by contrivances the most artful and
well digested. In justice, however, to
the Saxon Reformer, it ought to be
added, that the passionate heats and
commotions of his mind appear to have
been always of a transient nature, to
have evaporated in words, never to have
left any stains on his general conduct or
measures ; and,—if we except the mere
use of hard terms and expressions,—to
have seldom either injured his argumen-
tation, or led him, even in the most try-
ing scenes, to transgress the rules of
cha'rity, moderation, and decorum.—His
great historical adversary, the Jesuit
Maimbourg, says, " Luther wrote against
the pope's bull, and defended all his
errors. He treated the author of the
bull as Antichrist; and, like a madman,
filled his book with the most atrocious
and injurious expressions. Yet it can-
not be denied, that, notwithstanding this
heat and impetuosity, which were natu-
ral to him, he always considered well
what he wrote, and -always in his writ-
ings displayed the man of genius and
erudition."

The Church of God, we may conclude,
would lose but little by this unhappy de-
fect in Luther's temper; as it neither
affected the acuteness of his talents, nor
betrayed him into unchristian principles.
Notwithstanding, as a private Christian,

in his sermons and lectures, he was as mild
as possible." Erasm. Purg. ad Expos.
Hutteni.
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he must have suffered much loss in his
own soul by the indulgence of anger.
For though we cannot admit the shadow
of a doubt concerning his perfect
cerity in the cause of the Gospel, yet his
comforts in the divine life could not fail
to meet with considerable interruption
from so lamentable a want of self-govern-
ment. In regard to his adversaries, the
supporters of the existing ecclesiastical
domination, they had attained a height
of wickedness in theory, and an effron-
tery in practice, which could scarcely be
described in too strong terms, by the
most keen and severe satirist.

When Luther, by his publications,
had opened men's eyes to the impiety
and injustice of the sentence of the Ro-
man court, he proceeded to perform one

of the boldest actions record-
ed in history. He was con-
vinced that his appeal to a

general council would be disregarded by
the pope and his cardinals; and he fore-
saw, that if he did not soon recant his
heresies, the thunder of actual excommu-
nication would be levelled against the
man who had so long been the object of
ecclesiastical indignation. He determin-
ed therefore to separate himself from the
communion of the church-of Rome: and
as Leo, in the execution of the bull, had
appointed Luther's books to be burnt, he,

Bold action
{if Luther.

because, on the supposition that the pa-
pal hierarchy was in the right, and Lu-
ther in the wrong, his separation from
the church must have been considered as
a vain and futile evasion. For it an of-
fender, however grievous, should be al-
lowed, in the moment before he is going1

to suffer punishment, to plead his just
right to withdraw himself from the so-
ciety whose laws he has broken, there is
at once an end of all penal sanctions,
and, by consequence, a dissolution of
government. Not necessary,—because
the explanation of Luther's conduct in
no case requires nice and subtle distinc-
tions. In this instance, he left the Ro-
mish communion, because he considered
that church as corrupt and impious. Al-
ready he had declared war against the
pope; he had boldly denominated him
the MAN OF SIN, and exhorted all Chris-
tian princes to shake off his usurpations.
Under such circumstances, it was not
like Luther to have recourse to the dubi-
ous argumentations of lawyers: it was
more like a true servant of God, more
like a student of his Bible, well versed
in the stories of the worthies of the
Old Testament, and inflamed with a
holy zeal to imitate Phineas, Samuel,
Daniel, and the rest; and abundantly
more in harmony with the natural tem-
per of the man, to act the part of a deter-

by way of retaliation, erected an im- mined adversary^ to rest his personal
" mense pile of wood without the walls of

Wittemberg, and there, in the presence
of the professors and students of the uni-
versity, and of a vast multitude of spec-
tators, committed to the flames the papal

defence on the vigour and perseverance
of his attacks, and to aim at nothing
short of victory in his contest with the
pontiff. Moreover, to defy the court of
Rome, and publicly burn the sentence of

bull of his excommunication, together Leo X. was the wisest resolution which
with the volumes of the decretals and
!canon law which relate to the pontifical
jurisdiction. It has been thought proba-
ble that L,uther was directed in this spi-

could possibly have been adopted, even
if Luther had regarded only his own in-
dividual safety. At once it encouraged
his friends, and astonished his enemies.

rited measure by persons well skilled in The die was cast: and his life was to be
the law. For by thus voluntarily with- saved, not by a vain assertion that he
drawing himself in a public manner from
the Romish church, it was supposed he
had eluded and rendered insignificant any

was no longer a subject of the pope,
but by putting it out of the power of An-
tichrist to do him harm. Every step

further exercises of papal authority | which the Reformer took relative to this
against his person. The man was now!important and interesting transaction,
no longer a subject of the pontiff, and'accords with these ideas. That the bold
therefore it must be deemed superfluous | thought had been conceived in his mind
and absurd to eject him by force from j for some time past, appears clearly from
an ecclesiastical community of which he, his letter to Spalatinus in Chap. V. Cent,
had ceased to be a member.* To me I XVI. That letter was dated the tenth
confess this reasoning appears to be nei- of July, 1520. Let the curious reader
ther sound nor necessary. Not sound,—

* Mosheim.

attend also to the dates of some other
'things which are already before him, and
he will be enabled to form a judgment of
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Luther's vigour and activity in this cri-
tical business. He is to be informed,
then,

1. That Luther published the tract men-
tioned page 275, of this volume, in
JUNE, 1520, the very month in which
the pope's bull was actually issued at
Rome; and the tract mentioned p. 276,
in the succeeding AUGUST.

2. That in OCTOBER he was first in-
formed that Eckius had brought the
bull into Germany, and was doing his
utmost to promote the reception of it.*

3. That on the seventeenth of NOVEM-
BER, Luther appealed in form to a
general council.

4. That on the first of DECEMBER, in
two distinct treatises,]- he attacked
the author of the bull as Antichrist,
and defended such of his own doc-
trines as had been pronounced here-
tical.

5. And lastly, That it was on the tenth
of DECEMBER 1520, when he burnt
publicly the pontifical law and the
pope's sentence.

This extraordinary action of Martin
Luther, taken with all the circumstances
that accompanied it, may be considered
as carrying his rebellion against the
sovereign pontiff to the highest pitch.
For besides the instances of contempt
and defiance, which took place on the
day itself of the combustion of the papal
law and papal decrees, there were others
which soon followed that memorable
spectacle, and which must have been
deemed still' more affronting to the ma-
jesty of the pope. To convince mankind
that the measure which he had just exe-
cuted with so much firmness and intre-
pidity, was not a hasty thought, or the
ebullition of a sudden gust of passion
he immediately selected THIRTY ARTI-
CLES from the code of papal laws, as a
specimen of the iniquitous contents o
the books which he had just consumed
Upon these he wrote concise and pointed
remarks; he then printed the whole,and
circulated the little tract among the peo-
ple*, calling upon them in the most ani-
mated strains to exercise their own judg-
ments in matters of such vast importance
"Let no mart's good sense," said he,
" be so far seduced as to reverence the

* Letter to Spalatinus, page 278 of thi:
volume.

t A brief account of them is given in pp
284, 285.

volumes which I have burnt, on account
of their great antiquity or their high
titles. Let every one first hear and see
what the pope teaches in his own books,
and what abominable, poisonous doc-
rines, are to be found among the SA-

CRED, SPIRITUAL laws; and then let him
freely judge, whether I have done right
or not in burning such writings."

The two last of the articles selected
by Luther were as follows:

Art. 29. The pope has the power to
nterpret Scripture, and to teach as he

pleases; and no person is allowed to in-
terpret in a different way.

Art. 30. The pope does not derive
rorh the Scripture, but the Scripture

derives from the pope, authority, power,
and dignity.

Luther then affirms, that, comparing
together the different parts of the canon
law, its language amounts to no less than
this : " That the pope is God on earth ;
above all that is earthly or heavenly,
temporal or spiritual; That all things
belong to the pope; and, That no one
must venture to say, "What doest
thou?"

" Let these ARTICLES," continues he,
" suffice for the present. If any papal
advocate shall be so wanton as to defend
them, I will then not fail to place the
picture I have given in a much clearer
light. Nothing can be easier to me,
than to produce many more passages of
the same stamp* Were I to proceed
with the sad tale I have to tell, it would
appear that all which hitherto I have ad-
vanced against the popedom, was but
jest and diversion.

" I undertook this cause at first in the
NAME OF GOD; and in the confident hope,
that the favourable moment was arrived,
when of itself, and without further help
from me, it would proceed, as the cause
of God, to certain victory."f

Thus does it appear, that the plain
good sense and unshaken integrity of
Luther directed him in this instance, as
in many others, to pursue such measures
as were best calculated to defeat the
crooked politics of his unprincipled ad-
versaries. To expose to every eye those
secrets of the canonical volumes, which
sanctioned the proceedings of the Roman
court, was to shake the whole papal edi-
fice to its foundations; nor was it possi-
ble that so corrupt and despotic a hier-

Luth. Op. II.
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archy could long survive the free publi-
cation and dispersion of its principles
among the people. Daily, men were
accustomed to submit without remedy,
and often without murmuring, to the
most shameful abuses of ecclesiastical
authority; but when they were shown
that their sufferings were the result of
an iniquitous SYSTEM, when they read
the extravagant propositions which pro-
claimed the absolute power of the pope,
and their own ignominious bondage, their
patience startled and began to mutiny
against a jurisdiction, which their under-
standings, as well as Luther's observa-
tions, convinced them was founded alto-
gether in injustice and impiety.—Hence
it was, that many, even of the Roman
catholics in Germany, who were zealous
for the liberty and independence of their
country, were disposed to countenance
the Reformer in his resistance to the
pope's tyrannical bull; and hence also,
though Aleander procured a second bull
against him, couched in the most pe-
remptory and definitive terms, it proved
almost entirely inefficient. Seckendorf
informs us, that in Saxony there is not
the smallest vestige of it to be found.

This second bull was issued in a little
more than three weeks from the burning
of the pontifical books, namely, on Janu-

ary the third, 1521. In it
The pope's the pope, most arrogantly
™ u e " ^ d impiously, styles him-
A. D. 1521. Self, THE DIVINELY APPOINT-

ED DISPENSER OF SPIRITUAL
AND TEMPORAL PUNISHMENTS. H e then
repeats the former b u l l ; and tells us,
that some persons, upon the publication
of it, had repented of their sins, and ob-
tained absolution. But on Luther and
his followers, whatever might be their
rank or dignity, he pronounces his eter-
nal anathemas.

Mankind, however, could not but take
notice how low the pontifical majesty
was fallen. The POPE had publicly burnt
the doctrinal articles of a MONK; the
MONK in return had burnt as publicly the
bull and decretals of the POPE ; and they
appear to be on a footing of equality.
Aleander also had obtained leave to burn
the Reformer's books in several cities of
Belg ium; and the friends of Lutheranism
retaliated on the pope in Saxony, and
even at Leipsic, in defiance of the duke
George, who always showed himself paci
much attached to the papacy.

I studiously avoid secular h is tory; but
VOL. I I . 25

ope-

a brief attention to the political state of
Europe seems necessary on
this occasion,- in order t o i l -
iustrate that wonderful con-
currence of providential events, which
enabled Luther thus to brave the pope
with impunity. The pontifical character
had been debased extremely by the vices
and enormities of Alexander VI . and
Julius I I . Leo X . who now filled the
papal chair, brought not so much honour
to the See by his elegant and literary
taste, as he disgraced it by his prodigal-
ity and profaneness, and enfeebled it by
his indolence^ Frederic the WISE had
an established character in Europe for
wisdom and probity, which rendered him
far more respectable than any pope of
Rome had been for a long time. Hence
the silent protection afforded by this
prince to Luther, proved his sufficient
defence, not only against the tyranny and
indignation, but even against the dexte-
rity and management of the Roman court.
The pope, his cardinals, his doctors of
divinity and of law, had met together,
deliberated, and passed sentence with
the greatest formality; but nobody ap-
peared to execute the pontifical mandates.
W e have observed that the empero'r
Charles V. had recently been obliged to
the generosity of Frederic for his eleva-
tion to the imperial throne, this disinter-
ested prince having resolutely refused
that dignity when offered to him, and
having at the same time declared that the
German empire, on account of the for-
midable strength and hostile designs of
the Turkish monarch, required a HEAD
of far greater POWER to defend it, than he
could pretend to possess. I t was this
reason chiefly that seems to have influ-
enced the electors in giving their suf-
frages to Charles. For, by inheritance
from his father Phi l ip , son of the last
emperor Maximilian, he had the posses-
sion of Austria and the Nether lands ; and
by his mother he had the kingdom of
Spain. Add to this, his dominions
stretched along that frontier, which lay
most exposed to the enemy; and he was
also a prince remarkable for his great
personal qualities and endowments ; and
still more so for the uncommon lustre
which was shed on the age in which he
lived by a number of marvellous events,
—events too in which his genius and ca-

ity had no share. I t was natural
therefore that this illustrious prince, sin-
gularly and greatly indebted as he was
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to the elector of Saxony, should by no
means be inclined hastily to compel him
to persecute his highly esteemed profes-
sor of the university of Wittemberg.
Moreover, as if all the world had con-
spired to favour the Reformation—that
rivalry, which soon commenced between
Francis I. of France and Charles V.—
the former having been also a candidate
for the empire—produced such a hostility
between these two powerful rnonarchs,
as effectually prevented them from unit-
ing to crush Protestantism in the bud.
Even the growing power of Mahometan-
ism intimidated the papal sovereignties,
and checked their rage for persecution.
In fine, the capricious and imperious tem-
per of Henry VIII. of England, was soon
led by HIM, in whose HAND are the
hearts of princes, to favour the progress
of divine truth in Europe.

It is perhaps in the artful and exten-
sive politics of Charles V, that we are
to look for a complete explanation of that

middle course which he held,
Thepoli- respecting the ecclesiastical
Charles V. dissensions, immediately af-

ter the imperial sceptre was
placed in his hands. If he had possessed
no other dominions but those which be-
longed to him in Germany, he might pro-
bably have favoured the man who boldly
asserted many privileges and immunities
for which the empire had long struggled
with the popes.* But the dangerous
schemes which his rival Francis I. was
forming against him, made it necessary
that he should secure the friendship of
Leo X. Accordingly, he acceded to the
first demand of Aleander, which regard-
ed the burning of the heretic's writings ;
but the second demand, which would have
endangered the life of Luther, his grate-
ful sense of the important services of
Frederic induced him to refuse, or at
least to evade, by deferring the conside-
ration of the whole question till the next
imperial diet, which he had ordered to be
held at Worms on the sixth of January,
15*21. This suspension of severities
against Luther, was by no means pleas-
ing to the haughty pontiff, who was ac-
customed to hear of nothing but a prompt
obedience to his commands from all quar-
ters : the emperor however adhered stea-
dily to thi3 resolution; for besides the
motives, just mentioned, of gratitude
towards Frederic, his own good under-

standing pointed out to him, first, the
justice and reasonableness of the thing
itself, and in the next place, if Luther
was indeed to be condemned, the expe-
diency of having the public opinion on
the side of so harsh a measure. Charles
clearly saw, that, as matters then stood,
there were in the minds of many impar-
tial persons, strong prejudices in favour
of Lutheranism, and still stronger suspi-
cions, that in the cause of Luther himself,
partiality, private interest, and private
resentment, had influenced the determi-
nations of the Roman court. Moreover,
it was a plausible, a persuasive, and a
sound part of the Reformer's defence,
that he had constantly requested to have
his cause tried, before unsuspected judges
in Germany, by the ecclesiastical laws
and customs of the empire; and that,
though he had been compelled, for con-
science' sake, to separate himself from
the Roman church, he remained notwith-
standing a member of the Catholic
church, whose representative was that
general council to which he had actually
appealed, and to whose impartial deci-
sions he was ready to submit.*

On these various accounts, the em-
peror Considered the obstacles to a hasty
procedure against Luther as insupera-
ble.

Still, it is not easy to determine, how
far either the judgment or the passions
of Charles V. were really concerned in

* Robertson, Charles V.

* This judicious distinction appeared to
Luther to be solid, and of the utmost import-
ance.—The church of Rome considered the
popes as infallible; whereas Luther main-
tained that they were fallible, like other men ;
and that St Peter, the first and most holy of
them, had actually erred. A general council,
legally convened, he held to be the highest
human ecclesiastical authority; and of course
superior to that of the pope. To such a
council, and not to a partial and prejudiced
assembly of the pontiff and his friends, our
Reformer appealed from the cruel and iniqui-
tous sentence of Leo X.

The sentiments of Luther on this point
entirely accorded with the determinations of
the councils of Basil and Constance; and it
may be added, with the judgments of the
most moderate and most learned persons of
the German, Flemish, French, and British
nations. We need not therefore wonder, that
his appeal from the inferior power of the
pope, to the supreme jurisdiction of a coun-
cil, found many advocates. Apell. Mart.
Luth. Vol. I.
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the part which he acted in re-
Doubts re- gard to the German Reform-
pnndpfel of er and his friends. When we
Charles V. view the young monarch sur-

rounded with a multiplicity
of vast and complicated affairs, possess-
ing already immense dominion and terri-
tory, and urged by a restless ambi-
tion to acquire more, it may seem the
most probable supposition, that he be-
held the increase of Lutheranism with
neither much dislike nor much satis-
faction, but rather with the curious
and watchful eye of a politician, who
would be disposed, whenever it was in
his power, to make the interests of the
church subservient to his worldly pur-
poses. However, if any one feels in-
clined to give Charles credit for a greater
and more sincere and religious zeal in
favour of the established system, he will
not be in want of plausible arguments on
that side of the question. These, it must
be owned, will readily occur,—whether
we consider the youth and inexperience
of the newly elected emperor; for he
was but about twenty years old, and
probably little informed respecting the
reigning corruptions o'f the church :—or
whether we reflect on his early habits,
his education and prejudices, and the in-
fluence of his Italian and Spanish minis-
ters ;—or lastly, whether we advert to the
decisive measures which he soon adopt-
ed in support of the papal domination.

Be this point as it may, it was of im-
mense consequence to the infant-reforma-
tion, that the HEAD of the empire con-
stantly refused to publish any conclusive
edict against Luther before the discussion
of his case at the approaching Diet of
Worms. By this mean a little time was
gained ; and so critical were the circum-
stances, that that little was found suffi-
cient for the production of the most im-
portant effects. The reader will under-
stand me to allude to the progress of that
amazing REVOLUTION of sentiment, which
was taking place in the minds of the peo-
ple. Their attention had been awaken-
ed ; and a considerable impression made
on their judgments. Their reverence for
the ancient doctrines and systems was
exceedingly weakened ; and the contro-
troversies were carried on with warmth
and freedom. The knowledge of true
theology and the divine truths of the
Gospel were rapidly advancing at Wit-
temberg. The fame of Luther's wisdom
and of Melancthon's learning filled tha

university with students, who imbibed
their masters' opinions, and on their re-
urn propagated them among their coun-

trymen with the most astonishing zeal
and success. To be brief; by the judi-
cious and diligent explication of the writ-
ten word of God, during the short space
of the years 1518, 1519, and 1520, the
systematic prejudices of many centuries
were almost overturned in the minds of
multitudes of the inhabitants of various
parts Of Europe.

To carry forward, and, if possible, to
ccelerate this glorious REVOLUTION in fa-

vour of Christian truth, was the great
object of Luther. While the
several illustrious monarchs T.̂ e f™*1*

/. Al AI .W. o b j e c t o f

of the sixteenth century* Luther.
were struggling for pre-emi-
nence in power and grandeur, his contest
was entirely with the rulers of the dark-
ness of this world and with spiritual
wickedness in high places.f Few men,
of those who have been persecuted for
righteousness' sake, have surrendered
themselves and their cause into the hands
of God with more perfect resignation
than Luther did. His affairs were com-
ing fast to a crisis ; his life was in the
most imminent danger; and he had but
one patron of any considerable rank or
distinction; yet can we no where trace
in him the smallest anxiety on account of
his mere personal safety. Those mo-
ments of suspense in which most persons
are usually found incapable of continued
study or cool deliberation, our industrious
theologian considered as a precious little
interval of time granted to him by Provi-
dence for the most important purpose of
further enlightening mankind; and while
his friends trembled for the issue of the
next German, Diet, he himself seems to
have rejoiced that even so short a season,
was thus afforded him for pursuing his
studies in divinity. In his judgment, the
WRITTEN WORD of God, laid open, and
rightly explained to the people, was al-
ways the most lawful and the most pow-
erful engine for the destruction of the
kingdom of Satan. All his success on
the minds of the public, both before and
after the conferences with Cajetan, he as-
cribed to the use and application of this
engine. It behoved him therefore to
make fresh efforts, without losing a sin-

*Leo X. Charles V. Francis I. Henry
VIII. Solyman, &c.

fEpJjes, vi. 12,
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gle moment of time. Both the heads
and the hearts of the nations were in a
state of remarkable preparation for the
reception of pure doctrine. The divine
blessing attended his labours; and it
seemed not unreasonable to hope, that
from the circulation of judicious exposi-
tions of various parts of the Scriptures in
the present critical conjuncture, the cause
of Christian truth and knowledge might
very soon have to triumph, on account of
more rapid and complete victories than
had yet been obtained over papal igno-
rance and papal superstition. Deeply
impressed with these views, the Saxon
theologian applied himself to the study
of the sacred pages with redoubled ardour
and assiduity. Aleander had burnt his
books; but that very circumstance served
to increase men's curiosity for reading
them, as it did their author's zeal and
industry in reconsidering and republish-
ing the doctrines he had taught, in con-
firming them by new arguments, and
rendering his compositions more correct
and worthy of the approbation of the
public.

Charles V. was elected emperor in the
summer of 1519, and his first Diet was
expected to be held in the course of the
same year; but the meeting of that

assembly was postponed by
Election of various causes for more than

AJXisk a twelvemonth. Luther, dur-
ing this short period, pub-

lished an incredible number of sermons,
paraphrases, and polemical tracts. To
furnish the reader with even a very brief
account of them all, would require nc

little time and labour. His ad-
Testimony of versary, the papal historian,
fonLuISer"y Maimbourg, testifies abun-
character. dantly to the general effects

of his sermons and other
writings. " Luther," says he, " in his
sermons, attacked the vices of men with
great acrimony: he likewise published,
in the German and Latin languages, a
number of pious books; for example,
Expositions of the Lord's Prayer and
the Ten Commandments ; of certain por-
tions of the Epistles and Gospels; of
the Song of the Blessed Virgin ; of the
Psalms; and particularly of the Epistle
to the Galatians. Moreover, as he lived
a moral life, and was not given in the
smallest degree to covetousness or any
other vice, he was universally held to be
a good and great and even a holy man ;
insomuch, that it was the custom to

paint his portrait with the rays of glory
around his head, as if he had been a
canonized saint."*

Luther's Commentary on the Epistle
to the Galatians is in itself so excellent
a performance, was read with so great
avidity immediately after its publication,
and was so instrumental in
promoting the glorious Cause Commentary
of protestantism, that it seems on the Epis-
to have a superior elaim to tie to the
. . l ~ , , . . Galatiana.

the attention of the historian.
I have repeatedly read and meditated on
this treatise ; and, after the most mature
reflection, am fully convinced, that as it
was one of the most powerful means of
reviving the light of Scripture in the
sixteenth century, so it will, in all ages,
be capable of doing the same, under the
blessing of God, whenever a disposition
shall appear among men to regard the
oracles of Divine Truth, and whenever
souls shall be distressed with a sense of
in-dwelling sin. For I perfectly despair
of its being relished at all by any but
serious, humble, and contrite spirits,
such being indeed the only persons in
the world, to whom the all-important
articles of justification will appear worthy
of all acceptation. The AUTHOR himself
had ploughed deep into the human heart,
and knew its native depravity; he had
long laboured, to no purpose, to gain,
peace of conscience by legal observances
and moral works; and had been relieved,
from the most pungent anxiety, by a
spiritual discovery of the doctrine just
mentioned. He was appointed in the
counsels of Providence, by no means ex-
clusively of the other reformers, but in a
manner more extraordinary and much
superior,—to teach mankind, after up-
wards, of a thousand years' obscurity,
this great evangelical tenet,—compared
with which how little appear all other
objects of controversy ! namely, That
mati is not justified by the works of the
law, but by the faith of Christ.f How
this is taught in the epistle before us,
has been briefly shown in a former Vo-
lume,:}: and Luther's Commentary is per-
fectly consonant to that short ABSTRACT.
In this admirable piece of divinity, the
author, by numberless arguments, and
particularly by the marked opposition
between law and faith,§ law and grace,||

* Sect. 35. f Gal. chap. ii. 16.
\ See Vol. I. p. 48. § Gal. iii. 12.
II Gal. v. 4.
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proves that, in justification before God
all sorts of human works are excluded
moral as well as ceremonial. He re
stores likewise to the Christian world
the true forensic sense of the term Justi-
fication, and rescues it from the erroneous
sense, in which, for many ages, it had
been misunderstood, as though it mean
INFUSED habits of virtue, whence it had
been usual to confound justification with
sanctification. The incomparable theo-
logian before us settled the true bounds
and limits of the LAW and the GOSPEL,
and distinguished between acceptance
with God and personal holiness. The
former, he shows, is received as a free-
gift on Christ's account alone, by faith
in the heart of a humbled sinner, and
implies complete pardon and reconcilia-
tion with God; the latter, which he in-
sists on as equally necessary for eternal
happiness, he describes as conjoined, but
not compounded, with the former, imper-
fect always in this life, but sincerely
pressed after and delighted in. By this
doctrine, rightly stated with all its ad-
juncts and dependencies, a new light
breaks in on the mind; -and Christianity
appears singularly distinct not only from
popery, but also from all other religions.
Neither the superstitions of the Papist
nor the sensibility of the humane, nor
the splendid alms of the ostentatious, nor
the most powerful efforts of unassisted
nature, avail in the smallest degree to
the purchase of pardon and peace. The
glory of this purchase demonstrably be-
longs to Christ alone: and he, who in
real humility approves of, acquiesces in,
and rests on Christ alone, is the true
Christian. Thus self-righteous persons
are rebuked; thus distressed consciences
are relieved; and thus men are enabled
to bring forth all the fruits of righteous-
ness. An ill use, no doubt, has fre-
quently been made of the precious doc-
trine here stated; and St. Paul's writings
abound with admirable cautions on this
subjects. The sixth chapter to the Ro-
mans is full to the point. But this very
circumstance, namely, that the true Chris-
tian notion of Justification is apparently
liable to a charge of Antinomianism, un-
questionably demonstrates that Luther,
and the other Reformers, did not mistake
that apostle's meaning; because,—-on the
supposition that St. Paul really meant
to ascribe the justification of a sinner
before God to human works, in ANY
SENSE of those TERMS,—the very plausi-

25*

bility of the objection loses all founda-
tion. However, not to insist further on
this argument, let him that would be
wise in the things of God, study this
great Christian article of the revealed
method of fallen man's ACCEPTANCE
WITH HIS MAKER; and let him do this
with prayer for divine illumination. Let
not any man suppose, as ignorance is
ever apt to do,—that evangelical truth is
so plain and obvious, that every one may
attain it without attention, industry, or
effort. Let him rather be told, that the
way of life is deeply mysterious, and has
great difficulties belonging to it, though,
nevertheless of infallible attainment to
every humble, seeking, persevering soul.

The first edition of this Commentary,
dedicated to the president Peter Lupin
and to Carolstadt, was printed at Wit"
temberg in the autumn of the year 1519;
and contains some things which I do not
find in the later and more improved edi-
tion of 1536. I select the following pas-
sage, because in it the order and method
of practical Christianity are beautifully
and concisely delineated. "You now
see therefore how it is that FAITH alone
is not sufficient; and yet that faith alone
JUSTIFIES; because if the faith be of the
right sort, it is infallibly connected with
a spirit of true benevolence. But this
spirit of benevolence or LOVE cannot en-
dure the works of the flesh; and thus it
obeys the law, and attains the kingdom
of God. Hence everything is to be as-
cribed to faith, as faith is to the WORD,
and the WORD to the divine compassion,
in the sending of apostles and preachers;
so that all our sufficiency is of God,
from whom cometh every bast gift. *

" THESE ARE THE POINTS OP DOCTRINE
which'ought to be explained to the peo-
ple; ancj in the very order in which the
apostle'lays them down in this epistle.
For example; let a man first learn to
despair of his own stiength; let him
hear the word of evangelical faith ; hear-
ing, let him believe it; believing, let
him call upon God; calling upon him,
let him find, as he will find, that he is
heard; being heard of God, let him re-
ceive the Spirit of love; receiving this
Spirit, let him walk in the same, and not
fulfil the lusts of the flesh ; but let him
crucify them ; lastly, being crucified with.
Christ, let him rise from the dead, and
possess the kingdom of heaven."

How is it that the most learned, the
most profound, and the most elegant of
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our ecclesiastical historians, either en-1

tirely omit, or but slightly mention, the
extraordinary labour, which the Saxon
theologian bestowed on the Epistle to
the Galatians 1 Must not the answer be,
that they do not behold the corruptions
of the Romish church, and the necessity
of a reformation in doctrine, with the same
eyes that Luther did. They are abun-
dant in praising him, for his exertions
against papal tyranny and superstition,
but scarcely a sentence escapes them in
commendation of his peculiar Christian
tenets. Hence many have been taught
to admire the Reformation, while they
remain ignorant of its fundamental prin-
ciples. I am well aware that in reveal-
ing this secret explicitly, there is no lit-
tle danger, lest the religious faith of our
first reformers should by many be pro-
nounced irrational and enthusiastic; or
if a greater degree of candour and ten-
derness be observed for the memory of
those great men, this, it is to be feared,
will chiefly arise, not from the consider-
ation of their inestimable SPIRITUAL ser-
vices, in teaching the way of eternal sal-

demics, wrote down what Luther said
during his public lectures, and then sub-
mitted what he had written to the in-
spection and judgment of the lecturer.
Luther expressed his astonishment at
the bulk to which his exposition of this
short epistle had grown. He wrote a
preface to it, carefully revised the whole
performance, and printed it in 1535 or
1536.

Those, who feel interested for the suc-
cessful progress of real evangelical truth,
will not deem this account superfluous.
It proves that this Commentary was not
the hasty effusion of a turbulent or en-
thusiastic sectary; but the well-digested
result of at least fifteen years' meditation
on the epistle, and of fifteen years' expe-
rience in interpreting Scripture. The
treatise itself will abundantly satisfy
every inquirer, that the grand fundamen-
tal point,—the point which the Reform-
er had most at heart in all his labours,
contests, and dangers,—was the doctrine
of Justification by faith alone.

" Once more," says Luther, " I have
undertaken in the name of the Lord, to

vation, but rather from a sense of their jexpound the Epistle of Paul to the Gala-
having been eminent benefactors to so-(tians ; not that I have any wish to teach
ciety, in delivering it from the ignomi-1 novel doctrines,—especially as Paul is
irious yoke of ecclesiastical domination. |now thoroughly known and familiar to
-—On this last account, it is true, that us;—but because, as I have often fore-
we, their posterity, are under immense warned you, our greatest and most press-
obligations to them; nevertheless, this .ing danger is, lest the devil should con-
is but a very imperfect, and partial view jtrive to take away from us the pure
of their merits.

It is the design of this History to sup-
ply, in some measure, the defects and
omissions here alluded to; .and I know
of no one thing so likely to be useful for
thi-e purpose, as to invite the reader's
particular attention to Luther's Commen-
tary on the Epistle to the Galatians.
Certainly the author of it considered the
argument of that epistle to be admirably jly, and seeketh to devour us. Moreover.
adapted to the circumstances of the the FLESH is yet alive; and all sorts of
times; and he appears to have been in-• temptations vex and oppress us on every
defatigable in studying and explaining it. -'-'• ^Tl '* '" '

This Commentary was printed both in
Latin and in German, and thus became ler.ough. If this doctrine fall and perish,
extensively diffused. It was also one [the knowledge of every truth in religion
material subject of Luther's lectures, will fall and perish with it. On the
viva voce, to the students at Wittemberg, contrary, if this do but flourish, all good
for many years after its first publication, things will also flourish, namely, true

doctrine of FAITH, and bring back in-
to the church the exploded notions of
WORKS and HUMAN TRADITIONS. It is of
great moment, therefore, that this doc-
trine of FAITH should be kept in the con-
stant and public exercise both of reading
and hearing. For although it be ever so
well known and digested, yet the devil
is not dead, but walketh about constant-

Wherefore this CHRISTIAN ARTICLE
can never be handled and inculcated

We are indebted, I find, to the zeal and
industry of George Rorar, a deacon of
the university there, for the best of the
old editions of this excellent work, Ro-
rar, it seems, was a diligent ecclesiastic,
who, with the help of some of the Aca-

religion, the true worship of God, the
priory of God, and a right knowledge of
'everything which it becomes a Christian
to know."*

* Lutli. Op. V. p. 212.
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In bis preface to the Commentary, he
calls the article of Justification, " THE

ONLY SOLID ROOK; as being
Preface to the doctrine which shows,
mentary"on n o w w e a r e redeemed from
the Epistle sin, death, and the devil, and
t°a

th
s
eGala" how we become partakers of

eternal life,—not by our own
works, but by the help of another, the
only begotten Son of God, Jesus Christ.

"This rock," continues he, "did Sa-
tan shake in paradise, when he persuaded
our first parents, that by their own wis-
dom and power they might become like
unto God; and thereby induced them to
forsake true faith in God, who had given
them life and a promise of its continu-
ance.

" In opposition to the same principle
of faith, this liar and murderer, the devil,
who will be always like himself, stirred
up Cain to murder Abel; and for no other
reason, but because his pious brother had,
by FAITH, offered up a more excellent sa-
crifice ; whereas Cain, by offering up his
own works, WITHOUT FAITH, had not
pleased God.

" By the very same abominable Sata-
nic spirit, which induced Cain to kill
Abel, is Christ opposed and derided at
this day, among those who would still be
called by his name. So that there is
abundant cause for diligently resisting
the devil by means of this fundamental
article. Whether we be rude or eloquent,
learned or unlearned, THIS ROCK must be
published abroad in animated strains. It
men should be silent, the very stones
would cry out."—

"It is written of Satan, 'Thou shalt
bruise his heel." And it should seem,
that Satan, at this very day, has no other
business in hand, but this only, which
is always peculiar to himself,—to perse-
cute and vex our Saviour Christ, who is
our perfect righteousness, WITHOUT ANY
OF OUR WORKS.

" He does not rage in this manner
against the lives and opinions of others ;
for example, against whoremongers,
thieves, murderers, rebels against God,
and unbelievers. To these he rather
gives peace and quiet; and he even in-
dulges such characters with all manner
of delights according to their taste. And
so it was in the primitive times. He not
only suffered the idolatries and false re-
ligions of the whole world to be quiet,
but he also mightily maintained and sup-
ported theoit It was the church and re-

ligion of Christ alone, which he torment-
ed in every way."

44 To this moment the Papists continu-
ed to insist on the efficacy of works, and
the worthiness of man, in direct oppo-
sition to the doctrine of salvation by
grace; and thus do they, in words at
least, support their brethren the Anabap-
tists.* For these foxes are tied together
by the tails, though, judging by their
heads, one might suppose them opposite
to each other. Outwardly, the Papists
pretend to be great enemies of the Ana-
baptists, when inwardly, and at bottom,
they teach, think, and defend all one
thing, against our Saviour Christ, who is
our only righteousness. Let him, there-
fore, who can, hold fast to this one arti-
cle of JUSTIFICATION. And as to those
who have made shipwreck of their faith,
we must let them be carried whither the
sea and wind shall drive them, until they
either return to the ship, or swim to the
shore.

"The conclusion is, there can be no
peace as long as Christ and Belial disa-
gree. If one heresy dies, another springs
up; The reason is, the devil neither slum-
bers nor sleeps. It is now about twenty
years that I have been a minister of Christ,
and I can truly say, that I have been as-
sailed by more than twenty sects, some
of which are completely extinct, and
others pant for life. Satan, the God of
all dissentions, daily raises up new he-
resies ; the last of which is one that I
should never have foreseen, or even once
suspected ; namely, the sect of the Anti-
nomians, who maintain that the TEN
COMMANDMENTS ought to be taken out of
the church; and that men are not to be
terrified by the law, but gently exhorted
by the grace °f Christ. The truth is,—
what we have constantly taught, name-
ly,—That broken and contrite spirits are
to be comforted by Christ; but that har-
dened Pharaohs, to whom the Gospel has
been long preached in vain, must be
alarmed by the terrors of the law."f

A few short extracts from the Com-
mentary itself shall close this account.

* The reader must not confound the sedi-
tious sect of Anabaptists in Luther's time,
with thovdissenters called Baptists, of the
present da$\

f Praefat. Mart. Luth. in Epist. ad. Gala*.
Vol. V.
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" I remember, when I first began the
contest with the Papists, Dr. Staupitius,
at that time an eminent person, and Vi-

car of the Augustine order,
Extracts said to me: i On one account,
Commen- * l i k e l h e doctrine you preach
tary. exceedingly. It gives the

glory and everything else
to God alone, and nothing to man. Now
it is clearer than the day, that it is im-
possible to ascribe too much glory, good'
ness, and mercy to God.' This saying
very much comforted and strengthened
me."

The following was a favourite pas-
sage with the excellent Seckendorf, who
seems to have thought it more to the
purpose than anything that had been
said, on the subject of the union of be-
lievers with Christ, by the most cele-
brated mystics:—"This doctrine, there-
fore, of faith, must be taught in its pu-
rity ; namely, That as a believer, thou
art by faith so entirely united to Christ,
that he and thou are made, as it were,
one person. That thou canst not be se-
parated from Christ; but always adhere
so closely to him, as to be able to say
with confidence, I am one with Christ;
that is, Christ's righteousness, his vic-
tory, his life, death, and resurrection, are
all mine. On the other hand, Christ
may say, I am that sinner; the mean-
ing of which is, in other words, his sins,
his death, and punishment, are mine,
because he is united and joined to me,
and I to hi m. For by faith we are so
joined together as to become one flesh
and one bone. We are members of his
body, of his flesh, and of his bones;* so
that, in sirictness, there is more of a
union between Christ and me, than ex-
ists even in the relation of husband and
wife, where the two are considered as
one flesh.j- This faith, therefore, is by
no means an ineffective quality ; but pos-
sesses so great excellency, that it ut-
terly confounds and destroys the foolish
dreams and imaginations of Jhe sopfyis-
ters, who have contrived a number of
metaphysical fictions concerning faith
and charity, merits and qualifications.—
These things are of such moment, that 1
would gladly explain them more at large,
if I could."

" A true and lively faith is opposite to
the feigned faith of the hypocrite; and a
true faith incites a man to good works

through love. He, who would be a
Christian, must be a believer; but no
man is a sound believer, if works of cha-
rity do not follow his faith. Thus, on
both hands, the apostle shuts hypocrites
out of the kingdom of God. On the
left hand, he shuts out all such as de-
pend on their works for, salvation, when
he says, ' Neither circumcision, nor un-
circumcision;' that is, no kind of work,
but faith alone, without any dependance
on what we do, avails before God. On
the right, he excludes all slothful, idle
persons, who are disposed to say, If faith
justifies us without works, then let us
have no anxiety respecting good actions;
let us only take care and believe, that we
may do whatever we please.—Not so,
ye enemies of all godliness. It is true,
Paul tells you, that faith alone, without
works, justifies; however, he also tells
you, that a true faith, after it has justi-
fied, does not permit a man to slumber in
indolence, but that it worketh by love."

The liberty of the Gospel is an inesti-
mable thing; but take care that ye use it
not as an occasion to the flesh.

" Satan has not stirred up an evil
either more extensive or more destruc-
tive than this; namely, when men abuse
their Christian liberty to licentiousness.
So the apostle Jude laments : ' There are
crept in unawares certain unholy men,
which turn the grace of our God into las-
civiousness.'* For the flesh does not
understand the doctrine of grace. There-
fore when it hears that we are justified
by faith only, it abuses and perverts the
doctrine by reasoning thus: 'If we are
without law, we may live just as we
please.'

" Wherefore there is danger on BOTH
SIDES. However, the one is more tole-
rable than the other. If the doctrine of
grace or faith be not preached, no man
can he saved; for it is faith alone that
justifies and saves. On the contrary, if
"aith be preached, as of necessity it must
be, the greater part of mankind will in-
terpret the doctrine in a carnal way, and
so understand spiritual liberty as to al-
ow indulgences of the flesh. This we

may see in all ranks of life. All profess
themselves to be evangelical; all boast
of their Christian liberty; and yet tgive
way to their lusts and passions, for ex-
ample, to covetousness, pride, envy, plea-
sures, and such like. Who discharges

i Ephes. v. 30. t Ephes. v. 31. * Jude, ver. 4.
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his duty faithfully? Who serves his
brother in a true spirit of charity 1 The
disgrace, which such conduct brings on
the profession of the Gospel, puts me
sometimes so out of temper, that I could
wish these swine, that tread precious
pearls under their feet, were still under
the tyranny of the pope; for it is impos-
sible that a people, so much resembling
those of Gomorrah, should be kept in
due subjection by the mild maxims of
the Gospel of peace."

44 Moreover, we ourselves, the minis-
ters of the Gospel, are not so active and
zealous in doing our duty, now that we
have the LIGHT of the TRUTH, as we were
before, during the DARKNESS of our IG-
NORANCE. We are grown cold and ne-
gligent in handling the WORD, and in
prayer also, and lastly, both in well-do-
ing and in suffering; insomuch, that if
Satan did not torment us internally with
spiritual temptations, and externally with
hostile persecutions, and above all, with
the contempt and ingratitude of our own
congregations, we should become, I fear,
quite careless, and lazy, and lost to every
good work."

44 It is very useful for sincere and pious
persons to know and meditate on Paul's
doctrine concerning the contests of the
Flesh and the Spirit. It is an admirable
comfort to be tempted. When I was a
monk, if at any time I happened to feel
the motions of a bad passion, I used to
think my prospect of salvation was com-
pletely over. I struggled in a variety of
ways, both to overcome the bad passion
and to quiet my conscience. All in vain.
The lust of the flesh returned, and I was
harrassed with thoughts of this sort:—
4 Thou hast committed this or that sin ;
thou art impatient; thou art envious ; in
vain hast thou entered into holy orders.'
Now if I had rightly understood Paul's
doctrine of the Flesh lusting against the
Spirit, I should not, so long and so mi-
serably, have afflicted myself. I should
have reflected, and said, as I do at this
day, in similar situations; Martin, As
long as thou remainest in the flesh, thou
wilt never be entirely without sin ; thou
art now in the flesh, and therefore thou
must experience a contest with it: And
this is agreeable to what Paul says, the
Flesh resisteth the Spirit. Despair not
thou, then, but strive manfully against
all carnal dispositions, and fulfil not their
lustings. Do thus, and the law shall
have no condemning dominion over thee.

44 Truly religious persons crucify the
flesh with its affections and lusts ; and
hence their sins do not finally ruin them.
For if they obey the flesh by gratifying
its concupiscence, they infallibly lose
their faith and the Holy Ghost. More-
over, if they do not abhor their sins, sin-
cerely repent, and return to Christ, that
they may recover their faith and the
Holy Ghost, they will die in their sins.
Wherefore I can speak no comfort to
those, who dream they have faith, and
yet live in sin. Against all such there
is a dreadful sentence in force; namely,
They that live after the flesh, shall die.
And further, the works of the flesh are
manifest;—ad ultery, fornication, unclean-
ness, lasciviousness, idolatry, &c. and
such like: THEY WHO DO SUCH THINGS,
SHALL NOT INHERIT THE KINGDOM OF
GOD."

"The severe threatenings of Almighty
God against sin, have a due effect upon
the minds of true believers, so as to deter
them from breaking his laws. They arm
themselves with the word of God, with
faith and with prayer, and do not give
way to the lusts of the flesh. In fact,
they so resist the flesh as to nail it to the.
cross, with all its sinful desires. Hence
it is that the flesh, though yet alive and
capable of showing some signs of motion,
cannot perform what it would, being
bound hand and foot, and nailed fast to
the cross. Such are the principles and
such the practice of truly pious persons.
The same important truths may be ex-
pressed a little differently, thus; The
faithful, while they live on the earth, do
actually crucify the flesh;—that is,
though they are sensible of its lustings,
they do not obey them. Furnished with
the armour of God, namely, faith, hope,
and the sword of the Spirit, they oppose
the natural, or carnal man; and with
these spiritual arms, as it were with
nails, fix him to the cross of Christ; and
compel him, against his will, to be sub-
ject to the spiritual man or new creature.
Afterwards, when they die, they entirely
put off the carnal man; and they will
rise from the dead with a body incorrup-
tible, and free from sinful affections and
lusts."

44 To teach the doctrine of Justification
by faith without works, and at the same
time to insist on the necessity of good
works, it must be owned, is a matter of
considf3rable difficulty and danger. For
unless the ministers of Christ be wise
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and faithful dispensers of the Divine
mysteries, and know how to divide the
word of Truth rightly, the distinct pro-
vinces of faith and works will be con-
founded. Both these provinces should
be explained and impressed on th*e mind
with the greatest diligence, yet in such a
manner, that each of them may preserve
its proper bounds. Otherwise, if works
only are taught, as is the case in the
pope's kingdom, faith is lost. Again, if
nothing but faith is inculcated, carnal
men soon begin to dream that there is no
need of good works. How careful is
Paul to avoid being misunderstood ! In
the fourteenth verse of the fifth chapter,
he had observed that the whole law was
fulfilled in one word. 'Thou shalt love
thy neighbour as thyself.' Indeed !! an
objector might say,—Then if so, a man,
by works of charity, may fulfil the law
and be justified !—which is contrary to
the whole epistle. No, says the apostle,
I have neither forgotten, nor 0*0 I now
contradict rny former argumentation con-
cerning faith. I am precisely of the same
opinion ; and that ye may perceive me to
argue consistently, I add, Walk in the
Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lusts of
the flesh.* I do not mean that ye can
be justified by the law; but this I mean ;
there are two principles of action within
you, Flesh and Spirit; and I exhort you
to obey the latter, that ye may be enabled
to resist the former. It is but to a cer-
tain degree that ye can resist i t ; ye can-
not entirely put off the flesh or kill i t ;
and therefore, when I direct you to walk
in the Spirit, I sufficiently indicate to
you the impossibility of your being jus-
tified by works of charity."j-

In furnishing the reader with these
specimens of Luther's method of ex-
pounding Scripture, I have constantly
aimed at giving the author's meaning,
without adhering very closely to the let-
ter. Certain allusions to the scholastic
niceties of the times, and some other
things of a like nature, which would
have required long explanations, and
contributed nothing to edification, are en-
tirely omitted; and a few words are
sometimes inserted for the sake of pre-
serving the connexion. No apology
needs be made for placing in this part of
the narrative a brief account of our Re-
former's Commentaries on the Epistle to

* Gal. v. 16.
f Luth. Op. V. 417, et seq.

the Galatians.* The pious student of the
history of the Reformation can scarcely
be considered as forsaking his proper
subject, and much less as misemployed,
while he is perusing a few striking pas-
sages from a book which was of such
signal service to the Church of Christ,
in the sixteenth century.f

THE DIET OF WORMS.

THE, eyes of all Europe were fixed on
the DIET OF WORMS. That general and
astonishing REVOLUTION of sentiment:}:
which, we have observed, was taking
place in the minds of the people, had
proceeded, in regard to their religious
views, with such incredible rapidity, that
it behoved the emperor and the princes to
take public cognizance of transactions,
which could now no longer be buried in
obscurity. Accordingly Charles V. in
his circular letters to the electors and
other members of the Diet, informed
them that he had summoned the assem-
bly of the empire, for the purpose of con-
certing with them the most proper mea-
sures for checking the progress of those
new and dangerous opinions, which
threatened to disturb the peace of Ger-
many, and to overturn the religion of
their ancestors.§

After the Diet had met, a considerable
time was spent in formalities, and in
making some general regulations respect-
ing the internal police of the empire.
They then proceeded to take into con-

* For an account of other writings of Lu-
ther, see Appendix, Luther's Writing's.

f The only English translation of Luther's
Commentaries on the Epistle to the Gala-
tians, which I have seen, was the work of
several pious persons. It has many defects,
but is nevertheless a very useful performance.
The book is scarce; and I cannot but ob-
serve, that a modern translation of BOTH the
editions of Lather's Commentaries on this
Epistle, with a few judicious notes, would be
a most valuable present to the Christian
world.

Fbr M. Bucer's opinion of these Commen-
taries, see Append. M. Bucer.—In modern
times it has been the fashion to treat this
work rather roughly, and to suggest the ne-
cessity of many cautions. The reader will
determine for himself, whether more judi-
cious or more efficacious cautions have been
given by others, than those interspersed
throughout the Commentaries by Luther
himself.

X Page 291. § Robertson.
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sideration the religious questions and
controversies. The papal legates pressed
hard for an immediate edict of condem-
nation against the man who had so long
disturbed, the peace of the Church, and
who, for more than six months, had been
under actual sentence of excommunica-
tion, as an incorrigible heretic. It would
be endless to recite the various artifices
and manoeuvres of the leading actors in
the scenes at Worms; nor would this be
so properly pertinent to the plan of our
history, as to describe the progress of
real religion itself in the hearts and un-
derstandings of mankind. Our industri-
ous memorialist* details with great ex-
actness the conferences between Ponta-

nus, the elector's chancellor,
S ' 5 , . a n d G l aPi o ' a c°nfessor of

Charles V. in which fruitless
pains were taken to compose the differ-
ences. Frederic, in his instructions to
his chancellor, appears to have been
governed by the same maxims, which
had uniformly regulated his conduct
throughout this business: that is, he
continued firm, but cautious, insisting in
general on an equitable hearing in behalf
of his subject Luther, and declaring that
he himself did not pretend to be a judge
of theological doctiines and disputes.

The conferences just mentioned were
of a private nature, and were carried on
with the utmost secresy.-j- But the mem-
bers of the Diet OPENLY withstood the
pope's advocates, in their attempts to
procure Luther's condemnation without
deliberation or inquiry. Such a proceed-
ing they considered as inconsistent with
justice, and unauthorized by precedent.
Moreover, the emperor himself admon-
ished the principal nuncio, Aleander,
that it behoved him to explain to the
Diet some just and weighty causes or"
Luther's excommunication ; causes too,
which should be abstracted from the par-
ticular interests of the court of Rome and
of the pope, and be evidently connected
with the general concerns of religion.
At present, he said, an opinion very
much prevailed in Germany, that because
Dr. Luther had defended the rights and
privileges of his countrymen, and had
declaimed against those odious and arbi-
trary impositions of which the princes
themselves had complained more than
once, he was on that very account dis-

* Scckendorf.
f See Appendix—Pontanus and Glapio.

liked and censured at Rome, and that, in
fact, this was the real foundation of all
the harsh and peremptory proceedings
against him. So important a point must
be cleared up before any further steps
could betaken; and an opportunity there-
fore was now afforded the nuncio, of
proving, to the satisfaction of a full Diet,
that the pontiff's damnatory edicts
against Luther did not originate in par-
tiality and injustice.*

Aleander undertook this business, and
acquitted himself with considerable abil-
ity and effect. The papal historians
magnify his eloquence and address on
the occasion beyond all bounds. Palla-
vicinus, in particular, has given us a
long and laboured philippic of his own
making, which he supposes to have re-
sembled the speech delivered by Alean-
der. The writers of the same class have
in general followed the Italian author
with confidence, and copied his misre-
presentations without hesitation. They
tell us, that he spoke for three whole
hours with the greatest force and elo-
quence. But the Protestant reader, who
has a relish for the instruction contained
in Luther's Commentary on the Gala-
tians, would probably think his time
mis-spent in reading minute details of
arguments in support of papal doctrines
and papal authority. It will be proper,
however, to subjoin a concise account of
this celebrated speech.

1. He produced Luther's writings in
the assembly ; and, by quotations from
them, endeavoured to prove that the
whole sect of this notorious
heretic ouo-ht to be abolished. Aleander's
rp,. . . ^ . , „ defence of
1 heir principles were equally the Pope's
destructive to both church damnatory
and state ; for they annihi- bull<

lated the spiritual jurisdiction of the
Head of the church, and even the autho-
rity of a general council: and if these
were taken away, who would be left to
interpret Scripture in doubtful cases?
There would soon be as many religions,
as there were men of fancy and imagina-
tion.

2. This was not the worst. The
Saxon heretic subverted the foundations
of morality, by denying the very exist-
ence of HUMAN LIBERTF, and by maintain-
ing that good and evil depended on a
fatal and inevitable necessity. Thus a

* Mainjbourg, Sect. 37.
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door was opened to the most unbounded
licentiousness, when men had at hand
this ready defence, or at least this lawful
excuse, for every crime they could com-
mit—" OUR FATE DID NOT PERMIT US TO
DO OTHERWISE."—He then accused Lu-
ther of overturning the efficacy of the
sacraments, and of inculcating a notion
of Christian liberty, which gave the reins
to vice and wickedness. If you believe
this heretic, said he, there is no obliga-
tion in vows that have been made with
the greatest solemnity. In fine, if his
notions prevail, there is an end both of
Christian piety and the tranquillity of
kingdoms. The whole world will be
thrown into confusion; there will be left
no ties of obedience, either to princes, or
even to God himself; because, according
to this novel system, the commandments
of the Supreme Being are incompatible
•with the powers and capacities of his
creatures.

3. Aleander then observed; that in
spite of the pontiff's utmost endeavours,
for four years past, to free the world
from this GREAT EVIL, it was daily
spreading itself more and more, and ap-
peared to be desperate and incurable.
This .detestable heresy ought to be ex-
posed to public execration; and so ought
its deceitful, rash, obstinate and furious
author. An imperial .edict for this pur-
pose was now, he said, the only remedy
that remained. Nor was there any rea-
son to apprehend lest such an edict
should be attended with troublesome
consequences. It would be made with
the consent of the Diet, and, no doubt,
would be executed in all the states of
the empire. The catholic party, he add-
ed, was infinitely the strongest; and it
was not likely that those powers who
had hitherto supported Luther's cause,
would incur the emperor's displeasure,
by continuing to protect him.*

In our times, there can be no necessity
to answer each of these positions of the
papal orator by an orderly course of ar-
gumentation. The real Christian will
be apt to conclude, that taken together,
they constitute the most solid encomium
on the labours of the man, who, by the
ruling ecclesiastics of his own time, was
represented as an object of universal de-
testation. He will not suffer his judg-
ment to be warped by the specious terms
which Aleander introduced into his ha-

Du Pin.—Maimbourg.

rangue, but will reflect on the real force
and meaning of those terms when used
by a Roman catholic in defence of hiss
peculiar tenets. The ambiguity of Scrip-
ture; the infallibility of the pope's in-
terpretations; the intrinsic virtue of the
sacraments; the natural strength and
power of man; the merit of good works,
and the obligation of monastic vows;
these are among the avowed doctrines of
the papal system : and as they were evi-
dently at the bottom of Alexander's os-
tensible creed, we need not wonder that
Luther's opposition to them should have
been uppermost among the complaints of
this zealous nuncio, strenuously defend-
ing the established corruptions. The
enlightened Protestant, however, with
these facts in view, will have no diffi-
culty in determining how much our PER-
SECUTED REFORMER deserves the thanks
of Christian posterity, for setting forth
and confirming the supremacy of Scrip-
tural authority, and for unfolding to man-
kind the long-lost doctrine of the despe-
rate corruption of fallen human nature,
and the preciousness of redemption by
grace. These fundamental doctrines
Luther taught with great zeal and pre-
cision. It was impossible therefore that
he should not at the same time teach,
that " it is not of him that willeth, nor of
him that runneth, but of God that show-
elh mercy."* And how could this be
done without calling forth the objection,
" Why then doth he yet find fault, for
who hath resisted his will?" Or how
could our theologian have established the
grand Christian peculiarity of justifica-
tion by faith in Jesus, and laid down the
true principle of obedience,—faith which
worketh by love,—without overturning
that idol of self-sufficiency, the Pelagian
notion of free-will, which even from the
days of Justin Martyr, had made some
encroachment on the church ?f

Well wrould it be, if Christian people
better understood their obligations to
kind Providence for having raised up, at
the critical moment, so penetrating a spi-
rit, and so sound a divine, as Luther.
These obligations would be better known,
and also felt more sensibly, were we in
general more accurately acquainted with
the improvements and discoveries which
Luther made. The pride and vanity of
the human heart lead us to think highly

* Rom. ix. 16.
f See Vol. I. pp. 109,110.
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of modern attainments in religious know-
ledge, and to depreciate the productions
of the sixteenth century. " The Refor-
mers of that period did great things for
the times and circumstances in which
they lived, but their notions were in
many respects crude and inaccurate, and
liable to great abuse." Such things are
EASILY said, and by being often said,
they are apt to make durable impressions.
It is very true that Martin Luther, as
well as all the Reformers, did say things
which are liable to abuse. I know no-
thing that is not liable to abuse. Even
the Holy Scriptures themselves are thus
liable in the hands of depraved men.
Nevertheless, I am by far more confident
that the conceits and refinements, and
attempts at system, which abound in
modern divinity, are hurtful to religious
minds, and have a direct tendency to
corrupt the pure word of God, than I am
that the plain and manly expositions of
Scripture by Luther have any such ten-
dency; or that these are so likely as the
former to mislead humble, contrite souls,
who are seriously in quest of peace of
conscience and eternal salvation. Again :
" Several expressions of Luther, it is
said, were chiefly levelled against po-
pery ; and might be proper enough in
his time; but they ought not to be trust-
ed to the bulk of readers in our age,
without many necessary guards and cau-
tions." This looks specious; and some-
thing like it has frequently been said of
his Commentary on the Epistle to the
Galatians. It is much to be wished, that
such censures were not hazarded without
a thorough examination of the merits of
the case. For my part, after a most di-
ligent perusal of that Commentary, I
am well convinced, that no subsequent
writer whom I have seen, has treated
the important subject of the Epistle to
the Galatians with greater perspicuity,
or illustrated the mind of the Apostle
more happily, or inculcated a spiritual
and holy practice more forcibly, or inter-
spersed his expositions with more safe,
and sound, scriptural cautions against
abuses of every sort, than the author
himself has done throughout this ad-
mirable work Let this hint suffice.

The papal historians* would persuade
us, that the emperor and the other princes
were so terrified by Aleander's represen-
tation of Luther's impieties, that they

* Maimbourg.—Du Pin.-r-Pallavicini.
VOL. II. 26

instantly proceeded to deliberate on the
very important subject, and resolved to
condemn the growing heresy as subver-
sive of the fundamentals of the Christian
religion. But from the accounts of these
writers themselves it is not difficult to
collect, that besides the eloquence and
arguments of Aleander, there were other
weapons which the orator condescended
to use, for the purpose of influencing the
decision of the Diet of Worms.

We are informed, by an authority
which in this instance is not to be dis-
puted, that Aleander acquainted the car-
dinal Julius de Medicis, then at Rome,*
how the Lutheran party increased daily
in strength, how the minds of the Ger-
mans were alienated from the Roman
court, and how great was become the
danger, lest all that nation should be lost
to the pope through a want of care and
timely exertions. These tidings roused
the pope's advisers to adopt vigorous
measures. They augmented the autho-
rity of Aleander, the legate; they sup-
plied him with MONEY ; and they empow-
ered him to distribute, among persons of
distinction, the most efficacious diplomas,
with a view to obtain their assistance in
the papal cause. Our author does not
scruple to avow, that it was by the ope-
ration of this threefold engine that Ale-
ander gained over to his own purposes
the members of the German Diet.f

After all, it does not appear that this
celebrated Diet came to any regular
voting on the business of Luther in fall
assembly. The records of their pro-
ceedings, published by authority at the
dissolution of the Diet, take notice of
many weighty affairs which were then
considered and brought to a conclusion ;
but they contain not a single word on the
subject of religion : which silence may
seem the more remarkable, when we at-
tend to the circular letter of Chas. Y. in
calling together the members of the as-
sembly.:]: The original materials of this
important part of the history are so im-
perfect and inconsistent, that much care
and study are requisite to develope the
truth, and to separate it from the very
partial and erroneous representations of
the popish writers.—The learned reader
will be the best qualified to appreciate
the success of my labours.

* This Cardinal was afterwards Pope Cle-
ment VII.

tPallav. I. 25. t Page 298.
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transactions
at Worms.

A patient examination of the evidence
relative to the Lutheran transactions at

Worms, has convinced me
Lutheran that the following account,

connected with the preceding,
is more full and satisfactory,

and also more consistent, and nearer the
truth, than any statement of the same
events which has fallen in my way.

The elector of Saxony, foreseeing the
important questions, of a political as well
as of a religious nature, which would
be agitated at the next Diet, took care to
be at Worms some weeks before the
meeting of the general assembly. There
this wise and good prince, from conver-
sations with the emperor and others,
soon discovered that mischief was medi-
tated against Luther. His enemies, in
general, were contriving to have him
brought before the Diet, with the design,
no doubt, of securing the person of the
heretic: and we find that the emperor
had once so far acceded to their wishes,

as to issue express orders for
Luther sum- his appearance. The sura-
appparat mons for this purpose was
Woimsjand sent to the elector; but this
the sum- prince refused to concur in
mons recall- r , , j n J ..i
e c j ; that mode of conducting the
A. D. 1521. business, and Charles recall-

ed his summons. All this
took place before the middle of January,
1521.* In fact, at this moment the cau-
tious Frederic scarcely knew what course
to steer. Perfectly upright and consci-
entious, he wished for nothing so much
as an impartial hearing of the whole
cause, and an equitable sentence in con-
sequence ; but he had great fears, lest,
by calling Luther to Worms, he should
entangle him in the dangerous snares of
his adversaries; and moreover, he did
not then know what Luther himself
might think of such a proposal. In this
obscurity of circumstances, the good
sense and good principles ot the elector
determined him to adhere steadily to
two points: 1. By no means to compel
Luther to appear among his adversaries
against his own wrill; and, 2. In every
event, not to permit him to stir a step
towards Worms, without a complete and
unequivocal safe-conduct, nor to write
any letters of passport in his behalf
without the express directions of the
emperor,—In the meantime he caused
Luther to be made acquainted with the

intentions of his malignant adversaries;
and the question to be put to him, What
he would do if he should be cited to ap- "
pear at the Diet ?

The answer of oar intrepid Reformer
was perfectly in character. He said, if
he should be called by so high an autho-
rity as that of the emperor,
he would conclude it to be Lather's in-
the Divine Will that he f X ^ t " "
should go; and if violence mis.
was done to him, as probably
might be the case, he would recommend
his cause to God, who had saved the
three children from the fiery furnace.
And if it should not please God to pre-
serve him, his life was but a small thing
compared with that of Christ and with
HIS sufferings. "Though Kings and
Princes," said Luther, "conspired to-
gether against the Lord and his Christ,
yet, as it is written in the same psalm,
Blessed are they that put their trust in
him. It is not our business to determine
whether more or less benefit will accrue
to the Church from my life or rny death;
but it is our bounden duty to beseech
God that the reign of Charles may not
commence with blood, shed in an impi-
ous cause. And for my part, as I have
often said, I would much rather die by
the Romanists alone, than that he should
be involved in this business. But if I
must die, not only by pontifical but also
by civil injustice, God's will be done.
You have here rny resolution. Expect
from me anything rather than flight or
retractation. I mean not to flee ; much
less to retract. So may the Lord Jesus
strengthen me ! I can do neither with-
out scandalizing godliness, and hurting
the souls of many." This letter was
addressed to his friend Spalatinus, the
elector's secretary.*

To the elector himself he writes, as
being the subject of this prince, with
more ceremonious respect;
and probably with a suspi- J^^^o,?0

cion also, that his letter
might be shown to the emperor. He
calls the elector his most illustrious
prince and gracious master, and says,

" I rejoice from my heart that his im-
perial majesty is likely to undertake the
management of this cause, which is in-
deed the cause of the Christian world in
general, and of the whole German nation
in particular.—I have ordered copies of

* Com. de Luth. XC. Com. de Luth. XC.
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all my writings to be transmitted to your
Grace; and I now most humbly offer
again, as I have repeatedly offered be-
fore, to do everything which becomes a
servant of God and of Christ to do, the
moment I shall be informed what my
duty is from the clear evidence of the
Holy Scriptures.

" I have therefore with all submission
to entreat your Grace to present my hum-
ble petition to his imperial majesty, that
he would graciously be pleased to grant
me a safe-conduct, and sufficient security
against every kind of violence, as I have
great reason to be apprehensive on this
account; and that he would also appoint
Jearned and good men, unsuspected, and
well skilled in the knowledge of their
Bibles, to try this cause; and that for the
sake of Almighty God I may be pro-
tected from every outrage till I have been
indulged with a fair hearing, and have
been proved to be an unreasonable, un-
godly man, and, in short, no Christian.

441 humbly beg, also, that the secular
power may so far interfere in my behalf,
that my adversaries, the defenders of the
Roman See, may be compelled, during
this state of the business, to desist from
their wicked 'and malicious attempts
against my life, honour and dignity, and
in particular from publicly burning my
writings; though as yet I have never
been tried, much less convicted of any
crime.

"In regard to myself, provided lam
but allowed a safe conduct, I shall, in
humble obedience to the emperor's sum-
mons, most cheerfully appear before the
next general Diet at Worms; and there
by the help of Almighty God, so conduct
myself before just, learned and impartial
judges, that all may be fully convinced
that I have done nothing from an incon-
siderate, rash, refractory spirit, or with a
view to temporal honours and advan-
tages; but that every line I have written,
and every doctrine I have taught, has
proceeded from a conscientious regard to
my oaths and obligations. I own myself
umwortihy to be styled a Doctor in sacred
learning-; nevertheless, it will appear
that I have constantly intended to pro-
mote the praise and glory of God, the
happiness and salvation of the catholic
church, the prosperity of all Germany,
the overthrow of dangerous abuses and
superstitions, and the emancipation of
the whole Christian world from innu-

merable, tyrannical, impious, and dis-
graceful grievances.

44 That the gracious elector of Saxony,
together with his imperial majesty, may
deign to turn a Christian eye to the pre-
sent state of religion, burdened and en-
slaved as it is in so many ways, is the
prayer of,

"The elector's obedient and suppliant
Chaplain,

44 MARTIN LUTHER."

The extraordinary piety and firmness so
manifest in these letters, must have bee~n
highly pleasing to the elector of Saxo-
ny; especially as both the public and
private proceedings at Worms every day
convinced him more and more of the ne-
cessity of our Reformer's presence. He
was disgusted to find that secret consul-
tations, to which he was not admitted,
were continually held at the emperor's
apartments, for the purpose of ruining
Luther: moreover, an imperial mandate
was issued, by which the magistrates
were commanded to collect together all
the writings of the heretic. Lastly, at-
tempts, though fruitless, were made by
the emperor to persuade Frederic, that it
was his peculiar duty to call hi? own
subject, Dr. Luther, before the assembly
by his single authority, and also to sup-
ply him with the necessary passports.*
The tendency of these machinations was
sufficiently evident; and nothing was so
likely to disconcert them all, as the ac-
tual appearance of the ACCUSED, secured
by an effectual safe-conduct. Also, if
Aleander's malignant sophisms and gross
misrepresentations had impressed or puz-
zled the minds of any of his hearers,
nobody could so soon or so completely
undeceive them as Luther himself, by
his knowledge, his eloquence and his
plain dealing.

Influenced by these and similar consi-
derations, the elector of Saxony, in full
Diet, urged the propriety of proceeding
no further in the affairs of Luther, till he
himself could be heard in his own cause.
The question before them, he said, was
not merely, whether certain doctrines
were false, and ought to be proscribed,
but also whether Martin Luther was the
author, of them. Common justice there-
fore required that he should be called
before the Diet, that they might learn
from himself whether he really avowed

Id. Add. II. LXXXVIII. and Add. XC.
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and propagated the sentiments which
"were said to be found in his books.

It was impossible on any decen
grounds to resist so wise and reasonable
a proposition. In fact, the whole Die
almost without exception, though fo:
various and even opposite reasons, con
curred in this sentiment of the elector.
The different Imperial Orders thanked
the emperor for his good intentions in se
curing by his mandate, the books of Lu
ther, and in general expressed their ap
probation of the measure. But still, they
feared no material good was to be ex-
pected from the publication of that man-
date. Luther's doctrines had spreac
throughout Germany, and had excited
much thinking, much speculation and
design ; for all which there now seemed
no remedy but to give the author a fair
hearing. " Let him have a safe-con-
duct," said they, " and let the question
be put to him, ' Whether he will retrac
such articles as militate against the holy
Christian faith which we have received
from our ancestors and preserved until
this time.' When that business is over,
he may be heard on other points, and the
Diet may come to such equitable resolu-
tions as the case shall require. If in-
deed he should refuse to recant, then, nc
doubt, the Orders of the empire will stre-
nuously support the emperor's decree
with all their might." They concluded
with entreating his imperial majesty to
adopt some measures by which "inany
practices of the Roman See might be ef-
fectually corrected :* for, said they, they
are become highly injurious and intole-
rable to the German nation.

Aleander, however, was most exces-
sively alarmed on the prospect of Lu-
ther's appearance, and strenuously ex-

erted every nerve to prevent
Aleander it. The reasons, in opposi-
'opreveT tion, adduced by this popish
the appear- champion, might seem too
jnce of Ln- futile and ridiculous to merit
thrf before . .c .. . . .
the Diet. notice, it the most celebrated

Roman catholic historians
had not astonished posterity by recording
them with apparent approbation arid tri-
umph. On few occasions has the weak-

* These and many other interesting- par-
ticulars in this account are not so much as
hinted at by the popish writers. They are
taken from very authentic accounts of the
proceedings at Worms, deposited among the
Saxon Archives at Weimar.

ness of the papal cause been more mani-
fest; or the blindness and obstinacy of
its advocates more inexcusable. The
pope, said Aleander, who is supreme
judge in religions concerns, has already
determined this matter; his decisions
ought not to be questioned. Besides,
this Diet must be considered not as a sa-
cred, but profane assembly, and there-
fore not competent to the trial of such
causes: neither will Luther himself ac-
knowledge the authority of the tribunal.

The conduct of Charles V. on this
occasion, appears to have been regulated
chiefly by artful political maxims.
One historian indeed informs
us, that he expressed a great Aufui con-
desire to SEE the man* who cimriesV
had caused so much commo-
tion in the church ; and this curiosity in
the young monarch, may seem neither
unnatural nor improbable. We are sure,
however, that by calling Luther before
the Diet, he gratified his grand patron,
the elector of Saxony; and in regard to
the court of Rome, he preserved his
peace with them, by dexterously com-
promising the matter in the following
way. He declared, that though it was
absolutely necessary to bring the AC-
CUSED before the Diet, lest it should be
Sriid that he had been condemned un-
heard, still that he was only to be heard
so far as to answer, Whether he would
or would not recant the errors which he
had published.

Nevertheless, Aleander bitterly com-
plained that a downright heretic, already
condemned by the Roman pontiff, should
be treated with so much lenity and con-
cession. " He ought to have been heard
no further; or if it was thought proper to
condemn him again with new formali-
zes, most certainly that public faith
night not to be granted to him, which
would have been denied to any man who
was only accused of the crimes for
which Luther stood condemned at the
present moment. He wras moreover a
'actious man, of great volubility of lan-
guage, and great presence of mind; a
man, who spake with such tones of
voice, and such ardent looks as to be ca-
pable of raising a sedition." Then
here was nothing, he added, which Lu-

ther so eagerly longed for, as a solemn
public disputation, where he might have
an opportunity of exhibiting his talents,

Varillas.
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and confounding such an assembly as
the Diet of Worms; the members of
which were so little informed in theolo-
gical questions, that he would easily puz-
zle and deceive them by his address and
his subtilities; and make them doubt,
whether in condemning him, they had
given to his expressions the right sense
in which their author intended them to
be understood.*

Such a representation, when stripped
of all disguise, amounts briefly to this :
That Luther ought to have been crushed
at once by the strong hand of despotic
power; and that the truth would be most
effectually stifled by his non-appearance
at Worms. It may be added, that the
papal legate was not a little concerned
for the credit and honour of the Roman
See. The sixty days, allowed by pon-
tifical lenity for the heresiarch's repent-
ance, had elapsed long ago; and Luther
was now deemed a detestable and ex-
communicated heretic, to whom no kind-
ness or respectful consideration could be
shown, without incurring the manifest
displeasure of the pope.

It may, therefore, be considered as a
clear proof of the great decline of the
papal authority, that, notwithstanding

all the arts and all the me-
naces of Aleander, Charles
ventured to grant Luther a
safe-conduct to Worms, and
again in return to Wittem-

berg. He even with his own hand wrote
to the heretic, and calls him, OUR HO-
NOURABLE, BELOVED, DEVOUT, DOCTOR
MARTIN LUTHER, OF THE AUGUSTINE OR-
DER. He then proceeds to inform him
that the Emperor, and the sacred Impe-
rial Orders, then met in congregation,
had determined to examine him respect-
ing certain books which he had publish-
ed ; that they had joined in granting him
a safe-conduct; and that he must not
fail to appear before the Diet within
twenty-one days, reckoning from the
sixth of March, the date of the letter.
The emperor concludes with repeating
his assurances of protection from every
injury and violence.*

Still the friends of Luther remained
dissatisfied with even these pledges for
his safety; so deeply were their minds
impressed with what had happened to
John Huss at Constance. It was agreed,
therefore, that several of the princes of

Charles V.
grants Lu-
ther a safe-
conduct.

the empire should also particularly and
distinctly sign the safe-conduct, as a
further security against the hostile de-
signs of the Romans. Lastly, the sa-
gacious elector of Saxony had the spirit
to demand, and the perseverance to ob-
tain from the emperor, in writing, an
express renunciation of the detestable
popish tenet, that GOOD FAITH IS NOT TO
BE PRESERVED WITH HERETICS. T h i s Very
curious fact, which originated in the wise
precaution of Frederic, seems to have
been kept a most profound secret till
about the year 1541, when it was reveal-
ed to Pontanus, the elector's chancellor,
by Conrad Pius P. son of C. Peutinger,
one of Charles's privy councillors.*

Though this explicit grant of a safe-
conduct was so important a point gained
for Luther, that probably his life depend-
ed upon it, yet the elector of Saxony had
by this time seen too much of the dispo-
sitions, both of the emperor and of the
members of the Diet, to indulge any
great hope of a favourable issue of the
pending contest. The following short
extracts from his letters are highly in-
structive :

No, 1. The Romans, with their ad-
herents, particularly the menf who wear
red hats, attack Luther in every way.

2. Dr. Martin is summoned hither, but
I know not whether he will choose to
come. Matters proceed slowly; and I
augur no great good.

3. The cardinals and bishops oppose
Luther with all their might. May it
please God to order everything for good !
I wish it were in my power to serve
Martin! Most certainly I would omit
nothing that is proper to be done, which
might at the same time be useful to his
cause.

4. Were it in my power, I would most
readily assist Martin in everything which
he could reasonably require. But, be-
lieve me, I am pressed to take part
against him, by such persons and in such
a way as will astonish you when I corne
to explain the truth
here is to drive him

The grand object
into exile. Who-

ever appears, in the smallest degree to
wish him well, is instantly deemed a
heretic. May God order all things for
good ! and no doubt HE will not desert
the right cause.

5. Martin's cause turns on this point,
—whether he is to be sent into banish-

; Pallav, t Luth. Op. II. 163.
26*

* Com. de Luth. XCII. t Cardinals.
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menti There is no remedy against these
things. The event, however, is in God's
hands; and if, through HIS help, I
should be able to come to yon, I shall
have surprising things to tell. We have
peculiar need of the Divine, not human
assistance. I would have you to know,
that not only ANNAS AND CAIAPHAS, but
also PILATE AND HEROD, are the adver-
saries of Luther."*

The doubt expressed by the elector,f
respecting the Reformer's obedience to
the mandate which had summoned him
to Worms, did not arise from any suspi-
cion of timidity, or of feeble resolution
in his character, but from a just appre-
hension that he might conclude his ap-
pearance before a court, which had al-
ready predetermined not to hear his de-
fence, would prove altogether vain and
nugatory. It appears from a letter to
Spalatinus, that a temporary hesitation
cf this sort was actually produced in
Luther's mind, by the information which
he had received of the transactions at
Worms. He writes thus on the 19th of
March 1521 :—

" My kind friend—I have received
your account of the various things which
I shall be commanded to do at Worms,
particularly of the doctrinal articles,
which I must recant. Depend upon it,
I will recant no one thing, unless they
produce better arguments against me,
than that I have maintained things in my
books which are contrary to what they
are pleased to call the rights and cus-
toms of the Church. I shall not scruple
to answer the emperor, that if I am call-
ed merely for the sake of recanting, I
shall not come ; since precisely the same
thing may be done without this journey
to and fro. Certainly if recantation be
all that is wanted, I may recant here.
Now if, in consequence of this answer,
his majesty should denounce me as an
enemy of the empire, and should cite me
to appear for the purpose of taking away

* The letters, of which these are extracts.
are addressed by Frederic to his brother
John, who succeeded him. Nos. 1, 2, & 3.
were written before Luther came to Worms:
No. 4, while he was there; and No. 5, after
he had left that place. It appears clearly
from Nos. 4 &, 5, tkat the elector was not
then aware that the enemies of Luther de-
signed anything against him severer than
a sentence of banishment.

t In No. 2.

tny life, I shall obey the summons. For
if Christ Jesus do but favour me, I am
determined never to flee, or desert the
word of God by leaving the field of bat-
tle. However, I see moat distinctly
hese bloody-minded men will never rest

till they have taken away my life. I
own, I could wish that the PAPISTS

LONE might be guilty of my blood."*
Notwithstanding this pause, Luther

presently resolved upon his journey to
Worms. Perhaps his great
patron, the elector of Saxony, Luther's
secretly directed his mo- ^ZV0

tions ; or perhaps further re-
flection convinced him, that to appear
before the Diet, secured as he was by
safe-conduct, was the wisest step he
ould take. Possibly on the one hand

he might indulge a hope, that after all,
when he should once look his adveTsa-
ies in the face, they would be ashamed

to bid him hold his tongue; and on the
other, he could not but foresee that his
non-appearance would certainly be con-
strued into contempt, or timidity and
consciousness of guilt. It would be
said, that after having so often and so
'ong demanded a fair hearing of his
cause, and after having received a direct
challenge from the papal advocates, he
had now refused to meet them before so
impartial and in every respect unpxeep-
tionable tribunal as the general Diet of
the empire.

He was accompanied in his journey
by several friends, among whom are men-
tioned Jodocus Jonas, a name precious in
the annals of German reformation. Jonas
was at that time principal of the collegi-
ate Church of Wittemberg, and was after-
wards called Justus Jonas. [ Some others
joined them on the road. Luther was
expressly forbidden to preach at any of
the towns through which he had to pass ;
but our Reformer declared, that he had
never promised to obey that injunction,
and that the word of God
ought not to be fettered. Ac- Luther
cordingly he preached at Er- E ĵSuroey.
furt as he went, and at Eise-
nach as he returned, and in various other
towns.^ The hilarity and musical en-

* Com. de Luth. XCI.
f See Appendix, Justus Jonas.
t Du Pin, the most moderate of all Lu-

ther's adversaries, accuses him of declaim-
ing, in the course of this journey, " in his
usual manner against good works and hu-
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tertainments, in which he indulged him-
self as he travelled, are invidiously spo-
ken of by writers devoted to the pope-
dom. In fact, music with him was a
favourite and useful amusement; and it
is certain that his temper was more
cheerful, courteous, and sociable, than
might have been expected in one, who
with a superstitious conscience had been
so long addicted to Romish austerities.
What, we have formerly observed of his
moral character need not be here repeat-
ed : and in regard to his diversions, it
will be readily allowed that so hard a
student required a due proportion of
these; and no proof can be adduced of
his ever exceeding the bounds of mode-
ration, temperance, and decorum.

Luther was considerably indiposed in
the course of this journey. In a letter
to Spalatinus, who was then at Worms,

he says, " Ail the way from
HositinodnSon Eisenach to Francfort, I have
thGltroad°1to experienced such languor as
Worms. I never felt before. Besides,

I hear the emperor had pub-
lished a mandate to frighten me.* Cut
Christ, nevertheless, lives; and I will
enter Worms, though all the gates of
hell and all the powers of darkness op-
pose. I mean to terrify and to despise
the prince of darkness."

Let the student of ecclesiastical his-
tory scrutinize as narrowly as possible
the behaviour of the champion of pro-
testantism at THIS CRITICAL MOMENT.
The more rigorous his inspection, the
greater, if I mistake not, will be his ad-
miration and satisfaction. " Si proprius
stes, te capient magis.5' The hearts of
Luther's best friends began to fail them
as the danger approached. At Oppen-
heim, near Worms, they solicited him in
the most vehement manner to venture no
further. What favour could he expect

man laws: One, says he, builds a temple, the
other goes a pilgrimage to St. James or to
Rome; a third fasts, prays, goes barefoot;
all this is of no use, and ought to be put an
end to : for whatever comes from the pope is
only to oblige us to GIVE. This were a small
matter, if they did nothing but pillage men;
but the worst is, they would persuade them,
that these bodily works can justify and save
them." Such is Du Pin's quotation from
Luther, and such his complaint.

* This was the order above mentioned,
page 303, issued by Charles, for collecting
together all Luther's books.

from men, who already began to break
their word with him 1 The pope had
published a definitive bull against him on
January the third;* and the emperor, in
compliance, had ordered all his writings
to be seized ; and, to disgrace him still
more, the imperial mandate, as well as
the papal bull, were every where put
up for the public information.")" Neither
was it yet forgotten that an imperial
safe-conduct had not been sufficient to
protect John Huss from Romish deceit
and cruelty.

When a great man is actually in the
hands of his enemies, the die may be
considered as cast; and in such cases it
happens not unfrequentty, that courage
and firmness appear to be the natural off-
spring of extreme and unavoidable dan-
ger. But while Luther was at Oppen-
heim, which is the moment now in the
reader's contemplation, we are to remem-
ber it was in his power, as yet, to have
turned aside from the road to Worms,
and sheltered himself from the fury of
the papists. In fact, he was here met
by Martin Bucer,^: who had been sent
with several horsemen, on the express
errand to entreat him to take refuge in
the castle of a neighbouring knight.
Here also we find that he received letters
from his friend Spalatinus, the contents
of which must have been peculiarly dis-
tressing to his mind ; as in a similar way
they fervently entreated this persecuted
servant of God to desist from proceeding
further in this journey.

It was under SUCH circumstances, and
to SUCH solicitations, that our Saxon
hero, with his usual intrepidity, returned
that ever-memorable answer,
" That though he should be Luther's an-
obliged to encounter at s^uation
Worms as many devils as ofhisfriends,
there were tiles upon the
houses of that city, this would not deter
him from his fixed purpose of appearing
there: That these fears of his friends
could only arise from the suggestions of
Satan, who apprehended the approaching
ruin ofhis kingdom, by the confession of
the Truth before such a grand assembly
as the Diet of Worms."§ Luther is
said to have mentioned the circumstance
a little before his death, and to have

* Page 289 of this Vol. t Du Pin, c. x.
t See Appendix, Martin Bucer.
§ Luth. Op. II. Du Pin, c. x.
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made this observation: "So fearless ca
God render a man :—I do not know wh
ther at this day I should be so bold."

The fire and obstinacy that appeare<
in Luther's answer to the kind remon
strances of his friends at Oppenheim
seemed to prognosticate much warmti
and vehemence in his conduct before th
assembly.* But it was not so. On tli-
contrary, the reader may be surprised t
find how much the zeal which animale
our Reformer, was tempered on this occa
sion, notwithstanding the fervour of hi
natural constitution, with a laudable mo
deration and decorous respect both fo
his civil and ecclesiastical superiors.

Luther arrived at Worm!
He arrives On the sixteenth of April
A. DL°1521. L?215 a n d a s h e stepped from

his open vehicle, he said
these words, in the presence of a prodi-
gious concourse of people, "God will b
on my side."j

It has been truly observed,^ that the
reception he there met with was such as
he might have esteemed a full reward o
all his labours, if vanity and the love o
applause had been the principles which
influenced his conduct. Spalatinus, who
was on the spot, assures us, that no
prince ever experienced such honours.
Immense crowds daily flocked to see
him ; and his apartments were constantly
filled with visitors of the highest rank.
In short, he was looked on as a prodigy
of wisdom, and respected as one who
was born to enlighten the understandings
of mankind, and direct their sentiments ;
—a homage more sincere, as well as
more flattering, than any which pre-
eminence in birth or condition can com-
mand. Luther lodged with the Teutonic
knights, near the elector of Saxony; and
on the day after his arrival was conduct-
ed to the Diet by the marshal of the em-
pire^

On his appearance before that august
assembly, he was directed to be silent

till questions should be put
to him. The Official of the
archbishop of Treves, who
was the emperor's speaker

pears oei
the Diet.

* Maclaine in Mosh.
t Pallav. Du Pin. X Robertson.
§ The crowd was so great, that it was

found necessary to conduct Luther privately
through a garden, and by back stairs, to the
hall, where the Emperor and the Diet were
assembled, Luth. Op. II,

on the occasion, then produced a bundle
of books, and informed Luther, that, by
order of his Imperial Majesty, he was
directed to propose two questions to him.
The first was, whether he acknowledged
those books which went BY HIS NAME, to
be his own ; and the second, whether he
intended to defend or to retract what was
contained in them ] Upon this, before any
reply could be made, Jerome Schurff, a
celebrated doctor of the civil laws, who
had come from Wittemberg in the cha-
racter of Luther's advocate, called out
with a loud voice, " You ought to recite
the titles of the books." The Official then
ead over the titles in succession.

Among which were, Commentaries on
the Psalms; a little Tract on Good
Works; a Commentary on the Lord's
Prayer; and other books on Christian
subjects, in no way related to Contro-
versy. *

I shall answer the question, said Lu-
her, as concisely, and as much to the
mrpose, as I possibly can.
St. Unless the books have Luther's an-

>een mutilated or altered by J ^ S ^ 0 1 8

anciful sciolists, or by the
rts of my adversaries, they are certainly
nine, 2dly. Because this question re-
ates to FAITH and the salvation of souls,
ind because it concerns the Word of
jrod, the most important of all objects in
leaven and in earth, and which deserved-
y requires of us all the most profound
everence, it would be equally rash and
langerous for me to give a sudden an-
wer to such a question ; since, without
revious deliberation, I might assert less
ban the subject demands, and more than
•uth would admit; both which would
xpose me to condemnation from that
entence of Christ, " Whosoever denieth
tie before men, him will I deny before
ay Father which is in heaven." For
lis reason I humbly beseech your Impe-
al Majesty to grant me a competent

* The reader may smile at the manage-
lent of Dr. Schurff, who, quite in the cha-
LCter of a practitioner of the law, took this
:ry fair opportunity of bringing into view
nd exposing the unjustifiable lengths to
hich the enemies of his client had proceed-

in condemning to the flames even his
lost unexceptionable writings. The Offi-
al called on Luther to own or disown such
)oks as went by his name. "Let us hear
ie titles, let us hear the subjects of the
>oks," said the lawyer.
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time for consideration, that I may satisfy
the inquiry without injuring the word of
God, and without endangering my own
salvation. After some deliberation, he
was allowed to defer his answer till the
next day, on the express condition, how-
ever, that he should deliver what he had
to say viva voce, and not in writing.

On the following day he was told that
he ought not to have petitioned for delay,
because he had well known, for a long
time, what would be the nature of his ex
amination ; and, moreover, that every om
ought to be able at any moment to giv
an account of his faith ; and much more
a Doctor of great reputation, like Luther,
who had been long exercised in theologi
cal discussions. At length however,
said the Official, return an answer to thf
question of ihe emperor, who has s(
kindly granted you your request.

Luther then rose, and spoke
His answer before the emperor and th<

h Gfollowing princes, in the German Ian
'guage, to the following ef-

fect:
" I stand here in obedience to the com-

mands of his most serene Imperial Ma-
jesty, and the most illustrious princes
and I earnestly entreat them that they
would deign to listen to this cause with
clemency. It will appear, I trust, to be
the cause of truth and justice; and there-
fore if, through ignorance, 1 should fail
to give proper tiiles to each of the digni-
fied personages who hear me, or if in
any other respect I should show myself
defective in politeness, they will be
pleased to accept my apology with can
dour. I have not been accustomed to
the refinements of the court, but to the
cloisters of the monastery; nor of my-
self have I anything further to say, than
that hitherto I have read lectures and
composed books with that simplicity of
mind which ONLY regards the glor}^ of
God and the instruction of mankind.

"To the first question," continued Lu-
ther, " I gave a plain and direct answer;
and in that I shall persist for ever. I did
publish those books, and I am responsi-
ble for their contents, so far as they are
really mine ; but I do not answer for any
alterations that have been made in them,
whether by the crafty malice of enemies
or the imprudent officiousness of friends.

" In regard to the second question, I
humbly beg your most serene Majesty
and their highnesses to take especial no-
tice, That my publications are by no

means all of the same kind. Some of
them treat only of piety, and of the na-
ture of faith, arid morals ; and these sub-
jects are handled in so evangelical a man-
ner, that my greatest adversaries are
compelled to pronounce them innocent,
profitable, and worthy to be read by
Christians. The pope's bull, indeed,
though it actually declares some of my
books innocent, )7et with a monstrous
and cruel INDISCRIMINATION, CONDEMNS
THEM ALL. Now were 1 to retract SUCH
writings, I should absolutely stand alone,
and condemn those truths in which
friends and foes most perfectly agree.

44 There is another species of my pub-
lications, in which I endeavour to lay
open the system of the papal govern-
ment, and the specific doctrines of the
papists, who, in fact, by their corrupt
tenets and bad examples, have made ha-
voc of the Christian world, both in re-
gard to body and soul. There is no de-
nying this : witness the universal com-
plaints now existing, how the papal laws
and traditions of men most miserably en-
tangle, vex, and tear to pieces the con-
sciences of the faithful, and also plunder
the inhabitants of this famous country in
ways most shameful, tyrannical, and
scarcely credible, notwithstanding that
Germany by her own laws has declared,
that any doctrines or decrees of the pope,

h ih are contrary to the Gospel or the
sentiments of the fathers, are to be
deemed erroneous, and in no degree
obligatory.—If, therefore, I should re-
voke what 1 have written on these sub-
jects, I should not only confirm the
wicked, despotical proceedings to which
1 allude, but also open a door to further
buses of power, that would be still more
ioentious and insupportable; especially
f it were said among the people, that
kvhat I had done was confirmed by the
uthority of his most serene Majesty and

a general meeting of the empire.
1 Lastly, the defences and replies

which I have composed against such in-
dividuals as have laboured either to esta-
ilish the Roman tyrann}^ or to under-
line my explanations of the fundamental
principles of religion, constitute a third
lass of my publications. And in these,
[ freely confess, I have been betrayed
nto an asperity of expression, which
neither becomes me as a clergyman, or
as a Christian : however, I pretend not
to set myself up for a saint, neither do I
lead for the strictness of my life, but
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for the doctrines of Christ. But, it is
not in my power to retract even these
writings as far as the matter contained
in them is concerned; lest by such a
step I should become the patron of the
most arbitrary and impious usurpations,
which in consequence would soon gather
strength, and spend their fury on the
people of God in more violent outrages
than ever. Yet, since I am but a man,
and therefore fallible in judgment, it
would ill become me, in supporting my
poor paltry tracts, to go further than my
Lord and Master Jesus Christ did, in the
defence of his own doctrines; who, when
he was interrogated concerning them be-
fore Annas, and had received a blow from
one of the officers, said, 4 If I have spoken
evil, bear witness of the evil; but if well,
why smitest thou me V If then our
Lord, who was infallible, did, neverthe-
less, not disdain to listen to anything
that could be said against his doctrine
even by a person of the lowest condition,
how much more ought such a contempti-
ble being as I, who am all imperfection,
to be ready to attend to whatever argu-
ments can be brought in the way of ob-
jection to my positions'? I entreat there-
fore your Majesty, and the members of
this illustrious assembly, to produce evi-
dence against me; and however high, or
however low, be the rank of the person
who shall be able, from the sacred Scrip-
tures, to convict me of error, I will in-
stantly retract, and be the first to throw
the book into the fire.

" Permit me to suggest for the consi-
deration of us all, That as Almighty God
is wonderful and terrible in counsel,
surely it behoves this august assembly
to examine with especial care, whether
the object which my enemies so ardently
long to compass, does not in fact amount
to a condemnation of THE DIVINE WORD ;
and whether such a measure, adopted by
the first German Diet of the new empe-
ror, might not lead to a dreadful deluge
of evils. Under the protection of God,
there is reason to augur well of this ex-
cellent young prince; but take care that
you do not render the prospect of his
government unfavourable and inauspi-
cious.

" By a variety of instances from Holy
Writ, and particularly by the cases of
Pharaoh, of the king of Babylon, and of
the kings of Israel, I could prove this
important point, namely, that men have
ruined themselves at the very moment

when they imagined they had settled and
established their kingdoms in the most
prudent manner. The ruling principle
should be, The FEAR OF GOD. HE it is
who taketh the wise in their craftiness,
and removeth the mountains and they
know not, and overturneth them in his
anger.*

u In saying these things, I mean not
to insinuate, that the great personages,
who condescend to hear me, stand in
need of my instructions or admonitions:
no,—but there was a debt which I owed
to my native country, and it was my
duty to discharge it. The reasons, which
I have now alleged, will, I trust, be ap-
proved by your serene Majesty and the
princes; and I humbly beg that you will
disappoint my enemies in their unjust
attempts to render me odious and sus-
pected. I have done."")"

As soon as Luther had finished his
speech, which was delivered in the
German language, he was ordered to say
the same things in Latin. But he was
so much out of breath, and so overcome
with heat and the pressure of numerous
persons of quality, that he found it neces-
sary to pause a little. Upon which a
courtier of the elector of Saxony, sup-
posing him to be disconcerted and afraid
to proceed in the Latin language, kindly
admonished him to desist from the at-
tempt, and assured him that he had said
enough. Luther, however, did not relish
this advice; but having quickly reco-
vered himself, he again went over the
same ground in Latin with prodigious
animation, and to the very great satisfac-
tion of all his friends, and particularly
the elector of Saxony. It appears that
this prince was so delighted with the
piety, confidence, and ability of Luther
on this occasion, that he took ISpalatinus
aside into his bed-chamber, and there
expressed his approbation and astonish-
ment in the following manner: " 0, how
excellently did Father Martin speak,
bath in German and Latin, before the
emperor and the Imperial Orders. He
was sufficiently, if not rather too ani-
mated !"J

We may be sure that that part of Lu-
ther's harangue, in which he asserted the
ancient honour and independence of the
empire, and endeavoured to rouse the
princes to vindicate their just rights
against the encroachments of Rome, must

* Job. f Acta Worm. % MS. Spal.
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have been peculiarly grateful to German
ears. His adversaries acknowledge that
he spoke for two hours with the applause
of one half of the assembly ; until John
Eckius,* the emperor's speaker, having
lost almost all patience, before Luther
had well concluded, cried out, in much
heat and passion, That he had not an-
swered to the point; That he was not
called upon to give an account of his doc-
trines ; That these had already been con-
demned in former councils, whose deci-
sions were not now to be questioned :
That he was required to say simply and
clearly, whether he would or would not
retract his opinions. " My answer," said
Luther, instantly, " shall be direct and
plain. I cannot think myself bound to
believe either the pope or his councils ;
for it is very clear, not only that they
have often erred, but often contradicted
themselves. Therefore, unless I am con-
vinced by Scripture or clear reasons, my
belief is so confirmed by the Scriptural
passages I have produced, and my con-
science so determined to abide by the
word of God, that I neither can nor will
retract anything; for it is neither safe
nor innocent to act against a man's con-

science."—Luther then pro-
Luther nounced these words in the
concludes. G e r m a n i a n g u a g e : %ic fierce

'$ / 3 $ f&rnt nitf)t anbtt&, (Bott tyelff mir,
Slmen. "Here I stand. I cannot do
otherwise. May God help me. Amen."

After the Diet had taken Luther's
speech into consideration, their Speaker
told him;—That he had not answered
with the modesty that became his cha-
racter and situation. That if he had re-
tracted those books which contained the
main part of his errors, he would have
suffered no persecution for the rest. That
for him, who had revived the errors con-
demned at Constance, to require a refuta-
tion and conviction from Scripture, was
the wild proposal of a man scarcely in
his senses. That on such principles,
nothing would be left certain in the
Church. That for these reasons, he was
once more asked, whether he intended
to defend all he had written as orthodox,
or whether he would retract any part as
erroneous.

Luther persisted in his former answer;
and entreated the emperor not to permit
him to be compelled to do violence to
his conscience, by recanting what he felt

* Not Eckius, the Leipsic disputant.

himself bound to believe on the authority
of the word of God, unless he was proved
to be mistaken by evident arguments
from Scripture. Councils, he repeated,
have erred frequently. " You cannot
prove that," said Eckius. " I will pledge
myself to do it," replied Luther. But
night coming on, the Diet broke up.

During the whole of this interesting1

scene, the special partisans of the pope
were filled with indignation; and many
of the Spanish Roman Catholics followed
Luther as he returned home from the tri-
bunal, and showed their enmity by long-
continued sneers and hisses.

On the next day,* the emperor directed
a schedule, written with his own hand,
to be read to the princes in
full congregation. The pur- imprudent
port of the schedule was this: SSjSorf
" His ancestors had always
respected the Roman church, which Lu-
ther now opposed : He could not with
any propriety depart from their example:
He was bound to defend the ancient faith,
and support the papal See : And as Mai-
tin Luther could not be induced to give
up any one of his errors, he was deter-
mined to proceed against him as a no-
torious heretic: Nevertheless he by no
means intended to violate the safe-con-
duct which had been granted to him."f

This hasty and indiscreet measure,
which was partly owing to the juvenile
impetuosity and inexperience of Charles,
and partly to the incessant solicitation of
the papal party, produced complaints
and murmurs in the assembly.}: The
emperor, by giving his opinion first, had
broken the established rules of the Diet.
He ought not to have given his judg-
ment, till all the other states had given
theirs. Such a procedure was esteemed
a prejudging of Luther's cause, and
manifestly tended to abridge the electors
and princes of their right of voting freely
in the matter before them. Party spirit
ran high at this moment. Acrimonious
papers on both sides of the question were
publicly affixed to the walls; and the
most violent and even threatening ex-
pressions are said to have been used.
Had Luther been a man of a worldly
temper, or actuated by political consider-
ations, he might easily have turned
these critical circumstances to his own
advantage. Could he have been per-
suaded only to temporize a little, and to

April 19. t Acta Worm, t DuPin.
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explain away or even soften a few of the
most offensive positions in his publica-
tions, there seems abundant reason to
conclude, that he might have gained an
easy victory over his enemies at Worms,,
and at the same time have given a severe
blow to the papal authority—so great
was the impression he had produced on
the members of the Diet; and so odious
was become the systematic oppression of
the Roman See.

But a true servant of God rarely suf-
fers himself to be influenced by what are
called the prudential maxims of men of
the world. His conduct is straight and
steady; and he commits" the event to
God. This holy, this Christian temper
of mind, was eminently exemplified in
the behaviour of Luther, during the re-
maining conferences at Worms.

Charles V. no doubt soon perceived
the mistake he had committed, in having
pent so premature a message to the Diet.
That assembly, notwithstanding the pe-
remptory declaration of the emperor, con-
tinued all that day, and all the next, in
consultation, and no official information
was sent to Luther, respecting a matter
in which he was so deeply interested.
The misunderstanding, however, was
compromised in this way: Charles, at
the instance of the Diet, consented that
the heretic should be allowed a few days
longer delay, during which time such
of the princes as pleased might endea-
vour to persuade him to recant his er-
rors ; and if they succeeded, he promised
that he himself would take care he
should be pardoned by the Roman Pon-
tiff.*

Accordingly, on the twenty-fourth and
twenty-fifth of April, incredible pains

were taken by the princes,
Attempts to electors, and deputies of va-
Iherto re.1' r i o u s Orde r s> t o s h a k e t h e re-
cant, solution of this hero of the

Reformation. In particular,
the archbishop of Treves summoned him
to his own lodgings, where, in the pre-
sence of several persons of the greatest
distinction, he was earnestly exhorted to
be less obstinate, and to submit his own
judgment to that of holy councils : He
was told, that though he had written
many good things, yet some of his books
had excited incredible dissensions and
tumults : and that if he persisted in those
sentiments, the emperor would assuredly

* Pallav.

proceed to banish him from the country.
Much was added concerning the neces-
sity of laws, and of obedience.

Luther humbly thanked the princes for
their clemency and good-will towards
him. He said, " he by no means cen-
sured councils in general, but only a part
of the proceedings at Constance in re-
gard to John Huss. If the faith of Christ
was truly set forth, and Christ's flock
were fed in a real Gospel pasture, there
would be no need to burden the Church
with human traditions. He allowed that
he ought to obey magistrates, even
wicked magistrates ; that the precepts
for this purpose were to be taken in their
plain meaning, and that he had often
taught this doctrine in his writings. He
was ready to do anything, provided he
was not urged to deny the clear word of
God."

Luther was then ordered to withdraw;
and the princes, after consultation, called
him again before them, went over the
same ground, and concluded with again
exhorting him to submit his writings to
the judgment of Charles, and of the
princes of the empire.

Luther replied, That it should never
be said that he declined the judgment of
the emperor and the leading Orders of the
state. He was so far from dreading a
scrutiny of that sort, that he wished it
to be as accurate as possible, provided
always, that everything was to rest on
the authority of the Holy Scriptures.
He humbly besought, them, therefore, to
do no violence to his conscience, by urg-
ing him to deny the express declarations
of the Divine word. They should find
him completely obedient in all other re-
spects.

Are we to understand, then, said the
elector of Brandenburg, that you will not
give way, unless convinced from the Ho-
ly Scriptures ? " Yes, most kind and
gentle sir,5' replied Luther, " or by very
clear and evident reasons."

Upon this the assembly broke up.
When it immediately occurred to the
archbishop of Treves, that possibly he
might succeed better at a private, than a
public meeting., He therefore took Lu-
ther into his chamber, with two doctors,
namely, Eckius, his official, as above
mentioned, and Cochleus, the dean of
Francfort, a celebrated papal advocate,
who had come to Worms on purpose to
oppose the heretic.

Luther, however, had the good sense
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and caution to object to a secret confer-
ence of this kind, unless several credita-
ble persons, of his own friends, wen
likewise admitted. This being agreec
to, a dispute of some length ensued con>
cerning the rise of various heresies anc
the decrees of councils; but not the
smallest advance was made towards an
accommodation.*

It was on the 25th of April, 1521, tha
the archbishop of Treves made his last
efforts to reclaim this obstinate heretic.f

He commissioned two learn-
Theiastat- ed doctors, one of whom
Aprfil25 w a s Conrad Peutinger, privy
A.D. 1521. counsellor to the emperor, tc

try to the utmost, whethe
they could not persuade him to submit t(
the judgment which Charles V. and the
several Imperial Orders should pass apon"
his writings. Luther, as usual, agreed,
provided they would depend solely on
scriptural authority; otherwise, he said,
nothing could be more opposite to his
principles. "Trust not," continued he,
"princes, or the sons of men, for there
is no safety in them. Cursed is he who
putteth his trust in man."

The same persons then entreated him
to consent that a selection of various ar-
ticles should be made from his publica-
tions, and that these should be submitted
to the judgment of a general council.
Luther continued inflexible. Neither
threats, nor exhortations, nor promises,
availed to make him change his resolu-
tion, or vary from the answer he had so
often given, respecting the absolute ne-
cessity he was under of abiding by the
sole authority of the sacred Scriptures.

The elector, archbishop of Treves, ap-
pears to have been a bigoted Roman Ca-
tholic, but a man of gentle manners, and
of a humane disposition. His conduct
at Worms, in regard to Luther's cause,
has been ascribed to different motives, as
natural timidity, or friendship for the
elector of Saxony. There is, however,
no imputation on his sincerity in his ne-
gotiations with Luther. So earnestly did
this prelate wish for an accommodation
of the differences, that when all other
methods had failed, he took Luther into
his closet, and there, in the kindest man-

* Spalatinus and Justus Jonas were among
the friends of Luthur who were present at
this meeting. i

f This is the name which had long beenj
given him by the papal party. j
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ner,—no other person being present,—
exhorted him to submit to SOME of the
proposals that had been made to him, re-
specting the final judgment of the em-
peror and the Imperial Orders, or of a
general council. Luther answered round-
ly, That he by no means thought it safe
to entrust the decision of so important a
matter to persons, who, when he was
called before them under the public faith,
had yet persecuted him afresb, haĉ  al-
ready given judgment- against him, and
had even approved of the pope's bull.—
Lastly, the archbishop called in Spalati-
nus, and, in his presence^ asked Luther,
whether he himself could suggest any
healing measures, that were likely to
succeed. " Nothing better," replied Lu-
ther instantly, " than the advice of Ga-
maliel ; 'If this work be of men, it will
come to nought; but if it be of God, ye
cannot resist it.' The emperor and the
princes may inform the pope, that I feel
perfectly assured this whole religious
agitation and controversy, in which I .am
now concerned, will of itself die away
*n less than two years, unless God be
actually on my side."

What would you do, said the arch-
bishop, suppose an extract of certain pro-
positions from your books should be
made, and the articles so extracted be
submitted to the judgment of a future
3ouncil? " I hope, kind sir," replied
lUther, 4< they would not be those which

were condemned by the council of Con-
stance." I fear they would, said the
irchbishop. "Then," rejoined Luther,
"1 neither can nor will be silent, in re-
gard to such a proposal; for I am sure
that the decrees of that council condemn-
ed the word of God ; and rather than give
p the word of God, when the case is
uite clear, I WOULD LOSE MY LIFE."
In about three hours after this conver-

sation, Luther received a message from
he emperor, which directed him to leave
Worms, "because, notwithstanding the
nost friendly admonitions and entreaties,
le persisted in his contumacy, and would
not return into the bosom of the church."
He was allowed twenty-one days to re-
turn home, during which time the public
"aith was pledged for his safety; but he
was strictly enjoined not to preach to the
aeople in the course of his journey.

"This is the Lord's will," said Mar-
in, "and blessed be the name of the

Lord!" He then, through the Official,
returned most respectful thanks to the
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emperor, and the members of the assem-
bly, for their patience in hearing him,
and their liberal treatment in general.
He said, he had wished for nothing but
a reform in religion, on the plan of the
Holy Scriptures; nor did he now request
anything for himself, but to be allowed
the free use of the^woTd of God. Let
that only be granted, and he was ready
to undergo everything without excep-
tion, for the sake of his Imperial Majesty

and the Imperial Orders.—
Luther He left Worms on the fol-
TVorms. lowing day, the twenty-sixth

of April,

The elector of Saxony, among all the
leading characters assembled at Worms
was the only assured patron on whom
Luther could depend. And even this
virtuous prince by no means openly
avowed the Reformer's principles. He
contended only for a fair hearing, and an
equitable decision.

The landgrave of Hesse, though fa-
vourably disposed to reformation, as yet
stood aloof, not venturing to join the per-
secuted party. Luther however informs
us, that the landgrave visited him at
Worms, conversed on doctrinal points
with a jocose levity, and on his depar-
ture gave him his hand, using these very
remarkable words, "If your cause be
good, may God protect you !"

Lewis, the elector Palatine, also, when
several members of the Diet proposed ti
imitate the example of the council oi
Constance, by delivering the church
once from the author of the pestilent he-
resy, who was then in their power, wem
so far as nobly to withstand this infa-
mous design, declaring, " it was intoler-
able, that, for the sake of gratifying cer-
tain ecclesiastics, the public faith shoulc
be violated; it was a thing which woul
brand the German name with eterna
grace."

Even George the duke of Saxony,* a
rigid Roman catholic, expressed himself
an the same occasion in trie stronges
terms of disapprobation: " The moral
ity," said he, " of the ancient Germans
forbad them to violate promises; and th
princes ought to avoid a scandalous trans
action of this sort, particularly in th<
first Diet of the new emperor."

When we reflect on the very few sin

Te friends whom Luther could number at
Worms, it may seem a remarkable part
f the history of this memorable Diet?
hat a poor, private monk, already con-
lemned, and solemnly excommunicated
iy the pope, should have obtained a safe-
icnduct for his journey, be visited in the
nanner above described* by the most re-
spectable personages, be admitted into
hat august assembly of the emperor and
rinces, be allowed to speak there for
iours, be heard with patience and can-
our? defending his cause, and after all

dismissed in safety, under the public
"aith, and in spite of numerous and most
owerfui enemies, who thirsted for his
lood, and exerted every nerve to exhibit
ifresh the horrid scenes of the council of
Constance.-—The splendid talents and at-
ainrnents of Luther, the tyrannical op-
pressions and profligate morals of the
Romish clergy, and lastly the state of

reparation for a truly evangelical re-
form, into which men's minds had
)een brought by the agitation of various
eligious questions, all these circum-

stances, no doubt, concurred to procure
for the Reformer a more gentle and hu-
mane treatment than might otherwise
have been expected. Pious minds, how-
ever, will be disposed to look further
than secondary causes. Both in these
and the subsequent events they will re-
cognize the hand of an overruling Provi-
dence, secretly controlling the designs of
wicked men, and directing a variety of
critical junctures in human affairs, appa-
rently independent of each other, to co-
operate wonderfully in the formation of
one great crisis, that should be favour-
able to the establishment of pure religion
in Germany.

As an instrument of promoting the
German Reformation, Martin Luther was
of immense importance: accordingly, his
life seems to have been under the Divine
protection in a peculiar manner. It is
true the public faith was pledged for his
security in returning home; but the ope-
ration of his SAFE-CONDUCT was to termi-
nate in twenty-one days : also his adver-
saries at Worms were meditating a
bloody edict against him; and in a very
short time, therefore, it was expected that
all their violence, malice, and revenge,
would be supported with the strong arm
of the secular power.

The elector of Saxony foresaw the

* Paul Sarpi, and Seckend. * Page 308 of this Vol.
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Luther pro-
tected by the
Elector of
Saxony.

rising storm; and finding* it impossible
to protect his subject in the open manner

that he had hitherto done, he
contrived a plan of concealing
him for a season, from the
fury of all his enemies. Lu-
ther did not much relish the

scheme; and would rather have met the
difficulty and danger in an open way
and trusted the event to God : but as it
originated in Frederic's kindness, he
thought it only a becoming respect to his
prince to acquiesce in his advice. The
secret was revealed to him by Spalatinus
on the evening before he left. Worms.
Three or four horsemen, in whom Fre-
deric could confide, disguised themselves
in masks, and contrived to meet the per-
secuted monk near Eisenach, on his re-

turn home. They played
He is con- their part well. They rushed
thf castle of o u t °f a wo°d* secured Luther
Wartburg. as it were by force, and car-

ried him into the castle of
Wartburg.* This business was ma-
naged with so much address and fidelity
that he was completely secured from the
effects of the impending prosecution; his
implacable adversaries missed their blow
and became doubly odious to the Ger-
mans, who, as they were unacquainted
with the wise precaution of Frederic,
imagined their fayourite countryman was
either imprisoned or perhaps murdered
by Roman emissaries. It has howeve
been conjectured, and on no irrprobabh
gTounds, that the whole transaction re-
specting Luther's concealment, was plan-
ned and executed with the knowledge,
and even the approbation of his Imperial
Majesty.

Though Charles V. to serve his politi-
cal purposesf by gaining the friendship
of Leo X. seems to have had no scruple
in sacrificing Luther to the vengeance o
that enraged pontiff and his cardinals, h
had yet the precaution not to push mat-
ters to extremities against the heretic, till
he had first secured an important vote:}:
of the Diet in his own favour, and agains
the interests of his grand rival Francis I
Even his Italian encomiasts allow, tha
the German princes would probably havi

* May 3.
t See p. 290, of this vol., for the politica

motives of the emperor.
t A vote for raising 24,000 German so]

diers, in ease the king of France should m<
lest the emperor. Pallav.

esisted the emperor's wishes, respecting
lie measure just mentioned, if he had
jreviously exercised any severity to-
wards the intrepid defender of their re-
igious liberties. On the other hand,
he papal ministers, who did not com-
>rehend the secret reason of the delay of
he formalities of Luther's condemnation,
>ecame excessively uneasy, lest, after
ill, they should be disappointed of that
:omplete victory which they had sup-
>osed themselves to have actually gained

over the Reformer and the infant Refor-
mation. Moreover, the heretic had been
suffered to depart under the protection of
a. safe-conduct; and the emperor, after
aving settled the most material civil

affairs, had now dismissed the members
f the Diet with a gracious speech.

Besides these, there were also other
ircumstances which had contributed to
»ut Aleander, in particular, very much
»ut of humour. Luther had been treat-

ed, he thought, with too much respect
and kindness throughout, The dignity
and authority of the Roman pontiff,
whose cause the nuncio was bound to
plead, had not been sufficiently support-
ed : and the archbishop of Treves \had
used by far too much entreaty and sub-
mission in the course of the private con-
ferences. All this had only served to
increase the confidence, the audacity,
and the obstinacy of the heretic, while it
had weakened in a very great degree the
supremacy of the Apostolic jurisdiction.

To pacify this offended legate, Charles
V. employed him to draw up the final
sentence against Luther, usu-
ally called the EDICT OF *^ictof

WORMS. In the meantime, dra°wTuPby
under the pretence of having Aleander.
certain questions of lesser im-
portance to propose, he requested the
members of the Diet to remain in the city
three or four days longer.—These dark
manoeuvres succeeded.—The bulk of the
Italian and Spanish nobles remained on
the spot, while many of the German
princes and electors went away, among
whom were Frederic of Saxony and the
elector Palatine.# The latter of these,
when he heard of the publication of the
severe sentence, declared with indigna-
tion that the thing was done without his
knowledge.

The edict, as might be expected, was
penned by Aleander with all possible

* Com. de Luth. XCVII.
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rancour and malice. The first part of i
states, that it is the duty of the emperoi
to protect religion and extinguish here-
sies. The second part relates the pains
that had been taken to bring back th
heretic to repentance. And the third
proceeds to the condemnation of Martin
Luther in the strongest terms. The em
peror says, that by the advice of the
electors, princes, orders, and states o.
the empire, he had resolved to execute
the sentence of * the pope, who was the
proper guardian of the catholic faith.
He declares, that Luther must be looked
on as excommunicated, and as a notori-
ous heretic; and he forbids all persons,
under the penalty of high treason, to re-
ceive, maintain, or protect him. He
orders, that after the twenty-one days
allowed him, he should be proceeded
against in whatever place he might be;
or at least that he should be seized and
kept prisoner till the pleasure of his Im-
perial Majesty was known. He directs
the same punishments to be inflicted on
all his adherents or favourers; and that
all their goods should be confiscated, un-
less they can prove that they have left
his party, and received absolution. He
forbids all persons to print, sell, buy, or
read, any of his books, and he enjoins
the princes and magistrates to cause
them to be burnt.*

Aleander introduces into this composi-
tion the most acrimonious personal in-
vectives he could invent. He represents
Luther not as a man, but a devil in the
shape of a man, who had put on the ha-
bit of a monk for the express purpose of
ruining mankind ; and who had revived,
collected together, and digested into one
vile mass, numbers of heresies condemn-
ed long ago; and had also added new
ones of his own invention. His preach-
ing about faith was all a pretence, and a
contrivance to cover his deceits. He
was in reality a subverter of the true
faith. Instead of bringing men into the
liberty of the Gospel, as he promised to
do, he put them under the devil's yoke ;
and, under the specious name of an evan-
gelical profession, he destroyed the peace
and charity of the Gospel, inverted the
order of everything, and demolished the
beautiful fabric of the whole church.

Du Pin was so ashamed of these flow-
ers in Aleander's rhetoric, that he has

* Pallavicini.—Du Pin.—Gerdes II.—Gol-
dast. Stat. Imp. I. 5. & II. 143.

entirely suppressed them in his account
of these transactions.,

But the grand papal advocate* boasts
that this edict expressed the sentiments
of the universal nobility and senate of
Germany. He tells us, that when it was
read to the electors and princes for their
approbation, there was not a single dis-
sentient.—There are, however, two cir-
cumstances, mentioned incidentally by
this author, which alone would lead a
careful reader to suspect the accuracy of
this representation: 1. He says, that
after the emperor had dissolved the Diet,
he held the subsequent meetings, NOT IN
THE HALL, where the assembly had usu-
ally met, but in HIS OWN apartments.
2. He also says, the edict was voted on
the twenty-fifth of May, and " signed by
the emperor on the morning of the twen-
ty-sixth, but that it was dated MAY THE
EIGHTH." A full Diet could not conve-
niently, perhaps not possibly, have as-
sembled at the emperor's apartments:
but the antedating of the edict of Luther's
ondemnation would, when that instru-

ment came to be published, naturally in-
duce a belief, that it was the general
sense of ALL the members, taken before
their dissolution. The reader will prob-
ably have anticipated these obvious in-
ferences, and may be inclined to feel
some surprise that they did not force
:hemselves on the attention of so able a
writer as Pallavicini.—This instance,
imong many others, shows how difficult
t is for a prejudiced historian to be al-

ways on his guard; for, in whatsoever
egree he may excel in the arts of misre-

3resentation and concealment, he will
frequently fail to smother the truth effec-
ually, provided his narrative is but full
md circumstantial,

BRIEF VIEW OF THE LEADING CHARACTERS
WHO WERE PRESENT AT THE DIET OF WORMS.

I. The Duke George of Saxony.—

How very different were the motives
which influenced the principal actors in
these interesting scenes at Worms!—
""here wanted not SOME, who, though
^alously devoted to the popedom, in-
isled strenuously on the necessity of a
general reformation of the Church. But
,s they confined their views chiefly to
iscipline or external morals, and conti-
ued to build on the foundation of the

* Pallav.
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self-righteous system, their schemes
proved totally abortive. Among these
the Duke George of Saxony* distin-

* The judicious student of ecclesiastical
history will observe, that I constantly endea-
vour to draw my proofs from the most unex-
ceptionable sources. For example: To prove
the corrupt state of the clergy, and the abo-
minable practices of the Roman See, I would
produce the evidence of George of Saxony,
a most bigoted papist, whom the Roman Ca-
tholics always reckon among the most sin-
cere and most active of the holy defenders
of their religion. Now, as with them, the
assertions of Luther and the other reformers
go for nothing but exaggerations, misrepre-
sentations, or direct falsehoods, let them lis-
ten at least to this duke, their steady friend
and advocate, who generally, in religious
concerns, opposed his relation the elector of
-Saxony, and who also entirely approved of
Luther's condemnation at Worms. This
George of Saxony exhibited to the Diet
TWELVE HEADS of the grievances which call-
ed loudly for reform. Two of these are
briefly as follows: 1. INDULGENCES, which
ought to be obtained by prayers, fastings,
benevolence towards bur neighbour, and
other good works are sold for money. Their
value is extolled beyond all decency. The
sole object is to gain a deal of money. Hence
the preachers, who are bound to set forth
truth, teach men nothing but lies and frauds.
They are not only suffered to go on thus,
but are well paid for their fraudulent ha-
rangues. The reason is, the more convic-
tion they can produce among their hearers,
the more money flows into the chest. Rivers
of scandalous proceedings arise from this
corrupt fountain. The officials of the bishops
are equally attentive to scrape money to-
gether. They vex the poor with their cen-
sures for great crimes, as whoredom, adulte-
ry, blasphemy; but they spare the rich.
The clergy commit the very same crimes,
and nobody censures them. Faults which
ought to be expiated by prayers and fastings
are atoned for by money, in order that the
officials may pay large sums to their re-
spective bishops, and retain a portion of the
gain for themselves. Neither when a mulct
is inflicted, is it done in a way to stop the
commission of the same fault in future, but
rather so that the delinquent understands he
may soon do that very thing again, provided
he be but ready to pay. Hence all the sa-
craments are sold for money; and where
that is not to be had, they are absolutely ne-
glected.—2. Another distinct head of the
grievances produced by this zealous duke
was expressed thus: The scandalous conduct
of the clergy is a very fruitful source of the

27*

guished himself. Of this singular cha-
racter it must be allowed, that he had a
zeal for God, though not according to
knowledge. In a religious light, he ap-
pears to have been the very image of
>t. Paul before his conversion; to have

united a laudable desire of defending es-
tablishments and promoting decency of
manners, with the most intolerant spirit
of bigotry, aud the fiercest barbarity of
persecution.

2. Aleander, and the leading ecclesi-
astics.—

The more we scrutinize the conduct of
the leading ecclesiastics in general, and
especially of the pontiff's legate, Alean-
der, the more thoroughly must we disap-
prove the principles which governed
them in the affair of Luther. The ho-
nour of God, the propagation of the pure
Gospel of Christ, the instruction of- the
poor and illiterate, and a tender Sense of "
the value of immortal souls, all these
things seem to have been purposely ex-
cluded from their very thoughts. Then
how little regard did these same men pay
to the Holy Scriptures ! How often did
Luther desire them to reason with him on
that ground, and to inform his under-
standing better! solemnly declaring, that
if they could prove his doctrines errone*
ous, he would instantly renounce them.
No return was made to all his patient
and fervent remonstrances, except a des-
potical order, conveyed in the most in-
sulting language, namely, " That he must
recant and submit." They had hoped by
the recent publication of the pope's bull,
and by the emperor's mandate for seizing
his books, to terrify him, so that he should
not venture to appear at Worms; and
when this plan had failed, they saw no
way left, but to say as little as possible,
and proceed, as soon as they could, to
crush the Saxon hero by a damnatory
edict. This they called standing up for
the holy church and dignity of the sove-
reign pontiff. Nobody is surprised that
so sensual and debauched a character as
Aleander, who aimed at nothing- but his

destruction of poor souls. There must be an
universal reformation; and this cannot be
better effected than by a general council. It
is therefore the most earnest wish of us all,
that such a measure be adopted.*

* Arch. Vin.
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own aggrandizement and the gratification
of his passions, should have left no stone
unturned to please his great master at
Rome, upon whom his promotion de-
pended ; but it is a deplorable considera-
tion to view the bulk of the clergy of
those times concurring in and supporting
the corrupt, systematic plans of such a
pope as Leo X. and such a nuncio as
Aleander,—whether they did so from a
blind bigotry, a profound ignorance, or
an exorbitant ambition.

3. The Emperor Charles V.
We have already assigned the proba-

ble reasons which determined this prince
to take so decided a part against Luther
and his friends. The succeeding events
justify the accounts we have given. The
whole history of Charles shows, that, to
accomplish his projects, he made a con-
science of nothing. Hence the bloody
wars which he waged under religious
pretences. At Worms his great object
was to keep two sets of men, who
thoroughly disliked each other, in good
humour with himself, and to make them
concur in supporting his political views
These, on the one hand, were the pope's
ministers, with many Spanish and Ita-
lian noblemen; and on the other, the
elector of Saxony and the rest of the
German princes. In the beginning of
the negotiations of the Diet, Charles is
eaid to have exhibited some symptoms
of a disposition towards a reform of the
ecclesiastical discipline; a political arti-
fice, which had the intended effect. The
papal* party were alarmed, and consi-
dered their CRAFT as in danger, f Chievres
also, the emperor's favourite and minis-
ter, let fall an expression which increased
their anxiety, and convinced them how
absolutely necessary it was now become,
that a good understanding, and even
friendship, should subsist between the
Roman pontiff and his Imperial Majesty.
The downfall of heresy, and the protec-
tion of the hierarchy, perhaps its very
existence, depended upon it. Chievres
had hinted, " that the emperor's conduct
towards the pope would be regulated by
the pope's conduct towards the emperor,
and particularly by his assisting or not
assisting Charles's grand rival, Francis,
the king of France." We are told that
Aleander was highly offended with this

speech,* as disrespectful to the sovereign
dignity and authority of the pontiff. The
advisers of Leo, however, thought proper
to dissemble the affront; and Charles
received a most gracious diploma from
his holiness, expressed in the strongest
terms of cordiality and satisfaction. The
pope even condescended to thank him
for having commenced at Worms the
consideration of the important ecclesias-
tical concerns, and entreated him to
finish the business which he had so pro-
perly undertaken.

The price which purchased these pon-
tifical smiles was the harsh treatment of
Luther, and the various measures prepa-
ratory to his condemnation. For the
purpose of still further soothing Leo X.
and fixing him in the emperor's interests,
the final damnatory sentence was passed
in the terms of that edict which was ob-
tained in the manner above related; an
edict which, when all the circumstances
connected with it are considered, casts
an indelible stain on the memory of
Charles V. and which, for its irregu-
larity, injustice, and cruelty, was highly
disapproved, even at the time of its pro-
mulgation, by dispassionate persons of
all descriptions.

4. The German electors and princes.
The clergy, on account of their avarice,

ambition, and profligate manners, were
in general, throughout Germany, become
exceedingly odious and contemptible.
The ecclesiastical dignitaries daily offend-
ed THE GERMAN ELECTORS AND PRINCES
by their excessive insolence; and the
court of Rome Vexed both them and their
subjects by the most intolerable exac-
tions and tyrannical oppressions. There
must, therefore, have been present at
Worms, many members of the Diet, who,
as they could vouch for the truth of Lu-
ther's accusations, would be inclined to
go great lengths in supporting him in
his spirited attacks on the hierarchy, and
in his manly zeal for the reformation of
abuses. Add to this, the learning, the
good morals, and the acknowledged dis-
interestedness of the Augustine monk,
would dispose not a few of these same
members to believe him right also in his
doctrinal sentiments; their eyes were
half opened to the bigotry and supersti-
tion of the established system; and their
minds could not fail to be much impress-

* Comment, de Luth. p. 146.
t Acts xix. 27. * Pallav.
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ed with the reasonableness of Luther's
constant appeal to the Scriptures. Bu
not to dissemble the truth, it by no mean*
appears that the pure Gospel of Chris
had as yet either fully reached their un
derstanding, or deeply laid hold of thei
affections. The Gospel, considered as a
practical thing", had made progress chief-
ly among the lower and middle orders oi
the Germans. Luther, it is to be feared
could reckon at the Diet of Worms a very
small number of those who had learnt t
44 count all things but dr^ss and dung t
win Christ." He was embarked in a
storm of immense violence; and only
those who made a conscience of godli
ness would voluntarily partake in the
danger; the rest would rather stand aloof,
watch the effects of the tempest, and war
for its termination. Thus, this hero o;
protestantism, viewed as a bold assertor
of the rational liberties of mankind, had
the zealous concurrence of most of his
countrymen; whilst, as a spiritual man,
displaying a spiritual understanding and
spiritual desires, and defending the sim-
plicity of the faith of Christ, like one of
his Master's little flock, he stood almost
alone in the august and numerous assem-
bly of Worms.

5. The Elector Frederic the Wise.
In this review of the component parts

of the Diet, we must not omit this excel-
lent prince, who showed himself so bless-
ed an exception to the predominant cha-
racter of the members of that assembly.
We need not repeat the observations
which we have frequently made concern-
ing the disposition of Frederic. It may
be sufficient to say, that, as far as appears,
he had a greater insight into true Chris-
tian doctrine than any of the princes, and
far excelled them all, both in pious regard
to the Scriptures, and in an exquisite ten-
derness of conscience. Throughout all
the scenes of Roman intrigue and perfidy,
in the affairs at Worms, the conduct of
the elector of Saxony displays a con-
sistent firmness «nd a decorous dignity.
He was not present in the Diet on the
day when Aleander made his celebrated
speech against Luther; and the papal
historians say, that he PRETENDED to be
very ill. It is very possible he might
have been so disgusted with what he
knew of Aleander's proceedings, as to
judge him unworthy of a hearing; but
the more probable supposition is, that his
absence was owing to real ill health. He

is well known to have left WTorms in an
extremely debilitated state of body on
May the twenty-third.* A few days af-
ter, in a letter to his brother John, writ-
ten during his journey, he says, he is so
weak that he is obliged to be carried in a
litter; and intimates, that, in regard to
Luther, he knows nothing for certain re-
specting the ultimate resolutions of the
emperor and such members of the Diet as
remained at Worms.f Thus the integri-
ty and the plain dealing of this prince are
established by every document, even of
the most private nature, which has come
to light. He encountered the crafty
schemes of the pope's advocates, as long
as he could, by a direct appeal to common
sense and the justice of the case; and
when this method failed, he appears to
have been concerned in no secret but one,
namely, the concealment of the person of
Luther; a secret this, as honourable to
the conscientious and humane feelings of
the elector, as the imperial edict was in
the highest degree disgraceful to every
individual who promoted its promulga-
tion. If Charles V. connived at the con-
trivance for protecting Luther, or even
actually agreed to that prudent measure,
this consideration will go but a very lit-
tle way towards justifying him from the
foul charge of having put the life of our
excellent Reformer into the most immi-
nent peril: and, moreover, the thinking
reader will, after all, be disposed to as-
cribe that lenity rather to the emperor's
fears of offending the German nobility,
than to any disquieting qualms of con-
science which may be supposed to have
harassed his mind on the reflection of
aving consented to so iniquitous and
loody a scene.

6. Martin Luther.—
There was nothing in the transactions

at Worms, which more astonished all
ersons of serious reflection, than that
his Augustine monk should have been
nabled to acquit himself with so much
ecorum and propriety in a- scene, for

which, by his natural temper and habits
f life, he seemed entirely unqualified.

A circumstance truly marvellous! A
mouth and wisdom were given him,
which all his adversaries were not able
o resist. "Such honour have all his
;aints." From this time the cause of

* Arch. Vin.
f Comment de Luth. 158.
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God became more respectable in Europe.
Take notice, however, that while others
were admiring the talents, the intrepidity,
and the Christian graces, exhibited by
Luther in this contest, he himself alone
was dissatisfied with the exertions he
had made. He thought he had not suf-
ficiently honoured his Redeemer. " I
have great misgivings," says he, in a let-
ter to Spalatinus some months after,
" and am greatly troubled in conscience,
because, in compliance with your advice,
and that of some other friends, I restrain-
ed my spirit at Worms, and did not con-
duct myself like an Elijah, in attacking
those idols. Were I ever to stand before
that audience again, they should hear
very different language from me." In
another letter he expresses his dissatis-
faction thus: " To please certain friends,
and that I might not appear unreasonably
obstinate, I did not speak out at the Diet
of Worms; I did not withstand the ty-
rants with that decided firmness and ani-
mation which became a confessor of the
Gospel! Moreover, I am quite weary of
hearing myself commended for the mo-
deration which I showed on that occa-
sion."* Here we observe a humility of
Spirit unknown to men of the world. The
truly godly, and they only, discern such
an admixture of sin, even in their best
performances, and are so quicksighted in
the detection of their own internal evils,
that in the very moments while the
praises of their extraordinary virtues are
resounding from all quarters, they them-
selves often find little to commend ; often
they see much to blame, and are heartily
ashamed; and so far from glorying in
anything they have done, they have
every recourse to the cross of Christ, as
the only sure relief to their burdened
consciences.

The court of Rome and their advocates
had vainly hoped, by the rigorous edict
of Worms, to crush at once the infant Re-

formation. But the effects
produced by it were very in-
considerable. Several rea-

EfFects of
the Edict of
Worms.

sons are to be assigned for
this failure; the first and chief of which,
as is observed by the pious Seckendorf,
should always be reckoned the good pro-
visions of Almighty God. Among the
subordinate causes, we may enumerate

both the disposition and the occupations
of the emperor. He could not be sin-
cerely zealous for the execution of a
sanguinary and unjust decree, which was
obtained by artifice and management, and
was much disliked by most of his Ger-
man subjects. Then he was obliged,
after the close of the Diet, to return into
Spain, to quiet the civil commotions with
which that kingdom was convulsed. The
absence of the emperor, during the criti-
cal season of the first impressions made
on men's minds by the edict, had con-
siderable influence in preventing its exe-
cution ; and there can be no doubt, but
his various distractions also, on account
of the wars in Italy and the Low Coun-
tries, must have had the like effect. The
papal historians represent it as a most
unfortunate circumstance, that the legal
administration of the government, as soon
as Charles had left Germany, devolved
of right upon the elector of Saxony, and
the elector of Saxony, and the elector
Palatine. Hence it was, they tell us,
that the Lutherans triumphed in Saxony;
and were allowed to go on in their own
way in most other parts of Germany.
Some of the princes and magistrates ab-
solutely refused to execute the edict, and
others took no notice of it. At Rome
there was almost an end of the rejoicings
on the supposed extinction of heresy,
when the good catholics heard that the
disciples of the Saxon theologian were
become, in their language, writings, and
actions, more insolent and rebellious than
ever.* Aleander received most explicit
orders from the cardinal Julius de Medi-
cis to complain of these things to the
emperor while he remained in Belgium,
and to represent to him, in the strongest
manner,—"That if, almost in his own
presence, and before the ink, with which,
his Imperial Majesty had signed the
edict, was dry, the Lutherans had dared
to treat so solemn a decree with con-
tempt, what was to be expected from
them when the first alarm had subsided,
and the emperor was employed in hi9 re-
mote dominions 1 In fact, from this cele-
brated edict of Charles V. and of the
whole German empire, no advantage
would arise, except that an audacious
sect of innovators would have to boast,
that they had rendered ridiculous both

* Epist. torn. II.
* Pallav. II. 1.—Maimbourg1, 44.—Dupin,
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his Imperial Majesty, and the Roman
pontiff."*

There is much truth in this representa-
tion, provided due allowance be made for
the prejudices of the writers devoted to
the popedom. Certainly the pope be-
came truly ridiculous; but in regard to
the emperor, whose conduct was equally
reprehensible and more inconsistent, we
must allow, I fear, that an enterprising
prince extending his dominions, and sur-
rounded with the splendour of great
transactions, will always, according to
the maxims of the present world, be suffi-
ciently protected from the imputation of
ridicule. The adversaries of protestant-
ism, in their representation of the eccle-
siastical differences of these times, never
advert to that illumination of the under-
standing in religious concerns which
every day was powerfully influencing
the conduct of the Germans. The ex-
isting hierarchy, though a compound sys-
tem of despotism, corruption, and super-
stition, they consider as perfect in prin-
ciple, and infallible in operation; and
any doubt of its authority, or disobedi-
ence to its commands, or deviation from
its example, they deprecate as a rebel-
lious attempt to alter what is deemed al-
ready complete, and sanctioned by the
Divine appointment. And because, in
the early opposition to the reigning evils,
some excesses or irregularities broke out
among the people,—which indeed is al-
ways almost sure to happen during the
effervescence of an incipient reformation,
—instead of ascribing these things to the
vices of men, and the imperfection of
human nature, or to the dexterous snares
and frauds of Satan, they constantly treat
them as the genuine offspring of the prin-
ciples of the Reformers.—Thus do they
at first voluntarily shut their eyes to that
flood of pure scriptural light which spread
itself through Germany; and thus after-
wards, by partial and prejudiced views,
<io they confirm themselves in their de-
plorable state of darkness and ignorance.
In our times it is not necessary, for the
security of the protestant faith, to say
much concerning either the delusions or
the delusive arts of the papal writers;
but it is VERY NECESSARY, that the stu-
dent of ecclesiastical history should be
well guarded against BOTH, during his re-
searches into the grounds and reasons of
protestantism. Yet, after all, the best

* Pallav.

guard will ever be,—an accurate, cir-
cumstantial knowledge of the leading
characters and transactions, which were
concerned in the recovery and
establishment of religious Importance
doctrine and religious liberty. °f

f fJ*8,?*"
It is a strong conviction of tory.
this sort which has induced
the historian of the Church of Christ to
employ so much of his reader's attention
in a thorough investigation of the princi-
ples and motives of the great Saxon the-
ologian. In many other parts of the se-
quel of this work, he may, consistently
with his plan, be extremely concise; but
in this part, which should exhibit the
causes of the rise and progress of nascent
Lutheranism, he finds himself involved
in a mass of materials, hitherto indeed
totally indigested in any language, yet at
the same time so interesting, so instruc-
tive, and so precious, that his great diffi-
culty is to condense and communicate,
within moderate limits, the substance of
the inestimable information they contain.

To conclude this long chapter: Be it
then ever remembered with humble gra-
titude, that by the blessings of God, and
chiefly through the instrumentality of
Martin Luther, it was the revival and the
display of Gospel LIGHT and TRUTH,
which brought about that blessed change
in Germany, and afterwards in other
parts of Europe, which the papal advo-
cates to this day denominate sedition,
heresy, and innovation. While the ad-
vocates of papal despotism were endea-
vouring at Worms to take away the life
of the intrepid Reformer, his books,
which had been dispersed in abundance
among the distant nations, and translated
into various languages, were producing
the most surprising and happy effects.
Not only in Saxony, but in Denmark,
Bohemia, Pomerania,,and the towns situ-
ated on the Rhine, there were found in-
telligent expounders of the word of God
in simplicity, and faithful preachers of
the glad tidings of salvation.
—At Strasburg, Matthias Matthias

ellius defended the pnnci- fends Lu-
ples of Luther with great theranismat
spirit and freedom. In his ^D^sli .
Apology, published in 1523,
he had the courage to declare, That the
example of all Germany was in his fa-
vour ; and that, notwithstanding the edict
of Worms, there was not a city, or town,
or monastery, or university, or even a
house or family, in which there were not
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some of Luther's followers.* Even in
many cities of Belgium, where the great-
est severities were used to extirpate the
new sect,f the pure doctrine of the Gos-
pel maintained its ground against all the
powers of darkness. This was a glorious
season. The Spirit of God was at work
with many hearts; and to those pious
souls who, amidst the thick clouds of
superstition and ignorance, were sincere-
ly intending to serve God, the light of
the DIVINE WORD must have been an un-

Recanta-
tion of
Jas. Spreng,
Feb. 1522.

* Com. de. Luth. c. x.
t The reader may remember, that in a

complimentary letter of Erasmus to Luther
(page 244), the Prior of the monastery at
Antwerp is highly commended, as being
" almost the only one who preached Jesus
Christ." He had been formerly one of Lu-
ther's scholars. The name of this man was
James Spreng. He appears to have preach-
ed evangelically on Luther's plan for xrnore
than two years; when he was dragged to
Brussels, there underwent much persecu-
tion; and, at last, through fear of the flames,

made a public recantation, in the
presence of Aleander, who was
called the Apostolic commission-
er. His recantation was pub-
lished at Leipsic, and remains a

memorable testimony both of papal cruelty
and papal corruption of doctrine. The poor
wretch, to save his life, was induced to ab-
jure thirty of Luther's propositions; among
which are the following:—1. Every action
of the best men has the nature of sin, and
needs the pardoning mercy of God. 2.
Every action also proceeding from the hu-
man will needs the same pardoning mercy.
3. A partial sorrowing for sins is blameable.
—Not content with this, his persecutors
compelled him to pronounce his belief in
what they called the doctrine of the holy
catholic church,—thus: I believe that the
works of holy men are free from sin, and
therefore meritorious to the obtaining of eter-
nal life. And I also believe that there are
some works of man's free-will, which are
faultless, meritorious towards eternal life, and
need no pardoning mercy. " I hope, how-
ever," says Seckendorf, "there are many
Roman catholics who will deem these horrid
doctrines unworthy of the name of Chris-
tian." This same Jas. Spreng, being dis-
missed upon his recantation, began again to
preach true Christianity in Flanders, and
was again imprisoned at Brussels. He es-
caped by the assistance of a friend; publish-
ed the account of his persecutions; deplored
his former weakness and fall; and was after-
wards, during many years, a preacher of the
Gospel at Bremen in Lower Saxony.-—Scult.

speakable consolation. The operation of
this heavenly light is always to be con-
sidered as two-fold; first, as it respects
the individual, and secondly, commutii-
ties. Through "joy and peace in be-
lieving,"* it gives ease to the burdened
conscience of the individual; it dispels
all his slavish fears; and puts his mind
in possession of the kingdom of God.f
Then in regard to such countries or com-
munities as are truly blessed with its
salutary influence, it never fails to diffuse
over them a rational spirit of mutual
charity, in every view directly opposite
to the oppressive, domineering principles
of papal superstition and papal tyranny.
—-Here then we are supplied with infal-
lible rules for self-examination; and well
would it be, if both individuals and na-
tions, who profess themselves to be
Christian, were accustomed to try their
own conduct and condition by such tests
as could not deceive them.—"By their
fruits ye shall know them."^:

CHAPT3R VII.
FROM THE CONCLUSION OF THE DIET OP WORMS

TO THE DEATH OF LEO X.

LUTHER'S PATMOS.
HIS EMPLOYMENTS.
H E IS CENSURED BY THE PARISIAN DIVINES.

BY KING HENRY VIII.
THE DEATH OF LEO X.

THE followers of Luther were much.
disheartened by the sudden disappearance
of their leader. Various reports were
circulated concerning him, and they knew
not what to believe. Not only an anxious
solicitude for the safety of his person in-
vaded the minds of all who, throughout
Germany, feared God, but at the same
time a distressing apprehension of los-
ing such an instructor in so early a pe-
riod of his labours produced the most
melancholy and inauspicious forebod-
ings. The alarms, on this occasion, and
the affectionate feelings of good people
who were already in possession of a de-
gree of evangelical light, and werejn the
way to obtain more, are well described

* Rom. xv.
t Matt. \ii. 20.

t Luke xvii. 21.
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by Nic Gerbelius of Strasburg, in a let-
ter, dated May the twenty-sixth, which
was addressed and sent to Luther him-
self, but under the greatest uncertainty
of finding him.

"Nothing can possibly be more ob-
scure and contradictory than the various
rumours which we receive concerning
you. The .report every where prevalent
and the least changeable is, that assas-
sins laid wait for you in ambush, seized,
and murdered you. On the other hand,
some say you are returned SAFE to Wit-
temberg. Which is the truth we are en-
tirely in doubt. However, all learned
and good men, without exception, ear-
nestly wish the latter account may be
confirmed. You cannot believe how
your adversaries exult and triumph in
the hope of the former proving true.
What madness, what ignorance is this !
that men should not see what a train of
evilt, what torrents of human blood,
must be the probable consequence of the
massacre of Luther!—As for us, who
aspire after Christian liberty and the sal-
vation of our souls, and have known you
to be a teacher of the true faith as it is
in Jesus, we are afflicted in differen
ways and degrees; but, in general, it is
impossible for me to make you compre-
hend how extremely anxious we are fo
your personal safety. It is not that we
envy you the glory of being dead to this
world, and of enjoying the kingdom of
heaven, for the sake of which you have,
with incredible firmness and magnani
mity, proved yourself superior to th(
troubles and persecutions of the presen
time; but because you appear to us to
have been the man, who, with a very few
others, have rightly expounded the Gos-
pel of Christ; and because we had enter-
tained a well-grounded hope, that undei
your guidance, there might have been i
restoration of all those good things
which have been long lost by the wick-
edness or indolence of our forefathers.—
Wherefore, my very learned Luther, i
you have any regard for me, and the rest
who are so anxious about you, and tha1

Divine Gospel, which you have preachec
with many labours, dangers, and solici-
tudes, I entreat you to let us know,—
whether you are alive,—whether you are
at liberty, or whether you have it nc
longer in your power to write and in-
struct us;—in shoTt, in what cireum
stances you now are. It is said, that a'
persons who are proscribed who sha]

are to read your booksr or profess to
lelieve that you teach the truth."*

Luther at first found his confinement
o be a great matter of patience; and it
was not without difficulty that he was
Drought to endure it with re-
;ignation. His health suf- Patmo^
"ered considerably from the
change in his manner of living. The
more rich and plentiful diet, which, as he
had afterwards reason to believe, was
supplied at the elector's expense, did
lot well agree with the constitution and
temperament of a man who had long
ieen accustomed to the labours and ab-
tinence of the monastery* He com-

plains, that his body was afflicted with
the most obstinate and alarming consti-
pations, while his mind grew feeble and
unable to resist temptations. He says,
he became languid and almost lifeless in
private prayer, and was addicted to too
much eating and drinking, and to lazy
practices. Such js the harsh sentence
which this extraordinary man was in-
clined to pass upon himself. It is the
peculiar character of a real servant of
jod to see his own faults in a strong
ight, and rarely to speak in mitigation

of them. We must learn, however, to
correct the impression which this ac-
count is calculated to make, by advert-
ng to the positive evidence of his adver-

saries^ to the well-known productions of
his pen during his residence in the cas-
tle of Wartburg, and, lastly, to the infer-
ences which we cannot but draw,-—
,hough indirectly,—from his repeated
expressions of paternal care and affec-
tionate concern for the condition of the
church.

The Papists never charge Luther with
indolence. On the contrary, they allow
that in his solitude, which after thB name
of that island to which the apostle John
was banished, he frequently
called HIS PATMOS, he la- H i s employ-
boured with indefatigable in- ments '
dustry, published many new books, con-
firmed his disciples in their attachment
to him, defended his old heresies, and
daily invented new ojies.f

This account, in the language of pro-
testantism, would be expressed some-
what differently; namely, that no man
ever adhered more steadily than Luther
to the leading principle of the Reforma-
tion, " Articles of faith are" to be founded

* Seek. 161. t Maimbourg, Sect. 15.
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only on the revealed will of God;" that
in his confinement he preserved a strong
sense of the value of time; and that a
profound veneration for the holy Scrip-
tures, with an abhorrence of every species
of priestcraft, constantly directed his
judgment, invigorated his resolutions,
and supported him in his almost incredi-
ble labours and trials.

A little book concerning the abuses of
PRIVATE CONFESSIONS was one of his pro-
ductions in the castle. As it was com-
posed in the German language, and would

be read by many, it must
Tract on have been highly offensive
confession. %(y ̂  e c c i e s i a s t i c s i n gene-
ral. " My design in this book," says
Luther, " was not to put an end to pri-
vate confessions, but to render the prac-
tice of it USEFUL. There was no doing
of this, without laying open some of
those inconveniences which arise from a
bad way of managing it. I touched on
these things as delicately as possible;
and yet my adversaries were up in arms
against me on this account; not consi-
dering, that the whole world is full of
stories respecting the scandalous things
which take place under the pretence of
secret confession; neither do they seem
aware, how many facts connected with
this subject I have passed over from a
principle of Christian decency, lest the
very mention of them should contaminate
the reader's mind. It is too true, that
many of the monks urge the people to
confess, not from a regard to piety, but
for the purpose of enriching themselves.
They live in the houses of the opulent,
and acquire an ascendant over them by
becoming acquainted with their secrets :
they contrive to be with them when they
are dying; and insinuate'themselves into
their last wills. Let men only consider
what a source of evils, what a snare to
consciences, the common practice of con-
fessing has been, and they will not be
surprised that I should have ventured
to suggest certain amendments in this
matter." On the whole, it was the wish
of this sound divine, that the church dis-
cipline respecting Confession might be
regulated by the eighteenth of Matthew,
verses 15^-20; convinced as he was,
that the Roman catholic mode tended
neither to increase the faith nor amend
the lives of the people, but rather to in-
stil into their minds a persuasion, that
by a private confession of sin, and a con-
sequent submission to penances, or to

other injunctions of the clergy, the great-
est crimes might be expiated, though the
commission of them were ever so fre-
quent or ever so notorious. How very
different is all this from a true penitential
sorrowing and humiliation for sin, and a
comfortable expectation of pardon, found-
ed on the faithful promises of Jesus
Christ!

The Augustine friars at Wittemberg
were among the first who dared openly
to abolish the popish mode of celebrating
PRIVATE MASSES. Luther re-
ceived this news in his castle Against
with great satisfaction, both masses,
as it demonstrated the zeal of
his brethren who were embarked in the
same cause, and as it exhibited a very
pleasing and important effect of his own
labours. More than a year had now
elapsed since he had published his tract
on the Babylonish captivity, in W/hich he
exposes the unscriptural doctrine of the
Romish mass. He now resumed the
subject, and with great precision and
copiousness went through all that his
adversaries could advance in favour of
their absurd and unscriptural notions on
this article of faith. This performance
is intituled, A Treatise concerning the
Abrogation of Private Masses ; and is
sufficiently long and laboured; but, hap-
pily, in our age it is quite superfluous to
spend time in convincing Protestants,
that the true scriptural idea of the Lord's
Supper is not a real sacrifice under the
appearance of bread and wine, but a
thankful commemoration of the GREAT OB-
LATION once offered; not a repetition of
sacred offerings, which have any intrinsic
value in them for the expiation of sin,
but a participation of the consecrated
elements in obedience to the command
of our dying Saviour. Luther took im-
mense pains to place these points in
what he conceived to be their true light;
and his efforts were crowned with MUCH
SUCCESS.*

It was not till after much doubt and
consideration that Luther became fully
onvinced of the lawfulness of the mar-

riage of all the clergy.—The case of the
monks created the greatest difficulty to
his mind, because they had voluntarily
devoted themselves to a perpetual celi--
bacy; whereas the rest of the clergy

* But not complete success. We shall
afterwards have occasion to advert to his
mistakes concerning the Eucharist.
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were prohibited marriage only by unlaw-
ful ecclesiastical ordinances. In his Pat-
mos, however, he wrote on these sub-
jects with that fixed determination, which
had been the result of much impartial

inquiry and patient thinking.
On monastic The book on MONASTIC VOWS
vows. -1S dedicated, in the most af-
fectionate terms, to the author's father,
who had formerly resisted his son's de-
sires to withdraw from the world and
enter a convent.* It may be sufficient
to say of this work, that it is copious,
instructive, and admirably adapted to the
time in which it was published. As it
exposes the evils of monastic promises
and engagements, with various other
abuses of popery connected with them,
it necessarily gave great offence to a
corrupt hierarchy, wrhich daily found its
authority to lessen, in proportion as the
wicked devices that supported it were
better understood, and more generally
detested.—The Papists, as might be ex-
pected, clamoured against the Reformer's
novel doctrines, and represented them as
favourable to a life of ease, indulgence,
and sensuality. " Priests might marry,
monks might leave their cloisters, and
the people no longer be afraid of the
penal laws of the church."j- On the
contrary, Luther, in arguing with his
adversaries, was never content to stand
merely on the defensive. He constantly
maintained, that the primary objects of
papistical solicitude and contention was
neither an evangelical purity of faith or
practice, but rather the efficacy of certain
external performances, as fastings, con-
fessions, penances, and masses, contrived
for the express purpose of affording false
peace to burdened consciences, and keep-
ing out of sight the atoning blood of
Jesus, and the scriptural method of jus-
tification by faith alone, with the renova-
tion of our fallen nature through the ope-
ration of the Holy Spirit.

James Latomus, a divine of Louvain,
in a printed defence of the censures

which the ecclesiastical fa-
Against La- culty' of that city passed
tomus. u p o n L u t n e r > s writings,:): had
opposed the Reformer's views of the
doctrines of grace and faith, and charged
him with maintaining seditious and he-
retical opinions. There presently issued
from the castle of Wartburg a most spi-

* See Appendix, Luther.
tDuPin. * Pag. 418.

VOL. II.

rited CONFUTATION OF THIS DEFENCE ; " a
confutation," says Seckendorf, " replete
with so much solid learning and sound
divinity, that it was impossible to reply-
to it without being guilty of obvious ca-
villing or downright impiety. This little
book," continues he, "shines among the
contemporary publications like the moon
among the stars; and I will venture to
assert, that if the author of it had never
published anything else in his whole
ife, he would, on account of this single

tract, deserve to be compared to the
greatest divines which ever existed in
the Church. At the time of writing it,
he was furnished with no other book
but the Bible; and yet he interprets the
leading passages of the prophets and the
apostles, and does away the deceitful
glosses of sophistical commentators with
so much exquisite erudition and ability,
that the genuine meaning of the inspired
writers cannot but be clear to every pious
and attentive reader."—Though all this
is true in the strictest sense, yet, as
Luther's ideas of the doctrine of salva-
tion by grace have already been explain-
ed at large, long quotations from this
incomparable treatise are less necessary:
and I shall rather choose to select a few
short passages, that may serve to show
the SPIRIT which this eminent servant of
God preserved in his solitude, and dur-
ing a persecution which so very much
endangered his life.

Luther's reply to Latomus is dedicated
to Justus Jonas, who had been recently
appointed to the presidency of the college
of Wittemberg. " As I wish to congra-
tulate you on your new situation, and
have not the opportunity of doing it in
person, have the goodness to accept this
proof of my disposition towards you;
and beseech the Lord for me, that I may
be delivered from wicked and unfaithful
men, and that a door may be opened to
me, for the praise of the merciful gospel
of his Son.

" I suppose you have seen Latomus's
defence of the Louvain divines, and how
the man glories in his master the pope
and his bull. My observations on his
performance will, I hope, prove this at
least,—That if Latomus's arguments had
been published in due time, and those
wise divines had weighed them, as they
ought to have done, before they decided
on my case, they would neither have
condemned my books nor have burnt
them. It is an easy thing, during Lu-
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ther's absence, to prate privately in re
mote corners, and to say,—«this is wrong;
and that is heretical,'—when these very
persons would not have ventured even t
touch on subjects of this kind in public,

" I am convinced this ADMIRABLE DE-
FENCE would never have seen the light,
had it not been for the pope's bull, thai
has puffed up the author with a confi
dence which makes him boast that wha!

he has done is highly approved.# Th
man still dreams of the horrors which
formerly used to be raised by the papal
thunders, and supposes that the world
will be frightened by his little publica-
tion. Hence it is, that, in his attacks
on Luther, he dares to trifle in this man
ner with the tremendous declarations oi
the word of God. For my part, I car
have no wish, but that SUCH conduc
should be approved by SUCH a bull
Again, I should be even sorry, if I wen
not condemned by SUCH a bull. This
whole business is in perfect harmony;
the bull, the cause, the judge, the advo-
cate ;—from whose society, and its con-
tagion, may the Lord Jesus preserve me
and every pious soul! Amen.

" You can scarcely believe with how
much reluctance it is, that I have allow-
ed my attention to be diverted from the
quiet study of the Scriptures in this Pat-
mos, by reading the sophistical quibbles
of Latomus. To answer such a writer
is a most irksome employment, which
will neither increase a man's knowledge,
nor exercise his genius; but will cer-
tainly destroy some hours of precious
time. I fancy this writer has imagined
that Luther was either absolutely taken
off, or at least condemned to perpetual
silence; and that therefore he was now
at full liberty to impose on the public,
and exercise a tyrannical dominion over
their faith. For it is made a grievous
charge against me, that I have lessened
the authority and influence of the clergy
over the minds of the people. I heartily
wish my fault in this respect was much
greater than it is !

" But I own, I have considerable fears,
lest, during our violent contentions con-
cerning grace and good works, we our-
selves should be found deficient in both.
For my part, when I reflect on the
angry judgments of Almighty God, as
displayed in the present situation of the

* He means, approved by the rulers of the
church.

church, I could wish that my eyes might
supply fountains of water to lament that
dreadful havock which the kingdom of
sin and perdition makes of precious souls
in these latter times. At Rome that mon-
ster of iniquity sits in the midst of the
church, and boasts himself to be God's
vicegerent. The bishops flatter him:
the sophistical school-divines obey his
nod ; and there is nothing which the
cringing hypocrites are not ready to do
for him. In the mean time hell opens
wide its infernal jaws, and Satan sports
in the destruction of men ; and no one is
found on our side, who with deep sorrow
might stand as a wall of defence for Is-
rael in this day of indignation.

"I t is my earnest prayer, that you, my
brother, who by your appointment ought
to teach the pestilential decretals of
Antichrist, may be enlightened by the
Spirit of God to do your duty; that is,
to UNTEACH everything that belongs to
popery. For though we are compelled
to live in Babylon, we ought to show
that our affections are fixed on our own
country, Jerusalem. Be strong, and of
good comfort; and fear not Baalpeor;
but believe in the Lord Jesus, who is
blessed for evermore. Amen."

1. One of Latomus's charges against
Luther is, that, in the beginning of the
controversy, he pretended to submit to
the pope. Luther answered, *« I was
very SERIOUS in my submission ; and the
remembrance of it is grievous to my
mind. From the bottom of my heart, I
entertained sentiments of the pope, and
of councils, and of universities, agreeable
to the common way of thinking. For
hough I fancied I saw absurdities in
;hem, and things contrary to Christian-
ty, yet I bridled my suspicions ; and for

more than ten years I followed Solomon's
id vice, ' not to depend on my own under-
tanding;' always supposing, that if
here were really any things impious in.
he established system, there must exist
in the academies learned theologians who
would not hold their peace: moreover,
here was scarcely any place, where I

should have thought it less likely than at
Louvain, to have found such stupid
lockheads as are there at present.
" In the course of this controversy my

nowledge of the subject in dispute, as
fell as my courage, gradually increased.
3n the contrary, my adversaries, in their
>pposition to me, have betrayed the most
stonishing ignorance and wickedness.
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Had they but restrained themselves
within any tolerable bounds, doubtless
I should have grown more and more con-
firmed in their folly and madness. I
thank the Lord Jesus Christ, that in the
course of these trials, he has been
pleased to favour me with such an in-
sight into the Scriptures, as is a hundred
times preferable to The scholastic divinity
of the times. I am now most fully con-
vinced that the pope is that monster of
Antichrist foretold throughout the sacred
writings."

2. But Luther does not express him-
self with the MODERATION of a Christian.

Answ. I never set up myself for a holy
man, nor even a moderate man. Take
what liberties you please With my cha-
racter; only acknowledge the truths con-
tained in the Gospel. However, were I
disposed to boast, my conscience tells
me, that I never attacked any man's life
or reputation; though, i own, I have ex-
posed with considerable severity, a num-
ber of impious dogmas which militate
against the word of God. 1 make no
apolo ry here ; there are great examples
on my side; fs John the Baptist, St.
Paul, and even Christ himself.*

3. Further, Latomus says, Luther's
writings have a seditious tendency, and
in no way make the people better.

Answ. Precisely the language of the
Jews. They pretended to fear lest
Christ should raise a sedition; and cer-
tainly they became no better for our
Lord's expostulations. Ought Christ
therefore to have held his tongue? Is
this your divinity; ' They will not hear,
therefore you must hold your peace?'
In laying open faithfully the word of
God, there is not the smallest ground for
apprehending sedition.

4. To be brief. The grand accusa-
tions of Latomus were, that he described
the Almighty as commanding his crea-
tures to do impossibilities; and that the
very best actions of the best men had the
nature of sin.

In all ages it is a matter of patience to
faithful expositors of the word of God, to
1find themselves continually misrepresent-
ed in this manner. Do they show from
the Scriptures, that without divine grace
we are altogether helpless and lost; and
are deservedly exposed to the wrath of
Gcd, because of the voluntary malignity
of apostate nature ? They are then

charged with representing1 God as im-
posing laws on men, which they have
not power to obey; though they never
mean more than to humble man under a
sense of his native depravity, and lead
him to seek the remedy of the grace of
Christ. Do they, in the very language
of Scripture, describe the sin that dwell-
eth in us,* as mixing with all that we
think, say, and do 1 They are instantly
accused of saying that good wrorks are
sins. Instead of cavilling in this way,
and setting up human imaginations and
conjectures in opposition to the express
testimonies of Scripture, it behoved L&-
tomus, and all who have trod in his
steps, to produce a direct confutation of
the arguments adduced by Luther, and
by others, who have preached and writ-
ten as Luther did. And such a confuta-
tion can be attempted to no purpose, ex-
cept by the authority of Scripture.

In the mind of our Saxon theologian
there seems to have been an instinctive-
aversion to MERE VERBAL controversy.
All his inquiries are about essential mas-
ters. He fastens on his objects with a
retentive grasp; and in spite of the eva-
sive arts of his adversaries, he compels
them to join issue with him on some great
practical doctrine.—So in his answer to
Latomus, he shows that the NATURE OV
SIN was the turning point in that debate.
—"If," says he, "in the passages I
have quoted from St. Paul, it can be
proved that the apostle does not use the
word SIN in its true and proper sense,
my whole argument falls to the ground;
but if this cannot be proved, then Lato-
mus's objections are without foundation.
He blames me for maintaining that no
human action can endure the severity of
~od's judgment. I reply, he ought to
shudder in undertaking to defend the op-
posite sentiment. Suppose, for a mo-
ment, that any man could say, he has
ndeed fulfilled the precept of God in

some one good work. Then such a man
might fairly address the Almighty to
this effect: 'Behold, 0 Lord! by the
help of thy grace, I have done this good
work. There is in it no sin; no defect;
t needs not thy pardoning mercy:

which, therefore, in this instance I do
not ask. I desire thou wouldst judge
his action strictly and impartially. I
'eel assured, that as thou art just and
faithful, thou canst not condemn it; and

* See ante. Romans, vii.
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therefore I glory in it before thee. Our
Saviour's prayer teaches me to implore
the forgiveness of my trespasses; but in
regard to this work, mercy is not neces-
sary for the remission of sin, but rather
justice for the reward of merit/ To
such indecent, unchristian conclusions
are we naturally led by the pride of the
scholastic system.—To conclude. This
doctrine of the sinless perfection of hu-
man works finds no support in Scripture :
it rests entirely on a few expressions of
the fathers, who are yet by no means
agreed among themseives; and if they
were agreed, still their authority is only
human. We are directed to prove ALL
THINGS, and to hold fast that which is
good. ALL doctrines then are to be
proved by the sacred Scriptures. There
is no exception here in favour of Augus-
tine, of .Jerome, of Origen, nor even of
an antichristian pope.—Augustine, how-
ever, is entirely on my side of the ques-
tion. And, therefore, though some of
the fathers, in describing our natural
frailties, may have studiously avoided
the use of the word SIN, I think it much
safer to use the language of Augustine
and of certain other fathers, because
they speak scripturally. Such are my
reasons for choosing to call that SIN, to
which you apply the softer terms of de-
fect and imperfection. But further, I
may well interrogate all those, who use
the language of Latomus, whether they
do not resemble the Stoics in their ab-
stract definition of a wise man, or Quin-
tilian in his definition of a perfect ora-
tor; that is, whether they do not speak
of an imaginary character, such as never
was, nor ever will be? 1 challenge
them to produce a man, who will dare to
speak of his own work, and say it is
without sin, even in the sense in which
they use the word. Why then is it so
very heavy a crime in rae to avow a
sentiment which they themselves in re-
ality carry farther than I ever did %

44 But perhaps you will say, 4 If, then,
there is IN FACT SO very little difference
between us, why are you so contentious
about the use of words, and why so pre-
judiced in favour of your own mode of
expression V I answer,—

44 Your way of speaking leads to most
pernicious views of the nature of sin.
You attribute to mere human powers,
that which is to be ascribed to divine
grace alone. You make men presump-
tuous and secure in their vices. You

depreciate the knowledge of the mystery
of Christ, and, by consequence, the spi-
it of thankfulness and love to God.

There is a prodigious effusion of grace
expended in the conversion of sinners:
you lost sight of this; you make nature
innocent, and so darken or pervert the
Scripture, that the sense of it, is almost
lost in the Christian world."

Let this suffice as a small specimen of
the wisdom and purity of the evangelical
principles which shine through this con-
futation of Latomus. The learned reader,
who values the Gospel of Christ as the
pearl of great price, will enlarge on the
subject in his own mind, and observe the
near resemblance which subsists between
the papistical notion of SIN, and certain
modern corruptions in divinity. Hap-
pily, the days of religious persecution
are no more: happily we do not, like
Luther, endanger our lives by maintain-
ing, that, "without the rrace of God,
it is impossible for us to &eep his com-
mandments, and that, after all, we need
the tender mercy and forgiveness of our
judge:" nevertheless, the MATTER of the
controversy, now brief! y*re vie wed, must
always be looked on as of the last im-
portance, if anything is to be called im-
portant, in which the glory of God, the
necessity of the grace of Jesus Christ,
the exercises of real humility, and the
comfort of afflicted consciences, are emi-
nently concerned.

Luther concludes his book with ob-
serving, that he is accused of treating
Thomas Aquinas, Alexander, and others,
in an injurious and ungrateful manner.
He defends himself by saying, those
authors had done much harm to his own
mind ; and he advises young students of
divinity to avoid the scholastic theology
and philosophy as the ruin of their souls.
He expresses great doubts whether
Thomas Aquinas was even a good man :
he has a better opinion of Bonaventura.
44 Thomas Aquinas held many heretical
opinions, and is the grand cause of the
prevalence of the doctrines of Aristotle,
that destroyer of sound doctrine. What
is it to me," continues Luther, 44if the
bishop of Rome has canonized him in
his bulls?"

He exhorts the president Jonas, and
his other friends at Wittemberg, to exert
themselves in replying to the rest of the
papal advocates. " Is not," says he,
44 the glory of the Gospel a common
cause. I have bruised the head of the
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serpent, why do not you trample on ni
body ?"*

I know not whether any man that eve
lived had a greater reverence than Luthe
for the Holy Scriptures. It was th<
sight of them, through God's blessing,
which illumined the mind of the Reform-
er: it was the want of them, which
through the iniquity of papal artifice an<
tyranny, held the people in the darknes
of ignorance and superstition. Luther,
therefore, easily foresaw the importan
consequences which must flow from a
fair translation of the Bible in the Ger-
man language. Nothing would so effeĉ
tually shake the pillars of ecclesiastical
despotism; nothing was so likely to
spread the knowledge of pure Christian
doctrine. Accordingly he rejoiced in th
design of expediting'the work; while his
adversaries deprecated the execution o:
it, more than any heresy of which the
greatest enemy of the church cou^d be

guilty. It was in his Patmos
Translation at Wartburg that he began to
T ^ t t S apply himself to this grea

undertaking. In the conclu-
sion of his confutation of Latomus, he
tells his friend Jonas, that in his confine-
ment he had no books at hand except the
word of God : " not," says he, " that I
set any great value on having a multi-
tude of books, but I should like to see,
whether Latomus has quoted the fathers
fairly. But I have now done with him.
I really grudge the time spent in reading
and in answering this worthless publica-
tion ; particularly, as I was EMPLOYED IN
TRANSLATING the Epistles and Gospels
into our own language."

From several authentic documents, it
appears, that, during his solitude in the
summer of the year 1521, he not only
translated all the New Testament, but
also took great pains to improve his
knowledge of the Greek and Hebrew
languages, for the purpose of rendering
his intended version of the Scriptures
more complete. " I find," says he, " I
have undertaken a work which is above
my strength. I shall not touch the Old
Testament till I can have the assistance
of yourself and my other friends at Wit-
temberg. If it were possible that I
could be with you, and remain undisco-
vered in a snug chamber, I would come;
and there, with your help, would trans-
late the whole from the beginning, that

Luth, II. Confut Latom.
28*

at length there might be a version of the
Bible fit for Christians to read. This
would be a great work, of immense con-
sequence to the public, and worthy of all
our labours."*'

Such, duripg a captivity of more than
nine months, were the employments of
this active servant of God, who, not-
withstanding, accuses himself of doing
too little, and of eating too much. Be-
sides the compositions which have been
mentioned, he wrote many letters in his
castle to his trusty friends and intimates,
which very much lay open the unfeigned
sentiments of his heart. The plan of this
history admonishes us to be brief; other-
wise the temptation to produce copious
extracts from them is great. A strong
and pious confidence in God, an unbound-
ed benevolence to the " household of
faith," and a determination to hazard
everything in the cause of religious
truth, mark the spirit of Luther in every-
thing he says or does. He encourages
the faithful, he reproves the timid, he la-
ments the oppression of the church, he
xults in the prospect of her deliverance.

With inexpressible tenderness he com*
forts his desponding friends; while, on
all occasions, he withstands his most
powerful enemies with an unconquerable
ntrepidity.

During his residence in the castle of
Wartburg he suffered his beard and hair
to grow, assumed an equestrian sort of
dress, and passed for a country gentle-
man, under the name of Yonker George.
He sometimes amused himself with the
sxercise of hunting in company with his
:eepers; and his observations on that

diversion, in a letter to Spalatinus, are
urious and interesting.
"Give yourself no concern in regard

;o my suffering in this exile. It is of no
jonsequence to me, provided I am not
lurdensome to the people of this house.
would have no one be put to inconve-

lience on my account. I suppose the
•rince supports me, otherwise I would not
tay an hour here, if I were convinced
hat my wants were supplied at the
xpense of the master of this family,
hough I own, he furnishes everything
wish for with the greatest cheerfulness.

* This extract is from one of Luther's
,etters to Nic. AmsdorfF, the rector of the

university at Witteinberg, dated Wartburg
Castle, Jan. 1522,
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Lately I spent two days in seeing the
painful, yet agreeable, amusement of
those famous people called hunters and
fowlers. We caught two haresr and some
miserable young partridges. Laudable
employment indeed for men of leisure!
For my part, theological subjects occu-
pied my thoughts even while I was
among the dogs and the nets. And any
pleasure that I might receive from this
species of relaxation, was fully balanced
by the sentiments of grief and pity ex-
cited in my mind by an interpretation
which I could not but give to the sym-
bolical scenes at that time under my con-
templation. This, thought I, is an exact
representation of Satan, who, by his
snares and his dogs, namely, the corrupt
theologians and ecclesiastical rulers, pur-
sues and entangles simple, faithful souls,
in the same way that the harmless hares
and partridges are taken. To be brief,
the similitude was so striking, as to af-
fect me exceedingly." In a letter to Me-
lancthon, he says, " I sit here in my Pat-
mos, reflecting all the day on the wretched
condition of the Church. And I bemoan
the hardness of my heart, that I am not
dissolved into tears on this account. May
God have mercy upon us !"

In another letter to the same person,
he discovers evident symptoms of impa-
tience.

" For the glory of the WORD OF GOD,
and for the mutual confirmation of my-
self and others, I would much rather
burn on the live coals, than live here
alone, half alive, and useless. If I
perish, it is God's will; neither will the
Gospel suffer in any degree. I hope
you will succeed me, as Elisha did Eli-
jah."

Melancthon, the excellent coadjutor of
Luther, though learned, ingenuous, un-
blemished in his manners, and cordially
attached to the best of causes, began
about this time to exhibit more sensibly
than ever the constitutional timidity of
his temper. Far superior to all the rest
of Luther's adherents in talents and at-
tainments, he was inferior to many of
them in courage and fortitude; and on
that account unequal to the character of
suPERiNTENDANT, which he was now
called to sustain. Luther, who loved the
man, and was well aware of his infirmi-
ty, frequently, in the very kindest man-
ner, reproved his desponding spirit, and
at the same time encouraged him to be
both bold and patient in the cause of the

reformation. He also solicited the Elect-
or Frederic, through the intercession of
Spalatinus, to provide for the more com-
fortable support of this learned profess-
or, whose character contributed so much
to the reputation of the university of
Whtemberg.

In fact, not only Melancthon, but the
rest of his brethren, the ruling academi-
cians, were much dishearten-
ed during the summer of this Melancthon
year, partly on account of the ZJZeZ.
absence of their grand leader, heartened in
and partly because they ex- t^e

A
s^n

1
r^^

penenced not a little embar-
rassment from the excessive caution of the
elector and his court. They were not
allowed the full privilege of publishing
any of Luther's writings, nor even of
disputing publicly on certain questions,
which, it was supposed, might give of-
fence to persons of distinction who were
muck attached to the established religion.
Luther, though no man that ever lived
was more exemplary in the practice of
lawful obedience "to the powers that
be," made no scruple to refuse compli-
ance with the will of the civil magistrate,
whenever that will, in his judgment, was
directly contrary to the commands of
God. Accordingly, he exhorted his
Christian friends of the university not to
follow the counsels of the court, but to
take the lead themselves, as he had done.
4 We should not," says he, " have had

one half the success we have had, if I
had taken the advice of the court." And
about two or three months after this, he
wrotB to this last-mentioned friend in the
warmest terms of expostulation and re-
monstrance. He tells him, that he was
determined to publish what he had writ-
ten against the archbishop of Mentz,
however the prince and his secretary
might dislike the measure, and that it
was at their peril if they obstructed his
design. " The peace and approbation of
God are ever to be preferred to the peace
and approbation of the world. What,
though some of our friends have exhibit-
ed a turbulent spirit, will the Gospel, on
account of their irregularity, come to no-
thing? Was there not, even among the
apostles, a traitor, Judas 1 In ALL cir-
cumstances, we ought to adhere strictly
to the simple WORD OF GOD, and not
merely when the WORD happens to thrive
and be respected among men. Let those,
who please, take against us.—But why
are we to be always looking on the dark
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side of things 1 why not indulge hopes
of better times?"

There is nothing which so completely
lays open to posterity the real opinions
and motives of this great Reformer as his
private letters.—When the common peo-
ple of Erfurt, together with the youths
of the university of that place, had com-
mitted some acts of riot and violence
against the clergy, Luther expressed his
disapprobation of such conduct, thus:
" It is very proper that the ecclesiastics,
who prove themselves to be incurably
profligate, should be checked and dis-
couraged, but by no means IN THIS MAN-
NER. This MANNER of doing it brings a
just disgrace upon our Gospel, and hin-
ders its success. Moreover, this way of
showing kindness to us afflicts me ex-
ceedingly. For it is to my mind a clear
proof that we are not yet worthy of being
esteemed before God, as faithful minis-
ters of HIS WORD, and that Satan makes
a mock of all our labours."

It appears from his letters to Melanc-
thon, that he was completely in doubt,
whether he should ever return to Wit-
temberg; " but," says he, " I am ready
to go where God shall please to send
me. The accounts which I receive of
your abundant success in religion and
learning, during my absence, rejoice my
heart exceedingly, and make me endure
this separation much better. The very
circumstance of your going on so pros-
perously while I AM ABSENT is most pe-
culiarly delightful to me; because it
may serve to convince those WICKED
ONES, that however they may rage and
foam, their desires shall perish; and
Christ will finish the work which he
has begun."*

Luther, while under confinement, wrote
a long letter to his flock in general, which
abounds in pious sentiments and affec-
tionate expressions, and is well calcu-
lated to counteract the misstatements of
those careless or irreligious historians,
who would represent this eminent ser-
vant of God as a man of ambitions, fac-
tious, sectarian principles. He laments] rical
that he was not as yet reckoned worthy
to undergo, for Christ's sake, anything

* This does not agree with an insinuation
of the learned translator of Mosheim, name-
ly, that Luther could not bear to see another
crowned with the glory of executing a plan
which he had laid.—Mosh. Sect. I. Chap. II.
18.

more than hatred and reproach. He
owns, that if the Lord had not been on
his side, he must long ago have been
torn to pieces by his adversaries. He is
thankful for the divine support, which
had three times enabled him to appear
before them with a becoming resolution,
—at Augsburg, at Leipsic, -and at Worms.
" I was in hopes," says he, " at Worms,
that the prelates and doctors would have
examined me with the most diligent scru-
pulosity concerning every particular;
but no other demand was made, no other
language Was to be heard, than the im-
perious charge, Retract, Retract the doc-
trines you have taught. I do not men-
tion these things as matters of boasting,
or as though they were done in my own
strength ; on the contrary, I would praise
Got! for his goodness, in having so en-
couraged his unworthy servant, and dis-
pirited our opponents, that they were
thrown into the utmost consternation, and
could make no stand in public debate
against even a single mendicant monk.
As they are apt to talk in an ostentatious
way of their prodigious erudition, I re-
commended it to them to come to Wit-
temberg, and try whether they could
prove themselves our superiors in the
discharge of pastoral duties ; but none of
them dared to accept the challenge."

The mind of Luther had long been im-
pressed with a deep sense of the impor-
tance of regular and judicious instruc-
tions from the pulpit. He had expe-
rienced the advantage of them among his
own people; and they were now athirst
for further explanations of the WORD OF
GOD. TO supply in some measure the
failure of his usual personal services
when present with them, he not only
wrote down, during his captivity, a num-
ber of familiar expositions of the Epis-
tles and Gospels in the German language,
and sent them to be printed at Wittem-
berg, but also took very great pains to
institute lectures or preachings in the af-
ternoons of holydays. He desired Me-
lancthon to discharge this branch of cle-
rical duty; and he most earnestly ex-
horted his flock to an assiduous atten-
dance, instead of spending their time in
drinking and gaming.

How incessant were the labours, how
indefatigable was the spirit of this great
Reformer!

Evangelical publications, and evange-
lical preachings, with constant exhorta-
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tion to study diligently the Holy Scrip-
tures, were the external means on which
Luther always relied for the propagation
of Christian truth, and the deliverance of
the people from popish darkness an
slavery. Wise and persevering in the
use of these means, he had the consola-
tion to hear more and more of their bless-
ed effects. The Augustinians of Wit-
temberg left off the celebration of private
masses, new preachers of the Gospel
daily lifted up their voice throughout the
electorate of Saxony; and though some
persons of the higher ranks, both among
the magistrates and the clergy, weri
intimidated by the imperial edict oi
Worms, the common people gladly at-
tended to the pure doctrines of salvation
At Zwickau, in particular, during th(

A D irc>i c o u r s e °f tn*s year» Nicholas
' ' d~ ' Hausman accepted the pas

toral office. This town appears to have
been highly favoured by Providence; fo
the sentiments of Luther, from the very
first agitation of the ecclesiastical con
troversy, were there received and taugh
in private assemblies: There also, amonc
other preachers of the Gospel, was dis-
tinguished the very intimate friend o
our Reformer, the celebrated Frederic
Myconius,* who had fled from the perse-
cuting rage of George the Duke of Saxo-
ny : and in regard to N. Hausman, if we
had no other reason for mentioning this
excellent minister, his name might de-
serve a place in these memoirs, on ac-
count of the singular eulogy pronounced
on him by Luther: "WHAT WE PREACH,
HE LIVES."

Friberg was the capital of a very small
district, which was governed by the bro-
ther of George duke of Saxony. This
prince, called Henry duke of Saxony, be-
gan to show some regard to evangelical
doctrine. He expressed his detestation
of the pope's bull, and commenced a cor-
respondence with Luther; but through
fear of the edict of Worms, and of his

.brother George, one of the most violent
bigots of the age, he was, for the present,
checked in his religious researches. His
duchess, Catherine of Mecklenburg, ex-
hibited a laudable pattern of Christian
fidelity in the profession of divine truth.
She was in imminent danger of persecu-
tion from the bitter hostile spirit of her
husband's counsellors; but her trust was
in God. In her letters, written several

years afterwards, she declares herself
ready, through the divine assistance, to
suffer patiently anything that could hap-
pen to her for adhering to the sacred
Scriptures.

Thus the good seed, sown under vari-
ous circumstances, was springing up and
bearing fruit in almost every corner of
Germany. The Christian student of ec-
clesiastical history, who has skill and
leisure for the employment, might furnish
a pleasing and useful collection of the
fragments of true piety and spiritual un-
derstanding, which appeared in the early
years of the preparation of men's hearts
for the blessed Reformation.

Amidst the consolation which Luther
in his retreat derived from the accounts
which he wTas continually receiving of
the courage and success of his disciples,
and the progress of his doctrines, the re-
port of several events reached the castle
of Wartburg, which must in some mea*
sure have damped the joy and the expec-
tations of the captive Reformer.

1. He was so much affected with the
news of cEflTAiN PROCEEDINGS at Wittem-
berg, that he determined to run the hazard
of making a private excursion to that
place, for the purpose of conversing with
his friends on subjects which deeply and
anxiously interested his thoughts. The
exact circumstances of this clandestine
isit are but imperfectly known; and we
an do no more than form conjectures re-

specting the PROCEEDINGS which seem to
have given rise to this extraordinary step.
Many of the canons of Wittemberg dis*
graced the nascent reformation, both by
an obstinate adherence to the reigning
superstitions, and by a shameful profii-
•acy of manners. In the next place, the

untractable temper of Carolstadt showed
tself more and more, and gave great con-

cern to Luther. " I lament," says he,
"the behaviour of this man. Indeed we
have it in our power easily to withstand
his precipitate motions, but then we shall
;ive occasion to the adversary to triumph
n account of our internal discords; and

not only so,—our weaker brethren will
also be much offended.*

A passage in one of Luther's letters to
palatinus may be supposed to throw

iirther light on this subject. " I came
to Wittemberg, and among the most sweet
meetings and conversations with my
friends, I found this mixture of worm-

* See Append, Fred. Mycon. * Letter to Amsdorff.
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wood; namely, that several of my letters
and little publications had been com-
pletely suppressed. They had not even
been heard of or seen by any one. I
leave you to judge whether I have not
just cause to be much displeased with
this treatment. IN GENERAL, what I have
had an opportunity of seeing and hearing
gives me the highest satisfaction. May
the Lord strengthen and support the
courage of those who wish well to the
cause! In the course of my journey, how-
ever, I was not a little vexed to hear va-
rious reports concerning the restless dis-
position of some of our friends; and I
have promised to print, as soon as ever I
return to my asylum, a public exhorta-
tion applicable to the circumstances. I
must explain myself more particularly at
another time. Commend me to our illus-
trious prince, from whose knowledge I
have judged it proper to conceal this lit-
tle excursion to Wittemberg and back
a^ain. You know my reasons. Fare-
well. I am at this moment in AmsdorfPs
house, in an apartment with my dear
Philip Melancthon."

2. It was in his Patmos that Luther
first heard of the solemn censure, which

the divines of the faculty of
Soured by Paris passed on his writings
the Parisian April the fifteenth, 1521;*

I V e r^he u n ^ v e r s ^ y °f P a r * s w a s
A D i 2 i y

• ' ° ' the most ancient, and at that
time the most respectable of the learned
societies of Europe. In 1517 they had
ventured to call in question the pope's
infallibility; and Luther himself is charg-
ed with having repeatedly acknowledged
the Parisian doctors to be wise and ortho-
dox theologians; and with having also
promised to submit his cause to their ar-
bitration, j- It seems therefore extremely
probable that he must have been disap-
pointed, and in some degree chagrined,
when he found that that assembly of di-
vines on which he had most relied, and
among whom theie probably were some
spiritual persons of an enlightened under-
standing, adhered IN THE MAIN to the old
prejudices and the scholastic divinity,
and had actually pronounced his doctrine
to be " erroneous both in faith and man-
ners, and proper only to deceive simple
people; that if was injurious to all the
doctors, and derogatory from the power

* See Vol. iii. Du Pin.
t Comment de Luth. lxiii. and cxiii. Maim-

bourg, Sect. 46.

of the church; openly schismatical, con-
trary to the sacred Scriptures, blasphe-
mous against the Holy Spirit, and perni-
cious to the Christian commonwealth/'

3. Another disagreeable event, which
about the same time must have proved a
trial to the irritable temper of the Re-
former, was the celebrpaed
answer to his treatise on the Heiscen-
Babylonish.captivity, pub- ™ ^
lished by Henry VIII. king
of England. We learn from the papal
archives,*1 that this prince, before his
contest with the Saxon divine, had been
soliciting the pope to bestow on him
some honourable title, similar to the
Catholic or Most Christian King. It is
even said, that the title of MOST CHRIS-
TIAN MAJESTY had been intended for
Henry, but that the design was prevent-
ed by political considerations. The
book was presented to Leo with the
greatest formality, the English legate
observing that his royal master had been
instructed by the very best preceptors,]"
was well versed in sacred learning, had
frequently acquired praise in disputes
with the most learned persons of his
own country; and that he now gloriously
dared to contend with Luther, who was
a man of no contemptible erudition. Leo,
in return, spoke of the royal performance
in such terms as if it had been dictated
by immediate inspiration ; and as a testi-
mony of the gratitude of the church,
conferred on its author the title of De-
fender of the Faith ; an appellation still
retained by the kings of England, though
avowedly hostile to those religious sen-
timents, by defending which Henry me-
rited from the court of Rome that illus-
trious distinction. This prince had been
educated in a strict attachment to the
church of Rome; and notwithstanding
his active disposition and violent pas-
sions, had a love for learning. More-
over, he was particularly exasperated
against Luther, because he had treated
Thomas Aquinas, the king's favourite
author, wTith great contempt. The young
monarch, therefore, ambitious of fame of

* Pallav.
f In fact, the father of Henry VIII. being

of a suspicious temper, and desirous of keep-
ing- his son from the knowledge of public
business, occupied him entirely in pursuits
of literature. Father Paul tells us, that as
he was not the eldest son, he was intended to
be archbishop of Canterbury.
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every kind, determined not only to op-
pose the progress of Lutheran tenets by
his great authority, but to combat them
also with scholastic weapons; and with
this view he wrote in Latin his book on
the seven sacraments, in opposition to
the novel opinions.

Martin Luther, however, was neither
to be overawed by the reputation of the
university of Paris, nor by the dignity oi
the Sovereign of England. He soon
published his animadversions on both,
in as vehement and severe a style, as in
the course of his numerous polemics he
had ever used to his meanest antagonist.
This treatment prejudiced Henry still
more against the new doctrines; but the
public admired these fresh instances of
the undaunted spirit of the Reformer;
the controversy drew more attention; and
in spite of the combination both of the
civil and the ecclesiastical powers, the
Lutheran opinions daily acquired new
converts in every part of Europe.

Neither Henry's book, nor Luther's
defence, are of sufficient importance to
engage our notice. Silence, or a soft an-
swer, is, in many cases, the best reply
to calumnies: but this was a lesson
which Luther was slow to learn; though
afterwards he perceived the unreason-
ableness and the inconv unenre of hav-
ing unnecessarily irritated the spirit of a
vain-glorious and capricious monarch,
which he found it impossible to appease.
" Grievous words stir up an<rer." The
propensity to resentment which Luther
found in his own nature, ought to have
taught him to deal more gently with the
tempers of others. His friends at the
time blamed the acrimony of his lan-
guage to Henry VIII.; most of his ad-
mirers since have had the same senti-
ments; and I cannot but think that the
laboured apologies of Seckendorf had
better have been spared.*

There was, however, this essential
difference between the faults of the Pro-
testant reformer, and those of his adver-
saries, namely, that even against his
most inveterate enemies, he never pro-
ceeded farther than the use of intempe-
rate language. By principle, as we may
see more distinctly hereafter, he was an
enemy to persecution, and prayed for the
conversion of those, against whom he
inveighed. On the other side, nothing
but blood and torture would satisfy the

* Seek. 188.

rage of the papal despots. In the course
of this year, Belgium began to be the
scene of their sanguinary violence; some
particulars of which shall afterwards be
related.

It was, doubtless, a grateful piece of
news to Luther in his confinement, to
find that the powerful pen of Melancthon
had been employed in de-
fending him against the deci- Melanctlum
sion of the Parisian divines. J"™.™""
" I have seen," says he, " the divines,
decree of the Parisian so-
phists, and at the same time the apology
of my friend Philip Melancthon. From
my heart I rejoice. Christ would never
have so completely blinded their eyes, if
he had not determined to take care of his
own cause, and put an end to the despot-
ism of his enemies."*

Concerning his wrangle with Henry
VIII. he makes the following observa-
tions. " I was well aware that what-
ever I might reply to that absurd and
virulent Thomist, the King of England,
I should give offence to many. I have
treated him as 1 thoaght proper, and even
necessary, for many reasons. These are
unknown at present, but will be manifest
by and by." And in another letter to
the same person,f he says, " My prince,
the elector, has repeatedly admonished
me to express myself in gentler terms,
and so have many other of my friends;
but I have always returned the same an-
swer,—that I cannot comply with their
wishes. The cause in which I am con-
cerned is not an ordinary one, which may
admit of concession and dissimulation.
Of these I have foolishly been guilty
already too often."

After all it must be owned, that it is
much easier to censure Luther for want
of moderation, than to exhibit a pattern
of Christian meekness in a similar heat
of controversy; and more particularly
when a man is on the right side of an
important practical question, which was
most manifestly the case with Luther in
his contest with Henry VIII. In ages
of greater refinement, indeed, whether
men are conscious of defeat or of victory,
they are more accustomed to abstain
from gross and indecent language; yet
even then, in its place there is often
manifested on the one hand an affectation
of coolness and indifference, and perhaps

* To Spalatinus. Jul. 1521.
f Spalatinus.'
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an attempt at strokes of irony, whicl
sufficiently bespeak the wounded spirit
of the vanquished; and on the other, an
insolent and contemptuous sort of cle-
mency, which as it originates in th
pride and palpable superiority of the con
queror, proves more hurtful to the feel
ings of an antagonist than could any hare
words or disgusting allusions. If Mar-
tin Luther had lived in our times, and
had not learnt, through the influence o
the precious doctrine which he taught, to
bridle and regulate better his disposition
to resentment, yet would he probably
have managed his replies and rejoinders
with a more decorous disguise; but it
does not thence follow, that he would
either have experienced less turbulence
of passion in his own mind, or have pro-
duced less painful sensations in the
minds of his adversaries, though these
might have been less obvious, because
designedly more concealed. The inter-
nal heat and fury of a combustion, when
confined by powerful obstacles, is not to
be estimated by the little blaze and
smoke which affect the senses.

In the month of December of this same
year, at the age of forty-six, died Leo X

n pontiff renowned for his en-
Death of couragement of literature and
Dec. 1521. t n e fine a r t s» o n which ac-

count his name has been
transmitted ,to posterity in the most adu-
latory strains of Erasmus and many
others.* He has been charged, on good
authority, with a profane contempt, or at
least neglect of religion.j- Some would
represent him as a deep and penetrating
politician; while others, after acknow-
ledging his good natural endowments,
trace the voluptuary throughout the
whole course of his life; ever impatient
of care and business, ruining all his
faculties both of body and mind, and
shortening his existence by excesses.
The facts are our surest guides in deter-
mining his character; and of these we
need not enumerate many. This pope
is memorable because of the diminution
which the papal authority received

* S?e Appendix, Leo X.
f Paul Sarpi.

through his ignorance, imprudence, and
precipitation; Moreover, thousands in
contemplating his conduct had learnt to
despise his pretensions to the sacred cha-
racter; and as if Leo had been eager to
confirm their prejudices, he issued bulls
against heretics, while he himself was
dissipating his time and health ip prodi-
gal and luxurious pleasures, in the com-
pany of debauched cardinals, and in pro-
moting expensive and licentious specta-
cles at the theatre. Mr. Hume's cool-
ness and moderation in speaking of Leo
X. is strikingly curious and entertaining.
According to him, it was " his GENEROUS
and ENTERPRISING temper" which ex-
hausted his treasury, and obliged him to
use every invention which might yield
money to support his projects, pleasures
and liberalities. It was also "the pene-
ration of his genius, and his familiarity

with ancient literature," that rendered
him fully acquainted with "the ridicule
and fallacy of the doctrines, which as
supreme pontiff he was obliged by hi8
nterest to promote;" and therefore we

need not wonder that he employed "for
his profit those pious frauds" which his
predecessors had made use of for their
selfish purposes. On the subject of
Leo's sale of INDULGENCES, this author
makes the following still more extraor-
dinary reflection. Their "sale seems,
herefore, no more criminal than any

other cheat of the church of Rome, or of
any other church. The reformers, by
entirely abolishing purgatory, did really,
nstead of partial indulgences sold by the
)ope, give gratis a general indulgence of
L similar nature for all crimes and
>ffences, without exception or distinc-
ion."

It is quite unnecessary to make any
emarks on these and such like passages;
hey are laid before the student of eccle-
iastical history, for the pufpose of

naking him aware of the astonishing
lengths of impiety and misrepresentation
;o which this elegant historian is gene-
•ally disposed to go, when he would mi-
igate the faults of the profane, or deride
,he sincerity of the believer. Mr. Hume
3 rarely out of humour with anything
ut pure Christianity.
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CHAPTER VIII.
FROM THE DEATH OF LEO X. TO THE ELECTION

OF ADRIAN IV.

TURBULENCE OF CAROLSTADT.
STORK, MUNZER, &C.
NEW PorE ADRIAN.

IN the first week of the month of
March 1522, Luther left his Patmos and
returned to Wittemberg, without the con-
sent or even the knowledge of his pa-
tron and protector, Fredejic. The active
spirit of the Reformer ill brooked his
long confinement, and moreover, the
distracted state of the infant protestant
church absolutely required his presence.
Already he had once ventured out of his
asylum, and made a short visit to Wit-
temberg, without the privity of the elec-
tor; but matters were now daily be-
coming more critical; and as Luther had
resolved, at the hazard of his life, to
resume again his character of a public
actor in the concerns of religion, he im-
mediately acquainted his prince with the
bold step he had taken, and the motives
which compelled him no longer to re-
main a concealed spectator of transac-
tions which oppressed his mind with the
most painful apprehensions for the credit
of the dawning reformation.^

The excessive and even dangerous zeal
of Carolstadt was one of the afflicting
causes which influenced the conduct of

Luther on this occasion. Ca-
Turbuience rolstadt was a professor at
of Carolstadt. W i t t e m b e r g } o f considerable
learning and ability, who had exposed
the papal tyranny and superstition with
great spirit, and, in general, deserved
well of the Protestant cause. His name,
though not specifically mentioned in the
damnatory bull against Luther, was well
known at Rome; and through the mali-
cious instigation of Eckius, whom he
had opposed in the Leipsic disputation,!
lie had ̂ aeen suspended from all commu-
nion with the church. J This useful col-
league of the great Reformer soon disco-
vered, during the absence of his master,
a temerity of judgment and a violence of
temper which absolutely disqualified him
for the helm in the present tempestuous
conjuncture. Not content with promoting

* See page 332 of this Vol.
f See ante, X Com. Luth. Ixxv.

in a legal and quiet way, the auspicious
beginnings of reformation which had
already appeared at Wittemberg, in the
gradual omission and rejection of the
private mass and other popish supersti-
tions, he headed a multitude of unthink-
ing, impetuous youths, inflamed their
minds by popular harangues, and led
them on to actions the most extravagant
and indefensible. They entered the great
church of All Saints, brake in pieces the
crucifixes and other images, and threw
down the altars. Such indecent and irre-
gular conduct by no means becomes
those, who profess themselves the disci-
ples of the Prince of Peace: and though
in the midst of his excesses, the sincerity
of Carolstadt's endeavours to rectify the
abuses of popery is not to be questioned,
one cannot but lament that the same
man, whose sagacity had penetrated the
veil of papal delusion in many instances,
should in others be distinguished also for
a want of plain sense, and ordinary dis-
cretion.—It may be proper to give a brief
detail of the circumstances which led to
these outrageous proceedings.

Honest Carolstadt, mistaking the true
meaning of Matthew xi. 25, where our
Lord says, " I thank thee, O Father, be-
cause thou hast hid these things from the
wise and prudent, and hast revealed
them unto babes," rashly concluded that
human learning was useless, if not inju-
rious, to a student of the Scriptures. He
frequented the shops of the lowest me-
chanics, and consulted them about the
meaning of the Scriptures. He would
be called no longer by the appellation of
Doctor, or any other honourable title.
He lived in a village, employed himself
in rustic occupations, and maintained,
that thinking persons stood in no need of
learning, but had better labour with their
hands. In consequence of his example
and conversation, the young academics
of Wittemberg left the university, and
ceased to pursue their studies; and even
the schools of the boys were deserted.
Such proceedings were manifestly con-
ducive to the excesses above mentioned,
and in every view extremely hurtful to
the nascent reformation, which was hap-
pily making rapid advances in various
parts of Christendom. We have seen*
that the Augustine friars of Wittemberg
had begun to abolish the celebration of
PRIVATE MASSES, and that Luther wa^

• Page 324.
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pleased with the news, and employed his
pen against that popish corruption. The
elector, on the contrary, appears to have
been alarmed on the occasion, and to
have deputed one of his counsellors*' to
signify to the church and university of
Wittemberg, That his highness had been
informed of many innovations and alter-
ations in the ecclesiastical usage, which
were taking place every day at Wittem-
berg; and in particular, that the Augus-
tinians had omitted to celebrate the cus-
tomary masses. Six persons from among
the canons and academics]- were chosen
to examine this matter, who, in a written
report, not only expressed their approba-
tion in general of what had been done,
but boldly and solemnly exhorted the
prince to put an end, throughout his
whole territory, to the popish profanation
of the Lord's Supper. "It became
him," they said, "as a Christian prince,
to act with dignity and spirit in such an
affair; and not to regard the name of
Heretic or of Hussite, which might be
applied to him. Whoever faithfully sup-
ported the laborious and dangerous cause
of the Gospel, must expect much abuse
and much reproach. Jesus Christ re-
quired this service from him. He had
deigned to illumine with the knowledge
of the truth the mind of the elector of
Saxony more than any other of the
princes ; and his highness would do well
to remember, that in the day of judgment
God would call him to a severe account
of the use of the talents committed to
his care."

To this, the Elector directed the fol-
lowing answer to be given by professor

Beyer. "That he wished
The Eke- to conduct himself in every-
tor's answerby p r o S r t h I n g l i k e a Christian prince,
Beyer. and leave nothing undone

which might promote the
glory of God, and tend to the better es-
tablishment of evangelical truth. Jiut
that the alteration proposed appeared to
be a matter of great consequence, which
called for the mature deliberation of the
whole church, and ought not to be pre-

with some prospect of steady success.—
That he had yet to learn, when the pre-

I sent mode of celebrating mass was intro-
duced into the church,—perhaps several
centuries ago ; as also when the apostolic
usage ceased. That as many churches
and monasteries had been founded for the
express purpose of saying masses, it de-
served their consideration, whether, upon
the abolition of masses, the REVENUES of
the said foundations might not be with-
held. Lastly, that as they did not seem
inclined to take his advice, he owned
himself to be cnly a lay person, and not
skilled in Scripture, and intreated them,
therefore, to consult calmly with their
brethren, the rulers of the church and of
the university, and so to settle the busi-
ness, that no tumults or seditions might
ensue."

The above-mentioned six deputies, in
their rejoinder, adhered to the opinion
they had already given, name-
ly, that the abuses of the Rejoinder of
private masses ought to be t h e d e p u t i e s '
abolished; and this, they believed, might
be done without tumult or danger; but
if not, the evil was so great, that it ought
to be removed without any regard to the
scandal or defamation which might be
the consequence. That though the re-
formers were but a small part of the
church, they had the word of God on
their side; and this single consideration
was paramount to every other, being an
authority to which the angels and all
created beings ou^ht to bow. From the
beginning of the world, it had always
been found that only a very small part
of mankind acknowledged the truth.
Did not Christ himself commit the
preaching of the Gospel to a few weak,
despised, unlettered persons'? and did
not a similar dispensation take place at
this very day1? The true use and na-
ture of the ordinance of the Lord's Sup-
per, together with many other points in
religion, was most expressly laid down
in the Gospel; notwithstanding which,
the dignified priests, aud the wise ones
of this world, either from interested mo-

cipitately decided by a small number. Ifj tives or complete blindness, continued to
their advice was sound, doubtless it
would be followed by others, and he
might then undertake to begin the change

% Pontanus.
t Justus Jonas, Philip Melancthon, Nic.

Amsdorff, John Doltz, Jerome ScurlF, An-
drew Carolstadt.

VOL. ii. 20

oppose the truth, and refused to accede
to the mo«t reasonable and pious refor-
mations, they only excepted, whose eyes
it had pleased God to open by a heaven-
ly illumination. The ancient colleges
ana monasteries, they said, even to the
time of Augustine and Bernard, Were
founded, not for the purpose of saying a
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number of masses and babbling the ca-
nonical hours, but for the instruction of
youth and the care of the poor. It was
to the constitution of the more recent
foundations, almost universally, that the
present mode of celebrating masses was
owing. Moreover, these foundations re-
quired a certain number of masses to be
said every week by particular persons;
and as this was a practice in itself abso-
lutely sinful, the consciences of men
ought to be completely released from
such fetters without delay. And even if
a certain number of masses were not spe-
cified, still the very principle on wind
the masses are celebrated,—namely, that
tjiey are good works, or sacrifices, or sa-
tisfactions for sin, which will therefore
appease Almighty God, and be useful to
others, and even to the dead,—is so con-
trary to sound doctrine, that they ought
to be laid aside. The founders of these
-ordinances, if they could rise from the
dead, would condemn what they them-
selves had done in this respect, and la-
tnent their own credulity, when they saw
that these their donations had originated
in the avarice of the ecclesiastics. Last-
ly, it appeared from the history of the
church, that even to the time of Cyprian,
the ancient custom of communicating in
BOTH KINDS was preserved; and that in
Greece and the Eastern churches the
same truly apostolic practice obtained at
this day. Therefore it wTas not their
fault, if on account of certain alterations
•which were become absolutely neces-
sary, some differences, or even tumults,
should arise; these were rather to be
laid at the door of the persons, who, for
the sake of keeping up their dignity,
their income, and their luxurious tables,
continued to obstruct the light of the
truth, and cruelly to wage war against
the altars of God. They then added in
most explicit terms, that if their ecclesi-
astical and civil rulers would but permit
the sacred word of God to be publicly
preached, heard, and read, even though
they did not assent to the truth,* but op-
posed it with all the arguments they
could produce, provided they did not
inflict cruel punishments on their adver-
saries, there would be neither sedition,
nor discord, nor tumult. However, the
right Christian rule was, neither to re-
gard the madness of the enemy, nor the
greatness of the danger. Christ did not
hold his tongue, though he foresaw that
the preaching, of the Gospel would cer-

tainly be attended with discords, sedi-
tions, and the revolution of kingdoms;
nor were his apostles more negligent and
timid, or less strenuous in instructing the
people, because the wise men of this
world at that time detested the very
name of the Gospel, and looked upon it
as the firebrand of those disturbances,
schisms, and tumults, which raged
among the Jews with so much fury at
Jerusalem.

Satan, no doubt, would put men in
mind of the various dangers to which
they mi^ht be exposed, in order that he
might the more effectually obstruct the
progress of that religion, which he so
perfectly hates. But as it is well known
that such are his devices, they ought not
to be much alarmed at these his frightful
suggestions, but each of them keep to
his post, like good soldiers in the field,
and commit the event to God. They
must expect desertions, but they should
also remember their Lord's words,
" Whosoever loveth father or mother
more than me, is not worthy of me."*

A serious argumentative statement like
this would, doubtless, much affect the
tender conscience of the elector of Saxo-
ny, but probably not determine that cau-
tious prince to come to any positive
decision respecting the ecclesiastical in-
novations. Accordingly, he appears to
have connived at the proceedings of
these bold reformers, but by no means
to have sanctioned them.

It was precisely in this situation of
things, when, for the purpose of silencing
calumny and misrepresentation, a dis-
creet and due regard to order was most
peculiarly called for, that the violent
spirit of Carolstadt broke out into the
mischievous excesses above described.f
Already he had done his utmost to dis-
credit at Wittemberg the studies of lite-
rature, for the advancement of which, as
subservient to the best of causes, Luther
and Melancthon had much exerted them-
lelves. He now ventured to administer

the sacrament publicly in both kinds to
all ranks and orders of persons, under all
circumstances, and without due inquiry
or preparation, or regard to any of the
usual ceremonies. The senate and also
the university of Wittemberg complained
of these things in severe terms to the
elector, who feeling himself unequal to-

* Lulh. Op. II. Comment. Luth. exxx.
t Page 33 G.
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the difficulty, directed his commissioners
to interpose, and, with the consent ofal
parties, to effect such regulations as th(
circumstances required. These regula<
tions were so favourable to the new sys
tem, that Frederic declared his commiS'
sioners had gone further than he had
intended, and that they must not allege
his mandate for what they had done
He said, he did not choose their altera-
tions to be imputed to him; for it was
known they were contrary to the com-
mands of the imperial government; and
it was also known, that the bishops were
about to commence a visitation of hi
electorate.

In this convention, it was ordered,—
1st. That all persons who were penitent,
and wished to be in the favour of God,

should be exhorted to partake
?fthe co°nS i n ̂ e s a c r a m e n t « — 2 % - T h e

ventioii?U popish notion of the mass be-
ing a sacrifice was entirely

rejected : and 3dly. Steps were taken for
the removal of the images out of the
great church. These, surely, were very
considerable amendments; and it is not
to be wondered at, if they should have
alarmed a German prince of no great
power, who stood almost alone, who was
himself far from having clear views in
religion, and who had to contend with
the pope, the emperor, and the neigh-
bouring potentates, leagued in opposition
against the free progress of the Gospel.
Nevertheless, the violent and impatient
spirit of Carolst-adt remained dissatisfied
with these triumphs of the truth, and
there is too much reason for lamenting

that an alloy of pride and un-
Vioienceof governable self-will should
Carolstadt. h a y e g a d I y d e b a g e d ^ h o

nest Christian zeal of this early reformer.
He even avowed to Melancthon that he
wished to be as great and as much
thought of as Luther. Melancthon told
him, that was the language of pride,
envy, and unchristian emulation. But
Carolstadt was deaf to admonition. He
openly professed to have not the least
regard for the authority of any human
being. He said, he would stick close to
the simple word of God, and that no man
could be a Christian who found fault
with what he did. How deceitful is the
human heart, and how inconsistent a
creature is fallen man! Carolstadt, with
much Christian light in his understand-
ing, and with abundance of honest zeal
in his heart, at the very time that he was

making pretensions to an uncommon
purity of motive and doctrine, and to an.
extraordinary respect for the Scriptures,
proceeded from one disorderly act to an-
other, till at length he committed those
outrages which afforded a considerable
handle for complaint to the enemies of
the reformation, and made its best friends
ashamed of their rash and presumptuous
coadjutor.

It will now be some relief to the rea-
der's mind to peruse Luther's observa-
tions on these transactions. The report
of them reached him in his Patmos, and
he wrote to the elector of Saxony thus :

"There is no reason to be frighten-
ed. Rather give praise to God; and re-
joice in the certain expectation that all
will end well. Things of this kind al-
ways happen to those who
endeavour to spread the Gos- Luther's let-
pel. We must ncrtonly ex~ &r

t£°™ his

pect Annas and Caiaphas to
rage against us ; but even a Judas to ap-
pear among the apostles, and Satan hina-
self among the sons of God. Be wise,
and look deeper than to the external ap»-
pearance. Other agents, besides those
which are merely human, are at work.
Don't be afraid, but be prepared for more
events of this sort. This is only the be-
ginning of the business: Satan intends
to carry matters much further yet. Be-
lieve me in what I now say ; I am but a

ain, simple man; however, I know
something of HIS arts. Suffer the world
to clamour against us, and to pass their
harsh judgments. Be not so much con-
cerned at the falling away of particular
Christians. Even holy Peter fell; and
also others of the apostles. Doubt not
but they will in a short time rise again,
as surely as Christ himself rose from the
•dead. The words of St. Paul to the Co-
rinthians* are at this moment peculiarly
applicable to our circumstances, namely,
that we should approve ourselves, as

the ministers of God, in much patience,
in imprisonments, in tumults, in la-
bours.' "

Luther concluded his letter with an
earnest request for leave to print and cir-
culate his own writings; and with say-
ing that he intended to be very soon at
Wittemberg.

The religious mind of Frederic was
deeply affected by these sentiments of

* 2 Cor. v.
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Luther;'and he immediately
Sentiments commissioned one of his con-
nector, fidential magistrates to relate

to him in his asylum the par-
ticulars of all the late proceedings at
Wittemberg: How the pupils dwindled
in number, and were called away by their
guardians; how anxious the prince was,
and how completely in doubt what course
to take. That nothing was so distressing
to his mind as the prospect of seditious
tumults, but that the imperial govern-
ment tied up his hands; and moreover,
that the bishops had promised they
would themselves preach the Gospel,
and also would appoint proper mission-
aries for that purpose, and that it was im-
possible for him to oppose their laudable
resolutions. He wished exceedingly to
have Luther's advice at this crisis, but
exhorted him not to think of coming to
Wittemberg. The pope and the emperor
would insist on his being delivered up to
them, which would be the severest stroke
that could happen to the elector: Yet he
did not see how he could prevent it. He
had never undertaken, nor had Luther
desired him, nor was it indeed in his
power to do more, than to procure him a
fair hearing. In one point, however, he
was absolutely determined, namely, if he
could but find out what was the divine
will, he would cheerfully bear, suffer,
do, or avoid doing, everything which
should appear to be his duty agreeably
to that will. In a word, he remembered
who said, "My yoke is easy and my
burden is light," and he would willingly
bear, through the divine strength and hel p,
the cross that God should lay upon him.
The transactions at Wittemberg were
most surprising: new sects arose there
every day, and it was hard to say which
were gaining or which losing ground.
The Diet were to assemble at Nurem-
berg in a short time ; and it was expect-
ed that much would be said and done re-
specting Luther's business: He had bet-
ter therefare be quiet and remain in se-
cret for the present: Considerable revo-
lutions were at hand; and if it should
happen, that the sacred Gospel was ob-
structed, such a turn in the events would
be matter of the greatest grief and mourn-
ing to the elector.

The commissioner concluded all he
had to say with the most kind, faithful,
and affectionate assurances of the prince's
friendship for Luther.

The judicious reader will easily anti

cipate the inferences to be drawn from
this very interesting narrative.

He will observe the elector of Saxony
;o be on all occasions the same man;
thoughtful, temperate, and pious; ap-
proving, in the main, and even admiring
Luther; but suspicious of his impetu-
ous temper ; and doubtful in some points,
as to the line both of duty and of pru-
dence respecting his own conduct.

He will be aware of the effect, which
the confusions at Wittemberg would na-
turally produce on the mind of such a
prince. They must have increased his
disposition to extreme caution, hesitation
and suspense of judgment.

Lastly, he will not forget, that the his-
torian, in his relation of these documents,
so secret at the time of the transactions,
and even now so very little known, is
thus extremely minute, chiefly for the
purpose of explaining why Luther deter-
mined to leave his Patmos at this critical
and dangerous moment. The propaga-
tion of pure Christianity and the salva-
tion of men's soul's appear to have been
not only his primary but his sole objects.
So long as he considered himself in the
pursuit of THESE, " he counted not even
ins life dear to him."*

The conscientious Frederic, surround-
d as he was at home with timid cour-

tiers, and opposed abroad by bigoted
dukes and princes, and still more by
self-interested popes and prelates, failed
to support the cause of truth in the man-
ner that Luther wished. This reformer,
from principle, uniformly resisted the
smallest approach to the use of force or
violence in spreading the Gospel; but
the very same principle induced him ear-
nestly to solicit the elector to interfere
with his authority, and prevent the in-
fliction of pains and penalties on those
who favoured the new system. He
begged also, that the preaching of evan-
gelical doctrine might be less fettered,
and would gladly have obtained some
small stipends for the support of such
poor clergy as had left their monasteries,
and, at the call of the congregations, had
become faithful ministers of the Gospel.
But almost all Luther's petitions of this
species, though by no means coldly re-
ceived, were inefficiently complied with
by Frederic; who daily found it expedi*-
ent to adhere to his prudential maxims

* Acts xx. 24.
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with a more deliberate circumspecti
than ever. The papal powers we]
cruel; artful, and active : The reformers
for the most part, were unskilful polit
cians; and some of them, as Carolsta
and his associates, extremely injudiciou
and headstrong; the fair prospect of r
formation grew dark and cloudy; th
tempest thickened, and it became abs
lutely necessary that the most skilfi
pilot should repair to the helm.

Besides the turbulent behaviour
Carolstadt and the other causes, whic

have been mentioned, of di
Stork, ficulty and confusion in th
Mu«zer,&c. church, there took place

the same time another even
which threatened consequences perhap
still more pressing and dangerous, an
loudly called for the presence of Luther
—Several persons, who really deservec
the name of enthusiasts, had appeared i
Saxony; among whom Nicholas Storfc
Mark Stubner, Martin Cellary, and Tho
mas Munzer, have, by their follies, ob
tained a memorial in history. Stork was
a baker at Zwickau, who had selected
from his acquaintance of the same call
ing, twelve whom he called apostles, an
also seventy-two disciples. The othe
three, in a tumultuous manner, haranguei
the populace in the church of St.' Catha-
rine, of the same town. Nicholas Haus-
man, the pious pastor of the place, re-
sisted these insane prophets to the bes
of his power, but could not control thei;
fury.—They professed themselves to
have a divine commission, and pretended
to visions and inspirations. Munzer, ir
particular, will be found at the head of a
REBELLION OF THE PEASANTS ill 1525. A
present it may be best to hear Melanc-
thon's account of them in a letter to the
elector of Saxony.—"Your highness
must excuse the liberty I take; the occa-
sion is urgent, and calls exceedingly for
your highness's attention. Your high-
ness is aware of the many dangerous dis-
sensions, which have distracted your
city of Zwickau, on the subject of reli-
gion. Some persons have been cast into
prison there for their seditious innova-
tions. Three of the ringleaders are come
hither. Two of them are ignorant me-
chanics, the third is a man of letters. I
have given them a hearing; and it is as-
tonishing what they tell of themselves ;
namely, that they are positively sent by
God to teach ; that they have familiar
confeiences with God; that they can

29*

foretell events; and to be brief, that they
are on a footing with prophets and apos-
tles. I cannot describe how I am moved
by these lofty pretensions. I see strong
reasons for not despising the men ; for it
is clear to me there is in them something
more than a mere human spirit; but
whether the spirit be of God or not, none,
except Martin, can easily judge. There-
fore, for the peace and reputation of the
church, Martin should, I think, by all
means, have an opportunity of examin-
ing them, and the rather as they appeal
to him,"

The elector, who did not consider him-
self as competent to decide on such
:ases, and whom we always find con-

stantly disposed to follow the will of
God, so far as he knew it, inquired
more particularly into the circumstances
of the matter, and also called in the ad-
vice of some of his most learned coun-
sellors. These could come to no deci-
sion: they felt the same doubt, which
Melancthon had expressed; and were
afraid of sinning against God by con-
demning his choicest servants. Upoa
which Frederic astonished all his mi-
isters and counsellors then present,* by

hastily making the following declaration.
" This is a most weighty and difficult

se ; which I, as a layman, do not com-
prehend. If I rightly understood the
matter, so as to see my duty, most cer-
ainly I would not knowingly resist the
vill of Almighty God: no; rather than
o that,—though God hath given me
nd my brother a considerable share of
>ower and wealth, I would take my
taff, and quit everything I possess."

—Such was the integrity and tenderness
f conscience of this prince ! Many in
>axony also at that time seem to have
pared God in like manner; and were
rought to the light of the Gospel,
""hat light, however, for the most part
as dim as yet; and crafty hypocrites

Lnew how to take advantage of the want
if discernment in godly souls.

Melancthon pressed the elector still
urther to call in the assistance of Lu-
er's judgment. " No person," he said,
could manage the business so well;
tork and his associates had raised riis—
utes concerning the baptism of infants,
nd had appealed to the supernatural re-

Spalatinus was also present at the con-
rcnce, from whose MS. this account is
ken,
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velations they had had from God; and
that in regard to himself, he was by no
means qualified to pronounce sentence in
so difficult a cause,"

The elector, in pursuance of his cau-
tious and conscientious views, directed
Melancthon to avoid disputes with these
men; and to use every precaution for
preventing such tumultuous proceedings
as had happened at Zwickau. " He
was himself," he said, "no interpreter
of the Holy Scriptures, nor did he know
whom he ought to appoint to examine
the merits of the pretensions in ques-
tion ; but it was then impossible to re-
call Luther without imminent danger to
the person of that Reformer. Luther
was his subject, and he had so far sup-
ported him that he should not be con-
demned, unheard; but beyond that point
he could not go; for he felt it incumbent
upon himself to obey the emperor, who
was his lord and master. With respect
to the fanatics, however, he had this to
say, that if he could but see clearly
what justice required, he was ready to
discharge his duty at every hazard."*—
In this state of doubt and suspense, Me-
lancthon employed persons to procure
the best information they could ; and in
the mean time he treated Stubner, who
was a man of some learning, with hos-
pitality, and meekly bore his fooleries,
till the arrival of Luther, whose wise
and manly treatment of the enthusiasts
quickly, as we shall soon see, exposed
the emptiness of their claims to a divine
commission, and demolished all their
authority and influence.

This spund Divine having been in-
formed in his Patmos of the extraordi-
nary pretensions of these men, had all

along beheld their conduct
Luther's ad- with a jealous^eye; and had
iilgetheSpeCt* answered the enquiries of Me-
prophets. lancthon with much discre*

tion. " As you are my supe-
rior," said he, " both in discernment a"nd
erudition, I cannot commend your timi-
dity in regard to these prophets. In the
first place, when they bear record of
themselves, we ought not implicitly to
believe them; but rather to try the spi-
rits, according to St. John's advice. As
yet, I hear of nothing done or said by
them, which exceeds $he imitative pow-
ers of Satan. It is my particular wish
that you would examine whether they

can produce any PROOF of having a divine
commission. For God never sent any
prophet, who was not either called by
proper persons, or authorized by special
miracles, no, not even 'by his own Son.
Their bare assertion of a divine AFFLA-
TUS, is not a sufficient ground for your
receiving them; since God did not even
choose to speak to Samuel, but with the
sanction of Eli's authority. So much-
for their pretensions to a public charac*
ter.—In the next place, I would wish
you to sift their private spirit,—whether
they have experienced any internal dis-
tresses of soul, the attacks of death and
hell, and the comforts of the new. birth
unto righteousness. If you hear nothing
from them but smooth, tranquil, and,
forsooth, what they call, devout, reli-
gious contemplations, regard them not;
'or there is wanting the characteristic of
the Son of Man, of the man of sorrows;
there is wanting the Cross, the only
touchstone of Christians, and the sure
discerner of spirits. Would you know
the place, the time, the manner of divine
conferences and communications 1 Hear
the written word, 'As a lion will he
break all my bones.'* And, < 1 am cast
out of the sight of thine eyes. My soul
is full of trouble, and my life draweth
nigh unto hell.' The majesty of the
Divine Being speaks not IMMEDIATELY,
in a way that man should see HIM :
None can see HIM and live. Do you
try them therefore carefully, and listen
not even to a glorified Jesus, unless you
find he was first crucified."

I follow with close attention the pro-
gress of infant protestantism, because I
am persuaded no scene was ever more
instructive since the apostolic times. It
will not be necessary to watch the refor-
mation so closely, when it became more
involved in civil transactions and was ad-
vanced into secular consequence. The
purest Christianity is generally in the out-
set of religioqs revivals, though it often
happens, that together with the most
scriptural displays of light and holiness,
there appears also the wild fire of fanati-
cism and delusion. It was even so in
the Apostles' days. But how absurdly
do sceptics conclude from the disgraceful
conduct of such men as Stork, Stubner,
and their companions, that enthusiasm
marked the whole progress of Luther-
anism, when, perhaps, no man was ever

* Seek. Addit. p. 193. * Isaiah, xxxviii. 13.
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more remote from that dangerous spirit,
than the Saxon theologian himself! It is,
indeed, no small exercise of patience to
faithful pastors, that while they are guard-
ing their flocks with the utmost solicitude
against gross cheats or fanatical illusions,
they themselves should be uncharitably
accused of supporting these things.
* The true motives of Luther's quitting

his Patmos are now before the reader;
namely, on the one hand, the indiscreet
and even mutinous conduct of certain
sincere friends of the reformation; and
on the other, the conscientious timidity*
of the elector of Saxony, most lament-
ably manifesting itself both in not re-
pressing the wild freaks of genuine en-
thusiasm which had produced so much
disturbance, as also in not supporting
with vigour the diligent and enlightened
clergy of the poorer sort, who not only
laboured without salaries, but were often
imprisoned and otherwise severely pun-
ished for marrying wives, administering
the communion in both kinds, preaching
Luther's sentiments, and, in general, for
transgressing any of the rules and cus-
toms of the Romish Church.f

Every part of this account is in perfect
harmony with the numerous letters, of
Luther, written near the time of his re-
turn to Wittemberg, and also with other
fragments of curious and secret history
relative to these interesting transactions.

* Luther, in one of his letters to Spalati-
nus, rallies his friend respecting the prince's
excessive caution on the following occasion.
The Reformation had proceeded so far, that
several of the divines at Wittemberg had
married wives in the course of the year
1522. Among these was the Protestant
John Bugenhagius; and Luther had request-
ed the elector to give this worthy man some
little present at the time of his marriage
The present came, together with a piece of
venison, but not as sent from the prince, but
from Spalatinus, and there was also added an
injunction of secrecy.—Luther, in returning
thanks, said, u We will keep the thing secret,
don't fear. We knew perfectly well before
you gave this caution, that the present would
come from YOU, not from the PRINCE." See
the Appendix. Bugenhagius.

, i In a letter to Melancthon, Luther men-
tions an additional reason which moved him
to return home; namely, his translation of
the Bible into the German language. This
was a great and very important work, in the
execution of which he stood in need of the
help of his friends. Melch. Adam.

They are, indeed, transactions, which
well deserve the most diligent attention;
in that, they have, as yet, never been dis-
tinctly and collectively detailed by any
writer, and also as they throw much
light on the principles and conduct both
of Luther and his prince. " The whole
world," says the excellent Seckendorf
on this occasion, "cannot produce such
an example of firmness, as appeared in
the Reformer; a firmness too which car-
ried along with it the evident marks of
divine grace, and which withstood effec-
tually, during the remainder of his life,
all the machinations of his enemies."

Luther was at Borna, on his road to
Wittemberg, when he wrote, to the elec-
tor, the letter above alluded to in page
336; and it is sufficiently manifest from
the letter itself, that he had received the
kind warnings sent to him by Frederic,
not to leave his asylum in the present
dangerous circumstances. But neither
the affectionate caution of his friends, nor
the cruel threats of his enemies, could
iruduce the Saxon hero to depart in the
smallest degree from what he thought a
well-marked line of duty. He wrote in
substance as follows, " That the accounts
of what had passed at Wit-
temberg had almost reduced Remarkable
him to a state of despair. £ « 0
lhat everything he had as the Elector,
yet suffered was compara-
tively mere jests and boys' play. He
could not enough lament, or express his
disapprobation of those tumultuous pro-
ceedings : the Gospel was in imminent
danger of being disgraced from this
cause. That, in regard to himself, he
wished the elector to understand most
distinctly, that ALL HIS HOPE AND CONFI-
DENCE depended most entirely on the
j i f hi Th G l h ih

p y
justice of his cause. The Gospel which
he defended and propagated was by no
means a device of his own, but a heaven-
ly gift from Jesus Christ our Lord ; that
himself therefore was a servant of Christ,
and a teacher of the Gospel, and that in
future he intended to go by no other
name. Hitherto, continued he, J have
offered myself for public examination
and inquiry ; not indeed from any neces-
sity, but because I had hoped that so
much humility on my part, might be an
inducement to others to listen to the
truth. But now that I see plainly, this
extreme moderation is, by Satanic art,
turned to the disadvantage of the Gospel,
I mean no longer to concede in the man-
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event without anxiety; and that man
will be found to defend both himself and
others the most bravely, who has the
firmest confidence in God. Your high-
ness has but a feeble reliance on God;
and for that reason I cannot think of rest-
ing my defence and hopes of deliverance
on you. Still you wish to know WHAT
YOUR DUTY is IN THIS BUSINESS ; and you
express a fear that you may not have
been sufficiently active. My answer is,
you have already done TOO MUCH, and
that at present you ought to do nothing.
God does not allow, that either your
highness or myself should defend the
cause of truth by force. If you do but
believe this, you will be quite safe;—but
if not, my faith on this head will remain
unshaken, and I shall be compelled to

ner I have done during the last year,—
not, however, through fear of danger, but
from respect for ray prince. When I
entered WORMS, I dreaded not the innu-
rauerable powers of hell; and surely this
hostile duke George of Leipsic* is not
equal in strength or skill to a single in-
fernal spirit. Moreover, the faithful de-
rive from the Gospel such a fund of
courage and comfort, that they are allow-
ed to invoke God as their father. Well
therefore may I despise the vengeance of
this enraged duke. Indeed, were the
city of Leipsic itself in the same condi-
tion that Wittemberg is, I would not
hesitate to go there, though I were as-
sured that for nine days together the
heavens would pour down duke Georges,
every one of which would be many times
more cruel than the present duke of that jleave you a prey to that anxiety which
name. As it has pleased God to permit j will attend yourincredulity. Iff should
this same duke George to treat Jesus (be taken, or even put to death, you must
Christ with the utmost indignity, it was stand excused, even in the judgment of
doubtless my duty to submit;—nay, I'my best friends, because I have not fol-
have prayed for him often, and will lowed your advice. Think not of op-
again pray for him; though I am per- j posing the emperor by force : permit him
suaded he would kill me with a single to do what he pleases with the lives and
word if it were in his power.—I write properties of your subjects. It seems
these things, that your highness may impossible, however, that he should re-
know, I consider myself, in returning to quire you to be my executioner, when all
Wittemberg, to be under a far more the world know the privileges which be-
powerful protection than any which the long to the place of my nativity. But if
elector of Saxony can afford me. To be j so unreasonable a demand should be
plain, I do not wish to be protected by [made, and your highness wrould make
your highness. It never entered my me acquainted with the fact, I will en-
mind to request your defence of my per-!gage,—whether you do or not believe
son. Nay, it is my decided judgment,' me,—that no harm shall happen to your
that, on the contrary, your highness will highness on my account, either in body,
rather receive support and protection or mind, or estate. Be assured, this
from the prayers of Luther and the good business is decided in the councils of
cause in which he is embarked. It is a!heaven in a very different manner from
cause which does not call for the help of, what it is by the regency at Nuremberg;
the sword. God himself will take care'and we shall shortly see that those who
of it without human aid. I positively now dream they have absolutely devoured
declare, that if I knew your highness in-1 the Gospel, have not as yet even begun
tended to defend me by force, I would their imaginary feast. There is another
not now return to Wittemberg. This is Being, abundantly more powerful than
a case where God alone should direct: the duke George, with whom I have to
and men should stand still and wait the do. This Being knows me perfectly

well; and I trust I have a little know-
ledge of HIM. If your illustrious high-

* The imperial government at Nuremberg i n e s s couid but believe this, you would
had lately issued, in the emperor's absence, ' s e e t n e g j o r y o f G od. B u t y o u r e m a in
and during the confinement or Luther, an i n d a r k n e s s through your-unbelief.—
^ E " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ^ ' i Glory and praise le to God for ever-in consequence, George duke of Saxony, who
had been present in the assembly, and in-
strumental in obtaining- the edict and making
it as severe as possible, was beginning to
persecute, with the greatest cruelty, all per-
sons who adhered to Lutheranism.

; * Comment. Luth. cxix. Melch. Adam.
Seultet. 104.
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So extraordinary a letter has rarely
been penned by a subject and transmitted
to a kind prince, whose directions he was
at .that moment positively disobeying.
But Luther saw a DIVINE HAND in this
whole struggle for Christian liberty!
As to Frederic, we see him trembling for
the safety of Luther; and uneasy in his
conscience lest he should desert the
cause of God. What this wise prince
would have done, in case Charles V. had
seriously demanded Luther's person to
be" given up to the papal vengeance, it
may be hard to say. His prudential
maxims constantly led him to evade such
a crisis, if possible; and as he was well
acquainted with the activity, and also the
violence of Luther's disposition, nothing
could be more natural than for him,
through the medium of his confidential
friends and agents, to have said, "Re-
main in your asylum for the present;
you are under a sentence of condemna-
tion, and you had better not provoke
your enemies to execute it. The duke
George who lives at Leipsic is your in-
veterate enemy, and it seems you have
heard of the severe edict of Nuremberg.*
It is not in my power to defend you be-
yond a certain point. Moreover, were I
disposed to use force, I might lose my
life and property in contending with a
potentate so powerful as the emperor of
Germany. Still I would not shrink

Luther
visited by
Schurff.

himself, but directed a trusty agent,
Jerome Schurff,* to say and do every-
thing which he wished to
have said and done in this
delica*te business. Accord-
ingly, Schurff visited Luther,
and after assuring him of the kindness
and good wTill of the elector, informed
him, it was his highness's desire, that he
should compose a letter to him in a
somewhat different style from the form-
er; a letter, for example, which he might
show to his friends, and to the princes,
and to the other great men of the coun-
try. In this letter he was to give the
reasons which had induced him to return
to Wittemberg, and he might openly
avow that he had taken this step without
the orders of his prince ; at the same time
he ought to make a decent declaration,
that he certainly intended to put no per-
son whatever to inconvenience. >• Schurff
concluded with saying, That the elector's
entire meaning was to prevent sedition ;
that he anxiously desired most particular
care to be taken in that respect; and,
therefore, for the present he would have
Luther to abstain from preaching in the
great Church where the late tumult had
happened ; and lastly, he requested that
this whole negotiation might be kept a
profound secret.

Schurff, in his answer to the elector,
praised Luther to the skies; he looked^~- « « •.»• w — j w •"—' v « * « —. • T v«r *̂ m .». ^ » *-m ^j v • M T A < > A U . A » . I ' * I * * V V - V*. .flL~* \^ I ' l l V> * V W V *. * V/ kJAl M. V> hJ J *. A \ _ / A V V Am. W V»

from my duty. Tell me plainly whatjon him as an apostle and an evangelist
you think I ought to do : perhaps I have j of Christ. He said, all ranks and orders,
been too timid in this momentous af-ilearned and unlearned, were delighted
fair." with the return of the Man, who was

The preceding letter of Luther's must
evidently appear to have been written in
reply to such previous admonitions and
observations as these ;—even though the
greater part of them were not actually to
be found among the several documents
already before the reader.

The elector, upon receiving this an-
swer, was astonished at the intrepidity
of the Reformer; and no doubt concluded,
that, on his own part, the most consum-
mate care and caution were never more
called for than at the present juncture,
for the purpose of tempering the impetu-
osity and fervour of the determinations of
the Man, whom, however, it was impos-
sible he should not both admire and love.
He therefore did not choose to communi-
cate in writing his sentiments to Luther

now daily, in the most admirable man-
ner, teaching true doctrine, and restoring
order everywhere. Lastly, he informed
the elector, that he found Luther com-
pletely disposed to write such a letter as
had been desired.

In fact, Luther transmitted, through
the medium of Schurff, a copy of the re-
quired letter, and left it to the elector to
make such alterations as he should think
necessary; but he added at the same time
these remarkable words, "That most
certainly he would not consent to do any-
thing which would not bear the light:
that for his part, he should not be afraid,
even if his former letter were made pub-
lic : and that in regard to seditious tu-
mults and commotions, he owned he had
hitherto supposed, that the ecclesiastics

* The chief palace of this duke was at
Dresden; but he was often at Leipsic.

* The same person who was Luther's ad-
vocate at Worms,
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would be the greatest sufferers; but on a
diligent review of sacred history, he had
been led to a different opinion. It had
always happened, he said, that the princes
and rulers were themselves the first sa-
crifices to popular fury;—however, not
before they had corrupted themselves,
and ceased to support the true religion."

Frederic in a few days informed
Schurff, that there were in Luther's letter
a few expressions which were rather too
strong, and which therefore he wished
him to alter. Luthur assented.

The letter stands in the Latin edition
of Luther's works without alteration, and
is in substance to this effect:

/'Most illustrious Prince, and most
kind Master;

I have very diligently considered, that,
in returning to Wittemberg without the
permission of your clemency, and even
without so much as asking that permis-
sion, it wras my bounden duty to take
care that this step should in no way
prove injurious to your clemency. For
I am well aware, that, with some ap-
pearance of truth, my conduct is capable
of being represented as causing a multi-
tude of dangers and difficulties to your
person, to your government, and to your
subjects; and more especially to myself,
-—being one, who has reason every hour
to expect a violent death from the impe-
rial edicts and the papal thunders. How-
ever, what can I do ? The most urgent
reasons compel me to this step; the
Divine will is plain, and leaves me no
choice. I must not act a double part to
please any creature in existence. Then
be it so; come what will, I return to
Wittemberg in the name of Jesus Christ,
who is the Lord of life and death.

That your clemency may not be igno-
rant of the just grounds of my conduct, I
have determined to state faithfully the
principal motives which have influenced
my mind in this business.

But in the first place, I would beg
leave to deprecate every supposition,
which proceeds on the idea of my being
moved by pride, or a contempt for the
authority either of the emperor, or of
your clemency, or of any magistrate.
For though it may sometimes happen
that the orders of human governments
cannot be complied with; for example,
when such orders are directly repugnant
to the word of God, yet there is no case
where THE POWERS THAT BE are to be

DESPISED. They are ever to be treated
with the greatest respect. So did Jesus
Christ; who, though he abhorred the
sentence of Pilate, did not on that ac-
count either hurl Csesar from his throne,
or treat his representative with insolent
language.

1. My first motive is, I am called back
by the letters of the Church and the peor
pie of Wittemberg, and this—with much
solicitation and entreaty. Now, since
there is no denying that the reformation,
which has already taken place in that
church, has been effected through my in-
strumentality, and since I cannot but own
myself to be, in an especial manner, the
minister of the Church to which God
hath called me, it was impossible for me
to refuse a prompt compliance with their
request, unless I intended to renounce
altogether that labour and fidelity, which
belongs to true Christian charity and love
of souls.

There are, indeed, those who through-
out execrate our religious emendations,
and call them diabolical: but their im-
pieties will not excuse me at the tribunal
of God, who will judge me not by other
men's consciences, but my own. I am
most firmly persuaded, that from the first,
my preaching and proceeding to divulge
the Gospel of Christ is not of my own
motion, but the work of God. Nor,
through God's help, shall any kind of
death or persecution shake my confidence
in this matter; and 1 believe I rightly
divine, when I say that no terror or cru-
elty will be able to extinguish the light
which already has begun to shine.

2. During my absence from Wittem-
berg, Satan hath made such inroads
among my flock, and raised such commo-
tions, as it is not in my power to repress
by mere writing. My PRESENCE among
my people is absolutely necessary. I
must live with them. I must talk to
them. I must hear them speak. They
must see my mode of proceeding: I must
guide them and do them all the good I
can. They are my children in Christ,
and my conscience will not permit me to
be absent from them any longer. Though
I should offend your clemency, or bring
upon myself the indignation of the whole
world, the pressing necessity of the
church ought in my judgment to take
place of every other consideration.

3. A third motive is, I am much dis-
tressed by a well-grounded apprehension,
that some great and violent sedition will
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arise in Germany, and make that country
undergo grievous punishments for its
contempt and ingratitude towards a kind
Providence. We see, indeed, numbejs
receive the light of the Gospel with
lively approbation and thankfulness ; yet
many are to be found, who abuse the pre-
cious gift to carnal purposes. And there
are those, who, though it is their duty,
by a temperate conduct, to preserve peace
and good order, aim at extinguishing
every spark of heavenly light by cruel
force and persecution; 'and thus do they
madly inflame the bad passions of men,
and, though not aware of it, in fact blow
the trumpet of sedition. All this tends
evidently to the destruction of the coun-
try, and without doubt is a heavy judg-
ment of God for the punishment of the
inhabitants. My sole object in writing
so much was to break to pieces the ec-
clesiastical system of despotism; and
this, in a considerable degree, is done al-
ready. I now suspect it to be the Di-
vine will that matters should proceed
much farther, as was the case with the
JewsL, when, on account of their persecu-
tion of the Gospel, and other wicked-
nesses, it pleased God to destroy, root
and branch, the city of Jerusalem and
the whole Jewish constitution, civil and
religious. It is only lately that I Irave
begun to see, what, however, I might
have seen long ago, because every line
of sacred history clearly shows it, name-
ly, that whether the thing be done with
a good or a bad grace, not only ecclesi-
astical and spiritual dominion, but also
civil and political constitutions, must,
in the end, give way to the Gospel of
Christ.

However, since God, through his pro-
phet Ezekiel, requires us to oppose our-
selves as a wall for the people, I have
judged it needful to obey the Divine com-
mand, and, in concert with my friends,
to take this matter into our most serious
consideration, and to do everything
which we possibly can, in the way of|
instruction, admonition, and exhortation,
to avert, or at least delay for some time
the heavy wrath of God. All I can do,
MAY be in vain, and my enemies may ri-
dicule my attempt; it will nevertheless
be my bounden duty to do everything
which I think may tend to promote the
laudable end I have in view. For I may
venture to add with great truth, and I
wish your clemency to be assured of the
fact, THAT THE DECISIONS IN THE COUNCIL

OF HEAVEN ARE VERY DIFFERENT FROM
THOSE WHICH ARE PRONOUNCED IN THE
IMPERIAL REGENCY AT NUREMBERG; and W6
shall soon see that those who now dream
they have absolutely devoured the Gos-
pel, have not as yet.even begun their
imaginary feast.

4. I could enumerate many other rea-
sons, upon some of which, however, I
do not lay any great stress, because I
have not thoroughly considered them.
It is enough for me that the Gospel is
oppressed, and begins to labour. This
single consideration has too much force
in it for me to neglect my duty out of re-
gard for any mortal being whatever.

I humbly, therefore, beseech your cle-
mency, for these reasons, to take in good
part my return to Wittemberg, without
your clemency's knowledge, without
having asked leave, and without orders.
Your clemency is the Lord of my poor
frail body and little fortunes ; but Christ
is the Lord of the souls which he hath
put under my care; and Christ also hath
given me a spirit for the wprk. By no
means, therefore, must I desert these
souls. I trust my Lord and Master Je-
sus Christ will show himself more pow-
erful than our enemies, and that he will
please to defend and preserve me against
all their fury. But if not, may His good
will be done! On my account, no dan-
ger, no adversity, shall happen to your
clemency. And this promise I dare en-

Wittemberg,
March 14, 1522.

MARTIN LUTHER."

One of the expressions in this letter,
which the elector desired might be sof-
tened, appears to have been that in which
a comparison is made between the deci-
sions in the councils of heaven, and those
in the assembly at Nuremberg. In the
German corrected copy it stands thus,

The decisions in the councils of hea-
ven are very different from those ON
EARTH."

From a letter to hi>s friend Spalatinus,
we collect, that Luther did not quite re-
lish some of the alterations which the
elector had desired to be made. " I am at
this moment," says he, " sending my
letter to the prince ; who, by causing
certain phrases therein to be altered ac-
cording to his own mind, has discovered
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many marks of timidity, and of want of j
faith. This infirmity of his I ought to
bear; but he has insisted on my using
one word which I own does offend me;
namely, in that I am directed to call the
emperor my most KIND, or most -MERCI-
FUL* Lord, when all the world knows he
is to me as hostile as possible; and there
is not an individual who will not laugh
at this downright hypocrisy; yet I would
rather submit to the ridicule and to the
imputation of this species of hypocrisy,
than thwart the infirmity of the prince in
this instance. In regard to my conscience,
I quiet that from the charge of insinceri-
ty thus: It is now the established cus-
tom to address the emperor in tha-t man-
ner ; so that those words are to be con-
sidered as his proper name and title, to
be used by all persons, even those to
whom he has the greatest enmity.—After
all, 1 have a most settled aversion to
hypocritical and disguised ways of speak-
ing : hitherto I have given way to them
quite enough: it is high time I should
stand forth, and speak out."

The pious student of the history of the
Reformation will not think his time mis-
spent in perusing such instructive docu-
ments as these. Their authenticity is
indisputable; and they throw more light
on the secret springs and movements of
infant protestantism, than long chapters
of modern speculation concerning the ef-
ficacy of secondary causes. It is much
to be lamented that they have not as yet
found their way into our most celebrated
ecclesiastical histories. They have pro-
bably been deemed to contain too many
religious reflections for the taste of the
times. Certainly, it is not to be denied,
that they lead the mind to see and adore
the kindness and wisdom of an overrul-
ing Providence, which, by directing its
various instruments according to the
counsels of His own will, brought about,
during the sixteenth century, the most
wonderful and unexpected events in the
Church. It has often been said, that
nothing could have been done without
the intrepidity of honest Luther. Let
this be admitted ; but let it not be added,
that " such cautious men as the elector
of Saxony could be of no use in the great
struggle for Christian liberty." This
very prince was the instrument of pre-
serving the life of the intrepid Luther;
and it seems utterly improbable that that

inestimable life could have been saved
during such a storm of papal fury, aided
by immense papal power, unless there
had been in Frederic THE WISE, besides
his extreme caution, an extraordinary
assemblage of qualities which added

reat weight and authority to his charac-
ter. Whoever reflects on these things
with scriptural ideas in his mind, will
doubtless see the operation of a divine
hand in raising up this excellent prince
to preserve Martin Luther from the
flames, to which he was condemned by
Charles V. and Leo X. as well as in
bringing into the scene of public action
this eminent Reformer himself at the
critical time when there wanted so dis-
interested and daring a spirit, and so
wise an interpreter of the sacred oracles.

Luther, on his return to Wittemberg,
resumed his favourite employment of
preaching. He had to inform the judg-
ment and calm the passions
of a distracted multitude. Luther, on
Few persons, however, have ^wmem-
been better qualified for the berg, preacb-
arduous task. He possessed Jfm

SgVeral

in a very hi<rh degree the re- imes*
quisites which the most approved in-
structors in the art of eloquence have
wished their pupils either to be endowed
with by nature or to acquire by diligence.
There prevailed almost universally a
fixed opinion of his unexampled integrity,
and of his extraordinary knowledge of
the Scriptures. His great skill in the
German language has been mentioned
before :* to all which, if we add the im-
mense importance of the subjects he had
to handle, and his affectionate manner of
addressing his countrymen, we may cease
to wonder that Luther's discourses from
the pulpit should have produced that
happy restoration of peace and good or-
der, which, quickly after his arrival at
Wittembercr, are known to have taken
place both in the town and the university.

The substance of seven of these dis-
courses is to be found in Luther's writ-
ings. As no time was to be lost, they
were preached in rapid succession : and
as H was of immense consequence, in
the unsettled state of the minds of the
people, that the great Christian rules
for a quiet and peaceable conduct, and
for submission to authority, should be
clearly set forth, forcibly impressed, and
well remembered; the preacher, there-

* Dominum elemcntissimum. * See page 310.
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fore, in these practical harangues was
uncommonly grave, concise, and perspi-
cuous. He showed his hearers, with
how much charity and tender considera-
tion the weakest brethren should be
treated ;—that various inconveniences in
the external state of the church should
be dispensed with, till the minds of men
were sufficiently ripened to admit of
more improvement;—that communion in
both kinds ought not to be introduced by
force, but that the people should be per-
suaded to it by substantial arguments;
and, that in the mean time those, who
pleased, might still adhere to the cus-
tomary mode, without suffering molesta-
tion;—that the existence of images in
the church might be tolerated for the pre-
sent, though he wished to see their total
abolition;—that adoration of them, how-
ever, ought by no means to be counte-
nanced, but strongly protested against,
by every Christian. He reprehended the
promiscuous concourse to the Lord's sup-
per, and insisted on a godly preparation,
especially a lively faith in the Redeemer,
without which the sacrament itself was
nugatory.

Luther, on his first appearance in the
pulpit, addressed his audience to the fol-
lowing effect. " Once more I am allow-
ed to sound the Gospel in your ears;
once more you may derive benefit from
my exhortation. By and by death will
come, and then we can do one another
no good. How necessary therefore is it,
that every individual should be furnished
with the principles which are to support
him at that awful moment! These prin-
ciples are the great doctrines of Chris-
tianity; and by treasuring them up in
your memories, you will act like wise
men, and be fortified against the attacks
of the enemy. I have often explained
them to you on former occasions, and
you have often granted me a kind and
patient hearing. At present I would be
as concise as possible.

Firstly; That we are by nature chil-
dren of wrath, and that all our own
thoughts, our affections, and our works,
can do us no good, is a fundamental
truth, and we should have some solid
scriptural passage always at hand to
prove it. The Bible is full of passages
which imply the very essence of this
doctrine; but the third verse of the se-
cond chapter of the epistle to the Ephe-
sians is directly to the purpose. Fix
that verse deep in your mind ; i We are

VOL. II, 30

all,' says the apostle, * children of wrath.'
Beware, then, of saying, I have built a
church, I have founded a mass, and such
like.

Secondly; The great and good Jehovah
sent his only Son to us, that we might
believe on him; and that whosoever does
believe on him, might be free from the
law of sin, and become a child of God.
He gave them, says St. John, power to
become the sons of God, namely, to
those who should believe on his name,
In support of this point also, we should
be well furnished with scriptural proofs,
with which, as with the shield of Achilles,
we may defend ourselves from the darts
of the WICKED ONE. However, to con-
fess the truth, I have not observed you
to be deficient in the knowledge of either
of these two fundamental articles of reli-
gion. I have preached on them very
often before you ; and I am not ashamed
to own, that several of you are much
more capable than I am of defending
them by scriptural authority.

But there is a third point, my dear
friends, which we ought earnestly to
aim at,—namely, to do good to each
other in love; as Christ hath shown his
love to us by his works. Without this
love, faith is a cold speculation, and of
no account. So says St. Paul, 'Though
I speak with the tongues of men and of
angels, and have all faith, and have not
charity, I am nothing.' In this, dear
friends, ye are, as yet, greatly defective.
Nay, not a single vestige of love can I
discover in you; a plain proof that ye
are not grateful to God for his rich mer-
cies.

Beware, then, lest Wittemberg should
become like Capernaum. Ye can dis-
course excellently on the doctrines which
have been preached to you; ye can even
dispute acutely concerning charity. But
this does not make a Christian. The
kingdom of God does not consist in
talk, but in power, that is, in works, and
in practice. God loves the doers of the
word in faith and love, and not the
mere hearers, who, like parrots, have
learnt to utter certain expressions with
readiness. Once more; faith without
love is, as it were, a dream, an image of
faith ; just as the appearance of a face in
a glass is not a real face.

Fourthly, continues Luther, we have
need of patience. There must be perse-
cution. Satan never sleeps ; but is con-
stantly contriving something that is mat-
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ter for our patience. Now patience be-
gets hope. The Christian learns entirely
to commit his cause to God ; his faith in-
creases more and more, and he grows
stronger every day.

The heart which is furnished with
these spiritual gifts thinks little of its
own private advantages; but overflows
with good-will towards his brother, and
for his sake forbears to do many things,
which otherwise he might be allowed to
do. 'All things,' says St. Paul, 'are
lawful to me, but all things are not ex-
pedient;' for all have not made equal
advances in faith.

To be plain; we ought to bear with
the infirmities of our brethren, and to
feed them with milk; and not to be so
selfish as to think of arriving at heaven
ALONE, but rather to try whether wTe
cannot gain our brethren by kindness,
and make them our companions in the
road to the mansions of the blessed,
though, for the present, they may be ini-
mical to us.—For example, if I had been
with you lately, when ye were abolish-
ing the masses, I should have endea-
voured to moderate your heat and impe-
tuosity. Your cause was good, but was
managed by you with too much vio-
lence. There are, I trust, among the
opposite party, many brothers and sis-
ters who belong to us, and must be drawn
to us with the cords of love. Let your
faith be firm as a rock; but let your cha-
rity be pliable, and accommodated to the
circumstances of your neighbour. Some
can only creep, others can walk briskly,
and others again are so swift that they
can almost fly.

The error of those, who abolished the
masses, consisted, not in doing a thing
that was wrong in itself, but in not doing
what they did in a right manner. Their
proceedings were most rash and precipi-
tate, and inconsistent with all the laws
of order; and no wonder, therefore, that
they gave great offence to their neigh-
bours. Such a business should not have
been undertaken without serious prayers
to God in the first place: and in the
next place the assent of the magistrates
should have been obtained: and thus it
would have been manifest that these
new regulations were ordained of God.
Long ago I might have taken the same
step, if I had thought it either lawful or
prudent. But the truth is, I so entirely
disapprove the spirit with which you
have acted, that if the mass were not in

itself an abomination, I should be dis-
posed to re-establish it. I could indeed
plead your cause before the pope, but I
cannot acquit you of having fallen into
the snares of Satan. I wish you had
asked my advice, which you might easi-
ly have done; I was at no such great
distance."

In a subsequent discourse, in prosecu-
tion of the same subject, he spake thus :
"That the private masses ought to be
abolished is as clear as that God is to be
worshipped ; and with my voice and my
pen I would strenuously maintain that
they are a most horrid abomination. Yet
I would not pull away by force any one
person from the mass. Let us preach
the Gospel; and commit the event to
the Divine will. Let us say, * Beloved
countrymen, abstain, I beseech you, in
future, from the mass. Indeed, it is a
blasphemous practice, and most highly
offensive to Almighty God.' But by no
means would I compel them, especially
by the hasty and intemperate decision of
a mob, to comply with our forms of sa-
cramental communion. No; I would
instruct, I would admonish them from
the sacred pages, and if they took my
advice I should have happily gained
them over to the truth; but if not, it
does not become me to drag them away
by the hair of the head, or to use vio-
lence of any other kind; but rather to
leave the word of God to its own opera-
tion, and to pray for them. By acting
in this manner, the force of Scripture
will penetrate the hearts of men, and
produce an effectual and a durable change
of sentiment. Proselytes will be made
gradually; and when men are become,
in general, of the same mind, then they
will agree in laying aside their erroneous
forms and ceremonies. In all this I am
far from wishing to restore the use of the
mass. If it be abrogated, let it remain

All I affirm is, what you must be
convinced of, namely, that faith, in its
very nature, is incapable of restraint or
coercion.

As an example, reflect on my conduct
in the affair of the Indulgences. I had
the whole body of the papists to oppose,
I preached, I wrote, I pressed on men's
consciences with the greatest earnest-
ness the positive declarations of the
word of God, but I used not a particle of
wee or constraint. What has been the
consequence I This same Word of God
has, while I was asleep in my bed, given
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such a blow to papal despotism, as no
one of the German princes, not even the
emperor himself could have done. It is
not I, I repeat it, it is the Divine Wore
which has done everything. Had ii
been right to have aimed at a reform by
violence and tumults, it would have been
easy for me to have deluged Germany
with blood ; nay, had I been in the least
inclined to promote sedition, it was in
my power when I was at Worms, to
have endangered the safety even of the
emperor himself. The devil smiles in
secret when men pretend to support reli-
gion by seditious tumults; but he is cut
to the heart, when he sees them, in
faith and patience, rely on the written
word."

These extracts'from Luther's sermons
may suffice as specimens of the wisdom
and discretion with which that Reformer
addressed and directed his congregation
in a critical extremity, when the best
friends of the protestant cause was al-
most in despair. They may also have
other important uses, especially when
taken in connexion with the other parts
of this circumstantial account of Luther's
motives for leaving the castle of Wart-
burg. For example; they demonstrate,
in general, the enlightened state of the
mind of the great German Reformer at
this very early period of the reformation ;
and they furnish the completest answer
to the invidious conjecture of those, who
have imagined that the ** true reason of
his displeasure at the proceedings of Ca-
rolstadt was, that he could not bear to
see another crowned with the glory of
executing a PLAN which he had laid."*

* The facts prove that Luther laid down
no plan at all. His eyes opened by degrees,
and he was faithful to the light afforded
him. He acted to the best of his judgment
always at the moment, and committed his
cause to God, completely ignorant of what
he might be called to do or to suffer; but as
completely disposed to obey what should ap-
pear to him to be the Divine will. The
learned translator of Mosheim, in his note,
quoted above in the text, supposes that Lu-
ther was ambitious of appearing as the prin-
cipal Reformer. There is no doubt but he
was in FACT the PRINCIPAL. Neither the
caution of Frederic, nor the erudition of Me-
lancthon, could have done much without the
judgment, the vigour, and the activity of;
Luther. Be it granted then, that this Re-1
former was ambitious of appearing- WHAT HE|
REALLY WAS; what is this but saving thai'

The people of Wittemberg heard their
beloved pastor with the greatest satisfac-
tion : and again tranquillity and concord
began to flourish in the Church. The
importance of Carolstadt vanished before
the influence of Luther; and,
after various travels and Death of
schemes, he became fixed at CZ°i)!i53L
Basil, where he exercised the
pastoral office for ten years, and died in
1531.*

Luther, in a letter to the Prior of Eis-
leben, gives the following concise ac-
count of the misunderstanding between
Carolstadt and himself:

" I offended Carolstadt," says he,
'because I annulled his institutions;

though I by no means condemned his
doctrine. In one point, however, he
grieved me much. I found him taking
prodigious pains about ceremonies and
things external, and, at the same time,
very negligent in inculcating the essen*
tial principles of Christianity; namely,
faith and charity. By his injudicious

he was but a man? St. Paul himself did
not like to build upon another man's foun-
dation. As to the glory of executing a plan
by riot and tumult, nothing- could be more
contrary to Luther's principles than the use
of force and violence, or than the breach of
peace and decorum. See his life by Melanc-
hon, in the Appendix to this Vol. See also

Luther's Warnings against Sedition and
Tumult. " In this last tract he exhorts all
men, not so much as to mention his name
in a sectarian view; not to call themselves
Lutherans, but Christians. "The doctrine,"
says he, "is not mine, nor was I crucified
for any one. Paul and Peter forbad the peo-
ple to call themselves after their names : why
should I, who am soon to be food for worms,
desire the children of Christ to be called by
the name of so poor a creature? By no
means! No 1 No! Let us have done with
factious appellations; and be called Chris-
ians, because we possess the doctrine of
Christianity. The Papists have very pro*
perly another name, because they are not
:ontent with Christ's name, and Christ's

doctrine; they choose to be called Papists.
Be it so; because they have a master. I
desire to be no man's master. I hold, with
the Church, the doctrine which bclong-s to
us all in common, and of which Christ alone
is the author." Seek. Ind. III. Suppl.

* As Carolstadt at length joined the Zuing-*
ian communion, any further account of him
ill more properly fall in with the history of

hat church, than with the history of Luther-*
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method of teaching, he had induced
many of the people to think themselves
Christians, however deficient in these
graces, provided they did but communi-
cate in both kinds, take the consecrated
elements into their own hands, refuse
private confession, and break images
Observe how the malice of Satan at-
tempts to ruin the Gospel in a new way.
All along, my object has been, by in-
struction, to emancipate the consciences
of men from the bondage of human in-
ventions of every kind; and then the
papal fooleries would soon fall of them-
selves by common consent. But Carol-
stadt suddenly set himself up as a new
teacher, and by his own arbitrary insti-
tutions endeavoured to ruin my credit
with the people."

There now only remained, as an object
of contention, the turbulence and fanati-
cism of the prophets, mentioned some

pages before.* The asso-
Treatment ciates of Stubner pressed him
Prophets. ô defend his pretensions

openly, and to confront the
Reformer, who, by his sermons and his
authority, had nearly restored peace and
unanimity among the people. With
much reluctance, Luther consented to
hold a conference, in the presence of Me-
lancthon, with this enthusiast and Cella-
ry, and another of the same fanatical
sect. Our sagacious Reformer patiently
heard the prophet relate his visions ; and
when the harangue was finished, recol-
lecting that nonsense was incapable of
confutation, he briefly admonished him to
take care what he did. You have men-
tioned, said he, nothing1 that has the least
support in Scripture ; the whole seems
rather an ebullition of imagination, or,
perhaps, the fraudulent suggestion of an
evil spirit. Cellary, in a storm of indig-
nation, stamped on the ground, struck
the table with his hands, and expressed
the most lively resentment that Luther
should dare to say such things of so di-
vine a personage. Stubner, with more
calmness, told Luther he would give
him a proof that, he was influenced by
the Divine Spirit; for, said he, I wiil
reveal your own thoughts at this mo-
ment. You are inclined to believe my
doctrine true, notwithstanding what has
passed. The man, however, was totally
mistaken in his conjecture;—for Luther|
afterwards declared that he was then

• Page 341.

meditating on the divine sentence, "the
Lord rebuke thee, Satan." The prophets
now boasted and threatened, in the most
pompous, and extravagant terms, what
surprising things they would do to es-
tablish their commission; but Luther
thought proper to put an end to the con-
versation by dismissing them with these
words, " The God whom I serve and
adore will confound your vanities." That
very day they left the town, and sent
letters to Luther full of execrations and
abuse. The leaders, however, being
gone, their disciples dwindled in num-
ber ; and for the present the delusion
was quashed."#

It was not, however, in the power of
Luther, to infuse into all his followers
the moderate and cautious spirit with
which he himself, notwithstanding the
warmth of his temper, was constantly
possessed. He expresses his gripf, that
many monks, deserting their monaste-
ries, flocked to Wittemberg, and married
immediately, actuated by no better mo-
tives than those of mere sensuality ; from
which he foresaw the scandal which
would arise against the Gospel. He
complains that wickedness still abound-
ed among those who professed to abhor
the papacy, and that they had the king-
dom of God among them too much in
WORD, instead of power.j" There were,
however, some of those that deserted the
monasteries, who gave the most shining
proofs of genuine godliness, and who
were the most active instruments of the
propagation of the Gospel. Nor were
their labours, or those of Luther, in vain:
many souls were turned from the power
of Satan to God. It required only the
exercise of common candour and equity
to acknowledge the utility of the Refor-
mation in these and other important in-
stances, and not to expect from the la-
bours of a few upright pastors the entire
renovation of the human species. Lu-
ther's zeal was no less vehement against
the ABUSE of Christian liberty, than it
was against papal bondage ; he was cau-
tious and slow in the promotion of exter-
nal changes in the church, ardent and
intent on the advancement of internal re-

* These fanatical prophets opposed the
baptism of infants; and appear to have been
among the very first of the turbulent German
anabaptists;—a sect, which ought never to
be confounded with the baptists of our times.
Melch. Adam.

f Comment, de Luth. cxxiii.
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lig-ion; he lamented the perverseness o
hypocritical professors; he checked th<
ferocious spirits of the forward and tin
turbulent; and demonstrated his own sin
cerity by a perfect contempt of all secu
ular arts to obtain applause and popular-
ity. It was not to be supposed, that al
men who had been habituated to folly
and wickedness under the popedom
should immediately, on hearing his ser
mons, commence real saints ; it is rathei
to be admired as a great effect of divinf
grace, that so many gave substantial
proofs of genuine conversion.

His personal circumstances were al;
this time truly distressing. He thus de-
scribes them in a letter to Gerbelius of
Strasburg.* " I am now encompassed
with no guards, but those of heaven; I
live in the midst of enemies, who have a
legal power of killing me every hour,
This is the way in which I comfort my-
self; I know that Christ is Lord of all,
that the Father hath put all things under
his feet, among the rest the wrath of the
emperor, and all evil spirits. If it please
Christ that I should be slain, let me die
in his name; if it do not please him,
who shall slay me 1 Do you only, with
your friends, take care to assist the cause
of the Gospel by your prayers.—For,
through our grievous ingratitude, we hold
the Gospel in word only, and not in
power, and are more elated in knowledge
than edified in charity, I fear our Ger-
many will be drenched in blood." To
Langus the pastor of Erfurt he wrote
thus: " I must not come to you; it be-
hoveth me not to tempt God, by seeking
dangers elsewhere, when I am full of
them here already, excluded as I am by
the papal and imperial anathemas, ex-
posed to be murdered by any one, abso-
lutely with no protection except that
which is from above."

Amidst all these difficulties, however,
he remitted not his usual vigor and ac-
tivity. During his confinement he had

studied the Hebrew tongue
Luther with persevering industry,
«ieNehw a n d h a d translated the whole
Testament New Testament into the Ger-
A^TfsS? man l a ngu age« And in tne

course of this year, 1522, he
Testament Polished the version. He
A. D. 1530. then proceeded to apply his

Hebrew studies to the trans-
lation of the Old Testament, which he

* Epist. Lib. 2.
30*

also published gradually, and finished
the whole in the year 1530. In this work
he was much assisted by the labour and
advice of several of his friends, particu-
larly Justus Jonas and Philip Melancthon.
The whole performance itself was a
monument of that astonishing industry
which marked the character of this Ke-
former. The effects of this labour were
soon felt in Germany; immense numbers
now read in their own language the pre-
cious word of God, and saw with their
own eyes the just foundations of the Lu
theran doctrine. To decide on the merits
of Luther's translation, would require
not only an exact knowledge of the He-
brew and Greek, but also of the German
language; certainly it was elegant and
perspicuous, and, beyond comparison,
preferable to any scriptural publication
which had before been known to the
populace. It is probable that this work
had many defects ; but that it was in the
main fajthful and sound, may be fairly
presumed from the solid understanding,
biblical learning, and multifarious know-
ledge of the author and his coadjutors.
A more acceptable present could scarcely
have been conferred on men, who were
merging out of darkness; and the ex-
mple being followed soon after by re-

formers in other nations, the real know-
edge of Scripture, if we take into the

account the effects of the art of printing-,
was facilitated to a surprising degree. "

The papacy saw all this, and sighed
ndignant.

Emser, a doctor of Leipsic, endeavour-
ed to depreciate the credit of Luther's
version; and the popish princes, within
;he bounds of their respective dominions,
ordered the work to be burnt. Nor was
:heir resentment appeased by the advice
which Luther openly gave to their sub-
ects, which was this,—patiently to bear

their sufferings without resisting their
governors, but not to come forward vo-
luntarily and deliver up their German
bibles, nor to do any act, which might
testify an approbation of the requisitions
f their superiors on the occasion.
In the mean time, George of Saxony,

ncensed at the growth of Lutheranism,
and expostulating repeatedly
with his nephew the elector, The duke

. /* t ' J 4. i_ George is

on account of his conduct, be- enraged at
gan to encourage the papal the growth
bishops to exert themselves JJniiS£i.hei:"
n their respective dioceses,
mong these, John a Schleinig, bishop
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of Misnia, commenced an episcopal vi-
sitation in this year. The elector refused
not his consent; too timid to withstand
openly the power of the popedom, and
too conscientious to undertake the deci-
sion of theological cases, to which he
confessed his knowledge to be inade-
quate. A long course of superstitious
servility from his early years had en-
feebled, in religious matters, the intel-
lectual powers of this prince, which, in
secular affairs, were justly looked on as
exceedingly eminent. His labours and
expense in the collection of relics had
been astonishing; yet, amidst all his su-
perstitions, doubts, and embarrassments,
he had constantly preserved a secret pre-
dilection for something of evangelical
truth; and, on no occasion would per-
mit it to be oppressed by violence, though
through life he- never openly supported
it.* Thus, in the course of divine Pro-
vidence, the foundations of the Reforma-
tion were laid in Germany by the preach-
ing and exposition of the word of God,
with no more aid from the civil power
than that of a connivance, firm indeed
and unalterable, but ever bearing the

• There is on record a notable instance of
the resolute determination of this good prince
to protect his subjects from papal cruelty.
A clergyman of Schmeiedberg, in the elec-
torate of Frederic, complained to the elector,
that attempts had been made to carry him
away by force to Stolpen, the place of the re-
sidence of the bishop of Misnia. This bishop
also, about the same time, having before ac-
cused the said clergyman of not appearing
to a citation which he had sent to him, had
entreated the prince to compel his subject to
obedience. Frederic replied, that the grounds
of the citation ought to have been stated;
and that he would not permit his clergy to
be taken by force, and carried out of his do-
minions, without his knowledge and appro-
bation. The fault of this clergyman appears
to have been, that he laboured under the
suspicion of being married. Some other
cases of a like sort happened during this
year. The bishop remonstrated; but Fre-
deric continued steady ; and would allow no
force to be employed against his clergy.
Further, he desired the bishop to appeal to
him no more against them on the account of
their being married. He might use, he said,
his ecclesiastical jurisdiction against them,
if he pleased. The elector had learnt, that
this tyrannical bishop had shut up in a noi-
some prison, three clergymen belonging to
the district of duke George; and had actually
put another to death. Seek.

marks of hesitation and indecision. That
Frederic should permit the bishop of Mis-
nia, an avowed and professional adver-
sary of Luther, to visit the churches,
might alarm the minds of many; but it
produced no mischievous effects. He
preached, he warned, he expostulated,
through the diocese; but the papal ar-
guments were now stale, insipid, and
ineffective. So much light had been dif-
fused through Saxony, that this prelate's
defence of masses, of communion in one
kind, of the pope's authority and infalli-
bility, and of the rest of the Romish te-
nets, appeared ridiculous to the laity.
Other bishops, with the consent of the
elector, made the same peregrinations
with the same effect; and it required all
the power and rigour of the Duke George
to keep his own subjects within the
bounds of papal obedience. So much
more happy did the subjects of Frederic,
who enjoyed liberty of conscience, seem
to be than themselves, who remained pa-
pists by constraint; and so much light,
from the proximity of their situation, had
they received concerning the nature of
true religion.*

But the difficulties of providing for
the instruction and edification of the Lu-
theran churches began now to be more
and more apparent. It was not possible,
that public worship and the administra-
tion of the sacraments could be conduct-
ed decently and in order without some
plan of ecclesiastical discipline. The
court would do no more than grant a tacit
protection to the pastors; and the great
personal authority of Luther seemed to
be the only cement of union among those
who loved the Gospel. It was easy to
foresee what feuds and divisions might
arise from so uncertain and fluctuating a
state of the church; and there was no
opportunity of forming a general synod
of pastors and elders, who might regu-
late the external state of religion. On
the one hand, the bishops, and many of
the clergy and monks, who still adhered
to the old system, laboured to harass and
perplex the minds of all serious inquirers
after Divine truth; and on the other,
many of the people panted for the benefit
of a church order, more emancipated
from superstitions, and better adapted to
the evangelical ideas which they were
continually receiving, either from read-

* Archiv. Vin,
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jng the books or hearing" the sermons of
Luther and his associates. In this crisis
the Reformer was consulted by the paro-
chial clergy of some of the principal
towns in Saxony, who approved of the
alterations which he had introduced into
Wittemberg with the consent of the in-
habitants and the connivance of the
elector, and who, therefore, were anxious
to inquire and try whether improvements
of a similar kind might not be made in
other places. This application gave rise
to a little treatise, which Luther, in the
year 1523, published and dedicated to
Nicholas Hausman, the pastor of Zwic-
kau, whom the author revered very high-
ly, as has been already observed. The
exordium of this tract may deserve to be
quoted, as it will sufficiently explain the
principles of the external Reformation
which was gradually introduced into va-
rious parts of Germany, where Lutherism
prevailed, and illustrate the customs of
the churches while they were yet in an
imperfect state of discipline. "Hither-
to," said he, "by books, and by preach-
ing, I have laboured among the people,
to inform their minds and to draw their
hearts from false dependencies ; thinking
it a Christian employment, if possible,
to BREAK WITHOUT HANDS* the abomina-
tion which Satan, by the man of sin, had
set up in the holy place. I have at-
tempted nothing forcibly, nothing impe-
riously ; nor have I changed old customs ;
being always afraid of doing mischief,
partly on account of those who are weak
in the faith, and cannot suddenly be di-
vested of old prejudices, or induced to
acquiesce in new modes of worship, but
principally because of those light and
fastidious spirits, who rush on without
faith and without understanding, and de-
light in novelty only, and are presently
disgusted, when the charms of novelty
have ceased. In other subjects, persons
of this turn of mind are sufficiently trou-
blesome ; in religion, however, they are
peculiarly so: still it is my duty to bear
them, though my temper must thereby
be tried to the utmost;—unless, indeed,
I were to cease all my attempts to spread
the Gospel among the public. But, as I
now flatter myself that the hearts of
many are both enlightened and strength-
ened by the grace of God, and as the cir-
cumstances require that scandals should

t length be removed out of the kingdom
of Christ, we ought to attempt some-
thing in HIS NAME. For it is highly pro-
per, that we should consult for the good
of the few, lest while we perpetually
dread the levity and abuses of the many,
we should do good to none; and lest,
while we dread future scandals, we should
confirm the general abominations. We
will therefore endeavour, in the sacra-
mental forms, so to regulate the use of
them, that we may not only instruct the
hearts of the people, but also recommend
a public administration of them, without
pretending to impose our own ideas upon
others. And we entreat the brethren
leartily, through Jesus Christ, that if

anything better be revealed to them, they
would exhibit it, that the public benefit
may be conducted by public council."—
The whole passage seems to be a memo-
rable evidence of that thoughtfulness
and caution, which marked the conduct
of this early Reformer in all his public
proceedings. On this plan he undertook
to remove some of the most flagrant
abuses in Baptism and the Lord's Sup-
per, and to recommend communion in
both kind?, at the same time that he still
tolerated, till a more favourable opportu-
nity occurred, many lesser matters not
directly sinful, though inconvenient and
useless : for the zeal of Luther, like that
of St. Paul, exerted all its vehemence on
the essentials of salvation,— real Faith,
and real Piety. In externals and cere-
monious subjects, he would, to many
protestants, appear too remiss, especially
to those who have not considered so
much, as he did, the danger of needless
divisions.

He complained, however, of an evil
in the great church at Wittemberg, which
it was not in his power to rectify, name-
ly, the celebration of private masses, in
which the very essence of religious mer-
chandise and religious imposture con-
sisted.* It is not easy to exculpate the
elector of Saxony on this article, as he
must have well known the danger and
mischief of the traffic; but he appears
either not to have had the fortitude to op-
pose the abomination, or, what is more
probable, to have had some method of

* Dan. viii. 25.

* By means of these masses, those wlio
had money supposed that they could secure
to themselves the favour of God, in their
journeys, voyages, and such like, and even
after death. Luth. Op. II. 348,
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pacifying his conscience in tolerating the
nuisance.* Not long after, it please*
God to remove by death some of th
more obstinate canons of Wittemberg,
and Luther found an opportunity of gra-
dually annihilating this great bulwark oi
popery. Neither did it escape the saga-
city of our Reformer, that the alterations
which were daily taking place, in conse-
quence of the protestant doctrines, would
in many instances be attended with a
dangerous redundance of ecclesiastical
revenue. The monasteries and colleges
would soon be deserted, and it was no
probable that new inhabitants would suc-
ceed the old ones. Luther foresaw thai
much scandal and great abuses mighi
arise from this circumstance, unless cer-
tain effectual precautions were taken in
due time, to prevent the superfluous mo-
ney from becoming a temptation to the
rapacity or covetousness of worldly
minded men. He therefore published
his thoughts freely on this delicate sub-
ject respecting the proper application of
ecclesiastical property; and thereby, as
might be expected, gave prodigious of-
fence to the papal party. The little
tract is in the German language, and has
been called the COMMON TREASURY, be-
cause he proposed that a sort of common
treasury should be made of the above-
mentioned ecclesiastical revenues, and be
applied to the erection of schools and
hospitals, the maintenance of preachers,
and other pious and laudable objects.
Luther, for merely giving this advice,
was accused of setting up himself, by
his own private authority, as the supreme
lawgiver, and also of attempting to gra-
tify the German princes with the plun-
der of the church.j" But there is not
the least foundation for either of these
charges.

During these unceasing efforts of the
Reformer to promote the glory of God
in the recovery and establishment of
Christian liberty, his grand adversary,
George duke of Saxony, had strained
every nerve in opposition to the good
cause, and, by continual exertions in
support of the declining credit of the
papal system, manifested his bigoted
attachment to that corrupt communion.
This faithful son of the Romish church,
having in vain endeavoured, by repeated
remonstrances, to persuade the elector to

use his authority in repressing the new
religion, resolved to try whether he
might not have better success with John
duke of Saxony, the brother of Frederic.
In a letter written with his own hand, he
complained heavily to this prince of the
heretical transactions at Wittemberg and
Zwickau, and of the remissness of his
brother the elector. The faithful clergy
wTere insulted and even pelted with
stones, while those of the Lutheran sect
married wives, and wrote books in de-
fence of the marriages of the-monks.
There were even some who were desti-
tute of all religion, and denied the im-
mortality of the soul. All these evils,
he said, proceeded from the novel doc-
trines of the arch-heretic ; and gave him
the more pain, since he had found the
contagion was spreading among his own
subjects. He concluded with beseech-
ing his nephew John to do his utmost to
convince the elector Frederic how abso-
lutely necessary it was become that he
should clear himself of the suspicion of
heresy, either by punishing the innova-
tors, or at least openly expressing his
disapprobation of their proceedings. He
would gladly concur, he said, w7ith his
two nephews in suppressing the growing
mischief, and had more to say on this
subject. To this exhortation, John duke
of Saxony, who will shortly appear to
have been a staunch protestant, and who
well knew how fruitless would be any
attempt to argue with his prejudiced un-
cle, returned no more than a concise and
civil reply,—that he would not fail to
communicate with his brother the elec-
tor, and would be ready to pay due at-
tention to any further advice the duke
jreorge might think proper to give.

But George, the most determined bigot
of the age, was not satisfied with using
persuasions only. He had recourse to
what he supposed more efficacious me-
thods of securing the unity of the church.
Under the authority of the emperor, and
in concert with Alexander and other ene-
mies of the reformation, he had procured
the severe edict of Nuremberg,* and was
labouring in every way he could devise
to render it effective. It was in obe-
dience to the special directions of this
edict that the bishops began their penal
and coercive visitations ; and it was un-
der the sanction of the same tyrannical

* Sec. 217—223. 274—276.
tDu Pin. Mahnbourg, 55.

* Seek. 190. See also the note in p. 344
of this Vol.
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measure, that George, by imprisonments
and other cruelties, supported, through
every part of his own territory, the eccle-
siastical inquisitions. Moreover, this
active zealot, to render his plans of per-
secution more extensive, tried once
more, by a literary correspondence, to
obtain the co-operation of the elector of
Saxony. He said, the reputation of that
wise prince was suffering from a want of
vigorous animadversion on the apostate
clergy: he had heard, during his stay
at Nuremberg, many reports of the pro-
fane doctrines and irregular practices of
the schismatics under Frederic's jurisdic-
tion : and to be brief, he neither under-
stood nor wished to understand, all the
obscure hints which were thrown out to
the disadvantage of his nephew.

Upon the elector's demanding an ex-
planation of this innuendo, he owned,
that he had not heard of any specific
charge being made against the person of
Frederic, but that nevertheless numbers
of people expressed their astonishment,
that so good a prince should tolerate the
heresy and disobedience even of his own
professors and teachers. A doctor and
ex-monk at Eislenberg, named Gabriel,*
was said to be a principal instigator of
all this mischief. Moreover, they ac-
cused Carolstadt of being married, and
Melancthon of doing such things as the
very Hussites would have held in abhor-
rence. The duke George protested that
the hearing of these things gave him the
greatest concern ; and he heartily wished
that those, who boasted of having caused
so much evangelical light in the elector-
ate of Frederic, had been preaching their
Gospel at Constantinople; for he was
sure they had brought upon their prince,
now in his old age, abundance of igno-
minious reflections. He concluded with
earnestly exhorting the elector to punish
most severely the refractory monks and
priests, and thereby give proof of his
piety and regard to duty.

The elector replied concisely, but with
great prudence and moderation. He had
hoped, he said, that the duke his uncle
on such an occasion would have behaved
like a friend and a Christian; that he
would not have given credit to slander-
ous reports, but have defended him from
the charge of countenancing irreligion
and impiety. Reports of that sort were
to be despised, and their punishment left

See Appendix, Gabriel.

to the Almighty. He himself should
never approve anything that was contra-
ry to the honour of God, the sound judg-
ment of the holy fathers, and the salva-
tion of mankind : and as to those who
were guilty in these respects, it was at
their own peril, they must take the con-
sequences; and should they prove to be
his own subjects, he would assuredly
punish them, when convicted of having
done anything illegal.

He confessed, it was true that Luther
had returned to Wittemberg, but then it
was without the prince's leave; and it
was also well known that the prince had
never undertaken to defend his doctrine.
He said, he had many other observations
to make in reply, but he was afraid of
being troublesome to the duke;—he
therefore concluded with entreating him
never to suppose it possible that he could
be disinclined to give the utmost atten-
tion to every proposal which tended to
promote the glory of God and Christian
charity.

Thus this wise prince, by avoiding a
fruitless contention on the points in dis-
pute, and by returning1 a discreet answer,
which consisted chiefly in general decla-
rations, adhered with consistency and
dignity to his own cautious maxims, and
effectually frustrate the inhuman designs
of a sincere, but barbarous persecutor.

The reader will, however, understand,
that it was only so far as the jurisdiction
of the elector of Saxony extended that
the designs of George were frustrated.
The mild and decorous language of
Frederic seems indeed to have abated
somewhat of the fury of the duke in the
course of their epistolary conflict, but to
have produced no durable or substantial
change on his mind in favour of reason,
humanity, and Christian liberty. He
continued to persecute with unrelenting
cruelty those clergy of his own district
who were in the least disposed to Luther-
anism, and likewise all persons who
ventured to communicate at the Lord's
supper in both kinds: he recalled from
the schools and universities, wherever
he supposed the contagion of the new
doctrines prevailed, all the students who
were under his power or influence; and
he purchased, with a view to destroy
Luther's version of the New Testament,
as many copies of it as he could collect,
and severely punished such of his sub-
jects as refused to deliver them up.
Emboldened by these rigorous proceed-
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ings of the duke, his bigoted ecclesias-
tics raged against the Lutherans with
increased violence and rancour. The
pulpits in Leipsic resounded with vin-
dictive declamation ; and the bishops in
their visitations denounced the most
cruel punishments against all who should
dare either to read Luther's translation,
or to go into the neighbouring district of
the elector of Saxony for the purpose of
hearing the sermons of the reformers.
The blind persecutors were not then
aware how completely they were defeat-
ing their own designs by these cruelties.
The seminaries of education at Leipsic
were more and more deserted : the young
scholars, impelled by curiosity, a thirst
of knowledge, or a hatred of compulsion,
fled to Wittemberg, now become famous
for rational inquiry and Christian liberty.

The papal historian Maimbourg con-
fesses, that Luther's translations of the
Old and New Testament were remark-
bly elegant, and in general so much ap-
proved, that they were read by almost
every body throughout Germany. Wo-
men of the first distinction studied them
with the most industrious and persevering
attention, and obstinately defended the
tenets of the Reformer against bishops,
monks, and catholic doctors.*—Hence
the necessity of some speedy ANTIDOTES,
which might resist the ravages of such
contagious publications.

Jerom Emser, J- a Leipsic doctor, and
a counsellor of the duke George, was
fixed upon as best qualified to furnish
Emserat- THESE. This champion of
tacks Lu- the papacy first published his
faUonstrofnS" Puerile> but calumnious Notes
the Scrip- on Luther's New Testament;
tures. anc[ afterwards, through the
encouragement of George and two
bishops, produced what was called, •' A
correct translation of the New Testament
into German," but which, in fact, was
little more than a transcript of Luther's
labours, some alterations in favour of the
peculiar tenets of the Romish church ex-
cepted. The performances of Emser, as
far as they were his own, were deemed
contemptible in the highest degree, on
account of the malignant cavilling dispo-
sition of their author, and also of his ex-
treme ignorance of the German language.
It would be lost time to detain the reader
with instances either of his wretched

* Maimb. Sect. 51.
f See Appendix—Emser.

verbal criticisms, or of his hackneyed
unwarrantable objections to the Reform-
er's doctrine of faith and works. There
are, however, two circumstances relative
to this business, which may deserve to
be briefly mentioned, as they tend to
characterize most distinctly the spirit of
these adversaries with whom a reformer
had to contend in the time of Luther.

1. Such were the prejudices and the
blindness of George of Saxony, that a3
soon as Emser's version1 of the New
Testament was ready for publication, he
issued a proclamation, in which he treat-
ed Luther and his disciples with the most
virulent and contumelious language: he
not only reprobated his opinions in gene-
ral, but also reproached him for being
the real author of all the excesses, sedi-
tions, and mutinies, which had lately
happened among the people; and in par-
ticular, laid great stress on the mischief
which he had done to Christianity by his
version of the New Testament: in prohi-
biting the use of which, he said," he acted
in obedience to the late edict of Nurem-
berg, agreeably to what was the acknow-
ledged duty of every German prince."

2. The other circumstance respects the
avowed declarations of Emser, "That
he had confuted Luther's interpretations
of the Scriptures, and opposed to them
his own, constantly following that sense
of any passage which the church ap-
proved. That, however, he was by no
means convinced of the expediency of
trusting the Scriptures with the ignorant
multitude : The sacred writings were an
abyss in whose depths even the most
learned men had often been lost." " I f
the laity," said he, " would but take my
advice, I would recommend it to them
rather to aim at a holy life, than to study
the Scriptures. The Scriptures are com-
mitted to the learned, and to them
only."

This needs no comment.
Amidst the rou«£h treatment which

Luther met with from Emser and his
patrons, he derived, like St. Paul, abun-
dant consolation from reflecting how
much the knowledge of the Bible was
spreading among the people, whatever
the cause might be, and even though a
spirit of envy and strife and opposition
Was the undoubted motive of his ene-
mies.—"I would have been glad," says
he, *' to have seen any one of the popish
adherents dare to come forward and
translate, without the help of Luther's
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version, a single epistle of St. Paul, or
one of the prophets. They would have
made fine work of it, as may be seen
from the few places where the Dresden
impostor* has altered my Testament. In
fact he has left out my preface, inserted
his own, and then sold my translation
almost word for word. If any person
suspect my veracity, let them compare
my book with the production of this pla-
giary, and they'will soon be convinced
who was the real translator. It was suf-
ficiently vexatious to see the duke of
Saxony proscribe my version, and direct
Eraser's to be read, when they are really
one and the same. The above-mentioned
patchwork of this writer, where he un-
dertakes to mend my translation, is not
worthy of notice, and therefore I have
determined not to produce a syllable in
print against what he calls his version.
In the mean time I cannot but look with
a smile of admiration on those very WISE
ONES, who calumniate and condemn my
Testament, merely because it comes be-
fore the public under the name of Luther;
but I pretend not to estimate the merits
of those who steal the writings of others,
affix their own names to them, and in
this fraudulent way to extend their repu-
tation among the people. There is a
just Judge who will see to this. The
best revenge which I can wish for is,
that though Luther's name is suppressed,
and that of his adversary put in its
place, yet Luther's book is read, and thus
the design of his labours is promoted by
his very enemies. j"

Though the bitterness, activity, and
perseverance of George of Saxony, has
secured to him an infamous precedence
among the persecutors of those times,
yet there were not wanting instances of
the exercise of similar zeal and barbarity
in support of the popedom. Henry duke
of Brunswic is numbered among the
princes who followed his example ; and
also the emperor's brother, Ferdinand
archduke of Austria. This latter issued
a severe edict to prevent the publication
of Luther's translation of the Bible,
which had soon gone through several
editions; and he forbad all the subjects
of his imperial majesty to have any copies
either of that or of any of Luther's books.
In Flanders the persecution appears to

Eraser. t Altcnb. v.

have been extreme. Many, on account
of their adherence to Lutheranism, were
put to death, or deprived of their pro-
perty, by the most summary and tyranni-
cal proceedings. At Antwerp the monks
were remarkably favourable to the re-
formation. Many of them suffered death
with patience and firmness; others were
punished in various ways, after having,
through long imprisonment and the dread
of losing their lives, been compelled to
recant.

In nothing but their ZEAL did Luther
imitate either the civil or the ecclesiasti-
cal persecutors of the protestants. He
was now at open war with the pope, his
cardinals and his bishops; but, on his
part, it was entirely a war of reason and
argument. From all his numerous and
most acrimonious publications, not a sin-
gle line has been produced where he
wishes or recommends force and vio-
lence, in the smallest degree, to be used
against the persons of his enemies.
However, in proportion as the tempest
thickened and grew daily more danger-
ous, our Reformer stood in need of fresh
supplies of courage and activity. His
opponents were powerful, and meditated
the extirpation both of the teacher and
his disciples. Their ears were deaf to
ihe expostulations of reason, and their
hearts hardened against the cries of hu-
manity. Wherever the barbarous in-
quisitors had the civil power on their
side, nothing but the apprehension of
being condemned at the awful tribunal of
the PUBLIC OPINION could suspend the up*
lifted hand of persecution. On this ap-
prehension was grounded the invariable
maxim of the Romish policy, namely,
to keep the Scriptures from the people,
to darken their understanding, and to im-
plant in their minds an implicit confi-
dence in the corrupt dogmas of their eG-
clesiastical constitution.

It was therefore the wisdom and the
duty of Martin Luther to adopt a directly
opposite system of conduct; and few
men have been more admirably qualified
to inculcate important truths on the
minds of the people. Distinct in his
conceptions, eloquent in expressing them,
and fearless of danger, he confounded
his adversaries, instructed the ignorant,
and every day brought proselytes to the
simplicity of the Gospel. He conversed,
he preached, he wrote, with almost un-
exampled industry. He placed the con-
troverted points in various lights, and
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often overwhelmed his adversaries with
the rapidity of his productions.

This determined opposition to the
hierarchy provoked the indignation of the
papal adherents, and was, no doubt, the
immediate cause of many cruel and san-
guinary proceedings, both of the civil
and the ecclesiastical powers. Nothing
could be more natural than that Anti-
christ should become more furious and
unrelenting, as its empire diminished and
seemed hastening to destruction. The
considerations of the sufferings of the
godly deeply afflicted the mind of Lu-
ther; but there was no other vengeance
which he dared to inflict beyond that of
exposing the unreasonableness, the igno-
rance, the absurdities, and the blasphe-
mies of his enemies. He might easily
have excited the leading characters
among his countrymen to hostility and
rebellion, and still more easily the com-
mon people to sedition and mutiny; but,
such conduct would have been directly
inconsistent with every part of his prac-
tice, as well as every article of his creed.
In obedience to the sacred injunctions,
he preached submission to authority, and
himself constantly exemplified his doc-
trine; he assailed men's understandings
ONLY; and while the infatuated papists,
by multiplied and augmented severities,
endeavoured to check the operation of
his labours, he manfully persevered in
the same course of legal and rational op-
position; and though it was impossible
that he should not thereby have rendered
the spirit of bigotry and superstition still
more malignant and outrageous, it was
nevertheless his uninterrupted consola-
tion to reflect, that his cause was the
cause of God and his Christ; that he
had wielded no weapon in the conflict
but that of the Divine Word; and that
while his own life, and the lives of his
associates, were every moment in the
most imminent peril through the barba-
rous zeal of his persecutors, he was in
the mean time undermining the very
principles of persecution itself, and pav-
ing the way for their total extinction.

This bold Reformer was never content
to remain purely on the defensive. Be-
sides his numerous exhortations and ex-
positions of different parts of the Scrip-
tures, we find him constantly making
attacks on the essential doctrines and
usages of the Romish communion. In
the course of the present year, besides
his translation of the Bible, he published J

several tracts in the German
lano-uaore; the most elaborate Severaltractg
of which is entitled, Martin ^hlr* by

Luther, against the order, A. D. 1522.
falsely called, the ecclesias-
tical order of the pope and bishops.—In
this work he styles himself simply the
PREACHER. He was stripped, he said,
by the pope's bulls, of the titles of priest
and doctor, which, however, he willingly-
resigned, having no desire to retain any
mark of distinction that was conferred
by papal authority.

" Ye bishops," said he, " revile me as
a heretic, but I regard you not. I can
prove that I have a much greater claim
to the title of Preacher, than ye can that
ye answer the scriptural description of
bishops. Nor have I any doubt, but that
Christ, in the great day of account, will
testify to the truth of my doctrine, which
indeed is not mine, but that of God and
the Spirit of the Lord. Your outrageous
violence can profit you nothing; the
more ye give way to this insanity, the
more steady and determined, through
God's help, shall be my opposition. Nay,
though ye should kill me, Ye men of
blood, ye will not destroy this doctrine
as long 'as Christ lives. Moreover, I
foresee there will be an end of your ty-
ranny and your murders."

" Further, since ye are open enemies
of the truth, I tell you plainly, that for
the future I will not deign to submit my
doctrine either to your judgment or to
that of an angel from heaven. Surely I
have already shown sufficient humility
in offering myself three times for exami-
nation at the last diet of Worms :—and
all to no purpose. I shall now go on
and discharge my duty as a preacher.
It is at men's peril if they reject my
doctrine, for it is of God ; I repeat it, it
is of God."

" In one word, Sirs, this is my resolu-
tion. As long as I live, my attacks on
your abominations shall grow bolder and
fiercer. I will make no truce with you.
And if ye slay me, ye shall still be far-
ther from peace. As the prophet Hosea
says, I will be unto you, 'as a lion, as
a leopard by the way.' My most earnest
wish is, that ye should repent; but if ye
will not repent, there must be perpetual
war between us. I shall put my trust in
God, and not care one straw for your
hatred; and ye will be in danger every
moment of falling under the heavy judg-
ment of the Divine displeasure."
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The author then proceeds to show how
much those were to be valued who were
bishops indeed, and governed their flocks
according to the rules prescribed by St.

v Paul to Timothy and Titus; and how
exceedingly opposite to the apostolical
standard was the general character of
the bishops of his own time. They
were ignorant, debauched, and tyranni-
cal ; enemies to the Gospel and the
truth; idolaters, who followed the tradi-
tions of men, and worshipped the pope.
The monasteries and collegiate churches
were become, in a great measure, thea-
tres of useless ceremonies. "1 wish,"
says he, "that where there are now a
hundred monasteries, there was but one ;
and that of a hundred collegiate churches,
there were left but one or two, and that
these were used as seminaries of educa-
tion for Christian youth. For however
holy these institutions may seem to be
in their external appearance, they abound
with hypocritical and Satanic corrup-
tions : -nor is it possible to prevent them
from being the road to Hell, unless the
pure Gospel should be constantly preach-
ed and taught as the governing principle,
forming and establishing the Christian
character, through the exercises of temp-
tation and the cross, with a lively faith
and hope."

The author likewise reprobates, in
the most glowing terms, the pride, luxu-
ry, avarice, and licentiousness of the
dignified ecclesiastics. Their boasted
chastity and continence was, all pretence,
and was the source of infinite mischief
to young persons. The Bishops would
not marry, but were allowed to have as
many harlots as they preased. They
went about with prodigious pomp and
a numerous retinue; and ruined the souls
of the poor, often driven to despair by
their tyrannical excommunications, while
their greedy Officials, like Verres of old,
tortured their bodies after they had plun-
dered them of their property.

44 But," says he, 44 the most atrocious
and most mischievous poison of all the
papal usages is that, where the pontiff,
in his bulls of indulgence, grants a full
remission of sins. Christ, in ,the 9th of
Matthew, did not say to the sick of the
palsy, 4 Put money into this box,' but,
'Son, be of good cheer, thy sins are for-
given thee.' No words nor conceptions

purity and simplicity of that faith whicb,
by relying on the gracious promises of
God, alone justifies and obtains remis-
sion of sins; arid they are led to put
their trust in the pope's bulls, or in pay-
ing certain prescribed sums of money, or
in their own works and satisfactions.

441 do therefore earnestly entreat the
Christian reader, through our Lord Jesus
Christ, not to expect moderation in me
while I speak on this subject, roused as
my spirit is with a just and rational re-
sentment. Surely every Christian must
be grieved to the very bottom of his
heart, when he is daily compelled to-see
and put up with such impudent and out-
rageous blasphemy against God. The*
bishops, on account of this ONE thing,
deserve far greater severity than I have .
ever used in all that I have said of them.
Nay, the strongest language which I
could possibly use, when my feelings are
most vehement and indignant with re-
flecting on the insanity of such proceed-
ings, would not reach* the one thousandth
part of their aggravated guilt. However,
let no man suppose that what I now say
against these ecclesiastical tyrants is ap-
plicable to a sound state of the church,
or to true bishops or good pastors. Our
present rulers are not bishops; they know
nothing of the duty of a bishop; they
are wolves and murderers ; they are the
Antichrists of the apostle: they would
ruin mankind, and extinguish the Gospel.
I wish to speak plainly, and, as it were,
to perform the office of a public herald ;
and to make it manifest every where, that
the bishops, who at present govern the
greatest part of the world, are not of
God's appointment, but have the founda-
tion of their authority in the traditions of
men and the delusions of Satan."

Further, in the body of this spirited
performance the author inserts what he
calls THE BULL, AND REFOR-
MATION OF LUTHER, in con-
temptuous imitation and defi-
ance of the papal bulls*. It
is to this effect:—" All persons who
spend their lives and fortunes, and every
faculty they possess, in endeavouring to
overturn and extinguish the present dia-
bolical constitution and government of
the bishops, are to be esteemed as true
Christians, fighting for the Gospel in op-
position to the ministers of Satan. And

Luther's
Bull.

can reach the atrocity and abomination of! though they may not absolutely succeed
this Satanic invention : for, through this i in their attempts, yet are they bound
mean, the people are seduced from the'openly to condemn the said episcopal

VOL. n. 31 '
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constitution, and to set their faces against
it, as an abomination. For whoever ex-
hibits a voluntary obedience and subjec-
tion to that impious and tyrannical sys-
tem, is so far a soldier of Satan, and at
open war with the holy laws of God."

This is one of those passages in the
writings of Luther, which has given
great offence to the papists,* and has
been produced by them as a direct proof
of the seditious spirit of the Saxon Re-
former. The reader of their animadver-
sions would have been enabled to form a
better judgment of the truth of their
charge, and also of the candour and im-
partiality of those who made it, had they
faithfully subjoined, as the case required,
Luther's ,own distinct and express illus-
tration of his meaning. Immediately af-
ter the declaration contained in his bull,
he proceeds thus:—" Tiiese propositions
I undertake to prove, even at the tribunal
of Almighty God, by unanswerable ar-
guments. The apostle Paul directs Ti
tus to ordain bishops in every city; men,
who should each of them be blameless,
the husband of one wife, and whose cha-
racter should agree with the rest of his
d^scription.f Such then is'the mind of
the Holy Spirit, speaking by the apostle
Paul in the clearest terms. I call then
on the bishops to defend themselves.
They are at issue, not with me, but with
the Apostle Paul, and the Holy Spirit,
which as Stephen said, they always re-
sist. Is it not plain that these are they
whosemouths must )be stopped, because
they subvert .whole houses, and teach
things which they ought not, for filthy
lucre's sake 1

fly3* Nevertheless, it should always be
carefully observed, that when I speak of

overturning or extinguishing
Remarkable the reign of the bishops, I
Luthe?. °f w o u l d by n o m e a n s b e u n d

stood as though this resolu-
tion should be brought about by the
sword, or by force, or by any species of
tumultuary violence and compulsion;
suce destructive methods are totally in-
applicable to this important business,
which is indeed the cause of God. The
kingdom of Antichrist, according to the
prophet Daniel's prediction, must be
broken WITHOUT HAND;:): that is* the
Scriptures will be understood by and by,

* Cochteus.
t Tit. chap. i. and ii.
t Dan. viii. 25.

and every one will speak and preach
against the papal tyranny from the Word
of God ; until THIS MAN OF SIN is desert-
ed by all his adherents, and dies of him-
self. This is the true Christian way of
destroying him; and to promote this end,
we ought to exert our utmost power, en-
counter every danger, and undergo every
loss and inconvenience."

During this vehement exercise of the
voice and pen of Luther on the one hand,
and the sufferings of the protestants from
the sharp sword of persecution on the
other, the Word of God was preached,
with much success, in several parts of
Germany, particularly at Nuremberg, at
Francfort on the Maine, at Ulm, and at
Halle in Swabia. At Milberg the Gos-
pel was taught by the learned protestant
Reformer John Draco; also at Bremen
and Magdeburg by two fugitive Augus-
tine monks, one of whom had stolen out
of his, prison at .Antwerp, and the other
had been forced to leave Halberstadt.
At Zerbst, the finest city in the princi-
pality of Anhalt, Luther himself preach-
ed to a crowded" audience in the Augus-
tine monastery, with great effect on the
minds of the people. The reformation
was begun, likewise, at Stettin and Sun-
da, two very flourishing market-towns in
the anterior Pomerania.* The inhabi-
tants of the former requested two pastors
to be sent to them from Wittemberg: at
the latter, unfortunately, the Gospel was
disgraced by the riotous proceedings of
the tumultuous populace, who broke to
pieces the images of the saints, and
drove the monks from their monasteries
in one day. A Danish domestic of Lu-
ther's appears to have sown the first
seeds 6f Evangelical truth at Stolpen in
the hinder Pornerania. Cnophius and
Bugenhagius were schoolmasters of such
great reputation at Treptow, that nume-
rous pupils, not only from the neighbour-
ing towns, but even from Livonia and
Westphalia, came in quest of their in-
structions. Both these learned men,
however, were so persecuted on account
of their Lutheran principles, that Bugen-
hagius repaired to Wittemberg; and
Cnophius, with his Livonian scholars
also, left Treptow, applied himself to
the ministry, travelled to Riga, Revel,
and Dolpat, and in all those great cities,
particularly Riga, inveighed against the

* Cornm. de Luth. cxxxix.
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popish abuses, and preached the leading
doctrines of Christianity with much ani-
mation find fidelity. A turbulent col-
league of Cnophius's instigated the in-
habitants of Riga to commit various ex-
cesses, similar to those which had taken
place at Wittemberg, through the indis-
cretion and violence of Carolstadt. Lu-
ther heard of the confusion, and wrote to
the brethren there with the wisdom and
affection of an apostle. " The leading
doctrine," said he, " of all Christians, is
faith in Christ; and the second is, love
to our neighbour. But as to the selling
of indulgences, worshipping of saints,
and every other contrivance, which would
make WORKS the foundation of the salva-
tion of our souls, avoid and fly from all
such things as from the most immediate
and deadly poison. Moreover, sound
Christians manifest their piety, by pre-
serving their faith entire, their love un-
feigned, and their hope of salvation sure,
whatever afflictions may attend the open
profession of religion; and not by abol-
ishing such external ceremonies of hu-
man invention as may be allowed to re-
main without scandal or a breach of the
divine commandments,"* In the same
letter he pronounced the Livonians truly
happy, in having embraced the salutary
doctrines of Christianity with so much
sincerity and delight. They inhabited,
as it were, the extremities of the world,
and had great reason to rejoice that the
Gospel had reached them: but they must
not, he told them, expect to be free from
persecution. He foresaw its approach;
he exhorted them to behave with Chris-
tian fortitude and patience under trials ;
and endeavoured by suitable advice in
general, to prepare their minds for the
afflictive discipline they might have to
undergo. AT PRESENT indeed they might
congratulate themselves on a comparative
view of their situation with Germany,
where the friends of evangelical liberty
were grievously oppressed with the blas-
phemies of the popish princes and eccle-
siastics, with sentences of pains and pen-
alties, and even with fire and sword and
bonds.

It appears from one of Luther's let-
ters,f that even the Friezeland<ers had
desired pastors to be sent to them from
Wittemberg, and that Hamburgh had
openly renounced the papal jurisdiction.

* Lib. II. Epist. and Melch. Adam in
Cnophio.

t Lib. II.

Caspar Hedio, Martin Bucer, and John
Oecolampadius, are names famous in the
history of the Reformation; and these
servants of God were teaching the re-
formed religion in Alsace and Swisser-
land about the same time.*'

Who can doubt but there might be
made a most valuable selection of in-
structive facts and circumstances rela-
tive to the expulsion of ignorance and
superstition, and the first appearances of
evangelical light, during the former part
of this century, among the different na-
tions of Europe? Much time", however,
and perseverance, would be requisite for
the execution of such a work. Many of
the necessary authentic documents lie
almost buried in obscurity and oblivion:
and as they have not been judged proper
for general history, or even worthy of it,
the difficulty of collecting them increases
every day.

To compare with any degree of accu-
racy the contemporary advancement of
the dawnings of reformation in different
places, is no easy task; but so much, if
I mistake not, is pretty manifest from
this brief account, as may satisfy us, that
the spirit of religious inquiry was great-
er, and the external progress at least of
sound doctrine more rapid in many towns
and districts than in the electorate of
Saxony itself. We have frequently ad-
verted td the reason of this; namely, the
excessfve caution of the elector himself,
and the peculiar circumstances in which
this pious prince was placed during the
beginning of Luther's conflict with the
Romish hierarchy. His maxims of mere
connivance were found insufficient for
the support of the Reformers and their
disciples. Many of his subjects were
advanced in scriptural knowledge, and
listened to evangelical preaching with
gladness; but they were not defended by
the civil power from the tyranny of the
ecclesiastics; much less were they en-
couraged in their religious pursuits by
avowed declarations of Frederic and his
court in favour of true Christian faith
and Christian conduct. Hence dubious
and timid minds would in many instances
stand still, or perhaps withdraw them-
selves from danger and persecution ; the
sufferings of good men, and the menaces
of the bigots in power, would naturally

* See Appendix, for Sickingen and Crone-
berg.
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induce a more reserved profession of
principle, as well as more languid exer-
tions in practice; and thus the good seed
sown might sometimes be entirely
choked, or bring forth no fruit'to perfec-
tion. All the accounts of the reforma-
tion in Saxony accord with these obser-
vations. Neither Frederic, nor, as yet,
the duke John, his brother, afforded it
any POSITIVE assistance. On all sides
the truth resounded in the ears of the
people, insomuch that earnest seeking
souls could scarcely fail of meeting with
the instruction they wanted ; yet, as the
government continued to stand almost
neutral, it was frequently in the power
of a bigoted magistrate or ecclesiastic
lamentably to obstruct the free course of
Christian doctrine. But, wherever the
eyes of an able and industrious pastor,
or even of a lay character of weight and
distinction, were happily o ien to the ex-
cellency of the new system, the Gospel
triumphed in a most surprising manner.
Such, at that season, was the preparation
of men's hearts for its reception.

The following little incident alone
throws great light on the maxims of the
elector. Hausrnan, the good pastor of
Zwickau, had consulted Luther respect-
ing some ecclesiastical concern, and had
also requested him to interpose with the
elector in the business. Luther's answer
is as follows : " In my judgment it is by
no means advisable to say one word to
our illustrious prince concerning this
matter. I am perfectly sure he would
say nothing decisive on the point; he
would at last direct you to consider and
determine for yourselves. I know the
temper of the man. He will allow many
things to be done by others which he
himself would not take upon himself
either to advise or order. Do you there-
fore, and the senate of Zwickau, deter-
mine the affair to the best of your judg-
ment."

T'here remain two striking testimonies,
that have not yet been mentioned, of the
great success which had attended the
labours of Lutlier about the end of the
year 1522.

1. Hartmuth of Croneberg near Franc-
fort, a military knight, and a bold de-
fender of the Reformation,, who himself
had suffered exceedingly from the perse-
cutions of the times, writes to Spalati-
nus in the following remarkable strain.
He acknowledges tnat he has received a
little book from Luther, "that pious

man, that man of God, that man sent by
God ;" and then adds, that " the Divine
Word had taken such deep root, that
unless it should please God to withdraw
his grace, it seemed impossible for hu-
man, or even Satanic means, to tear it
from men's hearts." All Luther's books
were publicly exposed to sale in the
shops at Francfort, notwithstanding the
penalties threatened by the Imperial edict.

2. The other testimony is a very in-
structive extract from a letter of Frederic
Canirmius, rector of an academy of
Delft in Batavia;* the substance of
which may be translated thus :

" Our adversaries, by mandates, epis-
tles, and embassies, are daily meditating
mischief against the Church; but the
Lord infatuates the counsels of Ahitho-
phel; and their attempts become ridicu-
lous, as in the fable, when a little mouse
was the production of the large mountain
in labour. The monks of this place are as
inimical to the truth as it is possible;
but this I say, were we but allowed to
preach ONCE in • public, there would be
an end .of their whole institution, the pil-
lars of which are already undermined, in
a great measure, by a few little dis-
courses of mine in my own academy.
But we must wait with patience the good
pleasure of God, who, while he sees us
so very zealous, thinks proper to with-
hold his help, lest we should arrogantly
ascribe success to our own endeavours.
We should also remember, that our hea»
venly Father is not only careful to bring
into a state of grace such as have never
yet been called, but also to build up and
establish those who are called, that they
may remain steadfast in their vocation.
As soon as he shall observe us no
longer depend on our own strivings,
when Israel shall absolutely despair of
deliverance, and shall put their WHOLE
TRUST IN HIM, SO that it shall have
become plain that he alone, in the
midst of the people, undertakes the
work; then it is that at length he will
suddenly appear, with unexpected help,
in defence of his Church,—that all the
praise and glory may belong to God.
Amen. It grieves me to the heart to see
Erasmus grow colder every day; and
even disposed, as far as I can judge, to
retract things which he said or wrote
formerly with a degree of freedom. I
see plainly, his childish fears, which

- Scultet Hist.
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lead him to stand more in awe of losin
the commendations of men than of God
Nicodemuses of this sort abound amon
us. However I doubt not but many o
them would stand firmer, if we were al
lowed to publish openly the glorious
doctrines of Christ, which alone can sup>
port burdened consciences."

The papal historians acknowledge
with grief that Lutheranism had sadly
increased in the latter part of 1532, an
the beginning of 1523; and that the ra-
pid ascendancy which it had gained ap-
peared but too manifest at the Diet of
Nuremberg. But, without warrant from
facts, they invidiously ascribe this hap-
py revolution of sentiment to the tempta-
tion, which the new doctrines held oul
to the German princes and magistrates,
of enriching themselves from the spoils
of the church.*—The best answer to al
such insinuations is the preceding very
circumstantial narrative.

Adrian VI. who had formerly been
preceptor to Charles V. had succeeded

Leo X. in the popedom. He
Ad^ P°vi w a s a m a n °^ **ar £ r e a t e r s o

n a n * briety and purity of manners
than had been known for a long time
among the pontiffs, and appears to have
been unfeignedly desirous of reforming
Christendom in general, and the court of
Rome in particular. As it is not the de-
sign of this history to detail the selfish
politics of intriguing cardinals in the
election of their popes, it may be suffi-
cient to observe, that the sincerer part of
the Roman Catholics had sufficient rea-
sons to approve the elevation of Adrian
to his new dignity. They looked on
him as one of their best theologians; and
boasted, that they could now oppose to
the most learned heretics, a pontiff who
was still more learned, and who had al-
read}' shown his zeal against Luther, by
the advice which he had given to the
divines of Louvain in 1519.f

* Maimbourg-, 55.
f See page 252. The Italian ecclesiastics

did not much relish the election of Adrian
VI. For, 1. he was a foreig-ner, and, in their
language, a barbarian. 2. Though a bitter
anti-Lutheran, he certainly wished to reform
the abuses of the court of Rome. And, 3.
he had been known to maintain that " a pope
might err, even in a matter of faith. L'Ad-
vocat. Diet.
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CHAPTER IX.
FROM THE ELECTION OF ADRIAN VI. TO LUTHER'S

LETTER TO THE DUKE OF SAVOY.

D I E T OF NUREMBERG.
THEIR EDICT. LUTHER'S IDDRESS TO THE

GERMAN PRINCES.

DEATH OF ADRIAN VI.
DANGEROUS SITUATION OF THE ELECTOR OF SAX-

ONY.

DENMARK AND SWEDEN EMBRACE PROTESTANT-
ISM.

THURZO.—J. HESSE.
MARTYRDOM OF VOES AND ESCH.
LUTHER'S LETTER TO THE DUKE OF SAVOY.

ONE of the first measures of the new
pontiff was to send a legate* to the Im-
perial diet assembled at Nuremberg, with
a diploma or brieve, as it is
called, addressed to the Ger-» V'iet ofu
man princes. The brieve is *•"«****
full of the most virulent invectives against
Luther; who, the pope said, "notwith-
standing the sentence of Leo X. which
was ordered by the edict of Worms to be
sxecuted without delay, continued to

teach the same errors, and by his fresh
publications daily to corrupt the morals
f the people. The contagion of his

poisoned tongue, like a pestilence, per-
aded the country to a prodigious extent;

and, what was the worst part of the mis-
chief, he was supported not only by the
vulgar, but by several persons of distinc-
ion, who had begun to shake off their
bedience to the clergy, plunder them of
heir property, and raise civil commo-
ions. The pope had hoped that a ve-
omous plant of this sort could not have

grown in Germany ; whereas, in fact, it
had taken root, and shot forth large
aoughs, through the negligence of those
tvho ought to have prevented the evil.
Surely it was a most unaccountable thing,
hat so large and so religious a nation
should be seduced by a single pitiful
Yiar, who had apostatized from the way
vhich our Lord and his apostles, and the
nartyrs, and so many illustrious persons,
md among the rest, the ancestors of the
~erman princes, had all followed to the
/ery present time !" " What," said he,
'is Luther alone possessed of wisdom
md/)f the Holy Spirit 1 Has the -church
ieen in ignorance till Luther afforded us
,his new light % Ridiculous! Be as*

' Francis Cheregato,
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sured, ye princes of Germany, this Lu-
theran patronage of evangelical liberty is
a mere pretence. Already ye must have
discovered it to have been a cloak for
robbery and violence; and ye cannot
doubt that those who have torn and burnt
the sacred caaons, and the decrees
councils and popes, will have no respect
for the laws of the empire. They have
shaken off their obedience to bishops and
priests; they will not spare the persons,
houses, and goods of the laity."

Lastly, Adrian exhorted the diet to be
unanimous in their endeavours to extin-
guish this devouring flame of heresy, and
bring back to a sense of their duty the
arch-heretic and his abettors. But if the
ulcerations and extent of the cancer ap-
peared to be such as to leave no place for
mild and lenient medicaments, recourse
must be had to the cautery and the knife.

So the Almighty inflicted capital pu-
nishment on Dathan and Abiram, for
their disobedience to the priest.

So PETER, THE HEAD OF THE APOSTLES,
denounced sudden death on Ananias and
Sapphira; And,

So the ancestors of the German princes,
at the council of Constance, inflicted con-
dign punishment on John Huss and Je-
rome of Prague, heretics that seem to be
now alive again in the person of Luther,
their great admirer.*

It was below the dignity, even of a
conscientious pontiff, to a(Jmit into a
brieve, in which he was dealing out his
threatenings against an obstinate heretic,
any admixture of candid and ingenuous
concession respecting the prevailing ec-
clesiastical abuses. In the instructions,
however, given to his nuncio, we find
acknowledgments of this kind, which

might even justify the most
Adrian's acrimonious accusations of
concessions. L u t h e r j For example: Ch<3-
regato was first to inform the diet how
much the pope was troubled on account
of the progress of Lutheranism, and how
necessary it was to adopt vigorous mea-
sures for its suppression. The design
of this heretic was to destroy all autho-
rity and order, under the sanction of
Christian liberty. His sect, was the
cause of robberies, quarrels, and scan-
dals. Mahomet had drawn men to his
party by gratifying their sensual appe-
tites; Luther seduced them in a similar
way, by allowing monks, nuns, and las-

civious priests to marry. The nuncio
was then charged to OWN explicitly, that
all this confusion was the effect of men's
sins, particularly of the sins of the clergy
and prelates; that for some years past
MANY ABUSES, ABOMINATIONS, a n d EX-

of CESSES, had been committed in the court
of Rome, even in the holy see itself;
that everything had degenerated to a
great degree; and that it was no wonder
if the evil had passed from the THE
HEAD to the members, from the popes to
the bishops and other ecclesiastics. " We
have all," says the pope, "every one of
us, turned to his own way, and for a long
time, none hath done good, no not one.
Let us give glory to God, and humble
our souls before him; and every indivi-
dual among us consider how great has
been his own fall, and judge himself,
that God may not judge us in his wrath.
Nothing shall be wanting on my part to
reform the court of Rome, whence, per-
haps, all the mischief hath originated ;
that as this court hath been the source of
the corruptions which have thence spread
among the lower orders, so from the
same a sound reformation may proceed."
He concluded with observing how much
he had this business at heart; but that
they must not wonder if ALL these abuses
could not be SOON corrected. The dis-
ease was complicated and inveterate, and
the cure must proceed step by step, lest
by attempting to do all at once> every-
thing should be thrown into confusion.

In regard to the schism which Luther
had made in the church, the pope re-
quested the diet to inform him what
methods they themselves judged most
expedient for suppressing it.

The cardinals at Rome are said to have
been much displeased at the candid con-
cessions of Adrian; though Sleidan, on
this occasion, intimates,* that the pon-
tiff's long and elaborate promises of his
intentions to reform the church probably
amounted ta no more than an artifice,
often employed by the popes, to raise
men's expectations, delay the calling of
a general council, and gain time for
sounding the dispositions of princes; and
for taking, meanwhile, effectual measures
to secure the apostolical power and dig-
nity. Luther appears to have thought
the same; for he translated the pontifical
mandates into German, and added short

Goldast. Stat. Imp. i. 25. • Id. 27. * Comment. III.
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marginal notes; one of which-on the ex-
pression "the cure must proceed step by
step," is sufficiently sarcastic, namely,—
" You are to understand those words to
mean that there must be an interval of
SOME AGES between each step."

Whatever suspicion may be excited
respecting the perfect sincerity of Adri-
an's promises to reform the ecclesiastical
state, it is impossible to doubt the vali-
dity of his testimony to the existence of
the prevailing abuses ; nor need we wish
for a more complete confutation of the
adulatory strains with which interested
parasites were incessantly compliment-
ing the Roman pontiffs. Moreover, as
the life and conversation of the new pope
was in fact decorous and laudable, it
seems but reasonable that fye should in
general have credit for his 6 declarations,'
•when he assured the German diet, " that
he would not have accepted the papacy,
unless it had been to meliorate the con-
dition of the catholic church, to comfort
the oppressed, to prefer and reward neg-
lected men of merit and virtue, and, in
fine, to do all the duties of a lawful suc-
cessor of St. Peter." If these good de-
signs were never carried into execution,
there are two very substantial reasons for
the failure. 1. The veteran hypocrites,
with whom Adrian was surrounded at
Rome, were too much interested in sup-
porting the ancient corruptions of the pa-
pal domination, and too well skilled in the
arts of obstructing any schemes of cor-
rection and amendment, to suffer the in-
tended innovations to succeed, particu-
larly as they were proposed by a pope
declining in years, and ignorant of the
ways of the world.* 2. As this pontiff

applied his thoughts merely to morals,
and did not suspect any unsoundness of
doctrine in the established creed, his at-
tempts were fundamentally defective, and
therefore, as to the event, unpromising
in the last degree. It is indeed, at all
times much easier to discover external
than internal evils in the church; and
hence, the complaints and resolutions of
prelates, whose morals were more exem-
plary than those of their contemporaries
or of their predecessors, have been fre-
quent from age to age, and yet productive
of no material good effects. We are as-
sured from the best authority, that " A
CORRUPT TREE cannot bring forth GOOD
FRUIT."

The publication of the pope's brieve,
and his explanatory instructions in the
diet, seemed, at first, to have made a
strong impression on a great part of that
assembly; and, as his nuncio, among-
other things,* had accused the clergy of
Nuremberg of preaching impious doc-
trines, and insisted on their being impri-
soned, the bishops, and other dignitaries
of the sacred order, stood up, and with
immense clamour called out, "Luther
MUST BE TAKEN oFF,f and the
propagators of his sentiments The answer
MUST be imprisoned!" It German
soon appeared, however, that princes.
the German princes were in
no disposition either to be soothed by the
flatteries, or overawed by the menaces of
a Roman pontiff. They told the nuncio,
they believed he ha4 been ill-informed
respecting the conduct of the preachers
at Nuremberg, who, in truth, were at that
moment held in high estimation by the
people; and that therefore if any harsh

* Nothing can show the true spirit of
popery more plainly, than the observation
of the celebrated historian Pallavicinus on
the character of Adrian VI. and on his pro-
mises of reformation. " He was headstrong-
in his designs; and these were formed from
abstract speculations, specious in appearance,
but by no means suited to practice. There
was in him a simplicity and a credulity,
which made him listen to those who found
fault with the conduct of his predecessor,
Leo X. Then he was too vehement, too open,
and too sincere, and most excessively impru-
dent in making- a public acknowledgment of
the corruptions of the Roman court." This
historian proceeds to tells us, that the POPE-
DOM is a mixture of sacred and profane domi-
nion; and that therefore its administration
requires a deal of knowledge in civil con-

cerns, and in the arts of government; and we
are to understand that, for Jiis part, he would
rather choose that the head of the church
should be a man of MODERATE SANCTITY,
JOINED WITH EXTRAORDINARY PRUDENCE, THAN
ONE WHOSE PRUDENCE WAS BUT OF THE MIDDLE
SORT, WHATEVER MIGHT BE HIS CHARACTER
FOR HOLINESS. ,

We need not wonder that such principles
as these should lead Pallavicinus to disap-
prove of Adrian's projected emendations of
the church; and to maintain, that the pro-
testants would thereby have been encourag-ed:
whereas according to him, "the flames of
their treason were not to be exting-uished by
concessions, but quenched by showers of
blood."

* Sleidan IV.
f Alten. II. " Tolendum esse Lutherum."
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measures should be adopted against
them, there would soon be a general out-
cry, that a design was purposely formed
to oppress the cause of truth, and this
might lead to sedition and civil commo-
tions. *

In regard to the pope's complaints con-
cerning Luther and his sect, they said in
general, that they were always ready to
do their utmost to root out heresies of
every kind, but that they had omitted to
execute the edict of Worms for the most
weighty and urgent reasons. It was a*
fact, that all ranks and orders made hea-
vy complaints against the court of Rome,
and were now, through Luther's various
discourses and writings, so well con-
vinced of the justice of these accusations,
that any attempt, in the present juncture,
to execute by force the late damnatory
sentence of the pope and emperor, would
inevitably be attended with the most dan-
gerous consequences. The people would
instantly interpret such a procedure as
a certain prelude to the oppression of
evangelical light and truth, and to the
further maintenance of those impieties
and abuses which could no longer he
borne; and thus Germany would soon
be involved in tumults, rebellion, and
civil wars. The princes therefore could
not but think that a trial ought to be
made of expedients less inflammatory in
their nature, and better suited to the cir-
cumstances.

They applauded the pope's pious in-
tention to reform the court of Rome,
which he had ingenuously owned to be
the source of all the mischief. This was
truly laudable ; but there were moreover
particular grievances and abuses, an ac-
count of which they purposed to exhibit
in a distinct memorial: these required
effectual redress: and, if not obtained,
they knew it would be in vain to expect
the eradication of errors, and the re-esta-
blishment of peace and harmony among
the ecclesiastical and secular orders in
Germany. As the pope had condescend-
ed to ask their advice, they said they
would not dissemble in their answer.
His holiness was by no means to imagine
that the members of the diet had their
eyes SOLELY on the business of Luther,
but also on a multitude of other evils,
which had taken deep root by long usage,
and through the ignorance of some and

the wickedness of others. For all these
things, the most efficacious remedy which
they could devise was, that the pope,
with the consent of the emperor, should
speedily appoint a free, godly, and Chris-
tian council, to be held in some con-
venient part of Germany, as Strasburg,
Mentz, or Cologne, and that full liberty
should be granted to every member of it,
ecclesiastical or secular, to speak and

give advice, for the glory of God and the
salvation of souls.

Lastly, they promised that, in the mean
time, they would request the elector of
Saxony to interpose his authority, and
prevent the Lutheran party from printing
books, or preaching sermons, on subjects
of a seditious tendency; and that, in ge-
neral they would do their utmost to con-
fine the preachers, for the present, to the
exposition of the plain, pure Gospel of

Christ, and make them wait for the de-
termination of the future council respect-
ing all doubtful controversial matters.
Also the bishops, and the archbishops
should appoint virtuous and learned men
in their respective dioceses, to superin-
tend the parochial clergy, whose bnsi-
ness it should be to correct their errors
and irregularities, as occasion required,
with kindness and moderation; but by
no means in such a manner as to excite
just suspicion of a design to prevent the
promulgation of Christian truth. As to
the priests who had married wives, or
the monks who had left their convents,
they conceived it sufficient if the ordina-
ries inflicted the canonical punishments
on the offenders. The civil laws had
made no provision for such cases. But
if these same refractory priests should be
found guilty of any crimes of a different
nature, then the prince or magistrate, in
whose jurisdiction the offences were
committed, should take care to enforce a
due execution of the existing laws.*

This answer of the diet was delivered
in writing to Cheregato, the pope's le-
gate, who ventured to express his disap-
probation of it in strong terms. Neither
his most holy master, he said, nor the
emperor, nor any Christian prince, had
ever expected to hear such language from
the diet. Since the solemn condemna-
tion of Luther, that incurable heretic had
not only persevered in his old errors, but
had also been guilty of many new trans-

* Sleidan. * Goldast. Stat. Imp. i. 30.
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gressions. His punishment, therefore,
ought not to have been lessened, but in-
creased on that account. Their negli-
gence in this matter was offensive to
God, to the pope, and to the emperor.
The reasons alleged by the diet in excuse
were by no means satisfactory: men
ought to suffer any inconveniences rather
than endanger the catholic unity and the
salvation of souls. He therefore most
earnestly besought them, hefore the con-
clusion of their meetings, to agree upon
the complete execution of the sentence
against Luther.

Their manner, he said, of requesting
a general council was such as might give
umbrage to his holy master. For exam-
ple, they had required that it should be
with the consent of the emperor, that it
should be free, and that it shouid be held
in this or that city, and such like. All
this had the appearance of tying up the
hands of his holiness. Moreover, the
legate expressed himself very much dis-
pleased with their promise to prevent, as
much as they could, the printing and
vending of heretical books. " I say,"
said he, "on this pqint as I do of the
lest , THE SENTENCES OF THE POPE AND THE
EMPEROR OUGHT TO BE IMPLICITLY OBEY-
ED ; the books SHOULD BE BURNT, and T H E

PRINTERS AND VENDERS OF THEM DULY
PUNISHED. There is no other way to
suppress and extinguish this pernicious
sect. It is from the reading of their
books that all these evils have arisen."

Lastly, he allowed that the answer of
the diet concerning the married clergy
would not have displeased him, if there
tiad not been a sting in the tail of it,
namely, in the observation that the se-
cular princes or magistrates should take
proper cognizance of the offenders.
•' Now," said he, " if by these words we
are to understand that such offenders are
to be punished by their proper ecclesias-
tical judges, it is very right; but if the
explanation of them is, that they are to
be tried by the secular jurisdiction, I do
most earnestly desire the diet to correct
this part of their answer, as being, in
principle, directly contrary to the rights
of the church. The secular magistrates
have no authority over those who are
once under the dominion of Christ and
the church; neither, do those priests or
monks who have broken their vows, or
have otherwise apostatized, cease, for
that reason, to be still under the same
ecclesiastical jurisdiction."

This reply of the pope's nuncio gave
great offence in the diet. They observ-
ed, that he had shown a quick sense of
whatever seemed to threaten a diminu-
tion of the papal authority or papal emo-
lument, but little disposition to relieve
Germany from the grievous oppressions
under which it laboured. Instead, there-
fore, of multiplying words in the form of
a lonof rejoinder, they said they had
other business to transact of still greater
consequence; and directed Cheregato to
be content with their former resolution,
till they could send a NATIONAL MEMO-
RIAL to the pope, and receive the answer
of his holiness respecting all their
GRIEVANCES. * It would then be seen
what reliance ought to be placed on the
fair promises of the nuncio of the Roman
pontiff.

Cheregato thought proper to quit Nu-
remberg before the memorial
was drawn up. His sudden ^pfe'®v™

m*
departure was considered as Nuremberg.
disrespectful to the diet, and
prognosticated an unfavourable issue to
the whole business.

The German nation, in the time of the
emperor Maximilian* had exhibited an
accusation of ten grievances
against the court of Rome. Remon-
rnJ i r ±1 ..u strance ot
The number of these in the the Ger.
present new memorial were mans,
increased to a hundred; and
are known by the name of the Centum
Gravamina, so famous in the German
annals. The articles of complaint were
arranged in order, and immediately
dispatched to Rome, accompanied with
a concise'but memorable protest, to the
following effect:—That the diet had laid
all their grievances before the legate of
is holiness, and had intended to furnish

him with an exact and orderly copy of
them for the perusal of his master, but
he had surprised them by disappearing
suddenly and unexpectedly: That they
humbly besought the pope to redress
their grievances effectually; and more-
over, wished his holiness to understand,
that if they were not redressed, and
speedily too, the burden of them was be-
come so oppressive and insupportable,
that the princes and people in general
neither COULD nor WOULD endure them

*Paul Sarpi. Orthuin. Grat. Du Pin. Gol-
dast, i. 33—58.
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any longer.* Imperious necessity itself,
and the iniquity of the multiplied extor-
tions and oppressions under which they
groaned, would compel them to use every
method, with which God had intrusted
them, to deliver themselves from the ty-
ranny of the ecclesiastics.

These transactions were a decisive
proof of the declining power of the pope-
dom, and at the same time they mani-
fested the hardy and daring spirit which
had arisen among the German nations in
support of their civil and religious liber-
ties.

It would be tedious to relate the hun-
dred grievances at length. In substaace

they may be reduced to these
The hundred heads :—-1. Complaints of
grievances. j a r g e p a v m e n t s fo r dispensa-
tions, absolutions, and indulgences. By
these things not only immense sums
were squeezed out of the Germans, but a
door opened to all sorts of crimes; and
moreover, the money thus collected was
consumed by the popes in maintaining
the luxury of their families and relations.
2. The injuries done by directing eccle-
siastical causes to be tried at Rome, ra-
ther than in their proper places by Ger-
man ordinaries. 3. The artifices of the
Romish court in the reservation of be-
nefices. 4. The abuses of commendams
and first-fruits. 5. The exemptions of
the ecclesiastics in criminal causes. 6.
The introduction of excommunications
into temporal concerns; and the illegality
of excommunicating several persons for
one man's offence. 7. The encroach-
ments of the ecclesiastical judges in lay
causes, under divers pretences, and their
scandalous sentences. 8. The shameful
exactions of the clergy for administering
the sacraments, and for burials and
masses, and for licenses to keep concu-
bines. 9. The faculties granted to the
pope's legate, to legitimate bastards and
bestow benefices. 10. The monks and
nuns in Germany were allowed to be
heirs to their own relations; but the con-
trary was forbidden ; their relations were
unjustly prohibited from becoming heir;
to them.

The diet concluded their complaints
with observing, that they could specify
many more and still heavier oppressions,
from which in equity they ought to be
relieved; but they were disposed to say
nothing of them, till it should appear,

whether they were likely to obtain jus-
tice respecting those already enumerated.

In fact they were all reducible to three
heads; namely, grievances or oppres-
sions, tending to enslave the people, to
rob them of their money, or to appropri-
ate to the clergy the jurisdiction of the
secular magistrate.

The elector of Saxony was not present
at the diet of Nuremberg. The infirmi-
ties of his advanced age, the natural ir-
resolution of his temper, or the prospect
of contentious and troublesome scenes
concerning Luther, or, lastly, all these
things put together, will easily account
for his absence.—The pope at this time
appears to have been excessively out of
humour with this prince. Two pontifi-
cal brieves, addressed to the elector,
were transmitted to him by Cheregato
from Nuremberg; the former of which is
expressed in the most severe, imperious,
and insulting language;* and even in
the latter, which the Italian historianf
calls an affectionate letter, Adrian round-
y charges the conscientious Frederic

with a breach of promise made to cardi-
nal Cajetan ; namely, that he would not
fail to punish Luther as soon as ever he

*Goldast. Peror. Cent. Grav. Sleidan.

should be proscribe'
t was well known that that

e, whereas
eretic was

allowed to remain in the electorate of
Saxony, and was also encouraged and
supported there, not only after the pope's
sentence against him, but also after the
imperial edict of Charles V.

Frederic the Wise was so much of-
fended with these accusations of the
pope, that he seems for a moment to
have forgotten those discreet maxims by
which he had constantly regulated his
conduct.

John Planitz Was a German nobleman,
who represented the elector of Saxony
in the imperial council of regency at Nu-
remberg. To him the prince, by letter,
freely expressed his indignation at the
contents of the pontifical brieve. With
more than ordinary warmth, he declared

* See the Appendix for this long brieve.
It is a great curiosity, as it demonstrates the
prodigiously high ideas which the popes en-
tertained of their own dignity and conse-
quence ; and with what outrageous insolence
they could express their displeasure, when,
like Adrian, they were unrestrained by po-
litical motives and a knowledge of mankind.
—See also Labbei Concil, Tom. xiv.

t Pallavicini.
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that he had never imagined it possible
he should receive so extraordinary a let-
ter, and he was inclined to suspect it had
been forged at Nuremberg. He wished
the pope's legate to be told that he him-
self would write to the council of re-
gency, and express his readiness to ap-
pear before them and the emperor, for the
purpose of defending his conduct against
all unjust aspersions. Planitz, however,
who appears to have been a sincere
friend of the Reformer's,* represented to
his master the imprudence of intrusting
his reputation with so partial a tribunal
as the imperial council of regency. He
foresaw, he said, that much injury to the
cause of protestantism would be the in-
fallible consequence of such a measure;
and that therefore the elector had better,
content himself with returning only ge-
neral answer's to the pope's objections.
Frederic was easily persuaded to aban-
don a resolution so opposite to his usual
system of caution and evasion, and so

* Some judgment may be formed of the
character of this wary privy counsellor of
the elector of Saxony, from* a letter which
he wrote to his master during the sittings of
the diet at Nuremberg.

" The pope, by his large promises, would
make us believe that he intends to redress
many of our grievances. But I make no
scruple to declare plainly,'that I give him
no credit for sincerity. I look upon all his
fine speeches as thrown out for the single
purpose of aggrandizing the power and
wealth of the Romish churchy This has
been the constant practice of the pontiffs
hitherto; and the event will show whether a
different system is now beginning to be
adopted. For my part, I can expect no
equitable decisions from the pope, till he
makes the glory of Christ, and the salvation
of mankind, to be the ruling motives of his
conduct. And if such were, indeed, his pre-
sent motives, why should he have thought it
necessary to write to Ferdinand, the brother
and representative of the emperor, as you
will perceive by the enclosed copy, he has
done, TO INSTIGATE HIM TO USE A ROD ? He
might as well have spoken out at once, and
said a ROD OF IRON. Surely if he were a
shepherd of Christ's flock, he would think it
his duty to cultivate peace, to investigate the
truth, and to prevent errors and schisms, b;
mild, and not by compulsory methods,
firmly trust, however, that Almighty God
will protect his own glory, and forward the
salvation of men, in a way very different
from that which suits the notions of the Ro-
man pontiff." Tom. II. Alten.

uncertain and dangerous in the issue of
;he experiment. Accordingly he trans-
mitted his defence in writing to Adrian
limself, expressed concisely, and in the
most general terms; and to his legate
Cheregato he directed a brief explana-
ion to be given of the line of conduct
which he had' prescribed to himself
hroughout the whole business of Lu-
-her. The elector deemed it but decent
;o avoid all personal altercation with the
pope; but to his legate he positively in-
sisted on the fact, that he had never
made any other promise to Cajetan, than
hat " in the hope of putting an end to
he ecclesiastical dissensions, he would

stand engaged to compel Luther to ap-
pear before the cardinal at Augsburg."*

This conscientious prince, amidst all
he doubts and difficulties which harassed

his mind concerning the just limits of the
papal jurisdiction, and several other ques-
tions relative to the rights of the ecclesi-
astics, steadily adhered to the grand prac-
tical maxim of implicitly obeying the
revealed word of God, and also of main-
taining with zeal and fidelity the unre-
strained publication of the same among
the people. He was much displeased
with some parts of the diet's reply to
Cheregato, particularly that which seem*
ed to threaten the clergy with a species
of inquisition that would inevitably fetter
them in their preaching, and obstruct the
free progress of the Gospel. Agreeably
to this truly Christian view of evangeli-
cal liberty, he directed, before the final
resolutions of the diet, a formal protest
to be entered in his name against every
restraint of that kind.

The resolutions were made in March
1523, and accorded with the answer
which had been given to the
pope's legate. They, were Edict of the
called, notwithstanding the 5 ? D . 1523#

emperor's absence, The Edict
of Charles V. and were printed and pub-
lished throughout Germany, together
with the pope's brieve, and his instruc-
tions to his nuncio; also with the an-
swers and replies, and the hundred
grievances.*

These transactions, and the publica-
tion of them, were, on the whole, un-
doubtedly favourable to the reformation.

Luther instantly saw his advantage,
and availed himself of it with that un-

* Pallavic. Orthuin Grat. Paul. Sarpi.
t Goldast. stat. Imp. ii. 150.
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daunted courage which constantly mark-
ed his character, and also with a defen-
sive dexterity which was the result of
much experience in repelling the inces-
sant attacks of his enemies.

He published an address to the princes
and noblemen of Germany, in which he

gratefully acknowledged the
Luther's ad- satisfaction which their late
princes0thG e d i c t had afforded him; but

he had observed, he said,
that there were many persons, and even
some of rank and distinction, who were
disposed to wrest the mandates of the
diet from their true meaning,—"That
meaning," said Luther, "is to me as
clear as the light; and therefore I judge
it highly expedient at this time to pub-
lish my sentiments on this matter, as
also the sentiments of those who agree
with me in interpreting the doctrines of
the Gospel.

" 1 . And first, the edict directs us to
teach the Gospel in that sense which has
been approved by the church of Christ.
Now there are numbers who would mis-
represent this injunction, as though
Christians ought to follow the scholastic
opinions of Thomas Aquinas, Scotus, and
others that are held in high estimation
by the Romish Church. Whereas in the
edict we find no mention of these authors,
nor even of the Romish church itself,
but only of the church of Christ, and of
the ancient interpreters of Christian doc-
trine; that, is, as WE understand it, of
Hilary, Cyprian, and Augustine, whose
authority we allow to be great, yet on no
occasion such as to be produced in oppo-
sition to the holy Scriptures.

" When the diet, therefore, commands
us to preach the Gospel in its purity* it
is most absurd to suppose that they in-
tend the scholastic trifles of Aristotle to
be looked on as the standard of evangeli-
cal truth. For if that were case, what
need could there be to call a general
council 1 , That the former is the genuine
sense of the edict," said Luther, " I
argue also from this well-known circum-
stance; namely, that several of the
princes, who have hitherto obstinately
opposed every attempt at reformation in
religion, have also refused to subscribe
this resolution of the diet, and now do
their utmost to prevent the publication of
it among their subjects. To speak plain-
ly, our adversaries neither know what
the Gospel is, nor what were the doc-
trines of the ancient ecclesiastical wri-

ters ; so immersed are they in those con-
tentious, sophistical disputations, whicji
the diet now commands us to lay aside.
' You must preach the Gospel:' So said
Jesus Christ; and it is easy for the diet
to repeat the words of the injunction;
but how will they ensure obedience to hi
For our part, we promise the most prompt
obedience; and through God's help, we
will keep our promise. But it is with
grief that I am compelled to own, that
the church of Rome cannot possibly obey
this imperial edict. For alas ! they HAVE
no preachers of the Gospel., Moreover,
if they were but willing to preach the
pure Gospel of Christ, there would at
once be a most glorious termination of all
our dissensions!—The harvest truly is
plenteous, but the labourers are few.
We must therefore pray our heavenly
Father that he would send labourers into
his harvest: We cannot procure them by
our own exertions, neither can the em-
peror by his edicts bestow them on the
church; They are the gift of heaven.
The schools and the colleges of the
priests and monks do not furnish them.

" 2. Likewise, where," continued Lu-
ther, " will the bishops find learned theo-
logians to superintend the preachings of
the clergy, and correct their mistakes by
peaceable, mild, and affectionate exhorta-
tions, agreeably both to the letter and
spirit of this edict] In vain will they
look for such characters in the schools
and monasteries, or universities : besides
—a most wonderful change must take
place in the whole department of our ec-
clesiastical rulers themselves. Their
present system is that of coercion, by
flames, anathemas, and excommunica-
tions. Had they treated me in the Chris-
tian manner now recommended by the
princes, their own affairs would have
been in a much better condition. God
grant they may at length profit from the
wholesome admonitions of this edict!"

He then proceeds thus :
" 3 . That article of the edict which

prohibits the printing and vending of all
books which have not been inspected and
approved by proper judges, is entirely
agreeable to a practical rule agreed upon
in our university at Wittemberg during
the last year. The publication of the
Scriptures however must in no way be
fettered; and this is the only exception.

"4 . And now, ye most kind and be-
nevolent princes," exclaimed the Author,
' I must entreat you to mitigate in some
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respect! the severity of your decree
against the marriage of the clergy. Con-
sider the revealed will of God, and con-
sider the snares to which the pitiable
weaknesses of men are exposed by a
compulsion of this sort. I am sure that
many, who are at present angry with me
for not supporting the Romish system of
celibacy, did they but know what I do
of the interior practices of the monaste-
ries, wou)d instantly join me in wishing
those hiding-places to .be levelled with
the ground, rather than that they should
afford occasion to the commission of saieh
dreadful impieties.

" Your consideration, however, in re-
straining the punishments of the married
ecclesiastics to the penalties of the canon
law, implies a severe animadversion on
those cruel bishops and princes, who
have hitherto been accustomed to torment
such offenders against the pope's laws,
with perpetual imprisonments, and even
with death itself, as if they had commit-
ted the most atrocious crimes.

" And I am ready to own further, that,
though it is too hard to deprive a pious
and faithful clergyman of his benefice,
and thereby of his maintenance, for no
other fault but because he has contracted
an honourable marriage, yet, if the former
most important part of your decree, which
enjoins the teaching of the Gospel in its
purity, be but duly observed, it will ne-
cessarily follow that the rigour of the
canon law will IN PRACTICE be mitigated
by the legitimate prevalence of evange-
lical principles. Hath not our Saviour
determined, that ONLY those are to be
expelled from the church, who are con-
victed of manifest crimes, and obstinately
refuse to listen to wholesome reproof?
But there is no crime in marrying a wife,
or leaving a monastery. And lastly, I
cannot but observe, that there is no in-
stance of a clergyman's losing either in-
come or dignity on account of the sin or

fornication."
The greatest advantage, which Luther

and his cause derived from the decisions
of the diet of Nuremberg, has not ye
been mentioned; namely, the virtua
suspension of the imperial edict oi
Worms. This, in the present juncture
proved a heavy disappointment on th
expectations of the papal party, and th
rather, a,s the duration of the suspension
was in fact left undefined, depending on
the proceedings of a future general coun-
cil, the very assembling of which they
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.incerely deprecated, and at all times did
heir best to procrastinate.

Accordingly, Luther boldly asserted
his right to draw this inference from the
terms in which the princes had expressed
;heir edict, " By this decree ,̂" said he,
' I do maintain that Martin Luther
tands absolved from all the consequences
•f the former sentence of the pope and

emperor̂  until a future councilshall have
tried his cause, and pronounced their de-
finite sentence. For if this is not the
meaning of the decree, I am at a loss to
find any other; neither can I understand
wh*at else can be the design of this sus-
tension of judgment, and this appeal to
, general council."

On the contrary, the transactions of the
diet of Nuremberg produced much dis-
content at Rome. The papal courtiers
not only derided the childish simplicity
of Adrian, in acknowledging disorders in
he church which he ought to have con-
cealed, v.but also .censured severely the
impolitic expostulations of Cheregato in
his reply to the answer of the princes.
It was his doty, they said, in the matters
of less importance, to have given a fa-
vourable construction to some expres-
sions of the diet, and to have connived
at others which were less defensible;
and in the mean time to have stretched"
every nerve to the utmost to procure the
condemnation of Luther: whereas, by
making nice and subtle distinctions, and
insisting too much on the precise expla-
nations of particular words, he had in-
creased the ill humour of those deter*
mined audacious Germans, and had ef-
fected nothing to the advantage of the
Roman See: nay, worse than nothing:
The authority of the church was weak-
ened ; the sources of its wealth were
stopped; an4 the heretics would doubtless
become more daring and presumptuous
than ever.

These sagacious Italians ' were not
much mistaken \n their prognostication.
Luther and his disciples, in all their con-
troversial writings'after this period, often
appealed to the testimony of Adrian, and
to the HUNDRED GRIEVANCES enumerated
by the representatives of the Germanic
body, in confirmation of what they af-
firmed respecting the abuses and corrup-
tions of the Romish court. The pope
himself, if we may credit his historian,*
was on the one hand astonished at the

* Jov, Vit. Ad,
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obstinacy of the Reformers, and on the
other disgusted with the dissolute man-
ners of his courtiers; and not being able
to correct either the one or the other,
sincerely wished himself again in the

more humble situation of
Death of dean of Louvain !* Adrian
A d n a n ' died soon after he had re-
ceived from his legate the account
what had passed at Nuremberg.

During tfil these trying scenes, the
Saxon Champion of the Reformation ex-
hibited a noble example of Christian
faith, courage, and resignation. " It is
impossible," said he, in a letter to Spa-
latinus, " that I can be silent when the
divine truth is in danger. To propa-
gate the Gospel is the sole object of all
my writings. Never do I take up my pen
for the purpose of injuring any one. John
Faber, vicar of Constance, has recently
attacked my doctrines in a work printed
at Leipsic. Emser also is about to pub-
lish something hostile. For me to pass
by these things without notice would be
to betray the truth : moreover, the late
edict itself expressly provides against all
attempts to obstruct the progress of the
Gospel. For my part I have no fears,
The doctrines which I teach, I am sure
are of God; and I am ready to suffer
patiently on their account whatsoever it
shall please Him to inflict upon me."
This letter appears to have been written
in reply to the elector, who,,in conse-
quence of the late edict, had probabJy
warned Luther afresh to be extremely
moderate in his style. The diet, incon-
sistently, it should seem, with the mild,
conciliatory terms of their, edict, had
commissioned the vicar of Constance to
oppose Lutheranism throughout Germa-

* Adrian was born at Utrecht, of mean
parents. He was made dean of St Pe-
ter's, at Louvain, and afterwards provost at
Utrecht. Being appointed tutor to prince
Charles of Austria, king Ferdinand made
him bishop of Tortosa ; and through Leo X.
he attained to the cardinal's hat. Upon his
exaltation to the papacy, the people of
Utrecht and Holland showed so much joy,
that they wrote upon the tapestry hangings
and the walls of their houses, "Utrecht has
planted, Louvain watered, and the emperor
given the increase."—Under which an arch
fellow wrote, " God has done nothing at all
in this matter." His epitaph deserves to be
recorded:—"Here lies Adrian VI., who es-
teemed the papal government to be the
greatest misfortune of his life.^ Brandt. *

ny. Our Reformer, in such circum-
stances, could not remain an indolent
spectator of the machinations of his ad-
versaries.

Observe also another memorable in-
stance of the disinterested courage and
resolution of this extraordinary man.
The ejector and his court had appre-hend-

of ed-so much danger to Luther from the
diet of Nuremberg, that they would
gladly have persuaded him to have once
rnojre returned to a place of concealment.
44 No, no,"* says he, in a letter to the
same friend, "imagine not that I will
again hide myself in a corner, however
madly the monsters may rage,

4 ' I perfectly well remember, dear
friend, what I wrote to the prince from
Borna ;* ana1 I wish you would all be
induced to believe the contents of that
letter. You have now had the most
manifest proofs that the hand of God is
in this business; for this is the second
year in which, beyond the expectation of
every one, I am yet alive; and the elect-
or is not only safe, but also finds the
fury of his brethren of the Germanic
body less violent than during the preced-
ing year. Our prince has not DESIGNEDLY
involved himself in this religious con-
test: no; it is by the providence of God
alone that he finds himself at all concern-
ed in i t ; and Jesus Christ will have no
difficulty to defend him. However, if I
could but, without actually disgracing
the Gospel, perceive a way of separating
him from my difficulties and dangers, I
would not hesitate to give up my life. I
had fully expected and hoped, that, with-
in the year, I should have been dragged
to suffer death ; and that was the method
of liberating him from danger to which I
alluded in my letter,—jf indeed such
would have been the consequence of my
destruction. It appears very plain that
at present we are not able to investigate
or comprehend the divine counsels; and
therefore it will be the safest for us to
say, in the spirit of humble resignation,
4 THY WILL BE DONE.' " i

Thus did Luther, in the full conviction
of the justice and importance of the cause
which he supported, constantly look with
a single eye to the protection of that
Being, through whose providence he was
made an honoured instrument of the revi-
val of Christian truth and liberty. He

[ Page 343 of this Vol.
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ation of the
elector of
Saxony,
about the be
ginning of
the year
1523.

considered the triumph of the Gospel as
a sure event, and at no great distance;
he rejoiced in the prospect of it; he had
not the smallest anxiety on account of
his own personal safety; and he laboured
to impress the mind of his prince with
similar sentiments of pious expectation,
confidence, and fortitude.

Toe situation of the elector of Saxony
was at this time such as to require all

the encouragement and ad-
vice which his religious and
political friends could sup-
ply. The duke George had
almost persuaded the regency
at Nuremberg to OBLIGE Fre-
deric to punish Luther; but
this blow was warded by tell-

ing the duke, that, as he had been parti-
cularly offended by the Reformer, it
would be more proper for him to apply
alone to the elector for redress. Planitz,
during the sittings of the regency, in-
formed his master the elector, " that for
the last three months, whenever any
question had been moved respecting Lu-
ther, there had always broken out such a
flaming spirit of obstinate resistance to
the Gospel, that he feared God in his
anger would inflict some heavy judgment
upon so irreligious a country." Yet the
members of this very regency, in their
late deliberations, had displayed a dispo-
sition much more inclined to equity and
moderation than on former occasions;
insomuch that the Suabian league, as
it was called, were supposed to be con-
certing violent measures, which had for
their objects both the ruin of the elector
of Saxony and the dissolution of the re-
gency of Nuremberg.—The conduct of
the duke George at this critical juncture
w*as not a little suspicious. At Nurem-
berg he spake freely of the danger with
which his nephews Frederic and John
were threatened, of losing their posses-
sions and rank in the empire; and he re-
fused to take his seat in the regency,
alleging as a reason, that the princes
whom Luther, in his writings, had
charged with the commission of high
crimes, ought to prove themselves inno-
cent before they were admitted to offices
of trust and authority. His real designs,
however, were easily discerned through
this political finesse. If the nephews of
George should eventually, on account of
their attachment to the reformation, be
plundered and degraded, their uncle, it
was believed, hoped to be proportionally

enriched, and exalted ; and moreover, the
example of extraordinary conscientious-
ness and self-denial of the duke, in de-
clining to act in an, important official
situation, because he at that time labour-
ed under the accusations of Luther, was
no doubt, intended by him to facilitate
the introduction of a resolution among
the princes, that all persons proscribed
by the edict of Worms should be, de-
prived of their rights, privileges, -and
possessions. For if so great purity of
character was required of men in public
situations of dignity and trust, that the
ijrave, the religious duke George had re-
fused to take his seat among the regents
till he had acquitted himself of the calum-
nies of Luther, how could any other
member of the Germanic body, whatever
might be his rank or title, pretend to a
just claim of precedence and sovereignty,
while, either directly or indirectly, he
remained under the BAN of the empire by
the legitimate decision of the diet of
Worms ?

The hypocrisy, avarice, and ambition,
which could suggest to the mind of this
prince so flimsy a pretext, for the purpose
of aggrandizing his own fortunes by the
ruin of tho.se of his near relations, have
cast an indelible stain on the memory of
the duke George of Saxony.

How striking is the contrast, and how
honourable to the cause of religion, when
we compare the conduct of Frederic and
of Luther at this period with that of
their enemies!

The elector, though oppressed with
age and infirmities, was still in the full
possession of his intellectual faculties,
and continued to merit the appellation of
Frederic the Wise. His penetrating eye
foresaw the conspiracy which was then,
forming by the pope, the emperor, and
several of the most bigoted of the Ger-
man princes, with the express intent of
crushing the infant reformation, and also
every power that was friendly to its pro-
gress. But neither the firmness nor the
integrity o'f this good prince, whenever
the course he should steer seemed dis-
tinct and certain, &ouW be shaken by the
most alarming appearances.* In this

* This part of the character of the elector
of Saxony has been already abundantly ex-
emplified. The timidity and ambiguity of
conduct which appeared in this prince on
some occasions arose from doubts in his un-
derstanding, not from defect of courage or
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year, 1523, he is well known to have se-
cretly meditated the defence of himsel
and his persecuted subjects even by
FORCE ;* but was interrupted by enter-
taining serious doubts concerning the.
lawfulness of using arms under his .very
peculiar circumstances. For however
disgusted Frederic might be with the
political intrigues of Adrian and Charles
V. or however indignant on account o
the many tyrannical oppressions of the
civil and ecclesiastical rulers1, it was not
his practice to give way to resentment
or revenge, but rather to seek relief to
his anxious and burdened mind by a dili-
gent investigation of his duty. Accord-
ingly, he solemnly required Luther, Bu-
genhagius, and Melancthon, to write their
deliberate sentiments on the following
question. ** Whether it was lawful for
the elector of Saxony, in case his sub-
jects, on account of their religion, should
suffer violence either from the emperor
or any of the German princes, to protect
them by arms!" These great and good
men decided at once, THAT IT WAS NOT
LAWFUL; and principally for these rea-
sons. 1. The princes were not yet fully
convinced in their consciences of the
truth of the reformed system of evange-
lical doctrine. 2. Neither had their sub-
jects implored their protection against
violence and persecution. 3. Nor had
the several states of the provinces delibe-
rated on the point. 4. Lastly, Those,
who in their own defence have .recourse
to arms, ought, before all things, to be
assured of the justice of their cause.f

Thus, notwithstanding the success with
which the reformation had hitherto been
attended, there seemed rising considera-
ble obstacles to its further progress.—
Luther disdained to hide himself a second
time from the fury of his adversaries;
and his friend Frederic, from scruples of
conscience, did not dare to draw the
sword in his defence. Both the Saxon
elector and the Saxon reformer appeared,
therefore, to be in most critical and peril-

honesty ; and here again, not so ranch from
doubts of existing grievance, as from scru-
ples of conscience respecting that degree of
resistance which, in redressing the griev-
ances, he might be justified in making to
the established authorities.

* Hortleder, Histor
t Hortleder the historian had in his pos-

session the original of this answer. Seek.
263.

ous situations; and the wisest advocates
of Lutheranism did not see how the loss
of either of them could be repaired. In
fact, the powers of Antichrist were now
roused, and become outrageous ; and had
shown symptoms of an intention to col-
lect their strength, and to act in concert,
with more system and decision than they
had hitherto done from the commence-
ment of the ecclesiastical dissentions.

The clouds, however, which seemed
to thicken over the elector of Saxony, his
subjects and his dominions, were soon
dispersed, through the wise dispositions
of that kind, overruling Providence, on
which Luther entirely relied, and which
in its secret counsels, had determined to
break the rod of the oppressor*, and to
bestow on the nations the blessings of a
revival of Christian' truth and Christian
liberty. The emperor was so much in-
volved in multiplied schemes of enter-
prise and ambition, that he found it im-
possible to give any serious and durable
attention to the contests in Germany;
and it soon appeared, that without his ac-
tive co-operation, the rest of the confede-
rates could effect nothing decisive. The
apprehensions therefore of Frederic and
his ministers respecting the safety of his
lectorate, or the necessity of a defensive

war, were much relieved; and the pa-
tient industrious reformers had only to
struggle with their usual difficulties,
arising from the persecutions of such in-
dividuals as frequently happened to be the
unfortunate victims of cruel bigots in
possession of power.—Among the unre-
lenting tyrants of this class, is particu-
larly distinguished the archduke Ferdi-
nand, the brother of Charles Vr who was
o much inflamed with resentment against

the Saxon Reformer and his- cause, that
he declared, he had much rather his sis-
ter the queen of Denmark, had been sunk
n the depths of the sea, than that she

should ever have conversed with Luther
at Wittemberg.

The unfortunate Queen, whom we have
ust mentioned, was compelled to seek

an asylum out of Denmark, with her ex-
iled husband Chri$tiern the Second, who
n the year 1523 fled from Copenhagen

with twenty ships, together with his
queen and children, and all his private
treasure. This unhappy prince, in his

* Isaiah, ix.
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passage to the Continent, was overtaken
by a violent tempest, which dispersed his
fleet, .and reduced him to the last ex-
tremity. At length he arrived with his
family at Tervere in Zeeland,* despatched
a letter to his brother-in-law Charles V.
and entertained the most sanguine hopes
that, through the assistance of so power-
ful an ally, he should soon be restored to
his former dignity and possessions. Hi
queen Elizabeth also came to Nurem-
berg, to implore the help of her brothe:
Ferdinand and of the German princes
But unfortunately for this object, she had
received many of Luther's books from
Albert duke of Prussia, had made an
open profession of the reformed religion,
and in 1524 had publicly received the sa-
crament in both kinds. This last step so
provoked Ferdinand, that he told her in
plain terms, " he heartily wished she was
not his sister.1' "Certainly," replied
the queen, " we are descended from one
and the same mother; nevertheless, I
must adhere closely to the word of God,
and to that ONLY, without the least re-
spect to persons; in all other concerns,
I am ready to obey my brother's plea-
sure ; and if, on that account, he refuses
to own me for his sister, I shall endea-
vour to bear the cross with patience."
On the subject of her own calamitous situ-
ation, as well as that of her husband, she
is said to have expressed herself so pathe-
tically before the princes, as to. have con-
strained every one present to shed tears.
She obtained from them, however, no sat-
isfactory promises of assistance; and this

excellent queen soon after de-
Death of the parted thisiife, her death be-
Denma/k. » g probably hastened by af-

flictjon and misfortune, and
the unkind treatment of her nearest rela-
tions. She was buried at Ghent ;* and
her husband informed Luther, that, not-
withstanding the very great pains which
had "been taken by persons of the great-
est distinction to persuade her to return
to popery, she had received the Lord's
supper according to the just ordinance of
Christ, and died in the exercise of sound
and lively evangelical faith.

The two northern kingdoms of Den-
mark and Sweden were now uniting
themselves t6 the cause of Protestant-

* Meursii Histor. Danica.
t In the beginning" of 1525. ChrytraBus.

32*

ism; and as the religious re-
voLutions in those regions pJotestanu
were brilliant and rapid, they ism in Den-
must, no doubt, eventually g^el!"1

have been productive of much
spiritual good. Our account of this hap-
py change in the north must, however,
be brief, because little, except the politi-
cal and external circumstances, has found
its way into authentic history.

In the year 1522, at the request of
Christiern II. king of Denmark, a
preacher named Martin was sent from
Wittemberg; and his evan-
gelical labours among the Martin sent
Danes received the royal ap- S S j J k
probation and encouragement, preach to
But the enormous vices of ^ D ^ I S ^
this./ prince, which would
have disgraced any religious system,
proved an effectual bar to the progress
of the Reformation. Expelled from his
throne on account of his tyranny, profli-
gacy, and cruelties, and forced t> wander
through a foreign country in want and
disgrace, he discovered some symptoms
of compunction and even of repentance.
At least, during his intercourse among
his religious friends, his external con-
duct indicated a grave and
decorous attention to spiritual christiern II
concerns. We find him in visits the
the year 1523 visiting his g ^ ° r o f

uncle, the elector of Saxony, A. D. 1523.
at Schweinitz, a town belong-
ng to this prince; and, in the autumn of
he same year, he sent for Luther from

Wittemberg, and heard him preach at
the same town, in the palace of Frederic,
with so great satisfaction, that he de-
clared in his whole life he had never be-
ore heard the Gospel so explained ; and
hat while he lived, he should never for-

get that sermon; and moreover, that,
with God's help, he should endure more
patiently whatever might befall him.
Still I fear, if the plan of this history ad-
mitted a circumstantial detail of the
rimes committed by Christiern II. while
le sat on his throne, the charity and can-
our of the reader would be put to a se-

vere trial in admitting, without some
urther substantial evidence, the probabi-
ity of the genuine conversion of so infa-

mous a character. His public apology,
r defence of his conduct, dispersed

;hroughout Germany, though to the last
egree affecting and lamentable, exhibits
ut little of the spirit of a truly humble
enitent. The reflection, however, of
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Luther on his case may deserve to be
transcribed. "Perhaps," said he, "God
in his appointed time will call this king
and queen to his heavenly kingdom, that
he may appear marvellous in confound-
ing the measures of human foresight; for
most certainly he is a king of whose
sound and thorough reformation our judg-
ments could never reasonably have form-
ed any favourable conjectures."

Frederic the duke of Holstein succeed-
ed his nephew Christiem II. in the throne
of Denmark; and uncjer him, and still
more under his successor Christiern III,
the blessed change of the religious esta-
blishment was completed in that king-
dom.—Of Christiern II. little more is
known, than that on returning into Den-
mark, and making some attempts to re-
cover his throne, he was taken prisoner,
and ended his days in captivity*
• The judicious student of ecclesiastical

history, can scarcely fail to reflect how
extremely palpable the wickedness and
folly of the popish system must have
been, when the opposition of a prince so
notoriously cruel, and in every respect un-
principled, as Christiern II. was able so
effectually to shake its foundations, that
it could never after recover either credit
or stability in Denmark.

I know no evidence that Elizabeth,
the good queen of Christiern II. was in
any degree a partner with her husband in
hi^ injustice and cruelty; and Luther
justly observes, that, if she could but
have been persuaded to deny the Gospel
of Christ, she might, perhaps/have been
restored to her kingdom, through the
active interference of her powerful bro-
thers, Charles the emperor, and Ferdi-
nand the archduke.* Charles V. about
this time was beginning to astonish all
Europe with the blaze of secular glory,
and was also cruelly persecuting the
people of God throughout Flanders, The
Christian reader, who finds no satisfac-
tion in the contemplation of such scenes
of ambition and iniquity, will willingly
retire from them, and learn useful in-
struction from a serious revie\v of the
dealings of Providence with the near re-
lative of the emperor, the exiled queen
of Denmark. This extraordinary per-
sonage, after a severe discipline of hu-
miliating afflictions, died in peace; and
there is very solid ground to hope that
the sister found rest in the application of

* Comment, de Luth. XLII.

that Gospel to the relief of her spiritual
necessities, which the brother denomi-
nated heresy, schism, and sedition.

The religious revolutious of Holstein,
a duchy bordering on Denmark, well de-
serve a place in this narrative. Several
students of divinity from that country had
visited the university of Wittemberg, in-
duced by what they had heard of Luther's
talents and learning. On their return, it
soon appeared that they had caught the
salutary flame which had already exhi-
larated the hearts of so many foreigners.
Both in public and in private, among
their countrymen, they most industri-
ously spread the reformation they had
obtained from their great Saxon master.

Herman Tast, in the year 1522, was
the first, who, when he found the church
at Husam shut against him by the popish
clergy, preached boldly under
a tree in the churchyard, a Herman Tast
course of most excellent ser- ^usam,8 ^
mons to a numerous audi- A. D.' 1522.
ence: and this same pastor
also, two years after, preached at Gar-
dingen the first public sermon which was
ever composed according to the sound
principles of the reformed religion, and
delivered in a regular way from the pul-
pit in that country : for in 1524 Frederic I.
king of Denmark and duke of Holstein,
made it a capital offence for any person
to take away the life, or injure the pro-
perty or dignity of another, on account of
his religion, whether Papal or Lutheran.
This prince, in matters of religion, al-
lowed all his subjects a most complete
toleration. They were so to conduct
themselves, as best to satisfy their own
consciences before God. At the same
time, however, he ordered the most so-
lemn and explicit directions to be given,
that the errors of the Romish church
should be publicly reprobated, and the
evangelial doctrines of the reformers re-
commended to the people. But the in-
habitants of Ditmarsen? an intractable
race of men, refused to obey the king's
edict, and committed to the flames, in
this same year, Henry Mul-
ler, a zealous preacher of Martyrdom
pure Christianity, who had M S 7
formerly been prior of the A. D. 1524.
monastery at Antwerp, had
afterwards preached two years at Bre-
men, and lastly had been introduced
among the savage Ditmarsians by their
superintendent, a man of piety and reli-
gion. In other parts of Frederic's domi-
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nions the royal edict was dutifully obey-
ed,, and proved a great bulwark agains
the violence and cruelty of the papists
Under its protection the Lutheran miniŝ
ters confronted and engaged their adver-
saries by the methods of fair argumenta-
tion; and were wonderfully successfii
in propagating divine truth. Even some
of the Roman champions acknowledged
their convictions, and bowed to the au-
thority of reason and Scripture. Others,
meanwhile, persevered' in their invete-
rate prejudipes, and continued to suppor
a pertinacious opposition to the Lutheran
doctrines. Very remarkable is the case
of a certain monk of the isle of Fore.

This man, who had travelled
story of a from home for the express
StoofStaZ P«po*» of exhorting hjS

neighbouring fraternity to re-
main faithful and constant to the papal
superstitions, declared, that he wished
he might never again reach his habitation
alive and safe if the Romish creed was
not true. In his return, he fell from his
horse, and was killed on the spot. " And
thus," says the author of this account,
" the event corresponded with the impre-
cation ; and a pile of stones, which was
raised in memory of it, points out at this
day to travellers the place where the
thing happened."—Profane readers or
writers, in a profane age, may treat with
contempt the introduction of such a rela-
tion as this into sober, authentic history ;
but their taste do'es not seem a sufficient
reason for omitting a brief but circum-
stantial narration of a fact which so judi-
cious a person .as Seckendorf thought
worthy of notice, and which, moreover,
as he particularly informs us, was trans-
mitted to him by Dr. Kortholt, a man of
most excellent character, and a very emi-
nent divine of the university of Kiel in
the duchy of Holstein.

In Sweden, the renowned Gustavus
Vasa, having in his youth lived an exile
at Lubec, and there gained some infor-
mation concerning the grounds of Lu-
theranism, and having afterwards been
further instructed by Laurentius and
Olaus Petri, two disciples of Luther, no
sooner saw himself in firm possession of
the throne than he determined to reform
the church. Under his auspices a public
disputation was held at Upsal, between
Olaus Petri* on one side, in support of

* See Appendix, OUVLS Petri.

Luther's system, and Peter Galle on the
other, as a defender of the papal dogmas;
and the sum of their argumentation was
afterwards published. Also, by the king's
order, Andreas his chancellor was em-
ployed in translating the Scriptures into
the Swedish language; and no means
were omitted for enlightening the minds
of the people. The effects were rapid
and decisive, and Sweden from that day
has ranked invariably among the pro-
testant nations.

A royal proclamation by Gustavus, in
substance as follows, must have been ex-
tremely beneficial to the Re-
formers. " We do not deny Gustavua
that our care is for the true motesPthe
religion founded on the word Reforma-
of God. There can be no tl0U\
better religion than that which Christ
and his apostles have delivered (o us.
Here there is no place for dispute. But,
respecting certain ceremonies, questions
are raised, and more especially respect-
ing the privileges of the clergy. It ia
true, that we find learned men are de-
sirous of abolishing several useless ex-
ernal rites, but there is not the least

ground for calumniating us, as though
we wished to introduce any other religion
than that which is truly Christian. Our
ingle aim is, to worship God in spirit

and truth, and to become a partaker of
he joys of heaven with all Christ's faith-

ful servants. Let not our beloved sub-
ects, therefore, listen to slanderous re-
iorts concerning their sovereign; but
emain assured that our thoughts are

employed how we may best promote the
glory of God, and their eternal welfare,
It is not long ago, since we learnt what
Taudulent means the Roman pontiff has
employed to drain this kingdom of large
urns of money, through the institution
f private masses and indulgences. And
n regard to other countries, men of the
est information have proved, beyond
ontradiction, by what variety of deceit-
l methods the bishopfand other eccle-

iastical dignitaries make a gain of the
imple; and how they burden wretched
onsciences, and multiply acts of hypo-
;risy. The luxurious prelates now see
hat these evil practices are detected and
exposed by persons of the greatest piety
md knowledge; and therefore they set
heir faces against the truth with all
heir might, and cry out, Innovation and

Heresy ! But, believe them not.—We
eriously exhort you to believe them not;
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for there is not one word of truth in their
malicious accusations."*

Let no one, however, conclude that
this glorious triumph of religious truth
took place without much clamour and
opposition from the established hierarchy.
Antichrist was seriously alarmed, and
exerted his utmost efforts to prevent the
fall of his tottering pillars.—*The pre-
ceding proclamation sufficiently intimates
this.—

In fact, the dignified clergy, and their
adherents in the convocation at Upsal,

boldly maintained that no
Convocation person, under pain of excom-
Al.DPi526. munication and eternal dam-

nation, could on any account
whatever deprive the prelates of their
wealth and privileges.

To this the king and the friends of the
Reformation coolly replied, "That true
ministers of the church, especially those
who diligently instructed the people, de-
served more than a decent maintenance;
they were worthy even 'of double ho-
nour;' but that the lazy and licentious
drones, who neither served God nor man,
ought to have no public stipend what-
ever: moreover, that there was not one
syllable in the Scriptures to justify that
immense political power and revenue
which the clergy had usurped, and which
had enabled them, for some centuries
past, to withstand their lawful governors,
and disturb kingdoms with endless wars
and seditions."

The contest was now advancing fast
to a crisis. The monks, and the rest of
the papal clergy, observed no bounds in
their resentment. Throughout Sweden,
and also in foreign countries, they ca-
lumniated their excellent king as a he-
retic, and unworthy of the throne. In
Dalecarlia they even excited the people
to seditious and treasonable practices;
and because the kingdom happened then
to suffer grievously from a great scarcity
of corn, they taught the vulgar to be-
lieve that the present famine was a judg-
ment of Almighty God on the country,
for receiving the new religion. By
such artifices of the bishops and priests,
the inhabitants of many provinces be-
came so disaffected to the government,
that they refused to pay their annual
taxes.

Yet the Swedish monarch had already

* Baazius Histor.

done everything in the cause of Chris-
tian truth which could be expected from
a pious, wise, and magnanimous prince.
Like king David, he had begun wilh re-
forming his own court: and suffered none
but religious characters to approach his
person, or to fill the great offices of
state.. He had instituted a GENERAL VI-
SITATION of the whole country BY HIM-
SELF, in which he was accompanied by
evangelical preachers, and particularly
by that excellent Lutheran theologian,
Olaus Petri, whom he had previously
appointed Secretary of Stockholm. In
adopting this admirable measure, the
king had proposed to instruct his igno-
rant subjects in the great principles of
the Christian religion, and to guard them
against erroneous notions concerning faith
and works, and predestination ; and also
against the innumerable corruptions of
the Romish Church. Moreover, in the
execution of it, he had listened to the
advice of the experienced German re-
formers ; namely, not to hurt the tender
consciences of the well-meaning but un-
informed part of the people, by an over-
hasty abolition of such ceremonies and
superstitions, as might be suffered to re-
main without manifest impiety. This
moderation was become the snore ne-
cessary, because in Sweden, as formerly
in Germany, there had arise-n, in the
early part of the Reformation, fanatics of
the Anabaptist class, who excited the
people to the most outrageous acts of
tumult and sedition. At Stockholm,
they had entered the great church of St.
John, and in the most audacious manner
had removed, or broken to pieces, the
organs, statues and images therein; and
their riotous example was followed
throughout almost every part of the king-
dom.

At this moment the situation of Swe-
den seems to have been truly critical.
On the one hand, an enthusiastic zeal
for innovation, and on the other, a blind
attachment to superstitious ceremonies,
inflamed the minds of many, and divided
them into parties; and there was con-
stantly at hand an active, ambitious, and
powerful clergy, ready to take every ad-
vantage of these internal dissentions. It
soon appeared, however, that even in
this perilous conjuncture, there existed
in Gustavus a combination of qualities
fully equal to the emergency.

This determined prince, in the sum-
mer of the year 1527, at the Convoca-
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tion of Arosen, summoned tc
Convocation gether all the constituted pi
A.a°iS527.' dersand authorities, ecfcles:

astical and civil, in his do
minions, with the full purpose of bring
ing to speedy issue the important ques
tion concerning the regulation of th
doctrines, the revenues, and the power:
of the church. He directed the senator:
of the kingdom to be placed next to tin
throne, and the bishops next to the sena
tors. The nobles occupied the thin
class, the parochial clergy the fourth
and the commons the fifth. This ar-
rangement was an unpardonable offence
in the eyes of the bishops; and the ex-
traordinary measure which they instanth
adopted in consequence, strongly mark
the domineering spirit of the Roman ca-
tholic clergy, and shows also how en-
tirely regardless they were of observing
good faith with those who did not exhi-
bit implicit obedience to the papal sys-
tem. They met secretly in the church
of St. Giles, to deliberate on their pre-
sent situation. " What is to be done
my brethren Vs said the bishop of Linkio
ping: " I t is plain enough the king
means to degrade us : he means to take
from us those castles and fortified places
which pious kings have of old granted
to the bishops of this country; and pro-
bably his next step will be to deprive u
of our lands and revenues." Two of the
junior and more moderate bishops an-
swered, " Let us not contest the matter
with his majesty: for if we have no se-
cular possessions, we cannot be called
upon to contribute to the* defence of the
state." "This is a most serious busi-
ness," replied the bishop of Linkioping:
" If we make these concessions, we
shall bring upon ourselves the indigna-
tion and eternal anathema of the Roman
pontiff. Kings and emperors, in former
times, have made similar attempts upon
the property of the clergy, but were de-
terred from executing their designs, by
the dread of pontifical excommunication.
Make your choice, then, brethren, never
to disobey the pope: he is the asylum of
the church, and he will defend you."
Every one present declared his firm re-
solution to defend the ftoman pontiff and
the established hierarchy; and they sub-
scribed a solemn protest against any de-
gradation of-their dignity, or diminution
of revenue. The.y then buried the writ-
ing under a sepulchre, covered it with
stones, and took a solemn oath not to

reveal the secret. But, it was.dug up
fifteen years afterwards, and shown to
Gustavus, as a proof of the treachery of
the papaj bishops, at the commencement
of the Reformation.

In this memorable convocation, Gusta-
vus, through his chancellor, complained
heavily of the indolence, luxury, and im-
piety of the superior clergy ; and also of
the excessive ill usage which be had per-
sonally received from the papal faction.
They had every where represented him
as a heretic, a teacher of novel doctrines,
and as one who endeavoured to dissemi-
nate among the people a corrupt religion.
He had reprimanded, he said, the arch-
bishop of Upsal for neglect of duty, and,
in particular, had ordered him to take
care that the Bible should be translated
into the, Swedish language ; but that that
prelate, instead of obeying his directions,
and reforming the abuses in the church,
had maliciously excited tumults and se-
ditions among his good subjects, after-
wards plundered the inferior clergy, and
at last fled with much wealth from his
country. In brief, and agreeably to what
he had stated in his proclamation, he
wished the faithful, laborious clergy, to
be well rewarded ; at the same time that
he would have the ignorant, the idle, and
he useless, to be deprived of the reve-

nues which they so undeservedly pos-
sessed, and which ought to be applied to
the public service. If a speedy emenda-
iuri to this effect was not agreed to by
he bishops and senate, he would no
onger undertake the government of the
jountry. On this head, therefore, he re-
uired a clear and categorical answer.
Upon hearing the king's proposal, the

onyocation was almost in an uproar,
he prelates, and other papal adherents,

ried, No! No! with the utmost clamour,
nd called loudly on the leading men of
he country to withstand such unjust in-
ovations. .
But the pious arid disinterested Gusta-

rus had formed a resolution, from which
ven the splendour of a crown could not
nduce him to depart. He came into the
ssembly, arid there publicly resigned
he government of the kingdom. With
ome warmth, but with great decency
nd firmness, he informed them, that he
ad made his choice, and that his >con-
cience did not permit to support a super-
titious and depraved system of religion.

He added, that he had determined to
iave the country, but expected them to
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pay him the price of his hereditary pos-
sessions.

The great body of the Swedish repre-
sentatives, namely, the COMMONS in the
convocation, were now so much enraged
at the conduct of the refractory bishops,
as to signify to them in terms by no means
obscure, that, if they did not instantly
comply with the pleasure of their be-
loved sovereign, they would soon feel the
vengeance of the people inflicted on their
obstinacy and disobedience. Moreover,
that the reasonableness of the king's de-
mand might be placed in the clearest
light, it was agreed that Peter Galle and
Olaus Petri should once more try their
strength publicly, in dispute, on the
question of ecclesiastical power and
privilege, as they had formerly <lone on
the controverted points of evangelical
doctrine. The combatants met accord-
ingly; and Olaus Petri, the Lutheran
disciple, spoke in the Swedish language;
but the papal advocate, ,P. Galle, per-
sisted in the use of Latin, till the whole
audience exclaimed aloud, "Say what
you have to say in the Swedish lan-
guage !"

This free discussion had a mighty in-
flaence on all the members of the convo-
cation, except the most violent and de-
termined partisans of popery, who on
the third day of the session were com-
pletely overpowered with numbers. This
memorable assembly concluded its pro-
ceedings, by humbly beseeching Gusta-
vus to resume his government, and by
precisely defining the ecclesiastical privi-
leges and revenues. Among their seve-
ral regulations and decrees, published
with the king's signature, there is this
clause: " N o one shall be ordained a
clergyman who is either unwilling to
preach, or who does not know how to
preach the pure word of God."*

This curious and instructive account
of the beginning of the Reformation in
Sweden may well deserve a place in
these memoirs : and when it is consider-
ed that the disciples of Luther were the
chief instruments of its success, it can
scarcely be deemed a digression from the
subject of this chapter. It may be said,
indeed, and with great probability of
truth, that under a prince of less pious
disposition and less splendid talents than
those of the renowned Swedish monarch,
the puny efforts of two or three evange-

* Baazius.

leal teachers could have availed but
!itti| against the whole weight and pre-
iralff ce of the papal influence : but this
is i*n fact no more than to affirm, what no
believer 6f a Divine Providence will
deny, that, whenever the great Disposer
of all events purposes either to visit man-
kind with penal judgments, or bless
them with merciful dispensations, he is
INFALLIBLE in exactly proportioning his
means to those ends, which, in the depth
and wisdom of his counsels, he has pre-
viously designed shall surely come to
pass.

The Reformation in Sweden continued
to proceed with vigour and discretion,
under the protection of Gus-
tavus Vasa, and principally TheRefor-
through the advice of his se- ^ 7 / ° '
creiary Olaus Petri, who, in Sweden,
the year 1529, published a protected by
more distinct explanation of Vasa:
the great Christian doctrine A- &•15^-
of Justification by faith, and
also a new ritual in the Swedish lan-
guage, in which the official rules for
marriage, baptism, burial of the dead,
and the administration of the Lord's
supper, were very much cleared from
Romish superstitions and encumbran-
ces.*

" How delightful a spectacle to a true
Christian, to see distinctly, and, as it
were, with his own eyes, a contest on
the spot between Christ and Antichrist!"
Such is the observation of a pious and
excellent annalist, to whom we are in-
debted for much of the preceding in-
formation concerning the revival of evan-
gelical doctrine throughout Europe in

* Appendix. Olaus Petri.
The resolutions of the states assembled at

Arosen (or Westeraas, as it is otherwise
called,) did not tend to fix, or regulate many
doctrinal articles, but rather,to reduce the
clergy to a more dependent condition.
These, by repeated grants from a supersti-
tious nobility, were become opulent, disso-
lute, and luxurious; and, moreover, they
possessed so many castles arid places of
strength, that they were able, at any time,
to excite dangerous commotions in the king-
dom, and even to give laws to the sovereign
himsejf. On the other hand, the men of
rank and family were impoverished beyond
example, through the rapacity of a devour-
ing, insatiable hierarchy. It was in vain,
therefore, until this enormous power of the
numerous prelates, acting in concert with
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this period.* ** Whatever machinations,"
continues the same author, " either the
pope or the emperor and his creatures
devised for the purpose of obstructing
the progress of CHRISTIAN THUTH, Jesus
Christ overruled them all to the advan-
tage and furtherance of the same. The
bull of the pope, the thunder of the em-
peror, did not frighten men, but, on the
contrary, animated them to embrace the
Gospel." In fact, the blessed Reforma-
tion was spreading itself far and wide -r
and almost all the European nations
hailed the dawn of truth, and exulted in
the prospect of spiritual freedom.

In Hungary, even in the year 1522, the
fame of the deliverance of various states
and provinces from papal chains had ex-
cited in the minds of the people a most
prodigious desire not only to become

the Roman pontiff at their head, was re-
strained within moderate bounds, to expect
any substantial reformation of the ecclesias-
tical establishment. When the edicts of
Westeraas had settled this indispensable
preliminary, and not before, Gustavus con-
descended to resume the sceptre, and bless
his subjects with a purer religion.

The mixture of firmness and moderation
displayed by this monarch, in all these trans-
actions, is truly admirable. By imprisoning,
and afterwards banishing, several of the dis-
ciples of Munzer, who had been convicted of
committing riots at Stockholm, and by other
instances of well-timed severity, he soon re-
pressed the dangerous spirit both of fanati-
cism and sedition, which had disturbed the
peace of the country. And further by di-
recting translations of the Scriptures into
the Swedish language to be every where
dispersed among the people* he invited the
more judicious part of his subjects to exer-
cise their own judgments in religious con-
cerns, and thus prepared their minds for the
salutary emendations gradually introduced
afterwards by Olaus into the formularies and
confessions of the Swedish church. Lastly,
though no specific system of doctrine was
adopted at Westeraas, yet the mere provision
of intelligent pastors to preach throughout
the kingdom. fhe pure word of God to the
people, in their native language, must have
been found extremely efficient in promoting
the same excellent purposes. Add to all
this, that the progress of evangelical light
and truth, through the different districts and
provinces, was become abundantly more ra-
pid, since Olaus, in the public disputation at
Upsal, had gained so very signal a victory
over his opponent P. Galle, the zealous de-
fender of the ancient Romish corruptions.

•* Abraham Scultet Anna!. Evang.

partakers of the pure reform-
ed religion, but also to see Also in
Luther himself, from whose J S S
instructions they expected to
derive, in the easiest and happiest way,
the best system of heavenly doctrine, and
also the wisest method of cultivating sa-
cred learning.—Among the young stu-
dents who came from this country to
Wittemberg, with the intention of con-
sulting Luther and hearing his lectures,
Martinus Cyriac is particularly mention-
ed as the first who appears from the aca-
demical registers to have been ma'trieu-
lated in this year when Philip Melane-
thon was rector or provost of the uni-
versity.

Lewis, the king of Hungary and Bo-
hemia, was a bitter enemy of the Re-
formers; but Divine Providence raised
them up an excellent and powerful patron
in George marquis of Brandenburg. This
illustrious prince began about the same
time to discover a relish for evangelical
knowledge; and, as he was grand-mas-
ter of the royal household, he had fre-
quent opportunities of softening or en-
tirely doing away the charges and com-
plaints which were frequently laid before
the king against the disciples of Luther.
Under his auspices, and those of the
dukes of Lignitz and Munsterberg, a con-

>f siderable reformation took place among
the churches in Silesia, and
particularly at Breslaw, the And among
capital city of that country; Sf̂ SiSSiS1?8"
and it appears that in the sue- A. D. 1523.
ceeding year the inhabitants
of these regions were blessed with an ad-
ditional influx of the salutary and re-
freshing beams of the light of the Gos-
pel.*

It would be inexcusable to omit in this
history of the Church of Christ, a short
but precious fragment of biography rela-
tive to John Thurzo, bishop
of Breslaw, in Silesia. This Thurzo the
good prelate was descended ^Bresia^
from a noble family in Hun-
gary, and is said to have been the very
first papal bishop who in his diocese was
favourable to the revival of pure Chris-
tianity.

The very little that is known of Thur-
zo .is to be collected from a concise epis-
tle of Luther, and another
still more concise of Melanc- M e l a n c t h o n '
thon, addressed to him so early as the

* Scultet. 1522.
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year 1520. He did not live to receive
either of them; and Luther, on the occa
sion of his decease, says in a letter to
friend, " I n this faith died John Thurzo
bishop of Breslaw, of all the bishops o
this age the very best. "^

Luther, in his letter to the dying pre-
late, expressed his feelings thus : " No

only myself, but the churc
Luther of God, very much sympa-
Thnraohi thizes With you, Reverem
1520, a httle father, in your present sick'

truth, both that there are now
actually few SUCH bishops, and, also, tha
there never existed a greater need o
them. HowTever, I have a good hope,
that the hand which has inflicted youi
malady, will itself heal you; and thai
HE, who has furnished you, Reverend
father, with such extraordinary gifts, wil.
enable you to go through all the trials tp
which his holy Will shall* call you, with
a firm Christian spirit, and like a faithful
bishop. But if the church must be de-
prived of you, then may HE, who is all-
powerful to promote the good of his
faithful people, whether it be - by your
life or your death, be pleased to bless
the event to their profit, according to the
riches of his good will. I do not write
this on the supposition of its being ne-
cessary to strengthen you in the Lord,'—
though indeed who is so strong as not to
need sometimes the help even of his
weakest brother,1?—but from a belief in
that communion of saints ordained by
Christ, which makes all the faithful par-
takers both of the blessings and of the
burdens of each other. Thus, Reverend
father, your sicknesfs, or, if it so please
God, your death, is to be considered as a
common evil; yet on the other hand it is
a delightful reflection, that WE suffer or
rejoice with you, and that Jesus Christ
also, who is ever in the very centre of
our hearts, rejoices with us all when we
rejoice, and when we suffer, is touched
with our infirmities. Your former let-
ters afforded me great satisfaction; they
ar,e full of charity and humility."

Mela,ncthon's letter to Thurzo does not
advert to the bishop's ill state of health,
but contains the following passage:
" Who is there that does not think highly
of the man, who, as far as I know, is the
only person in Germany, that by his au-
thority, learning, and piety, has exhibit-

II. Ep, 7.

ed an example of what a bishop ought
to be 1 If the Christian world couW but
enumerate ten characters of this stamp,
or, as it is in Homer, of this spirit and

t way of thinking, I should not doubt of
seeing the kingdom of Christ again re-
stored."

The pious Thurzo died in August,
1520; but the Reformation does not ap*
pear to have suffered mate-
rially from this loss. His sue- Thurzo dies:
cessor, James of Saltza, trod A i m

in his steps. This bishop J.Hesse of
appointed, with the entire ap- Nuremberg,
probation of the inhabitants, John Hesse
of Nuremberg, who was a learned doctor
of divinity, and a dear friend of Luther,
to preach the Gospel in the church of
St. M. Magdalen at Breslaw. HeSse
not only explained and enforced the great
truths of Christianity from the pulpit, but
for eight days together, in a public dis-
puta^on, defended the same* and exposed
the papal dogmas concerning the mass
and the celibacy of the clergy.—The,
name of Ambrose Moiban is mentioned
as his coadjutor in preaching, and that
of Valentine Trocedorf in the disputation.
The report of these proceedings was as
agreeable to Luther as it proved vexatious
to the pope. The latter was so much out
of humour with the magistrates of Bres-
law, on account of their late ecclesiasti-
cal appointments, and their protection of
xhe novel doctrines, that he wrote a letter
to them full of censures and menaces.
This however had no other effect than to
induce them to defend their conduct in a
printed apology, which contains a most
lively description of the corrupt manners
Df their former pastors, as well as of the
wretched state of the ecclesiastical go-
vernment in general. Thus happily pro-
ceeded the Reformation in Silesia. In
defiance of the pope, the senate and the
inhabitants of Breslaw retained and sup-
ported John Hesse in the pastoral office
to which they had chosen him; and he
iied after having discharged
he ministerial office in the Death of
;ame city during the space of esse'
twenty-five years.* Moreover, about the
same time was established in the duchy
)f Lignitz a school of considerable repn-
ation, the preceptors and governors of
tfhich had all been educated in the qni-
rersity of Wittemberg.*

See Appendix, Hesse. See also Seek.
170—271. and Melancth. Ep. III. 126.

Scultet et Melchior Adam.
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The cross, however—the constant at-
tendant, in some shape or other, on true
religion,—was now severely felt by Lu-
therans, in every place where papal en-
mity had an opportunity of exerting itself
with effect. Lewis king of Hungary
and Bohemia, not content with making
formal complaints to the elector of Sax-
ony of the patronage afforded by that
prince to the arch-heretic Luther, inflict-
ed great severities on such of his own
subjects as received the protestant tenets.
His principal agent in this business was
the bishop of Olmutz. Then in Misnia
and Thuringia the unrelenting George of
Saxony laboured to extirpate evangelical
truth by imprisonment, fines, banishment,
and at length by capital punishments.
Even his brother Henry, duke of Fri-
berg, who had shown some symptoms of
good-will to the reformers, overawed by
this determined persecutor, ejected from
his house and the company of his duchess
three ladies of noble birth, merely be-
cause they had been guilty of reading
Luther's books. Similar cruelties were
practised in other parts, particularly at
Miltenbtrg ;* the protestants of which
town are said to have been the first who
were exposed to the violence of the mili-
tary on account of their religion. John
Draco,f their pastor, fled to save his life;
and Luther wrote to his afflicted congre-
gation an admirable consolatory letter, in
which he declares, that it would soon
appear that if in one place the doctrine
of the word was oppressed, it would rise
again in ten others. It grieved him, he
said, exceedingly, that those who ap-

ihe most ferocious. There Aleander,
armed with the authority of the pope,
and supported by the united power of the
nquisition and of the civil

government, exercised the
vengeance of the hierarchy
without mercy. The writings of Luther
had infected the Augustinian monks at
Antwerp. Some of them were imprison-
ed, and recanted; but three, in spite of
persuasion, threats, and long confine-
ment, remained steady.* These were
publicly stript of their holy orders, and
declared heretics on a scaffold at Brus-
sels, about the middle of the year 1523.

Two of the three, viz. Henry Voes and
John Esch, cheerfully underwent the
fiery trial on the same day, testifying a
wonderful constancy. As they were led
to the stake, they cried with
a loud voice that they were
Christians ; and when they
were fastened to it, and the
fire was kindled, they rehearsed the
Creed, and after that sang the verses al-
ternately of Te Deum laudamus till the
flames deprived them of voice and life.—
Voes confessed before the inquisitors,
that he had been brought to the know-
ledge of the Gospel by Luther's writings.
" What," said they, " has Luther the
Spirit of God ?" No reply.—" You are
seduced by Luther:" " I am seduced,"
answered Voes, " in the same manner as
the apostles were by Christ."

This was the first blood that was shed
in the Low Countries in the cause of re-
ligion, since the rise of Luther. The
two martyrs exhibited throughout the

Martyrdom
of Voes and
Esch.

proved his sentiments should be called'conflict astonishing proofs of piety, pa-
Lutherans rather than lovers of the tience, and constancy. The whole is
Gospel; nevertheless the doctrine would j finely described by a very learned person
stand whether he lived or died, or how-{who was an eye-witness of their suffer-
ever the adversaries might rarre; yet he | ings.j"
owned that the progress of the true faith
met with melancholy impediments from
the want of practical godliness, and par-
ticularly of the spirit of prayer.±

But the persecution of Flanders was

* Sometimes called Milteberg-, MUdeberg,
or even Milberg; but this last with less pro-
priety. See p. 362, near the bottom. It is
situated on the Maine, in the electorate of
Mentz.

f Erasmus says of this Draco, "that he
was a youth of so sweet a temper, and of such
blameless morals, that no good man could
fail to love him.

X Ep. II. 185.
VOL. I I .

Epistol.
See Appendix, Draco.
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The name of the third was Lambert,
who, according to Luther, received the
crown of martyrdom in like manner at
the stake, four days after.:): Erasmus
says, he was taken back to prison, and
there PRIVATELY despatched.§ This au-
thor, who certainly hated these abomina-
ble cruelties of the papists, observes
upon this occasion, that Brussels had
been most perfectly free from heretics

* Brandt. f See Appendix, Voes, &c.
X Luth. Ep. II. 148. Lambert succeeded

James Spreng in the priory of Antwerp.
See Note, page 322.

§ Erasm. Ep. Utenhovio, 1207.
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till this event; but that many of the in-
habitants, immediately after, began to
favour Lutheranism.*

In fact, the modest deportment, toge-
ther with the unshaken fortitude of the
sufferers, made a great impression on the
public mind. The martyrs were deemed
innocent, and the judges, who had con-
demned them, unjust and cruel. The
friars, to counteract the effect of such
dangerous sentiments, circulated every-
where, in their sermons, and their con-
versation, a ridiculous story, that the
souls of these holy men were saved
through the intercession of the Virgin
Mary; that one of them had appeared
since his death, and revealed this im-
portant information; affirming, at the
same time, that in their very last mo-
ments they had repented and abjured the
heresies of Luther. Though some colour
might be given to this fable from the
circumstance of the bloody scene having
taken place on the first of July, the day
before the Visitation of the blessed Vir-
gin, yet the people rejected the impos-
ture with contempt. The persons who
stood nearest to the martyrs denied thp
fact; and so did the executioner himself,
when the question was put to him, whe-
ther, they had discovered any marks of
penitence.f

Luther, in memory of these faithful
servants of God, composed a Latin Hymn,
which has been much used in the protes-
tant churches,:}: He likewise dispersed
a circular letter among the brethren in
Holland, Brabant, and Flanders; in
which he says, Blessed be God ; we,
who have hitherto been worshipping
idols celebrated by men of a pretended
sanctity, have seen and heard of real
saints and martyrs in our own age.
Those two precious souls, Henry Voes
and John Esch, counted their lives as
nothing worth, provided by their deaths
the Gospel trumpet of Christ alone might
be resounded more fully and clearly.
What a slight matter is it to be ignomi-
niously treated, and even put to death by
men of this world !—a slight matter in-
deed to those who are persuaded that
their blood is precious in the sight of the
Lord. We of the Upper Germany have
not yet been so far honoured as to suffer
death for the name of Christ, though

* Eras. Ep. Kretzero, 1361.
t Id. 1207. Scultet. 182.
t Beausobre.

some of us have lived and still live in a
state of persecution. Now is the time
that the kingdom of heaven should show
itself, not in speech but in power. The
Scripture abounds with glorious pro-
mises which are to support us in the
present tribulation. Take courage. He,
who cannot lie, hath declared that the
very hairs of our heads are numbered.
And though our enemies may call these
holy martyrs Hussites, Wickliffites, and
Lutherans, and boast of their bloody
deeds, we are not to stand amazed, but
to grow stronger in the faith. It cannot
be, but the cross of Christ must have its
bitter enemies, and impious calumniators.
The judge however is at the door, and
will soon pronounce a very different sen-
tence.*

These fragments of the history of Lu-
ther are scarcely known ; but they are
inestimable, as it is from them that the
most decisive arguments are to be drawn
of the real spirit of the great Reformer
and his disciples. His heart seems to
have bounded with joy whenever his
Lord and Master was duly honoured by
the display of a right Christian temper
in the midst of tribulations. The peru-
sal of documents of this kind is highly
gratifying; but the reader must often be
content with short extracts, and such
comprehensive translations as convey the
substance of the materials in a little
room.

Early in the year 1524, Luther en-
couraged a faithful disciple of Christ,|
at that time in bonds for the sake of the
Gospel, with such suggestions as these:
" My excellent brother, you
stand in no need of my con- A. D 1524.
solation: Jesus, who hath r̂Vo îlm-"
given you that sacred know- bert Thorn,
ledge which the world knows
nothing of, is glorified in your sufferings.
Moreover, he strengthens you by his
spirit, and comforts you by the two in-
stances of true Christian resignation
which lately took place at Brussels.
Such examples, to which I add that of
yourself, are both my comfort and my
support; as they are the great glory of
the Gospel of Christ. Who can tell
why the Lord did not choose that you
should die with Voes and Esch? You.
seem reserved for another miraculous ex-
hibition. With my whole heart I con-

* Luth. Ep. II. 150.
t Lambert Thorn.
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gratulate you, and give thanks to our
faithful Redeemer, the Lord Jesus Christ,
that he hath not only granted me to know
his word and his spirit, but also to see
in you such a rich and magnificent in-
crease of his grace. Wretched me!—
who am said to have first taught these
things,—that I should be the last, and
perhaps never thought worthy to partake
of the bonds and flames of martyrs. But
in this will I console myself; your bonds
are mine; your prisons and flames are
mine. Indeed they are so, while 1 preach
and profess the same great truths, and
thus sympathize and congratulate with
you. Pray for me, my brother; I will
pray for you. Keep your mind steady
on the numerous promises of help, pro-
tection, and deliverances, which are made
in Scripture to the faithful when in tribu-
lation. Be strong in the Lord, and ac-
quit yourself like a man. in HIM peace
is promised to you ; in the world you are
to have tribulation. ' But be of good
cheer,' says he, 41 have overcome the
world.' Never stop to dispute with
Satan, but fix your eyes on the Lord
Jesus; and in simple faith depending on
him, be assured that it is by the blood of
Christ alone that we shall be saved. All
human performances can neither take
away sin nor justify, because they are
not the blood of Christ. We, under the
government of the elector of Saxony,
have peace; but the duke of Bavaria and
the bishop of Treves persecute, pro-
scribe, and put to death many. Some
other bishops and princes threaten and
use violence, but as yet have abstained
from blood. Every where Jesus Christ
* is the reproach of men, and despised of
the people ;'* and you are one of his
members, by the holy vocation of our
Father; which vocation may he be
pleased to complete in you, to the glory
of his name and of his word ! All our
friends and our whole church of Wittem-
berg salute you, and recommend them-
selves to your prayers, more especially

you must receive from me. For I scarce-
ly comprehend what you can mean in
requesting me to give you advice for
your ministerial office. All I have to
say on the subject is to be found in my
publications. Then you have also St.
Paul's directions to Timothy and Titus,
as well as those of our Lord to all his
apostles. What can you wash for more?
You have entered the ship with Christ;
what do you look for] Fine weather!
Rather expect winds, and tempests, and
waves to cover the vessel till she begin
to sink. This is the baptism with which
you must be first baptized, and then the
calm will follow, upon your awakening
Christ and imploring his help;—for
sometimes he will appear to sleep for a
season."

The beginnings of an evangelical re-
vival in so important a kingdom as
France deserve to be noticed. But as
the Helvetic and Calvanistic denomina-
tion soon prevailed there above the Lu-
theran, our present narrative has no fur-
ther concern with it, than to show the
extensiveness of the Lutheran reforma-
tion, which doubtless had great influence
in the production of Christian piety in
that country.

In the city of Meux, Faber, Favel,
and a few others, had begun to sow the
seeds of pure Christianity, even during
the year 1523 ; and they appear to have
been favoured by their bishop, William
Brissonet. But Francis I. king of France
severely rebuked this prelate for having
countenanced the novel teachers: upon,
which, William not only withdrew his
protection from the reformers, but pro-
mised to banish them from the country.
Faber fled to Nerac in Gascony, where
he found support from Margaret the sis-
ter of the king, whose views of religion
were extremely different from those of
her brother Francis I. This persecuted
heretic adhered steadily to the Lutheran
system; but Favel, wrho found an asylum
in Switzerland, immediately espoused the
tenets of Zuingle, and afterwards assist-
ed Calvin in his pastoral labours at Ge-
eva.
The same city and year furnishes the

memorable case of a mechanic named
John Clark, who for fixing a paper on

ed John Hesse of Breslaw,f "strengthen1 the door of the cathedral, in which he
and perfect you ! This is the consolation jhad written his sentiments against
— — — .—-the pope's indulgences, and called

* Psalm 22. t Ante, p. 384. I him Antichrist, was scourged unmerci-

James Sprang and the brethren from
Antwerp."

The same vigour of sentiment and true
Christian fervour pervades many of the
writings of Luther about this period.

" May the Lord who has called you to
his work," says he to the afore-mention-
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fully, and burnt in the forehead with an
ignominious mark. His mother no soon-
er saw him, than she bade him take cou-
rage, and exclaimed, " Live Jesus Christ,
live the Cross !" And John, entirely re-
gardless both of the pain he had endured,
and the shame to which he was exposed,
repaired to the city of Metz, where he
spent his days in earning his subsist-
ence at his trade, and his nights in teach-

ing the doctrine of Luther.
John Clark In the year following, his zeal
A'/I)1 J554. *ecl hi"1 t o break to pieces

same images which the su-
perstitious inhabitants intended to wor-
ship the next day ; and for this fault, his
hand was first cut off, and his nose
plucked from his face by a pair of hard-
grasping pinchers; then his breasts and
his arms were by the same instrument
torn to pieces and separated from his
body. "Their idols," cried he, in the
most excruciating torments, " are silver
and gold, the work of men's hands!"
Lastly, he was consumed by burning.*

As the terms Helvetic and Calvanistic
denomination have been mentioned, and
as even at this day the meaning of the
words Calvanist and Calvanistic supplies
matter for much dispute and even conten-
tion among religious persons, it may not
be improper briefly to advertise the read-
er, that in the origin of these denomina-
tions, as distinguished from the Luther-
an, there really existed no material dif-
ference of sentiment; at least this is
true so far as the religious practice of
fallen creatures, and their recovery of the
lost image of God in this world, and
their eternal salvation in the next, de-
pend upon a just application of the salu-

tary remedies of the Gospel.
Rise of the It is one of the most mourn-
ContreUUl f u l e v e n t s attending the Ue-
versy. formation, that historical

truth and method should re-
quire us to mention at all the difference
here alluded to. Such as it was, it had,

as yet, hardly appeared with
A. D. 1524. perspicuity ; but in the year

1524, and the several suc-
ceeding years, it grew into a tedious and
violent controversy concerning the man-
ner in which the body and blood of
Christ are present in the Eucharist. This
dispute, which has been called the Sa-

cramental contest, after producing the
most deplorable animosities, terminated
at length in the fatal division of those
sincere friends of reformation, who had
embarked in the same cause, and who
equally professed the essentials of god-
liness. The differences of sentiment
among the contending parties were fre-
quently indistinct and almost entirely
verbal; and if the Church of Chris't
could be viewed abstracted from every
secular connexion, such niceties would
scarcely deserve a moment's considera-
tion. But Christians must class them-
selves with some communities, and are
therefore compelled to give peculiar at-
tention to the distinguishing features of
that denomination to which they belong.
Happy ! did they but learn to do this in
a spirit of candour and charity !—And
still happier! did they employ their zeal,
their firmness, and their perseverance in
defending the foundations of religion,—in
imitation of St. Paul, who would not
give place to false brethren by subjection,
no not for an hour, that the truth of the
Gospel might continue with the Gala-
tians.#

An example or two of the wisdom and
diligence of the first Reformers, in sta-
ting distinctly and guarding carefully the
fundamental articles of the Gospel, will
be more instructive, and more consistent
with the plan of this history, than many
pages filled with the relation of vexatious
dispute and controversy.

1. John Brisman, a Franciscan doctor
of divinity, preached in 1523, at Cotbus
in Lusatia, a sermon which
has justly been called a very £ D ^ S " '
excellent compendium of true
evangelical doctrine. It seems to have
been composed in reply to the old ca-
lumny, which never fails to attend the
profession of genuine Christianity,—that
the doctrine of justification by faith alone,
is destructive of good works.—The au-
thor after having established that first
great point concerning the justification of
a sinner, proceeds thus : " Next to faith,
it is my constant practice to inculcate the
necessity of that love to our neighbour,
which arises from faith, as fruit does
from the tree. It is indeed impossible
that there should exist a faith which is
not productive of such a love. For as a
lively faith produces a hearty love and
confidence toward God, so from the same

282.
Scultet. 178 & 192. Varillas & Seek.

* Chap. ii.
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causes arises love to our neighbour, inso-
much that we would serve him in every
passible way, even to the loss of life
for this is Christ's command; 'A new
commandment I give unto you, that as I
have loved you, ye also love one another.*
Oh, what a noble mark of distinction
hath our Lord directed us to acquire!
6 By this shall all men know that ye are
my disciples, if ye have love one to an-
other.' It is a new commandment, which
has nothing in it frightful or disquieting,
but which points out what those who are
new creatures in Christ Jesus, and are
justified by faith without works, ought
to do: namely, to love their neighbour
from their very inmost soul, and without
any compulsion from penal laws.

" For these reasons I treat of faith and
charity as the two leading points, and
inseparably connected together. In fact,
they cannot be disjoined ; nor is it possi-
ble that real faith should not continually
operate to the honour and glory of God
and the good of our neighbour. For like
as by faith you are introduced to Christ
and become one with him, and through
Christ have access to God, so ought you
to come out of Christ through the love
of your neighbour, and with the inten-
tion of benefiting him to the utmost of
your powers and opportunities, as Christ
himself for your good hath not spared
himself. Agreeably to this he says in
John x. 9: ' I am the door; by me if any
man enter in, he shall be saved, and
shall go in and out, and find pasture.' "

For propagating such evangelical doc-
trine as this, Brisman was banished from
his own country, but was soon called
by Divine Providence, to assist in spread-
ing the glad tidings of salvation in Prus-
sia. In the. autumn of the same year
this pious divine preached the first evan-
gelical sermon that had been heard at
Konigsberg;* and afterwards laboured
in that part of the country for many
years to the great advantage of Christian
truth and liberty.| In the discourse
from which the above extract is taken,
he owns, that during twelve years he had
been immersed in the disputes of the scho-
lastic theoloo-y, and constantly shown
himself a violent enemy of the Gospel,
till it pleased God in his compassion to
take pity on his condition, and deliver

* Chron. Hen. in Scult. 145.
tChytr.290&29l.
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him from the filth of the prevailing so-
phistry.*

II. Luther had been informed by a
French gentleman of great zeal in the
cause of true religion, that Charles duke
of Savoy was very favourably
inclined to the ecclesiastical Luther's
reformation. Such an oppor- ûkTof0 the

tunity was not to be lost; Savoy.
and accordingly he wrote to
the duke a congratulatory letter, which
is now a peculiarly valuable document,
as it clearly manifests the spirit of the
great Reformer, and the objects which
he and his associates had in view.

He begins in the apostolic style:
" Grace and peace in Christ Jesus our
Lord, Amen. Your highness will par-
don this liberty which the glorious cause
of the Gospel induces me to take. Hav-
ing heard that the duke of Savoy,
through that gift of God which is cer-
tainly very rare among princes, is ar-
dently desirous of promoting genuine
piety, I have judged it to be my duty,
however unworthy, at least to congratu-
late such a prince, and to do my utmost

^ encourage and animate him in the
good cause. It is my prayer that this
fine example of your majesty may be the
means of winning many souls to Christ.
And that you may not be deceived re-
specting our sentiments by the malig-
nant misrepresentations of the papal ad-
vocate, I will put down some of the
leading articles of our faith.

" 1. Our first article is, that the origin,
and indeed the whole efficacy of our sal-
vation, are through faith in Christ alone,
who does not blot out our sins on ac-
count of our works, but destroys the
power of death, and, as the prophet says,
leads captivity captive. So St. Paul,
'If righteousness come by the law, then
Christ is dead in vain.' And again,
4 We conclude that a man is justified by
faith without the works of the law.'

" Now this faith we affirm is the gift
of God; and moreover, that it is pro*
duced in the heart by the spirit of God.
Faith is a thing that is alive ; and makes
a change in the whole man; and this
without any antecedent merit, by the
word of God alone. Thus in Romans;
Faith comes by hearing, and hearing

by the word of God.'
14 From this article it follows, that

everything which the popes and the
schools have disseminated throughout

* Seek. 272.
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the whole world, concerning satisfac-
tions and works of merit and congruity,
is most abominable doctrine; and all the
ecclesiastical orders of the monasteries
are precisely those bodies of men of
whom Christ predicted, ' Many will
come in my name, saying, Lo here, and
lo there is Christ.' For if sin can be
done away, and pardon obtained by our
works, then it is not by the blood of
Christ: and if it is by the blood of
Christ, then it is not by our works.
What shall we say then of all this
mighty papistical zeal for works, but
that it makes void the grace of God ; es-
pecially as these men do not work purely
for the sake of doing good, but that they
may thereby obtain life everlasting;
which can only be obtained by the blood
of Christ, To trust in our own works,
and to seek salvation by them, is in fact
to deny the Lord that bought us.

44 2. In our second article we main-
tain, that those who are justified by
faith, incorporated into the society of
Christ, and whose sins and sinful nature
are subdued by him, must take care to
bring forth good fruit in the course of
their lives. Not that these fruits will
make men good, or procure them remis-
sion of sins—that is to be done by faith
only; but in the same manner as the
tree is known by its fruits, so is the
soundness of the Christian to be proved
by his works. The tree is not made
good by its fruits, but is assuredly good
if it produces valuable fruit; and in this
way we argue wTith St. Paul respecting
faith; namely, we demonstrate that our
faith worketh by love, when we prove
by the good which we do to our neigh-
bour, that we cannot possibly stand in
need of good works as the ground of our
justification, because we have already in
our hearts, by faith, the very principle
upon which justification depends. The
works then which we inculcate, are such
as are serviceable to mankind, and by
no means such as are done in the inten-
tion of purchasing heaven for ourselves
This last is a ruinous idea belonging to
the papal system, and is diametrically
opposite to pure Christian charity."

"The world," continues Luther, "has
been miserably seduced by popes, coun-
cils, and decrees of fathers, miserably
entangled by the traditions of men, or
rather by the snares of the devil, inso-
much that there has been a general per-
suasion that the salvation of men's souls

depended upon the observance of human
ordinances. And thus by artful inven-
tions and management, Jesus Christ and
his Gospel, as well as faith, and charity,
and real good works, and Christian li-
berty, have been kept out of sight. In
the same way, the prize of salvation it-
self has been taken away from us, and
we are compelled to run in vain."

The author afterwards, in his usual
emphatical language, lays open a variety
of papal abuses, and then concludes this
admirable letter in the following strain :

4 These, my illustrious prince, are the
chief doctrines which I would wish you
most strenuously to patronize in public,
as indeed you have already begun to do.
But let there be no compulsion: let there
be no recourse to the sword : in that way
nothing will prosper. All I request is,
that under the government of your ma-
jesty, those who sincerely preach the
Gospel may be protected and known to
be in no danger. This is the way in
which Christ will destroy Antichrist by
the breath of his mouth; and thus, as it
is in Daniel, he shall be broken without
hand;* he whose coming is with lying
wonders.f Satan will not cast out Sa-
tan. Devils must be cast out by the
finger of God. Go on, my brave prince ;
and from the spark which already burns
within you, kindle a holy Gospel flame,
which, issuing from the house of Savoy,
may spread throughout all France. May
the Lord Jesus Christ pour his Spirit into
your heart, that you may do everything
to the glory of his sacred WORD !:£"

CHAPTER X.
FROM LUTHER'S LETTER TO THE DUKE OF SA-

VOY, TO THE PERSECUTIONS IN 1523 AND

1524.

NEW POPE, CLEMENT VII.
ANOTHER DIET AT NUREMBERG.
RECESS OF THE DIET.
CONFEDERACY AT RATISBON.
REFORMATION IN PRUSSIA.
PERSECUTIONS IN 1523 AND 1524.

IN November, 1523, Julius de Medicis,
who had failed of success at the preced-

* Dan. viii. 25. 12 Thes. ii. 9.
|Ep. II. 156.
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ing election of Adrian, was
New Pope; placed in the papal chair by
Clement VI . very uncanonical means; and
this circumstance, besides the aversion
which popes usually have for councils,
made him dread the scrutiny of an as-
sembly, which might terminate in the
annihilation of his authority. He de-
termined therefore to elude the demands
of the Germans by every possible means.
He was himself much superior to Adrian
in the arts of government; and moreover,
to effect his purposes the better, he made
choice of cardinal Campeggio, an able

and artful negotiator, as his
Another diet nuncio to the diet of the em-
at Nurem- p^re a s s e mk | ed again at Nu

remberg in the latter part of
1523.

The emperor was hindered by other
concerns from being present at this diet.
The elector Frederic appeared early in
the sittings, but, on account of his infir-
mities, and also the violence, confusion,
and turbulence of the proceedings, left
Nuremberg before any material business
was concluded, and even before the arri-
val of the pope's legate.

The arrival of Campeggio was an-
nounced about the beginning of March,

1524, when the princes, after
Arrival of mature deliberation, advised
rufncio6'8 n*m kv no means to enter
A. D. 1524. Nuremberg with the accus-

tomed pomp and ceremony,
nor to bestow upon the inhabitants of the
city his benedictions as he passed along ;
for lately, in going through Augsburg,
the people had treated his dignity and
his spiritual favours with the utmost ir-
reverence, and had pointed at the mule
on which he rode in so ridiculous and
insulting a manner, that even his own
retinue could not abstain from laughter.
The emperor's brother Ferdinand, on the
arrival of the legate, reproached the se-
nate of Nuremberg for their attachment
to Lutheranism, and exhorted them to
adhere to the ancient religious system:
but they replied with firmness, that they
must not desert the truth. One of the
preachers was bold enough to affirm pub-
licly in his sermon, that Antichrist en-
tered Rome on the very day that the
emperor Constantine left it;—an asser-
tion which gave great offence to the le-
gate, who however declared that he was
more anxious on account of the Italians
than the Germans. The latter, he said
were fickle in their dispositions, and

would as easily lay aside novel doctrines
as they were apt to imbibe them hastily :
but not so the Italians, who usually ad-
hered with obstinacy to what they had
once received. It caused him therefore
much painful anxiety to hear that Lu-
ther's publications were then read at
Venice by great numbers.

From these incidents we may infer the
actual progress of Lutheranism, much
better than from numerous assertions and
conjectures of historians, which, however
elegantly expressed, are often by no
means the result of a patient examination
of authentic documents, but rather have
their origin in party spirit or a lively
imagination.

The reception of Campeggio at Nu-
remberg was not calculated to put a car-
dinal legate of the pope into good hu-
mour. The elector palatine, under the
pretence of being let blood that day, was
not present among the princes who went
to meet him ; and the representative of
his holiness was conducted to his lodg-
ing in the habit of a traveller, by a dif-
ferent road from what had been usual.

The new pontiff however had been no-
wise deficient in paying due attentions
to conciliate the German diet. Already
he had despatched his trusty chamber-
lain, Jerome Rorarius, to announce his
election to the popedom, and to signify
his intention of sending to them soon
after a dignified apostolic nuncio with
full credentials. Rorarius was commis-
sioned to deliver from the pope to the
elector Frederic a letter full of compli-
mentary expressions, in which not so
much as the name of Luther was men-
tioned; the prince was only exhorted to
preserve the honour of his illustrious
family, which had supplied the church
with so many sovereign pontiffs, and
Germany also with so many emperors,
faithful to the Roman See. Campeggio
also brought another letter from the pope,
of like import, in which he earnestly en-
treated the elector to confer with his le-
gate for the public good. " The cardi-
nal," said he, " is a man of uncommon
virtue and discretion, and the cass is
urgent beyond example. If you have
any gratitude to God, any regard for
your own salvation or that of your coun-
try, use all your powers to compose the
disturbances in Germany, and especially
to restore the degraded dignities there
to their former situation. Apply your-
self with vigour to this most sacred work,
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and we promise to be ever mindful o
your great merits in this very import^
concern."*

Frederic the WISE was not to be im
posed on by such language as this. Be-
fore he withdrew from Nuremberg, it is
plain he had penetrated the designs o
the pope and his advocates; because hi
left it in strict charge with his represen-
tative Feilitch, not only to have no con-
ferences with Campeggio, but also to
protest against any concessions which
might be made by others to that artfu"
legate, f Moreover this good prince pro-
bably concluded that, in the existing cir-
cumstances, more advantages would ac-
crue to the cause of Christianity from his
absence than hi3 presence.;j~

Campeggio himself, there is no doubt,
considered the departure of Frederic as
an event the most unfavourable to the
object of his negotiations with the diet.
In a letter to the prince he thus expresse
his disappointment: " I have been much
vexed and mortified to find your highness
unexpectedly gone. My master's letters
to you are concise; but he has directed
me to communicate in his name a great
deal of matter, which had it been of such
a nature as to admit either of delay, or
of effectual discussion by letter, this my
laborious and troublesome journey had
better have been spared.

44 There are frequent reports that your
highness appears to favour the novel
heresies of the present times : but neither
the pope nor myself can give the least
credit to them. As for my part, on the
very day when I was first introduced
into your highness's presence, I was par-
ticularly struck, among your many ex-
cellent and princely endowments, with
one which sparkled like a star of extraor-
dinary brightness and magnitude; I
mean, your extreme regard for Christian
piety, and your affection towards the
Apostolic See. The impression then
made on my mind was such as absolute-
ly forbids me to entertain the smallest
suspicion of the soundness of the reli-

* Both these letters of Julius de Medicis
were signed Clement VII., the name which
he assumed upon being declared pope.

t Comm. de Luth. 289.
X The adversaries of the Reformation, well

aware of the weight which the name of the
elector of Saxony would give to any measure,
forged his signature in the register of the
RECESSES, in spite of the protest of Feilitch.
—Weimar Arch.

gious principles of your highness,—what-
ever may be said to the contrary.

"The scandalous and impious innova-
tions which 1 have observed in some parts
of Germany, by no means affect my opi-
nion of the princes, and persons of dis-
tinction.

4< It is however notorious that the in-
fluence of your highness is great and
extensive; and therefore his holiness
conjures you to imitate the zeal and vir-
tue of your ancestors in the present con-
juncture. He calls upon you to exert
yourself with a becoming religious spirit,
and to restrain and punish the refractory
and seditious. Many parts of your domi-
nions are said to require speedy animad-
versions of this kind. The disease is
spreading apace, and taking deep root.
If the common people are permitted to
take into their own hands the manage-
ment of religion, what are the magis-
trates, what are sovereigns to expect,
who, as such, are already very much the
objects of their aversion 1 Let those who
are so mightily pleased with these rebel-
lions against the Church and its rulers,
consider where these impieties and dis-
tractions are likely to terminate.

"The supreme pontiff, like a provi-
dent pilot, foresees the storm, and by me
admonishes the German princes of their
imminent danger, and would gladly ani-
mate them to restrain the madness of the
populace. This is not the cause of the
Roman See, it is your own, it is the cause
of all Germany, and of Christendom. I
can have no wish but to promote the
peace of the country, the glory of its go-
vernors, and the dignity of the Church:
and for the attainment of these objects, I
would raise up the fallen, direct the mis*
taken into the right way, and retain the
penitent in the bosom of Christian cha-
ity. I have no doubt of your highness's
ittachment to the Apostolic See; never-
.heless, feeling myself unequal to the
task I have undertaken, I most ardently
entreat you to favour the purpose of my
negotiations, and to inform me in writing
what you think best to be done."

A man who could write such a letter
as this, was well qualified to execute the
private instructions of Clement VII. in.
the present juncture. What those in-
structions were, we learn from the grand
papal advocate himself.* 1. They
breathed nothing but severity and vio-

* Pullav. II. 10,
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lence against Luther. The legate was
directed to use his utmost endeavours to
procure the execution of the edict of
Worms: And, 2. He was to counteract
every measure which tended to the ap-
pointment of a general council, and the
redress of the Centum gravamina. This
pope, even in Adrian's time, used to say,
that councils were good when the sub-
jects of which they treated were anything
but the pope's authority.* Agreeably to
his maxims, Clement instructed his le-
gate to PRETEND, that, in consequence of
the decease of the late pope, and the
sudden departure of his nuncio from Nu-
remberg,f the catalogue of the German
grievances had never been regularly re-
ceived at Rome; and thus to decline
making any definitive answer to such in-
decent and unreasonable demands.

Campeggio, both before and during
his conferences with the diet, laboured
incessantly in PRIVATE with the members
of that assembly, to effectuate the pur-
poses of his commission. In the public
meetings he harangued in a most plausi-
ble strain concerning the paternal com-
passion of the pope for the present situa-
tion of the country, and his own inclina-
tions to peace and moderation; at the
same time he expressed astonishment
that so many great princes could tolerate
the late mischievous innovations in reli-
gion, and the abolition of those rites and
ceremonies in which themselves and their
ancestors had been educated.

The diet, after listening to a number of
unmeaning promises and declarations,
desired to know the pope's intentions re-
specting the methods which in the pre-
ceding year they had proposed to Chere-
gato for restoring the peace of the Church;
and also, whether the legate was charged
with any satisfactory answer to the ME-
MORIAL of grievances which they had
sent to Rome?

Campeggio replied, that he knew of
no plan devised by them for composing
the religious differences, except the edict
of Worms. That edict, though approved
by the emperor, and sanctioned by the
general consent, had not been obeyed;
and the execution of it ought, in his judg-
ment, to be the first object of their deli-
berations. As to the memorial of griev-
ances, he allowed that three copies of it
had found their way to private persons,
and that one of them had fallen into his

own hands; but that the pope and cardi-
nals considered it as the production of a
private person, and by no means of the
German princes. He had no instructions
about it. There were articles in it which,
even bordered upon heresy; and the pub-
lication of them was highly disrespectful
to the Roman See.

Charles V. was at that time very soli-
citous to gain the pope to his interests;
and therefore both his own ambassador
and his brother Ferdinand warmly se-
conded Campeggio in his complaints
against the German princes for their
lenity towards the disciples of Luther.
Yet such was the complex-
ion of this diet in general, Recess of
that their RECESS* was in lhe Diet>

fact as favourable to the Reformation as
the former. They promised to observe
the edict of Worms AS FAR AS THEY
COULD, renewed their demands of a gene-
ral council, and appointed the eleventh
of November next for a new assembly of
the states of the empire, who should
meet at Spires, and make terrporary
regulations of all matters in dispute, un-
til the council could be summoned. The
words, AS FAR AS THEY COULD, were
highly displeasing to the papal party.
" They were inserted," says Maimbourg,
" that men might be at full liberty to do
nothing in obedience to the edict of
Worms; and so it actually turned out.

The proceedings of this diet were at-
tended with many disputes and dissatis-
factions. Ferdinand, with the consent of
the pope, insisted on one-third of the an-
nual income of the bishops in support of
the war against the Turks; but several
of them, who had possessions in Austria,
protested against so enormous a contri-
bution. The bishop of Gurk declared
that the extirpation of the Lutherans was
become more necessary than that of the
Turks; and that he would contribute
more cheerfully to effectuate the former
than the latter. Ferdinand reminded the
bishops, that the success of either would
prove fatal both to the ecclesiastical dig-
nities and revenues. There was much
contest in the diet respecting the terms
in which the decree should be expressed ;
but though the majority of votes were
against the execution of the edict of
Worms, yet such were the clamours of
the prelates, and the menaces of the em-
peror's ambassador, that they carried

* Paul Sarpi. f Page 369. ( Ap. 18.1524. Goldast. ii. 152.
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along with them the princes, and pre-
vailed by authority where they had failed
In numbers. The lower orders and states
of the empire protested publicly against
these irregularities ; which were likew ise
withstood with great spirit by the envoy
of the elector of Saxony, who was in-
structed to complain—that the edict of
Worms was obtained by a manoeuvre of
the bishops against the sense of the diet,
and that it had never yet been communi-
cated to himself and his brother John;
whereas that important resolution at Nu-
remberg, which enjoined the preaching
of the Gospel in its purity, was the re-
sult of the most mature deliberation, and
had been published every where. " His
master," he said, " could not approve of
the present silence in regard to two
points on which the former diet had dis-
tinctly explained themselves to Cherega-
to, namely, how dangerous it would be
to the public peace to attempt to execute
by force the edict of Worms, and how
earnestly they wished for the free propa-
gation of Christian truth."

Planitz, who represented the elector
of Saxony in the council of regency, ex-
pressed the elector's sentiments on the
subject of the war with the Turks, in the
following terms:—" My most kind mas-
ter is of opinion that all our enterprises
will fail of success while we continue to
be such characters as we now are : That,
before all other things, we ought to beg
for the grace of God and his divine help,
that he would be pleased to bestow on
us, miserable sinners, a sincere desire to
promote, through a spirit of true Chris-
tian faith, HIS honour, and the salvation
of our neighbour : that if we would fight
the infidels with any prospect of a pros-
perous issue, we ought first to get the
better of our own infidelity and want of
dependence on God, also of our attach-
ment to private interests, and our dispo-
sition to revenge, envy, and malice ; and
that then we might, with a good hope of
victory, commit the contest to an over-
ruling Providence."

A declaration of ibis sort was enough
to bring upon a man the reproach of Lu-
theranism.

Never perhaps were the resolutions of
any assembly received with less appro-
bation than those of this diet of Nurem-
berg. The emperor, in letters to his
brother Ferdinand and the princes, ex-
pressed the utmost indignation at what
had passed. Yet conscious of his ina-

bility to enforce obedience to his com-
mands, he sent all the letters to his
brother, with secret instructions by no
means to disperse them among those
hard audacious German potentates, if he
foresaw they were likely to treat them
with contempt. Ferdinand, however,
imprudently divulged the sentiments of
the emperor, and thereby greatly weak-
ened the sovereign authority. The inde-
pendent spirit of the princes, not used to
the imperious language of Charles V.
began to mutiny against this encroach-
ment on their liberties: the greater part
of Germany opposed insuperable obsta-
cles to the execution of the edict of
Worms; and nothing was gained to the
papal party by this offensive activity of
the emperor, except the prevention of the
assembly of the States at Spires in the
succeeding November.

In writing on this subject,* even to
the venerable elector of Saxony, Charles
could not abstain from intemperate and
acrimonious language. It belonged to
himself and the pope, he said, to call
councils, and to fix on the place where
they should meet. He absolutely forbade
the princes to assemble at Spires, and
enjoined the strictest observance to the
edict of Wrorms. He called Luther a
PROFANE SAVAGE, who, like Mahomet,
was aiming at great power by poisoning
men's minds with the contagion of his
agreeable doctrines.

Frederick, by returning a modest and
respectful answer, together with a copy
of the protest made by his envoy, ward-
ed the violence of Charles, who must
have found it difficult to blame this prince
for protesting against a decree which he
himself so much disapproved, though for
very different reasons.

At Rome, the news of the edict of
Nuremberg produced both alarm and
astonishment. Clement VII.
regarding the intended as- Effect of the
sembly at Spires as a new •^0\^e

at

ecclesiastical tribunal erect-
ed in opposition to the legitimate autho-
rity of the pope, instantly summoned his
cardinals to deliberate on the measures
which should be judged most fit to pre-
vent so dangerous an innovation. The
conclave soon showed their capacit}^ for
the management of intrigues and secular
politics. They directed Campeggio to
collect together in Germany all the

* From Bruges. Seek. 290.
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princes, bishops, and others who adhered
to the cause of Rome; and to give them
fair promises respecting a future council
but at the same time to represent to them
the great difficulty of calling one in time
of war.*

Their grievances, he might say, would
be redressed at Rome; and he was to
conjure them above all things to prevent
if possible, the discussion of any articles
of religion in the assembly at Spires:
and lastly, he would do well to endea-
vour, through the influence of the em-
peror, to retard the meeting of that
assembly, or hinder it altogether if he
could.

The pope, for the same purpose, re-
solved to apply to the kings of England
and Portugal; and as the virtuous elector
of Saxony was not to be gained either by
Romish menace or Romish flattery, he
appears to have meditated his degrada-
tion from the electoral dignity, by pro-
nouncing him a heretic. This was the
explicit advice of Alexander.

As no man that ever lived was a great-
er enemy than Martin Luther to sedition
and riot, or contended more strenuously
than he did for the duty of subjects to
preserve the public peace, his friends at
the diet of Nuremberg opposed with all
their might the inserting of his name in
the decree as one who had been the cause
of tumults and disturbances on account
of religion ; and they carried their point;
nevertheless, through the dishonest zeal
of those who disliked Luther, his name,
though not in the original decree, appear-
ed in many of the copies of it which
were dispersed throughout the German
empire.

Luther himself was as little satisfied
as the pope with the determinations of
the diet; and his inimical historianj"
admits that he had very good reason for
discontent. " For if the edict of Worms,
which had pronounced him a heretic, was
to be enforced, why had the diet directed
the merits of his writings to be inquired
into in the future assembly at Spires]
Again, if an inquiry of this kind was in
itself a proper measure, why was he to
be condemned and punished previously
to the trial which was to determine his
guilt or innocence]"

Our undaunted Reformer had no sooner
received a copy of the decree of the diet,
than he caused it to be printed along

with the edict of Worms, and added
many vehement and severe observations
of his own. He treated those who
thought of executing the edict of Worms,
as men who had lost their senses, and
were as outrageous and absurd as the
giants who made war against heaven.
He exhorted his Christian countrymen to
pray for the infatuated unhappy princes,
and not to think of undertaking any
expedition against the Turks. " The
Turks," said he, "exceed our great men
both in council and moderation. With
us, you see, a poor fragile body,* al-
ready on the very borders of putridity,
which can never be sure of living till the
evening, boasting itself to be the true,
the great defender of the catholic faith.
No success is to be expected under the
auspices of men who tempt God in this
manner. I call upon you, my beloved
princes and masters, in the name of that
God who governs the world and judges
your secret thoughts, to review and to
amend your conduct. I have no doubt
but some dreadful storm of the divine in-
dignation threatens Germany, and will
most assuredly burst upon you, if you
thus continue to provoke Almighty God.
These two decrees, promulged nearly at
the same time, are impudent and dis-
graceful instances of fraud, falsehood,
and contradiction. Alas ! that princes of
the Christian name should have recourse
to such detestable measures ! Unhappy
Germans, who have endured for so many
years the abominable haughty yoke of
insulting pontiffs, and yet take no pains
to shake it from your necks! What!
after having been pillaged so often, and
exhausted of the very marrow of your
bones, will no prayers, admonitions, or
remonstrances move you to take care of
yourselves, but you must employ all your
vengeance upon such a poor wretch as
Luther! Go on, if it must be so: here
am I ; I shall not run away. I shall re-
sign my life most willingly, and migrate
to my eternal inheritance whenever it
shall please God to pronounce my hour
to be come. However, the same Om-
nipotent Being who, against hope, has
preserved my life, during the space of
almost three years, from the cruelty of
my enemies, can still preserve it; though
indeed I have no great desire to live.

" Through the divine goodness I am
ess alarmed at the thought of death than

* Pallav. f Maimbourg. * Meaning that of the emperor.
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I used to be; but let those who would
destroy me, reflect, whether my blood
may not leave a stain, which neither they
nor their children shall be able to wash
away. God will not be mocked; and ye
know not but he may be pleased to or-
dain that the murder of Luther should
be followed by the heaviest national ca-
lamities."*

In a letter to Spalatinus, then at the
diet of Nuremberg, Luther writes: " I
am not very anxious concerning this Im-
perial diet, for I am well aware of Sa-
tan's devices. May Christ preserve his
Church, and triumph over the enemy !
Amen I wish our simple princes
and bishops would at length open their
eyes, and see that the present revolution
in religion is not brought about by Lu-
ther,—who is really nobody,—but by the
omnipotence of Christ himself; and may
they have grace afforded them to see also
that they have hitherto done their utmost
to oppose and resist HIS WILL !"f

In another letter, written to his friend
N. Hausman after the elector had left
the diet, he says, "Our prince is return-
ed, and nothing as yet is decreed against
me. But the Lord has been pleased to
remove from this world, by means of a
most lamentable apoplexy, the chancel-
lor of Treves, who only two days before
his death had boasted, in a convivial
meeting, that before the feast of St. Mar-
tin the sword would put an end to all thi
business of reformation in religion."

Cardinal Campeggio, for the purpose
of eluding the remonstrances of the Ger-
mans and their demands of redress o
grievances, brought forward, during th(
conferences at Nuremberg, certain con
stitutions for the amendment of some
disorders and abuses which prevailed
among the inferior clergy; but they wer
rejected by the diet, as tending on th<
whole to effect no substantial reform, and
rather to increase the ecclesiastical do
minion, and pave the way for greater ex-
tortions of money. This active legate,
however, did not abandon the cause h
had to support. Having failed to influ-
ence the votes of the diet as he hac
hoped, his next object was to secure, i
possible, a determined confederacy of th<

* Maimbourg observes, that Luther kne\
very well that the harsh expressions whia
he made use of in this publication, would b<
applied to his Roman catholic adversarie
EXCLUSIVELY. f Ep. II. 183.

Viends of the pope. With
his view he collected to- Confederacy
rether, in July, 15-24, at Ra- " SfisaT'
isbon, the emperor's brother
Ferdinand and the two dukes of Bava-
ia, the archbishop of Saltzburg, and
several other prelates or their representa-
tives. These, at the instance of the car-
inal, bound themselves by anew declara-
ion to execute rigorously the edict of
Worms against Luther and his follow-
?rs; to adhere to the ancient usages in
idministering the sacraments; to punish
he apostate monks and married priests;
o recall from Wittemberg, under heavy
enalties for disobedience, all such stu-
ents as were their own subjects; and
astly, among other resolutions, they de-
ermined to afford no asylum to banished
riUtherans; and in case of rebellion, to
protect and assist one another with all
;heir force. At the same time the con-
federates agreed to receive and publish
he legate's constitutions before men-

tioned for the reformation of the clergy,
They consisted of thirty-five articled,
two of which were levelled against cler-
gymen who should use enchantments and
divinations. This partial reform was in-
tended to amuse and soothe the people,
but produced little effect. The Germans
were oppressed, and could be satisfied
only by the removal of their burdens.

The confederacy at Ratisbon, consider-
ed as a political manoeuvre of the papal

overnment, was managed by Campeg-
io, no doubt, with much ability and ad-

dress. It was, however, an event of
which neither that artful legate, nor his
more artful master in the Romish con-
clave, seems to have foreseen the conse-
quence?. In fact, while they were flat-
tering themselves with having cemented
a league of the most powerful support-
ers of the ancient ecclesiastical system,
they forgot that they were giving the sig-
nal for an avowed and permanent disu-
nion among the various potentates and
orders of Germany. The seceders com-
prehended but a small part of the Impe-
rial states; and their proceedings were
altogether irregular. The few had not
only unjustly assumed the right of
making general orders for the many, but
had neglected matters of the greatest im-
portance to the community; they had
done nothing to remove the real and prin-
cipal grievances so longr complained of,
neither had they applied to the lesser
abuses their true remedies.
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It was this view of the proceedings at jgressof the Reformation. The same re-
Ratisbon which roused the much more flection is suggested by the history of
numerous Imperial deputies who favour- the contentions between the emperor and
ed LuXheranism, and who had dissented the French kino-, which prevented that
from Campeggio in the late diet, to form union of the Romish princes which was

soon after a similar conven- necessary to consolidate a system of uni-
tion at Spires. There, in the versal persecution.

at Spires. same month of July, they as
sembled, and, in concert with

one another, and in opposition to thei
papal adversaries, explained the decrees
of Nuremberg in favour of growing
Protestantism.

The Ratisbon party, it is well known
were far from being influenced by wha'
are sometimes called motives of pure and
honest bigotry. For example, the digni-
ty and authority of the popedom were
manifestly at stake,
schemes of Charles V.

The ambitious
required him to

purchase the concurrence 01 the pope, as
a temporal prince', at ANY PRICE. Ferdi-
nand was then secretly using every ar
to secure his election as king of the Ro
mans. The two dukes of Bavaria, who
had hitherto permitted the public sale of
Luther ' s books in their dominions, were
now bribed to proscribe them, and to ob-
struct the further progress of his doc-
trine, by a subsidy from their higher
clergy of one-fifth of a l l ' their revenues
during the space of five years : and in
return for this ample contribution, the
rich ecclesiastical dignitaries were fur-
ther gratified by not only being allowed
to escape all reformation themselves, but
also by the enacting of Campeggio 's new
and rigorous laws against the inferior
parochial preachers,—a shameful par-
tiality this , by which the domineering au-
thority of the hierarchy w a s augmented,
and the condition of the indigent labo-
rious ministers was rendered more hu-
miliating and dependent!

Though the motives which produced
the ppposite convention at Spires, it is
to be feared, were in some instances not
altogether Christian and disinterested,
yet were they in general truly laudable
and patriotic, and favourable to national
l iber ty; and, in regard to many of the
states of the empire, pfoceeded from a
desire of establishing a pure and reform-
ed religion.

This division of Germany into two
parties, though it certainly weakened the
force of the empire, and laid the founda-
tion of many incurable suspicions and
jealousies, was nevertheless, under Pro-
vidence, extremely favourable to the pro-

VOL. II. 34

The pious and modest student of his-
tory often discovers such a comfortable
and satisfactory evidence of a divine
hand in the direction of human affairs",
as entirely escapes both the wprofane
sceptic and the conceited philosopher.

Luther now reason to consider
his personal security at Wittemberg as
abundantly meliorated. Both the Ro-
man pontiff and the emperor had made
two vain attempts at Nuremberg to ef-
fectuate the execution of the edictJ of
Worms. The evasive decree of the
last diet, "that they ahould observe that
edict,, AS FAR AS THE¥ COULI?,"* Was
soon interpreted to mean TIJAT THEY
COULP NOT ; and this answer, in explicit
terms, was returned to the archduke Fer-
dinand by the princes who favoured the
Lutheran reformation, after that they had
received the indignant letters of Charles
V.f-

However, as our great Reformer never
counted even his life dear to him, so that
he might finish his course with joy and
the ministry which he had received,}: any
satisfaction afforded to him from consi-
derations of the safety of his person, was
very little compared with that which he
derived from hearing multiplied delight-
ful accounts of the success of the Gospel
in various parts, during the disputes and
divisions in Germany.

It was abou^the middle of this same
year that the landgrave of Hesse began
to profess a. decided approbation of the
reformed religion. Enlight-*
;ned by Luther's writings, A. D 1524.

°- The Land-

vours the Re-
formation.

he enjoined his preachers, in
a public pr6clamation, to con- Hessefa-
fine themselves to the clear *u~
simple doctrine of our Sa-
viour and his Apos t les ; upon which, a
Franciscan monk, named Nicoiaus Fer-
ber, undertook to reclaim him to the ca-
tholic faith, by putting into his hands
what he, called an approved treatise on
religion, and by exhorting him to imitate

Maimb. in Seek. p. 287. See also page
393 of this Volume,

t Page 394. t Acts xx.
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the kings and princes in Italy, France,
and Spain, who had agreed to inflict ex-
emplary punishment on the Lutherans.
The Landgrave replied, That he had
read the book, but found little in it that
accorded with the charitable spirit of a
true Christian; That he had no design
to leave ancient customs which were
founded in Scripture; that he could not
agree with the monk in denying the doc-
trine of justification by faith alone, be-
cause the words of Scripture were ex-
press on that head: Moreover, that he
highly disapproved of his representing
the Virgin Mary as a Mediator between
God and man, and the Gospel as a,thing
that ought not to be preached to the com-
mon people; both which points, he said,
were directly contrary to the written
word.

Albert, Marquis of Brandenburg, bro-
ther of the Marquis George, whom we

have before mentioned* as a
Also Albert, zealous promoter of the Re-
o f B ^ n S 8 formation in 'Silesia, was at
burg. the late diet at Nuremberg,

where, in the right of Grand-
master of the Teutonic Order, he ranked
next to the German archbishops.—Poli-
tical" emergencies were the immediate
cause of his presence. During his stay,
however, he took the advantage of often
hearing Osiander} preach ; and as he had
already converged with Luther, and read
his books with attention, he now became
an open and avowed defender of the Re-
formation ; more especially after Luther,
in an elaborate epistle, had resolved cer-
tain doubts which the marquis had pro-
posed to him respecting the pontifical
jurisdiction., Prussia soon felt trie hap-
piest effects from the operation of Albert's
religious sentiments. Long ago the pa-
gans of that country had been compelled
by the sanguinary Teutonic knights to
become at least NOMINAL Christians, but,
under the protection and encouragemen
of Albert, a SUBSTANTIAL change, both in
doctrine and practice, commenced amorf
them, and gained ground with vast rapid-
ity. Lutheran divines laboured in the
Prussian territories with great success
and George" de Polentz, bishop of Sam-
land, so much distinguished himself by
his evBngelical exertions, thaf he may
truly be called the father of the Reforma-
tion in that country.^ George seems to
have be,en the first prelate who ventured

* Page 383. t See Appendix, Osiander

to recommend to his clergy the study of
Luther's writings. *>Read," says he,
"with a pious and diligent spirit, the
translation, of the Old and New Testa-
ment by that most famous divine Dr.
Martin Luther. Read his tracts on

hristian liberty, and on good works,
also his explanations of the Epistles and
~ ospels, and of the Magnificat and the
Psalms."

In the same public advice to his cler-
gy, he laments the excessive ignorance
of the people, that many were, grown old
and decrepit, who knew not a particle of
their baptismal obligations, nor anything
of Christianity in general, beyond the
mere name. He then exhorts- them to
perform the baptismal service no longer
in Latin, but in the language of the
country: " I t was the will of God that
the promises of the Gospel should be
explained in intelligible language."

Maurice, bishop of Ermland, a pro-
vince of Prussia, published in the same
month a most violent and abusive decla-
ration against Luther and his disciples.
With the most horrid imprecations he
devotes to the divine vengeance all those
who shall continue to divide the Church
of Christ by adhering to what ho calls
the caus-e of those pernicious schismatics.

During this turbulent season, and
amidst many private afflictions, Luther
appears to have stood constantly at the
helm of the infant protestant churches,
and' to* have directed their course with a
most watchful eye. Jn 1523
he sent into Prussia the ex- Brisman
cellent Brisman aforemen- p^LTa?
tio'ned ;* and also, in less A.D. 1523.
than a-year after, Paul Spe-
rat, who, for preaching the Gospel in
Moravia, had been condemned to a noi-
some dungeon at Olmutz, by the perse*
cuting bishop of that city. Paul provi-
dentially escaped, and came to Wittern-
berg,—his evangelical zeal not the least
impaired. Recommended by Luther to
Albert and Brisman, he repaired to Prus-
sia, was made bishop of Pomesane, and
continued a zealous labourer in the vine-
yard of Christ for about twenty-six years.
John Poliander, who had been the ama-
nuensis of Eckius in the disputation at
Leipsic, became an useful coadjutor of
Brisman and Sperat; and-it was through
the instructions of these three evangeli-
cal instruments of the Divine will, that

* Page 389.
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the good bishop of Samland was enabled
to effect so wonderful a change in reli-
gion in a very short time. Luther, in
his letters, speajks of the Reformation in
Prussia "with a sort of triumphant satis-
faction and delight. " At length," says
he to Spalatinus, " one bishop is come
forward, and, with a single eye, given
himself up to the cause of Christ and his
Gospel in Prussia. I mean the bishop
of Samland, who listens to the fostering
instruction of Brisman, whom we sent
there after that he had cast off the monk-
ish habit. The kingdom of Satan de-
clines fast in that country."

It would lengthen our narrative too
much to give the whole of an excellent
letter, whigh Luther wrote in the follow-

ing year to the1 bishop of Sam-
wnS\othe

 l a n d himself. A summary of
Bishop of it cannot fail to be both
Sdmiaiid, pleasant and instructive. Af-

ter addressing this prelate as
his most reverend father, and respected
master in Christ, he proceeds to say :

" At the reqifes-t of my brethren, I
have determined to publish my familiar
exposition of the book of Deuteronomy,
and to dedicate it to you as a dignified
ecclesiastic. The majestic authority in-
deed of Moses might well have deterred
me or any one from such an undertaking,
^-agreeably to that, divine declaration,
• Unto the ungodly, said God, Why dost
thou preach my laws, whereas thou
hatest to be reformed V*—bnt that the
circumstances of the times, and the sal-
vation of men's souls require every ef-
fort to be made which may promote re-
ligious instruction. My feeble attempts
to explain the most excellent of the sa-
cred writers cannot be worthy the notice
of so great a personage; nevertheless
they afford me an opportunity, which I
gladly embrace, of publicly testifying
my affectionate regard for you, on ac-
count of your sincere faith in Christ, and
your labour of love towards his disci-
ples. Thus we think, that if it do but
please God, by your new and extraordi-
nary example, to inflame the minds of
some other princes and prelates with the
same holy zeal, they would soon spread
the pure word of God, and make the
true Church rejoice in a most astonish-
ing manner. We do not flatter you,
when we speak highly of the divine
gifts bestowed upon you; no, we only

* Psalm 1.16 & 17.

extol the miraculous grace of God, and
rejoice to hear that it reigns triumphant
in your soul. In fact, from among all
the bishops of the world, God hath se-
lected you alone, and delivered you out
of the jaws of,Satan, which have opened
wide as hell, and are devouring all
around. As to other bishops, 1 say,
though I hope there may be some Nico-
demus's,—we can discover nothing but
an insane oatraa-eous conspiracy with
kings and princes, against the rising
light of the Gospel; and thus do-they
fulfil the second Psalm, 'The kings of
the earth set |hemselves, and the rulers
take counsel together against the Lord
and against his Anointed.' Truly won-
derful is the grace of God in your case;
so that you not only receive and believe
in the WORD, but publicly confess it, and
teach it with episcopal authority through-
out your diocese, and also defend and
liberally provide for those who labour in
the same; and all this to the great grief
and mortification of the enemies of the
Gospel. These are things not to be
passed by in silence, but made as public
as possible, to the glory of God, the
furtherance of the doctrine of Christ, the
increase of faith, the comfort"of the weak
and the persecuted, and, lastly, to the
terror and disgrace of the adversaries,
and of those tyrannical idols, who sit in
the pontifical chair, and do no good to
the miserable people. Neither am Ito
be deterred from making this public
declaration through any apprehension lest
I should thereby excite against you the
odium of priests, kincrs, and princes, or
eVen bring your life into danger. It is
very true, indeed, that at this day a man
can commit no crime which is deemed so
flagitious a sacrilege as to confess the
Gospel of God. Several have already
shed their blood in this cause with the
greatest constancy. Neither can we
foresee what trials await us. If, how-
ever, we shall be thought worthy to suf-
fer, we must patiently submit to every
disgrace for the name of the Lord; and I
am most assuredly persuaded, that he
who has already honoured you with the
Word of his cross, will strengthen you
in the spirit of the same, and through
your sufferings in 'the flesh*, will ulti-
mately cause you to triumph over the
blasphemous opposition of the great and
powerful in this world, and also over the
violent attackf of Satan and his whole
kingdom.
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"Moreover, that the Divine benefi-
cence might appear the more conspicu-
ous and abundant, your country is bless-
ed with a truly Christian governor, viz.
the famous Albert, Marquis of Branden-
burg, whftm God, by his spirit, is pleased
so to influence, that he does his utmost
to promote the Gospel, and in all things
judges and determines as becomes a good
prince. And thus, by the united efforts
and support of the prince and the bishop,
and through the wonderful and inexpres-
sible goodness of God, the pure Gospel
moves in full sail through Prussia,
where it was neither sought no* called
for: and on the contrary, in Germany,
where it has been pressed on the in-
habitants with much zealous invitation
and intreaty, it is by them repelled and
blasphemed with the most outrageous
insanity. Here again is fulfilled, *I
was found of them that sought me not:
I was made manifest to them that asked
not after me;, But to Israel he saith, All
day long I have stretched out my hands
unto a disobedient and gainsaying peo-
ple.'

" Be pleased, then, good bishop, to
accept this little comment on the book of
Deuteronomy, with this declaration of
your own character prefixed to it. May
it prove an occasion to you of glorifying
your Redeemer! and may it, through
your patronage, prove useful to those
who perhaps may not have seen so much
into the meaning of this book of Moses
as it has pleased God to give me to see !
For there are many characters, and those
teachers too, who are much disposed to
set aside Moses, and indeed all the Old
Testament, and affect to be content with
the Gospels; but I am convinced this is
far from a right Christian way of think-
ing: for as learned men call Homer the
father of the poets, and the fountain of
eloquence and erudition, so Moses is the
father of all the prophets, and the true
source of heavenly wisdom and hea-
venly language. It is a very pleasant
employment, and it is moreover very
improving both to the understanding and
the m-emory, to trace in Moses the ves-
tiges of the later prophets, and to ob-
serve how" they read his writings, how
they learnt them, how they taught them,
how. they studied them day and night;
in a word, how from his fulness they
all collected their riches'? He himself
seems to have foreseen and4predicted
this, when he says, 4 My doctrine shall

drop as the rain ; my speech shall distil
as the dew.'*

" In explaining this book of Moses, I
have aimed at. simplicity^throughout, and
have avoided mystical expositions. Pie-
ty and faith are the first points with
Moses; and these he teaches at consider-
able length. He then passes on to the
regulation of civil polity, and the preser-
vation of mutual charity; and here you
find nothing that is not directly to the
purpose, and in the strictest sense useful
and necessary. Even in regard to the
ceremonies, peculiar care is constantly
taken to render them grave and interest-
ing, through the divine injunctions ac-
companying them, which gave to them a
weight and a substance. It is the want
of these injunctions that renders the po-
pish ceremonial devices so trifling and
ridiculous.

"Toward the end of each chapter I
have generally subjoined a short allego-
ry ; not that I have any great liking for
such things, but rather for the purpose of
improving the bad tastebf some persons
in the management of allegories. Je-
rome and Origen did not succeed in this
part of their writings, because they had
only mere morals in view, whereas the
great stress should always be laid on the
operation of FAITH and the WRITTEN
WORD, I have therefore endeavoured to
show, that, in the use of allegories, the
progress of the Gospel should always
be the principal object. All the figures
and types to be found in the writings of
Moses have this tendency. May our
Lord, who has begun his own good
work in your soul,' and without whose
operation nothing can be done, preserve
you, and increase your usefulness ! May
you in this life become a prelate truly
powerful in the word of God ! And when
the Prince of prelates shall appear, you
shall receive a crown of glory that fadeth
not away. To HIS protection, I beg
you to recommend me with your holy
prayers, f

"MARTIN LUTHER."

What a contrast is the conduct of Lu-
ther to that of his papal antagonist Cam-
peggio ! The decision of this
legate, while he remained at Persecu-
Nuremberg, upon a case t l 0 n s '
which was brought before him from
Strasburg, deserves to be recorded, as it

* Deut. xxxii. 2. tEp. 11.285.
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demonstrates at once the licentiousness
of the Romish clergy of those times, as
well as the corrupt maxims which inrlu-,
enced the ecclesiastical judges.—The
unscriptural doctrine of the celibacy of
the clergy was giving way in various
places to the enlightened principles of
the reformers ; and accordingly at Stras-
burg it happened that several of the sa-
cerdotal order had lately married wives,
and had thereby exposed themselves to
the censures of their indignant superiors
in the Church. The bishop of that city
had issued his citation to the culprits, by
which they were summoned to appear
before him at Saverne, and to hear his
sentence against them for having con-
tracted matrimony, not only in defiance
of the laws of the Church, holy fathers,
popes, and the emperor, but also in trai-
torous disobedience to the Divine Majes-
ty and their own sacred order. Upon
the receipt of the bishop's citation, the
married clergy entreated the senate of
Strasburg to interfere on their behalf,
and to procure them a fair hearing. They
were willing, they said, even to suffer
death, if they should be found to have
broken the commands of God in this
matter. The senate complied'with the
request of the clergy; and informed the
bishop, that the accdsed did by no means
decline an equitable inquiry into their
conduct, but that any attempt to punish
them in the summary way now proposed,
coulid not be carried into execution with-
out the utmost danger of a tumult, espe-
cially as many others of the clergy were
known to live openly with harlots, and
yet had incurred no ecclesiastica} cen-
sures. It was in this state of the contest
that the bishop complained to the legate
of being hindered by the senate of Stras-
burg from exercising his just authority,
in punishing those clergy who, in con-
tempt of the sacred laws, had lately be-
come husbands. The deputies of the
city replied, that it was not the senate,
but the bishop himself that obstructed
the course of justice, in not adhering to
the compact made with them; namely,
that all causes of this sort should be
heard by his official in the CITY, and that
a sentence should „ not be pronounced
against a clergyman in a private way, at
a distance from Strasburg, and without
examination into the merits of the'case.
The deputies concluded with warning
the legate, as they had before warned
the bishop, of the imminent danger or

3 *

rather certainty there would be of tu-
mults among the populace, if the senate,
to whose justice the married clergy had
appealed, should permit them to be deli-
vered up to punishment, without pre*
vious benefit of trial. The legate, how-
ever, declared, that the bishop had not
exceeded his authority, and ,thafr the se-
nate ought to assist him in carrying his
sentence into execution : upon which a
warm and memorable altercation ensued
between Campeggio and the Strasburg
deputies. " A great1 part of the Stras-
burg clergy," said the latter, " cohabit
with harlots in their own houses in the
most shameful manner. In so doing,
they give great offence to the people, and
also set the very worst examples; yet
they proceed in this manner with the
most entire impunity. Ther» is not a
single instance of any on,e of them being-
punished* by the bishop on this account.
If therefore the senate should, enforce
severe sentences against those who have
only broken certain regulations of the
popes, and at the same time should take
no notice of others who have, by many
shameful practices, and particularly by
their habitual intercourse with strampets,
violated the precepts of God, who, con-
tinued the deputies, can answer for the
safety of such partial magistrates ?"—
To this v̂ ery just representation Cam-
peggio only replied, that the guilt of the
married clergy was beyond dispute, and
that their crimes were not the less be-
cause others did wrong: neither w.as the
bishop who connived at the irregulari-
ties of the clergy to be defended. He
admitted that it was an usual thing for
the German bishops to receive money
from the ecclesiastics of their diocess as
the price of being allowed to keep har-
lots, and they would, he said, at some
time be call,ed to an account for this
practice; but it did not thence follow
that it was lawful for a priest to marry.
Nay, it was a much greater fault in a
priest to become a husband of a woman,
than to keep many concubines in his
house; for the married priest defends
his conduct as right, whereas the other,
who lives with a concubine, kqows and
admits that he is doing wrong: more*/
over, continued the legate, it is not every
one that has the gift of continency, like
John the Baptist.—The deputies of the
senate dryly answered this unexampled
effrontery in the following manner;

When the bishop shall begin to punish
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the whoremongers, then the senate may
be able to support him with more advan-
tage in his lawful animadversions upon
others."*

Such infatuated* conduct of the Roman
hierarchy could not fail to promote the
progress of the Reformation. The senate
pf Strasburg soon after this transaction
completed the Protestant system in that
large and populous city, where Hedio,
Bucer, Capito, and other godly pastors,
were labouring with great success : and
such was the reputation of the Strasburg
theologians, that James Faber, who has
been mentioned before, and Gerard Ro-as-
sel, were sent privately from France by
Margaret of Navarre, the sister of the
French king, for the .express purpose of
conversing on the grand points of divinity
with Bucer and Capito, The issue of
the conference was, that these pious di-
vines gave to one another the right hand
of fellowship: and thus, says an excel-
lent annalist,]- some shoots of the evan-
gelical vine were transmitted from the
city of Strasburg, and took root among
the churches of France. Doctor Sebas-

tian Meyer, who was a cele-
Straslmr61' °f ^ r a t e ( ^ P r e a c n e r i" the Fran-
renounce!' ciscan Church at Strasburg,
popery, made a public retractation of
A. D. 1524. j^g papf s t i c a i tenets in the
year 1524; and this event very much
strengthened the, faith of the'converts to
the new system of sound doctrine. Meyer
enumerated ten articles of the Romish
corruptions, renounced them all, and
boldly published, at Berne, in Switzer-
land,, his confutation of them from Scrip-
ture.^:

To relate the particulars of the tri-
umphs of evangelical doctrine in West-
phalia, in the duchy of Mecklenburg, in
Pomerania and Livonia, and at Magde-
burg and Brepien, would carry us beyond
the limits of this history. The Reforma-
tion gained ground even at Brunswic, and
Leipsic, notwithstanding the persevering
enmity of their respective sovereigns.

But this blessed revolution was not
brought about without much persecution,
la places, however, where the enmity of
the rulers of the people, whether eccle-
siastical or civil, was overawed by num-
bers of converts to the new system, the
sufferings of tl\e godly were slight, com-

* Sleidan. lib. iv.
f Abraham ^cultetus.
X Scultet. 216.

pared with what took place wbere the
friends of Reformation were few and had
little authority, and were exposed to the
merciless rage either of a blind, preju-
diced populace, or of domineeringbishops
and bigoted magistrates.

Luther has recorded the martyrdom of
Henry of Zutphen, with much Christian
fueling. This man had been
one of his disciples, and was Martyrdom *
prior of the Augustine friars zf

u^p
e
h
n
e
rn.of

at Antwerp, where, on ac-
count of his zeal in the cause of religion,
he was cast into prison. Some spirited,
pious women effected his release; and
when he was purposing to visit his reli-
gious friends at Wittemberg, he received
so pressing an invitation from the senate
and inhabitants of Bremen, that he com-
plied with it, and preached the Gospel
there for the space of two years.* Lu-
ther describes the hearts of the people of
this city as being in a most astonishing
state of preparation for the reception of
the Gospel, notwithstanding the opposi-
tion of their bishop.j" His account of
this pious and patient sufferer well de-
serves a place in the Appendix.^: Our
Reformer sent it to his evangelical friends
at Bremen, along with an animated com-
ment on the tenth Psalm, composed on
the occasion, and also an epistle full of
consolatory and encouraging reflections.
"Such , " says he, " i s the energy of the
Divine Spirit, that there is now almost
everywhere a numerous communion of
holy men, both preachers and hearers.
It is true some of them are killed, others
imprisoned, or driven into banishment,
and, to be short, all are afflicted and suf-
fer disgrace for the cross of Christ. But
what is this but a revival of the true
Christian life; of which the dreadful
persecutions and sufferings appear to the
world intolerable? Nevertheless,.accord-
ing to the Psalmist, the blood of his
saints is dear in the sight of the Lord.—
Without doubt Henry of Zutphen, lately
murdered by the Ditmarsians, was emi-
nently one of these. He hath freely
sealed with his blood his testimony to
the Christian truth. Before him John
Voes and Henry Esch obtained the crown

* This is the same man called Henry
Muller, p. 378.

f Miro desiderio et voto populus afficitur.
Ep. II. 98.

X See Appen. Henry of Zutphen: also
Luth. Ep. II. 253.
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of martyrdom at Brussels.* Henry of|
Zutphen is a third beautiful and bright
example. I may add to the catalogue
Caspar Tauber, who was lately burnt
at Vienna, and a bookseller named
George, whom the Hungarians put to
death; and lastly, I am informed that at
Prague, in Bohemia, a person has been
deprived of life for no other fault, than
having forsaken the licentious pretensions
to celibacy, and contracted a truly ho-
nourable Christian marriage. These and
similar instances are the sacrifices, which
in a short time will extinguish with their
blood every remaining spark of the pa-
pacy. Thus it was that the holy mar-
tyrs of old proved the truth of their doc-
trines by shedding their blood in the
glorious cause of the Gospel.

" T o boast of such instances as these
is not in the power of men who have
seduced the world with an hypocritical
dependence on free will, good works, and
human righteouspess. {Satan persecutes
unto, death no one for these doctrines.
They rather lead to dignity, and power,
and wealth, and a luxurious life. Where-
fore, my good people of Bremen, I have
judged it expedient to write and publish
a circumstantial narrative of the martyr-
dom of Henry, and to exhort you neither
to be overwhelmed with sorrow, nor ex-
asperated with anger; but rather that
you should praise and thank God. for
having discovered to you the wonderful
ways of his gracious providence. In his
great mercy he has sent his Gospel
among you, and most manifestly bestow-
ed a large portion of his spirit upon your
teacher, the deceased Henry, so that you
ought to have no doubt of his good will
toward you. Lament not the death of
this excellent man, but pity his murder-
ers, and pray for them; and not only for
them, but their countrymen, who I hope
by this sad event will be led to the know-
ledge of the truth. Many of them are
said to have a love for the Gospel; and
God will, I doubt not, overrule the loss
of their preacher to their everlasting be-
nefit, as he will severely punish those
among them who remain impenitent.

" I entreat you to read and sing the
tenth Psalm : it is peculiarly suitable to
your circumstances. Afflict not your-
selves for the loss of the martyrs who

• Page 385,

suffer for the glory of Christ; but rather
give praise to God for his inestimable
mercy in causing so much good to be
brought out of evil."

How little of the real spirit of Luther
appears in our ordinary histories of these
times 1 By many this pious reformer is
thought not only to have been bold and
enterprising, but also headstrong, sedi-
tious, and revengeful. Whereas this
letter to the inhabitants of Bremen, as
well as a former one to his Christian
onverts of Miltenberg,*are no more than

fair specimens of his profound humility,
sober confidence in the providence of
God, and unfeigned resignation to his
will. Fervent prayer, faith and hope in
the divine promises, with a forgiving of
injuries and a contemplation of select
passages of Scripture, Were the constant
materials recommended by Luther for the
consolation of his Christian friends in
their afflictions.

All the accounts agree that in the years
1$23 and 1524 the persecutions were ex-
cessively severe. A single well-authen-
ticated instance will often demonstrate
both the temper of the rulers,
and the prevailing sentiments Severe per.
of the people. For ex'ample, ACi)UCi523.
at Antwerp, a certain person and 1524.
had been in the habit of ex-
plaining the Gospel, on Sundays, to a
vast concourse of people. An express
oVder was issued to forbid the" practice.
The people however met in the dock-
yards ; and, as their usual preacher or
expositor did not make his appearance,
a zealous youth, named Nicolaus, placed
himself in a boat near the shore, and ad-
dressed the audience in a very pious
manner from the chapter concerning the
five loaves and two fishes : but the very
next day he was ordered to be seized,
and put into a sack lest he should be
known by/the people; and in that state
he was suddenly thrown into the river. |

In Bavaria, Luther informs us, that
though the good seed could scarcely be
said to be yet sown, the cross and perse-
cution of the word prevailed: " The
wild beasts rage," says he, "but the
blood which they shed will soon stifle
their fury.":):

* Page 385.
tScultet. 193.
t Ep. II. 236,
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CHAPTER XL
FROM THE PERSECUTIONS IN 1523 AND 1524, TO

THE DEATH OF THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY.

SACRAMENTAL CONTROVERSY.—CAROLSTADT.
W A R WITH THE PEASANTS.—MUNZER.
LUTHER AND CAROLSTADT.
DEATH OF THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY.

WE have already observed, p. 388,
that in the year 1524, there arose among
the friends of the Reformation a tedious

and fatal controversy respect-
Sacramental ing- the presence of the body
^ A . T S . and blood of Chrls t in the

Eucharist. Luther had re-
jected the doctrine of transubstantiation,
but maintained, nevertheless, that along
with the elements of bread and wine the
real body tfnd blood of Christ were re-
ceived by the partakers of the. Lord's
Supper, v It is a memorable instance of
human imbecility, that a man who had
risen superior to the habits and preju-
dices of education in so many other re-
spects, and who, through the grace of
God and the instruction of the written
word, had been more completely eman-
cipated from, vulgar and fashionable ab-
surdities than any mere philosopher in
any age had ever been, should in this
single point remain so unreasonably at-
tached to the opinion which he had im-
bibed in his youth. Our astonishment
is increased by this circumstance, that
he could allow the scriptural expressions
to be consistent with the admission, of
the REALITY of the elements according to
the plain testimony of our senses, and
yet should think those same expressions
do still imply that the partaker of the
real bread and wine does also partake at
the same time of the material substance
of Christ's human body. Thus, how-!
ever, the advocates for the doctrine ofi
CONSUBSTANTIATION must argue. And the
case before us shows, that great men are
not so in all things ; and that it is never
wise to adhere implicitly to the authority
of mere fallible men as teachers.

Carolstadt wras, i,n this point, the open
antagonist of Luther. I have spent much
time in endeavouring to develope the true
history of the origin of the Sacramental
controversy, not so much on account of
the merits of the argumentation which
took place in the course of it, as of the
contrary representations of the ecclesias-

tical writers respecting the motives of
these two early reformers. After much
reflection, I am convinced that what is
certain in this matter is in very little
room.

The previous intemperate conduct of
Carolstadt had so lowered his reputation
at Witternberg, that he found
it expedient, if not absolutely cWistadt
necessary, to leave a situ a- oriamund.
tion where all friendly and
confidential intercourse with his former
religions connexions was almost at an
end. Accordingly, he retired to Oda-
mund, a little town of Thuringia in the
electorate of Saxony, where, without
legitimate appointment, though with the
consent of the inhabitants, he became
their spiritual pastor. Here Carolstadt
not only soon broached his opinion of the
Eucharist, but raised new disturbances
by fyis furious discourses concerning the
abolition of images. He appears also to
have boasted of having been favoured
with supernatural communications; and
was represented as a partizan of the tur-
bulent fanatic Thomas Munzer.* The
university of Wittemberg summoned him
to return back and discharge in person
the ordinary duties enjoined him by the
statutes in their school and Church.
Carolstadt promised to obey, provided
he could obtain the leave of his parishion-
ers, the Orlamundians, whom however
at the same time he is said to have ex-
cited to arrogate to themselves the divine
right of appointing their own pastor.
The elector of Saxony was so disgusted
with the insolent letters which they wrote
on this occasion, treating the academical
claim as a papistical encroachment, that
he peremptorily commanded both them
and their teacher to submit to the legal
authority of the university and the chap-
ter.j" He likewise ordered Luther to
visit Oriamund, and inquire into the
truth of the various reports, and endea-
vour to appease the people. According-
ly, as he passed through Jene5 he preach-
ed with great zeal against the enthusias-
tic spirit of Munzer; and in making a
vehement and laboured attack upon the
turbulent image-breakers^ he was under-
stood to represent Carolstadt and his'
party as actuated by the same spirit as

* Seek. 302. Du Pin, c. xviii. Melch.
Adam. 83. Maimbourg, sect. 2. Comment,

| deLuth.II.il.
t Arch. Vin. S. II. 28,
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that of the seditious leader of the Ana-
baptists. Carolstadt, who was present

lutely rejected the intercession of the
Orlamnndians in his behalf. Carolstadt,

at Luther's discourse, was so enraged after his departure, wrote letters to his
with the invective, which he conceived j people, which were read in full congre-
%o be directed principally at himself, that [oration upon the toll of the bell, and were
he followed Luther in great heat to his
inn, where there soon commenced a long
and acrimonious disputation between
these two divines; in which Carolstadt
disavowed all connexion with Munzer;
and Luther appears to have admitted his
apology, at least so far as concerned the
charge of any preconcerted association
with that enthusiastic incendiary. But
he expressed the utmosjt dislike both of
Carolstadt's opinion on the Sacrament,
and of his practice in the demolition of
images ; and then challenged him to sup-
port in writing what he had asserted on
the former subject, and engaged to refute
his arguments., After this, Luther pro-
ceeded to Orlamund ; but having pre-
viously received from the inhabitants
certain fanatical and abusive letters,
which he supposed to have been dictated
by their teacher, he would gladly have
conferred with them ALONE on the subject
of the removal of the images; but their
pastor Carolstadt took care Xo be present,
ready to assist his flock.* Instantly all
prospect of an Amicable issue to the con-
ference vanished. Luther grew warm,
and the Orlamundians quite furious and
abusive. " I saw very clearly," says
he, "what sort of seed this fine teacher
had been sowing at Orlamund ; and I had
good reason to congratulate myself that
I had fortunately slipped away from
among them with my life, and was not
covered over with stones and dirt. Some
of them, as I was going away, uttered
the most horrid imprecations against
me, and prayed God that I might break
my neck before I should be out of the
town."

Carolstadt still continued at Orlamund,
and wrote letters to the elector full of
bitter accusations against Luther; and
not content with this, he instigated his
hearers to do the same, and likvvise taught
them in their letters to defend, from the
Decalogue, their late conduct in pulling
down images. Such violent proceedings
appear to have at last exhausted the pa-
tience both of the elector and his brother.
These princes peremptorily expelled Ca-
rolstadt from their territories, and abso-

subscribed thus, "Andreas Bodenste-
nius Carolstadt, UNHEARD, UNCONVICTED,
BANISHED, by Martin Luther."-)-

" T h u s , " says Luther, in a letter to
Amsdorf, " matters are so changed, that
I, who should have been a martyr my-
self, am making martyrs of others."^;

Expelled from Thuringia, Carolstadt
repaired to Strasburg, and thence to
Basle; where, without the privity of
any persons, except the Anabaptists of
the place, he procured the printing of
several of his pamphlets on the Sacra-
ment. .

In regard to his banishment, Luther
constantly denies himself to have' been
the cause of i t ; at the same time he ac-
knowledges that he could wish the charge
to be true, for that he should not doubt
being able to give good reasons for his
conduct. " Moreover," says L u t h e r

he, in a letter to the Stras- writes to the
burgians, " I really rejoice
that he has been banished from
our part of the country; and I most ear-
nestly wish that he had no ppportunity of
showing his wild and seditious spirit
among you However, I own, that
if I had been duke of Saxony, Carol-
stadt would never have been banished,
unless, indeed, I had been compelled
to yield to the importunate petitions of
the people. But, my dear friends, do not
ye be influenced by my indiscreet, nay
foolish good-nature;

Stiasbur-
gians.

do ye ACT LIKE
WISE MEN. Perhaps I may be imprudent
enough to write on the points in dispute,
though I am entirely convinced that the
devil contrives to sow these seeds of
controversy among men; for the express
purpose of making them talk and write,
and say, What excellent, holy men are
these! What wicked, bad characters
are those! and thus he takes up or de-
ludes the minds of all sides by such no-
velties, and makes them forget the great
articles of faith and practice. Let every
one of you for himself sedulously study
the true nature of the Law, of the Gos-
pel, of Faith, of .Christ's kingdom, of
Christian liberty, of chanty, and pa-
tience ; also the nature of human consti-

* Du Pin. Seek. * Ep. II. 236. t Ibid. 237.
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tutions, and many things of this kind
which are found necessary throughout the
whole Christian life ;—and then you will
not be found blameable or deficient,
though you should have thrown down
no images I wTould that, my bre-
thren, your preachers would endeavour to
draw men as much as possible from Lu-
ther, and from Carolstadt, that is, from
MEN; and lead them to Christ, the gift
of God, who is freely made to ,us wis-
dom, righteousness, redemption, and
sanctification. These mad prophets have
never understood, have never experienced
this matter. They boast of hearing dis-
tinct voices from heaven, and of leading
lives most extraordinarily pure ; they use
pompous and even marvellous expres-
sions, which they themselves do not com-
prehend ; and in this way they disturb
Testless'consciences, and compass their
purpose, which is, to be looked up unto,
and to excite astonishment; but in the
mean time Christ is forgotten or treated
with contempt JVly good brethren,
entreat Almighty God the Father to pre-
serve you from temptation ; and of his
inexhaustible mercy, to carry on his own
work in your souls. This, through our
Saviour Christ, is my own most fervent
prayer, and it is the prayer that comforts
me. These prophets, I am persuaded,
do not pray for the success of their plans.
A man cannot pray without some degree
of a good conscience ; but the system of
these men originated in impiety and pre-
sumption ; and they are still carried
away with ambition and enthusiasm, and
are not aware of the disgraceful and ig-
nominious end that awaits them."*

After Carolstadt had been exiled about
the space of five months, he appears to
have be,en desirous of a reconciliation
with Luther; and for that purpo$e he
wrote a sort of penitential letter to Spa-
latinus, requesting his interference and
good offices. As Luther was of a most
placable temper, he did not hesitate to
intercede with the elector, and to petition
his highness 'Hhat he would be pleased
to permit Carolstadt t6 re-enter his do-
minions, and to have a friendly confe-
rence with Luther.'7 Nevertheless,judg-
ing from the insolence of his letters, he
said he could have very little hope of
him. In fact, Luther's principal motive
for acceding to this measure seems to

* Epist. II. 251.

have been, that he might thereby do
away the slanderous reports of having
been the cause of Carolstadt's banish-
ment.* The-'prince rejected the petition;
and caused Luther to be informed, that
he did not choose to grant safe conducts
for such purposes; they might if they
pleased confer together OUT of his do-
minions; and in so doing he thought
they were perhaps more likely to be re-
conciled.

Carolstadt now wandered from place to
place through the higher Germany, and
at length made a pause at Rotenburg;
where, as usual, he soon raised tumults,
and incited the people to pull down the
statues and paintinos. Luther heard of
his proceedings, and, in a letter to a
friend, said, " I have not been able to ob-
tain a safe conduct for Carolstadt; and
therefore he will continue to vent his fu-
rious declamations against rae."| How-
ever, when the seditious faction of the
peasants, with Munzer their ringleader,
was effectually suppressed, we find him
in the greatest difficulties, and even in
danger of his life from his supposed con-
nexion with the enthusiastic rebels who
had spread such devastation through
Germany. Many persons in various
places were seized, and among them
even some of the evangelical clergy of
Rotenburg, and were dragged to punish-
ment. Carolstadt narrowly escaped,
through being let down by the wall of
the town in a basket. Thus reduced to
the last extremities, he and his wife in-
cessantly entreated both the elector and
Luther, that they might be allowed to
return into their own country. He said,
he could clear himself of having had any
concern in the late rebellion ; and if not,
he would cheerfully undergo any punish-
ment that could be inflicted upon him.
With this view he wrote a little TRACT,
in which he takes much pains to justify
himself from the charge of sedition; and
he sent A LETTER likewise to Luther, in
which he earnestly begs his assistance in
the publishing of the tract as well as in
the more general design of establishing
his innocence. Luther's judgment was
so impressed with a sense of the reason-
ableness of affording an accused person
every opportunity of defence, and his
generous feelings so touched with the
submissive application of an adversary

* Arch. Vin. II. 28. Ep. II. 279. b.
t Epist. II. 280. b.
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in distress, that he immediately publish-
ed Carolstadt's letter, and declared, that
though he differed very materially from
him in sentiment, yet he would not dis-

pleased to bring this man at length to a
right state of mind ! " . . . . " Yesterday
we baptized one of his children, or rather
re-baptized him. The sponsers were

appoint the expectations of a man who Jonas, Melancthon, and my Ketha.
Who would have suspected last year,in confidence had cast himself on his

-mercy at once, rather than fly for refuge
and protection to those who had insti-
gated him to hostilities.* He therefore
called on the magistrates, and on the peo-
ple, to give a fair hearing to an unfortu-
nate fugitive, who pleaded NOT GUILTY,
and challenged inquiry.f " Attention to
such a requisition," he said, " w a s no
more than what common justice claimed,
and the peculiar, duties of Christianity
enjoined."

Besides the little tract here mentioned,
Carolstadt sent another to Luther, in
which he professes, that in what he had
hitherto published on the Supper of our
Lord, he never pretended to have settled
the p6int, but to have written merely for
the purpose of argument and investiga-
tion. Luther accepted this apology ; but
at the same time he admonished the
people, that as the author himself had
openly declared he was in doubt on the
subject, they ought to be most particu-
larly on their guards not to embrace un-
certainties.

Moreover, after much importunate en-
treaty, he succeeded in procuring from
the elector JOHNJ A SAFE CONDUCT for
the return of Carolstadt into the territories
from which he, had been exiled. •' By
earnest and1 constant prayers," says he,
" I have at last obtained leave from the
prince, contrary to the sentiments of his
•whole court, that Carolstadt be allowed
to live in a little country village about a
mile from Witternberg. May God be

* Sleidan, 139.
f It is painful to find this part of Luther's

eon-duct, so very moderate and truly Chris-
tian, invidiously represented by Maclaine, as
though it had proceeded from a conviction of
having- treated Carolstadt previously in an
unworthy manner. Mosheim, p. 166, the
note. Beausobre also, without the least cere-
mony, asserts that Luther had treated Carol-
stadt in a merciless way, p. 228.—The best
answer to all such harsh and inconsiderate
censures is the simple production of the
transactions themselves, as reported in the
ancient authentic documents, and not as they
have been variously coloured in their tra^s-

- fer from one pnrty-writer to another.
t Fredciic the Wise died in 1525, and his

brother John succeeded him.

that those who reviled baptism, calling
it a bath, fit only for (\ogs, would now
have petitioned to have it administered to
themselves by their adversaries ? Whe-
ther they are sincere or not is only
known to God ! Very astonishing things
however do happen; and God's ways
are not our ways."*

These and many other circumstances
make it sufficiently evident that there
was no great cordiality in this reconcilia-
tion of parties, nor in the minds of Ca-
rolstadt's former associates any high idea
of his sincerity, nor, lastly, much'hope
of his future discretion. In fact, Luther
urged with the elector, as the opinion
both of Melancthon and himself, that it
was much better that Carolstadt should
remain in some obscure part of the
electorate, and not be allowed either to
write or to preach, than that he should
travel from one place to another, and
spread his erroneous notions.

Carolstadt appears to have been re-
called about the Autumn of 1525, and to
have then made a public recantation of
what he had advanced on the
Sacrament; and in the sue- Carolstadt
ceeding November we find ^ A . V I S S S .
him transmitting to the elec-
tor a written formula for the same pur-
pose, which, he says, was prescribed to
him by the faithful and celebrated divines
of Wittemberg.f

Concerning these transactions an ex-
cellent annalist, and one by no means
partial to Luther, observes, that man-
kind reasoned in the following manner.
" When Carolstadt sent his little tracts
to Luther, he was either serious or not.
If serious, we must condemn the vehe-
mence with which he had formerly de-
fended a doctrine respecting- which he
was absolutely in doubt. If not serious,
then such levity of spirit is utterly inde-
fensible." The same author tells us
that there were some who positively
maintained, that before the elector had
agreed to the recall of Carolstadt, Luther
had ventured to receive him back again,

* Amsdorf. 31'J. Ad Hausrnan, 317.
f Vin. Arch. II. 28.
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and had shut him up privately in the
monastery of Wittemberg.*

Whatever doubts may be entertained
of the sincerity of Carolstadt in the Sa-
cramental controversy, every careful stu-
dent of ecclesiastical history must acquit
Luther of using the smallest degree of
duplicity or artifice in that unhappy con-
test. We may lament his obstinacy, his
violence, and his want of candour, of
which the proofs are too numerous in the
course of his ppposition to his antago-
nists; further, we may also admit that
the turbulence, the precipitation, and the
vanity of Carolstadt, were in a great
measure the occasion both of calling
forth and of 'exasperating these unchris-
tian dispositions in Luther; but still we
must take care to discriminate between
passion and hypocrisy, between firm con-
viction and political manoeuvre, between
that contempt for an ostentatious and in-
temperate adversary which is apt to unfit
the mind for deliberate investigation, and
that intolerable pride of heart which wil-
fully persists in error, can bear no con-
tradiction, but rather than not appear to
dictate to others, is ready to sacrifice the
strongest impressions of reason and reli-
gion.—It seemed the more necessary to
insist on these distinctions, for the sake
of guarding the Reader against the^mis-
representations of historians, who have
never seen, or certainly not digested, the
authentic original documents upon which
the true character of the great Saxon Re-
former depends.f

It appears1 to me that nothing but mo-
tives the most strictly conscientious
could have prevented Luther from adopt-
ing the tenet of his SacramentariaTi op-
ponents. It would have been a new,
and, in his hands, a most powerful wea-
pon against his grand enemies the, pa-
,pists. Let us hear himself on this point.
" I neither can," says he, "nor will
deny, that if Carolgtadt or any one else
could have persuaded me, during the last
five years, that in the Sacrament there
was nothing but mere bread and wine*
he would have conferred on me a great
obligation. I have examined this mat-
ter w(th the utmost anxiety, and with
persevering diligence; I have stretched
every nerve with a view to unravel the

* Scult. 254. ,
t Maclaine in Mosheim in various places,

particularly p. 641; and Beausobre, Liv. IV.
& V. &c.

mystery; for I most clearly saw that the
new tenet would give me a great advan-
tage in my contests with the papacy.
Moreover, I have had a correspondence
on this subject with two persons much
more acute than Carolstadt, and not at
all disposed to twist words from their
natural meaning. But the text in the
Gospel is so strong and unequivocal,
that 1 have found myself compelled to
submit to its decision. Its force can be
eluded in no way whatever, much less
by the fictitious glosses of a giddy brain,

41 Nay, after all, at this very time, if
any one could prove to me, by good
Scriptural testimony, that there is only
bread and wine in the Sacrament, he
would have no occasion to attack me
with any degree of bitterness or animo-
sity. Alas ! if I know myself, I am suf-
ficiently inclined by nature to take that
side. But while Carolstadt, instead,of
producing Scriptural testimony, only
rages at me like a nyadman, such con-
duct makes me the more positive in the
support of my sentiments. If I had
not already known that the ground he
has taken is untenable, the futile argu-
ments suggested by his wild imagina-
tion would have convinced me that the
opinion was altogether weak and frivo-
lous. Indeed I am inclined to think Ca-
rolstadt himself is not in earnest; for if
he be serious, and yet can write in so
absurd and trifling a manner, I must con-
clude him to be .under a judicial infatua-
tion of Almighty God. ' Carolstadt, had
he been really in earnest, knows too
much of Greek and Hebrew to have
produced sUch a ridiculous mixture of
observations dependent on those two lan-
guages.

Further, in the affair of pulling down
images, I could easily pass by his ex-
cesses, provided the matter ended there :
for I suppose that I have already done
more by my writings towards the de-
struction of image-worship, than his in-
temperate proceedings will ever be able
to effect. But the mischief consists in
this; he teaches the people, THAT UN-
LESS THEY DO THESE THINGS, THEY ARE
NOT CHRISTIANS. This is a language not
to be borne. St. Paul says, ' We know
that an idol is nothing in the world;'—
ofcoursei t i s nothing whether it stand
or fall; why then are the consciences of
Christians to be tortured by things in
which Christianity does not consist? . . .
1 fear my answer to his publications
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must contain heavy, accusations against
him, for his rash and tumultuary spirit.
Let every man avoid this malignant, de-
lusive spirit. When I met him at Jene
in Thuringia, he almost persuaded me,
by quoting a particular Scripture, not to
confound his spirit with that deadly,
bloody spirit of the Anabaptists: but as
soon as I arrived among his flock at Or-
lamund, I was not at a loss to compreT
hend what sort of seed this fine teacher
had been sowing."*

THE WAR OF THE PEASANTS.

The more scrupulously we examine
the principles of Martin Luther, the more
opposite we' always find them to a spirit
both of enthusiasm and sedition.—The
name of Thomas Munzer has already
been mentioned,! as well as the fanati-
cal practices of him and his connexions.
The absurd and wicked proceedings of
such men would find no place in a His-
tory of the Church of Christ, were it not,
that, by their delusive arguments, and
turbulent actions, they frequently be-
come an occasion for trying the wisdom
and the soundness of professing Chris-
tians : and so, in the event, they prove a
snare to the proud, the ignorant, and un-
stable ; while they exercise the patience
of the humble, and increase the under-
standing of the wise. God bringeth
good out of evil: " let him that thinketh
he standeth, take heed lest he fall!"

Never did the solidity of our Reform-
er's judgment and the purity of his mo-
tives appear more striking than in the
case before us.—Soon after the first ap-
pearance of the Celestial Prophets, as
they were called, when not only the
elector and his cOurt, but also the whole
university of Wittemberg, with Melanc-
thon at their head,.were absolutely puz-
fcledand almostconfounded by the preten-
sions of these extraordinary men, the sound
sense and almost instinctive discernment
of Xuther pointed out to him at once the
just treatment to which they were entitled.
We have seen the wise advice which he
gave to>Melancthon.:j: He also exhorted
his friend Amsdorf not to be anxious
about them. Scripture, he said, would
be his infallible guide, provided he and
his associates were not too much in a

* See above, p. 405. It was with difficulty
Luther escaped with his life. Also Ep. II.
251.

f Page 341. • % Page 342.
VOL. ii. 35

hurry, and would but try the Spirits
whether they were from God. The pro-
phets boasted of having conversations
with the Almighty.—>" A circumstance,"
said Luther, " to my mind, on the very
face of it, exceedingly suspicious."*

Of Thomas Munzer he speaks in the
following terms : " I cannot endure his
spirit. He affects to com-
mend my doctrines, and yet Munzer.
treats them 'with contempt,
and is constantly aiming at something
far beyond them. Then the man uses
such absurd, unusual, and unscripturai
expressions, that you would conclude
him to be either crazy or drunk. He
avoids all conference with us. I am
endeavouring to procure an interview
with him, for the purpose of hearing
him explain his tenets: but I do not
know that'I shall succeed. W E have
no fears of hearing or of being heard, or
of conferring with.any persons, what-
ever be THEIR dispositions."f

Munzer could not be induced to come
to Wittemberg, but remained at Alsted,
a town on the confines of Thuringia, ia
the electorate of Saxony. There he in-
veighed against both the pope arid Lu-
ther. "The doctrine,of the latter," he
said, "was not sufficiently spiritual; it
was indeed altogether carnal. Divines
should exert their utmost endeavours to
acquire.a spirit of prophecy, otherwise
their knowledge of divinity would not
be worth one halfpenny. They should
consider their God as at hand, and not
far off.":}: Moreover, if men would be
saved, they must fast, look grave, talk
little, and wear plain clothes, and let
tjieir beards grow. This is the cross of
Christ, andvthe,true mortification. Then,
thus prepared, they should leave the
crowd, and think continually of God, and
demand a sign from, "him by which they
may know certainly that he has a regard
for them, and'that Christ died for them.
If the sign does not appear at the mo-
ment, they should persevere, and be in-
stant in prayer; and even expostulate
with God as though he did not keep his
promises .made in Scripture. An angry
expostulation of this sort, he said, de-
monstrated the fervour of the soul, «and
was highly pleasing to God ; artd would
not fail in the end to produce some very

* Ep. II. 46. t Ep. II. 152.
X Munzer's letter to Melancthon, Scult.

238.
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conspicuous and satisfactory declaration
of the Divine will. Dreams, he main-
tained1, were a method in which God re-
vealed his will to men, and it was through
the means of them that, in general, an-
swers to prayers were to be expected.
Then, if any person had had a dream
which, admitted of an interpretation, in-
stead of preaching to the people, Munzer
made a laboured eulogium on the dream-
er:—and, in this manner, he by degrees
conciliated to himself a number of the
inhabitants of Alsted, who entered into
a conspiracy with him, subscribed their
names, and took a solemn oath, for the
express purpose of murdering all wicked
persons, appointing new princes and
magistrates, and organizing the workl
afresh ; and upon such a plan, that pious
and good people only should have the
upper Hand.—The enthusiast declared,
that for all ^his, he had the positive Com-
mand of God.

Mildness and moderation were essen-
tial parts of the character of Frederic the
WISE ; and therefore we are not to won-
der that, so' long as the proceeding's of
this wicked incendiary were Confined to
the interpretation of dreams and supposed
revelations from God, he should have so
far tolerated his extravagant pretensions,
as not to drive him into exile'. But as
soon as his seditious designs became
sufficiently plain, he judged it nepessary
to give directions for his removal from
the electorate.* Munzer then retired to
Nuremberg, but was not able to form a
party there. He was quickly expelled
by the inhabitants. Thence he proceed-
ed to Mulhausen, where he had more
success. He became the minister, of the
common people, and stimulated them.tp
degrade the old magistrates" and elect
new ones ; and to turn the monks out of
doors, and seize their houses,"andjproper-
ty. The very best and" richest house fell
to the share of Munzer himself, who was
now become both the first ecclesiastic
and first magistrate of the place. He
decided all points in a summary way by
the Bible or by inspiration, and taught
the doctrine of perfect equality, and of a
community of goods. The poor ceased
to labour, and supplied their wants from
the rich by force. The number of this
deluded rabble increased in a inosfi as-
tonishing manner; their infatuated lead-
er became every day more, insolent, and

* Arch. Vin. S. 305.

persuaded himself that the time for car-
rying his detestable designs into execu-
tion was fast advancing.

Luther, it should seem, by his letters
to the elector of Saxony, certainly at
first promoted that good prince's spirit
of patient forbearauce toward Munzer.
" Your highness," says he, " had better
bear with him till he be more ripe. There
is a great deal in him which has not
shown itself as yet."f In this same let-
ter however be calls Munzer, Satan, and
intimates with sufficient plainness that
he expected nothing but mischief from
him in future. Moreover, afterwards, he
became dissatisfied with the elector's
dilatory indecision respecting the whole
business of the prophets ; and at length,
when Munzer had unfolded his wicked
purposes so as to leave no room for doubt,
he presented to the prince Frederic, and
to the Duke his brother, a very spirited
and elaborate address on the danger with
which the country was threatened from
this fanatical rebel and his deluded asso-
ciates.

He begins like an apostle. "Grace
and peace from trod our Father and the
Lord Jesus Christ;" and then proceeds
to observe, that " i t i s Satan's method to
attempt to crush every revival of the Di-
vine word, first by force, and, if thatjdoes
-riot succeed, then by false spirits, by art-
ful and mischievous teachers. It WAS SO
in the first ages of the propagation of the
Gospel: He deluged Christendom with
the blood of the IVjartyrs. But this did
not answer his purpose; he therefore
sent forth a tribe of false prophets, and
filled every corner of the world with he-
resies, till at length the papacy, that most
powerful of all the antichrists, fully com-
pleted his designs. IT IS SO at this very
time.—The pope, the emperor, kings,
and princes, and wicked .bishops, like
madmen, rage against the Gospel, and
do their utmost to oppress it. Satan
however is sufficiently acute to see that
,they will not prevail, but will bring down
the Divine wrath upon themselves; and
in the mean time he produces lying
spirits and abandoned sectaries to do his
business.

kl The same Satanic.Spirit,—continued
Luther—after wandering through dry
places for almost three years, seeking
rest and finding none, has at length taken

* Reg. N. III. 194. S. Sleidan. V. 118.
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advantage of the protection afforded by
your highness's mild and peaceful go-
vernment, and hath built his nest in your
territories at Alsted, with a view to com-
mence war against us who preach the
Gospel.

" Nevertheless, it is my singular sa-
tisfaction to find that these madmen
openly boast that they do not belong to
us; and that they have neither learnt nor
received anything from us, but have
been conversing with God for the space
of three years. They reckon little of
our teaching faith, charity, and the cross,
at Wittemberg. < You must hear,7 say
they, 'the Voice of God itself.' And if
Scripture be appealed to, they instantly
cry Babel, Babel, Babel'.—moreover,
these miserable men have such a degree
of pride and positiveness as I never heard
or read of in my life.

" My reason for addressing your high-
ness at present is this: These enthusi-
asts hold it right to propagate their doc-
trines by force. They made no secret of
this at Wittemberg: and their declara-
tion sunk deep into my mind. I saw
plainly that they intended to overturn the
existing governments, though Christ ex-
pressly told Pilate that his kingdom was
not of this world,

" I do therefore, most seriously entreat
your highnesses, to employ that authori-
ty which God has given you, in prevent-
ing the schemes of these seditious per-
sons, who would turn everything upside
down.

"They say they are <moved by the"
Spirit; but I must observe that it is a
mark of a very bad spirit, when it exerts
itself ONLY in pulling down temples and
monasteries, and burning images. The
greatest villains can do such things as
these.

"They absolutely decline all inquiry
into their principles. They talk pom-
pously in private corners, and inflame
the minds of the deluded mob, but will
not open their mouths before any persons
whom they think disposed to examine
the grounds of their pretensions.

" I must tell them, I have augured no
good of them since they refused to open
their sentiments before our evangelical
friends at Wittemberg". They look on
me as a lifeless Christian, and as one
who never was favoured with bearing a
voice from heaven. But, in the, name of
everything that is good, suppose I had
acted in this manner when I was called

before the papists,—What triumphs
should I have offered them 1

" With how much humility I proceed-
ed, how gently, and step by step, in the
first attacks upon the papacy, my writ-
ings are a testimony. Yet this same
lowly spirit has produced effects such as
these fanatics have never ventured to aim
at or expect. And,—not to boast,—I
stood forward, in a, very critical and dan-
gerous moment, as a public disputant at
Leipsic, before a numerous audience. At
Augsburg I appeared before my enemies
without a safe-conduct: and at Worms I
looked both the emperor and the whole
German nobility in the face, though I
knew the public faith had been violated
on a former not very dissimilar occasion.
Yet I made no pretence of hearing voices
from heaven, or of being possessed of
supernatural taleats, or of having any
thing of that spirit which has appeared
at Alsted.

" It is not my wish that any persons^
no not even these fanatics, should be
hindered from preaching. Let them have
free liberty to exhibit the best specimens
they can of their erudition^ Let them
teach, but keep their hands from vio-
lence : or, if they will persist in their fe-
rocious, seditious practices, it will then
be your duty to restrain them, and, with-
out hesitation, to banish them from your
dominions.

" The warfaye of an evangelist is of
a spiritual nature. He is to preach and
to bear the cross. We nowhere read
that either Christ or his apostles pulled
flown churches or images ; but that, when
the Divine Word had penetrated the
hearts of men, the heathen churches and
images of themselves came to nothing.
We are to act in the same manner. De-
liver enslaved consciences from the doc-
trines of the monasteries, and the build-
ings will .soon be empty; and then it
will be the province of the civil govern-
ors to determine what is to be.done with
them. But what harm can a heap of
stones or wood do to us 1 Not a parti-
cle of any building was ever thrown
down, or set on fire by me: yet by my
tongue and my pen the monasteries al-
most every where have been desolated.
Now if I had attempted to bring about
this'revolution bjr violence, as these pro-
phets do, I might have had to boast of
levelling a few buildings, but the minds
of" men would have been still enchained
in darkness and captivity as before, and
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the salvation of souls by no means pro-
moted.

44 It is allowed, that the Roman pontiff
has suffered more from me than what any
monarch, with the whole force of his
kingdom, could have made him to suffer.
Yet have I not used the least violence in
this contest. On the other hand, I ask
what signal exploits have these prophets
to boast of?—Memorable victories in-
deed, over wood, stones, statues, and pic-
tures !—Decisive proofs of the nature of
the spirit that influences them !

"These insane wretches as yet have
performed no miracle in attestation of
their commission, except that of collect-
ing mobs, despising the magistrates or-
dained by divine authority, throwing-
down statues, and requiring an implicit
belief that they are the people of God.

" A just application of the Divine
Word, in the production of TRUE faith, is
the only way to correct all bad practices.
The removal of external evils, while the
heart is devoid of this principle, is of
little service. Such a heart soon invents
new ones. The true method of expelling
Satan and ruining his devices,Is that of
the New Testament; namely, the exer-
cise of preaching the word "of Crod. This
lays hold of the heart, and cures the evil
radically.

" I conclude with humbly imploring
your highnesses to resist these madfmen
effectually. Let the sacred Scriptures
have the pre-eminence; and let us, like
true Christians hkve recourse to no other
arms. Let every door and window be
shut against sedation, and the occasions
of it. The common people are by nature
Sufficiently prone thereunto. But let it
ever be remembered, that, though'these
enthusiasts boast of being influenced by
six hundred spirits, this their constant
disposition to fighting, as well as their
other acts of violence, is a proof that
they are not Christians.*

" May the right hand of Almighty God
strengthen and preserve your highnesses!

44 M N LUTHER."

Here let the learned reader for a mo7

ment reflect on the situation of Germany
about the end of 1524, and

German" °f t l i 6 b e £ i n n i n £ o f 1525.—The
A6DU524, several princes and states at
1525. ' variance respecting the grand

tenets of the whole papal

* Tom. VIII. Wittemb. Ep. II. 223.

system—Intestine divisions among the
reformers themselves, concerning the na-
ture of the Eucharist—The almost cer-
tain prospect of an immediate civil war,
from immense crowds of ignorant and
seditious peasants and vassals, associated
with multitudes of licentious and disso-
lute enthusiasts, rendered outrageous and
cruel by the harangues of Munzer and
other incendiaries of his description.

The conduct of Luther about the pe-
riod of this memorable conjuncture, has
fixed the character of this Reformer be-
yond dispute.

We have already cfiven ample proof of
his wisdom in the affair of the prophets;
and we have before observed, that he
never did things by halves.

It was not enough therefore that Mun-
zer had been driven out of the elector's
dominions. As soon as Luther heard of
his approach to Mulhausen, where he was
known to have partisans, he gravely ad-
monished the magistrates of the town not
to receive him among them; "for he
meditated nothing but robbery and mur-
der, and other acts of violence. He was
well known at Alsted. He had also
emissaries, forming parties in various
other places; but would never fully ex-
plain his designs. It could not be long
before he would be better understood,
and they would dd well to profit by this
friendly warning,"^

Luther likewise published, in the be-
ginning of 1525, what \\e called A TREA-
TISE AGAINST THE CELESTIAL PROPHETS
AND CAROLSTADT.f That unruly reformer
had certainly been familiar with the
leaders of the fanatical tribe, and had fa-
voured their sentiments :•%. he had more-
over, in his publications, spoken of Lu-
ther in the most offensive terms, had re-
presented him as akin to 4ntichrist, and
twice as bad as a papist; and in general
had attacked him in every way with so
much fury as to displease even his owa
party.§ Our author, in his answer, posi-
tively denies that it was through his
means that Carolstadt had been banish-
ed ; though at all times he was neither
afraid nor ashamed to own that he had
delivered an explicit opinion of the per-
nicious tendency of the Alstedine Spirit,,
as he called it, and had instigated princes

* Sleiden, V. S. clxxvi.
f Alt. III. in S. lib. It. p. 3.
t Mclch. Adam. 83 et 129, Scult. 242.
§S. Lib. II. IX. Ep. 11.247.
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and governors to be watchful and activi
in suppressing it. "Although," say*
he, " i t may be true, and candour may re

' quire me to believe that Carolstadt does
not INTEND* to promote sedition and mur-
der, yet I must say, that so long as h
persists in raising headstrong mobs, an<
exciting them to demolish statues wit]
unauthorized violence, he possesses thi
same seditious, sanguinary spirit that ha
shown itself at Alsted. But, you say, he
will not PERSIST in these practices.—My
answer is, I cannot credit his line
speeches. How often has Melancthon
in vain admonished him not to raise tu-
mults respecting ceremonies, and yet has
he continued to defend the breakers of
the peace to the very last!

" Moreover, I own it weighs very
much with me that he is known to keep
company with these prophets, who are
the very source of this Alstedine spirit.
From these he hears lessons, and with
these he is'closely connected."j"

Luther, in the former part of his trea-
tise, most earnestly entreats the magis-

* On what grounds could Beausobre affirm
that Luther's treatise against the Prophets
seemed to be written only for the purpose of
oppressing Carolstadt ? This is one of the
most uncandid assertions which I ever re-
member to have seen. What! were there
no laudable motives to which the conduct of
Luther might fairly be ascribed in thus warn
ing- and exhorting his countrymen, at so
critical a juncture, against the seditious and
enthusiastic practices of the Anabaptists and
their associates ? ' The observations of this
historian, III. 228-4230, on Luther's senti-
ments, as also his harsh judgment'of the ex-
cellent Seckendorf, in p. 123, appear to me
uncommonly partial and unwarranted. Some
even of the most brilliant parts of Luther's
conduct are not relished by Beausobre; wit-
ness his remarks on that memorable letter of
our Reformer which he wrote to Frederic
from Borna, p. 343 of this volume. In that
letter Beausobre sees more of pride and pre-
sumption than extraordinary piety. On the
other hand, he skims dexterously over the
excesses of Carolstadt. shelters him as well
as he can under the ^shield of Melancthon,
endeavours to excite pity on account of his
misfortunes, and says not one word of his
seizing the pulpit at Orlamund in contempt
of the elector, and of the university also in
which rested the right of patronage.—It is
not easy to account for all this manifest par-
tiality. See Beausobre, II. 214-224, and
207, also III. 223. Coram. Luth. Ep. II. IX.

I Luth. contra proph. p. 99 in Coc.
35* '

grates to animadvert severely upon -all
preachers who should exhort their con-
gregations without warrant to pull down
images and churches. The danger, he
said, was, lest the common people, ac-
tuated by this tumultuary spirit of Carol-
stadt, should imagine that they had the
authority of their Bibles to do the same
things which the Israelites were com-
manded to do. From destroying images,
they would easily proceed to destroy
men. In regard to the mass and the ele-
vation of the host, he said, if the papists
would but give up the idea of the Eu-
charist being a sacrifice, he should have
no dispute with them either about a harm-
less word or a harmless practice. The
latter part* of the work; is extremely in-
teresting and instructive; firstly,'as it
lays open the way in which Carolstadt
appears to have been led into his enthu-
siastic proceedings; arid secondly, as it
describes the argumentation by which the
author himself was deluded into a belief
of the doctrine of consubstantiation.

1. "God , " says he, "deals with his
creatures both by external means, as
preaching and the outward signs of the
Sacraments, and also by internal, as the
operation of his Spirit and faith in the
heart. Now in the ordinary course of
his providence the external means pre-
cede the internal: but Carolstadt perverts
this order; he derides-the water in bap-
tism, and the bread and wjne in the Sa-
crament; and would begin at once with
the spirit of the ordinances,. Then if you
ask him what he understands by the
Spirit, he instantly whirls you, away into
Utopian regions, tells you to remain per-
fectly calm and unoccupied, and in that
state to expect a celestial voice. In a
Word, he rejects entirely the use of ex-
ternal means, and has invented a number
)f strange, barbarous, uncouth words, to
ixpress that obscure state of ADMIRATION,

MORTIFICATION, SUSPENSION, FREEDOM
FROM IMPURITY, and such like, in whieh
he soul must be to favour the reception
)f the Spirit."

2., Luther makes excellent observations
n the practical use of tbe Lord's supper,
nd on the meaning of eating spiritually
he body of Christ. He then proceeds
o defend his unfortunate notion of the
eal '-presence. " We do not say that

* Published 12 Feb. 1525. S. II, 27. Beau-
obre is mistaken in saying it did not appear
ill Feb. 2,1526. 11.230.
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Christ is called down from heaven by
the word of the officiating priest: for
though he be present in the Sacrament,
he does not leave heaven any more than
he left it when he was in his mother's
womb. We are not commanded to scru-
tinize in what manner Christ is in the
bread ; it insufficient that he himself has
said that it is so. Men may exclaim
andv contend for a thousand years, but
they will never be able to take away the
expressions, which are as clear as words
can make them."

Thus Luther, in defending even an er-
roneous and obscure proposition, con-
strains us to recognize the, usual vigour
of his conceptions, and the precision of
his language.

The causes of the RUSTIC WAR, or the
WAR OF THE PEASANTS, as it has been
called, were purely secular, and are to
be sought for in the writings of the pro-
per historians. This rebellion, however,
in its consequences,* was so far connected
with religion, that (I) it certainly retard-
ed |he progress of the blessed Reforma-
tion ; (2) it also gave occasion to the
papists to accuse the protestants unjustly
of holding seditious principles; and (3)
lastly, it afforded the sound protestants
themselves^ an illustrious opportunity of
exhibiting in their conduct the practical
excellence of Christian doctrines.

In the * former part of 1525, a prodi-
gious multitude, composed chiefly of fu-
riousand enthusiastic peasants and vas-
Kise of the sa*s> a r o s e suddenly in differ-
j&'ustic "War, ent parts of Germany,- who
A. D. 1525. took arms against their law-
ful governors, and were guilty of the
most horrid and barbarous actions. Many
of these rioters, it is true, had long
groaned under heavy oppressive taxes
and burthens ; and, in their public mani-
festoes they declare that they intend no-

• thing further than to obtain a relaxation
of the severity of their chiefs, and a
greater portion of civil liberty. But the
enthusiast Munzer availed hitnself of this
troubled state bf the empire, put himself
at the head of the numerous and discon-
tented rabble, inflamed their passions by
his violent and delusive harangues, and,
by his relation, of visions and inspirations,
and a pretended foresight of certain suc-
cess, rendered them altogether desperate
and outrageous.

In this turbulent and extensive agita-
tion of the lower orders of the people, it

was probable enough that SOME, who
professed themselves favourers of Lu-
theranism, would ignorantly or perverse-
ly misconstrue the Reformer's doctrines
of Christian liberty, and in that danger-
ous persuasion flock to the standard of
the rebels: but the papal adversaries of
the Reformation have by no means been
content with this concession, or even
with exaggerating the effects of this
abuse of the Protestant faith; they have
constantly laid the WHOLE mischief of
this intestine dissension at the door of
Luther and his disciples, and, in spite of
the clearest and most positive contrary
evidences, continued to represent the li-
centious and detestable faction of Munzer
as originating in that Reformer's tenets
and instructions, and deriving its strength
and numbers from the prevalence of the
novel ecclesiastical system.*

On,this account it becomes the more
necessary to examine the facts with a
scrupulous and even jealous attention.
Melancthon has extolled Luther as a
strenuous supporter-of good government,
and a decided enemy .to every species of
sedition : j nevertheless let the student
of this history carefully observe, whe-
ther, as often as opportunities arise, the
conduct of this eminent theologian does
in all respects confirm the report of his
pious friend and biographer.

As soon as Luther found that all his
labours in warping and instructing the
princes, magistrates, and people, did not
avail to repress the rising spirit of tu-
mult and rebellion, but rather that the
tempest appeared to thicken and-portend
a dreadful crisis, he determined, without
loss of one moment of time, to address
his countrymen of all ranks and orders in
language still more explicit and decisive
than any which he had hitherto used.

The style of his publication addressed
to the COMMON PEOPLE is of this kind :

" Let every one beware of sedition, as
a very heinous crime ; and this not only
in what relates to external actions, but
even to words and secret thoughts. I
might augur well of your professing youT-

* Du Pin.—The papal advocates have not
hesitated to ascribe this rebellion "of the fa-
natics to Luther himself; .exclaiming, " This
is the fruit of the new doctrine ! this is the
fruit of Luther's Gospel!"—Gerdes, il. 136.
Scult. 239.

f See the Appendix to Vol. IV. of Luther's
life.
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selves ready to yield to the precepts of
Scripture, but that I observe your boasts
of a regard for pure evangelical faith and
practice are absolutely without founda-
tion. Not one of your propositions has
the least relation to any part of the
Gospel; they all tend to promote a merely
secular freedom: whereas the Gospel does
not treat of these subjects, but describes
our passage through this world as attend-
ed with afflictions, and as calling for pa-
tience, contempt of riches, and even of
life itself. What then have ye to do
with the Gospel, except that ye use it as
a pretext to cover your unchristian pur-
poses?"

Such was the reputation of the Saxon
divine, that the rustic insurgents would
gladly have obtained his countenance to
their proceedings; and,for this end they
had both requested his advice and ap-
pealed to his impartiality respecting the
justice of their cause: moreover, thai;
they might the more effectually secure
his patronage, they stated their primary
requisition to be,—the entire privilege of
choosing or removing their ministers^ in
order that they might liave the pure
Gospel preached to them without human
mixtures and traditions. These artful
rioters imagined, that no topic, more than
that which concerned the free election of
preachers, was likely to interest and
louse the spirit of Luther, who himself
had long been struggling for the main-
tenance of Christian liberty at. the hazard
of his life.

Nothing but downright plain deal-
ing could have extricated our Reform-
er and his cause from the snares and
'dangers of the present critical moment.—
Deeply sensible of this, Luther proceeds
thus:

" I allow that those rulers who op-
press their subjects in various ways, and
particularly in excluding the preaching
of the Gospel from among them, are
without excuse; nevertheless it is at the
peril ojf the loss of both your souls and
bodies, if ye do not preserve a good con-
science in this matter. Satan at this
time has raised up a number of seditious,
sanguinary teachers ; therefore I entreat
you not to believe everything you hear.
Ye call yourselves Christians, and pro-
fess to be obedient to the laws of God.
In the first place, it is extremely impro-
bable that true Christians would be so
numerous as to furnish such large bodies
of men as ye pretend to hare on your

side. A true Christian is a scarce bird
in the world. I would that the major
part of men were but sober, and honest
moralists ! Secondly, Take care> and do
not abuse the name of God ; for as easi-
ly as he drowned the whole world, and
rained fire upon Sodom, he can destroy
you. Your actions make it very plain
to me that your profession of obedience
to the law of God is a pretence. St.
PauLorders all men, without exception,
to obey the magistrate; whereas ye
would snatch the sword from him, and
resist the power which is ordained of
God. Moreover, the duty of the Chris-
tian in general is to suffer, to bear the
cross, and not to revenge or have re-
course to arms. What appearance is
there of this humble spirit in your con-
duct 1 Our Lord forbade Peter to resist;
and when nailed to the cross, he patient-
ly committed his cause to God the Fa-
ther, and prayed for his murderers. Do
ye imitate his example, or pretend not
to the character of a Christian. Ye in-
tend to carry your points by force of
arms ; but ye will not succeed-
. " Permit me to say a word concerning
my own conduct. The pope, the empe-:
ror, and all the world were in a rage
against me ; and the more they raged,
the greater was the progress of my doc-
trine. Yet I did not take a single vio-
lent step,—never said or wrote a syllable
of an inflammatory tendency; much less
did I draw the sword.—Ever in my
writings I defended all legal' authority,
even that of persecuting princes. I
trusted solely in God ; and he has not
only prospered my labours abundantly,
but, to the great astonishment of many,
I myself am alive at this day, very much
against the wish of the Roman pontiff
and many other enemies. YOUR warlike
modes of proceeding are calculated to
produce quite different effects. I pray
God to prevent the execution of your de-
signs. I see Satan's meaning, and my
own danger; he is aiming to take away
my life; he is aiming to effect by a san-
guinary faction, what he has hitherto at-
tempted in vain by the papal agents; but
God will continue to preserve me. I
say further, Satan, the enemy of man-
kind, would "gladly bring into disgrace
the late revival of pure doctrine among
the people, by insinuating as though it
could not be of God, because the profes-
sion of it had caused so much sedition
and tumult; and thus your unchristian
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conduct affords a great handle to the
versary.

" Compel me not, I beseech you, to
pray against you; for I doubt not but God
will hear my prayers: whereas YE can
have no heart for prayer. Scripture and
your own consciences tell you, yqur at-
tempts, are profane and impious. In fact,
ye do not pray; your hope is in your
numbers and your arms.

" In regard to your first requisition, the
privilege of choosing your ministers, it
is utterly inadmissible in all cases where
the right of patronage belongs to your
governors.

" 1 admit that magistrates do many un-
reasonable and many wicked things.
Some of YOUR requisitions also*are ex-
tremely unreasonable and unscriptural;
but were they in all respects perfectly
unexceptionable, yet this wicked endea-
vour to extort them by force of arms will,
I tell you, if persevered in, bring down
upon you the heavy wreath of God both
in this world and the next.—The divine
rule is express: you must never go be-
yond PETITION and REPRESENTATION ; and
if yqu are persecuted, you must fly from
one'place to another."*

Our author then turns to the princes
and nobility, and addresses them with
the zeal and authority of an ^ apostle.'—
" It is to you, rulers, and* you only, esrre-
ciajly the rulers of the church, that the
present disturbances are to^be ascribed.
The bishops, to this very moment, even
against their better knowledge, perse-
cute the Gospel; and the civil magis-
trates think of nothing but draining the
wretched poor, to satisfy their own pride
and luxury. I have repeatedly warned
you of the dreadful evils / that threaten
you, but, to no purpose. The wrath of
Goci is accumulating over you, and will
burst on your heads if ye repent not.
The£e false prophets, and this rebellion
of the common people, are proofs of the
~~" * displeasure. To be plain, suchp p ,
is .the state of things, that men neither
can, nor will, nor indeed should they,
bear your government any longer. Listen
to the Scriptures, arid amend your ways.
The insurgents may not succeed at pre-
sent, and you may kill the greater part
of them; but God will raise upj others
after them. JFor it is HE himself who,
for your wicked ness, brings these troubles
upon you. Some of you have boasted,

Matt. x.

that you were ready to sacrifice your rank
and fortune, if you could but abolish Lu-
theranism, root and branch : and others,
to fill up the measure of their crimes,
and bring fresh disgrace upon the Gospel,
represent these seditious tumults as the
consequence of my doctrine. Thus do
you harden your hearts; thus do you
calumniate and persecute the word of
God.

"Yourselves are my witnesses that I
have always detested sedition, and ex-
horted the people to obedience, and even
to patient submission under your tyran-
nical government. It is not I, therefore,
it is these bltiody prophets, who are
quite as inimical' to me as they are to
you, who have been the cause of this re-
bellion, and who have been seducing the
people for more than three years, without
any one, except myself, endeavouring to
counteract them. Now if, for your wick-
edness, it should please God to permit
Satan, through the instrumentality of
these preachers, to raise this impending
storm to such a pitch as is beyond my
power of allaying it, wThat blame, I pray,
can you lay to the charge of the Gospel,
or of Luther, who has constantly honour-
ed your authority, exhorted the people to
respect you, poured out his prayers to
God for you, and himself hitherto pa-
tiently endured your cruel persecution?
,Were I actuated by a spirit of revenge, I
might smile in private at these tragical
scenes : or I might stimulate the enraged
populace, and add fuel to the flames.

" Let me entreat ye then, O ye prinees,
not to despise my advice. Do not fear
the rebels, but fear God. Our crimes
are such as ought to alarm us; and if
God should purpose to deal with us ac-
cording to our deserts, we cannot escape
HIS vengeance, however small the num-
ber of the rebels should prove. Great
moderation is the ljine of conduct which
ye ought to pursue at the present crisis.
Lenity and clemency can. do no harm,
and may prevent matters from being
pushed to extremities,—in one word,
may prevent a conflagration, which might
consume all Germany.

" It is very true that the demands of
the malcontents originate in interested
motives; nevertheless some of them are
so reasonable, that you ought to be
ashamed of having reduced your subjects
to the necessity of making them. Their
first requisition, which respects the legal
appointment of evangelical preachers, is
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so far just in its principles that no ruler
has a right to withhold the Gospel from
his subjects: and though I grant,that in
the application of this principle they ma-
nifest a selfish spirit, and set up claims
which under the pretence of liberality
•would annihilate the power of their, mas-
ters, yet their iniquitous demands will
not justify you in refusing them substan-
tial justice. It is the duty of governors
not to vex and distress their subjects,
but to be the guardians of their fortunes
and their comforts; whetoas, in truth,
the oppression of the poor peasants of
this country is become intolerable, the
numerous and heavy imposts cramp their
industry, and there is but one way left of
meliorating their condition,—the higher
orders must restrain their excessive luxu-
ry and extravagance, which is the true
cause of the evil."

Lastly, when Luther had finished these
distinct harangues both to the higher and
lower orders of the people, he "thought
proper to conclude with a few words of
serious advice to the parties in common.
He exhorted them not to think of deciding
their disputes by arms, for both sides
had a bad cause to defend. It was hard
to say whether tyranny or sedition pro-
duced worse consequences; no man
eould fight for either with a good con-
science ; and those who perished in such
a contest would die in. their sins. " My
advice," says he, " is, that all the dis-
putable points be settled by impartial
arbiters chosen on both sides. Let the
rulers and nobles concede something dT
their strict rights, and let the common
people in their turn be more moderate in
their demands, and listen to the voice of
reason ; otherwise this civil war will as-
suredly be the ruin of the country. But
if this advice is despised, if the people
will wage war against their rulers as so
many tyrants and oppressors, and the
rulers will treat their subjects as banditti
and barbarians, I humbly pray God either
to confound the designs of both parties,
or in some way to overrule this ferocious
obstinacy of men to the re-establishment
of peace and harmony."

But these Christian exhortations proved
ineffectual. The civil war not only con-
tinued, but soon became bloody and de-
structive. In Suabia, Franconia, and
Alsace, the fanatical insurgents pulled
down monasteries, castles, and houses,
and murdered the nobles and dignitaries,
and were guilty of multiplied acts of

treason and barbarity. The moment Lu1-
ther became acquainted with these abomi-
nable excesses, he deemed it the duty of
a sound Christian to support the lawful
government of his country with all his
might in an emergency which threatened
universal anarchy and devastation. Ac-
ordingly he changed his language, wrote

a short tract AGAINST THE ROBBERS AND
MURDERERS, and exhorted all ranks and
orders to come forward and help, as they
would to extinguish a general conflagra-
tion. "The wicked parricides," said he,
"must be crushed. They had scanda-
onsly broken their oaths, plundered the

right owners of their possessions, and
committed treason in various ways; and,
what very much increased their guilt,
hey endeavoured to cloak their shameful

practices under the name and character
of pure Christianity., There could not
be greater pests of society. Those in-
deed among them who had been com- '
pelled to join the faction by threats were
to be treated with lenity, but those only
who repented and surrendered themselves
ought to be pardoned. The rest merited
the utmost rigour; and whosoever should
fall in opposing them, and defending
their lawful rulers, ought to be esteemed
as martyrs in an excellent cause.yJ#

This publication of Luther was blamed
by many as too harsh and violent. But
the author, in reply, defended his posi-
tions with great spirit and ability. He
complained, that whatever he did or said
was sure to afford matter for censure to
haughty critics. He contended, that
those who could excuse the present of-
fenders, must be considered as partakers
in their crimes. Lastly, he alleged St.
Paul's peremptory judgment of those
who resist lawful magistrates ;f and stre-
nuously insisted on this rebellion of the
rustics as being marked with peculiar cir-
cumstances of cruelty and impiety.

To relate all the particulars of the re-
bellion in 1525 .would be foreign to our
purpose; it may bo sufficient to add,
that the princes of the empire found it
absolutely necessary to unite their forces
and their efforts for the suppression and
punishment of the insurgents. The car-
nage in various parts of Ger-
many was dreadful. Avast Battle of
multitude of the faction in A . T I S S ! '
Thuringia were met by the

* Slcidan. Gnodalius. Maimbourg. Com-
ment de Luth. f Romans, xiii.
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Saxon and other confederate princes near
Mulhau&en, where they were defeated in
a pitched battle, and Munzer their ring-
leader was also taken and put to death.

This unfortunate war is supposed to
have cost Germany the lives of more than
fifty thousand men : # but the papal ad-
vocates are not to be credited when they
assert that one hundred and thirty thou-
sand Lutherans perished from this cause.
The fact is, by far the greatest tragedies
were exhibited in the POPISH part of Ger-
many: moreover, the Lutherans abound-
ed most in the electorate of Saxony,
where matters were certainly carried on
with greater mildness and moderation, as
well by the rebels themselves during the
commotions, as by the government in
their measures to suppress them. It well
deserves notice, that the tumults were
the greatest in those districts whera*the
free course of the .Gospel had been most
completely obstructed. The good elector
Frederic adverted to this circumstance in
a memorable letter written to his brother
and successor on the very day before he
died.

" The princes," says he, " have ap-
plied to us for our assistance against the
peasants; and 1 could wish to open my
mind to them, but I am too ill. Per-
haps tke principal cause of these com-
motions is, that these poor creatures
have not been allowed to have the word
of God preached freely among them."

LUTHER AND CAROLSTADT.

With this detail of circumstances in
view, the student of the History of the
Church of Christ will be much better
enabled to trace and to appreciate the
motives of the conduct of the great Ger-
man Reformer, both iq the rustic war
and in the Sacramental contest with Ca-
rolstadt.

He will be convinced how truly Chris-
tian were his notions of s-ubrnission to
magistrates, and how complete his aver-
sion to sedition of every kind.

He will understand also how almost
impossible it must have been for Luther
to separate entirely the spirit of Carol-
Btadt from that of those rustic insurgents
who were headed by Munzer. These
appear to have been fanatics of the very
worst class; and there is no denying that
Carolstaclt was connected with them,
and strongly tinctured with their enthu-

* Beausobre.

siastic notions; and though nothing
could be more unjust than to represent
the outrages of the peasants as the ge-
nuine fruit of Lutheranism, when before
Luther's time there had already been
several alarming seditions in Germany,
and when many even of the rebels in
1525 made not the least pretensions to
religion, yet certainly it became our Re-
former, at so critical a conjuncture, to be
scrupulously explicit in his advice and
his exhortations. He was well aware
of the malignity of his adversaries, who
wê re insidiously watching his conduct,
and were ready, whatever part he should
take, to misrepresent his motives: he
saw the handle afforded by the riotous-
enthusiasts for disgracing the late revi-
val of religion; and he was not a little
vexed and irritated to see his old asso-
ciate Carolstadt give so much counte-
nance to men of romantic and dangerous
principles. Further; how Luther, in the
former part of the RUSTIC REBELLION,
could have conducted himself with
greater moderation, or have given better
advice to the parties concerned, it may
not be easy to conceive: and the same
may be said of the wisdom and firmness
with which, toward the conclusion of
that melancholy scene, he supported the
legitimate institutions and government of
his country.

But, in regard to the Sacramentarian
contest, we have seen that the best
friends of this great man must in some
parts of that unhappy dissension be com-
pelled entirely to withhold, and in others
very much qualify, their commendations.
The sentiment of his antagonists in this
dispute he very unbecomingly denomi-
nates, more than once, the poison of Ca-
rolstadt; says it was spreading at a
great rate; and expresses much concern,
that the people of Strasburg, that Zuin-
gle, Leo Judae, and all the Protestant
part of Switzerland, were receiving the
new Sacramentarian tenet. Now if Lu-
ther had contented himself with retain- .
ing his own opinion, which he might
have done without the least prejudice to
his religious affections,—and if he had
cheerfully given the right hand of fel-
lowship to men no less sound in the faith
than himself, and who revered his cha-
racter most sincerely,—the rent of the
Protestant churches might have been en-
tirely avoided, and even the difference of
judgment itself might have gradually va-
nished.
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Those who would profit by the in-
structions which history furnishes, will
not forget this lamentable instance of
heat, error, and obstinacy in Martin Lu-
ther.

From what has been said, the intelli-
gent Reader will however be careful not
to confound the case of the more solid
and judicious Sacramentarians with that
of Carolstadt, or any of his fanatical as-
sociates among the deluded Anabaptists
of those times. By far the greater part
of Luther's severe animadversions on the
behaviour of Carolstadt appear to ha've
originated in his rooted aversion to the
enthusiastic and disorderly spirit of that
Reformer, which had produced so much
tumult and irregularity among the peo-
ple.—Several of the ecclesiastical histo-
rians seem not to have sufficiently ad-
verted to this circumstance. They would
represent Luther as having been exces-
sively jealous of the reputation of Carol-
stadt as a reformer; and their observa-
tions have been repeatedly copied from
orle another.—In this, as in like cases,
the FACTS are our surest guides.

1. So early as even the year 1515,
the troublesome, contentious temper of
this man had begun to show itself; in-

somuch that the rector of the
Conduct of university of Wittemberg
so^riy^s complained to the elector̂ ,
A. D. 1515. That £very body avoided the

conversation of so quarrel-
some a person; tfyat the chapter of, Witr
temberg had decided against him in a
question respecting a petty debt of twel ve
florins, and he had loaded his judges
with abuse, and appealed to the pope;—
and lastly, that without ^cave or provid-
ing a deputy, he had gone away, and
deserted his academical duties.

2. When by the express command of
the elector, he had returned to Wittem-
berg, he made himself minister of the
parish of Orlamund, without any regular
appointment. *

3. In 1521, Luther writes thus to his
friend: "There is much, genius and
learning in the writings of Carolstadt,

but I wish they contained
clearer arguments. I would
have him confute the papis-
tical notion of celibacy by
such scriptures as are apt

and decisive, and not bysuch as the ad-
versary can easily answer. His cause

Luther's
opinion of
Carolstadt,
A. D. 1521.

* Acta Vin. S. 199.

is excellent, and his attempts laudable;
but he should rely on proofs that are un-
answerable. To persuade numbers of
unmarried persons, by quoting doubtful
passages of Scripture, to enter into the
married state, must be very dangerous
work, and likely to produce afterwards
much uneasiness of conscience. I en-
deavour to impress these things on his
mind, but all to no purpose."*

4. How injurious to the infant Refor-
mation had been the turbulence and pre-
cipitation of Carolstadt, and with how
much wisdom and moderation was peace
and good order restored by Luther to the
university and inhabitants of Wittem-
berg, has already appeared in the course
of this narrative.f But there are not
wanting further proofs of the exercise of
a truly humble and Christian spirit in
Luther, during his controversies with
this.rash and impetuous sectarian.

Luther was so much afraid of the mis-
chiefs which would arise to the Gospel
from a publication of the internal dis-
cords existing among the Protestants,
that soon after his return to Wittemberg
from his Patmos, when he had put a
stop to Carolstadt's innovations, he says,
" This very day I entreated Carolstadt
in the most suppliant manner not to make
any public attack upon me; otherwise I
should be compelled, much against my
will, to enter the lists with him in good
earnest. The rhan almost called heaven
to witness that he had no such inten-
tion ; yet I learn from other quarters that
there are a number of his tracts at this
very monient'4n the hands of the rector
of the academy £ind the other judges.
They are endeavouring to make him re-
cant, 6r at least to suppress his intended
publication. This is a point which I do
not press, for I neither fear Satan him-
self, nor an angel from heaven—much
less Carolstadt. Pray that the Gos-
pel may be glorified—and may Christ
preserve our prince a little longer! This
is my daily petition.":):

5. The very candid and accurate Seck-
endorf observes, that the account of Lu-
ther's conference with Carolstadt at Jene
and Orlamund§ is penned with a malig-
nant artifice, to the great disadvantage of

* Ep. 240 and 241.
f Pages 336,and 352 of this volume. '
i Ep. II. 63. This letter to Spalatinus is

not given by Seckendorf,
§ Page 302.
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the former. The Orlamundians are there
represented as having defended Carol-
stadt's practice of pulling down images,
with so much ability, that Luther went

* away almost confounded by their argu-
ments.# Carolstadt, on the contrary, in
the same, narrative, is said to have treat-
ed Luther with kindness and respect;,
and to have earnestly requested, that, if
mistaken, he might be better, informed,
and set rigfyt on the points in dispute.
Those who dislike Luther, and are fond
of Carolstadt, lay great stress on this
statement.j" But Luther's friends will
not be sorry to find that he did not al-
ways take fire, even when very ill treat-
ed. "Martin Reinhard," says he-to
Ainsdorf, "has edited a most iniquitous
representation of my conduct at Orla-
mund, with a view to enhance the credit
of Carolstadt, and to disgrace me. Now
as the great cause will be ii\ no way
benefited by my answering hjm, I shall
remain silent, lest I should endeavour to
increase my own reputation, and lessen
that of Carolstadt."^

In another letter on the same subject,
he says, "This little account of my
transactions at Jene and Orlamund di-
verts me exceedingly;—and with good
reason, because I see that men, who pay
rfo regard to truth, and are without con-
science, are full of fears for themselves,
and choose to be,beforehand with the
public, so as to secure their first hearing,
and make an impression favourable to
themselves, and* 'injurious to me. An
anonymous publication in which there is
such a mixture of lies with truth, calls
for patience, and forbearance, and rjot for
any answer, lest I should seem either to
be influenced by a thirst of glo/y or re-
venge^ or to have given up the grand
cause of contention, and to be only
anxious for the defence of my own pri-
vate character, "§

One cannot but be astonished, that,
with these testimonies before the,public,
such a writer as Rodolph Hospinian
should affirm, that though Luther himself

* Seultet.
t Martin Reinhard, a preacher at Jene,

and of Carolstadt's party, first edited this re-
port of what passed at Jene and Orlamund:
afterwards the substarice of his little work
seems to have found its way into the Ger-
man folios of Luther's works.—Reinhard
was ordered to leave the place.

t Ep. II. 237. § Ib. 234

did not write that account of his confer-
nce with Carolstadt, which is published

in the German editions of his works, the
truth of it nevertheless is not to be doubt-
id. " For," continues he, " on the same

principle you, may doubt the truth of the
Old and New Testament, and of other
public records. Moreover, the narrative
was inserted in Luther's works while he
was alive, and HE NEVER OBJECTED TO
IT . "*

Also the learned translator of Mo*
sheim's Ecclesiastical History, appears
|,o me to have imbibed, from the same
Hospinian, most unwarrantable preju-
dices against Luther in regard to his un-
fortunate rupture with Carolstadt/ He
makes* Luther say, " As in red-hot iron
two distinct substances, viz. iron and
fire, are united, so is the body of Christ
joined with the bread in the Eucharis t" |
Maclaine calls this a miserable compari-
son ; and is so fond of finding fault with
Luther for using it, that in p. 165, he
•again ridicules him for explaining the
" nonsensical doctrine of consubstantia-
tion" by the similitude of a red-hot iron,
&c. But he does not refer us to the
passage in Luther's voluminous writings.
However, at length, in the tract called
the Babylonish Captiyity, I found the
following sentence: " Why may not
Christ comprehend his own body within,
the substance of the bread, as is the case
with accidents'? Behold, the two sub-
stances, iron and fire, are so mingled in
ignited iron, that every part is iron and
fire. Why then, much more, may not
the glorious body of Christ exist in
every part of the substance of the bread1?"
Thus Luther puts the question interroga*
tively and modestly, according to my
judgment, and in a manner much less
positive and much less exceptionable
than it is stated in Machine's transla-
tion.—Whenever authors find fault with
one another, they ought to be very exact
in their quotation$.

In Luther's little treatise against
Henry VIII. king of England, I observe
the author again alludes to the similitude
of ignited iron. " I may," says he, u b e
allowed to say, the body of Christ is in
the Sacrament, as fire is in the iron,
without destroying the substance of that
metal; and as God is in the man J6su«
Christ without destroying the properties

* Hist. Sacram. II. p. 32.
t P. 34, 4to Ed.
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of a man. In both these mixtures each!the images and statues,* he was so in-
substance retains its peculiar nature, and
yet do they constitute but ONE THING. I
may be allowed, I say, to speak in this
way, till the papists shall confute me by
weighty arguments, and not by con-
temptuously quoting Thomas Aquinas."
•—However, unprejudiced persons will
probably deem this1 to be quite as intelli-
gible as Beausobre's objections to it,
grounded on the abstruse metaphysical
doctrine of the penetration of bodies.*
Moreover, they will do well to recollect
that this passage of Luther was written
in 1522, and the former in 1520; and
lastly, that even in much more modern
times there is frequently to be observed
among the controversial disputations
respecting both Con- and Tran- substan-
tiation, a profusion of rash assertion and
inconclusive argument on the Protestant,
as well as on the opposite side of those
questions.

It may not be amiss to conclude this
curious and instructive portion of the his-
tory of the Reformation with a Character
of Carolstadt, drawn by the impartial
pen of the mild and cautious Melancthon.

"Carolstadt," says he, "first raised
the tumult respecting the Sacrament. He

was a man of a savage dis-
Character of position, and of no genius or
Carolstadt, j - -&

by Melanc-
thon.

j 7 _ _ _ _ o -

learning, or even of common
sense; a man who was so far
from having any marks of

being influenced by the Holy Spirit, that
I could never observe him either to un-
derstand or practise even the ordinary
duties of humanity. Nay, he has dis-
covered manifest marks of an unholy
turn of mind : all his notions savour of
sedition and of Judaism. He rejected
every law made by the Gentiles, and
contended, that forensic questions ought
to be decided by the law of Moses; so
little did he comprehend the force and
nature of Christian liberty. From the
very first, he embraced with his whole
might the Fanatical doctrine of the Ana-
baptists, when Nicholas Storck attempt-
ed to sow the seeds of it in Germany;
and he made a stir respecting the Sacra-
ment, entirely from a dislike to Luther,
and not in the least from any pious con-
viction that he himself was in the right.
For when Luther had expressed his dis-
approbation of Carolstadt's indiscreet
zeal in breaking and pulling down the

flamed with a monstrous spirit of re-
venge, that he began to look out for some
plausible plan for ruining the reputation,
of Luther. A great part of Germany
can testify that I speak nothing but the
truth. And if there was need of proof,
his own publications would be my most
decisive witnesses against their author.
There is not in them even the specious
appearance of a probable argument, that
should have induced the man to take up
his pen. With how jocose and trifling a
spirit does he treat of the Greek word
rpvro 1j Then, has he thrown any light
whatever on a point of so much impor-
tance in the history of the ancient
Church? or what testimony has he pro-
duced from any celebrated author1? or,
lastly, what single expression is there in
his whole disputation that indicates a
pious way of thinking]—He only vo-
ciferates, as do the lowest mechanics,
who, in their cups, are pleased with no-*
thing but profane tales. Moreover, a
great part of his writings are taken up
with railing; and yet the stupid author
would pass for a man of wit and hu-
mour."

Melancthon concludes this picture with
saying,—"I have written this for the
sake of my neighbours, that, if they
have the least regard for my testimony,
they may beware of such a character.
For though it is not in his power to dis-
guise his real disposition for a long time
together, yet he has a surprisingly fair
outside, and possesses the arts of insinu-
ation to a wonderful degree. But his
temper is violent and restless, and soon

I. 315.
VOL. II . 36

* If this be so, what are we to think of
Maclaine, who would represent the removal
of the images out of the churches as effected
by Carolstadt, in conjunction with Melanc-
thon himself and others ? See his note, p. '
165, Vol. II. 4to. All this contradiction is
set right at once, by considering, that Carol-
stadt, besides his legal endeavours to reform
the Church from popery, in which endea-
vours Melancthon, Bugenhagius, Jonas, and
others certainly concurred, excited the peo-
ple to sedition and tumult, encouraged them
to remove the imag-es by force, and did many
other acts of violence. This was the blame-
able part of his conduct, and seems entirely
forgotten by those who would favour him, to
the disparagement of Luther. See p. 338 of
this Vol.

t THIS is my body.
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breaks out into acts of ambition, passion,
and envy."*

The learned reader, who knows how
to appreciate the testimony of Melanc-
thon, and who remembers that that Re-
former was an eye-witness of the prac-
tices of Carolstadt, will not hesitate to
pronounce this evidence as entirely con-
clusive. He may, however, very much
wonder that Maclaine should positively
assert,"[• in contradiction to Mosheim him-
self, that the true cause of the violent
rupture between Luther and Carolstadt
was their difference of opinion concern-
ing the Eucharist; whereas Melanc-
thon's account of the origin of the Sacra-
mentarian controversy tallies exactly with
the facts. Carolstadt, before that un-
happy contest commenced, had shown
his proneness to turbulence and fanati-
cism. He may wonder, likewise, that
Beausobre should warn his reader not to
confound Carolstadt with the fanatics,
and assert, that " Luther from pure preju-
dice,^: reckons him among that class."
Nothing, can be more unjust than this
charge. For if the writer only means
that Carolstadt is not to be confounded
with the rebel fanatics who were headed
•by Munzer, Luther,, as we have seen,
makes the very distinction himself ;§ but
if he would have us believe that Carol-
stadt was not an enthusiast, he contra-
dicts the universal voice of the contem-
porary historians. It was with great
difficulty that I obtained from the Conti-
nent a copy of Beausobre's History of
the Reformation, and I confess I have
been greatly disappointed in the perusal
of it. In many instances the author ap-
pears to me by no m^ans to have been di-
rected by the original documents.

There runs through all those writers
on the Reformation who would mitigate
the irregularities of Carolstadt, and blame
the severity of Luther, this palpable in-
advertency : they forget that Luther's
chief complaints against his coadjutor
were not so mncji on account of his in-
novations at Wittemberg, as the precipi-
tate, turbulent, and seditious MANNER in
which he effected them. The observa-
tions of Luther on this subject|| are as
distinct and rational, as those of Maclaine
and Beausobre are frequently irrelevant,

* Epist. ad Fred. Mycon. in Hospin.
t P. 165, 4to. t Par pure prevention.
§ Page 412.
11 P. 350 of this Vol.

and unfounded. "Where, one may ask,
does Luther find fault with Carolstadt
for making any changes which were ap-
proved and authorized by the elector and
the regular government of the country ?*
And, in regard to the invidious charge,
so repeatedly insinuated by these and
other writers, of JEALOUSF in Luther,
lest any other person besides himself
should seem to be the principal reformer,
no more need be said, than that those who
can think Carolstadt to have been an ob-
ject capable of exciting Luther's envy,
or robbing him of his glory, must be lit-
tle acquainted with the authentic me-
moirs of those times. The Leipsic dis-
putation alone, one would think, might
have settled this point, even though Me-
lancthon had not recorded in such deci-
sive terms his opinion of the talents and
di?position of Carolstadt.

If after this full discussion of the
grounds of the dissention between these
two early reformers, the inquisitive stu-
dent should still be perplexed or dissa-
tisfied with the many seenaingty contra-
dictory assertions, which he may meet
with on this subject, in the writings of
some excellent men and useful memo-
rialists, I would briefly suggest several
considerations, which may assist in re-
lieving this unpleasant state of mental
suspense and uncertainty. 1. The ob-
stinacy of Luther, respecting the Sacra-
mental tenet of Con-substantiation, pro-
duced a permanent and lamentable rent
among the Protestants. Carolstadt had
broached the true doctrine of the Sacra-
ment, but had defended it in the absurd
and ridiculous manner represented by
Melancthon. By and by, men of great
talents, as Zuingle, Bucer, Ecolampadi-
us, and others, appeared on the same side,
and supported their system with a ra-
tional, perspicuous, and well-digested ar-
gumentation. This circumstance laid
the foundation of a close connexion be-
tween Carolstadt and the Zuinglians,
Nothing could be more natural than that
Carolstadt should be pleased to have
found such able defesders of the tenet
which he himself had first advanced, or
that the Helvetian divines should gladly
receive into their communion an unfortu-
nate sectarian of the same principles
with themselves, who was disliked, and
almost abandoned by his old associates.

* Machine in Mosheim, p. 1G5.
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In a word, party spirit, absolutely exclu-
sive of what is right or what is wrong,
will, in this case, as in many others of a
similar kind, account for mild and kind
expressions on the one hand, and also for
harsh and severe judgments on the other,
according to the wishes, prejudices, and
connexions of the writers.

2. There is good reason to hope that
Carolstadt profited by adversity, and be-
came more truly Christian in his temper,
during the latter part of his life.* This
single hint will assist us in reconciling
some of the most opposite representa-
tions of the character of this Reformer.
"Carolstadt," says his friend Bucer,

writing to Zuingle in the
Bucer'sac- ye a r 1530, "was formerly in-
roistadt!Ca" clined to be somewhat sa-
A.D. 1530. vage ; but daily persecutions

and heavy misfortunes have
so broken his spirit, and the man has
now such worthy notions of Christ, that
I feel confident you will admire him."f
—At the same time, I cannot but observe
a striking instance of party-spirit in this
very kind letter itself of Bucer to Zuin-
gle. At the moment when he would re-
present the savage temper of Carolstadt
as then much softened and corrected by
adversity, he speaks of his former de-
fect as a habit that was the natural con-
sequence of having lived so much in the
company of the most SAVAGE Luther, and
of the incredible successes of the first
reformers, which might, he thinks, have
rendered insolent any modest man what-
soever.

3. Luther also himself, surely, should
be allowed, and that without reproach,
to have several points of doctrine, and
some also of practice, in a different light,
as he became older, and had had more
experience. There is a mass of evidence
to prove that this was really so: and
some things which have been deemed
his greatest and most inexcusable incon-
sistencies, are instantly and satisfactorily
solved by this consideration.

There is a confused story respecting

* Carolstadt was certainly a man of read-
ing, and of a lively imagination; and, as
certainly, violent, void of solidity, and prone
to enthusiasm. His recantation does no ho-
nour to his memory; yet, on the whole, I
am very unwilling- to withdraw the appella-
tion of " Honest Carolstadt." See p. 336 of
this Vol.

t Hotting. Eccl. Hist. Vol. VIII. p. 253.

Luther, which states, that a very little
time before his death, he owned to Me-
lancthon that they had gone too far in
the Sacramentarian controversy. Melano-
'thon also, from prudential motives, it is
said, suppressed this concession during
his own lifetime, and intended to have
recorded it in his last will; but deferred
the doing so, till, from weakness, he was
incapable of directing his pen. It is a
part of the same story, that when Me-
lancthon proposed to Luther to explain
in writing their sentiments on the Sacra-
ment in temperate language, the latter
answered, "he should thereby render all
his doctrines suspected."*

This whole account is, in my judg-
ment, supported by very suspicious and
insufficient evidence; and the declara-
tions which are said to have taken place
in the conversation, must, in every view
of them, be deemed altogether too inde-
finite and obscure to be the foundation of
any solid conclusion whatsoever.

Still it MAY be true, that expressions,
not very unlike those just mentioned,
were used ; and I think it very probable,
and hope IT IS TRUE, that Luther, a man
of so vehement a temper, and so much
harassed with controversies, did not only
ONCE, but OFTEN, in his cooler moments,
acknowledge, " that he had gone too far
on various occasions."

It may even be true, that at a time so
very near his death, he might allude par-
ticularly to some parts of his conduct in
the Sacramentarian controversy, which,
on a review, he disapproved; and yet, in
his present feeble state, he might not
think himself capable of furnishing the
public with such a full and satisfactory
explanation as would sufficiently guard
against all dangerous conclusion or mis-
construction. But these positions, to
whatever height of probability they may
rise in the minds of some, will, in the
apprehension of others, dwindle into mere
conjectures; and ought, therefore, never
to be insisted on as grounds of argument.
It is well known, that slight alterations
of words have often very important effects
on the meaning of sentences. Let us be
careful how we credit posthumous narra-
tives, especially when brought forward
by heated and interested partisans.

As I revere the memory of Luther, I
sincerely lament that his strong under-
standing should have failed to grasp the

Histor. Sac. pars altera, 202.
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true Scriptural idea of the Eucharist in
all its parts; but I am not disposed to
admit, on slight testimony, that he disco-
vered his error of consubstantiation, but
was too proud to own it.—A native
courage and ingenuousness of temper
ever urging him, regardless of conse-
quences, to a conscientious avowal of
whatever he firmly believed, is an ingre-
dient so thoroughly established in the
composition of Luther, that even plausi-
ble suppositions and representations, if
inconsistent with his general character,
and not well substantiated by the' un-
bending rules of historical evidence, will
always be rejected by men of dispassion-
ate judgments.

It is astonishing, however, with how
much alacrity the story which we have
just related has been repeatedly insisted
on, to the disparagement of Luther's re-
putation. Melchior Adam just mentions
the thing,* in a very proper manner,
without laying any stress on i t ; thus,
"There are who affirm," &c. &c. But
Beausobre, with a most unwarrantable
positiveness, treats the relation not only
as a settled and an allowed truth, but
also as altogether conclusive against the
candour and ingenuousness of Luther.
This author goes even further, and af-
firms, that Leo Judsef has proved, in an
unanswerable little treatise, that, before
the disputes had arisen concerning the
Sacrament, both Luther and Erasmus
leaned to the sentiments of the Zuingli-
ans. This rash and unfounded assertion
is introduced in such a way as very much
to mislead even a cautions reader.:): The
fact is, both Luther and Erasmus had
maintained, that the faithful communi-
cant in the Lord's Supper, is, IN A SPI-
RITUAL SENSE, a partaker of thu body and
blood of Christ; and on this practical
doctrine are to be found very excellent
observations in Luther's writings.§

To press home this fact upon Luther
and Erasmus, and to show how nearly
they agreed with their adversaries, was
the express design of Leo Judee's publi-
cation; and the author in regard to the
spiritual, communion of the body and
blood of Christ, fully proved his point:
and for this reason, namely, because the
fact was true: but it was impossible he
sn'ould do more. It was impossible he

could prove, because it was not true, that
BESIDES the doctrine of spiritually eating
the flesh and drinking the blood of Christ,
Luther and Erasmus did not also hold
the gross and unscriptural tenet of the
real presence of the human body of
Christ in the celebration of the Eucha-
rist.

Erasmus was so much enraged at
this charge of heresy, that he calls God
to witness, in the most solemn manner,
" i f ever, even secretly in his heart, he
had held any opinion on the Lord's Sup-
per contrary to the judgment of the Ro-
man catholic church." He says, he is
willing to be esteemed the prince of here-
tics, if a single passage to that effect can
be produced from any of his publications;
and he accuses the writer of having
quoted and misrepresented some of his
expressions, in a most unfair and most
impudent manner.*

Leo Juda3, and also Conrad Pellican,
another Swiss divine, had certainly con-
cluded too hastily, that, because Luther
and Erasmus had maintained the neces-
sity of partaking of the body and blood
of Christ in a SPIRITUAL sense, they had
therefore abandoned the more common
and literal interpretation of the words of
Scripture, j*

In a letter of Luther's to Spalatinus,f
I find he acknowledges that he had been
extremely TE3IPTED to embrace what he
calls THE ERROR of his adversaries the
Sacramentarians; and this entirely agrees
with what he wrote to the Strasburgians,
p. 408. Excessive veneration for the
word of God, taken according to its lite-
ral meaning, "Th is is my body," was
indisputably the chief cause which pre-
vented Luther from successfully exercis-
ing his judgment to obtain a rational in-
terpretation of the meaning of Scripture
in this instance. This great man, how-
ever, seems but ill requited for making
such candid concessions respecting the
secret struggles of his mind, when these
are produced against him, and represent-

* Vita Luth. f A Swiss divine.
T Beausobre, p. 125. Note.
§ Comment. Luth. II. ix.

* Ep. Erasm. p. 935.
f See Erasmus's Expostulations with Con-

rad Pellican, Ep. p. 963, Pellican's answer in
Scult. pp. 57 and 61.—It must be owned that
Pellican in this controversy was reduced to
the necessity of saying, "That in the mat-
ter of the Lord's Supper, Erasmus had laid
the CHIEF, if not the ONLY stress on the SPI-
RITUAL meaning." Jortin Er. p. 405.

X Ep. 2j59.
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ed as the effects of pride, obstinacy, and
worldly policy.*

This collection and arrangement of
facts, respecting, lstly, The Civil War
of the peasants of Germany; and 2dly,
The Dissensions of Luther and Carol-
stadt, cannot fail to prove useful to the
diligent student of the history of the Re-
formation. And in regard to the obser-
vations which accompany the facts, these
are entirely the result of the writer's re-
flection, during the exercise of that care
and patience which he found necessary
for the exhibition of them in a clear and
comprehensive manner. Before he en-
tered on the task, he had neither any
strong nor very distinct opinion on the
merits of the leading characters in these
transactions; or rather, he perhaps lean-
ed to that common notion, which would
represent Luther as proud, wilful, and
domineering. In the course of his in-
quiry, he could not but take notice, that
almost always where Cafolstadt is either
commanded by authorsy or spoken of
with a sort of candid propensity to miti-
gate his faults, it is but too apparent that
this is done with an indirect design to in-
jure Luther's reputation. This circum-
stance certainly very much excited both
the writer's attention and his suspicion.
His observations, however, it is scarcely
necessary to add, are of no further value
than as they are found to agreefwith the
FACTS ; and these being now fairly beJ

fore the reader, he will himself be able
to appreciate the justice and propriety of
the observations. This he could not so
easily have done before, on account of
the partial, scattered, and indigested
manner in which the historical materials
have been transmitted to posterity.j-

TIIE DEATH OF THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY.

T H E good elector of Saxony departed
this life on the fifth of May 15254 about
ten days before the defeat of Munzer, the
leader of the rustic insurgents. He was
too feeble in body, and too deeply con-
cerned in mind, to make any attempt to

* Beausobre, 125,
t I had once intended to have placed this

account of Carolstadt in a different part of
the History :—See note, p, 351.—but further
reflection convinced me, that the perspicuity
of the Lutheran transactions would be best
consulted by the arrangement here adopted.

I Comuieut. da Luth, lib. II, § 11.—4.
36*

join the confederate princes. Only three
days before his death, he exhorted, by
letter, his brother John, who succeeded
him in the electorate, to do his utmost to
compose the disturbances, by choosing
arbitrators who were good tmen and fa*
vourites of the people,— o avoid the
spilling of blood, to pardon the multi-
tude, and to punish only the ringleaders
of the rebellion.* The delusion, he
said, would not last long. God, who
had hitherto protected their country,
would continue to protect it. This was
the last time he should be able to write
to him, but he trusted they should meet
again in a better world.—The mind of
this conscientious prince appears to have
been strongly impressed with a belief
that the primary cause of the rebellion of
the peasants was the just judgment of
God, on account of the obstruction which
the preaching of the pure Gospel had
met with ; and, as a secondary cause, he
lamented, that not only the ruling clergy,
but also the civil governors, oppressed
their poor subjects in a variety of ways.
Unable now to direct his pen, he dicta-
ted, on the day before his death, to his
brother John, the letter alluded to in
page 418, in which these pious* a^d com-
passionate feelings are de']bictecl in the
most lively colours. In particular, he
tells him he would do well to repeal a
late heavy impost on beer and wine.j"
Such a lenient measure would tend to
tranquillize the public mind, and induce
the malecontents to return to their duty;
and a kind Providence would, no doubt,
abundantly requite him in some other
way. Spalatinus informs us, that, a
short time before he expired, he address-*
ed his servants and domestics in the foU
lowing terms : " I entreat you, my dear^
est children, in the name of God, and for
HIS sake, to forgive me, if I have oft
fended any of you in word or deed ; and
I further entreat you to make in my
name this same request for me to others.
We princes are apt to treat our poor dis-
tressed subjects in a vexatious and un»
justifiable manner." The devout and
affectionate expressions of the elector

* Seek. II, pp. 4, 5, 11. Beausobre, III,
186.

t So early as the year 1519 we find Lu-
ther exhorting the elector of Saxony to avoid
taxing the beer. Such a measure, he said,
would alienate the minds of his subjects.—•
Archiv, Weimar,
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drew tears from Spalatinus and all his
domestics who were presenl.—His last
•Wjords were, " I cannot say any more."
" Does anything," said Spalatinus, " lie
heavy on your mind1?" He answered,
" No; but I have much bodily pain."—
He expired, however, like one falling
asleep.

Frederic the Wise died of an obstruc-
tion in the bladder, in the sixty-third

year of his age. Before the
Frederic, Lutheran controversies, he
age ' had been a most industrious
collector of reliques, and had augmented
the number of masses in his Church of
All Saints to ten thousand annually.

How zealous a Roman Ca-
Frederic tholic he was, even in the
XusaRoa" year 1517, may be collected
manCatho- from certain articles in his
heaven m w i U m a d e a t t h a t t i m e # H e

joins with the Holy Trinity,
the Blessed Virgin, St. Bartholomew the
apostle, and then his tutelar angel and
all the saints of God, to whose interces-
sion he commits his soul. He particu-
larly enjoins, that, for a month after his
death, there be said no less than fifty
masses .every day, with a small allow-
ance for each. Lastly, he requests his
brother* John to examine very carefully
whether his ministers might not, for the
sake of increasing his revenues, have
defrauded his subjects in some instances;
and if so, to rectify what was wrong,
without delay.* The Christian reader
will be pleased to see how, in the LAST
will and testament of this prince, the
pure doctrine of the Gospe£ triumphs
over the ancient superstition. Not a
word in it of the Virgin Mary, of saints,
or apostles, or masses. " I beseech,"
says he, "Almighty God, through the
sacred and unexampled merits of his Son,
to pardon all my sins aitfd transgressions;
neither do I doubt but, that, by the pre-
cious death of my dear Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, I shall obtain forgiveness ;
and therefore into his all-powerful hands,
and to his eternal, immeasurable, un-
searchable kindness and compassion, I
commit my soul, to be preserved for the

* The pious Seckendorf takes notice here,
that this is a very common article in the last
testament of such kings and princes as have
had some regard for their salvation; and
adds, with great reason, how much better it
would be if they took care either to prevent
such frauds, or to correct them in their life-
time. P. 23, and 33.

enjoyment of a happy immortality. I
freely forgive all who have done me any
wrong; and I beseech them, in the name
of God, and for His sake, to pardon, from
the heart and with a true Christian cha-
rity, me, in whatever I may have offend-
ed them, agreeably to what we every day
pray for, the mutual forgiveness of tres-
passes from God,-the Father of compas-
sion." - - - By the advice of Luther and
Melancthon, he was buried without
pomp, and without superstition. The
latter made an oration in Latin ; and the
former preached in German, from the
fo-urth chapter of the First Epistle to the
Thessalonians, verses 13—18. His dis-
course was short, and his praises of the
deceased few, modest, and perfectly con-
sistent with truth. On his monument
was inscribed an epitaph in Latin, from
the elegant pen of Melancthon.

The history of this elector's condnct
affords the best interpretation of his prin-
ciples ; and from this it has sufficiently
appeared, that for a long time he had IN
SECRET favoured the progress of Luther-
anism. His cautious temper, his super-
stitious habits, the novel and decisive
measures of Luther, and, lastly, the in-
trigues of the pope, the emperor, and the
confederate anti-protestant princes, all
these contributed to make him less active
in the support of the reformers than might
have been expected from his good under-
standing and respect for the word of God.
He had, however, been long convinced
how vain it was to look for any efficient ac-
commodation of the ecclesias-
tical dissensions. Thearchbi- A plan of
shop of Mentz, in the year ^aJJb b i"
1523, had conceived a plan of Mentz,
this sort; in which it was pro- A-D- I 5^
posed, that himself, the bi-
shop of Mersburgh, Luther, and the two
dukes of Saxony, or two other princes,
should meet at Zerbst, or Naumburg, for
the purpose of an amicable adjustment.
But this, like many other similar pro-
jects, came to nothing; and the elector
cautioned his brother John against the
consequences of undertaking the diree-
tion of such heterogeneous assemblies.*
Moreover, though we have seen that this
good prince, in the course of the same
year, had reason to apprehend considera-
ble danger both to himself and his elec-
torate, on account of his known attach-
ment to Luther and his disciples,j- yet

* Comment, de Luth. cxlviii.
t Besides the just grounds for apprehen-
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the wicked machinations of his interest-
ed, unprincipled neighbours were quick-

sion of danger to the elector of Saxony, re
lated in pages 375 and 376, it may not be
improper to add another not yet mentioned,
as it marks, in a very striking manner, the
excessive bitterness and animosity of the
papal party, and to what lengths of injustice
and oppression their hatred of the Reforma-
tion could carry them. Francis Sickingen,
one of the most powerful noblemen in all
the German empire, was a steady patron
of Luther and his doctrine; and he, as
well as some others,—see Chap. V. Cent.
XVI.—had offered the Reformer a safe asy-
lum in the moment of extreme danger : af-
terwards, Sickingen, who is allowed to have
been more actuated by a factious, warlike
and enterprizing spirit, than is consistent
with the meekness and humility of a Chris-
tian, was involved in an unhappy contest
with the elector of Treves, in which the
parties were joined respectively by allies of
great distinction. Whatever was the true
cause of this war, whether it arose from the
ambitious projects of Sickingen, his hatred of
the episcopal tyranny, or from mere points
of honour carried by |,his chief to an impro-
per extreme, it is certain that religion had
no concern in it; and, moreover, that Luther
constantly, and openly, expressed his entire
disapprobation of using force for the purpose
of making converts. The courageous ef-
forts of Sickingen terminated in the capture
of his castle, the flight of his allies, and the
loss of his life by the bursting of a bomb.
And now the attentive reader is to mark the
consequences. The victorious confederates
would probably have been contented with
their triumph over Sickingen and his friends,
if he had not been a Lutheran; but to be a
Lutheran was a crime never to be forgiven.
They remained therefore under arms, on the
pretence of keeping the public peace. The
chiefs of the,Suabian league, particularly the
princes of the House of Austria and Bavaria,
acted in concert with them, to oppress the
Lutherans in every quarter. They vowed
vengeance against the remains of Sickin-
gen's party, wherever they should find them ;
and incessantly menaced even the elector of
Saxony, whom, without the least proof, they
accused of harbouring refugee noblemen in
his provinces. All this was levelled against
the reformation in religion; and we have
seen,—page 396,—that, in the opinion of the
chancellor of Treves, matters were ripening
so fast for its destruction, that Lutheran ism
would quickly receive its death-stroke. Com-
ment. Luth. pp. I l l , 130. 223, 224.259. 261.
269.289,290,291; also, Beausobre, I. p. 307.
II. p. 270, and 315. III. pp. 20. 24. and
110. I

ly confounded; the blessed Reformation
proceeded most rapidly, and even the
temporal affairs of the elector of Saxony
suffered no injury whatever. These les-
sons were not thrown away on Frederic :
he became at last convinced, that he had
carried his system of connivance and
toleration quite far enough; that a Di-
vine hand had directed the late revival
of pure Christianity ; and that it was now
his duty to be actively instrumental in
promoting1 the same glorious cause among
his own subjects.—While meditating
deeply, in his last sickness, on these
things, and despairing- of any useful in-
terference of popes and bishops, he gave
directions for an interview with Luther,
in the intention of consulting how he
should in future more openly support
and establish the reformed religion in
Saxony. But our Reformer was at that
time in Thuringia, preaching to the pea-
sants, and endeavouring to appease their
rebellious spirit; which prevented him
returning to see the prince, till he was
on the point of death. Thus wa9 the
elector providentially debarred from hold-
ing intercourse with a man whom he cer-
tainly revered, but whose company, from
motives of policy, he had hitherto shun-
ned during a number of years.* There
is however great reason to believe, that
he died in the faith, hope, and humility
of the Gospel; though it be difficult, or
rather impossible, to apologize for his
deficiency in the great duty of confess-
ing Christ before all the world.f

CHAPTER XII.

FROM THE DEATH OF THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY,

TO THE CONCLUSION OF LUTHER'S CONTRO-

VERSY WITH ERASMUS.

T H E MARRIAGE OF LUTHER.
CONTROVERSY WITH ERASMUS.
CONTINUATION OF THE CONTROVERSY.

ABOUT the latter part of the year 1524,
the monastery of Wittemberg was re-
duced to almost perfect insignificance, by

* Comment, de Luth. II. vii.
t The elector of Saxony never spoke onoe

to Luther, and never saw him but twice in
his life. Seek. Praeloq. Also p. 28.
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the death or desertion of the monks,'
which had taken place in the course of a
few years. In the month of October
there were left in it only the Prior, and
Luther; and the latter availed himself of
that opportunity to resign the title and
habit of an Augustine monk, and in fu-
ture was called merely Doctor or Pro-
fessor Martin Luther. He had long been
desirous of taking this step, but, well
knowing the elector's aversion to innova-
tion, he had delayed to press the point.
At last he expressed a wish to Spalatinus
that he might have the prince's final an-
swer, and he promised never more to im-
portune him on the subject. Frederic
with some humour and much good na-
ture, sent him a piece of cloth, and told
him he was at liberty to wear it in what-
ever shape he pleased.*

The character of the Saxon Reformer
seems greatly misunderstood. Many
persons conceive.him, in general, to have
been rash and hasty in his conduct; mis-
taking, I think, a few vehement and im-
petuous expressions in his language, for
random, indigested decisions of his un-
derstanding. On a close examination of
his practice, we shall find that few men
have been more patient in investigation,
or more deliberate in resolution. He
was remarkably so in the very delicate
.and interesting questions which occurred
in the earlier part of the Reformation,

respecting the celibacy of
First mar- the clergy. The first cler-
na^eofa gyman who married a wife
lifsSony, i n Saxony, was the curate
A.D. i52i.' of Kemberg, named Bartho-

lomew Bernard, in the year
1521. Cardinal Albert, archbishop of
Magdeburg, summoned him to appear at
Halle, and requested the elector to en-
join episcopal obedience to his subject.
But the cautious Frederic, by a dexterous
civility, protracted the affair; and in the
mean time Melancthon composed for the
man a learned defence, addressed to the
officials of the ecclesiastical court. The
tender conscience of Luther appears to
have hesitated longer than even Melanc-
thon himself, respecting the obligation of
voluntary monastic vows. At length
from his Patmos issued his admirable tract
on this subject, which gave a fatal blow to
the whole papal system :j- He had sent
the manuscript to Spalatinus, for the in-

spection of the elector and his court, and
soon after it was not to be found. The au-
thor suspected it was purposely detained,
,o prevent the publication of it. " You
could not have vexed me worse," says he
to Spalatinus, " i f indeed the papers are
secreted by you. The circumstances
press for their publication;
and if either they are lost, or Luthpr's
you will not restore them, my treatise on
mind will be so irritated, v o w s ^
that in future I shall plead A. D.'i522.
the same cause with more
force and vehemence. You may burn
my papers to a cinder, but you cannot
extinguish the spirit of the writer."* I
find they were not published till Janua-
ry, 1532. f

Through the labours of Luther and
his Wittemberg coadjutors, the under-
standings of men were become so much
enlightened, and their prejudices abated,
that even Spalatinus himself
entered into the married Spaiatinua
state in the latter part of the A ^ T k s !
year 1525.:(: However, he

* Comment, de Luth. clxxviii.
f See page 325 of this Vol. Luther him

self is known to have set a high value on this
treatise, and to have considered it as the
most unanswerable of all that he had ever
written.

In our days there is no need to insist
much on arguments against celibacy; but it
may be worth while to take notice how this
acute Reformer keeps his eye constantly on
the popish doctrine of the MERIT of works.
" There can be no doubt," says he, " but that
to break a vow is contrary to the laws of
God. We must observe, however, that ONLY
such vows can be meant, as are lawful. Now
there is neither in Scripture, nor in the his-
tory of the primitive church, any precept or
example in favour. of monastic vows: they
are restraints of mere human invention.

" In regard to works, evangelical faith does
not set them aside, but directs us not to put
our trust in them: It enlightens the con-
science, and teaches men the principle on
which they are to perform good works;
namely, from a real love of doing good to
our neighbour, and for the sake of keeping
the body in subjection; not from servile fear,
or a view to justification. Such works,
strictly speaking, are not wrought under the
covenant of the law, but of grace; they are
the effect of Christ himself working in us
by faith, and are therefore as necessary and
indispensable as faith itself." Luth de Vot,
Monast. III.

* Ep. I. 253.
t Luth. Op. Jen. II. 477.
X Amcen. Lit. IV. 427.
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marries
Cath. Bo»e.

did not venture on this bold step till Lu
ther himself had set him the example a
few months before.

Luther was about forty years old when
he married Catharine Bore,

Luther a virtuous nun of noble pa
rentage. It is astonishing
how his enemies exulted up

on this occasion. They not only con>
demned the conduct of them both, with
as much confidence as if they could al-
lege that Scripture authority for the mo-
nastic state, which Protestants can do
for the matrimonial, but represented L -
ther as an infamous, hardened sensualist,
who had neither command of his pas-
sions, nor regard for his reputation ; and
his wife as an abandoned strumpet, who
had lived in the most licentious manner
for more than two years among the young
academics.—These foolish and wicked
accusations are effectually refuted by his-
tory, which does abundant justice to the
moral character of both the parties.

But several of the very best friends of
Luther did not think his marriage well
timed.* Justus Jonas was so affected
with the idea that the Reformation would
suffer materially by this event, that he
burst into tears the first time he saw his
friend in the character of a husband. So
he writes to Spalatinus, and adds, " I
pray God to bless him abundantly; he is
the best and sincerest of men, and our
most inestimable father in the Lord."f
Melancthon also was aware that the Re-
former's conduct, in this instance, would
probably give rise to much profane and
ill-natured criticism; and that he would
be represented as a man of no feeling,
now that Saxony was in tears for the loss
of Frederic the Wise, and all Germany
covered with the slain in the Rustic war.
—"But the taunts and revilings of irre-
ligious men," he said, " were to be dis-
regarded.—The man had done nothing
that was reprehensible. He was of a
lively, social, generous turn of mind, and
by nature itself formed for the married
state; no wonder, therefore, that he had
given way to his innocent inclinations:
for as to certain slanderous reports which
were in circulation, it was well known
that the whole was unfounded calumny."
Melancthon then adds, " that though
even an opinion of some degree of indis-
cretion in Luther should prevail, it might

have its uses, because an exceedingly
high reputation was always a very dan-
gerous thing." However, upon observ-
ing that jiis friend's change of situatioa
had produced in him some unusual marks
of gloom and discomposure, he said he
omitted no endeavour to console him.
Moreover, granting him to have fallen
into an error, that circumstance ought
not in the least to affect his doctrine.
But, he repeated, there was no room for
accusation ; for he was in possession of
the most decisive proofs of his piety and
love of God.#

Compare these judicious and Christian
reflections with the malignant, sarcasti6
credulity of Erasmus, who acquainted
the president of the court of Holland,
that "the Lutheran tragedy would end,
like the quarrels of princes, in matrimo-
ny. A monk has married a nun; and
that you may know this marriage was
contracted under happy auspices, the
lady was brought to bed about fourteen
days after the bridal song had been.
hanted. Now Luther begins to be

more mild, and not to write with his
accustomed violence. There is nothing
which a wife cannot Jame." To another
person he owned afterwards, that this
scandalous report was without founda-
tion; and added, in his usual jocose and
sarcastic style, that Luther's wife was
now said to be pregnant; but that, in re-
;ard to the vulgar notion concerning the
irth of Antichrist from the connexion of

a monk and a nun, if that were true, the
world had at this present time many
thousand Antichrists.

After all, Luther's own observations
m his marriage are the most satisfac-
ory.

In November 1524, he declares he had
en no intention to marry; not that he

tvas either a stone or a log of
ivood, but because, on ac- Luther's ac-
ount of the reproach of here- ^ e

t a l !

sy under which he laboured,
e expected every day might be his last.")"
n the May succeeding, for the first time,

far as is known, he expressed his re-
solution to marry Catharine Bore.:): On
•he seventeenth of June he writes thus to
is friend Stifelius, a clergyman: "Pray
or me, that God may bless and sanctify
o me this new mode of life. Some of
ur wise ones are exceedingly irritated.

* Scult. 275.
f Amoenitat, IV. 424.

* July 21, 1525, to Joach. Gamer. IV. 24.
t Ep. II. 245. X Seek. II. 17.
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They are however compelled to own that
marriage is a divine ordinance; but the
character* of me and my Catharine is
the bug-bear that frightens them out of
their senses, and makes them both think
and talk profanely. But the Lord lives,
and is on my side. He is my helper,
and I will not fear what man can do."j"
The marriage had taken place four days
before the date of this letter, and he
gives several reasons for the hastiness of
the measure.^:

1. I have now, says he, stopped the
mouths of the calumniators of me and
Catharine Bore. You, my Spalatinus,

must not only be present at
His letter to the wedding-dinner, but also
hS'mamage1! endeavour to procure us some
A. D. 1525. ' venison. Pray that God may

bless us. In the opinion of
some, I have made myself contemptible ;
but nevertheless, I trust, angels smile,
and demons weep, at what I have done.
How inconsistent are these over-wise
men, to call that impious and diabolical
in me, which in every one else they allow
to be a pious and sacred action !—Wit-
temb. June 16, 1525.

2. Providence, in a wonderful manner,
and when I was thinking of other things,
has suddenly joined me in marriage to
C. Bore.—June 20.

3. I could not deny my father's earn-
est request. He is anxious that I should
have children. Besides, I judged it right
to confirm, by my own example, the doc-
trine I have taught; for I observe many
are still pusillanimous, notwithstanding
this great light of the Gospel. I do not
pretend to be violently in love, but I have
a sincere affection and esteem for my
wife. On Tuesday next my parents will
be present at the wedding-dinner, and I
do entreat you by all means to come.
The poor peasants are cut to pieces in
every quarter. It is reported that the
duke George is so inflated with the suc-
cesses against them, that he intends to
demand my person to be given up, con-
ceiving me of the same stamp with Mun-
zer. Christ will defend me.§

4. On the twenty-ninth of the succeed-
ing September, he writes thus to the
same Stifelius: "If it was really agree-
able to the will of God that I should
marry, what wonder is it that my con-

duct should not harmonize with carnal
views and sentiments'? If the world
were not offended with me, I should have
reason to suspect I had not supported the
Christian character. Worldly men were
offended even with God manifested in
the flesh. OUR two princes confess and
support the Gospel openly.* We have
resigned the revenues of the monastery
to the elector: I live in it as a private
master of a family, while God permits.
I conjecture my life will be short, now
that I see not only the princes in general,
but the people also are enraged against
me.f It was therefore by no means in
the expectation of a long life that I en-
tered into the married state; but, on the
ontrary, as I may betaken off suddenly,

and as my doctrine respecting the law-
fulness of the marriage of the clergy may
ossibly be treated with contempt after

my death, I was desirous of showing my
weaker brethren that I acted up to my
principles."^:

5. Lastly, in the latter part of the suc-
ceeding year he writes thus: " God of
his great goodness hath blessed me with

fine healthy little Luther; and my rib
Kate is also in excellent plight, and is in
all things courteous and obliging to me,
much beyond what I could have ven-
tured to hope. I am thankful to God,
and woultl not change my poverty for the
riches of Croesus."§

There are but two points respecting
the marriage of Luther, which can at all
interest the Protestant reader. Firstly,
What were his own reflections near the
time of that event, both before and after %
and 2dly, What effects did it produce on
the minds of his most sincere friends'?
for, in regard to his enemies, their slan-
der and misrepresentations were to be
expected, and no further notice needs be
taken of them. It was with a view to
satisfy these two points, that we have
been so minute in this part of the narra-
tive, and marked the dates of the letters
with so much precision. Beausobre re-
presents Luther, when he came to reflect
cooly on the step he had taken, as re-
pentant, afflicted, excessively low spirit-
ed, and even deeply melancholic. || But

* One a Monk, and the other a Nun.
t Ep. II. 294. I June 13, Amcen. Lit.
§ To Amsdorf, June 21, p. 295.

* The new elector John, and his son*
t He means the rustic malecontents, who

were highly displeased because he declared
himself so strongly against their rebellious
spirit.

X Ep. II. p. 300.
§ To Stifel. p. 318. • 1] Vol. II.
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the attentive student, having now before
him sufficient materials to form his own
judgment, will consider whether this co-
louring is not a great deal too high and
unwarranted. Scultetus's statement ap-
pears to me both much more candid, and
much more agreeable to the facts, when
he says; '* Luther, on account of his un-
expected change of situation, and the
various sentiments of mankind, was in
some degree discomposed: however, as
soon as he had collected himself he wrote
to Stifelius, 4 Pray for me,' " &c. See
above, page 430. Now this letter, as I
have observed, was written only four
days after the day of his marriage, so
that he was not very long in collecting
himself. Further, not one syllable ap-
pears to have dropped from Luther him-
self, to excite a suspicion that he repent-
ed of his marriage, or was low spirited
afterwards.* On the contrary, a good
conscience, confidence in Providence, and
resignation to the Divine will, charac-
terize all his letters written upon this
subject, without a single exception ; and
moreover, they are all expressed with his
accustomed vigour and precision: yet
who sees not that all this may have been
perfectly consistent with an unusual de-
gree of thoughtfulness for some time,
and even of uneasiness and discomposure
in his general deportment, upon so im-
portant a change of life? And this, we
have seen, is allowed by Melancthon,
and also by Scultetus, resting on his au-
thority.

That several of Luther's good friends
were exceedingly alarmed for the conse
quences, is, however, not to be denied
Justus Jonas, we have seen, wept upon
the occasion; and Doctor Scurfius is said
to have declared, that if this monk mar-
ried, he would thereby undo all he ha<
done, and that *the WORLD and the DEVIL
would be pleased. Luther, on hearing
this speech, concluded directly otherwise
namely, that as the action was lawful an<
right, his marriage would infallibly ve:
BOTH.f Melancthon, also, there is n
doubt, is to be reckoned among, those
who were deeply affected on this occa-
sion ; J and Beausobre thinks, it was be
cause Luther had too great an opinion o
the prudence of his friend, that he die
not trust to him his secret intention tc

* He lived twenty years with her in th<
greatest harmony. Seek. II. 18.

t Sec. 17. t Vita Melan. Camer.

narry. Luther's own intimations are to
Tie more satisfactory. From these I col-
ect, that one reason both for his haste
md his secrecy was, that he might be

ined in matrimony, as he says, with
Catharine, BEFORE HE SHOULD BE COM-

•ELLED TO HEAR A TUMULT OF VOCIFEROUS
OPPOSITION.* Moreover, being perfectly
iware of the natural timidity of Melanc-
hon's disposition, he did not invite him

supper on the evening of his marriage;
nd 1 entirely agree with the acute au-
hor of the Commentary on Lutheranism,
hat the omission appears to have given
ome degree of temporary offence. But
delancthon loved Luther too well to
arbour long the slightest alienation of

mind. Accordingly, on the fourth day
after the marriage, we find Mn. writing
n the best possible humour to a DISTANT
clergyman, W, Lincus, thus: "Doctor
Martin is married. May this prove a
tiappy event! He would have invited
ou to the marriage-dinner, but he feared

,o put you to expense. By our friend-
hip I do entreat you to come. It will

afford more ample matter for Doctor Scur-
fius's declamation."f

On the whole, there is the fullest evi-
dence, that, of all his coadjutors in the
business of Reformation, Luther himself
was the slowest to admit the lawfulness
of the marriage of monks. In the year
1521 he expresses his surprise u that his
Wittemberg friends now carry the matter
so far as to allow even monks to marry.
However, says he, they shall not force a
wife upon ME."J And during the same
year he discusses the question of celi-
bacy, in long letters with Melancthon,
to this effect; " What then, am I also at
liberty to marry] Am I no longer a
monk 1 It should seem that because I
supplied you with a wife, you wish to
take revenge upon me; but depend upon
it, I will take effectual care not to be
caught in your snares."

All his doubts, however, on this sub-
ject were completely done away in a very
short time after, and he gave his senti-
ments to the public without reserve.?
Lastly, having thus attained true Scrip-
tural views of ths nature of Christian
liberty, when the proper moment for his

* Letter to Arasdorf, 295.
f Amcen. Lit. IV. 425. This clergyman

had alsp been an Augustine monk, und mar-
ried a wife. Seek. 214.

,t Ep. II. 240. to Spalat. § See page 428.
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own marriage, as he thought, arrived, he
acted according to those views without
hesitation, under the full conviction thai
he was doing right, and in confident ex-
pectation of the Divine blessing. In all
this there is no inconsistency in Luther.
Still, the soundness of his discretion is
called in question, for marrying a wife at
the melancholy conjuncture of affairs in
Germany, the Rustin civil war being
scarcely over, and Frederic the Wise
lately dead. Those, however, will ac-
quit him of all blame, who think with
Seckendorf, " That in time of war, or on
the decease of princes, men are not bound,
either by law or reason, to abstain from
matrimonial contracts."

If censure on these accounts had been
any where due, one might wonder that
it should not have fallen on so celebrated
a reformer as Spalatinus himself, who
lived many years with Frederic, as his
domestic chaplain and private secretary
Spalatinus not only actually married his
wife a few months after the elector's
death, but even solicited that prince's
leave, during his last illness, to marry
and to leave his court; and it does not
appear that h^ thereby gave any offence
to his master, or acted inconsistently
with the prevalent maxims of the times.
I cannot but observe, that the sentiments
of the several actors in these scenes
would have been better understood, if
the dates of their private letters had been
more attentively considered by historians,
and Bome expressions contained in them
interpreted more agreeably to the mean-
ing of the originals. Melancthon's letter
to Camerarius is in Greek; those of
Luther, Spalatinus, and the rest, are in
Latin.

It is to me utterly unaccountable that
Beausobre should positively affirm that

Spalatinus and Meiancthon
Marriage of married in the year 1524;*
j f f i m " ' whereas all the accounts

agree that the former was
Marriage of married at Altenburg in No-
Spaiatinus, v e m b e r 1525,t and the latter

so early as the year 15204
Luther, in a letter written in 1522, men-
tions the birth of Hannah, whom he calls
the elegant daughter of Philip ;§ and
Camerarius his biographer informs us,

that Meiancthon, not long after the Leip-
sic disputation, married a very reputable
virgin of an ancient family in the city of
Wittemberg, and lived with her for
thirty-seven years.* In fact, the mar-
riage took place on the 25th of Novem-
ber 1520, and appears to have been
brought about by the interference and
advice of Luther, j"

CONTROVERSY WITH ERASMUS.

EVERY student of the history of the
Reformation finds both instruction and
amusement in observing the conduct of
Erasmus. On his merits, as a restorer
of learning, though it is scarcely possible
to express ourselves too strongly, we
need say no more. Hi9 well-earned
honours in that respect are beyond the
reach either of calumny or envy. It is
the purity of his Christian principles,
and the integrity and conscientiousness
of his motives, which are called in ques-
tion. His writings against monks and
friars are allowed to have been of con-
siderable service in abating the attach-
ment of mankind to popery; yet a most
excellent judge:}: has not scrupled to
affirm, that, through an excessive desire
to be applauded for politeness, elegance,
and moderation, no man had injured the
cause of Luther so much as Erasmus,
In fact, Erasmus himself boasts of his
services in this respect to the Romish
cause, and intimates how ill he had been
requited.§ The real character of this
great man may be better known by a ju-
dicious selection of a few extracts from
his own writings, than the numerous and
contradictory accounts of his enemies and
his advocates. Several passages, con-
ducive to this purpose, will, I trust, be
found in different parts of this History.

The weak side of Erasmus was his
disposition at all times to court the favour
of persons of rank and distinction ; and
t was through their incessant importuni-

ties fchat he was at length prevailed on,
though with much reluctance, to enter
the lists against Luther. The papal
advocates who had hitherto appeared'in
the controversy had done their own 6ause
no good. The reformers were growing

* III. 136.
t Amoen. Lit. IV. 427. Sec. I. 22. 314.

II. 30.
t S. 44. § Ep. II. 92.

* P. 36.
t Melch. Ad. Vit. MeL Ep. Luth I. 278.

II. 7.
* Seek. 201.
§ Ep. Sylv. Prier. et Georg. Due. Sax.
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more bold and numerous every day.
The ancient hierarchy was shaken to its
very foundations; and it was become suf-
ficiently manifest, that neither ecclesias-
tical menaces, nor ecclesiastical punish-
ments, could retard the progress of the
new doctrines. The wisest and most
moderate of the Roman catholics saw

flagration. Whereas the little skirmishes
which he had had with the heretic never
looked like serious fighting; and the con-
sequence had been, that many persons
considered him as in reality of the same
sentiments with the man whom he treat-
ed with so much lenity and forbear-
ance."* Erasmus, in his answer to the

plainly that the church had lost much of duke, said-he had hitherto not yielded to
i di i h h people in general, and hie highness's solicitations, lor,two rea-

i l l i

py
its credit with the p p g ,
that nothing could materially serve their
cause, but what tended to regain the

sons: 1. .Both his age and his disposi-
g

PUBLIC OPINION. For the purpose of|dangerous a business.
compassing so important an end, they
all, to a man, fixed their eyes on Eras-
mus. Not very anxious respecting his
private sentiments in religion, they were
fully convinced of his qualifications for
the task they wished him to undertake.
An extensive erudition, a perspicuous
and eloquent style, and especially an ex-
quisite vein of sarcastic humour, marked,
this celebrated scholar as the proper
champion to engage Luther. Accord-
ingly, neither p^ins nor artifice were
spared to secure his services. Princes,
and prelates, and cardinals, and even the
pope himself, were most assiduous in

which: they judged most likely to gratify
his pride, stimulate his ambition, and
awaken his natural timidity. King
Henry VIII. of England is known to
have entreated him to commence active
hostilities against Luther; and the pope
Adrian himself, in two memorable epis-
tles, condescended to act the same sup-
pliant part. The consummate address,
artful flatteries, and lavish praises, used
by the pontiff-on this occasion, do but
little accord with that reputation which
some would allow him, for simplicity of|
manners, arid ignorance of mankind.*'
The dnke George of Saxony, agreeably
to that sincerity and openness, which
were indeed parts of his character as
well as his violence and bigotry, exhort-
ed Erasmus to take up his pen, and come
forward as quickly as possible, and
attack Luther openly ; or, he said, there
would be a general outcry against him,

g
tion forbade him to enga in so very

j had really a
sort qfj instinctive aversion to religious
controversies. 2. He had considered'
Luther's doctrine, whatever it might be,
as a species of, " necessary evil, from
which he had hoped thai, in the present
very corrupt state of the church, some
good might arise. He had ne^erhad the
smallest connexion with him, but could
not bear that his own moderation should
be at last construed into a dishonourable
collusion. He therefore at length came
forward into the field. Both the king of
England, and pope Clement VII. had
urged him to take this step."f

Erasmus had sent t6 this pope his Pa-
touehing those strings, the vibrations oflraphrase on the Acts of the Apostles;

and, at the same time, expressed his in-
violable attachment to the Roman See,
and boasted of having refused the most
pressing solicitations, even of great
princes, to> join Luther.^: Clement, in
return, made him most magnificent pro-
mises, and gave him two hundred florins,
which Erasmus declares he would not
have accepted, unless1 the pope had par-
ticularly specified that the money was
merely an acknowledgment for the
book.§ Cardinal Campeggio also, in
three flattering epistles, had requested to
have a conference with him at Nurem-
berg, and afterwards sent express mes-
sengers to Basil to receive his advice.||
Nothing could be more grateful to Eras-
mus, than to be thus looked up to by
persons in high stations. Princes, he
tells'us, from all quarters, exhorted him
to write against Luther. He sent a
trusty servant to England, for the pur-

as one who had negleGted his duty, and ipose"of removing a suspicion, which had
neither cared for the dignity of thejbeen injected into the mind of Henry
church, nor the purity of the Gospel. IVIII. that he had assisted Ltitiij: in his
44 He ought to have done this several|reply to the king; and he egresses
years ago; when he might very easily'great satisfaction that this step had been
have extinguished the little flame, which |
had since increased to an immense con-

* Append. Adrian to Erasmus.
VOL, ii. 37

* Ep. 800. t Ep. 813. 743.
X Ep. Clement. 783. § Ep. Pirck. 803.
H Ep. Pirck. 794. 803.
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attended with much success. His ser-
vant was rewarded ; his old friends were
increased and confirmed in their affec-
tions : also Henry and Cardinal Wolsey

had even condescended to
Erasmus make their apologies to him. *
K r y VIII. In fact, Henry VIII. had so-

A. D. 3523. licited him to take the field
v against Luther in such strong

terms, that early in the year 1523 we
find Erasmus declaring he could no lon-
ger refuse compliance without absolutely
affronting that monarch.f Accordingly,
in the September of the same year, he
wrote to*the King, " I am meditating
something against the novel doctrines,
but I dare not publish it before I leave
Germany, lest I. should fall a victim be-
fore I appear in the contest."^

But of §11 the bigots who importuned
Erasmus to commence an attack on the
Gerrnan Reformer, none was more vio-
lent, or used more acrimonious'or un-
christian language, than Tonstall, Bi-
shop of London. Luther's treatise on
the abplition of the Mass seems to have
particularly offended this angry prelate.
He asks, "What can the heretic do
more, unless he means to abolish Christ
himself, as indeed I hear the Divine
Virgin is rejected by his followers?"
He then proee.eds, " By the sufferings
and blood of Christ, by the glory which
you hope for in heaven, 1 exhort and
conjure you, Erasmus, nay, the Church
entreats and conjures you, to encounter
this many-headed monster! You are
now advanced in years, and, I pray, how
can you conclude your life better than in
driving back into his den, by the sword
of the Spirit, this Cerberus, who by his
disthal barking so insults all the eccle-
siastical orders ]"§

These and similar multiplied and reite-
rated importunities, to which we may
probably add the fear of losing the pen-
sion which he received from En gland, (|
at length determined Erasmus to become
an open adversary of >the Reformers.

* Ep. 1860.
t Ep. 773.

t Ep. 744
§ Ep. 772.

CONTINUATION OF THE CONTROVERSY WITH
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1. THE DIATRIBE.

2. LUTHER'S TREATISE DE SERVO ARBITRIO.
3. SCRIPTURAL ARGUMENTS USED IN THE CON-

TROVERSY.
4. FURTHER ACCOUNT OF THE SAME CONTRO-
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5. LUTHER'S ARGUMENTS FROM ST. PAUL AND

-ST. JOHN.

6. T H E REPLY OF ERASMUS. HYPERAsrisTEs.
7. SCEPTICISM OF ERASMUS.
8. ORTHODOXY OF LUTHER COMPARED WITH

THE SCEPTICISM OF ERASMUS.
9. MELANCTHON'S JUDGMENT OF THE CON-

TROVERSY BETWEEN ' LUTHER, AND
ERASMUS.

10. HOSTILITY OF ERASMUS : HIS APOLOGIES.
11. INCONSISTENCY AND* LEVITY OF ERASMUS.

1. THE DIATRIBE.

IN the autumn of 1524, this elegant
scholar published his dissertation, called
Diatribe, on the Freedom of the Will;
having first sent a part of the manuscript
to Henry VIII. for the approbation of
that prince, who always pretended to a
considerable degree of theological acu-
men. Perhaps the author hoped by this
flattering attention to induce Henry to
engage for the expenses of the publica-
tion ; as he took care to inform his ma-
jesty, that no printer at Basil would dare
to undertake his or any work which con-
tained a word against Luther, and that
therefore he must print the book some-
where else. " We may, however," said
he, " write what we please against the
pope. Such is the present state of Ger-
many."*

In editing his treatise on Free Will,
Erasmus appears to have valued himself
very much upon his courage, and to
have expected mighty consequences from
the publication. "The little book,"
says he, "is out; and though written
with the greatest moderation, will, if I
mistake not, excite most prodigious com-
motions. Already pamphlets fly at my
head."f Again, " The die is cast: my
little book on Free Will is published i
a bold deed, believe me, if thê  situation
of Germany at this time be considered :

* Ep. 774. Jortin, 322.
f Tp Tonstall, 813.
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I expect to be pelted, but I will console jcircumstances. Those who have not
myself with the example of your majes-l made this contentious question their
ty, who has not escaped their outrages."* I study, may be pleased with the writer's
Very much in the same style he expresses' elegant flow of classical Latinity; but if
himself to Cardinal Wojsey, and adds, | they are of a religious turn of mind, they
" I have not chosen to dedicate this work j will be puzzled and confounded as to the
to any one, lest my calumniators should!grand points in debate, rather than ma-
instantly say that in this business I had penally enlightened or consoled. Those
been hired to please the great: other-
wise I should have inscribed it to you,
or the pope."j"

The reader, whose expectations may

who have well digested the arguments
on both sides, and are aware of the re-
spective difficulties, and know precisely
where in this business all human rea-

have been raised by all this ostentatious soning and research ought to stop, will
parade, will be greatly disappointed on | be convinced how ill-qualffied Erasmus
the perusal of the Diatribe of Erasmus, was to elucidate difficulties respecting
It is evidently the production of one who the volitions of the human mind, especi-
has scoured the'surface of his question,'ally theological difficulties. These they
but by no means penetrated into its sub- will find neither cleared up in the Dia-
stance. The author affects much mode- tribe, which indeed may be impossible
ration, and would persuade us that he'in some instances, nor yet distinctly
scarcely undertakes to decide: he pre-| stated, which is the next thing to be
tends only to CONFER, or to INQUIRE. An I aimed at, and is always possible,
experienced disputant, however, soon| No man that ever lived, perhaps, was
perceives, that, under a garb of modesty j less disposed than Martin Luther to tem-
and diffidence, there is in this perform-, porize with his adversaries in essential
ance a firm attachment in some degree at\points; yet in the instance of Erasmus,
least to the Pelagian tenets.^: Close jit is admitted that he exercised, extraor-
reasoning was not the province of Eras- dinary patience and forbearance. The
m.us, and he constantly betrays a con- reason is, Erasmus, by his writings
sciousness of being out of his element, against monks and friars, had been of
He uses plenty of inconclusive argu- considerable service in abating the at-
ment, but
positive

is nevertheless abundantly

The ablest defenders of the FREEDOM
of the Will have owned their entire ina-
bility to reconcile the prescience of the

tachment of mankind to popery. More-
over, he was one of the first literary cha-
racters in the world, and well deserves
the thanks of all who have a relish for/
classical learning. No wonder therefore

Deity wit|i the contingency of human j Luther, in the great business of the Re-
actions, or the responsibility of created j formation, should have been anxious to
intelligent beings; but Erasmus, like a prevent so much Weight from being

placed in the opposite scale. But Eras-true controversialist who conceived it his
chief business to conquer, chooses rather
to have recourse to scholastic subtil ties
and distinctions, than candidly to ac-
knowledge his ignorance in a matter
which has hitherto exceeded the skill of
philosophy.

In reading the Diatribe, persons will
be affected differently, accordingly to

mus grew every day more and more out
• • • - • He had

Church
of humour with the Lutherans,
repeatedly declared that the

* To Henry VIII. 816.
t To Wolsey, 809.
| The learned reader will be aware, that

besides Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians, strict-
ly no called, there are also numerous shades
of distinction included under the term Pelar
gian. JJowever, with all these sectaries it
seems indispensable to deny the Scriptural
doctrine of the natural depravity of man,
and the Calvinistjc sentiment of irresistible
grace.

wanted reformation, but Would never run
any risk to forward the good cause.
Hence the reformers became cold in
their regards for him; and he, in return,
beheld with pique and jealousy the rapid
progress of the new system. Mutual
abuse and accusation was the unavoid-
able consequence of this state of things.
By some, Erasmus was libelled as a de-
serter of the faith, and a parasite, who
paid his court to popes, prelates, and car-
dinals, and might he hired for a morsel
of bread,'to any purpose.* This was
enough to raise the indignation of a man
who had been accustomed all his life to

* Ep. 805.
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receive commendations and flatteries.
The angry scholar took up his pen to
chastise the Lutherans, and ceased to be
on good terms with them any longer.
" They were men of a seditious turn of
mind:f some of them neither feared God
nor man, insomuch that Luther and Me-
lancthon themselves had judged it ne-
cessary to write against them."f In the
Ldtheran faction, said Erasmus, there
were persons who were actuated by a
spirit widely different from that of the
Gospel.:): Men, who stood prepared for
every mischief, represented him as ti-
mid, because he acted conscientiously.
Could he but,see Evangelical fruit, he
would soon convince them he was no
co ward. §

For a, long time, however, the hosti-
lity of Erasmus was confined within the
bounds of his epistolary porrespondence.
But circumstances were every day aris-
ing to exasperate the contention, ancl
widen the breach between him and the
reformers* Ulric Hutten, an intempe-
xate admirer of Luther, published an acri-
monious invective against Erasmus,
which drew from him a little tract, call-
ed Spongia, sufficiently censorious ar.d
peevish.|f

Hatten had taken the liberty of blam-
ihg Erasmus for paying too much re-
gard to the court of Rome. This was
a very tender point; and the more pro-
voking, first, because the fact was unde-
niable; and, secondly, because the Ro-
mish faction really disliked him almost
as rauch as they did Luther ;f notwith-
standing that the ecclesiastical dignita-
ries gave him good words and fair pro-
mises, for the<purpose of persuading him
to take a decided part against the great
Saxon Reformer.**

The sagacity of Luther pointed out to
him distinctly the situation of the mind

-Id. 781. • t Id. 792.
+ Id. 805. § Id. 845.

jj Erasmus, however, boasts of his lenity
towards Hutten, and says he had passed
OVIT his scandalous conduct; that he had
been a spendthrift, a gamester, and a forni-
cator, and had extorted money from the Car-
thuskuis; that he had attacked aome ecclesi-
astics, and killed some monks. Catal. Lucub.

cf Erasmus represents the divines as hating
literature, and as accusing him of heresy.
Ej». 803. He says, he did not much care for
the abuse of the Lutherans, but to be pelted
on both sides was hard. Id. 826.

** kl 743, 819, 820.

of Erasmus, thus puzzled and distracted
by a contrariety of motives. He viewed
him as a man of letters buoy-
ed up with the love of praise Luther
and the patronage of the Rasmus0

great; also, as flattered and
caressed by popes and, prelates, and sup-
posed peculiarly qualified to support a
falling church. Moreover, he was aware
how Erasmus, by trimming artfully be-
tween the two parties, had lost the con-
fidence and friendship of both; and how,
in his present state, of irritation, he was
disposed to do service to the Romanists,
and regain their favour. He was sin-
cerely sorry, therefore, that he had been
so roughly treated by Hutten, and other
advocates of the Reformation. He
would gladly have prevented him from
becoming an open enemy, as he had long
despaired of ever seeing him a decided
friend of pure Christianity. Reflecting
on these circumstances, and hearing that
Erasmus was about to publish his Dia-,
tribe, or some other inimical piece, Lu-
ther, in the almost forlorn hope of per-
suading him to peace and silence, deter-
mined however to make his last effort.
For this purpose, he composed a memo-
rable'letter, quite in his own best style,
clear, nervous, and ingenuous, and full
of life, and fire, and spirit, and sent it
to his classical adversary.* It is a spe-
cimen of epistolary writing in perfect
contrast to the manner of Erasmus, and
must have vexed him not a little. To
have been told, that the "affairs of the
Reformers were now advanced to such a
point that their cause was in no peril,
even though Erasmus should attack it
with all his might," must have been pe-
culiarly galling to his pride: yet the
writer mixed so many handsome and just
compliments with his animadversions,
that Erasmus was constrained to allow,
that Martin Luther had written him a
letter sufficiently civil, but that, for fear
of his calumniators, he did not dare to
answer him with equal civility.j-

But whatever might be the secret in-
clination of Erasmus, or whatever might
have been his wish in other circum-
stances, he was now too deeply pledged,
by numerous declarations and promises,
to think of retracting his design of ap-
pearing in the field against Luther.

* See Appendix, Luther's Letter to Eras-
mus in 1524. Also Ep. 846.

f Ep. 803.
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He answered Luther briefly to this ef-
fect: I cannot admit you to have more
Evangelical sincerity than myself, and I
trust I do more to promote the Gospel
than many who boast of being evangeli-
cal. I fear Satan may delude you; at
least, I doubt the truth of your doctrines;
and I would never profess what I do not
believe, much less what I have not at-
tained. Besides* I dread the ruin of li-
terature.

As yet I have not written a syllable
against you: otherwise I might have
secured much applause from the great.'
but 1 saw I should injure the Gospel. I
have only endeavoured to do away the
idea that there is. a perfect understanding
between you and me, and that all your
doctrines are to be found in my books.
Pains have been taken to instil this sen-
timent into the mindVof the princes, and
it is hard even now to convince them it
is not so.—Whatever you may write
against me gives me no great concern.
In a worldly view, nothing could do me
more service. But it is my desire to sur-
render, with a good conscience, my soul
to Christ; and I would that all were so
affected. You profess yourself ready to
give an account of the faith that i§ in you;
why then do you take it amiss that any
one, with a view to learn, should under-
take to debate some points with you?
Perhaps Erasmus, by writing against
you, may do more good to the cause of
the Gospel than some foolish scribblers
of your own party, who will not suffer a
man to be a quiet spectator of these con-
tentions,—the tragical issue of which I
do dread.*

It was the authority of Erasmus, and
not his arguments, which determined Lu-
ther to publish an answer to the Diatribe.
441 will answer him," says he, "for the
sake of those, who, with a view to their
own glory in opposition to Christ, make
a bad use of his authority.."f And again,
" m y dislike of the book is beyond all
belief; and it is a pain to me to answer
so learned a book, composed by so learn-
ed an author."^

* MS. Archiv. 310. S.
t Nic. Hausman, II. 243.
i The words are: " Respondere tam eru

dito libro tam eruditi viri." Jortin thinks it
should be iNerudito libro. But I see no rea-
son for suspecting an error in the text. The
Diatribe is sufficiently learned, if by * learh-

' 37*

2. LUTHER'S TREATISE DE SERVO ARBITRIO.

LUTHER'S Reply did not make its ap-
pearance till more than a year after the
publication of Erasmus. It is intitled,
On the Bondage of the Will. The papal
advocate Cocklseus* would intimate that
Luther was induced to answer Erasmus,
chiefly because Emser and himself had
translated, the Diatribe into the German
language. But whoever peruses the ela-
borate work De Servo Arbitrib, and re-
flects on the autfior's numerous employ-
ments, will have no difficulty in .account-
ing for the delay that took place. That
he formed the design of confuting the
Diatribe very soon after he had read it,
appears from his letters to private friends.
This tract was not published
till the 1st ôr 2d of Septem- TheDiatribe
ber* 1524 :f and about the end ^ s p u b h s b '
of the same month he says, A'D. 1524.
" I ^ m entirely taken up with
Erasmus and his Free Wil l ; and I shall
do my best to prove him wrong through-
out, as is truly the case."^ And in the
succeeding October he says to another
friend, u G o on with ^our labours, my
Nicholas, and exercise all the patience
you can: at present I am wholly em-
ployed in confuting Erasmus."§ But
afterwards we find him interrupted by the
affairs of Carolstadt, and resolving to
postpone his answer to Erasmus till he
should have done with that turbulent re*
former. ||

At length, towards the end of 1525,^"
came out Luther's celebrated treatise De
Servo Arbitrio, which pro*
voked Erasmus the more, as Luther's
it was in some measure unex- pu^hed^"
pected. The work was re- A. D. 15̂ 5.
ceived with avidity. The
booksellers of Wittemberg, Ajigsburg,
and Nuremberg, strove who could pro-
duce their numerous editions the fastest:

ing' we understand an acquaintance with
numerous writers of repute. But the exten*
siveness of Erasmus's reading, and the ra*
pidity of his glances, very often did not allow
him to think and digest,

Moreover, I find it is EEUDITO not only in
Seckendorf's extract, but also in the original
itself by Aurifaber,—a book exceedingly
scarce, and which Jortin probably never saw.
II. 238.

* Acta Luth. f Ep. Eras. 809 and 810,
X Georg. Spal. 299. § Nic. liaus. 300.
II Anisdorfio, II. 270,
IT December, T. III. 165. Jena.
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and in regard to the merits of the com-
position, it may not be improper to ob-
serve, that Luther himself, many years
afterwards, had so good an opinion of it,
as to declare, that he could not review
any one of his writings with complete
satisfaction, unless perhaps his Cate-
chism, and his Bondage of the Will.*
The following address to Erasmus was
printed' by Luther, and placed as a sort
of preface to this same treatise on the
BoiuUige of the Will.

'• Venerable Erasmus,
" E \ferybody wonder^ that Luther,

contrary to his usual practice and the
general expectation, should have been so
long in replying to your Diatribe. How
is it, say they, that a man, who ^hitherto
has appeared rather to seek than to de-
cline public discussions of this sort,
should at once exhibit so much patience
and forbearance? Of is fear the cause
of his silence? for certainly his enemies
triumph. They congratulate Erasmus
oh having gained a victory; and they
ask with an air of insult, What, has this
Maccabseus, this sturdy dogmatist, at last
found an antagonist against whom he
dare not open his mouth?

tk The palm of genius and eloquence
all concede to you ;—much more there-
fore I, who am but a perfect barbarian,
and have always been conversant with
rude scenes. 1 confess further, you have
broken my spirit, and made me languish
before the battle: and this for two rea-
sons :

u l . You have managed your opposi-
tion to me with so, much astonishing art
and steady moderation, that I find it im-
possible to be angry with you.

" 2 . By what fate or fortune it has
happened 1 know not, but certainly you
have not said one word new on this most
important subject. And therefore it may
fceern superfluous for me now to tread
again the same ground which I have so
often gone over before; especially as P.
Melancthon, in his invincible theological
tracts, has trampled upon and absolutely
ground to powder every argument yoir
have produced. To be plain, your book,

* At Strasburg- there is said to be a MS.
letter to Fabricius Capito in 1537, in which
Luther expresses this opinion of his Cate-
chism and his Bondage of the Will. Scultet.
34. And Sturmius tells Us he himself has
seen the letter. Melch. Ad. p. 82, fol. Vit.'
Luth.

in my judgment, suffers so exceedingly
on being compared with his, that I am
much grieved for yourself, that you
should pollute your most beautiful and
ingenious language with such sordid sen-
timents : and again, I feel most indignant
to see such contemptible materials con-
veyed in the most precious and orna-
mental pieces of eloquence. They are
like the filth of a dunghill placed in
golden dishes. Your extreme backward-
ness to appear in this contest convinces
me that you youtself were aware of this,
and that conscience suggested to you,
that whatever might be the force of your
eloquence, it would be impossible for you
so to disguise your notions, that I should
not discover their vanity through every
false colouring. I pretend to no elo-
quence ; but, by the grace of God, I trust
I have a little knowledge of the subject;
and there you are deficient, notwith-
standing your great capacity and extraor-
dinary powers of language.

'• In this business I have been inclined
to reason thus : Our side of the questioa
is so fortified by Scripture, that those
who can be shaken by the trifling objec-
tions of Erasmus, however elegantly ex-
pressed, do not deserve that on their ac-
count I should write an answer to the
Diatribe. Thousands upon thousands of
books will do such persons no good.
Enough has been done, by my friends
and myself, for those who take the Spirit
for their guide; and in regard to those
who are not led by the Spirit, it is no
wonder if theyt are shaken by every
breath of wrind. Wherefore I had almost
resolved to be silent; not on account of
my numerous engagements, nor the diffi-
culty of the thing, nor yet through the
dread of Erasmus and his prodigious elo-
quence, but most sincerely from the low
estimation in which I hold the Diatribe,-—
not to mention, what is so characteristic
of Erasmus, your excessive versatility
in it throughout. You exceed Ulysses
in caution : one while you affirm nothing,
at another time you assume an air of po-
sitiveness : It is impossible to arrive at
any distinct and satisfactory issue with
such men,—unless indeed one had the
art of catching Proteus.

" However, my faithful brethren in
Christ Jesus, do now suggest a reason
why I ought to answer you; and there is
some weight in it. They tell me a reply
is, in general, expected from me; they
say, Erasmus's authority is not to be de-
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spised, and that the faith of several is
shaken. Therefore I am disposed to own,
at length, that I may have carried my
silence5 too far; that 1 may have been in-
fluenced too much by carnal reasonings,
and not have sufficiently kept in mind
that duty by which I am debtor both to
the wise and to the unwise.

" For, though true religion does not
rely on merely external means, but, be-
sides him who plants and waters, requires
the Spirit to give the increase; yet, be-
cause the Spirit is free, and in no wise
dependent on our wills, the nile of St.
Paul should ever be observed, 4 Be in-
stant in season and out of season.' ' We
know not at what hour our Lord will
come.' Be it so, that there are some
who in reading my writings have not as
yet been led by the Spirit; be it so,, that
the Diatribe has gained possession of
their minds: what does all this prove,
except that their hour may not yet be
come? And who knows, my excellent
Erasmus, but God may be pleased,
through the means of such a poor wretch-
ed vessel as myself, to visit you?—and
I do from my heart beseech the Father of
mercies, through our Lord Jesus Christ,
that the operation of this little book may
be such, that I may thereby gain you as
a most dear brother to the cause.

" In conclusion, permit me, my Eras-
mus, to request you to excuse my defects
in eloquence; as, on the other hand, I
have to bear with your want of informa-
tion in this particular instance. God
does not bestow all his gifts on one
person."

The controversy between these great
men is the same which has appeared in
various ages of the Church, and even in
our own times. The doctrine maintained
by Luther cannot, I think, be compre-
hended and expressed in fewer or clearer
words, than in those of our own Church;
namely, that, as fallen creatures, " We
have NO POWER TO DO GOOD WORKS, plea-
sant and acceptable to God, without the
grace of God by Christ preventing us,
that we may have a good will, and work-
ing with us when we have that good
will."* This humiliating sentiment was
peculiarly offensive to Erasmus ; and so
it must ever prove to the pride of every
human heart, which is not yet brought,
through a sense of its unworthiness, to

deep contrition and penitence at the cross
of the Saviour.

Erasmus had observed, that he could
not but give some weight to the authority
of numerous learned men, whose judg-
ment had been confirmed by the consent
of ages. Among these, he said, were
excellent divines and holy martyrs, and
many who had wrought miracles. Then-,
among the modern theologians, and uni-
versities, and councils, and bishops, and
popes, wThat a mass of learning, genius,
and goodness, all, he said, on his side of
the question : and only Wickliffand Lau-
rentius Valla against him.* To this
Luther replies, " I own there is a great
deal in what you say : I myself, for more
than ten years, felt the force of this very
argument, and more, I believe, than any
person else : insomuch that I thought it
impossible for this Troy to be taken.
And I call God to witness with my own
soul, that I should have remained to this
day in the same state, had I not been com-
pelled to yield to the force of evidence,
and the pressure of my own conscience.f
That Being, who knows the secrets of
hearts, knows that my whole object is
to magnify His grace, and in no degree
tb commend myself. But you would re-
duce me to the dilemma, either of giving
up the point, or of boasting of myself '
and blame the fathers. I extricate my-
self however at once, by owning, that I
bow to your judgment in regard to learn-
ing, genius, history, and all other thirrga,
except three: and in regard to these
three; namely, 1. What are the evi-
dences of being led by the Spirit; 2.
What is the right province of miracles ;
3. What the nature and effects of sancti-
fication;—as far as I know you from
your writings, you are so inexperienced
and uninformed, that you cannot produce
from tiiem a single syllable ta the pur-
pose. I repeat it, and press the point
close,—that in all the instances on which
you place so much stress, there i3 not
one, where there is, any clear proof of fhe
operation of tlje Spirit, o-r of the existence
f miracles, or of a sanctified disposition

of the heart. You are not aware how
much of what you say derives its credit
from mere custom and common language;
and how all this loses its weight the
moment it is called to the bar of con-
science."

' Tenth Article of Religion.
* Diatribe, 1812, where Erasuius mentions

Manicheeus also. t Luth. 436.
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" Shtfw me," continues Luther, " any
one instance of a man who, through the
pure efficacy of Free Will, ever, in the
smallest degree, either mortified his ap-
petites, or forgave an injury. On the
contrary, I can easily show you, that the
very holy men whom you boast of as
Free-willers, always in their'prayers to
God totally laM aside every idea of Free
Will, and had recourse to nothing but
grace, pure grace. So Augustine often,
who is entirely on my side in this dis-
pute: so Bernard also, who, when dying,
said, ' I have lost my time, because I
have lived to bad purpose.'

" Nevertheless, I grant that these holy
men themselves would sometimes, dur-
ing their disputes, hold* a different lan-
guage concerning the nature of Free
Will. And, }n general, I observe that
good men, when they approach the throne
of grace, forget the powers of Free Will,
on which they may have written polemi-
cally ; and despairing of themselves have
recourse to grace alone. And though
they may have exalted the natural re-
sources of man, yet in prayer they forget
all this : that is, in affection and practice
they are different from what they were
in disputation and argument. But who
would not estimate the character both of
good and bad men from the former, rather
than the latter?"*

Erasmus had defined.-Freedom to be
that power of the human will, by which
a man can either apply himself to those
things which lead to hitf* eternal salva-
tion, or turn away from them; for it
would be ridiculous,, he maintains, to bid
a man CHOOSE, who had not the power of
turning himself either one way' or the
other, f Luther, with asfmuch acuteness
as if he had studied Mr. Locke's famous
chapter on power,:): replies, that as the
expression, Power of the human will,
means that faculty by which we choose
or refuse, he does not see how this same
power can act,, or be used, either in the
way of applying to any thing, or turning
away from it, except by choosing or re-
fusing;. For if we should suppose the
said power to be a sort of medium be-
tween the abstract faculty of the will
and'its operations, we shall •find nothing
is gained by such an hypothesis; nor is
it possible to go one step further than

simply this, that men da choose and re-
"use.*

In reading the Diatribe, it is abun-
dantly more difficult to discover the PRE-
CISE SENTIMENTS of the author, than to
perceive a steady intention to discredit
the doctrines of Luther. He takes no-
tice, that some, who differ widely from
Pelagius, allow very much to the opera-
tion of grace, and scarcely anything to
free will; but yet do not take it away en-
tirely. They affirm that a man can nei-
ther begin, Carry on, nor finish anything
good, without the continual aid of Divine
grace. This opinion, because it leaves a
man the power of desiring and endea-
vouring, and yet takes away every ground
for ascribing the effect to his own
strength, Erasmus pronounces MODE-
RATELY PROBABLE ; yet he seems to think
it objectionable. For he goes on to say,
There are others whose opinion is MORE
OBJECTIONABLE,! namely, who contend
that the Will can-do evil only, and that
Grace performs all the good. These
(iarry too far their fear of ascribing merit
to good works. But the most objection-
able sientiment of all is,J to call Free
Will an̂  empty name; and to say, it is
of no avail, either before grace or after
it; for that God works both the good
and the evil in us, and that all things are
absolutely necessary.

" You make three opinions here," re-
plies Luther, " when in reality, as far as
I am concerned, there is tut one. Per-
haps, I may not have been able to ex-
press myself intelligibly to you, either
in the German language, or in my indif-
ferent Latin; but 1 call God to witness,
that I intended the terms used in the two
latter opinions, neither to convey or in-
timate any sentiment different from what
is expressed in the first opinion.—You
yourself say, that the human Will, since
the fall, jjS so far depraved, as to have be-
come the servant of sin, and of itself, utter-
ly unable to amend its state :§ Then, what
is Free Will, when applied to a faculty,
where it is granted that all liberty is lost,
and that slavery has commenced, under
the service of sin, but an empty name?
I believe Augustine to have been pre-
cisely of the same judgment. It is the
Diatribe that is inconsistent. For if your
Free Will, according to your first opi-

* Luth. 437. t Diatr. 1125.
X Locke, Hum. TJnd.

* Luth. 442. 6. t Diatr. 1224. durior.
t Id. durissima.
§ Diatr. 122L Luth. 444 & 5.
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nion, which you call probable, has so lost
its-liberty,,that it cannot choose the good,
I would wish to know what is the nature
of those desires and endeavours, of which
you speak as yet left in men's power:
certainly they cannot be good desires, or
good endeavours; for you admit that the
Will cannot choose the good. Again,
you allow that though desires and endea-
vours are in a man's power, yet still,
there is no room for ascribing any effect
to their efficacy. Now, who can compre-
hend such a position 1 If the will really
possesses the powers of desire and en-
deavour, why are not effects, proportion-
ate to these powers, to be ascribed to
them 1 and if there be no effects whatever,
then what proof have you that the will
possesses the powers you contend for 1
There is no escape for Proteus here;—
for if these are not monstrous contradic-
tions, what are so V9

Beausobre undertakes to decide, with-
out ceremony, in favour of the very great
superiority of Erasmus, compared with
Luther, in the articles both of BEAUTY OF
STYLE, and of SOLIDITY OF JUDGMENT.*
It is odd, that the Historian should make
such an assertion, when this very contro-
versy on the Will must have been- pre-
sent to his mind.—For though no man,
in regard to beauty and elegance of
style, will think of pitching Luther
against Erasmus in general, yet, in this
particular instance, Luther's tract De
Servo Arbitrio is abundantly more or-
derly, perspicuous, and nervous, than any
of Erasmus's writings on the same sub-
ject;, insomuch that Erasmus himself
owns it to be a work laboured with the
greatest care.f Then, as to the argur
mentation and general management of
the question, whether we think with Lu-
ther, or differ from him onr the subject-
matter in debate, we can scarcely read a
page of his treatise, without perceiving
the hand of a master conscious of his own

* Beausob. III. 130.
f " —ingens volumen diu rnultoque studio,

elaboratum." 923. t o F. Choregat.
"—prgetej* omnem expectationem cmisit

librum in me summa cura quidem elabora-
tum." 911. To F.'Sylvius.

"—prseter omnem expectationem prove--
lans liber Lutheri—Quicquid Ecclesia Wit-
tern, potuit vel eruditione vel maledicentia, id
totum in eum librum collatum est: Volumen
est plusquamjustee magnitudinis." 9J9. To
Michi Episo,

strength, and, at the same time, con-
vinced of the. weakness of his, adversary.
In fact, Luther regarded the question
concerning the Will, purely as it related
to religious doctrines that were near his
heart; and therefore his profound know-
ledge of the Scriptures gave him a great
advantage over Erasmus, who was a very
superficial theologian, doubtful in his
sentiments, and indeterminate in his ex-
pressions. Even in the metaphysical
niceties, which could not be entirely
avoided in the abstruse inquiry, he proved
greatly his overmatch. Erasmus's ex-
tensive reading enabled him, indeed, to
be diffuse and scholastic;, but Luther
was neither to be frightened nor over-
borne by quotations ami authorities. He
swept them away quickly, like so many
cobwebs; and, by the application of a
little plain good sense, pointed out what
ought to be the boundaries of every
attempt to investigate the nature of hu-
man liberty: and lastly, he supported
his own sentiments on the question, with-
out disguise, mystery, or ostentation.

Let us hear him briefly on the difficult
subjects of Necessity, Contingence, and
the Prescience of God.

" A Christian," says he, " should
know that nothing is contingent in the
mind of the Supreme Being, who fore-
sees and orders all events according to his
own eternal unchangeable wilL"—This
is a thunderbolt to the notion of Free
WilL For hence, all events, though to
our minds contingent, are necessary and
unchangeable as they respect*the Divine
Will. The Divine Will cannot be de-
ceived or disappointed. Contingency im-
plies a changeable will, such as in God
does not exist.*

" Nevertheless, I wish we had a bet-
ter word than NECESSITY, which is com-
monly made use of in this dispute: For
it conveys to the understanding an idea
of restraint, which is totally contrary to
the act of choosing. In fact there is no
restraint, either on the Divine or the hu-
man will: in both cases, the will does
what it does, whether goot[ or bad, sim-
ply, and as at perfect, liberty, in the ex-
ercise of its own faculty. Thisunchaagea-
bleness and infallibility of God, is the
ground of all our hope and confidence.
If HIS will were liable to contingencies,
what dependence could there be on his

De Serv. Arb. 429.
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promises] But, 'let God be true, and
every man a liar.'-*-Your notions, my
Erasmus, destroy peace of conscience,
and all the comforts of the Spirit, and
lead to impieties and blasphemies almost
worse than anything of Epicurus.—Not
that you intend all this : no ; I do not be-
lieve you would teach such things de-
signedly. But learn hence, how a man,
who undertakes a bad cause, may be led
on to advance most dangerous doc-
trine's."* ,

"Luther proceeds thus: "So long as
the operative grace of God is absent from
us,,everything we do has in it a mixture
of *evij; and, therefore of necessity, our
works avail not to salvation. Here I do
not mean a necessity of compulsion, but
a necessity as to the certainty of the
event. A man who has not the Spirit of
God, does evil willingly and spontane-
ously. He is riot violently impelled,
AGAINST his will, as a thief is to the gal-
lows. But the man cannot alter his dis-
position to evil; nay, even though he
may be externally restrained from DOING
evil, he is averse to the restraint, and his
inclination remains still the same. Again,
when the Holy Spirit is pleased to change
the will of a bad man, the new man stil"
acts voluntarily : he is not compelled by
the Spirit to determine contrary to his
will, but his will itself is changed ; and
h& cannot now do otherwise than love the
good, as before he loved the evil."f

The origin of evil, however, Duthe
does not attempt to explain; and i
Erasmus had seen the difficulties on that
head as clearly as Luther did, and had
been as candid in owning them, thes<
controversialists would have found them
selves much nearer agreed. Erasmu
had affirmed, "4hat to represent God
first as causing evil in men, and secondly
as punishing them on that very account,
would have the moat pernicious conse-
quences. Who would think God hai
any love for mankind 1 who would not
think him a cruel Being, that took plea-
sure iri the sufferings of, the wretched
and lastly, who would take any pains t(
correct their vices, or subdue their pas-
sions 1"% Luther's reply briefly amounts
to this : " Wicked men will always har-
bour wicked and blasphemous thoughts
but pious and good men will adore th

* De Serv. Arb; 430.
f Ib. 434.
X Diat. 1217.

ivine Economy, without scrutinizing
to it too nicely, firmly persuaded that
od only is just and wise, and never
oes wrong to any one; and that, what-
ver may be the appearance to us, there
re always good reasons for what he
oes. We may not be able to compre-

iend how it is that he is just and merci-
ul, though many perish, and few are
saved; but it is our duty, nevertheless,
o believe that he is so, and that he has
o pleasure in the death of him that
ieth. God does not punish the wicked,
>ecause he delights in the sufferings of
he wretched, but because he has wise
urposes in view, which call for their
inishment. The best of men are con-

ent with this account: they pretend not
,o explain all the difficulties which arise
m this subject; they rather repress the
isings of pride and discontent, and ex-
jrcise the graces of humility.

" But still I do not wonder that fallen,
and depraved creatures should be offend-
d with such notions of the Supreme Be-
ng, as that he deserts men, hardens
hem, condemns them; and all this from
he mere pleasure which he takes in the
ins and the eternal panishment of the

miserable. Is this the Being who is re-
resented as so abundant in mercy and

goodness? I myself have often been so
offended with this view of the Almighty,
as to have been brought by it to the very
brink of despair, and to have wished I
had never been born; till, at length, I
earnt how wholesome a thing it is to
despair of a man's own powers, and how
near he then is to the grace of God."*

3 . SCRIPTURAL ARGUMENTS USED IN THE

CONTROVERSY.

In this detail, we may be very concise
respecting the Scriptufral arguments of
the Diatribe; they are all so much alike.
For example, *• i haye set before you this
day life and death, therefore choose life.*
'.Turn ye unto me, and I will turn unto
you.'| • Whosoever desires life and
good daysr let him keep his tongue from
evil,'^ &c. The .numerous admonitions,
threatenings, and promises of this sort,
appear to have1 made a great impression
on the mind of $rasmus.§ However,

*Luth, 434. 46], b. & 462. and in other
parts of the Be Serv. Arbit.

f Zech. i. 3. t Psalm xxxiv. 12,13.
I § Diat. 1224-6.
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they had all been well considered by Lu-
ther, and he had his answer at hand.
" They prove nothing," says he, " as to
the human POWERS of performance, but
are merely imperative as to OUR DUTIES.
For, if they prove anything in regard to
our powers, they prove too much; they
would prove, that our wills, without the
assistance of God's grace, are in a condi-
tion to keep ail the Divine command-
ments,—a position which Erasmus will
not maintain. The use of these scriptu-
ral directions and admonitions is, to
teach man, who is naturally proud and
blind, the nature of his disease; how mi-
serable and impotent he is, and how
completely a captive in the chains of sin.
It is true, it is writtep, ' Turn ye to me;'
but does it thence follow, that we can
turn ourselves ? It is written also,l Love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart;'
but will any man say, that fallen crea-
tures can love God with all their hearts I
All such passages point out whajt the
holy law of God* requires^ but are no
proof of our ability to perform it. The
Diatribe is a little stupid, or at least
rather sleepy here."*

Erasmus had owned,]; that there were
some passages of Scripture, which seem
to take away the liberty of the will en-
tirely; and these he had attempted to
explain. In answer, Luther says, " You
may here, observe to what little purpose
it is for a.harnan being to raise a smoke,'
in opposition to the thunder and light-
ning of God." And then he proceeds to
make great use of the ninth chapter of
Romans; arid, with an air of triumph, he
derides the comments of Erasmus, who,
after Origen and Jerome, had Had re-
course to tropes and figures in his inter-
pretation of St. Paul. "Mere human
reason^' continues Luther, " can never
comprehend how God is good and mer-
ciful ; and therefore the Diatribe makes
to itself a God of its own fancy, who
hardens nobody, condemns nobody; pi-
ties everybody, saves everybody, takes
away hell, and the fear of death and" pu-
nishment. tln this way would the writer
excuse and defend the Almighty as just
and good.

" But.Faith and the Spirit judge other-
wise. By them we believe God to be
good, though he should visit with de-
struction even the whole human race.

Moreover, to what purpose do we fa-
tigue ourselves with attempts to place
the blame of a hard heart on the abuse of
Free Will; when not a single instapce
can be brought, either where the heart
was softened without the help of the
Holy Spirit, or where a,man obtained
mercy while he trusted in his :own
strength?—Let us "stick close to the
pure, simple word of God."* ,

The reasonings of St. Paul, respecting
the foreknowledge and predetermination
of God, appear to have^gravelled the au-
thor of the Diatribe more than«any other
arguments contained in the sacred writ-
ings.—"Thou wilt say then, why doth
he yet find fault, for who hath resisted
his wiin"f This interrogation is evi-
dently grounded on the idea, that neces-
sity takes away all human responsibility;
and, farther, that as the will ©f God ia
irresistible, it is unreasonable to find
fault. Erasmus admits, this to be a great
difficulty;* and the intelligent reader will
think that he had better have made no
attempt to solve it. "God," says he,
"who knows what is to come, and ha9
the power of preventing it, and yet does
not prevent it, must be considered, in
some way, as choosing that the thing
sjiould be so. And this is St. Paul's
very argument: ' Who can resist his
will,\either when he has mercy on, or
when he hardens whom he pleases.
Thus, the will of God, which is the chief
cause of every event, APPEARS to fix a
necessity on all human determinations.
Neither does the Apostle untie the^knot;
but, on the contrary, he rebukes the ob-
jector. Who art thou ' who replies*
against God ?'—But observe^ it is only
the impious murmurer whom he rebukes,
just as a master would rebuke a forward
servant,—* What have you tg do with
the reasons of my orders 1—see that you
obey them.', Now this same master
would Have given a different answer to a
prudent, well-meaning' servant, who mo-
destly, and with' a good intention, had
as&ed the question. I\ was very right
that Pharaoh should perish: neverthe-
less, this(king was not compelled by the
Divine volitions to continue pertinacibus-
ly wicked. God foresaw, and in a cer-
tain sense, chase, that he should continue
in sin, and Should perish, for he had long
ago DESERVED tp suffer for his notorious

•Luth.448.' t X>iat. 1230. *Luth.457.&458. t Rora. iar.
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crimes. But, I ask, at what point in a
maa's life DOES DESERT begin, on the sup-
position that there is no freedom, and
that all is necessity from beginning to
end I

"I / i the same manner," continues
Erasmus, " God foreknew, and therefore
in a certain sense must have chosen, that
Judas should betray his Master. If you
consider the prescience of God as infalli-
ble, and his will as unchangeable, it
must necessarily happen, that Judas
would betray his Master; and yet Juda*s
might have changed his mind. Suppose
he had changed his mind; you will, say,
what then 1 1 answer, that still the Di*
vine prescience would neither have failed,
nor the Divine will have been obstructed ;
for, in that case, God would both have
foreknown and chosen that, Judas would
alter his mind. The schoolmen here
make a very nice distinction, between the,
necessity of a consequence, and a conse-
quence in itself necessary.* They<acU
mit the former, but deny the lattej."
" But," says he, " it is not my design to
insist on these subtilties."

It was natural that the obscure and in*
determinate sentiments of Erasmus, the
result of scholastic and theoretical lead-
ing, sjiould make littleimpression on the
mind pf I^uther, whose religion was vi-
ta], practical, and experimental in the
highest degree; and who had been led,
by internal conviction, to feel what na-
ture could NOT do, and what grace alone
COULD effect. Such a character, furnish-
ed at the, same time with a deep and
comprehensive knowledge of Scripture,
was conscious qf a reasonableness and
stability, in his 'faith, which is never to
be attained by mere study, acquaintance
with books and opinions, or any exer-
tion of natural powers. In this part'of
the argument, Luther is remarkably
nervous and distinct. " iTouundermine,"
says he, " a t once, all the Divine pro-
anises and thr^eatenings; you destroy
faith and the 'fear of Ood; in fact, you
deny the Deity himself, unless you allow
a necessary efficacy to his prescience.
The distinction of the necessity of a con-
sequence, and of a consequence in itself
necessary, is a mere figment. The Dia-
tribe may invent and re-invent fancy after
fancy of this sort, may cavil and re-cavil
as much as it pleases; I maintain, if God

foreknew that Judas would be a traitor*
then it could not be otherwise; and though
Judas certainly committed the act in pur-
suance of his own will, and without any
restraint, yet it was not in his power, or
that of any created, being, to change his
wicked disposition.—The wicked choice
here made by Judas was his own apt;
but that such an ACT should exist, is to
be ascribe^ to the omnipotence of the
Divine agency, precisely as all other
things are.# We must never give up
this,-—that God cannot lie#—that God
cannot be deceived. The learned in all
ages,may have been blind, but therein
no obscurity, no ambiguity here."}

4. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONTRO-
VERSY.

THE objections of Erasmus at bottom
were levelled, no doubt, at the doctrine
of the total depravity of human nature.
Occasionally an expression escapes him,
which is full to this point. For exam-
ple : " The propensity which is in most
men to evil, though it js npt to be over-
come withput'the help of Divine grace,
yet does not entirely destroy thejr liber-
ty. If that were so, why is time given
for repentance 1 why even a hundred and
twenty years afforded to the Antedilu-
vians, if no portion of men's repentance
depended on their own w îlls 1 Again,
the case of Cornelius the centurion
proves, that a man, before the reception
of grace, may, through God's help, pre-
pare himself, by the performance of good
moral actions, fpr the Divine favour,
th'ough he be not yet baptized, nor hath
obtained the gift of the Holy Ghost. For
if all Cornelius's actions, before, this last
gift of the Spirit was bestowed upon
him, were bad actions, one might ask,
whether baa1 actionscan be the cause of
procuring us the favour of God V^

Luther replies,—"The very same ob-
jection may be made to all' the precepts
of God ; namely, why do you issue com-

* Diat. 1232. " —necessitates! consequen-
tial consequentis necessitatem."

* Erasmus owns^in Diat 1232, that there
is no denying that the Divine operation must
concur in the production of every action;
and for this reason, because every actioif im-
plies ar real existence of something, and even
of something good. This concession, I con-
ceive, provided Erasmus had been consistent*
with himself throughout, is the whole of
what Luther, or any other person of Luther's
sentiments," would or could desire.

tLuth. 461—3. - . t Diat. 1236,.
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mands where there is not a power to
obey] whereas, the design of the com-
iftands is, to instruct and to admonish ;
in order that men may know their duty,
be humbled on account of their defects,
and, as 1 said before, have recourse to
grace and mercy. 1 also, as well as
Erasmus, have read the Acts of the Apos-
tles, but not one syllable do I find there,
which indicates that Cornelius's actions
without the Holy Spirit were morally
good. This is a mere dream of the Dia-
tribe: the contrary is the fact. He is
called a just'man, and one that feared
God. Now to say, that there can be,
without the Holy Ghost, a just man, and
one that fears God, is to say that Belial
is Christ Jesus, Be it so, that Corne-
lius was not then baptized, and had not
heard of the resurrection of Christ; does
it follow he had not had the gift of the
Holy Ghost? you may just as well say,
that John the Baptist, and his parents,
and the mother of our Lord, and Simeon,
had not received the Holy Ghost."*

It may be useful to give a short speci-
Wmn of the manner in which these theo-
logical combatants respectively manage
the very difScult and delicate subject of
the Divine and human co-operation.
" There are passages in St. Paul," says
Erasmus, "which appear to take away
every particle of freedom : for example,
' Not that we are sufficient of ourselves,
as to think anything of ourselves : our
sufficiency is of God,' 2 Cor. iii. But
there are two ways of supporting my
side of the question. 1. Some very or-
thodox fathers divide human actions into
three parts; thought, choice, and execu-
tion. They allow there is no room for
liberty in the first and third. Grace
alone implants good thoughts, and grace
alone finishes the work; but in the mid-
dle part, namely, the choice, there is a
co-operation of grace and the will;
though even in that co-operation, it is
allowed, that the principal part of the
effect is due to grace. 2. The other
way of getting rid of the difficulty, con-
sists in taking notice of the force of the
very peculiar expression used by St.
Paul, - - - - ' as to think anything as of
ourselves,' that is, as from ourselves.
Surely a man might use such an expres-
sion, who allowed the natural powers of
the will to be sufficiently efficacious to
choose the good, since these very powers

* Luth. 468—9.

are the gift of God; and so St. Paul fre-
quently checks a disposition to pride
and arrogance,—i what hast thou, that
thou hast not received V Nay, the de-
claration that God works in us, both to
will and to do, is consistent with free
dom; for it is added, according to OUR
GOOD WILLS ; that is, our good wills cor
operating with the grace of God. This
is Ambrose's interpretation of the pas-
sage;* and is the more probable, be-
cause, a little before, we are exhorted to
work out our own salvation with fear and
trembling; words, which undoubtedly
teach us, that both God works and man
works.—But how can man be said to
work, if his will be in the hands of God,
what clay is in the hands of the pot-
ter 1"t

Luther's observations on the same sub-
ject merit our particular attention. " 1
grant," says he, "that Erasmus has
proved that the creature co-operates with
the Creator in his operations. But what
has our present controversy to do with.
any questions concerning co-operation I
The orator was to have harangued con-
cerning a palm, but his whole discourse
has been about a gourd. Or, as Horace
says, 4 the potter began to make a cask,
but produced a pitcher in the end.'

" We know very well that St. Paul
co-operated with God in teaching the
Corinthians, when HE preached to them,
publicly, and when God, at the same
time, influenced them internally by his
Spirit. God is the universal agent in
everything: even the wicked are sub-
servient to his will. The difference be-
tween the co-operation of the wicked
and the good is, that the former are de-
void of all spiritual principle, whereas
the latter, as St. Paul says, are led by
the Holy Ghost.

" Our present inquiry, however, is not
concerning what we can do THROUGH
GOD'S HELP, but what is the extent of
our natural powers without the Divine
assistance; and whether we can of our-
selves in any measure prepare ourselves
for the new creation by the Spirit. To

VOL. II. 38

* On looking into Ambrose, I do not per-
ceive the least ground for understanding hira
in this sense. His words are, " pro bona
voluntate," without the possessive pronoun;
and so it is in the original, vTrtg tus WJOKIAC,
which is very properly translated, " of his
good pleasure." Philipp. ii. 13.

t Erasmus, 1238, 1239.
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this single point Erasmus ought to have
adhered.

" My undisguised sentiments are these.
—Man, before he is created, can do no-
thing in any way to promote his creation.
Neither after his creation can he do any-
thing to preserve his existence. Both

ties, yet without that assistance he can
do no good Works whatever. He who
could undertake to support the notion of
Free Will by such Scriptures as speak
highly of the efficacy of Divine grace,
must surely look upon men as senseless
stocks and stones. Yet Erasmus has

his creation and his preservation are the | not only done this, but he also boasts in
result of the sole pleasure of the omnipo-
tent and gracious energy of God ; never-
theless, God does not operate in us,
without making use of us, as beings
whom he hath created and preserved for
the express purpose of a mutual co-ope-
ration ; namely/that he should work in
us* and we co-operate with him. The
very same is to be said of the NEW crea-
ture. The man, before he is renewed by
the Spirit, can do nothing', can attempt
nothing, to prepare himself for this new
creation. Neither after he is renewed,
can he effect anything, to insure a perse-
verance in his new state. The Spirit of
God alone doth both these things,—he
both renews and preserves the renewed,
without any aid on our part; as St.
James, speaking of the new creature,
says, ' of his own will he begat us by
the word of his power.' But here also
it must be remembered, that he does not
operate in the renewed, without using
them as beings purposely renewed and
preserved, that he should work in them,
and they co-operate with him. For ex-
ample : he makes use of them to preach,
to pity the poor, to comfort the afflicted.
But what does Erasmus's notion of the
Will gain by all this,—except an abso-
lute confutation ?

" I would not," continues he, "attri-
bute malice or bad motives to the author
of the Diatribe, but I think he can scarce-
ly be deemed sound and sober, when he
attempts to prove the freedom of the
Will by magnifying the efficacy of
Divine grace. Every action of man,
says he, may become good through the
assistance of the grace of God.* This
is the inference of Erasmus, from a se-
lection out of the Gospels and St. Paul's
Epistles, of a number of very beautiful
similitudes and parables, which imply
the Divine assistance and co-operation.j
Far be it from me to deny this; but then,
from the very same passages of Scrip-
ture, I infer that though a man with the
grace of God may surmount all difficul-

* Eras. 124L.
t Ib. 1235, 1239, and 1241.

the most triumphant manner as if he had
gained a complete victory. This pro-
ceeding, however, of my opponent, has
given me some insight into the nature
and power of the liberty for which he
contends. It is no less than a species of
insanity. For what else, I beg, but
Free Will could induce a man to talk in
this manner1?*

" I would that Erasmus would mark
the consequences of his own reasoning:
Scripture extols the assistance of Divine
grace, therefore Scripture confirms the
doctrine of Free Will. By what logic
does he argue thus, and not directly the
contrary? For example: Divine grace,
and the assistance of it, are preached
and magnified; therefore there is no
room for Free Will. For to what pur-
pose should grace be conferred? Is it
for this, that the pride of a Free-wilier,
already sufficiently haughty, should, like
a bacchanalian in his riots, boast and
exult in the possession of the gift of
grace, as if it were to him a superfluous
and unnecessary ornament?

" Wherefore, though I am no orator,
yet my rhetoric is, in this instance,
sounder than that of the Diatribe, when
I affirm, that all the passages of Scrip-
ture—and they are innumerable—which
take notice of Divine help, are so many
arguments for the inability of man. For
the very reason why grace is necessary,
and why Divine help is afforded, is, that
the human powers can of themselves do
nothing, or, in other words, do not avail
to choose the good. An inference this,
which the gates of hell can never sub-
vert."

Luther concludes his reply to the Dia-
tribe in the following manner: "The
system of Erasmus proceeds upon the
principle of allowing some little to the
powers of fallen man ; and I believe his
intention to be good ; as he thereby hopes
to remove some difficulties and inconve-
niences, and to reconcile certain appa-
rently contradictory passages in Scrip-
ture. But the system entirely fails in

* Luth. 474. 6.
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its object: for, unless you ascribe a per-
fect and complete ability to the human
will, as the Pelagians do, the appearance
of several contradictions in Scripture, and
also all the difficulties which are raised
respecting reward and merit, and the
mercy and justice of God, remain in full
force, notwithstanding- this petty allow-
ance of power to the wills of men. We
must therefore go the full length of deny-
ing to fallen creatures the existence of
any power to do good works without the
grace of God : on this plan, we shall find
no contradictious in the sacred pages:
and if there should remain some difficul-
ties, in consequence of ascribing all
events to God, we shall still know pre-
cisely what the difficulties are, and mo-
destly submit to be ignorant of what we
cannot understand.*

44 But, my Erasmus, never believe that
I defend my side of the question from
passion rather than from conviction. I
cannot bear your insinuation that I think
one thing and write another, or, that, in
the heat of defence, I contradict my for-
mer assertions. My publications prove,
that to this hour I have constantly main-
tained the natural inability of man. The
truth has been my only motive. The
charge of being vehement I submit to, if
indeed I am to be blamed on that account:
at the same time, I cannot but rejoice
that there is such testimony for me in the
cause of God, and I pray God it may be
found so at the last day. For well will
it be then for Luther to have the full tes-
timony of the age in which he lived, that
he defended the cause of truth not indo-
lently nor deceitfully, but with sufficient
warmth, or, perhaps, a little too much.
Then shall 1 happily escape the threaten-
ing of Jeremiah,4 Cursed is he who doeth
the work of the Lord deceitfully.'

" And if you shall judge me too severe
upon your Diatribe, you must excuse me.
I harbour not the least ill-will towards
you. My sole motive is, to prevent you
from injuring exceedingly the cause of
Christ BY YOUR AUTHORITY ; though it be
vain for you to attempt it, either by your
learning, or manner of treating the sub-
ject.—Besides, let me ask, what writer
has his pen under such complete domi-
nion that it never breaks out into excess 1
You yourself, who, by aiming at mode-
ration, have become almost frigid in this
little tract, yet frequently shoot bitter and

* Luth. 474, 6.

fiery darts; insomuch, that your reader
must be very candid, and very much in
your favour, to acquit yon of the charge
of virulence. However, all this is no-
thing to the question between us: a3
men, we ought to be sensible of our in-
firmities, and mutually to forgive one an-
other."*

5. LUTHER'S ARGUMENTS FROM ST. PAUL AND
ST. JOHN.

To the preceding reply to the objec-
tions contained in the Diatribe of Eras-
mus, Luther thought it expedient to sub-
join a few striking passages from the
New Testament, with a short comment
upon them,—as follows:

44 To prod uce all those Scriptures which
prove the original inability of man, would
be almost to transcribe the Sacred Wri-
tings. Whole armies are at hand; but
I shall confine myself to the production
of two Generals, namely, Paul the Apos-
tle, and John the Evangelist.

" The language of the former is, that,
4 the Gospel is the power of God unto
salvation to every one that believeth,—
to the Jew first, and then to the Gentile.*
These words have no ambiguity in them ;
they prove that the Gospel is absolutely
necessary to save men from the anger of
God. Again, * Both Jews and Gentiles
are all under sin : there is none that doeth
good, no not one: all have sinned, and
come short of the glory of God.' And,
4 The wrath of God is revealed against
all ungodliness.' Here it is for Eras-
mus to point out the exceptions, either
among the Jews or the Greeks. What t
not one among those two excellent na-
tions who endeavoured to attain the Ho-
nestum? Not one who exerted to good
purpose those natural powers you con-
tend for? St. Paul is peremptory, de-
claring them all under the wrath of God

44 Moreover, experience confirms thia
account. Produce the best men that
ever lived. Is there any one of them
who ever dreamt of that wrath of God
which is here said by St. Paul to be re-
vealed from heaven against all ungodli-
ness? Or, who ever suspected that the
road to justification and salvation is by
believing on the God-man who died for
sin, rose again, and now sits at the right
hand of God 1 Read what the greatest
philosophers have thought and written
concerning the anger of God against sin,

Luth. 475.
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in a future life. Examine what the Jews,
who had so many signal advantages,
thought of the true way of salvation.
They not only rejected it, but have hated
it to such a degree, tjhat no nation under
heaven has persecuted Christ so atro-
ciously, even until this day. Yet, will
any man say, that, among such multi-
tudes, there has not been one who has
cultivated his natural ability, or endea-
voured to make the best of his Free Will ]
How is it, that this most excellent faculty
of Free Will should, in no one instance
of the very best men, have led to the dis-
covery of the way of justification1? How
is it, that the very bestFree-willers have
not only been quite ignorant of it, but,
even after that it wa3 revealed to them,
have rejected it with the greatest hatred ]
So St. Paul, ' It became a stumbling-
block unto the Jews, and to the Greeks
foolishness.'—I say then, this natural
ability, or Free Will, which you contend
for, as far as it respects religion, is the
greatest possible enemy to the salvation
of men. It cannot be but that some Jews
or Gentiles have endeavoured to make
the most of this boasted faculty, and yet
they have been at constant war with the
grace of God.

44 Let Erasmus now tell me how the
wills of natural men can be said to exert
some degree of endeavour towards the
good, when it thus appears that they
esteem the righteousness of God to be
either a stumbling-block or foolishness."

Luther makes great use of the im-
portant doctrine of justification by faith,
as stated by St. Paul; but it would de-
tain us too long, were we to dwell upon
all the passages which he produces from
this apostle. He argues thus from Ro-
mans iii. 19. ' Every mouth must be
stopped, and all the world must become
guilty before God.' But not so, if a man
by nature possesses a power of discharg-
ing in any degree his duty to God. Such
a one may say to the Almighty, ' There
is a something which you cannot con-
demn:—you have furnished me with a
power to do something; and, as far as
this goes, there is no guilt; and my
mouth will not be stopped. And cer-
tainly, if the human Will be a well-dis-
posed and efficacious faculty, it is not
true that the whole world must be reckon-
ed guilty before God; for this very fa-
culty is by no means a slight matter, or
confined to a small part of the world :
whereas the WHOLE world is pronounced

guilty before God. The expression is so
general, that neither the whole conduct,
nor any part of the conduct of a man, of
men, or of a number of men, can, by
possibility, be here excepted.

On the next verse, 4 Therefore by the
deeds of the law shall no flesh be justi-
fied in the sight of God,' Luther ob-
serves, that Jerome had ignorantly been
the cause of introducing into the world a
very erroneous and very mischievous
idea, namely, that, by the works of the
law, St. Paul intended only the works of
the ceremonial law. " Augustine," says
he, "excellently withstood this false
comment; nevertheless, through the pre-
valence of Satan, it has spread very
much, and keeps its ground to this day."

Here Luther opposes Jerome, and
supports Augustine with great perspi-
cuity and strength of argument.

As the Reader of this History is well
aware that there is no part of religious
truth which was nearer the heart of Lu-
ther, or which he had studied more in-
tensely than the doctrine of justification
by faith, he will not be surprised to find
this great Reformer combating with all
his might such notions of the natural
faculties of man, as he conceived to be
utterly subversive of this fundamental
article. E rasmus's defence of Free Will
he understood to be, in effect, a struggle
to establish in men's characters some de-
gree of merit, be it more or less: and
such an attempt, according to Luther's
ideas, militated directly against the im-
portant doctrine just mentioned. He
asks, therefore, u What can the advo-
cates for the free powers of man say to
the declaration of St. Paul, 4 Being jus-
tified FREELY by his grace1?' Freely:
what does that word mean? How are
good endeavours and merit consistent
.with a gratuitous donation 1 Perhaps
you do not insist on a merit of condig-
nity, but only of congruity. Empty dis-
tinctions ! Nay, Erasmus owns, that he
defends Free Will in order that he may
find some place for merits: and he is
perpetually expostulating, that, where
there is no liberty, there can be no
merit; and where there is no merit,
there is no room for reward. To be
brief, St. Paul represents justification as
a •perfectly free gift, without any consi-
deration of merit; and that along with
this free gift are bestowed also the king-
dom of God and life eternal. Then,
where are the desires, the endeavours,
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the merits of Free Will? and*what are
their uses? Suppose we admit that the
advocates of Free Will allow only ex-
ceedingly little to that faculty; they
nevertheless make that little the founda-
tion of justification, because they repre-
sent the grace of God as obtained by that
little. Indeed they have no other me-
thod of answering the question, Why
does God justify p-rre man, and not ano-
ther? but by having recourse to the dif-
ferent use which they suppose men to
make of their Free Will; namely, that
in one case there are exertions, in the
other no exertions; and that God ap-
proves of one man on account of his ex-
ertions, and punishes the other for the
neglect of them; not to say that they
imagine he would be unjust if he did
otherwise. Thus our gracious God is
described as a respecter of works, of
merits, and of persons ;—and thus, what-
ever may be pretended to the contrary,
the dignity of the merits is maintained
and inculcated; for, indeed, our oppo-
nents do deny that they hold a merit that
has any worthiness in it;—all that they
hold is, a merit which has the effect of a
dignity or worthiness. What a wretch-
ed evasion ! There is hardly any word
one might not play upon in that way.
Thus, the thorn is not a bad tree, it only
produces the effects of a bad tree: The
fig-tree is not a good tree, but has the
effects of a good tree:—The Diatribe has
nothing in it of the nature of ungodli-
ness ; it only speaks and acts as ungodly
persons do."

"In my judgment," continues Lu-
ther, " my opponents are at bottom worse
than the Pelagians. The Pelagians
speak plainly and openly: They call a
thorn a thorn, and a fig a fig. They in-
genuously assert a real worthiness in
their merits; and by this worthiness or
dignity of merit they purchase the fa-
vour of God. Whereas, those with
whom I have to do, imagine that the
favour of God is to be bought at a very
small price, namely, the meritorious use
of that extremely small degree of liber-
ty, which has escaped the wreck of our
original depravity. But how does St.
Paul, in one word, confound in one mass
all the assertors of every species and of
every degree of merit! 'All are justified
freely, and without the works of the
law.' He who affirms the justification
of all men who are justified, to be per-
fectly free and gratuitous, leaves no

38*

place for works, merits, or preparations
of any kind ; no place for works either of
condignity or of congruity ; and thus, at
one blow, he demolishes both the Pela-
gians with their complete merits, and our
Sophists with their petty performances."

Our author then proceeds to take no-
tice,—
That St. John, " who makes havoc," he
says, "everywhere, of the doctrine of an
innate free propensity to good," at the
very outset of his Gospel attributes so
great blindness to our natural disposi-
tions, that we do not even see the light,
so far a*re we from making any exertions
to come to it. 'The light shineth in.
darkness, and the darkness comprehend-
ed it not.' " Let us attend to the case of
Nicodemus, who may justly be esteemed
an example of the utmost that the mere
powers of nature could accomplish.—In
what desire, or in what exertion, I pray,
does this character appear to have been
deficient ? He owned Jesus to be a mes-
senger from God; he was struck with,
his miracles, and he applied to him for
instruction. Does not HE appear, it may
be said, to have sought salvation through,
the impulse of his natural faculties?
But mark how he blunders. As soon as
he learns from Christ the true way of
salvation by being born again, he is so
far from being pleased with the impor-
tant information, that he discovers an
aversion to it, and thinks the thing im-
possible. Nor is this any more than an
instance of what happens daily. All the
human faculties, both of the understand-
ing and the will, nay, the whole world
itself, it must be confessed, fell short of
the knowledge of Christ before the
preaching of the Gospel. Yet Christ is
the way, the truth, and the life. What
insanity, then, to pretend that there re-
main nevertheless in our fallen nature,
sufficient powers to direct our application
to the things which concern our eternal
salvation!"

"Again, St. John pronounces unbe-
ievers to be in a state of condemnation,

because they believe not on the only-
begotten Son of God. Now tell me at
once, whether the human will can or
cannot make a believer. If it can, then
there is no need of the grace of God. If
t cannot, then the unbeliever, with this

very faculty of freedom, is condemned
already before God. But God condemns
nothing except ungodliness. I may well
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ask, therefore, what pious efforts to-
wards salvation can ungodliness be sup-
posed to make'*"

Luther concludes his whole treatise
with two or three concise observations :
thus;

Obs. 1. "One of the most invincible
arguments in favour of the depravity of
the human will is to be found in my
former publications, and it has not been
noticed by the Diatribe.—St. Paul teach-
es both the Romans and the Galatians,
that there is in holy men a strong contest
between the Flesh and the Spirit, so that
they cannot do the things which they
would. From this statement I argued
thus: If the nature of man is so bad,
that, even in those who are renewed by
the Spirit, it not only makes no effort to
do good, but, on the contrary, fights
against the gracious affections; how can
it be supposed to have, in those who are
not born again, but are slaves of Satan,
the least tendency whatever to virtuous
endeavours or exertions ]

" I could wish Erasmus to try his
strength in answering this argument.

" For my part, I freely own, I have
not the smallest desire, if the thing could
be granted, that my salvation should de-
pend in any degree upon myself; not
only because, in contending against
many dangers, and difficulties, and evil
spirits, I should fail of success, but be-
cause, even if there were not these, I
should be in a constant state of uncer-
tainty. For, were I to live and labour
to eternity, my conscience would never
feel sure that I had done enough to se-
cure the favour of God. Whatever I
did, there would always be this scruple
left; Is this enough, or does.not God re
quire something more? All self-righ-
teous persons know this to be their case ;
and I also, to my great loss, have suffi-
ciently experienced the same for many
years.

"But now that my salvation depends
upon a gracious and merciful God, I rest
assured that he is faithful, and will never
deceive me; and at the same time, that
he is so great and powerful, that neither
adversities nor wicked spirits can hurt
me. I do not ground my security on the
merit of my works, but on the divine
promises of mercy."

Obs. 2. "The difficulty which arises
in the minds of some, from the conside-
ration of the punishment of the wicked,
may be relieved in some measure by such

reflections as these: God is to be honour-
ed and adored as evidently most merci-
ful to those ungodly persons whom he
justifies and saves: and surely so much
credit should be given to the Divine wis-
dom as that we may believe God to be
just, though to us, in some instances, he
may appear the contrary : But—you can-
not comprehend how a just God can con-
demn those who are born in sin, and can-
not help themselves, but must, by a ne-
cessity of their natural constitution, con-
tinue in sin, and remain children of
wrath. The answer is, God is incom-
prehensible throughout; and therefore
his justice as well as his other attributes
must be incomprehensible. It is on this
very ground that St. Paul exclaims, * O
the depth of the riches and the know-
ledge of God! How unsearchable are his
judgments, and his ways past finding
out!' Now his judgments would not be
past finding out, if we could always per-
ceive them to be just.

"Does not common sense compel us
to own, that human wisdom, knowledge,
strength, and power, dwindle as it were
into nothing, when compared with the
corresponding attributes of God 1 What
folly and perverseness then, to dispute
the point with him respecting his justice
and judgment, and arrogantly to rejudge
his decisions ! What! shall we submit
to the Divine Majesty in all matters but
one, and call his fidelity in question in
the attribute of justice, even when he
has absolutely promised that the time
shall come when he will reveal his glory,
in such a manner, that all may see clear-
ly, and be completely satisfied that he is,
and always has been, just and holy in all
his ways V

Obs. 3. "Again: The Divine admin-
istration of the world does not please
you. You suspect God to be unjust, or
you are tempted to think there is no God.
The wicked, in many instances, thrive;
and the good are unsuccessful. This
consideration very much afflicted Job,
David, Jeremiah, Asaph, &e. Yet this
great difficulty, perfectly insurmountable
by nature and reason, gives way at once
to a single ray of evangelical light,
which teaches us that there is a future
life, in which the wicked will be punish-
ed, and the righteous rewarded.—Then I
reason thus : If the light of the Gospel,
by a single word with FAITH, has so very
easily resolved a difficulty which has
proved distressing to thinking men in all
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ages, how clear will everything be, when
faith and the written word shall be no
more, and the Divine Majesty itself shall
be revealed ! Do not you think that the
brightness of the glory of God may very
easily resolve a doubt which could not
be resolved by the light of revelation,
when you have an instance of the light
of revelation clearing up a difficulty in-
superable by the light of nature I Ob-
serve ; the common distinction is a good
one: there are three lights, one of na-
ture, another of grace, and a third of
glory. The light of nature cannot ex-
plain why a good man should suffer, and
a bad man should flourish ; but the light
of grace solves the difficulty. Then, the
light of grace does not inform us why
God should punish an ungodly man, who
cannot by any powers of his own, amend
his disposition. Nay, I will own that
both the light of nature and of grace in-
cline us to excuse the poor wretched
man, and to think hardly of God, and as
unjust in his judgments; especially as
he gives a crown of glory to another,
who, by nature, is quite as ungodly, and
perhaps more so. But remember, that
the light of glory teaches us a different
thing; namely, that the ways of God,
which are incomprehensible at present,
will, at the last day, appear most mani-
festly to be strictly just, and holy, in the
very highest degree.

441 am ready to go farther into this
question, if it should be necessary :—but
at present I conclude,

" That if we believe the prescience of
God, there can be no faculty of contin-,
gency in man, or angel, or any creature,
whereby the Divine Will can be ob-
structed.

"That if we believe Satan to be the
prince of this world, there can be no de-
liverance from his slavery but by the
power of the Holy Ghost. And this is
another proof of the entire depravity of
human nature.

" That if the Jews, aiming at righte-
ousness by their own strength, have fallen
into a state of ungodliness and condem-
nation ; and if the ungodly Gentiles have,
through the free mercy of God, attained
to a state of righteousness and justifica-
tion, it is very plain from experience, that
without the grace of God the human will
is inclined to evil, and to evil only.

44 On the whole, if we believe that
Christ has redeemed us by his blood, we
are compelled to confess that man was

completely in a state of perdition, other-
wise we make Christ of none effect; or,
if we do admit his efficiency, still we
allow him to be the Redeemer only of a
very bad part of human nature; and main-
tain that there is a better part, which
stands in need of no redemption,—a sup-
position too blasphemous to be admitted,

44 And now, my Erasmus, I call upon
you to fulfil the promise you made,—;that
you would yield to any one who should
teach you better doctrines. Lay aside
all respect for persons. You are a great
man, I confess, and are furnished by God
with many of the noblest accomplish-
ments :—to mention nothing else, you are
a miracle in genius, erudition, and elo-
quence. As to myself, I can say nothing,
except that 1 ALMOST GLORY in being a
Christian.

441 most exceedingly commend you,
forasmuch as that you are the only one
who, among all my adversaries in this
religious cause, has attempted to handle
the real matter in dispute : nor have you
fatigued me with extraneous matter
about the papacy, purgatory, indulgences,
and such like trifles, about which I have
hitherto been hunted on all sides to no
purpose. You and only you have seen
the true hinge upon which all turned,
and have aimed your blow at the throaU
On this account I can sincerely thank
you; for I employ what leisure I have
very agreeably on this subject. I wish
the wild Anabaptists, who boast of new
revelations, were following your exam-
ple ; we should have fewer sectaries and
less sedition, and more peace and har-
mony.

14 At the same time I must say, that,
unless you could treat your subject in a
different manner from what you have
done in your Diatribe, I most earnestly
wish you had confined yourself to your
own peculiar gift, by which you have
already done so much good, and gained
so much applause : I mean, that you
should continue to cultivate, and improve,
and adorn polite literature. In this you
have been of use to myself; and there-
fore, while I look up to you with wonder
and veneration, I own myself under con-
siderable personal obligation to you.

44 But it has not pleased God to qualify
you for the great business we have in
hand.—I entreat you not to suppose this
to be an effusion of pride. 1 pray that
the time may be near, when the Lord
shall make you as much superior to me
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in this concern of the Reformation, as you
are already in everything else. How
ever, it is no new thing-, if God should
teach Moses by Jethro, or Paul by Ana-
nias. You say you have missed you
aim, if you have Christ yet to learn ; and
I do suspect you begin to think that this
may possibly be the case. You are bui
a man; and it is not very unlikely, but,
after all, you may not have rightly appre-
hended the Scriptures and the Fathers,
to which you think you have trusted as
sure guides. Your own very doubtful
way of speaking leads me to think so,
You say, * you assert nothing, but only
discourse and argue.' A man does no
express himself so, who has got hold o
his subject right, and understands it to
the bottom. In this book of mine, I do
not merely discourse or dispute, but I
have asserted* and do assert, and I sub-
mit to nobody's judgment whatever, bu
exhort every one to obey the Divine
truths which I maintain.

" May the Lord, whose cause it is,
illuminate you, and make you a vessel of
honour and glory ! Amen."

The student of the history of Luther
has frequent occasion to remark, that,
notwithstanding the violence and aspe-
rity of the language of this great Refor-
mer on many occasions, he was rarely
betrayed into rash and intemperate ac-
tions. Is it possible to devise more pru-
dential maxims of conduct, than those
by which, in the main, he appears to
have been directed in his dealings with
Erasmus!* Perfectly aware of his in-
fluence and reputation as a scholar, and
of his defects as a man of practical reli-
gion, he dreaded his opposition and en-
mity to the Reformation, but had little
hopes of deriving advantage from his
friendship. How then did it become
Luther to act on such an occasion ? For
a long time he treated him with kindness
and respect; and, in attempts to secure
his neutrality at least, went quite as far
as conscience would permit him: and
even on the very eve of a rupture, and
after many peevish and inimical declara-
tions on the part of Erasmus, he omitted
not to make a wise and animated effort
to prevent open hostilities, by writing
that celebrated letter, which is already
before the reader in the Appendix ;f

every line of which displays the spirit of
a man who sincerely wished for peace,
but who, at the same time, in case of
being attacked, was conscious of his own
powers of defence and resistance. AFTER
the publication of the Diatribe, Luther
had nothing left but to consider Erasmus
as an avowed adversary, and with all his
might to aim at lowering his reputation,
by exposing his incornpetency in theolo-
gical inquiries.

6. THE REPLY OF ERASMUS. HYPERASPISTES.

ERASMUS affected to resent nothing in
Luther's Reply, but his uncivil and acri-
monious language. How far this was
really so, must be left to the Reader's
judgment. Certainly he discovered an
uncommon anxiety to be esteemed victo-
rious on this occasion ; and gave reason
to suspect that he had received deeper
wounds in his conflict with the Saxon
divine, than it is usually in the power of
mere hard words or abuse to inflict. He
printed his Rejoinder in two parts;* and
in his advertisement to the former of
them he tells us, that, through the ma-
nagement of the Lutherans, he had been
allowed but ten days before the Fair of
Frankfort for the composition of it; and
that if any one distrusted this assertion,
there were, at Basil, very positive wit-
nesses of its truth. He says, he had
hastened the publication to check the tri-
umph of his adversaries; and then bids
his Reader farewell; assuring him, in so
many explicit terms, that, in the perusal
of his book, he may expect to find an in-
disputable superiority of argument.

Throughout both the books of the Hy-
peraspistes, one cannot but notice nu-
merous indications of anger and irrita-
tion. The kind and complimentary ex-
pressions of Luther, as well as the tribute
of praise therein paid to his adversary's
talents and attainments, the sincerity of
which there could be no good reason to
suspect, he represents as the honey of a
poisoned cup, or the sting accompanying
a serpent's embrace.

On the whole, there can be no doubt
but the controversy with Luther was
eventually the cause 0/ much pain and
vexation to Erasmus. His greatest ad-
mirers allow that the Diatribe is a feeble

* See page 436.
t See page 436, n. Called Hyperaspistes.
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and timid production, and unworthy of
its author. Accordingly it gave offence
to both parties, was esteemed by neither,
and disappointed all the learned. Even
Jortin observes, that those who shall
carefully peruse the writings of Eras-
mus on HUMAN LIBERTY, will see that he
had not the clearest and precisest notions.
In fact, Erasmus himself was well aware
of his unfitness for this business, and, in
a letter to the bishop of Rochester, in-
genuously owns, that he was not on his
own ground while writing on the Free-
dom of the Will.* And, in another let-
ter to a friend, he goes so far as to say,
*« But, to confess the truth, we have lost
Free Will* There my mind dictated one
thing, and my pen wrote another." This
is undoubtedly an incautious expression;
and it has been produced as a proof of
the insincerity of Erasmus in his dispute
-with Luther.f It seems, however, un-
candid to construe the preceding declara-
tion of the author of the Diatribe so much
to his disadvantage, as to suppose that he
wrote against his conscience on that oc-
casion ; especially as it is the constant
strain of his letters about that time, that
he had written the Diatribe against Lu-
ther very unwillingly, yet very sincerely.
To Melancthon, on the subject of the
Diatribe, he writes, " I have handled the
points in dispute with the greatest possi-
ble moderation, yet not in any way con-
trary to my real opinion; though I am
ready to give that up, as soon as any one
shall convince me that a different opinion
is nearer the truth.":): To his friend
Henry Stromer he describes the state of
his mind as follows : " I, who have spent
all my time among the Muses, am now
compelled to engage in this bloody con-
test. It could not be otherwise. There
was a cry that Erasmus and Luther had
agreed to preserve mutual silence. Then
I dared no longer to disappoint the ex-
pectation of the princes/ Add, that the
Lutherans provoked and threatened me,
insomuch that my silence would have
been attributed to fear. The die is cast,
yet so, that I have not written a single
word on Free Will contrary to my real
sentiments.—There are many of my
countrymen who favour Luther: but if I
had foreseen that this new gospel would

* Beausobre, V. 132, and Jortin, 335.
f Jortin, 413; Seek, 310 j and Ep. 985.
X Ep, 820,

have given rise to such a set of brawl-
ers, I would have been an avowed enemy
of the whole faction from the very be-
ginning."

In the same letter he declares that he
had ceased to be a free agent from the
moment that he had published a book
upon Free Will; and that he had wished
to have remained a mere spectator' of the
new scenes, not from any backwardness to
support the church to the utmost, but be-
cause the ecclesiastical differences were
about paradoxical propositions. " The
Christian world," he said, " was become
so excessively corrupt, that even if he
had thought very ill of Luther, he almost
judged him to be a necessary evil; and
that, therefore, to take him away, was to
take away what was best in the present
circumstances." But now at Basil, says
he, " the novel gospel has produced a
quite new race of men, who are obstinate,
impudent, and abusive ; who are cheats,
liars, and hypocrites ; they quarrel among
one another; they are disobliging and
troublesome to the last degree ; they are
seditious and wild; they brawl and jan-
gle; and, in short, are so disagreeable
to me, that if I knew of any town per-
fectly free from them, I would certainly
go and live there."*

This is one of the numerous passages
in the publications of the author of the
Diatribe, which prove how possible it is
for a man so far to bridle his bad pas-
sions, as to write on some occasions with
extraordinary mildness and diffidence,
and yet at the same time overflow inter-
nally with a bitter and acrimonious spirit.
It appears there was no need of Luther's
severe animadversions to excite the en-
mity of Erasmus against the reformers.
His treatise, however, on the Bondage of
the Will, certainly had the effect of ren-
dering his hostilities, ever after, more
open and irreconcilable.

In general, Luther's style in Latin is
far from being correct or polished ; but,
on this occasion, he had taken so much
pains, as to make Erasmus believe he
had been assisted by his learned frrends,
and especially by Melancthon. He ad-
mits, as we observed before, that his per-
formance is an elaborate work, composed
with the greatest care; at the same time,
he pronounces it virulent, scurrilous, and
malicious, and such as no man would

• Ep. 835.
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have written against a Turk. " All the1

learning," says he, "and all the abuse,
which the church of Wittemberg could
produce, is in this book. Never did Lu-
ther rage against any one more like a
madman. It is a large volume, and has
been translated into German, for the pur-
pose of exasperating ploughmen, cob-
blers, and weavers, against me.* What
is become of the pacific Erasmus T com-
pelled to turn gladiator in his old age,
and, what is worse, compelled to fight
wild beasts."| Thus it appears that this
elegant scholar could sometimes use hard
words, as well as Luther; and though it
is very true that the latter, in his reply,
treated him with a mixture of compli-
ment, praise, scorn, insult, ridicule, and
invective,—and all without much cere-
mony,—the discerning Reader may be
allowed to doubt, whether Erasmus, in
his heart, was not more provoked at the
excellencies of his adversary's composi-
tion, than at any abuse which it con-
tained.

He may doubt, also, whether Erasmus
would be more pleased upon finding
afterwards that Melancthon had not join-
ed Luther in his attack upon the Diatribe,
or vexed to see that Luther, without that
assistance, was able to furnish so finish-
ed a reply.—Melancthon, both in letters
to his own particular friend Camerarius,
and to Erasmus himself, denies the
charge. To the former he says, " I do
not in the least merit the heavy charge
he lays upon me ; but I have resolved to
stifle the affront," To the latter he ac-
knowledges his obligations, and exhorts
Erasmus never to give way to such un-
friendly suspicions of him, as were to be
found in the first part of his Hyperas-
pistes.—In effect, this letter displays a
little of the timid trimming temper of
Melancthon, which NATURALLY resembled
in some degree that of Erasmus himself;
but—religious principles were lively and
efficient in the former. To Camerarius
he begins his letter thus : " Did you ever
read a more bitter publication than this
of Erasmus?" He calls it Hyperas-
pistes, but " it is absolutely aspis," that
is, a wasp4

* I. Hyper. 1305.
t To Sylvius. To Reginald Pole. To the

Bishop of Langres, 918, 919.
t Ep. 1071. To Camer. lib. iv. 28. p. 636.

Eras, et Melan. Ep. Lond.

But that, which more than all the rest
demonstrates the excessive irritation of
the mind of Erasmus, is a letter to John,
the new elector of Saxony;
in which he be^s that Lu- Erasmus
ther may be punished, or at Elector of &

least admonished, for having Saxony,
charged him with holding
atheistical or Epicurean opinions. The
MS. is among the Archives of Weimar,
subscribed in the hand-writing of Eras-
mus ; thus : " I, Erasmus of Rotterdam,
the most devoted servant of your most
serene Electoral Highness, have sub-
scribed this with my own hand." It is
said to abound with an incredible bitter-
ness against Luther, whom the author
represents as having injured his reputa-
tion, by propagating criminal falsehoods.
—Among the same papers at Weimar,
there is a letter of Luther's which should
seem to have been written to the Elector
on that occasion, to the following effect:
44 That to himself and his colleagues it
did not seem wise for the Elector to in-
termeddle with a business which was
purely ecclesiastical, and in which he
neither could be, nor wished to be^the
judge ; and that it was the duty of Eras-
mus to give him no trouble about it.
That, moreover, if the question was real-
ly of a political nature, it required the
judgment of a greater tribunal than that
of any prince whatever, and therefore
Erasmus ought to have addressed the
whole world in general. And, lastly,
That it was unjust to punish any person
upon the accusation of a private letter;
that an action ought to be instituted, the
forms of law observed, and an opportu-
nity of defence afforded."* . . . . . . One
may well ask, Wliere is now the mild
and gentle spirit of Erasmus, who so
constantly boasts of having dissuaded
princes and prelates from using cruelty
and persecution 1

The author of Hyperaspistes, at the
time of writing his book, was not in a
temper to throw much light upon so dif-
ficult a subject as that of the Freedom of
the human Will.—Pride, anger, and cha-
grin, may give rise to severe and satiri-*
cal criticism, and even quicken the pene-
tration, but never strengthen the judg-
ment.

Erasmus informs us of his reasons for
proceeding to write a second book of the

* Comment, de Luth. 312.
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Hyperaspistes. The moderation of his
Diatribe was construed by some into a
collusion with Luther. They said he
had spared his adversary, and they called
him timid and frigid. Even after his skir-
mish in the first book of Hyperaspistes,
there were persons who still termed the
controversy a collusion. "Then his
friends," he added, " pressed him with
having promised to go on; and his ene-
mies boasted that he had been beaten."

From this account of Erasmus him-
self, we cannot be much at a loss to com-
prehend what were the prevailing senti-
ments of mankind in his own time
respecting the success of his pen, in the
attempt to lower the reputation of Lu-
ther.*—Observe what an indirect tribute
of praise he unawares pays to his adver-
sary, in the very first page of his second
book of Hyperaspistes. " In what re-
mains," says he, " we shall be less in-
terrupted by his calumny and abuse : not
that Luther can ever forget himself, but
because THE DENSITY OF HIS ARGU-
MENTATION, and HIS NUMEROUS TESTI-
MONIES FROM SCRIPTURE, did not allow
him so free a field for scurrilous lan-
guage."

In regard to the Diatribe, it is ra-
ther historical than argumentative; and,
though in general extremely moderate
and inoffensive, yet, in some places, the
writer bites so hard, that even Melane-
thon ventured to reprove him gently on
that account.^

In the Hyperaspistes, the author ac-
cuses his adversary repeatedly of savage-
ness, impudence, lying, and blasphemy.
Strange! that a man who professed to
dislike so very much, the asperities of
Luther, should abound in language of
this sort! Let us hear him in a single
sentence. "Luther promises himself a
wonderful reputation with posterity :
whereas I am rather inclined to prophesy
that no name under the sun will ever be
held in greater execration than the name
of Luther The beginnings of the
mischief he has done we have already
seen in the Rustic War." A notable
instance this of the mildness and candour
of Erasmus !£ Yet, notwithstanding all
this bitterness and acrimony, it is suffi-

ciently plain, from many parts of his
writings, that he by no means thought so
ill of Luther as one might conclude from
such passionate expressions as these. I
will select a passage from his letter to
he bishop of Lingen. " I am surprised

to observe in Luther two distinct charac-
ters. Some of his writings appear to
breathe the spirit of an Apostle: again,
"n scurrility and abuse who ever equalled
limT'f And it should be observed,
that Erasmus, in this very letter, 13
giving an account of Luther's answer to
his Diatribe.

The first book of the JHyperaspistes is
a hasty and passionate effusion, in which
Erasmus reproaches Luther, times almost
without number, for having abused and
calumniated him in his reply to the Dia-
tribe. The second book is abundantly
more elaborate; and it is here that Eras-
mus exerted his utmost strength. In the
Diatribe he was not a hearty combatant.
He apologizes to Melancthon for appear-
ing in the field against Luther in that in-
stance, and accounts for the step from
the peculiar circumstances in which he
found himself entangled ; and, if 1 mis-
take not, he would have been delighted
if the affair had ended there, without any
answer from Luther. In writing the first
book of Hyperaspistes, he had no time to
think; but, in the second, he was com-
pletely unfettered, and completely in
earnest; and if he had been able, he
would, without the least mercy, have
trampled on Luther, and ground him to
powder.

The second book is very long, and
very tedious; but as it appears to me,
the tediousness, of which every reader
must complain, is not owing so much to
the length of the performance, as to the
confusion which pervades it throughout.
The Writer is kept sufficiently alive,
amidst great prolixity, by the unceasing
irritation of his hostility and resentment;
but the Reader is fatigued and bewilder-
ed, by being led through obscure paths
one after another, and never arriving at
any distinct and satisfactory conclusion.
A close attention of the mind to a long
series of confused and jumbled proposi-
tions, wrearies the intellect, as infallibly
as a continued exertion in looking at ob-
jects difficult to be distinguished, ex-

* Des. Eras, pio Lectori,
t " Perplacuit tua moderatio, tametsi ali-

cubi nigrum salem adsperseris." Ep. 821.
I Hyp. II. 1485.

* Ep. 919.—See also Vol. III. Erasmus,
Chap. II. Cent. XVI. near the end.
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hausts the powers of the most perfect
organs of vision.

It is agreed, that on the subject of the
Freedom of the Will, there are parts of
the inquiry absolutely beyond all human
comprehension. On these Luther scarce-
ly touches, owning at once their difficul-
ty. But not so Erasmus: and this is a
remarkable distinction between the two
writers.

Moreover, there is in Erasmus an os-
tentatious affectation of a superiority of
scholastic knowledge, at the very time
that he affects to dislike and despise it.
For example, " I have either no eyes,"
Bays he, " or Luther does not understand
the difference between a necessity of a
consequence, and a necessary conse-
quence." And then, after having, with
much parade, exposed, as he thinks,
Luther's ignorance of the scholastic dis-
tinctions, and also having shown—what
nobody ever can show—the manner by
which the prescience of God may be con-
sistent with the contingency of events,
he contemptuously concludes thus: " I
was conversant, when a boy, with these
logical subtilties, though I neither liked,
nor had much talent for them; but 1 had
almost forgotten what I had learnt, and
for that reason I did not much trouble the
Reader about such things in my Diatribe.
On the other hand, Luther, who has
spent a great part of his life in these in-
quiries, never reasoned less to the pur-
pose, or more like a madman, than in the
use which he has mad« of this sort of
knowledge."*

7. SCEPTICISM OF ERASMUS.

LUTHER, in various parts of his BOND-
AGE OF THE WILL, had more than insi-
nuated, that Erasmus was unsound, not
only in some of the great articles of the
Christian faith, but even in the leading
truths of Natural Religion. Erasmus
took fire at this, and repeatedly declared
the accusation to be the greatest of all
possible calumnies. In particular, at
the conclusion of the first book of his
Hyperaspistes, he makes a declaration,
with all imaginary solemnity, of his
most entire and sincere faith in God and
the Holy Scriptures.—However, as this
great and learned man certainly stands

* II. Hyp. 1427.

in the early history of the Reformation
as a very prominent character, it will be
proper, before we conclude this detail,
to lay briefly before the reader, from his
own writings, as well as from those of
others^ some additional testimonies,
which have*'had weight with many or-
thodox divines, in inducing them to
deny the soundness, and to suspect the
sincerity, of this eminent scholar. And
here I would again suggest, what the
discerning reader cannot but already
have collected from the intimations dis-
persed throughout this narrative, that
the dispute between Luther and Eras-
mus is in reality not so much about the
nature of human liberty, as the true
Scriptural doctrine of Original Sin, and
the efficacy of Divine Grace. These are
properly the fundamental points of dis-
cussion ; and it is only indirectly, and,
as it were, by consequence, that the na-
ture of the human will becomes an ob-
ject of inquiry.—This single observation
is the key to a right understanding of
many things which are advanced on both
sides in this controversy.

1. In his Diatribe, Erasmus, with
great coolness and deliberation, speaks
of the Lutheran, and other divines of the
same class, in the following terms:
" They exaggerate Original Sin to such,
a prodigious degree, as to maintain, that
men by nature can do nothing but ex-
press their ignorance and hatred of God ;
and that the works even of a justified
man are sinful. Moreover, that propen-
sity to evil, which is derived from our
first parents, they consider both as a sin-
ful and an invincible propensity. They
appear to me, in describing salvation as
all of grace without works, to narrow the
rnercy of God in one way, while they
extend it in another; as if a host should
furnish his guests with a slender dinner,
for the purpose of making a splendid
show at supper; or as painters, who cast
a shade over some objects, with an in-
tention to make others look bright. Fur-
ther, when, according to them, God lays
on men the heavy load of so many com-
mandments, which have no other effect
but to make them hate him, and increase
their own condemnation;—what is this,
but to represent the Deity as more cruel
than the tyrant Dionysius, who first en-
acted many laws which he foresaw
would probably be broken, and then con-
nived at the defaulters for a time; and
when almost all his subjects were be-
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B okfioxious to his penalties, btf
4Mh to inflict his punishments; V?*

" 2. In the Hyperaspistes, on the SWta
subject of Original Sin, he expresses
himself thus : " I have shown that Paul,
wjien he says we are children of wrath,
tn&y fee understood to speak, not of men's
condition by nature, but of the depraved
gtate of their morals, into which they have
Voluntarily brought themselves. But grant
that all men are children of wrath ; still,
it will not follow that sin predominates
to such a degree as to have left no seeds
of piety and virtue in mankind. Even
in brute-animals we perceive some marks
of goodness. Doves and turtles are
chaste in their connexions; elephants
are modest and religious ; dogs are grate-
ful ; apes are pious towards their young;
and bees and ants exhibit a .political
economy. Again, all men allow that
they have derived from their first parents
a propensity to sin, yet not in the same
degree. Who goes so far ever as to
charge with impiety, either infants, or
even boys of a good disposition, that
have not yet been spoiled by intercourse
with the world1? Every fault does not
amount to impiety: even baptism does
not entirely take away the propensity to
sin ; it only lessens it."f

3. How far Luther was justified in re-
presenting the author of the Diatribe as
in reality a favourer of the sentiments of
Lucian, Epicurus, and Porphyry, those
will be the best judges who are most ac-
quainted with the circumstances of the
life of Erasmus, and the contents of his
voluminous writings. From these, many
passages may certainly be produced,
which'prove, that at least his religious
faith was extremely loose and desultory,
and his profession of certain doctrines
the effect of custom and convenience,
rather than of judgment and decision.—
Even in his controversy with Luther, he
scruples not to admit that the point in
dispute between them was not very near
his heart: "If," says he, "you had
overcome my Diatribe with strong argu-
ments, you would not have offended me
in the smallest degree; nay, you might
perhaps have drawn me over to your
opinion, for my mind is not so very
averse to your sentiment, provided the
schools only, and not the dogmas of the
church also, stood in the way."#

4. There is a short epistle of Erasmus,
written in January 1525, to the very
learned and excellent Re-
former Ecolampadios, which A Letter of
throws more light on the real Erasmus to
character and the secret mo- diu°s,ampa

tives of the writer, than many A. D. 1525.
hundreds of pages from his
voluminous publications. Erasmus and
Ecolampadius had professed a regard for
each other; and the former, it seems,
had cautioned the latter not to injure the
reputation of Erasmus by representing
him as connected with the Reformers.—
Now, Ecolampadius, in a preface to his
Commentary on Isaiah, happened to use
the expression, OUR GREAT ERASMUS.*
This was a mighty offence; as leading
to a suspicion that he and Erasmus were
of the same opinion. He tells-JScolaui-
padius plainly, that he would rather have
been ILL treated by him, than brought
forward in this way, as a friend of hi3
party. His letter begins in this strain :
" I pretend not to pass sentence on you ;
I leave that to the Lord; to
whom ye must stand or fall. «£B
But this I reflect upon;
namely, What do several great men think
of you] the Emperor, the Pope, Ferdi-
nand, the king of England, the bishop of
Rochester, Cardinal Wolsey, and many-
others, whose authority it is not safe for
me tO'Contemn, neither is it prudent for
me to despise their favour1? You know
very well there are some who look upon
you Reformers as heresiarchs and schis-
matics. Now what will such persons
say, upon reading in your Preface the
words, * OUR GREAT ERASMUS V Will
not the consequence be, that dangerous
suspicions of powerful princes, or impla-
cable enemies, who had begun to think
a little better of me since the publication
of my Diatribe, will be all revived?"

The biographer and great admirer of
Erasmus was much shocked with this
letter, j" Indeed, we here learn the rea-
son why Erasmus was always so much
provoked at the Reformers, whenever
they intimated that his conduct was in-
fluenced by the fear of losing his pen-
sions, or, in general, the patronage of the
great.—From his own mouth he is con-
victed of the charge. In secret, he ho-
noured and valued Ecolampadius; but
dreaded to be commended by him. And

* 1246, Diatr.
11. Hyp. 1317.

VOL. II.

t II. Hyp. 1401.

39

* Magnus Erasmus noster.
t Jortin, I. 369.
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wherefore 1 Lest he should thereby of-
fend those very persons whom he de-
spised in his heart.—What a wretched
state of bondage !!

Erasmus appears to have been under
the influence of the same timid worldly
spirit, soon after he had received from
Luther that very animated letter, men-
tioned in page 436, which constrained
him to confess to his friend Pirckeimer,
that t; Martin Luther had written to him
in a strain sufficiently civil, but that he

did not dare to answer him
See this an- with equal civility, on ae-
swenn count of his calumniators."

He adds, " However, I did
'give him a short answer."*

But there is another letter of Erasmus
to the same friend, which one cannot
read without astonishment. " I never
maintained," says he, "that the opinion
of Ecolampadius on the Eucharist was
by far the soundest. It is true, that
among some friends I went so far as to
say that I could adopt that sentiment, if
the authority of the church had approved
it; but I added, that I could by no
means dissent from the church. By the
church, 1 mean the consent of the body
of Christian people. I know\ not how
the hypocrites, whom you speak of, have
represented my word»i. For my part, I
certainly speak sincerely; nor have I
ever doubted of the truth of" the Eucharist.
What weight the authority of the church
may have with others, I cannot say;
but with me it weighs so much, that I
could be of the same opinion with the
Arians and Pelagians, if the church had
supported their doctrines. It is not that
the words of Christ are not to me suf-
ficient; but no one should be surprised
if I follow the interpretation of the church,
upon whose authority my belief of the
Canonical Scriptures is founded. Others,
perhaps, may have more genius and
more courage than I have : but there is
nothing in which I acquiesce more se-
curely°than in the decisive judgment of
the church. O F REASONINGS AND ARGU-
MENTS THERE IS NO END."

This language, as it certainly needs no
comment, so neither does it need much
addition to be made to it, to show the
real character of the writer.f It* is this
sort of language, repeatedly made use

* Ep. 803, to Bilib. Pirckeimer, a Counsel-
lor of Charles V.

f Ep. 1029 & 941.

of, which has induced both many Protes-
tants and many Roman catholics to con-
sider this eminent scholar either as a
sceptic or a dissembler; notwithstanding
his reiterated complaints of being calum-
niated, and his solemn declarations of the
soundness of his faith.*

8. ORTHODOXY OF LUTHER COMPARED WITH THE
SCEPTICISM OF ERASMUS.

THE curiosity of a merely speculative
student of history may be much gratified
in examining so extraordinary a charac-
ter as that of Erasmus; but a sincere
and zealous Christian will turn with
pleasure from this ambiguous and versa-
tile genius, to contemplate the contrast,
which his honest adversary affords to the
mind weary and disgusted with multi-
plied instances of insincerity and tergi-
versation. Luther's opinions never sit
loose on his mind ; they are always near
his heart; and whatever may be his
faults of excessive vehemence or asperi-
ty, he is perfectly free from fickleness
and indifference. The'inexhaustible levi-
ty of Erasmus seems to have been pe-
culiarly offensive to Luther. " I could
wish," says he, in a letter to
Amsdorf, "that the writings Amatoif*
of Erasmus were entirely ex-
ploded from our schools; for even if
they were not hurtful, they could do no
good. It is not expedient to accustom
Christian youths to the diction of Eras-
mus. From him they will never learn
to speak or think seriously and gravely on
any subject whatever; but only, like a
jackdaw, to peck and laugh at every
body, and play the part of a fool. By
this levity and this vanity their minds
will become gradually so much disused

t Erasmus, in a letter to Pet. Barbirius,
speaks in the highest terms of Ecolampa-
dius's book; saying-, " It is so accurately
written, and contains so many arguments
and testimonies, that it might deceive the
very elect." Ep. 894—We have already, in
the Note to p. 424, referred to Erasmus's ex-
postulations with the German reformer Con-
rad Pelican. They are contained in three
letters, which show the writer to have been
very much out of humour with this Reformer.
He gives an account of a conversation they
had had together, and accuses Pelican of
grievously misrepresenting- what had passed.
—963-966. He appears also, by a letter to
a Polish baron, to have suspected Pelican of
having- informed Lutjier of that conversa-
tion. 917.
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to religion, that they will at length dis-
like it, and become absolutely profane,"*

In the same letter he observes, " tha t
he thinks it more advisable not to answer
Erasmus in future. For his own sake,
however," he adds, " I will leave on re-
cord my decisive testimony, which will
acquit him of a charge which he com-
plains of as most miserably distressing
to his mind, namely, that he is reckoned
a Lutheran/ Now, I am a most sure and
faithful witness that he is still the same
Erasmus only, and no Lutheran.—Christ
lives; and it is my business to defend
him against his enemies: and those do
HIM great injury who accuse Erasmus of
being a Lutheran."

No circumstance in this contest with
Luther proved so vexatious and even
galling to the mind of Erasmus, as the
decisive and avowed judgment of Me-
lancthon. Every tongue confessed the
TALENTS, the LEARNING, the MODERATION
of Melancthon. To complain therefore
of the heat and asperity of Luther, ap-
peared but a feeble confutation of the
doctrines which Melancthon approved
and defended. For, in the first place, all
men of sober reflection could easily sepa-
rate the substance of an article of faith
from the warmth of the polemical lan-
guage by which, it might happen to be
supported ; and, secondly, even the mul-
titude, whose sentiments are generally
directed, in the main, by the opinion and
authority of others, opposed in this in-
stance the reputation of Melancthon to
that of Erasmus, aided by an impression
on their minds of the indisputable supe-
riority of the former in religious know-
ledge, in the integrity of his life, and in
the practice of piety. Melancthon ad-
dressed Erasmus in the following strain :

"You seem out of humour
JSeIErnaCsm°ua. with the cause of religion, on

account of the faults of cer-
tain individuals. Luther is of a very
different stamp from these. The proofs
are decisive: for, to say nothing of his
controversy with the Roman pontiff, his
opposition at this moment to a novel fac-
tion of sanguinary teachers,")" at great
hazard of his life, shows how thoroughly
he dislikes ambition, cruelty, and rebel-
lion. For my part, I cannot, with a
safe conscience, condemn Luther's senti-
ments, however I may be charged with

folly or superstition: That does not
weigh with me.—Yet I would oppose
them earnestly, if the Scriptures were on
the other side. But most assuredly I
shall never change my sentiments from
a regard to human authority, nor the
dread of disgrace. The discussion of
the question of Free Will may prove use-
ful to many. It will be your duty, my
Erasmus, to be very cautious not to
bring still greater odium upon the cause
which the holy Scriptures so evidently
favour. Moreover, as you have not yet
condemned it, beware, lest, in attacking
it with vehemence, you should wound
your own conscience."*

These sentiments and declarations c(o
great honour to Melancthon, especially
as they are the substance of his reply to
a long and very artful complimentary let-
ter written to* him by Erasmus only a
few weeks before. Erasmus had then
just published his Diatribe, and was evi-
dently trembling for the consequences.—
" I f Wittemberg," says he, "had not
been so far off, I would have gone there
for a few days, on purpose to communi-
cate with you and Luther.f I have read
all YOUR COMMON-PLACES or theological
propositions; and I both love and admire,
more than ever, your candid and happy
genius; though I did stumble at some
points, on which I should be glad to con-
verse with you.":): Then, after relating
how ill he had been used by many of the
reformers, and had the nick-name of Ba-
laam given to him; also what good ad-
vice he had given to the Pope Adrian,
and refused both money and a deanery
offered to him by that pontiff, he whis-
pers into the ear of Melancthon these
words : " Cardinal Campeggio, a man
certainly of singular humanity, sent one
of his agents to treat with me on many
subjects, and, among other things, on the
expedience of removing you to some
other place. My answer was, that I most
sincerely wished such a genius as yours
to be perfectly free from all these conten-
tions, but that I despaired of your recan-
tation.—I open this secret to you, in the

* Op. Luth. Witt. II. 491.
f The Prophets, together with the Rustics.

* Ep. 821.
f Jortin observes, that his whole conduct

shows he had no thoughts of paying- such a
visit; and that these were mere compliments,
to pacify Melancthon and Luther. 340.

X This is the very book to which Luther
refers, page 438, when he speaks of Melanc-
thon's invincible theological tracts.
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entire confidence, that you will be candid
enough not to divulge it to the wicked
ones."* Melancthon condescended to
take no further notice of this bait, than
barely that Erasmus might depend on his
good faith in whatever he should entrust
to his secrecy.

The reply of Erasmus is penned in an
angry spirit, though considerably bridled,

as far as Melancthon himself
Erasmus. *s personally concerned. He

tells him, he had taken no
great pains to induce him to forsake the
Reformers, because he had foreseen he
should lose his labour. He could have
wished that a genius, born to improve
literature, had been dedicated entirely to
that service. There would still have
been no want of actors in the present re-
ligious tragedy. He was far from being
out of humour with Gospel doctrine, but
there was a great deal in Luther that of-
fended him; and especially his disposi-
tion to carry everything too far. " He
had no doubt," he said, "'of the sincerity
of Melancthon ; but he could not say the
same of LiUher."—He concludes, "If I
had an opportunity of conversing with
you,I would open my heart to you much
more freely."f

The indisputable inference from all this
is, that Erasmus, had it been, in his pow-
er, would most gladly have withdrawn
from the Reformers that credit which
they derived from the reputation of Me-
lancthon, as a coadjutor possessed of
learning, moderation and integrity. He
would have liked those excellent men
better either if they had been stronger as
a party, or if they had flattered him
more. He saw many excellencies in
them, but they were neither courtly nor
docile; and as a body of men systema-
tically connected together, he supposed
they might soon crumble to pieces. On
the contrary, in the existing hierarchy,
though Erasmus acknowledged there
was much to blame, yet he judged it
both wiser and safer to adhere to a sys-
tem in which there was so great a pre-
ponderancy of wealth and power, and
which therefore would probably in the
end prevail.—Add to this, though the ec-
clesiastical dignity had lately experienc-
ed a violent shock, yet that very circum-
stance had much contributed to render
the rulers of the church less haughty and
presumptuous, and more affable and con-

; Ep. 820. t Id. 833.

descending, especially towards such a
character as Erasmus, whom, we have
seen, they were most anxious to engage,
as a supporter of their cause in the Lu-
theran controversy. Still further; Eras-
mus not only believed the Roman catho-
lics to be the stronger party, but judged
it necessary, in his circumstances, to
keep on good terms with their ecclesias-
tical rulers. Sensible that, by his satiri-
cal publications and freethinking he had
brought on himself nt^ny enemies among
the clergy, he lost no opportunity of se-
curing the good-will and protection of the
pope and his cardinals. Thus; when
Clement VII. was first raised to the pa-
pal throne, he congratulated him in the
most flattering, submissive, and artful
strain.* He said, he could not express
the satisfaction it had given him to hear
of his advancement to the popedom.
Fie was precisely the man, who was pos-
sessed of the qualities, mental and bo-
dily, which the very turbulent times re-
quired. He therefore augured something
of a new felicity.—In regard to himself,
Erasmus said, "he could venture to
swear, witn Christ as witness to his sin-
cerity, that if his holiness did but know
how he had been solicited by great
princes, and enticed by his friends, to
join the Lutheran conspiracy against the
Roman see; also, how he had been pro-
voked to do the same by certain monks
and divines, and how steadfastly he had
resisted motives of every sort; he would
not think him undeserving of his protec-
tion, but would punish the author who
had so often libelled him at Rome in the
most scandalous manner.f This author,"
he said, "had picked out of his works a
number of half sentences, and most im-
pudently misrepresented them. Un-
doubtedly, if he could have foreseen the
sectarians of the present day, he would
have either suppressed many things
which he had said, or written the same
in a different manner. In the later edi-
tions he had left out many things, for the
purpose of not giving a handle to ill-dis-
posed persons; and would readily have
altered other expressions, if any one had
given him a friendly hint. On all occa-
sions he submitted himself and his wri-

* Ep. to Clement VII, p. 788.
f Stunica, a Spanish divine, who went to

Rome, and there published a book, entitled,
The Blasphemies and Impieties of Erasmus,
See Du Pin, p. 333.
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tings to the Roman see; and never
should oppose its determination, even i
he thought it wrong. For he would suf-
fer anything rather than be guilty of se-
dition."

One cannot but deeply lament how
little solicitous, throughout the whole
course of these ecclesiastical dissensions,
this very eminent scholar appears to have
been, respecting what was true or not
true. Indeed, he scrupled not to declare
to his friend Botzem, that though truth
was a thing efficacious and invincible, it
ought to be dispensed with Evangelical
prudence. " For myself," says he, " I
so abhor divisions, and so love concord,
that I fear, if an occasion presented itself,
I should sooner give up a part of truth
than disturb the public peace."*

Erasmus had dedicated to this same
friend Botzem an elaborate catalogue of
all his works; which he positively affirms,
in a letter to cardinal Sadolet, he would
by no means have done, if he had had
the slightest suspicion that he had taken
part with that faction which the Church
had condemned.}" But the accusation,
he says, was unfounded.

What prodigious anxiety is here shown
to be acquitted of the least imputation of
any heretical connexion!

In another letter, he says, " What con-
nexion have I with Luther, or what pros-
pect of recompense from him, that I
should join him in opposing Evangelical

doctrine; or that I should
Erasmus to take part against the Chur
Cardinal *• n i • i T 1 i-

Campeggio. °* Rome? which I believe is
not different from the true

Church Catholic ; or that I should op-
pose the Roman pontiff, who is the head
of the Catholic Church—I, who should
be sorry to resist the bishop of my own
diocese? I am not so impious as to se-
parate from the Catholic Church, nor so
ungrateful as to dissent from Pope Leo,
from whom I have experienced extraor-
dinary favour and indulgence. Know-
ingly, I never have, nor ever will teach
any erroneous doctrine; neither will 1
take the lead, or join in any tumult. Let
others affect martyrdom : for my part, I
do not hold myself wTorthy of that ho-
nour.—Do not suffer any calumnious
reports, which you may hear, to render
me suspected by you : Remain most per-
fectly assured, that nothing can be more
certain, than that Erasmus always has

* Ep. 739. t Id. 854.

been, and always will be, a supporter of
the Roman see, to which I am under the
greatest obligations on many accounts,
and to whose adversaries I am particu-
larly studious to show my aversion."*

Thus, when Erasmus writes to a Car-
dinal, the papists are the Catholic Church;
but when he writes to a Reformer, as
Melancthon, he calls them the Popish
sect, and observes, that he should dislike
cruelty, even if he were the most bigoted
papist.]"

This species of tergiversation throws
an indelible stain on the memory of this
great man; who, with a firmer temper,
and purer religious motives, or in seasons
of less temptation, might certainly have
been much happier in his own mind, and
abundantly more useful to the commu-
nity.

He talked in the manner above de-
scribed, endeavouring to steer between
the dissentients, till nobody believed
him; and till he himself would have
been puzzled, I conceive, to have written
a clear account of his own faith.—-Yet,
in one respect, he was most eminently
qualified for the part which he had chosen
to act: No man that ever lived, perhaps,
possessed a superior neatness of expres-
sion, or a more masterly flexibility of
language, when reducing to practice all
the various arts of ambiguity and eva-
sion.

It has been confidently asserted, that
Luther, notwithstanding the high estima-
tion in which he held his treatise on the
Bondage of the Will,:}: departed after-
wards from the sentiments maintained in
that treatise, and embraced others less
rigid, and less offensive to common sense
and the ordinary feelings of mankind.—
A diligent and careful examination of
this matter has convinced me, that there
is no foundation for this opinion; cer-
tainly none in that passage of his Com-
mentary on Genesis, chap. xxvi. which
has been produced in proof.—It may,
however, be not improbable, that experi-
ence had taught Luther, in the latter part
of his life, the expediency of being more
careful to guard the pure doctrines of the
Gospel against the abuses to which they
are exposed from 4k curious and carnal

* To Card. Campeg-gio, 601,
t To Melancth. 820. " Si Papistic^ sect©

essem addictissimus."
i Sue puge 438, and also the note (*) and

Scultet. 31.
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persons lacking the Spirit of Christ."
So in his Commentary on Genesis, treat-
ing of the doctrine of Predestination, he
makes the usual distinction between the
secret and the revealed will of God, and
observes, that that will of God is to be
followed which we have expressly de-
clared to us by the ministry of the word
of God.* " I am the more desirous,"
says he,%" to state this accurately, be-
cause I know that after my death many
will make a bad use of what I have writ-
ten, and thereby establish their erroneous
and wild fancies of every kind. To be
brief, they will take no notice of my re-
peated cautions, and will lay hold only
of what I may have dropped concerning
the secret will of God. Remember, then,
what I now'say; that with that secret
will ye have nothing to do If
you shall hear the call of Jesus Christ,
and be baptized in his name, and shall
LOVE his word, you may assuredly reckon
yourself among the predestinated, and
have no doubt of your salvation."! How
completely do these ideas accord with
the spirit of our seventeenth Article !

It is abundantly evident that Luther is
here pleading against the abuse of the
doctrine of the Divine prescience and
predestination. For even persons of rank
and distinction, he said, would talk in
this wicked manner; namely, "If I am
predestinated to be saved, then I shall be
saved, whether I do good or evil. But
if not, I shall be condemned without any
regard to my works." Now if this be
true, he contended, there would be no
use in all that Christ had done for the
salvation of mankind ; no use in his in-
carnation, his passion, his resurrection ;
no use in the Prophets, the Sacraments,
or in all the sacred volumes. The argu-
ment was mischievous, nay diabolical in
its nature, and would lead men either
into despair, or the contempt of God and
his revelation. They would soon say
with the Epicureans, Let us enjoy life,
let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we
die. But to all such imaginations the
antidote was, a true knowledge of God
and his Christ. God is faithful, who
hath promised. If God were not faithful
to his promises, there would be an end
of all our hopes of salvation. "Thus,"
says he, "in my treatise on the Bondage
of the Will, and in other places, I have

* See Art 17 of Church of England,
t Luth. Op. VI. 354.

observed that questions may be put con-
cerning the secret or the revealed will of
God. Now we know nothing of God
any farther than he has been pleased to
eveal himself. Moreover, what is above

our comprehension is nothing 10 us.
Deep speculations and pryings into mat-
ters not revealed, can do no good : they
serve the devil's purpose, and may prove
our utter ruin."#

9. MELANCTHON'S JUDGMENT OF T H E CON-

TROVERSY BETWEEN LUTHER AND ERAS-
MUS.

In regard to Melancthon's judgment of
this controversy, we have seen that Lu-
ther appealed to his Theological tracts,
as containing an invincible answer to the
Diatribe of Erasmus : | nor can there be
the smallest doubt, but that the former
edition of those tracts maintained the
omplete inability of man, in full as

strong terms as Luther himself on any
occasion had supported that doctrine.

The divine predestination," said Me-
lancthon, " takes away the liberty of
man. For both the external actions, and
the internal thoughts, of all created be-
ings whatever, take place agreeably to
the Divine predestination. The judg-
ment of a carnal man resists this senti-
ment; but a man of spiritual understand-
ing approves it. Moreover, the mind
which is deeply affected with a sense of
the Divirie predeterminations, will al-
ways have the profoundest reverence for
God, as well as the most steady de-
pendence on him.":j:

Some alterations in the expressions
which took place in the later editions of
these tracts, have given rise to an opi-
nion that Melancthon, partly moved by
the arguments of Erasmus, and partly
disgusted with Luther's rigid doctrines
of the Will, changed his sentiments on
the important subject of the Freedom of
the human Will.§ To assist our judg-
ments in this matter, several observa-
tions may be made. And first, Melanc-
thon, in a letter to Erasmus himself,
written more than three years after the
publication of the. Diatribe, and more
than two years after the publication of
Luther's answer, and lastly, after he had
read both the first and the second part of
the Hyperaspistes, very clearly inti-

* Luth. Op. VI. 353. Also Scultet. 34.
ttfee page 438. i Scultet. 38.
§ Id. 37. Also Brandt.
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mates that he still continued in the same!
sentiments with Luther. For he says,
" Though I AM IN THE HABIT OF SPEAK-
ING OUT WHAT I THINK OF THE CONTRO-
VERSY which you have had wi th Luther ,
yet I never loved him to such a degree
as to wish to increase his vehemence in
a dispute. I wish this bitter contest be-
tween you had not happened.—Perhaps
he has not treated you with sufficient re-
spect; but then, on the other hand, you
have reviled him to an astonishing de-
gree."* j

Secondly; More than twenty years
after the date of the last-mentioned let-
ter, Melancthon writes thus in his de-
fence against Flacius, who had accused
him of having altered the Protestant doc-
trines. " I am still of the same opinion
that I was when I wrote my Theologi-
cal tracts; a book now in the hands of
many persons; and which is, in fact, a
summary of those doctrines of Luther
which had been delivered by him in va-
rious commentaries and in volumes of
sermons, I submitted every part of my
manuscript to the judgment of our
Church, and of Luther himself; and on
many points I consulted him very parti-
cularly."f

Thirdly; An attentive reader of the
later editions of Melancthon's Theologi-
cal tracts will observe, that the author
has inserted cautions against the danger-
ous Stoical notion of fate and necessity;
and also certain distinctions respecting
that degree of freedom of will which re-
mains even in fallen and unrenewed
men, who nevertheless, by mere nature,
do certain external works oft the law, and
also exercise a discretion in regulating
their ordinary concerns. Luther makes
a concession nearly to the very same
purpose in his Bondage of the Will.:}:
But both these eminent Reformers are
uniformly steady in asserting the great
practical doctrine of original sin, and the
natural enmity of the human heart to the
holy law of God. " In that point," says
Melancthon expressly in his chapter on

* Ep. 1072.
t Defens. contra Flac. lib, I. Ep. Melan.

133. As the first edition of Melancthon's
Common-places, or Theological tracts, is ex-
ceedingly scarce, I have given in the Ap-
pendix a fuller account of its contents, so far
as they relate to the difficult subject of the
Divine decrees. See Appendix, Melancthon's
Common-places.

{ 435, b.

Free Will, " t he human will is CAP-
TIVE, AND NOT FREE .* NEITHER CAN IT DE-
LIVER ITSELF FROM THIS EVIL PROPEN-
SITY, OR FROM DEATH, ITS CONSEQUENCE.
THIS SAD CONDITION THEREFORE SHOULD
BE FELT AND OWNED, IN ORDER ^THAT WE
MAY HAVE A CLEAR VIEW OF THE BENE-
FITS OF CHRIST, WHO TAKES AWAY SIN
AND D E A T H . " *

Fourthly; Though it must be owned
there are some passages in Melancthon's
Theological tracts, both in the chapter
on Free Will, and on the Cause of Sin,
which appear so obscure and contradic-
tory, that they may well give rise to a
degree of doubt and hesitation respecting
the real sentiments of the writer; yet
there exists a letter of this good man to
Calvin himself, which, in my judgment,
has cleared up this point as effectually
as a matter of this kind admits of illus-
tration from history. " My hypothesis,"
says Melancthon to Calvin, t4is this;
that God is neither the cause of sin, nor
approves of sin. In the next place, I
admit a contingency in our present weak
condition of the judgment, that the un-
learned may know.that David rushed into
sin by his own voluntary act: and I
think that the same David, when he had
the Spirit of God, might have retained
it; and, moreover, that in that struggle
there was some action of the Will.
Now, though these points MAY be stated
with greater subtilty, yet this mode of
expressing them appears to me suited to
practical purposes. Whenever we sin,
we should blame our own wills; and not
set up ourselves against God by seek-
ing for the cause of our sin in his coun-
sels." . . . . He then proceeds to say,
" We should make the word of God our
foundation; and not oppose the promises,
but believe them; and not say, We will
believe, as soon as we know what are
the secret decrees of God. God helps
the believer; and it is through his own
word that he helps effectually."—Me-
lancthon concludes with these remark-
able words : " I do not write these things
to you in a dictatorial spirit; it is not for
me to dictate to so very learned a person,
and so very well skilled in the exercises
of piety; and indeed I am satisfied that
these VIEWS OF MINE AGREE WITH YOURS,
but they are stated in a ruder or less re-
fined manner, and are adapted to use."I1

* Melancth. De Lib. Arbitrio, 166, b.
t Calv. IX. Ep. arid Respons. 174.
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The pious reader will not be at a los
to draw for himself the legitimate con
elusion from these facts. He will see.
that in the grand Christian article of ori-
ginal sin, and the total inability of man,
and the necessity of the renovating grace
of Christ, Melancthon was as sound an
as steady as Luther himself; though
perhaps, he did not on all occasions
grasp his objects with the force and th(
distinctness of his master.—If he had al
tered his sentiments materially on the
Bondage of the Will, or, what is th(
very same thing, on the propensity of the
human nature to evil, it is impossible he
could have written in this manner to r<
man who entertained the sentiments o
Calvin: and we are to remember, tha1

the letter was written so late as the year
1543.

Still, there is nothing in all this incon-
sistent with a conscientious dislike of the
fatalism of the Stoics; or a disapproba-
tion either of certain peculiar , expres-
sions written many years ago by Me-
lancthon himself, or of the Stoical ten-
dency of some of the writings of the di-
vines of Geneva. We may add, that
the animadversions of Melancthon on the
Calvinistic divines, in some instances,
do manifestly respect their bigotry and
intolerance, rather than any want of or-
thodoxy in their principles. Thus when
he complains to his friend Camerarius of
the violence of the contests respecting
the Stoical doctrines of necessity, and
tells him that a person had been actually
imprisoned because he dissented in opi-
nion FROM ZENO,* we are at no loss to
comprehend why he should have been
understood by some persons to have had
his eye on the followers of Calvin, and
perhaps on Calvin himself, and to have
represented them as introducing the hea-
then notions of fate and predestination ; j"
nor need we wonder that he should have
thought proper to soften, or totally ex-
punge, in his later Theological tracts, all
expressions on the subject of predestina-
tion, like those mentioned in page 463,
which certainly are more exceptionable,
because less guarded, and more liable to
abuse than anything advanced by Luther
on this difficult article of religion.

When the diligent and impartial stu-
dent has well considered all these things,
he will see what little reason there is to

* IV. Ep. 796. p. 923.
f Melch. Ad. V. Calv. 43. fol. I6. 8vo.

represent Melancthon as having greatly
disliked Luther's treatise on the Bondage
of the Will, and judged it a dangerous
and hurtful book, in which everything
is carried too far, and in which invinci-
ble arms are furnished to libertines and
unbelievers for the rejection of Revela-
tion. As little reason will he find for the
insinuation, that Melancthon, in conse-
quence of this publication of Luther, be-
gan to separate himself from the system
of that great Reformer.* How careful
ought historians to be in leaving on re-
cord concise, equivocal, and incautious
remarks, which perhaps at first were in-
tended to mean but little: but which,
afterwards having been exaggerated
without warrant, and often copied by
writers* succeeding one another, at length
acquire a degree of currency, capable of
deceiving posterity,—and this almost
without leaving a possibility of detecting
the imposture.

The learned biographer of Erasmus
allows that Luther's sentiments were at
bottom the same with those of Augustine;
but that Erasmus was unacquainted with
that circumstance,!" and imagined that he
was only disputing against Luther, while
in reality he was as much opposing
Thomas Aquinas and his followers as
the Reformer of Wittemberg. The same
author tells us, that Luther had learnt
his notions of fatalism from Augustine,
and also from him had learnt to think ill
of the Pelagians; and moreover, that
Luther misunderstood and misapplied
some passages in St. Paul's epistles,
which in those days were not so fully
cleared up as they have been since.^

The intelligent reader probably knows
enough of the sentiments of Jortin to be
aware of the manner in which that author
would be disposed to clear up certain
doctrinal passages in the writings of St.
Paul; and therefore no more need be
said on this head. The evidence, how-

* See Beausobre, III. 258, who, however,
allows that there is no proof that Luther him-
self abandoned his system, whatever may
have been said to the contrary. It is true
enough, that in no very great length of time
fter Luther's decease, many of his followers,
vho still preserved the denomination of Lu-
'HERAN, departed materially from the princi-
iles of their master; and I wish that in so
loing it might be found they did not also
ose the spirit of the Gospel.

t Jortin, 335 & 403. X Id. 336,
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ever, of such a writer and such a scholar
may well deserve our notice, when he
speaks positively to the following impor-
tant fact.

Luther's "favourite doctrine was jus-
tification by faith; and not by works,
moral, legal, or evangelical: but we
must do him the justice to observe, that
he perpetually inculcated the absolute
necessity of good works; according to
him, a man is justified only by faith; but
hecannot be justified without works; and
where those works are not to be found,
there is assuredly no good faith."*

1 0 . HOSTILITY OF ERASMUS : HIS APOLOGIES.

THE publication of the treatise on the
Bondage of the Will produced an irrepa-
rable breach between Erasmus and Lu-
ther. Even Beausobre admits, that the
former became the irreconcilable enemy
of the Lutherans, and lost no opportunity
of speaking ill of them.-f Erasmus, in
one of his letters, says, "Luther has
written in such a way as to have left no
room for friendship, and yet he thinks
he has most wonderfully bridled his pas-
sion. "^

Luther, however, with a more Chris-
tian spirit, and with the hope of prevent-
ing the mischief which, through the ex-
asperated pen of Erasmus, might happen
either to the Reformation in general, or
to individuals who were disposed to be-
friend it, ventured once more to write a
conciliatory letter to the man whom he
had irritated so much by his answer to
the Diatribe. In this letter he confessed
the infirmity of a violent temper, which
was apt to carry him too far; but, in re-
turn, he received nothing from Erasmus
but reproaches and reviling language,
" You have written against no person,"
says he, " more savagely or more mali-
ciously : and I am not so much of a child
as to be easily wheedled and cajoled into
good-humour." Erasmus concludes his
letter thus : " I could wish you a bettor
disposition, unless you are mightily
pleased with your own. To me you may
wish whatever you will, only do not wish
me to have your disposition, unless in-
deed God should change it for you."

It is painful to see to what lengths of
calumny the resentment of Erasmus
could carry him, all the while professing
himself to be actuated by pure Christian

motives. Had he confined the operation
of his ill-humour to Luther only, whose
reatment of him was certainly sufncient-
y provoking to a proud man accustomed

to hear little except his own praises, he
would hav$ been much more excusable.
But what shall we think of such decla-
rations, as, " I hate these Gospellers; as
~or many other reasons, so particularly
for this, that through them literature de-
lines everywhere, and is on the point of

perishing; and without letters, what is
ife 1 They love money and a wife, and

care not a rush for anything else. We
have been stunned long enough with the
cry of Gospel, Gospel, Gospel! we want
Gospel morals."* The angry writer here
alludes to those priests and monks who
embraced the Reformation, and, along
with that, a state of matrimony.

Erasmus had sense enough to see that
the Church stood in need of reformation :
moreover, his satirical wit was of infinite
use in exposing the immoralities of the
clergy, and in lowering their credit. But
he had neither the courage to stand for-
ward himself as a reformer, nor the ho-
nesty to join those who ventured their
lives in the good cause. As long as the
success of these heroes seemed entirely
doubtful, he appears to have treated them
with considerable candour and respect, t
and to do him justice, always exclaimed
against attempts to extirpate them by
cruelty and persecution. But, when they
were become strong and numerous, and
could do without his help, his pride was
so deeply wounded, that he constantly
showed himself their determined adver-
sary. Yet, in his opposition to them, he
found himself miserably fettered by his
former and even his present connexions,
and also by many things which, both in
his letters and his publications, he had
advanced in harmony with the sentiments
of the Reformers. Hence that timidity,
double-dealing, chagrin and resentment,
which one laments in the conduct of this
great man during the latter part of his
life.

We are never, I think, so much dis-
posed to be out of humour with Erasmus,

* Jortin, 120.
t To Bilibald, 940.

t III. 260.

* Ep. 1069.
f " I fear," says Erasmus, " exceedingly

for poor Luther; so much docs the conspi-
racy work on all sides. The great men also,
especially pope Leo, are irritated against
him."—To Gerard Novium. 577, in the year
1520.
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as when he appears to triumph in th
unhappy dissentions of th

ScoTrad firSt Reformers " Fight,"
Pelican!* saYs ne> m a letter to Conrad

Pelican, "amongyourselves
Zuingle and Ecolampadius against Lu
ther and Poineranus; and again, Baltha-
sar against the former; and Farel agains
you. Shall I, at the hazard of my life
nay of my salvation, connect myself with
such a discordant faction? Whateve
mischief happen to you, impute it to
yourselves: 1 always foretold that n
good could come of such proceedings."*
In another place he says, " When Luther
first appeared in this new character, I
augured but too truly that matters would
come to this pass; but I was not be-
lieved. Now, as is the case with fools,
he has learnt by experience to be so mo-
derate in his measures that he almost
publishes a recantation."f And again :
This Gospel fever, for so I choose to call
it, begins to remit, and to afford a pros-
pect of returning health. What comes
from Luther now, is of such a kind, that
he seems to recant his former doctrines;
and thus his very disciples are out of
humour with him, and are inclined to call
him a heretic, and a man destitute of the
spirit of the Gospel, and grown crazy by
giving way to human reasonings !!":):

What a bad-spirit manifests itself in
all this miserable misrepresentation !!

It was not unusual for the Protestants
to select from the writings of Erasmus,
and circulate among the people, such
passages as favoured themselves and
their cause. This procedure, while it
weakened the authority of their adversa-
ry, was apt to inflame his resentment to
the highest pitch. Gerard Noviomagus,
who had formerly been an intimate of
Erasmus, affords an instance of this sort.
This reformer, disgusted with the un-
manly conduct of his friend in the busi-
ness of religion, exposed, in several
small publications, his inconsistency and
want of principle; and, in particular,
charged him with having formerly main-
tained the unlawfulness of putting here-
tics to death.

The APOLOGY of Erasmus upon this
occasion is one of the most exceptionable
pieces among all his voluminous writ-

ings. He calls it a letter
against certain professors of Apology of
the Gospel falsely so named. Erasmus.
—Under pretence of criticis-
ing the bad practices of some, "he de-
famed during this year," says a very
candid Annalist, "all the friends of the
Reformation to a man ; and this to please
the emperor, who was coming from Italy
into Germany."* He himself, to avoid
suspicion, had left Basil, where a refor-
mation of the church had taken place,
and was gone to Friburg.j- It is not
worth while to trouble the reader with
many extracts from this most peevish
and acrimonious treatise. He now be-
gan to maintain, that there were certain,
heresies, which had the nature of blas-
phemy and sedition; and he asked,
Whether, in such cases, the sword was
to be withheld from princes? It was a
fault, he owned, to drag men to the fire
for EVERY ERROR; but it was also wrong
to contend, that NO HERETIC whatever
ought to be put to death by the civil ma-
gistrate.^: "Then as to the corrupt state
of the Church," he said, "there was in
ecclesiastical institutions, as in other hu-
man affairs, a beginning, a progress, and
a completion: and to pretend to reduce
the Church to its first and original prin-
ciples, was as absurd as to put an adult
back again into his cradle."§ To be
brief, he was of opinion that if St. Paul
were then alive, he would not disapprove
of the present state of the Church, but
would declaim against the vices of
men.||

He makes an invidious comparison be-
tween the primitive Christians and these
novel evangelists, calumniating the lat-
ter in every way he could devise. " The
former recommended their doctrine by
mildness and simplicity of manners, and
y patience in beariucr injuries ; whereas

the societies of the latter abounded with
adulterers, drunkards, gamesters, and
pendthrifts." He said, "I t had been
tis misfortune not to know a single per-
on who had not been made a worse cha-
•acter by joining the Gospellers. Lu-
ther's cause was not of the very worst
kind at first, but he had raised such dis-

* To Conrad Pelican, 964.
I Id. 1137.
X To Sadolet, 1125.

* Scultet. XXIX. 250.
f Sleidan, VI. 169.
t Op. Eras. X. 1576.
§ Id. X. 1585.
U Id. X. 1587.
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turbances, that Melancthon was at this
very time following him wherever he had
been, as LITE follows ATE, endeavouring
to restore peace and harmony."*

One might here be allowed to ask,—
How COULD Erasmus here forget the nu-
merous encomiums on the virtues and
piety of the Reformers, which are to be
found dispersed through his writings 1—
Also, how is it tlvat he was not aware,
that if he himself had been seized as a
heretic, he would infallibly have been
condemned at a tribunal of Monks, and
probably would have met with the same
fate from the Pope and his Cardinals if
he had been caught at Rome; unless in-
deed the unparalleled dexterity of his
address, and the flexibility of his lan-
guage, might have saved him 1—The an-
swer is,
sion.

Erasmus was then in a pas-

The Protestant clergy of Strasburg
thought proper to reply to the indiscrimi-
nate slander of Erasmus. But as this
tract is not before us, all we can say of
it is, that the Reformers had very just
cause for complaint. Erasmus considered
his old friend Noviomagus as the real
author of the work; and, in an ill-hu-
moured epistle to Melancthon, speaks
thus of him: " Formerly, one Novio-
magus had a most extraordinary affection
for me; but being a little intoxicated, he
travelled to Strasburg, and is now there
raging as violently against me as if I had
murdered his father, his mother, his
grandfather, and grandmother. He had
subscribed his own name to four pam-
phlets;—and the fifth comes out under
the name of the ministers of Strasburg,
and is as seditious a publication as can
exist. "I" Upon reading the last-men-
tioned treatise, Erasmus became so out-
rageous, that he published an answer to
it, addressed to the BRETHREN of the
Lower Germany, which is infinitely more
violent and slanderous than his preceding
Apology against the pretended Gospel-
lers, The following is a specimen of the
spirit which pervades this performance.
" I knew a certain person whom for more
than ten years I loved as if he had been
my own son; and. in return, the youth
was as dutiful to me as to a father. There
was in him every appearance of a good

* Op. Eras. X. 1578 to 1582. A-SB is the
goddess of mischief; LITE the goddess of
entreaty.

f Ep. Melancthon, 1301.

disposition. But as soon as he had had
a draught of this evangelical spirit, he
began, contrary to all expectation, to be
a good player at dice, a sitter up all night
at cards, and a man of an elegant taste
for lewd women. By and by, he began
to wear a long sword in a slovenly disso-
lute manner, and to think of matrimony.
—Lastly, he took offence at half a word,
and, from being my friend, suddenly
changed into a viper against me, and be-
came as greedy of revenge as if I had
murdered his mother.

" I could mention another, who is
strongly attached to the same party; a
man, against whom I never said a word,
but have often commended him both in
my conversation and my writings; a man
to whom I have done some good turns;
who, though he never expostulated with
me, yet since his departure, has discover*
ed the most bitter enmity towards me;
and not content with wounding my cha-
racter in conversation, has written a
pamphlet against me, which he reads to
his pot-companions. And all this be-
cause I refused to act the part of a mad-
man like himself. Further, I was no re-
straint to the man; I even pleaded his
excuse with the bishop: I warned him,
in a letter, of the danger he had to ap-
prehend from a magistrate. He profited
by the advice; and, upon receiving a
summons, chose rather to quit the place.
Now, this man is one of the heads of the
Gospel party!"

Thus the author goes on with one sto-
ry after another.*

" In matters of business," he says,
' had found the Gospellers more unfeel-
ng, and less to be trusted, than other

people;" and adds, " that he was ao-
quainted with some of the Roman Ca-
tholic bishops, whose sanctity he pre-
ferred to that o( a thousand of the new
sectaries." He then tells us, " that he
never went into their churches, but had
often seen with his own eyes individuals
coming from the service, and had often
inquired of them very particularly what
had been doing there, and whether, for
example, when Ecolampadius preached,
they had ever seen a single person sigh-
ing or shedding a tear on account of his
sins; that the answer was, Not one;—
but that they had seen many yawning
and half asleep."t

* Op. Eras. X. 1607 to 1609.
t Id. X. 1611.
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Erasmus proceeds to ask, Why the!
evangelical sectaries should shrink so
much at the charge of sedition, when
Luther himself had maintained in his
writings, that it was the peculiar nature
of the Gospel to excite seditions'?*—
Yet this is the same man, a large portion
of whose voluminous writings consists
of complaints against heat and violence,
misrepresentation, and want of can-
dour !!!

We must not deprive the reader of a
few sentences towards the conclusion of
this memorable Apology of Erasmus.
He addresses the brethren thus : " I shall
say nothing of the author of the book,
because I am not perfectly sure who he
is. But certainly it is a most empty,
slanderous, and seditious publication, and
as foolish as it is deficient in learning, j-
You, my dear friends, I conjure not to
suffer the appearance of false religion to
impose on your simplicity, neither to let j
any one bewitch you to quit the commu-
nion of the Church.—In regard to a com-'
plete reform of the ecclesiastical state,
the princes will take care of that; and
tile thing may be done by them without
tumult. In the mean time, do ye pre-
serve the unity of the Church, and turn
neither to the right hand nor to the left.
Beware diligently of those, whose speech
is mild but contagious, creeping like a
cancer. Objections are made to the bad
lives of the priests : the tyranny of the
papal decrees is exaggerated : the evil
practices of the monks are exposed, and
promises of liberty are held forth : This
is the bait; but do ye take care, lest
there should be found lurking under it a
steel hook, which may entangle you, and
prove your destruction. What greater
folly than to show your hatred to priests
and wicked monks, in such a manner as
to render them no better, and to make
yourselves worse than they are! For
there is no fault worse than heresy or
schism. Be it granted, that luxury,
lewdness, ambition, avarice, and every
other crime, may all be found in one sin-
gle priest; heresy is, however, worse
than this whole aggregate of vices. In
all ages, there have been many com-
plaints as well against priests and princes,
as against the morals of the people. In
different periods, different vices have pre-
dominated ; but vices there always have

* Op. Eras. X. 1617.
t Id. 1627.

been. In our anger against ecclesiastics,
let us not forget that they are but men.
Practices, which are not to be borne, will
be corrected by the authority of the
princes much more efficaciously than by
inexperienced upstarts, who exasperate
the evils by the bad methods in which
they undertake to remove them. Let
Christ make the reform through the me-
dium of Charles V. an emperor eminent
for his power, eminent for his clemency,
and equally eminent for his religion.
The co-operation of the German princes
may be depended upon; and there are
many circumstances which induce us to
entertain a good hope that the thoughts
of the pope are turned the same way
No reformatinn of the Church will suc-
ceed but what originates w7ith our rulers.
The pope alone, with the emperor, can
do the business; and unless appearances
deceive us, Christ hath actually influ-
enced their minds to this good work."*

It is impossible for any one, who is
conversant with the writings of Erasmus,
to read these passages, without feeling a
disagreeable mixture of indignation and
contempt.

1 1 . INCONSISTENCY AND LEVITY OF ERASMUS.

NOT a month before he had vented his
spleen in this manner against the Ger-
man protestants; and, at the same time,
with so much candour, had formed these
sanguine expectations, from the laudable
exertions of the pope and the emperor,
I find the very flexible Erasmus could
write as follows to a learned and eminent
Reformer, whose good opinion he did not
wish to lose. " God alone, my dearest
Philip, can unravel the confused plot of
the tragedy which is now acting every
where. Ten councils may assemble to-
gether, and yet not do it; much less I.—
If a MAN PROPOSES ANYTHING EQUITABLE,
he is instantly ACCUSED OF LUTHERANISM,
and he has no other recompense."f

The mild and affectionate temper of
Melancthon could not fail to feel the in-
fluence of kind and artful expressions;
and there was reason to fear, lest some-
times a bad use should be made of the
answers which might be drawn from him
by the insinuating address and manage-
ment of Erasmus in his letters. The
excellent Camerarius saw the danger;

* Op. Eras. 1629.
t To Philip Melancth. 1296.
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and as the breach between the Reformers
and Erasmus was every day growing
wider, he ventured to caution his friend
Melancthon not to write any more to a
man whose unfriendly disposition was
no longer doubtful.

Melancthon, though naturally timid
and pacific, was yet always conscien-
tious, and often proved himself capable
of vigour and activity, as soon as the
line of his duty appeared distinct, and
called for courage and decision. Accord-
ingly, he not only profited by the friend-
ly suggestions of Camerarius, but opened
his mind on that occasion respecting
Erasmus with less reserve than I remem-
ber him to have done in any other part
of his writings. " I will follow your
advice,51 says Melancthon ingenuously,
in his reply to Camerarius : u moreover,
you know very well that I never much
courted his friendship. What little pene-

m tration have our adversaries ! They are
fond of the man, who has dispersed
throughout his writings the seeds of
many opinions, which, if Luther had not
arisen, would perhaps at length have
produced far more grievous disturbances,
and have drawn men's attention another
way. All this bitter contention concern-
ing the Lord's Supper appears to owe its
origin to him. Then, in some places,
how far does he seem from disliking
Arius and his party, to which we here
are most firm in our opposition ! Lastly,
is there, in all his writings, a syllable
on the subject of justification, or on the

, rights of governors, which is truly wor-
thy of a Christian man 1 I would gladly
see these topics fully handled by great
writers; but let those extol HIM WHO DO
NOT KNOW H I M . " *

Such had been the tergiversation and
versatility of Erasmus, such the most
solemn protestations of the sincerity of
his faith, and so many the ambiguous
and satirical effusions of his wit on occa-
sions which could not but give offence to
serious and pious minds, that it is not

easy to point out the person
Thp emperor who really loved and respect-
Erasmus, ec* this otherwise great and
A. D. 1527. venerable character. At the

end of the year 1527, we find

* Melancthon to Camerarius, IV. 676;
where, for the sake of caution, he calls Eras-
mus Pothinus; which, in Greek, answers to
Desiderius, one of the names of Erasmus.
See also Scultet. XXIX. 250. ,

VOL. ii. • 40

the emperor himself writing to Erasmus,
and telling him how great was his satis-
faction to have been informed, by Eras*
mus's own letters, that the madness of
the Lutherans began to decline. "The
whole Christian world," he said, " was
indebted to him for having effected that
which neither emperors, nor popes, nor
princes, nor universities, nor numbers of
learned men had been able to bring
about." Notwithstanding all this gross
flattery, the emperor, in the same letter,
tells him, that he had allowed the Span-
ish Inquisition to examine his books—
but that he had nothing to fear. The
emperor was fully convinced of his ortho-
doxy. However, if it should appear that
he had made any slip, or had advanced
anything ambiguous, he would certainly,
upon receiving a friendly admonition,
clear it up, and, by thus removing every-
thing that could give offence to weak
minds, secure immortality to his writ-
ings.*

We need not observe, that, in this let-
ter, there was quite as much bitter as
sweet for Erasmus.

It added not a little to his mortifica-
tion, that, about the sarqe time, the
Faculty of Divines of the University, of
Paris extracted upwards of thirty propo-
sitions from his writings, and censured
them in very strong terms.j- His letters
and his defence on this occasion, are in-
imitable specimens of the author's great
powers of evasion and address. There
is in them an artful mixture of submis-

n, sarcasm, and menace. Yet, after
all, the situation of Erasmus was such,
as exposed him rather to ridicule than
jnvy.—Perpetually calling heaven and
larth to witness how good a catholic he

was, till nobody believed him; despising
in his heart, and even hating the Pari-
sian theologians, he yet condescended to
make an ungracious sort of submission
to them, and to own his having said
things in his writings without sufficient
caution ; and, lastly, magnifying his own
merits for having always been stanch to
the Church, and vilifying the Reformers
for their heresy, he could not however
deny, but that, in arguing against impie-
ties, he himself might have, in some in-

* Erasmo, 1047.
f Dti Pin. III. 240 & 335. Also Op. Eras.

[X. 819.
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stances, fallen into errors of an impious
nature.*

Erasmus, in the preface to his DECLA-
RATIONS, expresses, in sarcastic language,
sufficiently intelligible, his very great
anxiety for the dignity and reputation of
the divines of the Sorbonne. In Ids re-
ply to their conclusion, he complains of
the injury they had done to him, by re-
presenting him and Luther of the same
class, when, in fact, not any one of his
propositions entirely agreed with those1

of Luther :f and, in his letter to Bedda,
who was the principal instigator of the
processes against him at Paris, he strong-
ly intimates, that he might be so pro-
voked by ill usage as to revolt to the
enemies of the Church. Let the reader
determine his meaning; his words are
these: " If I should be overcome with
injuries, and revolt to the enemies of the
Church, of whom will God require my
poor soul, but of you ? That I have
hitherto persevered, it is not by my own
strength, but through the Divine assist-
ance ; and, by the same assistance, I
hope to persevere to the end. But who
may not be worn out by such atrocious
and such perpetual abuse? If that
should happen, do you not see what a
disturbance it may be in my power to
raise? and do you never consider what
an extensive mischief may be the conse-
quence of your present measures 1 E ras-
mus is not so devoid of friends as you
suppose."£

Almost two years before this remon-
strance, he had addressed the same Pa-
risian divine in a very long exculpatory
epistle, composed in a most truly Eras-
mian style. " What can I do with all
the suspicions of mankind 1 There are
so many myriads of condemned articles;
so many battalions of scholastic dogmas ;
so many connexions, partialities, and
hatreds; so many sects, and so many
mad brains, that it is impossible to
please all. Hitherto I have endeavoured
to act an upright part; and you would
say so, were you here. If I were so
fond of glory, as some suppose ; nay, if
I did not thoroughly, from the bottom of
my heart, abhor factions and heresies, I

* Ep. Coll. Sorb. Theol. Hisp. Sorbon,
Senat. Par. Bedda?, 1031 to 1044.

f Eras. IX. 922.
t BeddaB, 1039. Erasmus wished to have

prevented the publication of the censure of
his works.

might have been either allured by nume-
rous flatteries, or entangled by the va-
rious snaTes that have been laid for me;
or again, I might have been driven ei-
ther by the furious threats and pamphlets
of the Lutherans, or by the no less fu-
rious publications, detractions, and slan-
ders of the opposite faction, to take the
field on the side of the Reformers, with
whom, if I had connected myself, mat-
ters would haye been by this time in
such a state, that the censures of divines
would have had no great weight. I
know you will say, I make myself of
vast consequence. I answer, I could
peak of myself in a much higher style
f I pleased, and very truly too. I do
ot repent of the part I have acted in thus

keeping clear of the sectarians; and I
ope, through God's help, to continue in

the same mind; but if ye think that I
deserve to be hunted thus by a set of
wicked cavillers, you must take the con-
quences."*

There is no end of the contradictory
declarations of Erasmus. The follow-
ng is a remarkable instance.—Little

more than half a year had elapsed since
iis address to the brethren of the Lower

Germany, in which he attempts to miti-
gate the charges against the clergy,
thinks very favourably of the religion of
Charles V. and expresses good hopes of
the pope's concurrence in the work of
reformation,")" when he writes to Mat-
thias Kretzer in substance to this effect:
' That the emperor was in a state of

most violent irritation : and that there
were those who were throwing oil into
he fire.:}: That some who wore purple

gowns did much mischief by their con-
duct; for though they could not but
know that the luxury and pride of the
clergy had been the chief cause of the
present dissensions, yet they lived in in-
credible pomp, revelling, and sometimes
playing at dice all night; and not even
taking care to keep their practices from
the knowledge of the people. That the
haughtiness, not to say the tyranny, of the
ecclesiastics, was on the increase : Their
wealth and their luxury were also on the
increase, but there was not the least
diminution of their thirst after these
things." " I t was not for him," Eras-

* Beddse, 873. f See page 468.
t Meaning- the pope, who, with the empe-

ror's assistance, was endeavouring to crush
the reformers. See Jortin, I. 506.
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mus said, "to judge of the pope, but
those who came from Italy told things
which he could not hear without sor-
row. How harshly had he treated Flo-
rence ! As far as he could judge, the
pope, by the help of the princes, and by
augmenting the number of his cardinals,
was aiming at the extinction of every at-
tempt at reformation. And what was
all this but to provoke God more and
more."*

The writings of Erasmus abound with
humorous levities,f which, by persons of

piety and religion, were not
Erasmus's always deemed inoffensive.
the°revoiuf ^ o r e x a m P i e ' i n d escribingthe
tion aUJaVii, revolution which took place

A. D. 1529! at Basil, in 1529, he says,
" Not a particle of an image

is left in the churches, so exceedingly
hot is the war against idols in the midst
of this cold weather. The images of the
saints, and even of the crucifix, have
been treated with so much ludicrous in-
sult, that it may be thought extraordina-
ry no miracle should have been wrought
on the occasion, especially as the saints
of former times were very touchy, and
performed plenty of them in consequence
of slight affronts. They tell horrid sto-
ries of saints, who, in many instances,
punished persons for using profane ex-
pressions; insomuch, that I cannot but
wonder that not one out of so many
should revenge himself on the authors of
this prodigious devastation. As TO THE
MILDNESS OF CHRIST AND THE BLESSED
VIRGIN, THAT I AM NOT SURPRISED AT.":):

Even so early as the year 1521, we
find Erasmus expressing himself on reli-

gious subjects in a manner
The levity of inconsistent with that gravi-
^ a ™ S ° *y of character which be-

A.D. 1521. came his age and reputation
for learning; insomuch, that,

for many years past, the articles of his
creed had been judged both scanty and
uncertain.

Let the following confession to his
friend Richard Pace be attentively con-

sidered.—"At length I per-
Confession ceive the intention of the
of Erasmus. Germans is to involve me,

whether I will or not, in the
business of Luther. In so doing, they
have acted unwisely, and have rather

lienated me from their cause. What
good could I have done Luther by shar-
ing the danger with him, except that,
instead of one man, two might have pe-
rished 1 I cannot conceive why he writes
with such a spirit: I am sure he brings
an odium on the lovers of literature.
There is no doubt but he has taught
many excellent doctrines, and also given
much excellent advice; and I wish he
had not spoiled the good by intolerable
faults. But if every syllable he had
written were unexceptionable, it was not
my disposition to run the hazard of my
life for the sake of truth. It is not every
man who has sufficient courage to be a
martyr; and I am afraid, that, in case of
trial or persecution, I should follow Pe-
ter's example. I follow the decisions of
the pope and the emperor when they are
right, which is acting like a religious
man; and when they are wrong, I sub-
mit, which is taking the safe side.—And
I am of opinion that even good men may
conduct themselves thus, when there is
no hope of obtaining redress."*

Here, at once, from his own mouth, is
the solution of all the enigmatical con-
duct of Erasmus.—Many sincere and
excellent Christians have, I believe, been,
as timid and irresolute as he was, but
their timidity and irresolution was their
pain and their burthen. They prayed for
grace to help in time of need; they ne-
ver made light of their infirmities or be-
setting sins ; but, on the contrary, viewed
them as the enemies to their spiritual
improvement, and struggled to obtain
victory over them, constantly fighting
like faithful soldiers of Christ, and dili-
gently avoiding the snares of temptation.
It was the gradual unfolding of the mo-
tives which governed Erasmus, and their
practical consequences, which alienated
from him, in their turns, the minds of the
most eminent reformers; for example, of
Luther first, and of Melancthon, more
slowly, afterwards.—Luther freely con-
fesses, that his most affectionate friend
Justus Jonas incessantly solicited him to
treat Erasmus with respect, and to avoid
all harshness and asperity in his contro-
versies with him. " You cannot think,"
he used to say, "how excellent and ve-
nerable a character the old man i s . " |
But he had the satisfaction to find that

* Ep. 1361.
f See Luther's observation, in page 458.
X Ep, 1171. H88. 1223.

* Ep. 651.
t Seek. II. 81.—-Luth. Respons. Hen.

VIII. 495.
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Jonas altered his mind upon reading the
first part of the Hyperaspistes. " 1 con-
gratulate you," said he, " my excellent
friend, on your recantation in regard to
Erasmus, in whose praise you used for-
merly to have so much to say. You
now paint him in his true colours, name-
ly, as a viper full of deadly stings. I
rejoice that the perusal of one of his Hy-
peraspistes has so effectually opened
your eyes."*

This long detail of the controversy be-
tween Erasmus and Luther, and of the
circumstances connected with it, will
not be deemed uninteresting by any stu-
dent of the history of the Church of
Christ, who wishes to become acquaint-
ed with the real motives of the principal
actors in those scenes which, under Di-
vine Providence, brought about the
blessed Reformation.—Erasmus, Luther,
and Melancthon, are unquestionably to
be reckoned among those principal ac-
tors, though by no means so as to ex-
clude several others from their right to a
substantial share of the praise. The un-
happy inconsistencies which we have
remarked in the character of Erasmus,
though extremely derogatory to his per-
sonal worth, in no wise weaken the
proofs we have given of the great advan-
tages which the cause of Christian liber-
ty derived from certain parts of his la-
bours. As these contributed much to
unveil the tyranny, corruptions, and ini-
quitous lives of the clergy, they prepared
men's minds for that shock which the
papacy was soon to receive; a shock,
however, of which Erasmus neither fore-
saw the probability, nor wished to be the
author.—His memorable interview at
Cologne with the elector Frederic, and
his account of a number of propositions
which he considered as axioms in the
affair of Luther, took place at a most im-
portant and critical juncture.]" In re-
gard to Luther, there can be no necessi-
ty to repeat often what nobody denies;
namely, that his eye was always single
and steady. The frequent insinuations
of the operation of ambitious motives,
may, perhaps, have produced unfavoura-
ble impressions on some minds; never-
theless, all such impressions are without
warrant, and cannot fail to vanish on the
mere inspection of the decisive docu-

* Ep. by Aurifab. II. 353.
f See the Elector's interview with Eras-

mus, Ch. VI. Cent. XVI.

ments, both public and private, which
are contained in this History.

Of Melancthon we may truly say,
that integrity, piety, and discretion, were
parts of his character; for these virtues
posterity do him ample justice: at the
same time, nobody, I think, who knows
him well, considers him as a model either
of unusual firmness or extraordinary pe-
netration. The characters both of Luther
and of Erasmus appear to me to have
been very much misunderstood; and that
labour is well employed which contri-
butes to rectify erroneous judgments of
this sort. The asperity and positiveness
of Luther have had the effect of lowering
him too much: The politeness and civility
of Erasmus have contributed to raise
him too high; and it is with no little con-
cern that I am constrained to add, that
the propensity of his religious senti-
ments—to make the very best of them—
towards the Pelagian, or half Pelagian
heresy, secures him but too favourable a
reception with many modern divines,
The Church of England reprobates Pela-
gianism expressly; and therefore such
of its members as are disposed to applaud
he comments and interpretations of Eras-

mus and his admirers, wrould do well to
examine, whether, in so doing, they act
consistentlv with their own confessions
of Faith.*"

CONCLUSION OF THE CONTROVERSY WITH

ERASMUS.

CHAPTER XIII.
'ROM THE CONCLUSION OP THE CONTROVERSY

WITH ERASMUS, TO THE CONCLUSION OF THE
SACRAMENTAL CONTROVERSY.

CONCESSIONS OF LUTHER MADE TO HENRY VI I I .
AND DUKE GEORGE OF SAXONY.

CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE CONCESSIONS.
CONTINUATION OF THE CHAPTER.

LUTHER was not much in the habit of
making concessions. It is however
greatly to his praise, that, notwithstand-
ing the violence of his natural temper,
there are yet not wanting in his conduct
instances of extraordinary self-govern-
ment, at particular junctures, when the

* See Article IX. of the Church of Eng-
land.
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cause of the Gospel appeared to him to
require moderate and pacific measures.

We have seen, in the last chapter, his
attempts to conciliate Erasmus, and se-
cure at least the neutrality of a man,
whose avowed hostility might impede
the progress of the Reformation. His
treatment of Henry VIII. and of George
of Saxony, are examples of the same
kind.

In the year 1521, he had published a
very rough and churlish reply to Henry's
celebrated answer to his treatise on the
Babylonish Captivity.* Erasmus had
highly commended the king's book, even
before he had read it ;j" but Luther had
criticised the several parts of it without
ceremony; and, in his conclusion, had
said, " If the liberty I take with the king
should offend any person, let him have
this answer: First, I have to do with
unfeeling monsters, who have despised
all my best and most modest writings,
and also my exceedingly humble sub-
missions ; and have grown harder in con-
sequence of my moderation. Secondly,
I have abstained from falsehood and from
bitterness; whereas the king's book is
full of both. And, lastly, it is no such
great matter that I should treat with con-
tempt and severity an earthly king, who
has blasphemed and profaned the King
of heaven by his virulent misrepresenta-
tions."^:

A lHtle experience had convinced Lu-
ther, that he had done no good by exas-
perating a tyrant of the cruel and resent-
ful character of Henry VIII. For no
sooner had the angry monarch read the
book, than he complained heavily to the
elector Frederic, to the dukes John his
brother and George his uncle, of the pro-
ceedings of Luther. " All Germany,"
lie said, " was in the utmost danger from
the spreading of his doctrines. More-
over, they ought by no means to allow
Luther's false translations of the New
Testament to be dispersed among their
subjects."

Then the duke George, as might be
expected, joined heartily in the censure;
and told Henry, that he had punished the
bookseller who had first imported and
sold an impression of Luther's^Testament
among his subjects.§

* P. 333.
t Ep. to Richard Pace, 600.
X Tiuth. contra Reg-, Ang. II. 347.
§ Sleidan. IV. 91.

40*

The answer of Frederic also was timid
and evasive. He pretended ignorance of
such subjects ; and wished everything to
be referred to a general council.*

Add, that it could not escape Luther,
in reflecting on the mischievous conse-
quences of his imprudent provocation of
the king of England, that Henry's urgent
solicitations of Erasmus to take the field
against the arch-heretic ought not to be
omitted.f What could gratify the en-
raged controversialist more, than to see
the adversary, who had treated his royal
dignity with so little respect, defeated
and humbled by the supposed invincible
pen of Erasmus1?

But another reason, more than any that
have yet been mentioned, operated power-
fully on the mind of Luther, and inclined
this undaunted Reformer to make con-
cessions to king Henry VIII. Christiern,
king of Denmark, had taken prodigious
pains, both in conversation and by letters,
to persuade him, that if he would only
condescend to address the English mon-
arch in very modest language, he might
be gained over to the cause of pure Evan-
gelical truth. Luther owns that he was
in a manner inebriated by these large
promises, and began to waver. " Who
knows," said he, u but, in a happy hour,
I may gain the king of England 1 Cer-
tainly, I should incur the Divine displea-
sure, were I to lose any favourable op-
portunity."

Under the influence of these motives,
he wrote to Henry in the most submis-
sive style, confessing, that, at the in-
stance of other persons, he had grievous-
ly offended his majesty by a foolish and
precipitate publication. "He received,
however, daily," he said, " such accounts
of the king's clemency, that he could not
but hope for forgiveness. He
also had been told, that his L
majesty was not the real au- ^ y
thor of the book which had
been edited against Luther under the
king's name." He takes occasion to call
Cardinal Wolsey the pest of the king-
dom ; and adds, that it rejoiced his heart
to hear that his majesty began to favour
the Gospel, and to be tired of those aban-
doned sycophants who had disgraced
him. "If the king pleased," he added,
" he was ready to own his fault publicly;
and he trusted, that if he might be allow*.

vm.

* Com. de Luth. p. 278.
f See page 434 of this Vol.
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ed to write to the king of England con
cerning the present state of religion, ser-
vice would thereby be done to the Gos
pel of Christ and the glory of God."

He then entreated his majesty to con-
sider what possible harm a man could
do, who taught nothing but that we are
to be saved by believing in Jesus Chris
the Son of God, who suffered for us, and
rose again from the dead. This was the
fundamental doctrine upon which he
erected all the rest; as, love to our neigh-
bour, obedience to rulers, and mortifica-
tion of the body of sin.—What harm
he asked, was there in these articles o
Christian doctrine ? Why was he to be
condemned, neither heard, nor convicted 1

His serene majesty saw how many
princes, how many states in Germany,
and also how many persons of the great-
est wisdom, now supported the Lutheran
principles; and he wished that it might
please Christ, by his distinguishing
mercy, to add king Henry to the number,
and separate him from the dominion of
the papal tyranny over the souls of men.

In this humiliation of Luther, though
the purity of his motives is by no means
to be suspected, and though he surren-
dered not a single iota of the articles of
religion for which he had so long con-
tended, yet some, perhaps, might be
found among his admirers, who thought
that he had gone quite far enough, either
for the dignity of a leading Reformer, or
the simplicity of a follower of Christ.
"With such, even of his sincere friends,
Ijuther could certainly find but little
pity, under his disappointment from the
failure of his attempt at reconciliation
with Henry; while his avowed adversa-
ries would as certajnly triumph, in the
rebuff he.met with from the haughty and
indignant monarch.

Henry reproached him with levity and
inconstancy. " It was no wonder," he
said, "that he had calumniated Wolsey,
when, for seven years past, he had spared
no dignity, divine or human, civil or ec-
clesiastic. He had blasphemed the
saints, treated the apostles with contempt,
and despised the holy Mother of Christ.
Cardinal Wolsey was peculiarly dear to
him, as one who did great service to the
kingdom of England in general, and was
distinguished by his constant care in
guarding the country from the contagion
of the Lutheran heresy.—Lastly, he
charged Luther with having*, at the in-
stigation of the devil, made a sacrile-

gious and incestuous marriage : in this
he had committed an execrable crime: a
crime, for which, had he been under the
old Roman government, the Vestal nun
whom he had married must have been
buried alive, and he himself have been
cut to pieces with stripes."*

About three months after Luther had
made submission to Henry VIII. he re-
solved to try the effect of a
similar step upon the mind Luther's
of his bitter persecutor, concessions
0 /• o ci to Duke
George of Saxony.—So ear- George of
ly as the year 1523, count Saxony.
Albert of Mansfield, a friend
of the Reformation, had exhorted Luther
to endeavour, by milder language, to mo-
derate, if possible, the ferocity of the
Saxon tyrant; and he had answered to
this effect: " I am ready, provided I do
not sacrifice the glory of the Gospel, to
offer my bounden duty and service, as
becomes a Christian, not only to the
duke George, but to all my enemies; and
1 allow you to promise him, on my part,
all the obedience he can desire, if he
will but desist from committing outrages
against the word of God. On the other
hand, if he be determined to rage in this
manner, he may rest assured that there is
nothing can be mentioned to which I am
less disposed, than to humour his blind,
wretched, and furious passions. I could
not have thought there had been in the
head of this duke so much folly and mad-
ness."f

In the year 1525, Luther had again
been made to believe, as he himself as-
ures us, on the authority of ,many great

and excellent characters, subjects of the
duke George, that he might, by writing
to that prince in a spirit of mildness and
moderation, certainly induce him in a
short time to become a warm friend, in-
stead of a cruel persecutor, of the Gos-
pel. Accordingly, he wrote to him in
substance, as follows:

He confessed that, among others, he
had treated his highness with some as-
perity '% but that, in the mean time, he
had also edited such sermons and various
lucubrations of a practical and consola-
ory stamrf, as must prove to a demon-
tration that he had no malevolence

* Maimbourg- in Seek. 37. Sleidan. VI.
45. Cochteus, 121.
f Ep. II. 134. 6. Com. de Luth. CLV.
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towaf3s any creature, and that the grea pardon for having ever used any hasty
object of all his labours, contentions, an
dangers, was to do good to mankind.

It was a great grief to him to hav
been informed that his highness becam
more and more violent. On that account
he had resolved to admonish him in a re-
spectful and an affectionate manner:—
perhaps this was the last letter he shouh
ever write to him. He called to witnes
God the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ
that, as far as his most secret thought;
were known to himself, and which Go(
certaialy knew, he was influenced en
tirely by a sense of duty, and a desire t<
promote the salvation of his highness.

He came, he said, with tears, and h<
laid his very heart at the feet of his
highness, and humbly entreated him t(
be no longer hostile to the doctrine o
Luther.

For though the duke did not believe
that Luther preached the word of God
yet he himself was so fully convinced o
it, that he was constrained to be deeply
concerned for the state of his highness's
soul; and to watch and pray for him
and not to be weary of exhorting him, i
by any means he might be the instrument
of delivering him from the jaws of Sa-
tan, and presenting him to Christ. He
entreated the duke not to despise him on
account of his low rank or meanness.
Almighty God, on one occasion, had
made use even of the organs of speech
of an ass.—He said, he was perfectly
sure that neither his highness nor any
power on earth could retard, obstruct,
extinguish, or oppress his doctrine. Men
might rage against it, but facts had shown
it would flourish, break through all ob-
stacles, extend itself, and acquire sta-
bility. The reason was, it w^s not his
doctrine, nor that of any human Jjeing
Nevertheless, it gave him great concern
to be forced to see a prince of so many
excellent endowments making horrid at-
tempts to dash to pieces that perilous
rock Jesus Christ.

He prayed God, by his Holy Spirit, to
impress his highness's mind in such a
manner, that this sincere and submissive
letter might be an instance of what So-
lomon says, that ' a soft answer turneth
away wrath.'

He was ready to make every conces-
sion to his highness, except the single
one of giving up his doctrine. He could
not do that without inflicting a deadly
wound on his conscience. He begged

and improper words respecting him, and
he cast himself entirely upon his high-
ness's clemency.

On the other hand, he, from his heart,
forgave the duke all the injurious treat-
ment he had received from his highness:
and he said, he would earnestly pray our
Lord Jesus Christ to pardon 'his high-
ness's great criminality, in having so
much opposed the word of God, that
even yet it had found no place in his do-
minions : nor did he doubt of his prayers
being'answered, provided his highness
did but desist from persecuting the Pro-
testants.

In conclusion, Luther intimated that
he might be compelled by necessity, if
the duke George persisted in his cruel
and tyrannical system of opposition to
Christian liberty, to implore the assist-
ance of Almighty God against him; and
his highness might then learn, at length,
what a sad thing it was to fight against
God. As to himself and his despised
associates, they had the most entire reli-
ance on the Divine promises.*

The excessive bigotry and prejudice of
the Saxon duke appears in almost every
line of the answer which he gave to the
preceding address. He charges Luther
with having made Wittemberg the asy-
'um of all the monks and nuns who had
robbed churches and monasteries in his
dominions : moreover, he then insinuates
that the nuns were reduced to a most de-
jraded, wretched, and scandalous situa-
tion. The devil, on account of all this
mischief, might be a friend to Luther;
but the duke could not be so. For surely
he who was sorry if any one of his very
owest rustics should lose even a cow,

ought to be much more sorry, as being
the servant of Christ, when he was
robbed both of ,the souls and bodies of
his own subjects!

In regard to Luther's Gospel, he said
t had been the cause why the holy sa-

craments, the sacred Mother of God, and
all the Saints, had been blasphemed.
These were the genuine fruits of his doc-
trines.

He then proceeds to charge Luther
cvith having revived the old reprobated
heresies, and abolished all the venerable
nodes of worshipping God ; and con-
cludes with blackening the disciples of

* Luth. Op. II. 488. Sleidan. VI. 144.
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the reformers, in every way that a preju-'
diced understanding- and a virulent ima-
gination could devise.*

CONSEQUENCES OF THE CONCESSIONS OF LUTHER.

LUTHER had too much fire in his com-
position to bear very patiently the insults
and affronts of a German prince, or even
of an English monarch. It appears,
however, that at first he had determined
to take no notice of the falsehoods and
revilings of George of Saxony. "Al l
my humble remonstrances," says he,
"a re lost upon him; nor shall I give
him any answer. For, why should not
I put up with these things: I, who am
compelled to bear the furious opposition,
even of my own Absaloms,"j

He had likewise resolved upon silence
in regard to Henry VII I . ; till he found
that his own submissive letter, together
"with the king's answer, had been trans-

• lated into German, and were published
in one little treatise, with a preface, in
which he himself was represented as
having at length openly retracted his re-
ligious principles.^:

Luther instantly comprehended the po-
licy of the papal party. He knew they
were highly gratified in being allowed to
reckon the king of England the avowed
champion of their cause. They repre-
sented his majesty's letter as replete
with good sense and erudition ;§ arid
they expected that the royal authority
would have weight among the German
populace.

It behoved, therefore, our watchful
guardian of the infant Reformation to

* Acta. Luth. Colch. 119.
t Luther alludes here to the violent and

unhappy disputes which he had at that time
with his brethren the reformers concerning
the nature of the Sacrament. To Hausm.
II. 310. In this letter he also says, " I am
glad that my answer to Erasmus pleases you.
I expect from him harsher language than
from the duke George. The viper will feel
himself seized by the throat: and my mode-
ration, in the Bondage of the Will, will have
no effect upon him. God grant I may be
disappointed; but I know that man's dispo-
sition ; and I know the organs which Satan
makes use of."

X His old adversary, Jerome Emser, was
the translator. See Coch. 144. b. and Luth.
Respons. ad. Maled. II. 493. b.

§ Coch. 127.

prevent, if possible, the mischievous cony
iequences of his unsuccessful conces-

sions ; and it was with this
view that, in the year 1527, A. D. 1527.
he printed, IN THE GERMAN
LANGUAGE, LUTHER'S ANSWER TO THE
ABUSIVE EPISTLE OF THE KING OF ENG-
LAND.

In this spirited performance, the au-
thor bids open defiance, in future, to all
the enemies of the pure Gospel of
Christ; and expresses sorrow that he
had ever been induced, in this religious
contest, to try the effect of condescen-
sions, civilities, and submissions. " H i s
adversaries were of such a kind, that
they misconstrued or perverted every-
thing he did. When he wrote with ve-
hemence and severity, they called him
arrogant and contentious : on the contra-
ry, when he was gentle and submissive,
it was instantly said, Luther natters, or
he retracts and owns his errors."—A ra-
dical dislike of the true doctrine, he said,
was the bottom of all this misrepresen-
tation.

" The arguments of his friends," he
observed, " had certainly led him to hope,
that, by a mild, humble, obsequious con-
duct, he might be the instrument of turn-
ing the hearts of several considerable
personages; for example, Henry VI1L,
George of Saxony, and Erasmus; but
he had been utterly disappointed in all
these instances. In like manner, because
he had displayed a spirit of obedience
before Cardinal Cajetan, that dignitary
immediately concluded he was going to
recant.—And it was precisely so at
Worms, that the more anxiety he showed,
and more pains he took, to conquer pre-
judice by humility and tameness, the
more did the haughty spirits of his ad-
versaries swell with pride and passion,
and lift up their crests against him."

Luther then proceeds to ask IRONICAL-
LY, whether, even now, it might not be
proper for him to adopt the same lenient
and pacific measures, and to dress up a
sort of recantation, for the inspection of
the archbishop of Mentz, the dukes of
Bavaria, and Ferdinand 1 He trusted he
might be received in their palaces, and
treated with the most exquisite dainties.
—" And what harm," he asks, " suppos-
ing his petition to be rejected?—No
harm whatever," replies Luther, with
great gravity, and laying aside all irony;
—•" for what has such a poor beggar as
Luther to do in royal palaces! whom
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does he look for there? Does he now
learn, for the first time, that Satan reigns
in such places? Oh ! foolish Luther, to
seek Christ where Satan fixes his throne!
What! has Christ any communion with
Satan? Go, Luther, and try to find John
the Baptist in splendid apartments, and
among great men, clothed in purple and
soft garments!!"

He insisted, he had a public character
to sustain; and, on that account, he
would not bear in silence to be repre-
sented as though he had retracted his
doctrines : It was not true. In his most
submissive letters, both to Henry VIII.
and to George of Saxony, he said he had
expressly guarded against any such inju-
rious construction.

He was determined therefore, in fu-
ture, to regulate his conduct by the fol-
lowing principles; namely, 1. In all
matters where the ministry of the word
of God was not concerned, he would not
only submit to his superiors, but was
ready to beg pardon even of children.
As a private man, he merited nothing
but eternal destruction at the Divine tri-
bunal. But, in regard to the ministry,
for which he considered himself as
having a commission from Heaven, there
was so much dignity in it, that no man,
especially a tyrant, should ever find him
give way, submit, or flatter. Lastly, he
besought his heavenly Father to enable
him to keep his resolution. His profes-
sion was to teach the word of God ; and
as no man ought to impose silence in that
respect, so there was a necessity that the
word should continually be sounded in
men's ears. It was useful, for support,
for consolation, for rebuke, and for the
pulling down of strong holds. " In spite
of kings and princes," said JLuther, "in
spite of the whole world, and of Satan
himself, I will never, with God's help,
desert my station,"*

In the latter part of this treatise, Luther
laments most grievously on account of
the unhappy schisms which had taken
place among the Reformers, concerning
the nature of the Eucharist. Some who
took part against him in that controversy,
he says, had been his friends, colleagues,
and brethren, whom he had cherished as
if they had been the children of his
bosom; these he now considered as se-
cret and domestic adversaries, and he
treats them with inexcusable acrimony:

but we need not here repeat what has
been before observed respecting Luther's
obstinacy and want of candour.* It may
perhaps be thought worthy of remark,
that throughout this small work, not a
syllable escapes from its author, though
then much displeased with the conduct
both of his friends and his enemies,
which indicates the Reformer to have
been dispirited or fatigued, much less
broken down or worn out by dangers and
troubles. Towards the conclusion, he
DECLARES, that, for his part, he did not
depend on human means. Christ was
his shield, and the rock of his defence,
in storms and tempests of every sort. It
was much the same thing to him, who
deserted, or who stood firm to the cause.
" Therefore, if any one disliked the bu-
siness in which he was embarked, let
him," said he, " tack aboutf and run
away. Whatever happened, he should
constantly endeavour to make the best of
the existing circumstances.—Who," he
asked, "supported him in the beginning
of this struggle, when he stood alone ?
And now he desired no one to take part
with him unless he did so voluntarily.
It was a great mistake to suppose that
he had recanted ; he never had recanted,
nor ever would. On the contrary, he
was, by Divine grace, wonderfully con-
firmed in the faith, and that daily, more
and more; so far was he from recanting
one tittle of his doctrine;—whereas, in
the writings of all his adversaries, open
and secret, he saw manifest symptoms of
languor and want of nerves. But, what-
ever might take place, his joy would
constantly be proportionate to those ex-
ertions, which, on reflection, he could
conscientiously affirm he had made for
the welfare of the Church: and without
the imputation of arrogance, he might
boldly assert, that, through his instru-
mentality, the Sacred Scriptures were
now so effectually cleared of rubbish,
and so well explained and illustrated,
that at no period within the last thousand
years had they been more generally
known, or better understood."

Luther concludes his little treatise
with giving thanks to God for the extra-
ordinary prosperity of the church to which
he belonged, and for the failure of the
disgraceful attempts of its enemies. He
owned there were some who had for-
saken the simplicity of the truth; but

Luth, Respons. II. 493. b,—497. ' Page 408. f " Vela vertat."
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that, he said, was no new thing in the'
history of religion. The Jews revolted
from Jesus Christ; and so did Galatia
and Asia from St. Paul. It ought rather
to be matter of surprise, that when the
world was destroyed by the flood, and
Sodom and Gomorrah by fire, there should
nevertheless have been found eight per-
sons who survived the former ruin, and
three righteous characters who escaped
from the latter. " Let those," continued
he, *' who please, revolt from us: it is
not in our power to prevent instances of
desertion. But it is our duty, after that
men refuse to listen to admonition, to ex-
press publicly our disapprobation of their
conduct.

" May the eternal God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ protect us, and
keep us firm in the profession of his
Gospel. Amen."

CONTIJNTUATION OF CHAPTER XIII.

1. PROGRESS OF THE REFORMATION UNDER.
JOHN THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY.

2. N E W REGULATIONS AT WITTEMBERG BOTH
IN THE CHURCH AND IN THE UNIVERSITY,
THROUGH THE ADVICE OF LuTHER.

3. T H E LANDGRAVE OF HESSE, AS WELL AS
JOHN FREDERIC, SON OF THE ELECTOR, FA-
VOURS THE REFORMATION.

4. T H E ESTABLISHMENT OF EVANGELICAL RELI-
GION IN SEVERAL PLACES.

5. PERSECUTIONS.—MARTYRS.
6. SERMONS, LETTERS, AND OTHER WRITINGS

OF LUTHER.
7. WRITINGS OF LUTHER, ZUINGLE, AND OTHER

EMINENT REFORMERS, ON THE NATURE OF
THE SACRAMENT.

1. PROGRESS OF THE REFORMATION IN SAXONY.

JOHN, the new elector of Saxony, con-
ducted the religious concerns of his do-
minions in a manner quite different from
that of his brother and predecessor, Fre-
deric. The latter connived at and tole-
rated, rather than avowed and established
the alterations introduced by Luther and
his associates. But the former no sooner
found himself in possession of the sove-
reign authority, than he exercised it with
resolution and activity, by forming new
ecclesiastical constitutions, modelled on
the principles of the great Reformer.

The natural dispositions of these two
princes, as well as the circumstances in

which they were respectively placed, led
to this difference of political procedure.
The extraordinary prudence and modera-
tion by which Frederic had justly me-
rited the surname of the WISE, constantly
induced him to temporize with the pope
and his cardinals, and to hope for the re-
storation of peace and union among the
dissentient parties. Educated, moreover,
under the bondage of papal mystery and
papal domination, of his own judgment
he scarcely dared to stir a single step
from the beaten path of implicit submis-
sion. Yet, on the other hand, the pious
and tender conscience of this prince pre-
vented him from resisting many of the
bold innovations of Luther, though ma-
nifestly levelled against the Romish cor-
ruptions and superstitions. Add to this,
he had a great reverence for the Holy
Scriptures, and also a high opinion both
of the knowledge and the integrity of
the Reformer in interpreting- them; and
hence, in various instances, he net only
did not oppose, but encouraged, though
with secrecy and reserve, his religious
plans and propositions.

Still, another circumstance of import-
ance has not been mentioned. When
Luther first ventured to withstand the
pretensions of the Roman hierarchy, the
points in dispute were little understood;
the contest was full of danger; and it
required more than even the foresight of
Frederic the Wise to be able to predict
the issue; whereas the battle was half
won when John first assumed the reins
of government. The minds of men, by
study and reflection, and by numerous
publications both of the controversial and
of the sober didactic kind, were become
much enlightened in matters of religion.
The spirit of reformation was spreading1

in all directions; and though it might
have been difficult for a prince like Fre-
deric, who for a long time had, in gene-
ral, been in the habit of .sanctioning and
enforcing the ordinances of the Romish
church, to declare open hostilities against
the pope's supremacy, his brother John,
now become elector, could feel little em-
barrassment of this sort. Sound policy,
as well as reason and justice, would dic-
tate to the new sovereign the wisdom of
making a stand, from the very com-
mencement of his government, against
the illegal and exorbitant pretensions of
the Roman See.—Happily, this excellent
prince was well qualified by nature far
the part which he had to act at this cri-
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tical juncture. For though the elector
John is nowhere celebrated for his pro-
found skill in the science of politics, yet
his moral endowments and steady tem-
per have procured him with posterity the
illustrious titles of the GOOD and the
CONSTANT. Accordingly, a character of
this stamp could not fail to be convinced,
that to temporize much longer with a
corrupt and unprincipled hierarchy might
prove fatal to the good cause. An ap-
peal had been made to the tribunal of
reason; and reason had decided already
in a manner which had astonished all
Europe. This astonishment was, there-
fore, to be roused to action, and converted
into a bold resistance, at a moment when
submissive and palliative methods must
inevitably have afforded great advantage
to the enemy. It is true, the battle was
half won; but then it was not more than
half won : for, in fact, there still remain-
ed, in opposition to Christian truth and
liberty, an alarming combination of in-
terested princes and prelates, who were
supported by multitudes of their bigoted
subjects and adherents, and who medi-
tated no less than the entire annihilation
of the infant Reformation.

How justly may we admire and adore
the goodness and wisdom of Providence,
in raising up means so suitable for carry-
ing forward and completing its sacred
purposes! The zeal and constancy of
John, the new elector of Saxony, was as
loudly called for at the present crisis, as
aver the extraordinary prudence and cau-
tion of his brother Frederic had been
found absolutely necessary only a few
years before, for the personal safety of
Luther, and the success of his early en-
deavours to reform a corrupt ecclesiasti-
cal establishment.

We ought not to omit to mention, that
John the CONSTANT had a most excellent
coadjutor in his own son, John Frederic,
who with the two names of his father
John, and of his uncle Frederic, seems
to have possessed the united virtues of
both.*

Neither should it be forgotten, that
even Frederic himself, the deceased elec-

* This prince was only about twenty-two
years of age, and had then given many
proofs of a truly pious disposition. Among
other things he had seen and urged the ex-
pediency, and even the necessity, of a gene-
ral visitation of the Church. * Com, Luth.
CLXXVII.

tor, had determined, a little before he
died, to afford a more open and substan-
tial support to the evangelical preachers
in his dominions :* and this circumstance,
no doubt, was an additional motive to his
brother and his nephew to enter on the
work of reformation with vigour and des-
patch.

2. NEW REGULATIONS AT WITTEMBERG, BOTH
IN THE CHURCH AND IN THE UNIVERSITY,
THROUGH THE ADVICE OF LUTHER.

THE University and the Collegiate
Church of Wittemberg soon experienced
a salutary renovation: a new order of
ublic worship was provided; other

churches began to be modelled after the
plan of Wittemberg; and a general visi-
tation was promised of all the churches
throughout the electorate of Saxony.f
John, and his son, John Frederic, show-
ed the utmost readiness to adopt the
counsels of Luther; but that zealous Re-
former did not always wait for theif
sanction, well aware of the difficulties
and delays which his plans might often
meet at court, from the privy-counsellors'
of the prince. However, he did not ne-
glect to transmit to the prince, in a re-
spectful manner, the formularies of the
new ecclesiastical rites and ceremonies
which, with the advice of Melancthon
and Pomeranus, he had drawn up, and
which the reformers had actually be-

n to use at Wittemberg.
The sacrament was there ad- F j r s t Admi-
ministered to the laity, for tĥ i&Sra-
the first time, in the German menttothe
instead of th&Latin language, £aity in the

ci J J.\ orwi r- A*. German lan-
on Sunday the 29th of Oct. ?uage at
1525.J The regulation of Wittemberg,
the public service of the A^IXT&S.
church, and the appointment
of well-qualified, pastors, was a matter
near the heart of the Reformer. " I am
entirely taken up," says he, in a letter to
a worthy clergyman, "with confuting
Erasmus; but I well know how much
the parishes stand in need of reform.
This is a heavy stone, which 1 am en-
deavouring to roll; and I will solicit the
prince to lend his assistance. I am con-
vinced that all we do is to no purpose, if
regular officiating pastors are not appoint-
ed. To this day our own parish is not

* Page 427.
i Comment, de Luth. VII. p. 24.
X Id. p. 23.
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settled. What must become of the rest ?
I am overwhelmed with their complaints
daily. Satan also is at work. I beg you
to visit all the parishes you can. The
prince is far from being displeased with
our exertions; and I have a great desire
to finish this business by one effective
effort."*

The elector was so far from disapprov-
ing the* new regulations of Luther, that
he sent two of his counsellors to confirm
them publicly, and to carry the same
system to a still greater extent. The
Reformer himself, however, appears to
have been the leading counsellor at this
important crisis. He stated, in writing,
at full length, the situation of the Uni-
versity,* how sadly it was on the decay,
considered as a seminary of learning and

from many popish oppressions." Like-
wise, to a similar inquiry concerning the
augmentation of the academical salaries,
Luther replied, "There is an abundance
of means for this purpose from the many
vacant offices; for the number of the
clergy in the collegiate church of All
Saints is now reduced from eighty to
eighteen. All the rest are either dead,
or have left their situations."

The most experienced financier could
scarcely have returned a better answer to
the question.

The due application of the surplus
funds of this rich church of Witternberg
had been, for some time past, an object
of considerable attention and difficulty.*
The elector Frederic, supported by the
older members of the chapter, for a long

piety: and he entreated the prince to time had resisted the abolition of private
send commissioners to fix the salaries of|masses; and during the altercations on
the professors and lecturers. He ex-(this point in 1523, he had even threaten-
plained to him what steps he himself ed the sturdy reformers with the seques-
had actually ventured to take, both in re- tration of the ecclesiastical salaries, un-
gard to the academical lectures and the!less they continued to observe strictly
divine services. He observed, that'their ancient institutions. Luther, how-
though he might have been, perhaps, too j ever, in a matter of great importance,
troublesome in this business, or evenj was not to be discouraged by disappoint-
shown too much distrust of the elector's! ment or opposition. He pressed the late
paternal care, yet he had this" excuse to'elector afresh on the same subject, with
plead, namely, that the fruit of his con-'spirit and address; and as there were
duct, however faulty or indefensible it j then three new canons, whose consci-
might have been, had proved no less ences would not permit them to comply
than the means of preserving the Uni- with the papal usages, he entreated the
versity from instant dissolution. prince to allow their stipends to be em-

Augmenta-
tion of the
Salaries of
the Clergy.

Luther with great seriousness admon- ployed for the advantage of the profes-
ished the elector to make some provision sors and students of the University,
for the poor labouring clergy; and also .The answer of Frederic was now in all
to amend the proceedings of the ecclesi-| respects gracious and favourable, and af-
astical courts. The elector took all this forded a good hope that Luther's ideas
in excellent part; but appears to have'would be adopted. In fact, by conni-

been considerably startled at|vance rather than by express directions,
the idea of augmenting the that prince had permitted the redundant
salaries of the clergy out of ecclesiastical wealth to be gradually di-
his own treasury. " That," | verted into the channels above mention-
he said, " would be a matter | ed. This redundant wealth was become

of great difficulty;" and he asked Lu-( very considerable, from the abolition of
ther what he had to propose on the sub- private masses, and many other protes-
ject. The answer was simply this : " In (tant innovations. But it is allowed by
the general visitation of the whole coun- historians, that not one halfpenny of it
try, let there be taken an accurate account was ever applied by Frederic to his own
of all the ancient revenues; and if these'specific emolument, j-
be found insufficient for the purpose, then Such disinterested conduct has render-
let the suitable payments to the officiat- ed his memory truly illustrious; and is a
ing clergy be made from new imposts on complete refutation of the rash asper-
the respective towns and parishes, which sions of those who, either through igno-
they may well bear, being now relieved ranee or malice, would insinuate that this

* To Hausman, II. 300. b. To Langus,
II. 301, b.

* Page 405. Also Seek. 276.
t Seek. 276.
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excellent prince favoured the Reformation
from motives of avarice, and secret in-
tentions of plundering the opulent eccle-
siastics. However, the elector John,
with a more enlightened conscience, and
â more magnanimous spirit, not only con-
firmed what had been barely permitted
by his predecessor during the last years
of his life, but also gave the revenues of
the deserted monasteries* for the pur-
pose of maintaining the parochial clergy
and the public instructors, both in the
churches and the schools.f He suffered
nothing to come into competition with
the Reformation, as an object of his con-
cern: and as he was undoubtedly the
first prince in Germany who openly both
resisted the popish doctrines and disci-
pline, and established the new system of
the Wittemberg theologian, he has been
justly denominated the SECOND PARENT
and founder of the Lutheran church.if:

3 . THE LANDGRAVE OF HESSE, AS WELL AS
JOHN FREDERIC, SON OF THE ELECTOR, FA-
VOURS THE REFORMATION.

THE laudable efforts of the'elector and
his son were much encouraged by the
friendly dispositions of their neighbour,
Philip, the landgrave of Hesse. These
dispositions had appeared at a conference
which they had had with the landgrave
at Creutzberg, only a few weeks before
the death of Frederic; when he had de-
clared, that rather than be a deserter from
the word of God, he would lose his
wealth, his dominions, and even his life.
Luther, whose active and comprehensive
eye was in every corner, writes thus to
Spalatinus on this occasion : " I rejoice
that the prince of Hesse has had a con-
versation with our princes. I hope it

But the duke George of Saxony was a
lamentable obstacle to any religious asso-
ciation which did not profess, as the
basis of union, implicit obedience to the
Roman See: and the opposition of this
veteran papist was at any time to be
dreaded, not merely on account of his
wealth and the number of his subjects,
but also the situation of his provinces,
which lay enclosed in the electorate of
Saxony. Philip of Hesse was his son-
in-law, and was sanguine enough to en-
tertain the hope of gaining the duke
George to the causes of the Gospel, by
writing to him a brief exhortation, full of
piety and affection. George sternly re-
plied, "That he should commit the
cause to God; for that after a hundred
years it would appear who was right and
who was wrong."—The honest land-
grave, like most young converts, had not
3̂ et been taught, by experience, how ex-
ceedingly perverse and obdurate m'en
usually become by being long hackneyed
in the ways of Pharisaical religion; but
this rough answer of the father-in-law
was an instructive lesson, no doubt, to
his son-in-law Philip. The same an-
swer produced reflections in the truly
Christian mind of the young prince John
Frederic, which deserve to be remember-
ed. " I am shocked," said he, "at the
sentiments contained in the letter of
George, especially at his saying, the

will be
pel."§

to the advantage of the Gos-

ment of Melancthon upon them. This ex-
cellent Reformer is known to have been ad-
dicted to astrology. Luther begins :

" Grace and peace. I return yon the
drawings of the solar appearances. They
are divine prodigies, my Spalatinus : but it is
not my province to comprehend their mean-
ing-.

ny
do not pretend to foretel the events

signified by such things. That red bloody
sun which appeared in the west, seems to
denote the king' of France; and the bright

* During-the tumults and the wars with!sun in the middle, the emperor. This is
the peasants, many of the monasteries were: Melancthon's opinion : at the same time, they
plundered or deserted, in addition to those; indicate the Day of Judgment. I rejoice
which by degrees had been evacuated before, i that the prince of Hesse has had a convcrsa-
Seck. 24. tion with our princes. I hope it will be to

t Comment. Luth. II. XXXVI. JBeausobre; the advantag-e of the Gospel. I have here a
III. 201. new species of fanatics from Antwerp, who

t Mosheim. Gnodalius de Bell. Rust.
§ There is something- so carious in the

assert that the Holy Spirit is nothing- more
than men's nataral reason and understand-

whole letter, that I will venture to give the i ing. How does Satan rage every where
Reader the substance of it. It should seem! ag-ainst the Word ! And this I reckon by
that certain mock suns, as the)7 are termed ' no means the slightest mark of the approach-
by astronomers, had been observed in thejing end; namely, that Satan perceives the

day is at hand, and pours forth his final fury.heavens; and Spalatinus had sent Luther a
drawing- of the appearances, with the judg-- MARTIN LUTHER,

VOL. ii, 41
Ep. II. 278.
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truth will appear after a hundred years.
What sort of faith is that which requires
an experiment to support it? Assuredly,
there is nothing of the nature of faith,
where a man will not believe till he is
convinced by experience. St. Paul says,
4 Faith comes by hearing1;' not by expe-
rience. I am grieved at the poor prince's
situation; for if he will not believe what
is true and right till after trial has been
made, and, also, if during the trial he is
determined to refuse obedience to the
word of God, ha may defer the important
business too long. *hat is, till there be
no room for repentance. I would have
every method used to cure him of his at-
tachment to popery, if, by the grace of
God, there be a possibility of doing it*
But I greatly fear all will be to no pur-
pose; and that God will harden him, like
Pharaoh, so that he will neither receive
his Word, nor regard his signal provi-
dences."*

4 . THE ESTABLISHMENT OF EVANGELICAL RELI-
GION IN SEVERAL PLACES.

THE unhappy duke George must have
suffered considerable mortification on ac-
count of the increasing propagation of
Evangelical truth during the year 1525.
The magistrates of several of the impe-
rial cities adopted the Reformation in
form.f At Nuremberg there was a pub-
lic conference, in full senate, and in the
presence of many of the inhabitants, be-
tween Osiander at the head of several of
the Evangelical teachers on the one part,
and five leading preachers of the Papal
party on the other; the issue of which
was, that there should be no more ser-
mons or ceremonies at the monasteries,
and that the monks should no longer be
exempted from the usual burdens of the
rest of the inhabitants.:): Hagenau in
Alsace received the Divine word from
Wolffgang Capito, who was a native of
Hagenau, and had been called thither
from Strasburg to strengthen the cause
of the Protestant party. Capito admin-
istered the Sacrament on Palm Sunday,
according to the Scripture method : and
on Easter Sunday, without using salt,
oil, or any papistical ceremony, he bap-
tized, before a great multitude, who had
flocked together to see the novelty, a
child of a principal inhabitant called

Wendelinus, by the name of Josiah; the
father intimating thereby, that the book
of the law was found in the reign of
Josiah, and in consequence the true wor-
ship of God restored, so the Holy Bible,
which had been in a manner lost during
the papacy, was, through the goodness
of God, found again on the birth of his
little Josiah, and the Scriptural doctrine
of Salvation restored to Germany.* At
Northasa, in Thuringia, the inhabitants
met together, read over Luther's early
writings on the Reformation, conferred
on the several points, acknowledged the
errors of popery, and determined to es-
tablish a purer church. The magistrates
seconded the wishes of the people, and
appointed the prior of the Augustine
monastery to preach the Gospel in St.
Peter's church.f

Several counties also of the empire
were evangelized about the same time;
for example, those of Hanau, Altenburg,
and Tecklenburg. In the marchionate
of Lusatia, the two elegant and rich cities
of Gorlitz and Lauban experienced a
jyimilar improvement. The clergy of the
neighbouring villages assembled in the
city of Gorlitz, and there publicly re-
nounced the authority and jurisdiction of
their popish diocesan, and at the same
lime abolished many of the Romish cus-
toms and vanities. At Dantzic, one of
the most celebrated marts of the North,
the11 progress of the Gospel was astonish-
ing. "You may learn,'5 says Luther,
" ijom one of the clergy of Dantzic, who
is come here on the express errand of re-
questing the prince to permit Pomeranus
to go among them, how wonderfully
Christ is at work in that place. We
cannot well spare him; yet in so impor-
tant an Evangelical concern, we ought,
I think, to give way. Who knows what
God may do through HIS instrumentality]
Let us neither obstruct so extraordinary
a call, nor pretend to be ignorant of its
meaning. If I weie called in this man-
ner,:): I should not dare to refuse: I
would go instantly !"

1 am persuaded no Christian reader
will be fatigued with perusing such ex-
tracts as these, or think them ill placed
in a history of the Church of Christ.
They introduce us into the very secret
corners of the hearts of the Saxon di-
vines, and prove beyond contradiction,

* Seek. II. 35.
X Scult. 301.

f Beausobre. * Scult. 294. t Id. 293.
X Id. 288, and Com. Luth. II. 12.
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what was the real spirit of the Reforma-
tion at this blessed season. Infidel oi
sceptical historians can easily inven
motives and causes which discredit reli
gion: it is more gratifying to the hostile
tempers of such men, and also gives
them abundantly less trouble, to indulge
their imaginations in forming perverse
aqd groundless conjectures, than to ex<
ercise a cool and dispassionate judgment
in a laborious search after truth : there
is, however, a pleasure in attaining a
satisfactory conviction upon a great and
interesting subject, which is the inesti-
mable reward of an honest and patient
search after truth, and which is utterly
unknown to the prejudiced writers of the
stamp here alluded to, however brilliant
may be their talents, however elegant
their compositions.

In this brief review of the increase of
evangelical light, we must not omit to
mention what happened at Francfort on
the Main. The inhabitants, through the
instructions of two laborious evangelical
preachers, had acquired such an insight
into the corruptions and abuses of the
papal system, that they assembled in a
tumultuous manner a little before Easter,
and insisted on the abolition of the po-
pish mass and other ceremonies. The
senate interfered, and informed the ec-
clesiastics of the papal party, that if they
expected the support and defence of the
magistrates, they must confute, by the
word of God, those tenets of the evange-
lical teachers which maintained that the
MASS WAS NOT A SACRIFICE. Finding
this impossible, the papistical preachers
quitted three of the principal churches,
which were immediately occupied by the
Reformers.

The successful labours at Breslaw of
that eminent divine, Doctor Hesse, and
of his assistant Moiban, have already
been mentioned.* rFhe good cause con-
tinued to prosper : most of the towns
and,cities of iSilesia followed the exam-
ple of their capital; and their excellent
bishops, James of Saltza, and Balthazar
of Promnitz, are recorded with venera-
tion in the annals of the revival of pure
religion, on account of their extraordina-
ry zeal, piety, and prudence.f

5 . PERSECUTIONS. MARTYRS.

THIS glorious progress of the truth,
and fall of Antichrist, did not take place

without the shedding of some blood of
the martyrs.

James Pavan of Bologne having been
seized in the preceding year, on account
of his profession of pure Christianity,
had recanted through fear of
death. In the course of the James Pa-
present year of 1525, he be- aSvebatnt

came bold again in the cause Paris,
of the Gospel; he preached
openly on the nature of the Sacrament;
and, agreeably to his own express wish,
was burnt alive at Paris. He surren-
dered his life, in the moment of trial,
with the utmost cheerfulness.

A German, 'named Wolffgangus
Schuch, had been appointed pastor of one
of the towns of Lorraine, and during his
faithful ministry had abolished the mass
and the worship of images1 and idols.
His congregation were accused of dis-
loyalty to the duke of Lorraine. The
duke threatened to destroy the town with
fire and sword. W. Schuch judged it
his duty to step forward voluntarily, and
defend his townsmen, though at the pe-
ril of his life. He composed a confes-
sion of his faith ; and was on
the eve of publishing it when Woiffgang-
he was suddenly cast into a burntTn*1

filthy dungeon,and condemn- Lorraine,
ed to the flames. On hear-
ng his sentence, he broke out into the

122d Psalm : and when in the fire itself
he sung the 51st Psalm.

We are told by Abraham Scultetus,
one of the most candid and credible his-
torians that ever wrote, that the ecclesi-
astical judge of Schuch, and also his as-
sessor, who was an abbot, both died of
sudden deaths a very little time after:
and the duke of Lorraine took pains to
convince his courtiers, that nothing more
was necessary for salvation than to know
Paternoster and Ave Maria.*

At Mechlin in Brabant, one Bernard,
a Carmelite friar, is' mentioned by Lu-
ther as having been burnt on
account of his open profession Bernard, a
of the Gospel.t And at the Carmelite
T r • TTI 11 J i friar, burnt
Hague in Holland, a clergy- a t Mechim
man, named John de Backer, in Brabant,
scarcely 27 years old, after
many long and vexatious examinations,
by the papistical inquisitors, merited the
crown of martyrdom. The steady good
jense and piety which appeared in this

man during his imprisonment, and his
1 Fage 384. t Scult. 303. * Scult. 317. t Ep. II. 293.
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uncommon faith and patience in the
midst of the flames, will call for some
further notice in the Appendix.*

6. SERMONS, LETTERS, AND OTHER WRITINGS

OF LUTHER.

AMIDST the new ecclesiastical estab-
lishment and regulations, which Luther,
under the auspices of the elector and his
son, was rapidly introducing into Saxo-
ny, he still found time for preaching the
word of God, and for various useful pub-
lications. In reflecting on THIS PART of
the labours of the Saxon Reformer, it
may in some measure lessen our surprise,
if we advert to two things, both of which
are beyond dispute: First, his unparal-
leled industry; time with him was al-
ways a precious thing: Secondly, his
vast fund of religious knowledge, the
result of long and patient study of the
Holy Scriptures. But, in regard to the
other part, namely, how Martin Luther,
who had spent so large a portion of his
life in a monastery, and even now was
far from being advanced in years, at-
tained such consummate prudence and
discretion for the conduct of practical
concerns in worldly affairs, may be a
matter both of curious inquiry and just
admiration. Certainly, it is easier to
account for his numerous sermons, com-
mentaries, and theological tracts, than
for his wise institutions, both in the
Church and the University, where he
had new offices and ranks and orders to
arrange, new laws and discipline to di-
gest; where the ecclesiastical and aca-
demical revenues were in the utmost
confusion, redundant on some accounts,
defective on others; and, lastly, where
the distribution of the same required
fresh inspections and reviews, as well as
the most judicious and impartial adjust-
ments. Pious minds, however, who be-
lieve that the hearts of men are prepared
and directed by a Divine superintending
agency, especially on great occasions,
will have no great difficulty here. And
in regard to those who are disposed to
explain the course of human events by
what are called natural causes, they
should, in the first place, recollect dis-
tinctly what were the specific endow-
ments of Luther, allowed by all who are
well acquainted with his history ; name-
ly, a conscientious integrity, incapable

* Appendix, John de Backer. Brandt. I.

of being warped by selfish and interested
considerations; a clear and comprehen-
sive understanding, furnishing an almost
instinctive view of the measures to be
adopted in the most critical circum-
stances ; a spirited and courageous tem-
per, constantly impelling him to deci-
sion and dispatch. Then, in the second
place, they may be put in mind, that
whatever pains they would take to ex-
clude Almighty God from the govern-
ment of his own creation, they cannot
deny that at the very period w7hen the
revealed religion was most deplorably
corrupted and defiled by human devices,
and when there was the greatest need of
a champion to contend with Antichrist,
there was actually raised up in Saxony
a personage qualified in this uncommon
degree to fight manfully under the ban-
ners of Christ, and to restore his Church
to its genuine beauty and simplicity.

Modern philosophers, as they are
called, are apt to disregard the statement
of such premises as these, merely, it
should seem, because they do not relish
the inferences to which they lead una-
voidably.

Some account of Luther's familiar ex-
position of the book of Deuteronomy has
already been given in a letter which he
wrote to the bishop ofSamland.* The
brief additions to that account, which I
may now be allowed to make, will by no
means do justice to so excellent a per-
formance ; but they will tend to illus-
trate the rare talents of the author, and
his happy turn for interpreting Scripture.
The following are, in substance, some
of his very wholesome practical direc-
tions.

" Let the Christian reader's first ob-
ject always be to find out the literal
meaning of the word of God; for this,
and this alone, is the whole foundation
of faith, and of Christian theology. It
is the very substance of Christianity ;
the only thing which stands its ground
in distress and temptation: it is what
overcomes the gates of hell, together
with sin and death, and triumphs, to the
praise and glory of God. Allegories are
often of a doubtful nature, depending on
human conjecture and opinion ; fox
which reason Jerome and Origen, and
other fathers of the same stamp, nay, I
may add, all the old Alexandrian school,
should be read with the greatest caution,.

52. * Page 399.
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An excessive esteem for these has gra-
dually introduced a most mischievous
taste among later writers; who have
gone such lengths as to support the mos
extravagant absurdities by Scriptural ex-
pressions. Jerome complains of this
practice in his own time, and yet he him-
self is guilty of it. In our days there
are some commentators, who, wherever
they find in Scripture a word of the fe-
minine gender, understand it to mean the
Virgin Mary; and hence, almost all the
revealed word is made to treat of the
Blessed Virgin. Wherefore we ought
always to observe St. Paul's rule; not
to build upon wood, hay, and stubble,
but upon gold, silver, and precious
stones ; that is, an allegory should never
be made the foundation of any doctrine,
but be introduced as a secondary thing,
to confirm, to adorn, to enrich a Chris-
tian article of faith. Never produce an
allegory to support your sentiments; on
the contrary, take care that your allego-
ry rest on some j ust sentiment as a found-
ation, which by its aptness and simili-
tude, it is calculated to illustrate."

The author's observations on the use
of pictures and images are extremely ju-
dicious.

He tells us he was not very fond of
them, and would rather that no such
thing was placed in churches. Not that
his sole reason against them was the
fear of their being worshipped as idols;
for he thinks that did but seldom happen :
he had another objection, namely, the
confidence which men were disposed to
place in them as meritorious works, espe-
cially if they were beautiful and costly:
men were apt to fancy that they had
pleased God in some way by spending
money in his service ; whereas, in fact,
the whole of what is so expended might
be employed to much better purpose in
relieving the wants of their brethren.

In his annotations on the 15th chapter
of Deuteronomy, ver. 4, he makes some
very acute and sarcastic reflections on
the pretended poverty of the papistical
mendicant orders. That whole system,
he shows, was contrary to the religion of
the Bible ; which nowhere inculcates po-
verty and want as a profession, but rather
exhorts men to remove those evils by
bounty and benevolence. The papists
boasted of their poverty and other suffer-
ings, but they themselves were sleek and
well fed. They said they had no homes
of their own ; yet they lived in palaces

41*

more superb than those of monarchs.
They talked of hunger, but they devour-
ed the provisions of every body: they
talked of thirst, but their cellars were
full: they boasted of sacrificing their
lives, but they were never in the small-
est danger, and spent their days in habits
of pleasure. It was very true that there
always would be poor persons among us,
and so our Lord had observed; never-
theless, men were not to be exhorted to
practise a voluntary poverty. Accord-
ingly, we find in the Acts of the Apos-
tles, there was not one person in want
among the primitive Christians. We
may hence learn the nature of those mo-
nastic vows in the papal scheme, which
have poverty for their object.

Luther, with great justice, blames
those divines, or lawyers, who torture
and twist the word of God, by endeavour-
ing to make it bear upon particular
questions before them. " You may take
notice of this," says he, "in the most
eminent theologians, in Augustine, and
Bernard, and even in the more ancient
fathers, Cyprian and Tertullian, who, in
their PUBLIC DISCOURSES, handle the Scrip-
tures perfectly aright, but are very apt
to pervert it in their CONTROVERSIAL
WRITINGS. Consult the writers against
Arius, consult Jerome against Joviao,
Augustine against the Manichees, Ber-
nard against Free Will, and you will be
convinced of the truth of my assertion!"

On Deuteronomy xviii, ver. 18 to 20,
where God promises to raise up a pro-
phet like unto Moses, and declares, that
" whoever will not hearken unto the
words which that prophet shall speak in
God's name, HE will require it of him,"
Luther makes excellent reflections, ex-
tremely applicable to his own times.
For example: "The furious popes and
princes of the present tjrty attempt by
violence to bring hereties to the faith;
and they burn, or otherwise put to death,
the obstinate. What is this, but arro-
gating to themselves the authority of
God, and attempting to make men do by
force, what neither they themselves nor
any man can do1? By this conduct they
show they know nothing of the nature of
Christ and his doctrine, nor of Moses's
prediction in this place."

Throughout this performance of Lu-
ther, there is a richness of matter, ex-
pressed with a native vigorous eloquence,
which will infallibly lay hold of the
minds of such as read for practical itn-
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provement in their spiritual affections,
rather than to find critical speculations
for the mere entertainment of their under-
standings. The author is very full and
very severe in his observations on the
practices of fanatics and enthusiasts. His
mind was sore at that time, and there
"was great reason for it, on account of the
mischievous proceedings of Munzer and
the rustic malcontents in the year 1525.
No man was ever a more steady and con-
sjstent enemy to mysticism than Luther.
His concluding admonitions on that sub-
ject well deserve our notice, as they
contain the substance of God's ordinary
method of leading souls to the kingdom
of heaven. "Let us," says he, "never
desert the pure doctrine of the Gospel.
We are persuaded that the substance of
our religion consists in faith, which is
the gift of the Spirit, and comes by hear-
ing the word of God. A previous and
perfect mortification of sin is not required
for this purpose: though there must be
a previous conviction of sin and of its
malignity, to humble and prepare us for
the faith of Christ. Then follows the
Gospel, which gives life and strength ;
and through that life and strength we
must contend against the evil principle
which remains in the flesh, and must aim
at no less than the obtaining of a perfect
victory over it. But we are to use the
greatest possible care, never to attribute
our justification before God to any sor
of works whatever, but to faith alone in
the heart, by which man believeth unto
righteousness.* Moreover, it becomes
those Christians who are already justi-
fied, not to condemn their,weaker breth-
ren ; for it is the glory of Christianity
that we are directed to bear one another's
burdens.f In the next place, we mus
remember not to permit our faith to be-
come drowsy and unfruitful; which i
certainly will do, if we neglect the morti
fication.of the flesh. But here again we
must guard against a twofold error
namely, lest we should suppose,—eithe:
that by our own acts of mortification w<
ean certainly procure justification and th<
gift of the Spirit,—which is the doctrine
of those insane prophets the Anabaptists
—or, that if we do not undergo certain
processes of mortification, it will be im
possible for us to be justified by the gift
of the Spirit. Evangelical knowledge in
its purity is a rare and delicate thing1.

even in good and holy men. Often the
very best Christians suffer through the
malignant influence of the flesh, and the
treacherous plausibility of works; for
hey are hereby led with an impetuosity

of spirit 1,0 aim at external mortification
and the performance of external works,
rather than to press for faith and the
Holy Spirit by importunate applications
at the throne of Grace, in reliance on the
written promises. They act as though
faith and the Spirit came by works and
mortification, whereas the contrary is the
Scriptural order of things. This malig-
nant mischievous propensity of the carnal
disposition, which leads men to set so
high a value on mortification and other
performances, must itself be mortified
with the utmost diligence ; for it fre-
quently imposes on very able men, and
prevents them from seeing the efficacy
of the word of God, which, after all, is
the power of God unto salvation to every
believer."

In these instructive passages, our com-
mentator has evidently his eye on the
enthusiastic pretences to mortification of
Munzer and his followers.* Luther's
doctrine is in perfect contrast to that of
those wild fanatics ; and is as sound and
useful as theirs must ever prove false and
mischievous. It appears to me, that one
of his great excellencies as a divine, is
the perspicuous and JUST ORDER in which
he constantly places the several doctrines
of practical Christianity, and their effects.
He is, on all occasions, solicitous to
show that the Christian life begins with,
depends on, and is perfected through, the
written Word. The law of God hum-
bles men, and is the schoolmaster which
teaches them that they can do nothing
in their own strength, f Justification and
peace of conscience are the gift of the
Spirit, through faith in the Redeemer,
without any works on our part. Hence
we rejoice, and cry, Abba,Father. There
is an end of servile fear, and of flying
away from the presence of an angry God.
There is, on the contrary, a filial access
into the grace of our heavenly Father.
This great internal change soon shows
itself in external actions. As the heart
believes, the tongue confesses \% and.
thus the Gospel is preached to others,
and the kingdom of Christ is augmented.

* Rom. x. f Galat. vi. 2.

* Page 376.
f Rom. iv. Gal. iii. Annotat. Deut. xviii.
X Romans iv. Annotat. Deut. xviii.
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Then come the cross and tribulation, on
account of the word of God; and these
explore and strengthen faith, even to the
full assurance of hope. The old man is
mortified ;* and the fruits of the new
man, which are the proper proofs of the
existence of faith and the Spirit, increase
more and more, and show themselves in
the love of our neighbour, and in an uni-
versal benignity, and disposition to peace
and goodness.f

Our commentator, in his observations
on the 21st and 22d verses of this same
chapter of Deuteronomy, " How shall
we know the word which the Lord hath
not spoken ?" &c. &c. resolves an appa-
rent contradiction, between the criterion
here laid down, and what had been said
before, in the thirteenth chapter. In the
thirteenth chapter, it is said, " If a pro-
phet or dreamer of dreams giveth a sign
or wonder, and the sign even cometh to
pass, you shall not hearken unto that
prophet, when his object is to make you
serve other gods:" whereas, in the
eighteenth chapter, and 22d verse, the
rule of judging is, "If the thing follow
not, nor come to pass, that is the thing
which the Lord hath NOT spoken, but the
prophet hath spoken presumptuously."
Luther's solution is this: When a doc-
trine has been once confirmed by Divine
authority, or by miracles, and is received,
we are not to believe an angel from
heaven preaching a contrary doctrine;
for God permits such things, merely to
prove men, whether they love him, or
not, with all their heart. But the case
is different whenever a new doctrine is
proposed for our assent: we ought not
to give credit to it, unless it be confirmed
by miracles. Having made this very
sensible distinction, Luther concludes
with telling us, that he had acted on
these very principles in his treatment of
those insane prophets, who pretended, to
hold daily converse with God, face to
face, like Moses; and who, in general,
boasted of having gifts of the Spirit be-
yond the Apostles themselves. He re-
quired them to work miracles, otherwise
they were not to be believed. They pro-
mised they would do so. " But," says
Luther, "to this day I neither see nor
hear of any. Indeed, I told them with
Bome degree of contempt, that MY GOD

* Rom. v.
f Annot. Deut. and Galat. v.

would take care that THEIR god should
not do signs or miracles,"*

The sermons of Luther were very nu-
merous ; but it would lengthen this his-
tory too much to produce many extracts.
In one of them, published about this
time, he complains, "that if good morals
be preached, then men are apt to make a
ladder of them, by which they may climb
up to heaven; and, that in that way,
through pride and a haughty confidence
in their own merits, they sin more gre-
viously than even by immoralities them-
selves ; for that sort of pride is peculiarly
odious to God; whereas .he is always
ready to receive the greatest sinners,
whenever, in true penitence, they implore
his forgiveness. On the other hand, if
men are not pressed to holiness of life,
impieties and dissolute manners are the
consequence. The medium must there-
fore be observed. Good practice must
be insisted on, but not trusted to for sal-
vation. Few, (he said,) found the right
road: for some led very bad lives;
whilst others thought of meriting heaven
by sanctimonious works, thus arrogating
to themselves, as matter of right, what
they ought to receive as the effect of mere
mercy. What was this, but to despise
the bounty of God, and to set up OUF-
selves in opposition to itT'f

Faithful and intelligent teachers of the
Gospel have always made the same com-
plaint. The fact is, men are the same,
in every age and climate, since the trans-
gression of our first parents; and the
identity of the common stock from which
the human race has descended, is per-
haps as clearly evinced by the manifest
similarity of the depraved dispositions
of the mind, as by the concurrence and
agreement of those bodily marks and
distinctions which are pointed out by
natural historians as essentially consti-
tuting1 particular classes of beings. If
the latter has been thought more to this
purpose than the former, the advantage
arises, I think, merely from this circum-
stance, that objects of the senses affeot
us sooner, and more universally, than
considerations which are purely intel-
lectual.

Most of the writings of Luther were
published on the spur of the occasion,
and have no pretensions, in general, to

* Annot. Deut. Lith. Op. III. Witt.
t Tom. VIII. Alt. in Append. Seek. 32.
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the character of correct and finished com-
positions. The author was attentive to
things ; and was not only regardless of
words, but even accustomed to the use
of scholastic barbarisms. It was on this
accouut that Erasmus had conceived him
incapable of writing with such a degree
of classical purity as appears in his reply
to that accomplished scholar; who, in
effect, was compelled to change his opi-
nion of Luther's talent for Latinity. On
ordinary occasions, the Reformer certain-
ly neglected his style. His mind was
absorbed by objects infinitely more mo-
mentous. But he appears to have been
roused to some attention in this respect,
by having to combat Erasmus; and, ac-
cordingly, he evinced on that occasion a
considerable acquaintance with polite
literature.

Having already given an account of
the concessions which Luther made by
letters, both to Henry VIII. of England,
and to the duke George of Saxony; and
having also commended the self-govern-
ment of the writer on those occasions,
and his truly Christian motives, little
more need be said in regard to those pub-
lications.* Perhaps the writing at all to
such haughty and malevolent adversa-
ries was not in itself a thoroughly judi-
cious measure; and perhaps it might
have been expected from the good sense
and experience of Luther, that he should
have foreseen the harm, or at least the
little benefit, which was likely to accrue
from it. It is to the excessive ardour of
his temper that we are usually to ascribe
the practical errors of the Saxon Reform-
er. So, in this instance, it is as certain
that honest zeal for the progress of the
Reformation was the motive of Luther,
as it is, that pride, rancour, and supersti-
tion, dictated the contemptuous answer
of Henry. A spirit not dissimilar, the
reader will have observed, pervades also
the abusive answer of George of Saxony,
though he was, in general, a much bet-
ter character than the king of England.

\yhoever carefully compares those let-
ters which contain the unsuccessful sub-
missions of Luther, with that animated
performance, by which he hoped to re-
pair his error, will be convinced how
much more he was in his natural ele-
ment, when battering fairly and openly
the strongest holds of his adversaries,
than when tampering with bigoted Ro-

Page 473—475.

man catholics, in fruitless negotiations
and concessions.*

Luther, a short time before he ven-
tured to administer the Lord's Supper in
the German language, had had the pre-
caution to compose and print a very use-
ful little book, containing thirty-eight
German hymns, with their appropriate
tunes, for the express purpose of convey-
ing and fixing in the memories of the
common people, a deal of religious in-
struction in a very concise and agreeable
manner. The subjects were,—parts of
the cathechism; leading articles of be-
lief; prayers and thanksgivings : in fact,
the book was a summary of Christian
doctrine, expressed in very neat and ele-
gant German metre; and so well man-
aged, that the harmony and modulation,
of the voice agreed with the words and
sentiments, and tended to raise the cor-
respondent affections in the minds of the
singers. On this account the author has
been called the true Orpheus of Germa-
ny ; and to his praise it is added, that he
applied his knowledge of musical num-
bers and harmonies to the excitation of
the most pious and fervid emotions in
the soul.|

In the preface of this little work he
supports the duty of church music, on
the authority of David and Paul; at the
same time he puts us in mind, that, in
singing praises, we should have our eyes
on Christ alone. "He had subjoined
the suitable tunes," he says, " to show
that the fine arts were by no means
abolished through the preaching of the
Gospel; but that, in particular, the art
of music should be employed to the
glory of God ; though he knew this sen-
timent was contrary to the romantic ideas
of some teachers, who were disposed to
allow nothing but what was purely intel-
lectual."

The letters which our Reformer, in the
exercise of his paternal care, wrote to the
several pastors and congregations of the
infant Evangelical churches, are numer-
ous, and many of them replete with ex-
cellent matter. Of one of them, address-
ed to his Christian brethen at Antwerp,
we must take some notice; first, because
it affords a striking instance of Satan'3
activity, in raising up false teachers,
whenever his kingdom is in peculiar

* See page 476, for the account of it.
t Chytrseus in Scultet. 315. Seek. Index,

III.
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danger from remarkable revivals of
Christian truth; secondly, because it
contains the writer's refutation of the
calumny of having represented God as
the author of sin; and thirdly, because
the good annalist Scultetus speaks of
this letter in the highest terms.* The
most important parts of it are in sub-
stance as follows: " He had been in-
formed," he said, " of the rise of some
very dangerous spirits at Antwerp :"f
and he believed it to be his duty to give
his Christian brethren a little honest ad-
vice. He hoped they would take his
friendly admonitions in good part; and
also, being thus forewarned, would look
well to themselves. The object of these
false teachers was to confound and per-
plex, and to draw men from the light
into darkness. Some of the articles of
their faith were as follow :

1. Every man had the Holy Spirit.
2. The Holy Spirit signified neither

more nor less than men's reason
and understanding.

3. That all men were believers.
4. That there was no hell nor eternal

punishment; and, That the body
only was condemned.

5. That every soul would possess
eternal life.

4?. That natural reason taught us to do
to our neighbour as we would he
should do to us; and that to be
so disposed was faith.

7. That by concupiscence men did not
sin against the law, unless their
wills were consenting.

8. That he who had not the Holy Spi-
rit was incapable of sin, because
he was devoid of reason.

" Now," said Luther, " there is not
one of these articles, except the seventh,
which merits the smallest attention ; and
ye will do well to treat both the doc-
trines, and those who maintain them,
with contempt. One of these teachers
came to me; and a more inconsistent,
impudent, petulent, lying spirit I never
saw or heard to speak. There is one
point which he insisted on with the ut-
most pertinacity; namely, that God did
not permit sin, because such permission
could not take place without the will of

* Annal. 1525,
f These dangerous spirits have been just

mentioned before in a letter of Luther's, at
page 481, in the note,

God : for who could compel the Al-
mighty to permit sin ?"

The author then proceeds to this ef-
fect : " 1 have no doubt but the man will
falsely accuse me to you, as though I
had said that God has absolutely a plea-
sure in the existence of sin, for its own
sake. To which charge I answer, that
the representation is injurious and false.
What I do maintain is this: That God
has forbidden sin by the most express
precepts; and that this part of his will
is both perfectly clear, and also necessa-
ry for us to know. But how it happens
that he should permit men to sin, and
that they should consent to the perpetra-
tion of sinful actions, he has not thought
proper that we should know; otherwise
he certainly would have opened these
matters to us, had it been his will that
we should have been made partakers of
his secret counsel. St. Paul himself
disapproves of these curious inquiries ;

Nay but, O man, who art thou, that re-
pliest against God!' "

In conclusion, he exhorts his brethren
not to listen to those contentious and
troublesome spirits, who would harass
their minds with profound speculations
concerning the secret will of God. " Is
it not enough that the commands of God
have no ambiguity 1 God detests sin.
That is sufficient for us; but how sin
comes, and why he permits it, these are
points which we should leave with Him.
A servant ought not to inquire after his
master's secrets, much less to know
them; still abundantly less does it be-
ome a poor miserable creature to pry

into the mysteries of the Divine Majesty,
his Creator. See then that ye hold to
what is useful and necessary ; and avoid
futile, trifling, contentious points, that
tend nothing to edification. Once more;
Avoid everything that is above your
comprehension, and rest in the plain pre-
cepts of God. To learn Christ and his
commandments aright, even though a
man does nothing else, requires a whole
life."*

During these incessant labours of this
indefatigable servant of God, his life
was attempted to be taken
away by poison. A Polish An attempt
Jew, a doctor of medicine, LuE™
came to Wittemberg, having Feb.'i525.
agreed to do this business for

*Aurif.£p. 11.281.
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two thousand pieces of gold. Luther
describes him as a man of wonderful
cunning and versatility ; and as capable
of committing any crime. The doctor
and his accomplices were seized, and
carried before a magistrate ; but they re-
fused to make any confession; and Lu-
ther entreated that they might be set at
liberty, rather than be examined by TOR-
TURE, according to the custom of those
times. Nevertheless, he expresses hii
entire belief that he was the very man
who had been pointed out to him by the
letters of certain friends. He says, " he
answers their description in all respects;
and that every circumstance also con-
curred to identify the person of the Jew,
and prove his guilt."*

7. WRITINGS OF LUTHER, ZUINGLE, AND OTHER
EMINENT REFORMERS, ON THE NATURE OF
THE SACRAMENT.

THOSE labours of Luther, which he
employed in the Sacramental controver-
sy, can afford but little satisfaction to
Christian readers. We are compelled,
indeed, in reviewing them, to recognize
that zeal and fervour, and conscientious-
ness, which ever marked the character
of this great Reformer; but, alas! all
these excellent qualities were in this in-
stance sadly sullied, by a LAMENTABLE
obstinacy and perverseness of temper :f
Lamentable—not merely as displaying"
defects of an eminent Christian ;—for
where shall we find perfection T—not
merely as leading this eminent Chris-
tian to act inconsistently, and in direct
opposition to his general principles of
toleration and mutual forbearance in all
things not essential;—but lamentable,
as very materially affecting the success
and progress of the Reformation itself,
by disuniting its leaders, and preventing
a fraternal communion among them.

For some time past the leaven of con-
tention had been deeply at work, and

was now exerting its mis-
the !acra°f c^ i e v 0 l l s operation with great-
m!ntafrC(in- e r strength and less secrecy,
troversy. The absurd argumentation of

Carolstadt had given Luther
a great advantage in the Sacramentarian
dispute; but such able and learned di-
vines as Zuingle and Ecolampadius were
not to be overawed or silenced, either by
the talents and knowledge, or by the au-

j thority and violence of Luther. As they
were in a good cause, and were con-
vinced both of the nonsense and of the
non-necessity of having recourse to such,

l a doctrine as that of consubstantiation in
j the interpretation of Scripture, they re-
solved to oppose it with firmness and
perseverance.

Luther, in his treatise against the Ce-
lestial Prophets,* had endeavoured to ex-
pose the novel ideas which had been
broached by Carolstadt on the nature of
the Eucharist. About the same time, or
a little sooner, Zuingle published his
sentiments on this subject, in a letter
addressed to Matthew Albert, the pastor
of Ruetlingen, who, as he had been in-
formed, was then engaged in discussing
the question with one of his brethren.

He opens his mind at once, expressing
his apprehension, that either many per-
sons most sadly mistake the matter, or
else that he himself makes a greater
mistake than they all; and further, that
unless the just interpretation of Scripture
throughout, and unless common sense
and piety itself deceive him, divines had
all missed their aim for a long time : but
that he could not pretend, in the short
compass of a letter, to enter into the his-
tory of the error now so prevalent. He
intimates that Carolstadt had circulated
among the people an ill-timed little pam-
phlet of three pages, intituled, On the
EXECRABLE ABUSE CF THE EUCHARIST,
in which there were many things that
pleased, and some that displeased him.
There was truth in the pamphlet, but it
was delivered in a way rather to offend
than to edify : Carolstadt had not rightly
explained the matter. Moreover, Zuin-
gle adds, that the same author was re-
ported to have prepared another pam-
phlet, still much less to the purpose, in
which, by his unreasonable scoffs and
sneers, he had degraded the subject: the
people were already sufficiently alarmed
with the novel ideas concerning the Sa-
crament, and such a mode of treating it
seemed as if calculated on purpose to in-
crease their aversion.f

The epistle to M. Albert appears to
have been the first effort of the pen of
Zuingle in the Sacramentarian contro-
versy. Large extracts from the writings
of the several combatants, who engaged
in this contest, cannot be necessary in

* Amsdorf, II. 270. b.
t Pages 408 and 419.

G. Spal. Id. * Mentioned in page 412.
t Op. Zuing. II. 153. Scult. 234.
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our times :—This, from Zuingle, it may
be observed, furnishes an additional tes-
timony to the truth of the account before
given of the ungovernable spirit of Ca-
rolstadt.

Luther, in his treatise against the Ce-
lestial Prophets, answers Carolstadt's
arguments against the real presence. He
does not pretend to understand how the
bread is bread, and, at the same time,
the body of Christ; but insists on the
necessity of adhering close to the words
of Christ.

Bugenhagius Pomeranus published a
letter, both in German and in Latin,
against the NOVEL ERROR of the Sacra-
mentarians;* in which he contends, that
the argument of Zuingle, drawn from the
words 'The flesh profiteth nothing,' is a
mere DREAM of the imagination, when
those words are adduced to show that
*This is my body,' means, This SIGNIFIES
my body. "The evangelists," he says,
"never use the word is in that sense;
and, moreover, that the expression, 4The
flesh profiteth nothing,' is not to be un-
derstood as applicable to the flesh of
Christ, but to that carnal construction
which the disciples of Christ wyere dis-
posed to put upon the words of their
master." Zuingle on this occasion an-
swers smartly; " You say, that in argu-
ing thus I do but DREAM. Be it so. I
consider even this as a concession in
some degree: for those who see nothing
in my argument must be COMPLETELY
ASLEEP."j-—Zoingle's reply to Bugen-
hagius is dated Oct. 1525.

But this excellent and learned Refor-
mer had composed and published, some
months before, in the course of the same
year, a very elaborate commentary on
true and false religion; in which he not
only treats on all the great points both
of natural and revealed theology, but also
on the controverted questions between
the papists and protestants, and, among
others, on the meaning of the Eucharist.
He undertook this work, he tells us, at
the express desire of several learned and
pious characters both of France and Italy;
and though he attacks the corruptions,
idolatry, and avarice of the papacy in the
plainest and most animated language, he
boldly dedicates the treatise to Francis I.
of France. It was, he said, a most

* It is addressed to John Hesse, the ex-
cellent pastor of Breslaw. Hospin. II. 64.

t Zuingle ad Pom. Respond.

Christian book; and Francis's title was
that of 'His most Christian Majesty:'
Moreover, the people of France were of
old celebrated for their religion: Lastly,
there was great intercourse between
France and Germany; and as the Ger-
mans had begun to open their eyes to
evangelical light, the author felt it his
duty to contribute to the restoration of
those salutary beams in the neighbouring
country. Men had been long in Egyp-
tian bondage; and, in spite of the point-
ed admonitions of Christ and his apos-
tles, had been so foolish as to serve more
absurd false gods than any which the
heathen nations ever served : for what
nation, he asks, ever worshipped a poor
mortal man just going to expire, as the
modern nations had worshipped the Ro-
man pontiff? Or when did kings and
emperors FALL DOWN to adore the only
great and good God 1 To KNEEL had by
them been esteemed sufficient. Who
ever kissed or embraced the feet of
Christ, except particular persons from
extraordinary affection 1 whereas, on the
contrary, no one is admitted to speak to
the pope without first kissing the shoe
of this god. Thus, he adds, as a punish-
ment for our sins, we have been so long
blind to this abominable idolatry.#

This performance of Zuingle, including
an appendix on the Eucharist, consists of
very nearly two hundred folio pages, and
is a noble monument of the author's
piety, learning, and intellectual powers,
as well as a decisive proof of the blessed
recovery of Christian truth in Switzer-
land at that time. It was scarcely pos-
sible but that a writer of this stamp
should be conscious of his own strength.
Accordingly, Zuingle, notwithstanding
his moderation and pacific disposition in
general, concludes his aforementioned
letter to Bugenhagius with an animation
and confidence bordering almost on me-
nace or defiance. " Himself and his
brethren the Swiss divines," he said,,
"were not in habits of controversy;
neither, as yet, had they mentioned by
name any one person of the many who
had formed erroneous judgments on the
Eucharist and other popish tenets. But,"
continues he, " if either you or any other
be determined at all events to have a
contest with me, I certainly deprecate
the thing exceedingly; yet if it cannot
be avoided, I shall, under the shield of

* II. De Ver. et Fals. Rel. 158.
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truth, and under the inspection and
auspices of Christ, light so as not like
one that beateth the air. Moreover, I do
exhort you and all others to abstain from
that very bad custom of abuse. We
ought to investigate the truth by Scrip-
ture and by reasons, and not by tribuni-
tial clamours. We shall have plenty of
enemies, and plenty of outcries against
us, even though we conduct ourselves
with the greatest possible moderation.
Will the Roman See be silent] Will
those princes be silent who are ashamed
of the Gospel 1 Let us then follow after
truth in its utmost purity. I do not think
Antichrist can be completely subdued,
unless this error of consubstantiation be
rooted up; and, as the truth has broken
in upon us, we should not suffer our-
selves to be led by human authority.

While Zuingle was thus opposing at
Zurich the Lutheran tenet of consub-
stantiation, Ecolampadius was employed
in the same manner at Basil; and, to say
the least, displayed equal learning, piety,
and moderation. A full year before, he
had preached a sermon on the Lord's
Supper, whic-h had made a great impres-
sion on the minds of the people, and was
become the topic of general conversation.
It was at this moment that the modesty
and diffidence of Ecolampadius yielded
to the entreaties of his friends, who were
pressing him to publish his sentiments
on the Sacramental controversy. Ac-
cordingly, he edited his celebrated trea-
tise ON THE GENUINE MEANING OF OUR
LORD'S WORDS, 4 THIS IS MY BODY ; ' which
drew from Erasmus that memorable
eulogium on its accuracy and solidity,
" —that it might deceive the very elect :"*
and this he repeats in his letters even to
Bedda and to the bishop of Lingen.

The senate of Basil were so much
alarmed on the appearance of Ecolampa-
dius's book, that they directed the sale
of it to be suspended, till its contents
should have undergone an examination.
Erasmus was one of the censors on this
occasion ; and his report, as it is perfectly
in the character of the man, will amuse
the reader. " Mighty lords," says he,
"at the instance of your Highnesses 1
have read the publication of John Eco-
lampadius; and, in my opinion, it is a
learned, eloquent, and elaborate perform-
ance. I should be disposed to add, it is
a pious performance, if anything could

• See the note in page 458.

be pious which opposes the JUDGMENT
AND CONSENT OF THE CHURCH."* ECO-
lampadius traces the papistical tenet of
the REAL PRESENCE to Peter Lombard;
and contends, that every one of the fa-
thers had held that the words, 'This is
my body,' were not to be taken literally.
He dedicates his work to his brethren,
the Christian divines throughout Suabia.

Of these divines, an assembly of four-
teen met together at Hall in Suabia, and
concurred in a repJy to the sentiments of
Ecolampadius. Brentius, however, is
believed to have been the chief author of
this composition. These good ministers
maintained, that as the words of God,
spoken on the occasion of the brazen ser-
pent, namely, 'Every one that is bitten,
when he looketh upon it, shall live,' con-
veyed to the image of brass a healing
efficacy, so the words used in the cele-
bration of the Eucharist, 'This is my
body,' caused the body of Christ to be
united to the bread.j"

Ecolampadius was in no wise intimi-
dated by the joint efforts of the confede-
rate divines. He replied to them imme-
diately; and asserted, that the arguments
which they had produced tended to es-
tablish his own opinions. Zuingle ani-
madverted with great severity on the rude
manner in which, he said, they had treated
that most harmless of men, Ecolampa-
dius. He allowed it was a season when
the press teemed with boisterous publi-
cations ; but he most solemnly affirmed,
that he had not seen any one in which
there was so little to commend as in
this of Brentius. Throughout the whole
work there was a force put upon the Sa-
cred Scriptures : there was also in it an
unmeasurable haughtiness; and, lastly,
the confederacy itself of the authors was
novel and indecorous. To these four-
teen persons, he said, he could oppose
two hundred ; for almost the whole world,
either openly or privately, differed from
them in sentiment. Yet these dictators
had ostentatiously signed their names to
a summary of doctrine on the Sacrament,
which they had scarcely so much as
explained to their own congregations.
Their performance contained very little,

* Hospin. II. 57. Urstis. Chron. Bas. in
Gerdes. Hist. Evan. Reform. II. 295. Or in
Jortin's Appendix, XXXIV.

t This book is intitled Syngramma Suevi-
cum, de Verbis Ccense. Dupin. Scult. 250.
Hosp. 60.
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except this slanderous accusation,—that
those who differed from them were de-
luded by Satan;—a manifest proof of
their own diabolical spirit! In regard to
Ecolampadius, Zuingle affirmed, that he
was a model of piety and erudition; and,
moreover, that many of those fourteen
divines had derived from him what know-
ledge they had of languages; and that
therefore their ungrateful and disrespect-
ful conduct towards their instructor, was
unworthy of the Christian character, and
merited not only rebuke, but execration.
Men might praise such writers as much
as they pleased, but they would be beaten
on this subject as often as they appeared
in print. He could easily, he said, have
restrained this effusion of resentment;
but to see the heavenly doctrine attacked
in such arrogant language, was more
than any one ought to bear with pa-
tience.*—These observations of Zuingle
are far from being conciliatory; nor was
it probable that a man of Luther's temper
should pass them over in silence.

The Strasburgians, however, were very
laudably employed in endeavouring to re-
pair the breach, which was growing
wider and wider, between the Lutheran
and the Helvetian churches. They even
sent over Caselius, their professor of the
Hebrew language, to Wittemberg, for
the express purpose of promoting union
and brotherly love among the contending
parties. The answer with which this
learned professor was charged by Luther
to return to the protestants at Strasburg,
will at once prove both the nature of Ca-
selius's commission to Wittemberg, and
also that lamentable state of contention
and irritation which at this juncture im-
peded the progress of the Reformation.

Luther admitted, that nothing was
more to be wished than peace and har-
mony. He had done, he said, every-
thing in his power to promote that end.
The adversaries knew, in their con-
sciences, that they were the first movers
of the contest. It did not become him
to be silent forever, while Zuingle and
Ecolampadius, by their successive pam-
phlets, raised such disturbances ;—unless
indeed he was to give up his ministry
and the cure of souls. It was not to be
borne that they should continue to talk,
cause confusion among hi6? people, and
weaken his authority, and that notwith-

standing he must give way and hold his
peace.

It had been said, he ought to abstain
from railing. But how was it possible
for him to confute or contradict, without
condemning errors? and yet the language
which was unavoidable on such an occa-
sion, they called railing. He wished to
know whether these extraordinary modest
persons were cr were not guilty of rail-
ing, when they traduced him and his
friends in their books, under the denomi-
nation of FLESH-EATERS, worshippers of
a God that could be eaten or turned into
bread, deniers of the redemption by the
cross. Such was their modesty; and
thus were himself and his friends slan-
dered. Hitherto, he had patiently sub-
mitted to this treatment; whereas his op-
ponents could not bear to be told, that
they erred in their interpretation of Scrip-
ture. He therefore informed them ex-
plicitly, that he would endure all this no
longer.

He proceeds to say, he did not approve
of the advice of the Strasburgians, that
good Christians should be directed not to
meddle with the question concerning the
REAL PRESENCE, but should be exercised
in the word and in faith. " In the VERY
WORDS themselves,"* he said, " was im-
plied the presence of the body and blood ;
moreover, the attention of the common
people had been so much roused by the
dispersion of the numerous pamphlets of
the Sacramentarians, that it could not.
now be diverted from the subject. They
ought to have been silent at first: it was
now too late to aim at silence."

In effect, either one party or the other,
he said, must be considered as the minis-
ters of Satan. There could be no me-
dium. What agreement between Christ
and Belial? He would be glad to have
peace, but not at the expense of that
peace towards God, which is purchased
for us by Jesus Christ.

He therefore earnestly besought his
brethren, by Christ Jesus himself, and
by everything in Christ that was dear,
to avoid this pernicious error, and to
cease from seducing the souls of men, to
the very imminent danger of their salva-
tion. Of their commendations of the ho-
liness of Ecolampadius and Zuingle, and
their respective churches, all men must
rejoice to hear : at the same time, Luther

* II. Zuingle and Theob. Bil.
VOL, II. 42

This is my body.
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warned them of the lengths to which Zu-
ingle was disposed to go in the article of
Original Sin; and he added, that he was
so much disturbed by the sentiments con-
tained in their letter, as not very well
to comprehend what they meant either by
the term Church or Holiness.

In conclusion, he admitted that the Sa-
cramentarians, if they persisted, might
do much mischief, but WOULD NEVER CON-
QUER. He lamented that Zuingle had
taken so much offence at one of his ex-
pressions, namely, " that what he wrote
MUST be true;" because this captious
spirit, he conceived, was a proof that
Zuingle harboured against him some se-
cret grudge: and lastly, he asked upon
what grounds THEIR BOASTING OF THEIR
EXPERIENCES and of the witness of the
Spirit was to be allowed, if Luther was
to* be denied the privilege of asserting in
his turn, with equal confidence, what he
knew to be true.*

The papal party beheld these dissen-
sions among the reformers with infinite
satisfaction. " How dangerous," said
they in triumph, " was it to desert the
parent Church ! Doubts, difficulties, and
contentions, must be the inevitable con-
sequence !" Moreover, as Luther's doc-
trine of consubstantiation was much less
offensive to them than that of the Sacra-
mentarians, it was natural that they
should, in this instance, prefer the pro-
testants of Saxony to those of Switzer-
land. We are told indeed that the pa-
pists not only relaxed in their opposition
and animosity to the former, but that they
even praised them, exceedingly esteemed
them, and almost heartily forgave them
all the mischief they had done.f Spala-
tinus himself expressly informs us, that
the rulers and inquisitors of Belgium
gave a decided preference to the princi-
ples of the Saxon Reformer.

Nothing, however, could be further
from the mind of Luther than any spe-
cies of compromise with the Roman hie-
rarchy. Between him and the papists,
there was not merely one, but many gulfs,
which were absolutely impassable. The
Saeramentarian tenet would have add-
ed another;—whereas Luther unhappily
made that the foundation of a perma-
nent dissension among the Evangelical
brethren.—What blindness of under-

* Scult. 252. Luth. Ep. II. 302.
f Levatcr in Scult. 255. Hospin 63.

standing, what obstinacy of temper,
what uncharitableness of judgment; yet,
in the same man, what integrity of prin-
ciple, what reverence for the Scriptures,
what sensibility of conscience !—In one
word, what an assemblage have we here
of contradictory motives and qualities, at
once contributing to influence and direct
the conduct of this extraordinary charac-
ter!!*

Luther was so much pleased with the
little treatise of the fourteen Suabian
ministers, that he procured a translation
of it into German ; and also wrote a pre-
face to it, by which he gave great offence
to the Swiss divines. He calls the tenets
of the Sacramentarians, novel dreams;
and ridicules them for having had re-
course, in the space of only one year, to
six different expositions of the concise
expression, 'This is my body.'f

In the year 1526, the mind of Luther
appears to have been excessively agitated
by the Sacramentarian con-
troversy. " I am challenged," A.D. 1526.
says he, " by Ecolampadius;
and I meditate an answer, if I had but
leisure. It grieves me to the heart to see
so great a man ensnared by frivolous ar-
guments. May God have mercy on
him!"

Again: "This Sacramentarian pes-
tilence makes havock, and acquires
strength in its progress. Pray for me, I
beseech you, for I am cold and torpid. A
most unaccountable lassitude, if not Sa-
tan himself, possesses me, so that I am
able to do very little. Our ingratitude,
or perhaps some other sin, is the cause of
the Divine displeasure : certainly our no-
torious contempt of the word of God
will account for the present penal delu-
sion, or even a greater. I was but too
true a prophet, when I predicted that
something of this kind would happen."^:

To another friend he writes thus :
" If I had not known, from experience,

that God in his anger did suffer men to be
carried away with delusions, I could not
have believed that so many and so great
men would have been seduced by such
trifling and childish reasonings, to sup-
port this pestilential, this sacrilegious
heresy.—I ask what argument is there
in this; « Christ is at the right hand of

* Pages 408, 408, and 418.
t Hospin. 65.
$ To Hausman, 319, 320.
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the Father, therefore he is riot in the Sa-
crament.' Again, 'The flesh profiteth
nothing, therefore the body of Christ is
not in the Sacrament.' Yet these are
their best arguments. Surely it is mad-
ness to be moved by such levities, in op-
position to the simple indisputable word
of Christ, 'This is my body !' "*

In a like strain he addresses a faithful
minister at Augsburg:

" Grace and peace. May Christ pre-
serve you! Our ingratitude and con-
tempt of the divine word is the cause
why God has permitted Satan to rage in
this manner. I have often foretold that
our ingratitude would be punished with
wars and divisions among ourselves. Do
you be firm, and keep together your little
flock. I am all on fire to profess openly
for once my faith on the Sacrament, and
to expose the tenets of our adversaries to
derision IN A FEW WORDS ; for they will
not attend to an elaborate argument. I
would have published my sentiments
long ago, if I had had leisure, and Satan
had not thrown impediments in my
way."]-

With these views and impressions,
Luther preached and published at Wit-
temberg a sermon on the sacrament of
the body and blood of Christ. The ob-
ject of his discourse was,—to avoid all
prolix and intricate argumentation, and
to state briefly to the people his own sen-
timents on the Eucharist, and the Scrip-
tural proofs of them; which he conceived
to be so clear and convincing, as to pre-
clude all controversy or contrariety of
opinion.

In the former part of this address, Lu-
ther observes, that, within the last two
years, there had arisen six, if not seven
dissentient sects; all of which however
agreed in this common sentiment, that
the body and blood of Christ was not
present in the Sacrament. " The great
cause, the very fountain of their error," he
said, " was this; they did not strictly
adhere to the words of Christ. In these,
there was no ambiguity whatever; but
men gave way to their own roving ima-
ginations ; and supposed, that in believ-
ing the presence of Christ in the bread
and wine, their adversaries conceived the
body of Christ to be extended in every
direction throughout the whole world, in
order that every person living might take
and eat of the same individual body.

* To Stifel, 319,320. t To Dr. Frosch, id,

Factious spirits," he said, " always acted
n this way. They first formed to them-

selves an opinion which was purely ima-
ginary ; and then they tortured Scripture
to support that opinion.

' The true believer," continues Luther,
"asks himself this question: What is it
to me how Christ becomes present in the
Sacrament? My business is, to believe
Him who cannot lie. The words are quite
clear; a child may understand them.
There is not the slightest ambiguity in
such words as, To take bread, To give
thanks, To break bread, To give bread,
To command, To eat, To drink, This is
my body.—What incredible and unceas-
ing pains have been taken to cast an ob-
scurity over these luminous and perspi-
cuous terms, and to make them signify
just what every one has fancied in /his
dreams !"

" But it is absurd to suppose the body
of Christ to be in more than a hundred
thousand places at once.

"This is not more absurd than the dif-
fusion of the soul through every part of
the body. Touch any part of the body
with the point of a needle, and the whole
man, the whole soul is sensible of the
injury. If then the soul be equally in
every part of the body, and you can give
no reason for it, why may not Christ be
every where, and every where equally in
the Sacrament1? Tell me, if you can,
why a grain of wheat produces so many
grains of the same species: or why a
single eye can fix itself at once on a
thousand objects, or a thousand eyes can
be fixed all at once on a single minute
object.

" Take another example : What a fee-
ble, poor, miserable, vanishing thing is
the voice of a man ! yet what wonders it
can perform—how it penetrates the hearts
of multitudes of men ! and yet not so as
that each person acquires merely a por-
tion of it, but rather, as if every indivi
dual ear became possessed of the whole.
If this were not a matter of experience,
there would not he a greater miracle in
the whole world. If then the corporeal
voice of a man can effect such wonders,
why may not the glorified body of Christ
be much more powerful and efficacious
in its operations? '

" Further; When the Gospel is preach-
ed through the exertion of the human
voice, does not every true believer, by
the instrumentality of the Word, become
actually possessed of Christ in his heart?
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Not that Christ sits in the heart, as a
man sits upon a chair, but rather as he
sitteth at the right hand of the Father.
How this is, no man can tell; yet the
Christian knows, by experience, that
Christ is present in his heart. Again,
every individual heart possesses the
whole of Christ; and yet a thousand
hearts in the aggregate possess no more
than one Christ. The Sacrament is not
a greater miracle than this.

" But it is also said, that there is no
USE in the actual presence of the body of
Christ.

" You may as well say, there is no use
in Christ's being born of a virgin ; there
is no necessity that Christ should be a
Divine person; there is no necessity that
God should send his Son from heaven to
undergo a cruel and ignominious death.
God is omnipotent: Sin, death, and Satan,
are all in his hand: and He, no doubt,
could have devised a different method of
justifying sinners;—He had only to speak
the word.

" The answer," said Luther, " to all
such speculations, is this: If God, in his
revelation, has described anything to be
necessary, let all created beings submit
in silence. Christ uses plain words,
'Take, eat, this is my body;'—whatever
Christ says, I am bound to believe, and
without wavering."

He then proceeds to ridicule the vari-
ous interpretations which had been given
of the words, " This is my body." " One,
namely Carolstadt, says, the word THIS
does not mean the bread; and therefore
he understands the expression in this
way, ' Take, eat, for THIS is my body,'—
that is, he supposes the Saviour, at the
time of speaking, to point towards his
own person. Another, for example, Zuin-
gle, changes the plain meaning of the
verb is, and, with Ovid's art of meta-
morphQsing, interprets it by the word
SIGNIFY. Then, in the third place, Eco-
lampadius insists on a still different mode
of understanding these few words, ' This
is my body :' according to him, the words
MY BODY signify the figure or the repre-
sentation of my body.

" Let us lay aside," said Luther, " all
such contemptible reasoning; let us sim~
ply adhere to the express declaration of
Scripture, and believe that the body and
blood of Christ are present in the bread
and wine. Not because Christ is present
nowhere else with his body and blood;
since he, together with his body and

blood, exists most perfectly and com-
pletely in the souls of true believers; but
because it has pleased him to assure us
where and how we may apprehend him,
and become actually partakers of himself.

"The great USE of the Sacrament,"
says our author, in the second part of his
discourse, "is, that the FAITHFUL COM-
MUNICANT may not only believe that the
body and blood of Christ are there pre-
sent, but that Christ himself is thereby
given to him AS A FREE GIFT. He is
therefore to preserve a lively attention to
the injunction, 'Take, eat, this is my
body, which is given for you ;' for these
are the very words which give strength
to his faith. There are two positions in
the Sacrament, both of which are the ob-
jects of the true Christian's faith. The
first is, the real presence of the body and
blood of Christ; and this the papists pro-
fess that they believe;—the second is,
that the body and blood of Chjist are
freely bestowed upon us, without any
merits of our own; which the papists do
not believe. Now our adversaries, the
Sacramentarians, place all the virtue of
the Eucharist in a mere commemoration
of the death of Christ; and they contend
that the bread and wine are no more than
symbols by which we make it plain to
others that we are Christians : Whereas
our doctrine is, that, in receiving the
bread and wine, our Lord freely bestows
his body and blood, and that we appro-
priate these to ourselves, and become
actually possessed of them for the remis-
sion of our sins. Thus Christ becomes
ours; and poor miserable sinners are
hereby delivered from the dread of death
and hell, and become children of God,
and heirs of a heavenly kingdom. And
it is for these great ends and purposes
that we come to the Lord's table."*

The explanations of Brentius, who
was the representative of the fourteen
Suabian divines, could not be materially
different from those of the preceding dis-
course, because Luther expresses the
most unqualified approbation of that per-
formance. Brentius observes, that the
presence of Christ is effected in the Sa-
crament, through the power and efficacy
of the WORD ; by which power and effi-
cacy, to use the very expression of Au-
gustine,—the element of bread becomes
A SACRAMENT, and the WORD itself ac-
quires a VISIBILITY ; that is to say, Just

* De Euchar. VII. 335,
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as Christ is present in his Word, in the
same manner he is rendered present, and
is offered to us in his Sacraments. And
again; In the very same manner by
which Christ gives us his body in the
Eucharist, he presents us with all his
Gospel, through which not only his body
and blood become present, but the whole
power of God, the whole Godhead itself,
together with all the Divine excellencies.
Surely no man can be so impious, as to
deny, that by faith we may eat the flesh
and drink the blood of Jesus Chri'st. St.
John says, 4 My flesh is meat indeed, and
my blood is drink indeed ;' meaning that
these things are so to the faithful. Now
if the faithful do eat the flesh and drink
the blood of Christ, that flesh and blood
must be present; for if they were not
present, they could not be eaten or
drunken. The author goes on thus;
*' The bread of the Sacrament, as far as
it is ordinary bread, we handle, break,
eat, and grind with our teeth; but the
body of Christ we receive through the
power of these words, ' THIS IS MY BODY :'
so that,—as it hath been well observed,
—'what we eat enters the stomach, what
we believe enters the mind.' Neverthe-
less it must be remembered, that though
it is by faith that we eat the body of
Christ, and drink his blood, this does not
deprive the bread of the presence
Christ; or, in other words, though it be
true that we SPIRITUALLY eat the body of
Christ, yet we are not on that account to
deny that we become partakers of that
body in receiving the bread of the Sacra-
ment."*

Let us now turn for a few moments to
Ecolampadius himself, who, with a pious
and Christian view to peace and union,
drew up what he calls his confession on
this subject.

" I have no hesitation," says he, " to
own that the body of Christ is present
with the bread, in the same manner in
which it is present with the WORD itself,
by which the bread becomes a Sacra-
ment, and the Word becomes visible."
And again : "Those express themselves
well, and in a truly religious way, who
say that they come to the Lord's Supper,
even to eat the body of Christ. Also,
Those talk profanely and contemptuous-
ly, who say that they obtain nothing
there except bread and a sign of their
Christianity: for such persons do hereby

demonstrate their infidelity. A believer
considers himself as treated like a trai-
tor, if he is represented as having eaten
the Sacrament only, and not the thing it-
self, which the Sacrament implies; al-
though it be true that he receives the for-
mer with the mouth, and the latter with
the mind of faith."

This is a very material part of the con-
fession of Ecolampadius, who concludes
with observing, that he did not see how
he could depart from it, even so much as
the breadth of his finger.*

The history of the controversy of the
Sacramentarians is prolix and volumi-
nous; and in our days by no means
worth the time and trouble of a diligent
perusal. My object is, to select and con-
dense just so much of it as will teach us
lessons of caution and moderation, at the
same time that it may gratify an inno-
cent and laudable curiosity. For these
were but the BEGINNINGS of that strife
and contention, which continued for a
long time afterwards to afflict and divide
the protestants, and obstruct the progress
of Christian truth. The churches but
recently reformed were torn to pieces be-
tween Luther and Zuingle. " Some
characters," says the pious Scultetus,

deserted JERUSALEM, and went back
again.to BABYLON: others waited in sus-

of pense for the result of the disputations of
the leaders in theology: good men
grieved; and bad men laughed; while
the papists, throughout Italy, Fr'a'nee,j
and Germany, raged with fire and sword*
and cruel edicts against those who, be-
cause the Scripture affirms the body of
Christ to be in heaven, denied the exis-
tence of it in the bread of the Sacra-
ment."

Yet after all, upon a review of the evi-
dence now before us, a dispassionate stu-
dent of this controversy will probably be
disposed to say,—Howeasily, with the as-
sistance of a little mutual candour and mo-
deration and Christian forbearance, might
the whole dispute in this stage of the con-
tention have been settled, or at least sus-
pended, and complete concord restored
among the Evangelical brethren! For
though, on the one hand, the Lutherans
had certainly been too much inclined to
maintain the corporeal presence and cor-*
poreal manducation of the body of Christ,
in the gross sense of those terms; and, on.
the other hand, the Zuinglians had on

Hosp. 59, 60.
42*

* Ep. Zuing. and Ecolamp. III. 129.
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some occasions justly rendered themselves
suspected of an intention to deprive the Sa-
crament of all its spirituality, and to re-
duce the ordinance to a mere commemora-
tion of the person of Christ, it does not
however appear, that any such striking and
specific difference of sentiment between
the Saxon and the Swiss divines had
hitherto been insisted on, as should have
made it necessary for either of the parties
to require from the other a distinct and
humiliating retractation, much less to per-
severe in an unchristian hostility. In
fact, these learned and excellent men, on
both sides, seem to have been ignorant
at first of the true state of the question,,
and also of the sentiments of each other.
Then, during the heat and violence of
their opposition, mole-hills became moun-
tains: novel fancies arose concerning the
Sacrament, which had never been thought
of in the commencement of the dissen-
sions, ;and which were invented purely
to support arguments that had been once
incautiously advanced ; and these for a
long time afterwards afforded materials
for vain and unedifying disputation.

The very learned and zealous reformer
Martin Bucer, who had adopted in gene-
lal the opinions of Luther, and had had
several conferences with him in 1521,
was inclined, in the Sacramentarian con-
test, to take part with the Helvetian di-
vines: he displayed, however, great mo-
deration in stating his own sentiments,
and was one of those who sincerely la-
boured to compose the dissensions among
the Evangelical ministers, both by his
candid construction of the declarations of
the Lutherans, and also by his kind and
rational exhortations to Christian fellow-
ship. He informs us, that he considered
Brentius as well qualified, by his supe-
rior judgment and learning, to influence
the good clergy of his neighbourhood ;
and that with this very view he had by
letter entreated him to reflect on the mis-
chievous effects which this contention
would produce on weaker minds, particu-
larly if faithful ministers of Christ were
to be wantonly traduced and reviled for
their difference of seniiment in non-es-
sentials. In this same letter he put
Brentius in mind, that it was absolutely
impossible for him and his friends, con-
sistently with piety, to pull to pieces
such a character as that of Ecolampa-
dius, who had deserved so well of them,
and of the glorious Gospel of Christ.
Bucer then subjoined a very simple ac-

count of that idea of the Sacrament
which he said was professed by himself,
nd also by his clerical brethren at Stras-

burg. "Our belief," says he, " is this,
That according to the doctrine of St.
Paul, as often as we eat the bread and
drink the wine of the Sacrament, we
show the Lord's death till he come; that
is, that we consider, confess, and declare,
that Christ offered to his Father on the
cross his body and blood for cur redemp-
ion ; and doing this with a true faith,

we know that our souls are really fed,
efreshed, and strengthened, by the flesh

and the blood of Christ." Notwith-
standing the veneration in which Zuingle
was justly held by the reformed churches,
as they are called on the continent, I do
not remember so neat, so concise, so un-
xceptionable, and, on the whole, so truly

a Scriptural account of the,nature of the
Eucharist, in all the voluminous writings
of that learned and excellent reformer.*

The name of Zuingle is transmitted to
posterity with the highest encomiums on
his candour and moderation. Not to
deny the just foundation of this praise,
there are however two circumstances
which have, I think, contributed to make
the historians and memorialists more li-
beral in bestowing it. 1. The excessive
and ungovernable asperity of Luther, of
which his enemies always take the ad-
vantage, and his friends are always
ashamed, never appeared more conspi-
uous than in the Sacramentarian contro-

versy ;, and it could not fail to prove ser-
viceable, though indirectly and by way
of contrast only, to the reputation of Zu-
ingle. 2. The language of Zuingle is
infinitely, I had almost said, nearer, than
that of Luther, to the language of a per-
son educated in modern times,—of one,
for example, who has learnt how to CUT
DEEP, and yet to shelter himself under
polite terms and respectful acknowledg-
ments. Luther is often abusive, but
never means more than he says,—often
a great deal less. He frequently calls a
man a fool or an ass in general, when he
only intends to charge him with incon-
clusive reasoning, in some one instance
at that time under consideration. Zuin-
gle understands the art of pulling to
pieces much better than Luther; and, I
observe, he is never so much in earnest
for that purpose, as when he has first art-
fully prepared the mind to give credit to

Scultet. xxvi. 51. f Jospin. 66.
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his accusations, by praising most liberal-
ly the conduct of his adversary, in points
where it was in vain for him to withhold
his approbation.

We have already observed with how
little of a true spirit of conciliation Zu-
ingle, in his letter to Theobald Bilica-
nus,* criticised the publication of the
Suabian divines. He afterwards ad-
dressed Luther himself on the same sub-
ject, to this effect: " We are sincerely
concerned that you should commend this
performance of the Suabian ministers.
As a precedent, it is bad. In this way,
the doctrine of Christ must be subjected,
not to one tyrannical pontiff, but to my-
riads of little tyrants. Brentius has
picked up, out of the streets, a number
of petty bishops, and formed a synod of
them: then, without any other support,
he has condemned, as erroneous, the sen-
timents of Ecolampadius respecting the
opinions of the Fathers on a certain
point. Now Ecolampadius was his pre-
ceptor; and, moreover, Brentius has nei-
ther sufficient learning nor sufficient ex-
perience to enter into the spirit of those
ancient writers. Surely, my Luther, this
is setting an imprudent and most mischie-
vous example. Every crazy brain will
be producing a tumult in the Church,
and exclaiming, This is error! This is
heresy ! We are grieved to find you com-
mend this book, because we feel sensi-
bly for your reputation, which cannot
but suffer by your thus praising a corn-
position that is empty and contemptible
in every point of view. If one looks into
it for eloquence, one finds nothing but
rude and hasty expressions, without any
solidity or consistence; at the same time
there appears such a visible confusion
and anxiety about words and sentences,
that there seems to have been some dan-
ger lest the author's store of language
should have been exhausted before his
book was finished. Then, as to the ar-
guments, nothing can be more feeble;
and as to acuteness, a duller production
was never seen : and, on the whole, it is
so ill put together, and so little adapted
to convince, that one is at a loss to con-
ceive what it was that induced the au-
thor to try his strength on such a sub-
ject. Fdr if his object was illustration,
do not you see that every point he un-
dertakes to handle, becomes, under his

* See pages 492,493.

treatment, more obscure than it was be-
fore r5*

Plenty of passages of a similar stamp
might be produced from the writings of
Zuingle; but this is laid before the reader
merely to show thaf there were other
very excellent and eminent Christians as
well as Luther, who, when unhappily
heated by controversy, could make use,
if not of as hard wrords, yet of quite as
contemptuous and provoking a strain of
expression as any which can be found in
his most exceptionable and acrimonious
writings.—These things are recorded in
history as lessons of caution ; not as ex-
amples for imitation.f

In the former part of the year 1527, the
mind of Luther seems to have been irri-
tated by this controversy to
the very highest degree. He Luther is
gave himself seriously to the tatedlby^he
work, and produced in the Sacramental
month of February or March, c T n V ^ S "
a most elaborate treatise, in
the German language, on the words,
« Take, eat, this is my body,' AGAINST
THE FANATICAL SPIRITS OF THE SACRA-
MENTARIANS.

The words of our Lord, 'Take , eat,
this is my body,' he maintained, were
express, and incapable of two meanings.
Yet the Sacramentarians denied the pre-
sence of Christ's body and blood; and
dreamt, that, in the Eucharist, the bread
and wine were merely signs and sym-
bols of the Christian profession. More-
over, they modestly accused those who
differed from them in sentiment, of idola-
try, and of worshipping a God that had
been baked, and was made eatable, or
turned into bread; and also drinkable,

* II. Zuing. Exeg. 327. b.
t I have particularly noticed this publica-

tion of the Suabian ministers by Brentius,
because Hospinian, who in general is suf-
ficiently prejudiced in favour of the Swiss
divines, freely acknowledges that there was
no great difference between the opinions of
Ecolampadius and those contained in the
Syngramma of the Suabians: and further
that Brentius, in an epistle to Martin Bucer,
and also in his Exposition of Chap. vi. of
John's Gospel, both which were written for
the purpose of explaining more distinctly
the sentiments of himself and his clerical "
brethren, had expressed his ideas of the Eu-
charist in such a manner, as to agree entirely
with the confession of Ecolampadius. Hosp.
62.
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or turned into wine. Such was their
blasphemous language!

They also accused the Lutherans of
being the cause of this controversy,
"But who," said he, "incited Carol-
stadt to begin the contest 1 Who com-
pelled Zuingle and Ecolampadius to
write on this subject? Have they not
done what they have done, voluntarily ]
We would gladly have been quiet, and
even yet wish for quietness; but they
show themselves averse to peace. In-
deed, in words they do exhort men to
peace and harmony; but their practice
proves they delight in sowing discord
incessantly.

" They lay no stress on any one thing
except their Sacramentarian tenet. De-
void of every Christian grace, they pre-
tend to the sanctity of martyrs, on ac-
count of this single opinion ; and further,
they allow no man to be a Christian who
does not agree with them in this same
sentiment. * Such a man,' they say,
4 has no knowledge of the Scriptures,
neither does he possess anything of the
Spirit;'—of such prodigious importance
is it become at present to talk about
BREAD and WINE. They would persuade
one, that this was the great, the only con-
cern of the Holy Ghost; when, in reali-
ty, it is a delusion of Satan, who, under
the pretence of love and concord, is rais-
ing dissensions and mischiefs of every
kind.

" The Sacramentarians," said Luther,
" call loudly upon us for Scriptural proof
of the real presence : that is, they bid us
prove that there are in Scripture such
words as lThis is my body;' whereas
this, and no other, is the reading in every
copy of the New Testament, throughout
the world. But where,'* continued he,
" shall we find the words, 4 This signi-
fies my body,' ' This is the sign of my
body V or that the word is means the
same as the word SIGNIFIES ] Yet they
dare to conclude, with the utmost posi-
tiveness, that these last words are really
Scriptural. Now I do affirm, that it is
an invariable rule in Biblical criticism
never to leave the obvious or literal
meaning of the words of Scripture, un-
less we are authorized by the passage
itself, or, at least, by an analogical argu-
ment, founded on some uncontroverted
article of faith.—Such is the real state of
the question ; and I call God to witness,
that I have not the least wish to defame
Zuingle, and still much less Ecolampa-

dius, a man on whom God lias bestowed
many excellent gifts." Luther proceeds
to the following effect: *

" The Sacramentarians think it implies
a contradiction to suppose that Christ
should sit at the right hand of God,-and
that his body should, at tr̂ e same time,
present in the Eucharist. The answer
is, The Holy Scriptures teach us that
the right hand of God is not in any par-
ticular place circumscribed with bounds,
as though there existed a golden seat or
throne in some distinct apartment. Hence,
the right hand of God, the arm of God,
the face, the essence, the Spirit, the
Word of God, are all one and the same
thing: namely, God himself, who exists
every where, and supports everything by
his Divine energy.—In the next place,
Christ was in the world, walked about
in the world, arid yet the whole Deity
was essentially and bodily in him. But
how can these things be? How can
God in Christ be entirely and essentially
in the womb of Mary, in the manger, in
the temple, in the desert, in towns, in
houses, in gardens, in the fields, on the
cross, and in the sepulchre, and yet be
in heaven in the bosom of the Father ?
No doubt this is a great miracle; never-
theless, if it be incontrovertibly true, ac-
cording to the Catholic faith, that the
Godhead itself is always really and es-
sentially present in the person of Christ,
the conclusion must be, that Christ is
present every where, both in heaven and
in earth.

" When Christ took our nature upon
him, it is not to be so understood as
though he descended from heaven as a
man descends by a ladder or a rope ; for
before that wonderful event took place,
he was present every where. God is
present every where, and in every crea-
ture. Mark well, however, the distinc-
tion between Christ and any created be-
ing. Of the last it may be said, God is
there, or in that being; but you cannot
say that being is God. Whereas, in re-
gard to Christ, God is not only present
in him as in every creature; but HE is
the true God. The Godhead dwells in
him bodily; God and man are one
Christ.

" These things, 1 allow, confound all
human wisdom and comprehension. They
are to be apprehended by faith, through
the instrumentality of the Word of God,
Nevertheless, the UBIQUITY of Christ is
a complete refutation of that fundamen-
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tal Ejection of the Sacramentarians;
namely, 'ftiat Christ cannot be in the sa-
©rament and ia heaven at the same time:
A$fc> THUfi WE TAKE THE SWORD OUT OF
THE HANI5 OF THE OSTENTATIOUS GIANT

GOLIATH."
To help the imagination on so difficult

a subject, Luther observed, that God
might have many methods, which he
had not condescended to lay open to us,
whereby two things might be in the
same place at the same time, or one thing
might exist in another, without any gross
corporeal sort of union, like that which
the Sacramentarians supposed. The
Scriptures spake of children being in the
loins of their parents. Trees and fruits
also existed in seeds and kernels. There
was likewise positive proof that Christ
came to his disciples through doors which
were shut. There was not wanting, he
added, an express testimony to the ubi-
quity of Christ. ' No man hath ascend-
ed into heaven, except he who came
down from heaven, the Son of man, WHO
IS IN HEAVEN ;' which words plainly de-
monstrated, that Christ's body was pre-
sent b6th tn heaven and on earth, and, in
fact, every where, at the very same mo-
ment.

Our author takes notice of another ar-
gument of his adversaries, upon which
they laid great stress; namely, ' The
flesh profiteth nothing.'—John vi. Eco-
lampadius ventured to call this passage
his IRON WALL. Luther replied, " I think
IT is A WALL OF MERE PAPER; or, perhaps,
I may admit, the paper is a little tinged
WITH AN IRON COLOUR. In this passage
of Scripture, our adversaries take for
granted that THE FLESH means the flesh
of Christ: whereas I affirm, that when-
ever Christ speaks of his own flesh, or
of his own body, he invariably adds the
little word MY, or some word of the
same import: for example, the several
passages run thus,—« My flesh,—my
body, is meat indeed.' * Whoso eateth
MY flesh.' 'Except ye eat the flesh of
the Son of man.' Now, as it is not
said MY flesh profiteth nothing, but only
THE FLESH profiteth nothing, they will
have enough to do to prove that flesh, in
this verse, means the flesh of Christ.
For there is a great difference between
the flesh of Christ, and other flesh; and
I call upon them to prove that the word
FLESH means Christ's flesh, when it is
said, The flesh profiteth nothing. And
thus this whole argument, namely, the

IRON WALL of Ecolampadius, FALLS TO
THE GROUND.

Zuingle would argue, that to eat the
flesh of Christ could do no good, because,
4 that which is born of the flesh, is flesh.'
On the contrary, I maintain that the flesh
of Christ originates from the Holy Ghost,
and is therefore holy in its nature, and
comes under that expression of our Lord,
namely, 'THAT WHICH IS BORN OF THE
SPIRIT, IS SPIRIT;' which words prove
that the body of Christ is not ordinary
flesh, but spiritual flesh; for the Scrip-
tures do not speak in this manner of any
other person.

The mandncation by the mouth is cor-
poreal ; that by the heart is spiritual,
that is, by faith. But observe, when we
are said to eat or drink spiritually, we do
not mean that we eat or drink what is, in
strictness, real spirit, or a spiritual sub-
stance; for then it would be impossible
to eat and drink spiritually the flesh of
Christ; because that flesh, wherever it
be, and whether it exists in a corporeal
or a spiritual essence, or whether it be
visible or invisible, according to circum-
stances, is real, natural corporeal flesh,
and capable, whenever God pleases, of
being touched, handled, seen, and heard;
capable also of being born of a woman,
and of dying on the cross. But it is de-
nominated spiritual flesh, because, as
aforesaid, it originated from the Holy
Ghost, and because we ought to be par-
takers of it in a spiritual manner.

In using the Sacrament, the corporeal
manducation, if unaccompanied by the
spiritual, is ruinous to the communicant;
because, as St. Paul says, ' he eats un-
worthily, and is guilty of the body of
Christ.' Deeply impressed with these
views of the Sacrament, Luther para-
phrases our Lord's celebrated address to
his disciples, John vi. in the following
manner:

" Ye, my disciples, take offence at
my words, but ye do not understand
them. Ye are thinking of the ordinary
processes of corporeal eating and digest-
ing meat, such as is bought in the sham-
bles. These thoughts are carnal and
deadly. It is not flesh of this kind which
I tell you ye must eat: ye must have
spiritual, and not ordinary flesh. My
words must be taken spiritually, and as
spoken of spiritual flesh. ALL my words
are spirit; and therefore the flesh, and
the eating, and all the other things of
which I speak, are Spirit, and are to
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be understood spiritually, and to be
used spiritually. For it is the Spirit
that quickeneth: the flesh profiteth no-
thing,"*

The historian having furnished his
readers with these materials, leaves it
now to the pious and diligent student of
the ecclesiastical reformation, to make
his own reflections on the state of the
parties concerned in the Sacramental
controversy. Doubtless he will lament
the bad spirit which was gaining ground
at a great rate on both sides; and will
also turn with disgust from the metaphy-
sical jargon concerning substances, es-
sences, and attributes, which began now
to be introduced and much insisted on
by the Lutherans, for the purpose of
maintaining their doctrine of the omni-
presence of the BODY of Christ. Luther
probably never thought of having re-
course to such abstruse and intricate
speculations in religious inquiries, till,
in defending his ideas of consubstantia-
tion or impanation, he found himself
hard pressed by his opponents. No
man's natural temper was ever more
averse than his to a sophistical or an un-
intelligible way of argumentation; yet
his treatise against the Sacramentarians,
which we have just reviewed, compels
us to own, that, along with many excel-
lent and beautiful reflections on the spi-
ritual nature of the Sacrament, he cer-
tainly mixed a deal of scholastic puzzle
and confusion; and that, notwithstand-
ing what has been asserted to the con-
trary, he himself unquestionably, in the
year 1527, taught publicly, and enforced
with uncommon earnestness, the ubiquity
of the person of Christ, considered as a
human being.f

CHAPTER XIV.

FROM THE CONCLUSION OF THE SACRAMENTAL
CONTROVERSY, TO THE PERSECUTIONS OF THE
REFORMERS, AFTER THE FIRST DIET OF
SPIRES.

* Op. Luth. VII. Hospin.
t Maclaine in Mosh. II. 199.

1. STATE OF PARTIES.
2. DIET OF AUGSBURG IN 1525.
3. SUSPICIONS OF THE PROTESTANTS.
4. DIET OF SPIRES.
5. THE REFORMATION IN HESSE BY THE

LANDGRAVE.
6. LUTHER'S SENTIMENTS RESPECTING WAR

AND DEFENCE.—His LABOURS.
7. PERSECUTIONS OF THE REFORMERS.

1. STATE OF PARTIES.

THE avowed and unequivocal support
afforded to the Reformation by the new
elector of Saxony and the landgrave of
Hesse, did not produce all the good ef-
fects which might have been expected
from the wise and vigorous measures
adopted by those illustrious princes, in
the best of causes. Their example, in-
deed, was followed by all the most en-
lightened princes and states of Germa-
ny; and, in consequence, an improved
union, more solid, and better cemented
than ever, took place among THESE. But
the rest, who, under the cautious and
ambiguous conduct of Frederic the Wise,
had hitherto shown themselves averse to
an open rupture, so soon as they clearly
perceived that the Reformers designed to
withdraw themselves from the Romish
communion, and reject the jurisdiction of
the pontiff, instantly took fire at the very
idea of such a basis of peace and con-
cord. Some of them had stood neuter
during the violence of the religious dif-
ferences; and others had even joined the
Lutherans in their complaints against
certain abuses of the established church;
but none had ever once dreamed of en-
tirely deserting the religious system of
their ancestors; and, as matters were
fast advancing to a crisis, they now
thought it high time to make an open de-
claration of their attachment to the esta-
blished hierarchy, and of their zeal and
readiness to promote its interests.

Thus the discordant princes of Ger-
many arranged themselves into two dis-
tinct parties, each of which seemed reso-
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lutely determined to adhere to its pecu-
liar tenets.

But there was this essential difference
between the patrons of Popery and Lu-

theranism. All the measures
Essential of the latter were in principle
betweennthe purely defensive; whereas
papists and the former meditated the com-
the Luther- p i e t e extirpation of their ad-

versaries. Foiled in argu-
ments repeatedly, they seemed to have
given up the contest in that way, and to
have expected better success by having
recourse to slander. The late Rustic war
in Germany had afforded them a pretext
for this purpose. They represented the
Lutherans as bad subjects in general, and
as the prime cause of that late rebellion,
and of the bloodshed.—Moreover, though
the rebels had been severely handled at
Mulhausen,* yet fresh commotions were
apprehended from the operations of the
licentious doctrines of Munzer; there-
fore the electors of Mayence and Bran-
denburg, with the duke Henry of Bruns-
wic and his uncle Eric, had had a con-
ference at Dessau; where they made no
secret of declaring, that the only radical
cure of the evil would be to free the na-
tion from the Lutheran heresy, and from
those who protected it. This interview
of the enemies of the Reformation gave
rise to much suspicion and anxiety in the
mind of the landgrave of Hesse, espe-
cially as, with a view to the distracted
state of the country, he had recently re-
quested a friendly meeting with his fa-
ther-in-law, the duke George, and had
received a surly answer, " That before
anything could be done to the purpose,
all the late innovations in religion must
be effectually done away."

These proceedings had so little ambi-
guity in them, that the Lutherans, about

this time, began to deliberate
Apprenen- seriously how they might best
Luthemis6 e v a d e the blow with which

they were threatened by a
powerful and bigoted confederacy. They
retorted the accusation of having been
the cause of the rebellion of the peasants,
and justly ascribed those sad events to
the cruel, persecuting spirit of the nobles
and dignitaries of the church. Various
conventions of the princes were held in
different places. At Salfeld, in particu-
lar, they came to this resolution, " That
it became them, as Christian princes, to

* See page 417, 418.

do everything to promote the glory of
God, and to conform their practice to the
revealed word. That, by this word, the
true doctrine of Justification, through the
mercy of God by faith in Jesus Christ,
was now once more revived; and that,
for this great benefit, eternal thanks were
due to Almighty God." The proxies
transmitted their resolution to the duke
George, and at the same time animad-
verted severely on what had passed at
the late assembly at Dessau.*

2. DIET OF AUGSBURG IN 1 5 2 5 .

MEANWHILE, mandatory letters from
Charles V. to his brother and represen-
tative, Ferdinand, dated To-
ledo, May 24, 1525, calling Thepreced-
for a diet of the empire, in- K T i n -
creased both the discontent creased,
and the alarm of all those
German princes who favoured the Re-
formation. The letters breathed nothing
but the execution of the edict of Worms,
and destruction to the Lutherans. He
directed the diet to be held at Augsburg,
on the next Michaelmas day; and pri-
vately, in a milder tone, requested the
elector of Saxony to be present. But
this prince, at the instance of the land-
grave, resolved upon a previous measure,
admirably calculated to defeat the vio-
lent designs of the papal party. This
measure consisted in forming a SPEEDY
ASSOCIATION with all the moderate and
well-disposed states of the empire ; such
as the elector palatine, the elector of
Treves, the margraves of Brandenburg,
the dukes of Luneburg, Pomerania, and
Mecklenburg, the princes of Anhalt, the
imperial cities of Nuremburg, Strasburg,
Augsburg, and of Uim and Magdeburg;
the object of which association should
be, to concur in representing to Ferdi-
nand the imminent danger there was at
this time of exciting fresh and more
formidable riots and seditions, by any
attempts to execute the edict of Worms;
and how abundantly more wise and safe
it would be,* at the present moment, to
come to some distinct determination and
settlement respecting the religious dif-
ferences.

The principal states of the empire
agreed in the same sentiments; and even
Ferdinand himself at length confessed
the necessity of adopting pacific mea-
sures in the concern of religion; and al-

Arch. Weim. p. 42. Add. 1.
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lowed the princes to send to the diet
such of their theologians as THEY judged
best qualified, by their knowledge and
discretion, to prove useful advisers in
the ensuing deliberations.*

Accordingly, the elector of Saxony
and the landgrave instructed their depu-

ties to represent to the diet,
Meianc- That their masters complain-
fenceof Pro- e d heavily of the harsh terms
testantism. in which the imperial man-

date for calling the diet was
expressed :—that, in fact, the late rebel-
lion of the peasants, which the princes
had suppressed at the hazard of their
lives, was to be imputed to such ill-
timed and provoking severities;—that
divine truth could not be extinguished in
the minds of men by force;—that much
greater evils than any which had yet
happened would be the infallible conse-
quence of the attempt, besides the de-
spite done to the word of God ;—that
those decrees of Nuremberg, which re-
spected the reformation of religion, ought
to be observed; and that, in a matter
where the salvation of men's souls was
concerned, the utmost care should be
taken not to harass tender consciences,
by increasing instead of diminishing the
present evils ;—and, lastly, the deputies
were ordered to oppose the execution
of the edict of Worms with all their
might.

Further, the elector of Saxony, well
aware under how much odium he la-
boured from the papal ecclesiastics, on
account, of the reformation in religion
which he had authorized at Wittemberg,
directed his theologians to prepare in
writing, ready for the diet, a brief but
comprehensive answer to the principal
objections of the opposite party : and
such a memoir is found among the Ar-
chives of Weimar, neatly executed in
the German language by the pen of Me-
lancthon.

What follows is a specimen of the
author's manner of treating the subject.
The question is, Whether we are guilty
of the sin of schism, in preaching cer-
tain doctrines, and abolishing certain
usages, not only without the leave of the
bishops, but in direct opposition to their
injunctions? For, as they can say no-
thing against our doctrine, they have no
way left to condemn us, but by object-

* Arch. Weim. p. 42. Add. 1.

ing to our want of authority from the
ecclesiastical rulers.

They argue, 1. The bishops, and no
one else, possess any jurisdiction
in the church.

2. They urge the infallibility of the
church;—and therefore it is not
possible there should have exist-
ed, for so many ages, the errors
and idolatries which we have ab-
rogated.

3. They put us in mind, that to obey
is better than sacrifice;—we
ought, therefore, to have been
obedient to our superiors ; Also,

4. To have shown a charitable regard
for tender consciences. And,

5. Not to have raised civil wars by
licentious innovations.

Melancthon rests the defence of the
Reformers upon the following facts and
principles :

1. Every minister of the word of God
is bound, by the express precept of
Christ,* to preach the leading doctrine
of the Gospel, namely, justification by
faith in Christ Jesus, and not by the
merit of human performances. Where-
as, nothing is more certain than that
men have been drawn from the cross
of Christ, to trust in their own works,
and in a variety of superstitious vani-
ties.

2. God has forbidden, under the most
heavy punishment, every species of idol-
atry and false worship : and of this class
are the sacrifice of the mass, masses for
the dead, invocations of the saints, and
such like; which things, though mani-
fest blasphemies, it is notorious, have
been taught in the church of Rome, and
represented as sharing, in their efficacy
to salvation, with the merits of our Re-
deemer himself.

3. The pope and bishops neglect their
duty; exercise an usurped authority even
over emperors and princes; and, under
the pretence of serving Christ, apply the
possessions of the church to the service
of their tyrannical purposes.

On these grounds the author argues,
That the clergy, from the very nature of
their vocation, have an unquestionable
authority to preach the truths of the Gos-
pel ; and, moreover, are called on the
louder to do this when the bishops are
plunged in ignorance and luxury, and
when they answer the admonitions and

* Matt. x. 32.
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remonstrances of the Reformers oply by
anathemas and persecutions*

That the pope, the cardinals, and the
clergy of Rome, did not constitute the
Church of Christ, though there did exist
among them some who were real mem-
bers of that church,- and opposed 'the
reigning errors. That the true church
consisted of the faithful, and of none
else, who had t|ie word of God, and by
it were sanctified and cleansed.^ That
St. Paul had predicted there would come
Antichrist, silting in the temple of God :

-T and, that the Reformers Were not guilty ̂
of schism, either because they had con-
victed Antichrist of his errors, or because

>hey had made alterations in some exter-
nal ordinances. That the unity of the
church "did not consist in such things/;
and that whoever maintained that it did,
ought in erfiy way to be most strenu-
ously opposed. ^

That to the charge of disobedience,
the answer was easy: The pope and his
bi'sjiops had exacted an unlawful kobe-
4ience ; that nothing short of givingup
the word of Ood would content them;
and that by their excommunications, and'
other persecutions of the reformed clergy,.
THE'F "THEMSELVES had at length stirred
up the late rebellion in Germany. , .
- Last1y,.the author confir-ms,his reason-
ings by quoting precepts of Christ hirn-
s e ^ and by producing' pertitient exam-
ples from* the history both of the Chris-
tian arid the Jewish* church. "The

• great doctrinal]*' point," says he, in con-
clusion, a is that of faith in theme/its of
Christ, independently of human woi'ks,
as the ground of acceptance before God.
Rather than give up this, we must suffer
persecution, and every species of dis (̂
turfranee." ' * .

In the same memoi ,̂ Melar.ctbon
touches upon another question; namely,
WRetfter the princes had don0 right irt,̂
auftdrizfrig the reformations whlclV^had
been made ip their colleges, and monas-
teries, contrary to. ihe edicts of the em-
peror; and the pope?

** The whole,"says our author, " turns
upon thi^ single consideration, Whether
the novel doctrines, as. they ara called,
be or*be 'not true? ' If true, the princes
ought'assuredly to protect them. TJie
princes are ho more >un̂ er obligation tv
obey the higher powers in their tyranni-

cal mandates, than Jonathan was to kill
David, or Obadiah the prophets."*

Such were the,concise arguments by
which the first Reformers defended them-
selves from the charge of heresy and
achism.

It is to the exertions of these excellent
men, conducted with so much spirit,
wisdom, and moderation, that
we are, to ascribe the mild Mild pro-
proceedings of the papal par- 4hlpapai°
tisans at the diet of Augsburg*, partisans.
—In fact, that assembly did
not meet till the month of November, and
from the advanced state of the season,
and other causes, \Va§ but thinly attend^
ed. 'The diet was- prorogued till the
third of,May of, the n6Xt year, to be.theji
held at Spires; and in the
mean time, they entreated the Diet u
emperor to tal̂ e measures for i ^
calling, a council, and to fa-
vour them with his~ presence- ify Genna-
ny ;, but so* far, frorri g'jreGtiii)g,th£ edict of
Worms-,to be'enforced, th^y satirsfi^
thenisfejves with repeating ,tHe'ef«asive
decree,of Nuernberg, wlwch, in general,
enjoined tkje clergy to introduce no novel
dbcjrines, but to;preach the,pure Gospel
as it had been understood always,by the
great body of Christians, tp consult for
peace anq\ harmony,,'and doc all to the
glory of God. It does riot appear that
Fejdinarid. discovered ariy reluctance to
subscribe the terms of the REQESS: ,Tne
most violent and, tfte mo^t inveterate ad-
versaries of Luther cpuld not but see the
danger an,d the folly of-all attempted Hun-
dex̂  the present drd|imst&ricest either to
banish, or take nway the life of a nian
who w^s so much .-admired and beloved
by his,countrymen; and to whoscextra-
ordinary discernment, industry,,/and cou-
rage, not only Germany,L'biit also many
other parts of Europe, we're «under the
greatest obligations.

3 . ' SlJSPiaiOxNS OF THE PROTESTANTS.

THIS- appearance, however, of lenity
and moderation wras. deceitful, being
founded not in any solid,prin-
ciples of jrfstice or religion, Suspicions
but merely in the temporary titan^™"
fear ô  tumult and sedition.
i— Êveja during the sittings of the late
"die4, the ecclesiastieal princes had shown
themselves much elevated with the recent

VOL. II.
* Eph. v. 26.

43

: 1 Kings, xviii. 4.
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victories over the rebellious peasants,
and, in consequence, more disposed to
violent in4 sanguinary .measures. Thus-
the pr%|§ftfcicalm was considered, by the
morejoJfeiods and thinking protestants,
only as £ prelude to a tempest, shortly to
be raised by all the great powers of the
established hierarchy, for:the purpose of
crushing effectually, not only the Saxon
reformer and his petty adherents at Wit-
teniberg, but every German prince and
state,, whether civil or ecclesiastical,
which had dared to oppose or dissent
from the communion of the Roman
church.* . ^

IVioreover, there were other reasons,
besides those that have bee*} mentioned,

whicri, would naturally fill
Additional the mip&s of the protestants
suspitiom with disquieting suspicions

and apprehensions. So em-
bittered was the court of J^ome against
what they called the Lutheran hereby,
that in every treaty which the pope had
of late concluded with foreign powerSj
th§ absolute destruction and. extirpation

of all Lutherans was a spe-.
Clement cific article.--—For example,
with'Uarfes ^e ninth article of the treaty
v. made by Clement VII. with

the .emperor, after the battle
of Pavia and the capture of Francis I.,
runs thus1.* "Because religion, much
mofe than any temporal concern, is near
the heart of the Roman pontiff,̂  and be-
cause the good faith of his holiness has
been called iri question, the emperor̂  the
king of England, and the archduke Fer*
di'aand, engage to take up arms with all

.their might agam&t "all disturbers of the
Catholic faith, and against all persons
who shall revile or injure the pontiff;
and further, the aforesaid princes.take
upon themselves to punish all such of-
fenders against his holiness, in the same
manner as if the offences had been com-
mitted against their own persons, "j*

In the autumn of the very same year,
this precious pontiff, whose thoughts, y

seems, werfc so deeply and
Ciement so entirely exercised concern-
w!th'S t reaty ir>g the advancement aRd pro-
Francis i.v tection of pore religion^ de-

serted Qharles V., and made1

a treaty with ErvglarM and France, th
primary object of-which was declared
to be, that the contracting parties should

ffectually withstand the brutal ferocity
of the Turks, and also suppress that
most pestilential heresy of the Luther-
ans; for that there was as much danger
from the latter evil as from the former,
he said heresy having secretly spread
tself to a^great extent, and done much
mischief to the Christian faith.*

In the famous treaty of peace, called
he Treaty of Madrid, by which Francis

I. recovered his liberty, it is
expressly stated, that the em- treaty of

1 i i i * i» Xfiduriu.

peror and the king are in-
duced to make peace, that they may be
able to extirpate all the enemies-of the

hristian religion, and especially the
heresies of the Lutheran sect. The
pope, they.say, had often admonished
and much solicited them to attend se-
riously to this important duty* It was,
therefore, to satisfy his wishes that they
had determined to entreat his holines's to
give directions for a general council of
the deputies of the kings and princes, tp
meet at a fixed time and1 p.lace, then and
there to consult on the most effectual
method of carrying on the war against
the Turks, .and also of suppressing
heresy, f<.

How vigilant and indefatigable was
this 'pontiff in rousing the adversaries of
religion,-and endeavouring to make them
active and .resolute in persecuting the
little flock of true Christians, wherever
they could find them ! Among many ot
his 'epistolary admonitions and exhorta-
tions written for this purpose, :
there is one even to the Par- Pope's letter
liatfaent of Paris. He, had jVamlrn'of
be6n informed, he said, that Pans,
impious heresies had- begun
to creep into France; and that the parlia-
ment had wisely interposed, by choosing
commissioners for the detection and pun-
ishment of the offenders. He entirely
approved, and by his authority cemfirftied,
the steps they had taken : it was'a c,om«-
mon concern : the mischief was general,
and was to be ascribed to. the malice of
Satan., and the fury of his impious agents.

* Cbmm. de Luth. II. XV. 4.
f Palav. II. 13.

* Rymer XIV. Sleid'an VI. 145.
Cardinal Wolsey is supposed to have per-

suaded Henry VIII. to adopt this measure,
as at that time he was much out of- humour
with Charles V. who, the cardinal believed,
had prevented his being chosen pope at the
last vacancy.

t Sleidan VI. 146. Also, Reciieil des
Traites, torn. II.
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Not only religion, but also governments,
kings, princes, nobles, all ranks and
orders, were on the brink of destruction.
It was a time when the common safety
called for unanimous exertion. He pro-
mised that, on his part, no care or labour
should be spared; and it was THEIR duty,
he told them, to enter into the same views
with their whole heart, and preserve their
country from that calamitous infection,
Which infallibly attended the dissemina-
tion of this contagious heresy.* ^

v JittOther source of anxiety and alarm
to the pretestantconfederate princes,was
the steady co-operation of Charles V.
with the pope's tyrannical designs.

Charles,by mandate from Se-
ChariesV. ville, March 1526, directed
thenpUopeWith his lieutenant-general Ferdi-
A. D. 1526. nand, and the rest of his com-

missioners, to admonish the
members of the diet, who were about to
assemble at Spires, to nrake no resolu-
tions which were either contrary tp['Ahe
Christian faith, or to the ancient usages.
He himself had already abrogated t}je
late decree of Nuremberg, which had en-
joined an examinatioa of Luther's wri-
tings ; and would shortly concert mea-
sures with his holiness, respecting a
GENERAL council. Tlie resolutions of
those partial assemblies,, he said, Jiad
done no good, but liad 'rather confirmed
the licentious vulgar in their errors; and
that the diet would do wejl to regulate
all their proceedings by that standard
which had oeen settled by their own
eommon consent. He complained, that
doctrines, which had been condemned
were still taught, holy men were reviled
and seditions encouraged.f ,

This imperial mandate was intended
by Charles V. for the public eye; but
besides this, he caused private and secret

ins,tructibns to be delivered
Secret in- 4,0 Henry duke of Brunswic
rh^fl .T* the general purport of which

as it soon became matter o
notoriety, affected the minds of the good
protestants with much greater concern
than anyptjblic document co&ld do, be-
cause it seemed most clearly to- demon-
strate the extreme hostility of the empe-
ror's disposition towards any species of
reformation.—The , duke was commis-
sioned to visit several such princes oi
the empire as were known to be perfectly
untainted with Lutrieranism; for exam-

* Sleidan VI. 140. f Id. 148.

pie, the archbishops of Cologne and Bre-
men, the bishops of Munster and Minden,
the elector of Brandenburg, and several
thers. He was directed to show his in-
tructions to some of them, to deliver
jivil messages from the emperor to
thers, and to make them all acquainted

with how much grief his imperial high-
ness had heard of the daily increase of
he Lutheran heresy, which had already
ivgn rise to so much bloodshed, devas-
ation, and blasphemy. The duke was
o- add, that the steady adherence of these

princes to the ancient religion had afford-
d the emperor the most lively satisfac-
ion ; and that his highness intended

very shortly to advise with them jn per-
son, concerning the best remedies to be
used in this most destructive distemper.
He was then to declare, on the emperor's
part, that he should not permit any other
t>f his concerns' to interfere with this-:
and lastly, he was to exhort the princes
^.persevere in the faith, to ubite them-
selves with all the Anti-Lutherans, and,
n one connected body,,ta resist with

effect, and finally to suppress, the cun-
ning and deceitful arts, as well as the
violent and seditious outrages, of this
mischievous faction.—Charles concluded
his instructions emphatically with s#y-
iuig, " That he should not be wanting in
his endeavours to promote the good
cause-;—that he heartily thanked those
who had hitherto shown their zeal "and
fidelity J and he would not fail to reward
their services liberally." •
. The precise ^m&nner in which these

secret communications came to the know-
ledge of the Lutheran princes does not
appear; but as cbpies of the memoir
Were sent to several other princes besides
Henry of Brunswic;' we need not wonder
that its contents were-soon divulged.

This^seeret memoir^there is reason to
believe, contributed to produce some im-
portant consequences.-*-!. Distrust and
animosity among the prince*
of the empire. In particular, Effects of the
the duke of Brunswip Was instructions,
snspec-ted of having calumni-
ated the Lutheran princes, and of having
endeavoured to poison the emperor's
mind, bv instilling a belief that the re-
formefs^made proselytes by using force;
and moreover, that they were the real
causeof t^ierate rustic rebellion. 2. An
entire despair of the emperor's justice
and impartiality in any future attempt to
adjustthe religious differences. He lent
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his ear to slanderous reports, and afford
the accused no opportunity of j.ustifyin
themselves. 3. It proved, that bey on
all doubt, a treaty had been conclude
against Christ and his sacred word, Th
landgrave, on the occasion of this con
viction of his mind, declared solemnly
that he would rather lose his life than b
forced in this manner into poverty am
exile. 4. It showed the urgent, and in
creased necessity of a counter-treaty, fo
the purpose of confounding the machina
tions of all the adversaries of Christia
truth and liberty of conscience.

Undoubtedly the pope-and the empejo
were most to be dreaded, as the great en
gines of ecclesiastical tyranny and perse-
cution ; nevertheless, it was now becom
sufficiently ctear, that there existed als
within the German empire, many power-
ful agents, w,ho were.completely disposed
to concur with those wicked despots in
their destructive and sanguinary design,
against the infant reformation.*

For those very purposes, a*secret treaty
against the elector of Saxony and the

landgrave of Hesse was dis-
Secret treaty covered tp have been made a
KSleltVutl Mayencg, under the auspices

and management of the duke
George. Luther, whose vigilance and
industry were unexampled, both acquired
a knowledge of this conspiracy, and
wrote $ little treatise for the purpose of
exposing the authors of it. It was how-
ever though! better to suppress the work;
and at present there reaiain only some
fragments of ft in the German edition of
Lut,her's Works.j; , ' ,

In a letter toSpalatinus, he alludes to
these things in the following manner:-
44 You ea,n scarcely believe what mischief

Satan is plotting at this mo-
J32etoati« ^ t h r o u g h thejmediuxn of
secret treaty, the bishops, with the duke

George at their, head. Short-
ly, in a little book, which is at'this very
time in the press,, I purpose to give you
a specimen of his iniquitous proceedings.
If the Lord do not prevent the accom-
plishment pf the designs of these men,
you will have td say, thq.t the late rehel^
lion and slaughter of the rustics was but
the prelude to the universal destruction
of Germany. I therefore seriously be-
seech you, join y6ur prayers with me to
the Father of mercies, that he may be
pleased to confound the wild and insidi-

* See page 506. %t Tom. III. 520.

ous devices of these men; especially of
the duke George,—a deplorably lost cha-
racter, I do fear. Let us beseech God,
either to change his heart, or to remove
him from among us, otherwise he will not
only continue to rage like a wild beast,
but, through the instigation of the pre-
lates, will show himself a perfect Satan.
It so torments the man that Luther is not
yet put to death, he can neither sleep nor
wake; insomuch that there may be some
reason to fear he will be worn out by the
excessive anxiety of his mind on this
very account.—Gracious God! what a
load has our good prince to sustain ! not
merely as elector of Saxony, and an
avowed friend of the Reformers amidst
numerous hostile princes, but also on ac-
count of the wicked machinations of some
of his own familiars and intimates, per-
sons of rank and consequence. I have
abundance to tell you,-concerning plots
and frvil counsels; but I dare not commit
hem to writing."*

The real state of the Reformation in
Germany may be collected from such
ocuments as these, infinitely better than

from many chapters filled with the ima-
ginations and refinements of
he most acute politicians. Real state of
The curious student of ecqle- matum^
iastical history will now see
vhat just cause the, protestant princes,
specially John the Constant; elector of

Saxony, and Philip, the landgrave of
Hesse, had for apprehending the most
imminent danger to their dignity and
property, and even their lives, from the
ury and barbarity of papal superstition;
nd how necessary it was become to
orm a well-connected, offensive alliance,
rhich might prove some protection and
Bcurity against the impending storm,
'he diet of Spires was at hand; and if
ie anti-papal prince? should have met
lere without previous communication of
pntiment, confusion, reserve, and imbe-
lity, must have been the consequence,
istead of unanimity, courage, and
rength. No time was therefore to be
•st; the present moment seemed critical
i the highest degree. Actuated by such
ews and principles, those resolute and
irited protestants, the elector of Saxony
d th*e landgrave of Hesse, met at Tor-

au, and there agreed upon a treaty of

* Ep. II. 313. b. This, as far as I know,
as never been before translated from lho
iatin,
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mutual defence, in opposition to the ty-
ranny of the ecclesiastics. Their next
step was to inyite others to join in the
alliance; and in a few weeks afterwards,
at Magdeburg, they met together again,
and again subscribed the same treaty,
with the addition of a. considerable
number of princes, who followed their
example.

The Magdeburg treaty, as it is called,
does honour to the cause of the Gospel,

is worthy of the courageous
Treaty of Christian characters who join-
Magdeburg. e d [ n ^ & n d ? a g u ^

have been the foundation of the famous
league which was afterwards formed at
Smalcald, we shall give the substance of
it here.

The federalists begin with praising
God for his extraordinary providence, his
grace, and his unspeakable mercy, in
haying bestowed upon them his sacred
word,, which is the only true comfort, the
real food of the soul, and the greatest
treasure in the world. They then pro-
ceed to relate the numerous and powerful
machinations with which to the present
jnoment they have been disturbed, espe-
cially by the clergy and their adherents',,
whose object it was to deprive the peo-
ple of the use of the Holy Scriptures,
and of those comforts which the Scrip-
tures afford to the heart and conscience.
They express a hope that God will con-
tinue to-them,this great blessing of the
Bible. They Were ready to have re-
paired to the late diet at Augsburg, there
to treat concerning religion and harmony,
but were prevented by the advanced sea-
son of the year. They/had now the same
intentions in regard to the diet of Spires.
They were convinced,'they said, by the
informatiori which tfiey received from all
quarters, as also by the various meetings
and discussions which had recently taken
place, that factions were forming, leagues^
and treaties entered into, and money GOI-
lected; and all this, in the, intention of
maintaining by force the old abuses, af.
extinguishing the truths of JMyine reve-
lation, and of waging" war against those
princes and rulers who felt themselves
bound in duty and conscience,to profess
and protect the Gospel in their dominions,
and who injured, no person living, nor
committed any acts of violence whatever..
Impelled therefore by their own con-
sciences arid a, sense of their duty to
God, it was for the reasons above men-
tioned, that, without meaning to offend

43*

any one, they had mutually agreed upon
a plan of pure defence against the war
and violence with which they appeared
to be threatened; and they hereby en-
gaged to unite and exert every power
they possessed against all those, who,
under any pretence whatever, should at-
tack them on account of their religion.*

4 . DIET OF SPIRES.

THE diet did not assemble at Spires
till nearthe end of June 15*26,
but vwas unusually well at- Diet of
tended. All the electors, ex- A^iusse.
cept one* namely, that of
Brandenburg, were present.

The elector of Saxony and the land"
grave of Hesse, during the deliberations
of the members, appear to have preserved
a steady attention to the very prudent
project which they had recently formed ;
judging, it would seem, that they should
serve the Lutheran cause more effectually
by 'strengthening their T^EAT^ OF. DE-
FENCE, than by long arguments and de-
bates on pbints of religion, before an as-
sembly which contained so many bigoted
ecclesiastics and selfish politicians. Ac-
cordingly, they, took occasion to address
the deputies of Strasburg, Nuremberg,
and Augsburg, on the suSjeatof mutual
defence. They were «agtafaced?.<Jthey
said, of their love of the -Gospel; and
there could be no doubt of the machina-
tions of, the prelates and other agents of
the pope at the present time: Ought not
therefore an association or art alliance to"
be formed on this principle, namely, that
if any one should be brought into diffi-
culty or danger on account of religion,
the federalists should support one an-
other! They added, that as they had a
good opinion of the cities of Frankfort
and Ulm, it might be proper to ask them
also to join in the confederacy.. To this
the deputies replied, They had no ex-
press instruction on that subject," but
they promised to be particularly careful
in reporting the proposal to their masters.

Several ofthe Lutheran divinesf were
present at this diet, and were heard in
explanation of- the doctrines of the Re-
formers ; but not without much trouble-
some though ineffectual objection on the
part of the papal princes, under the pre-
text of avoiding commotions. Ferdinand

* Seek. II. 44. Ad. II.
t Georg. Spalatinus, and Johannes Agri-

eota.
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also made a smooth and plausible ha-
rangue to the deputies of all the states of
the empire. " Himself^ his brother the
emperor, and the house of Austria, were
bound to them by the ties of affection,'

,He therefore warned them not to be led
astray by the persuasions of certain per-
sons ; and finally exhorted them to ex-
hibit a disposition to obey their lawful
sovereign. But these mild terms, it is
to be observed, were not used by Ferdi-
nand till near the conclusion of the diet;
when he had found, by experience, that
neither himself nor the imperial minis-
ters, nor the bishops, had been able, by
their menaces, to overawe those resolute
aipl determined Germans.

*!A.t the opening off the diet, the empe-
lor's representative informed the mem-
bers, it was the pleasure of his imperial
highness, that in the first,place they
should proceed to determine the best
method of securing the Christian reli-
gion, and the ancient usages of the
church;—then how they should punisJi
offenders, a,nd compel to obedience such
as forcibly resisted their injunctions;
also, how they coujd unite their mutual
and effective effo^ to procure the execu-
tion of the edict of Worms, which was
now of fjve years standing. Upon this,
the diet selected a committee, composed
of bishops, secular princes, and leading
senators, who should propose regulations
for the adjustment of the religious dif-
ferences. But the emperor's representa-
tives interposed, by saying, that it would
be most to the purpose for them to read
to the diet the instructions which they
had received from their master; this
would best ensure obedience to hkn, and
prevent that loss of time which the,com-
mittee might otherwise spend on subjects
to. which their authority did not extend.
They then read the emperor's mandate
from Seville, as given-above, at page 507.

M£st of the deputies answered in writ-
ing, That it had been fully proved- tb,the

pope's legate, in a former
The answer diet, that it was then abso-
oftheDepu- l u t d y i m p o s s i b ] e t o execute

the edict of Worms^ through
fear of the fcmnmotibns which would
arise: That now the attempt was become
abundantly more difficult; because the
religious disputes were daily increasing,
especially about ceremonies and abuses :
That the emperor, were he present, would
form the samef judgment^—Moreover, in
regard to the promise of a general coun-(

cil, that promise was made by the em-
peror when in treaty with his holiness;
but that, since the date of the emperor's
letters, the pope had changed sides, and
ordered his forces to act against his im-
perial majesty. What prospect then could
there be of a general council? Under
such circumstances, it wTas their opinion
that the emperor's leave should be asked
to call a provincial Germanic council;
that either delay, or an attempt to exe-
cute the edict of Worms, was unspeak-
ably dangerous; and that therefore if his
imperial majesty did not approve of the
expedient of calling such a council, he
should be entreated to dispense with the
execution of the aforesaid edict, till a
general council could be called. Such,
they said, had been the plan of the last
diet of Nuremberg, and that since their
intended convention at Spires had been
interdicted by the emperor, the expecta-
tions of many of the states had been dis-
appointed, and the disposition to tumult
and civil war much increased. That, in
fact, the rebellion of the peasants might
have been avoided, if attention had been
paid to the representation of the griev-
ances which the country suffered from
the ecclesiastics. That in those districts
wrjere a reformation had taken place, the
disturbances had been slight, and pre-
sently quieted. That they had made no
changes whatever in that true and holy
faith which was founded in Christ, and
his eternal immutable word ; neither had
they rejected any ceremonies, but what
were contrary to the Scriptures. Lastly*
they observed .emphatically, That in a
state of discord, uncertainty, and anxiety,
especting their own condition, men
;ould not be much disposed torcontribdte
heir money liberally to the assistance of

others.
After this,"thq deputies, in a distinct

memorial, ventured to point sut certain'
practices, which they thought
called for aiteration or entire A distinct
abolition. In every town, Se^piftie?
they said, the poor inhabit-
ants were burdened with wiiat were deno-
minated mendicant monks. These strip-
ped mon' of the comforts of life; and,
n many cases, procured legacies and
estates to be devised to them by dying
persons. These things were mischievous
to the last degree, and called londly for
correction. The ecclesiastics, also, ought
no longer to enjoy those immunities, for
the granting of which the reasons now
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no longer existed. Also, the number of
holidays ought to be lessened; the dis-
tinction of meats abolished ; and, above
all, the free course of the Gospel should
not be impeded.*

Such bold and prudent remonstrances
as these must have given the pontifical
partisans an insight into the steady cha-
racter of the German .reformers. In
particular, the elector of Saxony most
strictly enjoined his counsellors to be-
ware of the corrupt arts of the bishops,
and to stand inflexibly firm to th£
caus'e of the Gospel. It was, however,
chiefly through the numerous suffrages
of the towns and cities, and especially
those of the higher Germany, that the
reformers acquired so considerable an
ascendant in this diet.j"

The leading ecclesiastics, who, as
Father Paul acutely observes,X had no
other aim but the preservation of their
own authority, maintained, that now,
during the discord between the emperor
and the pope, it was impossible to come
to any decisive conclusions respecting
the religious dissensions; and that there-
fore that business had better be deferred
to ,a more favourable juncture. No doubt
they conceived, that, as dignified eccle-
siastics, both their authority and their
revenues would be more effectually sup-
ported by the pope acting at a future
time in concert with the emperor, than
by the emperor alone in the present C'II-
pumstances.

The members also of the select com-
mittee before mentioned differed so ex-
ceedingly among each other, and the op-
position to any reformation was conducted
with such.prodigious heat and acrimony,
that there seemed to be an end,to all sober
deliberation. Spalatinus'sobservationon
wha,t he saw at thissdiet is, that "Christ
was extremely odious to the Pharisees^"
fie adds, that neither the elector nor the
landgrave were allowed to have, their
own chaplains in the churches ; and that
on this account these princes caused ser-
mons to be preached in the vestibules of
their hotels, where many thousands of
people were collected t̂ogether to hear
the doctrines of the Gospel.§

Disgusted with such violent and un-
principled proceedings, and seeing no

* Sleidan, 149. t Ibid. 148. t P. 34.
§ Corani. de Luth. Add. III. p. 45. Maimb.

II. 9.

prospect of an amicable con-
clusion, these good princes salonyand
and their adherents meditated Landgrave
to withdraw themselves from °[*%L* dis'
the diet, and return home.
Ferdinand instantly took the alarm, con-1

vinced that, if the assembly should break
up in their present state of animosity and
exasperation, without making any decree,
all Germany would be in a flame. He
had moreover received recent informa-
tion, that the Turks had advanced into
Hungary, and also that France, England,
and the pope, were in treaty against the
emperor. In this critical conjuncture he
wisely determined to recommend mode-
ration and harmony to the contending
parties; and at length, by using gentle
and soothing language, with the assist-
ance of the archbishop bf Treves, he
seems to have prevented a most mischie-
vous rupture in the diet, and to have
produced among its members a more pâ
cific and practicable disposition. *Tbe
difficulty still remained, todetermki^in
what terms the decree, or THE RECESS,
should be expressed, so âs to be suffi-
ciently raspecjtful to the emperor, and yet
perfectly consistent with what bad been
proved, after long and warm altercations,
to be the sentiments of a great majority
of the deputies. At last, the Reformers
suggested the following expedient, which
was consented to by the whole assembly :
"That the welfare of religion, -
and the maintenance of the; thfS^L.
public peace, made it neces-
sary that a general, or at least a national
council, should be called, to commence
within the space of a year I that the em-
peror should, by a solemn address, be
requested to procure Such a council;,and
that, in regard to eccjesiasjical concerns
and the edict of Worms, the princes and
states should in the mean time, till either
one or the other, sort of council was call-
ed, undertake so to conduct themselves
in their provinces, as to give to God and
to the emperor a good account of their
administration."#

Thus terminated, jn a manner more
advantageous to the Lutherans than they
could have expected, the diet of Spires.
The resolution ,of THE RECESS, it is true*
was but evasive; yet such were the ex-
isting circumstances, that a truce of this
sort answered all the purposes which the
most zealous friends of the Reformation

* Sleid. 150. •
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could desire. Their divine% preached
and wrote with greater confidence, and
less molestation; and the anti-papal dis-
positions increased both in strength and
numbers. It was natural that thfose who
already had rejected the Romish super-
stiti^s should proceed m4re vigorously,
during such a season of liberty, in di-
gesting and maturing their new systems of
ecclesiastical government; and also, that
several princes or states, who through
timidity or danger had hitherto with re-
lucftance continued in close communion
with the establishment, should now grow
cold in the cause they had long disliked,,
or perhaps renounce at once, if circum-
stances permitted them, that corrupt
communion* and adopt the new model of
worship and churcli government already
made to their hands in the electorate of
Saxony. And such, we are told, were
the real effects of thev "ambiguous decree
of the diet of Spires "in 1526**

We have not yet mentioned how much
the beauty and excellence of pure evange-

lical principles showed them-
SSSrf\be selves at the diet of Spires,

i th t i d f h
viour oi . . .
Lutheran in the exterior conduct of the
pnnces at Lutheran princes. The land-
the diet. . . { , , .

grave of Hesse, abopt a week
before the meeting of the diet, represented
to John Frederic, the son of the elector,
how necessary it was, that those, who
pretended to be advocates for reformation
of doctrine, should themselves be care-
ful to exhibit examples of good moral
conduct in their own farnilies. He en-
treated the young prince to state this
matter seriously to his father; and there-
by prevent the debauchery, and drinking,
and other vices, which usually took place
at such public seasons, among the do-
mestics and servants of the great. " How
dreadfully scandalous," said he, " and
how injurious, are such practices, to the
cause of the Gospel, and of the word
God ! The princes ought to -set their
faces most earnestly against these inve-
terate and impious abuses; and by so
doing, they would acquire both signal
advantage and honour. Nay,4" added he,
" they must do so, unless they mean to
bring on themselves the worst of evils,
and even the.loss of their own souls.*1

The elector received the admonition like
a good Christian, and enjoined his whole
retinue to observe the most laudable te-

gulations. And thus these good protest-
ants and their families, who have been
reviled by papal historians for breaking
the Roman catholic rules concerning fasts
and meats and drinks, during their re-
sidence at Spires, were in fact adorning
their profession, by temperance, sober-
ness, and chastity.*

Whatever be our religious principles,
provided only they be near our hearts,
we find they infallibly direct our prac-
tice. Thus every true Roman catholic
lays immense stress on the doctrine of
transubstantiation. And agreeably to this
faith, the Swiss historian Hospinian in-
forms us, that John Faber, vicar of the
bishop of Constance, was at the diet of
Spires, and there, with many tears, con-
jured the assembly, if they did nothing
else, at least to take special care that
Christ himself, and of course all the sal-
vation by Christ, was not taken away
from them, by trampling on his body.
This attempt, he said, was now in the
contemplation of those men who denied
the REAL CORPOREAL PRESENCE of Chr i s t
in the Sacrament. The same historian
observes, that the popish divines were
Well aware that the doctrine of the real
presence is the Very foundation of their
religion; and that if it be once taken
away, there is an end both of their dig-
nity and of their gain.f

5. THE REFORMATION IN" HESSE BY THE LAND-
GRAVE.

* Laur. Mosh. 666. Helmstad. Ed.

THE ardent temper of Philip, the land-
grave of Hesse, was a remarkable con-
trast to the cautious, dilatory disposition
of the late elector of Saxony.
Unmoved by the pressing so- Reformation
licitations of the duke Geofge i n Hesse"
his father-in-law, and also of his mother
Anne of Mecklenbirrg, the landgrave, in*-

of mediately tipon his return from th& diet
of Spires, earnestly endeavoured to carry
forward the reformation which in some
degree was already begun in his domi-
nions. Melancthon, who had been con-
sulted on this occasion, attempted to
check th<3 fervour of this prince, by a let-
ter full of good sense, yet savouring a
little of the natural timidity of the writer.^
He advised him by all means, in the pre-

* Com. de Luth. Ibid,
t Hosp. II. 42. b.
t Gerdes, II. 165.
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sent critical times, to proceeid by gradual
advances, and never to lose sight of the
grand distinction between things essen
tial, and things in their very nature in
different. The preachers on the side o
the Reformation, he said, were often as
quarrelsome as the papists themselves, i
not more so on some occasions; and fre
quently the difference was about mer
trifles. A public teacher should not only
inculcate faith, but also the fear of God
and universal charity and obedience t
magistrates. He dreaded a civil war,
and would rather die than live at such a
time. The Romish ecclesiastics instigate
to war: why do not ihe rest exhort men
to gain a knowledge of the subject, an
in the mean time to keep the peace
44 Your highness," continued Melana
thon, " I am convinced, might do a greai
deal with the princes, if you would ex-
hort them to take pains to understand the
several points in dispute, and endeavour
to terminate the ecclesiastical conten.
tions."*

The landgrave, not quite satisfied with
the lukewarm advice of Melancthon, and

anxious to have the pure
Theiknd- Gospel of Christ taught in
grave assist- a i | the churches under his iu-
ed by Fran- . ,. . . ^ , J,
cis Lambert, nsdiction, appointed an eccle-
A. p. 1526. siastical synod to be held at

^ Homburg1, in the month of Oc-
tober, 1526, for the "express purpose of
determining the peculiar and distinguish-
ing doctrines of the Reformation. More-
over, in this important business he was
assisted by a French divine of excellent
character, named Francis Lambert, who
first composed a summary .of pure evan-
gelical doctrine and of the errors of the
church of Rome, then published his pro*
positions, and afterwards boldly present-
ed himself before the synod and a great
multitude of Hessians, as an advocate
and defender of the system which he had
submitted to the general inspection and
judgment. The lanSgrave and his chan-
cellor were present, and allowed perfect
freedom of discussion ; but as no material
opposition was made to the propositions,
of Lambert, and as they were completely
Lutheran in their purport, it may be suf-
ficient to conclude this article with a
brief account of their author.

^ There is no doubt^" says Luther to
Spalatinus, " of the integrity of Lam-

bert : we have witnesses who heard him
preach both in France artd at Basil; and
they all give the man a good character.
He is of a noble family, but has been a
Minor friar during the space of twenty
years^ and is now a poor persecuted exile
for having been faithful to the Word of
God. At present he is with u,s at Wit-
temberg; and though we have no want
of lectures, we shall endeavour to em-
ploy him. He pleases mein all respects ;
and I am satisfied he is one who deserves
a little help from us in his poverty: but
you, who know that I live at the expense
of other persons, must also know that I
have not an income to support him. It
might not be amiss for you to persuade
the prinGe not to lose this good man* but
in Christian charity to afford him some
small assistance till he can support him-
self, either by his own industry, or by
what he ,may receive from his rela-
tions."*

Another author of unquestionable ve-
racity-describes this same Frenchman to
be a person who excelled in piety, genius,
and learnings and who was able power-
fully to convince gainsayers, and stop
their mouths. During his residence at
Wittemberg, he wrote comments on the
Prophets, on Solomon's Song, and the
Gospel of St. Luke, and dedicated them
to the elector, j - He seems to have agreed
with Luther in all the fundamental points
of religion. In his twenty-second pro-
position at Homburg,,he thus speaks of
"aith and justification: " We are not jus-
tified by a mere historical faith ; but by
a real'lively trust in God,—and this with-
out any works of obedience even to the
aw of God: much less then are we jus-
ified by any works of our own con-

trivance. Such a fakh, however, is al-
ways fruitful, and produces a willing
obedience: it also makes a mari free;
ret not free so *as to be absolved from
)bedience to magistrates. Neither can
t possibly be, that a faithful soul should
ibuse true Chrjstian liberty. The man
who does abuse it, is not in possession
)f true Christian, faith.":): *

Under the auspiges of an adviser like
Lambert, we need njot wonder <jhat the
new system of doctrine and discipline,

hich the landgrave promoted in Hesse,
rad all the principal features of the Re-

* Lib. III. 16, Ep, Melancthon.

* Ep. II. 121.
\ Chytreeus, XII. 346.
t Scult xxvi. 28,
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Luther's
sentiments
on resist-
ance.

formation in ^ ^ f t y i Sooa after the
A synocl^l Hombtnrg/he ordered 4he monks
fctid nuns to leave the monaste|ies; an^
by means of their revenues he founded
several .hospitals, %$4 also an university
at Marpurg. He directed the image| to
be,ta,ken out of the churches, and tip=
pointed faithful ministej^ in each of
them; and among his iplpus new insti-
tutions, he reqdembstlpr to fix the poor
exile Lambert in the professorship of di-
vinity of Marpurg, where the good man
died at an advanced age, in the year
1530.*

6. LUTHER'S SENTIMENTS RESPECTING WAR AND
•DEFENCE. HIS LABOURS.

DURING these transactions, and while
* &e labours of the reformers were crowned

with such signal success,
Martin Luther, who was
never behind any of them in
zeal, industry, and exertion,
exhibited to the world a bril-

liant specimen of the purity of his prin-
ciples, and of his entire submission to
the injunctions of the Gospel. We have
already seen that the accession of the
landgrave to the Lutheran cause had con-
siderable influence in Germany. The
gentle, pacific decree otlthe diet of Spires
is. a proof of thfa; J^Lso^is the com-
mencement of a defensivW^confederacy,
and the progress made in that prudent
measure. But it was not without diffi-
culty, it should seem, that this bold and
enterprising prince, in the vigour, of
youth, and conscious of- the goodness of
his intentions, could be restrained within
the limits of defensive operations, v John
the Constant, however, under the direc-
tion of a sounder discretion, a6d proba-
bly of a morê  scrupulous conscience,
checked this hasty disposition to take up
arms, and in the mean time consulted
Lutjier on tha momentous practical ques-
tion OP RESISTANCE. As this Very cir-
cumstance evinces the Jiigh estimation in
which our Reformer was then held as a
sage divine and an honest casuist, the
reader will do well to consider, whether
tjie»answers which he gave on this occa-
giort correspond to the opinion undenia-
bly prevalent at that time, respecting his
superior wisdom and integrity. The fol-
lowing judgment of Luther was con-
veyed to the elector through the medium

* Scult. xxvi. p. 31. Chytr. 346. Comm.
Luth. II. XIV.

of his chancetor P6ntanus*-—* That the
jl$otd)f*bf Saxony n$d nd superior but
one, namefy/the emperor;, and that
therefore he was justified in defending
his QW% subjects, and also in̂  repelling
any violent acts of his adversaries among
the prinees.—Thit if the ecclesiastical
princes, or their allies, should pretend to
have the emperor's orders, the elector
was not bound to believe Ihem ; that he
had a rigfyl to^presume such order* to'be
surreptitious ;%-for that Charles V. was in
Spain, and that his letters to the elector
breathed nothing but klnduiss and peace.

•Thafif the edict of Worms should be
made the pretext, the answer should be,
It was notorious that that edict was fa-
bricated without the consent of the
princes, and against the consent of the
leading ones ; that the prelates, and they
only, had concurred in it; that it had in
fact been abrogated by the decrees of
Nuremberg,and of Spires; that there-
fore all attempts of the princes and States
to execute the said edict, were unjust,
and might be resisted with a good con-
science."

The nice and delicate question re-
mained still to be answered*—What was
to be done, supposing that
the emperor should avowed- Nice dis-
ly arm the ad verse party with g g ^ 8 by

his" authority %—A puzzling -—:

question this; and which probably has
never yet received, nor can receive, a
better answer than that which Luther
gave to it:

" That the elector and his friends
would still be at liberty to protest and
remonstrate ; that in that way the rights
of the princes might be preserved, and
the fraudulent practices of their adversa-
ries detected; and that in every event,
TIME WOULD BE GAINED BY THIS STEP *.
and lastly," says Luther, " God will
take care of the rest." r

He then deprecates, in the strongest
terms, every idea of commencing an of-
fensive war, or any war otherwise than
against aggressors, agreeably to the
grand rule, "They that take the sword,
shall perish by the sword." Lastly,
he concludes with these remarkable
words: N

«' If the landgrave will not act consist-
ently with 4hese principles, but will at
all events have recourse to arms, it will
be better for the elector to dissolve the
alliance a& onee.--J3ut not so, in case
fdrce should be used against the elector*
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^a l l i e s ; they
?epel foA

orjjie la
will then
force."* #

Thei& ie no part of Luther's character
which appears to have been Je^~ under-
stood, Qf̂ Jjiore misreptesenteff, tfrarfxhat

( of hift<$am: peaceable disposition as a
ciirzen, |pj*in, general a member of civil
society. From the strorfg language
whicfe. he often uses against popish
abu§eiC#id corruptions, *s|ficLfrom the
vip^tt^ efforts hs ma4§Cii*%rrect or
reform them, he Jias be^n.too hastily
pronounced fa btf a man of a turbulent
ind sedkj^uS stamp.

There is however an abundance of testi-
monies product in various parts of ihiis
volume, which mu^t prove satisfactorily
that there is no ground whatever for
such an opinion ; and moreover* that di-
reetty the contrary is the truth: but these
testimonies have been almost entirely
either suppressed or disregarded by mo-
dern historians.

Tha same valuable memoir on the
question of RESISTANCE contains another

piece of admirable advice
Hints to the which Lutljer gave to the
sZ%y5. e ! e c t o r 5 namely, That his

highness would do well, ser
riously and in writing to adrnoni&h his
clergy of their neglect of duty, and to
tell them, that this was so very great, as
to have compelled him to take the mat-
ter into consideration himself: that the
salvation of men's souls, as* well as the
peace of the community, in theŝ e times
of dispute and contention, imperiously
required him to ensure better instruc-
tions from the pulpit: And, as a clear,
.proof that these were the sole objects of
lf|s present monition, he should content
himself with earnestly entreating ,lh^n>
to promote among, his subjects pure evan-
gelical doctrine, ami to cultivate a spirit
of tranquillity and .concord; but that if,
after all, they should fail to do this, he
would no longer run the hazard of tu-
mults in his dominions; he would no
longer bear their neglect and opposition

. to the Gospel, nor any longer be a par-
taker intheir guilt, j - s -

At the oonfjusion of this wise coungel,
Luther ad ds^a remarkable clause, to this
effect: * '*

" I have persuaded myself that such a
step on the part of the elector may be

useful, by demori^r^^ to mankind tlt|s
purity of the motlV^M the re^moSf;-*
and by affording comfoft afterwards m,
their owfc consciences, in the reflection .
that they can sayi fruly,—'Nothing,
which was not dirtily opposite to the
w#d of God> was left untried for the
prevention o{ a rupture with the supe-
i l ' * ? S

* Comm. de Ltttfa. XVIH. 3.
f Id. XVIII. 4 & 5.

jy ^ f t p p e r in thi^ place:
to give a bjrief account of t.uther?s senti-
ments concerning the,; war
with the Turks. The Hun- The war
garian ambassadors had been i ^ k ^ f
at the late diet of Spires, .LutherJ *
to solicit assistance against sentiments,
them; but through the* ex—
cfs,sive folly and presumption of ,Lewes
II. king of Hungary, Solyman, who wa.s
then invading his kingdom at the Jieait.
of.300,000 men, ohtained a decisive vic-
tory in the plains of Mohacz, on the 29th
of August 1526, only two days after the
recess of* the diet. In this fatal battle
the flower of the Hungarian nobility p§-
rishef, with upwards of 20,000 men;
and Lewis was drowned in his ligfit.*
The victorious Sultan, after overrunning
Hungary, penetrated into Austria, and
even besieged Vienna. This progress ~
of the infidels was truly alarming; and „
an indistinct nation prevailed, that the
reformers thought it wicked to fight
against the "Turks. In such circum-
stances it became the duty of a man who
possessed the power of directing ̂ th«
judgment, of So many thousands of the
inhabitants of Germany/to speak plainly,
and to rectify such misconceptions as
might prove,injurious to the safetf <$f his
Country. The duty of a Christian spfc-
dier waŝ  a point which Luther'had deep-
ly considered; and in forming concltf-*
sions on the subject-, he constantly rested
with ait implicit obedience on what he
conceived to be the Divine will, as re-
vealed in Scripture.

1 Jt was in.the year 1529, wlien the ene-
my was even at the doort that our author
published in the German lan-
guage, a little tract, for the Luther ex-
purpose of rousing his coup- S a n s to
trymen. to take up arms in oppose the
the of&imon defence.—In TlJ[k^ 1529
this performance he chides
severely the common people, who^ ^e
understood, had shown themselves so
ignoraiit and barbarous as to express

* Dupin, Robertson
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wishes for the success of the Turks; and
at the same time he blames the preach-
ers for having dissuaded their congrega-
tions from being concerned in this war,
and for representing the profession of
arms as unlawful. It was painful to him
to find himself calumniated as the cause
of the present irruption of the infidels, as
he had been also of the rebellion of the
peasants; but there was no ground
whatever for the charge. He did not
deny, he said, that formerly he had
maintained, " That to fight against the
Turks was to fly in the face of God him-
self, who was visiting us for our sins;
and tha^ this was one of the positions
which had been selected from his writ-
ings, and condemned in the bull of Leo
X* But,.he asked, what were the ex-
isting, circumstances' at that time 1 The
dignity of magistrates and governors was
oppressed, and held in ho estimation;
and the pope exercised an usurped domi-
nation over all the'princes. He affirmed
that he himself was the first who had
opened men's eyes on that subject,—to
the great satisfaction of the late elector
Frederic^ In fact, the war with the
Turks was then the war of the pope; it
was an offensive war, and a'war founded
on no good principle: it was made a
pretence for exhausting Germany of its
money by the sale of indulgences: and
neither penitence nor amendment of life,,
—without wĥ Ch it is vain to hope for
success in war?—was so much as thought
of# Moreover-, it was at the same time
pretended io be the' peculiar duty of
Christians to take up arms against the
ihfijteta i whereas* lie scrupled not to
profess an opinion directly opposite* He
conceived, that the duties of men, consi-
dered as Christians, consisted in things
of a very different nature;- and that the
kingdom of Christ was, ndt of this world.
Still less had the pope and the clergy to
do with wars; and no success cp.uld be
expected, where bishops and priest's ne-
glected their proper functions, and gave
attention W military concerns. He had
been told"on good authority, that Fran-
cis I. well deserved his late defeat at
Pavia, for having made an alliance with
the pope, and taught his army to view
the contest in which they were engaged
as the cause of THE QHURCH, and to use
the word CHURCH as a watch-word.

Further; had there really existed, at
the time above mentioned, any threaten-
ing symptoms of war, Lather said, he

would have taken care to have made his
meaning more clear and distinct. At
present, the circumstances were very
much altered: the war was become
strictly defensive; the enemy had no
just ground for waging war at all against
the Christians; and their objects were
purely plunder and murder. Such an
invader might be resisted with a good
prospect of success, even by Christians
with the emperor at their head. But
then the Christian soldier ought serious-
ly to turn to God in prayer, both public
and private, and no longer lay stress on
processions, private masses, and invoca-
tions of saints. The emperor also should
not wage the war, to gratify ambition
and a thirst for glory, but consider him-
self as the leading prince, and as placed
in that situation by Almighty God to
discharge well the gre'at duty of conduct-
ing the defensive operations of the peo-
ple. All the princes ought to view the
matter in the same lig'hit, and no longer
contend in the diets for precedence, or
consume their incomes-in luxury, These,
also, said he, are the point's upon whiqh
the pope's 'legates ought strenuously- to
insist at the meetings of the diets, in-
stead of squabbling with Luther about
fastings and the marriages of the monks,
—»There appears throughout this little
work much of the author's native can-
dour and vigour of mind, and of his re-
verence for the written Word.*

It was to be expected, from the active
spirit-of Luther, that he should employ
to some important purposes that precious"
interval of tranquillity* which the church
enjoyed after the diet of
Spires.—The regulation and Reflations
improvement of the liturgies JburchSl by*
and rites of those chur6hes Luther,
which had embraced the new
doctrinal system of the reformers, was
an object well worthy the; serious atten-
tion of that able pilot who had safely
conducted his vessel through sp many
shelves, and rocks, and tempests. He
proceeded |n this business with the ut-
most caution and modesty: he published
the new mode of administering the sacra-
ment, adopted in tfie last year at Wittem-
berg*; but in his preface he says, "Far
be from me the affectation 4)f requiring
other persons either to follow our exam-
ple, or to alter any good formularies at

Comment, de Luth. II. LII.
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present in use. The plan here proposed
has its merit; but 1 am in no wise preju-
diced in its favour to the exclusion of
others." In the next place he provided
homilies to be read by such ministers as
had not the gift of preaching,—a very
necessary precaution, while evangelical
knowledge was at so low an ebb. He
also recommended the study of the Latin
tongue throughout the dominions of the
elector of Saxony, that there might be
men capable of instructing foreign na-
tions; lest, like the Waldenses in Bohe-
mia, they should not be able to commu-
nicate Christian information to any who
did not understand the language of their
teachers. Further; the catechising of
youth was one of Luther's favourite ob-
jects: then the exposition of the creed,
of the Lord's prayer, and of the ten com-
mandments, he insisted on as of the
highest moment; and thus, by the use
of moderate and conciliatory methods,
though the advances towards perfection
were gradual, the public order of religion,
through the indefatigable labours of this
eminent servant of God, in no great
length of time, wore a new aspect in
Saxony, to the unspeakable benefit of
that country.*

One of Luther's publications, in the
year 1526, was an exposition of certain
Psalms; and was intended by its author

to serve a peculiar good pur-
Hisê posi- pose, beyond the instruction
fn°nSi£a?mr« which it mio-ht afford to his
lain rsaims. r>

that having now heard the sad story of
the king's death, he should content him-
self with suggesting to her mind some
consolatory reflections, drawn from the
best and truest source of comfort, the
sacred Scriptures.—With his usual frank-
ness he takes occasion to explain to her
the nature of the evangelical cause, which,
he himself had now supported for some
years past; as also the iniquity of that
bitter hostility which he had experienced
from the Roman See. With a dignified
elevation of style, he vindicates the cou-
rageous, the innocent, and, in general, the
truly religious character of John Huss;
and, lastly, he reminds the princess of*
the instability of all human power and
grandeur, and exposes the vanity of
placing any hope or confidence in these.
In fact, there seemed to be very fair
ground for apprehending that Mary might
have become an exalted ornament of
Christianity. In the year 1530, she was
present at the diet of Augsburg; and,
while there, would not be hindered from
hearing evangelical discourses. More^
over, she boldly admonished her brother,
Charles V., not to suffer himself to be
duped by his clergy, as her husband
Lewis, and her brother Ferdinand, had
been. Alas ! prosperity afterwards se-
verely tried the soundness of the religion
of this princess, as it has done in thou-
sands of other instances. Being called
to the administration of the government
of the Low Countries, which had long

countrymen in Saxony.—He been the scene of most barbarous papal
inscribed the work to Mary of Austria, persecutions, she avoided the suspicion
the relict of Lewis king of Hungary, I of Lutheranism, and is said to have re-
whose miserable death in flght we have turned back to the profession of popery,
mentioned above, f This princess was It is however recorded to her praise, that
the sister of Charles V., and of Ferdi-jshe conducted herself with singular pru-
nand, who succeeded to the kingdom ofdence and moderation. So mild and pa-
Hungary. Our author had conceived jcifie were the principles of Mary, that
hopes she would tread in the steps of her j when Charles V. delivered over to his
sister, the queen of Denmark,^ and that [son Philip the care and management of
family afflictions might, under divine,his Belgian provinces, he recalled his
Providence, operate in a similar manner sister into Spain; suspecting that her
to her spiritual good.—In his dedication, j councils would rather obstruct, than pro*
he tells the queen, that with much de- j mote the objects which he had then in
light he had heard of her good will to j view. It is remarkable, that a kind Pro-
the Gospel; and had purposed to entreat vidence should have favoured this empe-
her to promote with all her might the'ror with the instructive warning of having
cause of God's word in Hungary, and to,had TWO sisters who listened to the pre-
protect the innocent from the persecutions ,cious invitation of evangelical religion :
which, he understood, they suffered from and it does not seem improbable, that the
the powerful and tyrannical prelates; but consideration of the dealings of God with
. • — his female near relatives should have

* Com.deLuth.II. XX.
X Page 376.
VOL. II,

f Page 515.

44

made some useful impressions on his
mind in the latest scenes of his life.
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Mary had a favourite chaplain, named
John Henckell, a man of ex-

Heuckeii,the cellent principles, one who
chaplain of ., 1 1 T Ai
Mary of favoured the Lutheran cause,
Hungary, is and was present with the
S d

U s y queen-dowager, at the diet of
Augsburg1, in 1530.*

Erasmus, of whom it is now unneces-
sary to say that he grew daily more and
more hostile to Lutheranism, wrote to
this good divine a long letter, penned
with all that ambiguous prudence, guard-
ed artifice, and malignant insinuation,
which have fixed the most indelible stains
on the character of this eminent scholar.
The composition is a perfect master-piece
in Erasmus's way. It has been well
criticised by the pious Seckendorf, who
pronounces this epistle as meriting most
peculiar notice, " if there be any one that
does so in all the large volume." Eras-
mus had heard of Henckell's propensity
to the Reformers, and particularly of the
good opinion which he had conceived of
Luther. He writes to him with a mani-
fest intent to undermine as much as pos-
sible, and even blacken the motives of
the Saxon divine ; and it must be owned
that he executes his purpose with the
most consummate address. Indirectly,
Erasmus extols himself, abuses the
monks, describes the evils which pre-
vailed in the church before the commence-
ment of the Lutheran controversy, and
laments pathetically the faults on both
sides. He equally disapproves of the
cruel persecutions of the Romanists, and
the vocifeiations of the upstart preachers,
many of whom, he says, were persons of
a contemptible and infamous character:—
They talked of Gospel doctrine, but
where, he asks, were we to look for Gos-
pel fruit 1 He owned he had formerly
conceived some good hopes of Luther;
but, says Erasmus, I speak from know-
ledge, when I say, he suffers himself to
be played upon, by vain, empty persons,
who are incapable of advising him on the
most trifling subject.f He boasts, that
he foresaw the religious differences would
end in sedition; thus malignantly joining
the cry of the papists, in laying to the
charge of the Lutherans the late rebellion
of the rustics. He then congratulates
himself on his own good management,

* Spalatinus's Account. Com. de Luth. II.
XXII. 6.

f Persons, who could not teach him how
to boil a cabbage. Eras. Op. III. 914.

in having kept clear OF THE FACTION,
notwithstanding that he had been abused
by the papists, and flattered by the pro-
testants. Before he concludes, he plain-
ly shows, that at that very moment,
with the pen in his hand, he was smart-
ing under the recent lashes he had re-
ceived from Luther's answer to his Dia-
tribe. But, "charity," said he, " hopeth
all things: and therefore he would not
give up the hope that good would still
arise from the evil; especially as in some
places, he artfully observes, there were
springing up Gospel preachers of a dif-
ferent stamp from those he had just men-
tioned ; preachers, who loved the truth,
but hated tumults; who adorned their
doctrine by a life of integrity, and by
mild agreeable manners, and who looked
upon the character of a teacher of the
Gospel as inconsistent with that of a
buffoon."

Thus does Erasmus, with the most
consummate address, point out and praise
a sort of middle path in religion, and at
the same time, with a delicate adula-
tion, insinuate that his friend
Henckell, to whom he was The object
,. . .' . of Erasmus,
then writing, was among the
few persons who were actually treading
that path. The events which followed,
justify the historian in observing, that
such systems of refinement and medio-
crity are, in effect, perfect chimeras; that
the Cross of Christ must be undergone
by those who mean to glorify God, to
preserve a good conscience, to rebuke,
by their lives and conversation, the evil
practices of the world, and to promote
the salvation of mankind. Erasmus
during many years was employed in his
nugatory scheme; and while he courted
the favour of the great, and secured him-
self from the danger of persecution, he
promoted not one of those peculiar truths
of Christian doctrine, on account of which
the good Reformers suffered grievously
from the tyranny of powerful princes and
prelates.

It would detain us too long to make
copious extracts from the dis-
courses which Luther about Extracts
this period, amidst his multi- [iierVser-
plied occupations, still found mons.
time to compose.

1. On the epithet, " Wonderful," ap-
plied to Christ in Isaiah ix., he makes
these observations: " The man whom
HE chooses to make truly godly, he
causes first to feel himself almost a
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despairing sinner; whom he chooses to
make wise, he first makes a fool; whom
he chooses to m&ke strong, he first ren-
ders weak: he delivers to death the man
whom he means to quicken ; he depresses
to hell whomsoever he intends to exalt
to heaven. . . . This is that WONDERFUL
KING, who is nearest to those from
whom he seems to be the most re-
mote."

2. On the council in the fifteenth chap-
ter of the Acts, he takes notice, that the
whole multitude of the disciples seemed
to stagger at the Divine promises, and
would have rashly rejected the doctrine
of justification by faith only, had not
two or three of the apostles stood in the
way, and boldly maintained that funda-
mental article of Christianity: That even
Peter himself relapsed, in part, into the
same error of self-righteousness; an error,
says he, " which is always pullulating
afresh, and which afterwards, under the
papacy, became strong and influential.
So little dependence is to be placed on
councils, and so necessary is the aid and
direction of the Holy Spirit, that men
may adhere steadfastly to the word of
God."

3. In another Discourse, he enters
more fully into the grand question con-
cerning faith and works, and repeats
what he had now taught for years in
Germany.—A few sentences may here
suffice. "Satan," says he, "himself
sometimes teaches the necessity of
works, and introduces even good things,
in order that men, by relying on their
specious good deeds, may be diverted
from the faith of the Gospel. I cannot
insist on this too much; for ye will find
after my decease, this artifice will be
practised in a manner which ye do not
at present suspect. Never suppose that
by your works ye are made Christians.
Christ is proposed to us in a two-fold
character: first, he makes us sons of
God; this is done by the WORD alone,
exclusive of any work: If it is his will
to become yours, then you will become
his; and he will save you by his blood
and passion. Satan hates this doctrine,
and false teachers never preach it. Se-
condly, Christ is proposed as our exam-
ple. If his word be in my heart, I am
in possession of the great commandment,
that is, charity; nevertheless, he does
not expect from me, as a depraved crea-
ture, the fruits of charity, but through a
new spirit, imparted to me by the hear-

ing of his WORD, and by believing on
him."*

Anxious for the extension of evangeli-
cal knowledge, the pious elector of
Saxony had instituted a the-
ological lecture at Wittem- Anecdotes of
berg with a salary of two &£££>d

n.
hundred florins. Melancthon,
the lecturer, scrupled to accept the salary,
alleging that he had not leisure to dis-
charge the duty properly : nor could his
scruples be removed, but by an explana-
tory letter from the elector himself, writ-
ten to him at the instance of Luther, who
ventured to tell the prince, that were he
to give Melancthon the proposed salary
GRATIS for a year or two, he would well
deserve it, having already, during two
years, reatl very laborious and very use-
ful lectures on the Scriptures without any
salary at all. "The knowledge of the
Scriptures," said Luther, " is much call-
ed for in every country; and therefore I
would gladly promote a lecture of this
sort. But there is no need to encroach
too much on the time and strength of the
lecturer: a lecture of this kind, even
once in the week, might answer the
purpose."

Anecdotes like this, might seem of
little consequence, if anything can be
said to be of little consequence, which
illustrates the simplicity, the integrity,
and the disinterestedness of the first Re-
formers. .

Another instance of Luther's kind and
generous attention may deserve to be no-
ticed. | He interceded with the elector
in favour of certain Franciscan monks,
of the monastery of Wittemberg, who
were reduced to a state of extreme indi-
gence. " This neglect is not your fault,"
said he to the prince: " but there are
among your courtiers those who ought
to have mentioned to your highness the
situation of these poor creatures. It is a
disgrace to the Gospel; and who knows
but there may be among them some one
who shall judge us all at the last day."J

Numerous are the proofs of the gentle
steps by which the Reformation was con-
ducted in the electorate of Saxony, not-
withstanding all the slanders of Erasmus,
and the fictions of the papal historians.§

* Comm. de Luth. II. XXII. ct XXIII.
t Seek. II. Ad. 64. a. & b.
t Alluding to 1 Cor. vi. 2.
§ Such as CochlsBus, Maimbourg, Pallavi-

cini, &c.
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Indeed, if j?efetl Christians have, on any
occasion, been active in promoting revo-
lutions by violence and iniquity, all we
can say is, their evidence of belonging
to Christ's little flock must, at that par-
ticular season, be deemed very slender
and suspicious. The maxims of the
Gospel are widely different from those of
the world in general, or even from those
of conceited theorists and lofty pretenders
to philosophy. It is, however, but too
true, that the visionary notions of the
latter have been much celebrated in our
days; though, happily, it is at length
pretty well understood, not only that
they are unsupported by facts, but even
confuted by the practice of the very per-
sons who professed to adopt and defend
them.

7. PERSECUTIONS OF THE REFORMERS.

THE blessed calm which the church
enjoyed after the diet of Spires, must not
be understood to have extended beyond

those provinces and districts
Nicolas, which were under the juris-
Ganu1"1 a n diction of such princes and

governors as were favourable
to the propagation of Christian truth and
liberty. In Bohemia and Hungary, Fer-
dinand, now king of both countries
raged against the Lutherans with all the
fury which papal ignorance and,supersti-
tion, exasperated by opposition, could
inspire. The rigour of the persecution
in Bohemia may be inferred from a single
instance. A person, named Nicolas Tor-
nar, and a widow of sixty years, named
Clara, suffered death in. the flames with
Christian fortitude, merely because they
denied their belief in the corporeal pre-
sence of Christ in the Sacrament.

In Germany also, two remarkable in-
stances of martyrdom are recorded. 1.

John Huglin, minister of Lin-
j . Hugiin, dau, was directed by the bi-
IpengieT shop of Constance to recant

the Christian faith; and on
refusal was treated precisely as John
Huss had been, that is, degraded in the
most abusive language, and then deliver-
ed over to the secular power. This man,
while he was preparing for the fire, sang
several songs of praise with the utmost
cheerfulness. 2. Peter Spengler had no-
thing laid to his charge, except that he
had been heard to lament the blindnesi
of the papists, and to exhort their clergy
to read their Bibles. By stealth he was
hurried away to Friburg, delivered over

to the council of regency at Ensishem,
and by them condemned to be held under
water" till he was dead.*

At Munich, the capital of Bavaria,
eorge Carpenter was burnt alive in

1527, because he refused to
subscribe to the Romish cor- George Car-
ruptions. This sufferer, when JSumch°.f

some of his pious brethren re-
quested him to give them, while in the
flames, some sign of the firmness of his
mind, answered in these memorable
words, "Let this be looked upon by you
as the most certain sign of the steadiness
of my faith ; that as long as I am able to
open my mouth, or even to mutter, I will
never cease to praise God, and confess
the name of our Redeemer:" and it is
said, the man kept his word.f

But one of the most affecting stories
of this kind is the martyrdom of Leon-
hard Caesar, in the same year
1527. He was born in Bava- Leonhard
ria; and having begun to Csesar-
preach the Gospel, he was summoned to
Passau, to answer for his conduct; and
there, by imprisonment and menaces,
was at length induced to recant, and was
dismissed to his parish, and allowed to
officiate again. Leonhard, however, was
so upbraided by his conscience, and in-
wardly ashamed of his unfaithfulness,
that, in about six months he quitted his
station, and visited Wittemberg and other
places where evangelical liberty flourish-
ed. After two years absence, hearing
that his father was at the point of death,
he ventured to return to his own country,
where the minister of the village betrayed
him; and Leonhard was carried to Pas-
sau, and there imprisoned during ten
weeks before he underwent the least ex-
amination. At length, when reduced to
a very weak condition, he was called
upon to answer hastily a variety of ques-
tions, read to him by the famous Eccius
of Ingolstadt, who had been sent for on
purpose to interrogate, confound, and
overawe the poor heretic. His own re-
lations earnestly solicited him to retract;
but finding THAT in vain, they begged he
might be allowed to have an advocate,
and also a month's respite to recruit his
feeble, debilitated frame. All was re-
fused by the popish rulers; and Leon-
hard wras brought publicly before a so-
lemn tribunal of the bishop and a number

* Scultet. XXVI.
t Acta Mart, in Scult. XXVII.
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of canons, with Eccius among" them.
Then it was, that the persecuted prisoner,
armed with Divine strength, rose more
formidable to the powers of darkness,
than, if, through infirmity, he had never
been guilty of a former lapse in denying
the faith. His adversaries peremptorily
ordered all the proceedings to be carried
on in Latin, for the purpose of keeping
the multitude in ignorance. But Leon-
harn*scrupled not before the whole au-
dience to speak Gorman repeatedly, and
to defend the doctrines he professed with
prodigious spirit and animation. He was
frequently interrupted by the official of
the court, and told that he was not
brought there to PREACH. The grand
protestant doctrines were the articles he
maintained. "Faith alone," said he,
"justifies: works are the evidences of
faith; but in the act of justification,
works are as distinct from faith as heaven
is from the earth. The mass is no sacri-
fice; neither is there any sacrifice for sin,
except the blood of Christ." He refused
to enter into any dispute about transub-
stantiation; and contended, that it was
enough to insist on the words of Christ,
and to believe, that faithful communicants
become real partakers of his body and
blood.

This good martyr wrote from his pri-
son to his friend Stifelius, at that time
chaplain to a lady of distinction in Aus-
tria, in strains of the most unaffected
piety, thanking God who had honoured,
as he called himself, his most unworthy
servant, and the greatest of sinners, with
such an opportunity to confess his pre-
cious name, blessed for ever. 13e en-
treated his dear brother in Christ to pray
for him, that he might remain steadfast
to the end.* Much pains were taken to
procure his release and dismission. No-
blemen of the first distinction, even the
elector of Saxony himself, interceded
with the potentates of Bavaria, but all to
no purpose. The popish hierarchy pro-
ceeded to degrade him, and then gave
him up to the civil magistrate; but not
without first going through the usual
mockery of praying that his life might
be spared. His mournful relations, en-
tirely against his own wishes, made their
last effort to obtain the poor favour, that
their kinsman might be allowed to die by
the sword instead of the flames. But
the stern duke of Bavaria, instigated no

doubt by his priests, issued-a peremptory
mandate " for committing the incorrigible
heretic alive to the flames."

The man's patience, and constancy in
prayer, the ardour of his soul, and his
confidence towards God, are
described as beyond belief. Thepatiencp
When the dreadful moment ofleonCd?3"
came, and he was placed on
the pile, he said, "O Lord Jesus, par-
take in my sufferings; support me, give
me strength ;" and, lastly, as soon as the
fire began to burn, he cried out with a
loud voice, "Save me, Jesus; I am
thine!" and soon after expired. Luther
was vehemently affected with this tra-
gedy; and professed himself ashamed,
as he had done on former occasions, that
he had not yet been thought worthy of
martyrdom. " Oh," said he, " that I
might witness such a confession, and
suffer such a death! but GorHsj.will be
done! Oh, ye persecutors, if-ye thus
thirst after blood and carnage, wfey'do ye
not turn your arms against th$Turks]
For after all, ye cannot oppress the cause
of God. I gave you Gamaliel's advice
when I was before the emperor at Worms:
but all is in vain."*

To their common friend, Stifelius, he
speaks thus of the death of Leonhard.
" Oh wretched me !—how far below this
man am I ! I am a wordy preacher, he
a powerful performer. May Christ grant
that we may be enabled to imitate this
holy character !"f

C H A P T E R XV.
FROM THE PERSECUTIONS, AFTER THE FIRST DIET

OF SPIRES, TO THE VISITATION OF THE ELEC-
TORATE OF SAXOx\Y.

1. LUTHER'S TEMPTATIONS.
2. NARRATIVES OF BUGENHA^IUS AND OF JONAS.
3. DISTINCTION BETWEEN 'DEEP RELIGIOUS

CONCERN, AND CONSTITUTIONAL MELAN-
CHOLY.

4. LUTHER'S QUARREL WITH GEORGE OP
SAXONY.

5. VISITATION OF THE ELECTORATE OF SAXONY.

*• Ep. I I , 329, by Aurifaber.

1. LUTHER'S TEMPTATIONS.

BUT Providence had designed trials
for Luther, more calculated to humble

* Alt. III. 792. In. S. p. 85.
t Ep. II. 355.
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and subdue liis spirit, and to perfect the
strength of God in his weakness, even
than martyrdom itself. The uncommon
success with which his labours had been
crowned, the celebrity of his character,
the favour of princes and nobles, and the
admiration in which he was held by all
the professors of evangelical truth, were
circumstances which had a strong ten-
dency to exalt him in his own eyes,
especially when the native firmness and
intrepidity of his temper is taken into

the account. In fact, how-
Tho natural ever, this extraordinary man
ofTuther's na(* never been without a
nand. thorn in the flesh,* which

proved an effectual counter-
poise to all his attainments and all his
successes, and prevented him from being
44 exalted above measure,"—What was
the nature of that thorn in the flesh,
which disturbed the tranquillity of St.
Paul, it may not be easy to form even a
probable conjecture ; but in regard to
Luther, his case may be understood with-
out much difficulty by those who are
conversant in his writings, and who them-
selves have, in some degree, tasted of
the grace of God in the Christian life.—
It was not a propensity to carnal gratifi-
cations, but to a PECULIAR species of
spiritual pride and self-righteousness. 1
call it peculiar, not because many of
the very wisest and best of Christians
have not felt the same evil from age to
age, but for the purpose of distinguishing
it from that more common, and more dan-
gerous sort of pretension to spirituality,
which leads the mind to boast of its at-
tainments, and to re3t in an antinomian
security. Persons of this latter stamp
are usually careless and easy; and in the
end, frequently prove altogether unsound.
Those of the former, rarely or never do
so; and for this reason—the/e is in their
character, at bottom, a profound humility,
together with a quick and lively sense of
the evil of sin. Their defect properly
consists in unbelief. The fulness, the
freeness, the extent of the loving-kindness
of God in redemption, is veiled from their
eyes : they cannot believe that God is so
plenteous in goodness and mercy, as in
Scripture he is represented to be ; and
hence, as a consequence of this blind-
ness, proceeds that PECULIAR sort of self-
righteousness, so destructive of evange-
lical comfort. They are too wicked, they

* 2 Cor. xii.

think, to be saved just as they are: they
must make themselves, at least SOME-
THING better before they are entitled to
mercy. Thus, notwithstanding all the
real humility of this character, there is
in it still some mixture of pride, which
is only to be subdued at the CROSS of
Christ, where the true penitent sinner at
length learns, that the very way to frus-
trate the mercy of God is to mix, in the
great concern of justification, any of his
own petty performances with the merits
of the Redeemer.

In the mean time,-the malicious policy
of Satan is, to let alone the spiritually
proud antinomian ; that, is, to
leave him pleased with his The policy of
own attainments and regard- tTanuno*
less of personal holiness,— mian.
while he buffets, with all his
might, the poor Christian soldier of Lu-
ther's opposite temperament. Here, by
his artful temptations, he works secretly
upon what is called in Scripture, the OLD
MAN ; and by false imaginations and plau-
sible reasonings, endeavours to reduce
the soul to despair, to hide from it the
consolations of the Divine promises, and
to drive the distressed sinner into a state
of legal bondage, or even into Atheism
itself. In the active scenes of Luther's
life, in the distress of his external perse-
cutions, in the heat of his controversies,
in his wars with the papacy, or even in
his pacific employments of preaching-
and writing comments on the word of
God, little or nothing of this soit ap-
pears ;—it is in his closet, in his conver-
sations with his intimates, with his pa-
rish priest, or his wife, or when his
fellow-labourers vex and irritate him by
their opposition ; or, lastly, when his own
health and spirits are broken down by
incessant toils, and cares, and watchings;
these are the seasons when IN PRIVATE
we may expect to see the Saxon hero of
the Reformation, more or less, according
to circumstances, in a state of imbecility
and confusion of mind, or even of fear,
anxiety, complaint, and tribulation.*

But be it remembered that, extreme
cases excepted, there is in the public de-
portment of Luther no material difference
to be observed. He thinks, he reasons,
he writes, he preaches, precisely in the
same manner.f Nay, he knows how to
give the very best spiritual advice to

*• Narratio Pomerani, II. 337.
t Ibid. 34L b.
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those who apply to him under afflictions
similar to his own. He even sometimes
jests with such persons, with a view to
do them good, when he thinks their case
calls for encouragement to cheerfulness ;
and yet internally, he is perhaps much
disposed to blame himself for having
gone too far in that way. It is recorded,
that on one occasion, he cried out,
" People conclude from my ordinary,
gay conversation, that I walk on beds of
roses and on nothing else ; but God
knows what I daily feel."* All this
may appear strange and contradictory to
those who have not been conversant wTith
such things: The solution is, CHRIST,
THE HEAD OF THE CHURCH, both protects
its members from delusion, and at the
same time disciplines his ablest servants
by afflictions; and though sometimes the
thorns in the flesh, called messengers of
Satan,f may cause great tumult and dis-
tress in the souls of faithful ministers of
the Gospel, such trials shall not ulti-
mately avail, either to the subversion of
doctrine, or the declension of godliness.

That great defect in meekness, which
is constantly to be deplored in the cha-

racter of the Saxon reformer,
The great as it, doubtless, gave the
Luther^ tempter a great advantage
character. over him, so did it require

the very discipline and chas-
tisement here described. By a strong
and piercing understanding, Luther had
discovered the revealed remedy of our
fallen nature, and enforced the use of it
with almost unexampled wisdom and
energy; nevertheless, this great physi-
cian fails to apply, in his own malady,
the efficacious medicines he has so often
prescribed with success to others.

Early in 1527, we behold that high
unconquered spirit, which had stood calm

and secure amidst the rage of
Luther se- popes and princes, lie pros-
afflicted in t r a t e u°der the pressure of
mind. internal temptation. An in-

fectious disorder prevailed at
Wittemberg, and the elector ordered the
academics to retire to Jena; but Luther
thought it his duty not to desert his
flock. At the same time he severely, but
justly, rebuked several, who when in
health had altogether neglected the Sa-
crament, and now in the hour of danger
eagerly pressed for the administration

of it, even at the peril of the minister's
life.

In the course of this year, he suffered
much, and for a considerable time toge-
ther, from bodily complaints,
and thereby became extreme- Causes of
ly debilitated afterwards; but l^n

amc"
it does not at all appear that
he was attacked by the prevailing epi-
demic : that disorder however was in
his house for many months, and his
wife was at that time pregnant.—No won-
der, therefore, that he should describe
his spirits as weak and agitated, and
often oppressed with fears and perturba-
tion. Then it was, that Satan seems to
have taken the advantage, to inject his
fiery darts into the mind of this devoted
servant of God, at a time when almost
every object appeared grievous and alarm-
ing to his irritable imagination. The di-
lapidation of the ecclesiastical revenues
by the avarice and rapacity of the noble-
men,* who took advantage of the exces-
sive good-nature of the elector, was one
serious affliction to the mind of Luther;
who, in regard to his own personal con-
dition, was perfectly disinterested, and
was only anxious, that through the means
of judicious and economical regulations,
there might be sufficient funds for the
improvement, extension, and new founda-
tion of various protestant establishments.
Then the opposition of the Sacramenta-
rian reformers gave him sensible uneasi-
ness ;f though in this he certainly ought
to have confessed, that his chief suffer-
ing arose from the mortification of his
pride, and that he had no very material
reason to complain of want of respect on
the part of those godly persons, namely,
Zuingle, Ecolampadius, and others whom
he ought joyfully and cordially to have
received as brethren and fellow-soldiers,
fighting the same cause of a persecuted
Gospel, It is true that Zuingle, in the
course of controversy, could sometimes
use language sufficiently bitter and con-
temptuous ; but Luther ou<xht still to
have remembered, that he himself had
been in that respect the aggressor to a
most vexatious degree;—he did indeed
remember it, and with many tears, as we
shall see by and bye ;—but it was his
duty to have owned his fault long before,
and not merely in his chamber to a few
private friends, but openly to all the

* Narratio Pomerani, II. 337.
f 2 Cor. xii.

* Com. de Luth. XXIX. 3.
t Id. XXXII. 4.
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world, and to have repaired the breach I
both by candid acknowledgments, and
by ceasing from the strife. But Lutheri
did neither one nor the other. On the con-

trary, Zuingle, the leader of
Encomium the Sacramentarians, though
zuwgie?rby ordinarily by no means dis-

posed to spare Luther, gene-
rously admitted in one of his publica-
tions, that his adversary was not, in any
essential point, deficient in evangelical
light: and moreover, that at a time when
there was not a single person to be found
who should dare to brave the danger,
he had boldly stood forward the first
champion of the Gospel; and was the
faithful David, raised by the Lord, to
come forward and meet the great Goliath
of Rome.* That Zuingle then and his
associates did not agree with Luther in
the tenet of consubstantiation, while they
sincerely and earnestly desired to unite
with him in the bonds of the Gospel,
and to honour him as the father of the
Reformation, ought to have been no ob-
ject of discontent or distress to his mind.
I gladly seize again the opportunity to
convince my readers, that I have no de-
sire to conceal the blemishes of the Saxon
Reformer. He possessed uncommon ex-
cellencies ; but they were stained with
faults by no means inconsiderable. It is
perfectly right that we should in this
manner thoroughly examine the charac-
ters of men of real holiness ; that we
may distinguish them from the fictitious
perfectionists of the Stoics, and learn to
give the praise to that God who is justly
jealous of his own glory.

Let us now listen to Martin Luther
discovering the secret weakness and dis-

tress of his soul; and let us
Extracts keep j n mind that this is the
ther'sLilet. v e i 7 s a m e m a n w n 0 w a s every
ters. day bidding open defiance to

the greatest powers of Eu-
rope, both civil and ecclesiastical, and
voluntarily hazarding his life for the
sake of Christian truth and liberty.

44 My sins have brought upon me the
heavy wrath of God. It is not enough

that the pope, the emperor,
Luther's the princes, and bishops,
mindeSS°f s h o u l d a i m a t m V life> b u t

my religious brethren also
must torment my spirit. My sins, and
all the powers of death, Satan and his
angels, rage without ceasing. And what

is my hope 1—I say, if Christ should
forsake me, I am undone. But he never
will forsake such a poor miserable sin-
ner. Mine enemies are mighty; and
add affliction to affliction, now that I am
under the Divine chastisement. But
enough-; let me not be querulous or im-
patient under the rod of Him, who smites
and heals, who kills and makes alive.
Blessed be his holy will! When the
world and the prince of the world hate
me in this manner, it is surely some
proof that I belong to Christ. The criti-
cal situation of my wife increases my
anxiety ; and I am quite alarmed at what
has just now happened to another preg-
nant lady, one of our neighbours, whom
you know. She has been carried off ra-
pidly by the prevailing epidemic. My
present trials ai;e great; but the All-
powerful One has done great things for
me. May Christ, whose pure doctrine
I have taught and openly avowed, be my
rock and my fortress ! Amen."*

" It so pleases God, that I, who have
been accustomed to comfort others, do
myself stand in need of consolation. I
have but one prayer, and I beseech you
join me in it;—that whatever Christ
may be pleased to do with me, he would
preserve me from ungratefully rebelling
against him, whom I have hitherto
preached and served with so much zeal;
though at the same *ime I have offended
him by many and great sins.—I still
hope he will forgive me, and say, * I am
thy salvation.' "f

" There is nothing that my sins do not
deserve; but nevertheless I have com-
fort in the thought that I have taught the
Gospel of Christ in godly sincerity, to
the salvation of many souls. This galls
Satan; and he would destroy me, toge-
ther with the WORD itself. While others
are called to the stake by the cruel ty-
rants, I suffer internally in spirit from
the prince of this world. May the Fa-
ther of our Lord Jesus Christ perfect me
in his holy will! Oh ! how precious and
delightful is the secret contemplation of
that will\"$

" 1 am still under the malice of Satan,
who continues to buffet me. Pray for
me. I have now languished for near-
ly three months, yet not so much in

Op. Zuing. II. Exeg. 359.

* To Jonae, II. 343. b.
t To Amsdorf, II. 344.
* To Agric. II. 347.
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body as in mind, and am still far from
well."*

" So may Christ comfort you," says
Luther to his beloved friend Hausman,
" as you comfort me. I thank my God,
that Satan with all his wonderful craft,
and all his powerful exertions, hath not
yet been able to gain his will upon me.
This is no ordinary temptation; and so
skilful is that WICKED ONE in perverting
the Scriptures, that my own knowledge
of the sacred writings fails me on this
occasion; I stand in need of the help of
my friends, and I am thankful for their
consolatory communications. I open my
case to you in this manner, that you may
pray the more earnestly for me, and may
also yourself in like circumstances, if
ever they should happen, be aware of the
depths of Satan."f

In the midst of his humiliation and
confession of sin, we find Luther repeat-

edly taking comfort, as holy
His sources David did, from a conscious-
of comfort. n e g s Qf t h e i n t e g r i t y a n d p u -

rity of his motives. Thus to his friend
Melancthon: "Pray for me—I am a
miserable abject worm of the earth, dis-
tracted with sorrow. But as this is the
good will of the Father of mercies, glory
be to him, whatever be my sufferings.
In regard to myself, there is but one
thing on which I lay any stress; name-
ly, that I have ever taught the word
God in its purity; and on no occasion
corrupted the truth, either through a love
of glory, or of gain.":£

To another friend he says, " Be se-
rious in your prayers for me, that Christ
may not leave me destitute; for I am
utterly without strength. I am sensible
that 1 stand in need of temptations, that
God may be glorified in me, and that I
may be humbled ; and I have still a
good hope that Christ will accept me,
though 1 have listened and do listen too
much to the devices of Satan. It is as-
tonishing how he can transform himself,
not to say into an angel of light, but into
Christ himself. I am compelled to own
his power; for he is outrageous in his
attacks upon me. But Christ has faith-
fully preserved me, and will preserve me
unto the end."§

2. NARRATIVES OF BUGENHAGIUS, AND OP
JONAS.

THE truth of the history of Luther's
extreme sufferings in the course of these
temptations, does not depend entirely on
the descriptions contained in his own let-
ters to his friends. Bugenhagius of Po-
meraniaand Justus Jonas were present
during one of the most severe attacks,
and were so much affected by what they
saw and heard, that they thought fit to
record in writing some of the most ma-
terial circumstances.

It appears, however, clear, that intense
distress and agitation of spirit had laid
hold of our Reformer, more than six
months before that, very re-
markable seizure which they Luther's let-
described. For he writes te^°D

Jo^S:
thus to Jonas on the 26th of
December 1526 : " Oh, my Jonas, pray
for me; sympathize with me in the ago-
nies I undergo. The temptation is
sometimes less, but returns again with
greater fury. May Christ never forsake
me! May he chastise me as a son, but
not punish me as a rebel: May I be
strong in faith, even unto the end !"*

Now the narratives of Bugenhagius
and Jonas relate to what happened on
the sixth of the succeeding July, when
the mind of Luther must of necessity

of have been much broken down by the
length and accumulation of his afflictions.
—To transcribe the whole might detain
us too long; but some remarkable parts
of it may well deserve notice.

Their account is this; namely, that
about eight o'clock in the morning of
Saturday the sixth of July,f Bugenha-
gius was alarmed at being hastily sent
for by Luther. He found him, however,
in conversation with his wife, and look-
ing just as usual. It seems he had that
morning experienced a most tremendous
temptation, entirely of a spiritual nature;
and was seriously apprehensive, that if
the hand of God should again be so
heavy upon him, he could not survive
the attack. On the whole, he suspected
he was about to die; and retired pri-
vately with his friend Bugenhagius, the
parish minister, into his chamber, and
there, in secret, committed everything to
God, and solemnly confessed his sins;

* To Stifel. and to Jonas, II. 353, 354.
t To Agric. II. 358. { Ib. 356.
§ To Brisger, II. 359, b.

* Ep. II. 321.
t Narrat. Pom. 335. et seq.
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and then, says the writer, my MASTER
entreated me, his PUPIL, to give him a
word of consolation from the Scriptures.
Afterwards he recovered so far as to
be able to go out to dinner, and make
thd company cheerful, as he always did.
But in the evening he was suddenly
seized with a fainting fit; and cried out,
" Oh! Doctor Jonas, 1 am sick; bring
me water, or whatever you have, or r
am gone." Jonas in a fright snatched
up some cold water,"and threw it freely
over him. At that moment Luther was
the very picture of death; but presently
after, he began to pray most intensely :
" I f this be my last hour, O Lord, thy
will be done ! O Lord, rebuke me not in
thine anger; chasten me not in thy
heavy displeasure. Have mercy upon
me, 0 Lord.—I would willingly have
shed my blood in the cause of thy word
—but perhaps I was unworthy of that
honour; thy will be done: only may
thy name be glorified, whether by my
death, or my life."

Then, in the most solemn manner, he
recommended to the blessing-ef God, the
ministry of that sacred Gospel, which
had hitherto been committed to his
charge. Upon which, Bugenhagius, al-
most senseless from deep and anxious
concern, interrupted him, by saying,
" Among your other prayers, my doctor,
let this be one, that it would please
God to continue your life for the good of
us poor creatures, and of many others."
" To die," replied Luther, " would be
gain to me, but . . . . " and then, with-
out finishing "the sentence, he thus se-
riously addressed Justus Jonas and Bu-
genhagius. " The world delights in
falsehoods; and it will certainly be said,
that I recanted my doctrines in the hour
of death. I desire, therefore, YOU and
Bugenhagius to be witnesses of this my
confession of faith :—I am perfectly sa-
tisfied that the doctrines which I have
taught, concerning faith, charity, the
cross, and the sacraments, are verily
agreeable to the word of God. I was
led by Providence, and not voluntarily,
to act the part which I have acted in the
ministry. Many have blamed me for
having been deficient in moderation;
however, in some instances, there was
in me no want of moderation but what
maybe justified; and most assuredly I
have never intended harm to any per-
son whatever. On the contrary, I have
always wished to promote men's sal-

vation, even the salvation of mine ene-
mies."

After this, Luther gravely stated to the
same persons his objections to the Sa-
cramentarians; calling God to witness
the sincerity of Ins heart, and lamenting
with tears the numerous sects that arose,
and neither spared the flock nor the Word
of God "What a bustle," said he,

will they raise after my death ! ! " AND
THEN, WITH DEEP SIGHS, AND A VAST EF-
FUSION OF TEARS, HE CONFESSED HOW IN-
TEMPERATE HE HAD BEEN AT TIMES IN
HIS LANGUAGE ; and appealed to HIM
WHO KNOWS ALL THINGS, that in THIS HE
HAD GIVEN WAY to the infirmity of the
flesh, thereby endeavouring to shake off
the burden of his afflictions ; but that his
conscience did not reproach him with
having harboured any ill-will."

" Be ye my witnesses, however," said
he, turning his face towards his two
friends, "that, on the subjects of repent-
ance and justification, I recant nothing
of what I have written against the pope.
I feel that to be the Gospel of God, and
the truth of God ; and though some may
think I have been too harsh, or taken
too great liberty, I do not repent in that
matter."

Luther then began to inquire after his
child. " Where is my dearest little
John?"—The child was soon brought
smiling to the father, who immediately
commended 'his good little boy,' as he
called him, and his mother, 'his dearest
Kate,' to a good and gracious God. " Ye
have no worldly goods," said he; " but
God, who is the father of the orphan, and
judges the cause of the widow, will de-
fend and keep you. I give thanks to
thee, O Lord God, that thy providence
has made me indigent in this world. I
have neither house nor land nor posses-
sion to leave. Thou hast blessed me
with a wife and children, and these I re-
turn back unto thee ; O feed them, teach
them, preserve them!"

To his wife he said, " My dearest
Kate, if it is God's will, I request thee
to submit to it: thou art my wedded wife;
this thou wilt never forget; and let God's
word be thy constant guide." He pro-
ceeded to say something to her concern-
ing a few silver cups; and concluded
with these words, " You know we have
nothing else."

His wife displayed, on this trying oc-
casion, extraordinary Christian fortitude.
Almost heart-broken and frightened even
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to consternation, she yet pre-
Conductof served a good hope in her
Luther -f countenance. She allowed

that not only herself and her
child, but many other Christian people,
would expedience a great loss; but she
entreated her htisband not to be *arteasy
on her account; for if it fealty was God's
will that he should depart, she could sub-
mit to it cordially. She therefore com-
mended him to the Lord God, aider
whose protection he could not fail to be
safe.*

By the external application of warmth,
and by the use of cordial medicines in-
ternally, Luther soon recovered from the
apparently immediate danger; but such
had been the violence of the paroxysm,
that he experienced the debilitating ef-
fects of it during the remainder of the
year.

On the Sunday succeeding this memo-
rable Saturday, Luther declared to Jonas,
that on comparing the agony of his mind,
during the spiritual temptation in the
morning of the preceding day, with his
bodily afflictions in the evening, the lat-

ter had not been half so dis-
Ef* tressing as the former. He

added, '* Doctor, I must
day. I was yesterday atmark the

school."
Afterwards he underwent many exa-

cerbations of mind of a similar nature to
that described, but none equally severe.
Yet during all these trials, Bugetihagius
assures us, that Luther attended to every
part of his duty, that he seldom omitted
his public lectures, and generally preach-
ed on the Lard's day. Bugenhagius was
frequently called during the hours of the
night to visit him in his distress ; and re-
peatedly heard him say, " The violence
of the temptation stnpifies me that I can-
not open my mouth: as soon as ever it
pleases God that I can lift up my heart
in prayer, and make use of scriptural ex-
pressions, it ceases to prevail."

Bugenhagius tells us, that he found
real satisfaction in being of some little
service to Luther, through whose in-
strumentality, God had been pleased to
reveal to himself the Gospel of his
Son.f

* Descrip. Tentat. 340.
f Joan. Bug. Fomer. 340. b.

3 . DISTINCTION BETWEEN DEE^ RELIGIOUS CON-

k CERN, AND CONSTITUTIONAL MELANCHOLY.

THERE are, I believe, those who wtll
not be displeased to see this eminent ser-
vant of God in his imbecility; and to
whom the narrative may be even conso-
latory and instructive. They will ob-
serve that such instances, when well
considered, incontrovertibly prove that
the excellency of evangelical powelis of
G ^ , and not of man. Hence the nature
of true Christian experience is both il-
lustrated and confirmed. If I have en-
larged t>n this case,'I shall endeavour to
be brief on the civil politics of Luther-
anism. The propriety of thus distin-
guishing and treating the materials be-
fore me, is continually suggested by the
original plan of this history. Add to
this, the authorities for the preceding ac-
count are in the hands of very few per-
sons, and, as far as 1 know, have ne^er
before been given in English to the pub-
lic; and this may be a reason, among
many others, why the real character of
the Saxon Reformer has been so little un-
derstood. Let us regret sincerely the
strength of his prejudices, the violence
of his temper, the asperity of his lan-
guage; but let us be glad, that, in the
hour of affliction at least, he bitterly la-
mented his faults, and earnestly prayed

that by them he might not bring a
scandal on the Gospel."* Amidst all
his blemishes, men of candour and dis-
cernment will be compelled to recognize
the most unequivocal marks of puiity of
intention.

Those who are disposed to class this
R6former among ENTHUSIASTS, should
pause, and seriously reflect what that
word means in its ordinary
acceptation, when applied to Luther no
religious characters; and they enthusiast,
may, in the end, be led to
agree with the writer of this history, that
few men, perhaps none, in any age, were
ever less infected with that evil.

I less wonder, that, by modern writers,
Martin Luther should have been sus-
pected of a propensity to melancholy;
because it is too much their practice to
represent all deep concern and personal
anxiety in matters of religion, and still
more, all the distresses, afflictions, mourn-
ings, and temptations of godly persons,

* Ego enim orabo ne peccatis meis alicui
scandalo sim. Narr. Bug. 338.
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as implying a melancholic temperament
of the natural constitution. Instances of
this way of judging are innumerable.—
Dr. Jortin,* for example, considers Lu-
ther as having a tincture both of melan-

choly and enthusiasm; but
Nor meian- when I turn to his authorities
choiic. for s u c n a sentiment, I find

nothing to support it. The
truth is, the Saxon Reformer was natural-
ly of a cast directly the Qpposite to that
which is here represented ; and Melanc-
thon expressly declares that he was of
a LIVELY, SOCIAL, GENEROUS turn of
mind.I Extraordinary then must be that
penetration, which, in our times, can
discover what escaped the observation of
his most intimate friend and contem-
porary.

Luther himself was fully persuaded of
the agency of Satan in the production of
those temptations, which 'afflicted him so
grievously. Beausobre, on the contrary,
peremptorily rejects the supposition, and
without the least ceremony or hesitation,
pronounces them to have been the effect
of melancholy.

A single declaration of this kind, when
made by such an author as Beausobre,^:
who could not have been entirely igno-
rant of the private life of Luther, dis-
closes at once the nature of the religious
views and taste of this historian, and
places it in a clearer light than many
pages of cautious composition in divinity
would probably have done. What a
contrast to the positive decision of Beau-
sobre is the following unaffected observa-
tion of the3 pious Bugenhagius, who,
living daily in habits of the utmost fa-
miliarity with our Reformer, must have
known him thoroughly! " I f these
things," says he, " happened to the pro-
phets, and to the apostles, and to others,
and even to our Lord Jesus Christ, it
is not so very wonderful that they
should happen to Luther."§ Not one
word of his being disposed to melan-
choly.

Yet it may not be improper to interpose
a brief caution here suggested by the
preceding remark of Bugenhagius. The
Book of Psalms, and of Jeremiah,

* Life of Erasmus, I. 126.
t Page 429 of this vol. Letter to Came-

rar.
t [IV. 12 & 13.
§ History of Luther's Temptations, 311. b.

and the Epistles of St.
Paul, certainly contain de- ^unon
scriptions of sensations simi-
lar to those of Luther; and it must
therefore be admitted, that the choicest
servants of God may very often be under
great temporary sadness and dejection of
mind ; and this from different causes;—
from a deep conviction of sin, and an
awful sense of the wrath of God; such
was Luther's case when he first entered
the monastery, and for some time after;
from great darkness of mind, and the
hiding of God's face ; which David com-
plains of repeatedly;—and again, from
some unknown chastisement, as in the
instance of St. Paul's thorn in the flesh.
In the next place, we may safely admit
further, that a true servant of God, under
a severe discipline of this sort, may ac-
tually be reduced to a condition which
shall, in many circumstances, RESEMBLE
that of a person whose natural disposi-
tion is truly melancholic; but when all
this is granted, it will not follow that the
darkness and dejection and grief of a
sincere penitent is any proof at all of a
melancholic constitution by nature. It is
true, the temperament MAY be of that
kind, and then probably the more severe
will be the sufferings of the holy man;
but these things do not necessarily go to-
gether; and those who think they do,
have yet to learn the manner of God's
dealings, in subduing the pride and stub-
bornness of his fallen creatures. " Paul,
thou art beside thyself;" " Luther mis-
took melancholy for a temptation of the
devil ;"* appear to me to be instances of
a rash judgment, which are to,be classed
together, originating in a similar want of
humility, of self-knowledge, and of sub-
mission to the Divine will.

4. LUTHER'S QUARREL WITH GEORGE OF
SAXONY.

IT must not however be dissembled,
that the incivility and the violence of
Luther's language, prejudiced the minds
of many persons against the doctrines of
this great Reformer. Learning, sincerity,
sound understanding, and scriptural pene-
tration, were so strikingly apparent in
his productions, that even George of
Saxony owned, that some of Luther's
more early publications had given him

* Beausobre,
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considerable satisfaction; and, moreover,
that he had not been displeased with
what he had heard of him during1 the
public disputations atLeipsic; but had
hoped that those discussions might lead
to a reform of the existing abuses.*
• This prince was certainly no libertine
either in principle or practice; and it has
been thought by some an inexplicable
contradiction in his conduct, that not-

withstanding his excessive
Brief ac- aversion to the Lutherans, he
AiShif s h o u l d h a v e selected for his
Crosner. chaplain at Dresden, Alexi-

us Crosner, who was well
known to be not only a proselyte of the
reformers, but also particularly attached
to Luther himself. Then the apparent
difficulty is not in the least diminished
by reflecting on the long duration of
CrosnerVministry at the court of Dres-
den. He continued to preach before this
duke during the space ofihree years. It
may possibly assist the solution of this
enigma, to consider—that George, though
an fncurable bigot, was yet by no means
without CONSCIENCE ; nor probably with-
out some CURIOSITY and desire to know
more distinctly the nature of those pro-
testant tenets, which, according to his
ideas, had so much disturbed the peace
of Germany; and lastly, that Crosner
himself, in his sermons, may perhaps
have industriously avoided the frequent
discussion of such topks as are peculiar-
ly offensive to a papist. Indeed a very
excellent judge makes no scruple to inti-
mate, that there must Have been, on the
part of Crosner, some degree of dexte-
rous trimming or political management,
otherwise the Saxon duke would never
have tolerated, for three years together,
any direct and open attacks upon the
gross corruptions of the Romish reli-
gion, f Be this as it may, Crosner's
situation at Dresden was certainly not to
be envied. George was pleased and
offended with him by tarns. The preach-
er's own conscience was probably not
very easy. Then the duke's courtiers
wrested his expressions, and harassed
him with perpetual accusations. It ap-
pears however clear, that Crosner on the
whole must have been faithful; for he
defended the cause of Christian truth
with so much plainness and courage,—

at least in the latter part of his residence f

at Dresden,—that he gave great offence
at court, and was at length dismissed
from his office. Emser, one of Luther's
great adversaries, happening te be on
horseback, and to pass close to Crosner
as he was leaving the city, exclaimed,
"This is to me a joyful day, that puts
an end to the preachings of this heretic.
Away with thee; and may some mischief
overtake thee!" " Emser," replied Cros-
ner, " you ought to have said, Go in the
name of the Lord."—It is affirmed by
two very respectable authorities, that
Emser died that very night in dreadful
agonies.* After all, Crosner laboured
so much under the imputation of having
conducted himself with insincerity at the
court of Dresden, that the elector of
Saxony refused, upon a vacancy* to ap-
point him his domestic chaplain; and
the poor man was reduced to so great in-
digence, that he petitioned that prince to
place him in some lay-employment. The
duke George, there is reason to believe,
continued to see him occasionally, but it
does not at all appear that he relieved
his necessities.j-

In regard *to Luther, the affections of
the duke were entirely alienated from
him by those repeated asperities, with
which both the public and private wri-
tings of the Reformer abound-
ed, and which he took not the Luther af-
least pains to soften or con- /uTe ofhe

ceal. In 1528, George, having Saxony.
received information thatLu- Resentment
, . r, . , , . of the duke

ther, in one of his letters, had George,
treated him with the utmost
rudeness and contempt, suffered his spirit
to be irritated beyond all bounds against
the writer. The letter contained rash
and intemperate expressions, no doubt;
and George was in no humour to reflect
that the harsh larrguage, which gave him
so much offence, had been used only in
a private communication to a friend; and ,
that Luther was not to blame, because *
his friend,X imprudently and without
warrant, afterwards divulged it. The
breach between them was wide enough
before ; but this accident seems to have
rendered it incurable. A thousand times
Luther had represented the duke as a

* Com. de Luth. II. XIII.
t Seek. II. Add. p. 93.

VOL. ii. 45

r Daniel Schneider, a minister at Dresden;
and Selneccer. Vid. Seek. Index I. Cros*

erus.
fSeck. II. 92. Add. II.
| Wenceslaus Lincius, Ep. II. 38̂
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violent headstrong bigot, but in this let-
ter he had called him a fool.

5 . VISITATION OF THE ELECTORATE OF SAXONY.

IN 1527, John, the good elector of
Saxony, had ordered some steps to be
taken towards a general visitation of all
the churches under his jurisdiction, and,
in the succeeding year, that important
business Was nearly brought to a conclu-

sion. A directory for the use
forihe01'0118 o f t h e c le r£y o f t h e electorate
clergy of w a s composed by Melanc-
Saxony. than, revised and corrected

in some points by Luther,
and lastly, published under the sanction
of the prince himself. The instructions
were digested under eighteen heads,
with an admirable preface by Luther; in
which he shows the great use of ecclesi-
astical visitations, confirms the practice
from Scripture, and censures the neglect
of the dignitaries of those limes. Among
the names of the visitors are mentioned
Luther, Melancthon, Myconius, Justus
Jonas, and Pomeranus, and also several
laymen of less notoriety. These excel-
lent commissioners fixed suitable pastors
in the respective parishes; they abolish-
ed the ancient superstitions in the most
lenient and gradual manner; and, in
short, they gave every humane attention,
consistent with their duty as visitors, to
persons obstinately addicted to the forms
of popery. Under their seventeenth arti-
cle, the duty of a bishop is described;
though the term superintendent was
adopted. FOT example: Every superin-
tendent was carefully to inspect the con-
duct of the clergy of his own diocese; to
examine candidates for holy orders; to
take care afterwards that they preached
sound doctrine; also to admonish and
censure defaulters, and if they proved in-
corrigible, to represent their obstinacy to
the civil magistrate, or even to the prince
himself.*

* Com. de Luth. II. XXXVI.

CHAPTER XVI.
'ROM THE VISITATION OF THE ELECTORATE OF

SAXONY TO THE COMPARISON OF LUTHER AND
ZUINGLE.

1. LUTHER'S SENTIMENTS ON OBEDIENCE TO
MAGISTRATES.

2. His SENTIMENTS ON TOLERATION.
3. ZUINGLE'S SENTIMENTS ON THE SAME SUB-

JECTS.
4. SENTIMENTS OF LUTHER AND OF ZUINGLE

ON PREDESTINATION.
5. CONFERENCES AT MARPURG.

PECULIAR OPINIONS OF ZUINGLE. H I S
DREAM.

7. ZUINGLE AND LUTHER COMPARED.—WHICH
WAS THE FIRST REFORMERS ?

1. OBEDIENCE TO MAGISTRATES.

IN the course of the year 1528, seve-
ral circumstances occurred,
which cast much additional A. D. 1528.
ight on the real practical *£$«& oJ.

principles of the German Re- Luther and
"ormers. h.is ass°-

The protestants beheld all ciates<

the' motions of the Romanists with ex-
treme jealousy, and had already con-
certed some measures for- their own pro-
tection.* In moments of so much suspi-
cion and fear, it was therefore natural
hat they should lend an ear to every

story which was calculated to threaten
and to alarm. Then it was affirmed, on
very plausible evidence, that a number
of the first potentates of Germany, with
Ferdinand at their head," had, some
months ago, concluded a treaty at Bres-
*aw, of which one great object was, by
an allied army to compel the elector of
Saxony and the landgrave of Hesse to
re-establish the ancjent religious corrup-
tions. Moreover, if the elector should
efuse to give up Luther and his innova-

tions, and if the landgrave also should
persevere in his obstinacy, it was stipu-
lated that the leaders of the confederacy
should divide the possessions of the van-
quished, and that the rest should be satis.-
fied with pecuniary payments.f

We leave it to the secular historians
to develop the truth of this mysterious
business, which had well nigh involved
the states of Germany in all the horrors

* Page 471.
tCom.de Luth. II. XXXV. 3.
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of a civil war. The historian of the
Church of Christ is chiefly concerned in
the part which the Reformers acted at
such a crisis. Suffice it to say, that the
mild and steady temper of JOHN THE
CONSTANT gave way at length to the
warmth and impetuosity of the land-

grave; and the two princes
Alliance of agreed, in the former part of
and the this year, to raise an army of
landgrave, twenty thousand foot nnd six
A.D. 1528. thousand horse.* Almighty
God, they said, had graciously bestowed
on them and their subjects the rich gift
of the Gospel; and they thought them-
selves bound to protect their religion, at
the hazard of their dignity, their posses-
sions, and their lives.

Suddenly, the powerful influence of
evangelical principles manifested itsel

at this juncture. The Wit-
Sentiments temberg divines declared for
respectmg pacific measures. Their lead-
Obedienceto er Luther, with his associate
Magistrates. Melancthon, wrote severa
letters to the elector, in which he coa
futes the reasoning of the landgrave, wh(
had argued that the steps already taken
by their adversaries amounted to actual
aggression. On the contrary, Luthe
contended, that their prince the elector,
ought to wait till some overt act of in-
controvertible aggression should take
place, or at least till the reports of an in-
tended hostility were completely sub-
stantiated. As matters stood at present,
the popish princes, though accused
having formed a conspiracy against thei
neighbours, positively denied the fact
and the imperial regency, which was
legal authority, had, by express mandate,
ordered the protestants to lay down thei
arms. " Here then," said Luther, " Pro
vidence affords an excellent opening fc
peace, which with a good conscience, y
cannot reject; ye ought rather to despatcl
a conciliatory and even submissive em
bassy to Ferdinand and the council o
regency, It is true, the imperial orde
may probably have been obtained at th
solicitation of your adversaries; neve
theless you ought to obey the suprenn
magistrates,—especially when they en
join nothing but what appears just ant
laudable. To speak plain, I must repea
the protestation which I lately -made be-
fore your highness at Altenburg; namely
that though it will give us the greatesJ

* Com, de Luth. II. XXXV. 5.

ain to be separated from such a kind
atron and parent as our prince, yet we
lust quit this part of the country, rather
lan be partakers of the infamy which
ill infallibly attach to your highness in
ie prosecution of unlawful hostilities;
nd, if I mistake not, many good men
ill follow our example. You had much
3tter break the treaty you have made
ith the landgrave, than commence a

yar of this sort." Such is the substance
if Luther's admirable advice and remon-
strance on this occasion. The memoir
s in his own hand-writing, subscribed
ilso by Melancthon: and in a similar
train of freedom and sincerity, these ex-
cellent men opened their minds to John,
^rederic the son of the elector.*

All this is the more remarkable, be-
:ause there is no doubt that secretly Lu-
ther was fully convinced the treaty of
Breslaw was by no means a mere fic-
tion ;f and Spalatinus, who had great op-
portunities of learning the interior coun-
lels of several of the courts of Germany,
las recorded his own opinion to the same
3ffect.:j: The more accurately we scru-
tinize the practical notions of the Saxon
Reformers respecting obedience to the
"powers that be," the preservation ot
peace, and the justification of war, the
more, shall we be satisfied that they were
.11 entirely derived from the sacred ora-
les.
The tender conscience of the elector of

Saxony was much affected by the argu-
ments and suggestions of
his Wittemberg theologi- Conscientious
ans. Almost immediately, Secfof/o^n.
he procured a modification
of his late treaty with the landgrave,
whereby it became purely a defensive
treaty; and he also sent his son to the
court of Hesse Cassel, to prevent the
commencement of hostilities. The young
prince, John Frederic, exhibited on this
occasion a prudence not very common at
his time of life. He said, " the circum-
stances called for a middle line of con-
duct. The friends of evangelical doctrine
ought by no means to break the peace;
but they should ever preserve a watchful
eye on their persecutors, and ever main-
tain a posture of defence." But it was
no easy matter to restrain the juvenile

* Seek. II. Add. 98—99.
t Com. de Luth. II. XXXV. 13.

II. 379 & 387.
X Com. de Luth. II. XXXV. 17.

Also Ep
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ardour of the landgrave, and prevent him
from marching his army into the posses-
sions of his neighbours.' At the head of
his Hessian soldiers, he menaced his
father-in-law, George of Saxony; and at
the same time in excessively warm terms
blamed the unseasonable moderation of
the elector of Saxony, which in a great
measure he imputed to Luther., The dif-
ferences, however, for the present, were
at length happily composed, and without
bloodshed, through the mediation of the
elector of Treves, and the elector Pala-.
tine.

2 . ON TOJLERATIGN.

IT was painful to the mind of Luther,
as well as injurious to the cause of the

Reformation, that after all
Luther's sen- that had been done to repress
Nat ion . t h e f»Or of the Anabaptists,

that fanatical sect continued
to increase, and diffuse in all directions
its contagious influence. Never was the
grand maxim, that religious sentiments
are not to be,eradicated by persecution,
more strikingly verified than in the
duct of these rebellious fanatics. Not
only in Germany, but almost in every
part of Europe, princes and magistrates
used the utmost severity in punishing
these sectarian teachers, and in prevent-
ing the dissemination of their tenets. In

effect, all good governments,
had reason to dread the pro-
gress of the Anabaptists,—
who taught the people to de-

spise their lawful rulers, and the salu-
tary regulations by which all communi-
ties exist. George of Saxony had alarm-
ed his cousin, John, the elector, by inti-
mating the danger there was of new
seditions in Thuringia. "The common
people there," he said, "were expecting
their REAL LORD AND MASTER to appear
shortly in defence of his own Word and
Gospel; and even in the alehouses talked
of their hopes and prospects without dis-
guise."* Everywhere it was the cry of
these enthusiastic visionaries,—" No tri-
bute—all things in common—no tithes
—#*io magistrates—the kingdom of Christ
is at hand ;—the baptism of infants is an
invention of the devil!"—These and
many other extravagant notions,f the de-
luded zealots maintained with an uncon-
querable fortitude, worthy of a better

Bad princi-
ples of the
Anabaptists.

cause. Neither the sword, nor fire, nor
the gibbet, could induce them to recant.

Notwithstanding the absurd principles
and detestable practices of the German
Anabaptists in the former part of the six-
teenth century, we cannot doubt that of
the vast multitudes included under that
denomination, there must have been many
persons of sincerely pious and pacific dis-
positions, though probably unlearned,
and liable to be led away by impassioned
enthusiasts or artful incendiaries.

Luther has left a brief, but important
testimony to the character of some of
these men. " Satan," says he, <k rages :
we have need of your prayers. The new
sectarians, called Anabaptists, increase
in number; and display great external
appearances of strictness of life, as also
great boldness in death, whether they
suffer by fire or#by water. " #

But as patience and courage in suffer-
ing persecution were looked on by the
sound and judicious protestants, as by
no means constituting the only essential
qualifications of a reformer, it was im-
possible that Luther and his associates
should receive the Anabaptists as friends
and partners in the great struggle for
Christian truth and liberty. They de-
tested their turbulence and sedition,
while they pitied their folly and delu-
sion, and their pretences to extraordinary
sanctity. Meanwhile the Anabaptists
themselves claimed a connexion or good
understanding with the Lutherans, as
often as it suited their purpose; and the
papists, either ignorantly, or through ar-
tifice, always represented Luther as the
jrand culprit; and the various sects as
ramifications of his fundamental heresy.
Discrimination was deemed needless, by
men who considered all opposition or
disobedience to the established hierarchy
as the greatest of crimes, and were ready
to punish the offenders with the most un-
relenting barbarity.

In whatever way such wilful or care-
less misrepresentation of the facts might
serve the purposes of error or iniquity,
it behoved those who loved light rather
than darkness, to exhibit themselves ex-
amples of godly truth and sincerity. And
here the diligent student of the Reforma-
tion is presented with an excellent op-
portunity of narrowly inspecting both the
principles and the practice of Luther. Bal-
thazar Hubmeier had been an eloquent

Seek. Addit. a. II. 97. f Page 409. To Sprenger, II. 366.
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and useful preacher of the Gospel* in
Suabia, till Munzer infected him and
some others in Switzerland with his mis-
chievous notions. From that time Bal-
thazar became an active leader of the
Anabaptists, raised disturbances in one
place after another, till he was at length
seized in Moravia, and suffered under
papal cruelty in the flames at Vienna.f
*' I wish," says Zuingle, speaking of this
man, " I may be deceived ; but to me
an immoderate thirst for praise and for
money appear to be his sole motives.":£

Balthazar, to promote his own views,
had represented, in a little publication,
the sentiments of Luther as the same
with his own. A calumny of that kind
was not to be passed by iu those circum-
stances without some notice. Luther
published a brief reply, which consisted
chiefly in an appeal to his own sermons,
and to the well-known fact, that there
was not a single Anabaptist to be found
in all the electorate of Saxony.

At the same time, however, he took
occasion to reprobate the cruel sufferings
inflicted on the poor wretches by the per-
secutions of the ecclesiastical rulers; in-
sisting with the utmost precision on that
grand distinction of whiah this Reformer

never lost sight,—that errors
& in articles of faith were not

to be suppressed or extirpated
by fire and sword, but confuted by the
word of God: and that recourse ought
never to be had to capital penalties, ex-
cept in cases of actual sedition and tu-
mult. The blindness and darkness in
which such men are often teft, said Lu-
ther, are in themselves a sufficient pun-
ishment^

The following declarations abundantly
manifest the candid and enlightened spi-

rit of this Reformer. " We
Luther'srea- differ from these fanatics, not
LT.hecom: merely in the article of bap-
munion. tism, but also in the general

reason which they give for
rejecting the baptism of infants. ' It
was,' say they, 4 a practice under the
papacy.' Thus, it was with them
sufficient reason for rejecting anything,
—t|iat the papists had adopted it. Now

* Scult. p. 225, in XXIV.
t Ibid, in XXV. p. 262. Also Du Pin. II.

20. Com.de Luth. II. XL. 12.
X Letter to Peter Gynoraeus. Op. Zuing.

IL115.

WE do not argue in that manner. We
allow that in the papacy are many good
things; and all those good things we
have retained. What we affirm is this ;
That the popes have in many instances
corrupted the apostolic Church; and
have preferred their own laws and ordi-
nances to the laws and ordinances of
Christ. Therefore all that accumulated
mass of human contrivances, which is of
Satan's suggestion, and contributes to
the destruction of the Church of God,
rather than to its edification, we entirely
disapprove and reject. But then w$
stop here. We would not imitate the
man, who on seeing his brother in thfc
utmost danger of being killed by a wild
boar, instantly pierced both the boar and
his brother with one thrust of his spear.
Perhaps some papists will accuse me of
flattering the pope in this instance : MY
ANSWEE is ; If the pope will bear such
flattery as this, I will become his obe-
dient son; I will be a good pajftst, and
will recant all that I have said to oflfeil4
him."* \ , \ \ .

These sentiments are the more de-
serving of notice, because they have often
been quoted IN A MUTILATED WAV by the
adversaries of the Reformation, to"1 show
that, from Luther's concessions it might
be proved there existed no necessity of &
separation from the church of Rome.—
The fact is, the Protestants never denied
that the foundations of the faith were to
be found in the Romish church; but
they complained of great errors and
abuses, and of numerous superstitions ;
and as they could obtain no relief, they
determined no longer to partake in the
iniquity.

The judgment of Luther, on the sub-
ject of Religious Toleration, was called
forth still more explicitly by
the vexation, which the best Additional
Protestants of those times proofs of Lu-
underweiK from the practices mentVo"11"
of the fanatical sectarians, es- Toleration
pecially the Anabaptists.—
His worthy friend, Lincus, probably in
a state of irritation, had asked him,
" Whether he conceived the magistrate
to be justified in putting to death teach-
ers of false religion;" a question, then
little understood, and not generally
agreed upon till long afterwards. " I
am backward," replied Luther, " to pass

§ Com. de Luth. II. XL. 12.
45*

* Com. de Luth. II. XL, 13 and 14.

^
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a sentence of death, let the
2f» demerit be ever so apparent.

For I am alarmed, wtfen I
reflect on the conduct of the papists, who
have so ofteu abused the statutes of capi-
tal punishment against heresy, to the
effusion of innocent blood. Among the
Protestants, in process of time, I foresee j
a great probability of a similar abuse, i
they should now arm the magistrate witr
the same powers, and there should be
left ori record a single instance of a per
son having suffered legally for the pro
pagation of false doctrine. On thi
ground, I am decidedly against capita
punishment in such cases, and think i
quite sufficient that mischievous teachers
of religion be removed from their situa-
tions."*

That Martin Luther in such an age,
&«d in opposition to the habits of a po-
pish education, could maintain these
sentiments of justice and moderation
must be considered as an extraordinary
instance of that liberal and magnanimous
spirit, with which the Saxon Reformer
was eminently, endowed; and the judi-
cious reader will not be disposed to think
worse of his practical conclusion in the
matter of Toleration, because he was led
to rest his argument on EXPERIENCE, ra-
ther than on visionary theories concern-
ing the rights of private judgment.
Where we are to look for examples of
similar discrimination and freedom from
party violence, under any circumstances
resembling those in which Luther was
placed, I know not: Certainly we shall
have occasion to lament, in the progress
of this History, that some other Reform-
ers, even of the most gentle and benefi-
cent tempers, were of a very different
opinion, deceived, no doubt, by the per-
version of Old Testament precedents,
which derived their force from the Jew-
ish theocracy.

In the point of Consubstantiation, and
in his refusal to hold an explicit frater-

nal communion with the Sa-
Obstinacyot cramentarians, Luther still
Luthermthe persisted. Of his conduct
point of Con- i , . T ,
substantia- l n this respect, I pretend to
tion. give no satisfactory account.

Let it be classed among the
surprising inconsistencies which are to
be observed in the history of human na-
ture. Without doubt, it was in itself

utterly indefensible, and also perfectly
unlike what might have been expected
from his general principles of toleration
and facility in other articles, as well as
from the uncommon sacrifices which he
had made of a thousand prejudices of
education, apparently much harder to be
overcome than this.

Luther's uniform abhorrence of the in-
humanity of consigning heretics to the
sword or the flames, appears
on many occasions ; asd this His abhor-
both directJy and indirectly. ™ ^ h .
— The following IS an in- mentsinthe
stance of the INDIRECT kind. ^a

c
s
s
e of here"

—His extreme aversion to
the Sacramentarians is not to be ques-
tioned ; yet, when the elector of Saxony
consulted him, respecting a soldier, who,
in his cups, had maintained the opinion
of Zuingle, and reviled the doctrine of
consubstantiation, he answered, " A man
of this sort should be enjoined silence,
rather than be permitted to mislead sim-
ple minds on a subject which he himself
does not understand. But if he will
continue to talk, let him procure inform-
ation from the clergy: at all events, he
must not be allowed to abuse the lawful
ministers of the country."*

The DIRECT testimonies of Luther
against the cruelty of persecutors are in-
numerable—There is a remarkable one
at the end of one of his little treatises on
he Sacranaent. ** Were there no other

reason," says he, "for leaving the com-
munion of the church of Rome, this sin-

le one would be sufficient;—they shed
innocent blood, contrary not only to the
Divine, but even to the pontifical law
itself. They have no statute which
makes it death to communicate in both
kinds, yet they burn laymen who do so.
They also burn their priests for marry-
ing, when the penalty of their laws is
nly degradation. I say then, THEY ARE

>IEN PF BLOOD; and if 1 were at present
i member of their communion, their sa-
rage barbarity would induce me to leave
henl for ever, even though I had no
)ther fault to find with them."f

ZUINGLE'S SENTIMENTS ON THE SAME SUB-
JECTS.

ON the two great practical subjects,
BEDIENCE TO GOVERNORS, and RELIGIOUS

* Ep. II. 381. b. See also his Letter to
Jos. Metsch. Sup. Ep. 70.

* Ex. MS. in Seek Index III. 1528, 28.
f Com. de Luth. II. XL. 10.
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A r>

„ . , TOLERATION, there is so mark-
sentiments e " a difference between the
contiasted sentiments of Luther and Zu-
therV^ in&le> t h a t i l s e e m s t 0 b e t h e

duty of the historian to cal
the attention of his reader to certain facts
which prove this point beyond all cou-

troversy. When the emperor,
in the year 1530, threatened

to re-establish the ancient Romish usages
in some of the imperial cities, the mini-
sters of Ulm and Memipgen consulted
the great Swiss reformer concerning the
part which they ought to act, in case
they should be driven to the last ex-

tremity.—" Stand firm," said
Zuingle ad- Zuingle, " to the truth ; and
sisTthe re promise the emperor due obe-
emperor. dience, provided he does not

touch your religion. If he
refuse those terms, then tell him how
much you lament that he should be so
ill advised, as to suppose, that he pos-
sesses a power over your consciences; a
power which no pious emperor ever did
assume, nor any man could ever give;
and that, therefore, there is nothing you
will not hazard, rather than give way in
this matter to any authority but the Word
of God. -A steady conduct alone, will
extricate you from all your present diffi-
culties. When the papists shall see your
resolute determination, I am confident
they will not venture to employ force
against you. They know very well, that
if they go to war, their own possessions
are liable to be plundered by the sol
diers ; and that after all, the event is
doubtful. Besides, if the Romish hier-
archy, nay, if any authority whatever,
should begin to oppress the Gospel, and,
if we, through negligence, should sub-
mit to the encroachment, I maintain, that
we are as guilty of denying the truth as
the oppressors themselves. Already ye

have gradually shaken off.
His repub- much of the Romish yoke ;

$L ! f I 1 t h e r i now to sub-
mit, in spiritual things, to

the emperor's authority, which is en-
tirely derived from those very papal pre-
tensions which you have rejected ! !
These hints are not to be thrown out in
public discourses, but are to be reserved
for proper seasons. You may show this
letter,—without name, however,—to such
of the brethren as you can trust."*

It may be unnecessary for the historian

to add, how much all this savours of the
republican.

The zeal and spirit of Zuingle is con-
spicuous in the peremptory advice he
gives to his friends, to de-
stroy, if possible, every ves- ^ a l and

tige of the Romish supersti-
tions. <fe The papists," he said, " in
some places whereithe Gospel had been
received, were endeavouring to support
their falling cause by artifice. They at
length showed a disposition to amend
certain^ exceptionable ceremonies ; but
this fair outside concealed an insidious
intention of restoring the ancient corrupt
usages which had been so happily abo-
lished, and the protestants ought not to
suffer themselves to be thus deceived.
The Roman pontiff would never give, up
the hope of recovering his authority as
long as the mass was celebrated, and
there existed in the churches images to
be worshipped, and while there could be
found a perpetual succession of harlots
and rascally monks* to sing psalms and
hymns. A king, whose army has saved
itself by flight, may easily repair the
disaster, and return to the charge; cut
his army to pieces, and there is an end
of his hopes. Just so it is with the pon-
tifical engines. Destroy them completely,
and you destroy the pope's authority.
Lose no time therefore; and do not wait
to see what others do. Do not allow the
papists so much as to breathe, and re-
cover from their consternation. Let your
reasoning be simply as follows:—This
building, this structure, is raised in op-
position ta our Lord Jesus Christ.—We
will demolish it therefore.—But still take
care, lest in your haste to pull down,
ye do mischief by the fall. In regard to
colleges and monasteries, I hold the
same doctrine ; that is, destroy every
thing in them that is properly and strictly
popish. Ye understand me Sufficiently.
I do not, entirely agree with those wrho
think cowls and images and such like
things to be matters of indifference."

Nothing, however, could be more
:ruly Christian than the conduct of Zu-
ngle in the commencement Them-jd
)f his disputes with the Ana- conduct of
baptists of Zurich, in the ^.Jf1^10"
year 1525. Those artful pro- Aim baptists,
selytes of Munzer first in a on their nrst
landestine manner insinu- nse'

* Op. Zuing-. I. 413. b.
* " Scortis et monachis nebulonibus." Op.

luing. I. 420.
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ated to the minds of the people, that the
Reformation, which had taken place
among them, through the instrumentality
of Zuingle, was in its whole plan con-
tracted and inefficient, and neither deep
nor finished, nor sufficiently spiritual.
After this, they addressed Zuingle him-
self in grave and imposing language, re
proaching him with managing the busi-
ness of religion in a slow and frigid
manner; and declaring, that now was
the time for the real children of God to
separate from the rest of their country-
men, as they did in the days of the
Apostles : that the Spirit of God was at
work, and unless men were more in earn-
est, ihere was no hope of their salva-
tion : that the senate of Zurich were at
present a motley assembly : but that a
church, where all were pieus members,
would not fail to choose a pious senate.
Zuingle replied to this statement in the
kindest manner : " that there always
would be a mixture of good and bad :
that Christ had directed the tares and
the wheat not to be separated till the
time of harvest: that the example of the
Apostles did not apply to the present
times, when all men professed them-
selves to be Christians; whereas the se-
cession of those days was that of heliev-
ers from unbelievers : that a secession
under the existing circumstances, he fear-
ed, would excite much disturbance; and,
that as there was ho necessity for so vio-
lent a measure, he could not look upon it
as suggested by the Spirit of God. He
added, that he was far from thinking so
ill of the senate as they seemed to do;
for that whatever defects they might
have, they heartily favoured the Gospel
-of Christ, Lastly, he particularly recom-
mended it to the consideration of persons
who seemed to be aiming at a church of
perfect purity, to reflect, that of the ten
virgins who went to meet the bride-
groom, only five were wise and provi-
dent."*

When these enthusiasts were no longer
able to withstand the solid arguments of

Zuingle, they began to unfold
Violent pro- t|ieir designs more distinctly,
the AiSbap- by insisting on the necessity
tists. of adult baptism in all cases,

and by establishing rebapti-
zation as the criterion of the genuine

* Op. Zuing. II. 7. b. and 57. Gerdes. I,
316.

members of the visible Church of Christ.
The senate did their utmost to terminate
the disputes; first, by procuring amicable
conferences to be held between Zuingle
on one side, and Manzius, an Anabaptist
leader; and then by directing the parties
to keep the peace. The Anabaptists de-
clared they must obey God rather than,
men. Another fruitless conference took
place ; after which, the malcontents be-
came furious and extravagant in the
extreme. They flew to the city in vast
swarms; abused Zuingle, calling him
the Old Dragon, rebaptized the people
in the streets, boasted of having all
things in common, and threatened de-
struction to every one who refused to
follow their example. They also pro-
phesied—and cried, Woe to Zurich !
Woe to Zurich! Repent or perish !—
Some of them, like Jonas, allowed the
city forty days for repentance ; and
now, instead of defending their doctrine
from Scripture, they cried, they were
ready to seal the truth with their own
blood.

In this prodigious agitation of men's
minds, the senate proclaimed a freedom
of public discussion, in consequence of
which, every one had full leave to hear
and be heard for three whole days to-
gether. Lastly, when this measure had
failed to produce peace and tranquillity,
Zuingle obtained permission to have, an
November the 6th, A GENERAL and SO-
LEMN conference in the great church,
where the points in dispute were again
contested for the space of three days.1*
At length, a certain Anabaptist suddenly
jumped up, and adjured Zuingle by the
living God to own the truth ; for the man
had persuaded himself that Zuingle, in
secret, favoured Anabaptism. Zuingle,
with acuteness and promptitude, answer-
ed, I will; and I say then, you ARE THE
RINGLEADER OF THE SEDITIOUS RUSTICS
IN THIS DISTRICT.—Instantly there was
a loud laugh, and the Anabaptist held
his peace, f

After this CONFERENCE, the senate
warned the people to desist frpm the
practise of re-baptizing. But all was in
vain.—They decreed therefore, that in
future, all persons who professed Ana-
baptism, or harboured the professors of
that doctrine, should be punished with
death.

* Op. Zuing. II. 8. f Scultet. XXV. 257.
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New law
against re-
baptizing.
A. D. 1525.

to death at
Zurich,
A, D. 1527.

These things happened in 1525. Man
zius, nevertheless, in defiance of th

new law, and at the hazard
of his life, ventured to re-
baptize not a few within th
jurisdiction of Zurich. He

was apprehended by the order of the ma-
gistrates, and drowned in the river, on

January the 5th, 1527. A
Manzius put little before his execution, he

praised God, that he was per-
mitted to seal the truth by his
death. *He said, the death oi

the faithful was predicted by Christ
Both the mother and the brother of Man-
zius exhorted him to finish his course
with firmness; and they had the satisfac-
tion of hearing1 him sing with a loud
voice, "Into thy hands I commend my
spirit."*

A very able and learned protestant his-
fcorianf of the Reformation informs us,
that Manzius and his associate Qrebel
were both men of learning, who quar-
relled with Zuingle about infant baptism ;
and moreover, that Manzius was dr
ed at Zurieh, UPON THE SENTENCE PRO-
NOUNCED BY ZUINGLE in these four words,
Qui iterum mergit, mergatur; , that is
He that rebaptizes with water, let him
be drowned in the water. It is a la-
mentable truth, thai, more .tragedies of
this kind were performed aboutthe same
time, which provoked the memorialists
of those days to exclaim, "This proce-
dure is very strange: the Zuinglians
themselves are scarce out of the reach of
persecutors ; the fires in which their fel-
low-believers were burnt, are still daily
smoking. Most of them condemned the
putting of heretics to death where it
came home to themselves, and actually
suffered death when they could not help
it; and yet they practise the very same
cruelties as soon as they are become up-
permost. Thus do they do to others what
they would not have done to themselves.
OTHERS employed FIRE ; THEY employ
WATER. Those that knew better things,
ought to have done better : neither were
they actuated by a good spirit, that could
lead the wanderer into the ditch, instead

* Scultet. XXV. and XXVli. Dupin. II.
XX. Gerdes. II. 336.

f Rev. Gerard Brandt, Professor of Divi-
nity, and minister to the Protestant Remon-
strants at Amsterdam, p. 57, j

of setting him in the right way: that
could drown the infected, instead of
washing and cleansing him; or could
burn the blind, instead of restoring him
to the light."*

Expostulations of this kind will not
fail, in our days at least, to
affect every heart with a mix- Query, whe-
ture of paiu and indignation, S J J ^ S ?
and we may add, of anxiety punishing
also, to know whether such a l

t
he

t
 An.a^aP-

, ' A rr - i ' tiatswith
character as Zuingle was re- death.
ally involved in the perpetra-
tion of such barbarities.

1. This Reformer owns that he was
calumniated by the Anabaptists, as being
the cause why the senate of Zurich had
proscribed and banished them from the
whole canton. At the same time he ap-
peals to his accusers themselves, whether
in their own presence he had not entreat-
d the magistrates not to pass any severe

edicts against them.f
This positive testimony of a conscien-

tious Christian, had almost convinced me
that the historian Brandt, above men-
tioned, had been deceived by want of
discrimination in the Dutch authors whom
he follows, till further reflection and a
nicer scrutiny into the dates of the seve-
ral transactions, an<J also a comparison
of different parts of the writings of Zu-
ingle, removed the doubts in the follow-
ng satisfactory manner.

2. Every person conversant in the
Swiss history of (those times, must be
aware of the entire ascendant which Zu-
ngle had then obtained over the magis-
trates of Zurich in ecclesiastical con-
cerns. Absolutely unbounded were their
love and admiration of their countryman,
,o whose wisdom and courage they were
o much indebted for Christian liberty :

and there is no doubt, that, in general, he
well deserved all their confidence and
•est affections. This circumstance, there-
ore, renders it a priori very improbable,
hat the senate, in the exercise of their
jeclesiastical jurisdiction, should agree
o inflict the barbarous penalty of death

upon any species of heretics, not only
without his concurrence in so strong a
measure, but even contrary to his jildg-
ment and wishes.

Still,, this is but conjecture, against the
)ositive declaration of Zuingle,—that he

* Brandt, p. 57.
t Zuing. de Bapt. 57.
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pressed the senate to be gentle with the
Anabaptists.

3. Let us then attend to the manner in
which this eminent Reformer himself,
without the least disguise or hesitation,
recounts the circumstances under which
the senate of Zurich decreed the penalty
in question.

Speaking of the solemn conference,
mentioned in p. 536, he says, "AFTER
THAT CONFERENCE, which was indeed the
tenth, besides many others, both public
and private, our very RENOWNED senate
decreed, that 'whoever should rebaptize
any person, should himself be drowned
in water.' " " I may perhaps tire you,
good reader," continues he, "with this
long account; but 1 am not influenced by
heat or party spirit, or any other motive
than that of a faithful vigilance and soil
citude for the churches. Many of oui
brethren, before they knew what sort o
men we had to do with, were disposed
to think they had been treated inhumanly
throughout; but now, since their own
congregations have suffered devastation!
from the same people, they own that al
they had heard of them was very much
short of the truth. Indeed, I be-
lieve the whole world never before ex-
perienced a hypocrisy of this sort."*
Now,

Is it possible that Zuingle should have
expressed himself in this manner con-
cerning the senate of Zurich, and their
inhuman treatment of the unhappy en-
thusiastic Anabaptists, unless he had
been actually approving, consenting to,
and probably recommending that cruel
edict, which all the enlightened mem-
bers of the church of Christ must for-
ever condemn! Further, be it observed,
that,

4. The SOLEMN CONFERENCE of the-con-
tending parties, which was soon followed
by this violent decree of the senate, com-

ng reader will have no difficulty in (
"rawing for himself the just inferences.
He will see, that between the month cf
May, and the conclusion of the confer-
ence in the succeeding November, the
Anabaptists became so abominably out-
ageous, that the patience of Zuingle

was absolutely exhausted; and that,
herefore, there is in the accounts, no in-

consistency which either can at all im-
peach the veracity of the Reformer, or
materially* affect the accuracy of the
Dutch historian.—For the honour of the
Reformation, I would it were in my
power to clear the memory of the former
from the imputation of an intolerant
spirit, which led that great man to ap-
prove of capital punishments for no other
offence, except the mere act of rebaptiza-
tion !

In estimating, however, both the mag-
nitude and the number of the persecu-
tions which the Anabaptists of those
times underwent, great oare is required,
not to confound the punishments inflicted
on such as were proved guilty of tumult
and sedition, with the severe hardships
and heavy penalties which many of them
certainly suffered on account of harmless

ractices, or even mere errors of judg-
ment in articles of faith.

The several edicts in the senate of Zu-
ich, issued during the rise of the Ana-
>aptists, sufficiently manifest the spirit of
hose legislators. By the first, a penalty
f two guilders was set upon all such as

should suffer themselves to be rebaptized,
or should withhold baptism from their
h i l d d i f h d l d

menced
1525.f

on the sixth of November,
Whereas it was in the former

part of the same year that the Swiss
Reformer pleaded with the magistrates
in favour of the Anabaptists.:(: And
then,
. With these facts in view, the discern-

* Zuing-. Elench. contra Catab. p. 8.
t Scultet. XXV. 257.
t Zuingle's treatise de Baptismo, in which

he says, he entreated the magistrates not to
pass any severe edict against the Anabap-
tists, was written in May, 1525.

children;—and it was further declared,
hat those who opposed this order should

be yet more severely treated.f By the
second, we have seen:j: the punishment
of Anabaptism was made capital.

Erasmus, who always discovers a ma-
ignant satisfaction in exposing the faults

of the Reformers, brings forward these
iruelties of Zuinglians in one
of his slanderous apologies,
which has already been no-
ticed^ " The Reformers," tionsCofThe
says he, " show a most won- Anabaptists,
derful zeal against punishing
heretics with death ; whereas they them-

Erasmus's *
account of
the

* I say, materially, because it was scarce-
ly accurate to represent Zuingle as pro-
nouncing the sentence of death upon Man-
zius.

t Brandt, p. 57. % Page 537.
§ See page 466.
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selves inflict capital punishment on the
Anabaptists; a people against whom
there is little to be said ; and concerning
whom we are assured there are many
who have been reformed from the worst
to the very best lives ; and though they
may foolishly err in certain opinions, yet
they have never stormed towns nor
churches, nor entered into any combina-
tions against their governors. * I may add
further, that they bring better scriptural
proofs in support of their doctrine, than
those do, who argue that the words, «thib
is my body,' mean, 4 this signifies my
body.' " |

There is no denying, that at Basil also,
the followers of Zuingle exercised a con-
siderable degree of the same sort of into-
lerance against those who dissented from
them in mere non-essentials. Alluding
to this, Erasmus, with great triumph,
ask3, " Whether it is not compulsion to
oblige every one to pay a florin, who
dares to receive the Sacrament in the
neighbouring villages; or to threaten
with the condemnation of the senate, all
those who do not on Easter-day repair to
the minister to receive mere bread and
wine, instead of the body of Christ]" In
another place he says, " At Basil they
disclaim all compulsion, yet the receiving
of the Lord's Supper any where, except
as . the magistrates direct, is punished
with a penalty of one pound for the first
offence, two tor the second, four for the
third, and banishment for the fourth.":):
lie also intimates, that Balthazar Hub-
meier was imprisoned six months at Zu-
rich, through the cruel influence of Zuin-
"gle ; and at last got free, only by making
his escape.§

These and similar examples of perse-
cution, to be found in the practice of
some of the very best Reformers, are the

more to be lamented, be-
Reflection cause they sometimes prove
Persecutions. a stumbling-block to weaker

minds, and always afford
matter for triumph to profane unbelievers.

* What extraordinary lengths did his dis-
like of the Reformers carry Erasmus ! He
knew very well the seditious character o;
the Anabaptists in general; yet how artfully
does he here apologize for them, directing a
the same time an ill-natured stroke agains
the Reformers, for putting themselves in a
state of defence against their persecutors!

t 1592, ad Frat. Germ. t Ep. p. 1453.
§ Op. X. 1602.

However, as the unbending laws of his-
torical veracity forbid the writer to sup-
press such things, he ventures to admo-
nish his pious readers to extract profit
from the reflections which are suggested
by these sad proofs of human blindness
and imperfection.

1. How slow are we all to imitate our
great Exempier, who in the most trying
moments cried out, " Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they
do! ! "

2. How dangerous is a spirit of con-
tention, of opposition, of vengeance!
And how often,—were it in our power,—
should we be disposed to call down fire
from heaven, as Elias did !

3. How watchful over the growth of
bad tempers ought we to be in the very
beginnings of all religious controver-
sies !

4. Then in the progress of them, how
does it become us to pause often and
xamine ourselves, lest we should sup-

pose we are doing God service, when in
reality -we are impelled only by heat,
animosity, and a desire of victory.

5. Lastly, when there really happens
to exist in our motives some little good,
are we not extremely apt to magnify it,
till the fancied picture completely veils
from our eyes that large admixture of
evil, which on the whole miserably pre-
dominates? And is not this a fruitful
source of deception 1

But it is not the suggestion of general
maxims, however important, which I had
merely in view, in contrasting together
the principles and practices of Martin
Luther and Ulrick Zuingle.—The learned
translator of Mosheim has enhanced the
reputation of the latter, and
very much at the expense of Prejudices of
the former, in a manner which ^ M a c l a i n e

history by no means appears Mr. Roscoe.
to me to justify. Other wri-
ters have not only implicitly followed
Dr. Maclaine, but even gone much far-
ther in decrying Luther, till at length a
late elegant biographer has ventured to
affirm, that this celebrated Reformer had
no sooner " freed his followers from the
chains of papal domination, then he forged
others, in many respects equally intoler-
able ;" and also, " that although he was
ready on all occasions to make use of
arguments from Scripture for the defence

jof his tenets, yet when these proved in-
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sufficient, he SELDOM HESITATED to resori
to more violent measures."*

Now as differences of opinions on mo-
mentous historical subjects are ever to be
settled by a patient study and comparison
of the original documents, rather than by
hastily copying the prejudices of succes-
sive writers, it will, if I mistake not, be
found that this history of the Reforma-
tion contains many important facts faith-
fully recorded, but not generally known,
upon which the real character of Luther,
Carolstadt, Zuingle, and others, must
ultimately depend.

4. PREDESTINATION.
IT is a common, at the same time an

erroneous notion, tnat the difference of
the sentiments of Luther from those of
all that class of protestants on the Conti-

nent, who had no connexion
2us n™oT w i t h H I S churches, lay very
ofmanypqr- much in the article of PRE-
tiTpredes- DESTINATION, f There is a
tination! twofold mistake in this p

tion, originating, I conceive,
in an inattention to those variations of
doctrine, which in the subsequent periods
of the history of the Reformation, took
place both in the Lutheran and the other
churches that separated themselves from
the Romish communion. Certainly the
Lutheran churches by degrees became
more Arminian, and, in general, the rest
of the protestant chinches more Calvinis-
tic afterwards ; but in truth, consubstan-
tiation was the single point in the early
part of the Reformation, on which the
unhappy separation almost entirely turn-
ed ; and the consequences of this schism
deserve to be noticed by pious Refor-
mers in all ages, as a warning to bury
in silence their unimportant disagree-
ments, rather than to perpertuate them
by a formal and explicit contention.

Ulrick Zoingle was, the founder of
those reformed churches, which held no
communion with the Lutherans; and on
a careful perusal of his voluminous wri-
tings, I am convinced that certain pecu-
liar sentiments,^ afterwards maintained
by Calvin, concerning the absolute de-
crees of God, made no part of the theo-
logy of the Swiss Reformer; and this

* Roscoe's Leo X. vol. IV. p. 48 & 49—51.
t The Lutherans are supposed to have been

Anti-Calvinistic.
X This subject may be examined more ac-

curately in the sequel of this History. i

observation may serve to correct one part
of the two-fold mistake above mention-
ed.—The other part will be done away
effectually in the mind of every one who
seriously attends to Luther's answer to
the Diatribe of Erasmus. And thus it
appears, not only that the lamentable
rupture among the first Reformers was
not occasioned by disputes concerning
Predestination, but also, that if it had
been so, the sentiments of the contending
parties were really the reverse of what
they are commonly supposed to be.

Nevertheless, the Saxon theologian,
though he denied, as we have repeatedly
seen, the existence of all human ability
to save a lost sinner, as also the ineffica-
cy of all human qualifications to merit
reward; and though he ascribed salva-
tion to grace alone, and to the merciful
will of God, yet on the delicate question
of Predestination, ever displayed that
moderation by which his mind was uni-
formly influenced in all doctrinal inqui-
ries EXCEPT ONE;* and, content with
what Scripture had revealed, he never
undertook to explain this difficult subject
with anything like a systematic preci-
sion ; much less did he ever think proper
to propose the arduous speculations con-
cerning the Divine decrees as necessary
articles of a Christian's faith.

It happened, however, that a neigh-
bouring minister, with a view of comfort-
ing one of his flock, whose mind was
much distressed respecting the secret
iounsels of God, was desirous of obtain-

ing from Luther more satisfaction on this
head than could be collected from his
publications. This circumstance gave
to our Reformer the occasion of writing
an epistle, the substance of which will
be allowed by all sincere protestants to
be well adapted to the purpose for which
it was composed; and as a curious and
inquisitive spirit of prying into the in-
scrutable mysteries of the Divine will, is
but too often indulged by many serious
persons, the perusal of a few quotations
from Luther's advice may prove edifying
to some evangelical readers.

"Many have perished in the indul-
gence of such curious inquiries; it is a
;emptation which leads even T n t b o ,

i i i T i c 1 Luther's

to blasphemy. I myself, by thoughts on
giving way to it, have more Predestina-
than once been reduced to the tl0n#

* Consubstantiation.
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last extremity. We, poor mortals, by
faith can scarcely comprehend a few
rays of the Divine promise, or receive
in practice a few sparks of the Di-
vine precepts; and yet, feeble and
impure as we are, we rashly attempt to
fathom the majesty of God in all its
brightness. Do we not know that his
ways are past finding out 1 Instead of
using well the mild light of the promises
which is adapted to our faculties, we
rush with eyes of moles, to view at once
the majestic splendour of the Deity.
What wonder then, if his glory should
overwhelm us in the attempt to investi-
gate i t! We ought to know that there
is such a thing as the secret will of God :
bat the danger is when we attempt to
comprehend it.—I am wont to check my-
self with that answer of Christ to Peter,
who had asked what was to become of
John ;—< What is that to thee 1 follow
thou me.' But suppose we could give
an accurate account of the judgments of
Almighty God in his secret determina-
tions, what advantage would accrue to
us from such knowledge, beyond what
lies open to us from the promises and
the precepts,—from the former addressed
to our faith,—from the latter to our prac-
tice 1 Tell your friend, if he would
have peace of mind, to abstain from such
intricate speculations. The subject is
incomprehensible, and the study of it
may drive him to despair and blasphemy.
—Let him not give way to Satan, who
would weary him out, by presenting im-
possibilities to. his mind. Let him ex-
ercise faith in the promises, and obey the
commandments; and when he has dis-
charged those duties well, he will be
able to judge whether he will have any
time left for impossibilities. There is
no other remedy than to neglect, and not
give way to such thoughts ; though this
is a difficult task, because Satan suggests
the absolute necessity of attending to
them. This battle however must be
fought; and many persons fail in the
contest by not suspecting their thoughts
to be the temptations of Satan; whereas,
these are the very fiery darts of THAT
WICKED ONE. He himself fell from
heaven by aiming at a knowledge above
his station. Thus also he vanquished
Adam, by teaching him to be dissatisfied
with his ignorance concerning the will
of God. Flight is the true wisdom
here; there is no room for Christ to
dwell in the heart, as long as reasonings

VOL. ii. 46

of this kind are uppermost."* In another
letter, while he admits the preordina-
tion and foreknowledge of God, never-
theless, from Ezek. xviii. 23, " Have
I any pleasure at all that the wicked
should .die, saith the Lord God," he
argues, that God chose and seriously
decreed from eternity, the possibility of
the salvation and everlasting happiness
of all men. And hence he concludes
that the general promises of a gracious
God, ought by no means to be limited ;
nor those suggestions of Satan to be in-
dulged, which would separate us from,
the Divine mercy, which is represented
in Scripture as infinite. He then refers
the afflicted penitent to the voice of God
himself; "This is my beloved Son,
hear him ;" and to the words of Christ,
proclaiming in the streets, " Come unto
me, all ye that labour." He invites all,
even the very worst, as publicans and
harlots. Why should we perplex our-
selves with difficult and circuitous roads,
when the direct road is so clearly point-
ed out to us in the Gospel If

5. CONFERENCES AT MARPURG.

It is a very just observation of Father
Paulij:, that *' in the* cause of religion
every subdivision is a strong weapon in
the hand of the enemy." The zealous
landgrave of Hesse was so sensible of
the importance of this maxim, that he
spared no pains to unite the Lutheran
and Zuinglian protestants, and make
them act in concert against the common
enemy. In effect, the unhappy disagree-
ment of these sects, was not only injurious
to the Reformation in general, but also
thwarted very much the military views of
this active and magnanimous prince.

For the purpose of promoting so desi-
rable an union, the landgrave, in the
year 1529, proposed a friendly confer-
ence to be held at Marpurg
between the heads of the two Proposals
denominations. Thither re- Lanjtrave
paired on the one side Luther
and Melancthon, on the other Zuingle
and Ecolampadius, together with several
others, their friends respectively, and
men of great note. It is unnecessary to
detail the particulars of the conferences,
which lasted several days. Suffice it to
ay, they ended rather according to what

* Ad. Caspar Aq. IT. 392. b.
+ Com. de Luth. II. XLIII. 3—5. Also

Ep. II. 382. X Council of Trent, 46.
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might have been expected, than accord-
ing to the Christian wishes of the good
landgrave of Hesse. It was not proba-
ble that either Zuingle or Luther, in a
public disputation on the nature of the
presence of Christ in the Sacrament,
should retract the sentiments which he
had long defended, and against which
he would hear no argument advanced,
but what he had already repeatedly
heard, well considered, and, in his own
judgment, satisfactorily answered. To
this we may add the suggestions of Fa-
ther Paul* on this very occasion, "That
the controversy having proceeded so far,
it seemed as though the honour of the
leaders were in question; and also, that
IN VERBAL CONTENTIONS THE SMALLNESS
OF THE DIFFERENCE OFTEN NOURISHES
THE OBSTINACY OF THE PARTIES." I t ap-
pears that Lather, conscious of his own
positive determination not to give way
one hair's breadth on the point of con-
substantiation, and also well aware of
the steady character of the Swiss Re-
former, from the first clearly foresaw the
event of the debates at Marpurg, and
was induced to go there, only or chiefly,
lest the adverse party should have to
boast that they were more disposed than
himself to adopt measures of peace and
concord.f The narratives of the party
historians concerning this business con-
tain many bitter things which are best
passed over, especially as the sincerity
of the motives of the controversialists
cannot reasonably be doubted. We are
bound however to mark with the most
entire disapprobation that unchristian
stubbornness of temper which manifest-
ed itself in Luther at the conclusion of
the conferences. The Sacramentarians,
as they were called, begged hard to be
acknowledged as brethren. 'They even
went so far as to own repeateclly, that
the body of Christ was verily present in
the Lord's Supper, though in a spiritual
manner; and Zuingle himself, in press-
ing for mutual fraternity, declared with
tears,% that there were no men in the
world with whom he more earnestly
wished to agree, than with the Wittem-
berg divines. Even the landgrave per-
sonally exerted himself, with all his

• 1.109. p. 46.
t Luth. ad Landgrav. IV. Jen. 466. in

Hosp. 73. Vid. Supp. Ep. Luth. p. 67.
t Hosp. 82. b. Supp. Luth. Ep. 103. 1

Coelest. 54.

might, to produce a cordial friendship*
But the spirit of Luther proved perfectly
untractable and intolerant. Nothing more
could be gained from him, than that
each side should show Christian charity
to the other as far as they could consci-
entiously ; and that both should dili-
gently pray God to lead them into the
truth. To go farther, Luther maintained,
was impossible; and expressed aston-
ishment, that the Swiss divines could
look upon himself as a Christian brother,
when they did not believe his doctrine
to be true.* In such circumstances,
however, though there could be no such
thing as fraternal union, the parlies, he
allowed, might preserve a friendly sort
of peace and concord; might do good
turns to each other, and abstain from
harsh and acrimonious language, f

The papal advocates, either through
ignorance or design, represent Luther's
opposition to the Sacramentarians as
founded in political reasons.:}: Little
need is there, by the addition of imagi-
nary accusations, to aggravate the blame-
able conduct of our Reformer in the dis-
cussions respecting consubstantiation.
His reputation for sincerity in every part
of his belief, is as completely unsullied
as his pertinacity in the support of this
particular article is altogether indefensi-
ble : and it is scarcely necessary to add,
that mere human policy must have deter-
mined him to pursue measures the re-
verse of those which he actually adopted.
To have been reinforced by the whole
body of the Zuinglian Protestants, would
have proved at that time to the Luther-
ans a most important accession of
strength, and was an event very much
dreaded by the Romanists.

In regard to Zuingle and his asso-
ciates, it is by no means clear, that their
excessive desire to be on good
terms with the Lutherans did Concessions
not carry them a little too far zf

u\ngiians.
in the concessions which they
made at the conferences of Marpurg. It
is true, that soon after those conferences,
both sides published their own accounts
of what had passed, and boasted that
they had gotten the better in the com-
bat^ However, as certain articles had

* Seult. XXIX. 203.
t Joan. Agric. Supp. Ep. 71. Com. de

Luth. II. XLVII. 7.
* Pallav. 3. I. 6.
§ Du Pin. II. XXL
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been drawn up, and actually signed by
Luther, Melancthon, Jonas, &c. on one
6ide, and by Zuingle, Ecolampadius,
Bucer, &c. on the other, this authen-
tic record is a very useful document to
the curious inquirer, who wishes to de-
termine how far in fact each party strict
ly adhered to their real sentiments.

Melancthon's account is, that Zuingle
readily gave up several things which he
had advanced in his writings, particular-
ly his notion of original sin; and that he
came over to the Wittemberg divines in
all points, the single article of the Lord'8
Supper excepted.*

Luther, on his return home from Mar-
purg, expresses himself much pleased
with the moderation of the Zuinglians
and their disposition to concede. From
what had passed, however, he judged,
that besides the question on the Lord's
Supper, there was not a perfect agree-
ment in the article of Original Sin. In
fact, the fourth article of the Marpurg
concord, which treats of this doctrine,f
is penned with some ambiguity; and in
such matters Luther's eye was infinitely
more penetrating than Melancthon's.^

Bucer acknowledges, that as there
was a definitive disagreement between
the parties respecting the sacrament,
himself and his friends, from a desire of
peace and harmony, had been induced to
sign the other articles, though they were
not expressed with that precision with
which they would have been, if the Hel-
vetian theologians had drawn up their
own creed.§

Lastly, a modern author, though
strongly prejudiced on the side of the
Sacramentarians, owns that the Marpurg
articles of concord are conceived in such
terms as neither Zuingle nor Ecolampa-
dius had ever used before ; and that that
circumstance leads to a belief, that Zu-
ingle and Ecolampadius did not adhere
to their former sentiments. He pro-
ceeds to say, that " these divines, with
the view of uniting the Protestants,
agreed to sign a formulary, which, ac-
cording to their own way of interpreting
the meaning of words, did not contradict
their real sentiments, but which, how-
ever, in fact, was entirely the creed of
Luther. The motive was good, but full

* Melan. in Scult. 191. in Hosp. 80—82.
fScult.230.
i Com. de Luth. II. XLVII. 7.
§ Hosp. 85.

of danger. Luther was more politic
than he appeared to be."*

Without pretending to determine which
side of the two was more politic, I may
now safely leave it to the diligent stu-
dent of ecclesiastical history, to reflect
on the evidence before him, and deter-
mine for himself which was more HO-
NEST and SINCERE.

6. PECULIAR OPINIONS OF ZUINGLE.

IN this place it may not be improper
to mention briefly some of the peculiar
opinions of the great Swiss Reformer.

In less than a twelvemonth after the
conferences at Marpurg, Melancthon, in
the year 1530, then present
at the memorable diet of MeJanc-
Augsburg, wrote to Luther in Jounurf5

substance as follows: " Zu- Zuingie's
ingle has sent hither, in print, ^^ s

t
s

h
i o n

his Confession of Faith. You
would say neither more nor less, than
that he is not in his senses. On original
sin and the use of the sacraments, he
clearly revives his old errors. On the
nature of ceremonies he talks like a
Swiss; that is, most barbarously. At
one stroke he would abolish all ceremo-
nies; and he would have no bishops:
then he presses most vehemently to ob-
tain his favourite article on the Lord's
Supper."f

Let us now turn to that Confession it-
self of Zuingle,. which called
forth this harsh censure from Zuingie's
the mild, pacific, candid Me- counLC

lancthon.if:
% 1. On ORIGINAL sin, he speaks to this

effect: Sin is properly transgression of a
law; and " where there is no law there

no transgression." Our great ances-
tor sinned; but WHICH OF US meddled
with the forbidden fruit ? There is then
no denying that original sin, as it exists
in us, the descendants of Adam, is NOT
PROPERLY SIN. It is a disease', it is a
condition. It may be called sin, but it
is not so in strictness of speech. Thus
a perfidious enemy when taken in war
may DESERVE to be made a slave. His
children also become slaves, but the
fault was in the father. The children
are not to blame: yet they suffer for the
sin of their father ; and if you choose to
denominate their state of slavery SIN,

* Beausobre IV,
f Sup. Ep. 61. 191—193. Coelest. II. 288.
* Op. Zuing. II. 539.
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because by sin they were brought into
that state, I shall not object. It is, how-
ever, in this sense that we are by nature
the children of wrath.

2. The SACRAMENTS, he affirms, do not
confer grace, but are public testimonies
given to the Church of the previous ex-
istence of grace.

3. He allows that such CEREMONIES as
are not founded in superstition, nor are
contrary to the word of God, may be to-
lerated, till the Day-star shall become
more and more bright;* but that even
these had better be abolished, provided it
can be done without giving great of-
fence.

4. He grants there ought to be MINIS-
TERS of the word, to instruct the people,
and to comfort and to alarm them, also
to baptize, and to celebrate the Lord's
Supper; but as to the whole tribe of mi-
tred bishops, he looks on them as born to
consume the fruits of the earth; and to
be in the church of Christ, precisely what
wens and swellings are in the human
body.

5. Zuingle's ideas concerning princes
and magistrates merit peculiar attention.
They are to be obeyed, says he, when
they discharge their offices with wisdom
and justice. But should they abuse their
authority, in that case, if the tyrant was
legally appointed, the Christian must
obey him till he has an opportunity of
putting in practice St. Paul's rule, "If
thou rnayest be free, use it rather."f The
opportunity, however, should, I think, be
clearly pointed out by God, and not by
man; as clearly, for example, as when
Saul was rejected to give place to Da-
vid 4

Not only in his Confession of Faith,
but throughout the voluminous writings
of Zuingle, we meet with many bold and
novel thoughts. An, instance or two,
while they amuse thec modest student of
the Scriptures, may possibly suggest
some useful reflections.

1. In a little tract on the doctrine of

* 2 Pet.
t 1 Cor. vii. 21. The reader will probably

think this to be a strange use made of St.
Paul's direction in this chapter.

t Query: Whether, according- to these
ideas, men may not sometimes conclude that
Providence points out the proper opportunity
for resistance, when their chief reason for
thinking1 so is, that they believe themselves
likely to succeed in the attempt ?

original sin, he produces a passage from
an epistle of Seneca to Lucilius, in which
the philosopher maintains, that we ought
to live as if men could see our most se-
cret thoughts ; for what use is there in
hiding anything from our fellow-crea-
tures, when God is always in the midst
of our meditations 1 Zuingle on this oc-
casion calls SENECA A MOST HOLY MAN;
and hesitates not to conclude, that he was
in possession of saving faith.

Now, though various doubts, hopes,
and wishes, attended even with some
anxieties and perturbations of mind, may
often have affected many persons in con-
templating cases of this kind; yet the
wisest and best Christians have always,
I think, judged it most safe to adhere to
the written word, and obey the remarka-
ble injunction, "What is that to theel
follow thou me."

In Zuingle's Exposition of his Faith,
addressed to Francis I. the king of France,
I find a much more extraordinary para-
graph.

After expressing his belief in general,
that all faithful souls, when they leave
the body, will be joined to the Deity 5

and enjoy him for ever, he ad-
dresses Francis as a most Peculiar sera-
PIOUS KING, assuring him, that zlmi^e°f

if he governs his kingdom as
David, Hezekiah and Josiah did, he may
hope to see the Deity in perfection, and
enjoy him for ever. Then he may hope
also to see, and join the assembly of all
holy, wise, faithful, brave, virtuous men
that ever lived since the world began;
an4 among these, the two Adams, the
Redeemed, and the Redeemer, Abel,
Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Isaiah, the Vir-
gin Mary, David, John the Baptist, Pe-
ter and Paul;—likewise, Hercules, The-
seus, Socrates, Aristides, Antigonus, Nu-
ma, Camillus,theCatos,andtheScipios;*
—his own predecessors, and as many of
his ancestors as have departed in the
faith. Lastly, there will not have been
a good man, or a faithful soul, from the
beginning of the world to its end, whom,

* This is not the only place in which Zu-
ingle speaks in this manner of some of the
celebrated heathen characters. "Both the
Catos," says he, " and Camillus, and Scipio,
would never have been magnanimous, had
they not been religious."—Epist. Zuing. and
(Ecol. I. 9.
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together with God himself, he will not
see in Heaven. Is it possible, says Zu-
ingle, to imagine a spectacle more de-
lightful, or more honourable 1 He then
adds these very memorable words—
While in the mean time, the dreaming*
Anabaptists may sleep in Hell, that sleep
which they deserve, and from their sleep
may never more awake !f

The pen drops from one's hand in
writing such a sentence as this. I shall
therefore content myself with laying be-
fore the reader the original words : " Cum
interim somniantes Catabaptistse merito
somnum dormiant apud inferos, a quo
nunquam expergefiant," and barely take
notice, that most probably the latter part
of the sentence ought to be translated so
as to imply a wish, " that they may never
more awake," which makes the senti-
ment still more exceptionable and un-
christian.

There is a remarkable passage in one
of Zuingle's treatises on the Eucharist,
which, as it helps to illustrate both the
character and the sentiments of this illus-
trious Reformer, must not be omitted.

In the year 1525, when the great ques-
tion concerning the abolition of the

Zuingle's
Dream.

Romish mass was agitated at
Zurich in full senate, and in
the presence of the protestant

divines, a certain clerk or scribe rose up,
and opposed Zuingle with all his might.
The senate however were convinced by
the arguments of Zuingle and his asso-
ciates.; and they decreed, that in future
the Lord's Supper should be administered
agreeably to Christ's own institution.
In the morning of the following day,
Zuingle had a dream, which ho relates
in these terms: U I tell the truth, and
moreover, what I have to tell is so true,
that my conscience compels me, against
my will, to reveal what the Lord has be-
stowed upon me: for I am well aware to
what jests and insults I shall hereby ex-
pose myself. I say then, that at break
of day, in a dream, I appeared to myself
to have a tedious debate with my adver-
sary THE SCRIBE ; and at length to have
become so completely tongue-tied, as to
have lost the power of saying what I

* Zuingle here alludes to the opinion enter-
tained by the Anabaptists of those days, viz.
that departed souls sleep till the resurrection.
See his Sermon, II. 534. b.

f Op. II. 559. Also Moreri Supp. En.
Zuingle,

46*

knew to be true. This inability seemed
to distress me exceedingly, as delusive
dreams in the night sometimes do;—-for
still, as far as I am concerned, I relate
but a mere dream, although it is by no
means a light matter which I have learnt
by this dream,—thanks be to God, for
whose glory alone I reveal these things.
In this situation, suddBnly an adviser
seemed to be present with me,—whether
he was white or black, I have no distinct
recollection, for I am telling only my
dream,—who said, You stupid man, why
do not you answer him from the twelfth,
of Exodus, as it is there written, 4It is
the Lord's passover.'* Instantly upon
this suggestion in my sleep, I awoke and
leaped from my bed; looked carefully at
the passage iiUhe Septuagint, and argued
from it in my next sermon with all my
power. The effect was, that all those
who earnestly wished to understand their
Bibles had no longer any doubts concern-
ing the meaning of our Lord's words,
This is my body,* in his institution of

the Sacrament."
Zuingle then proceeds to compare the

Jewish passover, as directed in the Old
Testament, with the Lord's Supper, as
commanded by Christ himself in the
New. With great perspicuity jhe points
out the analogy between the twVexpres-
sions, " It is the Lord's passover,'* and
'This is my body;" and powerfully con-

tends, that as the former must necessarily
be taken figuratively, the latter cannot
positively be construed otherwise.f

7. ZUINGLE AND LUTHER COMPARED,

THE two grand instruments of the Re-
formation on the continent, during the
period which we are now re-
viewing, were undoubtedly Comparison
Zuingle and Luther; and the *$$$&.
pious student of their history
has now before him, I conceive, sufficient
materials whereby to judge for himself
of their integrity, their talents, and their
DEFECTS. On the authority of the learn-
ed translator of Mosheim, I had imagined
for many years that Zuingle, "instead of
receiving instructions from Luther, was
much his superior in learning, capacity,
and judgment, and much fitter to be his
mastej than his disciple.":): Beausobre,

* Exod. xii. 11.
t Subsid. Euch. II. 249. Also Melch.

Adam, in Zuing. 20.
X Dr. Maclaine, in Mosfc XVI. I. p. 26,

the notes.
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I own, was the first who in-
j duced m e t o suspect this re-

presentation ; not, however,
by opposing the sentiments of Maclaine,
but by supporting them with numerous
instances of blind partiality towards Zu-
ingle, and. not a few of most uncandid
and even abusive censure of Luther.*
To point out simply the prepossessions
of historians who have so many opportu-
nities of directing the sentiments of man-
kind, must be deemed a just and com-
mendable precaution for the protection of
truth; but to aim at conjectures respect-
ing the causes of their prepossessions
may seem invidious and unnecessary.
On historical questions, however, where
pure religion is concerned, one may be
allowed, perhaps, to make general Obser-
vations of great practical consequence;
such as, 1st, That men of LITTLE OR NO
RELIGION rarely, or never, judge fairly on
such questions; and therefore, a believer
is not to expect an equitable sentence
from infidels, sceptics, or atheists: And
2dly, That persons who profess some
sort of belief in the Gospel, and have yet
very^erroneous views of its doctrines, are
usually possessed with strong prejudices
against those who hold the faith in ortho-
dox purity and simplicity. For, till the
human heart be effectually humbled by
God's grace to receive the Gospel terms
of reconciliation with thankfulness and
submission of soul, it always harbours
an unhappy opposition to the covenant of
grace in Christ Jesus; that is, it remains
ignorant of God's righteousness, and, like

* Beaus. I l l l . 138, and 190 to 194.—-The
learned reader, who is well versed in the
writing's of the Sacramentarian controver-
sialists, will perceive abundance of partiality
in the pages here quoted. In particular, he
will not approve of Luther being represented,
p. 193, as saying-, " The Switzers revoke ALL,
but as for me, I revoke nothing," with re-
ference to a note where this is an extract of
merely three words from his letter, "Nos
nihil revocavimus;" when in fact, the con-
text of the letter shows, that he directs his
friend to the Marpurg articles "themselves,
where he might see how far the recantation
had actually proceeded. Then in page 190,
there is a still much more unjustifiable at-
tack upon Luther, grounded upon a perverted
interpretation of a certain passage in his let-
ter, which passage, after all, is not found in
the most authentic copies of that letter.—Vid.
Hosp. II. 82. Supp.Ep.Luth.103. CcElest.
54.

the Jews, going about to establish its
own righteousness, it does not submit to
the righteousness of God.* The effect
of such erroneous views is, that these
nominal Christians not only oppose the
DOCTRINE to which they have not yet
been brought to submit, but also tho-
roughly dislike, and are violently preju-
diced against all those who receive it and
value it as the one thing needful. This
is the true key for understanding rightly
a thousand prepossessions, aversic-ns, and
misrepresentations which we meet with
in authors, and which on any other
ground are utterly unaccountable.

I need not dissemble that numerous
passages in the writings of Beausobre,
convince me that he is no very warm ad-
vocate for the great protestant doctrine
of justification by faith. In one place,
for example, upon a strong declaration
by Melancthon, recorded in his own
handwriting,^ respecting the importance
of that Christian article of doctrine,
which asserts the efficacy of the merits
of Christ without human works, he ven-
tures to suggest that the passage was
PERHAPS Luther's; and he afterwards
adds, that one may hence learn how OB-
STINATELY they were at that time attach-
ed to the doctrine of justification by faith.
I scarcely need observe, that those who
hold thi3 precious article of faith in the
sense of which Luther held it, and in
which the Church of England now holds
it, never speak of it in this manner.ij:

From Melancthon's report of the con-
ferences at Marpurg, I collect, that it
was one of the first public objections of
Luther to Zuingle, that the Swiss re-
former and his adherents, were not accus-
tomed, in their religious instructions, to
say much concerning the Scriptural me-
thod of justification; which, as Luther
maintained, rendered it probable, that
the peculiar and essential doctrine of the
Gospel was hardly known to tbem.§ On
the whole, I believe, all dispassionate
judges will be disposed to allow that
these researches fully warrant the follow-
ing conclusions:

1. That the Sacramental controversy
did no good to Zuingle's temper, and
much harm to Luther's.

* Rom. x. 3. f Seek. II. 43.
X Beausobre, III. 277.
§ Ad. Hen. Sax. in Hosp. 81. b. Also

Scult. 200.
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2. That in 4he heat and
Conclusions haste of contention, Zuingle
preceding t. sometimes sank the efficacy
facts. a both of Baptism and of the

Lord's Supper below the true
Scriptural standard, and represented them
as mere tokens or badges of Christian
society and connexion. Bucer, his own
friend and advocate, whose testimony is
therefore decisive, expressly allows this.*
Let us however in one instance hear Zu-
ingle himself. "You have celebrated
the Lord's Supper;—Therefore you be-
long to the society of Christians."—
" The cup which we use in giving thanks,
what is it else but a mark of our society
and connexion ?"t In other places he re-
presents the Lord's Supper, as implying
nothing but a mere " COMMEMORATION ;" J
which at best is a loose and ambiguous
way of speaking.§

3. That Zuingle, in the article of ori-
ginal sin, probably was never completely
orthodox,|J and that in regard to the fun-
damental doctrine of justification by
faith, though he seems always to have
admitted it distinctly in theory, yet he
by no means mad,e that practical use of it
Which Luther and his disciples did. In
effect, his time and thoughts were for
years almost entirely taken up with the
Sacramental controversy, and witty dis-
putes respecting baptism. On the con-
trary, Luther, though harassed with con-
troversy beyond example, appears to
have lived every hour of his life "by
faith on the Son of God." The great
doctrine of justification appears upper-
most in all his voluminous writings: It
was the support of his own soul in all
his troubles; and we find him constantly
inculcating it from the press and from
the pulpit, in all his conversations, and in
his most private letters. This part of
the religious character of Luther is not
relished by many.—They suppose he
carried his notions too far.̂ f

* Bucer's Epistle in Melch. Ad. 19. Also
Lect. in Ep. Zuing. et CEcolamp.

t Ep. Zuing. et (Ecolamp. II. 71. b
"Quid ille aliud est, quam nostra conjunctio
etsocietas?" Also 120. a & b. Likewise
Ad. Episcop. Const. Op. I. 225.

X Op. II. 85. b. And Machine, II. 197,
note.

§ See Dr. Og-den's Five excellent Dis-
courses on the Lord's Supper, vol. II. 291.

I Vid. Pallav. Cone. Trid. III. 1. 3 & 4.
^ Machine, in Mosh. p. 170. Also Beaus.

lit supra.

4. That on the duties of Christian sub-
jects, and also on questions relative to eo~
clesiastical polity, there was a still great-
er difference between the Saxon and the
Helvetian reformers.—Obey and suffer,
was Luther's motto in general; whereas
the obedience of Zuingle, we have seen,
hung on a very slender thread.

5. That Dr. Maclaine justly ascribes
to Zuingle an adventurous genius, and an
uncommon degree of knowledge and
penetration.* And this is so true, that
in my judgment, it was the ADVENTUROUS
genius of this great man, which led him
to speak in so peremptory a style of the
holiness of the character of several cele-
brated heathens above mentioned. Lu-
ther's unbounded reverence for the writ*
ten word, never allows him to use such
liberties. " I HOPE," says he, " God will
be merciful to Cicero, and to such as he
was : however, it is not our duty to speak
certainly touching that point, but to re-
main by the word revealed unto us;
namely, whoso believeth and is baptized,
the same shall be saved. Yet neverthe-
less, God is able to dispense and hold a
difference among the nations and the
heathen. But our duty is not to know
nor to seareh after \he time and rnea-
sure."f

Here 1 cannot but take notice, that it
was this excessive reverence for the very
words of Scripture,—" This is my body,"
—which betrayed Luther into the unfor-
tunate dispute respecting consxibstantia-
tion. .Both on CON- and TRAN-substan-
tiation a vast quantity of inconclusive
argumentation has been advanced on all
sides. Often the contentiqn has been •
merely verbal; oftener completely unin-
telligible \% and after all the confident at-
tempts that have been made to represent
either the one notion or the other as ridi-
culous, absurd, and impossible, I freely
own that with me the decisive reason for
rejecting them is not that either CON- or

* In Mosh. p. 26.
f Coll. Men. 509,
X Bucer, in a letter to a friend, owns that

immediately after he had read Luther's Con-
fession on Consubstantiation, published in
1528, he began to see that this Reformer did
riot hold the unworthy notions of the person
of Christ which he had supposed him to do.
But the fact is, Luther's Confession is full of
metaphysical obscurities, and is scarcely in-
telligible.—Fid Scult. 154 & 171. Hosp.
II. 166. Corn, dc Luth. II. XLI. 3.
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TRAN-substantiation can be demonstrated
to imply a contradiction in terms, but that
the Scriptural declarations respecting the
Sacrament do not require an interpreta-
tion so altogether remote from common
sense and experience.

On Zuingle's relation of his dream, I
am inclined to make no comment what-
ever, except that I cannot but think he
would have judged better, if he had kept
the thing entirely to himself; or at least,
not made it so public at the time. Cer-
tainly, in our days, to mention such a
circumstance in the pulpit, would rather
expose the dreamer to ridicule than pro-
cure attention to his discourse.—Zuingle,
however, knew both his own situation
and that of the people of Zurich, better
than we can do: He deemed the sugges-
tion to be a communication from God;
he was grateful for it: and no doubt he
ttcted conscientiously in informing his
congregation how he had obtained a new
argument in favour of his view of the
Sacrament.

With respect to the important subject
of religious toleration, there can be no
question but Luther was abundantly more
enlightened than Zuingle.

Both these champions of the Reforma-
tion passed much of their lives in the
midst of active, tumultuous, perilous
scenes ; and both of them met with great
provocations from the Anabaptists. What
room could there be for the private, tran-
quil exercises df religion; or even, for
the study and practice of pastoral care
and instruction1? It happens, however,
that the writings of Luther abound in
these things. His devotion never-flags.
Ever aware of the wiles of Satan, and
well skilled in the use of Christian ar-
mour, his dependence both for himself
and his people is always and altogether
on the grace of God; yet his vigilance
in superintending the Saxon churches is
as incessant as if their spiritual improve-
ment depended on himself. The com-
parison in this point, grounded on docu-
ments in existence, is unquestionably
very much to the advantage of the Saxon
Reformer.

The blemishes of Luther have been
freely acknowledged in the course of this
volume. It was proper and even neces-
sary to advert to those of Zuingle for ob-
vious reasons, and among others, that
the reader may be the better enabled to
appreciate duly the encomium of Dr. Mac-
laine, who scruples not to assert that the

Swiss Reformer was " perhaps BEYOND
COMPARISON THE BRIGHTEST ORNAMENT
OF THE PROTESTANT CAUSE.*

We must not dismiss this subject
without briefly touching upon another
point in the history of the Reformation,
on which writers have not agreed in their
representations. The Swiss
historians, jealous of the ho- Which of
nour of their country, con- the first Re-
tend that Zuingle, as a Re- former?
former of religion, has the
precedence of Luther in point of time ;
and Dr. Maclaine seems out of humour
with Mosheim, for leading us to imagine
that Luther saw the truth as soon as
Zuingle did. He tells us, moreover, that
Zuingle had conceived " noble and ex-
tensive ideas of a general Reformation-,
at the very time that Luther retained
almost the whole system of popery, in-
dulgences excepted."

General observations of this kind are
hard to be confuted: they insinuate a
great deal; often leave abiding impres-
sions ; yet prove little or nothing. A
distinct statement of facts is the best way
to settle the point in dispute.

Zuingle affirms, that he began to preach
the Gospel in the year 1516, and that
Luther's name at that time was not so
much as heard of in Swisser-
land : that he was settled at ^ g l e ' a

Zurich in 1519, and then in- narrative,
formed the leading members
of the collegiate church, that in future
he intended to preach from the Gospel of
St. Matthew, without using any comment
but that of Scripture itself; that even
then, in 1519, not one of the inhabitants
had heard of Luther, except that he had
published something on the subject of
indulgences ; but that in regard to these,
Zuingle wanted no information,; he knew
very well before that indulgences were
nothing but mere pretence and delusion.
He adds, that the Romish cardinals,
however they might hate him at that
time, courted him with all their address,
and even attempted to corrupt him with
Italian gold.

He then proceeds to praise Luther in
the strongest terms.—" As far as 1 can
judge," says he, " Luther is a very brave
soldier of Christ, who examines the
Scriptures with a diligence which no
person else has used for the last thousand
years. I do not care if the papists call

* In Mosh. II.
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me a heretic as they do Luther: I say
this; there has not existed any person
since the commencement of the Romish
pontificate, who has been so constant and
immovable as Luther, in his attacks on
the pope. But to whom are we to look
as the cause of all this new light and
new doctrine? To God, or to Luther?
Ask Luther himself: I know he will
answer that the work is of God." -

" Luther's interpretations of Scrip-
ture," continues Zuingle, " are so well
founded, that no creature can confute
them: yet I do not take it well to be
called by the papists a Lutheran, because
I learned the doctrine of Christ from the
Scriptures and not from Luther. If
Luther preaches Christ, so do I : and
though—thanks to God—innumerable
people by his ministry, and more than
by mine, are led to Christ, yet I do not
choose to bear the name of any other
than of Christ, who is my only captain
as I am his soldier. He will assign to
me both ray duties and my reward ac-
cording to his good pleasure. I trust
every one must now see WHY I do not
choose to be called a Lutheranj though_
nevertheless, in Fact, no man living-
esteems Luther so much as I do. How-
ever, I have not on any occasion written
a single line to him, nor he to me, direct-
ly or indirectly. And why have I thus
abstained from all communication with
him ? Certainly not from fear, but to
prove how altogether consistent is the
Spirit of God, which can teach two per-
sons, living asunder at such a distance,
to write on the doctrines of Christ, and
to instruct the people in them, in a man-
ner so perfectly harmonious with each
other."*

If some circumstances before mention-
ed have had the effect of depressing the
character of Zuingle, these liberal and
truly Christian sentiments will restore
him again to the reader's favour. And
as I know no reason whatever for sus-
pecting that pride of precedence in point
of time, or that any petty jealousy lurk-
ing in the mind of Zuingle, should induce
him to speak in this manner, I am disposed
to give this good man full credit for the
sincerity of every part of his declaration.
He had studied the Scriptures for him-
self, and through God's grace had made
a progress in Christian knowledge. He
found that Luther had not only done the

same, but was also undermining and
pulling to pieces, at the hazard of his
own life, the whole papal edifice. Ac-
cordingly he loved him as a Christian,
and admired him as a hero. But be it
remembered, that the fatal controversy
respecting the Sacrament had not yet
begun!!

After all, this evidence only proves
what nobody denies,—that the Swiss
divine, like several before his time, and
like many of his contemporaries, had
begun to study the Scriptures, and had
already discovered various corruptions
and abominations in the papal system.
But here the question is, what progress
had he made towards a reformation in
the Church, when Luther first astonished
all E urope with the novelty of his system,
the judgment which he displayed in ex-
plaining and defending it, and the courage
with which he withstood the combined
power of popes and princes. It has
been said that Zuingle, even in 1516,
used " to censure, THOUGH WITH GREAT
PRUDENCE AND MODERATION, the errors of
a corrupt Church."# I would observe,
that if Luther had never done more than

s7-STrr&p£ -SightJi&73 ueen held at
this moment in the chains of superstition
and spiritual despotism. To sigh in
secret, to inculcate even some important
truths in a mild and placid way, so as to
give little offence, and to form in the
imagination theoretical plans of reform,
could never have availed to the emanci-
pation of mankind. It is not that Zuin-
gle was deficient either in understanding
or intrepidity;—but how impolitic, how
altogether vain and hopeless must it have
appeared to oppose the enormous power
of the Roman See ! Again, it is not that
Luther had preconceived, much less di-
gested, any formal plan of resistance to
the existing hierarchy: he constantly
disclaims any such wisdom or foresight.
In effect, it was by a train of peculiar
circumstances, that he was gradually led
on to a success beyond his most sanguine
expectations; and as his endowments
were admirably suited to the work he
had to execute, I know no reason why
we should be backward to allow that
he was a chosen vessel, an honoured
instrument in the hands of Providence
for the great purposes which he accom-
plished.

In the year 1527, Luther complained

• Zuing. I. Art. xviii, 37—39, * Machine, in Mosh. II. 26.
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to his friend M. Stifel, that he had re-
ceived a most insolent and abusive letter
from Zuingle; and that even his adver-
saries the papists were not so much dis-
posed as his friends to harass and perse-
cute him;—friends,says he, who, before
my contests with the pope, were scarce-
ly known, and did not dare to open their
mouths.* Without dwelling one mo-
ment longer on the disgusting effects of
the Sacramental controversy, I will sub-
join two or tbree circumstances, which
exhibit to my mind, beyond all contradic-
tion, THE SORT OF TERMS which Zuingle
kept up with the Roman Catholics, at the
very time when Luther was the object
Of their most malignant fury and ven-
geance.

1. In the year 1520, Zuingle expresses
himself concerning Luther in these very
„ . handsome terms :f " I have
account of not much fear for Luther's
Luther. life; I have none for the safe-

A.D.1520. t y o f h i g goul f e v e n t h o Ugh
he should be struck by this Jupiter with
the thunderbolt of excommunication.
Not that I despise excommunication;
but that I think unjust sentences of that
kind Jo ham"! tC the body ****»*: than trie
soul, It is not my business to decide
whether Luther has had fair play. How-
ever, you know my sentiments on that
subject, I intend shortly to call on the
pope's legate, and if he should say any-
thing respecting that business, as he did
a little time ago, I will persuade him to
advise the pope by no means to publish
the excommunication. And I believe it
will be for his interest to listen to this
advice ; for if he does not, I foresee the
Germans will despise both the bull of
excommunication, and the pope that
sends it."

2. But there exists a still more deci-
sive testimony to prove how very far
Zuingle must have been from anything
like a rupture with the papists, even in

the year 1523. The pope
The Pope Adrian having heard of the
ters'zuingie, reputation of the Helvetian

A. D. 1523. divine for piety and learning,
condescended to transmit to

him, by his nuncio, a BRIEVE in his own
handwriting. He had received, he said,

such particular accounts of bis extraor-*
dinary virtue, as had increased his affec-
tion and esteem for a character so devot-
ed to religion. He exhorts him to show
a grateful zeal in promoting the interests
of the Apostolic See, as he could assure
him that it was his intention to place
him in honourable and lucrative situa-
tions.*

Lastly, Pallavicini. distinctly ob-
serves,! that not only in the diplomas of
Adrian and Clement, which
those pontiffs sent into Swis- Priority of
serland, but—what is more ̂ r a n "
to the purpose—in the man*
dates which the Helvetian Catholics de-
livered to their own ambassadors upon
the appointment of any embassy to Rome,
the heresy of the country was called, in
general, the Lutheran heresy. And the
Italian historian gives two reasons for
this ; the first is, that though Zuingle
and Luther differed in some points, yet
that they agreed in the main. Secondly,
that THE LUTHERAN HERESY EXISTED BE-
FORE THAT OF ZUINGLE, and became the
more powerful in its partisans.:):

This relation will assist the inquisi-
tive student in clearing up some po!ntS
in the memoirs of Luther and Zuingle,
which have been much clouded by party
zeal. The historian of the Church of
Christ is desirous that his work should
be distinguished by the selection, which
it contains, of well authenticated facts :
Of conjectures there is no end. Doubt-
less the Helvetian Reformer was a man
of an acute understanding, and great
Scriptural learning. His pastoral labours
were a blessing to the congregations over
which he presided ;§ and his writings
proved a permanent support to the Pro-
testant cause. These things are certain.
It is, however, equally certain, that
though in 1518 he opposed the papal

* Ep. II. Aurif. 345, 6. . . . ne hiscere
quidem audebant.

t Zuingle to his friend Myconius, Op. I.
412. b.

* Mclch. Ad.in Zuing. 13.
f Concil. Trid. 3. I. 3.
t The Roman Catholic clergy in general,

and especially the agents of the papal See,
have ever been so vigilant in observing the
very beginnings of what they called heresies,
that we may safely credit the historians of
their communion, at least in their positive
reports of the chronology of the several de-
fections from the established church. For
so far they were impartial judges; and they
had certainly the best means of informa-
tion.

§ Arch. Zuin. 1.132. b.
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abuse of indulgences,* and afterwards
exposed several errors of the Romish
church, he yet so managed his opposi-
tion, as to be courted even by the pope
himself, long after Luther had been in
open rebellion against the existing hie-
rarchy. How this truly great man
would have acted, had he been called to
the trying scenes in which Luther bore
so conspicuous a part, must be mere
conjecture.

On the other hand, any judgment that
we can form of the manner in which the
Saxon Reformer would have conducted
himself in the situation of Zuingle, must
be mere conjecture also. Yet I cannot
but suspect, that his reputation would
have suffered by the change of circum-
stances. Tliere was that in Martin Lu-
ther, which required great and magnifi-
cent objects, attended with difficulties,
dangers, and perplexities, to call forth
those exertions of wisdom, courage, and
perseverance, for which he is so justly
celebrated. I may add also, my entire
conviction, that internal trials and dis-
tress of mind greatly improved his cha-
racter; they made him a humbler Chris-
tian, and a more skilful adviser in spirit-
ual things; and if Zuingle had expe-
rienced a similar afflictive discipline,
though perhaps he did not stand in need
of that chastisement so much as Luther
did, I suppose we should have heard
abundantly more of his personal suffer-
ings and lamentations on account of the
deceitfulness of sin, the delusions of Sa-
tan, the workings of inward corruptions;
and, above all, of those hidings of God's
face, and that darkness of soul, which
the most godly persons always repre-
sent as their grievous and intolerable ca-
lamity.

CHAPTER XVII.

FROM THE COMPARISON OF LUTHER AND ZUIN-
GLE TO THE DIET OF AUGSBURG IN 1 5 3 0 .

* See Chap. IV. Cent. XVJ.

1. PERSECUTIONS.
2. RUPTURE BETWEEN CHARLES V. AND THE

POPE.
3. DIET OF SPIRES IN 1529.
4. PROTEST OF THE REFORMERS.
5. MEETINGS OF THE PROTESTANTS.
6. DIET OF AUGSBURG.

THE progress of Divine knowledge,
the genuine conversion of souls, and the
abolition of abominable su-
perstitions, were carried on
with no great interruption for
the space of ten years and upwards: that
is, till the year 1529, reckoning from the
year 1517, when Luther, unable to smoo-
ther his indignation, first raised his voice
against Tetzel, the impudent vender of
indulgences, and at the same time point-
ed out the Roman pontiff himself as the
leading culprit in this iniquitous traffic.
The success of the Gospel, if we except
the Apostolic age, was perhaps in this
period unexampled. Even in Italy, in a
town called Fayenza, we are told by Fa-
ther Paul, that there was public preach-
ing against the Church ofRome, and that
Gospellers increased every day.*

1. PERSECUTIONS.

W E are however not to forget, that
notwithstanding this blessed influence of
the written Worq!, persons,
who openly avowed their con- Various
viction of the truth, were t iong,
miserably exposed to perse-
cution in all those places where either
the civil or the ecclesiastical ruler hap-
pened to be an active and zealous Ro-
man Catholic. The catalogue o£ the
sufferers is very considerable.———It may
however suffice to add, to the instances
already noticed at page 520, a few others
of the most remarkable cases.

In 1527, a Bohemian wo- A w o m a n

man, after a confinement of burnt in
almost a whole year, was J ° ^ m ^ .
cast into the flames on ac-
count of two crimes laid to her charge.

* Page 43.
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1. That by denying the corporeal pn
Sence of Christ's natural body, she hz
blasphemed the Sacrament of the altar,

2. That she had been rebaptized b
John Kalens. The wooden cup whic
Kalens had used in the administration
the Lord's Supper, was burst along witl
this heretic*

Sometimes the evangelical preachers
when proscribed by papal cruelty, flee

from their habitations to sav<
Letter of their lives. There is on re
Ecolampa- C Q r d a n a d m i r a b l e c o n s o l a .

tory letter of Ecolampadius,
written in 1528, to two persons of thi
sort then in exile.—" It would move
heart of adamant," says he, " my dea
brethren, to think of your flocks thus de-
prived of their faithful shepherds, dis
persed and exposed to the wolves: thei
to see the adversaries triumphing an<
glorying in their iniquity; and the weak
er brethren, who were on the very ev
of renouncing popery, suddenly alarmed
and apprehensive of a similar treatment
Add to this, the dangers, the ignominy,
the distresses of exile, which are some-
times more grievous than death itself.
For, exiles undergo a daily death. How
ever, when we reflect that God is faith
ful, and will not tempt us above wha
we are able to bear, but will regulate
everything according to the strength
which he is pleased to give, this consi-
deration supplies an abundance of sub-
stantial consolation. Be assured, the
Holy Ghost, who has anointed you for
this contest, will not fail to preserve you
from fainting in the afflictions which ye
undergo for the truth. Moreover, your
silence during your proscription speaks
louder by much to the hearts of God's
children, than ever your most animated
sermons could do. Your present firm-
ness fixes an inviolable seal on the doc-
trines you have been teaching with so
much piety. The blood of Abel has a
voice; and so has your persecution a
tongue. Away then with cowardice and
lamentation. Happy the man who is
conformed to the image of the crucified
Saviour, whom we preach. Christ knows
his sheep; he will preserve them from
the jaws of the wolf; and the exultation
of the hypocrites will be but for a mo-
ment."!

Joachim, the elector of Brandenburg,
distinguished himself at this time in per-
secuting the Lutherans. This
bigoted prince had confined Elizabeth of
for some days in her chamber, f&ifapeŝ ronf
on account of her attachment Berlin,
to the Gospel, his own wife
Elizabeth, the sister of the afore-men-
tioned exiled king of Denmark ; and was
intending to immure her perpetually;
when by the help of her brother, she ef-
fected a wonderful escape from Berlin;
was conveyed in the wagon of a pea-
sant, and hospitably received by the elec-
tor of Saxony.*

The duchess of Munsterberg also,
named Ursula, had this year a most mi-
raculous escape from the mo-
nastery of Friburg; and fled Flight of the
with two virgins to Luther Munster°f

for protection. This was a berg,
most mortifying event to A. D. 1528.
George of Saxony; for this duchess was
his own cousin.f

In France the persecutions were dread-
ful. The papists persuaded the king,
that all the misfortunes with
ivhich the country was afflict- ^f^an^"8

3d, were owing to the mis- in ance'
chievous Lutheran heresy. In conse-
quence, the most sanguinary laws were
solemnly decreed against Lutheranism,
md every one who could be proved to
?avour the doctrine was treat-
?d as a blasphemer.§ Yet inconsis-
his same prince, Francis I., 3^^°/j
lotwithstauding the zeal
vith which his Catholic clergy availed
o inspire him, had no objection, for the
>urpose of more effectually serving his

political schemes, to endeavour, by the
medium of his ambassadors, to promote
in Swisserland that very reformation of
eligion, which he was labouring to ex-
>el from his own kingdom by fire and
word. Zuingle, in a letter to Ecolam-
•adius, tells us, that the royal ambassa-
ors of France pressed the five Catholic
antons of Swisserland to allow the word
•f God to be preached among them, ac-
ording to the system of the Reformers.§
In North Holland, a widow, named

Vendelmut, was seized on account of
er religion, carried to the Hague, and
ere strangled, and afterwards burnt

* Scult. XXVII. p. 111.
f Scult. XXVIII. 173, Ep. Zaing. and

GEcolamp. 4. 191. b.

* Scult. 174. Spal. in Seek. 122. II. Ep.
urif. 375.
t Scult. Ibid. II. Ep. 290. b.
I Scult. 175.
§ Op. Zuing. I. 419. b.
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to ashes. On her examination
Persecutions concerning the mass, she an-
Honandh swered, "It was a piece

bread;" and in regard to the
images and pictures of saints, she con-
fessed she knew of no other mediator but
Jesus Christ. To one that told her, she
did not fear death because she had not
tasted it, this widow replied, " I shall
never taste it; for Christ has said, If any
man keep my sayings, he shall never see
death." She was then advised to con-
fess her sins to a priest: upon which she
cried aloud, " I have confessed all my
sins to Christ my Lord, who takes away
all sin. But if I have offended my neigh-
bours, I heartily ask them forgiveness."
She then went to the place of execution
with meekness and courage.*

It is said that some of the Moravian
brethren, as well as other pious persons
of those times, were baptized a second
time; and this, not as proselytes of Ana-
baptism, but merely because they could
then see no other way of separating them-
selves from a wicked world.f And we
may observe in general, that it is not
always easy to distinguish, in the ac-
counts of the Anabaptist martyrs, who
were truly humble Christians. We can-
not however doubt of the REALITY of the
sufferings of the unfortunate victims, when

the facts are distinctly re-
Papal ac- corded with triumph by the
secuUonsT'" Romish historians them-

selves. On this ground it is,
that I select from Cocklaeus,—who other-
wise is rarely to be trusted in any ques-
tion respecting the Reformers,—the fol-
lowing testimonies of the execrable,bar-
barity of the papists. " At Rotenberg
by the river Neckar," says this fiery zea-
lot, " many pf the Anabaptists, both men
and women, were apprehended ; and all
put to death that refused to recant their
errors, Nine men were burnt: Ten
women were drowned. But their leader
and teacher, Michael Sellarius, an apos-
tate monk, who was by far the greatest
offender, was condemned in a public

court of judicature,—to have
Martyrdom his blasph-emous tongue cut
Sellarius6 o u t by the executioner; to be

tied to a curricle, and to have
two pieces of his flesh torn from his body
in the market-place, by red-hot pincers;
then to be torn again afterwards in the

same manner by the hot pincers five
times on the road, as he was dragged to

of the burning pile." This sentence, the
author tells us, was executed on the 17th
of May, 1527: and hs proceeds to ex-
claim what a grievous deceiver Sellarius
had been; and among other things men-
tions his teaching of the people not to
invoke saints;* but not one word escapes
this malignant and bigoted historian, con-
cerning the firmness, patience, or piety
of the martyr.

At Tournay in Flanders, in 1528, an
Augustine monk, named Henry, was con-
demned to the flames, for
having thrown off his djess, and of Henry
married a wife, and preached 5f.D?im>1

against popery. The bishop's
official told him, he might save his life,
if he would but own that the woman he
had married was his concubine. But he,
refusing to lengthen his days on such
terms, praised God by singing Te Deum,
and soon after cheerfully finished his
course in the fire.f

2 . RUPTURE BETWEEN CHARLES V. AND THE
POPE.

NOTWITHSTANDING these dreadful nar-
ratives, which sufficiently demonstrate
the cruel and unrelenting hos-
tility of the papal hierarchy, Tlie wars of

there is no doubt but the vio- we^favo^-
lence of the war between able to the
Francis I. and the emperor, Protestants.
as also the dissensions between the em-
peror and the pope, proved extremely fa-
vourable to the progress of the Reforma-
tion. For though the spirit of persecu-
tion was not in the least abated, yet it
spent its chief fury on such defenceless
individuals as happened to fall into the
cruel hands of some bigoted ruler, eccle-
siastic or civil. The three potentates
above mentioned were themselves beset
with too many difficulties in their politi-
cal affairs to give much serious and steady
attention to the business of religion.
Add, that their respective interests were
often so opposite and perplexed, as en-
tirely to exclude all amicable concurrence
in the formation of any general plan for
the extirpation of heresy. In effect, it is
by reflecting on these jarring interests,
with an overruling Providence constantly
in the mind, that we are enabled in some
measure to account not only for the mild

* Brandt, 56. Scult. p. 111.
t Scult. 177.

VQL. I I . 47

* Cocklseus de Luth. XXVII. 163.
t Brandt, 57. Scult. 176,
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decree of the diet of Spires in 1526, but
also for the inefficiency of the succeeding
attempts of the great papal powers to
stifle the revival of Christian truth and
liberty. The pope, no doubt, was sincere
in his desires to crush every symptom o
growing protestantism, but Charles V
had neither leisure nor inclination to gra-
tify the wishes of a pontiff who had so
lately entered into an alliance agains
him with the French and the Venetians
The religion of this prince, as far as ii
was real, is supposed to have been Ro-
man Catholic; but whatever it was, he
never suffered it to interfere with his am-
bitious schemes of secular aggrandize-
ment. Even the pope himself ceased to
have the least influence with him, the
moment the politics of the ccmrt of Rome
appeared to thwart those of his imperial
majesty. On the other hand, the prin-
ciples of Clement VII. were in no degree
better. Under the pretence that hard
and unjust terms had been extorted from
the king of France while a prisoner in
Spain,* Clement at once absolved him
from the oath by which he was bound to
execute the treaty of Madrid, and sent a
person both to congratulate him on his
deliverance from captivity, and to settle
a treaty against Charles; and lastly, he
despatched a brieve to the emperor, full
of accusation, invective, and menace.f

This proceeding of Clement VII. in-
flamed the resentment of the emperor to

such a degree, that he abo-
Rupturebe- Hshed the" authority of the
claries V. Roman pontiff throughout
and the all his Spanish dominions,^
Pope. made war upon him in Ita-

ly, laid siege to Rome, and
blocked up Clement himself in the cas-
tle of St. Angelo, where he was reduced
to the extremity of feeding on asses'
flesh, and at length compelled to capitu-
late on severe terms, and to remain a
prisoner until the chief articles were
perform ed.§

Such, in brief, were the important con-
sequences of that confederacy which has
been termed the HOLY LEAGUE,|| because

* Pallav. 2.13. 6.
t Paul Sarpi, Goldast. Pol. Imp. 987.
t Thuanus, I. XI.; who here observes,

that Spain has hereby left to posterity a re-
markable proof, that the ecclesiastical disci-
pline may be preserved without the authority
of the pope.

§ Jov. Vit. Colon. 167, in Rob- II.
|| Traites de Paix, II. 124.

the pope was at the head of it. The
DETAIL of the war we leave to the secu-
lar historians, having no concern with
victories or defeats, diminutions or ex-
tensions of empire; or with the ambi-
tious plans and schemes that produce
them, any further than as these things
frequently affect the interests of the Gos-
pel, lay open the secret motives of the
principal actors, and thereby explain a
number of circumstances, otherwise ut-
terly inexplicable, in the history of the
Church of Christ.

Therefore, with these objects in view,
we judge it expedient to give some ac-
count of two memorable letters which
the emperor thought fit to write,—one of
them to the pope himself, the other to
his cardinals at Rome,—before he came
to an absolute rupture with Clement
VII.

1. In the former, he accuses the pope
of ingratitude, putting him in mind that
it was by his assistance he
had been raised to the ponti- Charles's
fical chair. «The king of *£f"
England," he said, "had
been called the PROTECTOR of the Holy
League ; whereas that monarch had as-
sured him in his letters, that he neither
had, nor would accept that title, though
the pope had pressed him to do so. The
king of France, moreover, made no scru-
ple to own publicly, that before he re-
turned from Madrid to his own country,
he had been urged by the pope to enter
into the new alliance; and the emperor
added, that he knew the pope had ab-
solved him from the oath by which he
was bound, either to observe the articles
of peace, or return to his captivity.5*

He tl^en proceeds to put his holiness
in mind, that the pope of Rome received
more money from the subjects of his im-
perial highness, than from all the other
kings of Christendom put together.
That a judgment might be formed of the
magnitude of those annual receipts from
the hundred grievances which had been

resented to his court by the Germanic
body : That, as emperor, such had al-
ways been his devotion and reverence
for the Apostolic See, he had hitherto
FORBORNE TO LISTEN TO THE COMPLAINTS
IF HIS GERMAN SUBJECTS : but that if, for

good reasons, he should be driven to
withhold those revenues, then the pope
would no longer possess the golden keys

* Pallav. 2. 13. 6.
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which open and shut the gates of war;
he would no longer be allowed to carry
on hostilities against the emperor with
the money which belonged to the sub-
jects of his imperial highness; for that
it would certainly be more just for the
emperor to apply that money to the pur-
poses of his own defence.

Charles V. then concludes by roundly
telling the pope, that if he were still de-
termined to go on with the war, and
would not listen to the reasons he had
alleged, he should look upon him as act-
ing not the part of a father, but of the
head of a faction ; not of a pastor, but of
an invader of the just rights of sove-
reigns. This, he said, was his ultima-
tum, and he should appeal to a general
council of the whole Christian world.*

2. In his letter addressed to the Col-
lege of Cardinals, Charles, with much

parade, insists on Jhe purity
tothe"6' °^ k*s intentions, his great
Cardinals. moderation, and continued

endeavours to establish peace
and tranquillity. " How shocked then,
and how disgusted," he said, " must any
one be to readme brieve which had been
delivered to him by the nuncio, and had
the sanction of so eminent a pontiff and
of so many pious and Christian fathers.
It was evidently written for the express
purpose of vilifying and degrading the
emperor, who was the protector of the
Apostolic See. It breathed nothing but
war, sedition, false and injurious accu-
sations against himself; and yet tjiere
was not any prince who so muchJ re-
spected the holy See, or defended its
dignity with so disinterested a care. It
was his innate reverence for the Roman
hierarchy, which had induced him, when
he was at the diet of Worms, to turn A
DEAF EAR to all the importunate com-
plaints and petitions of the Germans. In
effect, by the steps he had taken to serve
the pope, he had in some measure alie-
nated the minds of his German subjects,
particularly by forbidding, under a hea-
vy penalty, the intended assembly of the
princes at Spires, j He had prohibited
that convention, because he foresaw such
a meeting would prove disadvantageous
to the pope; and in order to soothe the
minds of the princes under their disap-
pointment, he had then given them hopes
of having a general council in a short

time. He had explained all these things *
with great care to the pope, and had ad-
monished him to call a council. He
concluded this address to the cardinals
with requesting them to concur with
himself in putting Clement ¥11. in mind
of his duty, and in exhorting him to pr©»-
serve the peace of Christendom, which
good purpose would be best effected bfr
the convocation of a general council
without further delay.

Then, if the pope should persist in
refusing to hear reason, the emperor
called on the cardinals themselves to
come forward, and in their own name
summon the council which was so much
wanted. And lastly, if the reverend Fa-
thers should oppose his equitable requi-
sition, he told them, he himself would
not fail to use such remedies as God had
put in his power, for the protection of re-
ligion and the tranquillity of Christen-
dom.*

Charles V., in his indignation against
Clement* published these manifestoes,
and did everything he could
to give notoriety to his com- p£b

K
li(*tion

plaints.f The German Pro- fo^a^'
testants also most industri- festoea.
ously dispersed the same.
And we need not wonder that such ex-
traordinary documents should have been
read with prodigious eagerness. What
could those, who well remembered the
emperor's solemn declarations, both at
Worms, and on other occasions, against
Lutheranism, now think of his religion
or conscience, when they heard him con-
fess that he had stopped his ears against
the honest prayers of Germany, merely
to please the pope? Who would scruple
to say, that having betrayed the interests
of his imperial subjects, he could in his
own turn expect no better than to be be-
trayed by an unprincipled pontiff?

No more needs to be said to convince
thinking persons of the effects which
must have been produced on the public
mind by these manifestoes of the empe-
ror. Full as acrimonious and reproach-
ful as the bitterest invectives of Luther,
they not only emboldened men, after the
example of Charles, to treat the pope
with little reverence, but also lowered
exceedingly the credit of the whole do-
minant ecclesiastical establishment, and
of all its most strenuous supporters. The

*Goldast.I.81.&III.492.
f Page 394.

* Goldast. 1.102. III. 493.
t Du Pin. II. 20.
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publication of them had in effect divulgei
a dangerous secret,—by many indeed
sufficiently known before,—yet did it re-
quire extraordinary confidence in Charles,
to make a public avowal, which, in sub-
stance, though not in words, amounted
to a confession, "That reverence to-
wards the pope was no more than an art
of government covered with the cloak of
religion."* The disclosure of so much
political manoeuvre and defective morali-
ty did more than counterbalance all that
he had hitherto done against the Reform-
ers, whose conduct, ever marked by in-
genuousness and plain dealing, appeared
a PERFECT CONTRAST to all this duplicity,
artifice, and inconsistency.

If the contention and animosity of two
such unprincipled potentates as the pope
and the emperor, thus operated in 1526
at the Diet of Spires to check the perse-
cuting spirit of the Romanists, and to
prevent any sytematic attempt to exter-
minate the protestants, it required no
great foresight to predict the lamentable
consequences of their union or alliance.
To their lasting shame be it recorded, that
the moment a prospect opened for the ac-
commodation of their own respective poli-
tical differences, both Clement VII. and
Charles V. concurred in wreaking their
united vengeance on the defenders of the
sacred cause of religion and liberty.f

3 . ANOTHER DIET AT SPIRES IN 1529 .

THE decree of the Diet of Spires was
equivalent to a toleration of Luther's
opinions in all the states where those
opinions were approved by their respec-
tive governors or magistrates; but in

1529 a new diet was assem-
Severe De- bled at the same place, when
Sfet of SSHSB t h e s.aid decree was> b v

r
 a

in 1529. majority of suffrages, so far
revoked, as to forbid all fur-

ther propagation of novel opinions in re-
ligion. Those who had observed the
execution of the edict of Worms, were
ordered to continue the execution of it.
Those who had changed their religious
system, and could not without danger of
sedition revert to the ancient usages,
were to be quiet, and make no further
innovation till the meeting of a council.
The celebration of mass was not to be

* Paul Sarpi, 39.
f The Pope and Charles V. concluded a

treaty of peace at Barcelona, June 20, 1529.
Guicc. Lib. XIX. 522.

obstructed in any place whatever; and
lastly, the Anabaptists were proscribed
in the severest terms, and made subject
to capital punishments.*

The motives of Clement in this busi-
ness were sufficiently intelligible. A pope
of Rome, in peace or in war, confined
and starved in a castle, or re-seated in
the chair df St. Peter, issuing brieves
and bulls for the terror of Christendom,
never loses sight of his grand object, the
maintenance of his supreme and despoti-
cal jurisdiction;—well aware, that should
that be in the least impaired, the whole
edifice of the pontifical authority would
be thereby at once endangered.

The precise views of Charles V. in
urging the harsh decree of this diet, may
admit of some doubt. Perhaps he there-
by hoped to attach firmly to his interests
—or at least to soothe and gratify—the
pope, whose sacred character he had
lately insulted with so many indignities.
Perhaps he beheld the new doctrines as
leading to close and durable confedera-
cies in Germany, which might eventually
weaken the imperial authority. Or he
might imagine, that a resolute, well-
timed, and rigorous exertion of authority,
would prove useful both for the protec-
tion and extension of his prerogatives,
several of which* he would naturally
suppose, were not much relished by a
bold and turbulent race of people, of
whom almost one half had already re-
volted from the papal domination. These,
it must be owned, are only conjectures;
but we are SURE that the ambition of this
prince was restless, insatiable, and con-
stantly impelling him, both to narrow
the power of the Roman See, and also to
ncroach on the liberties of his German

subjects. He had abundantly satisfied
his revenge in the late humiliation of
Clement ;f yet he still menaced that
pontiff with the prospect of an impending
general council: and, in regard to the
Germans, he certainly looked on their
domestic troubles and divisions as in the
main extremely favourable to his arbi-
trary and despotic intention.—This mon-
arch was what the world calls a great
politician; but not what the Scripture
describes as a good man. His under-
standing became vitiated by his inordi-
nate thirst after dominion, and by his
unexampled prosperity; insomuch, that

* Sleidan, 171. Goldast. III. 495. II. 155.
fThuan.I.XI.
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notwithstanding all his natural good
sense, and all his experience, he was
frequently the dupe of his own intricate
schemes and projects.

4 . PROTEST OF THE REFORMERS.

INIQUITOUS as was the decree of the
second Diet of Spires, it would doubtless
have been much more rigorous and op-
pressive, if Charles had not been still at
war with the French and his inveterate
rival Francis I. The recess of this diet
is dated in April: and the peace of Cam-
bray, between the emperor and the king
of France, was not concluded till the
succeeding August.*

Fourteen imperial cities,-]- with the
elector of Saxony, the marquis of Bran
denburg, the dukes of Lunenburg, and
the prince of Anhalt at their head, in
firm but moderate language solemnly
PROTESTED against the decree of the diet,
as unjust and intolerable, and in every
way calculated to produce discontent and
tumult. Hence arose for the first time

the denomination of PROTEST-

That™ tN?S'* 3u • h
u

ononrBb,le .aPP
Protestant, lation, which not only in Ger-

many, but other nations, is
given to all those sects of Christians
who renounce the superstitious Romish
communion.§

The protestant princes and protectors
of the reformed churches were not satis-
fied with merely expressing their dis-
sent from the decree of the diet; they
A l f h a^S0 ̂ r e w UP a ^ tne*r grlev~
Protestants6 a n c e s in form ; and appealed

to the emperor and to a future
general council, or to a lawful Germanic
council, and to all impartial judges. Last-
ly, they fixed upon ambassadors, whom
they directed to lay all their proceed-
ings before his imperial majesty. Charles
had not been present at the late diet, but
had received from his brother Ferdinand,
who had there presided in his place, an
exact account of all that passed; and
having at length concluded a peace with
France, was now in Italy on his road to
Bologna.

* Traites dePaix,p. 170.
t The names of the cities are Strasburg,

Nuremberg, Ulm, Constance, Reutlingen,
Windsheim, Meinengen, Lindau, Kempten,
Hailbron, Isna, Weissemburg, Nordlingen,
and St. Gall.

t This term, on account of its convenient
use, has been frequently anticipated in the
course of this History. § Sieidan, 173.

The German ambassadors were intro-
duced to hii» at Placentia,* and there
they executed their commissions with a
spirit and resolution worthy of the princes
whom they represented. Nothing how-
ever could be more discouraging than
the reception they met with from this
haughty monarch, whose vain mind was
now puffed up with a series of extraordi-
nary successes. By a message delivered
to the deputies three days before they
were admitted into his presence, he ad-
monished them to be brief in what they
had to say; and on their introduction he
repeated the same admonition. After-
wards, when he had heard their objec-
tions to the decree, and they had waited
a full month for his answer,f he told
them, "that he exceedingly lamented
their divisions; but nevertheless insisted
on obedience to the decree which was
passed for the purpose of putting an end
to the mischievous sects of every descrip-
tion. He had written, he said, to the
elector of Saxony and his associates, and
had commanded them, in conformity to
their oaths, to obey the decree of the
diet; and if they were refractory, he
should be compelled, for the sake of ex-
ample and good government, to puHi?!*
such contumacy with severity. He as-
serted, that himself and the rest of the
princes, regarded the peace of their con-
sciences and the salvation of their souls,
as much as the protestants could do; and
moreover, that he was also as desirous
of a general council as they could be,
though (said he) there would not be
much occasion for it, provided the lawful
decrees of the diet, especially that of
Worms, were duly enforced."

On receiving this answer, the ambas-
sadors produced the act of appeal, as it
had been drawn up at Spires; but
Charles's minister for some
time refused to deliver it to The Empe-
his master; and afterwards, l™*r tQthQ
when he had ventured to pre- Appeal.
sent that spirited memorial,
the monarch's pride was so severely
wounded by this instance of opposition
to his will, that in a rage he ordered the
German ambassadors to be put under an
arrest for some days; and, on pain of
death, neither to stir a foot from their
apartments, nor write a line to the pro»
testant princes.^:

* Sieidan, 177. t Ibid. 178. t Ibid. 179.
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5. MEETINGS OF THE PROTESTANTS.

THE account of this contemptuous and
violent procedure of Charles V. soon
found its way to Nuremberg, and con-
vinced the protestant party that it was
high time for them to consult for their
protection against a powerful potentate
intoxicated with success, and irritated
by opposition. Then, whatever hopes
they might place in foreign assistance, it
was plain that little was to be done with-
out unanimity at home. The papal ad
herents had for a long time been well
aware of this; and at the Diet of Spires
had employed two of their most able and
artful agents, Eckius, and Faber bishop
of Vienna,* to exert their utmost efforts
in widening the breach between the dis-
ciples of Luther and of Zuingle. On the
other side, the good landgrave of Hesse,
both at Spires and afterwards at Mar*
purg, exhausted all the means which hu-
man prudence could suggest,-)- to bring
about if possible between the contending
parties an accommodation of so much
importance, in the present struggle for
deliverance from the yoke of superstition
and ecclesiastical despotism.

In effect, the heads of the protestants
felPwhile they were in suspense re

specting the emperor's answer to thei
embassy, were so much alarmed at thi
late decree of Spires, that for the wis<
purpose of enlarging and cementing ;
defensive confederacy, they had a solemn
conference at Roth in the month of June ;X
and moreover, at Nuremberg they drev
up certain articles of their intended al
liance.§

In the succeeding October they me
again at Sultzbach ;|| and upon hearin^
of the severe treatment of their ambassa
dors at Placentia, they again assemble^
about the end of November at Smalcald
and lastly once more at Nuremberg, earl
in the January of the succeeding yea

3O[
All these deliberations, owing to th

various and jarring sentiments of the d
puties, failed of producing the desirab
issue. However the Sacramentarian di
sension, exasperated by the incurab
obstinacy of Luther, appears to hav

3en the principal, though perhaps not
ie only obstruction to unanimity. The
>nder conscience of the elector of Saxony
mdered this prince averse to a military
3nfederacy, even of defence, which
tight seem formed in opposition to the
sgitimate government of the country,
lis scruples are well known to have
riginated from Luther, who a little be-
>re the convention at Smalcald, exhorted
im in the strongest terms not to think of
-sing force against the emperor in the
lefence of religion.* In his arguments
3 was supported by Melancthon and
ugenhagius.
At Nuremberg, in January, the depu-

ies had almost resolved to send a new
md more respectable embassy to his
mperial majesty ; but the assembly was
»ut thinly attended, and as it was under-

stood that the emperor would soon sum-
mon another diet of all the Germanic
•rinces and orders, they abandoned their
irst intentions; and contented them-
selves with coming to this ultimate reso-
ution,—that each state should deliberate

/or itself, and within the space of a
month, transmit to the elector of Saxony
its peculiar sentiment, in order that the
protestants at so critical a juncture might
act in concert, both in regard to the com-
mon defence, and also the objects to be
aimed at in the ensuing diet.

6, DIET OF AUGSBURG.

CHARLES V. arrived at Bologna on the
fifth of November 1529, and on the thirty-
first of January of the succeeding year
sent his mandatory letters into Germany
for the purpose of summoning a general
diet of the empire, to be held at Augs-
burg on the eighth day of April. At
Bologna, on the twenty-fourth of Febm-,
ary, his own birth-day,f he was crowned
with great pomp by the pope himself;
with whom he continued to reside in the
same palace till the following month of
March 4

During the winter months these two
mighty potentates had held many con-
sultations concerning the state of religion
in Germany, and the best methods of ex-
tirpating heresy ; but their views were

| * Ep. Melan. IV. 83. t Page 541.
* tSeck. 135. a. 6 Sleid. 176.
-• j] Du Pin. 114. Sieid. 176.

T Sleid. 180, 181. Com. de Luth. XLVII
et Add.

* Com. de Luth. XLVIII. 2. t Du Pin.
X Sleidan, 181. 186. It was thought not

so proper to perform the solemnity of the
| coronation at Rome, in the presence of those
who had sacked it but two years before. P.
Sarpi, 47.
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materially different. The pope dreaded
nothing so much as general councils,
which he represented as factious, and, at
best, slow in their operation. The case,
he said, was desperate, and required
speedy and rigorous measures : The cle-
mency of the emperor was ill-judged,
and had in effect exasperated the spirit of
rebellion; and it was now incumbent en
him to support the Church, and crush
the heretics by force. Charles, though
at this time much disposed to gratify the
pope, was convinced that his German
subjects were not to be trifled with; and
it is not improbable but he might feel
some compunction, for having lately ex-
hibited so much unreasonable resentment
in his insolent treatment of their ambas-
sadors at Placentia.

Whether the mind of the emperor
really revolted at the iniquitous sugges-
tion of condemning the honest protest-
ants unheard, and of putting an €nd at
once to their political existence, it may
be hard to say; certain it is, that in the
conferences with the pope at Bologna,
whatever approached in the ;least degree
to moderation and impartiality, originated
with Charles V, and not with Clement
VII. The pope and his whole party de-
monstrated by their activity in open per-
secution, and by their secret manoeuvres
which have since transpired, that they
sighed for the universal destruction of
protestantism. The emperor in his own
judgment, there is reason to believe,
deemed the convocation of a council to
be the proper expedient at this season,
but having peremptorily refused to com-
ply with the sanguinary proposals of the
pope, he was disposed so far to humour
his holiness, as first to adopt a less offen-
sive measure, namely, the appointment
of a Diet of the Empire. A general
council was the next thing to be tried :
but it was agreed that without the most
urgent necessity, recourse should not be
had to a remedy, the mere mention of
which filled the mind of Clement with
the most harassing apprehensions; and
in every event, Charles appears to have
bound himself by an unequivocal pro-
mise to use the most efficacious endea-
vours for the reduction of all the rebel-
lious adversaries of the Catholic reli-
gion

Notwithstanding the disposition in

which the emperor left Bologna, the
pope had the precaution to appoint car-
dinal Campeggio not only as
his own representative and Precautions
plenipotentiary at the ensuing ° ihe ope#

diet, but also as an honorary attendant on
his imperial majesty during all his jour-
ney to Augsburg: and to secure still
more effectually the pontifical interests,
he dispatched P. Vergerio as his nuncio
to Ferdinand in Germany, with secret
instructions to consult with that prince,
and strain every nerve to hinder the con-
vocation of a council. Vergerio was a
lawyer, and proved himself well quali-
fied for the commission with which he
was intrusted. He injured the Luthe-
rans by every method he could devise.
The exertions of the popish divines Ee-
kius, Faber, and Cocklaeus, might un-
doubtedly have beqn depended upon : but
Vergerio thought it best to insure their
activity by munificent presents. This
precious commissioner was likewise di-
rected to gratify king Ferdinand, by
informing him that the pope was ready
to grant him, in support of tbe war
against the Turks, both a contribution
from the clergy of Germany, and also
the gold and silver ornaments of the
churches.*

Thus did the Roman pontiff, with fire
and sword in one hand, and artifice and
corruption in the other, endeavour to ex-
tirpate the godly protestants ; and mean-
while, with consummate hypocrisy, ex-
press the most ardent wishes for peace
and harmony, and the restoration of Gos-
pel principles in the Church of Christ.

John THE CONSTANT, the excellent elect-
or of Saxony, was determined to procure
for the protestants, if possi-
ble, a fair hearing at the Diet The seven-
of Augsburg. And with a J^Torgiu68

view to prevent all loose and
fugitive discussion in a business of such
immense importance, and also to enable
any equitable judge to see distinctly all
the leading points of religion which had
produced so many volumes of contro-
versy, he wisely directed his Wittemberg
divines to draw up in a narrow compass
the heads of that religious system which
had produced the separation from the
Romish communion. This, though an
affair of considerable nicety, was pre-
sently effected by Luther. For the doc-

* Maim. 142. P. Sarpi, 49. Sleidan, 182. P. Sarpi, 49.
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trines in question had already been di-
gested into seventeen articles; and had
been proposed twice in the conferences
at Sultzbach, and once in that at Smal-
cald,* as the confession of faith to be
agreed on by the protestant confederates.
These seventeen articles, with little or
no alteration, were delivered by Luther,
at Torgauf, to the elector, then on his
road to Augsburg; and served as a basis
for a more orderly and elaborate compo-
sition, to be exhibited at the approaching
diet. For the execution of a work of so
great moment, the protestant princes em-
ployed the elegant and accurate pen of
Melancthon, the result of whose labours
was a treatise, admired even by many of
its enemies for its piety, learning, and
perspicuity.—This celebrated perform-

ance is well known under the
TheConfes- title of the CONFESSION OF
Augsburg. AUGSBURG; and in the next

Volume of this History
the Church of Christ, the reader will
find a more particular description of its
contents,^! togetherwith a brief detail of
the proceedings of the diet of Augsburg,
and also of the consequences of the infa-
mous decree of that assembly in Novem-
ber 1530,§ which furnished matter of
much exultation to the supporters of the
papacy, while it dejected and even
alarmed many of the sincerest friends
and protectors of the cause of religious
truth and liberty.

The Reformation, as we have seen, in
spite of all the efforts of papal rage and
malignity, had not ceased to spread
and prosper throughout various districts.
The great city of Strasburg, in the for-
mer part of 1529, could not, by all the
remonstrances of the imperial regency,
be deterred from adopting the bold reso-
lution of abolishing the mass; moreover,
Count Philip of Hanover, though men-
aced by a formidable opposition, intro-
duced evangelical doctrine in the same
year throughout his dominions. Many
instances indeed of the martyrdom of
godly men might be added to the several
catalogues already given; but the good
protestants were accustomed to these

sufferings, and bore them with extraor-
dinary patience and fortitude :* however,
as soon as they heard of the deplorable
issue of the Diet of Augsburg, they just-
ly concluded that the pope and the em-
peror had resolved on their entire de-
struction ; and they looked on the publi-
cation of the new edict, which was in
effect severer than that of Worms, as the
signal for the commencement of more
violent and barbarous persecutions than
any they had experienced before.

The Diet of Augsburg in 1530, forms
a sort of era in the history of the Refor-
mation ; but at present we shall say no
more concerning it, than—1.
That the German princes, Diet of
the magnanimous defenders A

u^s "Jf̂
of the sacred cause, assem-
bled at Smalcald towards the end of the
year, and there concluded a solemn alli-
ance of mutual defence; and—2. That

of some of the most wise and pious of the
protestant theologians, especially Me-
lancthon, were so oppressed by the pros-
pect of the calamities which threatened
the afflicted Church of Christ, that they
were almost ready to abandon the con-
test, and give themselves up to melan-
choly and lamentation.

We will conclude this Volume with
an observation or two on the conduct of
Luther, about the time of this very criti-
cal conjuncture,

1. Before the Diet of Augsburg, in the
year 1529, while the tempest of persecu-
tion was louring on the faithful, this in-
defatigable servant of God
was employed in publishing Conduct of
his lesser and greater Cate- ICmLuT
chism, which at this day are of the Diet,
treatises of authority in the
Lutheran Churches. In the preface to
each, he deplores the ignorance of the
people at large, and asserts, that those
who know nothing of Christian princi-
ples, ought not even to be called by their
name. He expatiates on the utility of
catechising; recommends the frequent
use of it to masters of families; cites his
own example of attending to the first ca-
techetical truths for the purpose of edifi-

* Com. de Luth. XLII. 4. & XLVIII. &
Add. See also p. 509.

t Ibid. LV. 4.
t The Confession of Augsburg contains

twenty-eight Chapters.
§ The Protestant league at Smalcald was

one of those consequences.

* Sleidan mentions two learned divines,
who were burnt at Cologne in 1529. And
Ab. Scultet reports from a MS. of Bullinger,
that at Rothwell, an imperial city in Suabia,
three hundred and eighty-five persons were
driven into exile for deserting the doctrines
of the papacy.
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cation, notwithstanding the proficiency
which, in a course of years, he might be
supposed to have made; and observes,
that daily reading and meditation, among
many other advantages, has this,—that
a new light and unction from the Holy
Spirit is hence, from time to time, af-
forded to the humble soul. With such
godly simplicity was Luther conversant
in the Gospel practice: and so totally
distinct was the spiritual understanding
and improvement, which he desired to
encourage in the Church, from the mere
theory of frigid theological disquisition.
Perhaps no history since the days of the
Apostles, affords a more remarkable in-
stance of the humility and condescension
of a primary theologian, in stooping to
the infirmities of the weak, and lowering
himself to the most uncultivated minds,
than is exhibited by the publication of
these two Catechisms.

In the same year, Luther accompanied
Melancthon's Commentary on the Epis-
tle to the Colossians, with a memorable

eulogium on the author; in
Luther's which he frankly declared,
MeSho™ that he preferred the works of

-Mslancthon to his-own, and
was more desirous that they should be
read than anything which he himself
had composed. " I , " says he, " a m
born to be a rough controversialist; I
clear the ground, pull up weeds, fill up
ditches, and smooth the roads. But to
build, to plant, to sow, to water, to
adorn the country, belongs, by the grace
of God, to Melancthon."

It was a singular felicity of the infant
Church of Saxony, that its two great lu-
minaries, exceedingly diverse as they
were in temper and in gifts, should have
been constantly united in the bonds of a
strict affection, which never seems to
have admitted the least degree of envy
or jealousy. Such is the light in which
these two worthies are transmitted to
posterity;—an incontestable pair of dis-
interested friends, whose sole object of
contention was to excel each other in
proofs of mutual regard !

2. It was in the low and desponding
state of the protestant party,—for exam-
ple, after such a lamentable defeat as

they had suffered at the Diet
Luther's con- of Augsburg,—that the spirit
thClheter an(^ character of Luther was

calculated to shine forthwith
peculiar lustre, and in its true and genu-
ine colours. By his unwearied vigilance

in superintending the reformed churches,
and by his incessant attacks on the ec-
clesiastical corruptions and abuses, he
had shown, to demonstration, that great
and continued successes had in no degree
disposed him to be remiss; and he now
stood forward to prove, that notwith-
standing the late untoward events and
the magnitude of the impending danger,
he was neither depressed by a reverse of
circumstances, nor intimidated by the
menaces of an arm of flesh, nor worn out
by the length and obstinacy of the con-
tention. In effect, the champion of evan-
gelical truth always looked on the con-
flict in which he was engaged, as the
proper concern of Almighty God, and on
himself as a mere instrument in the
righteous cause. His mind, deeply im-
pressed with this conviction, remained
serene and cheerful, and as vigorous as
ever, for new attacks on Antichrist, and
for new combats with his unblushing ad-
vocates. He exhorted the princes never
to abandon the great truths they had un-
dertaken to support; and at the same
time he comforted his dejected friends,
and employed much time in private
prayer. At no period of his life was the
weight and influence of Martin Lnther
more conspicuous than in 1530, when the
religious differences seemed tending to
an awful crisis. His fortitude was in-
vincible; his zeal courageous and disin-
terested ; and happily they both were
tempered by an extraordinary degree of
rational and fervent piety.*

* One of Melancthon's correspondents
describes Luther thus: " I cannot enough
admire the extraordinary cheerfulness, con-
stancy, faith and hopo of this man, in these
trying and vexatious times. He constantly
feeds these good affections by a very diligent
study of the Word of God. Then, not a day
passes in which he does not employ in prayer
at least three of his very best hours. Once
I happened to hear him at prayer. Gracious
God! what spirit and what faith there is in
his expressions! He petitions God with as
much reverence as if he was actually in the
Divine Presence; and yet with as firm a
hope, and confidence, as he would address a
father or a friend. 11 know,' said he, * thou
art our father and our God : therefore I am
sure thou wilt bring to nought the persecu-
tors of thy children. For shouldst thou fail
to do this, thine own cause, being- connected
with ours, would be endangered. It is en-
tirely thine own concern: We, by thy pro-
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vidence, have been compelled to take a part.
Thou therefore wilt be our defence!'

" While I was listening to Luther praying
in this manner at a distance, my soul seem-
ed on fire within me, to hear the man ad-
dress God so like a friend, and yet with so
much gravity and reverence; and also to
hear him in the course of his prayer insist-
ing on the promises contained in the Psalms,
as if he was sure his petitions would be
granted." Cosiest. I. 275. Com. de Luth.
LXIX. 3.

The papal historian, Maimbourg, is so
well convinced of Luther's great influence
about the year 1530, that he breaks out in a
rage, in the following manner. " I wilJ

speak freely what I think. Charles V. was
to blame that he did not order Luther to be
seized, when he talked so audaciously before
him at Worms. However, he may be ex-
cused on account of the SAFE CONDUCT he had

ranted him. But at Augsburg he ought to
iave compelled the elector of Saxony to give

him up to justice, and no longer to protect
a rebel, who was then proscribed by an im-
perial edict, and YET continued writing inso-
lent tracts against the emperor himself. It
was this neglect on the part of Charles,
which defeated all his endeavours to produce
an agreement between the parties." Mairrib.
p. 180.
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WICKLIFF. Page 121.

IT is observed in the History, page
129, that the distinguishing tenet of
Wickliff was, undoubtedly, the election
of Grace. He calls the Church an as-
sembly of predestinated persons. Much
more might be produced to the same ef-
fect. On some occasions he speaks in
such strong terms on this subject, that
he has been understood to lean even to
the doctrines of absolute necessity and
fatalism. The student of ecclesiastical
history may be pleased to have some of
the evidence relative to this matter, laid
before him, that he may have the oppor-
tunity of judging for himself.

In our account of the proceedings of
the council of Constance, p. 173, it ap-
pears that the heretical opinions of Wick-
liff were digested into forty-flvt specific
articles, and unanimously condemned by
that assembly. Two of those articles
were, viz.

Article 26. The prayer of the repro-
bate is of no avail: and,

Article 27. All things happen from
absolute necessity.*

The manner in which this great man
defended the latter, proves him to bave
been a deep thinker and a skilful dispu-
tant.

Our Lord, says he in his Trialogus,
affirmed that such or such an event
should come to pass. Its accomplish-
ment, therefore, was unavoidable. The
antecedent is necessary; by parity of ar-
gument the consequent is so too. The
consequent is not in the power of any
created being, forasmuch as the declara-
tions of Christ, and the elections of his
mind, are not liable to accidents. And,
therefore, as it is absolutely certain, and
cannot be otherwise but that Christ hath
foretold certain events, those events must
necessarily come to pass. The same

kind of argument will demonstrate every
event to be necessary, the future exist-
ence of which hath been previously de-
termined by God: and it will make no
difference, in whatever manner, or by
whatever after-discoveries in time, it
may have pleased God to inform us that
he had actually determined so, before the
creation of the world. If the thing be
clearly and necessarily so, namely, that
God did predetermine any event, the con-
sequence is inevitable: that event must
take place. Now what can prevent fu-
ture events from having been predeter-
mined by the Deity? Want of know-
ledge 1 inconstancy of will 1 efficacy of
impediments to interrupt his purpose 1
6ut with respect to God there is no room
/or any of these suppositions. Every
future event must therefore necessarily
take place.*

Wickliff states the above argument,
drawn from the prophecies of our Lord,
with great triumph. It had puzzled, he
said, the very best reasoners; and by its
brilliancy had absolutely confounded su-
perficial divines : among whom he reck-
ons the then bishop of Armagh, who
owned that he had laboured for twenty
years to reconcile the free-will of man
with the certain completion of Christ's
predictions; and, after all, saw no way
of evading the conclusion in favour of
necessity, but by allowing that Christ
might possibly have been mistaken and
have misinformed his Church in regard
to future events.

From this and similar passages, it has
been concluded that WicklifF was a fa-
talist. The whole question turns upon
the meaning of such expressions as,
" sicut necessario Christus illud asseruit,
ita necessario illud eveniet." The just
interpretation of which, according to
WicklirFs ideas, is given, I think, in the

* L'Enfant. * Lib. III. Cap. 9. Trialog.
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translation above. He never meant to
say that Christ was not a free agent, but
merely that it was absolutely CERTAIN,
and could not be otherwise, that Christ
HAD MADE such or such declarations. 1
am confirmed in this opinion by three
reasons:—1. From having very dili-
gently considered the passage itself, as
it stands in the ninth chapter of the third
book of the Trialogus. 2. From observ-
ing that some of those who have thought
differently, have probably never seen the
Trialogus itself. The book is very
scarce, and they do not refer to it, but
only to certain extracts from it by Wide-
fort, who was an enemy, and gives them
unfairly: And, 3, by attending to Wick-
Hff's sentiments as they are delivered in
other parts of that work. In book the
second, chapter the fourteenth, he says:
" If you ask, what is the real cause of
the eternal decrees of God before they
are made; the answer is, the WILL OF
GOD, or God HIMSELF : " And again, in
the tenth chapter of the first book, where
the author is treating particularly of the
wisdom and power of God, he expressly
affirms, that the Divine energy acts with
the most perfect freedom, though the ef-
fects produced by it must necessarily
happen. " Quantum ad libertatem divi-
nae potentiae, patet quod est summe libe-
ra, et tamen quiequid facit, necessario
eveniet."

"That the Supreme Being acts in the
most exact conformity to his own de-
crees, is a truth which Scripture again
and again asserts; but that HE was and
is absdlutely free in decreeing, is no less
asserted by the inspired writers ; who
with one voice declare, that the disposals
and appointments of the Almighty do
not depend on any antecedent and fatal
necessity, but on his own free choice di-
rected by infinite wisdom," If Wick-
liff could be shown to go farther than
this, he ought not, I think, to be de-
fended.

Thomas Netter, commonly called
Thomas of Walden, a learned Roman
Catholic of the Carmelite order, was one
of the greatest adversaries of Wickiiff.
In his four folio volumes, we find-sixty
dangerous heretical articles enumerated
against the English reformer. The fol-
lowing are among them: 1. That God
gives no good things to his enemies;
2. That God is not more willing to re-
ward the good than to punish the wick-
ed ; 3. That all things come to pass by

fatal necessity; 4. That God could not
make the world otherwise than it is
made ; 5. That God cannot do anything
which he doth not do ; 6. That God can-
not bring to pass that something should
return into nothing.

In perusing the distinct and pious ar-
gumentations of Bradwardine, we every
where meet with much entertainment
and instruction. Not so in traversing
the abstruse, thorny, metaphysical sub-
tilties of Wickiiff arid his adversaries.
No one need be surprised if som% incon-
sistencies and even contradictions should
be found in his writings. We have seen,
that in himself he was not a very con-
sistent character, whether we regard his
words or his actions. Then his insight
into Christian truths was gradual; so
that he may be expected not to hold the
same language at different periods of his
life. There can, however, be no doubt
but that he loved Light and Truth ; and
the real wonder is, that in his circum-
stances, he attained so much of them.
Lastly, his writings have come down to
us very imperfect; many of them are
entirely lost, and we are obliged to tak«
the accounts of his enemies. With no
little need for patience, I have examined
Walden's evidence against him respect-
ing the fatalism contained in the third,
fourth, afftl fifth articles above mention-
ed ; and am convinced that he misrepre-
sents the sentiments of the excellent
man, whom he so much disliked. Wick-
iff, on several occasions, for argument

sake, appears to grant that there would
be a contradiction in supposing anything
to be producible, which God does not
actually produce; but in one place he
expressly informs us, that it was an
usual thing with him to guard conces-
sions of that sort by limiting them in
such a manner that they should be no re-
straint on the Divine Will; everything,
according to him, is producible, WHICH
God PLEASES TO PRODUCE. I know very
well, says Wickiiff, that in pretending to
treat of the wisdom and power of Gt)d, I
am plunging into an ocean of difficulties,
where I may be apt to prate concerning
many things, without having a good
foundation for what I say. I know that
it is a very hard matter to preserve the
due course, especially as on many
points I think differently from what I
formerly did. However, as I was then
ready to own my error, so I trust I al-
ways shall be, whenever I am shown
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that I have advanced anything contra-
ry to truth.*

If Thomas of Walden had properly
attended to this candid concession, and
honest protestation, that are to be found
at a very little distance from the pas-
sages which he thought so objectionable,
he would probably have treated Wickliff
with less severity.

I cannot dismiss this head in better
terms than those of a very useful memo-
rialist,! who speaks of Wickliff, in sub-
stance as follows:

" I intend neither to deny, dissemble
defend, nor excuse any of his faults. We
have this treasure, says the apostle, in
EARTHEN.vessels ; and he that shall en-
deavour to prove a pitcher of clay to be
a pot of gojd, will take great pains to
small pilrpose. Yea, should I be over
ofljcipuff %o retain myself to plead for
WfefctifFi faults, that glorious Sain
Would sooner chide than thank me. He
was a man, and so, subject to error; he
lived in a dark age, and was vexed with
opposition ; and it is therefore unreason
able that the constitution of his positive
opinions should be GUESSED by his po-
lemical heat, when he was chafed in dis-
putation. Besides, envy has falsely fa-
thered many foul aspersions upon him
What a pity it is that we have not his

' works, to hear him speak in his own be-
half! Were they all extant, we migh
know the occasion, intention, and con-
nexion of what he spake, together with
the limitations, restrictions, distinctions,
and qualifications of what he maintained
There we might see what was overplus
of passion, and what the just measure
of his judgment. Many phrases, hereti-
cal in sound, would appear orthodox i;
sense. Some of his poisonous passages
dressed with due caution, would prov
wholesome, and even cordial truths
Many of his expressions wanting, no
GRANUM PONDERIS, but SALIS ; no weigh
of truth, but some grains of discretion
But, alas ! two hundred of his books ar<
burnt; and we are fain to borrow th
bare titles of them from his adversaries
who have winnowed his works, as Sa
tan did Peter, not to find CORN, bu
CHAFF."

SICKNESS OF WICKLIFF.

The prodigious exertions of Wickliff,
and the harassing persecutions he unde

pent in 1378, are said to have been the
ccasion of a dangerous fit of sickness,
vhich brought him almost to the point of
eath in the beginning of the year 1379.

""he mendicant friars hearing of this, im-
mediately selected a committee of grave
doctors, and instructed them in what
hey were to say to the sick man who
ad so grievously offended them. And,
hat the message might be the more so-

lemn, they joined with them four of the
most respectable citizens, whom they
termed Aldermen of the Wards. These
commissioners found Wickliff lying in
is bed ; and they are said first of all to
ave wished him" health, and a recovery

irom his distemper. After some time
they put him in mind of the many and
great injuries which he had done to the
legging friars by his sermons and writ-
ngs, and exhorted him, that as he had
ow very little time to live, he would,
ike a true penitent, bewail and revoke,
in their presence, whatever things he
had said to their disparagement. But
Dr. Wickliff, immediately recovering
strength, called his servants to him, and
rdered them to raise him a little on his

pillows. Which, when they had done,
he said with a loud voice, " I SHALL NOT
DIE, BUT LIVE AND DECLARE THE EVIL
DEEDS OF THE FRIARS." On which the
doctors, and the other deputies, departed
from him in no little confusion.*

ANECDOTES RELATIVE TO WICKLIFF.

S. Sudbury, archbishop of Canterbury,
was murdered in the insurrection by Wat
Tyler; and was succeeded in the primacy
by William Courtney,f who had always
shown himself one of Wickliff's most
active adversaries. This new archbishop
highly approved of the proceedings of
he university of Oxford, mentioned in

page 130; and he determined to use all
the authority of his high office to crush
Wickliff and his followers. He was not
duly invested with the consecrated pall
from Rome, till the sixth of May 1382;
and on the seventeenth of the same month
he called together a court of select bishops
and doctors.

The memorandum :̂ in the archbishop's
register states, that the court having met
in the monastery of the friars preachers,
certain Conclusions repugnant to the de-
terminations of the church were laid be-

* Lib. I. Cap. 10. & III. C. 8. t Fulle;
VOL. n. 48

* Bale, Appendix, p. 469.
f A. D. 1381. X Wilkins, Vol. III. p. 157.
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fore them; &pd that aft?r good delibera-
tion they met again, and pronounced ten
of thji^Jonclusions heretical, and fourteen
erroneous and repugnant to the chtirch.

It does not appear by the records, that
Wickliff himself was cited to appear be-
fore the archbishop; only the names of a
few persons who espoused his opinions
are mentioned. Wickliff is said to have
claimed the privilege of being exempted
from episcopal jurisdiction, on the ground
of being a member of the university, and
holding an office therein.

There cannot be the smallest doubt but
that these proceedings were levelled
chiefly at the obnoxious Reformer. But
till with my own eyes I read the seventh
heretical article in the page above re-
ferred to in Wilkin's Concilia, I could
scarce believe it possible that one of the
charges against either Wickliff or his
followers, should be, Deus debet obedire
diabolo, "God onght to obey the devil."
This single fact shows to what a length
calumny and credulity may go, when
men are heated by passion and prejudice.

However, such violence and misrepre-
sentation served but in the end to promote
the cause of truth. Wickliff defended
his opinions with spirit, took particular
notice of this charge, and gained many
new friends. "Such things," says he,
'do they invent of catholic men, that

they may blacken their reputation, as if
they held this impious opinion, that God
is a devil; or any other open heretical
tenet; and they are prepared by false and
slanderous witnesses to fix such heresies
on good men, as if they had invented
them."*

An extraordinary, but well authenti-
cated circumstance, proves the ability
and address of Courtney. At the instant
when the extracts from the writings of
Wickliff were produced, and the conn
was going to enter upon business on the
seventeenth of May, a violent earthquake
shook the monastery. The affrighted
bishops and doctors threw down their
papers, and cried out, "the business is
displeasing to God." The firm and in-
trepid archbishop, coolly and quietly chid
their superstitious fears ; and with great
promptitude gave the matter a different
turn: " If this earthquake," said he,
" means anything, it portends the down-
fall of heresy. For as noxious vapours
are confined in the bowels of the earth,

and are expelled by these violent concus-
sions, so through our strenuous endea-
vours the kingdom must be purified from
the pestilential opinions of reprobate men.
But this is not to be done without great
commotion."*

Wickliff in hi3 writings often alluded
to this accident, calling it the council of
the herydene, which is the old English
word for earthquake.

When the archbishop and his court
had condemned Wickliff's doctrines, and
had finished the business for which they
had met together, a sermon was preached
at the church of the grey friars, by John
Cunningham, a distinguished adversary
of Wickliff. At this sermon we are told
there was present, among others, a knight,
named Cornelius Cloune, who was a
great favourer of the Conclusions* then
condemned, and one of those who held
and taught them; nor would he believe
otherwise cf the sacrament than that real
and true bread was present, according to
Wickliff's opinion.

The next day, being the Vigil of the
Holy Trinity, the knight went to the
same convent to hear mass. Behold ! at
the breaking of the Host, upon casting
his eye towards the friar who happened
to celebrate mass, he saw in his hands,
very flesh, raw and bloody, and divided

MS. Bodl.

into three parts. Full of wonder and
amazement, he called his squire, that he
might see it; but the squire saw nothing
more than usual. Moreover, in the mid-
dle af the third piece, which was to be
put into the chalice, the knight saw this
name, JESUS, written in letters of flesh,
all raw and bloody; which was very
wonderful to behold. On the next day,
namely, the feast of the Holy Trinity,
the same friar, preaching at Paul's Cross,
told this story to all the people, and the
knight attested the truth of it, and pro-
mised that he>would fight and die in that
cause; for that in the sacrament of the
altar there was the very body of Christ,
and not bread only, as he had formerly
believed.f

Such were the artifices of those, who
at that time zealously defended the popish
doctrines.

I have taken much pains to reconcile
the inconsistencies and obscurities which
are to be found in the accounts of the
latter part of Wickliff's life. Even in

* MS. Bodl. and Chron. Mon. Alban.
f Knyghton de Event. Angl. 2651.
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consulting such authorities as Spelman
and Wilkins, I find erroneous and con-
tradictory dates of one of the most ma-
terial original records. I believe the fol-
lowing brief account does not differ es-
sentially from the truth.

In the former part of the summer of
1381, Dr. Barton, the vice-chancellor, or
chancellor, as he is called in the instru-
ment of the university of Oxford, appear-
ed in the public schools while Dr. Wick'
liff was sitting in the chair; and with the
unanimous consent of twelve doctors, his
assessors, pronounced the professor's doc-
trines respecting the sacrament, heretical.

Wickliff, upon the first hearing of this
Sentence, is said to have been put to some
confusion; but he soon recovered him-
self, and told the vice-chancellor, that
neither he nor his assistants could con-
fute the opinions they had ventured to
condemn.

From this sentence the professor ap-
pealed to king Richard ; but the Duke of
Lancaster, who in the manuscripts is
styled a wise counsellor and a faithful
son of tpe sacred church, came expressly
to Oxford, and, as is hinted in p. 127 of
this volume, ordered WickJiff to harangue
no more on that subject.* But he did not
choose to obey.

At lengin, v, uui .L™j , a ITiCTc active ana
determined primate than his predecessor
Sudbury, finding that neither the strong
measures which had been taken at Ox-
ford, nor his own subsequent proceedings
at the Earthquake-council, availed to the
silencing of the audacious heretic, de-
vispd the following expedients, which
enabled him at least to rid the university
of the man whose person had hitherto been
sheltered under academical immunities.

1. He obtained the king's patent, em-
powering the archbishop and his suffra-
gans to arrest and imprison all persons
who privately or publicly should main-
tain the heresies in question.

• 2. He also obtained the king's patent,
directed to the chancellor and proctors at
Oxford, appointing them inqnisitors-ge-
neral, and ordering them to banish and
expel from the university and town of
Oxford all who were advocates of Wick-
liff's heresies, and even all who should
dare to receive into their inns or houses
Wickliff himself, or any other of his
friends, suspected of the like.f

* Wilkins, Vol. III. p. 171.
t Ib. p. 156 and 166.

From this storm Wickliff thought pro-
per to retire, and the haughty archbishop
had thp satisfaction of seeing the man liel
so much disliked, compelled to retreat
before his power, to Lutterworth, an ob-
scure part of the kingdom.

DEATH OF WICKLIFF. P a g e 128.

I have followed Mosheim in the his-
tory, wrho says that this event took place
in the year 1387. On more accurate in-
quiry, I find that soon after his removal
to his parsonage, he was seized with the
palsy, from which, however, he recover-
ed so as to resume his studies and pas-
toral exertions. It was, I believe, on the
28th of December 1384, when he was at-
tending divine service, in his church at
Lutterworth, that he was attacked by a
second and fatal stroke of the palsy. His
tongue, in particular, was so much af-
fected, that he never spoke again.

The bigoted papists gloried in his
death; and one of them has insulted his
nemory unmercifully: "I t was report-
d," says Walsingham, "that he had
irepared , accusations and blasphemies,
vhich he had intended, on the day lie
•vas taken ill, to have uttered in his pul-
>it against Thomas a Becket, the saint
,nd martyr of the day; but by the judg-

ment of God he was suddenly struck, and
the palsy seized his limbs; and that
mouth, which was to have spoken huge
things against God, and his Saint, and
the holy Church, was miserably drawn
aside, and afforded a frightful spectacle
to the beholders. His tongue was speech-
less, and his head shook, showing plainly
that the curse of God was upon him."*

The reader will be beforehand with me
in any remarks I could make on this ac-
count.

It was in the year 1415 that the coun-
cil of Constance declared that Wickliff
had died an obstinate heretic; and ordered
his bones, if they could be distinguished
from the bones of the faithful, to be dug
up and thrown upon a dunghill. This
sentence was not executed till thirteen
years after, when orders for that purpose
were sent by Pope Martin V. to R. Flem-
ing, bishop of Lincoln and diocesan of
Lutterworth. Accoro^ngly, the bishop's

* The Tinmouth Chronicle and Walsing-
ham say, that it was the day after, 29th De-
Icember, being the Feast of St. Thomas a,
| Becket, whom the Romish church style a
saint and a martyr.
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officers took the bones out of the grave, [avail, but every one MUST answer in his
where they had lain undisturbed forty-1 OWN person."*
four years, burnt them, and cast the re- In this manner did our zealous Reforra-
maining ashes into an adjoining brook.* er argue for the propriety of a translation

Among the forty-five articles of Wick- of the Bible into the English language.
lifF's doctrines]- condemned at Constance In his prologue to the translation, he
in 1415,1 observe the sixth to be the very informs us of the method in which he
same with that which stands the seventh proceeded, notwithstanding the opposi-
among those pronounced heretical by tion he met with, and the clamours that
Courtney and his council in 1382: " God were raised against him on the account,
ought to obey.the devil." I have allow- 1. He, with several who assisted him,
ed in general that the council of Con- got together all the Latin Bibles they
stance did not misrepresent the opinions could, which they diligently collated and
of Wickliff. But this article certainly corrected, in order that they might have
ought to be excepted; and a diligent ex- one Latin Bible near the truth. In the
amination, were it worth while, might next place, they collected the ordinary
probably discover others in the same pre- comments, with which they studied the
dieament. text so as to make themselves masters of

its sense and meaning. Lastly, they
•n 1O~ consulted the old grammarians and an-

TRANSLATION OF THE BIBLE. Page 127. 1 . ^ d i v i n e s ? r e s p e * t i n g t h e hard words
WicklifF, in one place, defines the and sentences. After all this was done,

CHURCH t& be the congregation of just WicklifF then set about the translation,
men for whom Christ shed his blood, which he resolved, should NOT be a li-
Aud in others he speaks thus: " Scripture teral one, but so as to express the mean-
is the faith of the Church, and the more ing as clearly as he could,
it is known in an orthodox sense, the A specimen or two of WicklifF's New-
better; therefore as secular men ought to Testament, in the old English of his
know the faith, the Divine word is to be time, may not be displeasing to the
taught them in whatever language is best reader,
known to them. The truth of the faith j Matt. xi. 25, 26. "In thilke tyme Jne-

i
is clearer andj£C
than the priests know how to express it;
and if one may say so, there are many
prelates who are ignorant of Scripture,
and others who conceal things contained
in it. It seems useful therefore that the
faithful should themselves search and
discover the sense of the faith, by having
the Scriptures in a language which they
know and understand. Christ and his
apostles converted men, by making
known to them the Scriptures in that lan-
guage which was familiar to them. Why
then ought not the modern disciples of
Christ to collect fragments from the loaf;
and, as they did, clearly open the Scrip-
tures to the people, that they may know
them ? The apostle teaches, that we must
all stand before the judgment-seat of
Christ, and be answerable for all the
goods intrusted to us; it is necessary
therefore the faithful should know these
goods and the use of them, that they may
give a proper answer. For the answer
by a prelate or an attorney will not THEN

* L'Enfant, 231—Fuller, 171.
t Page 173 of this Vol.

•' ~sera, f "Knowleche to
thee, Fadir, Lord of Hevene & of earthe,
'or thou hast hid these thingis fro wise
men and redy, and hast schewid hem to
~itil children. So, Fadir; for so it was
plesynge to fore thee."

John x. 26—30. " Ye beleven not, for
ye ben not of my scheep. My scheep
heren my vois, and I knowe hem, and
thei suen me. And I gyve to hem ever-
lastynge life, & thei schulen not perische,
withouten end; & noon schal rauysche
hem fro myn hond. That thing that my
Fadir gaf to me, is more than alle thingis:
& no man may rauysche from my Fadris
hond. I & the Fadir ben oon."

Rom. ix. 12. " It was seid to him,
that the more schulde serve the lesse: as
it is writun, I louyde Jacob, but I hatide
Esau. What therfore schulen we seie?
wher wickidnesse be anentis God 1 God
forbede. For he seith to Moises, I schal
have mercy on whom I have mercy, and
I schal ghyve mercy on whom 1 have
mercy. Therefore, it is not neither of
man willynge, neither rennynge; but of

* Great Sentence.—Spec. Seoul.—Doctr.
Christ.
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Crod hauynge mercy. And the Scripture
seith to Farao, For to this thing have I
styrrid thee, that I schewe in thee my
vertu, and that my name be teeld in al
erthe. Therefore, of whom God wole,
he hath mercy: & whom he wole, he en-
durith. Thanne seith thou to me, what
is sought g-hit, for who withstondith his
will 1 Oo man, what art thou that an-
swerist to God ! Wher a maad thing
seith to him that made it, What hast thou:
maad me so 1 Wher a pottere of cley
hath not power to make, of the same
gobef, oo vessel into onour, a nothir int
dispyt !"*

LOLLARDS. Pages 160, 161.
In the above pages are briefly mention-

ed the grievous persecutions by bishop
Langland or Longland. Mr. Collier, in
his Ecclesiastical History, after allowing
that several abjured, and that six actually
suffered, observes, that these men were
accused for reading the New Testament
in English; and why, says he, was this
so great a crime % Because it was WICK-
LIFF'S translation, and condemned by the
church. The English clergy did not be-
lieve this translator had reached the ori-
ginal, and rightly expressed the mind of
the Holy Ghost. . . . They were careful
to prevent the spreading of Lollardism,
and we need not wonder.-—Collier, vol. ii.
p. 11.

It is quite painful to see so valuable a
writer undertake to speak thus in miti-
gation of the abominable cruelties of the
papists in those times.

Further; he does not believe that
"six men and a woman were burnt at
Coventry, for teaching their children the
Lord's prayer, the ten commandments,
and the creed in the Vulgar tongue;" and
he expresses a hope that Bishop Burnet,
who mentions the fact in his History of
the Reformation, was misinformed. " The
learned historian," says he, " cites Fox
for his authority. But this looks like a
la'mestory, for Fox cites no other author-
ity than one Mother Hall."—Collier, ibid.

On reading the above, I was curious
to see what Fox: actually DOES SAY : and
here I shall transcribe his very words,

* N. B.—This being- a passage frequently
quoted in controversy, it is supposed, that
very particular pains were taken with it by
the translator.

48*

without making any observation on
them. " The WITNESSES of this histo-
ry," says he, " be yet alive, which both
SAW THEM and KNEW THEM. OF WHOM
ONE is Mother Hall, dwelling now in
Baginton, two miles from Coventry.
By whom also this is testified of them,
that they above all other in Coventry
pretended most show and worship of de-
votion at the holding up of the sacra-
ment; whether to colour the matter or
no, it is not known."—Fox, vol. ii. p.
182.

Mr. Fox speaks of the zeal of the
holy men in those times ,of persecution
in the most glowing terms; "To see
their travails, their earnest seeking, their
burning zeal, their readings, watchings,
their sweet assemblies, their love and
concord, their godly living, their faithful
marrying with the faithful, may make us
now in these1 our days of free profession
to blush for shame."—Fox, vol. ii. p. 23.

COUNCIL OF CONSTANCE.
Pages 162—194.

JOHN HUSS, AND JEROM OF PRAGUE.

Learned men of a speculative turn,
and of the most impartial and dispas-
sionate ternpeiy have been puzzled to
account for the treatment these good
men met with from the council of Con-
stance. Jerom suffered as an associate
and supporter of Huss; and in regard to
the latter, the sentence of the council is
express, that he was a notorious, scan-
dalous, obstinate, incorrigible heretie.
L'Enfant, after a most careful and judi-
cious review of all the circumstances rela-
tive to this sentence, is decidedly of opi-
nion that the accusers failed in making out
heir charges, and that the council there-

fore were not justified in passing so se-
ere and cruel a sentence. There is no

doubt that both Huss and Jerom were
victims to the rage and injustice of their
unrelenting enemies. But still, in pub-
lic transactions, even the most abandoned
of mankind do not usually lay aside all
regard to principles or to the judgment
)f others.

Several motives, not openly avowed
)y the council, have been supposed to
nfluenee their minds in the condemna-
ion of John IIuss :

1. He always refused to subscribe to
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the condemnation of Wickliff; and, on
many occasions, he had spoken of him
as of a holy man. And though he did
not agree with the English reformer re-
specting the eucharist, he appears to have
been a thorough Wickliffite in all those
matters which related to the prevailing
abuses of ecclesiastical power. Hence
it is easy to understand how obnoxious
he mu3t have been to corrupt pontiffs
and cardinals; and in general, to ambi-
tious and domineering dignitaries of the
established hierarchy. L'Enfant speaks
out, when he says, "the SOUNDEST part
of the council of Constance were not
materially different from so many Wick-
liffites and Hussites." The sound part,
however, it is to be feared, was but a
small part of the whole ; and every one
must see that by far the greater part of
that assembly would concur in thinking
it high time to silence a man who was
continually exclaiming against the ty
ranny and irregularities of the clergy.

2. John Huss, by his sermons, his
writings, and his conversation, had CER-
TAINLY contributed to render the clergy
of Bohemia odious and contemptible in
the eyes of the people. The bishops,
therefore, together with the sacerdotal
and monastic orders, were sensible thai
their honours and advantages, their ere
dit and authority, would be in the great-
est danger, if this zealous Reformer
should be allowed to return into his own
country, and declaim with his usual
freedom. The true cause of the com-
motions, which existed in Bohemia, is
allowed by all the authors of that time,
without a single exception, to have been
the scandalous conduct of the p"bpes, the
subversion of discipline, and the entire
corruption of the whole ecclesiastical
state. A complete reformation, there-
fore, was the only adequate remedy.
But this, as the event proved, was not to
be expected from a corrupt hierarchy. It
was far more probable that the indignant
interested ecclesiastics should unite to
accomplish the ruin of the man who ex-
posed their ambition, tyranny, and ava-
rice. For this very purpose, we are told,
the wicked clergy of Bohemia and Mo-
ravia, and especially the bishops and ab
bots, combined together ; and even con-
tributed sums of money to be employed
in procuring the condemnation and death
of Huss; and all this, because they
could not bear his faithful honest advice
and admonition, and because he detected

their abominable pride, simony, avarice,
and debauchery.*

3. That some persons of the greatest
weight in the council were actually in-
fluenced by these motives, is not a matter
of mere conjecture, L'Enfant has given
us the very words, in Latin, spoken by
the Emperor to the council, after the ex-
amination of Huss. The translation of
them is as follows :

"You have heard
the charge of John

the articles laid to
Huss. They are

grievous, numerous, and proved not only
by credible witnesses, but by his own
confession. In my opinion, there's not
a single one among them which does not
call for the punishment of fire. If there-
fore he do not retract all, I am for having
him burnt. And even though he should
obey the council, I am of opinion, that
he should be forbid to preach, and in-
struct, or ever to set foot again in the
kingdom of Bohemia. For if he be suf-
fered to preach, and especially in Bohe-
mia, where he has a strong party, he
will not fail to return to his natural bent,
and even to sow new errors worse than
the former. Moreover, I am of opinion,
that the condemnation of his errors in
Behemia ought to be sent to my brother
the king of Bohemia, to Poland, and to
other countries where this doctrine pre-
vails, with orders to cause all those who
shall continue to believe and teach it, to
be punished by the Ecclesiastical au-,
thority, and by the secular arm jointly.
There is no' remedy for this evil, but by
thus cutting the branches as well as pull-

Moreover, it is abso-
that the bishops and

ng up the root,
lutely necessary
other prelates, who have laboured here
for the extirpation of this heresy, be re-
commended by the suffrages of the whole
council to their sovereigns. Lastly, says
the Emperor, if there are any of John
Huss's friends here at Constance, they
ought to be restrained with all due se-
verity* but especially his disciple Je-
rom." Whereupon, some said, that
Jerorn of Prague might perhaps be
brought to reason by the punishment of
his MASTER.

This lays open the true reason of that
treatment, p. 180, fwhich Huss was to
have experienced in case he had retract-
ed. The council dreaded his return in
Bohemia. Even in the iniquitous sen-
tence which they passed against him,

* L'Enfant.—Mosheim.—Diar. Hussit.
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they had the incautious effrontery to de-
clare John Huss not a true preacher of
the Gospel of Christ, according to thê
exposition of holy doctors, but rather one"
who in his public discourses seduced the
Christian people of Bohemia BY HIS
COMPILATIONS from the SCRIPTURES.*

4. It is a lamentable truth, that in
those days the disputes concerning the
most abstract metaphysical subtilties
were carried to such a height by the con-
tending parties, as to produce the great-
est bitterness and animosity. Huss was
attached to the party of the REALISTS,
as they were then called; and opposed
with great warmth his adversaries the
NOMINALISTS. This circumstance is sup-
posed to have contributed not a little to
the unhappy fate of this pious Bohemian.
For the tribunal at Constance was prin-
cipally composed of Nominalists, with
the famous John Gerson at their head,
who was the zealous patron of the fac-
tion, and the mortal enemy of Huss. In
the report which the popish writers sent
to the king of France, respecting the
transactions at Constance, there is the
following passage : " God raised up the
Catholic doctors Peter Allyaco and John
Gerson, and many other learned NOMI-
NALISTS, who disputed, during forty days
at the council of Constance, with the
heretics Jerom and John Huss, and van-
quished them."f

Happy would it have been if these op-
posite sects of philosophers had confined
themselves within the bounds of reason
and argument, or even of mutual invec-
tives ; but they were accustomed to ac-
cuse each other of heresy and impiety,
and had constantly recourse to penal laws
and corporal punishments. Thus the
leading NOMINALISTS at Constance look-
ed on themselves as personally offended
with Huss, and would be satisfied with
nothing short of the death of their power-
ful adversary. On the other hand, in
1479, the Realists had sufficient weight
and influence to procure the condemna-
tion of John de Wesalia, a Nominalist,
of whose sufferings we have already
given a brief account.:):

It is needless to detain the reader with
a minute detail of the distinctions be-
tween the Realists and Nominalists

* Vid. Fascicul. rer. Sententia defln. contra
Huss. p. 302.

tBaluz. Misccll. Tom. IV. p. 534.
t See pages 201, 202.

Their principal point of contention seems
to have been the existence or non-exist-
nce of abstract or universal ideas. Strange
nfatuajion ! That a difference of opinion
)n such abstruse and obscure subjects as
hese should ever have been supposed to
imount to the sin against the Holy
jhost, or to a mortal offence against God,
the Christian religion, justice, and the
commonwealth. "Can this blindness
proceed from any other cause than the
influence of Satan, who diverts us from
good things, and makes us apply to vain
speculations, which neither inspire us
with devotion towards God, nor with
love and charity towards our neighbour."
Such is the fine reflection of the anony-
mous author of the Examination of John
de Wesalia.*

The angry disputations of these dis-
cordant sects continued till the appear-
ance of Luther, who, by introducing
more important subjects, soon put an end
to the mutual wranglings of the scholas-
tic divines.

There is a tradition^ that John Huss,
alluding to his own name, which signi-
fies a Goose, predicted before his judges,
the Reformation by Luther, in the fol-
lowing terms: "This day ye roast a
Goose; but a hundred years hence a
white Swan will come, which ye will
never be able to put to death." This
pretended prophecy, like many others,
was probably made after the event.

L'Enfant mentions several medals
which appear to have been struck for the
purpose of commemorating the virtues
of Huss. Two were preserved at Mag-
deburg, which have on one side the im-
age of John Huss, with his beard,and
mitre, with a book in his right hand,
which Luther, in a priest's habit, bare-
headed and clasping the Bible with both
hands, looks on with pleasure. A third
was in the private cabinet of a German
Count. On one side it represents Huss,
with these words, Sola Deo acceptos nos
facit esse fides—Faith alone renders us
acceptable to God ; and on the other side
Luther, with these words, Pe*stis eram,
vivus; moriens ero mors tua, Papa—I
was a plague to thee, O Pope, whilst
living, and will be thy death when I die.

The encomium passed by the same
very impartial historian, on* the private
letters of Huss, is well worthy of notice:
" There is not a papist nor a protestant,

Fascicul. rer. exp.
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I will venture to say, not a Turk, nor
pagan, who, notwithstanding- the hast}
expressions dropped now and then in his
letters, does not admire them for the dig-
nity and piety of his sentiments, the ten-
derness of his conscience, his charity
towards his enemies, his affection an<
fidelity to his friends, his gratitude to hi
benefactors, and above all his constancy
of mind, accompanied with the most ex
traordinary modesty and humility."

After all, a very learned and profourx
ecclesiastical historian, admits that then
did appear in the conduct of Huss, ON]
MARK OF HEREsr, which, according to thi
maxims of the age, might expose him t<
condemnation with some appearance o
justice; namely, HIS INFLEXIBLE OBSTI-
NACY ; which the church of Rome always
considered as a grievous heresy, even in
those whose errors were of little mo-
ment.* Huss refused to abjure his er-
rors; and in so doing, he resisted thai
council which was supposed to represen
the catholic church. Moreover, he inti
mated with sufficient plainness that the
church was fallible. All this was cer-
tainly highly criminal and intolerably
heretical. For it became a dutiful son
of the church to submit, without any ex-
ception, his own judgment to the judg-
ment of his holy mother, and to believe
firmly in her infallibility. The Roman
church for many years had observed the
rule of Pliny :f " In case of obstinate
perseverance I ordered them to be exe-
cuted. For this I had no doubt, that a
sullen and obstinate inflexibility called
for the vengeance of the magistrate."
The discerning reader will determine for
himself, how far Dr. Mosheim, in making
these observations, is to be considered as
speaking ironically.

LUTHER. Pages 209—223.

Though this chapter contains the most
material circumstances relative to the
earlier part of Luther's life, the reader
may not be displeased to peruse the fol-
lowing passages, the substance of which
is taken from the preface to the second
volume of Luther's Works. This pre-
face is sometimes called the Life of Lu-
ther, and is particularly valuable, because

it was written by the pious Melancthon,
after Luther's decease, and because it is
wanting in some of the copies of the
Wittemberg Latin editions.*—The ex-
cellent writer begins thus:

"The Rev, Martin Luther had given
reason to hope that in the preface to this
part of his writings, he would favour us
with some account of his own life, and
of the occasions of those contests in
which he was so much concerned. And
no doubt he would have done so, if before
this volume was printed, he had not been
called from the present mortal life, to the
eternal enjoyment of God, and the hea-
venly church. A luminous review of
his private life would have been pecu-
liarly useful: the narrative must have
been full of lessons for the admonition of
posterity, and also full of examples for
the encouragement of piety: moreover it
would have confuted the slanderous fic-
tions of his enemies ; who insinuate, that
he was stirred up by princes or others to
undermine the dignity of bishops, or that
he was induced, through the violence of
private ambition, to break the bonds of
monastic slavery.

" It were much to be wished that such
a narrative had been executed by himself
with a copiousness of detail. For though
the malevolent might have objected, that
the author was trumpeting his own praise,
we know very well, that HE was too
grave a character to have allowed the
smallest deviation from truth. Besides,
as many good and wise men are yet
alive, who, he must have known, were
well acquainted with all the transac-
;ions,—to have devised falsehoods under
uch circumstances must have been per-

fectly ridiculous.
" I now.proceed to recite, with the

strictest regard to truth, such matters
elative to his life, as I either actually
;aw, or was told of by himself.

" The parents of Luther took especial
;are in their daily instructions, to educate
heir son in the knowledge and fear of
7od, and in a sense of his duty. The
outh soon displayed very great talents,
,nd particularly in an inclination to elo-
uencec With great ease he surpassed
is school-fellows in copiousness of lan-
'uage, both in prose and verse; and if

he had been so fortunate as to have met
with suitable teachers, his great capacity

* Mosh. Historia Eccl. p. 616. Not. (a).
I See Vol. I. page 86 of this History.

* It has been published separately; but it
not easy to be met with.
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would have enabled him to go through
all the sciences. Neither is it improba-
ble but the milder studies of a sound
philosophy, and a careful habit of elabo-
rate composition, might have been useful
in moderating the vehemence of his na-
tural temper: but at Erfurt he was intro-
duced to the dry, thorny logic of the age;
and his penetrating genius quickly made
him master of all that was valuable in
that subject.

" His capacious mind eager for know-
ledge, was not content with this. He
proceeded to Cicero, Virgil, Livy, and
the rest. Nor did he read these authors,
as boys do, for the sake of the words,
but for the instruction they furnish. He
entered into the spirit of the writers;
and as his memory was in an extraordi-
nary degree tenacious, almost everything
he had read, was at hand for practice.
Hence the superior genius of Luther
became the admiration of the whole uni-
versity.

*' His parents had intended these great
powers of eloquence, and this vast
strength of genius, to be employed in
public business for the advantage of the
state; but Luther, contrary to their judg-
ment, suddenly left the study of the law,

^ ! h
y

the

he wa3 so terrified, as to retire to a neigh-
bour's chamber, place himself on the bed,
and pray aloud, frequently repeating these
words, i He hath concluded all under sin,
that he might have mercy upon all.'
These alarming agitations came upon
him either for the first time, or, certainly,
they were the severest in that year, when
he lost an intimate companion, who was
killed ; but I know not by what accident.

" I t was not, therefore, poverty, but
the love of a pious life, which induced
Luther to enter the monastery. And as
this was his grand object, he was not
content with the usual scholastic learn-
ing, though his proficiency in it was sur-
prising. He was not in quest of fame,
but of religious improvement. He soon
comprehended the subtle processes of the
schools, but his heart was not in those
things. The fountain of SACRED AND
HEAVENLY LEARNING, that is, the writings
of the prophets and the apostles, were
more suited to his taste; and these \}e
studied with the greatest avidity. The
anxieties and terrors above mentioned
had increased this turn of mind. He
wished to know the WILL OF GOD, to
build his faith on the firmest foundations,
and to cultivate an habitual reverence for

e Ano-nstine monastery atjthe Divin^ commands.

Erfurt. There he" not only gave the
closest attention to ecclesiastical learn-
ing, but also personally submitted to the
severest discipline. He far exceeded
every one in all kinds of religious exer-
cises, in reading, in arguing, in fasting,
in praying. And as he was neither a
little, nor a weak man, I have often been
astonished to observe how little meat or
drink he seemed to require. I have seen
him, when he was in perfect health, ab-
solutely neither eat nor drink during four
days together; at other times, I have
seen him for many days be content with
the slight allowance of a very little bread
and a herring on each day.

" The immediate occasion of his com-
mencing that course of life whi6h he
judged most adapted to sacred duties and
the promotion of piety, was this, as he
himself told me, and as many persons well
know. While he was deeply reflecting
on the astonishing instances of the Di-
vine vengeance, so great alarm would
suddenly affect his whole frame, as
almost to frighten him to death. I was
once present, when, through intense ex-
ertion of mind in the course of an argu-
ment respecting some point of doctrine,

•"'Tie used to say, that an elderly'pnest
in the monastery, to whom he had open-
ed the distresses of his conscience, had
been of great use to him, by his dis-
courses on the nature of faith, and by
drawing his attention to that expression
in the creed, ' I believe in the remission
of sins.' The elderly priest interpreted
this article as implying not merely a GE-
NERAL BELIEF, for the devils had a faith of
that sort, but, that it was the command
of God that each particular person should
apply this doctrine of the remission of
sins to his own particular case : and this
interpretation, he said, was confirmed by
a reference to a passage of St. Bernard,
in one of his sermons, who maintains the
same sentiment, and also produces the
apostle Paul in support of the doctrine of
free justification by faith.

" This conversation proved a great
comfort to the mind of Luther. He was
led to attend to St. Paul's doctrine of
justification by faith, which is so often
inculcated by that apostle. By reading
and comparing together different parts of
the Old and New Testament, and by an
increased dependence on God in daily
prayer, he gradually acquired more light,
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and saw the emptiness of the usual inter-
pretations of Scripture.

" He then began to read the works of
Augustine, where he found many deci-
sive passages which confirmed his idea
of faith, and gave him much satisfaction.
He read other divines, but stuck close to
Augustine.

" Frederic, the elector of Saxony, heard
him preach; and much admired the ex-
cellent matter of his sermons, as well as
the nervous language and genius of the
preacher.*

'* Afterwards, Luther undertook to ex-
pound the Psalms and the Epistle to the
Romans. He showed the difference be-
tween the Law and the Gospel: he re-
futed the ancient pharisaical error, at that
time prevalent both in the schools and
the pulpit, that men by their own works
may merit the remission of their sins,
and be accounted righteous before God.
Thus he recalled men's minds to the
office of the Son of God, and, like John
the Baptist, showed them the Lamb of
God who taketh away the sins of the
world. Moreover, he taught them, that
remission of their sins is freely for
Christ's sake, and that this benefit is to
be received by faith.

"This revival of most excellent doc-
luue procured mm a great and extC"!!7e
authority; especially as the LIFE of the
man harmonized with his professions.
His language was not merely that of the
lips, but proceeded from the heart. The
proverb was remarkably verified in this
case—'The pious conduct of a man
maketh his speech persuasive.' It was
this ciicumstance, namely, the sanctity
of his life, that induced some excellent
characters to comply with the plans
which he afterwards proposed, of chang-
ing certain established ceremonies.

" Not that Luther, at this time, medi-
tated the smallest innovation on the cus-
tomary observances. On the contrary,
he was a most rigid disciplinarian; and
had broa-ched nothing to alarm. But he
was illustrating more and more those
doctrines of which ALL stand in need,
the doctrines of repentance, remission of
sins, faith, and the true consolations of
the cross. Pious Christians were de-
lighted with these things; and even
learned men were much pleased to see
Christ, the prophets, and the apostles,
brought, as it were, out of darkness and

* Page 215.

prison; and to hear of the difference be-
tween law and gospel and their pro-
mises, and between philosophy and the
word of God, concerning which impor-
tant matters, not a line was to be found
in Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, and
such like. Add to this, the writings of
Erasmus proved great incitements to the
cultivation of the Greek and Latin lan-
guages. Luther himself diligently stu-
died Hebrew and Greek, for the purpose
of obtaining a more perfect knowledge
of the Scriptures.

"Such were the employments of Lu-
ther at the time when those prostitute
indulgences were first proclaimed by
that most impudent Dominican, Tetzel.
Burning with the love of everything
that was godly, and irritated by Tetzel's
shameful discourses, he published some
propositions concerningthe nature of in-
dulgences. The Dominican, in return,
publicly burnt Luther's propositions,
and menaced the heretic himself with the
flames. In a word, the outrageous con-
duct of Tetzel and his associates abso-
lutely compelled Luther to discuss the
subject at length, in support of the cause
of truth.

In this manner began the controversy
between the Reformers and the Papists.
As yet Luther never dreamt of changing
any one of the rites of the church, nor
even of entirely rejecting indulgences.
They, therefore, charge him falsely, who
say that he made use of the affair of the
indulgences as a plausible pretext for
subverting the establishment, or for in-
creasing either his own power or that of
others,

f Frederic of Saxony, in particular,
conducted himself agreeably to the
known character of that prince. He
neither incited nor applauded Luther; he
was ever distinguished as a lover of
peace; and it was with a painful con-
cern that he beheld the prospect of still
greater dissensions.

" But he was a wise man, and was in-
fluenced not merely by worldly maxims,
which always direct us to crush as
quickly as possible the slightest begin-
nings of every innovation : he reverenced
the DIVINE commands, which enjoin at-
tention to the Gospel, and forbid an ob-
stinate resistance to the Truth. Thus
his prince submitted to God, read his

word with diligence, and never discou-
raged whatever his judgment pointed
out to him as sound doctrine. Moreover,
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1 know that he often asked wise and
learned men to give him their senti-
ments freely on the disputed points; an<
in particular at Cologne he besough
Erasmus to open his mind to him re
specting the controversies in which Lu
ther was engaged. There Erasmu
spoke without disguise: 'The man i
right; but there is a want of mildness in
him.'*

" On this head Duke Frederic after
wards wrote to Luther, and exhorte^
him, in the most serious manner, to mo-
derate the asperity of his style.

" It is also well known that Luthei
promised Cardinal Cajetan to be silent,
provided his adversaries were also en-
joined silence. From which it mos
clearly appears that he had, at that time,
formed no purpose of raising contests in
the church, but wished for peace; till
ignorant writers provoked him on al
sides, and drew him into fresh disputes

"The grand question concerning th
supremacy of the Roman See was raised
by Eckius for the purpose of inflaming
the hatred of the pope and of princes
against Luther.

" Our Reformer, not only in the be-
ginning of the contest, undertook the
cause of Truth, without the least motive
of, private ambition, but also remained
throughout the course of it, always mind-
ful of his own peculiar department; so
that though he was naturally of an ar-
dent and passionate temper, yet he con-
stantly disclaimed the use of force, or of
any other arms but those of argument
and instruction. He wisely distinguish-
ed between things that were totally dif-
ferent in every way; for example, the
duties of a bishop instructing the Church
of God, and of a magistrate holding the
sword as. a restraint on the licentious
multitude.

"Accordingly when Satan, who loves
to disgrace religion by the ruinous errors
of poor miserable men, raised up several
seditious characters to excite tumults
and irregularities, Luther was ever the
man to condemn such outrages in the
strongest language; and, both by his
precepts and example, to adorn and
strengthen the bonds of social order and
polity. WHEN I SERIOUSLY REFLECT ON
THIS MATTER, and consider how many
gTeat men in the Church have failed in
this very point, I do not hesitate to af-

Page 228.

firm distinctly, that no human care or di-
ligence alone could have been equal to
this effect; but that there must also have
been a divine principle which illumined
and directed his mind, and preserved
him so constantly within the proper limits
of his duty.

"'Render unto Caesar the things that
are Cesar's, and unto God the things
that are God's,' was his constant exhor-
tation ; in other words, Worship God in
true penitence, and in an open avowal of
the truth, in true prayer and in a consci-
entious discharge of duties: and obey
with reverence and in the fear of God all
trie civil regulations of the community
to which you belong. These were the
very rules to which Luther himself ad-
hered in his practice. He gave to God
the things which are God's. He taught
the Truth, and he offered up hjs prayers
to God on right principles; he likewise
possessed ,the other virtues which are
pleasing to God. Lastly, as a citizen,
he avoided everything that had the small-
est tendency to sedition. These virtues
rank so high in my estimation, that in
this life, I think, greater accomplish-
ments cannot be desired.

" But while we praise the excellencies
of the man who made so becoming a
use of his heavenly gifts, it is our
baunden duty to give particular thanks
to God, that he hath been pleased,
through Luther's means, to restore to us
the light of the Gospel, and it is also our
duty to preserve and spread the doctrine
which he taught. It is this doctrine
which must guide our prayers, and even
our whole lives. It is this doctrine, of
which the Son of God says, 'If any man
love me, he will keep my words, and my
Father will love him, and we will come
unto him, and make our abode with him.'

"In fact, a false philosophy, and the
succeeding errors of Pelagius, had ex-
ceedingly corrupted the pure faith of the
Scriptures. St. Augustine was raised
up by God to restore it in a measure;
nd 1 doubt not but if he could now
udge of the controversies of the present
ige, he would be decidedly with us.

" With my whole heart, I pray to the
eternal God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, that for his own and his Son's
glory, he would collect together the
Eternal Church by the voice of his Gos-
pel : and may he direct our wills by his
Holy Spirit, and preserve in its purity
hat doctrine which he hath revived
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among us through the ministry of Martin
Luther!

"The Son of God himself prayed
* Father, sanctify them through thy
truth: thy word is truth.' To this
prayer of our high priest we would add
our own petitions, That true religion
may ever shine among us and direct our
lives. These were the daily prayers of
Luther; and continued to be so till his
soul was called from his mortal body,
which took place without struggle in
the sixty-third year of his age."

The reader has now before him the
SUBSTANCE of a considerable part of Me-
lancthon's account of Luther, written
very soon after the death of that Refor-
mer. The known integrity, piety, and
moderation of the writer, render his Pre-
face to the second volume of Luther's
Works peculiarly valuable. An exact
translation was deemed unnecessary. It
was thought better to condense the MAT-
TER into as little room as possible, and
not to interrupt the detail of the biogra-
pher by introducing any particulars from
other authorities. The facts, which were
already mentioned in the preceding His-
tory, are in general omitted in these ex-
tracts. A trifling repetition sometimes
could not well be avoided, and will be
excused by the indulgent reader, on ac-
count of the instructive remark or opi-
nion which accompanies it. The posi-
tive judgment and declaration of Me-
lancthon, whenever they can be had, re-
specting the circumstances or events in
which he himself was immediately con-
cerned, cannot fail to be instructive.

But in this instance, as in many
others, it has unfortunately happened
that those passages of this little tract,
which are most deeply practical, and
which peculiarly relate to Luther's peni-
tential convictions, and to his progress
in spiritual understanding, during the
earlier years of his religious course,
have been almost entirely overlooked by
historians and memorialists. The con-
sequence has been, that certain precious
fragments of the secret thoughts and
practice of the Reformer, though authen-
tic beyond all dispute, are scarcely known
among protestants in general. The pious
and enlightened reader of every denomi-
nation, will no doubt be gratified in see-
ing them brought forward and recorded
here.

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.

Melancthon, in another plaQe, has
given a very decided testimony* to the
talents of Luther.

" Pomeranus," says he, " is a gram-
marian, and explains the force of words;
I profess logic, and teach both the ma-
nagement of the matter, and the nature
of argumentation; Justus Jonas is an
orator, and discourses with copiousness
and elegance;—but Luther is OMNIA IN
OMNIBUS, complete in everything; a
very miracle among men ; whatever he
says, whatever he writes, penetrates
their minds, and leaves the most as-
tonishing stings in their hearts."

The same author assures us that he
often found Luther at prayer, with ve-
hemence and tears imploring God for the
whole Church. He daily set apart a
portion of time for reading psalms, and
for earnest supplications; and would
often say, he was not pleased with
those, who, through indolence or a mul-
tiplicity of employments, contented them-
selves with mere sighs instead of actual
prayers. Forms of prayer, he said, were
prescribed to us by the will of God;
that the reading of them might warm our
affections, and that our voices might pro-
fess aloud the God whom we serve and
implore.*

The religious student of Ecclesiastical
history naturally finds himself interested
in every event where Luther is materially
concerned. This does not arise from
curiosity alone. Much light is often
thrown on the characters of eminent men,
from a knowledge of their conduct under
peculiar or extraordinary circumstances,
provided the facts be but stated with ac-
curacy.

The various accounts of authors, re-
specting the immediate incidents which
determined Luther to retire from the
world into a monastery,j- agree in the
main, but not precisely in every circum-
stance. It is very remarkable, that Me-
lancthon, who speaks of the occasion of
this sudden resolution, as a thing which
was well known, and which he himself
had heard Luther relate, is not only si-
lent concerning any storm of thunder and
lightning, but, as we have mentioned
above, expressly says, he does not know

* Melch. Adam.
t Page 213 of this Vol.
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by what accident Luther's companion
was k|Hed. The story of the thunder-
storm appears also to have had little
weight on the mind of Melchior Ada-
mus:* Yet, from the very respectable
evidence collected by Seckendorf and
others, the most probable conclusion
seems to be,

1. That Luther's companion was not
killed by lightning, but murdered by
some unknown person, who left him
miserably bruised and wounded. His
name is said to have been Alexius.

2. That Luther himself, while walking
at a distance from house or town, was so
alarmed by a storm of thunder, that he
fell upon the ground, and in that situation
made a sort of vow to lead a monastic
life in future, if he should be delivered
from the impending danger.

3. That he afterwards considered this
vow as binding on his conscience, which
was at that time in a remarkably tender
state.

4. That soon after these events, which
took place when he was about twenty-
one years of age, he called together his
particular friends and fellow-students,
and entertained them in his usual way,
with music and a convivial treat; and
when they had not the smallest suspicion
of his intentions, he besought them to be
cheerful with him that evening, for it
was the last time, he said, they would
ever see him in his present situation, as
he had actually determined to begin the
monastic life. In the morning he wrote
farewell letters to them ; and sent his
parents the ring and gown which be-
longed to him as Master of Arts ; and at
the same time he unfolded to them in
writing the grounds of his resolution.
They grieved excessively that so great
talents should be buried in a state of
almost non-existence. But for the space
of a month nobody was admitted to speak
to him. f

GEO. SPALATINUS. Pages 216,217.

George Spalatinus appears to have
been one of the most intimate friends of
Luther. He was of all others the person
to whom the Reformer, in his greatest
difficulties and dangers, entrusted his
most secret feelings and designs. Spa-

* Who wrote the lives of the German Di
vines who promoted the Reformation,

t Seek.—Luth. Ep.—Melch. Adam.
VOL. ii. 49

atinus by his good sense, his opportunity
of easy access to the elector of Saxony,
and his sincere attachment to Luther,
was, on many occasions, useful to the
cause of the Reformation in general, as
well as to his friend in particular.'

4- private epistolary correspondence
between the two seems to have been
frequent and uninterrupted during many
years: and as the historian frequently
refers to certain parts of it, which are ex-
tremely interesting, the following short
account of Georgius Spalatinus himself
may have its use.

He was a Franconian, of considerable
learning and great discretion. He was
about a year older than Luther, but ap-
pears not to have begun the study of di-
vinity, with any degree of earnestness,
till he was more than thirty years of age.
He requested his friend to give him his
advice concerning the best method of ac-
quiring sacred knowledge. The answer
of Luther on this occasion well deserves
to be remembered and practised by every
student in divinity. After recommend-
ing to his notice certain parts of the
writings of Jerom, Ambrose, and Augus-
tine, he exhorts him always to begin his
studies with " SERIOUS PRAYER ;" for,
says he, there is really NO INTERPRETER
OF THE DIVINE WORD, BUT ITS OWN AU-
THOR. He adds, READ THE BIBLE IN
ORDER FROM THE BEGINNING TO THE END.

Luther, in his letters to Spalatinus,
addresses him, sometimes as Librarian,
and sometimes as Registrary of the Elec-
tor of Saxony, but takes care, at the same
time, to call him Minister of Jesus
Christ. In fact Spalatinus was both
secretary and privy-counsellor to the
elector; he accompanied him to several
German Diets ; and at his court he
preached and performed the duties of do-
mestic chaplain.* A stronger proof of
the high estimation in which he was sup-
posed to be held by Frederic the Wise
needs not to be adduced, than that, in the
year 1519, the pope himself, Leo X. con-
descended to write a letter to his BELOVED
SON GEORGE SPALATINUS, in which, after
acknowledging, in the most flattering
terms, the great influence and weight
which Spalatinus had with the elector,
and how very much that prince valued
the prudent and wholesome advice of his
secretary, he exhorts him " in the Lord,
and with his paternal authority requires

Page 245.
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him, to contribute everything in his
power to repress the detestable temerity
of Brother Martin Luther, that child of
Satan, whose grievous heresy was spread-
ing among the credulous people."

In the affairs of religion, Spalatinus
used all his influence to strengthen the
party of Luther ; but he was often so
vexed and even dispirited on account of
the little attention that was paid to his
own ministerial exertions, that he seri-
ously thought of quitting his situation at
the elector's court. Luther opposed this
intention in the most animated and deci-
sive terms : " Take care," said he, " that
you get the better of these thoughts which
harass your mind, or, at least, learn to
dismiss them. You must not desert the
ministry of the word of God. Christ has
called you to his service. Yield your-
self to his good pleasure. At present you
do not understand the importance of your
situation; you will understand it better
by and by. The desire you have to quit
your post is a mere temptation ; the rea-
son of which, we, who are spectators,
see better than you do yourself. In a
case of this sort, you should rather trust
the judgment of your friends than your
own. We are the means which, on this
occasion, the Lord uses for your comfort
and advice. We call God to witness,
that in wishing you to continue in your
vocation we have no other object but his
WILL and his GLORY. I consider it as a
certain sign of your ministry being ac-
ceptable to God, that you are thus
tempted. If it were otherwise, you
would not be weary, and deplore your
unfruitfulness ; you would rather bustle,
and seek to please men, as those do who
talk much, though they were never sent
with a commission to preach the Gos-
pel."

On the same subject Luther writes
thus: " You ask my advice, my dear
Spalatinus, whether you should quit
your situation at the elector's court.
This is my opinion. 1 own there is rea-
son in what you allege. • The WORD of
God is disregarded.' And it is a wise
rule, * not to pour out speeches where
there is no attention.' But I say, if there
be ANY" persons that love to hear, you
should not cease to speak. I myself act-
ed on the principle which I now recom-
mend to you; otherwise I might long
ago have been silent amidst this prodi-
gious contempt of the word of God.
Therefore, I affirm, that unless you have

some better reason, which lies heavy on
your conscience, this perverse and un-
reasonable inattention of wicked men is
not a sufficient cause for your leaving the
court. Consider of how much service
you may be to many, from the weight of
your influence with the prince, and from
your long experience of the ways of
courtiers. Whatever may be the abilities
of your successor, Frederic the Wise will
not trust him much, till time has fur-
nished proofs of his integrity. On the
whole, I cannot so much as conceive any
•eason that will justify the step you
speak of, but one, namely, marriage.
Stay, therefore, where you are ; or if you
do depart, let a wife be the cause."

Spalatinus continued in his employ-
ments until his death, which happened
n his grand climacteric, sixty-three, in

the year of our Lord 1545. Great grief
and depression of spirits are said to have
hastened his end. There is extant a most
udicious, consolatory letter, which Lu-

ther wrote to him the preceding year,
and which gave him much comfort. Spa-
latinus, it seems, through ignorance or
nadvertency, had consented to the illegal

marriage of a clergyman of bad charac-
ter; and the matter hung heavy on his
mind. 1. Luther wisely cautions his
friend against giving way to too much
sorrow. He was well acquainted, he
said, with the dreadful effects of it. He
had felt those effects in his own case; and
he had seen them in the cases of others.
He instanced Melancthon, who fell into a
most dangerous disease, owing to great
grief. He then takes up the case at the
worst, namely on the supposition that Spa-
latinus had been really much to blame in
the affair; and shows that still he ought
not to despair of the grace of God, who
was ready to pardon not only the slight
faults, but the most grievous sins of the
penitent. He tells him, that formerly he
himself had been in a similar affliction of
mind, which had brought him to the very
edge of the grave ; but that Staupitius
had been of great use to him, by saying,

You are endeavouring to quiet your
conscience by considering yourself as a
slight, outward, superficial sinner; but
you ought to know that Jesus Christ is
ready to save the greatest and the vilest
of sinners." Lastly, Luther, as a kind
brother, exhorts him-in the sweetest and
most emphatical language to derive his
comfort from a view of the gracious Re-
deemer.
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Thus we find Luther always the same
man. Exercised in the school of adver-
sity, he feels for others. JNaturally ten-
der and grateful, he loves his friends,
and administers every comfort in his
power. His eye is always fixed on the
next world ; and the proper business of
THIS life, with him, is the care of the soul.
The account just given is an admirable
specimen of his talents as a spiritual ad-
viser. How many, in a like case, through
a mistaken affection, or through fear of in
giving offence to an aged, dying friend,
would have contented themselves with
saying nothing but " smooth things"*
concerning human infirmity, general sin-
cerity, and the venial nature of sins of
inadvertence, &c. But Martin Luther,
though behind no man in compassion and
benevolence, kept two things constantly
in mind, the glory of the Redeemer, and
the salvation of men's souls. Hence, on
these subjects particularly, he always
spoke without disguise.

ERASMUS. Page 244.

It is a most unpleasant circumstance
belonging to the history of this great
man, that the longer he lives, the lower
he sinks in the estimation of the Chris-
tian reader. It is in the beginning of the
Reformation, while he was exposing the
scandalous practices of the indolent, de-
bauched, avaricious clergy, that he ap-
pears to the greatest advantage. But
when Luther and his associates began to
preach boldly the Gospel of Christ in its
purity, Erasmus instantly shrunk ; and
not only ceased to be a coadjutor of the
Reformers, but became gradually their
peevish and disgusted adversary. With
inconceivable address and management,
he steadily trode, as long as he could,
his favourite middle path of pleasing
both sides ; but when the contention
grew sharp, when the doctrines of Grace
were found to offend the great and the
powerful, and when persecution was at
the door, the cautious evasive system
was no longer practicable; Erasmus was
called upon to decide ; and there could be
little doubt, to which party a character of
his stamp would incline.

When we divest ourselves of prejudice,
and view Erasmus as the most elegant

Isa. xxx. 10.

scholar of his age, admired and courted
by Princes, Popes, and dignified Eccle-
siastics, we are compelled to admit, that
his temptation to support the established
hierarchy was very great; and it is to be
lamented that he had not a clearer and a
more affecting insight into the deceitful-
ness of the human heart. If he had un-
derstood more of men's natural alienation
from God by the FALL, and had had a
deeper practical sense of the evil of sin

his own case, he would have felt
weary and heavy laden; he would have
sought more diligently for deliverance
from internal guilt and misery; he would
have been more disposed to resist tempt-
ations of every sort, and particularly
those sins that easily beset him; and
lastly, though he might still have dif-
fered from Luther in subordinate matters
or modes of expression, he would have
had the same general views of the na-
ture of the Redemption by Christ Jesus ;
and instead of raising captious objections
against the doctrines of Grace, and quar-
relling with the man, whom Providence
had ordained to be the instrument of
their revival, he would have applied
those blessed healing truths to the dis-
tresses of his own conscience, and would
have rejoiced in that " burning and shin-
ing light" which arose amidst the thick
darkness of Papal ignorance and super-
stition.

In one word; the different sentiments,
which these great men entertained of the
leading doctrines of the Gospel, was the
real cause of their unhappy contention;
every circumstance of which may be
traced to this single source. And no
wonder; for it seems almost impossible
that a warm and cordial attachment
should long subsist between persons,
who zealously support contrary notions
of the way of eternal salvation. It is
true, that where the natural tempers are
mild and ingenuous, many causes of irri-
tation might be avoided or suppressed ;
and it is true, also, that where Divine
Grace is powerful, the affections of meek-
ness, kindness, and forbearance, will
abound and be in vigorous exercise. But
after all that can be said or imagined,
there will still be such an essential dif-
ference of the spiritual taste, such an op-
position of the judgment, and such a dis-
similitude in the whole turn of thinking,
that separation, not coalescence, dissen-
sion, not agreement, is to be looked for
under such circumstances.
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One cannot reflect on these things
without much concern. The cause of
disunion, here pointed at, is of very ex-
tensive operation in practice, and might
be exemplified in many lamentable in-
stances, as well as in the unfriendly
strife between Luther and Erasmus.

This second volume, together with the
subjoined Appendix, contains ample ma-
terials to enable the reader to form a
judgment both of the soundness of Lu-
ther's Christianity, and also of the ear-
nestness with which he taught his doc-
trines. Everything that is to follow
concerning him, is altogether of a similar
description with what has gone before.
With intense study and with fervent
prayer, he searches for light, and he
attains it: Faithful to his convictions,
lie speaks without disguise; he exerts
every nerve in support of Christian truth
and Christian liberty; and as he is en-
gaged in a contest which he considers
as the cause of God, he is ever ready to
hazard all that in this life is dear to man.

From the foregoing observations con-
cerning Erasmus, and also from what is
advanced in the Preface, the student of
the History of the Church of Christ will
be led to expect FURTHER documents re-
lative both to his religious sentiments,
and to the part which he acted during
the progress of the Reformation. The
facts which are at present before the
reader, it must be owned, do not convict
that cautious and artful disputant, of any
decided opposition to a change in the
Ecclesiastical system, or of any settled
alienation of mind from the Reformer.
On the contrary, they must rather be con-
sidered, in the main, as favourable both
to Luther and to his doctrines. Yet
enough has appeared already to raise
considerable suspicions respecting" the
stanch orthodoxy of his faith, and the
honest simplicity and disinterestedness
of his intentions.

In another place we shall endea-
vour to throw light on these matters.
At present we conclude with the sub-
stance of a passage extracted from one of
his little controversial tracts. The quo-
tation, though but short, is of itself suf-
ficiently characteristic to furnish satis-
factory evidence, that Erasmus differed
very materially from Luther, in his ideas
of the importance of certain scriptural
doctrines, and also of the existing con-
test with the Romish hierarchy,

" If," says he, " I were called upon to

suffer for the tryith of the Gospel, I should
not refuse to die; but as yet I have no
disposition to suffer death for Luther's
paradoxes. The present disputes are not
concerning articles of faith; but, whe-
ther the pope's supremacy is of Christ's
appointment; whether the order of car-
dinals is a necessary part of the church ;
whether there is Christ's authority for
the practice of confession ; whether free
will contributes to salvation; whether
faith confers salvation ;* . . . whether
the mass can in any sense be called a
sacrifice: On account of these points,
which are the usual subjects of the scho-
lastic contentions, I would neither en-
danger my own life, nor venture to take
away the life of another. . . . . During
our endless quarrels, whether any HUMAN
WORKS should be denominated GOOD, the
consequence is, we produce no good
works. While we are contending whe-
ther faith alone without works confers
salvation,! we neither reap the fruits of
faith, nor the reward of good works. Be-
sides, there are some things of such a
nature, that, though they were ever so
true, they ought not to be mentioned in
the hearing- of the populace; for exam-
ple, That free-will is nothing but an un-
meaning term ; That ANY person may do
the office of a priest, and has the power
of remitting sins, and of consecrating the
body of our Lord ;—That Justification is
by FAITH ALONE ;X and that our works
are of no use for that end. What can be
the effect of throwing out such paradoxi-
cal doctrines as these before the vulgar,
but schism and sedition."§

This language is so perfectly intelli-
gible, that it cannot be necessary to add
any remarks by way of elucidation.

ALEANDER. Page 280.^

Seckendorf informs us, that Jerome
Aleander had formerly been Secretary to
the infamous Caesar Borgia; and he calls
him a servant worthy of such a master.
He was made archbishop of Brindisi by
Clement VII. and a cardinal by Paul III.
Luther also gives him a very bad charac-
ter. He represents him as covetous,

* Conferat salutem. t Id.
X Sola fide conferri justitiam. opera nostra

nihil ad rem facere.
§ Erasm. Purg. ad exp. Hutten.
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proud, and passionate, and as one who
did not believe in the immortality of the
soul, and wallowed in the most infamous
voluptuousness. He owns, however, that
he was well skilled in Hebrew, Greek,
and Latin. Erasmus often speaks of
him, and generally to his disadvantage;
e. g. " Aleander is a man, to say no
worse of him, not superstitiously addict-
ed to truth,"* He acted a conspicuous
part at the Diet of Worms.—See p. 317.

LUTHER'S WRITINGS. Page 292.
1. About the beginning of the year

1520, he wrote an excellent consolatory
tract for the particular use of the elector
Frederic, who had lately had a severe
illness, j—Erasmus himself sent it to the
bishop of Basle, in 1523, and commends
it in these terms: " Luther's little book
is extremely approved, even by those
who have the greatest aversion to his
doctrine ; for he wrote this piece before
matters were come to these extremities.9'^:
It is indeed an excellent performance, and
deserves to be wholly transcribed. It
consists of fourteen chapters, seven of
which contain an account of the afflic-
tions to which the Christian is exposed ;
and the other seven point out the effectual
remedies and comforts which he should
use.§

2. He published a commentary on the
twenty-two first Psalms; also on some
parts of the Evangelists, and particularly
on the Lord's Prayer.(|

Among his numerous sermons, I ob-
serve one on Matrimony; which proves
that at that time, namely 1519, he con-
sidered Marriage as a SACRAMENT.̂ "

3. He wrote many controversial trea-
tises.

BUCER ON LUTHER'S COMMENTARY ON
GALATIANS. Page 292.

He writes thus to Spalatinus : " Lu-
ther, by the divine lucubrations which he
has published, stands so high in my opi-
nion, that 1 look up to him as an angelic
guide in the interpretation of difficult pas-
sages of Scripture. How then, think
you, did I rejoice when one of our

* Ep. Erdsm. p. 1095, " non superstitiose
verax."

t Vol. II. 257, and the note.
t Eras. p. 775. § Op. Jen. I. 395, b.
II Witt. VII. 99. IT Jen. 1.296.

77*

brethren brought me his Commentary on
the Galatians! After a very slight pe-
rusal of it, I was almost ready to dance
for joy."—So far the learned protestant
Bucer.*

PONTANUS AND GLAPIO. Page 299.
The following conversation was at the

time kept an entire secret, even from
Spalatinus himself. It was in substance
thus :

Glapio. " I was delighted with the first
publications of Luther. I said, What
rich fruit the church may expect, if we
judge from the buds and shoots which
Luther has already thrown out. But
when his book on the Babylonish Cap-
tivity came out, I was vexed as if any
one had flogged me from head to foot.
Indeed I do not believe Luther will own
it to be his: it is neither in the style, nor
has it the polish of his writings. If it
be really his, he must have written it
when provoked by the Pope's bull. How-
ever, the case is not without remedy.—I
wish 1 might be allowed to talk with the
elector.

Pontanus. " My master is too much
engaged; I pray, open your mind to me."
—Then, with a most sanctimonious coun-
tenance, Glapio said,

Glap. " I protest, it was the emperor's
most ardent wish, before the publication
of the Babylonish Captivity, that such a
man should be reconciled to the church.
Therefore, if Luther will but own, that
in this tract some improper expressions
have escaped him through passion, and
that he meant nothing against the church,
he will have all learned men in all na-
tions on his sidef His attempts to re-
form abuses have great merit in them;
but in the Babylonish Captivity he tries
to roll a stone beyond his strength. His
intentions are the best possible, but he
does not consider the times and circum-
stances, and especially the princes. I
wish the elector would depute trusty per-
sons to settle the business in a private
way."

Pont. " My master never undertook to
defend Luther; nor has Luther desired
him to do so. But what do you suppose
would settle the business ?"

Glap. " If Luther does not choose to
recall this book as being written in a pas-

* Seek. 138. d.
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sion, let him say at once it is not his—for
it really is not in his style."

Font. " Well, but still there would be
the Pope's bull in force against him ; and
the bull condemns his works before this
was published."

Glap. " That may be got over. The bull
was issued upon a supposed contumacy,
when he really had not been heard;
and therefore the pope, in the plenitude
of his power, can restore Luther; and the
rest may be settled by impartial judges:
for he OUGHT to be heard, and heard by
learned GERMANS. I would not have him
leave the prince, who protects him. My
advice is sound; and there is nothing 1
more wish for, than a reform of the
church. Luther, however, I must say,
lays too much stress on Scriptural argu-
ments. The Scripture is like soft wax.
One may prove anything by it: for ex-
ample, 4 Pluck out your eye, and cast it
from you.'—Can your master propose
any better plan than this of mine 1 Mine
I hope, will please the emperor; for yes-
terday I said to his majesty, God will
flagellate the emperor and all the princes,
if the spouse of Christ is not freed from
the loads which oppress her. Moreover,
I added, this Martin is sent by God as a
scourge, on account of our sins.'1*

This abstract of a most curious and
authentic piece of secret history, proves
how the cunning popish agents tried tc
draw Luther into one concession afte
another. No wonder this artful confes-
sor of Charles V. is much commende
by Pallavicini.f

JUSTUS JONAS. Page 306.
He was a doctor of divinity, and

canon of the collegiate church of Wit-
temberg. He was made president o
principal by the elector in 1521. Thi
profession of the canon law belonged t<
this presidency, but Jonas chose to em
ploy his time in studying the Scriptures
He read lectures in divinity to the stu-
dents every day; and gave up a portio
of his salary to a lecturer in the cano
law. He refused to accept the president
on any other terms. He was one of thi
most intimate friends both of Luther aw
Melancthon.ij:

BUCER. Page 307.
A very learned and able protestant di-

vine, born at Shelestadt, in Alsace. He
was uncommonly well qualified for busi-
less, and was concerned in many of the
ecclesiastical negotiations respecting the
Reformation. He came to see Luther at
,he Diet of Worms, spent some days
with him, embraced his opinions, and in
a short time professed them openly.*
Afterwards he preached the protestant
doctrines at Strasburg. He was indefa-
igable in his endeavours to reconcile the
* utherans and Zuinglians ; and his great
desire to effect a lasting peace between
the parties, seems to have led him to use
general, and perhaps ambiguous expres-
sions in his writings. If I am not mis-
taken, he thought Luther's notion of the
sacrament too strong, and that of Zuingle
too weak. Justus Jonas is much too hard
upon him, when he describes Zuingle as
something rustic, and a little arrogant,
Ecolampadius and Hedio as very mild
and good-natured, but Bucer, AS CUNNING
AS A Fox.f Jonas, however, was at that
time heated with the disputes at Mar-
purg.ij: The reputation of Bucer for
learning, wisdom and integrity, was so
great, that he was invited into England
by archbishop Cranmer in 1549, and ap-
pointed lecturer in divinity in the univer-
sity of Cambridge, with triple the usual
stipend. His lectures were solid and
full of erudition; he continued to read
them till the year 1551; when, at the
age of sixty-one, he died of the stone and
several other painful disorders. He was
buried with the greatest respect in St.
Mary's church; and the Vice-chancellor
ordered the members of all the colleges
to attend his funeral.§

FREDERIC MYCONIUS,
OF LlCHTENFELD, IN FRANCONIA. P . 332 .

At the age of sixteen, he entered the
monastery of Annaberg; and, by Popish
austerities and hard study for the space
of seven years, was much reduced in bo-
dily strength. About this time, Tetzel,
the impudent vender of indulgences, came
into Germany, and Myconius requested
he might have one of them gratis, on the

* Seek. 143.—Add. II. f.
f Pallav. I. XXIV. 4.
I Seek. Sup. Ind. XLL—Melch. Adam.

* Melch. Ad.
tSeck. II.'p. 140. *Page54L
§ Melch. Ad. and Bayle's Diet.
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score of his poverty, and agreeably to the
Pope's letters. Tetzel refused; Myco-
nius pressed the point with great spirit,
but could not make the least impression
~~ "L infamous and hardened popishon the
agent,

Myconius went into holy orders in the
year 1516, preached at Weimar, was con-
firmed in the truth by Luther's writings,
and ever after opposed the corruptions ofj
Popery. He exerted himself in preserv-
ing tranquillity at the time of the tumults
of the rustics ;* and afterwards displayed
so much integrity, learning, and talents
for business, that when Henry VIII.
abolished the papal authority, he was
sent into England to confer with the lead-
ing Protestants on ecclesiastical subjects.
In 1541 he was brought, by a consump-
tion, to the very edge of the grave; in
which state Luther wrote to him so warm
and affectionate a letter, and prayed for
his life so vehemently, that Myconius
himself attributed his recovery, and the
lengthening of his life for six years, to
the friendship and the supplications ofj
Luther. He said, there was something
so refreshing to him in Luther's letter,
that he seemed, as it were, plainly to
hear Christ call out, "Lazarus, come
forth."!

LEO X. 335.

Persons of an elegant taste, and of loose
morals, who are sceptics in religion, and
lovers of learning, will always be most
disposed to treat this character with ten-
derness. However, all attempts to prove
Leo a religious man are sure to fail : his
religion consisted solely in promoting
the opulence and grandeur of the See.
It may be allowed that he protected
learned men ; but his unconquerable in-
dolence, and his habits of luxury and
pleasure, forbid us to believe that he
himself could possibly have been learned

Whatever might be his skill in judg-
ing of men's proficiency in the fine arts,
there is no doubt that he encouraged
them: and, as his situation must have
exposed him to much adulation, he may

BUGENHAGIUS. Page 343.

He was a celebrated schoolmaster at
Treptow in Pomerania, and hence he is
often called Pomeranus.

When Luther's treatise on the Baby-
lonish Captivity came out in 1521, and
he had read only a few pages of it, he
said, " The author of this book is the
most pestilent heretic that ever infested
the Church of Christ." After a few
days close attention to the work, he in-
genuously recanted his opinion, in the
following strong terms: " The whole
world is blind, and this man alone sees
the truth."

During many years he had been much
riven to prayer and the study of the
Scriptures. At the age of thirty-six he
came to Wittemberg, was chosen paro-
chial minister of the great church, and
with much piety ana usefulness dis-
charged the duties of his station for thir-
ty-six years. He always opposed the
violent and seditious practices of Carol-
stadt; and lived on the most friendly
terms with Luther and Melancthon.*

At first he thought Luther had been
too violent in his answer to Henry
VIII.; j- but he changed his opinion, and
declared that the author had used the
English monarch with too much lenity.
"1 am convinced," says he, "the Holy
Ghost is with Luther; he is a man of an
honest, holy, firm, and invincible spi-
rit."^

GABRIEL. Page 357.

A zealous preacher of the Gospel, who
had joined in some of the tumults raised
by Carolstadt; but on his repentance
and promises to abstain from innovations,
was recommended by Luther to be the
minister of Altenburg. The popish cler-
gy there could not bear the man, and the
timid elector did not dare to support him.
" I know the prince's reason," said Lu-
ther; "we are yet in the flesh, and are
frightened when there is nothing to fear.
Let the prince and his courtiers see to it
—I shall not oppose the Holy Spirit.

expuseu mill 10 muuii auuiauou, ne may u . . , . -* j l t . n , r , ' , ,
possibly have been made to fancy t h a t i M n u d g m e n t IS clefr t h f G a ^ n e l o n ? h t

he had tastaand knowledge in many sub-!not t 0 b e amoved. And I am also
jects, when in reality he had not much c

either of the one or the other.
liforce."§

bf removed. And I am
clear against supporting him by

* Page 270. t Melch. Add.
* Melch. Add.
X Selnec. in S. I. 189.

t Page 334.
§ Ep. II. 80,

A
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To Gabriel himself, Luther wrote thus;
" I cannot say your letter preased me.
There was in it a degree of spiritual pre-
sumption. Do not boast of your readi-
ness lo do and to suffer for the Gospel.
Let him that thinketh he standeth, take
heed lest he fall. You have not yet had
to contend with death. It is easier to
talk than to do. How many fall away !
How few stand! Walk in fear; distrust
yourself: leave all to Christ. Preach
faith and charity. The people are all
prone to trust in externals. Do you lead
them to prove by their fruits that they
are branches of OUR VINE."*

EMSER. Page 358.

Jerome Emser was one of the most
early and bitter adversaries of Luther.
He invited him to meet several persons
at supper. Luther at first supposed him-
self to be among friends, but soon found
there was an insidious plan laid to draw
him to speak freely against the notions
of Thomas Aquinas. This happened at
Dresden, in January 1518, and afforded a
handle for calumniators at the court of|
Duke George. Emser was one of the
counsellors of this prince ; and a profes-
sor of the canon laws at Leipsic. He
paid little regard to truth; but never
ceased snarling at Luther. His books
are now food for moths in the libraries of|
some papists.f

SICKINGEN AND CRONEBERG.

Francis Sickingen, a powerful knight
on the banks of the Rhine, who offered
protection to Luther in the year 15204
He is one of those alluded to in cap. v.
cent. xvi.

It is not so clear that he was a humble
Christian, as it is, that he had a high
military spirit, and that, in defence of
certain rights which he supposed to be
violated, he attacked the archbishop of
Treves with a large body of cavalry and
infantry. In the end, his own castle was
stormed, and himself mortally wounded.§

Hartrnuth of Croneberg was the son-

* Ep. II. 80. t Com. de Luth. CXXVII.
t Ibid. LXXI. § Com. de Luth. CL.

in-law of Sickingen; and though in-
volved in the military proceedings of his
father-in-law, he appears to have been
truly pious. In 1522 he wrote to the
Pope Adrian in defence of the Reforma-
tion ; andialso exhorted the Imperial re-
gency to promote the good cause. He
would willingly, he said, be cut to
pieces, provided the reception of the
Gospel might be the consequence of his
death.*

The violent measures of Sickingen af-
forded the papal party an occasion of ca-
lumniating the Reformers as turbulent
and seditious; but the points in dispute
had nothing to do with religion. Crone-
berg, from his connexion with Sickin-
gen, suffered grievously in his temporal
concerns, but remained firm in the faith.
Luther wrote to him an admirable conso-
latory letter.^

Beausobre has confounded this part of
the history, by mistaking Croneberg for
Sickingen.ij:

ADRIAN'S BRIEVE, IN 1522,

TO THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY. Page 370.

" Beloved in Christ.—We have borne
enough, and more than enough. Our
predecessor admonished you to have
nothing more to do with that mischievous
Luther, and we hoped you would have
repented.

" Our piety and paternal love for you
and your subjects, induce us to exhort
you once more to repent, before you be-
come reprobate silver, and the Lord re-
ject you.§

"And what shall we say—Who hath
bewitched you ! you did run well.—Lift
up your eyes, beloved son, and see how
you are fallen.

" Is it not enough, that the Christian
states should have bloody contests with
one another, but you also must nourish
a serpent in your bosom, w-ho with the
poison of his tongue, a poison worse
than that of hell, has destroyed so many
myriads of souls?

44 All this desertion from the Church,
and all this reviling of her sacred usages,
is owing to you. It is owing to you
that men die in their sins, and are hur-

* Ibid.CL. CXLVII.6. CXXXII.5. Seek.
Ad. II. 225. f Ep. II. 100.126.

t Ibid. 270. § Jer. vi. 30.
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ried away, unreconciled by penitence, to
the terrible tribunal of God. Such are
your merits:—I ought rather to say,
What punishment do you not deserve 1

" But the serpent deceived jou.—You
are duly rewarded for nourishing the
serpent, and for believing him.

"But he produces Scripture—What
heretic has not done the samel What
diabolical blindness must it be to believe
a drunkard and a glutton, rather than the
whole world, and so many spiritual fa-
thers ! He tells the people, that no man
by fastings, prayers, lamentations, can
satisfy an angry God, or redeem his
sins; and that even the Host in the Sa-
crament is not an offering for sin.

44 Be it that you look on him as an-
other Elisha or a Daniel: Does not the
spirit of the man appear? Is he not
bitter, virulent, arrogant and abusive 1
Does he not revile with infamous and
abominable names and blasphemies the
successor of St. Peter! And does not
the Lord declare, in the book of Deuter-
onomy,* how he will have his priests to
be honoured1? and does not Christ say to
his preachers, ' He thatdespiseth you de-
spiseth me.' |

"Beloved in Christ, we had hoped
that you would not have been among the
last to return to the bosom of your mo-
ther; but we have been disappointed.
You have hardened your face beyond the
hardness of a rock. Luther lurks under

'your protection, and his poison is spread-
ing far and wide. We entreat you,
therefore, beloved Son, through the bow-
els of our Redeemer, that before God's
anger shall consume you without re-
medy, you would pity and help the
Church of Christ, oppressed as it now is
on all sides, and chiefly by your fault;
that you would pity also your country,
yourself, and your deluded Saxons. If
you repent not, Divine vengeance is at
hand, both in this world and the world
to come. Did you never read in the
Scriptures of the terrible punishment in-
flicted on schismatics? Do you know
nothing of the case of Dathan, Abiram,
and Korah ; or of king Saul and Uzziah 1

" We therefore command and entreat
you, beloved Son, to separate yourself
from this Martin Luther, and take away
this rock of offence. Purge out the old
leaven which corrupts the whole mass of

your faith.* Deign, beloved, to imi-
tate that St. Paul in your conversion,
whom you have exceeded in persecuting
the Church of God.

u If you listen to our entreaties, as we
hope you will, we shall rejoice with the
ano-els over the penitent sinner; and
with delight shall carry back on our
shoulders the lost sheep of the Lord's
sheepfold.

" But if you shall say, We will not
walk in the good old paths, We will not
hearken; the Lord's answer is, I will
bring evil upon this people.f And so
we denounce against you, on the autho-
rity of God and" the Lord Christ, whose
vicar we are, that your impenitence shall
not pass unpunished in this world ; and
that in the next world the burning of
eternal fire awaits you. Adrian, the
Pope, and the very religious Emperor
Charles, my dear pupil and Son in
Christ, are both alive: you have con-
temptuously violated his edict against
Luther's perfidy ; and we, the Pope and
Emperor, will not allow the Saxon
children of our predecessors to perish
through the contagion of heresies and
schisms, thus protected by a schismati-
cal and heretical prince. Repent, or ex-
pect to feel both the Apostolic and Im-
perial sword of vengeance.":):

OLAUS PETRI. Page 382.
Laurentius and Olaus Petri were bro-

thers, who had studied in the college of
Wittemberg, and learnt from Luther's
own mouth the principles of the Reform-
ation^

It is worthy of notice, that after these
Reformers had explained to Gustavus
the numerous papal abuses, and had ob-
tained his order for a translation of the
Bible into the Swedish language,—in
imitation of what Luther had done,||—
this excellent monarch was so candid
and equitable, as to direct the archbishop
of Upsal, who was of the popish faction,
to prepare another version of the Bible,
that there might be no room to say the
truth was obstructed.^"

The substance of Olaus's chapter on
Justification is this :

* Dcut. xvii. f Luke x. 16.

* 1 Cor. v. 7. t Jerem. vi. 16—19.
t Labb. Con. XIV. 402. § Baaz. II. p. 150.
II Ibid. 151, and 163. V Baaz. II. 205.
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" It is impossible that man, being
born in sin, should fulfil the law of
God.

44 The first use of the law is, that man
may know he is a sinner. The law is
his schoolmaster: it teaches him that
he is under condemnation, and he be-
comes ardent in his search after the
righteousness of Christ. Then he ob-
tains by faith, from the merit of Christ,
what he never could have merited by any
works of his own. The sinner is not
justified on account of what HE DOES in
the way of belief, but because he applies,
in the way of acceptance, the righteous-
ness of Christ to himself.

" Good works follow justification.
They are not perfect; but they are ac-
cepted. When a believer is inclined to
think anything of his works, he will do
better to give the glory to God."*

HESSE. Page 384.

The senate of Nuremberg, in reply to
Adrian's censures, commended their mi-
nister, J. Hesse, in the strongest terms.
" In him they had found a disinterested
pastor, who fed his flock in their life-
time with the incorruptible nourishment
of the Divine word ; and who buried
those that died in the Lord, as a pious
clergyman ought to do, and not as* his
predecessors had done. For they aimed
at nothing but gain ; and in fact were
more greedy in extracting money from
the dead, than from the living ; and all
under the pretence of procuring pardon
for sins."|

Luther preserved an affectionate and
uninterrupted correspondence with Hesse.
In 1522, he tells him to stir up the peo-
ple to the practice of faith and charity ;
for that at Wittemberg, they were in a
fury to take the Sacrament in both kinds ;
while at the same time they neglected
faith and charity, which are the two
constituent parts of the Christian cha-
racter.

In 1524, he writes thus : " May the
Lord, who has called you to be a preach-
er, give you strength ! That is my way
of comforting you. You are in the ship
with Christ, What do you expect1? Fine
weather 1 Nay,—rather winds and waves
and tempests, even so that the vessel

* Baaz. XX. p. 250.
I Com. de Luth. CLI. 2.

may begin to sink. Call on Christ for
help, for he sometimes sleeps ; and then
you will have a calm.*

DRACO. Page 385.
John Draco took his degree of A. M.

at the University of Erfurt, where he
was introduced to those learned Reform-
ers, Hesse and Camerarius. He be-
came doctor of divinity at Wittemberg.

He published in 1523, an account of
the cruel treatment he had met with at
Miltenburg; addressed it to cardinal Al-
bert, and entreated him to deliver from
prison his own deacon and some others
that were also in confinement. He had
taught nothing, he said, but what he
would confess at the day of judgment.

Luther's letter to the afflicted people
of Miltenburg is full of wisdom and con-
solation. He applies, verse by verse,
the 120th Psalm to their case; and ob-
serves that they may well allow him to
sympathize with them, because they
were persecuted under the name of Lu-
therans : though, he adds, it always
grieved him to hear his doctrine called
by the name of Lutheranism, when, in
fact, it was the Gospel of God himself.
—The letter takes up seventeeu quarto
pages, f

VOES, ESCH, AND LAMBERT.
Page 385.

The learned writer of their martyrdom
tells us, that all means were used to in-
duce them to recant; and he then pro-
ceeds to describe what he himself saw at
Brussels. On the day fixed for their
execution, the youngest of the three was
brought first into the market-place ; and
directed to kneel before a table, covered
like a communion-table. Every body
fixed their astonished eyes upon him;
but he discovered not the least mark of
fear or perturbation of mind. His coun-
tenance was placid and composed, yet
mild and modest; he seemed entirely
absorbed in prayers and holy contempla-
tions. While they were stripping him
of his sacerdotal dress, he did everything
they ordered him to do with perfect
readiness ; and when they had thus made

* Ep. II. p. 240. t Ibid. 185. b.
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him a layman, he retired. Thenlhe two
others were produced ; and they went
through the same ceremonies with a
cheerful firmness, as far as one may
judge from the countenance. Soon after,
one of these, together with the youngest
first mentioned, came forward ; and the
two were led to the fire. At this mo-
ment, says the writer,—if they had not
been heretics,—one would have owned,
that they gave many most decisive
proofs of a sound understanding and
pious disposition, and of the joy which
they experienced on the prospect of be-
ing freed from the body and joined to
Christ. The fire was slow in kindling,
and the martyrs stood almost naked ;
but showed not the least appearance of
languor during this vexatious delay.
You will ask, How did they behave
when the flames broke out1? Their con-
stancy and alacrity certainly increased ;
and there appeared a cheerfulness, not to
be described ; insomuch, that many per-
sons thought'they saw them smile in the
fire. They sang Te Deum in alternate
verses, till at length the flame put an end
to^the scene. The third was not pro-
duced. It was suspected that he was
put to death privately.

These men were condemned upon
sixty-two articles, which need not be
repeated, as they were, in the main, ex-
pressive of Luther's doctrine. One of
them was, " They had obtained more
light into the Scriptures from Luther's
writings, than from thô se of other doc-
tors,"*

OSIANDER. Page 398.
Andreas Osiander began to preach at

Nuremberg in February 1522,| in the
character of a reformer ; and he is gene-
rally numbered among the worthies who
contributed to the deliverance of the
Church of Christ from the chains of Po-
pery.—He was a studious and an acute
divine ; but disposed to adopt novel and
mystical opinions, and much disliked on
account of his pride and arrogance. He
shamefully treated the excellent Melanc-
thon in his old age, who bore his inso-
lence with a truly Christian spirit,
Osiander, in 1552, died suddenly in

Prussia, at a time when he was raising
great disturbances among the Lutheran
churches.*

HENRY OF ZUTPHEN. Page 402.

The popish clergy were so provoked
at the effect of Henry's preaching at
Bremen, that they entreated the senate
to expel the heretic from their city. Not
succeeding in this way, they complained
to the bishop ; upon which Henry drew
up the articles of his belief; sent the
formulary to his Ordinary, and declared
himself ready to recant anything which
could be proved by Scripture to be he-
retical. Instead of receiving an answer,
he soon after found the bull of Leo X.
and the emperor's edict at Worms affixed
to the doors of the church : A proce-
dure, the meaning of which could not
be mistaken !

About two years after this, A. D, 1524,
Henry was invited to preach the Gospel
at Meldorf in Ditmarsia. The people
of Bremen entreated him not to leave
them ; but Henry thought it his duty to
obey the call. He said, They had had
the Gospel two years at Bremen ; where-
as the Ditmarsians were in the midst
of wolves, and without a shepherd. He
could not therefore resist their prayers.

Henry was joyfully received at Mel-
dorf. Immediately, however, even be-
fore he beo-an to preach, the fury of Sa-
tan and of his agents broke out. What
is to be done ? said the Prior of the mo-
nastery to his clergy, We shall lose all
our authority. W7e must go to work in
a different way from that which our
friends pursued at Bremen. To be short,
he formed a conspiracy of forty-eight of
the principal inhabitants of a neighbour-
ing town; who concurred in the atro-
cious design of murdering Henry, whom
the Prior called "The seditious monk
from Bremen." He persuaded them
they would thereby effectually gain the
favour of the bishop.

The first measure of this wretched
combination was to sign an instrument,
in which they threatened to fine the pa*
rish of Meldorf 1,000 florins, if they
should suffer Henry to preach. But the
Meldorfians treated the insolent menace

* Ep. II. 142.
f Com. de Luth. CXXXIX. 3. Melch. Ad.
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with contempt; and in the mean time
Henry persisted in preaching* the lead-
ing doctrines of the Gospel, and the peo-
ple received the truth with wonder, joy
and thankfulness.

In the mean time the Prior grew impa-
tient for the death of Henry. He called
together his dignified brethren, and ap-
plied also for assistance to the Francis-
can monks, who were peculiarly well
qualified for the wicked service in which
they were to be employed. The party
instantly agreed to lodge complaints be-
fore the magistrates concerning the doc-
trines of Henry ; and to declare, that if
such a heretic was not put to death, the
worship of the Virgin Mary and of the
Saints would soon be at an end, and the
two monasteries would be pulled down.
This was THEIR SCRIPTURAL way of con-
victing a heretic ! One of the magis-
trates observed, that the preacher and his
adherents had already been threatened
in a written document: but that, if it
was thought expedient, the admonition
might be repeated. No, no, replied the
Prior;—we must not proceed so in this
business: if you admonish the heretic
in writing, he will answer you; and
you will not get the better of him. Nay,
there is danger lest you yourselves
should be seized with the heretical con-
tagion. Upon which they all agreed that
Henry should be taken by force, and
burnt in the night-time, before the uni-
versity should know anything of the af-
fair, or the martyr be brought to trial.

To carry this plan into execution, the
principal actors contrived to collect toge-
ther in the evening, after it was dark,
above five hundred rustics from the vil-
lages, whose minds, at first averse from
so scandalous a transaction, they stirred
up to the perpetration of it, partly by
threats, and partly by the stimulus of
several hogsheads of Hamburgh ale.
The clergy led the way with lighted
torches. Then an armed body of men
came to Meldorf about midnight, and
made their first attack upon a parishioner,
who was Henry's principal supporter.
They hauled him by the hair of his head,
and rolled him naked in the dirt. After
this, they seized Henry himself, and
dragged him, till, from fatigue, and from
his feet being cut with sharp pieces of
ice, he could no longer walk.

One of the magistrates of this scene of
barbarity asked the martyr, Whether he
would rather choose to receive his due

there at Meldorf, or be sent to the bishop
of Bremen 1 " If," said Henry, " I have
preached false doctrine, or committed
any crime, they have me now in their
power." u He would rather die here,"
cried the manager; and then the multi-
tude, who were heated with strong liquor,
shouted aloud, Burn him! burn him!
And thus this good man was condemned
to the flames, without any previous
hearing.

When brought to the pile of wood,
Henry lifted up his hands to heaven, and
said, " Forgive them, 0 Lord, they know
not the sin they are committing." A lady
of Meldorf was so much affected with
the sight of this tragedy, that she offered
one thousand florins to the mob, on con-
dition that they would take Henry to
prison, and remove him to an impartial
trial. Instantly they trampled the lady
under their feet, fell upon Henry with
clubs, and beat him without mercy.

Almost two hours were spent before
the fire could be made to burn, during all
which time the barbarous rustics conti-
nued either to beat the martyr, or to
thrust all kinds of instruments into his
back, his sides, and his arms. At last
they tied his body to a long ladder; and
when he was beginning to pray, they
forced his neck with a cord so close to
one of the steps of the ladder, that the
blood flowed plentifully from his mouth
and nose. Their object throughout was,
to prevent him from being heard either
to speak or to pray. They now endea-
voured to place the ladder almost upright,
with Henry thus fastened to it; but in
their attempt to support it by a sharp
pointed pole, they missed their aim; and
the good man fell upon the sharp pole,
which pierced his body through, and put
an end to his sufferings. The barbarians
cast his remains into the fire: and one
of them snatched up a club and beat his
breast with hard blows as long as he
could perceive him to breathe.*

* Ep. II, 252. b.
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ADRIAN TO ERASMUS. Page 433.

The letter is in substance as follows:

"Beloved Son,
44 Do not be uneasy because ca-

lumny has represented you as belonging
to the Lutheran faction. We do not
listen to malignant insinuations against
learned and good men. We entreat you,
however, out of regard to your own repu-
tation, to take up your pen against these
novel heresies. God has bestowed on
you a great genius, and a happy turn for
writing; and it is your duty to use your
gifts in support of the Church. In that
way you will best silence the reports of
your being a Lutheran. Hitherto, by
your writings, you have adorned every
branch of learning; and now, when your
faculties are ripened and confirmed, you
are called upon by the whole Christian
world to exert yourself against the insi-
dious attacks of heretics. Modesty in-
clines you to suppose you are unequal to
the task; but every one knows to the
contrary: moreover, you have truth on
your side, and God will not fail to help
you.—Then rouse, rouse yourself in the
cause of God: Employ your talents in
his service. Come cheerfully to Rome,
as soon as the winter is over. Here you
will have the advantage of books and
of learned men ; and we will take care,
and soon too, that you shall not repent of
your journey, or of the holy cause in
which you engage. Our beloved Son,
Faber, will explain my meaning more at
length."—Dec. 1, 1522.*

Erasmus, by his answer, on Dec. 22,
showed that he would not be behind the
Pope in compliments. He said, " The
world looked to his Holiness alone for
the restoration of peace and tranquillity
in the Church. The danger was immi-
nent; nevertheless, if a person of no rank
might be permitted to speak, he himself
would venture to communicate SECRETLY
such advice as would put an end to all
the dissensions. Then no harm could
ensue from what he had to propose, be-
cause the secret would be in the posses-
sion of nobody but the Pope and him-
self."!

Adrian's answer, in the succeeding
January 23, is full of the same sort of
compliments as those in his former let-
ter. He adds, moreover, that if ever he
had entertained any suspicion of the in-

* Eras. p. 735.
VOL. II,

t Ibid. p. 737.
50

tegrity of Erasmus, it was now com-
pletely done away, by that piety, zeal,
and respect for the Roman See, which
his last letter breathed throughout.

He then entreats Erasmus to commu-
nicate his SECRET with all possible expe-
dition. " There was nothing," he said,
" under the sun, which he more ardently
wished for, than the extinction of the
present evils in the Church."*

At length, with much parade, the
SECRET ADVICE of Erasmus is disclosed
to the Pope, in an elaborate letter of se-
veral folio pages. After boasting of his
own moderation, and of the proofs he had
given that he was no Lutheran, he inti-
mates, that if he had been of a factious
turn of mind, or disposed to give way to
solicitations, he could have done irrepa-
rable mischief to the established hier-
archy; and he adds, that the requital
which he had met with was such as
tended to alienate the mind of any ortho-
dox person, and make "him a heretic.
But, says he, you will ask me, To what
purpose are these complaints, when I am
expecting to hear your advice? "Part
of my advice," Erasmus answers, " i s
implied in what I have already said."
And he then discloses the remainder of
his secret, in terms to this effect:

1. This evil is not to be cured by fire
and sword. I do not say what the here-
tics deserve, but what is expedient to be
done.

2. Some concessions ought to be
made.

3. The causes of the evils should be
investigated, and proper remedies ap-
plied, with an amnesty for the past.

4. The licentiousness of the press
should be restrained.

5. Hopes should be given that certain
grievances will be redressed. Men will
breathe freely at the sweet name of
liberty.

6. To settle these points, there should
be called together, from different nations,
men of integrity, ability, and cool judg-
ment, and whose opinions

Here Erasmus breaks off in the middle
of a sentence: he probably did so on pur-
pose, though he pretends to have wanted
time. His letter is without date, f

The Pope and his Cardinals, no doubt
disliked the advice.

* Eras. p. 744. t Ibid. 745.
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LUTHER'S LETTER TO ERASMUS, Hlfe yours, mere human virtue, cannot
Page 436.

He begins in the Apostolical manner:

raise a man above being affected by such
trials. To tell you freely what I think,
there are persons who, having this weak-

Grace and peace to you from the Lord ness also about them, cannot bear, as
Jesus. I they ought, your acrimony and your dis-

" I shall not complain of you," says simulation, which you want to pass off
he, "for having behaved yourself as ajfor prudence and modesty. These men
man estranged from us, to keep fair with [have cause to be offended; and yet
the Papists, my enemies. Nor was I would not be offended, if they possess-
much offended, that in your printed ed greater magnanimity. Although I
books, to gain their favour, or to soften also am irascible, and have been often
their rage, you have censured us with provoked so as to use an asperity of style,
too much acrimony. We saw that the!yet I never acted thus, except against
Lord had not conferred upon you the
discernment, the courage, and the resolu-
tion to join with us, and freely and open-
ly to oppose those monsters; and there-
fore wTe dared not to exact from you that
which surpasses your strength and your
capacity. We have even borne with
your weakness, and honoured that por-
tion of the gift of God which is in you.

" The whole world must own with

hardened and incurable reprobates; nay,
some offenders even of this stamp, it is
well known, have been treated by me
with clemency and gentleness. Hitherto
then, though you have provoked me, I
have constrained myself; and 1 promised
my friends, in letters which you have
seen, that I would continue to do so, un-
less you should appear openly against
us. For although you are not in our

gratitude your great talents and services sentiments, and many pious doctrines
in the cause of literature, through the are condemned by you with irreligion or
revival of which, we are enabled to read
the Sacred Scriptures in their originals.

" I never wished that, forsaking or
neglecting your own proper talents, you
should enter into our camp. You might
indeed have favoured us not a little by
your wit, and by your eloquence; but
forasmuch as you have not that courage
which is requisite, it is safer for you to
serve the Lord in your own way.' Only
we feared, lest our adversaries should
entice you to write against us, and that
necessity should then constrain us to op-
pose you to your face. We have with-
held some persons amongst us, who
were disposed and prepared to attack
you; and I could have wished that the
COMPLAINT of Hutton had never been
published, and still more that your
SPONGIA in answer to it had never come
forth; by which you may at present, if I
mistake not, see and feel how easy it is
to say fine things about the duties of
modesty and moderation, and to accuse
Luther of wanting them ; and how diffi-
cult and even impossible it is to be really
modest and moderate, without a particu-
lar gift of the Holy Spirit. Believe me,
or believe me not, Jesus Christ is my
witness, that I am concerned as well as
you, that the resentment and hatred of so
many eminent persons hath been excited
against you. I must suppose that this
gives you no small uneasiness; for virtue

dissimulation, or treated in a sceptical
manner, yet I neither can nor will ascribe
a stubborn perverseness to you, What
can I do now 1 Things are exasperated on
both sides; and I could wish, if I might
be allowed to act the part of a mediator,
that they would cease to attack you with
such animosity, and suffer your old age
to rest in peace in the Lord ; and thus
they would conduct themselves, in my
opinion, U they either considered your
weakness, or the magnitude of the con-
troverted cause, which hath been long
since beyond your capacity. They would
show their moderation towards you so
much the more, since our affairs are ad-
vanced to such a point, that our cause is
in" no peril, although even Erasmus
should attack it with all his might; so
far are we from fearing any of his strokes
and strictures. On the other hand, my
dear Erasmus, if you duly reflect upon
your own imbecility, you will abstain
from those sharp and spiteful figures of
rhetoric; and if you cannot or will not
defend our sentiments, you will let them
alone, and treat of subjects which suit
you better. Our friends, even you your-
self must own, have some reason to be
out of humour at being- lashed by you;
because human infirmity thinks of the
authority and reputation of Erasmus,
and fears it: and indeed there is much
difference between him and the sest of
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the Papists. He alone is a more formi-
dable adversary than all of them joined
together.

" My prayer is, that the Lord may
bestow on you a spirit worthy of your
great reputation but if this be not granted,
I entreat you, if you cannot help us, to
remain at least a spectator of our severe
conflict, and not to join our adversaries;
and in particular not to write tracts
against us: on which condition I will
not publish against you."

MELANCTHON'S COMMON-PLACES,
Page 463.

The learned author refers his reader
to many parts of Scripture.
E. g. to Rom. xi, 36. 1 Sam. ii. 25.

Ephes. i. 11.
Matt. x. 29.
Prov. xvi. 4.

-xx. 24.
Jerem. x. 23.
Gen. xv. 16.

ix.l—16.
x. 26.

1 Kings xii. 15.
Rom. ix. 15.
Eccles. viii. 16,

17.
Some other things contained in this

performance may be referred to with ad-
vantage on a future occasion. Vide Von
dor Hardt. IV. 30.

JOHN DE BACKER, page 484.

The charges brought against this good
man were,

1. That he had spoken lightly of pa-
pal indulgences.

2. That he had neglected to celebrate
the mass.

3. That he had married a wife.*
On his examination, he boldly main-

tained that no man ought to submit to
any other rule of faith than what was ex-
pressed in the Holy Bible; and that God
allowed a chaste and honourable mar-
riage, which however the governors of
the church refused to tolerate. At the
same time he put the court in mind how
the fornication of the priests was every
day connived at, or forgiven; then re-
peated, and forgiven again and again.

At his trial, the president used some
expressions too indecent to be mentioned;
and in particular, " He wished," he said,
"the poor man had lived with ten har-
lots, rather than that he should have
married, and given the court all this
trouble." This declaration affected the
audience with horror.

The father of Backer addressed his
son thus : " Be strong and persevere: I
am content, like Abraham, to offer up to
God my dearest child that never offended
me."

As the martyr passed the prison in his
way to execution, he said, " Courage,
my dear brethren. From my example
have courage, like brave soldiers of
Christ." The prisoners answered him
with a shout of joy, clapping of hands,
and singing of Te Deum. At the stake
he cried, " 0 death, where is thy sting!"
His last words were, " Lord Jejsus, for-
give them, for they know not what they
do;—and have mercy on me !"f

* Scult. 318.
t Brandt. 53.





I N D E X .

A.
ABELARD, Peter, his genius, industry,

and learning1, ii. 5 ; his self-sufficiency
and heretical propensities, ib. ; his cele-
brity in the philosophical schools, ib.
seduces Eloisa, ib.; retires into a monas-
tery, 6; broaches heretical opinions, ib.
& seq.; summoned before 3. council, and
ordered to burn his writings, and to re-
cite Athanasian creed, 9 ,• obeys the
council, ib.; impugns their proceedings,
ib. ; his want of veracity, ib. ; his com-
mentary on Romans, ib. ; his controver-
sy with Bernard, 9 & seq.; appeals to
the Pope, 12; condemned by him, 17 ;
confined to a monastery, ib. ; satisfies Adeldagus, made Chancellor to Otho I. i.
Bernard of his orthodoxy, ib.; his death, "M •- 1 4 ' 1 ' " n f -—
ib. ; character of his correspondence
with Eloisa, ib.

Abraham, an Ascetic, confines himself to
his cell for 50 years, i. 364; chosen to
convert Pagans, ib. ,• his reluctance to
the work, ib. % compelled by his Bishop,
ib- ; his trials, patience, and success,
ib. ; returns to his solitude, ib.

Absalom, Abp. of Lunden, his labours and
character, ii. 41.

Abyssinia, progress of Christianity there,
i. 298.

Acacius, Bp. of Amida, extraordinary proof
of his humanity, i. 474.

Acceptus, demanded Bishop by church of
Frejus, i. 330; his conscientious eva-
sion, ib.

Acesius, a Novatian Bishop, attends coun
cil of Nice, i. 282 ; his conversation with
Constantine, ib.

Acolyth, what, i. 177, note.
Adalbert, Abp. of Prague, dissuades a

Hungarian Prince from apostacy, i. 593 ;
sketch of his former life, ib. ; his awful
sense of the ministerial duties, ib. ; goes
on a mission to Poland, ib.; his success
there, ib. ; murdered, ib. ; styled the
Apostle of Prussia, ib. ; his character,
594.

Adalvard, a missionary to Sweden, beaten
and expelled from the country, i. 595.

Adam, of Bremen, his testimony to the
conversion of the Danes, i, 611.

50*

Adelaide, wife of Otho I. her zeal and lib-*
erality, i. 592; experiences vicissitudes,
596 ; her character, ib.

Adelard, a luminary of ninth century, de-
clines an invitation to the court of
Charlemagne, i. 584; becomes a monk,
and is made abbot, 585 ; forced to court,
585 ; his recluse and pious habits, ib. ;
banished on suspicion, and recalled ib.;
returns to his monastery, ib.; iiis exem-
plary character, ib.

A monk, founds the monastery of
New Corbie, i. 585.

Adelbert, Abp. of Magdeburg, his labours,
'. 596.

Archbishop of Hamburg,
ib. ; complaints of his flock on account
of his residence at court, ib.; returns to
his bishopric, ib. ; his character, ib.

Ado, Abp. of Vienna, his character, i. 570 ;
his attention to discipline, ib.; dissuades
Lothaire from divorcing his queen, ib.

Adolvard, Bp. of Verden, his character
and labours, i. 601.

Adrian, succeeds to the empire i. 98; his
rescript in favour of the Christians, 99$
his severity to the Jews, 100.

Pope, his character, i. 555 ; strength-
ens himself by the support of Charle-
magne, ib. ; receives considerable terri-
tories from him, ib ; his correspondence
with Irene, respecting image worship,
ib. ; his avaricious demands, 556 ; seeks
approbation of decrees of second coun-
cil of Nice from western Bishops, ib.;
disappointed, ib. ; his prudent conduct
towards Charlemagne,557; his death, ib.;

VI. Pope, his character, ii. 365, 367 ;
his bitterness against Luther, 365, note;
his brieve to the diet of Nuremberg, ib.;
his candid acknowledgment of ecclesi-
astical corruptions, 346 ,• his brieves to
the Elector of Saxony, 370 ; his death,
374 ; account of his birth and rise, 373t
note •, his epitaph, ib. ; solicits Erasmus
to oppose Luther, 433 ; his brieve to
Zuingle, 550 ; his correspondence with
Erasmus, 590 8c seq.

jiEdesius, a martyr, his generous but im*
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prudent indignation at the cruelty per-
petrated on Christians, i. 264 ; his mar-
tyrdom, ib.

-BEdesius, a boy, carried into Abyssinia,
where he escapes being* murdered, and
is employed at court in conjunction with
Frumentius, i. 298.

JElia Capitolina, another name for Jerusa-
lem, i. 100, 298.

Agapius, his martyrdom, i. 264.
Agelius, a Novatian Bishop, exiled by the

Arians, i. 321; his admirable character,
ib.; his restoration, ib. ; his death, i.
356.

Agobard, Abp. of Lyons, writes against
image worship, i. 575.

Agrippa, Herod, enjoys civil power in
Judea, i. 34; his character, ib.; perse-
cutes the church, ib.; puts James the
Apostle to death, ib. ; proceeds against
Peter, ib. ; his death, 35.

Aidan, an Irish monk, his mission to North-
umbria, i. 530 ; made Bishop of Lindis-
farn, ib. ; -his character, ib.

Aigilulph, King of the Lombards, convert-
ed to orthodoxy, i. 506 ; ravages the Ro-
man territories, 511.

Alaric, King of the Visigoths, reigns at
Tolouse, i.»489; adopts Arianism, ib. ;
his humanity to the orthodox, ib.

Albert, Abp. of Mentz, promulgates the
indulgences of Leo. X. in Germany, ii.
210 ; his answer to Luther, 213 ; prose-
cutes Bernard for matrimony, ii. 428.

Marquis of Brandenburg, espouses
the reformed doctrines, ii. 398.

Count of Mansfield, a friend of the
Reformation, exhorts Luther to appease
Duke George, ii. 374.

Albertus Magnus, his fame in school divi-
• nity, ii. 122, note.
fAlbigenses, ii. 61, note; persecuted, 63
V, &. seq.; propose a disputation, 66.

Alcibiades, a martyr, induced to change
his ascetic life, i. 125.

Alcuin, a celebrated Englishman, enjoys
the favour of Charlemagne, i. 556; his
share in the Carolin Books, ib.; dis-
proves decrees of second council of
Nice, 566 ; was a deacon of York* ib.;
sent as ambassador to France, ib. ; per-
suades Charlemagne to found two uni-
versities, ib.; his fame and writings,
567.

Aleander, appointed Pope's nuncio, ii.
280; sent to the Elector of Saxony
with a bull against Luther, ib.; his char-
acter, ib. & 282, 317; his proceedings
with the Elector, 280 & seq.; burns
Luther's books, 281 ; his extraordinary
testimony to Luther's probity, 282; pro-
cures a second bull against Luther,
289; his speech at Worms, 299 & seq.;

corrupts the diet, 301 ; endeavours to
prevent Luther's appearance there,
304 ; why employed to draw up the
edict of Worms, 315; remonstrates with
the Emperor, 320; persecutes the Lu-
therans, 385; his advice respecting
Frederic the Wise, 395.

Alexander, a martyr, i. 124.
Bp. of Jerusalem, his letter to the

church at Antioch, i. 146; dies in
prison, 187.

Bp. of Cappadocia, his sufferings, i.
151 ; associated with Narcissus in the
bishopric of Jerusalem, ib.

Bp. of Comana, suffers martyrdom,
i. 193.

Bp. of Alexandria, tolerates Arius,
i. 277; roused to assert the true faith,
ib. ; summons a synod, ib.; writes
against Arianism, 278 ; his death, 283 ;
points out Athanasius for his succes-
sor, ib.

Bp. of Constantinople, his character,
i. 285; menaced by Eusebius, ib.; his
distress at being obliged to restore
Arius, 286 ; his death, 288.

IV. Pope, favours the Friars, ii. 83 ;
compelled to order the burning of a
Franciscan book, 84.

-VI. Pope, guilty of scandalous crimes,
ii. 205, 208.
— VII. Pope, compels two kings to
hold his bridle, ii. 63.

Alexandria, Gospel planted there by St.
Mark, i. 145; Christian school there, ib.

Alfred the Great, opposes the Danes, i.
570; his speech before a battle, ib.;
defeats the Danes, ib.; his translations,
ib.; his endeavours to improve his sub-
jects, ib. ; his character, 571.

Alfric, a writer against transubstantiation,
i. 590.

Allegories, use and abuse thereof, ii. 484,
485.

Allix, his writings commended, ii. 20.
Almansor, Caliph, founds Bagdad, i. 555.
Alphseus, a Bishop of Palestine, his ex-

traordinary fortitude arid martyrdom, i.
261.

Alphage, Abp. of Canterbury, his magna-
nimity, i. 613; expostulates with the
enraged Danes, ib.; imprisoned, ib. ;
declines a ransom at the expense of the
church, ib.; stoned, ib.

Alphonsus, Peter, a Jew, converted, ii.
43; publishes a dialogue against the
Jews, ib. ; his eminent learning, ib.

Alypius, the friend of Augustine, devotes
himself to the Circensian games, i. 395 ;
reformed by Augustine, ib.; involved
in Manicheism, ib.; captivated with the
exhibitions of gladiators, ib. ; appre-
hended as a thief, and providentially de-
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livered, ib.; practises in the law, ib. ;
converted at the same time with Augus
tine, 402 & seq. ; made Bishop
Tagasta, 414 $ opposes Pelagianism, ib,
& 422.

Ambrose, a Valentinian, confuted by
Origen, i. 155 ; his liberality to Origen,
158; entitles himself to the name of
Confessor, ib.

—— Bp. of Milan, his early history, i.
328; his learning and celebrity as a
pleader, ib. ; appointed governor of
Milan, and renowned in that office, ib.;
diosen Bishop in an extraordinary man-
ner, 329; his attempts to avoid the
office, ib.; gives up his property to the
church and poor, ib.; his pastoral
labours, 329 & 331 ; expels Arianism
from Italy, 329; avails himself of the
instructions of Simplician, ib. ; his cor-
respondence with Gratian, 331 ; his
encomiums on virginity, ib. ; applies
vessels of the church to redeem cap-
tives, ib.; insulted at Sirmium, ib.; sent
on an embassy to Maximus, 335; re-
fuses to hold communion with his bish-
ops, ib.; receives ill-treatment from
Valentinian the younger, 337 ; his letter
to him respecting the Pagans, ib.; his
reply to Symmachus, ib.; his talents
for negotiation, ib.; challenged to a dis-
putation by Auxentius, 338 ; his answer,
ib. ; refuses to deliver up his church,
ib. 5 introduces responsive singing, ib. ;
his trials, ib. ; his veneration for relics,
339; his second embassy to Maximus,
ib.; composes a funeral oration on Va-
lentinian, ib.; opposes the
a Jewish synagogue, 340; his letter to
Theodosius, upon the massacre at
Thessalonica, ib.; prohibits the emperor
from the church, ib.; enjoins him pen-
ance, 341; his death and character,
S51; his treatise on Offices, 352; his
directions to his clergy, ib.; his book
of repentance, ib.; his notions of the
pastoral office, 353; promoted monas-
tic spirit, ib.; his summary of Gospel
salvation, 554; his ideas on the benefit
of death, ib.; his three books concern-
ing the Holy Ghost, ib. ; his condolence
with Faustinus on the death of his sis-
ter, ib . ; his epistolary address to cler-
gymen, 355; his interpretations of
Scripture exceptionable, ib.; his doctri-
nal notions, ib.; his superstitions con
ceming the dead, ib.; how he promoted
monastic bondage and prelatical pride,
ib . ; visited by Augustine, 392; char-
acter of his preaching, ib. ; forbids
superstitious practices in honour of
martyrs, ib.

Amelius, his attempt to unite Christianity
and Platonism, i. 249.

Ammonius, Saccas, his religious princi-
ples, i. 135 ; his platonic school, 301.

of Amphilochus, Bp. of Iconium, his beha-
viour at the court of Theodosius, i. 333.

Anabaptists, what, ii. 352, note; see also
Peasants' war, their fanaticism and vio-
lence, 532; suffer persecution, 536,
452, 556.

Ananias, a Christian disciple struck dead
for lying to the Holy Ghost, i. 30.

a disciple of Damascus, sent to Saul
on his conversion, i. 33.

Anastasius, Bp. of Antioch, resists an
edict of Justinian, i. 495; his exempla-
ry piety, ib.; his farewell letter, ib.;
his intimacy with Gregory the First,
502 ; his ejection and restoration, 506 ;
his death and character, 507.
— Bp. of Constantinople, i. 552.

Andreas, Chancellor of Sweden, employ-
ed by Gustavus to translate the Scrip-
tures, ii. 379.

Andrew, made King of Hungary on con-
dition of restoring idolatry, i. 610;
moved by seejng an attack on four
bishops, ib ; revives Christianity, ib.

Angel, of the Church, what, i. 93,
Anicetus, Bp. of Rome, confers with

Poly carp respecting the observance of
Easter, i. 113.

Anna, wife of Wolodomir, prevails on her
husband to embrace Christianity, i. 597.

Anne, wife of Richard II. of England,
uses her influence to protect the Lol-
lards, ii. 145; her character, ib.
— of Mecklenburgh, opposes the refor-
mation, ii. 572.

quotation from his writings, L
602. ^

Anscarius, a monk, proceeds on a danger-
ous mission to Friezeland, i. 585; his
labours, 586; his mission to Sweden,
ib.; pillaged by pirates, and suffers
great hardships, ib. ; success of his
labours in Sweden, ib. ; made Arch-
bishop of Hamburg, ib ; his pastoral
labours, ib. ; his pious resignation, 587 ;
made Bishop of Bremen, 590 ; propa-
gates the Gospel in Denmark, ib. ; re-
news his attempts in Sweden, ib. ; his
success, ib. ; returns to Denmark, ib. ;
his death and character, 587; erects a
hospital, ib.; said to have possessed the
gift of miracles, ib.

Anselm, Abp. of Canterbury, his devotion
to the Pope, i. 615 ; his contests with
William Rufus, ib.; contributes to en-
force celibacy of the clergy, ib. ; his
character, 616, 618; offers himself to a
monastery at the age of fifteen, 616 $
gets entangled in vanities of the world,
ib. ; becomes a monk, abbot, and friar,
ib.; his reluctance to be made arch-
bishop, ib . ; retires to the Continent, ib.;

s rebuilding of Ansbert,
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writes on the Incarnation, 617; charac-
ter of his works, ib. ; his resignation
refused, ib. ,> distinguished at Council of
Bari, ib.; writes on the Conception and
Original Sin, ib. ; returns to England
and compromises with the King, ib. ;
his death, 618 ; his works on will, pre-
destination, and grace, ib. ; his direction
for visitation of the sick, ib. ; his work,
called, " The Fool Refuted," 619 ; was
the inventor of an argument ascribed to
Descartes, 620.

Anselm, Bp. of Havelburg, his character,
ii. 44 ; censures monastic institutions,
ib.

Anthony, the Egyptian, founder of monas-
tic societies, i. 243 ; stories of his con-
test with the devil ridiculous, 244 ; his
character, ib. ; also, 295 & seq. ; his op-
position to Arianism, 296 ; pretends to
live without food, ib.; his death, 297 ;
his answer to a letter from Constantius,
298,.

— Bp. of Fussala, ordained by Augus-
tine, i. 447, note ; disappoints his expec-
tations and is expelled, ib.

Antichrist, early indication of, i. 81 ; when
identified with Bishops of Rome, 551 ;
description of, in a Waldensian treatise,
ii. 61.

Antioch, disciples first called Christians
there, i. 45.

Antipas, a martyr, i. 63.
Antipcedobaptists, their rise, ii, 51.
Antoninus, Pius, succeeds to the empire,

i. 101 ; his character, ib. ; his edict in
favour of the Christians, ib. ; his great
worth, 102.

Marcus, Emperor, his enmity to the
Christians, i. 105 ; commences a perse-
cution, 110; his enmity accounted for,
ib.? his early history, 111; story of his
miraculous deliverance, 112.

Abp. of Florence, his piety and ex
traordinary labours, ii. 199.

Apollinarii, Father and Son, their inge-
nious attempt to counteract Julian's pro-
hibition of learning among Christians,
i. 308 ; heresy ofi confuted by Athana-
sius, 324; expelled for refusing to give
up the friendship of a Pagan, i. 359 ; set
up a sect, ib. ; their learning and capa-
city, ib. ; works of the son, ib.

Apollinaris, of Hierapolis, his writings
lost, i. 131 ; his account of the Monta-
nists, 134.

Apollonia, an aged virgin, her heroic cou-
rage and martyrdom, i. 188.

Apollonius, a philosopher, accused as a
Christian i. 127; beheaded, and his ac-
cuser also punished, ib.

Apollos, an early disciple, his character, i.
56.

Apostacy, God-denying, what, i, 133.

Apostles, their prejudices against the Gen-
tiles, i. 42.

Apphian, a martyr of Palestine, leaves his
family on account of their hostility to
the Gospel, i. 263 j his imprudent zeal,
ib.; and sufferings, ib.

Apuleius, a ludicrous author, his manner
of speaking of a Christian's faith, i.
245.

Aquila, an early disciple, his acquaintance
with Paul, i. 55 ; concerned in planting
the Church of Rome, 58.

kinsmen to Adrian, his apostacy, i.
100.

Aquinas, Thomas, the angelical doctor,
his fame, ii. 90; defends doctrines of
free-will, transubstantiation, and supere-
rogation, 91 ; his extraordinary notion re-
specting the interpretation of Scripture,
ib. ; his corrupt sentiments respecting
justification, ib. ; shows traces of devo-
tion, ib.; Luther's opinion of him, 328.

Arcadius, one of the sons and successors
of Theodosius, resides at Constantino-
ple, i. 372 ; insignificance of his charac-
ter, 373 ; deposes Chrysostom, and per-
secutes his adherents, 376.

Archinimus, a trinitarian, his constancy in
resisting temptations to Arianism, i. 463 ;
ordered to execution by Genseric, ib. ;
escapes by his constancy, ib.

Areopagus, Court of, i. 55 ; why it did not
condemn Paul, ib.

Arianism, high, i. 281, note; its fruits,
324, 332 ; expelled from Italy by Am-
brose, 329 ; its decline in France," 491 ;
put an end to in Africa, 494 5 destroyed

. in Spain, 498.
Arian Bishops, their duplicity at Nicene

Council, i. 281.
Arians, their subtlety, i. 280, 283, 319,

333 ; present their confession of faith to
Nicene Council, i. 280 ; unite with the
Meletians, 283 ; their unjust proceed-
ings against Athanasius, 284 ; enjoy
court favour, 286 ; their profligacy, 286 ;
persecute the trinitarians, 292 ; their
general success, 294 ; their divisions,
295 ; attempt to ingratiate themselves
with Jovian, 319 ; subscribe council of
Nice, ib . ; their insidious attempts against
Athanasius defeated, 320 ; gain over
Valens, and persecute the Church, 321;
Justma's law in their favour, 338 ; com-
mit an erasure in St. John's Gospel,
354; their wickedness, 460; massacre
the orthodox at Regia, 462 ; commit
other dreadful persecutions, 464; for-
bidden to hold assemblies, 494.

Arians, Semi, i. 321 ; persecuted by the
Arians, ib. ; reunite with the orthodox,
ib.

Aristides, his, apology for the Christians, i.
101.
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Arstides, the Sophist, his notion of Chris-
tians, i. 248.

Aristotle, effects of his philosophy in the
Church, ii. 76, 81.

Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria, bis pro-
mising character,i. 276 ; joins the Mele-
tian party, ib.; leaves it and reconciles
himself to his Bishop, ib.; expelled for
his factious spirit, ib. ; again obtains fa-
vour, ib. ; his true character, ib. ; ad-
vances heretical opinions, 277 ; is joined
by many of the clergy, ib.; his industry
in propagating his opinions, ib.; expell-
ed by a synod, ib.; his epistle, ib. note ;
forms alliances with various bishops, 278,
condemned at a second synod at Alex
andria, ib.; his doctrines condemned by
Nicene Council, 280; deposed, 281; and
banished to Illyricum, ib.; returns, 283 :
summoned to Constantinople, 285: sub-
scribes and swears to Nicene doctrines,
286 : his secret reservation, ib.: his re
storation ordered by Constantine, ib.: his
death, ib.

Arnold, of Brescia, his heretical opinions
opposed by Bernard, ii, 18 ; raises a se-
dition'against the Pope, and is burned,ib.

Arnulph, a presbyter, preaches against
vices of the clergy, ii. 43; murdered, ib.

Arnulphus, Bp. of Orleans, presides at
council of Rheims, i. 591* -&U discourse
against the Pope, ib.; his zeal and pru
dence, ib.

Arsenius, a Meletian bishop, story of his
murder, i. 284 ; renounces his former
connexions, and solicits communion with
Athanasius, 285.

Bp. of Constantinople, renowned for
his piety, ii. 82 ; appointed guardian to
the young emperor, ib.: compelled to
crown an usurper, ib.: retires to a mon-
astery, ib.: recalled, ib.: excommuni-
cates the emperor Michael, ib.: banish-
ed, ib.: his integrity, ib.

Arundel, Abp. of York, and afterwards of
Canterbury, his inconsistency, ii 145;
persecutes the Lollards, 146,147: crowns
Henry the Fourth, 147; persecutes Lord
Cobham, 147 & seq.: his artful conduct,
148, 152: his examination of Lord Cob-
ham, 142.

Asaph, gives name to a see, i.531: his cha-
racter, ib.

Asclepas, Bp. of Gaza, driven from his
see by the Arians, i. 283: restored, 287,
291.

Asclepius, Bp. of the Marcionites, suffers
martyrdom, i. 266.

Asia, Seven Churches of, i. 60.
Aspebetes, a Saracen chief, favours the

Christians under a Persian persecution,
i. 473: obliged to fly in consequence, ib.:
receives baptism, ib.

Astulphus, King of the Lombards, takes
Ravenna, i. 554.

Athanaric, King of the Goths, persecutes
the Christians, i. 325.

Athanasians, their constancy under perse-
cution, i. 325.

Athanasius, his life of Anthony the Monk,
i. 243: distinguishes himself when dea-
eon at council of Nice, 280: is recom-
mended by Alexander as his successor,
and is ordained bishop, 283: suffers per-
secution for forty-six years from.the
Arians, ib.; refuses to restore Arius,
ib.; his conduct examined before a
council at Tyre, 284; maliciously charg-
ed with various crimes, ib.; extraordi-
nary proof of his innocence of the mur-
der of Arsenius, ib. ; his conduct fur-
ther examined at Alexandria, 285;
obliged to fly, ib.; deposed, ib. ; sues for a
fair trial at Constantinople, ib.; accused
of stopping supplies of corn, ib. ; ban-
ished to Treves, ib.; restored and re-
ceived with acclamations, 287; deposed,
288 ; obliged to fly, ib. ; publishes an
epistle to the Christian world, ib.; gains
his cause before council of Sardica,
289 ; invited to return, and well re-
ceived by Constantius, 290 ; returns to
Alexandria, 291 ; condemned by coun-
cil of Milan, ib. ; exposed to various
liar&sftips, S92 $ shows great intrepidity,
ib.; retreates to the deserts and takes
refuge among the monks, 293 ; his apo-
logy, ib. ; his remarkable letter to the
monks, 294; opposes the Macedonian
heresy, ib. ; spends seven years in con-
cealment, 311 ; returns to his see, ib. ;
his Christian behaviour there, ib. ; holds
a council, ib. ; banished by Julian, 312 ;
flies into Egypt, 373 ; saves his life by
stratagem, and re-appears at Alexan-
dria, ib. ; restored by Jovian, 319 ; gra-
ciously received at Antioch by that em-
peror, ib. ; attempts of the Arians
against him frustrated, 320; expelled
and obliged to secrete himself for four
months in his father's sepulchre, 321,
322; recalled, ib. ; expels governor of
Libya for his vices, 323 ; his death, and
character of his works, ib. ; creed call-
ed after him not his, but contains his
sentiments, 324; character of his life, ib.

Athenagoras, his apology, i. 131.
Athens, pleasing account of the Church

there, i. 99.
Attalus, of Pergamus, distinguished in the

persecution of Vienne, i. 120 ; his sere-
nity under it, 123 ; his martyrdom, 124.

Atticus, Bp. of Constantinople, succeeds
Arsacius, i. 377; joins in persecuting
Chrysostom, 378, 472; his character, ib. j

Attila, the Hun, ravages various parts of
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the empire, i. 462 ; his respect for reli-
gion, ib.

Aubert, a monk, accompanies Anscarius
on a dangerous mission, i. 586; his
labours, ib.

Audas, a zealot, burns a Persian temple,
and thereby causes a persecution of the
Christians, i. 473.

Augendus, a schismatic in church of Car-
thage, i. 178.

Augsburg, Diet of, ii. 503 & seq. ; a se-
cond diet of, 508 & seq.; confession
of 510.

Augustine, St. the great instrument of re-
viving evangelical truth, i. 380 ; his first
book of Confessions, ib. ; his birth and
parentage, ib. note ; second book, 383 ;
third book, 385; fourth book, 387;
fifth book, 389 ; sixth book, 392;
seventh book, 396 ; eighth book, 400 ;
ninth book, 403 ,* made presbyter of
Hippo, 408 ; licensed to preach in pre-

. sence of the bishop, ib.; vanquishes
Fortunatus, the Manichee, in a contro-
versy, 409 ; joined with Valerius in the

\ . bishoprick, ib.; institutes a monastery,
ib. ; success of his writings, ib.; op-
poses Pelag-ianism, 411, 414"; his caution
in controversy, 412, 450 ; writes against
Crelestius, 412 ; his letter to Pelagius,
ib . ; persuades Demetrias to consecrate
her virginity, ib. ; liable to charge of
superstition, ib. ; see also, 406, note, &
452 ; his refutation of Pelagius's letter
to Demetrias, 412, 422 ; recovers two
young men from Pelagianism, 412 ; his
anonymous answer to a book of Peteigi-
U9, ib. ; his tenderness to Pelagius, 413 ̂
undeceives John of Jerusalem, respect-
Ing1 Pelagianism, ib. ; his history or Pe-
lagianism, 414? undeceives Innocent
respecting the Pelagian imposition on
the council of Diospolis, ib. his trea*

——* tise on Original Sin and Grace, 415 ;
defends the doctrines of the church re-
specting marriage, 416 ; his treatise on
Rebuke and Grace, 417, 427; converts
Leporius from Pelagian notions, 417 ;
his books on Predestination and Perse-
verance, 417; his letter, to Innocent
respecting doctrine of grace, 425 ; to
Syxtus, a presbyter, on same subject,
426 ; to Vitalis, and to Anastasius on the

"" "~ same ib ; his treatise on infant baptism,
—~ ib. ; his three books to Marcellinus,

427 ; inaccurate in his notion of justifi-
cation, ib. ; his other works, 435 8c seq.;
his notions of perseverance not scrip-
tural, 427 ; his City of God, 428 ; near-
ly eradicated Pelagians and Manichees,
432 ; often way-laid by the Circumcel-
liones ; providentially escapes on one
occasion, 433 ; his methods with the

Donatists, ib. ; objects to compulsory
methods, ib. ; changes his opinion, ib.;
his eloquence, 439, note ; his contro-
versy with Jerom, 441 & seq. ; his cor-
respondence with the Madaurians 442 ;
converts a Manichee in an extraordina-
ry manner, 445 ; disputes publicly with
Felix; 446; opposes Arianism, ib ; his
patience and meekness, ib. ; his dis-
charge of the judicial office ib.; his
regular attendance at councils, ib.; his
ordinations, ib. ; his private and domes-
tic habits, ib. ; his charity, 447, 451,
note; checks the practice of leaving
possessions to the church, 447 ; his de-
votion to divine things, ib. ; his absti-
nence from female society, ib . ; his
retractations, ib.; his conduct towards
Anthony of Fussala, ib. note; his afflic-
tions in later life, ib.; endeavours to
make religious impressions on Boniface,
448; his death, ib.; his notions of re-
pentance, ib.; his theology,) ib.; his
celebrity as a writer, 449; comparison
between him and Jerom, 454; medita-
tions of, chiefly from writings^ of
Anselm, 616 ; his writings characterized
by meekness, ii. 219 ; apt to torture
Scripture in controversy, 4&5r<m~i*~'*~~''~0!

Augustine, a monk, his mission to Britain,
i*. 316 ; made archbishop of the English

• nation, 518 ; alleges his possession of
miraculous powers, 519; invites the
Welsh bishops to a conference, ib. ;
convinces them by a miracle, ib.; his
second conference with them, ib. ; his
death, 520.

Aurelian, the Emperor, succeeds Claudius,
i. 229 ; conquers Zenobia, 232; turns
persecutor, ib.; his death ib.

Aurelius, a Christian youth, suffers perse-
cution twice, i. 177; ordained a reader
by Cyprian, ib.

Auxentius, an Arian bishop of Milan, im-
poses upon Valentinian, i. 327; his
duplicity, ib. ; his death, 328-

a Scythian challenges Ambrose* to a
, disputation, i. 338.

B.
«

Backer, John de, a reformer, his martyr-
dom, ii. 483.

Bacon, Roger, a Franciscan friar, his sur-
prising learning, ii. 77 ; imprisoned and
treated as a magician, ib. ; his piety
questionable, ib.; his description of the
ignorance of his times, ib.

Badby, John, a low workman, and a Lol-
lard, his martyrdom, ii. 146.

Bagdad, founded by Almansor, ii. 555;
becomes the residence of the Saracen
monarchs, ib. ,
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Balthazar, Bp. of Promnitz, a reformer,
his character, ii. 483.

Baptism, how far accompanied by divine
grace, i. 163; whether immersion ne-
cessary, 210; superstition respecting
its efficacy, 286, 371; ought to be pre-
ceded by catechizing, 436; Roman
mode of, 520.

—— Infant, defended, 204, 411; abolition
/ thereof attributed to Pelagianism, 424;

/ remark of African Council on same
! point, 425; Augustine's treatise thereon,

426; sullied with superstition in dark
ages, 608.

1 Re-, controversy respecting, i. 210,
226, 282.

Barbatusj Bp. of Benevento, his labours,
i, 533 ; destroys idolatry in that state, ib.

Barbs, what, ii. 50.
Barcochebas, his imposition on the Jews,

i. 100;
Bardasanes, of Mesopotamia, renowned for

learning and eloquence, i. 1315 seduced
by Valentinian heresy, ib.; but recovers,
ib.; his remarkable testimony to the
purity of Christians, ib.

Barnabas, of Cyprus, distinguished for his
liberality, i. 29; brings Paul to the Apos-
tles, 33; accompanies Paul in his minis-
try, see Paul; led away by Peter's dissi-
mulation, 37; sent to Antioch, 45; brings.
Paul thither, ib.; sails with Mark to
Cyprus, 48; Epistle ascribed to him
spurious, 76.

Bartholomew, Governor of the Waldensian
churches, ii. 48; story of his being de-
clared Pope confuted, 69.

Basil, a priest, his zeal against idolatry, i.
- 309; charged with sedition, and tor-

tured, 310 5 his constancy and martyr-
dom, ib.

• -—^ the Great, why so called, i. 366; his
strict education, ib.; forms an intimacy
with Gregory Nazianzen, ib.; studies

-. ;Hhde'r Libanius, ib.; his learning and ta-
t- lents, ib.; contracts an ascetic turn, 367;

refuses an invitation to court from Julian,
ib.;" lives in retirement at Neocjesarea,
and draws over many to the same life,
ib.; forms rules of monastic discipline,
founds monasteries and hospitals, ib.;
his success in pleading for the poor, ib.;
resists the importunities of Valens, ib.;
macle Bishop of Czesarea, ib.; his danger
from the Arians, and constancy, 368;
his attention to discipline, ib.; his trials,
patience, and death, ib.; his doctrine
clouded* ib.;' his scriptural notions of
faith, ib.; his love of heavenly things, ib.

Basilides, a soldier, affected by the con-
stancy of Potamiaena, i. 150; his conver-
sion, 151; and martyrdom, ib.

—— a Spanish Bishop, degraded, i. 208*

Bayle, Peter, his Dictionary, ii. 221; his
principles and talents, ib,; his remarks
on Luther, ib.

Beast, dominion of the, i. 556, 592.
Beausobre, his misrepresentations, ii. 407,

408, note; 413, note; 422, 424, 430, 441,
428, 546.

Bede, his history, i. 526; 542; his devotion
to the See of Rome, 530; his birth and
education, 542; lives a monastic life,
ib.; the most learned man of his time,
ib. & 565; ordained deacon and pres-
byter, 542; his celebrity, ib.; his cha-
racter and writings, ib 5 his last sick-
ness, ib.; compared with John of Da-
mascus, 565.

Bedford, Duke of, brother to Henry V.
his character, ii. 158; persecutes the
Lollards, ib.

Beghards, ii.. 103.
Beguines, ii. 103.
Belisarius, the General of Justinian, reco-

vers Africa, i. 494; his fame, ib.; takes
Rome from the Goths, ib.; his irreligion
and infamous venality, 495., ,

Benedict, his monastic rules, i. 494; his
zeal against idolatry, ib.
-— IX. Pope, deposed for simony and
wickedness, i. 606, note. * ^

—— XIII. Pope, pressed by council of
Constance to resign, ii. 170; deposed,
171; his character, ib. & 199.

Benefices, origin of, i. 490.
Berengarius, of Tours, writes against tran-

substantiation, i. 608; compelled to burn
his writings, ib.; his frequent recanta-
tions, ib-; questions as to his final senti-
ments, 609; his character, ib.

Berington, Mr. strictures on his work, ii.
40,'64.

Berkeley, Thomas Lord, his piety remark-
able, ii. 146.

Bernard, an English missionary, attempts
to evangelize Norway, i. 595.

St. his great celebrity, ii. 1. 18, 20;
his devotion to the See of Rome, 1; his
superstition, ib.; laments his austerities
in after life, ib.; account of his miracles
fabulous, ib.; his zeal for crusades, 2;
his descent, ib.; his early devotion and
proficiency, 3; becomes a Cistertian, ib.;
made abbot of Clairval, ib.; his growth
in the divine life, ib-; moderates his aus-
terity respecting noviciates, ib.; injures
his health by austerities, ib.; his conduct
to his sister on her visit to his monastery,
ib.; begins to preach, ib.; his eloquence,
ib. 4; his influence, 3, 4; refuses various
bishoprics, 3; his humility, 4; writes on
the Canticles, ib.; his five books to Pope
Eugenius, 4, 29; visits the nunnery of
the Paraclete, 9; his controversy with
Abelard, ib.; his letter to the Pope on
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that subject, 13; success of his opposi-
tion, 16$ erroneously treats some good
men as heretics, 18; kis controversy
with Gillebert, ib.; opposes Arnold of
Brescia, ib.; successfully opposes Henry
a heretic, 19; his unjust invectives
against the Cathari, 22; review of his
writings, 25 & seq.; his character and
death, 35 & seq^ considered the last of
the fathers, 36, note; inveighs against
the Popes, 39; apt to torture the Scrip-
tures in controversy, ii. 485.

Bernard, a French abbot, his zealous ser-
mon to council of Constance, ii. 191.

Bartholomew, the first reformed cler-
gyman that married, ii. 428; summoned
by his archbishop, ib.; defended by Me-
lancthon, ib.

a Carmelite and a reformer, suffers
martyrdom, ii. 483.

Bernardin, called the Burning Coal, his
zeal, ii. 200.

Bertha, a Saxon queen, supports a mission
to Britain, i. 516; her character, ib.

Beryllus, Bp. of Bostra, his heresy, i. 159;
reclaimed by Origen, ib.

Beser, a Syrian, excites opposition to image
worship, i. 550.

Biblias, her lapse, recovery and martyr-
dom, i. 121.

Bishops, their order pointed out by Igna-
tius, i. 92; nature of their office in primi-

^— Ĵtive times, ib.; their election anciently
by the people, 239; their authoriiy with
respect to doctrine, ib.; their exclusive
powers of ordination, ib.; their power
with respect to inferior appointments,
ib.; their election sometimes episcopal,
240; their authority, how limited, ib.;
not merely congregational pastors, ib.;
called angels, ib.; why chosen by peo-
ple, ib. ;j£not deposable by people, 241;
ancient, how similar to presbyterian
hierarchy, ib.; ancient usage in choosing
them altered, 288; canons forbidding
their translations, 290; and their jour-
neys to court, ib.; their time of resi-

__jjej}ce fixed, ib.; their election trans-
ferred to metropolitans, 322; Justinian's
laws relating to them, 493; decree of
council of Clermont respecting them,
493; obliged to decide causes, 502; their
residence, 568.

of Rome, their magnificence in fourth
century, i. 327; their superiority in fifth
century, 480; see Pope.

universal, title of, when assumed by
See of Constantinople, i. 507, 512; of-
fered to See of Rome, ib.; taken from
Constantinople and given to Rome, 514,
note; re-assumed by Constantinople and
retained by both, ib. 539.

Blanche, Queen, mother of Lewis IX. her

pious education of her son, ii. 86; re-
duces the Albigenses, ib.

Blandina, distinguished in persecution at
Vienne, i. 120; her extraordinary forti-
tude, ib. 123; her martyrdom 124.

Bogoris, King of Bulgaria, his conversion,
i. 582; resigns his crown and enters a
monastery, 583.

Bologudes, a Hungarian chief, baptized, i.
592; his apostacy, ib.

Boleslaus, King or Duke of Poland, at-
tempts to force Christianity upon differ-
ent nations, i. 610; ii. 40.

Bologna, celebrated as a law seminary,
ii. 37.

Bonaventura, a Franciscan doctor, his cor-
rupt views of justification, ii. 91; Lu-
ther's opinion of him, ii. 328.

Boniface, Count, his character, i. 448; de-
fends Hippo against the Vandals, ib.;
intimate with St. Augustine, ib.; slain in
a duel, ib.

Archbishop of Mentz, see "Winfred.
— a missionary, preaches in Hungary,
i. 609; in Prussia, 610; murdered, ib.

VIII. Pope, imprisons Celestine, ii.
90; his character, ib. 104; dies in pri-
son, 90, 104; his absurd decretal, 90.

Bore, Catherine, the wife of Luther, her
character, ii. 429, 526.

Borelii, Francis, a monkish inquisitor, per-
secutes the Waldenses, ii. 70.

Botrus, a schismatic at Carthage, i. 275.
Bradazius, Michael, chosen their ministe?

by the Hussites, and forms plan of the
Hussite Church, ii. 195.

Bradwardine, Thomas, his education, ii,
109; his recluse turn, ib.; made con-
fessor to Edward the Third, ib.; elect-
ed Archbishop of Canterbury, but de-
tained by the King, ib.; again elected
and advanced, ib.; his modesty and in-
nocence, ib.; ridiculed at his consecra-
tion, ib.; his death, ib.; his treatise
against the Pelagians, ib. & seq.; his
success in preachiug to the army and
moderating the King's temper, 112.

Braga, Council of, i. 460, note.
Brandt, a Protestant historian, commended,

ii. 537.
Brentius, John, renowned among the re-

formers, ii. 225, 498; affected by thfi
preaching of Luther, 225; writes in
the sacramentary contest, 492, 496, 499,
note.

Breslaw, treaty of, ii. 530.
Brethren of the Free Spirit, ii. 103.

United, ii. 195.
Brettannio, a Scythian bishop, his bold re-

fusal to communicate with Valens, i. 322?
banished and recalled, ib.

Bridget, St. canonized, ii. 170.
Brisman, John, a reformer, his discourse
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on justification and works, ii. 388; ban-
ished, 389; spreads the reformed doc-
trines in Prussia, ib. 398.

Brissonet, William, Bishop of Meaux, coun-
tenances the reformers, ii. "387; com-
pelled to withdraw his protection, ib.

Britain, probability of its receiving1 Chris-
tianity in third century, i. 238; its reli-
gious state in fourth century, 299; Pela-
gianism suppressed there, 458.

Britanny, origin of, i. 496.
Brown, John, a Lollard, his persecution,

fortitude, and martyrdom, ii. 159, et
seq.

Brunehout, a Queen of infamous charac-
ter, supports a mission to Britain, i.
516.

Bruno, brother to Otho the First, made
Archbishop of Cologne, i. 600; invested
with a dukedom, ib.; his character,
601.

founder of the Cathusians, i. 624,
note? prosecutes Manasses Archbishop
of Cologne for simony, ib.; refuses the
archbishopric, ib.; his learning and cha-
racter, ib.; accepts the archbishopric,
ii. 26.

Bruys, Peter de, a heretic, burned, ii. 19;
his heresy questionable, ib.

Bacer, Martin, renowned among the re-
formers, ii, 225, 363, 402; affected by
preaching of Luther, 225; sent to dis-
suade Luther from appearing at Worms,
307; his opinion of Luther's writings,
581; sketch of his character and history,
579; greatly distinguished by Cranmer,
580; his conduct in the sacramentary con-
test, 422,498, 547, note; instance "of his
party spirit, 423; attends the confer-
ences at Marpurg, 543.

Bugenhagius, a reformer, suffers persecu-
tion, ii. 362; his sentiments respecting
resistance, 376, 558; invited to Dantzic,
482; writes in the sacramentary contest,
491; his account of Luther's tempta-
tions, 525; sketch of his conversion and
history, 583.

Burchard, Bp. of Wurtzberg, i. 560 j his
successful labours, 561; resigns his bi-
shopric, ib.

Busiris, a heretic, tortured under Julian
persecution, i. 310; his constancy, ib.;
returns to the church, ib.

Butler, a stricture upon his work, ii. 92.

Csesarea, its situation and importance, i.
43.

Csesarius, brother to Gregory Nazianzen,
practises physic at the court of Julian,
i. 309; retires upon the remonstrance
of his brother, ib.; recalled to court by
Jovian, 323; disengages himself from
the world, and dies, ib.

Bp. of Aries presides at council of
Agde, i. 489; his zeal to rectify abuses
in the church service, 490; spends part
of his youth in monastery of Lerins, ib.;
hides among tombs to avoid a bishopric,
ib.; made bishop of Aries, ib.; his ad-
vices to the laity, and preaching, ib.;
ejected through calumny, but restored,
ib.; his death, ib.; presides at council
of Orange, 493; instrumental in check-
ing Semi-pelagianism, 494; attends coun-
cil of Vaison, ib.

Cajetan, Cardinal, see Boniface VIII.
Cardinal, appointed to take cogni-

zance of the complaint against Luther,
ii. 230; his angry letter to the Elector
Frederic, 232; his character, ib.; his
treatment of Luther, 233; blamed at
Rome for his conduct in this affair, 236;
complains to Frederic of Luther's es-
cape, ib.; Luther's animadversions on
him, 267.

Calama, an African colony, remarkable
commotion there, i. 445.

Caldonius, an African bishop, his corres-
pondence with Cyprian, i. 173.

C.

Caecilian, a deacon, chosen Bishop of Car-
thage, i. 275; his election gives rise to
the Donatist schism, ib.

Caesar, Leonard, a reformer, forced to re-
cant, ii. 520; repents, ib.; his affecting
martyrdom, 521,

voi. II, 51

Calixtines, persecute the Hussites, ii. 194,
197.

Calvinistic denomination, what, ii. 388.
Cambridge, University of, its celebrity, ii.

37; oppressed by the Danes, ib.; re-
vives, ib.

Camerarius, a reformer, his character, ii.
469 ; cautions Melancthon against Eras-
mus, ib.

Campeggio, Cardinal, attends a diet at
Nuremberg as Pope's nuncio, ii. 391;
his character, ib.; insulted at Augsburg,
ib.; slighted at Nuremberg, ib.; his
artful letter to Frederic the Wise, 392;
his conduct at the diet, 393 et seq.j
manifests corrupt principles respecting
celibacy, 400; courts Erasmus, 433 j
sent as plenipotentiary to Augsburg,
559.

Canirmius, Frederic, a reformer, remark-
able extract from him, ii. 364.

Canute, King of Denmark, elected, i. 611;
propagates the Gospel, ib.; murdered
on account of his zeal for the clergy, ib.

King of England, overcomes Olaus
of Norway, i. 611.

Capet, Hugh, begins a third dynasty in
France, i. 592.

Capitaneis, Albert de, tortures the Wai-
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denses, ii. 5 1 ; sent against them by the
Pope, 71.

Capito, a reformer, his high reputation, ii.
402; called to assist the reformation in
Alsace, 482 ; administers the sacrament
after the reformed manner, ib.

Caracalla, succeeds to the empire, i. 155;
gives peace to the church, ib ; his cha
racter, ib.; his lenity accounted for, ib.;
his death, 157.

Caracciolus, a nuncio of the Pope, remon-
strates with the Elector of Saxony re
specting Luther, ii. 281.

Carolin books, what, i. 556.
Carohtadt, Archdeacon of Wittemberg,

defends Lutheranism, in a disputation
with Eckius, ii. 246 k seq.; his charac-
ter, 232, 336, 339; 421,423, note ; 490;
his violent proceedings, 336, 338, 404,
406; retires to Basil, 351; his death, ib.;
Luther's account of him, ib.; his con-
duct in the sacramentary contest, 404 &
seq.; 490; banished, 405; seeks a re-
conciliation with Luther, 406; his suf-
ferings, ib.; recalled, 407; recants his
opinions on the sacrament, ib.; connect-
ed with the fanatics, 418 ; his miscon-
duct instanced, 419; profits by adver-
sity, 423.

Carpenter, George, a reformer, his martyr-
dom, ii. 520.

Carpwald, King of the East Angles, em-
braces Christianity, i 529.

Carthusians, their severity of life, i. 624 ;
note.

Caselius, a reformer, sent to conciliate in
the sacramentary contest, ii. 493.

Cassian, John, a Scythian monk, the great
pillar of Semi-pelagianism, i. 417, 459 ;
his authority, 460; his confused opinions,
479; his learning and morals respecta-
ble, ib.

Cathari, interesting account of, ii. 2 1 ; 45.
Catharine, of Mecklenburgh, her Chris-

tian character, ii. 332.
Cave, his history commended, i. 366.
Causis, a pastor, persecutes Huss, ii. 168,

176, 180.
Cedulph, King of Northumberland, retires

to a monastery, i. 544, note.
Celerinus, a confessor, intercedes for his

lapsed sisters, i. 173; made reader by
Cyprian, 177 ; his sufferings, ib.

Celesius, a schismatic at Carthage, i. 275.
Celestine, V. Pope, his ascetic life, ii. 89;

founds a monastery, ib.; chosen Pope,
90 ; his purity in accepting office, ib.;
his unsuccessful attempts at reform, ib.;
abdicates, ib . ; makes a constitution al-
lowing the Pope to abdicate, ib.; im-
prisoned, ib. j his patience and death,
ib.

Celibacy, recommended by St. Paul, i. 56;

voluntary traces of it In third century,
202. See Clergy.

Cellary, Martin, a German fanatic, ii. 341 %
his violence towards Luther, 352.

Cellius, Matthiasj his bold defence of Lu-
ther, ii. 321.

Celsus, his imputations upon Christians,
i. 245.

Centuriators, character of their work, i. 588.
Ceolfrid, governor of two English monas-

teries, i. 546; brings over the Picts to
the Romish Communion, ib.

Ceremonies, accumulation of its effects, i.
569.

Ccrinthus, his heresy, i. 81.
Chapters, the Three, what, i. 495; con-

demned by a council, ib.
Charlemagne, favours the Pope, i. 555 ;

expels Desiderius from his dominions,
ib. ; assumes the title of King of France
and Lombardy, ib.; patronizes learning
though illiterate, 556 ; his conduct in the
controversy on images, ib. ; 566; his
death and character, 571; revived Wes-
tern Empire, ib.; fixed the power of
the popedorn, ib.; his labours to revive
learning", ib.

Charles Martel, defeats the Saracens, i.
547; receives flattering proposals from
the Pope, 553 ; his death, ib.; protects
Boniface, 560.

the Simple, King of France, forced
to make humiliating concessions byRol-
lo, i. 597.

— V. Emperor, refuses to violate his
safe conduct to Luther, ii. 182, note ;
Luther's letter to him, 262; state of his
court, 278 ; refuses compliance with the
Pope's demands respecting Luther, 281;
his obligations to the Elector of Saxony,
ib.; 289 ; allows the burning of Luther's
writings, 281 ; his character, 289, 318,
556 ; rivalry between, him and Francis
I. of France, 290; his politics, ib.; his
conduct at tjie diet of Worms, 299, 302,
303, 304, 307, 311, 312, 313, 315, 316;
grants Luther a safe conduct, 305; his
privity in the stratagem, for the protec-
tion of Luther, 315; his fame, 378;
persecutes the reformers in Flanders, ib.;
seconds the complaints of Campeggio
against the German Princes, 393; of-
fends the German Princes, 394; his in-
temperate letter to Frederic of Saxony,
ib.; his letter to Erasmus, 469; calls a
diet at Augsburg, 503 ; his hostility to
the Lutherans, 504, 507 ; his religion,
517, 554 ; his rupture with the Pope, ib.
& seq.; his letters to the Pope and Car-
dinals, 555 ; concludes a peace with the
Pope, 556; his treatment of the Protes-
tant ambassadors, 557; his answer to
their appeal, ib.; summons a diet at
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Augsburg1, 558 j crowned by the Pope,
ib»; moderates the Pope's measures
against the Reformers, 559.

Charles, Duke of Savoy, favours the Re
formation, ii, 389; Luther's letter to
him, ib.

Chateatineuf, Peter de, a monk, preaches
against the Waldenses, ii 65; murdered,
ib.

Cheregato, Francis, legate to the diet of
Nuremburg, ii. 365; his offensive re-
ply to the German Princes, 369; quits
the diet abruptly, ib.

Chicheley, Henry, Abp. of Canterbury, his
character, ii. 157, 158; engages the
King in an unjust war, ib.; persecutes
the Lollards, ib.

Chievres, the favourite of Charles V. his
policy with Leo the Tenth, ii. 318.

Childeric III. King of France, deposed, L
553.

Children, exposure of, means taken to sup
press that practice by a council, i. 461;
instance of constancy to the faith among
them, 465,

China, Christianity extirpated there, ii.
104.

Chlum, John de, a Bohemian lord, appoint-
ed to the care of John Huss, ii, 165; be
friends him at the council of Constance,
167, 169, 177 ; his manly advice to Huss,
181.

Chosroes, King of Persia, his impious
boast, i. 492, note; his conquests, 535;
requires the Emperor Heraclius to blas-
pheme Christ, ib.; vanquished, ib,; mur-
dered, 536.

Christian fortitude distinguished from phi-
losophical pride and Indian sullenness, i.
223.

Christianity, extension of, in third century,
i. 238; its benefits to the world, 274;
propagation of, among the Abyssinians,
298; among the Iberians, 299; among
the Saboeans, ib.; along the Rhine and
in remote parts of France, 300 ; among
the Goths, 238, 300,356; in Armenia
and Persia, 300; establishment of, by
Theodosius, 343; progress of, among the
Saracens, 355; its influence in society,
373, 31'4 ; note; 457, 461, 472 ; its cor-
ruption greater in cities than in the
country, 378; propagated in Ireland,
459 ; received in France, 271 ; received
by the Lazi, 491; its extension among
the Moors, 494; in England, 516 ; in Ger-
many and its neighbourhood, 532, 558 ;
in Bulgaria, 582; among the Sclavonians,
ib. ; in Moravia, 583 ; in Russia, ib ; 597 ;
in Dalmatia, 583 ; in Scandinavia, 584 ;
in Sweden, 586, 595, 610 ; in Denmark,
587, 594, 610, 611; in Brandenburg,
,533, 594; n̂ Holland, ib.; in Hungary,

593, 609 ; in Poland, 593, 597 ; in Prus-
sia, 594; ii. 82, 104, 174; in Norway,
i. 595 ; its independence with regard to
success of any form of government, 596 ;
progress of, in Orkney islands, Iceland,
and Greenland, ib.; among the Rugi,ib.;
its power over the heart exemplified, 610,
611, 618 ; its progress in Pomerania, ii.
41; in Rugen, ib.; in Finland, 42; among
the Sclavonians, ib.; in Livonia, ib.; in
Samogitia, 193.

Christians have all things common, i. 29 ;
disciples so called first at Antioch, 45; at
first a term of reproach, ib. ; their cha-
racter from Tacitus, 66 ; commanded to
retire previous to destruction of Jerusa-
lem, ib.; how slandered, 67', 101 ; re-
markable testimony of their increase in
third century, 143 ; further proof there-
of, 160; their unity in third century, 176;
remarkable proofs of the practical su-
periority of teheir religion, 200, 241, 271;
their increase under Dioclesian, 232;
accustomed to serve in the army, 233 ;
their decay in godliness, 234 ; their inde-
pendence of secular support, 242; not
without means of resistance, ib. ; but re-
sistance contrary to their principles,
243 ; testimonies to them by Pagan au-
thors, 244.

Christianus, Bp. of Mentz, accused of in-
capacity for declining military and secu-
lar employments, ii. 93; resigns, ib.

Christiern, II. King of Denmark, exiled,
ii. 376; his misfortunes, ib.; his charac-
ter, 377 & seq.; visits Frederic of
Saxony, 377; impressed by Luther's
preaching, ib.; ends his days in captivi-
ty, 378.

III. King of Denmark, promotes the
Reformation, ii. 378; entreats Luther to
conciliate Henry the Eighth, 473.

Chrysostom, John, Bp. of Constantinople,
his birth and education, i. 372 ; his turn
for eloquence, ib.; pleads at the forum,
ib.; drawn to study Scripture, ib.; prac-
tises and defends pious frauds, ib.; lives
in monastic austerities, ib.; made pres-
byter, ib.; preaches successfully upon a
sedition at Antioch, 373; made Bishop
of Constantinople, ib.; reforms his dio-
cese, ib.; retrenches luxury, ib.; builds
an hospital, 374 ; his success in preach-
ing, ib.; opposed by the clergy and the
great, ib.; reclaims many of the Goths
from Arianism, ib.; his other labours,ib.;
finds it impossible to restore discipline,
in regard to the Lord's supper, ib.; his
expressions respecting repentance vin-
dicated, ib.; chargeable with anger,
375; unjustly condemned by a synod,
ib.; his address to the bishops previous
to the attempt to ruin him, ib.; deposed
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for contumacy, 376; conveyed to a port
in the Black Sea, ib.; restored, ib.; im-
prudently declaims against Eudoxia, ib.;
suspended and confined, ib.; retires,
377; banished to Cucusus,ib.; his Chris-
tian labours in exile, ib.; suffers severe
trials, ib.; ordered to Pityus, ib.; dies
on the road, 378; esteem shown to his
memory, ib.;' his character, ib. ; his
writing's, 379.

Church, Christian, first at Jerusalem, i. 26,
28; increase thereof, 29; declension of |
piety therein under long peace, 160; its
general appearance under Constantine,
274.

Eastern, more philosophic than West
ern, i. 450; their separation, 581.

Yards, their origin, i. 551, note.
Circumcelliones, i. 298; their violence and

propensity to suicide, 433.
Cirila, an Arian bishop, his injurious treat-

ment of the orthodox, i. 466.
Cistertians, their strictness, ii. 3.
Clara, a widow, suffers martyrdom for de-

nying transubstantiation, ii. 520.
Clark, Dr. his notion of the Trinity, i.

281.
John, a mechanic, and reformer, suf-

fers dreadful persecution and martyr-
dom, ii. 387.

Claudius, Bp. of Turin, first of the reform-
ers, i. 575; in early life chaplain to
Lewis the Meek, 576; his orthodox
opinions, ib.; his labours in support of
godliness, ib.; opposes image worship,
577; his apology, ib.; his opinion of]
pilgrimages, ib. 578; influence of his
opinions, 578.

Emperor, protects the Christians, i.
229.

Clemens, Alexandrinus, an eclectic philo
sopher, i. 146; succeeds Pantsenus in the
catechetical school, ib.; made presbyter,
ib.; his theological views, ib.; his exhor-
tations to the Gentiles. 147; his Peda-
gogue, ib.; Stromata, ib.

Clement of Rome, his epistle, i. 76.
VI. Pope, excommunicates the Em-

peror, ii. 107.
. . VII. Pope, his uncanonical election,

ii. 390; his two letters to Frederic of
Saxony, 391; his insincerity and corrupt
maxims, 393, 395; solicits Erasmus to
oppose Luther, 433 ; insists in all his
treaties on the extirpation of the Lu
therans, 506; his treaty with the Em-
peror and King of England, ib.; hi;
treaty with England and France, ib.
his letter to the Parliament of Parii
against the Lutherans, ib.; his rupture
with the Emperor, 554 & seq.; ab
solves Francis I. from his oath, ib.; con
eludes peace with the Emperor, 556

presses him to crush the reformers, 559;
his precautions previous to the diet of
Augsburg, 559.

lergy, decisions of Nicene council r e - \
specting their marriage and translation, \
i. 282\ restrictions imposed on them by
council of Laodicea, 322; prohibited at
Antioch from keeping matrons in their
houses, 374; Jerom's remark as to their
acceptance of invitations, 453; how an-
ciently provided for, 489; those in the
country obliged to receive into their
houses, persons intended for the minis-
try, 494; celibacy of, opposed in tenth
century, 590; contribute to revival of j
learning, 606 -t their marriage forbidden j
by council, 607; ii. 38.

Climmachus, John, flourished, i. 497. '
lodomir, King of the Franks, defeats
Sigismund, i. 491; slain, ib.

Jlotaire, King of the Franks, marries
Radegunda, i. 497.

lotilda, wife of Clovis, her zeal for the
doctrine of the Trinity, i. 497; endea-
vours to convert her husband, ib.; her
exemplary piety, ib.

lovis, King of the Franks, receives bap-
tism, i. 470; his character, ib.; provi-
dential circumstances attending his con-
version, ib. & seq.; founds the French
monarchy, ib.

Cloune, Cornelius, ridiculous story of his
conversion to the doctrine of transub-
stantiation, ii. 566.
nophius, a reformer, persecuted, ii. 362.
iobham, Lord, his partiality for the Lol-
lards, ii. 147 ; becomes obnoxious to the
clergy, ib.; his zeal for reform, ib.; his
favour with the King and people, ib.;
prosecuted as a heretic, 148; complain-
ed of to the King, ib.; his open avowal
to him, ib.; cited, and refuses obedience,
149; excommunicated, ib.; his confes-
sion of faith, ib.; his challenge, ib. ;
arrested, ib.; his first and second exam-
inations, ib. & seq.; his acuteness and
intrepidity, 150; condemned, 153; es-
capes from the Tower, 154; falsely ac-
cused of treason, 155; taken in Wales,
156; cruelly put to death, ib.; his con-
duct before the lords, 157; his fortitude,
158.

Cochleus, a papal advocate, opposes Lu-
ther, ii. 312; translates Erasmus's Dia-
tribe, 437; his prejudices, 553; his ac-
count of papal barbarity, ib.

Ccelestine, Bp. of Rome, his nine articles,
i. 458; opposes doctrines of Cassian,
479; his testimony to Augustine, ib.;
his character, 480; his maxims respect-
ing ordination, ib.

Coelestius, an Irishman, accompanies Pela-
gius, i. 410; his genius, ib.; his chara.o
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ter, ib.; flies to Africa, 411; summoned
before a synod at Carthage, ib.; con-
demned as a heretic, ib.; settles in Sicily,
412; deceives Zosimus, 414; condemned
by Zosimus, 415; retires to Constanti-
nople, ib.; again appears at Rome, and
is expelled, 416; reduced to obscurity,
417.

Coifi, chief of the Northumbrian priests,;
his conversion, i. 529; profanes the idol
temples, ib. j

Colomban, an Irish priest, labours success-
fully among the Picts, i. 497; his disci-
ples remarkable for holiness and ab-
stemiousness, ib.

Colosse, church of, i. 59; Paul's epistle to
it, ib.

Columban, an Irish monk, his successful
labours, i. 532; his writings, 540.

Commodus, the Emperor, his reign re-
markable for peace granted to the Chris
tians, i. 126, 127.

Communion, Holy; see Eucharist, Sacra-
mentary Contest and Transubstantiation3
question relating to both kinds, ii. 175,
180, 191.

Commutation of offences, doctrine of, ii
81.

Commenus, Alexius, burns a supposed
Manichee, ii. 38.

Condig-nity, what, ii. 110, note.
Confessor, what, i. 174, note.
Congruity, what, ii. 81, 110, note.
Constans, son of Constantine the Great,

rules in Italy and Africa, i. 287; his
attachment to the Nicene faith, 289
his death, 291.

Emperor of the East, forbids the
agitation of the monothelite controversy,
L 538; his character, ib. ; persecutes
Martin and Maximus, ib.; murders his
brother, 539 ; murdered, ib.

Constantia, sister of Constantine, patron-
izes the Arians, i. 281, 283.

Constantine, the Great, succeeds his fa-
ther and gives toleration to the Chris-
tians, i. 268; subverts the kingdom of
Maxentius, and becomes sole master of
the western world, ib.; married to the
daughter of Maximian, ib.; puts his
father-in-law to death, 269; his early
predilection for Christianity, 272; his
doubts and prayers, ib. ; receives a
miraculous token, ib . ; consults the pas
tors, and professes Christianity, 273;

^ his religious character questionable, ib.
587; builds churches, and gives vari-
ous encouragements to Christians, 273 ;
his war with Licinius, ib.; forbids hea-
then sacrifices, 274; his apparent zeal,
ib.; makes Christian orations, ib.; di-
rects observance of Lord's day and
Friday, ib.; his disposition to depreci-,

51* '

ate divinity of Christ, ib,; his opp re •
siveness, 275; his patience with the
Donatists, ib.; endeavours to heal the /
Arian divisions, 278; summons the Ni- /
ene council, 279; appears in person,

and exhorts the council to peace, 280;
burns the mutual accusations presented
to him ib.; acts as moderator, ib.; his
theological opinions, 281; his remarka-
ble reply to Acesius, 282; is imposed
on by Arius, 283; orders a synod to ex-
amine the conduct of Athanasius, 284;
weakly listens to reports against him,
285; sends for Arius, and examines his
real sentiments, 286; is deceived by
him, and orders his re-admission, ib.;
hislbagtism.and death, 287; his letter to

^ T f f i * tEeTmon^T 298 ; his measures
i ii 2

y T ;
forjpatronizing Christianity, 302 ; abo-
lishes crucifixion,' iKf~ "forbids divina-
tion, ib.; exposes the mysteries, and
profanes the statutes of the Pagans, ib.

Constantine, II. son of the former, rules in
Spain and Gaul,i. 287 ; restores Athana*
sius, ib. ; slain, ib.

— Pogonatus, Emperor, presides at
council of Constantinople, i. 539.
— Bp. of Nacolia, his eminence as an
opposer of image worship, i. 550.
— VI. Emperor, his zeal against images,
i. 553 ; forbids prayers to saints, and dis-
countenances monks, 555; calumnies
against his character, ib.; his death, ib.

VII. Emperor, succeeds his father in
childhood, i. 555 ; dethroned, anc^ bar-
barously treated by his mother, 557,
note; his death, ib.
— founder of the Paulician sect, history
of his opinions, i. 571; assumes the name
of Sylvanus, 572 ; his successful preach-
ing, ib.; stoned to death, 573.

Constantinople, city of, its learning and
politeness, i. 606.

Constantius, one of the Caesars under
Dioclesian, his probity and humanity, i.
256; reluctantly demolishes the churches,
but spares the persons of Christians,
257; obliged to persecute, 263 ; his re-
markable conduct in this respect in his
own household, ib.; succeeds to the
western part of the empire, ib. ; his
death, 268; his sentiments respecting
Christianity, 272.

— son of Constantine the Great, rules in
the east, i. 287; his character, ib.; be-
comes an Arian, ib.; encourages and
directs an Arian council, 288; his unjust
proceedings, ib.; invites Athanasius to
return, 290; his reception of him, ib.;
revives the persecution of the Trinita*
rians, 291; assembles a council at
Milan, ib.; his violent proceedings
there, ib.; his costly offerings, 294; his
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death, ib.; his attempt to depose Fru-
mentius, 299 ; sends ambassadors to the
Sabeans, proposing the erection of
churches, ib.; his zeal against idolatry,
302.

Constitutions, concerning persecution of
Christians, i. 262.

Consubstantiation, doctrine of, ii. 404 ; see
also Sacramentary Contest.

Contest, Sacramentary, ii. 388,404, & seq;
418, 490, k seq.

Copin, a Waldensian martyr, ii. 72.
Corinth, church of, i. 55; epistles thereto,

56; its character, ib.
Cornelius, a Centurian, his character and

conversion, i. 44.
> elected Bp. of Rome during Decian

persecution, i. 180; his character, ib.;
opposed by Novatian, ib.; his letter to
Fabius, ib.; his election confirmed in
African Synod, 181; complained of at
Carthage by the Novatians, 182 ; restores
Maximus and other separatists, 184;
harshness of his language towards
schismatics, ib.; dies in exile, 192 ; ac-
count of his banishment, 197 ; not emi-
nent for genius, 199.

Council, first Christian, at Jerusalem, i.
35; several at Carthage, ib. 411, 414,
494; two African, i. 203, 424; of Alex-
andria expels Arius, 277; a second coun-
cil there condemns him, 278; others at
Alexandria, 311, 536 ; of Nice, 279, 281;
second of Nice, 556; of Tyre, 284;
Arian at Constantinople, 288; of 100
bishops in Egypt protest against ap-

pointment of Eusebius to See of Con-
stantinople, ib.; Arian at Antioch, ib. r

of Rome several, 228, 289, 469; of An
tioch, concerning Paul of Samosata, 228
a second council concerning the same,
229, 230 ; another at Antioch, 319 ; o\
Valence, 330 ; another of Valence, 581
pfSardica, 289 ; of Milan, 291; Seleucia,
ib . ; of Laodicea, 322; of Constanti
nople, several, 332, 495, 539 ; of Aqui
leia, 333 ; qf Diqspolis, 413 ; of Mile

-* vum, 414, 425; of Braga, 460, note; two
of Vaison, 461, 494; of Ephesus, 476
of Chalcedon, ib.; of Agde, 489 ; Orange,
493 ; two of Clermont, 494 ; ii. 36 ; two
of Orleans, i. 495, 607; of Mascon, 525;
two of Paris, 535, 575 ; two of the
JLateran, 538 ; ii. 209; of Cloveshoo, i
545; one under Constantine VIL 554
two of Frankfort, 557,590; ofMentz.
580; one held by Hincmar of Rheims,
580; of Trosle, 590; two of Rheims, 591,
ii. 19; of Sutri, i. 606, of Placentia, 607
of Arras, ib . ; of Bari, 617 ; of Soissons,
ii. 9; three of London, ii. 38, 106, 147
of Florence, 38; of Toulouse, 69 ; o:
Lambeth, 106; of Constance, 133, 162
of Basil, 194; of Pisa, 209,

Councils, objections to them canvassed, i,
231; their great authority, 241; their
superiority to Popes, ii. 163.

ourtney, Bp. of London, cities Wickliffe,
ii. 159; his character, ib.; made arch-
bishop of Canterbury, 145 ; persecutes
the Lollards, ib. ; opposes Wickliffe,
565, 567; his ability and address, 566.

Courts, spiritual, remarks upon them, i.
506.

ranmer, Abp. his'notions respecting the
extent of dioceses, i. 240.

Jreed, Nicene, i. 280; of Athanasius, not
genuine, 324.

Crete, evangelized, i. 60,
ironeberg, See Hartmurth.
Irosner, Alexius, a proselyte of the refor-
mers, made chaplain to Duke George of
Saxony, ii. 529 ; his conduct in his office,
ib.; dismissed, ib. ; his misfortunes, ib.

!ross, Miraculous, i. 272; made a military
ensign, 273; remarkable story of a battle,
ib.

Jrusades, evil effects of, i. 606; ii. 36;
policy and justice of them discussed, 2,
& seq.; promoted by a special council,
36.

Culdees, i. 570, note.
inigilsus, King of the West Saxons, re-
ceives baptism, i. 531.

Cyprian, chosen bishop of Carthage, i.
160 ; his previous history, ib. ; his great
charity, 161; reluctant to become a bi-
shop, ib. ; his letter to Donatus, and
therein his testimony to the power of
converting grace, ib. & seq.; his testi-
mony to continuance of miraculous gifts,
162 ; not remarkable for learning, 163 ;
refers the persecution under Decius to

d J i of discipline, 165 ; cpneratu-
lates the Romaifclergy on the martyr^**
cTom of their bishop, 166 ; his letters to
Moyses and Maximus, ib. 174 ; obliged
to retire from Carthage, 166 ; his exer-
tions during his retreat, ib.; his letter to
his clergy, from his retirement, 167 ; re-

— fuses to do any thing without consent of
clergy and people, 169 ; exjlpj^s his^
flock to repentance, ib. ; "^ i^ j^^^l***
re-admission of lapsed without his con-
sent, 170; vindicated from charge of
stretching episcopal power, 171 ; his
letter to the laity, ib. ; his observations
to his clergy on the letter of Lucian,
respecting re-admission of, lapsed, 172;
his correspondence with Caldonius, 173 ;
his correspondence with church of
Rome respecting the lapsed, 174; his
letter to the lapsed, 175 ; receives com-
mendations from Roman clergy, ib. ;
ordains Aurelius, and apologises fo£ not
consulting his clergy, 177; his patron-
age of those who suffered persecution^
ib,; two other letters to his clergy, ib*
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severely tried by a schism in Carthage,
178; orders Felicissimus to be suspended
in consequence, ib.; his affectionate let-
ter to the people on the subject, ib ;
returns to Carthage, 181; engaged at a

^ council therejib. ; his letter to Corne-
Tms7tS3; endeavours to heal breaches in
church of Rome, ib.; his delicate atten-
tion to order, ib.; his letter to the Roman
confessors, 185; his letter to Antonius
concerning Novatian schism, ib.; hastens
reception of penitents in the prospect
of persecution, 186 ; supports the epis-
copal dignity in a letter to Cornelius, ib.;
character of this epistle, ib.; his censures
of Novatianism immoderate, 197; his
letter to Cornelius in banishment, ib.;
his letter to people of Thibaris, 198;
his letter to Demetrianus, a persecutor,
excites his people to charity during a
pestilence, ib.; his treatise on Mortality,
ib. ; writes to the Numedian church,
202; to Csecilius, relative to the use of
water in the Eucharist, 203 ; presides at
jajxmncil, ib; his opinion of players,

""* 205,206; opposes restoration of a lapsed
bishop, 207 ; asserts the authority of a
bishop over his deacon, ib ; his argu-
ment on the occasion censured, 208;
protests against the clergy taking secu-
lar offices, ib. ; accused of haughtiness,
ib . ; his answer, 209 ; contends for re-
baptism of heretics, 210; seized, and
commanded to sacrifice, 211; his con-
fession, ib; banished to Curubis, ib.; his
letter to nine suffering bishops, 212 ; re-
turns from exile, 213; sent for to Utica,
214: conceals himself, and why, ib. : re-
turns to Carthage, ib.: seized, ib. : tes-
timonies of the respect in which he was
held, ib. : confesses, and is beheaded,
215 : compared with Origen, ib.; his
letter to Demetrian, 218 ; character of
his writings, 220 : success of his labours,
ib.: his writings pleasing to learned
Pagans, 262 : why called Coprianus, ib.:
apt to torture Scripture in controversy,
ii. 485.

Cyprian, Bishop of Uniziba, his charity to
those persecuted by Huneric, i. 465 : his
sufferings for the faith, ib.

Cyriac, Martinus, a Hungarian, enters at
Wittemberg, in order to hear Luther,
ii. 383.

Cyriacus, an African bishop, delivered b)
his people to the Saracens, i. 607 : hii
piety, ib.

Cyril, a child, his uncommon fortitude, i
222.

——Bp. of Alexandria, opposes Nestorian
heresy, i. 475.

.—*** a Thessalonian, his birth and educa-
tion; i, 582; reproves Photius, ib.: his

character, ib. : becomes an active mis-
sionary, 582 : his disinterested refusal
of presents, 582 : invents an alphabet,
583 : dies a monk, ib.

D.

Damas, a youthful bishop of Magnesia,
commended by Ignatius, i. 92.

Damasus, succeeds Liberias in See of Rome,
i. 327: his severity to the Luciferians,
328.

Dambrouca, wife of Micislaus, her zeal, i.
597.

Danes invade England, i. 570 : their savage
character, ib. : reformed by influence of
Christianity, 611 ; their zeal, 612.

Daniel, Bp. of Winchester, his advice re-
specting the best method of dealing with
isolators, ii. 560 : his advice respecting
communion and dicipline, 560.

Deacons, institution of the order, i. 31.
Decius, Emperor, succeeds Philip, i, 160 :

persecutes the church beyond all his
predecessors, 165 : obliged by an incur-
sion of the Goths to leave Rome, 181;
slain in battle, 182 ; his character, ib. &
196.

Degrees in law and divinity, when insti-
tuted, ii. 37.

Deitleben, agent at Rome for Frederic
the Wise, his letter to that prince, ii.
271. m

Demetrias, an illustrious Roman lady, flies
into Africa from the Goths, i. 412; per-
suaded by Augustin to a vow of vir-
ginity, ib.

Demetrius, Bp. of Alexandria, elected, i.
148; commits the school there to Origen,
149; envies his fame, 151; procures his
ejection, 159 ; his death, ib.

Demophilus, an Arian bishop of Constan-
tinople, expelled, i. 332.

Deogratias, Bishop of Carthage, redeems
Genseric's captives with gold and silver
of the churches, i. 462; his zealous cha-
rity to the captives, ib.; his death and
character, ib.

Descartes, not the inventor of a famous
argument attributed to him, i. 620.

Desiderius, Duke of Tuscany, his intrigues
with the pope for the crown of Lom-
bardy, i, 555 ; expelled by Charlemagne,
ib.

Diddensis, a presbyter of Cyprian's, com-
municates with the lapsed, i, 175 ; his
obstinacy, ib.

Didymus, of Alexandria, loses his sight at
five years old, i. 360; attains great
learning, and fills the chair at Alexan-
dria, ib.; his character, ib. ; his treatise
on the Holy Spirit commended, ib.

Diethmar, Abp. of Prague, his dying re*
morse for neglect of Duty, i. 593,
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Dinot, Abbot of Bangor, ii. 16.
Diocese, ancient name, TrapoiKin, i. 240

their extent, ib.; ancient ones, small, ib.
evil of large ones, ib.

Dioclesian, succeeds to the empire, i. 232
his indulgence for eighteen years to thi
Christians, ib. ; becomes a persecutor,
233; objects to a general persecution,
256; his rage against the Christians
257; compels his wife and daughters to
sacrifice, ib. ; Spanish inscriptions in
testimony of his persecution, 2£8; re-
markable motto on his medal, ib.; re
signs the empire, 263 ; his death, 271.

Diodorus, an Ascetic, his zeal, i. 290.
Dionysius, the Areopagite, converted, i

55 ; becomes the first bishop of Athens,
216.

Bp. of Corinth, his writings, i. 129.
-<* Bp. of Alexandria, suffers persecu

tion, i. 182; ordered by a divine mani
festation to remove, ib. ; seized and led
to Taposiris, ib.; his remarkable deliver-
ance, 187; his account of the persecution
of Alexandria, 188 ; opposes Novatian
schism, 190 ; his letter to Novatian, 191
brought before the prefect, 223 ; his
confession, ib.; banished, ib. ; his ac-
count of the sufferings of himself and
others, 223 ; his great celebrity, 226
his account of the Sabellian heresy, ib.
his opinion respecting re-baptism, ib. ;
and the Novatian schism, ib,; returns to
Alexandria ; 227 ; opposes Nepos in his
notion of the Millennium, 228 ; contro-
verts Sabellianism, ib. ; his expression;
disproved by a council, ib.; his apology,
ib. ; his letter to council at Antioch,
respecting Paul of Samosata, 229; his
death, ib.

Bishop of Rome, holds a council of
Sabellian heresy, i. 228 ; his death, 232 ;
his letter respecting doctrine of the
Trinity, 237.

Bp. of Milan, banished by a council,
i. 292.

Discipline, proof of its strictness in primi-
tive times, i. 130; its decline in long
peace, 165; how tempered in early church
of Rome, 167; its decline in church of
Carthage, 174; different regard paid to
it by first Christians and those of present
day, 175, 176; remarkable proof of its
strictness in purest churches, 186; held
too high in third century, 190 ; strict
and godly, prevalent in that century,
204; its relaxation and consequent evils,
233 ; revived by Nicene council, 282;
nearly lost in our age, ib. ; remarkable
instance of it in the case of Theodosius,
340, 341; Basil's attention to it in the
church of Ceesarea, 367; neglect of,
respecting administration of Lord's Sup-

per, 374; difficulty experienced by
Chrysostom of reforming it, ib. ; strong-
ly recommended by Augustine, 436 ; ex-
cess of, in decrees of a Roman council,
469 ; Coelestine's decrees respecting it,
480; Leo's decrees, 481; canons of council
of Agde, 489; laws of Justinian relating to
council of bps. 493 ; decrees of council
of Vaison, respecting the education of
ministers, 494; decree of council of
Clermont, respecting patronage, ib. ; of
council of Orleans, respecting the same,
495 ; instance of, in a case of debauch-,
ery, 506 ; instance of, in case of epis-
copal neglect, 510 ; rules of council of
Mascon, 525; declaration of Martin,
Bishop of Rome, 541; attention to it by
Ado, Archbishop of Mentz, 570 ; defect
of, in tenth century, 601 ; dissolved by
sale of indulgences, ii. 37; among the
Waldenses, 54 ; attempts to revive it by
council of Constance, 163 ; a favourite
point with the Hussites, 195; instance
of its abuse, 401.

Discipline, monastic rules of, formed by

Basil and Gregory, i. 367.
Dissenters, first body of, i. 180; second

body of, 275; third body of, 276; penal-
ties denounced against them, 333.

Divinations, forbidden by council of Agde,
i. 490 ; divination by the Gospel con-
demned by Augustine, 452. See also
Oracles and Magic.

Divinity, scholastic, its three periods, ii.
121,'note.

Docetae, i. 81.
Doctrine, its connection with practice, i.

251; obscured in fourth century, 275.
Dominic, a monk, founder of the Domini-

cans, preaches against Waldenses, ii. 65 ;
attends the disputation against the Albi-
genses, 66; his activity in the inquisi-
tion, 68; his death, ib.; his fictitious
miracles and monstrous austerities, 85 ;
his pride and ignorance, 86; constituted
the rosary, ib.
— a friar, his martyrdom, ii. 98.

Dominicans, their character, ii. 77 ; why
called Jacobins, ib. note ; enlist men for
the crusades, 80 ; their usurpation of
power in the Sorbonne,83 ; intrude into
dioceses and parishes, ib.

Domitian, Emperor, persecutes the Chris-
tians, i. 67 ; his death, ib.

Donatian, an orthodox bishop, bastinadoed
and banished, i. 465.

Donatists, their schism, i. 275, 433 ; cha-
racter, 275 ; not called to Nicene coun-
cil, 283; had no effusion of the spirit,
ib.; attempt to unite them to the church,
298 ; their flagitiousness, 327, 328; dis-
tinction of their characters, 432 ; their
activity in re-baptising, 433 $ subjected
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to civil penalties, ib. $ forbidden to hold
assemblies, 494.

Donatus, heads a schism, i. 275.
Bonysia, a martyr, under persecution of

Huneric, i. 466; her extraordinary for-
titude, ib.

Dounouas, a Jew, and a king in Arabia
Felix, his cruelty to Christians, i. 491 ;
conquered and slain, ib.

Draco, John, a reformer, suffers persecu-
tion, ii. 385 ; his character by Erasmus,
ib. note; sketch of his history, 586.

Dungal, a recluse, writes against Claudius
of Turin, i. 577.

Du Pin, Monsieur, his criticisms on a work
of Luther's, ii. 270 ; instance of his pre-
judice against Luther, 306, note.

E.

Eadbald, King of Kent, his contempt for
Christianity, i. 527; his reformation, ib. ;
death, 531.

Easconbert, son and successor to Eadbald,
totally destroys idolatry in his dominions,
i. 531.

Easter, controversy respecting celebration
of, i. 113, 133 ; settled by Nicene coun-
cil, 281.

Ebionites, their heresy, i. 81; improperly
considered orthodox, 253.

Ecdicius, remarkable for his great charity,
i. 463.

Ecebolius, a sophist, his apostacy and re-
pentance, i. 308.

Echard, an inquisitor, persecutes the Wal-
denses, ii. 75 ; is convinced by and joins
them, ib. ; burned, ib.

Eckius, a celebrated Romanist, writes
against the theses of Luther, ii. 225 ;
his talents and learning, 246 ; his former
friendship with the Reformer, ib. ; mo-
tives of his enmity, ib. ; controversy be-
tween him and Luther, ib.; challenges
Carolstadt to a disputation, ib.; his su-
periority to him, ib. 247 ; challenges
Luther, ib.; conscious of defeat, 251;
attacks Melancthon, 259 ; Luther's ani-
madversions on him, 267,- endeavours to
ruin Luther, 272, 276 ; experiences vio
lent opposition, 278; his hypocrisy, 279
assists in the persecution of Leonard
Caesar, 247; employed to defend divi-
sions among the Reformers, 558.

John, Emperor's speaker at diet of
Worms, his violence against Luther, ii.
311.

Eclectics, their principles of philosophy^
i. 135.

Ecolampadius, a celebrated reformer, his
letter to the Waldenses, ii. 74; his re
nown, 225, 363 ; his conduct in the sa-
cramentary contest, 422, 492 5 his inti-

macy with Erasmus, 457 ; his works re-
commended by Erasmus, 458, note; and
492; his character, 490, 492, 493; at-
tends the conferences at Marpurg, 541 ;
his letter to two persecuted persons,
552.

Edgar Atheling, the last of the Saxon
princes, retreats under the protection
of Malcolm, i. 615.

Edicia, a married woman, vows perpetual
continency, i. 444; disposes of her pro-
perty to monks, ib. ; Augustine's re-
monstrance with her, ib.

Edward I. King of England, exposes a
fraudulent miracle at his father's tomb,
ii. 2; defeats the Earl of Leicester, 88 ;
his character, 106.
— II. his weakness, ii. 107.
—. III. his firm opposition to papal ex-
actions, ii. 107.

Edwin, King of the Northumbrians, his
conversions, i. 528; baptized, 529; slain,
in battle, 530.

Egbert, becomes King of Wessex, i. 571 ;
of all England, ib.

Abbot of Schonauge, his account of
the Cathari,ii. 23.

Eleazar, Count of Arian, his piety, ii. 105;
remarkable regulations of his- house, ib»;
his death, ib.

Election, doctrine of, i. 419.
Elesbaan, King of Abyssinia, conquers

Dounouas, i. 491 •, embraces a monastic
life, ib.

Elfric, Abp, of Canterbury, his canon re
specting church service, i. 614.

Elizabeth, Queen of Denmark, her cha-
racter and misfortunes, ii. 376, 378.
— Wife of the elector of Brandenburg,
persecuted, for her attachment to the
Gospel, ii. 552 ; escapes into Saxony,
ib.

Eloisa, seduced by Abelard, ii. 5 ; glories
in the infamous connection, 6 ; her ii>
gratitude to her uncle, ib.; retires into a
convent, ib.; character of her corres-
pondence with Abelard, 17.

Ely mas, a sorcerer, struck blind by St.
Paul, i. 46.

Emmeram, a Frenchman, abandons his
possessions to preach the Gospel, i. 384;
his labours and success, ib. ; murdered,
ib.

Emperor, German, how chosen, i. 592.
Empire, Western, revived by Charle-

magne, i. 471; separated from French
monarchy and fixed in Germany, 592.

Emser, a doctor of Leipsic, depreciates
Luther's version, ii. 353; produces a
counter-translation, 358 ; translates Eras-
mus's Diatribe, 437; translates the cor-
respondence between Luther and Henry
the Eighth, 476, note \ his unchristian
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conduct to Crosner, 529 ; his death, ib.;
his attempt to entrap Luther, 584; his
character, ib.

England, church of, its rudiments, i. 518,
519,

English, their deplorable ignorance in
ninth century, i. 570.

Ennodius, Bp. of Pavia, his writings, i.
524.

Epaphras, his example deserving the imi-
tation of all pastors, i. 59.

Epaphroditus, minister to St. Paul, i. 52;
his sickness and recovery, ib.

Ephesus, church of, i. 60 ; its spirituality,
ib.; idolatry of the city, 6 1 ; character
of the church, 62.

Ephraim, his birth and education, i. 360,
361; his taste for solitude, ib.; per-
suaded to live in the city of Edessa, ib.;
composes various pieces, ib.; feigns
madness to evade a bishopric, ib. ; com
poses Christian hymns to combat here
tical notions, ib.; writes on utility of
psalmody, ib. ; his noble conduct during
a famine, ib. ; extracts from his writing's,
362; his superstition, 363; general su-
periority of his views, 364.

Epictetus, the stoic, his manner of noticing
Christians, i. 244.

Epiphanius, Bp. of Cyrus, his character,
i. 371 ,• remarkable stories of his benefi-
cence, ib.

Bp. of Pavia, intercedes with Theo-
doric for the adherents of Odoacer, i.
469; sent by Theodoric on a mission,
ib. ; his success, ib.; sketch of his life,
ib.

Episcopacy, form of, inferred from letter
of church of Rome, i. 167 ^ ancient, free
from secularity, 241. See also Govern-
ment.

Erasmus, how serviceable to the reforma-
tion, ii. 148, 222, 273, 432, 371; revives
classical literature, 215, 432 ; his charac-
ter, 222, 579, & seq.; 365, 432, 471,
518 ; his account of Luther's character,
proceedings, and doctrine, 222, 233,
273, 282, 283 ; his letter to the Elector
Frederic, 241 ; his letter to Luther,
244; his remarkable interview with
Frederic, 282, 472; his axioms, 283;
refuses a bribe to write against Luther,
ib. ; becomes an adversary to the refor-
mers, 579 ; his religious sentiments, ib. ;
condemns persecution, 385 ; his opi-
nions respecting the Eucharist, 424 ; his
ill-natured remarks on Luther's mar-
riage, 429 ; his controversy with Luther,
432, & seq. ; his Spongia, 436 ; how far
chargeable with scepticism, 456 & seq.;
his intimacy with Ecolampadius, 457 ;
his judgment of that writer's work,
458, note, 492 ; his levity, 458, 468, h

seq. ; his correspondence with Melanc-
thon, 459, & seq. ; his artful letter to
Clement the Seventh, 460 ; a similar
letter to Campeggio, 461 ; his powers,
ib.; his apologies, 465, & seq. ; his in-
consistency, 468 & seq.; also through-
out the controversy passim, censured b j
University of Paris, 469 ; his defence,
ib.; his propensity to Pelagianism, 472 ;
his letter to Henckell, 518; maligns the
Reformers, 538; his correspondence
with Adrian, 589, & seq.

Eric, King of Sweden, sends for mission-
aries to evangelize his kingdom, i. 595 ;
murdered on account of his piety, ib.

King of Denmark, imposes Christi-
anity on people of Rugen, ii. 4 1 ; van-
quishes the Finlanders, 42; passionately
laments their falling unbaptized, ib. ;
spreads Christianity in the country, ib.;
his character, ib. ; murdered, ib.

A German prince, enters into a con-
federacy against Lutherans, ii. 503.

Esch, John a reformed monk, his martyr-
dom, ii. 385, 586.

Establishments, religious, question of, dis-
cussed, i. 343.

Ethelbert, King of Kent, his character, i.
516, 519 ; favourably receives a mission
from Gregory, 516 ; converted, 517; his
laws, 526.

Ethelburg, a Christian princess, her mar-
riage with Edwin, King of the Nor-
thumbrians, i. 528.

Ethelred, King of England, orders a mas-
sacre of the Danes, i. 613 ; flies into
Normandy, ib. ; returns, 614.

Ethiopia, Gospel planted there, i. 42.
Eucharist, superstitious notions respecting

it in third century, i. 190 ; frequency of
its administration in primitive churches,
199, & note, 241; water used in it in
some churches, 203.

Eucherius, of Lyons, renowned for piety,
i. 483.

Eudemon, Bp. of Smyrna, apostatizes, i.
193.

Eudoxia, the Empress, her character, i.
375 ; lends her influence to ruin Chry-
sostom, ib. ; compared to Jezebel, 376 ;
writes respectfully to Chrysostom, and
presses his recal, ib.

Eudoxius, translated from See of Antioch
to that of Canstantinople, i. 294 ; bap-
tizes Valens, 322 ; his ascendant over
that Emperor, ib. ; his death, ib.

Eugenius, an usurper of the empire, put
down by Theodosius, i« 341.
— appointed Bishop of Carthage, i. 464;
his exemplary character, ib. ; his letter
to his flock, 466 ; his banishment and
sufferings, 468 ; recalled, 469.
— III. Pope, educated under St. Ber-
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nard, ii. 4 ; practises austerities after his'
elevation, ib.; his character, 4 ; obliged
to fly into France, ib.; testimony of his
uprightness, 30, note: institutes degrees
in law, 37, 4.

Eunomius, an able Arian, banished by
Theodosius', i, 343.

Euodius, a military man, friend of Augus-
tine, regenerated, i. 405.

Euphraxus, governor of Calabria, his cha-
racter, i. 605 ; endeavours to mortify
Nilus the Monk, ib. ; sends for him on
his death-bed, ib.; receives the monas-
tic habit, ib.

Euplius, a Sicilian martyr, refuses to de-
liver up the scriptures, i. 263.

Eusebius, a deacon, attends the confessors
at great personal risk, i. 224 ; becomes
Bishop of Laodicea, ib.

Bp. of Csesarea, the historian, dis-
posed to lessen the honours of Christ, i.
274, 277, 281 ; speaks in a subordinate
manner of the Holy Ghost, 274 ; was
the great favourite of Constantine, 280 ;
declines See of Antioch, 283 ; presides
at council of Tyre, and is insulted by
Potamo, 284; his death, 287; his cha-
racter, ib.

Eusebius, Bishop of Nicomedia, supports
Arianism, i. 278 ; his interest with Con-
stantine, ib. ; his letter toNicene council,
280 ; is rebuked by an Arian bishop for
dissimulation, 281 ; had been bishop of
Berytus, 282 ; banished, 283 ; restored,
ib.; writes to Athanasius to restore
Arius, ib. ; bis villainous accusation of
Athanasius, 285; menaces Alexander
of Constantinople, ib. ; translated to See
of Constantinople, 288 ; his death and
character, 289.

an eunuch, his influence over Con-
stantius, i. 287 ; assists in opposing Li-
berius, 292.

Bp. of Vercellae, supports Nicene
faith at council of Milan, i. 291 ; ban-
ished, 292; his piety and sufferings,
293; returns to his see, 308 ; distin-
guished at council of Alexandria, 311.

of Samosata, his exemplary passive-
neJs, i. 325 ; further particulars of his
life, ib.

Eustathians, i. 290.
Eustathius, of Antioch, deposed through

the artifices of the Arians, i. 283 ; dies
in exile, ib.; opposed Eusebius of Cxsa-
rea, ib.

Eusus, a bishop, appears at a disputation
against the Albigenses, ii. 66.

Eutyches, a monk, his heresy, i. 475.
Eutychians, endeavour to propagate Chris-

tianity, i. 540.
Eutychius, Bp. of Constantinople, refuses

to publish a decree of Justinian, i. 495 ;

banished, and dies in exile, ib. ; his cha-
racter, ib. ; excepted from recal of the
exiled bishops, 496 ; restored ib. ; his
whimsical notion respecting the body,
ib.

Euzoius, the friend of Arius, made Bishop
of Antioch, i. 295; his popularity, 311 ;
his moderation, ib. ; opposes Peter's
election to See of Alexandria, 324, 325.

Evagrius, elected bishop of Constantino-
ple, i. 322 ; banished by Valens, ib.
— Scholasticus, his character as an his-
torian, i. 492, note ; his writings, 525.

Evervinus, of Steinfold, his letter to Ber-
nard, respecting the Cathari, ii. 20.

Ewald, two brothers of that name mur-
dered on a mission, i. 559.

Excommunication, how brought into con-
tempt, ii. 94.

F.

Faber, John, v'rcar of Constance, and af-
terwards bishop of Vienna, opposes
Luther, ii. 373 ; his passionate endea-
vours to preserve doctrine of transub-
stantiation, 512; foments divisions among'
the reformers, 558.

James, a Lutheran,persecuted, ii. 387$
sent to confer with Bucer and Capito, 402.

Fabian, Bishop of Rome, suffers martyr-
dom, i. 166.

Facundus, Bishop of Hermiana, his notion
of the Lord's Supper, i. 525.

Fathers, deference paid to their writings,
i. 569.

Faustus, his sufferings for the Gospel, i.
224.

a Manichee bishop, enchants the
people by his eloquence, i. 389 5 his
frankness, 390.

Bishop of Ries, sketch of his life
and character, i. 484.

Favel, a Lutheran, persecuted, ii. 387; flies
to Switzerland, and adopts the tenets of
Zuingle, ib.

Felicissimus, his exceptionable character,
i. 178 ; seduces part of Cyprian's flock,
ib. ; suspended, ib. ; condemned by
African synod, 181 ; goes to Rome,
raises a party, and threatens Cornelius,
186.

Felicitas, a Christian slave, delivered of a
child in prison, i. 153 ; her reply to a
door-keeper, ib. ; exposed to a wild
cow, 154 ; her martyrdom, ib.

Felix, Bp. of Rome, elected, i. 232 ; hi9
testimony to the divinity of Christ, ib.

of Tibiura, his martyrdom, i. 263.
a Manichee, attempts to disseminate

his sentiments at Hippo, i. 446; con-
vinced at a public disputation with Au-
gustine, ib,
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Felix, Bishop of Dummock, his successful
preaching1, i. 529.

Bp. of Urgel, his heresy, i. 567.
Ferber, a monk, attempts to reclaim the

Landgrave of Hesse from Protestantism,
ii. 397.

Ferdinand, Archduke of Austria, perse-
cutes the Lutherans, ii. 359, 376, 520 ;
'his treatment of his sister, 376 ; his con
duct at diet of Nuremberg, 391, 393 ;
joins confederacy at Ratisbon, 396 ; as-
pires to be declared King of the Romans,
397 ; inclines to pacific measures tow-
ards the reformers, 503, 505 ; his con-
duct at the diet of Spires, 510 ; succeeds
to the kingdom of Hungary, 517.

Ferrer, Vincent, a friar, his piety and zeal,
ii. 199; his book on spiritual life, ib. ;
engaged in the service of the Pope, ib.;
refuses honours and becomes a mission-
ary, ib.; his labours and success, ib.
proofs of his humility, ib.

Fillaster, William, a cardinal, maintains at
council of Constance their right to de-
pose the Pope, ii. 170.

Firmilian, Bp. of Cappadocia, supports
Cyprian's opinion concerning re-bap
tism, i. 210 ; presides at council held con
cerning Paul of Somosata, 229 ; dies on
his way to a second council, ib.; was a
great luminary, ib . ; studied under Ori-
gen, 235,

Governor of Csesarea, persecutes th<
Christians, i. 265 ; is capitally punished
266.

Firmus, a merchant, converted from Mani-
cheism by Augustine, i. 445 ; becomes a
presbyter, 446.

Fisher, Bp. of Rochester, his cruel treat
ment of a Lollard, ii. 160 ; concise ac
count of him, ib. note.

Fizraf, Abp. of Armagh, opposes the Men-
dicants, ii. 108 ; summoned before the
Pope, ib. ; appears and defends hi;
cause, ib. ; suffers persecution, ib. ; hi:
death and character, ib.

Flacilla, the wife pf Theodosius the Great,
her character, i. 343.

Flagellants, ii. 103.
Flavia, Domitilla, banished, i. 67.
Flavian, Bp. of Antioch, his zeal, i. 290

composes the famous doxology, Glori
Patri, &c. ib.; intercedes at court foi
the people of Antioch, i. 373 ; his sue
cess, ib.

Flavius, Clemens, the Consul, put to death
by Domitian, i. 67; his character, ib.

Fleury, his credulity as an historian, i. 222
Fluentius, Bp. of Florence, reprimanded

by the Pope for teaching that Antichrisi
was come, ii. 38, 39.

Fortunatus, a presbyter of Carthage, mad<
bishop by a faction in opposition to Cy

prian, i. 179; sinks into insignificance,
182.

'ortunatus, Bp. of Assure, lapses, i. 207.
his life of Hilary condemned, i. 364^

365.
'rancis I. King of France, persecutes the

Waldenses, ii. 7 1 ; surprised into the
measure, 74; revokes the edict, ib. ; his
repentance, ib.; becomes candidate for
the empire, ii. 289 ; his rivalry with
Charles the Fifth, 290; persecutes the Lu-
therans, 337, 552; taken prisoner, 506;
his treaty with the Pope, ib . ; his treaty
to recover his liberty, ib.; his inconsis-
tent conduct respecting the reformation,
552 ; absolved from his oath by the
Pope, 554.

of Assisimus, founder of the Minor
Friars, disinherited for enthusiasm, 85 ;
his character, ib.; his pretended mira-
culous wounds, ib . ; his great fame, ib.

Franciscans, their character, ii. 77; enlist
men for the crusades, 80; intrude into
parishes, 84 ; assume arbitrary power
in the Sorbonne, ib.

Franks, short account of them, i. 470 ;
receive Christianity, 471.

Frederick, of Devonshire, made Bishop of
Utrecht, i. 583 ; rebukes Lewis the
Meek, ib. ; assassinated, ib.
— the Wise, Elector of Saxony, pro-
motes literature, ii. 212; patronises Lu-
ther, ib. 215, 232 ; his character, 216,
224, 230, 232,238, note; 574 ; 282, 290,
319, 340, 354, 363, 375, 409 ; interposes
in favour of Luther, 230 ; his extraor-
dinary firmness and discretion in the case
of Luther, 231, 81, 239, 260, 271, 574,
279, 282, note ; 299,306,315; his letter
to Erasmus, 240,241; receives the golden
rose, 241 ; his improvement in religion,
257, 280, 426; his instructions to his
agent at Rome, 271; his interview with
Aleander, 280; seeks an interview with
Erasmus, 282; endeavours to repress
Luther's acrimony, 575, 286, note ; re-
fuses the empire, 289 ; his conduct at
the diet of Worms, 202, 305, 314; ex-
tracts from his letters, 305 ; his admira-
tion of Luther's speech, 310 ; conceals
Luther in the castle of Warburg, 315;
his opinions and orders respecting pri-
vate masses, 336, 480; his perplexities
on account of disturbances at Wittem-
berg, 340; sends a communication to
Luther on the subject,; his conduct re-
specting the fanatics, 341 ; his great
conscientiousness, ib.; sends a confiden-
tial agent to Luther, 345 ; his replies to
the remonstrances of Duke George, 357;
receives two papal brieves complaining
of his conduct, 370, 584; his answers
thereto, 3 7 1 ; enters his protest against
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fettering the use of the Scriptures, ib.;
his critical situation at one period,$75;
consults the reformed ministers on law-
fulness of defending his subjects by
force, 376; his prudent conduct at Nu-
remberg1, 391; his remonstrance to the
diet, 394 ; his answer to an intemperate
letter from the Emperor, ib. ; exerts his
authority against Carolstadt, 404 5 hit
death, 407, note ; 425, & seq.; his ob
servations respecting the Rustic war,
418 ; review of bis politics, 426 ; his
answer to Luther concerning his resig-
nation of the monkish habit, 428; his
answer to a complaint of Henry V11I.
against Luther, 473 ; how far he sup-
ported the reformers, 478; vindicated
from charge of avarice, 480.

Frederic, Duke of Holstein, succeeds to
the throne of Denmark, ii. 378 ; pro-
motes the reformation, ib. ; his edict of
toleration, ib.

Friars, see Dominicans, Franciscans, and
Mendicants.

Frumentius, carried, when a boy, into
Abyssinia, i. 298; escapes being mur-
dered, and is promoted at court, ib. ;
projects the conversion of the country,
299 ; consecrated Bishop of the Indians,
ib.: his success, ib.; his unsuccessful
attempt at Constantius to depose him,
ib.

Fulgentius, Bp. of Ruspae, his birth and
education, i. 486; his early austerities,
ib. ; enters the monastery of Faustus, ib.;
suffers severe persecution from the Ari-
ans, ib. ; his humility and sincerity, ib. ;
declines an opportunity of revenge,
487 ; bis reflection on the splendor of
Theodoric, ib. ; banished, ib . ; sent for
by Thrasamond, ib. ; excites his admi-
ration, ib. ; remanded to exile, ib. ;
restored, ib. ; his death and theology,
ib. ; his epistles, 488 ; his humble sur-
render of precedency, 488, note.

G.

Gabriel, a reformer, accused by Duke
George, ii. 357 ; brief sketch of his his-
toiy, 558.

Gal, a missionary, his character and la-
bours, i. 532 ; erects a monastery, ib.

Galatia, church of, i. 48 ; Paul's epistle to
it, ib. ; its just views of the Gospel, 49 ;
changes for the worse, ib.; reproved by
the apostle, ib.; probability of its im-
provement^ 50.

Galdinus, Bishop of Milan, opposes the
Cathari, ii. 24 ; his death occasioned by
his vehemence in opposing them, ib.

Galen, the physician, his testimony to the
patience of Christians, i. 248.

• VOL. 11. 52

Galen us, Maximus, made proconsul of
Carthage, i. 213 ; condemns Cyprian,
214;

one of the Csesars under Dipclesian, in-
stigates that emperor against the Chris-
tians, i. 256 ; his artifices, 257 ; succeeds
Dioclesian in the eastern part of the
empire, 263 ; smitten with an incurable
disease, 269 ; his dreadful sufferings, ib ;
takes off the persecution, and entreats
the prayers of the Christians, ib.; ex-
ceeded all the emperors in hostility to
Christianity, ib.; his death, ib.

Galilee, Church of, i. 40.
Galle, Peter, defends the papal dogmas

against Olaus Petri, ii. 379 ; engaged in
a second disputation, 382.

Gallienus, Emperor, befriends the Chris-
tians, i. 225; his character, ib . ; his
death, 229.

Gallio, the proconsul, his indifference to
the progress of Christianity, i. 56.

Gallus, the Emperor, succeeds Decius, i.
182, 197; allows peace to the church,
182; persecutes the church, 197; his
death, 203.

Gamaliel, his advice respecting the apos-
tles, i. 31.

Gausbert, a missionary, made a bishop in
Sweden, i. 586 ; is banished, ib.

Gelasius, Bp. of Rome, his decretals, i.
470 ; his character, ib. ; his treatise
against the Lupercalia, ib . ; writes
against Pelagianism, 485.

Genseric, King of the Vandals, desolates
Africa, i. 447 ; surprises Carthage, 460;"
his cruelty, 461, 462 ; professes Arian-
ism, 460 ; persecutes the church in Si-
cily, 461; pillages Rome, 462; his Arian
intolerance, ib.; his death, 464.

Gentiles, their partial mixture with Jews,
i. 43 ; put on an equal footing with
Jews, 44.

George, an Arian bishop, cruelly perse-
cutes the Trinitarians, i. 293.

Bishop of Alexandria, murdered by
Pagans, i. 310; exalted by monkish ig-
norance into St. George of England,
ib. note.

Duke of Saxony, his opinion of Lu-
ther's doctrine, ii. 217; opposes the
reformation, ib.; promotes a disputation
between Eckius and Carolstadt, 246 ;
his remark respecting the Pope's supre-
macy, 251 ; accuses Luther to the elec-
tbr, 260 ; his attachment to the papacy,
289; his honourable declaration respect-
ing Luther's safe conduct, 314; his cha-
racter, 316, 433, 488, 528; persecutes
the Lutherans, 344, note ; 356t 357, 585;
excites the popish bishops, 353 ; remon-
strates with Duke John for tolerating
the reformers, 356 ; procures edict of
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Nuremberg, ib . ; remonstrates with Fre-
deric for supporting the Lutherans,
357 ; his proclamation against Luther's
version, 358 ; his hypocritical conduct
at Nuremberg, 376; solicits Erasmus to
oppose Luther, 433; his answer to Henry
the Eighth, 473 ; his answer to Luther's
concessions, 475 ; his answers to the
Landgrave of Hesse, 481, 503 ; conducts
a secret treaty against the elector and
landgrave, 508, 309 ; presses the land-
grave against the reformation, 512; his
acknowledgments in favour of Luther,
528; mortally offended with Luther,
529 ; his account of the Anabaptists, 532.

George, Marquis of Brandenburg, favours
the reformation, ii. 383.

Gerard, Bp. of Toul, his labours, i. 594.
Bp. of Cambray and Arras, holds a

council to condemn the disciples of
Gundulphus, i. 607; obtains a confession
from them agreeable to his views, 608.

^ — Bp. of Choriad, his labours and suc-
cess,i. 610; persecuted, ib.; murdered,ib.

a German, suffers severe persecution
in England, ii. 216.

Gerbelius, a Lutheran, his letter to Luther
upon the disappearance of the reformer,
ii. 323.

Germanicus, his patience and courage, i.
115.

Germanius, an Arian, elected Bishop of
Sirmium, i. 291. i

Germanus, his skill and authority in op-
posing Pelagianism, i. 417; his charac-
ter, 457 ; elected Bishop of Auxerre,
458 ; visits Britain to oppose Pelagian-
ism, ib. ; his zealous preaching, ib. ; suc-
cess, ib. ; commands an army of Britons
and gains a victory, ib.; returns to the
continent, ib. ; again called to Britain,
461; his death, 462.

i Bishop of Constantinople, supports
image worship, i. 551; deposed, 552.

Gerson, John, Chancellor of the University
of Paris, his celebrity, ii. 171 ; main-
tains right of council of Constance to
depose the Pope, ib.; his acrimony
towards Huss and Jerom of Prague,
172 ; preaches concerning reform in the
church, 183 ; his treatise on the trial of
spirits, 183 ; his unjust conduct towards
Jerom, 185 ; his treatise against com-
munion in both kinds, 191 ; Cajetan's
declaration respecting him, 233.

Geysa, chief prince of Hungary, converted
i. 593; dissuaded from apostacy by
Adalbert, ib.

Ghost, Holy, first effusion of, at Jerusalem,
i. 26 ; manner thereof, 27; termination
thereof, 233, 380; second effusion of,
ib.; its solid effects, 409; no regular his-
tory of, 445 ; arguments for divinity of,
488; controversy touching1 procession

of, 617; effusion of, in England, 531?
effusion of, among the Paulicians, 577.

Gibbon, Mr. thp historian, strictures on his
work, l. 221, 233, 259, 434, note; 571,
note; ii. 82.

Gildas the Wise, preaches in Scotland and
Ireland, i. 497 ; builds a monastery, ib.;
his discourses on the ruin of Great Bri-
tain, ib.

Giles, a Spanish Cardinal, his expostula-
tion with the Pope, ii, 98.

Gillebert de la Porree, Bp. of Poictiers,
his controversy with Bernard, ii. 18;
condemned by council of Rheims, and
recants, ib.

Gingis Kan, his conquest, ii. 88.
Girard Catelin, a Waldensian martyr, his

constancy, ii. 70.
Giselbert, extract from his writings, i. 603,

604.
Gisla, Queen of Hungary, her piety and

zeal, i. 609.
Gislebert, a monk, is instrumental in re-

viving learning at Cambridge, ii. 37.
Glapio, confessor of Charles t^e Fifth, at-

tempts to compose the religious differ-
ences at Worms, ii. 299, 58i.

Gnostics. Spe Docetac.
Godeschalcus, Duke of the Vandals, re-

vives Christianity among his subjects, i.
610 ; his zeal and personal labours, ib.

Gondebaiid, king of the Burgundians, dis-
misses his captives at the request o£
Epiphanius, i. 469.

Gontamond, succeeds Huneric, i. 469;
stops the persecution of the orthodox,
ib, ; increases his kindness to them, 471;
his death, ib.

Gooze, John, a Lollard, his martyrdom, ii.
159.

Gordian, Emperor, reigns six years and is
murdered, i. 462.

Gormo III. King of Denmark, labours to
extirpate the Gospel, i. 594; compelled
to desist, ib.

Gotebald, an English missionary, made
bishop in Norway, i. 611.

Goths, drawn over to Arianism, i. 326,
356; their kingdom destroyed, 546.

Gotteschalcus, a German monk, i. 579 ; his
partiality for Augustine's writings, ib. ;
his opinions, ib. ; offers to undergo the
ordeal of fire, ib. ; spreads Augustine's
doctrines in Dalmatia and Pannonia,
580 ; holds a conference with Notingus
respecting predestination, ib. ; his opi-
nions calumniated by Rabanus, ib . ; de-
fends himself, ib. ; condemned in a
synod, ib.; degraded, beaten and im-
prisoned, ib . ; reduced by his sufferings,
and burns his own book, ib. ; dies in
prison, ib . ; denied Christian burial, 581;
his character, ib.; vindicated by a coun-
cil, ib.
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Government, Church, what, in first cen-
tury,!. 92 ; necessity of, 239; forms of,
different in early ages, ib.; still a gene-
ral outline prevalent, ib.; three distinct
orders demonstrated by epistles of Igna-
tius, 240.

Gratian, Emperor, succeeds Valentinian,
i. 330 ; chooses Theodosius as his col-
league, ib. ; his distinguished godliness,
ib.; his pious letter to Ambrose, ib. 331;
hi£ death and character, 333, 334.

a monk, his collection of canon laws,
ii? of.

Gravamina Centum, what, ii. 369.
Gregory Thaumaturgus, attends Origen's

lectures during that father's exile, i.
159; attends council held on Paul of
Samosata, 229; was a great luminary, ib.;
accounts of his miracles not to be alto-
gether rejected, 234; his birth and idol-
atrous education, ib.; studies religion
under Origen, 235; gives himself to
prayer and retirement, ib . ; ordained,
ib.; his creed, ib.; his successful preach-
ing, 236 ; probability of his miracles, ib.;
his flight from persecution, and return,
ib.; his canonical epistle,ib.; his death
and character, ib.

Gregory, aCappadocian, appointed Bishop
of Alexandria upon the deposition of
Athanasius, i. 288 ; his violent proceed-
ings, ib . ; his death, 290.

1 • of Nazianzum, the elder, his conver-
sion, i. 297, 369; becomes bishop of
that place, i. 297, 369 ; his piety and
labours, 297; communicates with the
Arians, 370; recovered from their snares
by his son, ib. ; dies at an advanced age,
ib.

—— of Nazianzum, remonstrates with his
brother for practising physic at the court
of Julian, i. 309 ; apt to overstate mat-
ters, 310, note; exhorts Christians to
meekness upon Julian's death, 317 ; ap-
pointed to See of Constantinople, 332,
370; resigns in disgust, 333, 370 ; his
intimacy with Basil, 366; retired life,
367 ; joined with Basil in forming rules
o£ monastic discipline, ib . ; born about
time of Nicene council, 369; his great
learning, ib.; his conversion, ib.; con-
verses with Julian the apostate, ib. ;
penetrates into Julian's character, ib.;
recovers his father from Arian snares,
370 ; offended at the offer of an obscure
bishopric, ib. ; assists his father in pas-
toral labours, ib.; at Constantinople, he
first preaches in a conventicle, ib.; why
unfit for that bishopric, ib.; his great
virtues, ib.; and eloquence, ib.; his death
and character^ ib. ; his sermons, ib ;
poems, 371.

Bp. of Elvira, a I,uciferian, his cha-
racter, i. 340.

Gregory Nyssen, persecuted under Valens,
i. 360; his writings, ib.; visits Jerusalem,
ib.; his piety, ib.

— I. Bp. of Rome, his birth, i. 498;
assumes the monastic habit, ib.; his piety,
ib . ; his previous life, ib., note ; sent on
ecclesiastical affairs to Constantinople,
499 ;fhis intimacy with Leander of Seville,
ib. ; begins his commentary on Job, ib.;
quashes the absurd fancies of Eutychius,
ib. ; his bodily afflictions, ib. 509; cho-
sen bishop of Rome, 499; endeavours
to avoid the appointment, 500; his ser-
mon on the plague, ib.; appoints a
litany, ib.; conceals himself to avoid the
bishopric, ib. ; compelled to enter uppn
it, ib.; his conduct in his See, ib. ; "his
notion of its supremacy, 501, 507 ; re-
view of his letters, 501, & seq.; his in-
timacy with Anastasius, 502 ; his success
in draSving over the Lombards to ortho-
doxy, 5,03 ; his regular distribution of
alms, ib.; remedies the desolation of the
churches,ib.; corrects abuses in Sicily,
ib. j prevents the persecution of the Jews,
504 ; orders a severe punishment to a
person for deflowering a virgin, 506;
his jealousy of the See of Constantinople,
508, 512; his notions of justification,
508; his expectation of the day of
judgment, ib.; 510, 519 ; his imprudent
decision respecting images, 508, 550;
his conduct to the Emperors Mauritius
and Phooas, 510; his prejudices against
Mauritius, ib. ; makes peace with Aigi-
lulph, 511; censured by Mauritius, ib. ;
his answer, ib . ; his causes of complaint
against the emperor, 512, & seq. ; re-
ceives the image of Phocas with respect,
513 ; congratulates him on his elevation,
ib.; writes a second letter to Phocas,
514 ; his superstition, 513, 514; his con-
duct to Phocas vindicated, ib.; his con-
duct regarding Britain, ib. ; sends a mis-
sion thither, 515 ; his care of the infant
church there, 518; his conduct regard-
ing Britain vindicated, 520; his death
and character, 521 ; his works, 522.

of Tours, his writings, i. 525.
II. the first Pope, why so called, i.

551; his rebellious conduct towards the
emperor, 552 ; exacts from Boniface an
oath of subjection, 510.
-— III. Pope, his insolent letter to the
Emperor, i. 552 ; excommunicates all
who speak against images, 553 ; supports
a rebellious duke against the King of the
Lombards, ib. ; his proposals to Charles
Martel, ib.; his death, ib.
— Bp. of Utrecht, his labours and cha-
racter, i. 564.

—•—*yi. Pope, deposed for simony, i, 606.
— VII. Pope, see Hildebrand.
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Gregory IX. Pope, his attempt to revive the
crusades, ii. 79; his anti-christian bull, ib.

•• XT. Pope, his bull to excommunicate
fflizitis, ii. 108.

XII. Pope, or rather a claimant, ii.
166 ; pressed to resign, 170 ; deposed,
171; his character, ib.

a Hussite, founder of the unity of
the Hussites, ii. 195; his endeavours
to promote vital godliness, ib. : distin-
guished in the Hussite persecution, iy6:
undergoes the rack, ib.

Grosseteste, Robert, Bp. of Lincoln, his
birth and education, ii. 93,: suspected of
magic on account of his learning, ib. :
associates with the Mendicant orders,

$b*: his indistinct views of religion, ib. :
95, ld l , 1021 elected bishop, 93: com-
mences a reform, ib , : favours the Men-
dicants, ib.; his translations, 94, 95 :
quarrels with convents, 94: excommu-
nicated by convent of Canterbury, ib. :
treats^the sentence with contempt, ib. :
prosecutes his attempts at reform, ib. :
his devotion to the Pope, ib. : sees into
the true character of the Friars, 95 :
deceived by a pretended miracle, ib. :
obtains letters for reform of religious
order, ib . : appealed against, and obliged
to go to Rome, ib.: defeated there, ib.:
remonstrates with the Pope, ib.; in-
veighs against practices of Jtome, ib.:
his conduct in his diocese, ib. 96 ; re-

. fuses obedience to the Pope, ib. : sus-
pended, ib. : his success in establishing
vicarages, ib. : refuses to prefer the
Pope's nephew, ib.: his epistle on the
occasion, 97 : excommunicated by the
Pope, 98: disregards the sentence, ib. :
blames the mendicants on his death-bed,
ib.: his character, ib. 99 t his dying con-
versation, 98 : death, 99 : his idea of the
pastoral office, ib.; his sermons, 100; hu-
mility, 101; his notion of divine grace, ib.

Guilhelmus, Bp. of Paris, his writings, ii. 92.
Gundulphus, disciples of, condemned oy

council of Arras, i. 608 ; their doctrine,
ib.; their confession, ib.

Guthebalt, a missionary, his eminence, i.
596.

Gylas, an Hungarian chief, baptized, and
encourages Christianity, i. 593.

H.
Haco, King of Norway, persecutes Chris-

tians, i. 596; driven from his throne, ib.;
become a patron of Christianity, ib.; his
zeal, ib.

Hagen, King of Norway, supports Chris-
tianity, i. 595.

Hager, Conrade, opposes doctrine of the
mass, ii. 107; condemned as a hereticrib.

Halam, Robert, Bp. of Salisbu|y»( distin-
guished at council of Consta^ce^ ii. 192,

Harald, King of Denmark, baptized, i.
598; supports Christianity, ib. ; mur-
dered, ib . ; instructs Haco, and restores
him to his dominions, 596.

Harmonius, a noted heretic, composes
heretical hymns, i. 361; opposed by
Ephraim the Syrian, ib.

Harold, King of Denmark, expelled from
his dominions, i. 585; receives baptism,
ib-; is assigned a district in Friezeland, ib.

Hartmuth, a military knight, defends the
Reformation, ii.364,584; his character, ib.

Hausman Nicholas, Luther's eulogium on
him, ii. 332 ; opposes Stork, 341.

Haymo, a monk, made Bishop of Halber-
stadt, i. 583 ; his preaching and writings,
ib.; assists at condemnation of Gottes-
chalcus, ib.; his evangelical doctrines,
584; his superstition, ib.

Heathens, virtuous, question as to their
salvation, ii. 544, 547.

Hedio, Caspar, a reformer, his celebrity,
ii. 363.

Heinricus, Bp. of Mentz, his character, ii.
43 ; unjustly deprived, ib.

Helena, mother of Constantine, her muni-
ficent support of Christianity, i. 274;
her death, ib.

Heliogabalus, Emperor, his follies and vices
not accompanied by hostility to Chris-
tians, i. 157 ; his death, ib.

Helvetic denomination, what, ii. 388.
Henckel), John, Chaplain to the Queen of

Hungary, his character, ii. 518; favours
Lutheranisni, ib.

Henry, (the Fowler) Emperor, leads an
army into Denmark, and supports
Christianity there, i. 594.

IH. holds a general council at Sutri,
i. 606, note.
— II. Emperor, patronizes Unwan in his
endeavours to destroy idolatry, i. 610.

III. of England, pretended miracle at
his tomb, ii. 1, 2.
— a heretic, ii. 19; his character, ib.;
his heresy questionable, ib.
— II. of England, his ineffectual resist-
ance to the Pope, ii. 39; his character,
ib. ; instance of his barbarity, ib. ; holds
the Pope's bridle, 63 ; persecutes the
Albigenses, ibr
— Bp. of Upsal, his labours in Finland,
ii. 42.
— of Gaunt, Archdeacon of Tournay,
called the famous teacher, his ecclesias-
tical principles, ii. 83.
— IV. of England, usurps the crown, ii.
146 ; persecutes the Lollards, ib. 147.

— V. of England, his conduct at the
martyrdom of Badby, ii. 147; perse-
cutes the Lollards, ib.; his conduct to-
wards Lord Cobham, 148, 149,153,156;
his character, 153, 159; his jealousy of
the Lollards, 154 ; attacks them, in per*.
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son, 155; his unjust war with France.
158; his death, ib.

Henry, Duke of Brunswick, opposes Lu
theranism, ii. 224; 359; 503 ; suspectec
of calumniating them, 507.

VIII. of England, his character,
290, 488; favours the reformation, 290
answers Luther, 333; receives title o
Defender of the Faith, ib.; solicits Eras
mus to oppose Luther, 432, 284; hi;
theological pretensions, 434; complain!
to the Saxon princes of Luther, 473 ; hi
answers to Luther's concessions, 474
his treaties with the Pope, 506.

Duke of Saxony, inclines to reformei
doctrines, ii. 332; compelled to perse
cute the reformers, 385.

of Zutphen, a disciple of Luther,
cast into prison, ii. 402; escapes and
preaches at Bremen, ib.; murdered, 40.
his trials and martyrdom, 5S7, h seq.

a monk, suffers martyrdom for marry
ing, 553.

Heraclius, succeeds to the empire, i. 534
sues for peace with Chosroes, 535 j re-
jects the conditions proposed, ib. ; van
quished him, 536; adopts Monothelite
heresy, ib.; his incestuous marriage, 537;
his death and character, ib.

Heresy, in first century, i. 8 1 ; of Docetze
and Ebionites, ib,; of Cerinthus, ib.; of
Marcion, 114; respecting person o
Christ, quotation from Eusebius respect-
ing it, 132; of Theodotus, 133 ; of Mon-
tanus, 134; Irenseus's book of heresies,
138; of Praxeas, 143 ; Sabellian, ib. 226,
227; of Noctus, 158 ; of Beryllus, 159;
of Paul of Samosata, 228, 229; of Manes,
232; Arian, 276, 277; Macedonian, 321;
Apollinarian, 324, 359; Macedonian,
gives occasion to an explicit representa-
tion of the Holy Ghost in Council of
Constantinople, 333; of Priscillianists,
334; first attempt to punish it with
death, 335; Pelagian, 409, 410, 411;
insiduousness of heresy in general, 420;
Nestorian, 475, 536; Eutychian, 475/
536,; Monothelite, 475; of Feliy of
Urgel, 567; of Roscelin, 617 ; of Abe-
lard, ii. 5; of Gillebert de la Porree, 18;
of Tanchelin, Peter de Bruys, and
Henry, 19.

Heretics, controversy respecting their re-
baptism, i. 210 ; their invariable wicked-
ness, 253 ; their assemblies forbidden by
an edict, 297.

Herigarius, governor of Birca, receives
baptism, i. 586; erects a church, ib. ;
supports the Gospel in Sweden, 587.

Hermas, character of his epistle, i. 76.
HermenigilduSj son of Levigildus, con-

verted by his wife, i. 498; rebels against
ftis father, ib.; takes refuge in a church,

52*

ib.; surrenders, ib.; banished, ib.; loaded
with irons, ib. ; his constancy, ib . ; mur-
dered, ib.

Hesse, John, a friend of Luther's, preaches
'the reformed doctrines at Breslau, ii.
384, 586; holds a disputation against the
papal errprs, 384; his character, 586.

Hierocles, his virulence against the' Gos*
pel, i. 262; promoted to the govern-
ment of Alexandria, ib.; his affectation
of candour, ib.; his brutal persecution
of the Christians, 264.

Hierotheus, a bishop, labours among the
Hungarians, i. 593.

Hilary, a deacon, scourged at council of
Milan,, i. 291.

• Bp. of Poictiers, opposes Arianism, i.
327; his birth and education, 365; his
conversion, ib.; his sentiments respecting
the Trinity, ib.; his address to the em-
perors, 366; though married, recom-
mends celibacy, ib.; suffers persecution,
ib. j his great service to the church, ib.;
his death, reputation and monument, ib. ;
opposes Semi-Pelagianism, i. 417, 427.

Bp. of Aries, a Semi-Palagian, i. 482;
happily inconsistent, ib; ; his life of
Honoratus, ib . ; his piety and zeal, ib.

Hildebrand, Pope, his scheme to deprive
the emperors of the power of choosing
the Pope, i. 607; his pious and friendly
letter to Cyriacus, ib.; his unchristian
character, ib.

Hilderic, succeeds Thrasamond, anc^ fa-
vours the orthodox, i. 487; depose^ 494.

Hincmar, Abp. of Rheims, his/tlnfaithful
representation of Gottesctalcus, i. 580 j
his cruel treatment pf him, 581; his
great secular influence, ib. ; his charac-
ter, ib. , ^

Hoffman, rector'of Leipsic university, re-
fuses to pVcide on the disputation of
Eckiua^hd Luther, ii. 251.

HogostJ^tus, a Dominician inquisitor, hi
vimlent opposition of Luther, ii. 229.

£R5ly Days, their number complained of
in diet of Spires, ii. 511.

Holy Land, how divided, i. 40 ; its popu*
lousness, ib.

Honoratus, Bp. of Aries, his character, i.
482.

Bp. of Marseilles, famous as an ex*
tempore preacher, if 484.

Honorius, Emperor, reigns in the West,
i. 372; banishes Pelagius, 415; his cha-
racter and policy, 457.

—— Bp. of Rome, drawn over to Mono-
thelite heresy, i. 536; condemned by a
council, 539.

Hormisdas, Bp. of Rome, his character, i. 525
Hosius of Corduba, his faith and piety, if

279 j endeavours to make up the breach
caused by Arius, ib.; appointed by Ni»
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cene council to draw up creed, 280;
presides at council of Sardica, 290 ; his
great celebrity, 292 ; his spirited answer
to Constantius, ib.; persecuted by that
emperor, ib. 294 ; is overcome by his
sufferings, and signs Arian creed, ib.;
retracts the extorted signature, ib.; his
death, ib.

Hospinian, Rodolph, his misrepresentation
of Luther, ii. 420; his prejudices in fa-
vour of the Swiss divines, 499, note.

Hot, Arnold, appears as principal manager
of a disputation for the Albigenses, ii.
166; makes a great impression, ib.

Hubmeier,Balthazar, an eloquent reformed
preacher, ii. 533 ; corrupted by Munzer,
ib. ; raises disturbances, ib. ; suffers
martyrdom, ib.; calumniates Luther, ib.

Huglin, John, a reformer, his martyrdom,
ii. 520.

Hugo, the Burgundian, cardinal, his writ
ings, ii. 92 ; invented concordances, ib.

Hume, strictures on his history of England,
i.̂ 612, 617; ii. 87, 136,155, 275, note,
335,

Huneric, son and successor of Genseric,
tolerates the orthodox, i. 464 ; turns
persecutor, ib. 465; his cruelty, ib.
his edict, ib.; his horrible death, 469.

Huss, John, condemned as a heretic at
Rome, ii. 165, 166; summoned to coun-
cil of Constance, 165 ; attends tinder s
safe conduct, ib.; his talents and charac
ter, ib. 182, 517; sketch of his previous
life, 165 ; Luther's opinion of him, 165
his doctrinal knowledge defective, ib
166, 167, 176, 190; preaches against
the abuses of the church of Rome, 166
and against vices of the clergy, ib. ;v be-
comes obnoxious to +he Archbishop of
Prague, ib. ; appeals hom excommuni-
cation of the Pope, ib.; forbidden to
preach, ib. ; his conduct on preparing
to attend the council, ib. ; his sermons
and opinions, 167; imprisoned,' 168
suffers various vexations, 169, 176
writes tracts during his confinement,
169 ; pressed, but refuses to retract
171; lodged in castle of Gottleben, ib.
approves of administering communion
in both kinds, 176; examined before the
council, ib. & seq.j his constancy, 177,
& seq. ; also 180 & seq.; his peculiar
doctrines, 178; bis letter to his flock,
179 ; resolution of the council in case
he should retract, 180: his books burned,
ib.: brought again before the council,
181 : meets with most unjust treatment,
ib.; his admirable conduct under it, ib.
182; his martyrdom, ib. 32 ; his con
demnation protested against by princi-
pal persons of Bohemia, 184; motives
of the council in his condemnation, 569,

lussites, their origin, ii. 74; their agree-
ment with the Waldenses, ib.; their ex-
postulation with the Waldenses, 75 ;
oppose the hierarchy by arms, 190 ;
their leading principles, ib. ; their reli-
gious war, 194; from a church, 195;
character of their church, ib.197; re-
nounce carnal weapons, 194; persecuted,
195, & seq.; their remarkable letter to
Rokysan, 195; receive the Waldenses
into their communion, 196.

Hutten, Ulric, an intemperate Luthei an,
his controversy with Erasmus, ii. 436.

Hyperaspistes, a work of Erasmus, ii. 452.
Hyppolitus, a Novatian, called to martyr-

dom, i. 197; returns in his last moments
to the church, ib.

I& J.

Jacobel, a pastor of Prague, maintains
right of laity to communion in both
kinds, ii. 175; was the principal reviver
of that doctrine, 176; his character, ib.

Jacobins, ii. 77, note.
James, the son of Zebedee, an apostle,

slain by Herod Agrippa, i. 34; remark-
able occurrence at his martyrdom, 68.
— the Less, an apostle, the standing
pastor at Jerusalem, i. 36 ; his opinion
at the council, ib.; his epistle, 39; mar-
tyrdom, 68 ; why called the Just, ib.

— 1 . Dr. his apology for Wickliff, ii. 132,
& seq.
— Bp. of Saltza, a reformer, his charac-
ter, ii. 483.

Jaremar, Prince of Rugen, receives the
Gospel, ii. 41 ; instructs his people, ib.

Idolatry, spread of, among professors of
the Gospel, i. 546 ; supported by the
papacy, 547; propensity to, accounted
for, ib. jSe^also, Image worship.

Jeffery, a Waldensian • martyr, his con-
stancy, ii. 71; its effect, ib.

Jerom, his want of candour, i. 410; writes
against Pelagius, 411, 428 ; his contro-
versy with Augustine, 441; his vain-
glorious turn, ib.; his quarrel with
Ruffinus, 442; his birth and education,
452; tfie most learned of the Roman
Fathers, ib.; determines on profession
of a monk, ib.; made a Presbyter, ib,;
refuses farther eleyation, ib.; his inde-
fatigable application to study, ib.; his
commentary on Oba&iah, ib.; becomes
intimate with illustrious ladies, ib.; in*
duces them to adopt a monastic life,
453 ; his choleric temper, ib.; retires to
Bethlehem, ib,; his death and charaeterv
ib.; his controversy with Ruffinus, ib.;
brief review of his writings, ib* & seq.;
compared with Augustine, 4541 his in-
temperate opposition to Jovinian, ib.»
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his weakness in argument, 456; opposes
Vigilantius, ib.; his love of allegory
condemned, ib.; ii. 485; apt to torture
Scripture in controversy, ib.

Jerom, of Prague, sketch ofhis history, ii.
172; his talents, ib. 184, 185, 188; ad-
heres Jo John Huss, 171; attempts to
assist him at Constance, 172; led in
chains thither, ib.; his examination be-
fore the council, ib. ; suffers cruel per-
secution, 173; his constancy, 184; per-
suaded to retract, ib.; remanded to pri-
son, ib. ; tried a second time, 185; his
humiliation for retracting, ib.; his speech
to the council, ib.; his second examina-
tion on his second trial, 186; his elo-
quent speech, ib.; brought again before
the council, 187; answers the sermon
of the bishop of Lodi, ib.; his martyrdom,
ib.; remarkable testimony to his behavi-
our before the council, 188; his know-
ledge of doctrine defective, 189, 190.

Jeron, an English Missionary, preaches in
Holland, i. 588 ; suffers martyrdom, ib.

Jerusalem, first Christian church at, i. 25;
first council of, 35; account of ohurch
there, 100; its extinction, 101; called
iElia, but recovers its ancient name, 298;
veneration shown it, ib.; taken by the
Persians, 535; by the Saracens, 537 ;
by the Crusaders, ii. 36.

Jews, their spiritual condition at the intro-
duction of the Gospel, i. 25 ; excluded
from Jerusalem, 100; their bigotry, 194;
join in persecuting the Christians in
Persia, 300.

Ignatius, his character, i. 89 ; appears be-
fore Trajan, ib. ; sentenced to be de-
stroyed by wild beasts, ib.; his epistles,
90 ; his humility, ib.; his thirst for mar-
tyrdom, 94 ; his martyrdom, 97.
' ' founder of the Jesuits, his miracles
pretended, ii. 1.

Image worship, ancient testimonies against
it, i. 549; its increase, ib.; question of,
divides the Christian world, ib. ; con-
demned by a council, 554; gains an as-
cendency in the east, 555, 557; con-
firmed by second council of Nice, 556 :
opposed by British and other churches,
ib.; stnall resistance to it accounted for
569 ; not insisted on in the way of ado-
ration, in ninth century, 579.

Images, clanger of them in churches, ii
485.

Impanation, see Consubstantiation.
Independents, no solid foundation for theii

plan in scripture or antiquity, i. 241.
Indulgences, sale of, iu37; doctrine of,

206; oomtrfversy respecting, 208, & seq
»tyle of, 210 \ farmed out, 2 1 1 ; *cargo of,
taken by privateers, ib.

Ingoatk, the wife of Hermenegildus, brings

over her husband to the orthodox faith,
i. 498.

nnocent, Bp. of Rome, expostulates with
John of Jerusalem for conniving at Pela-
gian outrages, i. 413 ; his reply to Afri-
can council, 414; condemns Pclagianism,
ib.; his character, 426.

III. Pope, his blasphemous bulls, ii.
40, 67; confirms doctrine of transubstan-
tiationin its grossest sense, 40; his influ-
ence in England, ib ; institutes the in-
quisition, 65; persecutes the Waldenses,
ib.

IV. Pope, author of the non obstante
clause, ii. 78; his provisional bull to
Henry lit. of England, 80 ; his venality,
95 ; intrudes foreigners on English be-
nefices, 96; disappointed in attempt to
force his nephew into a canonry, ib . ;
his rage and haughtiness on the occa-
sion, 97 ; excommunicates Grosseteste,
98; his exultation on the death of that
prelate, 99.

Inquisition, instituted, ii. 65.
Investiture, of bishoprics, contest respect-

ing, i. 617.
Joachim, abbot of Calabria, his learning

and piety, ii. 39; his interview with
Richard the First, 40.
—— Elector of Brandenburg, enters into
a confederacy against the Lutherans, ii.
503 ; his brutal persecution of his wife,
552.

Joannites, who, 337; suffer persecution,
ib.; termination of their schism,378.

John, the Apostle, imprisoned, i. 29 ; dis-
missed from prison, ib.; sent to Samaria,
4 1 ; returns to Jerusalem, 42 ; his min-
istry, 74; his horror of Cerinthus, ib. ;
his miraculous deliverance from a dial*
dron of boiling oil, 75; banished to
Patmos, and favoured with the Apoca-
lypse, ib.; his treatment of an apostate
robber, ib.; his constant sermon in the
Christian assemblies, 76 ; his great age,
ib.; his gospel directed against the
Cerinthians and Ebionites, 83.

a Meletian bishop, contrives a plot to
ruin Athanasius, i. 285 $ confesses the
fraud, ib,
— Bp. of Jerusalem, one of the princi-
pal bishops at council of Diospolis, i. 62;
his prejudices, ib.; defends Pelagius,

— Bp. of Constantinople, assumes title
of Universal Bishop, i. 507, 512.

—• Bp, of Rome, writes against Pela-
giariism, i. 529, 530.

John, Bp. of Alexandria, the almoner, his
liberality, i. 535 ; his character, ib.; re-
forms the people from inattention to
preaching, ib.; his death, ib.
— of Damascus, his great learning, i,
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£66; one of the first to mix the peripa.
tetic philosophy with Christianity, ib.;
his great fame, 566 ; supports Arminian
notion of free will, ib.; a great supporte:
of error, ib.; advocates prayers for th<
dead and image worship, ib.; comparec
with Bede, ib.

John, King of England, his character, ii
78; attainted and deprived of his FrencL
provinces, 88; was a felon and a mur
derer, ib.

heir to the Greek empire, his crown
usurped by Michael Pal<eologus, ii. 82
his eyes put out, ib.

King of France, taken prisoner by
Edward the Black Prince, ii. 104 ; his
crusade, ib.

—•— XXIII. Pope, attends council of Con
stance, ii. 864 ; opposed to the emperor
Sigismund, ib.; his character, ib. 171
his policy at the council, 164; his con-
duct towards Huss, 165, 168f 170;
alarmed at the council, 170 ; flies, ib.;
imprisoned, 171 ,• deposed, ib.

Bp. of. Misnia, opposes indulgences,
ii. 224. -

—— Duke of Saxony, the Constant, his
reply to George Duke of Saxony, re-
specting the toleration of Lutheranism,
ii. 356; recalls Carolstadt, 407; openly
supports the reformation, 478 ; succeeds
to the electorate, ib. ; his character,
479; forms an association of several
German states, 503 ; orders a written
defence of the reformation, 504; en-
dangered by a secret treaty, 508 ; en-
gages in a treaty of Magdeburg, 509 ;
his policy and conduct at the diet of
Spires, ib. & seq.; his prudence, 514;
consults Luther respecting lawfulness of
resistance, ib.; institutes a theological
lecture at Wittemberg, 519 ; causes a
visitation of the churches, 530 ; agrees
with the landgrave of Hesse upon war-
like measures, 531; procures a modifi-
cation of this treaty, in compliance with
Luther's arguments, protests against the
decree of the diet of Spires, 557 ; his
scruples as to resistance, ib.; his prepa^
rations for the diet of Augsburg, 559.

John, Frederic, son of the preceding,
supports the reformation, ii. 479 ; kis
character, ib.; his remarks on the cha-
racter of Duke George, 481; his extra-
ordinary prudence instanced, 531.

Jonas, Bishop of Orleans, writes against
Claudius of Turin, i. 578.

Justus, a reformer, his fame, ii. 306; ac-
companies Luther to Worms, ib.; his
character, 582 ; appointed president of
the college of Wittemberg, 325 ; assists
Luther in translating the Scriptures,
353: deeply affected by Luther's mar-
riage, 429: his opinion of EJrasmus? 472;

his account of Luther's temptation, 525;
attends the conferences at Marpurg,
542.

Jortin, his religious sentiments, ii. 464 ;
mistakes Luther's character, 528.

Josephus, his history, shows the prevalen ce
of wickedness at the coming of Christ,
i. 25 ; his testimony to the character of
St. James, 69 ; and of Jesus, ib., note.

Jovian, succeeds Julian in the empire, i.
316; superior to all the former emperors
in religion, ib.; his character, ib. 320;
concludes a disadvantageous peace with
Sapor, 317 ; his fidelity to the engage-
ment, ib.; replaces the standard of the
cross, and restores the churches and
their privileges to the Christians, 319;
his letter to Athanasius, ib.; his answers
to the Arians, 320; tortures them for
attempting to corrupt the eunuchs of
his court, ib.

Jovinian, a monk, opposes growing super-
stitions, i. 454 ; opposed by Jerom and
others, ib.; condemned by a council and
banished, 454, note ; his opinions, 455;
his four propositions, ib.

Ireland, receives Christianity, i. 459 ;
church of, its evangelical purity, 530 ;
reduced to the Romish communion, 531;
filled with saints in seventh century, ib.;
its schools renowned, ib.; the prime seat
of learning in the age of Charlemagne,
546, note ; called Scotia, ib.

Irenseus, succeeds Pothinus in see of
Lyons, i. 126; rebukes Victor, bishop
of Rome, 133 ; some account of his life,
138; difficulties of his situation as bishop,
ib.; his distinguished qualities, ib. ; his
martyrdom, ib.; his book of heresies,
ib.; his theological views, 139; his
epistle to Florinus, 140.

Irene, wife of the Emperor Leo IV. as-
sumes the government, and supports
idolatry, i. 555; her correspondence
with Adrian on image worship, ib.; holds
a council at Nice, ib.; dethrones, and
puts out her son's eyes, 557, note ; de-
posed and banished, ib.

Tish, excel in divinity, i. 557.
sdegerdes. King of Persia, first favours

the Christians, but afterwards becomes
a persecutor, i. 473.

isidore, of Pelusium, lives a monastic life,
i. 478 ; character of his life and writings,
ib.

Isidore, Bishop of Seville, his writings, i.
540.

of Madrid, a labourer, is canonized,
ii. 44; his character, ib.

thacius, Bp. of Sossuba, opposes the
Priscillianists, i. 234.

udae, Leo, his work, ii. 424.
udas, his repentance, wherein deficient,
i. 489,
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Judea, churches of, i. 40,
Julian, the apostate, escapes from the mas-

sacre of the relations of Constantine, i.
287; placed among the clergy, ib.; his
character and talents, 302; origin of his
apostacy, 303 ; affects a zeal for Chris-
tianity, ib.; his profound dissimulation,
ib. ; succeeds to the empire, ib.; patron-
izes Paganism, ib.; his political measures
to suppress Christianity, ib. & seq.; en,-
courages the Jews, 306 ; proposes re-
building of the temple, ib. ,• disappoint-
ment of his scheme, ib. ; his letter to
Photinus the heretic, 308; protects the
Donatists, ib.; persecutes in various ways,
309, &, seq.; his address to the senate of
Antioch for neglecting to provide Pagan
sacrifices, 310; banishes Athanasius,
313 ; his letters to the people of Alex-
andria, ib. ; his expensive sacrifices, ib.;
makes a progress in cruelty, ib.; his
death, 314.

— - a Pelagian writer, challenges Augus-
tine, i. 415.

—— a martyr, i. 189.
Julius, Bp. of Rome, protects Athanasius

in his exile, i. 289; juslifies him in a
council, ib.; his public letter, ib.

—— II. Pope, remarkable for military
ferocity, ii. 205.

de Medicis. See Clement VII.
Justification, doctrine of, its importance

and fruits in the Jewish church, i. 38 ;
asserted by Clement of Rome, 79 ; by
Origen, 220; commonly confounded
with sanctification by the fathers of the
fourth century, 355 ; Augustine's views
of it, 448; its important influence on
practice, 556; its importance in the
Reformation, ii. 78, 234; asserted by
Luther, 293, 486.

Justin, Martyr,*his first apology, i. 100,104;
his birth, learning and conversion, 103 ;
his confutation of heretics, 104; his dia
logue with Trypho the Jew, 105; his
contests with Crescens the philosopher,
ib . ; his second apology, ib.; imprisoned,
106; his conduct before the Roman
prefect, ib.; beheaded, 107; his cha-
racter, ib,; his theological views, ib.

the Emperor, agreeable aspect of
Christianity under him, i. 491.

succeeds his uncle Justinian in the
empire, i. 496 ; recalls the banished
bishops, ib.

Justina, mother of Valentinian II. her pre-
dilection for Arianism and hostility to
Ambrose, i. 332 ; instils Arian doctrines
into her son, 337; her artifices, ib.; pro-
cures a law in favour of the Arians, 338.

Justinian, the Emperor, his character, i.
491; his laws relating to bishops, 493;
recovers Africa, 494; his inconsistent

conduct regarding Silverius and Vigi-
lantius, 495; meddles in controversy,
ib.; condemns the errors of Origen, ib . ;
compels Vigilius to consent to decrees
of a council, ib.; banishes several bi-
shops for refusing to condemn the
three chapters, ib.; his edict respecting
Christ's body, ib.; his death, 496; his
Pandects discovered, ii. 37.

Justus, Bp. of Rochester, co-operates with
Laurentius and Melitus, in an attempt
to reduce the Scots to a conformity with
the English Church, i. 526 ; retires into
France, 527 ; recalled and reinstated,
ib. ; succeeds to see of Canterbury, ib,
— a Paulician, stones the founder of
that sect, i. 573 ; betrays his brethren, ib.

K.

Kempis, Thomas a, his book de Imitatione
Christi, M. 199.

Kentigern, Bp. founds a monastery and a
bishopric in Wales, i. 531.

Killian, an Irish missionary, his success at
Wertzbourg, i. 532; remonstrates with
the duke on his incest, 533 j murdered,
ib.

Kortholt, Dr. an eminent divine, his cha-
racter, ii. 279.

L.

Ladislaus, King of Poland, his Christian
spirit, IT. 175; conquers the Teutonic
knights, ib.

Laetus, a learned bishop, burned by order
of Huneric, i. 465.

Lambert, Bp. of Maestricht, murdered, i.
546 ; his character, ib.

a reformed monk. See Thorn.
—— Francis, a French divine, his charac-

ter, ii. 513 ; assists the Landgrave of
Hesse in the Reformation, ib. ; his pub-
lications, ib.; made professor at Mar-
purg, 514 ; his death, ib.

Lancaster, John of Gaunt, Duke of, be-
friends Wickliff, ii. 123, 124; his treat-
ment of the bishop of London, 124 ; his
violent character, 125 ; discountenances
Wickliff's opinions respecting transub-
stantiation, 127; patronizes the Lollards^
145.

Lanfranc, Abp. of Canterbury, supports
the papal power, i. 615.

Langham, Abp. of Canterbury, ejects
Wickliff, ii. 122.

Langland, Bp. of Lincoln, persecutes the
Lollards, ii. 159.

Laodicea, Church of, i. 65.
Lapsed, how treated t>y church of Rome

during Decian persecution, i. 167 ; re-
admitted at Carthage without sufficient
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tokens of repentance, 170 ; receive re-
commendatory letters from martyrs, ib. ;
Cyprian's assertion of episcopal autho-
rity with respect to them, 171 ; his di-
rection respecting1 those whose lives
were in danger, 172 ; their eagerness
for re-admission reprehended, 176; their
case determined in a council, 182 ; an-
ciently capable of restoration but once,
241.

Lardner, Dr. his predilection for Socinian-
ism, i. 83 ; his partiality to Julian, 310,
note.

Latomus, James, his controversy with Lu-
ther, ii. 325.

Laiirentius, a Roman deacon, his great af-
fection for his bishop, i. 221; his extra-
ordinary answer to the prefect's demand
for the riches of the church, ib.; suffers
dreadful tortures with magnanimity, and
is martyred, 222.

* succeeds Aug;ustine in see of Canter-
bury, i. 221 ; his pastoral labours, ib.;
labours to bring the Welsh and Irish to
conformity to the church of Rome, ib. ;
remarkable success of his prayers, ib.

a disciple of Luther, instructs Gus-
tavus Vasa, ii. 379 ; studies at Wittem-
berg, 585.

Lazi, embrace Christianity, and become
vassals of the empire, i. 491.

League, Suabian, what, ii. 375.
Leander, Bp. of Seville, assists Ingonda in

bringing over her husband to the faith,
i. 498 ; appointed to educate Recaredus,
ib.; his intimacy with Gregory the First,
499.

Leicester, Earl of, his rebellion, ii. 88 ;
slain by Prince Edward, ib.

L'Enfant, strictures on his history of the
council of Constance, ii. 162, note, 192.

Leo, Bp. of Rome, his embassy to Attila,
i. 462; his success, ib. ,• moderafes cru-
elty of Genseric, ib.; his writings com-
mended, 476; sketch of his life, writings
and character, 481 ; his decrees, 482.

— ~ Emperor, succeeds Marcian, i. 476 •,
his laws against sabbath-breaking and
fiimony, ib.

the Isaurian, the Greek emperor,
condemns the worship of images, i. 550;
meets with great opposition, ib.. & seq.;
his character, 552 ; rejects relics and in-
tercession of saints, ib. ; publishes an
edict against image worship, ib.; de-
poses Germanus, ib.; his breach with
the see of Rome, ib.; his death, 553.

IV. Emperor, opposes image wor-
ship, i. 355 ; his death, ib.

—— X. Pope, his universal offers of par-
don for money, ii. 207 ; patronizes let-
ters, 209 ; his premature promotion, ib.,
note j> his character, 209,229, 275, note;

279, 289, 335, 583 5 opposes the Refor-
mation, 209 ; raises money by indul-
gences, 210 ; his indifference to the pro-
ceedings of Luther, 229 ; roused to vio-
lence against him, ib.; his artful letter
to Frederic the Wise, 230; his incon-
sistent conduct in condemning Luther,
230 ; his bull confirming indulgences,
240; Luther's testimony to his reputa-
tion, 266; his extraordinary reply to
Frederic the Wise, 272 ; issues his bull
against Luther, 277; his imprudence in
this step, 279 ; confers title of Defender
of the Faith on the King of England,
333 ; his death, 335.

Leonidas, the father of Origen, suffers
martyrdom, i. 149.

Leontius, Bp, of Antioch, supports Arian-
ism. i. 290 ; his character, ib.

Leporius, a monk, boasts of his own
purity, i. 417; his notions corrected by
Augustine, ib.

Levigildus, King of the Visigoths in Spain,
persecutes the orthodox, i. 498; his
cruel treatment of his son, ib.; orders
him to be despatched, ib.; repents of
the murder, ib.; orders his second son
to be educated in the orthodox faith, ib.

Lewis the Meek, Emperor, rebuked by a
bishop for incest, i. 583; persuades Ha-
rold, King of Denmark, to receive bap-
tism, 585; assigns him a district in
Friezeland, ib.; provides him a Chris-
tian teacher, ib.

——— VII. of France, his disastrous crusade,
ii. 4; holds the Pope's bridle, 63 ; per-
secutes the Albigenses, ib.

XII. of France, his testimony to the
character of the Waldenses, ii. 52 ; fa-
vours them, 70 ; his character, 73.

IX. of France, (Saint) his pious edu-
cation, ii. 86; his devotional turn, 87;
purity of his court, ib.; his love of jus-
tice, ib.; punishes blasphemy, ib.; his
fame for uprightness, ib.; Hume's en-
comium upon his character ; his super-
stition, ib.; his moderation regarding
English affairs, 88 ; chosen arbiter of
the English disputes, ib. ; his equitable
decision, ib.; his remarks on the ap-
proach of Ginghis Khan, ib. ; enters
upon a crusade, ib.; his virtues in a mi-
litary situation, ib.; taken prisoner, ib.;
his conduct in that situation, ib.; ran-
somed, and returns to Europe, ib.; his
religious conduct on the voyage, ib. ;
his pious observation to the King of
England, 89 ; attempts to convert the
Saracens and Tartars, ib.; resists papal
exactions, ib. ; his second crusade and
death, ib.; his dying advice to his son, ib.

Lewis, Emperor, excommunicated by the
Pope, ii. 107; obliged to abdicate, ib.
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Lewis Elector Palatine, his honourable!
conduct at Worms, ii. 315.

—— King of Hungary, opposes the refor-
mation, ii. 383, 385.

II. King of Hungary, defeated by the
Turks, ii. 515 ; drowned in his flight,
ib.

Libanius, the friend of Julian, his funeral
oration on that emperor, i. 258 ; his ora-
tion in favour of Paganism, i. 342.

Libellatici, what, i. 176.
Libentius, Abp. of Hamburg, his labours

and character, i. 601.
Liberius of Rome, persecuted by Con-

stantius, i. 292 ; prevailed upon to sign
Arian creed, and condemnation of Atha-
nasius, 294 ; his death, 327.

Licinius, nominated Augustus, and pos-
sesses himself of Asia Minor, i. 269; put
to death the wife and daughter of Dio-
clesian, 271; befriends the Christians,
ib.; his war with Maximin, and super-
natural dream, ib.; publishes universal
toleration, ib.; begins to persecute, 273;
his war with Constantine, ib.; loses his
empire and life in the contest, ib.

Liefuvyn, an English missionary, his in
trepicl cbndtfet, i. 564.

Litanies, remarkable one upon account of
a plague, i. 500 ; origin of their use on
Wednesdays and Fridays, 505, note
when used, 522 ; present one, when
compiled, ib.

Liturgy, when written, i. 522; more an-
cient than the missal, ib. ; settlement
thereof in England, 615, note.

Lollard, Reynard, an enemy of the Wal-
denses, converted by them, ii. 75; suf-
fers martyrdom, ib. 103 ; instructed
Wicklifntes, ib.

Lollards, to whom the term applied, ii. 75:
103, 145; persecuted, 145, 158, & seq.,
569; their character, 146, 161; forbidden
to assemble, 154; surprised and routei
by King Henry the Fifth, 155; falsely
accused of treason, ib.

Lombard, Peter, master of the sentence!
and bishop of Paris, his fame, i. 617
introduces degrees in divinity, ii. 37
founds theology of schoolmen, 38; his
character, 44 ; why called master of th<
sentences, 121, note; the doctrine o
transubstantiation traced to him, 492.

Lombards settle in Italy, i. 497 ; profesi
Arianism, and persecute the church, ib.
brought over to orthodoxy, 506.

Longinus, his religious principles, i. 135
commends the writings of Moses, 249
and of St. Paul, ib.

Lothaire, King of France, dissuaded b;
Ado from divorcing his queen, i. 570.

Love, disquisition concerning, ii. 27.
Lucian a confessor, his injudicious conduci

respecting the lapsed, i. 172; his cha-
racter and sufferings, 173 ; assumes too
much authority, ib. ; complained of by
Cyprian, 174.

of Samosata, his story of Peregrmua,
i. 127 ; his character as an author, 128,
292 ; his notion of Christians, 247; use-
fulness of his writings, 248.

,ucifer of Cagliare, his constancy at coun-
cil of Milan, i. 291; banished, 292 ; re-
turns, 308; becomes a schismatic, 3115
his character, ib. note,

.uciferians, a sect, i. 311; their character,
328, 340; petition Theodocius for liberty
of conscience, 340.

,ucilla, a rich lady, supports the Donatists,
i. 275.

Aicius, Bp. of Rome, succeeds Cornelius,
i. 200 ; banished, ib. ; returns, ib.; suf-
fers martyrdom, ib.

— an Arian competitor for see of Con-
stantinople, his bad character, i. 320 5
disappointed in an attempt to supplant
Attianasiiis, ib.; forciblv introduced into
see of Alexandria, 325 ; driven from
thence, 326.

Aiitprand, King of the Lombards, adds
to the patrimony of the church of Rome,
i. 553.

AIIIUS, invited by Boniface archbishop of
Meirtz, from England, i. 560 ; appointed
his successor, 562.

Lupus, accompanies Germanus on amission
against the Pelagians in Britain, i. 458;
his character, ib.

^uther, Martin, his testimony to the writ-
ings of Huss, ii. 165, 183; his preface to
a work of Wesselas, 201 ; rather the
instrument than agent of the Reforma-
tion, 205, 561; his character, 208, 218,
& seq., 572, 359, 403, 428, 484, 527 5
his rise, 209, 212; patronized by Fre-
deric the Wise, 212; begins to question
the propriety of indulgences, ib. f liis
modest and cautious proceedings, ib*
213, 516 ; purity of his motives, 486,
note; publishes his Theses, 213, 21<£
217 ; sketch of his former life and cha-
racter, 213, & seq.; his talents and cele-
brity, 214, 218, 231, 271, & passim?
sent to Rome on business, 215; com-
pelled to take degree of D. D. ib.; made
subaltern vicar, 216 ; his opinion of Fre-
deric, ib. ; of Erasmus, ib. & seq. 286;
preaches before Duke George, 217; his
former spiritual bondage, ib. ; his cha-
racter by popish authors, 219, & seq.
292, his Theses burned by Tetzel, 223 ;
vindicated from charge of acting at the
instigation of others, 224, 226; preaches
and writes against indulgences, 224;
risks himself at Heidelberg, and is cour-
teously received by Wolfgang, ib.;
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provokes a disputation upon doctrinal
points, ib.; engaged in a controversy
with Eckius and Prierias, 225 ; writes to
his diocesan and vicar general, ib.; his
writings in year 1518, 226; writes to
the Pope, ib.; his remarkable account
of his own feelings in the contest, 227 ;
observation of Leo X. concerning him,
229 ; attacked by Prierias, by Hogastra-
tus, ib.; cited to appear at Rome, ib. ;
his prudent conduct on the occasion, ib.;
his case referred to Cardinal Cajetan,
230 ; condemned previously at Kome,
ib . ; appears under a safe conduct at
Augsburg, 231; his conversation with
an emissary of Cajetan, ib.; his odious-
ness to the hierarchy, 232; his intre-
pidity and generosity, ibM 238, 244,
261, 273, 302, 306, 307, 329, 344, 374,
386, &. passim; appears before the car-
dinal, 232 ; proceedings of the trial, ib.
& seq. ^ his two letters to Cajetan, 234,
235 ; his appeal, 235; quits Augsburg,
ib.; his two letters to Staupitius, 237,
238 ; discharges the office of pastor at
Wittemberg, 240; appeals to a general
council, ib.; his conference with Miltitz,
241, & seq. ; his submissive letter to the
Pope vindicated, 242; his respect for
his superiors, 243, 250,270; his generous
letter to Tetzel, 244; his reply to
Eckius, 246 ; accepts his challenge to a
disputation, 247; his opinion respect-
ing the Pope's supremacy, 248, & seq.;
is condemned by two universities, 252 ;
his notions regarding purgatory, ib . ; his
acuteness as a disputant, 253; his in-
disposition to controversy, ib., 436,
476 ; publishes his conclusions, 253 $
his honest account of his religious ex-
perience, 254; doubts the authenticity
of St. James's epistle, 256 ; his modest
opinion of his own style, ib. 438 ; pro-
digious circulation of his writings, 256;
composes a tract for the elector in hisj

' illness, 257; his further negotiations
With Miltitz, 259, 264; his firmness and
consistency, 260, 262; preaches on;
the propriety of administering the com-;
munion in both kinds, 260; accused tot
the elector by the Duke of Saxony, ib.;
defends his opinions, 261; writes to;
Charles the Fifth, 262; his reply to the;
two universities, ib.; his protestation,)
263; his letters to the Archbishop of!
Mentz and Bishop of Mersburg, ib.; his;
letter to Leo X. and treatise on Chris-
tian Liberty, 264; encouraged by offers
of protection from German noblemen,
274 ; his letter to Spalatinus on the oc-
casion, ib.; another letter previous to
the offer of protection, 275 ; his tract
against the Popedom, 275; his tract on

the Babylonish captivity, 276; regents
his concessions respecting indulgences,
ib.; the Pope's damnatory bull against
him, 227; his letter on the occasion,
278 ; publishes a private letter of Eckius,
279; his books burned by Aleander,
281; extraordinary testimony to his pro-
bity, 282; occasional testimonies in his
favour, 283 ; appeals to a general coun-
cil, ib. ; his tracts against the bull, ib.,
284; his apology for his harshness, 285,
473, 477; burns the bull and other pon-
tifical works, 287 ; his defence of this
step, 288; his second bull against him,
289; his opinion of general councils,
290, note; 311, 312 ; publishes a variety
of sermons and tracts, 292; his com*
mentary on Galatians, ib. ; accused by
Aleander at the diet of Worms, 299 ;
his intrepid letter to Spalatinus, respect-
ing his resolution to appear at Worms,
302; his letter to the elector, ib . ; re-
ceives a safe conduct, 305 ; his letter to
Spalatinus on the occasion, 306; his
journey to Worms, ib.; his hilarity vin-
dicated, 306 ; his memorable answer to
the attempts to dissuade him from ven-
turing at Worms, 307; his appearance
and conduct at Worms, ib. & seq.; ex-
periences great honours there, ib.; his
speech before the diet, 309; attempts
made to induce him to retract, 312, &
seq. ; ordered to leave Worms, 513 ;
seized and conveyed for protection to
Wartburg, 315; condemned by edict
of Worms, 316 ; his own opinion of his
conduct at Worms, 320 ; Melancthon's
life of him, 572, & seq.; his practical
devotion, 576 ; his determination to the
monastic life, ib.; his advice to Spalati-
nus respecting the study of divinity,
577; his correspondence with Spalati-
nus, 578 ; his writings, 581; effects of
his confinement upon his habits, 323;
his employments, ib. ; his tract on con-
fession, 324; his treatise concerning the
abrogation of private masses, ib.; hia
book on monastic vows, 325, 428; his
controversy with Latomus, 325; begins
to translate the Scriptures, 329 ; his dis-
guise at Wartburg, ib.; his remarks on
hunting, 330 ; exhorts his party to bold
measures, ib.; reproves the riotous con-
duct of the people of Erfurt, 331; com-
poses expositions of Scripture, and pro-
motes lectures, ib.; external means em-
ployed by him, 332: success thereof,
ib.: pays a clandestine visit to Wittem-
berg, ib.: condemned by university of
Paris, 333 : his controversy with Henry
VIII. of England, ib. & seq.: 473: re-
turns to Wittemberg, 336 : his letter to
Frederic respecting disturbances of
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Carolstadt, 339: his petitions to Frederic,
340 ; his advice respecting the fanatics,
342 ; his letter to Frederic on quitting
his Patmos, 343 ; his answer to Fre-
deric's communication by Schurff, 345 ;
resumes his preaching at Wittemberg,
348; extracts from his sermons, 349, &
seq. ; vindicated from charge of ambi-
tion, 351, note ; his account of his dif-
ferences with Carolstadt, ib.; his con-
ference with Stubner, 352 ; his danger
at Wittemberg, 353 ; publishes his ver-
sion of the New Testament, and subse-
quently of the Old, ib,; his tract re-
specting alteration of external matters in
the churches, 355; his tract styled Com-
mon Treasury, 356 ; character and ce-
lebrity of his version, 357 ; his remarks
on Esmer's translation. 358 ; his publi-
cations in year 1522, 360; publishes a
translation of Adrian's mandates with
notes, 366; his address to the princes
and nobles upon the edict of Nuremberg,
372; his answers to Frederic's questions
respecting lawfulness of defending his
subjects by force, 376; preaches before
Christian II. of Sweden, 377; his letter
to John Thurzo, 384; his letter to the
congregation of Miltenberg, 385, 586 ;
objects to the term Lutherans, 385; com-
poses a Latin hymn to the memory of
three martyrs, 386; his letter to Lambert
Thorn, ib.; to John Hesse, 387; his let-
ter to the Duke of Savoy, 389 ; his re-
marks on the decree of the diet of Nu-
remberg, 395; his letter to the bishop
of Samland, 399 ; his exposition of Deu-
teronomy, ib., 384, & seq.; his account
of Henry of Zutphen, 402; his conduct
and writings in the sacramentary con-
test, 484, & seq.; particularly 407, 408;
also 418, 490, 523, 524,534,542, & seq.;
receives abusive treatment at Orlamond,
405 ; intercedes for Carolstadt, 405, 406,
407; his loyalty, 409, 414, 415; his
account of Munzer, 409; his remon-
strance against the lenity shown to that
fanatic, 410, & seq.; admonishes the
magistrates of Mulhausen not to receive
him, 412 ; his treatise against the celes-
tial prophets and Carolstadt, ib.; his ad-
dress to the people against sedition, 414;
his advice to the rulers in consequence
of the Rustic war, 416 ; his tract against
the robbers and murderers, 417; his con-
duct compared with that of Carolstadt,
418, & seq.; his concessions in the sa-
cramentary contest, 423, & seq.; objects
to a tax on beer, 425, note ; preaches
Frederic's funeral sermon, 426; re-
signs the title of an Augustine monk,
428; marries, 429 ; calumniated on the
occasion, ib.; how affected by the change,
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ib.; his remarks on the step, 430 ; his
marriage vindicated, ib. 431, h seq. ;
his controversy with Erasmus, 432, &
seq.; vindicated from charge of incon-
sistency, 461, 462 ; his concessions to
Henry VIII. of England, 472, & seq.;
488 ; his opinion of Wolsey, 473 ; his
concessions to Duke George, 474, &
seq.; 488 ; complains of opposition from
among the reformers, 475, 477 ; his re-
ply to Henry VIII. of England, 476;
institutes new ecclesiastical regulation*
at Wittemberg, 479, & seq.; a curious
letter of his respecting some celes-
tial prodigies, 481, note; his letter
respecting the invitation of Pomeranus
to Dantzic, 482; his industry, know-
ledge and prudence, 484; his dislike of
enthusiasm, 485, 527; order and per-
spicuity of his writings, 486 ; his ser-
mons, ib. 519; character of his style,
488 ; his book of hymns, ib. ; his letter
to reformed pastors and congregations,
ib.; attempt upon his life by poison, 489;
intercedes for the accused persons, 490;
his asperity allowed to be excessive, 498,
523, 524, 529, & aliter ; his treatise upon
the secret treaty against the elector and
landgrave, 507 ; his account of Lambert,
513 ; his poverty, ib. 526; his sentiments
respecting resistance, 514, & seq. 558 ;
his advice respecting the clergy, 515;
his opinion respecting the war with the
Turks, ib. & seq.; makes various ecclesi-
astical regulations, 516,517; dedicates his
exposition of certain psalms to the Queen
of Hungary, 517; writes to the elector
respecting smallness of Melancthon's
salary, 519; intercedes for certain friars,
ib.; his desire of martyrdom, 521; his
temptations, ib. & seq.; confesses with
tears the intemperance of his language,
526; offends Duke George, 529; his
preface to the directory for the clergy,
530 ; exhorts to pacific measures towards
the papists, 531; defends himself from
the calumny of Hubmeier, 533; his
tolerant sentiments, ib., 534 ; his rea-
sons for separating from the papacy, 533,
534 ; his sentiments on predestination,
540, & seq.; attends conferences at Mar-
purg, 541 & seq.; compared with Zuin-
gle, 545, & seq.; his opinion respecting
the salvation of the heathens, 547; pre-
sents the articles of Torgau to the elec-
tor, 560; publishes his catechism, ib.;
his eulogium on Melancthon, 561; his
uninterrupted friendship with that re-
former, ib. ; his firm and pious conduct
after the diet of Augsburg, ib. ; his pray-
ers, 561, 562, note; his letter to Gabriel,
584; his letter to Hartmurth, ib. ; his
intimacy and correspondence with Hesse,
586.
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Lutheran denomination, what, ii. 388; de-
part from the doctrine of Luther, 464,
note ; 540.

Lutheranism, study of its history recom-
mended, ii. 205; its progress, 321.

Lydia, her conversion, i. 51.
Lyons, martyrs of, i. 119, & seq.

M.

Macarius, author of celebrated homilies, i.
358.

Macedonians, their heresy, i. 321.
Macedonius, his character, i. 288 ; pro-

posed by Arian party as bishop of Con-
stantinople without success, ib.; takes
possession of that see by force, 291; per-
secutes the orthodox, 293 ; deprived of
the see, 295 ; forms a sect, ib.

Maclane, the translator of Moslieim, his
prejudices against Luther, ii. 407, note ;
408, note; 420 and note ; 422, 539, 546,
548.

Macrianus, the favourite of Valerian, per-
suades that emperor to persecute, i. 211;
his magical practices, ib.

Macrinus, Emperor, succeeds Caracalla, i.
157.

Madgeburg, treaty of, ii. 509.
Magi, instrumental in persecuting the

Christians, i. 295.
Magic, forbidden by Constantine, i. 302;

by Constantius, ib.
Magnus, a pagan, his cruel treatment of

the Athanasians, i. 325.
—— King of Norway, last invader of En-

gland, i. 612; repulsed, ib.
Mahomet, declares himself a prophet, i.

537; his doctrines and rights, ib.; his
conquest and death, ib.; success of his
system, ib. 540.

Mahometanism, success of, i. 537, 540; its
fatal influence, 554.

Mahometans, put an end to the kingdom
of the Goths, i. 546; their pretensions
to universal empire, ii. 2.

Maimbourg, his history of Lutheranism,
ii. 219, 358; his prejudices against Lu-
ther, 219, 225, 270, 562.

Majorinus, Bp. of Carthage, ordained in
opposition to Csecilian, i. 274.

Malchion, a presbyter, his successful dis-
putation against Paul of Samosata, i.
229.

Malcolm III. of Scotland, protects Edgar
and Margaret, i. 615; recovered throne
of Scotland from Macbeth, ib. ; marries
Margaret, ib. $ his ferocity softened, ib. $
slain, 616.

Malo, St., flies to France to escape being
made Bishop of Winchester, i. 496;
becomes Bishop at St. Malo's, ib.

Mammaea, Julia, mother of Alexander

Severus, her character, i. 157; sends for
Origen, 158; is murdered, 159.

Manasses, Abp. of Cologne, deposed for
simony, i. 624.

Manes, his heresy, i. 232.
Manichees, their absurd notions, i. 386,

note; 387, and note; 389, note; distinc-
tion among them of auditors and elect,
391 ; their sect nearly eradicated by
Augustine, 432.

Manzius, an Anabaptist, holds a public
conference with Zuingle, ii. 536; his
fanaticism and martyrdom, 5Z7.

Maovia, Queen of the Saracens, makes
peace with Valens, i. S55.

Marcellus, a centurion, refuses to serve in
the army, and is beheaded, i. 234.

Bp. of Ancyra, having been deposed
by the Arians, is restored, i. 287; charged
with Sabellianism, and justified by Ju-
lius, Bishop of Rome, 289 ; his ortho-
doxy questionable, ib . ; restored to his
see, 291.

Marcia, concubine of Commodus, exerts
her interest for the Christians, i. 126.

Marcian, Bp. of Arelate, joins the Nova-
tians, i. 208.

a Novatian presbyter, and tutor to
the daughters of Valens, his character,
i. 321; obtains toleration of his sect,
ib.; made bishop among the Novatians,
357 \ ordains Sabbatus, a Jew, but shortly
after obliged to check his ambition, ib.

chosen by Pulcheria, the empress,
for her husband, and made emperor, i.
476 ; his character, ib.

Marcion, ejected from the church, and
turns heretic, i. 104; disowned by Poly-
carp, 113; his heresy, ib.

Mare, Thomas de la, Abbot of St. Alban's,
his fame for piety, ii. 106.

Margaret, Queen of Scotland, her exem-
plary piety, i. 615 ; protected by Mal-
colm upon the conquest of England, ib.;
marries that monarch, ib.; greatly re-
forms the king and people, ib.; her care
of her children's education, ib.5 her
resignation, 616.

Governess of the Netherlands, her
reply to an attack upon Luther, ii. 283.

of Navarre, sister to Francis I. of
France, protects the reformers, ii. 387 ;
sends Faber and Roussel to confer with
Strasburg divines, 402.

Marinus, appointed a centurion, i. 226 ;
objected to as a Christian, and confesses,
ib.; beheaded, ib.

Mark, John, deserts Paul and Barnabas,
i. 46 ; sails with Barnabas to Cyprus, 48;
further account of him, 73; founds
church of Alexandria, 73.

Bp. of Arethusa, ordered to pay ex-
pense of rebuilding an idolatrous temple,
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i. 310; tortured, ib.; his constancy, ib.;
had saved the life of Julian, ib.; his cha-

, racter ib.; probability of his return from
Arianism, ib.

Mark, the hermit, his writings, i. 476.
Maronites, i. 539.
Marpurg, university of, founded, ii. 564 ;

conferences at, 586, & seq.
Marsilius of Padua, writes against the

papal encroachments, ii. 107 ; his opi-
nions and character, ib.

Martial, a Spanish bishop, degraded, i. 208.
Martin, Bp. of Tours, resists the first at-

tempt to punish heresy with death, i.
335; his piety and reputation, ib.; his
early life, ib.; reforms a robber, 336;
his monastic tendency, ib. ; declines
friendship of Maximus, ib.; his charac-
ter, 337.

Bp. of Rome, assembles council of
Lateran, i. 538; anathematizes Monothe-
lites, ib.; his haughtiness, ib ; suffers
persecution, ib.; his firmness, ib.; his
writings, 540.

< V. Pope, appointed by Council of
Constance, ii. 163, 192; eludes the de-
mand for a reformation, 192, 193 ; his
impious absolution of the members of
the Council of Constance, 193 ; perse-
cutes the Hussites, ib.; and the Tabo-
rites, ib.

a missionary among the Danes, his
labours, ii. 397.

Martyrs, superstitious veneration paid to
them, i. 172 ; extravagant power attri-
buted to them, 173 ; their great number
proved, 265.

Mamthus, Bp. of Mesopotamia, his influ
ence over Isdegerdes, i. 473.

Mary, Queen of Hungary, apparently in-
clines to the Reformation, ii. 517 ; her
admonition to Charles the Fifth, ib.;
governs the Low Countries, ib.; relapses
to popery, ib.; her character, ib.; called
to Spain, ib.

Maryns, John, Abbot of St. Alban's, his
dying prayer to St. Alban, ii. 80.

Masses, private, abolished, ii. 332, 337,
355; their corruption, 355.

Matthias, the Apostle, substituted in the
place of Judas Iscariot, i. 26.

—— a curate of Prague, maintains right
of the laity to communion in both kinds,
ii. 175 ; obliged to retract, ib.; his cha-
racter, ib.

Maturus, distinguished in the persecution
at Vienne, i. 120 ; his martyrdom, 122.

Maurice, Bp. of Ermland, denounces Lu-
ther, ii. 398.

Mauritius, succeeds to the empire, i. 500
confirms election of Gregory I. ib. ; hi'
law respecting civil and ecclesiastica
offices and monasticism, 510; severely

condemns Gregory's cenduct, 511; his
character, 513; murdered, ib.; his re-
signation under his misfortunes, ib.

Maxentius, son of the Emperor Maximian,
retains Rome and Italy against Constan-
tine, i. 268; attempts the chastity of a
Christian matron, ib.; dispossessed by
Constantine, ib.

John, a Scythian monk, his writings,
i. 524; suffers persecution, ib.

Maximian, the associate of Dioclesian in.
the empire, his tyrannical character, i.
256; joins his efforts to the Dioclesian
persecution, 257; resigns the empire,
263 ; put to death by Constantine, 268.

Maximilian, Emperor, sentences Tetzel to
death for adultery, ii. 211 ; complains
to the Pope against Luther, 229.

Maximin, Emperor, murders Alexander,
whom he succeeds, i. 159 ; persecutes
the Christians, ib.; his character, ib.
— nephew ofGalerius, appointed Caesar,
i. 263; his savage disposition, ib.; per-
secutes the Christians, ib.; remarkable
instance of his injustice, 265 ; his edicts,
266; exceeds Galevius in persecution,
269 ; suppresses that emperor's edict of
toleration, ib.; his struggle for empire,
ib.; renews the persecution, ib.; appoints
persons of quality as idolatrous priests,
ib.; his artifices and cruelties in perse-
cution, 270 : his war with Licinius, and
vow to Jupiter, 271 ; conquered, and
forbids molestation of Christians, ib.:
slays his own priests, ib.: publishes an
edict of full toleration, ib.: his dreadful
and uncommon end, ib.

Maximus, a Roman presbyter and confes-
sor, imprisoned along with Moyses, i.
166 : see Moyses : joins Novatian, 180 :
repents and returns to the church, 184.

a presbyter, elected counter bishop
by the Novatians, i. 181.
— a merchant, his confession and mar-
tyrdom, i. 196.

a presbyter under Dionysius of Alex-
andria, banished along with that bishop,
i. 223 : succeeds him, 224.

Bishop of Naples, tortured at council
of Milan, i. 291 : dies in exile, ib.

usurper of the empire, takes upon
him to decide the case of the Priscilli-
anists, i. 334: courts the friendship of
Martin, 336 : his death, 339.

Secretary to the Emperor Heraclius,
his learning, i. 537 : enters a monastery,
and made abbot, ib.: opposes Menothe-
lite heresy, ib. : examined at Constan-
tinople, 538: solidity of his answers, ib.;
suffers persecution, 539 ; his writings,
541.

Mayons, John de Beles, Abp. of Lyons,
threatens Peter Walde? ii. 47.
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Medici, family of, raised up to patronize
science, ii. 198.

Meginher, Abp. of Treves, provokes his
clergy by his admonitions, ii. 43; suffers
from their treachery, and dies in prison,
ib.

Melancthon, his opinion of WicklifF, ii.
131; his character, 231, 258, 454,459,
468, 472; made Greek professor at
Wittemberg, 231; his celebrity, ib.;
459 ,• assists Carolstadt in his disputa-
tion, 257 ; renders powerful assistance
to Luther in the reformation, 258, 271 ;
his controversy with Eckius, 259; his
timidity, 330, 454; defends Luther
against Parisian divines, 334,- his ac-
count of, and conduct respecting Stork
and other fanatics, 341; assists Luther
in translating the Scriptures, 353 ; his
opinion as to resistance, 376, 558 ; his
character of Carolstadt, 421; makes a
Latin oration on the death of Frederic,
426; defends Bernard's marriage, 428;
his sentiments on Luther's marriage,
429, 431; his marriage, 432; his cor-
respondence with Erasmus, ib. &, seq.;
his theological tracts, 459, 462, & seq.;
his letter to Calvin, 463 ; his opinion of
Erasmus, 469; his defence of the Re-
formers, 504; attempts to moderate the
zeal of the Landgrave of Hesse, 512; his
conscientiousness instanced, 520; com-
poses a directory for the clergy, 530;
writes in favour of pacific measures,
531; attends conferences at Marpurg,
541, & seq.; his account of the confer-
ences, 543 ; his sentiments on Zuingle's
confession, ib. ; draws up the confession
of Augsburg*, 560 ; his deep melancholy
in consequence of the decree of Augs-
burg, ib. ; Luther's eulogium on his
work, 561; his uninterrupted friendship
with Luther, ib.

Meletians, their schism, i. 275; their con-
troversy settled, 281; return in numbers
to the church, but sect still continues,
283.

a parly attached to Meletius of Anti-
och, i. 311; persecuted, 323.

Meletius, an Egyptian bishop, lapses, i.
276 ; deposed, ib.; separates and raises
a schism, ib.; allowed by Nicene coun-
cil to retain title of bishop without au-
thority, 281.

«- Bp. of Antioch, ordered to preach
before Constantius, i. 295 ; banished for
his doctrine, ib.; restored to his see,
308; considered head of a party, 3115
presides at council of Antioch, 323 ,•
banished, ib.; restored, 332; attends
council of Constantinople, and dies
there, ib.; his character, ib.

Melito, Bp, of Sardis, his apology 112 ;

his other writings, 130 5 becomes an
eunuch, ib.

Mellitus, Bp. of London, co-operates with
Laurentius and Justus, i, 526 ; refuses
the sacrament to three princes, 527 ; ex-
pelled, ib.; retires to France, ib.; re-
called, ib.; made archbishop of Canter-
bury, ib,; his death and character, ib.

Mendicant orders, see Dominicans and
Franciscans; their practices, ii. 84, 93,
94, 95, 98, 99, 108, 122, 133, 139; at-
tacked by WicklifF, 122,123, 129 ; Lu-
ther's objections to them, 485; their
practices complained of in diet of Spires,
510. _ _ ™ ^ »

Methodius, a^jnjgsjonary, his piety and
labours, i. 582 ; macFe" bishop of Mora-
via, 538.

Metras, a martyr, i. 188.
Metrodorus, a Marcionite, his martyrdom,

i. 118; 195.
Meyer, Sebastian, a celebrated preacher

at Strasburg, recants popish errors, ii.
402 ; publishes a confutation of them,
ib.

Michael III. Emperor, succeeds his mother,
i. 571.

Palaeologus, usurps Greek empire,
ii. 82; recovers Constantinople, ib.;
puts out the eyes of Prince John, ib.;
excommunicated by Arsenius, ib.; af-
fects repentance, ib.; his base treatment
of Arsenius, ib.

Micislaus, King or Duke of Poland, di-
vorces his seven wives, embraces Chris-
tianity, and marries Dambrouca, i. 597.

Militzius, his successful preaching, ii. 109;
silenced, and imprisoned by the Pope,
ib.

Miltiades, detects false pretences to inspi-
ration, i. 131.

Miltitz, Charles, a Saxon knight, employed
to settle the rupture between Luther
and the Roman see, ii. 241 ; rebukes
Tetzel, ib.; his conferences with Luther,
ib. & seq.; also, 259, 264.

Minucius Felix, his very eloquent Latin
work, i. 157 ; his testimony to continu-
ance of miraculous gifts, 163.

Miracles, continuance thereof in third cen-
tury, i. 162, 209, 221; probability of by
Gregory Thaumaturgus, 236 ; in Augus-
tine's time, 432; remarkable one in
speech of persons deprived of their
tongues, 467.
i^sip^nsjbrj^o^^tjng the Gospel, en-
courageSTby BisKop of Rome, i. 551;
apology for, 598.

Moiban, Ambrose, a reformer, ii. 284.
Monasteries, abuse of, i. 545; deserted in

Germany, ii. 481, note.
Monica, the mother of Augustine, renown-

ed for piety, i, 380, note; remonstrates
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with her son on his views, 384; hei
remarkable dream, 387; perseveres nine
years in prayer for him, ib.; her remark-
able conversation with a bishop respect
ing him, ib.; further proofs of her ma
ternal attachment, 3yO, 391, 392 ; he
death, 404 ; her education, ib.; her ex-
emplary conduct as a wife, 405 ; he,
conversations before her death, 405 &
seq.

Monks, their communities founded by An
thony, i. 244; evil effects thereof, ib.
ancient character of, 295 ; two sorts of,
296 ; support Nicene faith, ib. ; those o
Egypt courted by the Arians, 325; their
steadfastness, ib.; growth of monastic
spirit, 353, 357; rules of their discipline
formed, 367; flower of Christ's flock in
fourth century, ib.; instance of their
active charity, 373 ; difference between
ancient and modern idea of, 452, 453 ;
rules of Benedict established, 494 ; ex-
cessive multiplication of, 545, 556-; their
attempt at an independent dominion,
590 ; contribute to revival of learning,
606 ; conduct of many at the reforma-
tion, ii. 352, 359, 385'; of Wittemberg
desert the monastery, 427.

Monothelite, heresy, i. 536 ; its success,
ib.; anathematized, 538,539.

/ Montanus, his heresy, i. 134.
» Montesquieu, accused of sophistry, i. 429.

Montfort, earl Simon of, his infamous treat-
ment of the Waldenses, ii. 68; his suc-
cessful career, ib.; slain, ib.; his piety
commended by Butler, 86.

Almaric of, resigns to the French King
his claims to the country of the Albi-
genses, ii 68; appointed Constable of
France, 69.

Moors, extension of Christianity among
them, i. 494.

Moranus, Peter, an Albigensian, suffers
persecution, ii. 64.

Morrei, his character of Luther, ii. 220.
Moses, a monk, appointed bishop of the

Saracens, i. 355 ; refused to be ordained
by Lucius, ib.; ordained by the exiled
bishops, 356; his success among the
Saracens, ib.

Mosheim, a judicious secular historian, but
not to be trusted in accounts of men of
real holiness, i. 216 ; his unjust repre-
sentations of Cyprian, ib.; and of Origen,
ib. ; mistaken in depreciating the genius
of Julian, 303 ; his treatment of Pelagian
disputes indefensible, 418; his misre-
presentation of Augmstine, 449; in-
stance of his positiveness, 455 ; his par-
tiality, ib. ; his inconsiderate aspersions,
534 ; his ill humour and want of discern-
ment, 545 ; instance of his prejudice
and inconsistency, 563 ; instance of his

53*

candour, 588 ; his mistake respecting
character of tenth century, 591; instance
of his uncharitableness and self-suffi-
ciency, ii. 18 ; his account of the Wal-
denses erroneous, 48, note.

Moyses, a Roman presbyter and confessor,
imprisoned, i. 116 ; written to by Cy-
prian on that occasion, ib. ; Cyprian's
second letter to him and Maximus, 174;
his friendship with Novatian, 180 ; re-
nounces intercourse with that schismatic,
ib.; dies in prison, ib.; his character
commended, ib.

Muller, Henry, a reformed preacher,
burned, ii. 378; see also Henry of Zut*
phen.

Munzer, a German fanatic, ii. 341; Luther's
account of him, 409 ; his fanatical opin-
ions, 409 ; forms a desperate association,
410 ; banished, ib.; expelled by the in-
habitants from Nuremberg, ib.; exer-
cises his ministry at Mulhausen, ib.; his
violent proceedings there, ib.; heads
the peasants in the Rustic war, 414.

Myconius, Frederic, a reformer, his ac*
count of the state of religion before the
reformation, ii. 206 ; brief sketch of his
history, 582.

N.

Narcissus, prime minister of Claudius, his
family Christians, i. 58: his character, ib,

Nassau, Count, his testimony to Luther, ii.
284.

Natalis, Bp. of Salonae, his correspondence
with Gregory the First, i. 505.

Nebridius, leaves his paternal estate to
accompany Augustine, i. 395; recovered
from a heretical error, 404.

Nectarius, Bp. of Constantinople, i. 233?
his negligent administration, 374.
— a Pagan, hss correspondence with
Augustine, i. 446.

Negrin, Stephen, a Waldensian, sent as
pastor to Calabria, ii. 73: starved to
death, ib.

N"emes, a Greek father, his testimony con*
cerning divine faith, i. 368.

STero, Emperor, persecutes the Christians,
i. 66 : his death, ib.

Serva, Emperor, his lenity to the Chris*
tians, i. 68, 69.

tfestorians, their heresy, i. 536 ; endeavour
to propagate Christianity, 540 ; increase
their numbers, ib.

STestorius, his heresy, i. 475.
SJicanor, one of the seven deacons, i. 31.
tflcephorus, remarkable story of him and

Sapricius, i. 222.
Nicolas, one of the seven deacons, i. 3X.
^icolaitans, i. 62.
Nicholas, Pope, commends the cruelties of

Theodora, i. 574.
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Nicolaus, a zealous youth among the re-
formers, suffers martyrdom, ii. 483.

Nicostratus, a Roman deacon, seduced by
Novatian, i. 181.

Nile, superstitious veneration of, given up,
i. 342.

JNilus, his sanctity, i. 604 ; retires to a con-
vent, ib.; his conference with certain
priests who came to try his skill, ib.; ill
treated by Euphraxus, 605; his visit to
his death-bed, ib.; refuses a bishopric,
ib.; driven from his convent on the
Saracen invasion, ib.; offers made to
him by Otho the Third, ib.; his sole re
quest of that Emperor, ib.

Noctus, of Smyrna, propagates Praxean
heresy, i. 158; ejected from the church,
ib.; his affectation, ib.

Kovatian, a Roman priest, persuaded by
Novatus to separate from the church, i.
180; had been a stoic, ib.; his senti-
ments respecting the lapsed, ib. 181;
irregularly elected bishop of Rome, 180;
his doctrine sound, ib.; charges laid
against him by Cornelius, 181; condemns
second marriages, ib.; rejected by Afri-
can synod, ib.; his moral character cor-
rect, 191; his early history and charac-
ter, ib.; his treatise on the Trinity, 192;
suffered martyrdom, ib.

Novatians, the first body of dissenters, 180;
elect a counter bishop, 181; their cha-
racter, ib. 182, 191, 275, 282, 293, 327,
357; complain against Cornelius at Car-
thage, but are refused audience, 182;
strive to make a party, ib.; animadver-
sion on them by council of Carthage,
ib.; no trace of the Holy Spirit's influ-
ence among them, 191; their schism
spreads in Gaul, 208; only differ from
the church in discipline, 252 ; real spi-
rituality among them, 275 ; allowed to
return to the church, 282 ; suffer per-
secution from the Arians, 293; instances
of their zeal and bigotry, ib.; included
in an edict against heretics, 597; suffer
persecution under Valens, 321; tolerated,
ib.; 333 ; nourish in Phrygia and Paph-
lagonia, 356; appoint in a synod the time
of celebrating Easter, ib.; schism among
them, ib.; consequences of their nar-
row bigotry, 357; find fault with Chry-
sostom's expressions regarding repent-
ance, 374.

Novatus, a presbyter of Carthage, his in-
famous character, i. 179, 184, 185; sup-
ports schism of Felicissimus, 179; goes
to Rome, 180; seduces Novatian from
the church, ib.; his inconsistency, ib.?
returns to Africa, 181; Cyprian's testi-
mony respecting his character, 184,185.

Jtfoviomagus, Gerard, his controversy with
Erasmus, ii. 466.

Numidicus, a presbyter, his sufferings and
recovery, i. 177.

Nuremberg, edict of, ii. 356, 371, 372 ;
diet of, 365, 8c seq.; another diet of,
391, & seq.

O.

Ockham, William, ii. 104.
Odoacer, King of the Heruli, conquers

Rome and puts an end to the Roman
empire, i. 463; overcome by Theodoric,
ib.469.

(Ecolampadius, see Ecolampadius.
Offices in the church, rise of the lower

ones, i. 240.
Olaus, King of Sweden, patronizes Chris-

tians, i. 595.
King of Norway, professes conver-

sion, but retains idolatrous practices, i.
595.

King of Norway, the most successful
of all the Norwegian kings in recom-
mending Christianity, i. 596.

King of Norwa)'', assists the Danes
against Ethelred of England, i. 612 ;
carries over several priests, ib. ; his
zealous labours, ib . ; slain, ib.

Petri, instructs Gustavus Vasa, ii.
379 ; holds a disputation in support of
Lutheranism against Peter Galle, ib.;
made secretary to Gustavus Vasa, 380 ;
engaged in a second disputation against
Peter Galle, 382 ; publishes an explana-
tion of justification by faith, ib. 585;
and a ritual, 382 ; sketch of his history,
585.

Olga, Queen of the Russians, receives bap-
tism, i. 597.

Olympias, an opulent lady, her liberality
to Chrysostom, i. 577; banished to Ni-
comedia, ib.

Omer, Bp. of Tarvanne, his successful la-
bours, i. 532.

Onesimus, a slave, and afterwards a Chris-
tian convert, i. 59, 60.

Bishop of Ephesus, commended by
Ignatius, i. 90.

Optatus, Bp. of Melevi, his treatise against
the Donatists, i. 359.

Oracle of Apollo, its answer concerning
Christianity, i. 301.

Ordination, ideas of it strict in early times*
i. 177; recommended to be performed
publicly,jwhy, 208; power of, confined to
bishops, 239.

Origen, his early passion for martyrdom,
i. 148 ; his education and spirit of in-
quiry, ib . ; catechises at Alexandria*
149 ; distinguishes himself by his attach-
ment to martyrs, ib.; his great industry
and self-denial, 149, 150; becomes a
voluntary eunuch, 151; ordained a pres-
byter, ib.; comes to Rome, but soon re*
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turns, 155; publishes his Hexapla, ib.;
confutes Ambrose, a Valentinian, ib.;
liis lectures attended by heretics and
philosophers, ib. ; his opinion of the
necessity of secular and philosophical
learning, ib.; his habit of allegorizing
Scripture, 156; sent for to instruct the
governor of Arabia, 157; sent for by
Mammaea, the emperor's mother, 158;
sent for to Athens to assist the churches,
ib.; goes to Palestine, 159; ejected from
the church, and banished from Egypt,
ib.; retires to Palestine, and is still fol-
lowed, ib ; his letter to Gregory Thau-
maturgus, ib., 235 ; reclaims Beryllus,
ib.; his epistle to the Emperor Philip,
160 ; confutes the error of those who
denied the intermediate state of souls,
ib. ; extreme tortures suffered by him
under Decian persecution, 187; dies,
ib. ; compared with Cyprian, 215 ; his
opinion of Christ, 219, 274 ; of justifica-
tion, 220 ; injurious effects of his writ-
ings, 221; supposed to be deficient in
orthodoxy, 252; vindicated, ib. ; diffi-
culty to clear him of depreciating di-
vinity of Christ, 274>; censured by Au-
gustine, 430 ; his love of allegorizing
condemned by Luther, ii. 484.

Orthodoxy, its fruits contrasted with those
of Arianism, i. 324, 332; its practical
fruits, 416; its openness of character, 420.

Osiander, a reformer, heads the reformed
party in a conference at Nuremberg, ii.
482 ; his character, 587; his treatment
of Melancthon, ib.; raises disturbances
among the Lutherans, ib.; his death, ib.

Osmund, Bp. of Salisbury, his judicious
correction of the Liturgy, i. 614, note.

Oswald, King of North umb ria, attempts to
evangelize his people, i. 530 ; his zeal
in the cause, ib . ; his character, 531;
slain, ib.

Othingar, a Danish bishop, extends Chris-
tianity in Denmark, i. 610.

Othman, Sultan, founds a new empire in
the east, ii. 81.

—-— empire founded, ii. 81.
Otho, Emperor of Germany, represses pa-

pal disorders at Rome, i. 591 ; esta-
blishes right of choosing the Pope, ib. ;
his character, 592; fixes the imperial
crown in Germany, ib.; represses the
Turks, ib.; his laudable efforts in the
cause of religion, ib.

Bp. of Bamberg, his labours in Po-
merania, ii. 41.

Oxford, university of, founded, ii. 37; op-
pressed by the Danes, ib . ; its celebrity
and impiety, in twelfth century, ib.

P .
Pacianus, Bp. of Barcelona, renowned for

piety and eloquence, i. 358; his writings,
ib.

Paganism, its decline, i. 301, 302.
Paletz, professor of divinity at Prague,

persecutes Huss, ii. 168, 170, 176; en-
deavours to induce him to retract, 179.

Palladius, first Bishop of Scotland, i. 458.
Pallavicini, a popish advocate, his confes-

sion respecting the measures against
Luther, ii. 279 ; his prejudices, 316;
his character of Adrian the Sixth, 367,
note.

Pamphilus, the friend of Eusebius, lib
character, i. 266; his confession and
martyrdom, ib.

Pantsenus, master of the school at Alexan-
dria, i. 145; combines Stoicism with
Christianity, ib. ; preaches among the
Indians, ib.

Papacy, its discriminating marks, i. 521 ;
its corruption testified by papists, 602,
& seq.

Paphnutius, Bp. of Thebais, successfully
contends in Nicene council against pro-
hibiting the clergy from cohabiting with
their wives, i. 281; his honest secession
from the council of Tyre, 285.

Papias, Bp. of Hierapolis, a disciple of St.
John, his character, i. 138.

Paris, University of, celebrated as a di-
vinity seminary, ii. 37; its renown, 209,
233, 333 ; appeals from the council of
Lateran, 233; condemns Luther, 233 ;
censures Erasmus, 469.

Paris, Matthew, a valuable monkish histo-
rian, ii. 49 ; calumniates the Waldenses,
ib.; his history, 78 ; his character, 99.

Parishes not known in third century, i.
240.

Paschal II. Pope, silences the Bishop of
Florence, ii. 39.
— a Waldensfan, sent as pastor into Ca-
labria, ii. 73 ; burned, ib.; his constancy,
ib.

Patiens, Bp. of Lyons, his great charity,
i. 463 ; his pastoral labours, 464.

Patricius, father of Augustine, his charac-
ter and conversion, i. 405.

Patrick, the apostle of Ireland, born in
Scotland, i. 459 ; carried captive into
Ireland, ib.; conveyed into Gaul, ib.;
returns to convert the natives, ib . ; his
ill success, ib.; returns to Gaul, ib. ; en-
couraged by Germanus and Coelestine,
returns to Ireland, ib.; his great success,
ib.; teaches the Irish the use of letters,
ib.; his death, ib.

Patronage, church, origin of, i. 495.
Patto, a Scotch abbot, made bishop of

Verden, i. 589; his character, ib.; su£
fers martyrdom, ib.

Paul the apostle, see Saul; his conversion*
i. 32; goes to Jerusalem, 34; sent by the
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apostles to Tarsus, ib.; no favourite in
the church at Jerusalem, ib.; goes along-
with Barnabas to bring alms to Jerusa-
lem, ib.; returns to minister to the Gen
tiles, ib.; supports Peter's opinion at the
council, 36.; his prudence regarding the
Jewish converts, ib. ; his conduct touch-
ing communion vindicated, 37; rebukes
Peter's dissimulation, ib.; his fourth and
fifth visits to Jerusalem, ib.; joins in a
Nazarite vow, 38 ; suffers outrages, un
dergoes various other trials, and arrives
in Rome, ib.; his epistle to the Hebrews,
39; brought from Tarsus to Antioch by
Barnabas, 45; sent by the Holy Ghost
into other countries, ib.; his travels, ib.;
his separation from Barnabas, 48; takes
Silas as his companion, ib.; their pro-
gress, ib. 51; ejects the spirit of Pytho
ib.; scourged and imprisoned, ib.; deli-
vered from prison, ib.; his visit to
Athens, 54 ; works at Corinth as a tent-
maker, 55, 56 ; sent to Rome, 58 ; how
employed there, ib. ; his dangers and
distress at Ephesus, 61; further account
of his labours, epistles, and persecu-
tions, 69 ; his martyrdom and character,
71; what time he speaks of in ch. vii. of
Romans, 363.

Paul the first hermit, his early life, i. 196 ;
lives a hermit ninety years, ib. ; his
piety, ib.; his retirement vindicate
ib.

of Samosata, his heresy, i. 229 ; his
character, ib.; recants before a council,
ib.; his conduct examined before a se-
cond council, ib.; deposed, 230 ; letter
from the council respecting him, ib.; fa-
voured by Zenobia, 232 ; keeps posses-
sion of his church, but finally expelled,
ib.

a martyr, his charitable prayers be-
fore he suffered, i. 265.

Bp. of Constantinople, recommended
to that see by Alexander on his death-
bed, i. 288 ; his character, ib. ; elected,
ib.; dispossessed, ib. ; re-elected, 289;
banished, ib.; murdered, 291.

a Novatian bishop, his great reputa-
tion for holiness, i. 475, note,

cultivates the friendship of Pepin, i.
555.

Paula, an illustrious Roman lady, becomes
intimate with Jerom, i. 452; adopts a
monastic life, 453 ; erects four monaste-
ries, ib.; her death, ib.

Paulianists, re-baptism in their case re-
quired by the church, and why, i. 287.

Paulicians, their sect, i. 571; origin of their
name, ib.; confounded with Manichees,
572 ; effusion of the Spirit among them,
ib. ; calumnies against them, ib.; their
growing1 importance, ib . ; persecuted,

573 ; their exemplary conduct under
persecution, ib.; alteration of their cha-
racter, 574; probability of true church
being among them in twelfth century,
ii. 38.

Paulinus, Bp.of Antioch, i. 311; ordained
by Lucifer, which causes a schism, ib.;
his character, ib. ; proposal of Gregory
to confirm him, rejected, 333.

of Nola, his prayer, i. 429, 430, 477;
his death and character, 454, 478 ; his
writings, 477 ; marries a rich lady, ib.;
retires from the world, ib. ; obliged by
the people to receive orders, ib.; his re-
markable humility, ib.; ordained bishop,
ib.; disturbed by the Goths, ib. ; his
friendship with Augustine, ib. ; his let-
ters to Amandus and others, ib. & seq.;
his intimacy with Sulpitius Severus, 477,
478; refuses his picture to Severus, but
gives a picture of his heart, 478 ; has
the walls of a temple painted with Scrip-
ture stories, 550.

consecrated bishop of the north of
England, i. 528; attends Ethelburg into
Northumberland, ib. ; labours to con-
vert the Pagans, ib . ; his success, 529 ;
preaches in Lincolnshire with success,
ib. ; made Bishop of Rochester, 530.

Bp. of Aquileia, takes a part in coun-
cil of Frankfort, i. 557 ; his writings and
character, 567 ; opposes the Pope, and
the second council of Nice, ib. ; enjoys
favour of Charlemagne, 568 ; preaches
to the Pagans, ib.

Paulus Sergius, his conversion, i. 46.
Pavan, James, a reformer, persecuted,

and recants, ii. 483; resumes his profes-
sion, and suffers martyrdom, ib.

Peasants, war of, ii. 409 ; cause thereof,
425.

Pelagian papers, i. 418.
Pelagians, guilty of plunderings and burn-

ings, i. 413 ; banished from Rome, 415;
their party indefatigable, ib.; their sect
nearly eradicated by Augustine, 432.

Pelagianism, i. 409, 410, 411, 412, 413,
414; history of, by Augustine, 414 ;
compared to Socinianism, 416; pure,
lost for many ages, 417 ; Semi, its rise
and continuance, ib. 420 ; opposed in
Britain by Germanus and Lupus, and
suppresaed, 458; Semi, supported by
Cassian, 459 ; and checked by Prosper
and others, 460 ; prevalence of in the
eastern church, 479; again spread in Bri-
tain, 461 ; put down by Germanus, ib. ;
characteristic thereof, ii. 455, note.

Pelagius, a British monk, i. 409 ; his mo-
rals decent, 410; his reputation fop
piety, ib. ; his genius, ib.; his heresy,
ib. ; his duplicity and deceit, ib.; settles
at Rome, and gives offence to the
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church, 411; flies to Africa upon taking
of Rome, ib.; passes into Palestine, and
excites notice of Jerom, ib.; writes re-
spectfully to Augustine, 412; his lettei
to Demetrias, ib.; his letter to a widow,
ib.; his heretical book, ib.; summoned
before council of Diospolis, 413 ; denies
his letter to the widow, ib.; acquitted,
ib.; improves his acquittal to heretical
purposes, ib.; his opinions condemned
in council of Carthage, 414 ; and in
council of Milevum, ib. ; his letter to
Innocent, ib. ; condemned by Zozimus,
415; complains of his treatment and im
poses on respectable persons, 415, 416
reduced to obscurity, 417; his insidious-
ness, 420; his writings, ib.

Pelagius, a Goth, chosen king by a rem-
nant of that nation, i. 546; his pious
trust in God, ib.; his success against the
Arabians, ib.

Pellican, Conrad, a Swiss divine, his con-
troversy with Erasmus, ii. 424, 459,
note.

Penance, its influence in withdrawing sin-
ners from Christ, ii. 80.

Penda, King of Mercia, a Pagan, defeats
Edwin, i. 530; and Oswald, 532; slain,
ib.

son of the former, embraces and pro-
pagates Christianity, i. 531.

Pepin, son of Charles Mart el, usurps the
crown of France, i. 553 ; supports the
Pope, 554 ; gains great advantages from
the Lombards, and bestows them on the
Pope, ib.; his death, 555.

Peregrinus, Lucian's account of him,
127, §c seq.; commits suicide, 247
statue erected to him, 247.

Pergamus, church of, i. 63,
Perpetua, a lady of quality, her constancy,

i. 152; exposed to a wild cow, 154 ; her
extraordinary fortitude, ib.; her mar-
tyrdom, ib.; her visions doubtful, ib.

Peter, the apostle, his discourse on the ef-
fusion of the Spirit, i. 27; miraculous
cure by him and John, 29 ; imprisoned,
ib. $ dismissed, ib. •, imprisoned by He-
rod Agrippa, 34 ; delivered by an angel,
ib.; opens the debate of the council at
Jerusalem, 35; dissembles his opinion
respecting the Gentiles, 37 ; his activity
in establishing the churches, 40 ; raises
Tabitha from the dead, ib. ; is sent to
Samaria, 4 1 ; returns to Jerusalem, 42 ;
his visit to Cornelius, 44; his labours
and martyrdom, 72; his wife's martyr-
dom, 73 ; his character, ib.

one of Dioclesian's household, his
martyrdom, i. 258.

the monk, suffers martyrdom, i.
266.

„., , Bp. of Alexandria, a martyr, deposes

Meletius, i. 276; his patience, how
tried, ib.; his character, ib.

Peter, named by Athanasius as his succes-
sor, i. 323; his election approved by
the church, 324; opposition raised by
Euzoius to him, 325; banished, ib.; re-
covers his see, 326.

Bp. of Terraco, consents to a species
of persecution against the Jews, i. 504.

King of Hungary, persecutes Gerard
Bishop of Choriad, i. 610 ; expelled, ib .*
recalled, ib.; banished, ib.

Abbot of Cluny, his ill founded ce-
lebrity, ii. 44; his kindness to Abelard
and Eloisa, ib.; his character, ib.

the Hermit, famous for promoting the
first Crusades, ii. 86; his instructions
respecting Crusades, ib.

Petit, John, a friar, vindicates an assassi-
nation, ii. 164; accused before council
of Constance, but not condemned, ib.

Petrarch, a great reviver of polite litera-
ture, ii. 104.

Philadelphia, church of, i. 65.
Phileas, a Bp. and man of eminence, suf-

fers martyrdom, i. 259; his epistle ta
church of Thmuitse, ib.

Philemon, Paul's epistle to, i. 59.
Philip, one of seven deacons, i. 31; preaches-

at Samaria, 41; baptizes the Ethiopian
eunuch, 43; settles at Caesarea, ib . ; en-
tertains St. Paul, ib.
— the Arabian Emperor, murders and
succeeds Gordian, i. 159; professes Chris-
tianity, ib.; not a cordial friend to the
Gospel, 160; slain, ib.

Augustus, King of France, his saga-
city, ii. 48; and wordliness, ib., perse-
cutes the Waldenses, ib.

Duke of Savoy, protects the Wal-
denses, ii. 71.

Landgrave of Hesse, promotes the
Reformation, ii. 481 ; attempts to gain
over Duke George, ib.; foiled in a second
conciliatory attempt, 503; proposes ara
association of several German states, ib,;
his magnanimous declaration in a crisis
of danger, 508 ; endangered by a secret
treaty, ib.; engages in the treaty of Mag-
deburg, 509 ; his policy and conduct at
the diet of Spires, ib. & seq.; his pro-
posal for domestic reform to the Elector
of Saxony, 512 ; his character, ib.; calls
a synod to determine the reformed doc-
trines, 513 ; his measures of reform in
Hesse, ib.; founds the University of
Marpurg, 514; disposed to offensive
measures in the cause of the Reforma-
tion, ib. ; induces the elector to adopt
warlike measures, 530; his ardour in the
cause, 531; endeavours to reconcile the
Lutherans and Zuinglians, 541, 558.
— Count of Hanover, forwards, the Re^
formation, ii, 560,
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Philippi, church of, i. 50; why called the
first city of Macedonia, ib.; description
thereof; 51; liberality of the church of,
52 ; epistle to it, ib.

Philosophers, extraordinary story of the
conversion of one, i. 279.

Phocas, a centurion, raised to the empire,
i. 513 ; his character, 534 ; deposed and
put to death, ib.

Photinus, Bp. of Sirmium, deposed as a
Sabellian, i. 291.

Photius, Bp. of Constantinople, his cha-
racter, i. 570, note; his opposition to
Ignatius, 581; reproved by Cyril, ib.

Pilgrimages, bad effects of them, i. 578.
Pionius, a Presbyter, of Smyrna, his admi-

rable address to the people, i. 193; im-
prisoned, 194; forced to an idol temple,
ib.; his bold confession, 195; silences
Ruffinus by an appropriate answer, ib.:
suffers martyrdom, ib.

Pius IV, Pope, persecutes the Waldenses,
ii. 73.

JPlanitz, John, a German nobleman, repre
sents Frederic of Saxony at diet of Nu
remberg1, ii. 370 ; his attachment to pro
tt-stantism, 371 ; his prudent conduct i
Nurerol^rg, 371, 375.

Plato, how distinguished from other philo
sophers, i. 399.

Platonics, new, rise of, i. 301.
Pliny, his letter to Trajan, i. 86.
Plotinus, a i'latonist, his erreat reputation.

i. 248.
Ploughman's complaint, a tract, its cele

brity, ii. 108.
Pluralities, question of, care of the churcr

upon it, ii. 92.
Podiebrad, King of Poland, persecutes th

Hussites, ii. 195.
Poggius, secretary to Pope John XXIII

his ingenious testimony to the behaviou
and eloquence of Jerom of Prague, i"
188.

Polentz, George de, Bishop of Samlanc
styled father of the Reformation in Prus
sia, ii. 398.

Poliaco, John de, opposes the Mendican
orders, ii. 84, 85 ; condemned by pap;
authority, ib.

Poliander, John, the amanuensis of Eckiu
embraces, and warmly supports the r<
formed doctrines, ii. 398.

Polychius, Martin, his extraordinary prog'
nostic, respecting Luther, ii. 214; h'
fame, ib.

Politian, a devout soldier at court, visi
Agustine, i.402.

Polycarp, his epistle to the Philippians,
99 ; succeeds to the bishopric of Smyrna
113; was familiar with the apostles, ib
supposed to have been the angel of th
church of Smyrna, in Revelation, ib.

his conference with Anicetus, respect-
ing Easter, ib., his reply to Marcion, ib.;
particulars of his martyrdom, 114.

omeranus, see B\genhagius.
'omerius, Julian, his writings, i. 485.
onticus, a youth, suffers martyrdom, i.
124.

ontius, a deacon, his life of Cyprian, i.
160; his extraordinary affection for that
bishop, 215.

ope becomes a secular prince, i. 553 ;
becomes master of Ravenna, and other
cities, 554; assumes infallibility, ib.; ob-
tains Ferrara and other fortresses, 555 ;
obtains other grants from Charlemagne,
ib.; those of tenth century, their atro-
cious wickednesss, 590; his authority
opposed, by kings and councils, ib.;
right of emperor to choose him, 591;
effect of this regulation on the morals
of the Popes, ib.; right of election trans-
ferred to cardinals, 607 ; his inferiority
to councils, ii. 163 ; his supremacy con-
troverted by Luther, 248.

'opedom, commencement of, i. 547; its
identity with Antichrist, 551; its despot-
ism not acknowledged in eighth century,
567 ; growth of its influence, 469; its
power strongly fixed by Charlemagne,
571 ; domination of, 607; its power ex-
tended in England, 615 ; instances of its
tyranny, oppression and corruptions, ii.
40, 62, 65, 67, 78,79; schism in it, 104;
its decline, 370.

Popery, opposition to, in ninth century, i.
575f & seq.; eleventh century, 607, &
seq.; its essential difference from Pro-
testantism, ii. 65, 207 ; its corruptions,
252, 317, note; 361, 366, 370, 378, 341.

Porphyry, studies under Plotinus, i. 250,
301; his learning and talents, 250; in
early life a Christian, 301; cause of his
apostacy, ib.; his books replete with
malignity and talent, ib.; his philosophy
of oracles, ib.

Possidonius, Bishop of Calama, his life of
Augustine, i. 380, note ; 448.

Potamisena, her beauty, firmness and mar-
tyrdom, i. 150 ; alleged to have appeared
to Basilides, ib.

Potamo, Bp. of Heraclea, insults Eusebius
at council of Tyre, i. 284; receives cruel
treatment from the Arians, 288.

Pothinus, Bp. of Lvons, his martyrdom,
i. 122.

Praxeas, his heresy, i. 143; retracts, ib.
Prayer, Lord's, daily used in the churches,

i. 432 ; Augustine's exposition of, 444.
Prayers for the dead, origin of, i. 551,

note.
Preaching, its importance, ii. 105.
Predestination, doctrine of, misunderstood

by Ambrose, i. 355 ; Augustine's opi-
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nion thereon, 450; other opinions there-
on, 487, 493.

Presbyterian system, scriptural and primi-
tive in a degree, but defective, i. 241.

Presbyters, distinct all along from bishops,
i. 239; in some instances elected by the
people, ib.; why chosen by people, 240;
how different at Alexandria from rest of
the church, 276.

Pride, spiritual, its nature, ii. 522.
Prierias, a Dominican, writes against the

Theses of Luther, ii. 270 ; silenced by
the Pope, 229.

Primasius, an African bishop, character of
his writings, i. 484.

Printing invented, ii. 198.
Priscilla, see Aquila.
Priscillian, a heretic, his character, i. 334 ;

put to death, 335 ; honoured as a martyr,
ib.

Priscillianists, their heresy, i. 334 ; capi-
tally punished, 335, 336.

Prison, the name of a monastery, its pecu-
liar plan, i. 497.

Privatus, an impostor, detected, i. 176.
Probus, the Emperor succeeds Tacitus, i.

232.
Proclus, Bp. of Constantinople, puts an

end to the schism of the Joannists, i.
378.

Procopius, a martyr, answers a demand to
sacrifice by a quotation from Homer, L
261.

Proculus, recovers Severus from sickness,
i. 155.

Proeresius, his magnanimous refusal to be
exempted from, Julian's law against pub-
lic teachers, i. 309.

Prophets, celestial, ii. 409 ; their preten-
sions, ib.

Prosper, withstands Semi-Pelagianism, i.
417,427,460; his opinion respecting pre-
destination, 450, 487; distinguishes him-
self in defence of the doctrines of grace,
483 ; excellence of his spirit, ib.

Protestant princes, their protest and ap
peal, ii. 557; their proceeding's in con-
sequence of the diet of Spires, 558
conclude an alliance at Smalcald, 560.

Protestantism, its essential difference from
popery, ii. 65, 207.

Protestants in twelfth century, ii. 20; ori-
gin of the term, 557.

Provision, system of, ii. 96, 104.
Prussians, the last of European nations t

receive the Gospel, i. 610; their charac-
ter, ii. 82 ; compelled to receive Christi-
anity, ib.

Psalmody, origin of in church of Milan, i
404.

Publia, her courageous zeal ag*ainst idola-
try before Julian, i. 314.

Pulcheria, sister of Theodosius the younger.

i. 474; her character, ib.; her ascen-
dency over her brother, ib.; succeeds to
the empire and Marcian, 476.

'upian, accuses Cyprian of haughtiness,
i. 208 ; disowns his authority, ib.

'upienus, Emperor, succeeds Maximin
jointly with Balbinus, i. 159.

•urgatory, i. 551, note; ii. 91.

a.
Quadratus, Bp. of Athens, restores order

in that church, i. 199 ; presents an apo-
logy to Adrian, ib.

Quinta, her martyrdom, i. 188.
Quintus, his lapse, i. 114, note.

R.

Rabanus, Abp. of Mentz, his learning, I,
570 ; opposes doctrine of transitbstanti-
ation, ib. 575 ; deficient in godliness,
570; his controversy with Gottesclmlcus?
5S0 & seq.

Radbert, Pascasius, introduces doctrine of
transubstantiation, i. 570.

Radegunda, daughter of the King of Thu-
ringia, taken captive in infancy, i. 497;
falls to the lot of Clotaire, who marries
her, ib.; her piety infected with monas-
ticism, ib.; separates from her husband
and follows monastic rules, ib.

Radulph, a monk of tenth century, his in-
timate acquaintance with divine truth, i.
604; extracts from his writings, ib.

Rapin, strictures on his history, ii. 155,
156.

Ratisbon, confederacy of, ii. 396.
Ravenna, Exarchate of, what, i. 554 ; given

to the Pope, ib.
Raymond, Count of Toulouse, protects the

Waldenses, ii. 65; his unjustifiable means
of resisting the Pope, ib.; his deficiency
in true religion, ib. 68; his death, ib.
— son of the former, his misfortunes, ii.
68, 69.

Recaredus, succeeds his father in kingdom
of Visigoths in Spain, i. 498; embraces
orthodoxy, ib.; destroys Arianism in
Spain, ib.; his character, 504.

Redemption, particular, Augustine's opi-
nion on that point, i. 449 ; unknown to
the ancients, 451.

Reformation, propriety of the name, ii.
107; remarkable events subservient to
it, 197 ; its fruits, 353 ; its progress, 362,
363, 364, 365, 377, & seq.; 397, & seq.;
402, &seq.; 481, & seq.; 451.

Reinerius, his testimony to the character
of the Waldenses, ii. 52, 59; acted as
inquisitor, 69.

Reinhard, Martin, a partisan of Carolstadt,
his attack upon Luther, ii. 420.
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Reinher, Sancho, an apostate, persecute
of the Waldenses, his account of th<
Wickliffites, ii. 161; and of the Wai
denses, ib. note.

Rembert, Bp. of Bremen, his labours an
character, i. 588; preaches in Branden
burg, ib.

Remigius, Abp. of Lyons, vindicates
teschalcus, i. 581.

Rhedon, Thomas, a Carmelite friar,
preaches against corruptions of Rome.
ii. 198 ; degraded and burned, ib.

Ricardus, his treatise on the Incarnatio
ii. 43.

Richard I. of England, sends for and hears
Joachim of Calabria, ii. 40 ; his subser-
viency to the Pope, ib.

— II. of England, patronizes persecu
tion of the Lollards, ii. 145; deposed,
146,

Robert, King of France, patronizes learn
ing, i. 606.

—— a Waldensian, turns Dominican, mad«
inquisitor general, and persecutes th<
Waldenses, ii. 75; suspended by tin
Pope, and condemned to perpetual
imprisonment, ib.

Rogations, what, i. 433.
Rokyzan, a Calixtine, seduced by ambitious

motives, ii. 194 ; made Abp. of Prague,
ib.; his temporising conduct, ib. 195 ;
his sensibility at the torture of Gregory,
196 ; persecutes the Hussites, 197 ; dies
in despair, ib.

Rolla, a Norwegian pirate, ravages France,
and becomes Duke of Normandy, i.
597? marries the daughter of Charles the
Simple, and embraces Christianity, ib.

Romans, their superstitious character,
300; fond of adopting gods of conquer-
ed nations, ib.

Romanus, a deacon of Csesarea, rebukes
the cowardice of the apostates at An-
tioch, i. 261; seized, and has his tongue
cut out, ib.; suffers other tortures and
martyrdom, ib.

Rome, church of, its erection obscure, I.
58; epistle thereto, ib.; same as church
at Babylon, 59 ; epistle from, to church
at Carthage, 166; thriving state of, 167;
schism therein raised by Novatian, 180;
state of, in third century, 181; see ofj
corrupted under Vigilius, 497; election
to, necessary to be confirmed by the
emperor, 499, note ; its supposed su-
premacy, 501; its great depravity, 591;
ii. 180 ; its supremacy acknowledged by
princes, i. 592; becomes the seat of
Antichrist, 557.

city of, burned, i. 65; taken by the
Goths, 411.

« empire of, its moral condition during
first three centuries, i. 238.

Rorar, George, a disciple of Luther's, in-
strument of giving publicity to Luther's
Commentary on the Galatians, ii. 294.

Rosary, constituted by Dominic, ii. 86.
Roscelin, publishes erroneous views of the

Trinity, i. 617; coufuted by Anselm, ifc.;
condemned for Tritheism, ii. 5.

Roscoe, misrepresents the character of
Luther, ii. 539.

Roussel, Gerard, a Lutheran, sent by Mar-
garet of Navarre to confer with Stras-
burg divines, ii. 402.

Ruffinus, his opinion quoted by Coelestius
the heretic, i. 411; his quarrel with
Jerom, 442.

Rumold, an English or Irish missionary,
his labours, i. 565 ; murdered, ib.

Rupert, Bp. of Worms, invited to Bavaria,
i. 533 ; success of his ministry, ib.; made
bishop of Saltzburg, ib.

S.
Sabbath-breaking, laws against it, i. 474,

476, 525.
Sabbatius, a Jew, ordained by Marcian,

the Novatian bishop, i- 359; his ambi-
tious views and pretences to strictness*
ib.; obliged by a council to swear against
aiming at a bishopric, ib.; breaks hisi;
oath, and excites a schism, ib.

Sabeans, Christianity spread among them,
i. 299.

Sabellianism, i. 226, 228.
Sabellians, their heresy, i. 291.
" abina, sister to Pionius, her confession, L

194.
Sadducees, their character, i. 30 ; perse-

cute the Apostles, ib.
St. Amour, William de, his celebrity, ii.

83 ; opposes the friars, ib. 84; banished,
and his book burned, ib.; returns to
Paris, ib.; his character, ib.

It. Pou^ain, Durandus de, his fame in
school divinity, ii. 121, note.

aints, so called, not always reputable
characters, i. 548.

>altza, James of, Bp. of Breslau, favours
the Reformation, ii. 384.

lalvian, Bp. of Marseilles, character of his
writings, i. 484.

amaria, church of, i. 40 ; situation of, 4 1 ;
how inhabited, ib.

iamaritans, their origin, i. 4 1 ; receive the
Gospel, ib.

iampson, a Welshman, founds a monas-
tery at Doll, i. 496; made bishop of
Doll, ib.; his renown, ib.

iamson, a Waldensian martyr, his horrid
death, ii. 73.

ianctus, of Vienne, distinguished in the
persecution, i. 120; his extraordinary
fortitude, ib.; renewal of his tortures,
122, 123 ; his martyrdom, 123.
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Sapor, King of Persia, his treatment of the
Emperor Valerian, i. 224, 225; perse-
cutes the Christians, 300.

Sapphira, struck dead for lying to the
Holy Ghost, i. 30.

Sapricius, story of him and Nicephorus, i.
222.

Saracens, progress of Christianity among
them, i. 355 ; their conquests, 539, 546;
put an end to the kingdom of the
Goths, ib . ; defeated by Pelagius, ib.
by Charles Martel, 547 ; their govern
ment becomes more regular, 555; in-
vade Calabria, 605; persecute Chris-
tians in Africa, 607.

Sardis, church of, i. 64.
Sarolta, wife of Geysa, persuades her hus-

band to embrace Christianity,,i. 593.
Satur, steward to Huneric's house, perse-

cuted for his orthodoxy, i. 463 ; his con-
stancy, ib.

Saul, of Tarsus, his character and educa-
tion, i. 32; persecutes the church, ib.;
his conversion, ib.; goes to Jerusalem,
33 ; sent by the Apostles to Tarsus, 34;
See Paul.

Savanarola, Jerome, an Italian monk, his
boldness in preaching the Gospel, ii.
198; imprisoned, ib. ; his meditation
cm 31st Psalm, ib . ; burned as a heretic,
ib.

Savile, Sir Henry, his life of Bradwardine,
ii. 112.

Sawtre, first martyr among the Lollards,
ii. 146; recants, ib . ; recovers his cou-
rage and suffers, ib.

Schaumburg, a Franconian knight, offers
protection to Luther, ii. 273.

Schisms among the Corinthians rebuked
by Clement, i. 78; breaks out in church
of Carthage, 178; also, in church of
Borne, 180; blamed to an excess by Cy-
jjrian, 186; of Donatists, 275 ; ofNova-
tians, and others, under their proper
heads.

Schleinig, John a, Bp. of Misnia, opposes
the Reformation, ii. 354.

Schucb, Wolflfgangus, a reformed minis-
ter, his labours, courage, and martyr-
dom, ii. 483.

Schurff, Dr. Luther's advocate at "Worms,
his management there, ii. 308; sent by
Frederic as a confidential agent to Lu-
ther, 345; his sentiments on Luther's
marriage, 431.

Scillita, a city of Africa, account of mar-
tyrs there, i. 151.

Scot, John, Bp. of Dunkeld, his character,
ii. 83 ; proposes to have his see divided,
ib.

Scotus, John, his learning, i. 570; opposes
transubstantiation, ib. 575-, deficient in
godliness, 570. ,

54

Scotus, John Duns, his learning and cha-
racter, ii. 104.

Scriptures, preference given to human
writings above them, i. 569; providen-
tial preservation of their integrity, 571.

Scultetus, Abraham, his character as an
historian, ii. 483.

Seckendorf, his translation of the History
of Lutheranism, ii. 205, 209,note.

Sellarius, Michael, an Anabaptist, his mar-
tyrdom, ii. 553.

Sepulchre, Holy Church of, its magnifi-
cence, i. 297.

Serapion, a martyr, i. 188.
an aged Christian, his fall and reco-

very, i. 190.
Serenius Granianus, his letter to Adrian, i.

99.
Serenus, Bp. of Marseilles, destroys images

in churches, i. 508, 550.
Sergius, a Paulician, his excellent charac-

ter, i. 573.
Seval, Abp. of York, his courageous re-

buke of the Pope, ii. 83 ; excommuni-
cated, but retains his see, ib.

Severus, Septimus, Emperor, persecutes
the Christians, i. 138, 148 ; his charac-
ter, 138 ; his death, 155.

Alexander, Emperor, countenances
the Christians, i. 157; his mixed wor-
ship, ib. ; his partial adoption of Chris-
tian maxims, ib.; nicknamed, Archysy-
nagogus, 158; murdered, 159.

— Sulpitius, the historian, his charac-
ter, i. 334, 478 ; exaggerates character
of Martin, 336; his superstitions con-
cerning the dead, ib.; his intimacy with
Paulinus of Nola, 478 ; decisive marks
of his conversion, ib.

Sibert, King of the East Angles, his zeal
and piety, i. 529.

Sick, visitation of, Anselm's direction for,
i. 618.

Sickengen, Francis, a German nobleman,
patronizes Luther, ii. 426, 427, note;
his motives and their consequences, ib.
584.

Sidonius, of Lyons, celebrated as an orator
and poet, i. 463 ; appointed Bishop of
Clermont, ib.; his liberality, ib.

Sigefrid, an English missionary, his la-
bours, i. 610; made Bishop of Wexia,
611; his character, ib.

Sigismund, King of Burgundy, brought
over to orthodoxy, i. 491 ; puts to death
his son, ib.; repents, ib. ; his prayer,
ib.; how answered, ib.
— Emperor, attends council of Con-
stance, ii. 164; his opposition to Pope
John the twenty-third, ib.; his charac-
ter, ib. 168, 170; his base conduct to-
wards Huss, 169, 177; attempts to re-
store unity to the hierarchy, 170; ac-
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ctises Pope John, ib. ; wishes to save
Huss, 180 ; blushes at the rebuke of
Huss, 182 ; desirous of a partial refor-
mation, 192.

Silas accompanies Panl and Barnabas to
Antioch, i. 48; afterwards joined with
Paul alone, ib. See Paul.

Silverius, Bp. of Rome, delivered into the
hands of Vigilius, i. 495 ; banished to
Palmaria, and dies of hunger, ib.

Silvester, III. Pope, deposed for simony
and wickedness, i. 606, note.

• a friar, his martyrdom, ii. 198.
Silvin, a courtier, become a missionary

and a bishop, i. 565 ; his success, ib.
Simeon, succeeds James as pastor of Jeru-

salem, i. 69 ; his martyrdom, 88.
—— an officer, sent to persecute the

Paulicans, i. 573 ; adopts their faith and
preaches the Gospel, ib.; dies a martyr,
ib.

Simon Magus, convinced of truth of Chris-
tianity, i. 4 1 ; offers the Apostles money,
42; reproved by Peter, ib.; father of
the Docetae, 81; honoured even to idola-
try, 83.

Simony, law against it, i. 476.
Simplician, a Presbyter of Rome, his learn-

ing and piety, i. 329 ; instructs Ambrose,
ib. ; and Augustine, ib ; succeeds Am-
brose in see of Milan, ib. & 436; visited
by Augustine, 400.

Sisinnius, Bp. of the Novatians, writes
against Chrysostom, i. 375; his charac-
ter, ib. ; joins in persecuting Chrysos-
tom, 378.

Bishop of Constantinople, i. 475; his
character, ib.

Sixtus, Bishop of Rome, i. 211; suffers
martyrdom, 214; manifests a spirit of
prophecy, 221.

Sleidan, his History commended, ii. 207.
Smalcald, foundation of the famous league

of, ii. 509.
Smaragdus, extract from his writings, i.

602.
Smyrna, church of, i. 63 ; epistle of, re-

specting Polycarp's martyrdom, 144.
Socinianism, i. 416, 420, note.
Socrates, the historian, his fairness, i. 286;

inclined to Novatianism, 375 ; unjustly
censures Chrysoslom, ib. ; his character
as an author, 472, note ; 480.

Solyraan, Sultan, invades Hungary, ii. 515;
gains a signal victory, ib.; invades Au-
stria, and besieges Vienna, ib.

Sophia, wife of Wenceslaus, King of Bo-
hemia, her esteem for John Huss, ii
165; her character, ib. ; ordered to re-
tire after his condemnation, ib.

Sophronius, Bp. of Jerusalem, opposes
Monothelite heresy, i. 536; his writings,
540.

Sorbonne, college of, founded, Ii. 81.
Sorcery, see Magic.
Sozomen, the historian, his character a#

an author, i. 480.
Spalatinus, secretary and chaplaiu to Fre-

deric the Wise, patronizes Luther, iL
216 ; intimidated, 243 ; goes to Wittem-
berg to examine the university and con-
fer with Luther, 277; his letter on the
occasion, ib.; entreats Luther not to ap-
pear at Worms, 307; his friendship with
Luther, 577 ; short account of him, 577,
578 ; ventures to marry, 429, 432 ; his
observation on the Diet of Spires, 511.

Spengler, Peter, a reformer, his martyr-
dom, ii. 520.

Sperat, Paul, a reformer, suffers persecu-
tion, ii. 398 ; escapes to Wittemberg,
ib.; made Bp. of Pomesane, ib.

Spires, convention of, ii. 397; diet of, 509 ;
a second diet of, 556.

Spongia, a work of Erasmus, ii. 436.
Spreng, James, a scholar of ̂ Luther, per-

secuted and obliged to recant, ii. 322,
note ; repents his recantation, and again
preaches, ib.

Staupitius, Vicar General of the Augustine
monks, his learning and religion, ii. 213;
his extraordinary prognostic of Luther,
214; his conduct on Luther's examina-
tion at Augsburg, 233 & seq. ; with-
draws his support from Luther, 236;
his conduct palliated, ib. ; receives pre-
ferment, 237 ; Luther's letters to him,
ib.

tephen, the Deacon, his martyrdom, i.
31.

Bp. of Rome, i. 200; maintains the
true doctrine respecting re-baptism,
210; his violence on the subject, ib.;
death, 211.

Bp. of Antioch, an Arian, deposed
for corruption, i. 290.

Pope, seeks protection from Con-
stantine, i. 554 ; applies for|assistance to
Pepin and the French dukes, ib, ; pro-
mises them remission of sins, ib. ; goes
to Pavia to treat with Astulphus, ib. ;
passes into France and treats with Pe-
pin, ib. ; receives Ravenna and other
great advantages from him, ib.; assumes
infallibility, ib.; supports Desiderius and
obtains Ferrara and other advantages,
555 ; his death, ib.

— chief Prince of Hungary, baptized,
i. 593; his zeal, ib. 609; his character, ib.
600 ; his excellent laws, 609 ; takes the
Prince of Transylvania prisoner, ib.; re-
stores him to liberty on condition of al-
lowing the preaching of the Gospel, ib.;
his afflictions and death, 610.

— a Missionary to Sweden, beaten and
expelled from the country, i. 595.
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Stephen, last Bp. of the Waldenses, burn
ed, ii. 196.

Stork, a baker, his fanaticism, ii. 341.
Stubner, a German fanatic, ii. 341 ; his

conference with Luther, 352.
Stunica, a Spanish divine, accused of ca

lumny by Erasmus, ii. 460 ; publishes a
book against Erasmus, ib., note.

Subdeacon, what, i. 510, 511.
Sudbury, Abp. of Canterbury, cites Wick-

liff, ii. 124; his character, ib.; murdered,
565.

Suen, Otho, son of the King1 of Denmark,
forms a party against his father, i. 595 ;
his apostasy, expulsion, restoration and
zeal, ib.

Suicide, honourable among the Gentiles, i.
128; committed by Christians in Diocle-
sian persecution, 260; remarkable one
of a lady at Antioch, and her two daugh-
ters, to avoid brutality, ib.

Supererogation, doctrine of, ii. 207.
Superintendent, what, ii. 530.
Swein, King of Denmark, subdues Norway

and abolishes idolatry there, i. 596 ;
compelled to do penance for an illegal
act, 612, note; devastates England, 613.

Sylvanus, founder of the Paulicians. See
Constantine.

Symmachus, his translation of the Bible,
i. 155; was an Ebionite, and inveighs
against St. Matthew's Gospel, ib.

a man of learning and eloquence, his
attempt to restore Paganism, i. 337; his
address to the emperors, ib.

Synod, see Council.

T.

Taborites, ii. 190, 193.
Tacitus, Emperor, succeeds Aurelian, i.

232.
Tamerlane, the Tartar, persecutes Chris-

tians, ii. 104.
Tanchelin, a heretic, ii. 19.
Tanes, a Scotch abbot, preaches in Ger-

many, i. 588; made Bishop of Verden, ib.
Tarasius, Bp. of Constantinople, supports

image worship, i. 556f 557.
Tast, Herman, a reformer, preacher un-

der a tree, ii. 378 ; preaches the first
public reformed sermon at Gardingen,
ib.

Tatian, deserving of the name of heretic,
i. 136.

Tauber, Casper, a reformer, suffers mar-
tyrdom, ii. 403.

Taylor, William, a Lollard priest, burned
ii. 159.

Teutonic Knights, ii. 164, 174, &, seq.
Terentius, an officer of Valens, petitions

for a church for the orthodox, i. 325 ;
injuriously treated, ib.

Tertullian, his character, i. 141; seduced
by the Montanists, 142 ; deserts them
and forms the sect Tertullianists, ib.;
his treatise against Praxeas, 143; his
views of the Trinity, ib.; his apology,
ib.; apt to torture scripture in contro-
versy, ii. 485.

Tetzel, John, a Dominican inquisitor, em-
ployed to sell the indulgences of Leo
the Tenth, ii. 210, 223 ; Ms character,
210; his impious conduct in respect to
sale of indulgences, ib., 212, 224, notes ;
sentenced to death for adultery, but es-
capes, 211; opposes Luther and burns
his Theses, 223 ; rebuked by Miltitz,
241; deserted by all, and dies of a bro-
ken heart, 243.

Theatre, opinion of Cyprian respecting it,
i. 205 ; of the Romans, ib.; of the early
Christians, ib.; of Julian, 304.

Theobald, Count of Blois, brother of Ste-
phen, King of England, his extraordi-
nary piety and virtue, ii. 4.

Theodolinda, Queen of the Lombards,
brings over the nation to orthodoxy, i.
506.

Theodora, Empress, wife of Justinian, her
unprincipled attempt to make Vigilius
Bishop of Rome, i. 495.

Empress, supports image worship, i.
569; her violent persecution of the
Paulicians, 573.

Theodore, Bishop of Pharan, author of
Monotholite heresy, i. 537.

Theodoret, the historian, his character, i.
480 ; condemned as a heretic, ib.; his
appeal to his past life in his letter to
Leo, ib.; restored to his see, 481.

Theodoric, the Goth, overcomes Odoacer,
i. 463, 469 ; his law against the adherents
of Odoacer, ib.; how moderated at the
intercession of Epiphanius, ib.; employs
Epiphanius on a mission, ib.

Theodorus, a Christian, tortured at the
command of Julian, i. 313 ; his constancy
and remarkable declaration of divine
support, ib.

Theodosius, chosen by Gratian as his col-
league in the empire, L 330 ; his great
abilities, ib.; reprobates Arianism by a
law, 332; calls a general council at Con-
stantinople, ib.; his attempts to establish
union, 333 ; prohibits assemblies of here-
tics, ib.; assists Valentinian the younger
against Maximus, 339; his vigorous sup-
port of Christianity, 340; grants tolera-
tion to the Luciferians, ib.; was of a
passionate temper, ib.; orders a massa-
cre to punish the Thessalonians, ib.; for-
bidden by Ambrose to enter the church,
ib.; his repentance and restoration, 341;
becomes sole master of the Roman world,
ib. j his measures to extirpate idolatry,
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ib.; endeavours to induce the Roman
senate to embrace Christianity, 342;
makes idolatry a capital crime, ib.; his
death and character, ib.; his statue in-
sulted at Antioch, 373 ; generously for-
gives the city, 373.

Theodosius II. orders .the body of Chrysos-
tom to be brought with funeral solem-
nity to Constantinople, i. 378; succeeds
Arcadius, 473 ; affords refuge to the
Christian fugitives from the Persian per-
secution, ib.; engaged in a war in con-
sequence, 474; his reign and character,
ib.; completes destruction of idolatry,
ib.; instance of his piety, ib.; his laws
against profanation of the sabbath, ib.;
and against progress of Judaism, ib. ;
prohibits molestation of Jews and Pa-
gans, ib.; reduces penalty against hea-
thenism, ib.; instance of his weakness,
475; his death, 476.

Theodotus, a tanner, distinguished as a
heretic, i. 133 ; denies Christ, ib.

Theognis, of Nice, banished for support-
ing Arianism, i. 283 ; restored, ib.

Theognostus, of Alexandria, his theologi-
cal opinions, i. 237.

Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch, brought
up a gentile, i. 130 ; his conversion, ib.

Bishop of Alexandria, his bad cha-
racter, i. 375; contrives the condemna-
tion of Chrysostom, ib.; his death-bed
reflection, 476, 477.

Theophylact, extracts from his writings, i.
602 & seq.; was a luminary, ib.

Tbeotecnus, governor of Antioch, his ar-
tifices against the Christians, i. 269.

Thessalonica, church of, i. 52; epistle to
it, 53 ; character of, 54.

Thorn, Lambert, a reformed monk, his
martyrdom, ii, 385, 386; Luther's letter
to him, 386.

Thrasamond, King of the Vandals, i. 471;
his policy against the church, 486; sends
220 bishops into exile, 487.

Thurzo, John, Bishop of Breslaw, favours
the Reformation, ii. 383 ; Luther's opi-
nion of him, 384; Melancthon's, ib.

Thyatira, church of, i. 63.
Tiberius succeeds Justin in the empire,

499; supports Gregory the First, ib.
Timothy, chief pastor at Ephesus, i. 61 ;

Paul's epistle to him, ib.
Tonstall, Bishop of London, his acrimony

against the Reformers, ii. 434; solicits
Erasmus to oppose Luther, ib.

Toi-gau, articles of; ii. 559, 560.
Tornar, Nicholas, suffers martyrdom for

denying transubstantiation, ii. 520.
Tortosa, Cardinal de, opposes Luther, ii.

252.
Trajan, Emperor, persecutes the Chris-

tians, i. 85 ; his letter to Pliny, 87; his
death, 98.

Translation of clergy forbidden, i. 282 5 of
bishops forbidden, 290.

Transubstantiation, remarkable testimony
against it, i. 525, 567 ; introduced, 570;
an upstart notion, 575; opposed in tenth
century, 590; established by a council,
607; required by court of Rome to be
universally acknowledged, ii. 45; idola-
try resulting from it, ib.; its importance
in the Popish scheme, 512.

Trevisa, John de, vicar of Berkeley, trans-
lates the Bible, ii. 146; his character,
ib.

Trinitarians, their difficulties in contend-
ing against Arians, i. 280 ; their manner
of commenting on the disputed doc-
trine, ib.; their conduct contrasted with
that of Arians, i. 286.

Trinity, treatise on, by Novatian, i. 192;
difficulty of supporting it arising from
imperfection of ideas and language,
228; universally believed in the church
in third century, 230, 237; inaccuracy
in the language of some of the ancient
fathers respecting it, ib.; reason of this,
ib.; sentiments of Roman synod upon
it, ib.; Augustine's treatise on it, 446;
erroneous views of, published by Ros-
celin, 617.

Trocedorf, Valentine, a reformer, ii. 384.
Turks, a providential scourge, i. 592 ; su-

persede the Saracens, ib.; their ferocity,
ib.; their conquests, ii. 2, 197 ; in 1529
Luther rouses his countrymen to take
up arms against, 575.

Tyra, Queen of Denmark, supports Chris-
tianity under disadvantageous circum-
stances, i. 594.

V.

Valens, an Arian, after recanting Christi-
anity, supports Arianism, i. 290 ; per-
secutes the Trinitarians, 291, 292.

Emperor, i. 321; his weakness, ib. ;
persecutes the Trinitarians, ib.; receives
baptism from Eudoxius, and swears ad-
herence to Arian creed, 322; orders
Brettannio, a Nicene bishop, to commu-
nicate with him and his adherents, 322;
banishes him for refusing, ib.; recalls
him, ib.; banishes Evagrius, ib.; his
conduct complained of by a deputation,
of eighty ecclesiastics, ib.; orders them
to be^murdered, ib.; other instances of
his persecution, 322, 323 ; dies in bat-
tle, 326; had previously recalled the
exiled bishops, ib.

Valentinian, Emperor, when an officer com-
manding Julian's body guards, strikes a
doorkeeper for defiling his mantle with
the sacred water in the Temple of For-
tune, i. 309 ,' banished for the offence,
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ib.; succeeds jointly with Valens to the
empire, 321; follows Jovian's plan in
affairs of the church, ib.; establishes
toleration by a law, 326; partially re-
strains its extent, ib.; imposed upon by
Auxentius, 327; refers election of a
bishop of Milan to bishops of the pro-
vince, and refuses to nominate one him-
self, 328; his death and character, 330.

Valentinian, the younger, succeeds his fa-
ther in part of the western empire,!. 330;
imbibes Arianism from his mother, 337;
ill treats Ambrose, ib.;- forsakes Arian-
ism, and is reconciled to Ambrose, 339;
his death, ib.

Valentinians, their heretical artifices, i.
139.

Valerian, Emperor, protects the church, i.
203 ; becomes a persecutor, 211; taken
prisoner by Sapor, 224; treated with
ignominy and put to death, ib. 225.

Bishop of Abbenza, his sufferings for
the faith, i. 462.

Valerius, Bishop of Hippo, his piety, i.
408; ordains Augustine, ib. ; has him
made bishop jointly with himself, 409.

Vallenses, see Cathari.
Vararanes, King of Persia, persecutes the

Christians, i. 428.
Variiias, a French author, his character of

Luther, ii. 220.
Varro, his division of religion, i. 430.
Vasa,. Gustavus, King of Sweden, take9

measures to reform the church, ii. 379;
employs his chancellor to translate the
Scriptures, ib.; his proclamation upon
tliis subject, ib.; his wise and pious con-
duct, 380, 382, note; summons a convo-
cation, 381;,resigns the government
from religious motives, 381; persuaded to
resume, ib.; his candour instanced, 585.

Vaudes, see Cathari.
Vaudois, see Cathari.
Vergerio, a lawyer, sent by Clement VII.

to Ferdinand, to prevent a general coun-
cil, ii. 559; majmer in which he execu-
ted his commission, ib.

Vettius Epagathus, his character, i. 119;
advocates cause of the Christians, and
suffers martyrdom, 120.

Vicelinus, Bp. of Oldenburg, his labours,
character and talent, ii. 42, 43 ; sketch
of his former life, 43, 44.

Victor, Bishop of Rome, excommunicates
Asiatic churches for differing as to the
celebration of Easter, i. 134.

— of Vita, his history of the African
persecutions, i. 485; his sufferings, ib.

Victorian, of Adrumetum, his great wealth,
i. 467; his magnanimous answer to the
proposal of Huneric, ib. ; dies under
persecution, ib.

Victorinus, an African, gives up his rhe-

torical school on occasion of Julian's
edict, i. 309, 401; writes in defence of
the truth, 309 ; his great reputation as a
rhetorician, 358; converted in old age,
ib.; writes against the Arians and Mani-
chees, ib.; manner of his conversion
400.

Vienne, martyrs of, i. 119 & seq.
Vigilantius, a Presbyter, opposes super-

stition, i. 456; opposed by Jerom, ib.
Vigilius, of Thapsus, a celebrated writer,

i. 466; composes treatises under names
of most eminent fathers, ib.; supposed
to be the author of the Athanasian creed,
ib.

• a Roman deacon, bribes Belisarius to
make him bishop of Rome, i. 495; re-
ceives into his hands Silverius the bishop,
and treats him with barbarity, ib.; his
death and character, ib.; compelled to
consent to decrees of a council at Con-
stantinople, ib.

Villehad, an English missionary, his suc-
cess, i. 564; made Bishop of Bremen,
564; his death, 565.

Vincentius, of Lerins, renowned for piety,
i. 483.

Virgilius, an Irish missionary, made bishop
of Saltzburg, i. 565 ; his labours, ib.;
misunderstanding between him and
Boniface, ib. note.

Vitalis, of Carthage, author of Semi-Pela-
gianism, i. 417 ; his doctrine, 426.

Vitellius, governor of Syria, his character,
i. 32.

Vitus, St. patron of New Corbie, i. 596;
idolatrous worship paid him by the Rugi,
ib.

Ulfila, Bishop of the Goths, induced by
presents to draw his people over to
Arianism, i. 326; further particulars of
him, 356 ; his genius and endowments,
ib.; his success and character, ib,

Ulfrid, an English missionary, his success
in Germany and Sweden, 611; cuts down
idol Thor, and is slain in consequence,
ib.

Ulric, son of Count Hucbald, made bishop
of Augsburg, i. 597 ; his character, ib.

Unni, Abp. of Hamburg, his labours, i. 594;
his success, 595; his character and death,
601.

Unwan, Bp. of Hamburg, cuts down idol-
atrous groves, and erects churches in-
stead, i. 610.

Voes, Henry, a reformed monk, his mar
tyrdom, ii. 385, 586.

Voltaire, his insindiousness, ii. 2.
Vows, when binding, ii. 428.
Urban II. Pope, holds council of Clermont,

ii. 36.
— V. Pope, promotes a crusade, ii. 104.

Urbanus, governor of Ceesarea, persecutes
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Christians, i. 263; his excessive malice
and activity, 265 ; capitally punished, ib.

Vrie, Theodoric, a monk, his malicious
account of the martyrdom of Jerom of
Prague, ii. 189.

Ursatius, an Arian, after renouncing Chris-
tianity, supports Arianism, i. 291; per-
secutes the Trinitarians, ib. 298.

Ursula, Duchess of Munsterberg, perse-
cuted, ii. 552; flies to Luther for pro-
tection, ib.

Vulgate edition, ii. 46.

W.

Waldemar, King of Denmark, subjects
Rugen, and imposes Christianity there,
ii. 41.

Walden, Dr. abuses Lord Cobham, ii. 151.
Walden, Thomas of, his opposition to Wick-

liff, ii. 151.
Waldenses, not to be traced to Paulicians,

ii. 498 ; probably derived their notions
from those of Claudius of Turin, 505 ;
why confounded with the Cathari, ii.
45; persecuted, 47, 48, 62, & seq.; their
increase, 48 ; character of this people,
ib.; calumnies against them, 49; their
apology, ib.; their opinions respecting
oaths, 50; and infant baptism, ib.; and
other points, ib. & seq. ; testimony to
their character from enemies and others,
51 & seq.; 161, note ; their doctrine and
discipline, 54, &. seq.; their unreason-
able objections to the anniversaries of
saints, 56; their catechism, 57 ; were the
first of the Protestant churches, 61, note;
their vast numbers, 65; defend them
selves successfully, 71; their opinion of
the holy communion, 175, note; unite
with the Hussites, 196; defective in
evangelical light, 197.

Waldo, Peter, his zeal and labours, ii. 45 ;
opposes transubstantiation, ib.; remark
able account of his first regard for reli-
gion, 46; abandons his mercantile occu-
pation, and gives his wealth to the poor,
ib.; disperses the Scriptures, ib.; ques-
tion of his learning, ib. ; procures or
makes first translation of the Bible into
a modern tongue, ib.; boldly condemns
the reigning vices, and the arrogance of
the Pope, 47; threatened, ib.; compelled
to retire into Dauphiny,ib.; his success,
ib.; flies into Bohemia, 4 8 ; not the
founder of the Waldenses, 56, 60.

Wallenrod, Abp. of Riga, his cruel treat-
ment of Jerom of Prague, ii. 173.

Walsingham, strictures on his history, ii
153.

Warham, William, Abp. of Canterburyi bis
cruelty to the Lollards, ii. 160.

Waterland, Dr. ably confutes Dr. Clark, I.
281.

Wenceslaus, King of Poland, constrained
to favour the Hussites, ii. 191; retires
to a castle, ib.

Wendelinus, an inhabitant of Hagenau,
causes his son to be baptized after the
reformed mode, ii. 482.

Wendelmut, a widow, her martyrdom, ii.
552, 553.

Wesalia, Johnde, a Dr. of divinity, perse-
cuted for his opinions, ii. 200 ; recants,
and is condemned to perpetual penance,
ib.; his character questionable, ib.; his
strong Calvinistic opinions, ib.

Wesselus, John, his celebrity and charac-
ter, ii. 201; why called the Light of the
World, ib.; Luther's praise of one of
his works, ib . ; character of his works,
ib.; doubts of Revelation on his death-
bed, 203 ; overcomes the temptation,
204; his disinterested refusal of honours,
ib.

White, William, a Lollard, his holy and
venerable character, ii. 159; suffers
martyrdom, ib.

Wickliff, John, probability of his deriving
instruction from Lollard, ii. 75; his birth
and education, 121; his progress in
school divinity, ib . ; attacks the vices
of the friars, and the prevailing abuses,
122; made master of Baliol College, 122;
made warden of Canterbury Hall, ib.;
ejected from this office, ib.; appeals to
the Pope, ib.; continues to declaim
against abuses, Sb.; his ejection con-
firmed, ib.; how far influenced by vin-
dictive feelings, ib.; consulted by the
Parliament, 123; made rector of Lutter-
worth, and a prebendary, ib.; befriended
by the Duke of Lancaster, ib.; his qua-
lifications for reform, ib.; his manner of
treating the Pope, ib.; and the friars,
ib. 138; accused at Rome, 124; the
Pope's five bulls against him, ib.; coun-
tenanced by the parliament, ib.; cited
before the Archbishop of Canterbury
and Bishop of London, 124; puts him-
self under the protection of the Duke
of Lancaster, ib.; appears to the cita-
tion, ib . ; escapes by the tumultuous
breaking up of the court, ib.; his opi-
nions, ib. 129, 563, 568; his perseve-
rance, 125; appears to a second citation,
ib. : escapes again, ib.: his explanatory
qualification of his opinions, ib.: opposes
transubstantiation, 127: condemned by
the University of Oxford, ib. 130: dis-
countenanced by the Duke in this part
of his conduct, 127: his character, 127,
128, 135 & seq.: 563 & seq.: his trans-
lation of the Bible, 128, 140, 568 : his
death, 128,567: his books burned, 1288
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148: his remains dug up and burned,
128: his writing's, 129 & seq.: appeals
from the university to the king, 130 :
his confession, ib. $ made professor of
divinity, 138 : his endeavours to defend
the independence of the crown, ib.: dis-
graced at Oxford, but countenanced at
court, 139 : appointed ambassador to
the Pope, ib.: reinstated at Oxford, ib.:
the various treatment he received ac-
counted for, ib. & seq.: his ingenuous
declarations of his motives, 141: speci-
men of his style, ib.: his opinions con-
demned by council of Constance, 173 :
anecdotes relating to him, 565, 566.

Wickliffites, whence called Lollards, ii. 75.
Widefort, a Franciscan, his reply to Wick-

lirPs Trialogus, ii. 131.
Wilfrid, Bp. of York, his character, i. 532.
Will, free, Arminian notion of, supported

by John of Damascus, i. 556: Waldenses
notion of, ii. 55 : impropriety of the
term, 110, 246 : question of, 434 & seq.

William the Conqueror, his character, i.
606, 614, 615: restores learning in Eng-
land, 606:' supports papal power in
England, 615.

an English priest, attends Canute into
Denmark, i. 612, note: desires to be
left as a missionary, ib. : made Bishop of
Roschild, ib.: his successful labours, ib.:
forbids king Swein from communion,
ib.: offers his neck to the swords of the
courtiers, ib.

William II. Rufus, his contest with Anselm,
i. 615: his rapacity, ib.: usurps revenues
of the see of Canterbury, 616 : his ty-
ranny, ib.: his remorse, ib. : preys upon
ecclesiastical benefices, 617.

Abbot of St. Thierry, excites a de-
fence of the truth against Abelard, ii. 10.

Willibrod, an English missionary, his zeal
and success, i. 533 .* made bishop of
Wilteburg, ib.: his labours, 558.

Winebald, an English missionary, his la-
bours, i. 564.

Winfrid, an Englishman, brought up in
monastic life, i. 558: his labours, ib. :
goes as a missionary to Friezeland, ib.:
returns to England, ib.: refuses to be
made abbot, ib. : obtains a commission
from Rome as a missionary, ib.: proceeds
to Bavaria and Thuringia, ib. : returns
to Friezeland, 559: chosen to succeed
to bishopric of Utretcht, .ib.: declines,
ib. : his labours and success in Germany,
ib.: hardships he encountered, ib.: re-
turns to Rome, and is consecrated bishop
of the new German churches, by name of
Boniface, ib.; takes an oath of subjection
to the Pope, ib.; returns to Germany, ib.;
protected by Charles Martel, ib.; his diffi-
culties respecting communion with scan-

dalous priests, 560 ; his great celebrity,
ib.; made archbishop, ib.; erects new
churches, and extends Christianity, ib.;
condemns a heretic and restores discipline,
ib.; his charity, sincerity, and supersti-
tion, 561; his letter to Cuthbert, ib.; avails
himself of the support of civil authority to
purify the church, ib.; is fixed at Mentz,
ib.; his zeal and laboriousness, ib.; revisits
Friezeland, 562; slain by Pagans, ib.; his
letters, ib.; his character, 563; his mis-
understanding with Virgilius, 565, note.

Witnesses, prophesying of, i. 557; ii. 48.
Wittemberg, University of, their conduct on

receiving the Pope's bull against Luther,
ii. 379.

Wolfang, Bp. of Ratisbon, his labours, i. 594.
Wolfgang, brother of the elector Palatine,

his reception of Luther, ii. 225.
Wolodomir, King of Russia, baptized, i. 597
Wolsey, Luther's opinion of him, ii. 473;

»defended by Henry the Eighth, 474; dis-
appointed of the popedom, 506, note; re-
venges himself on Charles the Fifth, ib.

Worms, Diet of, ii. 298; edict of, 315.

Z.

Zacchaeus, a Bp. of Palestine, his extraordi-
nary fortitude and Martyrdom, i. 261.

Zachary, Pope, his character, i. 553; seizes
the power of the Roman dukedom, ib.;
looks for protection to Pepin, ib.; justifies
Pepin in his usurpation, 553.

Zathes, King of the Lazi, desirous of re-
ceiving the Gospel, applies to the emperor,
i. 491.

Zenobia, Queen of the East, desires instrutv
tion of Paul of Samosata, i. 228; favours
him after his exclusion, 232 ; conquered
by Aurelian, ib.

Zisca, a Bohemian lord, distinguished by his
resentment of the death of Huss, ii. 184;
heads the Hussites, 190, 194.

Zozimus, Bp. of Rome, i. 414; imposed upon
by Ccelestius, and writes in his favour, ib.;
his precipitancy condemned by African
bishops, ib.; blamed by Augustine, for
delaying condemnation of Ccelestius, ib.;
imposed on by letters of Pelagius, 415;
declares the innocence of Pelagius in a
letter to the African bishops, ib.; condemns
the two heretics, ib.

Zuinglians, their cruelty to the Anabaptists,
ii. 538,539.

Zuinglius, Huldrick, or Ulrick, a Swiss r&.
former, opposes indulgences, ii. 240; his
conduct in the sacramentary contest, 422,
491, 493, 4.99, 523, 537, &, seq. 546; bis
character, 490,491,498, 546; his writings
in the sacramentary contest, 490 & seq/;
his commentary on true and false religion,
491; his sentiments respecting resistance,
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his zeal against the mass and images, ib.;
his conduct towards the Anabaptists, ib.
&, seq.; differences of his opinions from
those of Calvin, 540; attends conferences
at Marpurg, 541 & seq.; his confession of
faith and peculiar sentiments, 543 & seq.

535, 547; his republican principles, 535;
546; his dream, 545, 548; compared with
Luther, 545 & seq.; writes a letter to
Luther, which the latter terms abusive,
548.

FINIS,


